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THE SENATE OF THE UNITED ''■ SPATES

BILLS PROVIDING FOR A SINKING FUND TO LIQUIDATE-'.-:':

THEIR INDEBTEDNESS TO THE GOVERNMENT.

The following debate upon the propositions for a sinking-fund to

enable the Pacific Railroad to meet their obligations to the Govern

ment when due, is compiled from the official reports of the Senate

debates:

IX SEJfATE.

March 12, 1878.

• # # » # # *

TIIK PACIFIC RAILROADS.

Mr. THURMAN. I move to postpone all previous orders and pro

ceed to the consideration of Senate bill No. 15.

The motion was agreed to; and the Senate, as in Committee of the

Whole, proceeded to consider the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend

the act entitled "An act to aid in the construction of a railroad and

telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to

.secure to the Government the nse of the same for postal, military,

and other purposes," approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and

amend the act of Congress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of

said first-named act.

The Committee on the Judiciary reported an amendment to strike

oat all after the enacting clause and to insert as a substitute :

That the net earnings mentioned in said act of 1662, of said railroad companies

respectively, shall be ascertained by deducting from the gross amount of their

earnings respectively the necessary expenses actually paid within theyear in operat

ing the same and keeping the same in a slate of repair, and also the sum paid by

them respectively within the year in discharge of interest on their first mortgage

bonds, whose lien has priority over the lien of the United States, and excluding

from consideration all sums owing or paid by said companies respectively for in

terest upon any other portion of their indebtedness ; and the foregoing provision

shall be deemed and taken as an amendment of said act of 1864, as well as of said

act of left!. This section shall take effect on the 30th day of June next, and be ap

plicable to all computations of net earnings thereafter ; but it shall not affect- any

right of the United States or 'of either of said railroad companies existing prior

thereto.

Sec. 2. That the whole amount of compensation which may, from time to time,

be due to said several railroad companies respectively for services rendered for the

Government shall be retained by the United States, one- half thereof to he presently

applied to the liquidation of the interest paid and to he paid by the United States



upon the boorls so issued by it as afure^ifliC to each of said corporations severally,

and the other half thereof to be tur-jfcil into the sinking fund hereinafter provided,

for the uses therein mentioned,.** -.". *

Sec. 3. That there shall be* established in the Treasury of the United States a

sinking fund, which shall J^e>bivcsted by the Secretary of the Treasury in bonds

of the United States ; aad4he«emi-annual income thereof shall be in like manner

from time to time invufctytj ,'snd the same shall accumulate and be disposed of as

hereinafter mentioned 'And in making such investments the Secretary shall prefer

the 5 per cent. bonds Af^ the United States, unless, for good reasons appearing to

him, and whioh he sTmU report to Congress, be shall at any time deem it advisable

to invest in otflar bonds of the United States.

Sec. 4. That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on the 1st day

of Febnuvryjn each year, the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbe

fore iiamf-U*.rT«ideretl for the Government by said Central Pacific Railroad Com-

pany,.fu,f Vjtjrlied in liquidation of interest ; and, in addition thereto, the said com-

pany*tU.uUl, on said day in each year, pay into the Treasury, to the credit of said

sioiiing^fund, the sum of $1,200,000, or so much thereof as shall be necessary to

t iof,tfes ihe 5 per cent. of the net earnings of its said road payable to the United

tjtates under said act of 1862, and the whole sum earned by it as compensation for

- ^errices rendered for the United States, together with the sum by this section re

quired to be paid, amount in the aggregate to 35 per cent. of the whole net earnings

, of said railroad company, ascertained and defined as hereinbefore provided, for the

year ending on the 31st day of December next preceding.

That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on the 1st day of Feb

ruary in each year, the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbefore

named, rendered for the Government by said Union Pacific Railroad Company, not

applied in liquidation of interest ; and," in addition thereto, the said company shall,

on said day in each year, pay into the Treasury, to the credit of said sinking fund,

the sum of $850,000, or so much thereof as shall be necessary to make the 5 per

cent. of the net earnings of its said road payable to the United States under said

act of 1862, and the whole sum earned by it as compensation for services rendered

for the United States, together with the sum by this section required to be paid,

amount in the aggregate to 35 per cent, of the whole net earnings of said railroad

company, ascertained and defined as hereinbefore provided, for the year ending on

the 31st day of December next preceding.
Src. 5. rithat whenever it shall be made satisfactorily to appear to the Secretary

of the Treasury, by either of said companies, that 75 per cent. of its net earnings

as hereinbefore defined, for any current year, are or were insufficient to pay the

interest for such year upon the obligations of such company, in respect of which

obligations there may exist a lien pat amount to that of the United States, and that

such interest has been paid out of such net earnings, said Secretary is hereby an

thorized, and it is made bis duty, to remit for such current year so much of the 25

per cent. of net earnings required to be paid into the sinking fund as aforesaid as

may have been thus applied and used in the payment of interest as aforesaid.

Sec. 0. That no dividend shall be voted, made, or paid for or to any stockholder

or stockholders in either of said companies respectively at any time when the said

company shall be in defanlt in respect of the payment either of the sums required

as aforesaid to be paid into said sinking fund or in respect of the payment of the

said 5 per cent, of tne net earnings, or in respect of interest upon any debt the lien of

which, or of the debt on which it may accrue, is paramount to that of the United

States; and any officer or person who shall rote, declare, make, or pay, and any

stockholder of any of said companies who shall receive any such dividend contrary

to the provisions' of this act, shall be liable to the United States for the amount

thereof, which, when recovered, sball be paid into said sinking fund. And every

such officer, person, or stockholder who shall knowingly vote, declare, make, or

pay any such dividend, contrary to tie provisions of this act, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine not

exceeding $10,000 and by imprisonment not exceeding one year.

Sec. 7. That the said sinking fund so established and accumulated shall, at the

maturity of said bonds so respectively issued by the United States, be applied to

the payment and satisfaction thereof', according to the interest and proportion of

each or said companies in said fund, and of all interest paid by the United States

thereon and not reimbursed, subject to the provisions of the next section.

Sec. 8. That said sinking fund so established and accumulated shall, according

to the interest and proportion of said companies respectively therein, be held for

the protection, security, and benefit of the lawful ana just holders of any mortgage

or lien debts of such companies respectively, lawfully paramount to the rights of

the United States, and for the claims of other creditors, if any, lawfully chargeable

upon the funds so required to be paid into said sinking fund, according to their

respective lawful priorities, as well as for the United States, according to the prin

ciples of equity, to the end that all persons having any claim upon said sinking

fund may be entitled thereto in due order; but tho provisions of this section shall



not operate or be held to impair any existing legal right, except in the manner in

this act provided, of any mortgage, lien, or other creditor of any of said companion

respectively, nor to excuse any of Baid companies respectively from the dnty of

discharging, out of other funds, its debts to any creditor cxoept the United States.

Sec. 9. That all sums due to the United States from any of said companies

respectively, whether payable presently or not, and all snms required to be paid

to the United States or into the Treasury, or into said sinking fund under this act,

or under the acts hereinbefore referred to, or otherwise, are hereby declared to bo

a lien npon all the property, estate, rights, and franchises of every description

granted or conveyed by the United States to any of said companies respectively or

jointly, and also upon all the estate and property, real, personal, and mixed, assets,

and income of the said several railroad companies respectively, from whatever source

derived, subject to any lawfully prior and paramount mortgage, lien, or claim

thereon.

Sec. 10. That it is hereby made the duty of the Attorney-General of the United

States to enforce, by proper proceeding against the said several railroad companies

respectively or jointly, or against either of them, and others, all the rights of the

United States under this act and under the acts hereinbefore mentioned, and undor

any other act of Congress or right of the United States; aud in any suit or pro

ceeding already commenced, or that may be hereafter ^commenced, against any of

said companies, either alone or with other parties, in respect of matters arising

under this act, or under the acts or rights hereinbefore mentioned or referred to,

it shall be the duty of the court to determine the very right of the matter without

regard to matters of form, joinder of parties, multifariousness, or other matters

not affecting the substantial rights aud duties arising out of the matters and acts

hereinbefore stated aud referred to.

Sec. 11. That if either of said railroad companies shall fail to perform all and

singular the requirements of this act and of the acts hereinbefore mentioned, and

of any other act relating to said company, to be by it performed, for the period of

six months next after such performance may be due, such failure shall operate as

a forfeiture of all the rights, privileges, grants, and franchises derived or obtained

by it from the United States ; and it shall be the duty of the Attorney-General to

cause such forfeiture to be judicially enforced.

Sec. 13. That nothing in this act shall be construed or taken in any wise to affect

or impair the right of Congress at any time hereafter further to alter, amend, or

repeal the said acts hereinbefore mentioned ; and this act shall be subject to alter

ation, amendment, or repeal, as, in the opinion of Congress, justice or tho public

welfare may require. And nothing herein contained shall be held to deny, ex

clude, or impair any right or remedy in the premises now existing in favor of the

United States.

Sac. 13. That each and every of the provisions in this act contained shall sever

ally and respectively be deemed, taken, and held as in alteration and amondmont

of said act of 18*2 and of said act of 1864 respectively, and of both said acts.

Amend the preamble so as to read as follows :

Whereas on the 1st day of July, A. D. 1863, Congress passed an act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri

River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the same

for postal, military, and other purposes; " and

Whereas afterward, on the ltd day of July, A. 1). 1864, Congress passed an act in

amendment of said first-mentioned act ; and

Whereas the Union Pacific Railroad Company named in said acts, and under the

authority thereof, undertook to construct a railway, after the passage thereof, over

some part of the line mentioned in said acts ; and

Whereas under the authority of the said two acts, the Central Pacific Railroad

Company of California, a corporation existing under the laws of the State of Cali

fornia, undertook to construct a railway, after the passage of said acts, over somo

part of the lino mentioned in said acts ; "and

Whereas the United States, upon demand of said Central Pacific Railroad Com

pany, have heretofore issued, by way of loan and as provided in said acts, to and

for the benefit of said company, in aiaof the purposes named in said acts, the bonds

of the United States, payable in thirty years from the date thereof, with interest at

6 percent, per annum, payable half-yearly, to the amount of $35,865,120, which said

bonds have been sold in the market or otherwise disposed of by said company;

and

Whereas the said Central Pacific Company has issued and disposed of an amount

of its own bonds equal to the amount so issued by the United States, and secured

the same by mortgage, and which are, if lawfully issued and disposed of, a prior

and paramount lien, in the respect mentioned in said acts, to that of the United

States, as stated, and secured thereby ; aud

Whereas, after the passage of said acts, the Western Pacific Railroad Company,

a corporation then existing under the laws of California, did, under the authority

of Congress, become the assignee of the rights, duties, and obligations of the said



Central Pacific Railroad Company, as provided in tlie act of Congress passed on

the 3d of March, A. D. 1865, and did, under the authority of the said act aid of the

acts aforesaid, construct a railroad from the city of San Jo?e to the city of Sacra

mento, in California, and did demand and receive from the United States the sum

of 91,970,560 of the bonds of the United States, of the description before mentioned

as issued to the Central Pacific Company, and in the same manner and under tbo

provisions of said acts ; and upon and in respect of the bonds so issued toboth said

companies the United States have paid interest to the sum of more than thirteen

and a half million dollars, which has not been reimbursed ; and

Whereas said Western Pacific Railroad Company has lssaed and disposed of an

amount of it-s own bonds equal to the amount so issued by the United States to it,

and secured the same by mortgage, which are. if lawfully issued and disposed of,

a prior and paramount lien to that of the United States, as stated and secured

thereby; and

Whereas said Western Pacific Railroad Company has since become merged in

and consolidated with said Central Pacific Railroad Company, under the name of

the Central Pacific Railroad Company, whereby the said Central Pacific Railroad

Company has become liable to all the burdens, duties, and obligations before resting

upon said Western Pacific Railroad Company : and divers other railroad companies

have been merged in and consolidated with said Central Pacific Railroad Company ;

and

Whereas the United States, upon the demand of the said Union Pacific Railroad

Company, have heretofore issued, by way of loan to it and as provided in said acts,

the bonds of the United States, payable in thirty years from the date thereof, with

interest at 6 per cent per annum, payable half-yearly, the principal sums of which

amount to 187,336,519; on which the United States have paid over $10,000,000 in

terest over and above all reimbursements ; which said bonds have been sold in the

market or otherwise disposed of by said corporation ; and

Whereas said corporation has issued and disposed of an amount of its own bonds

equal to the amount so issued to it by the United States as aforesaid and secured

the same by mortgage, and which are, if lawfully issued and disposed of, a prior

and paramount lien, in the respect mentioned in said acts, to that of the United

States, as stated and secured thereby ; and

Whereas the total liabilities (exclusive of interest to accrue) to all creditors, in

cluding the United States, of the said Central Pacific Company amount in the

aggregate to more than $96,000,000 and those of the said Union Pacific Railroad

Company to more than $£8,000,000; and

Whereas the United States, in view of the indebtedness and operations of said

several railroad companies respectively and of the disposition of their respective

incomes, are not and cannot, without further legislation, be secure in their inter

ests in and concerning said respective railroads and corporations, either as men

tioned in said acts or otherwise ; and

Whereas a due regard to the rights of said several companies respectively, as

mentioned in said act of 1863, as well as just security to the United States in the

premises, and in respect of all the matters set forth in said act, require that the

said act of 186*2 be altered and amended as hereinafter enacted ; and

Whereas by reason of the premises also, as well as for other causes of public

good and justice, the powers provided and reserved in said act of 1864 for the

amendment and alteration thereof ought also to be exercised as hereinafter en

acted: Therefore,

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I shall open the discussion of this

bill with as much brevity as is possible consistent with an explanation

of it and of the ability of the companies to comply with its provis

ions; and I shall, for to-day at least, leave the discussion of the

question of the power of Congress to pass it to another member of

the committee that reported it; and perhaps I may never have any

occasion to refer to that question, but should I have it will be at

some future stage of the debate.

The amendment reported by the Judiciary Committee is a substi

tute for the original bill. If we proceed under the rule without any

understanding, the substitute will be amendable only in the first de

gree. It has been the custom, unless indeed there has been some new

rule adopted, in cases of this kind to adopt the substitute by unani

mous consent and then treat it as an original bill, and therefore

amendable in the second degree.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Chair, when the bill was reported,

stated that this substitute would be treated as the original bill.



Mr. Till .' UMAX. It will be considered, then, as adopted and t reared

as the original bill and amendable in the second degree. That is

obviously required by fairness to those who may wish to amend it.

Mr. President, this is a bill to create, in the Treasury of the United

States, a sinking fund for the purpose of paying as far as it would

suffice, the debts of the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific Rail

road Companies. The bill, as originally introduced, embraced several

other companies, namely, the Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad

Company, the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company, and the

Kansas Pacific Railway Company ; but in the substitute now under

consideration the provisions relative to those three companies are

stricken out for the reasons stated in the report ; and, as it is very

short, I will read that paragraph of the report :

The condition of the Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Sioux

Oitv and Pacific Railroad Company, and the Kansas Pacifio Railroad Company is

so different from that of the Union Pacifio and Central Pacific, and there being

questions peculiar to each of those three companies, we think it advisable to strike

the provisions relating to them out of the bill, with a view to report hereafter a bill

or bills adapted to their circumstances and the righto of the Government.

The substitute therefore embraces only two companies, the Union

Pacific Railroad Company and the Central Pacific Railroad Company;

and now the first thing to which I wish to call the attention of the

Senate is the necessity for some such legislation as that which is pro

posed ; that is to say, for the creation of a sinking fund. I wish,

however, first to premise that this is not a sinking fund for the bene

fit of the Government alone, although it is one of the principal, if

not the principal, creditors of the two companies ; because the bill

carefully guards the rights of every one of their creditors, so as to

give the Government no advantage whatever over any creditor that

it does not now possess, the sinking fund, with all its accretions,

with all its accumulations, being made a security for the debts of the

companies according to their just priority, precisely as such a fund

would be distributed in a court of equity.

Now as to the necessity of this legislation. The Government loaned

to the Union Pacific Railroad Company, in bonds running thirty

years and bearing interest at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum,

$27,236,512, omitting cents. Thirty years' interest on that amount

would bo $49,025,722, and some cents, making the amount that would

be due to the Government, for the Government pays the annual in

terest on these bonds, (they are Government bonds,) at the maturity

thereof, $76,262,235 if the Government shouldreceive in the mean time

no reimbursement of the interest paid ; but the Government is enti

tled to reimbursement annually nnder certain provisions in the char

ter. By one of the sections of the original act of 1862 the Government

is entitled to 5 per cent, of the net earnings of the companies, to be

applied toward the reimbursement of the Government the amount of

interest and principal of its loan. By another section, as amended

by the act of 1864, it is entitled to one-half of the acoount which each

company may have against the Government for the transportation of

Government troops, munitions of war, mails, and material of what

soever kind, and which is familiarly known as the half-transportation

account. Those two sums the Government is entitled to apply an

nually toward reimbursing itself the interest which it pays on its sub

sidy bonds, and if anything were over toward the liquidation of the

principal. ' The probable reimbursement from these sources, shonld

the laws remain unchanged, would be, in the case of the Union Pa

cific, about $245,661 annually from the 5 per cent., and $421,311 an

nually from the half transportation, making in the whole $666,972



per annum, which for thirty years would make $20,009,160 which the

Government would have been reimbursed. Deducting that from the

principal sum loaned by the Government and thirty years' interest,

which I have already stated would be, principal and interest, over

$76,000,000, and there will probably remain due to the Government,

at the maturity of the Government loan should the laws remain un

changed, the sum of $56,253,000 from the Union Faci lie Company.

In respect to the Central Pacific the case is this : The Government

loan made to it was $27 855,080. The interest -upon that for thirty

years would be $50,140,224, making a total of $77,995,804. The proba

ble reimbursement from the 5 per cent, of net earnings and the half

transportation would be about $15,000,000, leaving probably due,

should the laws remain unchanged, at the maturity of the Govern

ment loan, $62,995,804, which added to the amount that probably

wonld be due from the Union Pacific Company makes a grand aggre

gate of $119,248,879 that will probably be due by these two compa

nies in the years 1895 and 1896 should the laws remain unchanged.

And that, Mr. President, is without counting interest upon the in

terest which the Government annually pays. No one pretends that

the Government has a right to compound interest upon the interest

which it annually pays, but it is contended by the law department of

the Government that upon each installment of interest which the

Government pays it has a right to compute interest without rests

until the maturity of the bonds; the companies themselves not being

bound to pay any interest until the maturity of the bonds except so

much as may be paid by the 5 per cent, of net earnings and by the

half-transportation account. But, omitting any such accumulation

of interest upon interest, which would immensely enhance this sum

of $119,000,000, and taking it according to the claim of the companies,

that the Government has to lose all interest upon the annual pay

ments of over $3,300,000 which it makes for these two companies, yet

the amount which these two companies will probably owe to the

Government at the maturity of these bonds would not be less than

$119,000,000 or $120,000,000, unless indeed the business of the compa

nies should so immensely increase in that time as to make the prod

uct of the 5 per cent, of net earnings and the half-transportation ac

count far greater than it ever yet has been ; and even if that were

the case, even if the receipts from those two sources were doubled,

still the amount that wonld be due to the Government at the end of

this loan could not be less than $80,000,000.

Now it does seem to me that this bare statement of the amount for

which the Government will be the creditor of these companies ought

to satisfy any one that some step should be taken by Congress to secure

it from loss. But it is not alone that the Government is this great

creditor. By the act of 1864 it gave up its priority of lien upon the

road, and there are creditors, the first-mortgage creditors holding

bonds of the companies, amounting to precisely the same sum as the

principal of the Government loan, that is to say, amounting to over

$55,000,000, and which are a lien paramount to that of the United

States. The Government, then, is subordinate to a first mortgage on

these roads of $55,000,000, which added to the amount that will be due

to the United States at the end of the loan, say $119,000,000, will make

one hundred and seventy-odd millions of debt, to say nothing of the

debt whioh is inferior in lien to that of the Government.

Manifestly, it does seem to me that this bare statement shows that

it is the duty of Congress to begin to look out for some security that

this immense amount shall not be lost. Should it be repaid to the



Government yet these companies will have been the recipients of the

most lavish bounty that any government ever bestowed upon corpora

tions since the world was made. The subsidies in land, the loan of

$55,000,000 at 6 per cent, interest not reimbursable until the end of

the thirty years, and the rights and franchises that were given to

these companies, all madethe most magnificent bounty that any gov

ernment ever bestowed upon such corporations.

But, Mr. President, there are other reasons that should induce Con

gress to interfere, aTid one of them, and in my mind a very potent

one, is that these companies up to the 1st day of January last had

not provided one dollar of a sinking fund to pay their indebtedness

to the Government. They had provided some sinking funds for other

portions of their indebtedness, some of which was inferior to that of

the Government, bat not one dollar had they provided as a sinking

fond to meet their debt to the Government when that should become

due. But instead of doing so, although they wore in the receipt of

such incomes as no other railroad companies in the United States re

ceived, the richest income and the most net earnings that any com

panies received, instead of providing a sinking fund to meet their

indebtedness to the Government when it shonld mature, they have

divided among their own shareholders the great portion of their net

earnings, paying in the case of the Union Paeifio 8 per cent, per an

num on the nominal value of the stock, which makes nearly 12 per

cent, on its market value, and in the case of the Central Pacific pay

ing from 8 to 10 per cent, upon the nominal value of the stock.

Mr. McCREERY. How long*

Mr. THURMAN. For years past, thus distributing every year from

four to five million dollars—you will find it precisely in the report of

the committee—to their shareholders without providing one dollar to

meet this vast indebtedness to the Government of the United States.

Now, Mr. President, can there be any doubt of our duty to exert

our power, if we possess it, to compel these companies to think some

thing of the Government as well as to think of their own pockets, to

think something of what is due to the Government as well as to

think of the pockets of the shareholders f

1 have spoken of the indebtedness to the Government and its im

mense amount as one reason why Congress should interfere ; but other

indebtedness, the indebtedness of the companies to others than the

Government, must also be taken into consideration when we are de

termining whether there is a necessity for this legislation ; and looking

at that we fiud that the indebtedness of the Union Pacific, other than

the indebtedness to the Government, is $51,497,000, and of the Cen

tral Pacific $55,457,000, making an aggregate of $116,954,000 which

those companies owe besides their indebtedness to the Government,

and this exclusive of their floating debt. However, their floating debt

is so small that I lay no stress on it. It need not be taken into account.

In tbat respect these two companies are better off than any companies

I know of in the Republic.

If I have made it apparent that some legislation is necessary upon

this subject, the Senate will be prepared to bear what legislation it

is that the Judiciary Committee propose ; and to explain tbat I mnst

take up the bill and go over it in a somewhat tedious manner, and

speak of its sections somewhat in their order and trouble the Senate

to hear some of them read.

The first section of the bill provides—

Tbat the net earnings mentioned in said act of 1862—



10

That is tho first act ou tho subject of these railroads, the charter—

of said railroad companies respectively shall be ascertained by deducting from the

gross amount of their earnings, respectively, the necessary expenses actually paid

within the year in operating the same and' keeping the same in a state of repair,

and also the sums paid by them, respectively, within the year in discharge of in

terest on their first-mortgage bonds, whose lien has priority over the lien of the

United States, and exclnding from consideration all sums owing or paid by said

companies respectively for interest upon any other portion of their indebtedness :

and the foregoing provision shall be deemed and taken as an amendment of said

act of 1864 as well as of said act of 1862. This section shall take effect on the 30th

day of June next, and be applicable to all computations of net earnings thereafter ;

but it shall not affect any right of the United States or of elthor of said railroad

companies existing prior thereto.

That is, prior to the 30th of June next. The reason of this last

clanse is that a suit is now pending in the Supreme Court of the

United States, in which a jndicial determination is sought as to what

is the meaning of that provision in the charter which provides that

the United States shall receive 5 per cent, of the net earnings, and

very dissimilar views are taken of the right of the United States

under that clanse by the law officer of the Government on the one side

and by the companies on the other. The law officer of the Govern

ment insists that there should be deducted from the gross receipt*

of the companies nothing but their operating expenses, in order to

ascertain the sum upon which the 5 per cent, is payable to the Gov

ernment; in other words, that "net earnings" in that clanse of the

charter consist of gross recoipts, less operating expenses alone. On

the other hand, it is contended by the companies that "net earnings"

are only what remains to each company after it has paid all its inter

est upon its debt which is inferior in lien to that of the United

States, as well as that which is superior, and all other expenses of

every kind and description ; that, after deducting all these from this

gross receipts, what remains and would be distributable as dividends

to the shareholders is the sum upon which 5 per cent, is to be com

puted and paid.

That question, so far as tho past is concerned, your committee pro

pose to leave for the decision of the Supreme Court without any re

troactive legislation that would touch it at all. They propose, there

fore, to define " net earnings " simply for the future, and not for the

past, and as a fair adjustment between these conflicting claims of tho

Government on the one side and the companies on the other, they

think it would be reasonable, and they so report, that in .addition to

operating expenses and the amount for keeping the road in repair

each company ought also to be allowed to deduct the interest on its

first mortgage, which is prior in lien to the lien of the Government,

and that then what remains will be the sum 5 per cent, of which

shall be payable to the United States as "net earnings" under this

provision of the law.

I think that that is a perfectly fair proposition. The inclination

of my mind is to believe, especially in view of the eighteenth section

of the charter, that the interpretation of the law By the Attorney-

General is the correct interpretation; but is a debatable question,

a fairly debatable question, whether his interpretation is right or

whether it is not. But we place our right to define for the future

what shall be net earnings upon the control which Congress has over

this charter both by the general principles of constitutional law and

by the express right reserved to Congress to alter, amend, or repeal

the charter. Upon either one of these grounds it seems to us that we

have tho right to prescribe what shall be considered net earnings, at
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least for the- future, and we think that what we do prescribe is per

fectly fair and perfectly just.

And here I mast remark that the substitute reported by the Judi

ciary Committee is more favorable in this respect to the companies

than was the original bill or than was the bill reported to the Senate

by the Judiciary Committee nearly two years ago, and which is pre

cisely the same as Senate bill No. 15 which was last referred to the

committee. That bill, reported in July, 1876, and the same bill which

was introduced by me and referred to the committee at the last ses-

moii, did not allow each company to deduct from its gross receipts

the interest upon its first mortgage before the computation of 5 per

cent, began. We have made the bill more lenient to the companies

by allowing that deduction to be made. Nor have we taken any ex

ception to a practice that has been pursued by both these compa

nies—and which every man familiar with railroads and their manage

ment will understand perfectly well is to a great extent an evasion—

a charging to the account of operating expenses very large sums of

money used in the reconstruction, the rebuilding of the road. Take,

for instance, the Union Pacific. Here are many miles of rails that

have been relaid on that road, steel rails substituted for iron rails.

Here are many thousands and thousands of ties, new ties, that have

been laid in that road. There are many other improvements and re

pairs of that kind, all of which that company has charged to " operat

ing expenses" and not to the "construction account."

I think it has been generally held that where a State has reserved

the right to a certain per centum upon the net earnings of a railroad

by way of tax or otherwise, tho company has no right to deduct from

its gross earnings anything but the cost of ordinary repairs and the

operating expenses ; that it has not a right to rebuild the road and

immensely improve it as by the substitution of steel rails for iron

rails and charge that which properly belongs to the construction ac

count to operating expenses. Hut we have made no point at all about

that in this bill. We have said, on the contrary, that they may de

duct operating expenses and the cost of repairs, and, if this recon

struction comes fairly within the word " repairs," the company can

jiroceed to repair the road in this way.

I wish, however, further to say that practically the difference would

not amount to a very large sum, though it would amount to some

thing, whatever interpretation may be placed upon these words, "net

earnings," in the charter, because if you reduce the net earnings to

the very lowest sum, as contended for by the companies, you only

make it necessary to require the companies to pay a so much larger

sum into the sinking fund, if yon are to have any sinking fund that

is worth the name. The only advantage the Government has in re

ducing the deductions from the gross earnings in order to obtain the

5 per cent, is that then a larger sum is payable annually to the Gov

ernment, which it is authorized by the charter to apply immediately

to reimburse itself the interest it has paid; and, therefore, it saves

interest upon that sum thus paid.

That explains the first section. The second section is :

That the whole amount of compensation which may, from time to time, be due

to eaid several railroad compani&H respectively for services rendered for the Gov

ernment shall be retained by the United States, one-half thereof to be presently

applied to the liquidation of the interest paid and to be paid by the United State's

npon the bonds so issued by it as aforesaid, to each of said corporations severally,

and the other half thereof to be turned into the sinking fund hereinafter provided,

fur the uses therein mentioned.

The only change in the existing law that that section makes is
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that it tutus one-half of the transportation account into the sinking

fund ; it leaves the other half to be applied precisely as the law now

applies it, making not the slightest change in that respect. But it

is perfectly obvious that if a sinking fund in the Treasury is to be

created this half transportation account ought to be a part of it. It

would be absurd that the Government should pay out to the compa

nies the half transportation account, and then demand of the com

panies to repay it into a sinking fund. The simple way to do it is

for the Government to retain that and turn it into the sinking fund.

There can be no objection, therefore, I take it, if you are to have a

binking fund at all, to that provision of the bill.

The third, fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth sections of the bill

relate to the sinking fund. The third section which constitutes it is

in these words :

That there shall be established in the Treasury of the United States a sinking

fund, which shall be invested by the Secretary of the Treasury in bonds of the

United States ; and the semi-anniml income thereof shall be in like manner from

time to time invested, and the same shall accumulate ami bo disposed of as herein

after mentioned. And in making such investments—

I call the attention of the Senate particularly to this provision,

because it may need explanation—

And in making such investments the Secretary shall prefer the 5 per cent, bonds

of the United States, unless, for good reasons appearing to him, and which be shall

report to Congress, he shall at any time deem it advisable to invest in other bonds

of the United States.

The Senate will see that the committee propose that this sinking

fund shall be invested in bonds of the United States. I do not know

that there is any objection to that. But the bill provides that in

making the investment the Secretary shall prefer the five peroents.

Why is that f For this reason : The debt of the United States, the

bonds of the United States, bear either 6 per cent., 5 per cent., 4| per

cent., or 4 per cent, interest, and if the Secretary is to invest in them

he is to choose between these kinds of bonds. But the six porcents.

are all subject to call now with the exception of the 1881's, and they

will be payable three years from this date.

Mr. ALLISON. And also except the bonds issued to these compa

nies by the Government bearing 6 per cent. They are not immedi

ately payable.

Mr. THURMAN. .They are not dne until 1895.

Mr. ALLISON. They are not subject to call.

Mr. THURMAN. They are not subject to call. If they were it

would be obvious that you might take them. Any investment, there

fore, in the six percents is out of the question. They are all subject

to call, and theGovernment certainly does not intend, at least I hope

it does not intend, to extend the 6 per cent, loan for twenty-three

years when it can borrow as much money as it wants at 4£ and pos

sibly at 4 per cent. The six percents are therefore entirely out of the

question. Theobjeotion to the four-and-one-half percents is that they

are too short in time also. They wonld do very well becanse, for the

reason that I will specify, they would produce an amount of interest

equal to that which the company has to pay inthe end ; but they are too

short. Thefourpercentsarenotsufflcientinamount. Thatleavesbut

live percents as the great resource of the Secretary of the Treasury for

the investment of this sinking-fund. They are long enough. They

mature just about the time that the Government loan matures, and

the rate of interest is such that, compounded as it is required to be

by this bill, the amount of interest that will accrue upon the sinking
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fund will be equal to the interest which the company will have to

pay at the maturity of the Government loan. The companies have

to pay 6 per cent, interest but, mark it, there are no rests. Twenty-

three years from now they have to pay the accumulated 6 per cent,

interest, but there are no rests. If any one will make a computation

he will find that money at 5 per cent., compounded semi-annually,

as it is here provided it shall bo compounded, will produce, in the

time we have to consider, a larger sum than 6 per cent, upon the same

amount of money not compounded. It is obvions that the amount

of accretion on this sinking-fund, that is the interest upon it, ought

to be sufficient to meet the interest which the companies will have to

pay for the same period of time upon the Government loan.

The 5 per cent, bonds even if purchased at a premium of 10 per cent,

will prodnce that interest, owing to the compounding of interest, as

I have stated. The provision of the bill, therefore, in this respect is

perfectly fair to the companies and in just to the Government.

Section 4 provides:

That there shall be carried to the credit of tlio Raid fnnd, on the lf*t day of Feb

ruary in each year, the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbefore

named, rendered for the Govornment by said Central PaoMic Railroad Company—

Which is the first company named in this bill—

not applied in liquidation of interest-

That I have already spoken about, one-half of the transportation

account—

and, in addition tbereto, the said company shall, on said day in each year, pay into

tbe Treasury, to the credit of said sinking fund, the sum of 91,300,000, or so much

thereof as shall be necessary to make the 5 per cent, of the net earnings of its said

road payable to the United States under said aot of 1663, and the whole sum earned

by it as compension for services rendered for tbe United States, together with the

sum by this section required to be paid, amount in the aggregate to 23 per cent, of

tbe whole net earnings of said railroad company, ascertained and defined as herein

before provided, for the year ending on the 31st day of December next preceding.

Then there is precisely the seme provision in regard to the Union

Pacific except that the annual sum to bo paid by it, in addition to the

5 percent, and the half transportation account, is $850,000. The rea

son lor this difference in the sums will be seen by any one who will

read the report. If the bill which we report shall become a law the

amount which these companies respectively will have to pay to the

Government will be substantially the same, about $1,900,000 a year;

that is, including what they are bound to pay under the provisions of

existing law. The reason why more is required by this bill to be in

cash into the sinking fund by the Central Pacific is that the amount

of 5 per cent, of the net earnings of that road and its half transporta

tion account are not equal to the 5 per cent, and the half transporta

tion account of the Union Pacific road. The transportation account

of the Union Pacific road amounts annually to over $800,000, one-half

of which is four hundred and odd thousand dollars ; but of the Cen

tral Pacific the half transportation is only about one-half of that sum.

In other words, the Union Pacific receives for transportation from the

Government annually about twice as much as the Central Pacific

receives. The consequence is that the amount which the Central

Pacific will pay to the Government under the law as it now stands,

or as proposed by this bill, as 5 per cent, of net earnings and one-

half of its transportation account will not be as much by about

$167,000, or perhaps something more than that, as the amount that

the Government will receive from the Union Pacific. That will be

seen if the Senate will look at tbe report. On page 5 of the report

the committee, speaking of the Union Pacific, say :

From the foregoing it will be seen that the amount the company will have to pay
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annuall}- to the Government and (he siaking fond, sbunld the bill we reportbecome

a law, will be abont as follows :

Five per cent of net earnings payable under existing law, $345,661.

That is as near as we can estimate it.

One half transportation account, payable under existing law, $421,311.

Making $666,972, which the Union Pacific will in all probability

have to pay in the future annually to the Government if the law be

not changed at all. Then if our bill become a law it will have to pay

into the sinking-fund :

One half transportation account, say $121, 311 00

Cash !7. .. 850.000 0"

Total 1,271,31100

Making an aggregate of its payment nnder existing law and into

the sinking fund under the bill of $1,938,283.

Turning then to page 8 of the report we find in respect to the Cen

tral Pacific that 5 per cent, of its net earnings payable under the exist

ing law may be estimated in the future at, say, $300,000, and the half

transportation account payable under the existing law at $200,000,

making $500,000. Then the bill provides that it shall pay into the

sinking fund theotherhalf of the transportation account, say, $200,000,

and cash $1,200,000, making $1,400,000 into the sinking fund, and mak

ing a total payment to the Government under the existing law and

under the bill which we report, in round numbers, of $1,900,000, which

is substantially the same amount required of the Union Pacific.

But the Senate will observe one safety that these companies have,

that whenever in any year 75 per cent, of their net earinngs, as pro-

videdj will not be sufficient to pay all their operating expenses and

their interest on the first mortgage, then, upon that being made mani

fest to the Secretary of the Treasury he may make an abatement for

such year of the amount that is to be paid into the sinking fund ; in

other words, we will not, under any circumstances, require of them

more than 25 per cent, of their net earnings. Neither for the 5 per

cent, nor the half-transportation account, either nnder the existing

law or under the bill which we report, and the sinking fund taken

together will we require more than 25 percent., and wheneverit would

require in any year more than 25 per cent., then the amount of cash

to be paid into the sinking fund shall be reduced so that they shall

not be required to pay more than 25 per cent.

Now, Mr. President, is not this a very liberal bill which allows these

companies to retain 75 per cent, of their net earnings after the pay

ment of their operating expenses and the interest on the first mort

gage, in order to meet their other obligations and for dividends among

their shareholders f No man can deny that it is a liberal bill ; and if

it had not been that your Jndiciary Committee had no inclination to

oppress these companies, not the slightest wish to do them any wrong,

if the committee had not recognized the fact that it is for the interest

not only of the companies but of the country and the public that the

stockholders should be allowed to receive some reasonable dividends,

becanse where roads pay dividends they are always better managed

than where they pay none—if it had not been for those considera

tions, we might justly have required more onerous conditions than

those that we have imposed by this bill. Am I right about that f It

is shown by the report of your committee, by going over the receipts

and expenditures of these companies for long periods, that they can

comply with this bill and pay every dollar of interest annually upon

their indebtedness, both that whose lien is inferior to that of the
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United States as well as the first mortgage whose lieu is superior ; that

they can pay every dollar interest npon their entire funded debt, pay

all their operating expenses, pay to the Government what by exist

ing law they are required to pay, and pay into a sinking fund what

this bill requires them to pay and then have annually for distribu

tion among their shareholders as follows : the Union Pacific about 4j

per cent, on the nominal value of the stock, or 6J per cent, on its

present market value ; and the Central Pacific about 6.4 per cent, on

the nominal value of the stock.

Mr. President, there is not one railroad I believe in fifty in the

United States that makes such dividends. I do not think there is.

There may be more than that, but the nnmber that pay any dividends

at all is very small. If any Senator wants to see what is the condition

of the railroads in the United States, what companies pay dividends

and what companies do not, I invite his attention to the last report

of the Secretary of the Interior, pages 31, 32, and 33, where the earn

ings I believe of all the railroads of the United States are given, where

it is shown what companies pay dividends and what companies do not,

and where it is demonstrated that there are no companies paying such

dividends as these companies are paying, and that they can pay the

dividend I have named after having fully complied with the law, and

without any increase of business. This may bo seen by that report

and by Poore's Manual to which the report refers. No man can think

for himself on this subject and doubt for one moment that the busi

ness of those railroads, immense as it now is, is comparatively in its

infancy. Just think of that great corporation, the Union Pacific

Railroad, extending twelve hundred miles, which had at the report

next before the last a floating debt of only $700,000, and had nearly

$3,000,000 of available assets to pav at any moment. There is scarcely

any railroad in the United States fifty miles long that has not a float

ing debt as largo as that. The Central Pacific has substantially no

floating debt at all. But it has a surplus of $10,265,000 and pays d i vi -

dends of from 8 to 10 per cent, per annum to its shareholders and I

believe payB them quarterly, I venture to say that in less than twenty

years from now these corporations will be the two richest railroad

corporations on the face of this earth. It may be said, then why do

you want any sinking fundf If they will be the richest railroad com

panies in the world why do you want any security T You do not need

it. Yes, Mr. President, we do need security, for experience has shown

that no matter how rich a railroad corporation may become, security

for its creditors is essential ; and as my friend [Mr. Bayard] rightly

states, suppose the road is security, we do not want the road, we want

our money.

The other provisions of the bill I do not know that I need to dwell

long upon. Section 6 simply prohibits the payment of dividends when

the company is in default for non-compliance with the law.

Section 7 provides that the sinking fund shall be properly appor

tioned between the two companies who contribute.

Section 8 provides that when the fund becomes distributable it

Bhall be distributed according to the priority of lien of the creditors,

thereby preserving every one's right precisely as a chancellor would

do in marshaling the assets of an insolvent corporation or firm and

distributing them among its creditors.

Allow me to say that if this bill should pass its only effect upon

the first-mortgage bonds must be to enhance their value, because it

would give them an additional security. They would have a right

if the company did not provide for their bonds to come iu first upon
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this sinking fund, for their mortgage bonds mature at the same time

the Government bonds mature. They would have the right there

fore to come first upon this fund which would be in the Treasury

and to receive payment without any expense of foreclosure of the

mortgage or any trouble of being compelled to fight the road. It

gives them, therefore, an additional security available at any moment

when their bonds become due.

The tenth section simply makes it the duty of tho Attorney-General

to enforce the act.

The eleventh section declares that if there shall be a defanlt in

complying with the provisions of the charter and this act for six

months, then it shall operate as a forfeiture of the charter, and pro

ceedings shall be instituted against the defanlting company. Some

exception was taken to that provision when this bill was under con

sideration a year ago. The truth is the provision is a lenient provis

ion for the compaines. Without such a provision the Government

might proceed against a company wherever there was a canse of for

feiture without any delay, proceed against it instanter ; but now this

provision requires that that defanlt shall continue for six months

before the Government shall proceed to oust the company of its

franchises.

The twelfth and thirteenth sections need no remark. They simply

preserve the reservations of the right to alter, amend, or repeal, with

a saving of all rights both in the United States and individuals which

have accrued heretofore.

Mr. President, as I said before, I shall not now speak upon the

power of Congress to pass this bill. My object has been simply in

the opening or the discussion to explain the bill. I shall not speak

upon the power to-day for another reason, and that is that the Sen

ator from Illinois, [Mr. Davis,] who is on the Jndiciary Committee,

has prepared some remarks upon that subject, and I hope that he

will take the floor when I conclnde and give the Senate the benefit

of his opinions upon the legal question. For myself I have only to

say that to me nothing in the world is dearer than that we have the

right and would have it if there was no reservation in the charter

of a right to alter, amend, or repeal. But waiving that question, we

have by well-settled adj ndications of the Supreme Court of the United

•States and of a number of the State courts ample right to pass this

bill under the reservations contained in the charter.

I wish to say in conclusion that I regret that the bill reported from

the Railroad Committee yesterday is not on our table. If it was, and

if I had examined it, I might be disposed to say what I think of its

provisions ; but as I do not know what that bill is at all, except

from the newspaper report, (and I do not speak in the Senate upon a

bill from the report of the newspapers,) and as there will be ample

time to consider it whenever it shall come up, I shall say nothing

about it to-day.

Mr. DAVIS, of Illinois. Mr. President, the Supreme Court of the

United States has decided that the Pacific railroad companies are not

bound to pay the interest before the bonds issued to them by the

United States shall mature. The legislation on this subject implies

an obligation to pay both principal and interest on the maturity

of the bonds, but it does not require the payment of the interest as

it semi-annually accrues. (United States vs. Union Pacific Railroad

Company, 1 Otto, 72.) This being so, a plain arithmetical calcula

tion will show that the debt due from these companies to the United

States at the end of thirty vears from tho time the bonds were loaned
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to thein will be simply enormous. It requires no spirit of prophecy

to tell that unless some adequate provision be presently made for the

ultimate extinction of this indebtedness, the interests of the Govern

ment will be seriously endangered. To protect these interests the

Judiciary Committee has reported a bill for the creation of a sinking

fund to liquidate the principal and interest of the bonds. Every

Senator will concede the necessity of some efficient legislative action

on the subjeot, if Congress can lawfully interfere at all. Being sat

isfied that Congress possesses the right to pass this bill, I propose

very briefly to consider that question.

It is said that the acts of lbti'2 and 1H64 constitute a contract be

tween the United States and the railroad companies accepting and

acting under them which cannot be impaired by subsequent legisla

tion, and Dartmouth College r». Woodward (4 Wheaton, 518) is cited

in support of the position. That leading case asserts in broad terms

that a grant by a State is an executed contract, and as such is pro

tected by that clause of the Constitution which prohibits a State from

passing a law impairing the obligation of contracts. This cardinal

principle in our constitutional jurisprudence has been recognized and

enforced in an unbroken series of decisions with reference to execu

tory as well as executed contracts. And the Supreme Court has reaf

firmed it at its present term. ( Karrington n. Tennessee, unreported. )

Conceding that the constitutional prohibition touching the obliga

tion of contracts is binding upon Congress, which it obviously is not,

(for it is in express terms confined to the States,) theqnestion arises as

to the effect of the eighteenth section of the act of 1662 and of the

twenty-second section of the act of 1664 upon the rights of the par

ties. The eighteenth section of the act of 1662 declares that—

The better to accomplish the object of this act, namely, to promote the public

interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line and

keeping the seme in working order, and to secure to the Government at all times

(but particularly in time of war) the use and benefits of the same for postal, mil

itary, and other purposes, Congress may, at any time, having due regard for the

lights of said companies herein named, add to, alter, amend, or repeal this act.

If it were necessary to rest the right to pass this bill (which it is

not) on this provision, the words used are, I think, sufficiently ex

plicit to relieve the question from any serious doubt. In construing

it the reasons which led to its adoption and the object to be attained

by it should be fully considered. Congress was engaged at the time

in a great national undertaking, and while in carrying it on the set

tled policy of the country seemed to require a resort to the instru

mentality of private corporations, care was taken that the objects to

be accomplished by the proposed legislation should not be misunder

stood. These wore the securing the present building and future op

eration of a road to the Pacific, which the Government could use for

its own purposes in peace as well as in war. Congress had alone in

view the promotion of the public interests and did not choose that

those interests should be placed beyond its control.

The changes in legislation which might be necessary to secure those

interests could not be foreseen. Time alone could determine them.

Acting on the assumption that there must be an express reservation

of power to make them, whenever they should be required by a just

regard to the public welfare, Congress inserted in the act of 1662 such

reservation. Of the time and occasion for the exercise of the power

of amendment, alteration, or repeal Congress was constituted the ex

clusive judge. It could not act arbitrarily, for it must have " due

regard for the rights of the companies" affected by its action. These
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words of limitation are to be understood as requiring Congress not to

impose new duties without due consideration for the rights of cred

itors and stockholders. They were doubtless inserted for the better

Erotection of the companies, but they were unnecessary. It cannot

e supposed, even in case the power of alteration or amendment were

absolute and unlimited, that Congress would legislate without a proper

regard for the rights of the parties affected by its legislation.

It is said that the right of amendment does not attach so long as

the companies are not in defanlt, and that they have constructed the

roads, maintained them in good working order, and are ready on de

mand to furnish the Government with the needed transportation.

This is true ; but it is equally true that unless there be some provis

ion for the payment of the subsidy bonds at maturity the Government

will be in imminent danger of losing an essential benefit contemplated

by the act. When they mature, the companies would, to say the least,

be in danger of insolvency and the future use of their respective roads

for Government purposes put in jeopardy.

A constructiou which would postpone action until this contingency

should happen would defeat the very purpose of the provision, and

cannot, on any recognized canon of interpretation, be maintained.

That provision was made to enable Congress to intervene when

ever, in its opinion, intervention was necessary to secure to the Gov

ernment at all times (but particularly in the time of war) the use and

benefits of the road for postal, military, and other purposes. If a

power be given by a statute, everything necessary to make it effect

ual or requisite to attain the end is implied. (1 Kent's Com., 464.)

In this case, the ends in view being pointed out by the act of 1862,

if there be a necessity for the creation of a sinking fund to attain

them, then creating it at any time is anthorized, and involves noth

ing beyond a just and fair exercise of an expressly reserved power.

It is, however, not necessary to place the anthority to pass the

proposed bill on the legislation of 1862, for the power conferred by

the twenty-second section of the act of 1864 is without any limita

tion or condition. That section is in these words :

And be it further enacted, That Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal

this act.

No such provision is found in any of the cases which affirm that

rights under a charter cannot, during its existence, be withdrawn or

impaired, or now obligations imposed on a corporation without its

consent. But it is said that this section is applicable to the act of

1864, and not to the former act. This position cannot be sustained.

Confessedly the latter act is at least an amendment of the former,

and the companies accepting it are bound by the action of Congress

within the limits of the power thereby reserved. But it is more than

an amendment. Both acts are in pari materia, and to be construed as

one, and this is the effect of the decision in Railway Company w.

Prescott, 16 Wallace, 603. That decision could not have been other

wise in the light of contemporaneous history. It was supposed that

the road would be constructed under the liberal provisions of the act

of 1862, but it turned out otherwise. The enterprise languished on

account of the apprehended difficulties of executing it. No part of

the road was constructed when the Thirty-eighth Congress met. The

report of the Secretary of the Interior to the President, under date

of December 5, 1864, refers to the fact that since the adjournment of

Congress more than half a million of dollars had been expended upon

the main line of the road west of Omaha; that forty miles were in

process of construction, and he allndes " to the limited time which
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had elapsed since the action of Congress, enabling the company to

prosecute the work with energy." The undertaking was in fact

abandoned, and an earnest appeal made to Congress for further aid.

This appeal was not in vain, for that body doubled the land grant

and extended it so as to cover " coal and iron lands," gave priority

to the lien of the bondholders over that of the United States, and.

provided for retaining but one-half of the compensation earned by

the companies for the services they should render to the Govern

ment. In making these unprecedented concessions, without which the

roads would never have been built, Congress thought fit to enlarge

the power of reservation. The companies having availed themselves

of this legislation and enjoyed its privileges and munificent bounties

are bound by all its provisions. It will not do to say that this en

larged power only applies to the latter act. Both acts are insepara

bly connected. Both constitute the charter or contract of the com

panies. Under both the roads were constructed. To both the twenty-

second section applies, and it is the last expression of the legislative

will on the reserved power. Each company having accepted both

acts has, in the most binding form, assented that amendments or

alterations of either act should be made whenever the public inter

ests and the adequate protection of the Government should, in the

opinion of Congress, require them.

Conceding that the power must receive the same interpretation as

if it were lodged with a State Legislature, the question recurs as to

its nature and extent. In view of the improvident grants of special

corporate privileges and of the undue means by which they have

been sometimes secured, it has been deemed expedient in many of

the States, since the decision in Dartmouth College t'«. Woodward;to

provide by a general law or a peremptory constitutional provision

that all acts for the creation of incorporations may be altered or

repealed by the Legislature at any time after their passage. Numer-

eus cases arising under this power of reservation have been deter

mined in the State courts. A special reference to all of them is,

however, not necessary, in The Attorney-General r». The Railroad

Companies, 35 Wisconsin, 425, the supreme court of that State makes

use of the following language :

Tbe power to repeal can bear but one construction. Tbe power to alter depends

on the meaning of the word " alter." To alter 1h to make different without destroy

ing identity, to vary without entire change. A corporate charter of one kind can.

not be altered to a charter of an entirely different kind ; but a corporate charter

may be altered so as to make it different in detail so long ;is tbe general identity of

the'eorporation remains, so that it is varied without entire chauge. This is the

obvious meaning to lawyer or layman. Arguments ab inconpenienti cannot weigh

agaluHt the manifest meaning of the word used ; they may go to impeach the wis

dom of tbe power, but not to impair its import.

In the Commonwealth vs. Essex Company, 13 Gray, 239, the supreme

court of Massachusetts, in speaking of the power in question, re

marks that—

This power must have some limit, althongh it is difficult to define it. Perhaps the

rule is this, that where, under a power in the charter, rights have been acquired

and become vested, no amendment or alteration of the charter can take away the

property or rights which have become vested under a legitimate exercise of the

powers granted.

These authoritative adjudications—and there is no decided case in

conflict with them—conclusively establish that the provisions of the

bill faU fairly within the scope and operation of the power reserved

to Congress. To the same effect will be found cases decided by the

.Supreme Court of the United States. In Pennsylvania College cases,

13 Wallace, 190, that court declares that the power so reserved au

2 PA
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thorizes " the State to make any alterations in the charter which the

Legislature in its wisdom may deem fit, just, and expedient to enact."

In Holyoke Company r». Lyman, 15 Wallace, 500, the court holds

that—

The provision of the revised statutes of Massachusetts, chapter 44. section 23. and

general statutes, chapter 68. section 41, declaring that acta of incorporation shall

be subjoct to amendment, alteration, or repeal at the pleasure of the Legislature,

reserves to the Legislature the authority to make any alteration or amendment of

a charter granted subject to it, which will not defeat or substantially impair the

object of the grant or any rights vested under it, and which the Legislature may

deem necessary to secure either that object or other public or private rights.

And in Miller r«. The State, 15 Wallace, 498, that—

The reserved power may be exercised, and to almost any extent, to carry into

effect the original purposes of the grant or to secure the due administration of its

affairs so as to protect the rights ox its stockholders and of creditors, and for the

proper disposition of the asaeta.

And in Tomlinson r$. Jessnp, 15 Wallace, 454, that—

The object of the reservation, and of similar reservations in other charters, is

to prevent a grant of corporate rights and privileges in a form which will preclude

legislative interference with their exercise, if the public interest should at any

time require such interference. It is a provision intended to preserve to the State

control over its contract with the corporators, which without that provision would

be irrepealable and protected from any measure* affecting its obligations.

At the last term of the court this question received special consid

eration. A railway company was authorized by its charter aud the

charter of other companies consolidated therewith to demand and

receive such sum or sums of money " for the transportation of per

sons and property as it shall deem desirable."

The constitution of Wisconsin in force when the several charters

were granted provides that "All acts for the creation of corporations

within the State may be altered or repealed by the Legislature at any

time after their passage.*' The Legislature passed an act fixing the

limit of fare for the transportation of any person, classifying freights,

and prescribing the maximum rates therefor. The holders of the first

mortgage bonds in one case and the stockholders in another case,

tiling their bill against the railway company and the officers of the

State to restrain the company from obeying and the officers of the

State from enforcing the act, alleged that the bonds and the mort

gage of the company to secure the payment of them were executed

pursuant to law; that the rates charged by the company before the

passage of the act did not produce sufficient income to pay interest

on its debt, dividends, aud expenses, and that the enforcement of the

law prescribing reduced rates would cause the destruction of the se

curities of the company and impair the obligation of the contract

between the holders of them and the company. It was contended

that as long as the company operated its road it had the right to de

mand and receive a reasonable compensation for its services; that

what constituted such compensation was for judicial determination

and not legislative enactment ; and that the act in question as ef

fectually deprived the company of the beneficial use of its property

and the means of performing its engagements with its creditors as if

its material property and corporate rights were confiscated.

The court, however, held that the Legislature had under the re

served power the right to prescribe a maximum of charges, even

although the income of the company may have been previously

pledged as security for the payment of its obligations incurred upon

the faith of the charter. (Peik r». Chicago and Northwestern Railway

Company, 4 Otto, ltvl :> aud in a subsequent case held that the com

pany could not recover for the transportation of property more than
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the maximum fixed by the act by showing that the amount charged

was no more than a reasonable compensation for the services ren

dered. (Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint 1'aul Railway Company vs.

Ackley, idem 179.)

That doctrine was during the same term applied to cases arising in

Iowa, Illinois, and Minnesota, and at the present term to a case in

Ohio. Shields r». Ohio involved the following facts: The constitu

tion of Ohio, which took effect in September, 1851, ordained that "no

special privileges shall ever be granted that may not be altered, re

voked, or repealed by the General Assembly. (Article 1, section 2.)

"The General Assembly shall pass no special act conferring corporate

powers." (Article 13, section 1.) "Corporations may be formed

under general laws, but such general laws may from time to time be

altered or repealed." (Article 13, seotion 2.) A railway company

was prior to that date incorporated under a charter, which fixed no

limitation as to the rates for the transportation of persons.

In 1856, the Legislature passed a general law authorizing, upon cer

tain terms and conditions, the consolidation of railway companies.

Several corporations, including the one so operating under a special

charter granted before the adoption of the consti tution, availed them

selves of the provisions of that act and formed a consolidated com

pany. An act of the General Assembly in 1870 limited the charges

for passengers to three cents per mile, and the court held that this

limitation could be imposed without impairing the obligation of a

contract, notwithstanding the absence of any provision in the charter

of one of the companies reserving to the Legislature any control over

fares and freights. The reasoning of the court is that by consolidat

ing under the act, the respective companies accepted it with all it«

conditions and restrictions, and among them was the liability of the

consolidated company to be dealt with by the General Assembly of

Ohio in the exercise of the power reserved to it under the constitu

tion of the State.

If the Legislature of a State can regulate fares and freights where

they are not specifically fixed by an irrepealable charter, the author

ity of Congress to require under the power reserved by the act of

1864, that a sum be annually laid aside out of the earnings of these

companies in order to provide for the ultimate payment of money ad

vanced by the United States in the shape of bonds, cannot, I should

think, be seriously drawn in question.

Mr. WINDOM. Mr. President, I move to lay aside all prior orders

and proceed to the consideration of the bill (If. R. No. 2507) making

appropriations for the support of the Military Academy for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1879, and for other purposes.

March 14, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the consideration

of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An act to

aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Mis

souri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the

use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," approved
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J uly 1, 1802, and also to alter and amend the act of Congress approved

July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Mr. President, in pursuance of the instructions

of the Committee on Railroads I had the honor to report a few days

since Senate bill No. 512, which had been referred to that committee,

a bill in relation to the Pacific Railroads, back to the Senate, with an

amendment in the nature of a substitute, which, by common consent

at the time, it was understood should be treated as the original bill,

as in the case of the substitute offered by the Senator from Ohio, my

colleague, [Mr. Thuhmax,] reporting from the Committee on the Judi

ciary in the like manner Senate bill No. 15. The two bills cover pre

cisely the same ground ; they relate to the same subject and dispose

of it each in its own way. One necessarily excludes the other, so

that it is impossible to discuss either without understanding and

examining both ; and in order that the Senate may be brought to

the orderly and proper consideration of the parliamentary questions

involved in the two bills, it is my purpose on taking my seat to move

that the bill reported from the Railroad Committee shall be substi

tuted for the bill reported by the Committee on the Judiciary.

In order that the Senate may exactly understand what the propo

sitions are which are contained in this bill, I will explain it section

by section.

' The first section provides for the foundation of a sinking fund,

which, when it has accumulated for a certain period, shall operate to

discharge to the extent of its amount the sum which at that period

xhall be found and ascertained to be due to the Government of the

United States from the two railroad companies which are embraced

in the provisions of the bill, the Central Pacific Railroad Company

and the Union Pacific Railroad Company ; and for the purpose of es

tablishing the foundation of that sinking fund it takes the amount of

money which shall be found due from the Government to those roads,

respectively, np to and including the 31st day of March, 1878. There

will then be due from the Government to the railroad companies an

unascertained amonnt on account of the carriage and transportation

of mails, troops, munitions of war, supplies, and public stores. This

refers to that half of the transportation account which by the terms of

the present law the Government would be bound to pay over to the

companies, and it does not refer to that other half which by the terms

of the present law the Government has a right to retain for its own

use as a payment, a credit on the amount of the principal and inter

est of the debt due on the bonds or on account of the bonds from the

railroad companies to tho Government.

The Senate will remember that by the terms of the existing laws,

to which I shall have occasion hereafter more specifically to refer,

there are two sources from which the companies are expected either

in whole or in part to reimburse to the Government its advances on

account of tho principal and interest of these bonds. One of those

sources is this transportation account, and the right of the Govern

ment in reference to that is to retain one-half only of the sums accru

ing on that account together with 5 per cent, upon the net earnings

of the roads from the time of their completion. Whatever may be

due from the companies to the Government under the existing law

on those two accounts up to March 31, 1878, remains untouched by

this bill and is to be paid and accounted for as if no other legislation

existed except that which is now in force.

Mr. THURMAN. Let me understand my colleague. Does he say

that, if the Railroad Committee's bill passes the half transportation
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account and the 5 per cent, will still be payable to tlie Government

as now f

Mr. MATTHEWS. Up to the 31st of March, 1878.

Mr.THUKMAN. Not after t

Mr. MATTHEWS. Certainly not, and on that clay the other half

of the transportation account then due from the Government to the

companies is to be retained by the Government as the beginning and

foundation of the sinking fand provided by this bill.

I say that that sum is now unascertained and it is unascertainable

at present. It will, in the opinion of the committee, amount to some

thing considerably more than $1,000,000 from each company; but if

less, the companies by the first section of the bill are bound to con

tribute such amount as may in addition be sufficient and required to

make it equal to that sum of $1,000,000 for each ; so that we com

mence the sinking fund on the 31st of March, 1878, with a capital of

not less than $2,000,000. It will probably amount to a much larger

sum.

By the second section of the bill the companies are required to con

tribute to that sinking fund annually the sum of $1,000,000 each—

Tn equal semiannual installments on the 1st flay of April and October In each

year, commeucing on the 1st day of October, ltHB, and continuing such payments

until the 1st day of October, in the year 1900. Interest on all sums placed to the

credit of the sinking fund shall be credited and added thereto semi-annually at the

TAte of 6 per cent, per annum.

On the 1st day of October, 1900, the acconnt between the United

States and the two railroad companies must be stated and the balance

ascertained. The bonds which the Government has advanced and

which by their terms were payable in thirty years from their date

will then all have matured ; the average date of their maturity, I

believe, is July 1898 ; some not falling due until the year 1900. What

ever interest in addition to that represented by the conpons payable

and paid by the Government is to be calculated and added after the

average maturity of the debt up to this period fixed for the termina

tion of the sinking fnnd, October 1, 1900. This amounts to about

twenty-seven months' interest on the whole amount of the indebted

ness. Then the sinking fund, with all its accumulations, is to be sub

tracted from the amount thus found due, and that remaining and

unpaid principal sum is then to be extended as to the term of its pay

ment for the period of twenty-five years from that date, being payable

semi-annually iu equal installments, fifty in number, each represent

ing that much principal, and the interest also payable each six months

upon the entire unpaid principal sum.

These payments, by tlie terms of the third section of the bill, are

to be in lieu of all payments reqnired from the companies under the

existing law, so that after March 31, 1878, the Government will have

no longer its present right to retain one-half of the sums becoming

due from it from time to time to the companies on account of trans

portation, and will cease to have a right to require the companies to

acconnt to the Government annually for 5 per cent, of their net earn

ings, and we receive from each company the sinking fund and the

payments contributed to that every six months in lieu of and in sat

isfaction of every other monoy demand under the law in respect to

the reimbursement to the Government of the principal or interest

advanced by it on account of these bonds. In order more perfectly

to seenre to the Government its rights, as thus modified and rendered

certain under this bill in conjunction with the statutes which then
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may remain in force so far as they are unmodified by it, it is pro

vided in the second section of the bill—

That on the failure or refusal of said companies, or either of them, to mako any

payment in accordance with the provisions of this act for the period of six months,

then the provisions hereof in regard to the liquidation of said bonds and interest

shall thenceforth, at the option of the United States, become inoperative as to such

defanlting company ; and the rights and powers of the United States in relation

thereto, under the acta to which this is amendatory, shall bo in full force and effect

as if this act had not been passed, except as hereinafter provided. Or—

In the alternative—

Or the United States may, in case of defanlt aforosaid, retain as payment on ac

count thereof to the credit of said sinking fund any sum or sums that may accrue

to said company so in defanlt on account of the carriage and transportation of the

mails, troops, munitions of war, supplies, and public stores until said defanlt is

removed.

This gives to the Government in that event the right to withhold

the payment of anything whatever on account of what may accrue

from the Government from time to time to these companies on account

of public transportation until the defanlt is extinguished.

In order to extend that security it is provided in the fourth sectiou

of the bill-

That the mortgage of the Government created by the fifth section of the act of

July 1, 1862, amended by the act of July 2, 1 s64, shall not be in any way impaired

or relejised by the operations of this act until the whole amount of the principal

of said bonds, with the interest thereon paid by the United States as aforesaid,

shall be full? paid ; but said mortgage shall remain in full foroe and virtue, and

upon the failure of either of said companies to perform the obligations imposed

upon them by this act, said mortgage may also be enforced against such defanlting

company for any such defanlt.

So that the lien and security of the existing mortgage, the present

statutory lien created by and existing under the two acta now in

force and referred to in this section, continues and remains in force,

not only for the purpose of enforcing ail the conditions of that mort

gage as they were prescribed by the original acts creating the lien,

but the provisions of that mortgage by this act are extended so as

to embrace as one of the conditions the breach of which would

create a forfeiture of right under that mortgage a failure on the part

of the companies or either of them to make any payments required

by this bill.

The fifth section of the bill declares—

That this act shall take effect upon Its acceptance by said railroad companies, or.

if accepted by only one of said companies, then as to the company so accepting the

same, which acceptance shall be filed with the Secretary of the Treasury within

four months from the passage of this act. and shall show that said company or said

companies have agreed to the same at a meeting of stockholders.

And it also provides :

And if said companies shall make punctual payment of the sums herein provided

for and perform all the conditions hereof, this act shall be deemed and construed

to be a final settlement between the Government and the company or companies so

performing the same, In reference to all matters relating to a reimbursement to

the Government by said companies ; but in case of failure so to do—

And this furnishes an additional security in the hands of the

Government for the performance of the conditions prescribed by this

bill-

Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal this act as to such company so

making defanlt.

Such, Mr. President, is, I believe, an accurate statement of the pro

visions of the bill.
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Mr. THURMAX. Will my colleague allow me to interrupt him

right there if it docs not disturb Mm ?

Mr. MATTHEWS. Certainly.

Mr. THURMAN. Do I understand that the purpose of his bill is to

take from tho Government any right to alter, amend, or repeal these

acts, unless the company shall make default as stated in his bill f

Mr. MATTHEWS. My answer to that is that it takes or is intended

to teke from the Government no right whatever to alter, amend, or

repeal this or either of the two preceding acts, so far as the Govern

ment has any such right to alter, amend, or repeal ; that the specific

object of the reservation here is to declare in express terms a right

which in my opinion would not otherwise exist, in order to enable

the Government, by modifications of the statute, if it should be

passed into the form of a statute, to enforce the performance of the

obligations of the statute. My colleague will understand better what

my precise views are upon the point to which his interrogatory is

directed when he shall have heard me further in my argument upon

the point made and declared by him and more fully argued by his

distinguished colleague in the committee, the Senator from Illinois

[Mr. .Davis] in reference to which I purpose to enlarge presently.

Mr. HOAR. Mr. President, before the Senator from Ohio passes

from the point in regard to the fifth section, I desire to inquire of him

whether it was the purpose of this bill to postpone for one year at

least all exercise of the authority of the Government to enforce its

rights against these railroad companies at their election. The fifth

section seems to provide that the act shall take effect only upon its

acceptance by the railroad companies, which acceptance may be made

at any time within four months. The effect of that section therefore

would be, if I correctly understand it, simply a postponement of all

legislation upon this subject until the next session of Congress in

regard to any railroad company that does not agree to this bill. I

inquire if that was the intention of the actt

Mr. MATTHEWS. The intention of the act in that respect is pre

cisely what the words of the act import. This bill contains a propo

sition and an offer from the Government of the United States ad

dressed to these two companies severally. It is an offer which takes

effect as a contract and a binding obligation upon both companies

and Government when the companies shall in the manner pointed

out in the bill have signified their assent to its provisions. As long as

it stands upon its terms as an unaccepted oiler, it binds no one ; but

if accepted within the time limited by the act in case it should pass,

then it relates back and makes a contract according to its terms. -

Mr. HOAR. Then I understand the Senator from Ohio to answer

in substance the question proposed to him, in the affirmative, that it

is the purpose of this bill to postpone any exercise of the authority

of the Government over these railroads for twelve months.

Mr. MATTHEWS. There may be niauy exercises of authority on

the part of the Governnientover these roads that it may have, entirely

untouched by this bill.

Mr. HOAR. In this respect, I mean ; on this point.

Mr. MATTHEWS. But so far as the enforcement of provisions for

the collection of money, that is by this bill applied to the payment

of the indebtedness of the companies to the Government, the Govern

ment by the bill, if it is passed into a law, gives the companies four

months' time iu which to consider and either accept or reject, and it

stands, therefore, precisely as every other case between individual,

natural persons, in respect to an otter proposed as the basis of a con

tract.
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Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Allow me to ask the Senator one question :

Is it the intention of this bill that the act shall go for nothing if the

companies do not accept it f

Mr. MATTHEWS. The bill is based on the theory I have already

stated, Mr. President, that it becomes binding only in the event of

acceptance.

Mr. THUKMAN. If we pass it they will accept it. You need not

be alarmed about that.

Mr. MATTHEWS. As to that the gentleman may be better in

formed, or speak by higher and more direct authority than I am able

to do.

Mr. THURMAN. Simply by the authority of common sense.

Mr. MATTHEWS. In that respect of course the Senator is amply

armed with authority to speak. I am not authorized to speak on

behalf of the companies. I do not represent them. I represent a

committee of the Senate constituted for the purpose of considering

questions relating to the connection between the Government ana

railroad corporations created or authorized to operate their roads

under its authority.

The bill does not embody the propositions which were urged as the

offer of the companies. That offer embraced other and large con

cessions to be made by the Government to the corporations, which

the committee did not think were just and commendable; but it is

based, as I have already more than once stated and as I shall under

take to prove it oujjbt to be based, as all legislation on this subject

between these parties having reference to this subject-matter ought

to be based, on the consent of the party without whose consent it is

my deliberate -conviction that we have no authority of law, that we

have no right as a government to insist upon exactions which violate

the existing and established contract between the parties ; for I am not

one of those who believe that this Government differs from the State

governments in being unrestrained in reference to its right to violate

its own contracts. 1 believe it is so sovereign a body, it has so high

and supreme a power that it can effectually bind itself so that itself

cannot unloose itself. It is the essence of liberty, of freedom, of

sovereign power, that the party in which it resides, while it is free

from external restraint, from power imposed ab extra, from without,

nevertheless by the mere function and exercise of independent and

sovereign power can bind itself.

And now, Mr. President, allow me briefly to point out the essential

difl'erences between the bill of the Railroad Committee and the bill

of the Judiciary Committee. The matter just observed upon is per

haps the most striking and essential distinction. The one proposes

to alter a contract by a contract ; the other is an act of power and

nothing else. It either denies the existence of a contract, or it ignores

it, or admitting it nevertheless asserts a higher power which can be

legitimately exerted for the purpose of holding one party to his con

tract, requiring strict, literal, full performance, and add to its obliga

tions any specification whatever without accountability and without

compensation.

The next difference is that one is a settlement which is complete and

final and puts an end to controversy and litigation. It contemplates

nothing further in the way of legislation, as it contemplates no fur

ther necessity for legislation, whereas the bill promoted by my dis

tinguished colleague from the Judiciary Committee in pursuance of

its original idea of being dependent on nothing but the mere will of the

Governmentdoes noteven pretend to be a fulfand final settlement ; its
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language is most express and particular in describing it as an amend

ment to the act of 1863 and to the act of 1864 as the exercise of that

power and right of amendment and as not excluding the idea of fur

ther amendment and continual and perpetual control of the Govern

ment over this whole subject at its pleasure without limitation of law,

without limitations of contract, without any other limitation than

the mere will of the majority in Congress. So that the original stip

ulations under which millions of private capital have been invested

in works of great importance are now sought to be changed and

moneys which expressly were not the subject of exaction are exacted,

required to be paid without reference to the consent of the parties ;

and so as to be open to a succeeding Congress to come in and declare

that not only the act of 1862 and the act of 1864 shall not stand in

the way of any judgment and execution which Congress may see fit

to render and issue against these corporations, but that the act of

1878 shall not, if passed, stand in the way at all, and that they may

by subsequent legislation pursue the idea of confiscation embodied in

the bill and declare that money which by law is now not due until

1895 and 1900, may become presently due, and require that the whole

corporate property shall be delivered up to a new judgment and a

new execution. And gentlemen who think that society is founded

upon law, that one of its institutions prior in logical order, if not in

point of time, is that which springs naturally and necessarily out of

the very instinct of human nature itself, argue as thongh it rested

not upon those instincts, not upon the nature of man, but on the will

of the majority.

Mr. CHRISTIAXCY. The instincts of human nature do not apply

to a majority.

Mr. MATTHEWS. No; man and human nature would exist if

there were but one ; for the whole of human nature is in every man.

What belongs to the individual person and the rights which he has,

which belong to him as such, governments were ordained and framed

to protect and to preserve, not to deny and destroy ; and I assert that

if the doctrine on which alone the proposed bill of the Judiciary Com

mittee can be justified receives the assent of Congress and becomes

a law, it is the most deliberate attack, in myjudgment, npon the very

idea and institutions of property and of contract thatl know of in the

annals of legislation in this country.

The bill of the Judiciary Committee, then, Mr. President, is not

framed to compose the strife between these companies and the Gov

ernment, for it carefully reserves plenary power to frame and pass

any additional legislation of the same character or of any other char

acter that any future Congress may be inspired to adopt.

Another difference between the bills is in reference to the rate of

interest allowed upon the accumulations of the sinking fund. The

bill of the Railroad Committee allows at the rate of 6 per cent, per

annum ; the bill of the Judiciary Committee allows but 5 per cent.

It need not have allowed anything ; but upon the theory that we are

trying to do something that the companies will accept, npon the

theory that in a business-like way we are addressing ourselves to the

amicable settlement of an important litigation, involving not only

public interests otherwise affected, but millions of money to become

dne, it considers as one of the elements to be considered in that con

nection that if for our owu better security we are asking these com

panies to pay into our hands semi-annually each $500,000, to be held

by us for the purpose of being made ultimately to meet, in whole or

in part, a sum to become due and not yet due from those companies
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to us, that if we propose to them that we shall become, in advance

of our legal right, the custodians of their property for our benefit,

in order that in the mean time it may be held free from the contin

gencies and casualties of individual responsibility or probable sol

vency, we ought, I say, to take into consideration as an element to

determine the reasonableness of the proposition that if these com

panies, pursuing this same line of policy, intent on heaping up secur

ity and money against the day of payment, were to do so according

to their own discretion and make investments under their own con

trol, they would be able safely and securely to themselves to make

their money earn at least that amount of interest which they are

required to pay ; they would be able to accumulate it at compound

interest at a rate which is in fact below the ordinary average of

investments which they are able to make.

It is said or may be that injustice is done to the Government by

compounding this sum, while it is allowed not even simple interest

on the intercst which it advances. There is really no reason for com

paring the two. The Government is not allowed interest on its ad

vances of interest simply becanse that is the contract. It agreed, as

an inducement, as a consideration for the continuation of these works,

that the money that it advanced by way of interest should not be

payable by the companies back again until the maturity of the prin

cipal of the bonds ; and, as interest only accrues by virtue of express

terms of a contract or by law for the forbearance of a debt after-due,

there is no interest due from the companies to the Government ou any

of the advances made by the Government to the companies.

Mr. THURMAN. Will my colleague allow me to ask him a ques

tion right there, if it does not disturb him f I understand that my

colleague advocates his bill on the theory that we are making a new

contract with these railroad companies; that this thing ought to be

done by contract, and not, as a celebrated Chief-Justice would say, by

main force. I submit to him, therefore, as a business man and as rep

resenting the interests of the Government, whether, if we are to

make a new contract with these people, it would not be advisable to

make a better contract than for us to pay compound interest and

they pay simple interest f

Mr. MATTHEWS. Although not a Yankee in the sense in which

that word is sometimes used, implying particular sharpuess in the

making of bargains, I beg to say in answer to my colleague that I

believe it to be the duty of the Government, standing to-day just

where it is, to make the very best bargain attainable; but I will re

mind my distinguished colleague of a maxim which he must have

forgotten, I think, when he drew his bill, and that is that it takes

two to make a bargain. The question is not what we would like to

get, but it is what we can get, taking into consideration as one of

the elements for answering that question what it is we can get our

adversary to agree to give.

Hut in reference to this sinking fund as between the two bills, there

is one striking difference in which I think my colleague cannot charge

the Railroad Committee with having been neglectful of the interests

of the Government as contrasted with the greater astuteness in that

respect of the Committee on the Jndiciary. While we were limited

and restrained by the circumstances in getting all we wanted by the

necessity of having to ask the assent of those with whom we were

dealing, we have, nevertheless, gone upon the principle that what

ever we did get we should get for the benefit of the Government.

Every dollar that is paid into the sinking fund, under the bill which
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I am urging on behalf of the Railroad Committee, goes into the Treas

ury of the United States as the money of the United States, bocomes,

eo inatanti, its property, subject to appropriation and application pre

cisely as it sees fit. No one else can make any claim to it. On the

other hand, all this effort, all power on the part of Congress as em

bodied in the bill from the Judiciary Committee, results presently,

so far as this act of legislation is concerned, in establishing a sinking

fund in the Treasury of the United States, to be cared for by the

United States, to be invested by the United States, for whioh the

United States is to be responsible, not for the benefit of the Govern

ment, but for the benefit of the fortunate holders of prior liens, first-

mortgage bondholders, in respect to whom we are not legislating, in

respect to whom we are not called upon to legislate, who are making

no complaint, who are asking for no favors, who are asserting no

rights, who are receiving their interest regularly, and who, if not,

have their security in the shape of a first mortgage upon the same

property which is held as our security, and which they can enforce

according to their own will whenever a default occurs.

By the provisions of the bill of the Judiciary Committee this sum

of money, including the very amounts still preserved to the Gov

ernment, which, by the present law, belong to the Government and

no one else, free from the first mortgage of the bondholders, is re

leased by the Government, not to the companies but to the first-mort

gage bondholders and to any other holders of bonds or other claims

against the companies which may be prior equitably in point of lien

to the security of the Government.

Mr. THURMAN. Will my friend state that proposition again ; for, ■

if I understood him, he is certainly mistaken 1

Mr. MATTHEWS. My statement, as I understand it, is this, that

the bill of the Judiciary Committee instead of collecting a sinking

fiind for the Bole and exclusive use of the Government of the United

States in order to extinguish the claim which the United States shall

have against these railroad companies at the maturity of its bonds,

carefully collects a sinking fund in respect to which, at that time,

the United States will have no lien whatever, except subject to the

prior rights of the first-mortgage bondholders.

Mr. THURMAN. I understood my colleague—perhaps I misunder

stood him—to say that we put money into the sinking fund, to which

the United States has a right under the existing law.

Mr. MATTHEWS. So [understand the bill.

Mr. THURMAN. Then my colleague is entirely mistaken. Wo do

not put one dollar into the sinking fund, to which the Government

has a right under the existing law ; not one dollar.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Let me inquire of my learned colleagne whether

the sinking fund created by his bill does not consist, first, of the amount

that would otherwise be due from the Government to the railroad

companies on accountof publictransportation ; second, what would be

due from the companies to the Government under the existing laws

on account of the 5 per cent, on the net earnings, to which is to be

added in the one case, $850,000, in the other case 11,200,000, unless it

shall go to the extent of 25 per cent, of the net earnings ?

Mr. THURMAN. My colleague certainly cannot have read the bill

with his usual care, and certainly not the report. The bill is clear

enough. Not one dollar of the 5 percent, goes into the sinking fund

under the Judiciary Committee bill, and not one cent of tho half-trans

portation account which the Government is now authorized to retain

by existing law goes into the sinking fund. The sinking fund is cou
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existing law the Government is bound to pay over to the companies,

and of an additional sum to be paid by each company, $850,000 annu

ally by the Union Pacific and $1,200,000 annually by the Central

Pacific. Every dollar that under the existing law these companies

are bound to pay to the Government, and which under existing law

the Government has a right to immediately apply toward reimburs

ing itself the interest it has paid—every single cent of that remains

under the existing law. Not one cent of it goes into the sinking fund.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Then the only error into which I have fallen

is as to the constitution of the sinking fund Tinder the bill of the Ju

diciary Committee, and not as to the application of the sinking fund

which is actually constituted by it.

Mr. THURMAN. Will my colleague allow me to interrupt him, if

it does not disturb him too much f

Mr. MATTHEWS. Certainly.

Mr. THURMAN. Undoubtedly the sinking fund under our bill is

to be marshaled and applied precisely as a chancellor would apply

it, and any other application of it would be a violation of the rights

of those who have liens prior to ours.

Mr. MATTHEWS. In other words, it is literally true, as I stated,

that the sinking fund established by the bill reported by the Rail

road Committee goes to the exclusive benefit of the Government of

the United States, and is intended and can only be applied to the pay

ment of the debt due to the United States when it matures, whereas

the sinking fund specifically created by the bill reported from the

• Committee on the Jndiciary is not to go primarily or exclusively to the

benefit of the United States, but is to be applied to the payment of

the debts of the company in the order of priority of their liens, as

appears by the eighth section of the bill of the Jndiciary Committee,

which declares—

That said sinking fund so established and accumulated shall, according to the.

interest and proportion of said companies respectively therein, be held for the pro

tection, security, and benefit of the lawful ana .just holders of any mortgage or lien

debts of such companies respectively, lawfully paramount to the rights of the

United States, and for the claims of other creditors, if any, lawfully chargeable

upon the funds so required to be paid into said sinking fund, according to their

respective lawful priorities, as well as for tho United States, according to the prin

ciples of equity, to the end that all persons having any claim upon said sinking

fund may be entitled thereto in due order.

Therefore, Mr. President, in my jndgment it is a legitimate argu

ment against the merit of the bill of the Jndiciary Committee that

this sinking fund so carefully ordered and provided in excess of the

present legal obligations of the company, is to be accumulated for

the benefit of others first than the United States itself, whereas tho

bill of the Railroad Committee deals with the question before Con

gress, namely, a settlement of an existing controversy, and a provis

ion for security in the future in respect to the rights of the United

States to the exclusion of all other obligations of these companies in

respect to their indebtedness.

Mr. President, having now pointed out the differences between the

two propositions, I purpose to discuss questions arising upon both.

Mr. THURMAN. Before my colleague proceeds to that, will he

allow me to call his attention to one thing T Ho speaks of the sink

ing fund as provided by the Jndiciary Committee bill as if it were

solely for the benefit of the first-mortgage bondholders. Suppose it

should be absorbed in the payment of the first-mortgage bondholders,

what, then, is the remedy but to make the Government lien the first

mortgage and to make the Government secure first f
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Mr. MATTHEWS. Yes ; and with an accumulation in the mean

time that makes that Government debt worth more than any possible

price that can now be fixed upon that entire property. It will then

be invested, no donbt, with full power to legislate over what nobody

else will see fit to make any claim of interest in.

The object that the Railroad Committee kept steadily in view was to

diminish the amount and burden of this debt now from time to time

so that it should not at the time of its maturity be unmanageable, bo

that it should not be excessive, so that it would not be beyond the

reach and compass of the power of the debtor to pay in some reason

able way, and not allow it to accumulate in such a way, the company

itself during the intervening time reaping all the results of the profit

able operations of tbe road and at the time of the maturity of these

debts havingno longeranyinterest whateverremaining in the property

other than to surrender it bodily as it might then be to be quarreled

over and litigated about and devoured by its unsatisfied creditors.

Suppose that the managers of these corporations could go on and

accumulate a sinking fund in their own hands to be applied according

to their own discretion until the date of the maturity of this debt and

should then say we have been allowed to do this in our own right

and according* to our own discretion, and in our own hands, as we

bad the legal right to do, for as yet we owe no man anything which

by law he can require and exact the payment of.

Now, then, having accumulated 1100,000,000 in this way, wo pay to

ourselves our capital stock with all the dividends in the mean time

that we have received, and so we pay ourselves out, and the first-mort

gage bondholders and the second-mortgage bondholders and other

creditors, secured and unsecured, may go into a court of equity and

have the carcass of these roads marshaled, as the language is, in equity,

according to the principles of chancery, and pay them in the order of

the priority of their liens. That is the feast to which we are invited.

I remember reading years ago of one like it, I believe it was on the

island of Barataria, where the table was spread with delicacies from

every clime that could t«mpt the appetite or satisfy the longings of

hunger. Course after course was brought on by obsequious waiters ;

the viands smoked and the tempting fragrance tickled the nostrils of

the waiting guest ; but as fast as he reached out, the same waiters

with the politest bow swept the dishes away, bringing on new ones,

and so on until finally from mere exhaustion, without anything, with

out even the fragments of an ordinary meal, he was sent away with

an empty and a crying stomach. So our astute and learned lawyers

on the Judiciary Committee, with high-sounding claims and preten

sions of absolute power to do whatever the interests of the Govern

ment might require, have put forth this bill to extort from these com

panies this sum, which at the time of its payment is to be handed over

by the Government to some other waiting creditor who has a prior

right, the Government being left to retain its debt and what it can

make out of the property.

I say, Mr. President, that whatever merit as a legal proposition

may be embodied in the proposition of the Judiciary Committee as a

business proposition, as an ordinary and legitimate operation between

parties dealing with each other upon tbe basis of mutual rights and

mutnal interests, the proposition embodied in the bill of the Com

mittee on Railroads commends itself to that which the Senator from

Ohio, my distinguished colleague, a little while ago referred to as the

standard and the measure for trying them all, namely, the average

common sense of mankind.
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These very considerations, Mr. President, themselves referred to

by my distinguished colleague in his argnment the other day, furnish

the ground and the necessity for legislation at all on this point. He

referred to the peril incurred by the Government in allowing this

matter to go on withont making suitable provision. The necessity

of making some suitable business provision for the future has been

urged upon Congress time and again from the Executive Department

in charge of this matter, and I notice that in the report made by the

Government directors in the Union Pacific Railroad to the Secretary

of the Interior and communicated to this present Congress at this

session there is to be found this recommendation. They say :

If no definite plan for a permanent and final adjustment of the relations existing

between the Government and company, relative to the full reimbursement of the

former on account of the subsidy bonds Issued to the latter, be adopted, then the

Government directors would respectfully suggest that Congress be recommended

to pass an act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to receive from the com

pany, from time to time, such snms as it may elect to pay into his hands, for the

establishment of a sinking fund for the extinguishment of the liability of the com

pany to the Government on account of said bonds. It is believed that the company

would at once, upon the determination of the 5 percent* snit, avail itaelf of such

a provision of law and commence payments under it for the purpose named. Such

a plan would be a great improvement on the present want of one, and would be

preferable to the establishment of a voluntary sinking fund, with its funds remain

ing in the hands of the company and subject to its control.

There is one other very important consideration which presents

itself to the mind of every thoughtful person who considers this ques

tion. If in the long run the Government gets all that it could reason

ably expect, gets back what it has advanced or shall have to advance

and in tho mean time has that reasonably well secured, so that there

is to the apprehension of a business mind no real expectation of actual

and absolute loss, but that some time or other, whether in a longer time

or a shorter time the Government will get back the money that

it has put in this enterprise, of what consequence is it really to the

Government of the United States whether it is done in ten years, or

in twenty years, or thirty years ? Of what consequence is it whether

it shall come in one payment, or whether it shall come in smaller

payments at lesser intervals of time, spread over a longer period t I

tell Senators one difference it makes. Has it occurred to those who

have taken this matter into consideration who it is that is to pay

this money f I have spoken of it as an illegal exaction from cor

porations created by the Government and authorized to operate under

its laws, and it may be that a popular estimation of the rights of cor

porate bodies may make it appear as if anyone earnestly urging len

iency to debtors of that description are in some way betraying tho

right* of the Government and the people represented by the Govern

ment.

But I return to my interrogatory, who is to pay this money to be

exacted from these corporations? Is it to come out of the body of

their property ? By no theory. That property is to be used, is to be

kept in use, is to be preserved, maintained, operated, enlarged even,

for a great public use, to be intact as to its capital and bodily form.

Whence, then, out of what fund, out of what revenue, out of what

income, are these annual burdens to be made f Out of the daily earn

ings of these roads f Ont of the semi-annual profits of these com

panies f Mr. President, where do the companies get their money f

How do they create revenne f How do they make income f Where

do they and how earn any money to pay over to the Government?

From whom does it comet It comes from every man, woman, and

child who travels as a passenger on the Hue of those roads. It comes
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from every pound of freight that is transported over their length,

either in whole or in part. It conies from the business of the country.

In other words, the amount of money levied by this bill, whichever

passes, is a tax levied by Congress upon the commerce of the country

that passes by way of transportation over these Hues.

Suppose you make the payment large, frequent, excessive, burden

some, the companies must simply enlarge their rates, increase their

tariff, magnify their own exactions on the private and the public in

terests which they were created to promote and to subserve. Is this

good policy f Is thiB in the interest of the public 1 Is it for the ben

efit of the Government t If the amount of money which has been

advanced by the Government to invest in the construction of these

works could be entirely released in such a way as to inure exclusively

and wholly to the benefit of the public interests created by and sub

served by them, so as to lessen the tax otherwise necessarily imposed

on the persons and property which pass over them, it would be good

policy for the Government to abandon the claim and to release the

debt. What interest has this Government distinguished from and

outside of the interest of the public whom it represents f

Now, Mr. President, I propose to discuss what certainly is an essen

tial preliminary question if it be not the main question for the con

sideration of the Senate, for I attack the bill proposed by the Judi

ciary Committee of the Senate on the ground that it is an invasion

of the right of property and of contract, that it is not competent for

the Government of the United States consistently with the constitu

tional principles according to which its action ought to be guided to

pass any such act. The right to pass it is urged on several grounds.

My distinguished colleague alleged in his argument that if in the act

of 1462 and the act of 1864 there had been no reservation of the right

of alteration, amendment, or repeal, still the power inherently ex

isting in Congress would justify such an exercise of it, but that the

terms and language of the reservation in the act of 1862 were suffi

cient to show the intention of Congress to make that right and its

reservation one of the conditions on which all other rights under it

were dependent, or if that were not so, then that the broader and

more general language of the reservation of the right of repeal as

contained in the act of 1664 being applied by a canon of interpreta

tion to the act of 1802 as well, plainly shows Mich an intention.

These propositions I desire now to consider. I desire to consider

them in the light of adjudged cases as well as of general principle,

and I shall maintain, certainly with the greatest possible respect to

the greater learning and wider experience of all the gentlemen on

the Judiciary Committee coinciding in that report, that none of their

propositions are well founded. My view of the nature of the law,

and everything, finds its limitations in its nature; are expressed by

that great political philosopher, the greatest in my opinion of his

age, equal to that of any age, all the greater as a lawyer because he

was not one professionally, Kdintuid Burke, who in one of his tracts

on popery laws nsed these words :

It would be hard to point out any error more truly subversive of all the orderaml

beauty, of all the peace and happiness of human society, than the position that auy

body of men have a ri^h t to make what laws they please ; or that laws can derive

any authority whatever from their institution nu-fely, and independent of the qual

ity of their subject-matter. * * * All human laws are, properly speaking, only

declaratory. They may alter the mode and application, but have no power ovor

the substance of original justice.—Tracts on Popery Laics, chapter 3, part 1.

And that most illustrious of jurists known in our jurisprudence,

who bas illuminated not only its annals but the history of the country
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It*elf by his sublime reason, his magnificent power of jndgment,

Chief-Justice Marshall, in oue of his earliest decisions, Marbury r«.

Madison, describing (and no man understood it better) the quality of

our own National Government, said :

The Government of the United States has been emphatically termini a Govern

ment of lawa, and not of men. It will certainly cease to deserve this high appella

tion if the laws furnish no remedy for the violation of a vested right.

And added that—

The question whether a right has vested or not is, in its nature, jndicial, and

must be tried by thejndicial anthority.—1 Oranck, 162.

It is said, and was said by my learned colleague, that the very

principle of sovereignty which could not be parted with, which iunm!

always be reserved and preserved, needed no aid from any express

reservations of power over any of the laws which it enacted, and by

consequence, according to the logic of his argument, over the rights

which vested in individuals under those laws. Now let us see again

what the Supreme Court of the United States in the great case of

Fletcher vs. Peck, in 1 Crancb, lays down as the right doctrine on

that subject. Chief-Justice Marshall there said :

The principle asserted is that one Legislature is competent to repeal any act

which a former Legislature was competent to pass and that one Legislature cannot

abridge the powers of a succeeding Legislature.

The correctuess of this principle, so far as respects general legislation, can never

be controverted. But if an act he done under a law a succeeding Legislature can

not nndo it. The past cannot be recalled by the meet absolute power. Conveyances

have been made. Those conveyances have vested legal estates, and, if those estates

mav be seized by the sovereign authority, still, that they originally vested is a fact,

ana cannot cease to be a fact .

When, then, a law is In its nature a contract, when absolute rights have vested

under that contract, a repeal of the law cannot divest those rights ; and the act

of annulling them, if legitimate, is rendered so by a power applicable to the case

of every individual in the community-

It may well be doubted whether the nature of society and of government does

not prescribe some limits to the legislative power ; and, if any be prescribed,where

are they to be fonnd, if the property of an individual, fairly and hunestly acquired,

mav be seized without compensation f

To the Legislature all legislative power is granted ; but the question whether

the aotof transferring the property of an individual to the public be in the nature

of the legislative power is well worthy of serious reflection.—6 Oranch, 135.

The extract which I have just read is applicable to the powers

vested by the Constitution of the United States in the Government

of the United States, for it contains the general argument made by

the Chief-Justice in that case before he proceeded to the consider

ation of the question whether the act of the Legislature in question

in that cose was void by reason of being in contravention of that

clanse of the Constitution which forbade any State from passing any

law impairing the obligation of a contract.

I will now read an extract from the opinion of another most illus

trious jndge in Massachusetts, Chief Justice Shaw, in the case of The

Commonwealth vs. The Kssex Company, 15 Gray's Reports, 253. He

says:

Does this come within the power of the Legislature to amend or alter ? It seems

to us that this power must have some limit, though it is difficult to define it. Sup

pose an anthority has been given by law to a railroad corporation to purchase a lot

of land for purposes connected with its business, and they purchase such lot from

a third party, could the Legislature prohibit the company from holding itf If so,

in whom should it vest ; or could the Legislature direct it to revest in the grantor,

or escheat to the public ; or how otherwise t

Suppose a manufacturing company incorporated is anthorized to erect a dam and

flow a tract of meadow, and the owners claim gross damages, which are assessed

and paid ; can the Legislature afterward alter the act of incorporation so as to give to

such meadow-owners future annual damages f Perhaps from these extreme c
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for extreme eases are allowed 10 tiwt a legal principle—the rule to bo extracted is

this : that where, under power in a charter, rights have been acquired and become

vented, no amendment or alteration of the charter can take away tho property or

right* which have become vested under a legitimate exercise of the powers granted.

So, in the case of Miller r». The State, decided by the Supreme

Court of the United States, in 15 Wallace, 498 :

Power to legislate, founded upon suoh a reservation in a charter to a private cor

poration, is certainly not without limit, and it may well be admitted that it cannot

be exercised to take away or destroy righto acquired bv virtue of such a oharter,

."ml which bv a legitimate use of the powers granted have become vested in the

corporation, but it, may be safely affirmed that the reserved power may be exer

cised, and to almost any extent, to carry Into effect the original purposes of the

grant or to secure the due administration of its affairs so as to protect the rights of

the stockholders and of creditors, and for the proper disposition of the assets. Such

a reservation, it is held, will not warrant the Legislature in passing laws to change

the control of an institution from one religious sect to another, or to divert the fund

of the donors to any new use inconsistent with the intent and purpose of the char

ter, or to compel subscribers to the stock whose subscription is conditional to waivo

any of the conditions of their contract.

So in the case of Holyoke Company vs. Lyman, in tho same volume,

page 5H>, the Supreme Court say :

Vested rights, it is conceded, cannot be destroyed or impaired under snch a re

served power, but it'is clear that the power may be exei ci*-ed, ami to almost any

extent, to carry into eflect the original purposes of the grant and to protect tho

rights of the public, and of the corporators, or to promote tho due administration

of the affairs of the corporation.

And on page 522, in the same case :

Power to legislate, founded unon such a reservation, is certainly not withort

limit, but it may safely be athrniecl that it reserves to the Legislature the authority

to make any alteration or amendment In a charter granted, suhjeot to it, that will

not defeat or substantially impair the object of the grant, or any rights which hn\ e

vested under it, which the Legislature mavdoem necessary to secure either tie

object of the grant or any other public light not expressly granted away by tLo

charter.

These expressions constitute the best judgments attainable in our

decisions upon this question, and I have qnoted them because they

constitute the commoti ground of onr argument, as they are relied

upon not only by myself but by the distinguished member of the Ju

diciary Committee who specially argued this question. The difference

between us, then, is not so much what constitutes a true expression of

constitutional law on this point, as whether it is rightly applied in

this case in the bill reported!)}' the Committee on tho Judiciary. The

citatious which I have made all agree, all assert that whatever rights

have vested in the corporation by the legitimate exercise of the pow

ers granted by the charter, although that charter contains the broad

est andthe most express reservation of thepowerof alteration, amend

ment, or repeal, are sacred rights and they cannot lawfully be touched.

I have one case in my mind, the report of which I have not presently

by me, a Massachusetts case, where underthe poor laws of that State

a man was supported as a pauper, and afterward became able to pay

and was sued to recover the price of his board and lodgings. It was

a case where a statute had been passed to authorize the suit, but after

the eveut, and Hwab held that no retrospective legislation could im

pose upon a man a legal obligation without his consent arising out of

a consideration which at the time when it passed did not create any

■Mich obligation.

The question then reenrs, what is the nature of this corporation,

what are the circumstances in this case to which it is sought to apply

this principle t The nature of this corporation has been passed upon

judicially more than once, and by tho highest tribunal in the laud, in

3 PA
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the case of the Railroad Company es. Peniston, reported in the eight

eenth volume of Wallace's Reports. I shall read from page 31. The

case was one where the Legislature of the State of Nebraska had im

posed taxes upon the body of the property of the Union Pacific Rail

road Company, and the company sought to evade the payment of

these taxes on the ground that they were merely an agent of the

Government of the United States exercising powers and functions

conferred upon them by the United States to that end, and that upon

the principle on which the bonds of the United States were held to

be exempt from State taxation and on which it was early decided

that the franchise of the Bank of the United States could not be

taxed by State anthority, it was argued and claimed that the charac

ter of this corporation was such as to withdraw it from the exercise

of State power in that respect, becanse it was laying a burden upon

one of the functions and instrumentalities of the Federal Government

in th,e exercise of Federal power for the purpose of carrying into-

effect Federal purposes. In deciding the case adversely to the claim

of the company, the court say :

It i* insisted on behalf of the plaintiffs that the tax of which they complain has

been laid upon an agent of the General Government, constituted and organized as

an instrument to carry into effect the powers vested in that Government by the

Constitution, and it is claimed that such an agency is not subject to State taxation.

That the Union Pacific Railroad Company was created to subsfrve, in part at least,

the lawful purposes of the National Government : that it was anthorized to con

struct and maintain a railroad and telegraph line along the prescribed route, and

that grants were made to it, and privileges conferred upon it, upon condition that

It should at all times transmit dispatches over its telegraph lines, and transport

mails, troops, and munitions of war, supplies, and pubhc stores, upon the railroad

for the Government, whenever required to do so by any Department thereof, and

that the Government should. at ail times have the preference in the use of the same

for all the purposes aforesaid, must be conceded.

Such are the plain provisions of its charter. So it was provided that in case of

the refusal or failure of the company to redeem the bonds advanced to it by the

Government, or any part of them, when lawfully required by the Secretary of the

Treasury, the road, with all the rights, functions, immunities, and appurtenances

thercunto belonging, ami also all lands granted to the company by the United States

which at the time of the defanlt should remain in the ownership of the company,

might be taken possession of by the Secretary of the Treasury for the use and

benefit of the United States. The charter also contains other provisions looking

to a supervision and control of the road and telegraph line, witu the avowed pur

pose of securing to the Government the use and benefit thereof for postal and mili

tary purposes. It is unnecessary to mention these in detail. They all look to a

purpose of Congress to secure an agency competent and under obligation to per

form certain otncea for the General Government. Notwithstanding this, the rail

road and the telegraph line are neither in whole nor in part the property °f the Gov

ernment. The ownership is in the complainants, a private corporation, though ex

isting for the performance of publio duties. The Government owns none of its

stock, and though it may appoint two of the directors, the right thus to appoint

is plainly reserved for the sole purposeof enabling the enforcement of the engage

ments which the company assumed, the engagements to which we have already

alluded.—Railroad Company vs. Penitton, 18 Wallace, pages 31, 32.

So that the company exists, according to this decision, for certain.

publio uses, for certain public purposes, and, to enable it to accom

plish those purposes, to eit'ect those objects, to subserve those public

interests, it is constituted by the acts of Congress under which it ex

ists with certain corporate powers and certain corporate privileges

jind with the right to acquire property, to enable it to serve the pub

lic according to the terms of its engagement, which terms are pre

scribed in the acts of Congress and which cannot be enlarged by Con

gress without the assent of the company. Hut so far as it performs

* hose purpose, accomplishes those objects, serves those ends, and min

isters to the wants and uses of the Government—I say, as long as it

fulfills these functions, it is accomplishing every purpose for which
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it was organized aud authorized to exist, and as long as it is in the per

formance of those public duties, it is not to be touched even by that

hand of irresistible power which created it.

Mr. HOAR. I should like very much, if it would not be disagree

able to the Senator from Ohio, to ask him a question with view of

understanding the exact position of the committee and himself in

this matter, which has been a matter of a good deal of reflection with

me. I desire to ask the Senator if he claims that it is not in the

power of the Government of the United States, either under the gen

eral power of the Government over the class of corporations which

it has itself created or under the reserved power to alter, amend, or

repeal a charter, to require of the national banks of the country that

they shall provide from their earnings a sinking fund for the security

either of geueral creditors or of some particular kind of creditors,

such as bill-holders, for example, or any other, and provide that that

sinking fund shall be committed to a safe custody, either the custody

of the bank or some other. In other words, conceding to the fullest

extent that the prohibition against impairing contracts is binding

npon the Government of the Uuited States, either by tho Constitu

tion or by its constraint on tho consciences of legislators, which we

should regard as an equally strong obligation ; and, conceding that

this corporation has by contract vested rights, is it not within the

ordinary functions of government to require of corporations, in whbse

solvency and power in the future to continue to discharge the func

tions for which they were created the Government is interested, that

they shall make a certain provision out of their earnings for the pay

ment of future debts which shall insure their solvency ? If 1 make

my point clear, I should like very much at his own time in his speech

that the Senator from Ohio would state his views upon it.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Mr. President, I am inclined to suspect my dis

tinguished friend, the Senator from Massachusetts, of perpetrating a

little pleasantry upon me. He might as well have asked me if I did

not believe that in this case Congress would have a right to do that

which I am arguing they have not the right to do. He simply makes

an illustration by substituting the national banks for the Pacific

railroad companies. Now, I am arguing the question in reference

to the Pacific railroad companies in view of general principles aud

the particular provisions of the acts of Congress applicable to those

institutions. What the power of Congress may be over the national

banks is a question to be determined by the terms of the acts of Con

gress creating them, the uses for which they were created, aud the

particulars in reference to which it is proposed to make the amend

ment or the change. I can answer the question of the Senator from

Massachusetts so far as it is pointed out by way of application to my

present argument in this way, that. I deny utterly tho power of Con

gress to declare that a debt not due is due, and to make the debtor

pay it before it is payable.

Mr. HOAR, I think the Senator does not precisely understand the

purpose or the extent of my question. I desired by putting the ques

tion, not to ask whether he meant to admit what he wasjuutdenying,

but to see whether his argumeut went to the full length of denying

that proposition. I suppose it to be true that a debt is due in tho

future and not in the present; and conceding that the obligation or

burden of that debt cannot be affected, does the Senator deny that it

is within the ordinary just power of Government, either under this

clause reserving the power to alter, amend, or repeal the charter, or

without it, to provide that that debt, payable in the future, shall be
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(in the case of a corporation whose solvency in the future the Gov

ernment has the right to require it to keep up and provide for,) shall

be secured by the corporation setting apart a certain portion of its

earnings in a safe, place to provide in the future for the payment of

the debt. Suppose, to use the illustration of the national banks, the

charters of the national banks were contracts with the Government :

would Niot the Government have a right to require that out of the

net earnings of every national bank in this country there should

be set apart a sinking fund, secured in the Treasury or elsewhere,

which would secure the bill-holders against loss f That is this case

exactly.

Mr. MATTHEWS. If in the original constitution of the bank the

Government bad agreed with it that its net earnings should not be

required for such a purpose but might be devoted at the discretion of

the bank to any other purpose, then I answer the Senator from Mas

sachusetts emphatically in the negative, for the plain reason that

neither the Government nor the other party to the contract baa a right

to break it.

Mr. HOAR. Now suppose, if I do not disturb the Senator

Mr. MATTHEWS. He has not thus far. I do not know what the

Senator may do if he keeps on ; but I am not disturbed so far.

Mr. HOAR. I do not wish to trespass. Now suppose the contract

was this: that a certain portion of the net earnings should be annu

ally set aside and that the Government might amend, alter, or repeal

that provision at its election, could it not, not increasing the burden

of debt but simply changing the extent of the security for the ulti

mate payment of the debt, alter the proportion of the net earnings

which it required to be set aside f

Mr. MATTHEWS. I shall show—which is more pertinent to the

present discussion—before I get through that the Supreme Court of

the United States, by a necessary implication if not in express terms,

has decided the very question I am discussing in reference to the rail

road companies in the very particular on which this discussion hinges,

against the view of the Senator from Massachusetts.

I was going on to amplify, Mr. President, the view of the nature

of this corporation as decided by the Supreme Court in the case from

which I read the extract, the Railroad Company rs. Peniston, that it

was a person in law, a corporate body, which had in the first place

certain vital functions belonging to it as such, its existence and those

rights which were necessarily incident to that existence as a corpo

ration, the right to acquire property ; but that over and above all

these there were invested in this corporation, ingrafted into it, su

perimposed upon it, certain public characteristics, obligations to the

public coupled with power to fulfill them, functions characteristic of

those services, designations of certain channels in which it should

operate, that in respect to those public purposes, so far as they were

designated by the statute, the rights acquired under the statute be

longed to it for those purposes, and that it had all the properties of

a private person besides. In other words, the status and condition of

this question before the Senate are not affected one whit by the fact

that these parties are corporations.

Suppose they were natural persons, as they are only with a name ;

they are natural persons associated together. But suppose it was

one single individual, natural person, who had entered into the com

pact in the acts of 1862 and 1864, whereby he had engaged to render

certain public services to the Government in consideration of certain

rights and privileges, and that in the exercise of them he had acquired
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a certain estate and was in the possession of a certain income, and

had committed no violation of the conditions of bin existence, and

was in no default in the performance of his duty ; could it Declaimed

that, under any disguise of being in furtherance of justice or of the

public interest or of purposes to be promoted by the original desig

nation in the law of these characteristics, that individual, natural

person could be stripped of his property and have it put into the

hands of the Government or a trustee, to work it out in any other

way that the Government chose to specify 7

Suppose it were a mail contractor carrying the mail from Fort

Worth to Fort Yuma or anywhere else across the plains, who had

invested hundreds of thousands of dollars in stock and stage-coaches,

under a written contract, with express stipulations denning his obli

gations and bis rights, a contract for twenty years or for one hun

dred years, I cure not, and Congress should come in and say " We

suspect that at the end of a period of twenty years you may be dead

or insolvent, or you may lose your faculty and power of performing

the terms and stipulations of the contract, and now in advance we

will require yon to give additional and other security entirely beyond

the original exaction in the contract; not ouly that, but we will take

from you, from your possession, from your control, the very property

which you have acquired for the purpose of enabling you to execute

this contract, and as a matter of abundant caution we will put it into

the bands of a receiver or a trnstee, but we will let you go on and

perform your work, use your property, bat all your net earnings, with

which yon intended to replace the estate which you have invested in

this enterprise, we will keep until the termination of the contract, to

see whether or not you have performed it faithfully."

>tr. President, the identical thing which the Judiciary Committee

of the 8enate are asking Congress now to do—I mean identical in

species—twice before the Congress of the United States has done and

failed in. They have undertaken to exert this very power ; thoy have

undertaken to occupy this very jurisdiction ; they have assumed this

very control over these institutions under this power, this general

power or else this specific power reserved in this reservation of the

right to alter, amend, or repeal. Twice they have met the resistance

of the companies. In one case the controversy has gone in its suc

cessive stages until itwas decided by the Supreme Court of the United

States against the claim of Congress, and the other case is pending

there to-day on an appeal on the part of the Government from an

adverse decision of one of the judges of that court. Let me recur to

the latter case first. I refer to that litigation which sprang up under

the special act in reference to the Credit Mobilier. 1 propose to read

an extract from the opinion of Mr. Justice Hunt in the case of The

United States rs. The Union Pacific Railroad Company and others.

The report which I have is contained in the eighth volume of the

American Law Keview, page 3(50. In this case Mr. Justice Hunt

says:

The United States is the plaint iff Id this suit, and the question arises, Is there

a right of action in the United States for the causes thus specified, or can a right

to recover for such cause of action he given to the United States by an act of Con

gress ? Congress may well authorize its Attorney-General to institute suits to re

cover damages due to the United States, to redress wrongs which are legally wrongs

to the United States ; but its acLion can scarcely create such damages or cause acts

to be wrongs to the United States which are, in their nature, wrongs to another.

The United States cannot convert to itself the property of another by its own dec

laration or its own authority; nor can it maintain an action in its own name against

A to recover a debt which lie may owe to It. Moneys recovered by the United

States in such an action, like its other funds, will go into its general Treasury, and

from a part of its resources, to be disposed of according to law.
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So if any individual has committed a breach of trust or been guilty of fraud in

discharging his duties as an agent of the Union Pacific Railroad Company the cause

of action to redress such wrong and to recover damages therefor, and the damages

themselves when recovered, belong to the corporation. The suit for such redress

must be in the name of the corporation as plaintiff. As a general rule and under

ordinary circumstances, no other party can oe such plaintiff; and an authority by

Congress to the Attorney-General to oommence such action in the name of the

United States is valueless. Congress cannot thus appropriate to itself what belongs

to another. To give effect to such an act would be to deprive one of his property

without due process of law. I do not doubt the power of Congress over the remedy

to redress alleged injuries ; In other words, its power to regulate the conduct of

suits or to prescribe the form of actions ; but it cannot, under the form of regu

lating the remedy, impair contracts or dispose of rights of property. It cannot

itself adjudge that moneys are due to the United States, and by such judgment

give authority for their collection — United States vs. Union Pacific Railroad Com

pany and other*; American Law Review, 1873-*74, voluiue'8, page 360.

The statute which was there declared by that judge to he uncon

stitutional was passed under just such an argument as that made for

the passage of the present bill. It was done for the purpose of pro-

motiug the general purposes of the corporation, of securing the rights

of the stockholders and the creditors, of advancing the public inter

ests involved in the original creation of the corporation. It met with

that rebuff. What better success it will have on the appeal, remains

yet to be seen. But if the logical consequences of what the Supreme

Court of the United States has already decided are to be consistently

applied, there can be but one answer to the question, what will be

the result there. And I now intend to show, if I can, as I believe

that I can, from the decision of the Supreme Court of the United

States as rendered by a very learned and distinguished justice then

on the bench who the day before yesterday argued the other way,

that the very exertion of authority proposed to this bill is illegal, and

void. I refer to the well-known case of the United States vi. The

Union Pacific Company, in 1 Otto, page 72. I want first to call the

attention of the Senate to the terms of the statute under which that

suit was brought, the act of March 3, 1873. The second section of

that statute provides—

That the Secretary of the Treasury is directed to withhold all payments to any

railroad company aiid its assigns, on account of freights or transportation, over

their respective roads, of any kind, to the amount of payment* made by the United

States for interest upon bonds of the United States issued to any such company,

and which shall not nave been reimbursed together with the 5 per cent, of net earn

ings due and unapplied as provided by law ; and anv such company may bring suit

in the Court of Claims to recover the price of such freight and transportation : and

in such suit the right of such compauy to recover the same upon the law and tho

facts of the case shall be determined and atso the rights of the United States upon

the merits of all the points presented by it in answer thoreto by them and either

party to such suit may appeal to the Supreme Court; and both' said courts shall

give such cause or causes precedence of all other business.

Now, mark it, the claim is made that the Congress of the United

States, either by virtue of a general principle or by virtue of a special

specific reservation of power, had authority to compel the companies

to pay into the hands of the Secretary of the Treasury money—money

not due by tho original acts of 1862 and 18(>4. By those acts only

one-half of the amount accruing on account of Government trans

portation could be retained by the Government ; but the gentlemen

argue that the Government can require the companies to pay all, and

that is what they do require by this bill, and that is what was re

quired by this act of March 3, 187:1, expressly, specifically. It was

to be retained by the Secretary of the Treasury, tho object being to

apply it on account of the interest paid by the Government on its

bonds advanced to the companies.

The argument was that the Congress of the United States had
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authority to do that thing. It, is argued here to-day; and a bill to

require the companies to do that is pending here, not differing^ in

principle, not differing in effect one whit from this act of March 3,

1873. That act required that the Secretary of the Treasury should

withhold, not half as the original act contemplated, but all of the

payments otherwise due on account of freight or transportation ; and

in order to test the question whether the Government had a right to

do that thing the companies were authorized to institute this suit in

the Court of Claims, and in the suit the very right of the matter was

to be adjudged or the merits of every point upon the law and the

facts, and this act of March 3, 1873, was part of the law of the case.

That was litigated through the Court of Claims. That court ad

judged against the claim of the Government. It was appealed to

the Supreme Court of the United States. It was argued there on

the grounds, first, that by the necessary meaning of the acts of 1862

and 1864 every time the Government made an advance on account of

interest there arose an obligation on the part of the companies to

repay it presently, and that it thereupon became a debt due itmtanler,

and that being so the Government had, in the exercise of its ordinary

right, to recoup and set off any amount coming from it to the other

party, withhold payment, and so to that extent extinguish the cor

responding obligation and debt on the other side.

Second, it was argued that if that right was not secured to the Gov

ernment by the original acts of 1862 and 1864, yet because by those

acts Congress had reserved to itself the right to alter, amend, or re

peal those acts, and because by the act of March 3, 1873, it had modi-

tied them, it had amended them by conferring on the Secretary of the

Treasury the express authority and power and given him in so many

words the actual direction to withhold these payments, if not lawful

before this withholding had thereby become lawful, and consequently

the court must adjudge in favor of the Governmont.

The court at great length dispose of the first proposition by prov

ing, from the circumstances of the time, the nature of the enterprise,

and the language of the law, that it was not the intention on the

part of Congress iu the acts of 1862 and 1804 to create as against tbe

corporations a debt for the repayment of the current interest until

the maturity of the principal sum named in the bond; and then their

answer to the argument of the Attorney-General on the other point

was this ; I read from page 91 :

Another act was subsequently passed by virtue of which this suit was instituted

by the appellee, act of March 3, 1873. 17 Htatutes, 508. Rcotion 2. It is contended

tbat this act repeals that portion of the charter of the company which contains tbe

provisions we have discussed. Tint, manifestly, its purpose was very different.

Althongh it directs the Secretary of the Treasury to withhold all payments to the

companies on account of freight* and transportation, it at the same' time author

izes any company thus affected to bring suit in the Court of Claims for "such freight

and transportation ;" aud in such suit " the right of such company to recover the

same upon tho law and the facts shall be determined, and also the rights of the

United States upon the merits of all the points presented by it in answer thereto

by them." This weans nothing more or less than the remission to the judicial

tribunals of the question, whether this company, and others similarly situated,

have the right to recover from the Government one-half of what they earned by

transportation ; and this question is to be determined upon its merits.

The merits of such a question are determined when the effect of the charter is

ascertained and declared. It is hardly necessary to say that it would have been

idle to authorize a suit, had Congress intended to repeal the provision ou which

alone iPcould be maintained.—1 Otto, 91.

That is the answer, and the sole answer, made by tho court, to this

argument of the Attorney-General. That is, in substance, that it does

not appear that Congress in the passage of tho act of March 3, 1873,
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intended to amend or alter the provisions of the original acts of 1862

and 1864. But, Mr. President, what is the necessary implication f

Whether Congress formed the express conception in its mind of mak

ing a formal amendment to the original charter contained in the acts

of 1862 and 1864, it is absolutely certain that what Congress did in

the act of 1673 was to make legal, as far as Congress by that act could

make legal, the withholding, by the Secretary of the Treasury, of

funds which under the original act would have belonged to the com

pany.

Mr. HOAR. Will the Senator from Ohio allow me to make a state

ment} I drew the act of 1873 to which he refers, although I did not

draw the particular clause which he is now discussing, which was

put in by a Senate amendment, out 1 am very familiar with its his

tory. Nothing is more certain than that Congress did not intend, as

will appear from the debates, from the whole purpose of the commit

tee that had the subject in charge, to affect in the least the rights of

the Pacific Railroad Companies in reference to this question, whether

they were bound to pay over the interest promptly or at the end of the

thirty years ; but on the contrary the provision of the act of March,

1373, was a simple mode of raising the question. The Secretary of

the Treasury had been by the previous act of 1871 ordered to pay this

over, yielding to the companies' construction. It was claimed that

that act had been obtained by improper practices on the part of the

Pacific railroad companies, and this clause was simply a mode of

raising the question. It said to the Secretory, " Do not you pay ; but

a suit may be brought by the companies in the Court of Claims, with

the power of appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States, by

which the question can be raised ; " and that, if I understand the de

cision given by the Senator from Illinois, [Mr. Davis,] was the inter

pretation which the Supreme Court put upon the act : that it did not

attempt to assert any power in Congress over the matter one way or

the other, but it merely provided a method of raising the question.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Mr. President, I am arguing this case on the

face and the terms of the law and the decision of the Supreme Court

made under the law, and not upon the secret purposes and the private

intentions of any member of Congress who at the time had a hand in

framing its provisions. Neither is the gentleman at liberty, I will

remind him, for the purpose of settling a judicial question, a question

of the construction of a law after it is passed for the purpose of

determining private or public rights, to refer to the opinions of those

who took part in the debates on its passage. I assert that, whatever

Congress intended to do outside of the act itself, the act of March 3,

1873, was an exercise of power and authority on its part, and the

legal consequences of that are to follow from it by the logic of the

law, no matter what it professed or what it intended.

Mr. HOAR. Does not the Senator from Ohio understand that the

Supreme Court decided that the act itself did not constitute an exer

cise of power, but merely a method of raising the question, and that

the Supreme Court construed the act directly opposite from the con

struction he puts upon it ?

Mr. MATTHEWS. I have read to the Senate all that the Supreme

Court of the United States said on that question, and every Senator

is as competent to make his inferences and draw his deductions as to

what the meaning of that tribunal is as myself. I am arguing from

the law and from the decision. Here was a statute, an act of Congress,

ninking it lawful for the Secretary of the Treasury to withhold cer

tain money from these corporations. It was claimed, to l>e sure, that
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imiler the prior law as it stood at the time of this enactment, it was

his right and his duty to do that same thing. 'But whether that was

so or not, aud whether with the intent, certainly with the enVct of

removing any doubt upon that point, Congress said in express terms

to the Secretary of the Treasury " You shall withhold this rapney."

Now, then, did that make it lawful for the Secretary of the Treasury

to withhold it. f If Congress had power to order him to do it, then

it was lawful ; otherwise, not.

Mr. THURMAN. Will my colleague allow me f

Mr. MATTHEWS. Certainly.

Mr. THURMAN. Is it not perfectly plain to him that the with

holding of that money by the act of 1873 was simply to enable a case

to be made, iu order to determine what was the meaning of the acts

of 1862 and 1864 f I do not wish to take up the time of my colleague

if it is disagreeable to him.

Mr. MATTHEWS. On the contrary, the interruption isquiteagree-

able, for it gives me an opportunity of reposing.

Mr. THURMAN. The history of this business is this : The Attor

ney-General, Mr. Ackerman, insisted that the Government had a right

to retain the half-transportation account, other than that half-trans

portation account which is expressly payable to the Government as

an offset against the amount of interest which the Government paid

for these companies semi-annually. They came to Congress ; they

petitioned Congress that that money might be paid to them, denyiug

this opinion of the Attorney-General. The Judiciary Committee of

the Senate, and the Judiciary Committee of the House, considered

that question ; and the Jndiciary Committee of the Senate, with but

one dissenting voice, held that under the law as it then stood, the act

of 1862 as amended by the act of 186-1, the Government was bound to

pay the half-transportation account to the companies, and that the

Government could not retain it as an onset against the interest paid

by the Government.

That was their view upon the statutes as they stood. The House

Committee on the Jndiciary made a similar report, and the conse

quence was that the act of 1871 was passed directing that half-trans

portation account to be paid to the companies. Some dissatisfaction

arose ; a good deal of feeling in fact sprang np. My then colleague,

now the Secretary of the Treasury, strongly combated the conclu

sion at which these two judiciary committees had arrived. The

chairman of the Judiciary Committee of tho Senate also dissented

from that opinion. There was dissent in the House. The result was

that, in order to raise the question whether or not the acts of 1802

and 1864 had been interpreted correctly, the act of 187:5 was intro

duced and passed; and the whole effect of that act was simply a

declaration of Congress that, in order to make a case, the Secretary

ol the Treasury should withhold this money ; the companies could

sue for it: and then the courts should decide according to the acts of

1862 and 1864, and if they decided that under those acts the Govern

ment had no right to withhold this money, then it would be paid.

There never was the slightest idea that the act of 1873 was an ex

ercise of the power to alter, amend, or repeal the charter, and the

Supreme Court expressly so decided iu this very case.

Mr. HOAR. Will the Senator from Ohio lead the last sentence t

Mr. THURMAN. The court Bay :

Another act was subsequently passed by virtue of which this suit wns instituted

l»v th<* appellee, act <rf Aiarcb 3, le7:i, 17 BtHtutes, 50rt, section 2. It U contended

that tbia act repeals that portion of tbe charter of the company which contain* the

provisions we have duHnsoed. Hut, manifestly, its purpose wn» very different.
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That is, it was not intended as a repeal.

Altbongh it direct* the Secretary of the Treasury to withhold all payments to

the companies on account of freights and transportation, it at the same time author

izes any company thus affected to bring suit in the Court of Claims for "such

freight and transportation ; " and in such suit "the right of such company to re

cover the same upon the law and the facts shall he determined, and also the

rights of the United States upon the merits of all the points presented by it in

answer thereto by them.*' This means nothing more or less than the remission to

the judicial tribunals of the question whether this company, and others similarly

situated, have the right to* recover from the Government one-half of what they

earned by transportation ; and this question is to he determined upon its merits.

That is, it is to be determined upon the law as it stood before that

act was passed.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Mr. President, I am not at all responsible for

the private reasons or the assigned reasons which actuated any mem

ber of Congress at that time in voting for the act of March 3, 1873.

Neither was I unmindful of the terms m which the Supreme Court of

the United States in the opinion I have referred to disposed of the

argument raised by the Attorney-General upon that statute, for I

read the whole of what was said by the court upon that point. What

I assert, what I maintain, what I insist upon, is that if the reason of

the Senator from Ohio, my distinguished colleague, and of the dis

tinguished Senator from Illinois [Mr. Davis] iu support of the bill

from the Judiciary Committee is right, then the necessary implica

tion from this decision of the Supreme Court makes it an adverse au

thority against them, for whatever were the unexpressed and unas-

sigued purposes of Cougress here was an act of Congress which was a

law, and if it was a legitimate exercise of legislative power whatever

it expressly authorized was legal and not illegal. Can that proposi

tion bo denied T The Supreme Court of the United States solemnly

and not inadvertently decided two propositions ; one was that the

money did belong to the corporation and that it was not lawful for

the Secretary of the Treasury to withhold it. How could they de

cide that without deciding that it was not competeut for Congress to

make it lawful for the Secretary of the Treasury to withhold the

money t

It is not essential to an amendatory law that it should express that

it is by way of amendment. In a case which I have very well reason

to remember and to know, in the case of the State of Ohio on the

relation of some one agaiust the Cincinnati Gas-Light and Coke Com

pany, reported I think in the eighteenth volume of Ohio State Re

ports, there was a special charter granted years and years ago to that

corporation with the clause giviug to the Legislature of Ohio the

right to alter, amend, or repeal. Subsequently a general act was

passed not referring to this charter at all, but conferring upon munic

ipal authorities in which gas-light and coke companies were in exist

ence the right to regulate the price of gas. It was held against

argument that that general law could not be construed as an amend

ment to the charter that it nevertheless operated to have that effect.

So here one of two thiugs it seems to me is clear enough from the

face of this statute of March 3 , 1*73, either Congress intended to

change the terms of the acts of letid and ltii'A or else they intended to

put upon those statutes a construction ; and if they had powerto alter,

amend, or repeal, then they had power to put an interpretation and

construction on these statutes which would be conclusive as matter

of law. So that the ratio decidendi of this case rests necessarily upon

the postnlate that in the particular named, to wit, Jthe conferring

upon the Secretary of the Treasury the authority and right to with
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hold the moneys of this corporation belonging to it by virtue of the

acts of 186-2 and 1864, was an unlawful exercise of authority. What

are the terms iu which this power is reserved F The eighteenth sec

tion of the act of 1862 in the sentence in which the reservation occurs

provides as follows :

And the bettor to acccomplish the object of this not. namely, to promote the pub-

tic interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line and

keeping the same in working order, and to secure to the Government at all times

(but particularly in time of war) the use and benefit* of the same for postal, mili

tary, and other ' purposes, Congress may, at any time, having dno regard for the

rights of said companies named herein, add to, alter, amend, or repealthis act.

It is said that all those words in that long sentence except the final

five are without meaning, are empty and void; that it is as if they

were not, and had not been used, that they are surplusage, verbiage,

purposeless, without legal significance, operating neither as restraints

nor conditions ; and yet in the same breath it is argued that the naked

words used in the act of 1864 enlarged the power. The twenty-sec

ond section, beiugthe final section of the act of 1864, is:

That Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal this act.

Mr. President, I respectfully submit that according to the plain,

obvious, and popular meaning of these terms, as used iu the eight

eenth section of the act of 1862, it was not contemplated by Congress

to give notice to the private persons who were expected to invest

capital in this enterprise that they held whatever they chose to in

vest in it at tho caprice of any future National Legislature, but it was

simplv intended to say that this property and all the money put into

it shall be dedicated forever to the uses and purposes named in the

utat ute, and that as long as they were held faithfully to those uses,

as long as they were successfully devoted to those purposes Congress

would do nothing to impair the investment as to its value or weaken

it as to its title ; aud that whatever else it might do to improve it, to

enlarge it, to increase it, to render it more valuable and effective, it

might do; but nothing outside of aud beyond the preservation of the

investment for the groat public purposes for which it was created ;

that in all it should attempt it would never disregard the rights even

of the corporations themselves.

As stated by the Supreme Court in the decision in 1 Otto, and as

repeated by the learned Senator from Illinois the other day, it was

found that even the liberal provisions of the act of 1«62 were found

not to be sufficient. As much as Congress had dono aud as much as

Congress had promised to do under that statute still they had neither

doue nor promised enough, and so the act of 1864 was passed releas

ing rights of the Government as defined under the act of 1862 and

enlarging the privileges of the corporation. It is said, and in that I

agree, that the twenty-second section of the act of 1864, which con

tains the naked reservation of the right of alteration, amendment, or

repeal, is to be construed in conjunction with aud not separately from

a similar reservation of the act of 1862; because the two statutes beiug

in pari materia, relating to tho same subject, must be construed as if

they were the same act. That being so, the effect necessarily is to

attach to the naked power in the twenty-second section of the act of

1H64 the conditions and qualifications of the eighteenth section of tho

act of 1862 ; for, by that means, bringing them together iu the same

company, in the same statute, beiug powers of the same kiud, the

description of that power which is contained in the original act is

made to apply to that power which is more summarily described iu

the act of 1804, intended ouly to amend it. Look at the provisions
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of tbe act, look at the nature of the statute, and let us see what to a>

inind of ordinary comprehension would he the irresistible inference

as to its meaning. It is argued as rf this conferred npon Congress

the absolute power to change the terms on which this corporation

held its rights.

Some of them are in their very nature irrepealable or else contain

limitations in the grant which are inconsistent with the existence of

this unconditional right in Congress. For Instance, in the very eight

eenth section of the act of 1662, in which is the reservation of tbe

right to amend. Of course that is a reservation also on the part of

the company :

That whenever it appears tbat tbe net earning of tbe entire road and telegraph,

including the amount allowed for services rendered for the United States, after

deducting ail expenditures, including repairs and the furnishing, running, and

managing of said road, shall exceed 10 per cent, upon its cost, exclusive of the 5

per cent, to be paid to the United States, Congress may reduce the rates of fare

thereon, if unreasonable in amount, and may nx and establish the same by law.

I ask the Judiciary Committee whether, before the event has hap

pened on which the right in Congress to make that reduction has

ariseu, Congress may, nevertheless, reduce it. If their argument is

good for anything, it is good for that, and Congress need not wait

until the net earrings of this company have arrived at the limit fixed

in this grant to interpose to get them down to any amount reasonable

or unreasonable that they may see fit in their discretion to establish ;

and yet is it possible that men have gone on nnderthat possible con

struction of their rights, and Congress has gone on under that actual

interpretation of its power, when it was so easy to wipe it all out, to

blot out every condition, every restraint, every (nullification, by a

simple tiat of Congress. If they cannot reduce the rates until the

time arrives and the event has happened which constitute the contin

gency on which expressly Congress alone reserved the right of inter

fering, by what authority can they take those net earnings, thns so

sedulously devoted to tbe private and particular uses of tbe corpora

tion as its own property, and impound them in the Treasury of the

United States for the benefit of the creditors of the corporations f

Does the greater include the less T If it does not, then the power of

repeal as claimed exists ; but if it does then that express declaration

of a limit in that particular dissipates the entire fabric of the argu

ment reared on the other side.

This bill goes on to define what net earnings shall be, and puts a

construction on that act, although they have no more right to do

that than they have to confiscate them all, for you can just as easily

confiscate them by a definition as you can by au open robbery. You

can say that the net earnings shall be all that is left after Congress

lias helped itself.

That makes it so because Congress declares it so. But in the vital

point of possible profit ou tbe private capital to be invested upon

this congressional invitation that they shall be allowed a compensa

tion for its risk and its use to earn enough in addition to the 5 per

cent, to be given to the Government to put 10 per cent, into their own

pockets, the Judiciary Committee comes forward now and says : "We

will take 25 per cent, out for ourselves unless perchance the 75 per

cent, remaining should not be sufficient to pay the interest on your

other debts; and if yon can establish to the satisfaction of the Sec

retary of the Treasury for the time being that the 75 per cent, of the

net earnings after wc have defined them and taken 25 per cent, away

will not enable yon to operate yonr roads and pay tbe interest on
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your other debts, then we will reduce our exactions so that the bal

ance which may remain to you shall be exactly nothing." That, iu

the face of a statutory declaration co-existent with this alleged

right of repeal, standing side by side with it, ay, having precedence

over it, being the first clause of the section itself, subordinate to

which, and subject to which the right of repeal is added onl There

is the high authority and guarantee of the Congress of the United

States that in spite of whatever else there is or may be in that

statute or any act mode by way of amendment the fixed and irrever

sible pledge to every private capitalist that he shall be allowed to

operate this road until he may be able out of these net earnings to

receive for his own individual use 10 per cent, net on his money.

Under the gnise of patriotic duty and a sensitive regard for the

public interest, this right, as sacred as law itself, is struck down in

the very stronghold of law itself. I will venture to say, without.

having been a careful Btudent of the debates in Congress at that

time, but only from a general knowledge and recollection of the char

acter of the circumstances that surrounded this legislation and what

has been done under it, that the idea that the Congress of the United

States either had the right or would ever seek to exert it to modify

the terms and conditions on which alone this investment could ever

have been made, never entered the minds or hearts of the men who

conceived and passed it. It is an after-thought. It is conceived by

those who have forgotten apparently and temporarily the exigencies

of the occasion, and who at least, I most respectfully submit but most

earnestly protest, are oblivious, for the time being only I trust, of

the essential principle on which every right of property or person,

private or corporate, must rest for its integrity.

March 18, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

Mr. TIIURMAN. I move that all prior orders be postponed and

that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the sinking-fund bill.

The motion was agreed to; and the Senate, as in Committee of the

Whole, resumed the consideration of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and

amend the act entitled "Au act to aid iu the construction of a rail

road and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean,

and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, mili

tary, and other purposes," approved July I, 18t5'2, and also to alter

and amend the act of Congress approved July 2, 1864, iu amendment

of said first-named act.

Mr. GORDON. I ask indulgence of my friend from Michigan for

one moment, if it is agreeable to him, in order that I may have a bill

passed removing disabilities.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I would very gladly do so, but I have al

ready lost one hour, and I thiuk I should not be asked to yield fur

ther.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Senator from Michigan is entitled

to the floor.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Mr. President, the report of the Committee on

Railroads accompanying their bill waives the question of power to

require these railroad companies to establish a siukiug fund for secur
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ing the payment to the United States of the bonds loaned to the com

panies: but goes upon the assumption, that the companies ought,

in justice and fairness, to establish such sinking fund, though not

required under the acts of 1862 and 1864 under which the bonds were

issued, to do so. It professes to put the case upon the broad ground

of justice and fairness to the companies and the United States. And,

though it requires the assent of the companies in order to bind them,

the report goes upon the assumption that the bill which they report

will accomplish the object of security to the Government, and, of

course, claims that the bill, if passed, will make the condition of the

Government in respect to these companies and the repayment of the

loan, more secure than it would be, if the rights of the parties were

left to stand upon the law as it now is. Now, without going into de

tails, let us see how this profession of bettering the condition of the

Government in respect to security for repayment has been carried

out by the bill which they have reported. The first and second sec

tions provide for the payment by each of the two companies into a

sinking fund, in the Treasury, of $1,000,000 annually, which shall

draw interest to be credited to the company at 6 per cent, per year,

compounded semi-annually; to continue to the year 1900, when the

whole fund, principal and interest, is to be credited to the companies

respectively, and deducted from the whole sum of principal anil in

terest then dne upon the bonds of the Government, loaned to the

companies. And that the balance then duo to the Government, which

will be about $26,200,000 from each company, shall be paid ju fifty

equal semi-annual installments, with no sinking fund to secure such

payments.

Now, by the present law the companies are bonnd to pay 5 per cent,

net earnings and the half of the Government transportation, which

amounts to about one-half of the whole sum which this bill proposes

the companies shall pay. And this under the present law would be

applied at once to stop interest on the debt to the Government. All

this this bill gives up, and requires the whole sum which is to be paid

by the companies to go into the sinking fund, on which the Govern

ment is to allow the companies interest at 6 per cent, compounded

semi-annually. It cannot be disputed that this is liberal; but to

whomf

Bearing in mind that the act is not to take effect, unless assented

to by the companies, and only as to the company assenting, let us see

what is the right secured to the Government for a breach of these

undertakings, after the companies shall have assented to the aet.

What are the penalties or the new rights to be given to the United

States, in case the companies faiMo make the specified paymentsf

Why, Mr. President, the ingenuity of the able men upon the Railroad

Committee must have been exerted to the utmost, and their skill

exhansted in contriving the formidable penalties upon the companies

forthe breach of their new contract : and yon, Mr. President, and the

whole country will stand aghast at the severity, the absolute cruelty

to the companies and the extreme solicitnde shown to secure the Gov

ernment, at all events, against the violation by the companies of the

requirement to make these payments. Let us see what these tremen

dous penalties are. One feels almost as if it would take his breath

away to utter them. They are these : first, that if they should fail

to make their payments into the sinking fund, within six months after

any of them suail become due, then all the provisions requiring such

payment from the companies shall thenceforth, at the option of the

United States, become inoperative as to such defanlting company.
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Did any one ever Lear of such shocking cruelty as this to' railroad

companies before ?

Only think of it, Mr. President : if the railroad company shall fail

to perform this requirement of the act 'which, by its own assent, it

agreed to perform, then that requirement upon such company shall

cease—with nothing under heaven to save this company from this

dire calamity, except the mere option of the United States to leave

the requirement in force. It is really to be hoped that the United

States may be merciful in such a contingency, and elect to let the

obligations of the company stand. I know of but one case exactly

in point, which is so pertinent that the Senator from Ohio ought to

have cited it in the margin of this provision. It is the charge given

by the erudite English judge, Dogberry, to the watch :

Yon shall comprehend all vagrom meu; you are to bid any man stand in tbo

prince's name.

Second Watch. How if he will not stand »

Dogberry. Why, then take no note of him, Imt let him go; find presently call the

rest of the watch together, and thank God you are rid of a knave.

[Laughter.]

Bat, to go on with this bill—after the provision just cited, it does fur

ther provide, in caBe the United States should elect to treat the provis

ions for payment by-the company as inoperative, that the rights and

powers of the United States, in relation to said bonds (under the acts of

1862 and 1864) shall be in full force and effect as if this act had not

beenpassed." Not quite, Mr. President. If it stopped there the United

States would be just as well off, so far as this one provision is con

cerned, as they would have been before the act. But the committee

do not seem to have been willing that the Government should stand

in quite so good a position in this regard as before the passage of the

act, though the companies should fail to perform ; and they, there

fore, add, "except as hereinafter provided." And the provisions

thereinafter contained, among other things, take away the security

we now hold in our unlimited power of alteration, amendment or

repeal. The bill also provides that, in case of default aforesaid, the

one-half of the transportation done for the United States (which

under the present law would be due the company) may be retained

by the Government to the credit of the sinking fund ; but to balance

this, it relieves them from the 5 per cent, net earnings payable to

the Government under existing law. The fourth section which pro

vides that the Government may hold and enforce its second-mort

gage security, as a security for the obligations of the company under

this act, is no security for the payment by the company to the sink

ing fund : as that mortgage does not become due and could not be

enforced until the maturity of the bonds. It is easy to see and is

plain from what I have already shown, that, if this bill be passed

and the companies accept its terms, the Government is in a much

worse condition than it would be. without the act under the present

law ; unless the company should voluntarily, and without any legal

obligation to compel them, choose to carry out its provisions. But

this will appear more clearly a little further on.

The fifth section gives the companies four months from the passage

of the act to file their acceptance. This will take the matter over

to another session of Congress. But suppose the companies do not

accept—and certainly if the argument of the Senator from Ohio [Mr.

Matthews] is correct, as to the question of power, that the com

panies cannot bebound without their assent, and the companies believe

such to be the law, they will never assent to the act, unless they can
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filainly see that the act would be better for them than the present

aw—bu ppose, I say, the companies do not accept. What then f Why

then we shall stand next year just as we stand to-day, and jnst as

far from any provision for a sinking fund, which even the Railroad

Committee concede ought to be established, and so on from session to

session. The Government, according to the Senator's argument, is

powerless to require the companies to establish a sinking fund with

out their assent to the act. And this assent, if they believe such to

be the law, they will never give to any act which they do not believe

to be better for them than the law as it now is, and which does not

require it.

But now, Mr. President, I, for one, do not believe the Government

is quite so infirm as this argument would make it. And I am satis-

fled the companies believe no such thing. I saw enough at the last

session, and have seen enough here at this, to satisfy me, that, to get

rid of the power of Congress to alter, amend or repeal the acts of 1862

and 1864, the companies would gladly assent to this bill, and that

they could well afford to pay many millions of dollars for such an act

as this; not that they expect to have to pay any such sum; as a

large part of the newspaper press, the manufacturers of public opin

ion, in these hard times, are willing to advocate this or any other

measure, just now, at very reduced rates, and, Mr. President, these

companies are not behind the rest of mankind in the art of ''patting

things where they will do the most good."

It being admitted on all hands that it is desirable that these com

panies should establish a sinking fund for securing the Government ;

if the power were not disputed, the only question would be what

amount the companies could, with a view to the proper operation of

the road and a reasonable income to the stockholders, and without

too much crippling themselves, afford to pay, and what sum the Gov

ernment, having in view the just rights of the companies, and the

public interests to be subserved by this great enterprise, ought to

require the companies to pay. And these are the principles upon

which the Jndiciary Committee sought to proceed, in the report they

have made, and the bill they have presented. These are also the prin

ciples upon which the Railroad Committee profess to have proceeded

in their report. They waive the question of power. Aside, there

fore, from the question of power, and the differences growing out of

that question, the main differences ought to be upon the sum required

to be paid into the sinking fund, and the rate of interest the Govern

ment should account for upon that sum.

But, though the report of the Railroad Committee waives the ques

tion of power, the Senator from Ohio, whom I take to be the anthor

of that report and of their bill, now denies the existence of the power

to require these companies to establish such a sinking fund. And he

has made a very adroit argument, so far as it goes, in support of that

view of the law. He had evidently examined with care and indus

try all the anthorities upon that question which he thought would be

likelyto sustain his position, and with equal care and industry avoided

all those which would bo likely to weaken that position, among which

are those which are conclusive of the question and of paramonnt

anthorityagainsthis position. I reply tohisargnmentundergreatdis-

advantages, both of health and opportunity for examination. Other

duties spared me but a part of the two days which have intervened,

yet I do not despair of being able to show that my friend from Ohio

is wrong both upon principle and anthority. The question is not

wholly uew to me, having, without the examination of anthorities,
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gone over the same question here one year ago, and laid down what

I then deemed the true principles, which were then as strenuously op

posed hy others in behalf of the companies as they have been now by

the Senator from Ohio. And yet, within a few days after those argu

ments, without my knowing that any such questions were pending

before the Supreme Court, that court decided several cases in which

they went further in sustaining the powers for which I had contended,

than I found it necessary to go in support of the bill, then before the

Senate, which raised the same question of power that arises upon this

bill of the Judiciary Committee.

The question of power, Mr. President, is one thing, while the ques

tions, whether it is judicious to exercise the power, or, if so, how it

shall be exercised, are distinct and totally different things. The Sen

ator from Ohio the other day, like many other opponents of the power

in former debates upon this question here, very adroitly confounded

all these questions together : and, worse than that, he has, like some

of his predecessors in this debate at the last session, assumed, that,

if the power exists, it will of necessity be arbitrarily and capriciously

exercised, to the destruction of the rights of the company. He even

waxed into eloquence when he asked, if those who had invested their

monev in this enterprise could have supposed that they were intrust

ing all their rights to the " caprice " of a majority of Congress ; thus

taking it for granted, that, if Congress had the power, it must be

exercised capriciously and unjustly.

Mr. President, a very little cool consideration, a very economical

exercise of his own strong common sense, would have spared him

this burst of oratory, at the expense of his logic ; and would have

taught him that he was reversing the presumption of law, a presump

tion upon which all legislative power in this and all other governments

is founded : the presumption that the legislature will act wisely, with

due regard to the rights of all ; without which presumption all legis

lative power would be unjustifiable usurpation.

He would have seen that to argue, that the power could not exist,
■because it was liable to abuse, was proving vastly too much, or prov

ing nothing. Because he knows and all men know, that no human

power, however expressly given by the Constitution, or however un

disputed, ever did or could exist without liability to abuse; and hence,

if his logic is sound, no legislative power could exist, because all such

power is liable to abuse ; he would have seen that the presumption

that the legislature would generally act with a proper regard to the

rights of all, though liable occasionally, honestly to err, was the very

basis upon which our Government was < stablished : that whatever

exhibitions of oratory he might indulge in against what he seemed

to think the absurdity of making the rights of the companies depend

upon the will of a majority of Congress ; yet almost all the rights

secured by the Federal Government rest and depend mainly upon a

majority of Congress : that, whatever may be the power conferred ?

upon Congress, Congress must be the sole judge of the propriety and I

the manner of its exercise, unless specially restrained by some pro- /

vision of the Constitution ; that the provision against impairing the \

obligations of contracts, is only a prohibition to the States and not

upon Congress; and that tho power of Congress upon any question of 5

the kind now before us, is restricted only 1 y that provision of the fifth

amendment, against depriving any person of his property " without

due process of law;" and finally he would have seen that, if Congress

lias the power to amend, which is claimed by the Judiciary Committee,

the companies will have the same security against caprice, tyranny

4 PA
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and abuse, that any other person would have whose rights depend

upon the protection of laws enacted by Congress; and that that pro

tection is to be found in the common seuse and common honesty, in

short, the sound discretion of Congress, which must be presumed to

be fairly and wisely exercised for the equal protection of all, until my

friend from Ohio or some one else shall procure a commission de lunatico

iuquirendo, and judicially establish the fact, that Congress, as a body,

has become insane, and can no longer be trusted with the manage

ment of its own affairs, or the exercise of its own power, without

submitting to the guardianship and guidance of those corporations.

And now, Mr. President, having cleared away some of the rubbish

under which the ingenuity of my friend, the Senator from Ohio, con

trived to conceal or obscure the real question of power, I will proceed

to state what I conceive to be the true grounds upon wnich the

power of amendment, sought to be exercised by the hill from the Judi

ciary Committee, rests. And here, for the purposes of the argument

and to avoid unnecessary questions, I shall concede that, but for the

power reserved in the acts of 1802 and 1804, or rathor by the latter

act, we could not exercise this power as the judiciary bill proposes

to do. I mean simply to waive the question whether Congress could,

without such reservation, exercise the powerof adopting the proposed

amendments : leaving to others to argue, if they choose, the question

of power in the absence of such reservation. This is, in my view, a

barren abstraction, as applied to this case : because here, as 1 contend,

the power is expressly reserved. I shall concede also that the act of

1802, as amended by the act of 1804, constitutes a contract between

the Government, on the one side, and each of these companies, on the

other, though not a contract coming within the prohibition against

impairing the obligations of contracts, which only applies to the

States, and was the basis of decision in the Dartmouth College case,

the fruitful mother of a long list of such decisions.

But I shall not, as the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] did,

ignore any one of the terms of that contract, and more especially the

very fundamental stipulation of that contract, upon which every

other stipulation rests and by which all the others are qualified, and

without which no man is authorized to say that the other stipula

tions would ever have formed a place in the contract. And I shall

not, as the Senator from Ohio felt himself bound to do, argue this

question of power as if that fundamental stipulation were stricken

out: or, what is the same thing, that it is without any substantial

effect upon the question of power here.

Let us see now what are the express reservations of power to alter,

amend or repeal. That in the act of ltfG2 I shall spend no time upon,

though I agree with the opinion expressed here by the Senator from

Illinois, [Mr. Davis,] late an honored member of the Supreme Court,

that the power, even in that act, is ample for this case, if there were

no other. I agree also with the report of the Judiciary Committee

of 1870 upon the same act, which as it bears upon this point, I in

tended to read, but shall omit for want of time. (See pages 9 and

10, Thurman'8 report, March 4, 1878.)

But I spend no time upon the provisions of the act of 1802 ; be

cause if, as is contended on the other side, this act gives but a re

stricted power of amendment or repeal, that iu the act of 1804, which

is in these words, " that Congress may at any time alter, amend or

repeal this act " is very clearly as broad and unlimited as human lan

guage can make it. And this act being, from its title as well as its

provisions, an amendment of the act of 1862, and the two together,
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after eliminating from that of 1862 such provisions as are repealed ,

by provisions of the later act inconsistent with or repugnant thereto,

constitute but one act : and the words in the act of 18(54 " May alter,

amend or repeal this act " are applicable to the two acts which, after |

the amendment, constitute but one act. And very clearly, according

to well-settled principles of construction, if the powerto alter, amend

or repeal, in the act of 1862, was a restricted power, then, the unre

stricted power in the later act, covering the entire gronnd of the

same subject-matter in the limited provision of the act of 1862, and

even more, must repeal that limited provision ; because being the

later provision on the same subject it repeals it to the full extent of

the difference. It is the last declaration of the legislative will upon

that whole subject ; and would operate as a repeal to this extent from

the time of its adoption, whether declared to be an amendment or

not.

This view is confirmed by the history of the whole transaction.

Little or nothing was done under the act of 1852—a mere organiza

tion and perhaps some capital stock subscribed: But capitalists

would not, or professed that they would not, goon with the enter

prise without more liberal provisions. They appealed to Congress to

grant more liberal provisions. And, though the first act was much

more liberal than any Congress would be likely to grant to-day : yet

to hasten the completion of the enterprise, they doubled the grant of

lands, and, to the astonishment of the nation, consented to take ft

second mortgage, instead of a first for all the millions loaned to the

companies; they also allowed the companies pay for one-half the

transportation for the Government all of which, by the former act,

was to go to the Government. But in granting these additional and

extraordinary privileges, Congress, in effect, by the unrestricted power ,

of amendments and repeal which they saw fit to require as a security 1

to the Government, said to the companies, " You can have these addi- i

tional and unprecedented powers and privileges, Only upon the condi- '

tion, as a part of the contract, that you will hold them always sub- '

ject to such future alteration and amendment of the contract as

Congress may, for the public interest, at any time see fit to make."

Doubtless the companies might have rejected the benefits of this

amendatory law, by refusing to accept or act under its provisions, or

to claim any right under it. But. they could not take the benefits con

ferred by it, without accepting the burdens or conditions in consid

eration of which those rights and benefits were granted. They did

accept the benefits conferred by the amendatory acts ; and they must,

therefore, be held to have accepted this reservation of power, as the

fundamental condition of all the stipulations of the contract : the

condition without which the act could not have been passed.

By thus accepting and taking the benefits of the act or contract,

they assented, in advance, to any such alterations in such contract as

Congress, in its discretion, should think it just to make. And it is

quite unnecessary to the validity of such alterations that the com

panies should consent again. If the first consent does not bind them,

the second will not; for both rest upon the same principle. And

there is not the slightest hardship nor the slightest danger in thus

holding their rights and their capital subject to the sound discretion

and sense of jnstice of Congress ; unless we are to presume, as the

Senator from Ohio has, that Cougress is an assemblage of knaves, of

idiots or lunatics, seeking to do wrong and unwilling to do right.

Why, Mr. President, the whole capital invested in these railroads,

their entire value with all thoir appurtenances, is not one tithe, not
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one-twentieth part of the amount invested by other citizens of the

United States, depending solely upon the like discretion and sense

of justice of Congress: Take your tariff laws alone, without men

tioning any other case, and here are not only hundreds but thousands

of millions of dollars invested in reliance only upon the justice and

good sense of Congress. Ay, and even dependent upon a mere ma

jority—a majority of one, it may be, in each House. But does any

one see an> absurdity in all this, or deny the power of Congress to

alter the tariff lawsf This is but a single example among hundreds

that might be mentioned.

Why, Mr. President, to give the Senator from Ohio all the advan

tage he can ask, I will take the very example by which he seems to

have thought he had demonstrated the absurdity of the power of

amendment claimed by the Jndiciary Committee in their bill.

Aside he says, from the mere matter of giving a corporate name

and the right of succession ,fec., corporations are to be treated just

as individuals are to be treated, and have the same rights. He is

not quite right in that assertion : for if I remember correctly, cor

porations have just such rights and no other as are given to them

by their charters or by statute, while individuals have all the rights

given to them by their Maker, which in my opinion are considerably

more numerous. Nevertheless, I will take the proposition as he states

it. I will concede for the purpose of this argument all that he asks

upon that question.

Could the contract of an individual, he asks, be thus amended

against his consent f He instanced the case of a mail contractor.

Here, I will take that case, as he seems to like that as well as any,

and I venture to assert, without the slightest qualification, that upon

any sound principle of law, if Congress should anthorize the Post

master-General to enter into contracts or should enter into such con

tract itself, reserving to Congress, in the contract itself, the right to

alter or amend that contract without reservation ; Congress would

have the complete right to do so to the full extent that we propose

to amend this ; and might require security of the contractor though

none was required in his contract, as first made.

I have not the slightest doubt of it.

Mr. THURMAN. Provisions similar to that, it has been customary

to insert in mail contracts to the effect that the Postmaster-General

might do that.

Mr. CHR1STIANCY. But all at once it has become very absurd

when we propose to apply the same rule to a corporation which holds

its existence by legislative action.

I come now to notice more especially the nature, effect and extent of

this power of alteration, amendment or repeal. The language is " Con

gress may, at any time, alter, amend or repeal this act." No words

could be more absolute and uurestricted. It is not confined to the caso

of the failure of the company to perform any of the requirements of

the act, as in several cases which have been before the courts: but is

absolutely unlimited, if human language can make it so. And, as it

is not permissible, upon any principle of construction of contracts or

statutes, to hold that this plain provision was inserted without any

purpose, we must hold that it was inserted to mean something, and to

have nome effect; and that, if intended to be restricted or qualified in

its meaning and effect, the language chosen for the purpose of ex

pressing such a meaning would have expressed such qualifications.

But as there is no such qualification or restriction, and no uncertainty

or ambiguity, we must hold that it means just what and all it says.
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We must hold that it means this or it means nothing ; for there is no

intermediate ground.

But it is frequently urged by the advocates of these companies, it was

so urged before our committee by their conusel, and by their friends

in the Senate a year ago, and something like the same argument was

made the other day by the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] that

these acts of 1862 and 1864 constitute a contract ; and they ask with

an air of confidence, "Do you contend that Congress can, under this

power, alter the contract in any material respect ? " We admit, say

some of them, that Congress may amend the acts in any manner so as

not to alter the contract in any way which would render it less advan

tageous to the company. We admit, say others, that you may alter

the contract as to some minor incidents, or as to the provisions which

contain no positive stipulations in favorof the companies; but where

any right has been specially and expressly given to the company, you

cannot alter that ; though you might put in some provisions not there

before, provided they are not prejudicial to the company. When a

certain sum has been agreed to be paid in a certain time, you cannot,

they say, require them to pay it sooner, nor to give any security for

its payment, when none was required before, nor to establish a sink

ing fund which the former acts, constituting the contract, did not

require.

Now, Mr. President, in reply to all this I say that, if the acts of

1862 and 1864 constitute a contract, which I do not deny, then every

provision, every word of those acts, constitutes a part of that con

tract : and you cannot admit the power of altering, by amendment, a

single provision or even a single significant word of these acts, with

out admitting the power of changing any other word or provision

constituting part of that contract. I should like to see any man find

any line between the two, other than that which I shall presently lay

down. The argument that you cannot alter any part of the contract

deprives the provision for amendment or repeal of all possible effect,

and renders it nugatory, nonsensical and even absurd.

If it be said that some effect might be given to the power by allow

ing amendments granting benefits to the companies, but not to their

prejudice, then I reply, that this could be done just as well without

the reservation of this power as with it. And, if you say any effect

can be given to the provision by an amendment which is only to be

binding when they assent to it, my reply is the same : you could do

this just as well without this reservation of power.

No, Mr. President, reasoning upon principle and the nature and

object of this reservation of power, there is no escape from the con

clusion that, as a naked question of power, every provision of these

acts constituting the contract in which the power is reserved, is, as

between the companies and the Government, subject to be altered or

amended as Congress, with a due regard to the public interests, and

the interests, rights and equities of the companies, may think just

and right to alter or amend them : subject only to the qualifications

that rights vested, as I shall presently further explain, cannot be

divested by such a repeal. That ground I hope will be broad enough

and lay me sufficiently open to attack, if any one chooses to make it.

To admit that the power is valid, at all, to authorize an amendment,

ae to certain provisions of the contract, and not as to others, or to a

certain extent only, or as to any rights of the company resting for

their support upon that contract only, and not so far vested as not

to need the support of that contract—is to attempt to establish a

distinction and a limitation where none exists, or, in the nature of
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things, can exist. It in, to use the simile once used by Webster, to

take theplungeof Niagara and attempt to stophalf way down. There

is no stopping place, no foothold, nothing but thin air and blinding

spray to sustain you : nothing but rapids, whirlpools and bewildering

eddies on the way, at any point of the descent, till you reach the

level of tho lake below, the level of legislative power. But, for

tunately, the waters are as safe and calm below as above. The navi

gation is just as safe in Ontario as in Erie: nor are the people on the

borders or upon the bosom of the one, more inhospitable, capricious

or unjust than those upon or around the other.

I have confined myself, as you will notice, Mr. President, in all that

I have said of the power of alteration or amendment, to the contract

created by the act of 1862 as amended by that of ldfH : a continuing

contract, still in process of being performed, and to the rights of the com

panies resting in and upon that contract only. I do not contend, I

never have contended, that tho power extended so far as to anthorize

Congress to divest property or rights which, though originally de

pending upon, or growing out of, that contract, have become so far

vested as to be able to stand upon another foundation, without the

direct present or future support of that contract. The lands which

have been patented to tho company, for instance, which might rest

upon the patent, and so of any other rights not dependent for imme

diate support upon the contract, whether those rights are still vested

in the companies or in third persons derived from them. Property or

rights thus vested cannot, 1 admit, be divested by the legislative

power. The fifth and fourteenth amendments to the Constitution

against depriving any person of his property without due process of

law, protect such property and rights of property from the legislative

power, and they can only be divested, without consent of the owner,

by the jndiciary. As a general principle laws operate upon the future,

and not upon the past so as to affect contracts which have been fully

performed, unless some special power is given by the Constitution

or some special provision of the contract for still holding a control

over it, alter it should thus vest, which I do not claim is tho case here.

Mr. President, if I were discussing this toso in tho Supreme Court

of the United States, and not in the Senate, I would leave it to rest

entirely upon the principles which I have endeavored to explain and

the legitimate, logical and necessary results which flow from those

principles, witl\ all of which that court is entirely familiar, and which

they have many times, by clear implication, and many times expressly

adopted and applied ; though my friend from Ohio does not seem yet

to have heard of it. And I would as soon think of blazing the shade-

trees along the avenue, to enable thejndges of that court to find their

way to the court-room, as to go to the trouble of citing cases to estab

lish these principles already so familiar to that court. But the Sena

tor from Ohio has cited a few cases which he seems to think are not

in harmony with these principles. He has gone back through a great

many years in search of these few cases ; and has shown some familiar

ity with the old books and old decisions.

But all his legal research, all his powers of memory, oven his pow

ers of imagination, which seem to be of no mean order, all seemed

struck with a sndden paralysis, when he reached the first volume of

Otto's Reports, which comes down to the October term of 1W5. All

since that period seems to be, or to have become, snddenly an entire

blank in his mind : The Supreme Court have made several import

ant decisions since that time, bearing directly upon the great question

of power he was discussing ; but he does not seem to have been aware
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mented upon them, and his speech was upon the Senator's table a day

or two before he spoke. But he seems to have overlooked that speech

and those anthorities, which so clearly demonstrated the power of

Congress against which the Senator contends, and demonstrated that

power, not only from other and previous decisions, but from repeated

decisions of the Supreme Court since the time of the first Otto : Why

did not the Senator refer to these cases f And why did he not, at least,

nndertake to reply to the argument of the Senator from Illinois bear

ing upon them f

Mr. President, had the Senator learned from experience, that it is

useless and imprndent to attempt the impossiblef and that it is best

to keep as far as possible from a point which he could neither meet

nor evade, if he approached it f and that it would be safer to travel

some obscure by-way, though he had to grope his way by the uncer

tain light of dicta and irrelevant decisions, than to venture into the

glare of light which these cases shed over the great highway of legal

anthority. We will see, by and by, when we come to those cases, why

the Senator saw fit to stop where he did, and why he was struck with

sndden oblivion when he came to the first of Otto. It may be, how

ever, that the severity of the effort he made to show that the statute

under which The United States vs. The Union Pacific Railroad Com

pany, 1 Otto 17, came before the court, was an amendment or repeal

of the provision of a part of the act of 18(12, if Congress had the

power to amend or repeal, and the further effort to answer the con

trary reasoning and decision of the court upon that point—it may

be, I say, that these efforts were so exhanstive as to make him forget,

or render him unable to notice and comment upon those subsequent

cases. I am quite sure such an effort would have completely ex-

hansted all my powers and reduced my less vigorous mind to a blank,

before I had spent half the time and effort in that direction which

he did: especially when I should have reached that point in the deci

sion which says, " It is hardly necessary to say that it wonld have

been idle to anthorize a suit, had Congress intended to repeal the pro

vision on which alone it could be maintained." When I should have

come to that kind of reasoning I am quite sure that any attempt on

my part to controvert it, would have reduced me to utter insanity;

and I should have been compelled to dread the sight of Otto's Re

ports, from that day forward, after such an encounter with the first

Tulume.

But Mr. President, not having made any such attempt, I have con

ceived no greater dislike to Otto's Reports than to any other ; and I

will proceed to call the attention of the Senate to some cases decided

by the Supreme Court which are contained in the fourth Otto. I

should not venture to repeat these cases so ably stated by the Senator

from Illinois, if he had not failed to socure the attention of the Sena

tor from Ohio to them, and I hope to have better success in that way.

I read these cases when they first came out. But from that time until

I had prepared a^l the foregoing portions of my argument, last Satur

day evening, I never examined one of them. When I undertake to

reason upon principle I prefer to carry ont the principle first, without

mixing up cases and anthorities with the line of thought. Thou I

am in the habit, when I have the time, of looking into anthorities to

see how others have reasoned upon the same principle : and to see if

there is any occasion to modify my own course of reasoning : and to

correct myself, if I find I have been wrong. But, in this case, having

since looked carefully into those anthorities, I find not one word to

correct.
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The first case to which I shall call attention is that of Peik vs. Chi

cago and Northwestern Railroad Company, fourth Otto, 164. I will

read the head notes which contain all the principles.

1. The Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company was, hy its charter, and the

charters of other companies consolidated with it, authorized " to demand and re

ceive such sum or sums of money for the transportation of persons and property,

and for storage of property, as it shall deem reasonable." The constitution or Wis

consin, in force when the charters were granted, provides that all acts for the crea

tion of corporations within the State ' ' may be altered or repealed by the Legislature

at any time after their passage." Held, that the Legislature had power to prescribe

a maximum of charges to be made by said company for transporting persons or

property within the State, or taken up outside the State and brought within it, or

taken up inside and carried without.

2. Certain Wisconsin railroad corporations were consolidated with others of Illi

nois on terms which, in effect, required that the consolidated company should, when

operating in Wisconsin, be subject to its laws. Held, that Wisconsin can legislate

for the company in that State precisely as it could have legislated for its own orig

inal companies, if no consolidation had taken place.

3. The act of Wisconsin, approved March 11, 1874. entitled "An act relating to

railroads, express and telegraph companies, in the State of Wisconsin," is confined,

to State commerce or such interstate commerce as directly affects the people of

Wisconsin. Until Congress shall act in reference to the relations of this consoli

dated company to interstate commerce, the regulation of its fares, &c, so far as

they are of domestic concern, is within the power of that State.

4. The decision of the supreme court of the State of Wisconsin, that said act of

March 11, 1874, was not repealed by that entitled "An act in relation to railroads,"

approved March 12, 1874, is binding upon this court.

5. Where property- has been clothed with a public interest, the Legislature may

fix a limit to that which shall in law be reasonable for its use.

6. No party to this record cau raise the question that the statute of Wisconsin

violates the obligation of the consolidated company, under the land grant to the

Wisconsin and Superior Railroad Company, to keep the part of its road which for

merly belonged to the latter company open as a public highway for the use of the

Government of the United States, free from toll &c.

It will be seen by this, that the provision reserving the power of

alteration or repeal was not actually inserted in the charter, but was

contained in the Constitution which, in effect, matte it a part of this

and any other corporation charters granted under it : the principle

being exactly the same and no other, from what it would have been

had it been inserted in the charter without such constitutional pro

vision. It will be seen further that, by the charter, granted long

prior to the law in question, the company was expressly authorized

to " demand and receive such sum for the transportation of persons

and property as it should deem reasonable ;" thus vesting the entire

power in the company itself to determine what should be its rate

of charges ; that the Legislature by a subsequent law, passed long

afterward, prescribed maximum charges beyond which the compa

nies should not go—thus directly conflicting with that provision of

the charter, and operating as an amendmeut to it to this extent, if

valid. And the Supreme Court held this act to be a valid exercise

of legislative power. And yet this was a State law which, under the

provisions of the Constitution against impairing the obligations of

contracts, would have been void, but for the reservation of the power

in question.

The next case to which I call attention is that of the Chicago, Mil

waukee and Saint Paul Railroad Company vs. Ackfey, 4 Otto, 179,

where, under the same constitutional provision and the same law, it

was held as I now read from the head-note of the case :

A railroad company in Wisconsin cannot recover for the transportation of prop

erty more than the maximum fixed by the act of that State of March 11, 1874, hy

showing that the amount charged was no more than a reasonable compensation for

the services rendered.

That case is even a little stronger than the other, for the court held
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that even if it be shown that the maximum charges fixed by the Leg

islature were unreasonably low, it would not alter the case.

The next case which I shall notice is that of Stone vs. Wisconsin, 4

Otto, 181, the head-note of which is as follows :

As giving a construction to the State constitution and statute, this court accepts

the decision of the supreme court of Wisconsin, that the charterof the Milwaukee

and "Waukesha Railroad Company, granted by the Territory, is subject to repeal

or alteration, inasmuch as it was not accepted, nor was the company organised,

until after the admission of the State into the TJuion, under a constitution which

continued that act in force, and provided that all laws for the creation of corpora

tions might be altered or repealed by the Legislature at any time after their pas

sage.

There it will beseen that the supreme court of Wisconsin had held

that a certain act came within the constitutional provision although

the act had been passed before the constitution was adopted but not

accepted by the company until after. That came to the Supreme

Court of the United States, and they decided as has just been

read. It is manifest from this that the court could not have accepted

the decision of the snpreme court of Wisconsin as they did, if they

would not so have decided themselves, without that decision ; as this

was a charter enacted before the constitution was formed containing

the reservation of power ; and the question of impairing the obli

gations of contracts was clearly raised in it, and the constitution

of a State, upon such a question, is but a State law, and liable to the

same objection on this ground as a statute would be. And, unless

the reservation of power, by the constitution which took effect after

the charter was granted, but before it was accepted, had been looked

upon as, in effect, incorporated into the charter, the court could not

have maintained the legislation which, but for the reservation of

power, must have been held void, as impairing the obligation of the

contract ; so that this case stands substantially upon the same ground

as the others I have cited from the same volume.

The fourth case which I cite from the same volume is the Chicago,

Burlington and Quincy Railroad Company r*. Iowa, page 155. The

charterof the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company, upon

which the question arose, was silent upon the question of power to

regulate tolls either by the company or the State. Years subsequent

to the charter the State passed an act regulating freights on all the

railroads of the State. The company claimed that this was a viola

tion of the contract created by their charter. The court held that,

though the company had the same power to make contracts that an

individual would have, still the Legislature had the right to regulate

the rates of fare and freight ; the company being common carriers,

and their business, therefore, of a quasi-public nature. I read the

head-notes as far as it relates to these points:

1. Railroad companies are carriers for hire. Engaged in a public employment

affecting the public interest, they are, unless protected by their charters, subject

to legislative control as to their rates of fare and freight.

2. The Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company has, within the scope of

the authority conferred by its charter, and subject to the limitations thereby im

posed, the power of a natural person to make contracts in reference to its business.

Like such person, it or its assignee, the plaintiff in error, is, under the same circum

stances, subject at all times to such laws as the General Assembly of the State

may from time to time enact.

The court say in that case, page 161, in giving the opinion :

They [the company] are therefore engaged in a public employment affecting the

public interest : and, under the decision in Munn vs. Illinois, (4 Otto 113,) subject

t*» legislative control, as to their rates of fare aud freight unUnv protected by their

charter.
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The case is not directly in point upon the question we are discuss

ing, though it sheds much light upon it. I read it specially for the

Imrpose of preventing auy false inferences from the qualifying clause

have cited, " unless protected by their charters." It clearly does

not mean that the tolls could not be regulated by the Legislature

though the charter itself expressly gave the company the right to

regulate them, if, at the same time, the charter itself, or the constitu

tion or any general law subject to which the charter was pat soil,

reserved the power of amendment and repeal ; for, in such case,'the

charter would not protect them, as the court had already decided in

the throe cases I have just read. Bat if there were no such reserva

tion of power in the charter, the constitution or the general law,

then, perhaps, an express provision in the charter, giving the com

pany the right to regulate the fares, might preclude the power of

amendment—though I am strongly inclined to think that, within the

principles of the decision in this and the Muun case, the court would

hold that the Legislature or the courts, if not both, might interfere

to reduce the rates if the company should fix them unreasonably high.

That, however, is not involved in this case.

The next decision of the Supreme Court of the United States to

•which I call atteution was made at the present term and is not yet

published, the case of Shields r«. Ohio—for the statement of which I

avail myself of the analysis presented here the other day by the Sen

ator from Illinois :

That doctrine—

Speaking of the doctrine in the cases which have been read—

was during the same term applied to cases arising in Iowa, Illinois, and Minnesota,

and at the present term to a case in Ohio. Shields rg. Ohio involved the following

facts: The constitution of Ohio, which took ettect in September, 1851, ordained

that "no special privileges shall ever be granted that may not be altered, revoked,

or repealeu by the General Assembly." (Article 1, section 2.) " The General As

sembly shall pass no special net conferring corpo.ate powers." (Article 13, sec

tion 1.*) " Corporations mar he formed under general laws, but such general laws

may from time to time be altered or repealed." (Article 13. section 2.) A railway

company was prior to that date incoi (>oratcd under a charter, which fixed no lim

itation as to the rates for the transportation of persons.

In l:t5<i the Legislature passed a general law authorizing, npon certain terms and

conditio-is, the consolidation of railway compauies. Several corporations, includ

ing the one so opera tiug under a special charter grauted before the adoption of

the constitution, availed themselves of the provisions of that act and formed a con

solidated company. An act of the General Assembly in 1870 limited the charges

for passengers to 'three cents per mile, and the court held that this limitition could

be imposed without impairing the obligation of a contract, notwithstanding the

absence of any provision in the charter of one of the companies reserving to the

Legislature any control over fares and freights. The reasoning of the court is

that by consolidating tinder the act, the respective companies accepted it with all

its conditions and restrictions, and among them was the liability of the consoli

dated company to be dealt with by the General Assembly of Ohio in the exercise

of the power reserved to it uuder the constitution of the State.

Now, Mr. President, it is quite manifest, from the first three cases

I have cited from the fourth Otto, and the case of Shields r*. Ohio,

not yet published, that the Supreme Court of the United States, in

deciding what the legislative power may do, uuder au express and

unrestricted power of amendment and repeal, have not, as the Sen

ator from Ohio did, attempted to stop half-way down ; but that they,

in effect, hold, as I have endeavored to show must be the result upon

principle, that, no matter how express any provision of a charter or

contract may be, or however advantageous to the company, the Leg

islature may, in their discretion, whenever they think it right, amend

or repeal it ; the only limitation being that such repeal cannot affect
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rights so vested as no longer to need the direct support of the con- I

tract, as such. Those which do need the direct support of the contract

e J

to sustain them, ami stand upou that alone with no superadded right,

if they cau be said to be vested at all, under a charter reserving the

unrestricted power of amendment and repeal, are only vested subject

to the exercise of that power, the primary condition of their existence.

This limitation, as to vested rights, as I have explained it, is exactly

that which many of the cases and some of those cited the other day

by the Senator, long ago laid down and established. See, for instance.

Miller r. the State, 15 Wallace, p. 493, cited by him ; see also Holyoki

v. Lyman, 15 Wallace, 519.

Mr. President, I think the Senator from Ohio did not show just

what this case decided. I will proceed to do so, and then comment

upon so much of the case as he relied upon, and it will be found that

this case stands upon the same ground:

A constitution of New York, made in 1826, ordains tbat " corporations may be

formed under general laws, but shall not be created by special act except in certain

cases ;" and also " tliat all general laws and special "acta, passed pursuant to this

section, may be altered from time to time or repealed." And a statute of Xew

York, passed A. I>. 18-2S, enacts that "the charter of every corporation that shaLl

be there: fter granted by the Legislature shall be subject to alteration, suspension,

and repeal, in the discretion of the Legislature."

In this state of things, a general railroad law was passed in 1850, authorizing

the formation of railroad corporations with thirteen directors. The formation of a

company under this general law being subsequently contemplated, with a capital

of $000,000, to build a road fifty miles long, the Legislature authorized the city of

Rochester to subscribe £308,000*to it ; and enacted that if the company accepted the

subscrintion, the city should appoint one director for every $75,000 subscribed by

it. that is to say. should appoint four directors out of the thirteen contemplated ;

the other stockholders, of course, appointing the remaining nine. The company

did accept the subscription, and the stockholders other than the citv subscribed

$677,500, but paid up only $255,000. Then the enterprise for all but eighteen miles

of the road was abandoned. Thecity had paid its fJOO, 000 subscribed.' In 1867 the

Legislature passed another act giving the city power to appoint one director for

overs- $42,855.57 of stock owned by the cily ; in other words, establishing the same

ratio that existed among the subscribers for the stock at the time the original sub

scription was made. The effect was to give the city seven, directors aud %o leave

the other stockholders but six. These last stockholders, regarding the act of 1851

as making a contract that they should have nine directors and the city but foar,

and that the act of 1867 violated that contract, elected their old nine. Zfrta.on a

quo warranto, that the act of 1817 did not, in view of the State constitution and the

act of 18;Jfl making charters subject to alteration, suspension, and repeal, make

such a contract, and that the act of 18G7 was constitutional.

Now I turn to some language commented upon by the Senator from

Ohio and which Iip seemed to think of pfreat force in supporting his
■position ; but fortunately it happens that that very passage which

he cited lays down the very distinction, the very line of distinction

between what caa and what cannot bo done tbat I have laid down:

Power to legislate-

Say the court—

founded upon snch a reservation in a charter to a private corporation, is certainly

not without limit, and it may well be admitted that it cannot be exercised to tako

away or destroy rights acquired by virtue of such a charter, aud which by a legit

imate use of the powers granted have become vested in the corporation.

As, for instance, if a corporation in the legitimate exercise of its

powers obtains capital enough to purchase lands, if it has the right

to do it, the repeal of the charter would not divest the title to the

lands. So if they obtained personal property, the repeal of the char

ter would not divest the personal property although they did obtain

it by a legitimate use of the exercise of their corporate powers. That

is all there is of that. Bat the Senator has marked some other pas

sages to which I will call attention :

But it may be safely affirmed—
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Say the court—

that the reserved power may be exercised, and to almost any extent, to carry into

effect the original purposes of the grant or to secure the due administration of its

affairs so as to protect the rights of the stockholders and of creditors, and for the

proper disposition of the assets.

If the Senator from Ohio had searched the law libraries of the United

States he conld not have found a case more directly and more strongly

in point and in favor of the position which I maintain. But let us

see a little further what this is. They have saved the right then to

exercise any power to compel a corporation to administer their affairs

in any proper manner " to secure the due administration of its affairs

and to protect the rights of the stockholders and of creditors." What

else are we attempting to do by the bill reported by the Jndiciary

Committee f Will somebody tell me f What else are we attempting

to dof We are simply saying to these companies "Yon owe us a

very large sum of money, and though it be payable years hence and

we are unable to obtain any of the interest on the bonds we have

loaned yon, it is no more than just, it is no more than asking you to

put yourselves on the common business principles of business men

and honest men, to begin to provide a sinking fund to meet that debt

at maturity ;" and that is all the power we seek to exercise here.

But this is not all. There is another passage in this case to which

I wish to call the attention of the Senator from Ohio. The opinion

goes on to give examples—and this also the Senator from Ohio had

marked as being very important and I think it is; I think it is im

portant as showing most clearly the right to exercise this power. He

may draw the other inference' if he can:

Such a reservation it is held—

Say the court—

will not warrant the Legislature in passing laws to ohange the control of an insti

tution from one religious sect to another, or to divert the fund of the donors to any

new use inconsistent with the intent and purpose of the charter.

Do we ask anything of that kind here f Nothing of the kind. Of

course, one of the instances here put by the court is that of attempt

ing to transfer the property of one religious society to another, trans

ferring the property of A to B, which no man claims that any legisla

tive power can do. But the court goes on to say :

Or to compel subscribers—

And this is a passage marked by the Senator from Ohio—

Or to compel subscribers to the stock whose subscription is conditional, to waive

any of the conditions of their contract.

Did anybody ever suppose that that could be done by legislative

power f Where, for instance, the stockholders agreed to pay a cer

tain sum, to take a certain amount of stock, provided the road was

run by a certain point, to a certain town, or through a certain farm,

that is a condition and the court simply held in this phrase that a

court cannot compel such a subscriber to the stock to waive that con

dition and be compelled to pay though the road run somewhere else.

Did any one ever claim they could f

The Senator referred also, and I will refer, to the case of Holyoke

rs. Lyman, 15 Wallace, 519. That is a case to which I have referred

before on several occasions. I will first read the head-note and then

read from the opinion ;

1. By the settled law of Massachusetts, the rights of fishery in such rivers as

the Connecticut, even above the point where it is navigable for boats or rafts, are

public rights, and, unless there be some express provision to the contrary, are sub

ject to such reasonable regulations as the State may make for their protection ;
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including the right to require of persons who own or build dams, that they con

struct snch flshways as will enable migratory tish to pass from the lower to the

higher level of the water occasioned by such dams.

2- The provision of the revised statutes of Massachusetts, chapter 44, section

23, and general statutes, chapter 68, section 41, declaring that acts of incorporation

shall be subject to amendment, alteration, or repeal, at the pleasure of the Legis

lature ; reserves to the Legislature the authority to make any alteration or amend

ment of the charter granted subject to it, which will not defeat or substantially

impair the object of the grant or any rights vested under it, and which the Legis

lature may deem necessary to secure either that object or other publio or private

rights.

3. After a manufacturing corporation, chartered with authority to construct and

maintain a dam across a river, paying damages to the ownersof fishing rights

above, and whose charter does not expressly exempt it from maintaining the uam

without a flshway, and is subject nnder the provision above quoted to amendment,

alteration, and repeal at the pleasure of the Legislature, has paid such damages

and constructed tne dam without a fishway, so as to destroy the fishing rights

above and to impair similar rights below, (for the injury to which last no compen

sation has ever been made or provided,) that corporation, or any other which pur

chases its dam under the authority of a subsequent statute, may be constitutionally

reqnired by the Legislature to construct a fishway in the dam to the satisfaction

of commissioners appointed by the Legislature for the purpose.

That is the substance of the decision of the Supreme Court and

here perhaps before I go to anything else, I ought to comment upon

this language in the opinion lest it should be thought that this case

does not go as far as it really does. It says :

That charter does not expressly exempt it from maintaining the dam without a

fishway.

It so happened in that case that that charter did not expressly ex

empt the company from maintaining a fishway. The Legislature

passed an act requiring them to maintain one, although the original

act contained no such provision ; and this put upon them an addi

tional charge. The question was as to the constitutionality of that

act. What was then the question beforo the court T Not upon a

charter which did contain a provision expressly exempting them, and

whatever the court might say upon such a charter would have just

as mnch authority as what you or lor any other man or boy should

say in the streets of Washington and no more as authority. All the

case decides, therefore, is that where its charter does not expressly

exempt a company from constructing a tishway, the Legislature might

require them to constrnct it although their charter did not require it.

That is the effect of the decision.

Mr. TELLER. Will the Senator allow me to ask him a question f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Not now. I am pretty nearly exhausted.

Mr. TELLER. I wish to ask a question on that point.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Perhaps I shall get through with the point

to the Senator's satisfaction before I am through with that case ; and

"sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof."

There is no provision in the law of ISti'i and 1864, that the compa

nies shall not be reqnired to establish a sinking fund, and therefore

within this decision Congress has the right to require it by amend

ment.

But, that the court in that case did not mean to decide that the

amendment would have been void, had there been an express exemp

tion in the charter, is evident from the fact that the same court who

made the decisions, and Judge Clifford who wrote the opinion, con

curred in the Wisconsin cases I have cited, that, though there was an

express provision in the charter giving the company the right to

establish freight charges, yet a subsequent legislative act regulating

these charges, was valid and constitutional.

But, Mr. President, I do not put the case on any such narrow
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ground as that. I do not care if it had been expressly stated in the

charter that thoy never should be required to establish a sinking

fund, I say we have the power to change it while the contract remains

in process of execution and before it is entirely executed. I make

no half-way work with this case.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Will the Senator from Michigan allow me to

interrupt him a moment ? I shall not interrupt him without his con

sent.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. The Senator sees very well that I am con

siderably fatigued, and I have some distance yet to travel, aud he

will have full opportunity to reply to whatever I may have said or

to whatever I mav sav.

Mr. MATTHEWS. ' I shall not ask to burden the Senator.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I now come to those passages in that opin

ion which were marked by the Senator from Ohio. They are these :

Vented rights, it is conceded, cannot be destroyed or impaired tinder such a re

served power, but it is clear that the power may be exercised, and to almost any

extent, to carry into effect the original purposes of the arrant and to protect the

rights of the public, and of the corporators, or to promote the due administration

of the affairs of the corporation.

Simply quoting the very language used in the Miller case, which

precedes it. There is another passage marked in the same case, and

that I will also read :

Power to legislate, founded upon such a reservation, is certainly not without

limit, but it may safely be alhrmed that it reserves to tho Leeislature the authority

to make any alteration or amendment in a charter granted, subject to it, that will

not defeat or substantially impair the object of the grant, or any rights which have

vested under it, which the Legislature may deem necessary to secure either the

objects of the grant or any other public right not expressly granted away by the

charter.

Mr. President, there was no such question in that «ase, as I have

already showu, as to the public right of fishing or the establishment

of a fishway. Although the court adds that qualification, it is a

qualification which does not exist in fact. Tho coorts are always in

the habit of going no further than the facts of the case call upon

them to go. There is no decision here that if they had granted a

right, nnless it was something in the shape of a vested right, which

it is not, that an amendment conld not be made.

Mr. THURMAN. What is there in the case contrary to that f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Nothing whatever, but it sustains it.

But the doctrine laid down by the Supreme Court in the Wiscon

sin cases was not a new one. Long before that time, in Tomlinson

r». Jessup, 15 Wallace, 454—the very volume from which the Senator

from Ohio cited two other cases: (while he seems to have overlooked

this) decides without reservation the very doctrine for which I con

tend and the same principle subsequently applied in the Wisconsin

case. I read the head-note of this case which shows the whole prin

ciple decided and sufficient of the facte to show the application of

the principle. This case was decided in 1872 :

The Northeastern Railroad Company was incorporated by the Legislature of

the State of South Carolina in 1851, for fifty years, and the nsual powers of railroad

companies were granted to it. At that time a general law of the State was in ex

istence, passed in 1841, which enacted that the charter of every corporation sub

sequently granted, and any renewal, amendment, or modification thereof, should

be subject to amendment, alteration, or repeal by legislative authority, unless the

act granting the charter or the renewal, amendment or modification, in express

terms excepted it from the operation of that law. In 1855 the Legislature passed

an amendment to the charter of the company, providing that its stock, and the

real estate it theu owned, or might thereafter acouire, connected with or subserv

ient to the works authorized by its charter, should be exempt from taxation dur
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ing the continuance of the charter. Thia act contained no clause excepting the

amendment from the provisions of the general law of 1,*41. In 1868 the constitu

tion of the State was adopted, which requires that the property of corporatious

then existing or thereafter created, shall be subject to taxation, except in certain

cases, not affecting this case. Thesubsequent legislation of this Stato carried out

this requirement and provided for the taxation of the property of railroad com

panies, and under it the property of the Northeastern Railroad Company was

taxed : Held, that the taxatiou was legal aud constitutional ; that the power re

served to the State by tbe law of ld41 authorized any change iu the contract

created by the charter between the corporators and the Stato, as it originally existed,

or as subsequently modified, or ita entire revocat ion.

Now, let us see further what they held :

The object of tho reservation was to prevent a grant of corporate rights and

privileges in a form which would preclude legislative interference with their ex

ercise, if the public interests should at any time require such interference, and to

preserve to the Stat*' control over its contract with the corporators, which would

otherwise be irrepealable aud protected from any measures affecting ite obliga

tions.— 15 Wallace, 454.

That the courts say is the object of such reservation.

Mr. President, it is too manifest to admit of a moment's tlonbt,

that the Supreme Court of the United States has, in the cases I have

cited, and down even to the present term of that court, fully and

squarely decided the question of power involved in the present con

troversy, against the position maintained by the Senator from Ohio,

and in.favor of the power we claim.

This court is the final arbiter upon all such questions, and the law

of the land. They will have to decide tho question growing out of

the bill of the Judiciary Committee, if that bill passes, and from that

decision there is no appeal. If the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews]

is not satisfied with the decisions of that court, he has a right to say

so. But. does he, does any one here believe that, in consequence of

the argument-he has made hero, or any that he can make, however

able, he can shake or reverse, or induce that court to reverse, this

long line of decisions? And I appeal to Senators, whether it is not

wiser and safer to rely, in this momentous matter, upon the Supreme

Court, than upon the argument of the Senator from Ohio, able aud

astnte as it may he, opposed to those decisions.

Mr. President, I will now take np those authorities cited by the

Senator from Ohio from the Federal courts, which I have not already

noticed. It is idle to run through the State reports upon this ques

tion, for whatever they may be, they could not affect the authority

of so many recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court.

One of the cases which he cites is that of the United States vs.

Union Pacific Railroad Company, 8 American Law Review, 350. This

was a case in the circuit court of the United States in Connecticut.

The head-note of this case shows that it can be no authority for any

thing. Two opinions were given directly in opposition to each other :

and the case, I am informed, is now in the Supreme Court of the

United States. When that court shall decide we shall have an au

thority in that case—not before—so much for this case.

Another case which he cited was Fletcher r». Peck, 6 Cranch, 87.

No question involved in that case comes within gunshot of anything

involved in the question of power now before us. Tho State of Geor

gia had made a legislative grant followed by a patent from the gov

ernor, of a large tract of land to one James Ounn. Afterward a

subsequent Legislature, claiming that the first grant was void on ac

count of bribery of the Legislature and fraud in the procuring the

passage of the act, passed another act declaring the first act void

and asserting the title of the State to the lands. The court held the
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first act valid, and that the patent of the governor to Gunn, under

the anthority of this act, vested the title in Gunu. Clearly here was

no question of corporate rights. No question of a charter or a reserva

tion of the power to amend, or repeal reserved in any act or contract.

It was a case of vested rights, under the grant of the land : and which

could only be divested by the consent of the owner, or by the action

of the judiciary. It is exactly in accordance with the views I have

expressed. It is not difficult to see that, whatever may have been said

upon such a case can be of no possible anthority upon the question

we ivre now discussing. Whatever language may have been used by

the court, the Senator from Ohio who is a good lawyer, knows very

well, must be construed and understood with reference only to the

case and the subject-matter then before the court—so much for this

case. This case is so foreign to anj point in this case, that I had

some suspicion he had cited it to show that the act of 1864 we have

been discussing conld not be held void for any bribery or frand which

might have secured its passage : but as the Senator did not say that

this was his purpose I abstain from comment on this point.

The Senator also cites the case of one of these companies vs. Pen-

iston, 18 Wallace, 5. This was a case holding the company liable to

taxation upon their property by State anthority. I suppose the read

ing of the head-note of this case discloses in few words, the portion

of the opinion of the court upon which he relies :

The exemption of agencies of the Federal Government from taxation by the

States is dependent, not upon the nature of the agents, nor upon the mode of their

constitution, nor upon the fact that they are agents, but upon the effect of the tax ;

that is, upon the question whether the tax does in truth deprive them of power to

serve the Government as they were intended to«erve it, or hinder the efficient ex

ercise of theirpower. A tax upon their property merely, having no iuch neces

sary effect, and leaving them free to discharge the duties they have undertaken to

perform, may be rightfully laid by the States. A tax upon tKeiujoperations being

a direct obstruction to the* exercise of Federal powers may not be.

They do not say that it would be. If the Senator from Ohio can

see any very strong bearing which that case has upon this, his spec

tacles have a very much longer focal distance than .mine. The ques

tion was whether taxation by a State upon one of these companies

would be void becanse it interfered with an agency of the United

States. What bearing has that here f They are speaking ofa tax lev

ied by a State which the State might not have the power to levy as

against the United States. But does this mean that the United States,

by act of Congress which is the guardian of the rights of the Federal

Government, could not impose such a tax f It strikes me it would be

a confusion of ideas to assert such a proposition. It would seem that

Congress might have the right to waive such an injury as that to the

Government, when Congress itself passes the act which thus affects

the Government. The case of Marbury 1-8. Madison which the Senator

cited is so entirely foreign to any questions we have before us that I

will not weary the Senate by referring to it.

And now, Sir. President, in conclusion I feel bound to say, in com

pliment to my friend, the Senator from Ohio, that no man of merely

ordinary abilities could make so able, so adroit and so plansible a

speech as he has made, upon so scanty a supply of material in the

way of legal principles or legal decisions. I sat in mute admiration

of his skill, but could not appreciate his logic. No one but an able

lawyer and an adept in forensic debate could dress up such a collec

tion of irrelevant cases, suggestions, dicta and general remarks culled

from decisions having no possible bearing upon the real question un

der discus3lon, and, by throwing overtho combination the graces and
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the coloring of a chaste and elegant diction, make the whole mass

appear so much like law, with so little late in it.

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President,

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator from Alabama takes the floor, as I

understand, on the pending bill.

Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not suppose he wishes to proceed to-night,

and as he will reserve the floor for to-morrow, if he will consent, I will

move that we proceed to the consideration of executive business.

Mr. MORGAN. I yield for that purpose.

Mr. THIIRMAN. I move that the Senate proceed to the considera

tion of executive business.

The motion was agreed to ; and the Senate proceeded to the con

sideration of executive business. After twenty-five minutes spent in

executive session the doors were reopened, and (at four o'clock and

twenty-five minutes, p. m.) the Senate adjourned.

March 19, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri Riyer to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act.

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, in the discussion of the question

before the Senate I have no decided purpose to answer the remarks

of any gentleman who has preceded me, nor do I give my full, implicit

adherence to all that has been said in the debate upon points of law

on which gentlemen have founded their opinions, in which I concnr,

as between these two bills. I will discuss this question as if the

issue were broadly and distinctly presented between the bills sub

mitted by the two committees whether Congress has the power under

the Constitution of the United States which is claimed in the bill

reported by the Committee on the Judiciary to so " add to, alter,

amend, or repeal" the act of July 1, 186*2, as it was added to, altered,

amended, and repealed by the act of July 2, 1864, as to make obliga

tory upon the two railroad companies the provisions of the bill of the

Judiciary Committee without the further express assent of those cor

porations.

The question as I present it, and in the phase in which it is most

material to the country, is as to the power of Congress to provide by

legislation, without the consent of the corporations, a further and effi

cient remedy for the security of the people—the tax-payers—against

loss on the bonds loaned to the companies to aid in the construction

and equipment of their railroad. It is this power to legislate for

which I shall contend, as a right of Congress not dependent necessa

rily upon the further consent of the companies, but in virtue of its

inherent constitutional authority ; and also in virtue of the consent

of the companies given, irrevocably, at the moment they accepted

5 PA
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the grant of the capacity to become bodies corporate and politic

under the law. When 1 speak of the power of Congress to legislate,

I do not refer to its power to contract, bnt to that supremacy of

authority which gives to Congress, under the Constitution, and con

sistently with the faith, honor, and justice of the country, the right

to prescribe the rules to govern individuals so as to promote "the

general welfare."

I can scarcely conceive that Congress can derive its right to pass a

law from the consent of the person to whom the law is to apply to be

fiven in the nature or form of a contract based upon a consideration,

cannot well comprehend how a law passed by Congress and approved

by the President is still subject to the veto of the person who is to be

affected by it. Neither do I perceive how Congress can by law place

any limitation upon its power to make further enactments unless the

right created or secured by its first enactment can find some shelter

under the prohibitions of the Constitution which prevent Congress

from making other and different provisions touching that right.

The power I claim for Congress is that it may provide by law for

the protection of the rights of the people under all circumstances.

Whether the law for the protection of the people shall be enforced

through the executive department or through the judicial depart

ment of the Government is not a matter which affects the power of

Congress to enact it. It may be better or even essential that the law

should be enforced through the judgment of a court rather thau by

the executive power, but this is not a consideration which affects the

power to legislate. Such a question is brought to view only by the

constitutional distribution of the powers of government. It does not

arise necessarily when we are considering the power of Congress to

enact any law on a given subject.

It may be a defect of the bill of the Judiciary Committee that it

does not confer jurisdiction on the courts to do that which the bill

attempts to do by the direct action of the law, and to enforce by the

infliction of penalties and forfeitures ; but if there is such a defect iu

the bill, which I do not discover, the question of the power of Con

gress is precisely the same in the one case as in the other ; that ques

tion is whether Congress has such lawful grasp upon these corpora

tions and their property as to compel them so to administer the same

that the people shall not lose the security to which that property is

pledged ; that they shall suffer no loss iu consequence of having loaned

the companies many millions of dollars. It is perhaps not a very ma

terial question whether this grasp shall be exerted through the execu

tive or the judicial arm of the Government. If Congress can give the

courts the power to protect the people upon the existing state of

facts by providing a security for these debts equivalent to that men

tioned in the bill of the Committee on the Judiciary, that fact re

solves all doubts as to its powers and leaves nothing open for discus

sion but the method of their exercise.

The Senate should congratulate itself that by a singular and novel

parliamentary procedure it has this great question brought before it

through the antagonistic action of two of its standing committees,

arrayed against each other on so important a subject, and both com

mittees unanimous. I believe that is the fact.

Mr. RANSOM. No.

Mr. MORGAN. Both committees are unanimous, so far as appears

from any report that has been submitted to the Senate.

There is no prestige of authority on the part of either which gives

any undue weight to either side of the question.
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The necessity of considering this question now is very urgent.

Each committee recognizes the fact, which is quite obvious even to

men of less abilities, that we must do now or very soon whatever can

be done to provide a means of paying this great sum of money at the

maturity of the bonds issued by the Government to those corpora

tions. I have not heard of any person who believes that the sum of

these bonds and the interest paid and to be paid on them semi-annu

ally by the Government can be reimbursed by the companies if they

are allowed to rnn on until maturity without some provision being

made to meet the debt. We must act in time or else incur a fearful

responsibility to the country.

Aside from the onerous taxation which the people are being sub

jected to merely to add to the wealth of persons who have waxed

fat, and are now kicking, and the enormous proportions to which

these burdens must increase, there is now presented a question which

must be solved in one of two ways. Either the people and their

Government must succumb to the'power accumulated in the corpora

tions of the country or the corporations must be declared to be within

that power of the law by which the legislative authority which gave

them existence may so far control them as to prevent them from an

abuse of their powers. Congress has not been lavish of grants of cor

porate franchises, but such as it has granted are of enormous magni

tude and have quickly grown into controlling powers in Government,

local and federal. The United States Bank and branches, the Cum

berland Road, and a few insurance and navigation companies were

about all the cases in which these powers had been exorcised until

we came to the national banks and the transcontinental railroads.

Includiug a moderate value for the land grants to the railroads across

the continent, and adding this to the capital stock of the national

banks, it is within the bounds of safe calculation to estimate the cap

ital which the corporations now existing under acts of Congress actu

ally hold at S*0,000,000.

If we estimate the amount of bonds, money, and property under

their actual control, it is as much as one-eighth of the property, real

and personal, assessed for taxation in 1876 and 1877 in all the States

of the Union.

Thousands of men are in the employment or under the control of

these corporations, where a fow directors are invested with almost

absolute power over them. This is a dangerous outlook for free insti

tutions. There are kingdoms in the world whose crowned rulers have

far less power than the presidents of some of these colossal corpora

tions. Has all this power, backed by all this wealth, passed from

the control of Congress so that no emergency of public necessity, no

claim of the public welfare, no protection of the rights of the people

can justify Congress in its regulation t Must Congress look into the

wording of the charters and find there, and only there, the license or

permission to exert its constitutional duty over these creatures of its

will f Or, finding such license and permission reserved in the charter

itself, in express words of the broadest signification, must it still

probe and sound into the subject of the vested rights of those corpo

rations to see whether it must not still refrain from the exercise of its

express powers for fear that it may infringe some implied right or

power of the corporations f

This matter is of startling magnitude, and we must meet and over

come the pretensions of these arrogant corporations to powers and

rights which dispute the supremacy of the laws over them, or else

we shall soon find them in the virtual possession of the whole power
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• of Government. It is plain to the view of every intelligent mind

that it will require bnt few more gigantic corporations to absorb

enough of the powers of Congress to leave the Government stranded

and the people at their mercy. Their theory is that whatever pow

ers they acquire are bargained for and paid for, and become property

or vested rights to the extent that they possess any value, or are useful

or needful to protect anything that possesses value.

If Congress can so sell and dispose of its constitutional powers be

yond the right to resume their exercise at the behest of the general

welfare of the public, it can strip itself finally of all powers and au

thority by granting it upon considerations, and in the form of vested

rights to corporations which it may create.

It can bargain and sell to corporations the right to carry the mails and

receive the revenues ; to hold mail-routes or post-roads in perpetuity ;

it can sell letters of marqne and reprisal to corporations and their

successors forever ; it can sell leases of the power of government in

the Territories, establishing in the West a company such as the East

India Company, and in Alaska a Hudson's Bay Company. Why may

not all this be done under the imputed right of Congress to impart

so much of its power to a corporation and to make that power irre

claimable that the corporation can defy the exercise of any power

that may impair the value of the grant, no matter what public neces

sity may demand its exercise.

Congress can do no such thing as this ; and if such abuse of its

own high duty to the country in the sale or abdication of ita consti

tutional authority is implied in the creation of any corporation, that

corporation is itself unlawful. It is an unlawful fungus on the body-

politic.

I bave always doubted the right of Congress to create any corpora

tion, but the greatest jurists of the country have held that the power

existed to create them as governmental agencies. I do not remember

a case where the Supreme Court of the United States has gone further

than this in sustaining the power of Congress. If, however, it is to

become a law of corporations, created by Congress, that they are pro

tected against the after-exercise of power over them by Congress to

the full extent that they are protected against State laws under the

rulings in the case of the Dartmouth College, I shall never believe

that Congress has such power. I can think of nothing more repug

nant to a just view of the powers and duty of Congress than that it

should undertake to confer peculiar and exclusive privileges on cor

porations, the mere creations of its own will, under which men can

take shelter from their debts while enjoying every advantage of

wealth, can escape the penalties of treason while plotting the de

struction of the Government, can claim the exactions of monopoly

beyond the power of correction by the law, and resist dissolution, or

repeal, on the ground of having paid for perpetual power to oppress

the people.

Congress cannot confer such powers on a few without inflicting

wrong upon the many. It can do nothing of this kind except as a

measure, means, or agency of public good. Exclude this feature from

the measure, and Congress can find no ground on which to rest its

claim of power to create a corporation giving to it peculiar and ex

clusive privileges. So when, by abuse, this feature is lost, and the

corporation, ceasing to be an agency of public good or a proper agency

of government, but on the contrary has become an evil, a nuisance,

and an intolerable burden upon the people, Congress has either ceased

to be what the people made it in their Constitution, and has abdicated
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its great powers for a paltry consideration, or else it possesses the

power to legislate to correct the evil conduct of its own creature.

On the authorities read in this debate, which are the plainest utter

ances of reason and the results of the most sedate judgment, the

matters of law arising upon the issue joined between the committees

are fully settled by the Supreme Court of the United States. I need

not recur to them, for no man possesses the power to make them more

clear by argument or illustration, and I believe that none have denied

or will assail their authority as judicial ntterances.

It seems to me that they do establish beyond reasonable question

that a reserved power to alter, amend, or repeal a charter is a power

to take from the corporation its existence or any right to arise in the

future in virtne of auy power it originally had. This does not include

the right to take property that has been acquired in the exercise of

the powers conferred on corporations, as the law now exists in this

country, so as to deprive a creditor or stockholder of his rights in it;

bnt this result is merely due to the fact that the law has been modi-

tied in this country into a more equitable system than that which

prevailed in England. In England it was different.

I will read from Blackstone's Commentaries a few extracts for the

purpose of presenting in that form which will strike the mind of every

lawyer witli more force than can be derived from any other source

whatever, statements of law which I think belong to this branch of

my argument :

Corporations, by tbe civil law, seem to have been created by the mere act and

voluntary association of their members, provided such convention was not con

trary to law, for then it was Ulicitum collegium. It does not appear that the prince's

consent wan necessary to be actually given to the foundation of them, but merely

that the original founders of these voluntary and irieudly societies (for they were

little more than such) should not establish any meetings in opposition to the laws

of the state.

But, with us in England, the king's consent is absolutely necessary to the erec

tion of any corporation, either Impliedly or expressly given. The king's implied

consent is to be found in corporations wnich exist by force of the common law, to

which our former kings are supposed to have given their concurrence ; common law

being nothing elso but custom, arising from the universal agreement of the whole

community.
*******

The methods by which the king's consent is expressly given are either by act at

Parliament or charter. By act ox Parliament, of which the royal assent is a neces

sary ingredient, corporations may undoubtedly be created; but it is observable,

that Ullof late years most of those statutes which are usually cited as having

created corporations do either confirm such as have been before created by the

king, as in the case of the college of physicians, erected by (-.barter, (10 Henry

VIII,) which charter was afterward confirmed in Parliament ; or they permit tlio

king to erect a corporation in/uturo, with such and such powers, as in the case of

the Bank of England, and the society of the British fishery. So that the immedi

ate creative act was usually performed by the king alone, in virtue of his royal

prerogative.

That is a matter that ought to be borne in mind when we come to

make application of a great many decisions and authorities on the

question as to the power of the Legislature to revoke or to amend or

to repeal or to modify the charter powers of a corporation. We ought

to give attention to the source from which these powers were derived

under that system of law from which wehave derived most of ourestab-

lUhments and institutions. We ought to remember that in England it

was the grant of the crown and that corporate franchises were matters

that lay in grant. In this country they exist only by the consent of

the law-making power, the Legislature, that power which in Eng

land it was alleged had the authority to break down a corporation

and destroy it notwithstanding the royal charter, but which had no
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Charta, to create the corporation by its own act.

Having shown the manner in which corporations are created under

the law of England, I will now proceed to read from the same author

ity something in reference to the manner of their destruction and the

results that follow their destruction:

But the body-politic may also itself be dissolved in several ways, winch dissolu

tion is the civil death of the corporation, and in this cane their lands and tenements

shall revert to the person or his helra who granted them to the corporation, for

the law doth annex a condition to every such grant, that if the corporation be dis

solved the grantor shall have the lands again, because the cause of thegrantfailetb.

The grant is, indeed, only during the life of the corporation, which may endure

forever; but, when that life is determined by the dissolution of the boiiy.politic,

the grantor takes it back by reversion, as in the case of every other grant for life.

The debts of a corporation, either to or from it, are totally extinguished by its dis

solution, so that the members thereof cannot recover or be charged with them in

their natural capacities.

In a uote which is appended a reference is made to the case of the

King vs. Amley, 2 Term Reports, 5:12, in which it is asserted that the

kiug cannot by his prerogative destroy a corporation. It must be

done by an act of Parliament.

Now, coming to the law of corporations in the United States, we

find that it has undergone many modifications. I read from Kent's

Commentaries for the purpose of showing the method of dissolution

here, and also for the purpose of showing the results of that dissolu

tion after it has been decreed either by an act of the legislature grant

ing the charter or by the judgment of a court for cause of forfeiture.

According to the old settled law of the land, where there Is no special statute pro

vision to the contrary, unon the civil death of a corporation, all its real estate, re

maining unsold, reverts hack to the original grantor and his hen's. The debts due.

to and from the eorisiration are all extinguished. Neither the stockholders, nor

the directors or trustees of the corporation, can recover- those debts, or bo charged

with them, in their natural capacity. All the personal estate of the corporation

vests in the people, as succeeding to this right and prerogative of the crown, at

common law.

That is American law as it stood originally. This learned com

mentator, who is the Blackstone of America, cites in a note to this

part of the text some cases, and principally the State Bank r« The

State, 1 Blackford's Indiana Reports, !2i>7; Fox vs. Horah, 1 Iredell's

Equity Reports, 358. In regard to the latter ho says:

In this case in North Carolina the rigorous rule of the common law was declared

by Mr. Justice Gaston in behalf of the Supreme Court, but he observed that by

the revised statutes of North Carolina of 1831, the law received very important

alterations, and on the forfeiture or dissolution of a corporation a receiver is to 1k>

aiijMjiiited to take possession of the corporate property and collect the debts for

the benefit of creditors and stockholders. The rule of the common law has, in

fact, become obsolete and odious. It never has been applied to insolvent or dis

solved moneyed corporations iu England. The sound doctrine now is, as shown by

statutes ami judicial decisions, that the capital and debts of banking and other

moneyed corporations constitute a trust fund and pledge for the payment of cred

itors and stockholders, and a court of equity will lay bold of the fund and see that

It bo duly collected and applied. The death of a corporation no more impairs the

obligation of contracts than the death of a private person.

Having presented to the Senate so much of the law of England and

of the United .States upon this subject, it seems to me that wo are

better prepared to understand the force and bearing of the legisla

tion which grew up first in the colonies and afterward in the States

in reference to the disposal of the rights and the property of dis

solved and dead corporations, and also in reference to restraints and

restrictions upon their powers, and also that form of constitutional

legislation which undertook to control in some of the States the

charter powers of these institutions.
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In tbe United States the rights acquired wader a charter which is

afterward repealed or dissolved for forfeiture are placed on the foot

ing of many rigurs which, under the English law and antler the

law* of the several State*, were added by operation of law to a right

that was afterward revoked or declared to be invalid. A crop grown

upon Land to which the occnpant had no title » saved by exemp

tion laws so that the owner of the land cannot reach it. It is a gift

of the law to the family. And it wonid be very difficult to justify

any of the exemption laws, numerous as they are. in any of tbe States

upon any other groand than the right of the Legislature to take front

the reach of the creditor a portion of the property of a family, and

to set it apart as a means of public benefaction so as to enable that

family to have a home and shelter and a place ot* abode.

Property purchased by a third person under a judgment or decree

that is afterward reversed and annulled cannot be reclaimed by the

owner. Tbe right to sell it was added by the law as an incident of

tbe judgment, and under this added right the title passed to the pur

chaser. And so in many cases it has been held, and it has been also

provided by statute, that persons having vested right* should yield

tbem undue measure to purposes that better subserved the general

policy of tbe law. In the abolition of primogeniture : in opening

up the inheritance to let in posthumous children : in taking estates

descended under the statutes of descents iuto the hands of the heir

so as to declare them insolvent, thereby changing the title from the

heir to the administrator, in very many cases the law has paid the

debt to justice by iutereeptingand destroying vested estates, actually

in the possession and enjoyment of people—with both souls and

bodies—as well as rights vested in immaterial and insensate corpora

tions.

It does not follow that corporations or their charter powers are in

destructible, even if they are property. They must pay the debt to

jnstice and law as fully as any other description of property, to say

tbe least of it. The exercise of power by Congress over corporations

of its own creation to control them in any way for the general wel

fare of tbe people is a clear right inherent in Congress under tbe con

stitutional grants of power. It may not reclaim property it has

granted to a corporation or that has been acquired by it under its

charter powers or that has been added to it under the exercise of such

powers, bat it is not to be argued from this that Congress may not

destroy the corporation, or abridge its powers, or control their exer

cise, as the public welfare may reunite. The corporate powers are

part of the law. They do not rest in a grant from the Crown, as was

the case in England, nor in virtue of the personal right of eitizeus to

associate under limited liabilities, as in the Roman law. In this coun

try they are part of the law. and a repeal or modification of that part

of the law alters the right except where it is protected as property,

or as the obligation of a contract, by provisions of the Constitution.

I think it is quite safe to assert that the word " property," as used

in the Constitution, has no reference to the sort of property, if it

may be called such, that a corporation has in its charter powers and

capacities. Except in one instauee, property is always associated in

the Constitution with the rights of natural persous: the people. This

exceptional instance is iu the fifth amendment : "Nor shall private

property be taken for public nse without just compensation." In this

instance property evidently means that which is property iu a ma

terial sense as distinguished from that which is incorporeal. It would

be a curious proceeding to coudemu to public use the right of a cor
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poration to make by-laws and to declare dividends, by a writ of ad

quod damnum. Yet the property of a corporation may be so con

demned, including its right of way. Evidently the charter powers

of a corporation are not property within the meaning of that word

in any clause of the Constitution. That these powers are in the

nature of contract rights and are protected as being within the obliga

tion of a contract is settled by many decisions. This rule has obtained

as long as a free country of equal laws can well endure it, and it is

about to perish, as is evinced by the universal tendency of legisla

tures and states in constitutional conventions to abrogate it.

It meete with no favor in any quarter. The courts aid by intend

ment all statntory checks upon this rule of decision, and Legislatures

adopt the most tried and proven words to indicate a clear intent to

complete its destruction.

The shelter that corporations found against the power of their cre

ators to destroy, alter, or amend their charter powers was an Ameri

can invention quite new and quite unexpected. When the States

were being prohibited from passing laws to impair the obligation of

contracts few corporations existed in this country that emanated from

acts of legislation. They were created by charter from the Crown,

as I have already shown. Parliament had abolished many corpo

rations but had created few, and those few were chiefly in affirm

ance of ancient charters or prescriptive rights. If it had been the

intention of the framers of our Federal Constitution to protect cor-

Sorate charters or legislative incorporations against the power of

ongress to undo at its leisure what it might do in haste and to recall

the powers it may have iuiprovidently granted, it is inconceivable

that the States should have been expressly mentioned in the clause

and that the prohibition should thus have been expressly confined

to the States. This matter is really too plain to admit of argument.

No court, so far as I know, has ever held that this prohibition rested

upon Congress, in reference to the charter powers granted by it to any

incorporation. The first judge who may ever hold to this doctrine

will probably derive his commission through the grants to some great

corporation that has assumed the duty of amending the Constitution

by the decision of a corporation court.

Congress, if it can make corporations, cau unmake them, can alter

and amend their charter powers, can control them in subordination

to the public welfare certainly to the extent that their obligations

expressed in their charters concern the public good and public security.

And in the exercise of these powers Congress will act as justly, as

wisely, as impartially, as carefully, and with as much regard for per

sonal rights as the courts could do, and with more of representative

authority from the people, who are the parties of the third part, than

any court possesses. It begs the question to assume that Congress

will do any wrong to the railroads, and therefore it has no power to*

take action with reference to any of their supposed rights.

They come to Congress for life and authority to act and the means

of support, and they exist only by its consent. Are they immor

tal f Shall they live despite their creators' will so long as they can

find men to keep up the succession or until some judge will say that

they deserve to die f The jurists say they exist for life, and that life,

unless they commit felo de se, continues at the pleasure of the author

ity that created them. They hold everything under the law and noth

ing without it, as is shown by the law which I have read.

These particular railroad companies entered into express agreement

(if agreement it can be called) that Congress may at any time, having
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due regard for the rights of the companies named herein, add to, alter,

amend, or repeal this act. As this reservation in the first act has the

greatest " regard for the rights of the companies "I will take that as

being now the law, notwithstanding it is repealed by a subsequent

and different provision in an amendatory law. Congress must have

due regard for certain rights in exercising its power under this al

leged contract. If nothing else could be urged as showing the juris

diction of Congress to adjudge, decide, and take final action in this

matter, this clause would confer the jurisdiction. As there is no con

stitutional standard by which the regard of Congress for the rights

of these corporations is to be measured so as to ascertain whether its

action evinces "the due regard" imposed upon it by this so-called

contract, the law must determine what is such " due rogardj" and Con

gress enacts that law. It is made the final judge of the rightfulness

of its action by the terms of this enactment as well as by necessity.

The power to be exerted is " to add to, to alter, to amend, or to re

peal this act." This is purely legislative power, which necessarily

implies legislative discretion as to the occasion on which and the time

when it shall be exercised. CongTess must judge when and ou what

account due regard to the rights of the companies justify and require

this legislative action, otherwise there is some other power that may

determine when and on what occasion it may legislate so as to add

to, alter, amend, or repeal the law. What court or judge can make

a decree that will reach Congress in this matter? It is insisted that

due regard for the rights of the companies means that Congress shall

so legislate as not to affect injuriously any of the rights of the com

panies.

To qualify the word "repeal" in this statute by the words "with

due regard for the rights of said companies," is to destroy the meaning

of "repeal," since a right so important as the right of existence, ana

nppn which every other right of the corporation depends, cannot be

repealed with due regard for the rights of the companies in the sense

that the legislation shall not affect injuriously the rights of the com

panies. To give the sentence meaning, in the sense contended for,

the word repeal must be as if it were not. And so of the words

"alter" and "amend." ZZ^Zi

Congress had no interest in this law and has none now. It was the

people and the corporators of the railroad companies that were con

cerned, Congress representing the people. The people loaned their

bonds to the companies, and to provide for the reimbursement of the

money to the people Congress provided a mortgage by statute (which

is part of the charter) on all the property of the companies except

the part of the road then constructed.

This property was dedicated by law, and not by contract merely,

to the redemption of the bonds, so that whoever should divert the

property from this purpose would violate the law. He would not

violate the contract merely, but a statute, and could not be innocent.

Such person so diverting the property and the person receiving it are

equally guilty. Until these bonds are redeemed, this property, all of

it, and its proceeds as well, is dedicated by law to the redemption of

the bonds, subject to the use of the company in building and oper

ating the road.

If Congress by its power to add to, alter, amend, or repeal that

law cannot secure the faithful appropriation of this property to this

end, the provision for the redemption of the bonds is not supported

by any remedy which covers all the property mortgaged. If there

is default in the redemption of the bonds, the Secretary of the Treas
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United States, and also of the lands that then remain unsold. There

is no provision of law to realize money from the property.

The engagement to redeem the bonds remains, and the road is still

security for it, but the possession is changed. Is it not in the spirit

of this contract to add to this law a means to raise money out of this

property or its income to meet this engagement f And is it not " due

regard for the rights of said companies," as well as to the rights of the

people of the United States, that they Bhould have the means to pay

their debts set apart from their net earnings and funded, so as to pre

vent their stockholders from absorbing them in dividends f I can

not see how Congress, if answerable to the most sensitive tribunal for

its uiisjiidgment in reference to the rights of these companies, could

be seriously challenged upon its conduct for having assisted these

corporations to provide means to pay its debts and save its property.

These companies are not free from defalcation in their dealings with

the Government. Waiving for the present the question as to the ex

traordinary concessions made to them in the act of July 2, 1864, and

the question of the actual cash paid by the stockholders for their

stock, and blinding our eyes to the hideous Credit Mobilicr, which

like a beast of prey was permitted by the companies to gorge itself

on this groat enterprise, look to the roads that have been purchased

and built from the income of these companies, and the millions of sur

plus in their treasury, while the people are bearing burdens that crush

soul and body to pay the interest on their debt.

It is a thought that will sicken the hearts of the people for genera

tions to come, that Congress, which has found the means to fasten

them to "this body of death," should halt, and hesitate to use the

means provided in the very law under which this enormous wrong

was perpetrated, to give them relief at some day, however distant.

The interpretation that I have given to the power to add to, alter,

nincnd, and repeal the act of July, 1862, has received a powerful sup

port, in the act of July, 1864, which, without the consent of the com

panies, has added to, altered, amended, and repealed the former act.

An examination of tho act of 18(14 does not show that any consent

of the corporation was provided for as a prerequisite or condition

precedent to the law becoming operative and valid. It is a direct,

positive enactment, taking effect in praxvnti, an enactment that pro

ceeds not from any contract, seeking right or power in Congress from

the companies, but an act that assumes that Congress has the right

to impose upon these companies the additional duties, modifications,

alterations, amendments, and repeals that are contained in that act of

.Inly, \*M. That was almost a contemporaneous construction; you

may say that it was a contemporaneous construction, for the reason

that tho Union Pacific Kailroad Company had not iu effect organized ;

it certaiuly had done no business of any consequence until after the

act of 1864 was passed ; so that Congress in limine, in the very threshold

of this controversy, when the subject was fresh in the minds of the

men who enacted the laws, exercised the power reserved to them under

the act of the 1st of July, 1862, to enact amendments, alterations,

repeals, and additions to that statute. This is a late day, Mr. Presi

dent, to be raising this question. The first act contained the frame

work and the other the soul and spirit.

In the report of the Committee on Railroads there are two in

stances of a like character which admit the right of Congress to

amend, alter, or repeal any part of any of these charters, without the
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ion:

That thisact Khali take effect npon it* acceptance by said railroad companies, or,

if accepted by only one of baid ounipanie*. then as to the coin[wmy ao accepting the

same, which acceptance shall be filed with the Secretary of the Treasury within

four months from the pawajre of this act. and shall show that said company or said

companies have agreed to the same at a meeting of stockholders.

There the unity of these companies is dissolved by the force and

power of this enactment, which cannot, of course, gain the consent of

both companies, for it provides for a case of one consenting and the

other refusing to consent. Where, then, does this law. in its practical

effect npon this property and the rights of creditors and all concerned,

gain its influence aud its power except from the authority of Con

gress to impose new enactments upon the corporations so that a bill

cannot be framed here by those able gentlemen who have espoused

that side of the question, without themselves resorting to the very

power that they deny as a right of Congress to regulate and control

these corporations.

Another instance of that kind occurs in the third section of the bill,

which it is not necessary Jo read; but there is one thing to be observed

in regard to this business : that while great complaint is made of

dealing with these corporations without their consent, taking their

property without the consent of their stockholders, aud applying it

to the benefit of the Government of the United States, and all that,

it is known that each of these compauies owes a debt just precisely,

I believe, the equivalent of the debt which it owes to the United

States Government, maturing at the same time and at the same inter

vals, with interest maturing at like intervals also, aud both these

committees have gone to work to take all the assets and income, one

of them taking two millions a year and the other taking more than

that, and apply them to the indemnification of the United States

Government without ever once saying a word to these other creditors

who have got the prior mortgage and the first right of satisfaction.

The point I make is, that the Committee ou the Judiciary as well

as the Committee on Railroads have both agreed that Congress has

the right, the one by virtue of a contract and the other by force of

legislation, to take the assets aud property of these corporations aud

apply them to the indemnification of the people of the United States

against their bonded debt and the interest thereon, without once con

sulting or conferring with those creditors to whom the Congress of the

United States has by statute giveu a prior lien aud right of satisfac

tion. Which is right now f

Mr. THUKMAN. One moment. The Judiciary Committee bill does

not interfere with the rights of the first-mortgage bondholders; but

the Railroad Committees bill absolutely takes money away from the

first-mortgage bondholders.

Mr. MORGAN. TheJudiciary Committee bill perhaps did not go quite

as far as I stated in my reference to its action, hut it has exercised a

power which I think amounts to the imposition of laws on these corpo

rations which might affect their ability even to pay the interest on

their first-mortgage debts. It hasexercised that power, as I think right

fully ; but the Committeeou Railroads takes thesaine assets, pledged by

mortgage to the holders of the first-mortgage bonds, aud applies them

by contract aud agreement with the compauies to the payment of a

certain second-class dobt. Now, such a transaction as that between

individuals in any State where the laws applicable to fraudulent con

veyances are supposed to apply would be held to bo fraudulent, as
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well as unlawful in otlier respects. It has occurred to me as being

wonderful that the Committee on Railroads should have resorted to

ft power which according to their argument does not exist, and which

according to all the morality that is enforced in judicial sentences

would be exceedingly dubious in its moral character.

It turns out after this investigation of these proposed laws that no-

law can be framed to reach both companies and to enforce justice

against them that does not assert the power in some stage of the

progress to resort to compulsory legislation to enforce the rights of the

Government. This bill reported by the Judiciary Committee is only

a measure to impose additional and merely administrative duties on

the companies, exactly comporting with their obligation to redeem

the bonds issued by the Government. They are not even new duties,

and they are by no means duties growing out of new or altered term*

of the contract of the companies with the Government. They are-

mere specifications of a duty or of duties which are clearly included

within the general duty of providing the means to secure the Gov

ernment.

Without such specifications of duty superimposed by the statute

law no court could now or hereafter proceed to realize a fund from

this great property or its magnificent income with which to redeem

the bonds. Such is the state of the existing statutes. If Congress

may not declare by law the manner in which these pampered favor

ites of its illegitimate lust for power shall perform their contract

duty of providing means to refund, even in part, to a taxed and bur

dened people the vast sums which they have poured into its Treas

ury, then the boasted supremacy of the centralized national power is

but the synonym of imbecility. The measures of both the commit

tees admit that action is indispensable for public safety and that pro

vision must be at once made for this purpose either by law or by con

tract. The Judiciary Committee report a bill that provides for its

payment by the companies out of their assets, (really only a part of

their income,) as realized, on terms easy to the companies.

The bill reported by the Committee on Railroads makes the people

pay it with only the assistance of about §^,000,000 now in hand and

$1,000,000 per annum contributed by the companies in semi-annual

payments. It requires us to pay the debt of the companies and to

state an account against them without rests at any time, and without

even allowing us to charge the companies simple interest on any pav-

ment we make for them. When we have paid this vast sum we will

have paid every dollar in money with no return of interest. It will

amount at the maturity of the bonds to about $154,000,000. The bill

reported by the Committee on Railroads requires us to take in payment

of this debt $2,000,000 a year in semi-annnal payments, and at the end

of each period of six months we are required to add the accrued inter

est to the principal and upon both as the new principal snm add inter

est at the end of the next period of six months, and so on to the end.

According to a calculation which I have had made by an expert,

each company would pay the debt, by this contrivance and by the

accumulated and compounded interest, within a period short of

twenty years. I think I am not mistaken at all, and I can afford to

state that the debt will be paid within a period little exceeding

twenty years, and it will be paid with less than one-third of the sum

of money which the Government of the United States will have paid

out at the maturity of these bonds, with the interest thereupon, not

counting the interest on the interest paid by the Government. In the

manner in which the account is stated by the Committee on Railways
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there cau be no difficulty at all in each of these companies getting free

from its debt ; but what will become of the people who have to sustain

the burdens to pay it f How much anguish and pain is the Senate of

the United States willing to add to the already aggravated sufferings

of the people for the purpose of raising money to pour into the lap

of this rich and overgrown corporation?

It is just a case of this kind : If I should owe a gentleman $100 and

I should come to him and say " this note is not to be due for a long

time; but the interest is payable upon it every six months; I will

hand you a ten-dollar bill and I will ask you to take that ten-dollar

bill and make the best nse you can of it, and at the end of every

period of six months you compute the interest on that, and you will

add the interest to the sum at the end of the next six mouths, you

will compound it again and again, and when that ten- dollar bill hag

succeeded in paying my debt, I wish you would send me my note

receipted," that is what I would call " a new way to pay old debts."

We could pay the Government debt in that way without any diffi

culty if we could only get the plan to work.

Take it from end to end, no chapter in history is so rilled with inso

lent exactions and unconscionable injustice as that which records

the less than ten-years' life of this great American outrage.

In recurring to the history of these railroad corporations, while I

am bound to admit that they have caused a vast improvement in the

commerce of the United States and in the facility of intercourse

between the citizens of distant parts and the very widest borders of

the country, and while I am not disposed to underrate by any means

at all the advantages which they have contributed to bestow upon

the country, I think that every American citizen would almost prefer

that the road should never have been bnilt than that it should have

been the means of inflicting upon the history of this country the dis

grace which has been brought upon it. Witness the graves filled with

distinguished and brilliant men who had led honorable and elevated

lives and careers in this country up to the time that the Credit Mobi-

lier came around and enfolded them in its arms of death. They have

gone in shame aud disgrace to their graves, from which even the

hand of mercy cannot recall them ; and these men have been but few,

very few, perhaps the most distinguished few of a large number of

men who have felt the corrupting power and influence of this great

corporation.

I really think that scarcely any of its exactions and demands have

been more—I was about to say insolent—I will not use the word in

reference to a committee or any gentleman who advocates the meas

ure, but in reference to those men who owe the debt to the country

and onght to pay it, than this one which is now under consideration.

I think that those gentlemen upon the floor of the Senate who are

contemplating new schemes of transcontinental railroad construction

should be thoroughly aware of all the powers that Congress may

possess to control such institutions before they give their votes to any

more of these immense establishments.

I think we have presented to our consideration perhaps the gravest

duty that we shall encounter for a long time as well in looking over

our powers to regulate the corporation or corporations already in exist

ence, as to measure our strength in the contest that we must have

with them in time to come.. If the doctrine is to be established by

the Congress of the United States that the granted chartered powers

of a corporation created by an act of Congress, after they become val

uable either as property or as covers for property or sources of emolu
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ment, are beyond the power of Congress to reclaim, amend, alter, or

correct them, then let us never again commit the people of the United

States to the clutches of one of these arbitrary, despotic, and grasping

corporations, for if they go there they go to a certain destruction.

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Presidentj I wish to speak on this bill, but

I would prefer to go on to-morrow if agreeable to the Senate. There

is an appropriation bill that the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. Win

dom] desired to call up.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I move, with my friend's permission, that the

bill under consideration be laid aside informally to be the unfinished

business to-morrow against everything else, and that the appropria

tion bill be taken up.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. TnunmaX in the chair.) Is there

qhjection to thatf The Chair hears none. The railroad bill is laid

aside informally, to be the unfinished business for to-morrow morn

ing, and the Senate will proceed to the consideration of the appro

priation bill which the Senator from Minnesota gave notice he would

call up.

Mr. PADDOCK. As the chairman of the Committee on Appropria

tions docs not seem to be present I will ask tho Senate to resume the

consideration of Senate bill No. :196.

Mr. ALLISON. The Senator from Minnesota will be here in a mo

ment. In his absence I move to take up House bill No. 31U3.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That bill will bo regarded as before

the Senate as in Committee of tho Whole.

March 20, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment tho use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," ap

proved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend tho act of Congress

approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act.

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, the, questions presented for the

consideration and determination of the Senate by the two bills now

under consideration are of no ordinary character. On the contrary,

they are of vital interest to the Government, involving matters of

pecuniary account with its Treasury of over $150,000,000. It is there

fore a subject that well challenges the most serious attention of

every Senator. From every stand-point, its every phase, its length,

its breadth, its height, its depth, its present attitnde, and its future

probabilities and possibilities, its effect upon the nation's Treasury,

its relations to past legislative action, its bearings on contracts be

tween Government and citizens, its influence on vested rights and

obligations attached, and its status as affected by legislative reserva

tions in the congressional enactments out of and from which the

whole subject of present controversy emanated, should, and I doubt

not will, receive the closest scrutiny of all.

Any question that involves, as does this one, the adoption of means
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•whereby the enormous sum of over $150,000,000 may be saved to the

Treasury of the United States embarrassed as is the Government in

this instance by prior liens, adverse decisions of the highest courts

in the land,and divers other complications of equally grave character,

is one that imperatively calls for the exercise of the very highest order

of statesmanship. That in a case so complex in its very nature and

of such immense magnitude there should be differences of opinion

as to the methods that should be adopted and the ways and means

that should bo incorporated into law, is not bv any means strange.

The very fact that the members of the great law committee of the

Senate, composed, as is the Judiciary Committee of this body, of

Senators pre-eminent in the profession of the law, should, after

wrestling in little less than mortal agony over this great subject for

four months ami nineteen days, be unable to agree as to tho true

extent of power which Congress can rightfully exercise in reference

to this question, and which it ought to exercise in point of practical

economy and business sense, must conclusively show, at once and to

all, the gravity of the questions involved, whether regarded from a

constitutional or economic stand-point. Nor is it less strange that

upon the one great fundamental proposition, namely, the imperative

duty resting upon Congress to take immediate steps by the prompt

exercise of whatever power we possess, our action being molded iu

the light of reason and justice and right and fair dealing and finan

cial honesty and financial sense, to guard the Treasury of the United

States by the creation of a fund for the liquidation of this enormous

indebtedness, there should be no difference of opinion whatever.

Upon this proposition wo are all uuited ; in reference to this thoro is

no diversity of thonght.

This being so, we have before us two bills, both having in view the

same purpose, each looking to the same common end ; that pnrpose

being the preservation of the rights of the Government, the final

reimbursement to the Government of the loan made by it to these

corporations in aid of the construction of a transcontinental high

way.

Having said this much, I pass directly to the snbject before us.

The amount of bonds issued by the United States upon tho lines now

comprised in the Central Pacific Railroad under what are known as

the Pacific Railroad acts of Congress, were the Central Pacific Rail

road Company of California, on main line from Ogdeu to Sacramento,

§25,885,120 ; the Western Pacific Railroad Company, on 1234; miles,

from Sacramento to San Jos6, and which was consolidated with the

Central Pacific Railro»dCompany iu comformity with the laws of the

State of California, June 22, 1870, $1,970,560; making a total to what

U now the Central Pacific Railroad Company of §27,855,680. The

subsidy in United States bonds loaned to the Union Pacific Railroad

Company was §27,236,512.

These bonds mature on an average about the year 1898. The Gov

ernment is and has been paying the interest thereon. Tho Supreme

Court of the United States, as stated by the honorable Senator from

Illinois [Mr. Davis] the other day, and who was an honored member

of that court when the decision was made, has decided in the case of

The United States ««. The Union Pacific Railroad Company (1 Otto,

72) that the Pacific Railroad Companies are not bound to pay or refund

the interest to the Government before the maturity of the principal

of the bonds issued to them by the United States. There is there

fore, under the Pacific Railroad acts of 1862 and 1864, as construed by

the Supreme Court of the United States, no part of either principal
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or interest of these bonds due or payable from the railroad companies

to the Government until the maturity of the principal of the bonds,

save and except an amount equal, as the same may accrue, to the one-

half of the Government transportation account, and 5 per cent, on the

net earnings of the company. And no present security for any part

of this vast amount of money when due, save a second mortgage ou

the rights and property of the companies, subordinate as it is to a prior

lien of an amount equal to the principal of the Government bonds

and such annual amount as may arise from the one-half of the cost of

Government transportation, and 5 per cent, of the net earnings from

the date of the completion of the road.

Considering, therefore, the vast sum total of this indebtedness

when it matures ; aniountity, as it will at maturity, after crediting

all payments the companies are bound to make under existing laws,

to about $120,000,000 ; and considering the very unsatisfactory, in

sufficient, and precarious security for its liquidation when it does

mature, whatever may be the limits or non-limits of congressional

power in the premises, it occurs to me, inasmuch as doubts of the

gravest character must and do unquestionably exist as to the question

of jurisdiction in Congress to compel arbitrary terms of settlement,

it becomes of paramount importance to the interests of the Treasury,

that if any measure can be devised that will by any reasonable pos

sibility meet with the approval and co-operation of these companies

and in the end cancel this indebtedness by the payment to the Gov

ernment of every dollar, principal and interest, that it should at once

receive the legislative sanction of Congress. It is wise, and just, and

right, that we should go to the extreme limit of undisputed legisla

tive power in compelling these corporations to reimburse the Gov

ernment for its munificent aid in the construction of this great trans

continental highway. It is no more than the dictate of self-protec

tion, of wise statesmanship, of simple justice to the Treasury, and

the whole people, that we should step to the very verge of our un

questioned constitutional authority in the creation of methods where

by the interests of the Government shall be protected against the in

evitable results of what perhaps may be considered by many as hasty,

improvident, and unwise legislation fourteen and sixteen years ago.

To do this is to hasten the end of a controversy that for the past

ten years has been a disturber of legislation in Congress and in State

Legislatures, and a standing obstruction to speedy justice in other

cases in our forums ofj ustice, State and Federal ; a controversy where

in the Government has almost invariably come opt second-best, as will

be seen by a reference to two instances. The Government claimed

that interest on the United States bonds was payable by the companies

to the United States, as tho same was paid each six months to the

bondholder. Tho companies contended that the interest was not due

until the principal of the bonds matured. Congress and the Treasury

Department took tho side of tho Government as against the companies.

The companies appealed to the common arbiter, the Supreme Court

of the United States, and what was the result t The claim of Con

gress and the Treasury Department wont down before the unanimous

decision of thut court as unfounded and one that could not be main

tained.

Again, tho Government insisted that the 5 per cent, of the net earn

ings should be computed from the date of continuity of rail between

Omaha and Han KrancUco. The companies denied the claim and

again appoaled to one of the circuit court* of the United States, in

sisting as they did that the payment of tho .r> per cent, should not
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commence until 1874, at which time the road was accepted as com

pleted by the Government, and again the court decided against the

claim of the Government, and the railroad companies triumphed and

with fresh courage went forth, I doubt not, determined to dispute to

the end every inch of disputable ground whenever they conceived

their rights underformer guarantees of the Government to have been

infringed. And who can blame them, I inquire, for prolonging a con

troversy in reference to what they claim to be their vested rights so

long as the highest courts in the land decide unanimously in their

favor.

For Congress, therefore, Mr. President, in its attempts to protect

the Treasury by the creation of a sinking fund, to tread upon seriously

disputed ground of constitutional power will, in my humble judgment,

so far from accomplishing its purpose, but serve to perpetuate in these

balls a controversy which year after year will obtrude its hydra-

headed presence at every session and to the serious obstruction of

public business; whose Briarean arms will beat back year after year

r.he necessary legislation of the land, while your courts from San

Francisco to Boston will not be free for the next generation from the

presence of these giant suitors. •

If it be true that Congress has the power, clear and indisputable,

to compel these companies to conform to such terms as we may dic

tate, and this exercise of power is one that the courts will unques

tionably sustain and enforce by judicial decree, and such exercise is

not in contravention of the principles of natural justice and equity

and fair dealing, then unquestionably there should be no hesitation

upon the part of any Senator to vote such a proposition. But if this

ia not so, if this power is one full of doubt and uncertainty, one that

may lead to conflict of opinion among judges and to diverse decisions

of courts, then by its exercise we not only fail to accomplish the

desired end, but instead give vitality, longevity, and magnitude, if

not immortality itself, to the greatest judicial, administrative, and

legislative controversy of the age.

If then, Mr. President, we can secure the passage of a measure for

the creation of a sinking fund that will at the maturity of this indebt

edness either pay the whole debt, principal and interest, dollar for

dollar, or do that which is equivalent, pay at maturity dollar for dollar

over two-thirds of the whole amount or over $100,000,000, and amply

secure the payment of the balance with interest thereon payable semi

annually—and this is precisely what the substitute which I favor pro

poses—with areasonable prospect of securing the assent and co-opera

tion of the companies, thus putting an end forever to this great liti-

fation, will it not, I inquire, be infinitely better for the Government,

etter for the Treasury of the United States, better for all concerned,

than it wonld be to trench upon constitutional ground of doubtful

character, enact a measure for a sinking fund that will encounter con-

tinned and prolonged litigation and controversy in Congress, in the

administrative departments of the Government, and in State Legisla

tures ; with no certainty as to the result, or uniformity of decision :

or I will add, even though a result favorable to the Government could

after years of litigation be expected in the endf

And this leads me to speak of the two measures proposed—the one

reported by a majority of the Judiciary Committee, the other unani

mously by the Committee on Railroads, the latter of which is now

pending as a substitute for the former by the motion of the honorable

Senator from Ohio, who reported it, [Mr. Matthews. ] 1 shall speak

of them -separately, and first as to the bill reported from the Coinnii t-

C PA
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tee on the Judiciary. And here I must be permitted to state that no

Senator on this floor not a member of that committee, mnch less one so

humble as myself, onght to attempt to criticise a measure reported by

that committee in reference to the legal propositions involved with

out the utmost diffidence and most profound respect. I am not in

sensible to the fact that the chairman of that committee stands, and

justly too, at the American bar as well as in'the American Senate,

conceded by all, as one of the clearest, ablest, and most profound of

the constitutional and statutory lawyers of his time. Nor am I un

mindful of the fact that able, experienced judges and profound jurists

are bis companions and co-workers on that committee; and knowing

this, I would hesitate long before joining issue with their report were

it not for the fact that issue has already been joined in judgment and

opinion, as I am advised not only by very many able lawyers of

the Senate nol members of that committee, but also by others whose

ability as constitutional and statutory lawyers no one will question,

who are members of that committee.

While, therefore, Mr. President, I favor the creation of a sinking

fund that will fully indemnify the Government dollar for dollar for

the $150,000,000 audover that will be due from these companies about

the year 1900, I oppose the measure reported from the Judiciary Com

mittee ; first, because I believe it to be a measure clearly beyond our

constitutional power to enact; and, second, because I believe it to be

one, even had we the power to pass it and compel its enforcement

against these companies through the judicial tribunals, that is unjust,

oppressive, and contrary to the true spirit of our institutions, and

above all one that is not in the true interests of the Government ; a

measure that the companies could, if disposed, by a manipulation of

their various accounts of operating expenses, construction accounts,

accounts with branch roads, &c, evade and render inoperative to a

very great extent in so far as any good results to the Government are

concerned.

But to the principal objection, and first as to the question of power.

By the acts of 1862 and 1804, known as the Pacific Railroad acts, the

United States said to these companies in substance and effect, You

are authorized to build a railroad across the continent from the Mis

souri River to the Pacific Ocean. You are authorized to issue your

bonds to an amount per mile equal to an amount the Government will

issue in your aid. You can mortgage your road and property to se

cure the payment of the principal and interest of your first-mortgage

bonds. The Government will aid you with its bonds toa large amount

and will pay the interest semi-annually. These bonds and accrued

interest shall at the maturity of the principal of the bonds be refunded

to the Government by the companies. The only provision that the

companies by this legislation were called upon to make for the liqui

dation of these advances by the Government, was the one-half of the

Government transportation account, and 5 per cent, of their net earn

ings from the time of the completion of the roads. The road was to

be built within a certain time and upon certain conditions, the Gov

ernment was to have priority of the use of the same, and it was to be

kept in "repair and use," and tliey were not to permit it to remain

" out of repair and unfit for nsc.''

The companies accepted these terms and built the road, several

years prior to the time fixed for its completion in the charter ; and

it is not contended, I believe, that they have not maintained it in all

respects, in so far as these questions are concerned, in accordance

with the terms of the charter. Now, then, what is the proposition of
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the bill of the Judiciary Committee f It is, in brief, as 1 understand

it, a proposition to compel these companies, without their consent,

first, to submit to a retention by the Government of the whole amount

of money earned by them for Government transportation, the one-half

of which is to be applied at once to the payment of interest paid and

to be paid by the Government on the bonds issued in aid of the com

panies, and the other half to remain in the Treasury as a part of the

sinking fund—which, by the way, is in direct conflict with the act of

1864, nnder which these companies built their road, which provides

that one-half of the transportation account shall be paid over to the

companies; second that these companies shall pay, respectively, into

the Treasury of the United States toward such sinking fund, semi

annually, such sum as shall be necessary to make the 5 per cent, of the

net earnings of its road payable to the United States under the act

of 1862, and which is still to be applied to interest as heretofore; and

the whole sum earned by them respectively as compensation for serv

ices rendered for the United States, together with the sum so paid in

every six months, amount in the aggregate to 25 per cent, of the whole

net earnings of such companies, respectively.

And, third, the net earnings are defined by the bill to mean such

amount as shall remain after deducting from the gross amount of the

earnings the necessary expenses actually paid within the year in

operating the road and keeping the same in a state of repair, and

also the same paid by the companies respectively within the year in

discharge of interest on their first-mortgage bonds, whose lien has

priority over the lien of the United States, and excluding from con

sideration all sums owing or paid by said companies respectively for

interest on any other portion of their indebtedness.

These are the principal salient points of the measure. There are

other most extraordinary, and as I think I shall be able to show in

some respects incongruous sections and solecistic provisions to which

I shall attract attention as I shall proceed with my argument. For

the present I confine myself to the three principal points named in

considering the question of the power and right of Congress to pass

the bill reported by the Judiciary Committee. That this bill pro

poses in these essential particulars to make a new contract with these

companies without their consent, it seems to me is too plain for serions

argument.

it is not a mere exercise of legislative control over the'earnings or

assets of a corporation for the benefit of its creditors where the Legis

lature from which the corporate existence sprang is not bound by

the fetters of its own previous stipulations and solemn agreements.

It is another and entirely different case. It increases the amount of

the annual payments; it contravenes the terms of the original con

tract between the Government and these companies by withholding

the whole instead of the one-half of the moneys earned for Govern

ment transportation. It virtually sets aside the decision of the Su

preme Court of the United States in providing in effect for the pay

ment of interest years before it is due. My friend from Michigan

makes a note of that assertion. I admit it does not provide in terms,

but it does provide in effect, just as I have stated. It impairs the

obligation of the original contract in various ways. It encroaches

upon the rights of the prior creditors and bondholders of the compa

nies in taking possession by force of law of the assets to which they

have a right to look not only for the payment of their annual interest

hut for the ultimate redemption of their bonds at maturity, and which

assets or earnings they have a right to expect shall only be controlled,

managed, and disposed of by their debtors or with their consent.
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Again, it invades the sanctity of jndicial domain unwarrantably as

I believe with the strong arm of arbitrary legislative power and by

legal enactment attempts to declare what shall constitute the net

earnings, not of a corporation to be created

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. For the future only.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am coming to that. I will say to my friend

from Michigan, not in reference to matters arising out of future con

tract and future operations under a new contract, but of a corporation

created sixteen years ago and in reference to corporate operations

carried on in pursuance of a contract in esse made between the Gov

ernment and these companies by solemn legislative enactment.

Admit, as suggested by the gentleman, that the provisions of the

Jndiciary Committee bill only apply to the earnings in the future,

that does not help the matter by any manner of means ; it does not

change the principle. It is therefore, in myjndgment, and in the jndg

ment of the committee of which I happen to be chairman, a forced

sequestration of the private property of a corporation in payment of

a debt not dne, either principal or interest, for twenty years to oome,

not only without its consent but in plain derogation of the rights of

other and preferred creditors, and creditors so preferred not at the

mere will of the corporations themselves but by the solemn act of the

legislative and executive branches of the Government in 1864.

No order of sequestration, in my jndgment, of any military com

mander during the late war, invaded the domain of private right

with more aggressive assumption than does this measure. It not only

trespasses upon the rights of the prior bondholders in one respect by

depriving their debtor of the management of its own funds, but

gives such bondholders unwarrantable preferences over the Govern

ment in another respect, in the distribution of the fund, but by ex

clnding from consideration in the determination of what are net earn

ings any interest paid to the innumerable other creditors of the

companies, it dimiinshes the means forthe payment of these principal

debts and tends inevitably to postpone their payment, and in this

manner affects injuriously the rights of creditors both here and for

anght I know in other lands, who have contracted with these com

panies in various ways without any knowledge or expectation of this

proposed legislative sequestration of the property of their debtor ;

and upon the credit and status of which companies and their finan

cial condition, responsibilities, and powers, as fixed by the terms of

the acts of Congress of 1862 and 1864, and their acceptance of the

same and the rights that had grown up therennder in favor of such

companies, their credit was extended to them.

It is therefore, in short, a proposed legislative confiscation of pri

vate property under the pretense of creating a sinking fund to liqui

date at maturity a now immature indebtedness. Can such a propo

sition stand in law t Will it successfully resist the application of

sound principles of legal jurisprndence when applied to it by the

court from the bench f I apprehend not ; and in addition to these

objections, there is still another of grander import, of weightier inter

est and more far-reaching in its baneful consequences, as affecting

the credit of the nation itself, and that is, in my jndgment it tram

ples with impunity upon the faith of this Government, which in 1862

and 1864 was through the solemnity of the highest exercise of legis

lative power voluntarily pledged to these companies.

That Legislatures, and Congresses, and courts, if not restricted by

the very terms of the charter, or by rights that have lawfully vested

in the rightful exercise of corporate franchises under the terms of
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the charter, may exercise a certain control over the earnings of cor

porations for the preservation of such corporate earnings and the

protection of the rights of creditors, there can be doubt. Such an

exercise of such a power in such a case is but an incident properly

attaching to all corporate rights, the enforcement of which is re

served to Legislatures and courts under well-recognized principles

of legal jurisprudence applicable to corporate existence, bnt like all

other reservations of power, whether implied or expressed, it may be

restricted, limited, or altogether suspended or absolutely destroyed ;

not only by the express or implied terms of the charter itself, under

which sacred rights of property have vested, and solemn obligations

have been created, but by the contract itself.

In this case, Congress, in the acts of 1862 and 1864, after denning

the character and extent of the aid it gave these companies, namely,

certain bonds and interest thereon, no part of which with certain

exceptions named should be repayable to the Government by the

companies for thirty years, proceeded to define the character and

extent of the obligations of the companies with reference to the can

cellation of this loan. The maximum limit of these obligations prior

to the maturity of the whole debt was the payment to the Govern

ment of one-half of the earnings for Government transportation and

5 per cent, of the net earnings from the date of the completion of the

road. These items, and these alone, by the terms of the original con

tract were to be contributed by the companies toward the redemption

of this loan until the loan itself matured.

Does not this, then, constitute a clear limitation of the power of

Congress and upon the right of Congress to compel the payment of a

greater sum—a sum equal to 25 per cent, of the net earnings—under

the pretense of creating a sinking fund ! But what is the answer to

this argument ? I shall endeavor to state it fairly and give to it the

benefit of all that can be said in its favor. It is that the reservation

in the Pacific Railroad acts of the right to alter, amend, or repeal is

itself a part of the original contract, and that therefore, under such

reservation, Congress may impose new terms and conditions of the

contract; and that, although rights of property may have vested

tinder the terms of the original charter, although obligations may

have been created, still the right to alter, amend, and repeal being

part of the law of the original contract, as it is claimed, a part of the

contract itself, that therefore new terms and conditions may be im

posed notwithstanding the fact that they may impair or even utterly

destroy what under other circumstances would be vested rights and

contract obligations.

I know my friend from Michigan undertook to draw a fine distinc

tion between such rights as these and rights that were vested as

rights of property, and he instanced a case. He said if the compa

nies had nsed the moneys they earned and invested the same in lands

and received a title to the lauds, theu that would have become vested

property.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Or so of personal property either.

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, the Senator went that far, including lands

and personal property ; bnt he neglected to state that money or the

right to money, or the right to earn money, the right to reduce it to

possession and to have it and own it, was as much property as land

or as personalty ; and while according to his proposition a right

would be a vested right if it was a property that was acquired by the

earnings of these companies either real or personal, he failed to apply

his logic or his law to the right to money itself, which is as much

property as I conceive as land or personalty or goods of any kind.
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It is upon this theory, and this alone, as I understand the honor

able Senator from Illinois, [.Mr. Davis,] to whom was assigned the

duty, in the first instance, of presenting to the Senate the legal as

pects of this case, and the legal basis npon which the bill of the Judi

ciary Committee is to rest, fixes his right to pass this bill ; although

he implied by his remarks, as I will show—and a clause or two in the

report of the committee assumes the same position, and I will give

this attention further on—that even in the absence of these terms,

of reservation in the Pacific Railroad acts, the power to pass this bill

would be complete under the sovereign legislative power of Congress,

and this is the view advanced generally by those favoring the Judi

ciary Committee bill.

I must except from this, however, the argument made by the hon

orable Senator from Alabama [Mr. Morgan] yesterday, because he,

it will be remembered, ignored this theory of the Judiciary Com

mittee. He said that the Government of the United States could

not reserve to itself in the passage of the law a right to change that

law, but that it had the right independent of any reservation, over

and beyond any reservation in the charter. The argument of the

honorable Senator from Alabama yesterday, as I understood it, and

I listened to it pretty carefully, ignored the whole theory presented

by the Committee on the Jucliciary. But, as I have said, so far in

the argument, with the exception of the argument made by the hon

orable Senator from Alabama yesterday, the case is rested mainly, if

not solely, on the reservations in the original acts of the right to

alter, amend, or repeal.

With great respect, and not without much diffidence, I feel com

pelled to dissent from this view, both on principle and authority. I

deny that these words of reservation confer any authority whatever

upon Congress, to strike down in the least degree, much less arbitra

rily, the terms of the original charter, where those terms have been

accepted by the companies, and by an exercise of the corporate powers

conferred have ripened into vested rights and grown into contract

obligations, and what constitutes vested rights and contract obliga

tions I will discuss later. While I accept as law the several decisions

of the Supreme Court of the United States and of the State courts

quoted by the honorable Senator from Illinois, and the honorable Sen

ator from Michigan, [Mr. Christiancy, ] and other Senators, in sup

port of their theory, I deny that their application in this case will

enable Congress rightfully to wipe out of existence individual rights

of property that have vested in pursuance of law and upon a valuable

and sufficient consideration, or to even so legislate as to impair these

rights to any extent whatever ; which rights of property are, in their

saeredness, above and beyond the reach of even the strong arm of

sovereign legislative power—rights that so far from being constantly

imperiled, even in the slightest degree, by the caprice of Congress or

courts are by every consideration of justice and right, by every just

system of jurisprudence, in all lands and in every age, entitled to

their protection and vindication.

That the power of Congress to alter, amend, or repeal any law within

certain limits passed by a former Congress is inherent and indisput

able, whether there be an express reservation of that right or not in

the law itself, no one, I presume, will deny. There are limits, how

ever, to this exercise of power, and those limits are, that rights vested

under such law and obligations created in pursuance thereof shall not

be impaired or destroyed. The power of one Congress to bind its suc

cessors for all time by a mere failure to insert an express reservation
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of the right to alter, amend, or repeal, is a proposition that could not

be maintained for a moment. The power to repeal within certain

limits is one that needs not to be perpetuated by special reservation,

for it is a power that is inherent in the legislative department of gov

ernment, and one that never dies.

This being so, it may well be doubted whether the express reserva

tion of this right confers any greater power upon Congress than it

otherwise would have by virtue of that ever-living, never-dying prin

ciple of government that prevents one Congress from binding the

representatives of all posterity by any law which to them may seem

unjust, unwise, or oppressive. I will say right here, in addition, that

if the words contained in the reservation in the Pacific Railroad acts

are to give to Congress any greater power than it would otherwise

possess under what may be said to be the sovereign power of Con

gress, then what must that power be that is added to the Govern

ment by these words of reservation f It could only be the right to

go a step further and interfere with vested rights or impair contract

obligations, and most certainly the able lawyers of the Judiciary

Committee will not contend that they go that far, although that is

the end to which their law and their logic inevitably leads.

But I desire to call attention to another principle in our juris

prudence equally honored, equally immortal, equally just, being that

which fetters the hands of future Congresses and prevents them

from in any manner by legislative repeal invadiug the sacred pre

cincts of vested rights or from impairing or destroying the obligations

of a contract. But whatever additional power, if any, the Govern

ment may possess by reason of express words of reservation, it has it

in this case, and by the construction that should rightfully attach to

these words Congress should be governed. And in determining the

effect of this reservation I assume, for the present, for the sake of

the argument, the position assumed by the honorable Senator from

Illinois, namely, that the reservation in the act of 1864, being the last

expression of the legislative will, and the two acts of 1862 and 1864

being construed in pari materia, that therefore the reservation as to

both acts is to be construed in the light of the words used in the act

of 1864, which are without limitation, and which read :

That Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal this act.

While I agree the two acts should be construed in pari materia, I do

not think, as a matter of fair statutory construction, it follows by any

manner of means that the reservation in the act of 1862, limited and

qualified as it unquestionably is, must necessarily be considered as

blotted out by the reservation in the act of 1864 merely because the

latter is the last expression of the legislative will. On the contrary,

construing the two acts in pari materia, as I concede they should be,

would it not rather follow as a necessary, logical, and legal sequence

that the reservation in the act of 1864, which standing alone is un

limited in terms, would be limited and controlled by the conditions

and restrictions in the act of 1862, namely, by the words :

To promote the pnblic interest and welfaro by the construction of said railroad

and telegraph line, and keeping the same in wqrking order, and to secure to the

Government at all times (hat particularly in time of war) the use and benefit* of

the same for postal, military, and other purposes, Congress may at any time, hav

ing dne regard for the rights of said companies named herein, alter, amend, or

repeal this act.

This I believe to be the correct construction, but for the sake of the

argument, I admit the construction given by the friends of the Judi

ciary Committee bill, namely, that the reservation is in terms uucon
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ditional, and unrestricted, ami shall proceed to inquire what is its

effect.

Does this reservation of power in statutes, I inquire, enable Con

gress at its sovereign will to strike from the statute-books of the

country any and every law in existence in which the reservation is

made, and in so doing to obliterate vested rights and loosen existing

obligations that may have rightfully accrued or been legitimately

contracted in virtue of or in pursuance of such legislation ; or to even

so legislate as to affect these rights and obligations to the least possi

ble extent; because the extent to which they may be affected, whether

great or small, cannot affect the application of the principle. No;

the claim of the Judiciary Committee does not, as I understand it,

ostensibly go to that extent, although in effect it does. Such a doc

trine, even in the jurisprudence of despotic governments, would be

regarded as monstrous. Most assuredly such is not the office of such

a reservation in statutes. On the contrary, it simply confers the

power on a future Congress to alter, amend, or repeal any law in

which the reservation exists that has been enacted by a preceding

Congress : provided always that in such repeal vested rights are not

destroyed or the obligations of the contract impaired. The law may

be abrogated, but the vested rights of property under the law must

not be affected or disturbed by such repeal.

The fr: i in- 1 ii.se may be repealed, the charter may be revoked, butthe

rights that have vested by a legitimate exercise of the franchise, or

obligations, which have legitimately been created under the charter,

are by every consideration of law and justice, and equity and right,

both legal and natural, above and beyond the reach of the repealing

power. Any other construction would imply the right to divest a

corporation of property legitimately acquired under a law authoriz

ing it to acquire it while such law was in full force and operation.

I do not deny that under this reservation, or even without it, it is an

incident to every law under which a contract is made, or by which

one is made, that it may be amended or repealed at the will of the

Legislature ; but I do most emphatically deny that in every contract

made under a law that is repealable, the power to repeal is one of

the conditions entering into the contract, thus rendering the contract

itself repealable to the injury or destruction of rights that may have

grown out of it.

Such a doctrine, followed to its legitimate conclusions, would place

the construction of all corporate contracts and the annihilation or

confiscation of all corporate property at the will of the Legislature.

The law by which or under which a contract is made is one thing, and

may under this reservation of power be legitimately swept from the

statute-book ; but the contract made under the law in all its executed

terms and conditions is quite another and different thing, and is, and

ought to be, far above and beyond the touch of legislative power.

A law tendering a contract, or under which a contract may be made

by a corporation, may, if not accepted, remain a dead letter upon the

statute-book for ages, just as the act of 1862 might have remained

until to-day a dead letter had its terms not been accepted by these

companies and its provisions acted upon. But nevertheless it would

have been as much a law, no more, no less than it is to-day, and uuder

the reservation liable to absolute and unconditional repeal.

But in that case no contract would have been created, no obliga

tion incurred, no right vested. But, the propositions contained in

the law having been accepted by the companies, a contract was at

once created from that date, and not from the date of the law ; and
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while it is no part of the law itself, it is a legitimate result of an exe

cution of the power* conferred by the law ; and while you may alter,

amend, or repeal the law, the contract cannot be interfered with nor

can its terms be changed by amending the law in such manner as to

impose new or increased liabilities upon parties to the contract.

Such, Mr. President, I believe to be the true construction which, on

every principle of justice and right, should be placed on the words

" alter, amend, or repeal," as used in the Pacific Railroad acts ; and

such also, I insist, is the construction placed upon such reservation of

power by the very authorities that have been quoted in support of

the right to pass the Judiciary bill. And I propose now briefly to

examine these authorities as quoted by the honorable Senator from

Illinois and the honorable Senator from Michigan in their very care

fully prepared speeches on this subject.

And here it should be borne in miud that the controversy over this

question of power is not so much one as to what the law really is, as

it is as to the application of the law as it is conceded by all to be to

the particular facts of each particular ease. For instance, iu all these

eases decided in State courts, and in the Supreme Court of the United

States, where the question involved was as to whether a State law im

paired the obligation of contracts, there could, as a matter of course,

be no room for dispute as to the absolute want of power in a State

Legislature to pass such a law, from the fact that the States are posi

tively inhibited in this regard by a provision of the Constitution of

the United States. But the question has invariably been whether,

as a matter of fact, the State law in dispute did, or did not, under

the special circumstances of the particular case under consideration,

impair the obligation of a contract, or rather, to state the issue more

correctly, whether the state of facte in a particular case constituted

in law such a vested right of property or created such contract obliga

tion as Legislatures have not the power to impair.

In all these cases, therefore, quoted by the learned Senators from

Illinois and Michigan, namely, the case of The Attorney-General r*.

The Railroad Companies, 35 Wisconsin ; The Commonwealth t>». Es

sex Company in Massachusetts, 13 Gray, 238 ; In Holyoke County i'«.

Lyman, 15 Wallace, 500 ; Miller vs. The State, 15 Wallace, 49S ; Tom-

lins r«. Jessup, 15 Wallace, 454 ; and the two recent cases in 4 Otto,

of Peck r». Chicago and Northwestern Railroad Company, and Chi

cago, Milwaukie and Saint Paul Railroad Company vs. Ackley, upon

which so much stress is laid, in support of the authority to pass the

bill reported by the Judiciary Committee, the question was not

Mr. CHKISTIANCY. Will the Senator allow me to say

Mr. MITCHELL. I will yield at tho end of the sentence. The

question was not as to the power of a State Legislature to pass a law

impairing the obligation of contracts, because upon that there could

be no two opinions; but the question invariably was, Did the par

ticular law in question as a matter of fact so trench upon the terms

of existing contracts, so invade the domain of existing vested rights

of property as to in fact and law impair the obligation of such con

tracts, or amount to an invasion of the rights of property f Or rather

did the facts as presented by that case—and I now refer to the Wiscon

sin transportation case in fourth Otto—show that the corporation had

snch a right to fix its own rates of transportation and freight in the

future as to constitute in it such a vested right of property, such a

contract with the State, or did those contracting with such corpor

ation in view of the laws under which the corporation was created,

possess snch contract obligations as could not be impaired by the
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Legislature under the reserved power in the constitution of that

State to alter, amend, or repeal any law under which a corporation

was created f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Will the Senator now allow me to interrupt

him?

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, sir.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. The Senator cites me among others as hav

ing quoted a certain case from Massachusetts, the case of the Essex

Company and a certain case in Wisconsin. 1 cited no State report.

Mr. MITCHELL. I ask pardon of the Senator from Michigan. He

is undoubtedly correct. I was led into the error. The Senator from

Illinois [Mr. Davis] quoted those cases.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. The Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews]

cited particularly the Essex case.

Mr. MITCHELL. The Senator from Hlinois—I cannot be mistaken

about that—cited all the cases, every one of them, which I have

quoted. I was under the impression that the Senator from Michigan

had cited the same cases.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I do not remember how that was in regard

to the Senator from Hlinois, but I did not.

Mr. MITCHELL. Of course as the Senator says he did not cite

those State cases, I stand corrected in that particular ; but the Sen

ator from Illinois did cite, as I have stated, every case to which I

have called attention. I now refer to the transportation case in fourth

Otto that the Senator from Michigan referred to, and I am now going

to comment on that. The Senator from Illinois and the Senator from

Michigan both appeared to rest their whole case upon the two or three

cases reported in fourth Otto, as I understood them.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Then, Mr. President, the Senator will allow

nie to say that he is entirely mistaken. I argued the case upon prin

ciple and said that if I were arguing the case in the Supreme Court

I should not cite a case. I then went on to say that according to

those principles the court had decided ; that is all.

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, the honorable Senator from Michigan laid

down a rule, advanced a theory upon which he claimed that Congress

had the right and the power to pass the bill reported by the Judi

ciary Committee, and then in support of that theory he cited the

Wisconsin cases as reported in 4 Otto.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Undoubtedly. That is true.

Mr. MITCHELL. Why did he cite them f He cited them because

they were decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States, and

because he sought to have the Senate understand that the doctrine

of the law as promulgated in those cases by a proper and legitimate

application would sustain the bill of the Judiciary Committee. That

is what the Senator from Michigan claimed. I do not wish to mis

represent him, and will not if I know it. If lam wrong at any time I

ask that he may correct me, as he did correct me just now.

This was the question in the Wisconsin case referred to, as I stated

it. It was simply a question whether the Legislature could, under

the reserved power in the constitution of the State to alter, amend,

and repeal, fix the maximum of future passenger and freight charges,

and not a proposition such as is presented by the bill of the Judiciary

Committee, which is in effect to sequester and appropriate to the use

of the Government in payment of a debt not yet due the absolute

earnings of companies which are the result of a business conducted,

iu so far as its charges are concerned, in strict accordance with the

terms of its charter ; and which earnings have been reduced to pos
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session by the companies, and become as to them vested property

rights.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I should like to understand the Senator, but

I will say nothing if it interrupts the Senator at all.

Mr. MITCHELL. Not at all.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Does the Senator claim that the bill of the

Judiciary Committee takes hold of the earnings which have already

been received and realized, and that it does not apply to the future f

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not claim any such thing.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I thought the 'Senator did not, but his lan

guage implied it.

Mr. MITCHELL. I understand the bill of the Committee on the

Judiciary perfectly and the position of the honorable Senator. I say

that the bill of the Judiciary Committee undertakes by the strong

arm of legislative power to lay its hands upon money hereafter to be

earned, and which the committee admit that the companies in a proper

exercise of their corporate franchises have a right to earn and reduce

to possession. That particular kind of property the Judiciary Com

mittee proposes by this law to take possession of and hold in payment

of a debt which it is conceded is not due for the next quarter of a cen

tury. That is what I say.

The case, therefore, as presented by the facts and the principles of

law involved, is not, as is claimed, alter idem to the case presented by

the bill of the Judiciary Committee ; and in most, if not all the cases

quoted, the courts held that there was no such invasion of the obli

gation of contracts as would render the act of the State Legislature

obnoxious to the constitutional inhibition against States passing any

law impairing the obligation of contracts.

The great difficulty, therefore, is not so much what is the power of

the Legislature or of Congress in these respects, but rather what in

fact and law in any given case constitutes a right or obligation that

cannot be impaired or destroyed by the legislative power under a res

ervation of a right to alter, amend, or repeal. And a careful com

parison, therefore, between the character of the rights which it was

claimed were affected in the Wisconsin transportation cases by the

legislative enactments brought in question in those cases and the

character of the rights which are assailed by this bill, will at once

conclusively show that they are not by any means parallel, and that

the application of the law in the one case is not necessarily or at all

the application in the other case.

The question in the Wisconsin case, as held by a majority of the

court, and which by the way was earnestly and ably disputed by Jus

tices Field and Strong, was simply this : that where a corporation had

been chartered under a State fair which authorized it to demand and

receive such sum or sums of money " for the transportation of persons

and property as it shall deem desirable ; " the Legislature could, by a

subsequent act, under a reservation in the constitution of the State

to the effect that " all acts for the creation of corporations within

the State may be altered or repealed by the Legislature, at any time

after their passage," pass a law fixing the limits of fare for the trans

portation of persons, classifying freights, and prescribing the max-

i-Jium rates therefor.

The Supreme Court of the United States held by a majority of its

judges that such a law could rightfully and constitutionally be passed ;

but does it follow, I would respectfully inquire, because the Legis

lature could do this—because the Legislature, in the interest of the

public and for the common good, may legally prescribe (in the Ian
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guage of the Supreme Court) " a limit beyond which any charge woul.l

be unreasonable ; " npon the game theory that Legislatures may by

law regulate or prescribe the wnximnni of rates for public ferries,

bridges, turnpikes, wharfingers, hackmen, draymen, and interest on

money ; does it follow, I say, because the Legislature may do this,

and its action receive the sanction of the highest court in the land,

that therefore Congress may, under the reserved power of the right

to alter, amend, or repeal, in the Pacific Railroad acts, constitution

ally enact a law that will compel these companies, without their con

sent, to surrender to the Government, out of moneys already earned

by them in a proper exercise of the functions conferred by the very

terms of their charter, and which have in every constitutional, legal,

and moral sense become their property, not only in respect of title,

but possession also, millions of dollars annually in liquidation of a

debt, which, according to the decision of onr highest judicial tribunal,

is not due or payable for nearly a quarter of a century T

Because of the rule laid down by the Supreme Court in the Wiscon

sin cases does it follow by any legitimate reasoning or fair logic or

correct rules of legal interpretation that the terms of this contract

between the Government and these companies—a contract perfect in

all its parts, and free from ambiguity iu its most essential features;

a contract that is an entirety ; a contract which in its most important

stipulations has years ago become fully executed—oos, under the re

served right to alter, amend, or repeal the charter, be ohanged by the

act of one party to the contract, without the consent of the other, so

as to increase the pecuniary liability of such party, either as to the

amounts of the payments to be made, or what is equivalent in point of

law, by shortening the time within which they shall be made T

With the same propriety, Mr. President, might it be said that a leg

islative grant of public lands to homesteaders could, under a reserved

power to alter, amend, or repeal, be repealed in such manner as to de

stroy the rights and unsettle the homes of millions, who acting upon

the faith of the nation in making the grant had accepted its terms

and established themselves on the public domain. Rights acquired,

Mr. President, under legislative grants, as well as those acquired un

der a law, as Chief-Justice Marshall said in Fletcher r*. Peck, 6 Cranch,

103, which " is in its nature a contract" and which rights " have vested

under that contract " are not held rfaran te beneplarilo of the law-making

power. Such a doctrine, as stated by Justice Story in the case of Ter-

rett r». Taylor, 9 Cranch, 50, "would be utterly inconsistent with a

great and fundamental principle of republican government, the right

of the citizens to the free enjoyment of their property legally acquired."

The construction for which I am contending, as to the effect of the

reservation of the right to alter, amend, or repeal, has been repeatedly

and I think I may say almost uniformly sanctioned by the courts.

In 15 Munroe's Kentucky law and equity reports, the court said :

A reservation by the Loginlature In a charter to alter, amend, or repeal, does not

Imply the power to alter or change the vested righto acquired by the corporation

under the charter.

Again, in the often quoted case of The Commonwealth r*. Essex

Company, 13 Gray 253—and which case, by the way, is relied on by

the friends of the Judiciary Committee bill—Chief-Justice Gray in

his able opinion lu discussing the power reserved in the words " the

right to alter, amend, or repeal," after using this language, " it seems

to us that this power must have some limit," concludes in these words:

The rule to be extracted !« this : that whew umler power In a charter, rights have

been acquired and become vested, no amendment or alteration of the charter can
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tafce away the property or rights which hare become vested under a legitimate

exercise of the powers granted.

Mr. HOAR. The Senator from Oregon has attributed the language

that he quotes to the wrong magistrate. That decision was long

before Chief-Justice Gray's time. It was by Chief-Justice Shaw.

Mr. MITCHELL. Chief-Justice Shaw. That is correct.

Mr. TELLER. It is equally good authority.

Mr. MITCHELL. But it is equally good authority of law.

Mr. HOAR. Perhaps the Senator from Oregon will indulge me in

calling his attention, as that case has been so often cited, to one fact.

In that case the Legislature had in the charter of the Essex Company

provided that the company should construct such a fish-way as the

county commissioners of the county should decide was reasonable,

and then that all persons who were affected injuriously by the fish

eries above on the Merrimac River should have a right of action and

should be paid damages by the company. It was after the company

had complied with the decree of the county commissioners and after

they had paid damages to the owners of the fisheries above that the

Legislature undertook to require them, (thereby, of course, purchas

ing in substance of these owners the fish-rights,) to re-establish the

fish-rights by opening their dams. The same chief-justice rendered

a decision in a later case where the Hospital Life-insurance Company

had been granted the right to insure lives, a monopoly, on condition

that they should pay one-third of the net profits to the Massachu

setts General Hospital, a charitable institution. The company had

accepted that charter and gone into operation under it. The court

held that under the authority to alter or amend the charter the Legis

lature might lawfully increase the proportion of the net profits which

should be paid over by the company as a condition of its doing busi

ness. That seems to be the exact case which is now before the Sen

ate in substance.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have not examined the case referred to by

the honorable Senator from Massachusetts, that is the later case to

which he has attracted attention. In the case which I have quoted

the learned chief-justice of the State of Massachusetts was discuss

ing the effect of the words to alter, amend, or repeal reserved in a

statute. Without going into the question as to what the particular

facts of that particular case were, we have his opinion here very

clearly to the effect that there is a limit to be ascribed to these words,

and that it does not confer unlimited, unrestricted power on the Leg

islature. And so in Miller v». The State. 15 Wallace, 498, the Supreme

Court of the United States held that " the power to legislate upon

such a reservation in a charter to a private corporation, is certainly

not without limit, and it may well be admitted that it cannot be ex

ercised to take away or destroy rights acquired by virtue of such

charter, and which by a legitimate use of the powers granted have

become vested in the corporation.

I respectfully insist, then, Mr. President, that no such power is re

served to Congress by the reservation of the right to alter, amend,

or repeal as used in the Pacific Railroad acts, as is contended for by

the friends of the Judiciary Committee bill. And it is upon this res

ervation mainly the right to pass their bill is based.

It was said, however, but not argued by the honorable Senator

from Illinois, [Mr. Davis,] that inasmuch as the constitutional pro

hibition against the enactment of laws impairing the obligation of

contracts was only operative upon the States, and not on the Federal

Government, that therefore (to use his own language) " it is not neees
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sary to rest the right to pass this hill on the reservation contained in

the eighteenth section of the act of 1862." And a clause in the printed

report of the Judiciary Committee, I call the attention of my friend

from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] to this printed report. I am about to ad

vert to a clause in the printed report of the Judiciary Committee, to

which I invite the special attention of the Senate; it is to the same

effect.

Mr. THURMAN. What page f

Mr. MITCHELL. It is the last page; it is the winding-up when

you are speaking about the power of Congress ; it reads as follows :

Being fully satisfied that Congress, under the reserved rights to alter, amend, or

repeal the charter of these companies, possesses the right to pass this bill, we do

not consider it necessary to say what would be the case were that reservation not

in the charter. Had it been omitted, it might still be argued with mnch force that

the power to alter, amend, or repeal legally existed. No State can make a law im

pairing the obligation of a contract, because that is prohibited by the Federal Con

stitution.

But—

And now this is what I call attention to—

Bntr-

Says the committee—

there is no snch prohibition upon Congress.

What is the argument, Mr. President, conveyed, or sought to be

conveyed, by this most remarkable portion of the report of the com

mittee ? It is this, and this alone ; it cannot be anything else—that

while it is true that no State can pass a law impairing the obligation

of contracts, from the fact that there is a constitutional prohibition

against it, that therefore Congress has the power to pass such a law

for the reason (to use the language of the committee) " that there is

no snch prohibition upon Congress."

This, Mr. President, is the inevitable conclusion to which the argu

ment of the committee leads ; and after having stated the proposition,

the committee, as if startled by the very enormity which its announce

ment must suggest to every mind, in a measure apologized for having

advanced it, by the statement in the report a few lines later, as fol

lows :

Bnt we do not deem it necessary to express a definite opinion upon this point.

It is sufficient that in this case the power to alter, amend, or repeal, is expressly

reserved.

Mr. THURMAN. Will the Senator allow me to interrupt him. If

it will disturb him, I shall not say a word.

Mr. MITCHELL. It will not disturb me at all.

Mr. THURMAN< I should like to ask the Senator if he asserts that

in no case Congress can impair the obligation of contracts 1

Mr. MITCHELL. No, sir, I do not assert any such thing, because

there is an express grant in the Constitution to Congress to enact

bankrupt laws, which can impair and which do impair the obligations

of contracts.

Mr. THURMAN. Is that the only case T

Mr. MITCHELL. That is one case.

Mr. THURMAN. Is there not another f

Mr. MITCHELL. I have not the time to stand here and instruct

the Senator from Ohio on the Constitution of the country ; life is to»

short for that. He asked me the question whether I contended that

there was no power in Congress in any case to pass a law impairing

the obligation of a contract ? I said no, I did not contend any such
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thing, and I pointed out an instance where Congress had the right

clearly by express grant to impair the obligation of a contract under

that clause in the Constitution which says that Congress may enact

bankrupt laws. I do not propose to stand here and enlighten my

friend all day on this question.

Mr. SARGENT. Congress has no right in morals to violate its own

contract.

Mr. MITCHELL. Congress has no right in morals to violate its

own contract in any respect, nor with any person. That my friend

will concede.

Mr. THURMAN. If my friend will look at the decision of the Su-

Ereme Court in the Legal-Tender Cases he will find that there are

alf a dozen cases in which Congress can impair the obligation of a

contract.

Mr. MITCHELL. There is no room for any argument on that

point. I will admit, that in some respects by indirection contracts

may be affected by law ; yon cannot get up any argument with me

on that point. Right here, before I leave this point, I want to ask

my friend from Ohio a question if it does not disturb him, aud that

is, whether the Committee on the Judiciary, or the honorable Sen

ator who drew that report, intended to have the Senate understand,

by the clause in the report that there was no prohibition upon Con

gress to pass a law impairing the obligations of a contract, that he

Bad reference to the specific cases in which Congress had the power

under special grant to interfere with the obligation of contracts, or

whether, upon the contrary, he and his committee did not mean to

convey the impression to the Senate and to the country that because

there was no inhibition in the Constitution against Congress passing

a law impairing the obligation of a contract, that therefore in this

particular case Congress might pass a law impairing the obligation

of a contract f

Mr. THUKMAN. If the Senator had read one or two lines lower

down in the report he would have seen what we thought about that.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think I do see what you think about it and

what you said about it.

Mr. THURMAN. First, we do not think there is any impairing of

the obligation of the contract at all in repealing or amending the

corporate franchise granted by Congress. The committee say :

Bat there is no each prohibition npon Congress ; and as it is a fundamental prin

ciple that one Congress cannot limit the constitutional powers of a subsequent

Congress, it may be argued that no mere corporate franchise can be granted by

one Congress that a subsequent Congress may not alter, amend, or repeal. This is

a very different proposition from an assertion that Congress may, at its pleasure,

destroy vested rights of property. It may be argued that, except by a bankrupt

act, Congress cannot impair the obligation of a contract for want of a delegation

of power to do so. But to impair the obligation of a contract is one thing and to

alter, amend, or repeal a corporate franchise granted by Congress is another and a

different thing, especially when the corporation is public or quasi-public.

I think a lawyer has no difficulty in understanding that.

Mr. MITCHELL. No, I do not think a lawyer has. I understood

it before the Senator repeated it and I understand it now. I say this,

that it is asserted in that report positively, for what purpose I will

leave the Senate to judge, that while it is true that there is a clause

in the Federal Constitution prohibiting States from passing a law

impairing the obligation of a contract, there is no such provision pro

hibiting Congress from passing a law impairing the obligation of a

contract.

Why, Mr. President, if it is true that Congress, because there is no
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constitutional inhibition against it, can pass a law impairing the

obligation of contracts, whence does it derive the power t I had

supposed that the Government created by the people, and the embodi

ment of which is found in the Constitution of the United States, is

one of limited and enumerated powers ; that what by the express

terms of the Constitution, or by necessary implication, are not dele

gated to the United States, nor prohibited by it, to the States, are

reserved to the States respectively, or to the people ; and that Con

gress therefore possessed no power- to pass any law which is not ex

pressly conferred, or which is not necessary to the execution of one

expressly conferred. And of this doctrine I had supposed the honor

able Senator from Ohio, who reported this bill, [Mr. ThurMan,] had

been an able and consistent champion for the last thirty years ; and

therefore the suggestion he makes in his report is all the more start

ling, coming as it does from him.

And I submit in all confidence that there is no grant of power,

either expressed or implied, within the folds of the Constitution of

the United States that confers npon Congress the power to pass a

law impairing the obligation of contracts, if we may except that

clause alone in section 8 of article 1, which provides that " The Con

gress shall have power to establish uniform laws on the subject of

bankruptcies throughout the United States." Under this clause Con

gress undoubtedly in one class of cases may so legislate as to impair

vested rights ; and the very fact that this express power is given in

one case excludes the idea that it exists even by implication in any

other. Nor can any such power be claimed for Congress under the

general grant of legislative powers.

"All legislative powers," says the Constitution, " herein granted

shall be vested in a Congress," &o. Not all legislative power, not

unlimited power, not unrestricted legislative power, bnt all legisla

tive powers " herein granted ; " and in no place from the beginning to

the end of the Constitution is there any power therein granted that

would authorize Congress to pass a law impairing the obligation of

a contract, except as I have stated.

Duer on constitutional jurisprudence, page 357, states the consti

tutional doctrine in these words :

The power possessed by a State Legislature, to which everything not expressly

reserved is granted, and the temptation to abuse that power, render express restric

tions, if not absolutely necessary, at least prudent and useful ; but the National

Legislature has nopower to interfere with contract* except when it is expressly given to

it. * * * But Congress is expressly invested with this power in regard to bank

ruptcy as an enumerated and not as an implied power, and in no otherform can U

impair the obligation of a contract.

Again, in Calder vs. Buel, 3 Dall., 388, in speaking upon this very

subject, of the power of Congress to pass a law impairing the obli

gation of contracts, the court said :

They [referring to Legislatures] may command what is right and prohibit what

is wrong, but they cannot change innocence into guilt or punish innocence as a

crime or violate the right of an antecedent lawful private contract or the right of

private property. To maintain that our Federal or State Legislature possess such

powers, if they had not been expressly restrained, would, in my opinion, be a

political heresy altogether inadmissible in all free republican governments.

And yet in the face of these decisions, the Senator from Ohio, who

reported the bill from the Judiciary Committee, says in his report,

" no State can make a law impairing the obligation of a contract,

because that is prohibited by the Federal Consti tution ; bnt " says he

.further, " f/i*re is no such prohibition upon Congress;" thereby arguing,

as I have said, that because there is no such prohibition npon Con
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gross, it may pass such m lav. And again, in his speech on this bill

the other day, the honorable Senator in speaking upon this same point

said:
#

Mr. President as I Mid before, I shall not now speak upon the power of Con

gress to pass this bilL My object has been simply in the opening of the discussion

to explain the bilL I shall not speak open the power to-day for another reason, and

that is that the Senator from Illinois, [Mr. Davu?.] who is on the Judiciary Commit

tee, had prepared some remarks upon that subject, and I hope that he will take the

floor when I conclude and giro the Senate the benefit of his opinions upon the

legal question. For myte{f I haee oney to say raat to me notAtno'°in the world is

dearer than that tee have the right and trould *aar« it if there mu no resrrran'on in

the charter of a right to alter, amend, or repeal*

It will not do, therefore, now for the honorable Senator from Ohio

or for any of the honorable Senators who gare their sanction to that

report to say this bill does Not impair the obligations of a contract,

does not interfere with vested rights, and attempt by elaborate argu

ment and fine-spun theories to justify the measure on the general

doctrine of the right of the Government to exercise certain control

over the management of corporations for the purpose of promoting

the common good and protecting the rights of its creditors. Such

arguments come with awkward grace in the face of a report which,

if it means anything, asserts unqualifiedly the existence of a right

upon the part of the Congress in <Ai* case to pass a law impairing the

obligation of contracts.

But, Mr. President, if it be said, as it is said, that the Judiciary bill

does not impair the obligation of a contract, that although it author

izes the Government to retain all moneys arising from Government

transportation, when the contract says that the one-half only shall

be retained ; although it requires millions of dollars to be paid over

annually by the companies to the Government out of their earnings,

to be held, managed, and controlled by the Government, for the pur

pose of a sinking fund for the payment, not of a debt due the United

States, but for the purposes of providing a fund to meet the payment

first of the claims of third parties—creditors of the companies, whose

debts are not dne for over twenty years ; the balance to go to the

payment of the Government indebtedness when it matures ; then in

the light of the changes which this bill proposes to make in the

terms of this contract, and in view of the law as I have stated it,

I would ask the attention of the Senate to what the Supreme Court

of the United States, in 4 Wallace, 552, said in speaking of what con

stituted an impairing of the obligation of a contract. The court says :

The objection to a law, on the ground of its impairing the obligation of a con

tract, can never depend upon the extent of the change which the law effects in it.

Any deviation from its terms by postponing or accelerating the period of perform

ance which it prescribes, imposing conditions not expressed in the contract, or dis

pensing with those which are, however minute or apparently immaterial In their

effect upon the contract of the parties, impairs it.

The Supreme Court, in the case of the Loan Association vs. Topeka,

20 Wallace, 662, in speaking of the powers of Legislatures under gen

eral and plenary grants of legislative power, says :

There are limitations on snch power, which grow ont of the essential nature of

all free governments, implied reservations of individual rights, without which the

social compact could not exist, and which are respected by all governments enti

tled to the name.

And Chief-Justice Marshall, in the case of Fletcher r«. Peck, 6

Cranch, in discussing this question, nses this language :

It may well be doubted whether the nature of society and of government does

not prescribe some limits to the legislative power, and if any be prescribed, where

are they to be fonnd if the property of an individual, fairly and honestly acquired,

may be seized without compensation f

7 PA
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In speaking in this case of the Legislature of the State of Georgia,

Chief-Justice Marshall said :

To the Legislature all legislative power is granted, but the question whether the

act of transferring the property of an individual to the public be in the nature of a

legislative power Is well worthy of serious reflection.

On no possible theory, then, Mr. President—and I would not have

referred at all to this last phase of the case had it not been for the

clause in the report of the committee, to which I have called atten

tion, and the remark made by the honorable Senator from Ohio, in

his speech upon this question—in myjudgment, can the right of Con

gress to pass the bill reported by the Judiciary Committee be vindi

cated ; neither under the power conferred by the reservation in the

charter of the right to alter, amend, or repeal, nor by reason of any

supposed, expressed, or implied grant of the Constitution of the

United States, much less for the reasons suggested in the report of

the Judiciary Committee, and in the speech of the honorable Senator

from Ohio, as well as in the speech of the honorable Senator from

Illinois, that there is " no such prohibition upon Congress " as rests

upon the States, prohibiting them from making laws impairing the

obligation of contracts.

I now attract attention to another feature of this bill which I regard

as indefensible in law and opposed to reason. I refer to the attempt

to define by law what the net earnings of these companies are, or

rather what shall constitute net earnings in the future. My first

objection is because it is a purely judicial question—one to be deter

mined by the courts and not by Congress, by giving construction to

the terms of a contract between the Government and these compa

nies as it now exists. And I understand there are now pending in

the Supreme Court of the United States two cases—those of the Sioux

City Railroad Company and the Kansas Pacific Railroad Company—

in which this very question arises as to what shall constitute net

earnings under the Pacific Railroad acts. Shall Congress in advance

of these decisions assume the r6le of the judiciary aud attempt to give

definition to these terms—a definition that may or may not accord

with the judgment of the court ?

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. The question is what the law now is, not

the power of changing it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, I will show in a moment what the Judiciary

Committee thinks the law is, and what that same committee thought

the law was on that same question twenty months ago; and I will

show that the two opinions do not accord very well.

Mr. President, the definition of "net earnings" as given in the first

section of the bill of the Judiciary Committee is either right or it is

wrong. It is either a correct or an incorrect construction of the terms

of an existing contract. If it is right, then, perhaps, in so far as this

question is concerned, no rights of any one may be infringed ; if it

is wrong, then unquestionably the opposite result must follow. If

wrong it may injuriously affect the rights of the United States or the

rights of the companies. And the complete somersault made on this

question by the Judiciary Committee proves one of two things, either

that the committee are wrong in their definition, or else tuey were

not right in their definition as given us in the bill reported from that

same committee less than two years ago.

Mr. THURMAN. Will the Sentaor

Mr. MITCHELL. In a moment, when I get through with this sen

tence. In the bill of two years ago in defining " net earnings " under

these acts, that committee excluded from the gross earnings, " all
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sums owing or paid by said companies as interest on" dny. portion of

their indebtedness ; " while in their bill of to-day, iu defining what

shall be " net earnings," they deduct from the gross earnings not only

the necessary expenses actually paid within the year in operating

their roads and keeping them in a state of repair, as was dode in.-t l-o

bill of two years ago, but also the sum paid by them within tho'yimr

in discharge of interest on their first-mortgage bonds, whose lien -his.-

priority over the lien of the United States.

In other words, the net earnings as defined by these two bills, each*

receiving the sanction of the Judiciary Committee of the Senate, and

each advocated by its promoters with a zeal that as a rule speaks

conviction, is for a single year about $3,305,531 less in one than in the

other; being the amount of interest that the two companies pay an

nually on their first-mortgage bonds, and making a difference in the

amounts to be paid into the sinking fund annually by these compa

nies under the two bills of $826,382, less only the proportionate share

of the 5 per cent, on the net earnings, whatever they may be, and the

proportionate share of the amount earned during the year on Gov

ernment transportation. Only a slight difference, Mr. President, of

over $3,300,000 in the net earnings of these companies in any given

year, no matter what the gross earnings may be, under the two defi

nitions of the Judiciary Committee as to what in law and equity shall

constitute " net earnings," and which definitions have been reported

to the Senate within twenty months of each other.

Mr. THUEMAN. Now, will the Senator allowmetointerrnpthimf

Mr. MITCHELL. In a moment. This fact proves two things

Mr. CHEISTIANCY. In the first place it is not a fact.

Mr. MITCHELL. If it is not a fact, there is plenty of time to cor

rect me in the next two or three weeks, although I am willing to be

corrected now when I get to the end or this particular point. This

fact proves two things : first, that even a committee of the great legal

learning of the Judiciary Committee of the Senate, like other com

mittees of less learning and ability, sometimes at least falls into

error ; because we are bound, in proper respect to that committee and

its report, to assume that the first bill was an error, otherwise it would

have been adhered to, and, in the second place, that, like all good

committees of the Senate, its members are ready and willing to cor

rect an error whenever convinced they have committed one.

But, however this may be, I insist that the term "net earnings"

from the moment the contract between the Government and these

companies dated its existence by the acceptance of the terms of the

charter, by the companies, had a definite, fixed meaning in law.

Mr. THUEMAN. I do not suppose the Senator from Oregon intends

to do injustice to the committee.

Mr. MITCHELL. Not at all.

Mr. THUEMAN. He surely has never read this report ; or, if he

has. he has read it in so perfunctory a manner that he does not under

stand it. The Judiciary Committee has never, either in the report

it made nearly two years ago, or in the report that it has made now,

or in the bill reported nearly two years ago, or in the bill now reported,

attempted for one single moment to define what are " net earnings "

under the terms of the acta of 1862 and 1864. On the contrary, they

have asserted in the most express terms that their provisions as to

net earnings are not a definition or an interpretation under the acts of

1862 and 1864, but are an exercise of legislative power to declare what

shall be net earnings in the future. They have said so in so many

■words. In the last report, after stating wherein the law officer of the
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Government a^jrt the companies differ as to what constitute net earn*

ings, the bqiAuiittee say :

The rfctat to the 5 per cent. is given by the sixth section of the act of 1862, and,

reading £Uat section in connection with tho eighteenth section, we are not prepared

Utji?hji it \he claim of the company. But whatever may be the trne interpretation

ojf /ht'Se sections, we are of the opinion that, under its reserved right to alter,

-anvvid, or repeal, it is competent lor Congress to define, for the future at least,

-what shall be deemed to be net earnings. And, in view of the rights of the first-

'mortgage bondholders, and as a fair adjustment of the conflicting claims of the

. Government and the company, we think it would be right to deduct in future not

merely the operating expenses but also the Interest on the first mortgage : and the

amendment we report is to that effect. Ab to the past, we leave the question upon

the law as it now stands to the decision of the Supreme Court in the case pending

before it.

That this bill is more lenient to the companies than the hill re

ported nearly two years ago is very trne, and the reasons for that I

am ready to state whenever it is necessary to do so.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not wish to misrepresent the committee,

hut the Jndiciary Committee of the Senate cannot escape from their

positions upon this question by any such arguments as are advanced

now by the Senator from Ohio. There is no escape from the recorded

facts of history, which are to this effect, that twenty months ago the

Jndiciary Committee of this body undertook to define what should

constitute net earnings in the future by giving a construction to the

acts of Congress nndcr which these companies were organized, and

they have done the same thing to-day. I do not care whether you

call it a definition or whether you say in the language of the com

mittee that the net earnings shall be considered to be so and so here

after. The fact is all the same. The purpose of the committee and

the purpose of this bill is to define by legislative enactment what

shall constitute the net earnings of these companies from this time

on ; and their rights and tho rights of the Government are to be

determined according to the definition. But however this may be,

I insist that the term " net earnings " from the moment the contract

between the Government and these companies came into existence

by the acceptance of the terms of the charter by the United States

had a definite, fixed meaning in law. I call the attention of the

committee to that proposition.

If such meaning was doubtful or ambiguous, what person or what

power shall remove the doubt f Can either of the parties to the con

tract, without the consent of the other, define it, so as to bind the

other f If Congress can define it, then why not the companies t

There is nothing in the sovereign power of Congress that gives to it

more power than a private individual, in so far as giving construc

tion to a contract between the Government and the citizen is con

cerned ; becanse, as I will show, when the Government makes a con

tract with its citizens it divests itself of ite sovereignty in this respect

and is clothed with no greater power than an individual. The truth

is, neither Congress nor the companies can give a definition to this

term that is binding on the other, from the simple fact that the ques

tion is one for the courts and not for Congress ; it belongs to the

jndicial and not to the legislative department of the Government.

It has been ruled over and ovpr a,;ain that the Government by be

coming a party to a contract with its citizens, ipso facto diveste itself

of its sovereignty with respect to the terms and conditions of the

contract, and stands henceforth in the same position as a private per

son in respect to such terms and conditions, and its construction and

interpretation. In the case of The Commonwealth vs. Proprietors of
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New Bedford Bridge Company, 2 Gray, 339, iu speaking upon this

very qnestion, the court said :

The Commonwealth and the defendants are bat parties to a contract. Each has

equal rights and privileges under it, and neither can interpret Its terms authori

tatively, so as to control and bind the rights of the other. The Commonwealth has

no more power or authority to construe the oharter than the corporation. By be

coming a party to a contract with its citizens the Government divests itself of its

sovereignty in respect of the terras and conditions of tho contract and its construe*

tion and inteipretation, and stands in the same position as a private individual.

If it were otherwise, the rights of parties contracting with the Government would

be held at the caprice of the so-wereign and exposed to all the risks arising from the

corrupt or ill-judged use of misguided power. The interpretation and construc

tion of contracts, when drawnin question, between the parties, belongs exclusively—

Mark the language—

to the judicial department of the Government. The Legislature has no more power

to construe their own contracts with their citizens than those which Individ.

uals makewith each other. They can do neither without exercising judicial powers,
which would be contrary to the elementary principles of our Government. • * *

If the Legislature have the power to decide upon the true meaning of the termsof the

contract, and to determine what shall be deemed suitable in the construction of the

bridge and draws, there can be no limit placed on the exercise of this power.

And now, Mr. President, in this connection I call attention to what

it seems to me is a most inexcusable solecism in the bill reported by

the Judiciary Committee. My friend from Michigan in discussing

these measures on day before yesterday, became very sarcastic as well

as facetious, over what he conceived to be the absurdities of the bill

reported by the Railroad Committee. He assumed for his bill a vir

tue, even if it had it not, while he sought to fairly demolish the other,

not by argument, but with scathing sarcasm, and blinding sallies of

wit of which he is so great a master. Had the jocularity of my ven

erable friend been imparted in a less degree than it evidently was to

the framework of the bill, to which he doubtless contributed much,

it wonld not perhaps to-day be regarded as presenting in some of its

provisions the extremely ludicrous aspect it unquestionably does. I

now contrast the provisions of section 1 with those of section 5 of the

bill of the Judiciary Committee. Sectiou 1, in defining what shall

•constitute the "net earnings" of these companies, states it shall be

what remains of the gross earnings, after deducting the necessary

expenses actnally paid within tho year in operating the road, and

keeping the line in repair; and also the sum paid within the year in

discharge of interest on their first-mortgage bonds, whose lien has

priority over the lien of the United States. Very well, so far as this

defines what shall constitute net earnings it is perfectly clear, and I

have no criticism to offer, save and except that it is barely possible if

not probable that the rule invoked in the definition is not correct.

Now we come to section 5, which provides:

That whenever it shaU be made satisfactorily to appear to the Secretary of the

Treasury, bv either of said companies, that 75 per cent, of its net earnings as here

inbefore denned for any current year are or were insufficient to pay the interest for

such year upon the obligations of such company, in respect of which obligations there

may exist a Ucnvaramcunt to that of the United States, and that such interest has boon

paid out of sucii net earnings, said Secretary is hereby authorized, aud it is made

his duty, to remit for such current year so much of the 2* per cent, of net earnings

required to be paid into the sinking fund as aforesaid as may have been thus ap

plied and used in the payment of interest as aforesaid.

Now, then, can mortal man in reading this section tell from the

language used what " obligations of suck company" the committee who

dratted this bill refer tot Does it or does it not refer to or include

the first-mortgage bonds of the oompanies referred to iu section 1 of

the bill, and the interest on which is to be deducted from the gross

earnings, before there can be under the committee's definition any net

earnings whatever!
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The clanse in section 1 is :

Their Jlret mortgage bonds, whose lien has priority over the lien of the United States.

While the language in section 5 is :

The obligations of such company, in respect of which obligations there may exist

a lien paramount to that of the United States.

Does or does not, I inquire, this latter clanse include within its

meaning the first-mortgage bonds described in section If If it does—

and I can see no reason, by any fair rule.of legal and statutory con

struction, why it does not, for, in truth, there are no obligations of

such companies whose lien is paramount to that of the United States,

save and except the first-mortgage bonds of such companies—then

the committee that reported this bill has been guilty of that which,

were it not the work of such a distinguished committee, would be

regarded as the flagrant absurdity of first saying that t'-e interest on

a certain class of indebtedness shonld be paid out of the gross earn

ings before there should be any net earnings, and then, in the next

breath, of declaring that if 75 per cent, of the net earnings were not

sufficient in any year to pay this same interest, and it should be made

satisfactorily to appear to the Secretary of the Treasury that such

interest has been paid out of the net earnings, that then he shall

remit so much of the 25 per cent, of the net earnings to be paid into

the Treasury as may have been thus applied. .

Whatever may be said, Mr. President, of the legal ability mani

fested in drawing this bill, surely the committee have secured im

mortality to their fame for the ingenuity they have manifested in

the presentation of a business proposition.

In this respect my honorable friend from Ohio, the venerable daddy

of this bill, if I may so speak, as I do with all respect, and his equally

venerable but more facetious co-worker, my distinguished friend from

Michigan, are justly entitled to the enduring gratitnde of the econ

omist and the lasting devotion of the financial and business world.

But suppose the construction is different. Suppose the committee

did not intend in the words employed in the fifth section to refer to

or inclnde the first-mortgage bonds of the company as designated in

the first section, then what in the name of common reason did they

refer to, as no other such obligations are in existence f And in this

aspect of the case the dilemma of the committee becomes more appar

ent than ever, and while the logic of this bill in this respect may not

be illustrated by Dogberry, it may, I apprehend, by the controversy

related by Johnson in his writings as having occurred between the

young rhetorician and the old sophist. A young rhetorician said to

an old sophist : " Instruct me in pleading and I will pay you when I

gain a canse." The master gave the instruction and sued for his

pay, and the scholar attempted to elnde the claim by a dilemma. " If

I gain my canse," said he, " I shall withhold your pay, becanse the

award of the jndge will be against you. If I lose it, I may withhold

it becanse I shall not have gained a canse." The master replied, " If

you gain your canse you must pay me, becanse you are to pay me when

you gain a canse ; if you lose it you must pay me becanse the jndge

will award it."

But, then, what more could be expected, Mr. President, of that com

mittee in the shape of either law or logic if we may believe the re

ported statement of its chairman in regard to the manner in which,

under the peculiar state of mind of several of its members, it is com

pelled to transact its business. Of course I do not pretend to vouch

for either the truth of the statement itself or of the matters averred
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in it, but give it as I find it in the Washington correspondence of the

Buffalo Commercial Advertiser. The article is headed " Presidential

Bee-Buzzing," and reads as follows :

Senator Ei>muni>b says there are so many presidential candidates on the Commit

tee on Judiciary that business is very much behind. He says that on the day when

the committee meets, Conkliv; will come in ilrst and find a slim attendance. He

will sit a little while impatiently and say :

"Well, I don't suppose there will be a quorum this morning, and I have other

matters to attend to. If Davis and Thukman would drop their presidential aspira

tions and attend to committee business we could do something.

And he will go out. Then Thuuman will come in and ask :

"Where's Con ki.isi : ? "

When told that he had been in and left to look after other matters, be will say :

" Where'B Davis t "

" Davis hain't come."

" Well," TiiriiMAs will say, " Coxklixo and Davis have got the Presidency on

the brain, and of course we can't expect anything of them. Call me when you get

a quorum."

And he will go out. Then Davis will come in and say :

" Well. Conklinq and Tmurman are absent agaiu. Those two men are so busy

working up their presidential campaigns that they neglect their Senatorial duties.

And so it goes every week, Eijmu.nds says.— Washington Utter to Buffalo Commer

cial Advertiser.

I now, Mr. President, desire briefly to call attention to the bill re

ported from the Railroad Committee. It is a bill Intended not only

to protect the Government in the full and final payment into its

Treasury of nearly $155,000,000, bnt it is a bill in the interest of peace,

a proposition looking to a full, final, and complete settlement of a

controversy, the very existence of which, if perpetuated, will inev

itably result in very great loss to the Government, if not of the entire

enm I have named. It proposes, as does the bill from the Judiciary

Committee, to create a sinking fund, the nest-egg or nucleus of which

shall be at least 82,000,000, and as much more as the Government

shall be owing these companies for Government transportation, on

the 31st day of the present month ; that is, the one-half of the whole

amount earned by the companies for Government transportation ; it

may swell the amount most probably to over $3,000,000. It cannot

be less than §2,000,000.

In addition to this, each of the companies shall pay into the sinking

fund, which shall be controlled and managed by the Secretary of the

Treasury, and upon which interest shall be credited and added semi

annually at the rate of 6 per cent., the sum of $500,000 until the year

1900. That is to say, the two companies shall pay to this fund

$1,000,000 every six months or $2,000,000 annually until the year

1900—October 1, 1900—when the principal and interest of all the

bonds shall have matured. Then settlement is to be made, the amonnt

of the sinking fund at that date with its accumulations, and which

will then amount to over $100,000,000 of money absolutely in the

Treasury of the United States, shall be deducted from the whole

amount then due from the companies to the Government, which at

that time will include not only the principal of the bonds together

with all interest represented by the coupons paid by the Government,

bnt also interest on the whole amount of principal from about July,

1898, the average date of the maturity of the bonds.

The balance shall then be paid by the companies in fifty equal

semi-annual installments, together with interest on the whole amount

of principal remaining unpaid, payable every six months, the rate of

interest to be the same that the United States shall then be paying

on the greater portion of its indebtedness. These payments to be in

lien of all payments now required of the companies under existing
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laws. Ample provisions are made in the bill for the protection of the

interests of the Government and the enforcement of its rights in the

event of a failure on the part of either or both of these companies to

comply with the conditions imposed by this bill—the criticisms of

my friend from Michigan to the contrary notwithstanding, and which

of course were not intended to be serious, as that was simply the

funny part of his speech.

Mr. CHKISTIANCY. Mr. President, I disclaim that. I was entirely

in earnest when I used that illustration, because I thought the case

deserved it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Of course I take it for granted, because the Sena

tor now says he was in earnest and that he was not funny the other

day, that he was in earnest, and I will say this to him simply upon

that point : if that is the only criticism which can be fonnd with the

bill of the Railroad Committee, if it is a good bill, one in the interest

of the Government, and the provisions in relation to the rights of the

Government, conferring on the Government the power to enforce the

provisions on the company, are not sufficiently strong, why, then,

does not the Senator from Michigan offer any amendments that he

thinks proper and right f Of course they will receive consideration,

because I can assure nim that for one I have no disposition to permit

these companies to escape from any obligations that maybe rightfully

and justly imposed u]>on them by any weakness in the law by which

they may be compelled to perform these conditions.

The present statutory lieu iu favor of the Government is not only

preserved in all its vigor as to existing obligations and rights, but is,

by the very terms of this bill, extended in its operation so as to cover

in its grasp in favor of the Government all the uew obligations im

posed on the companies by this bill. The fourth section is in these

words:

That the mortgage of the Government created by the fifth section of the act

of Jnly 1. 1£62, amended by the act of July 2, lg*i4! shall not be in any way im

paired'or released by the operations of this act until the whole amount of the prin

cipal of said bonds, with the interest thereon paid by the United States as afore

said, shall be fully paid ; but said mortgage shall remain in full force and virtue.

and, upon the failure of eitherof said companies to perform the obligations imposed

upon wieni by this act, said mortgage may also be enforced against snch defaulting

company for any such default ; the Government, however, duly crediting and allow

ing to the company upon said mortgage all ]iaymeuts which may have been made

in part execution of this act, and interest thereon to be credited and added thereto

semi-annually as hereinbefore provided.

And the fifth section is in these words :

That this act shall take effect upon its acceptance by said railroad compa'

nies. or if accepted by only one of said companies, then as to the coni[iauy so

accepting the same, which acceptance shall be filed with the Secretary of the Treas

ury within four montbsfrom the passage of this act, and shall show that said company

or said companies have agreed to the same at a meeting of stockholders ; and if

said companies shall make punctual payment of the sums herein provided for, and

perform all the conditions hereof, this act shall be deemed and construed to be a

hnal settlement between the Government and the company or couipauies so per

forming the same, in reference to all matters relating to a reimbursement to tbe

Government by said companies ; but in case of failure so to do. Congress may at

any time alter.'amend, or repeal this act as to such company so making default.

These are, in brief, the principal features of the bill reported by

the Committee on Railroads. The bill proceeds on the theory that

the relations existing between these companies and the Government

are those growing out of contract ; that no change in that contract

in any manner affecting its terms and conditions so as to impair its

obligations can be made by any act of the Government to which the

companies do not give their assent. It recognizes the fact that the
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hands of the Government, in so far as posseting any power by its own

mere act to modify the terms not merely of the franchise but of a

contract made in pursuance of the charter, dictated by itself and

vitalized by the solemn act of its Congress and Executive over four

teen years ago, are paralyzed by the consequences of its own act.

It recognizes, furthermore, the paramount duty of Congress to main

tain the integrity of the Government, and preserve its faith with its

contractors and debtors by holding inviolate the terms of all its com

pacts ; and not to permit either the houor or the interests of a great

nation to be sacrificed in an hour of feverish excitement and menac

ing unrest either upon the dangerous altar of modern agrarianism, or

yet by making unreasonable concessions to the unjust demands of cor

porate power. It recognizes the fact that a prolongation of the con

troversy between the Government and these companies will result, in

great probability, in a loss to the national Treasury of over $100,000,-

000, while its settlement under the provisions of this bill, by the

time the debt matures, will pay into the Treasury of the United States

in money on that debt over $100,000,000. While the payment of the

balance then remaining due and unpaid will, with interest thereou,

payable semi-annually, be abundantly secured to the Government.

As a fair business proposition for the settlement of a great coutro-

versv, a settlement fair to the companies and just to the Government,

the Committee on Railroads, after weeks of careful investigation of

the whole subject, submit it to the consideration of the Senate and of

the country ; and as chairman of that committee and in vindication

of its action, I have deemed it my duty to say this much.

Mr. THUKMAN. Mr. President, I do not rise to discuss these bills

further now. When the proper time comes, I shall endeavor to prove

to the Senate several propositions. I shall endeavor to show to the

Senate that the Railroad Committee bill is a uew subsidy to these

two companies very nearly equal in amount to the bond subsidy

originally granted. I shall endeavor to show to the Senate that it

would be better for this Government to lose every dollar that it has

ever loaned to the two companies than to give up, as the Railroad

Committee bill does give up, the right of Congress to alter, amend,

or repeal these charters. But I do not rise for the purpose of dis

cussing that to-day. I only rise to notice two things said by the

Senator from Oregon.

The Senator seems horror-stricken at a remark in the report of the

Judiciary Committee that there is no prohibition in the Federal Con

stitution npon Congress impairing the obligation of a contract. One

would think that if he felt that horror he would not have been con

tent with the mere expression, but he would have pointed out the

provision in the Federal Constitution that contains such a prohibi

tion.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did not claim that there was 'any such pro

vision in the Constitution.

Mr.THURMAN. That is just what I said. Then the Senator ought

not to have expressed so much horror that the Judiciary Committee

have said precisely what the Senator now says ; but the Judiciary

Committee have not asserted or attempted to assert as a broad propo

sition that Congress can impair the obligation of contracts—nothing

of the kind. The Judiciary Committee have only suggested, what

was no new idea at all, that where corporate franchises are granted

by the legislative body and there is no prohibition in the Constitution

that forbids that legislative body to alter, amend, or repeal them, it

has the right inherent in it in the very nature of government to alter,
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to amend, or to repeal. That u it. Anybody who listened to my

friend from Alabama yesterday could not have misunderstood what

that argument means.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the Senator allow me to ask him .a ques

tion T

Mr. THURMAN. Certainly.

Mr. MITCHELL. Does he pretend to maintain here that Congress

can do everything it is not prohibited from doing by the Constitu

tion T

Mr. THURMAN. I do not pretend any such thing. I have been a

strict constructionist all my life.

Mr. MITCHELL. So I supposed, and therefore I have been the

more astonished.

Mr. THUKMAN. But I do say that no one Congress can grant

away the powers of Congress so as to tie up a subsequent Congress

and deprive it of its legitimate constitutional power. I say that an

act of Congress granting a franchise is, like any other act of Con

gress, subject to alteration, or amendment, or repeal by Congress,

except where there may be a provision in the Constitution of the

United States that to some extent may prohibit it. That is one ques

tion ; but a question of divesting rights is another question ; a ques

tion of impairing the obligation of contracts is a wholly different

question.

But what I want to call the attention of the Senate to is that the

Committee on the Judiciary did not pretend to decide the question;

they only suggested it for the consideration of the Senate, themselves

relying on the reserved power to alter, amend, or repeal, contained

in the charter.

Mr. MITCHELL. May I inquire of the Senator what it has to do

with this case, what it was brought in here for, unless some claim

was made based upon it f

Mr. THURMAN. I will tell the Senator what it was brought in

here for. If he had listened to the speech made yesterday he would

have found out what it was brought in here for.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did listen.

Mr. THURMAN. I for one say if the reserved power was stricken

out of this charter our power would be just as ample as it is now.

Mr. MITCHELL. Then where does Congress get it T Does it get

it from an express grant of power or from its inherent sovereignty f

Mr. THURMAN. Where does it get it T H my friend is not suffi

ciently grounded in the fundamental principles of constitutional law

to know that the granting of corporate franchises by an act of legis

lation cannot bind another Congress to let them stand forever, then

I despair of ever putting an idea into his head.

Mr. MITCHELL. Very well.

Mr. THURMAN. The corporate franchises, the whole of them, we

may repeal. Let me put the question at once

Mr. MITCHELL. Allow me to put a question to the Senator right

here. Take the case of a legislative grant of land ; does the Senator

hold that it may be repealed so as to destroy the rights vested under

that grant T

Mr. THURMAN. No.

Mr. MITCHELL. Whyt

Mr. THURMAN. Because there is an express provision of the Con

stitution that prevents that. When Congress has made a legislative

grant of land, the title is vested in the grantee ; it becomes his prop

erty ; and then comes in the provision of the Constitution that private
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property shall not be taken for public use except upon just compen

sation. I say the title would1 be just as good without that, because

no power is delegated to Congress to take away from me my farm or

my house. There is not one lawyer who argued the Dartmouth Col

lege case who pretended for one single moment that if it were not for

the provision in the Federal Constitution that no State should make

any law impairing the obligation of a contract, the act of the New

Hampshire Legislature would not have been perfectly valid. I do

not see fit to go into that. I do not want to do so. I only want to

show my friend from Oregon that if he wishes to express horror at the

ideas that are contained in this report he had better go farther, and

go for the Supreme Court of the United States, who have gone along

way beyond anything that is contained in the report of the Commit

tee on the Judiciary. Let ns see what Judge Strong, delivering the

opinion of the majority of the Supreme Court, said in The Legal-

Tender Cases, 12 Wallace, 549, 550 :

Nor can it be truly asserted that Congress may not, by its action, indirectly im

pair the obligation of contracts, if by the expression be meant rendering contracts

fruitless or partially fruitless.

Mr. MITCHELL. I inquire of the Senator from Ohio if he concurs

in that opinion.

Mr. THURMAN. I am not speaking of my concurrence, I am show

ing you that the Supreme Court of the United States have gone a

great deal further than the Judiciary Committee have gone. I do not

know that I am here to express any opinion about that. They have

rendered a great many decisions that, in my judgment, were wrong,

and it is possible that they were right.

Mr. EATON. They were wrong in that one.

Mr. THURMAN. They have rendered a great many decisions that

my friend from Connecticut would not have delivered, and yet they

may have been right and he may be wrong. At all events, their de

cisions are the law until they are repealed or reversed, and that is

sufficient for me.

Nor can it be truly asserted—

Says the court—

that Congress may not, by its action, indirectly impair the obligation of contracts,

if by the expression be meant rendering contracts fruitless or partially fruitless.

Directly it may be, confessedly, by passing a bankrupt act, embracing pastas well

as future transactions. This is obliterating contracts entirely. So it may relieve

parties from their apparent obligations indirectly in a multitude of ways. It mar

declare war, or, even in peace, pass non-intercourse acts, or direct an em bargo. All

such measures mar and must operate seriously upon existing contracts, and may

not merely hinder but relieve the parties to such contracts entirely from perform-

anoe. It is, then, clear that the powers of Congress may be exerted, though the

effect of such exertion may be in one case to annul and in other cases to impair tho

obligation of contracts. And it is no sufficient answer to this to say it is true only

when the powers exerted were expressly granted. There is no ground for any such

distinction. It has no warrant in the Constitution or in anv of the decisions of this

court. We are accustomed to speak for mere convenience of the express and im

plied powers conferred upon Congress. But in fact the auxiliary powers, those

necessary and appropiiate to. the execution of other powers singly described, are

as expressly given as is the power to declare war or to establish uniform laws on

the subject of bankruptcy. They are not catalogued, no list of them is made, but

they are grouped in the IaBt cau<*e of section 8 ot the first article, and granted in

the same words in which all other powers are granted to Congress. And this court

bag recognized no such distinction as is now attempted. An embargo suspends

many contracts and renders performance of others impossible, yet the power to

enforce it has been declared constitutional. The power to enact a law directingan

embargo is one of the auxiliary powers, existing only because appropriate in time

of peace to regulate commerce or appropriate to carrying on war. Though notcon-

feri-ed as a substantive power, it has nut been thought to be in conflict with tbe
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Constitution, becanse it impairs indirectly the obligation of contracts. That dis

covery calls for a new reading of the Constitution.

If, then, tho legal-tender acts were justly chargeable with Impairing contract

obligations, they would not, for that reason, be forbidden.

Now, my friend must quarrel with the Supreme Court of the United

States, and settle the question with them before he undertakes to

rebnke the Committee on the Jndiciary for merely suggesting the

question, and much more when the Jndiciary Committee have ex-

Slained that the power to alter, amend, or repeal a charter is a wholly

ifferent question from the power, where there is no constitutional

provision, to impair a contract between A B and C D.

One word more. The Senator from Oregon undertook to be face

tious over that provision in the Jndiciary Committee bill that relates

to the 75 per cent., and thought that the committee had fallen into

a very singular error in that—the error, as I understood him, of ap

parently deducting twice the interest on the first-mortgage bond of

the companies. There is nothing at all in that. It is simply becanse

the Senator does not understand the bill. The first section of the bill

does anthorize the deduction of the interest on the first-mortgage

bonds before the computation of the 5 per cent, begins. That is for

the reason stated in the report—a reasonable adjustment of the dif

ference between the Government and the companies. Then comes

the fifth section, which is that if 75 per cent, of the net earnings of

the companies shall not be sufficient to pay the interest on the first-

mortgage bonds—for they are also referred to in that fifth section ;

they are all, as the Senator himself truly stated, obligations whose

lien is prior to that of the Government—if 75 per cent, of the net earn

ings is not sufficient to pay the interest on the debt, then the Secre

tary of the Treasury, upon being satisfied of that fact, may make an

abatement of the amount which the companies are required by this

bill to pay into the sinking fund.

Mr. MITCHELL. Just there

Mr. THURMAN. Do not stop mo till I explain.

Mr. MITCHELL. You stopped me a great many times.

Mr. THURMAN. Let us see if that was not a necessary provision.

Suppose that in any given year there should be no net earnings at all,

there would then be no computation of 5 per cent., and it might be

that there would not be a sufficient amount of earnings to pay the

interest on the first-mortgage bonds; it might be that after deduct

ing the operating expenses the residue would not be sufficient to pay

the interest on the first-mortgage bonds. Such a thing as that might

well be in some given year. It is the case now with a large majority

of the railroad companies in the United States, and it might be with

one of these companies. If this fifth section were not in the bill in

that very case the Union Pacific would be required to pay still in that

very year $850,000 into the sinking fund, and the Central Pacific

$1,200,000 ; and if they did not do it their charters would be forfeited.

\Vas it not then a necessary provision f Was it not a wise provision t

It was a wise provision to put in there for their safety in case sndden

t'al amity should befall them, so that 75 per cent, of their net earnings

in any year would not suffice to pay the interest on the first-mortgage

bonds.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the Senator allow me now a monent t

Mr. THURMAN. Certainly.

Mr. MITCHELL. I confess I am more surprised than ever, now

that the Senator from Ohio has admitted that the construction to be

placed on the fifth section is just what I contended was the legiti
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mate construction ; namely, that the] obligations referred to in that

section, and designated as obligations whose lien is paramount to

that of the United States, are the same obligations referred to in the

first section , namely, the first-mortgage bonds of the companies. Now,

Mr. President, see the absurdity of the provisions of the fifth sec

tion. The Judiciary Committee provide that there shall be no net

earnings whatever until the interesfon the first-mortgage bonds is

paid. That is provided in the first section ; and then in the fifth sec

tion they say that if 75 per cent, of the net earnings is not sufficient

to pay the interest on these very same obligations then there shall be

a deduction made by the Secretary of the Treasury from the 25 per

cent, net earnings which the companies, under the Judiciary Commit

tee bill, are to pay into the Treasury of the United States. Mr. Pres

ident, the provisions of this bill are a monstrosity. There is neither

law nor logic upon which they can find a resting-place, and I have

nothing to take back but much to add, had I the time, to my criti

cisms upon those provisions.

Mr. TELLER. Mr. President -

Mr. HOAR. I desired before the Senator from Oregon left the floor

to put a question to him in regard to his view upon this matter, and

I hope the Senator from Colorado will permit me to do it now.

Mr. TELLEE. I yield for that purpose.

Mr. HOAR. I desire to inquire of the Senator from Oregon, as I did

of the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] the other day, whether

he means seriously to deny as a power of Government, without any

regard to the question of impairing or affecting contracts, to Con

gress the right to enact that the public corporations which it has itself

created for public purposes shall protect themselves from insolvency

by setting apart a portion of their earnings in a sinking fnnd to

secure their creditors instead of dividing them in dividends among

the stockholders f In other words, without any regard to any reser

vation in the charter, cannot the Congress of the United States con

stitutionally require that the national banks should devote a certain

portion of their profits as a reserve, or keep on hand a certain quan

tity of specie, or should establish a sinking fund of a certain char

acter for the purpose of security to their biS-holders!

Now, as I understand it, the proposition of the Judiciary Commit

tee is nothing more nor less than that. It does not devote this sink

ing fund to the payment of the Government loan; it does not pay a

dollar of the Government indebtedness before it is due, taking the

claim of the railroad companies as to the time when that indebted

ness falls due to be sound and correct; but it simply enacts that a

company created for this great public purpose, to wit, themaintenance

of the railroad connection between the two seas, (a purpose which

must fail when the solvenoy of these companies ceases,) shall be re

quired to keep up its solvency in the future. Has not Congress power

to do that by enacting that instead of dividing all their earnings they

shall set apart a portion of them as a sinking fund to meet this vast

fntnre obligation I

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not know that the Senator from Massachu

setts had any special right to ask me a question after I had finished

my speech and sat down. At the same time I waive that and will

answer in a word. The Senator asks me whether I deny the power

on the part of Congress to provide for a sinking fund to meet this

indebtedness when it is due; or rather he puts an abstract case. I

do not deny that in the case of a corporation chartered by authority

of the General Government, where there are no restrictions in the
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charter itself or in the terms of the contract that has been made in

pursuance of the terms of the charter, Congress would have abundant

and ample power to provide for a sinking fund and to exercise con

trol over the earnings of the company so as to preserve the rights of

the Government and protect its claims as against the company; but

the difficulty is that in my jndgment that is not this case. That is

where the difficulty comes in. -My understanding of this case is that

a contract has been entered into by virtue of the provisions of this

charter, that the terms of that contract are specific, and that those

very terms exclnde the idea of any reserved power in Congress to do

anything different.

Mr. HOAR. Where is there any contract on that subject f That

is what I have sought; and I listened to the Senator's speech in vain

to find. Congress undoubtedly contracted at what time and on what

terms the Government debt shall be paid; that it may be conceded

Congress ought not to attempt to alter; but my question is where is

there any contract that this corporation shall not prepare itself in a

particular mode to be able to pay the debt which is to fall due in

1900, or about that time.

Mr. W1NDOM. I rise to a point of order. Has not the Senator from

Oregon conclnded the speech which he commenced at one o'clockf

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Chair supposed he had.

Mr. WINDOM. Then is not the appropriation bill before the Sen

ate by agreement f

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Chair has recognized the Senator

from Colorado.

Mr. TELLER. I took the floor to speak on the railroad bill. I. do

not desire to speak upon it to-night if it is understood that I have the

floor for to-morrow.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. Then, by the order of the Senate, House

bill No. 3102 is before the Senate.

Mr. THURMAN. It is understood the railroad bill is laid aside

-only informally.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. That is the understanding.

March 21, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. Upon this bill the Senator from Colo

rado [Mr. Teller] is entitled to the floor.

Mr. WINDOM. I ask that immediately after the conclusion of the

remarks of the Senator from Colorado the Senate proceed to consider

the appropriation bill which was under consideration yesterday.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. To this the Chair hears no objection.

Mr. TELLER. Mr. President, it seems to me that the matter sub
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mitted to the Senate by the respective bills of the Judiciary Com

mittee and the Railroad Committee presents two important proposi

tions. One may be considered a legal proposition and the other a

business proposition. I propose this morning, in the brief time that

I shall detain the Senate, to speak upon the legal proposition only.

8enate bill No. 15 was reported by the Judiciary Committee not as

an original bill, but as an amendment to the act of 1862 and the act

of 1864, and is entitled "An act to alter and amend," &c.

With the bill the committee submit a report, apparently with a

twofold object.

First. To show that the railroad companies mentioned in the bill

are able to comply with the conditions sought to be enforced.

Secondly. To prove the power of Congress to pass the bill.

With the question of the ability of the companies to comply with

the demands in the bill I shall have nothing to say, as I am not suf

ficiently advised to express an opinion on that subject. The Supreme

Court of the United States, as well as the various State courts, have

so frequently declared that an act creating a corporation was a con

tract between the State and the corporation, that it is not necessary

to cite authorities on that point.

To determine, then, what the contract is between the Government

and the railroad corporations, we must examine the act of 1862 and

the act of 1864. These two acts having the same object must be con

sidered together as one act in determining what the terms and condi

tions of the contract are, and what obligation the Government is

under to respect the contract it has made.

(Presscott vs. Railroad Company, 16 Wall., 603.)

It is conceded by the friends of this bill that the acts of 1862 and 1864

create a contract; but it is said that Congress may now change that

contract without the consent of the corporation : first, because the

General Government may impair the obligation by virtue of its sov

ereignty or repeal any act of a former Congress and, secondly, because

the power to alter, amend, and repeal the statute creating the cor

poration was reserved to Congress.

It is said that the constitntional prohibition touching the obliga

tions of contracts is not binding on Congress, because it was expressly

confined to the States.

This is true if the right to impair the obligation of a contract is

an attribute of sovereignty, requisite and essential to the exercise of

sovereign power on the part of the General Government. But if it

is not essential to the exercise of sovereign power, it may be well

doubted whether the General Government possesses such power.

If the power resided in the State, and the State surrendered it to

the General Government, its exercise cannot be questioned. But was

it surrendered to the General Government f Was the prohibition any

thing more than an agreement on the part of the States to forbear to

exercise this power t Where does the General Government derive its

power to impair the obligation of a contract f Not by grant from the

States ; not by necessary implication, on account of the refusal of the

States to exercise it ; not because it is necessary to the exercise of

any of the powers conferred on the General Government, directly or

by implication. All the things prohibited to the States are allowed

to Congress if the things prohibited come within the purview of the

express or implied powers granted. (Metropolitan Bank vs. Van Dyke,

27 *N. Y. R., 418.)

This power to impair the obligation of a contract is not among the

enumerated powers.
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In the same section in which the States are prohibited from im

pairing the obligations of a contract, they are also prohibited from

making treaties, coining money, emitting bills of credit, or granting

letters of marque and reprisal. All of these are among the enume

rated powers of Congress, and all of these are necessary to the exist

ence of sovereign power.

If the prohibition to the States of itself alone implies that power,

it were useless to enumerate powers so necessary to the existence of

a nation.

I will admit that the prohibition to the States to exercise any

powers that may be necessary and essential to the maintenance of

the Government and to the carrying out of the great purpose of its

creation must be held to confer that power on the General Govern

ment, as such power must reside somewhere.

The right to impair the obligation of a contract means, when put in

the language of a layman, the right to take the property of the indi

vidual and appropriate it by the State. It is the taking of property

without compensation ; and although it may be taken with the decla

ration that it is taken for the good of the many, yet it is not less ob

jectionable to the owner on that account. The exercise of the power

to impair the obligation of a contract is not less repugnant to our ideas

of justice when exercised by the General Government than when ex

ercised by a State.

The Constitution declares in express terms that private property

cannot be taken for public use, without just compensation. The tak

ing of private property for public use is an exercise of power com

mon to all nations. The States were not willing to allow the exercise

of this power, so essential to the carrying on of a Government, unless

it was with the express stipulation that just compensation should be

so made. The Supreme Court of the United States has declared that

this referred to the right of eminent domain only. The right of

eminent domain was not surrendered by the States and it still resides

in the States. (Barron r*. Mayor of Baltimore, 7 Peters, 243-7.)

Again, it is declared in the Constitution that no person shall be de

prived of his property " without due process of law." This provision

nf the Constitution has been so often commented on by the courts

that its meaning is not in doubt.

I do not contend that either of these prohibitions last referred to

in terms denies to the General Government the right to impair the ob

ligations of contracts, but I deny that such power was ever conferred

on Jhe General Government, and the exercise of that power is incon

sistent with the rules of natural justice recognized in these consti

tutional restrictions; and it is not possible to suppose that it was

intended to concede to the General Government power in all respects

as repugnant to natural justice as those prohibited and which could

not be necessary to exercise to discharge any functions of govern

ment.

Not an acre of land belonging to these companies can be taken for

public use without just compensation ; yet it is said we may arbitra

rily change tie contract between them and the Government and de

stroy more property than the value of all the lands these companies

own, and the power to do such gross injustice is one derived by impli

cation only.

That there are property rights in this contract between the Govern

ment and these corporations will not be denied. If we change the

contract so as to reduce the value of such propertv rights, wehave,

within the very letter of the Uw. impaired the .obligation of the con
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tract and have deprived these companies of their property without

due process of law.

It is a power not safe to intrust to any hody of men. A govern

ment that claims the right to take the citizens' property nnder a plea

of public good, without just compensation, will not be wanting in ex

cuse for such proceedings ; and in the language of Madison,

It will be Been, too, that one legislative interference is but the first link in ft long

chain of repetitions, every subsequent interference being naturally produced by

the effects of the preceding.—Federalist, No. 44.

Can it then be said that the refusal of the State to exercise that

power conferred it on Congress ?

It was not understood at the time of the proposing of this amend

ment against impairing the obligation of contracts (1789) that the

power denied to the States would be claimed by Congress, and James

Madison, in the Federalist, speaking of the prohibition used the fol

lowing language :

Bills of attainder, ex portfacto laws, and laws impairing the obligation of con

tracts are contrary to the first principles of the social compact and to every prin

ciple of sound legislation.

The two former are expressly prohibited by the declarations prefixed to some of

the State constitutions, and all of them are prohibited by the spirit and scope of

tbeir fundamental character.

Our own experience has taught us, nevertheless, that additional fences against

these dangers ought not to be omitted. Very properly, therefore, have the conven

tion added this constitutional bulwark in favor of personal security and private

rights. The sober people of America are weary of the fluctuating policy whioh

has directed the public councils. They have seen with regret and indignation that

sudden changes and legislative interferences in cases affecting personal rights be

came jobs in the hands of enterprising and influential speculators and snares to

the more industrious and less informed part of the community. They have seen,

too, that one legislative interference is but the first link in a long chain of repeti

tions, every subsequent interference being naturally provoked by the effects of the

preceding. They very rightly infer, therefore, that some thorough reform is want

ing,which will banish speculations on public measures, inspire a general prudence

and industry, and give a regular course to thebusiness of society.—Federalist, No. 44.

It is true Madison was here speaking of limitation on the States,

but the objections urged against the exercise of that power by States

applies equally against its exercise by the General Government.

It was contended, in a case that came before the Supreme Court of

the United States in 1810, that the provision touching the impairing

of the obligation of a contract did not apply to the action of a State

in impairing its own contract ; that it only prohibited the State from

passing laws to impair contracts between individuals. The court, by

C hief-Justice Marshall, said :

"What motive then for implying, in words which import a general prohibition to

impair the obligation of contracts, an exception in favor of the right to impair the

obligation of those contracts into which the State may enter.—FUtclter vs. Peek, 6

Craneh, 138.

Applying that reasoning to this case, why now insist the States shall

not authorize the impairing of the obligation of contracts, and shall

not do it when it is a party to the contract, (because such impairing

of the obligation of contracts is contrary to natural justice,) yet im

plying an authority on the part of the General Government to do this

same thing? Is it less objectionable when exercised by the General

Government than when exercised by the States !

The Supreme Court of the United States (1815) declared that the

exercise of such power by a legislative body was contrary to the

principles of natural justice.

In the case of Tenett et. al. vs. Taylor et. ah, 9 Craneh, pages 50 and

51, the court lays down the rule that should goveru a legislative body

with reference to legislative contracts.

8 PA
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The act in question was passed before the adoption of the consti-

tional prohibition against the impairing of contracts. The act, hav

ing passed before the adoption of the Constitution, could not be held

void under it if it was legal at the time of its adoption. The reason

ing of the court in that case will apply to this. The court says :

If the Legislature possessed the anthority to make sach a grant and confirmation,

it is very clear to our minds that it vested an indefeasible and irrevocable title.

We have no knowledge of any anthority or principle which could support the doc

trine that a legislative grant is revocable in its own nature and held only durante

bene placito. buch a doctrine would uproot the very foundations of almost all the

land titles in Virginia, and is utterly inconsistent* with a great and fundamental

principle of a republican government, the right of the citizens to the free enjoyment

of their property legally acquired.

A private corporation created by the Legislature may lose its franchises by amis-

user or a non-user of them ; and they may be resumed by the Government under a

jndicial jndgment upon a quo warranto to ascertain and enforce the forfeiture.

Tnis is the common law of the land and is a tacit condition annexed to the crea

tion of every such corporation.

Upon a change of government, too. it may be admitted that such exclusive priv

ileges attached to a privatecorpoi at ion as are inconsistent with the new government

may be abolished. In respect also to public corporations which exist only forpublic

Surposes, such as counties, towns, cities, &.c., the Legislature may, under proper

nutations, have a right to change, modify, enlarge, or rewtrain them, securing,

however, the property for the uses of those for whom and at whose expense it was

originally purchased. But that the Legislature can repeal statutes creating private

corporations or confirming to them property already acquired under the faith of

previous laws, and by such repeal can vest the property of such corporations ex

clusively in the State or dispose of the some to such purposes as they may please,

without the consent or defanlt of the corporators, we are not prepared to admit ;

and we think ourselves standing upon the principles of natural justice, upon the

fundamental laws of every free government, upon the spirit and letter of the Con

stitution of the United States, and upon the decisions of most respectable jndicial

tribunals in resisting such a doctrine.

The SupremeCourt of the United States said nearly fifty years ago—

That a government can scarcely be deemed free where the rights of private prop

erty are left solely dependent upon the will of a legislative body without any re

straint. The fundamental maxims of a free government seem to require that the

rights of personal liberty and private property should be held sacred.

Again the court says :

The people ought not to be presumed to part with rights so vital to their secur

ity and well-being without very strong and direct expressions of such an intention.—

nUkinson vs. Leland et al, 2 Piters, 657.

And the court further declared that the power now contended re

sides in Congress to be repugnant to the common principles of justice

and civil liberty. (Wilkinson r». Leland, 2 Peters, 657.)

The Supreme Court in a recent case, speaking of the limitation on

Legislatures with reference to the rights of property, used the fol

lowing language :

It must be conceded that there arc such rights in every free government beyond

the control of the state. A government which recognized no such rights, which

held the lives, the liberty, and the property of its citizens subject at all times to

theabsolute disposition and unlimited control of even the most democratic deposi

tory of power, isaftcrall but a despotism. It is true it Is a despotism of the many—

of the majority, if you choose to call it so—but it is none the less a despotism. * It

may well be doubted if a man is to hold all that he is accustomed to call his own,

all in which he has placed his happiness, and the security of which is essential to

that happiness, under the unlimited dominion of others, whether it is not wiser

that this power should bo exercised by one man than by many.

The theory of our Government. State and national, is opposed to the deposit of un

limited power anywhere. The executive, the legislative, and the jndicial branches

of these governments are all of limited and defined powers. There are limitations

on such power which grow out of the essential nature of all free governments, im

plied reservations of individual rights without which the social compact could not

exist and which are respected by all governments entitled to the name.—Loan.

Association vs. Topeka, 20 Wall., CG2,
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The claim now made that Congress may impair the obligation of

contracts because there' is no prohibition in the Constitution was, I

believe, first made in this body in connection with these corporations.

I do not remember to have heard of such a claim here nntil since the

railroad legislation has been before Congress. It is sought to justify

it on the grounds of the vast amount of money that will be due the

Government when the secon 1 mortgage now held by the Government

on the road shall mature.

In determining the power of the Government to pursue a certain

course, it is immaterial what the amount involved may be, and the

exercise by Congress of a power clearly not given it by the Constitu

tion, so utterly repugnant to the American ideas of a government of

law, cannot be justified on the ground that the Government may be

the loser in dollars and cents if this doubtful and dangerous power is

not exercised.

Such claims of unlimited power of such a character on the part of

Congress ought not to be heard in the Senate of the United States

without calling out a vigorous protest against it, and it ought not to

be less vigorous because the exercise of such power is proposed against

the rights of two companies against which*great prejudice exists.

An illegal attack on the least reputable citizen is not less culpable

than it would be if made on the best, and if such an attack is made on

the rights of those who are laboring under prejudices and in disre

pute among the people, it is more likely to succeed than if made

against the rights of those who are enjoying popular favor; but the

wrong? perpetrated is alike in its consequences in either case. Neither

should the cry of public good to be accomplished or of public rights

to be secured be an inducement to Congress to exercise power of a

doubtful character except in cases of national peril.

There never was a violation of constitutional law or individual

rights by legislative action that did not find its excuse in the cry that

the public good demanded it. This has been the plea of despots and

the excuse of tyrants for the exercise of despotic and tyrannical power,

and it is as dangerous when heard in the Halls of the Congress of the

United States as when uttered by a kingly despot.

Public and private rights will be safe only when executive, legis

lative, and judicial conduct shallbe governed by the strict rules of law.

Tho impairing of contracts is not the exercise of sovereign power;

is not necessary either to the securing of wealth to the nation or happi

ness to the people, and is allowed by no code of morals. The exercise

of this power by a Government in its dealings with its own people or

with other nations would render its name a by-word and reproaeh

among the nations of the earth; it would deserve and receive the

execration of all peoples governed by the principle of natural justice.

While the committee that reported this bill contended for an un

limited power on the part of the General Government over corpora

tions of its creation and corporations to which it has given its aid,

yet it is said that it is not necessary to the power of Congress over

this subject that such should bo the law, as the committee finds in

section 18 of the act of 1862 and section 22 of the act of 18(i4 ample

power to alter, amend, or repeal these acts. It is said by the com

mittee in the report submitted with the bill—

That the provision of the two acts are so inseparably interwoven that they

»honlu be considered aB hi pari materia—constituting, for' the purpose of interpre

tation, one act

This I believe, as before stated, is correct, and I so understand the

Supreme Court of the Uuited States to hold in Prescott r». The Kan

sas Pacific Railway Company, ltj Wallace, page GO:!.
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If this is so, then section 18 of the act of 1862 and section 22 of the

act of 1864 must be considered together. Section 18 of the act of

1862 is as follows:

That whenever It appears that the net earning* of the entire road and tele

graph, including the amount allowed for services rendered for the United States,

after doducting all expenditures, including repairs and the furnishing, running,

and managing of said road, Bhall exceed 10 per oent. upon its cost, exclusive of the

5 per cent, to l>e paid to the United States, Congress may reduce the rates of fare

thereon, if unreasonable in amount, and may fix and establish the same by law.

And the better to accomplish the object of this act, namely, to promote the public

interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad' and telegraph line, and

keeping the same in working order, and to secure to the Government at all times

(but particularly in time of war) the use and benefits of the same for postal, mili

tary, and other purposes, Congress may, at any time, having due regard for the

rights of said companies named herein, add to, alter, amend, or repeal this act.

The twenty-second section of the act of 1864 in as follows :

That Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal this act.

If the two acts are to be taken together for purpose of interpreta

tion, there is no difference between section 18 and section 22, and the

power to alter, amend, or repeal reserved in section 22 must be con

sidered with the same restriction put on the power in section 18. If

this is the last expression of the legislative will, the legislative will

must bo determined as well by the act of 1862 as the act of 1864.

Section 18 is not repealed either in words or by implication. Some

portions of the act of 1862 are expressly repealed, as a portion of

section 17 and other parts are amended, by striking out : others by

striking out and inserting. If section 22 in the act of 1&64 ha^l not

been inserted, the power of Congress would be the same that it now

is, on the subject, derived from section 18 of the act of 1862 and con

trolled by the condition therein imposed, on which Congress might

alter, amend, or repeal this act. That is, the betterto accomplish the

object of this aot, namely, to promote the public interest by construc

tion of the road, &c, Congress declared under what circumstances it

would interfere and gave an assurance that, if it was compelled to in

terfere on account of default of the companies and the failure to

secure through these companies the object of the act, it would so in

terfere haviug due regard for the right of said companies. I do not

think the words " having due regard to the rights of said companies "

in any wise change the legal effect of the provision. Congress could

not alter, amend, or repeal the acts without having due regard for

the rights of the companies, unless, as it is now claimed, Congress is

not controlled by want of power or restricted by principles of natural

justice from impairing the obligations of contracts when the majority

may. nuder excitemeut, prejudice, or a mistaken idea of duty, see fit

so to do.

These companies have built their railroads as required in this act,

have furnished the Government all the benefits it was to receive, and

not being in default, it is now proposed to materially change the con

tract and compel these companies to assume burdens that were not

contemplated at the time of the passage of the acts of 1862 and 1864.

And if these companies shall believe that the Congress of the United

States lacks the power to make a change in these contracts under

which they built these railroads and shall resist such attempt and

shall persist in it for six months, they shall forfeit all rights, privi

leges, grants, and franchises derived or obtained from the United

States, aud such forfeiture shall be judicially enforced.

The bill is harsh in its character, and does"not proceed on the prin

ciple expressed in section l-*, of having doe regard for the interest of

the companies. It is said that the companies are now able to pay the
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interest on the debt, tbat is a paramount lien to that of the United

States, and pay interest on its income bonds, land-grant bonds, sink-

iug-fund bonds, as well as provide the amount proposed to be set apart

as a sinking fund. And it is provided in this bill that if by reason

of the falling oft' of the business it shall be found that the 75 per

cent, of the net earnings, as in the bill defined, shall not be sufficient

to pay the interest on the paramount lien, the Secretary of the Treas

ury may remit so much of the 25 per cent, as is necessary to pay inter

est on the paramount lien, which on the part of the Union Pacific

Railroad Company amounts to $27,237,000 ; all other indebtedness of

this company is reported by the Judiciary Committee to be, exclusive

of the Government debt, $24,053,000, which is bearing interest, and

the most of it at 8 per cent. The committee say wo may lay out of

view the land-grant bonds, amounting to about $7,500 000, because the

land granted to the companies will pay that debt. This will still

leave about $16,500,000 of interest-bearing debts to be paid.

No provision is made in the bill in case the receipts of the compa

nies should so decrease that the interest on these debts cannot be

paid.

It is then the arowed object of this bill, if it is necessary so to do

to secure the amount provided for in this bill as a sinking fund, to

take every dollar of net earnings, (as such earnings are denned in the

bill,) except so much as may be necessary to pay interest on the first-

mortgage bonds. These great companies must be managed, their

business carried on, their debts paid ; yet under certain contingencies

the Government might absorb all the net earnings except what is

necessary to pay the interest on the first-mortgage bonds, and the

stockholders for their care and attention receiving nothing at all.

Who believes, with this interpretation of the law, the roads would

ever have been built f It is said there is no danger that the compa

nies cannot pay all their interest and reduce their debt. This may

be the case now, but when the Northern Pacific, Texas Pacific, and

Canadian Railroads shall have stretched their lines to the Pacific

Ocean, does any one suppose the present condition of these companies

is any guidance of what their condition will then bet Have these

companies made default in their contracts in any particular? Why

then adopt a policy toward them that may and in all probability

will at no distant day greatly embarrass them in their management

and care of their property t

The inconsistency of the provisions of the fifth section, when con

sidered in connection with the first section, has been fully exposed

by the honorable Senator from Oregon. But the purpose and object

of this bill is shown by the provision in section 5, that is, that all of

the earnings of the companies not required to pay interest on its

first-mortgage bonds and operating expenses shall be taken by the

Government. Section 5 is meaningless in this bill except as it shows

the intent of the advocates of the bill on this point.

But the inconsistency of section 5 with the provisions of section 1

is not greater than the inconsistency of the advocates of the bill that

Congress has the power to change the contract, that the contract

ought to be changed, yet that the bill does not change it. It is

claimed a new rule is made for determining what the 5 per cent,

due the Government is under the original act, but that that does not

change the old rule. It is also said by more than one advocate of

the bill, as I understand, that the proposed legislation does not make

a debt due in twenty years and upward due now. It only makes

the companies hoard its earnings in the power of the Government, to
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hold the earnings of the companies until the Government debt is due,

and that it is no payment until the maturity of the debt.

The subtlety of that reasoning is too great for the average mind.

I confess that I am unable to see the legal difference in the proposi

tion than it would be if the Government demanded the present worth

of its debt, computing its interest of 5 per cent. What would we

say to a law that anthorized the holders of a note due in ten years to

demand of the maker the deposit with him of a sufficient sum of

money to pay the debt at the maturity of the note f The principle is

not different, whether he demand it all at once or year by year.

Disguise it as we may, the attempt is made to make the companies

pay in part a debt that is not due, to change a debt due at the end of

thirty years into one payment in half-yearly installments. Can that

be done and not destroy vested rights of the companies f And does

the claim of the -Government to do this find support in any prin

ciple declared in any of the cases cited by the advocates of this bill,

not even excepting the legal-tender cases f I think not.

It is not a modiheation of charter rights, within any rule laid down

by the Supreme Court ; it is a simple attempt to change a contract

made at the time of the granting the corporate power to one com

pany, but entirely distinct from the corporate franchises or powers,

and in the case of the other companies a contract made with a cor

poration not the creation of Congress at all.

As to the Central Pacific, then, it is a plain case of a change of

contract, in no wise connected either in its character or by the terms

of its creation with the charter of the company.

It is admitted by a distinguished Senator who has spoken on this

subject that the companies have furnished all the facilities to the

Government for transportation, &c., that they agreed to ; but he

says, " unless there is some provision for the payment of the debt

due the Government, the Government will be in danger of losing an

essential benefit contemplated by the act." If by this it is meant

that the Government might lose its debt, the proposition may be cor

rect, but if it is meant, as I suppose it is by what follows, the use of

the road to the Government might be lost to the Government, I do

not see the force of the statement. In connection with this he says:

When the honds mature the companies would, to say the least, be in danger of

insolvency, and the future use of their respective roads for Government purposes

put in jeopardy.

How would the insolvency of the companies put the use of the

roads by the Government in jeopardy f If the road is sold on the first-

mortgage bonds, income bonds, or any other debt, it is sold subject to

the rights of the Government ; no purchaser can take it stripped of

that burden. Its franchise cannot be surrendered or extinguished,

except with the Government consent.

That it is to be used for the benefit of the Government in transpor

tation of mails and troops, is so firmly interwoven into the web and

woof of the chartere, that the right to so use it can be taken away

only by Government consent. Its term of existence continues with

that of the Government. The Government may by its insolvency lose

its debt, and nothing more can be lost. This claim that the benefits

of the act will be lost to the Government if the debt is, then, is not

well founded in law and fact. Is it not the excuse set up to satisfy

the legislative conscience for such an unusual exercise of power f

The committee say if there was doubt about the power of Congress

when the former report was made, it has been entirely removed by the

subsequent decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, and
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■cite a number of cases in 4 Otto. The first case cited is the case of

Munn vs. 111. That case only determines that when private property

is devoted to public use it is subject to public regulations. (See Munn

• *. 111., page 138.)

It follows the rule laid down by Lord Hale, that when private prop

erty is affected with public interest, it ceases so far as that interest is

concerned to be private property, and becomes liable to be regulated

with reference to that public use to which the owner has dedicated

it. The rule is not new nor strange in the English courts.

In the case of Chicago, Burlington and Quincey Railroad Company

r». Iowa, referred to by the committee, the court decided the case ou

the same principle as Munn vs. 111. In the case of Peik vs. Chicago,

&c, Railway Company, the court says :

When property has been clothed with a pnblic interest, the Legislature may fix

the limits to that which shall in law be reasonable for its use.—4 Otto, 178.

The other cases cited by the committee in its report were decided

on the same ground. And if the attempt was now made in the bill

reported by the Judiciary Committee to regulate the rates of freight

or passenger fares, or any other thing that was directly connected

with its use by the public as a railroad, then the authorities cited

would bear on the snbject ; but nothing of that kind is attempted in

the bill. It is simply an attempt to collect a debt, and it may be said

it is a new way to collect not an old debt, but a debt not yet due.

A consideration of the cases cited from 4 Otto will convince any one

who will examine them with care that no principle is there established

that can be invoked in aid of this bill. On the contrary, the care

taken by the court to expressly state the ground on which these stat

utes, all in character alike, were sustained make these cases authority

against the exercise of the power in the way now proposed.

In the case of Munn vs. 111., page 126, the court says:

TVTien, therefore, one devotes his property to a use in which the pnblic has an

interest, he in effect grants to the public au'interest iu that use, and must submit

to be controlled by the public for the common good, to the extent of the interest

he has created.

He may withdraw his grant by discontinuing its use, but so long as he maintains

the use, he must submit to that control.

This may apply to the use of the railroad and its appurtenances, but how can it

be said to apply to a debt not yet due and now proposed to be legislated to be due .'

The case of Chicago, &c, Railway Company vi. Iowa was decided,

as declared by the conrt,on the principle laid down in the case of Munn

rs. Illinois ; yet in the courso of reasoning the court says, on page 162 :

It was within the power of the company to call on the Legislature to fix perma

nently the limit [of charges] and make it a'part of the charter." and, if it was refused,

to abstain from building the road. If that had been clone, tho charter might have

presented a contract against future legislative interference.

Not one of the cases cited by the committee in the report submitted

sustains the principle here sought to be applied, neither does the case

of Shields vs. Ohio. All of these cases, as before said, stripped of all

unnecessary words, determine only that property that by consent of

its owner is clothed with a public interest, because of its public use,

ceases to be private property only, and is subject to regulation in

the interest of the public, to whose use the owner has devoted it.

If it be an elevator, designed to be used by the publio for tho

convenience of the public aud the gain of its owner, the rates of stor

age, t&c, may be fixed by law, if the owner is not reasonable in his

charges.

If it be a railroad, carrying passengers and freight for the conven

ience and benefit of the public and gain to its owner, the public has
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Mich an interest in its use that it ceases to be private property only, and

is subject to public regulation with reference to such use and such use

only; and it is immaterial whether the owner is an individual, a cor

poration, or an association of individuals : it is the character of the

property and the business to which the owner devotes it, and not the

character of the owner, that determines whether it is subject to public

regulation or not.

This is all the cases referred to have decided, and I submit these

cases go the extreme verge of the law governing that kind of prop

erty, and it may be well doubted whether a less liberal policy toward

the public would not in the end have been subservient to the public

good.

There is danger that the Legislatures of the land, State and na

tional, may yield to the claims so recently made and that yet sound

so strangely in onr ears, that the owners of property have not the

right to use it as they see fit so long as their use is not injurious to

others.

We cannot but view with alarm the tendency of the times to de

mand legislative control over interests that, until recently, have been

regarded as purely private in their character. Day by day, as a na

tion, we appear to depart further and further from the fundamental

ideas of government laid down by the founders of our system of gov

ernment. Every stop in the wrong direction makes it easy to take

another. The precedents that do not quite cover the point in hand

will be made by ingenuity of reasoning to do so. Thus one error

makes way for many more to follow. If an illustration of the truth

of this is needed, it can be found in application of the case of the

legal-tender cases to the principle on which the legislation on this

liill is proposed. A case that at the most received only a bare ma

jority of the court, a case that was declared to have decided on the

exercise of the extraordinary powers of Congress, called into exercise

by the emergency of a great civil war and falling within the rule I

have mentioned—that is, that it may be proper to exercise doubtful

powers in case of national peril—is now cited to justify Congress to

exercise a power of doubtful character in a matter involving only a

question of dollars and cents.

The honorable Senator from Ohio says that is the decision of the Su

preme Court, and that is enough for him.' The decision of the Supreme

Court may prevent Congress from exercising doubtful powers, but

it cannot be a justification for the exercise of a power that Congress

might well think was not warranted by law.

It is said that the words " to alter, amend, and repeal" are in them

selves sufficient to justify the proposed legislation. There must be

some limit to the meaning of the words " alter, amend, and repeal."

The Supreme Court has so held in the case of Holyoke Co. vs. Lyman,

15 Wallace, 522, and declare that such subsequent legislation must

not impair vested rights.

The court, in Miller vs. The State, 15 Wallace, 498, in denning what

the power was under such reservation, say "almost any change may

be made in furtherance of the object of the grant." In furtherance of

the object of the grant is a subject concerning which the public has

an interest as wellas the corporation.

But, as before stated, this is not a proposition to change the acts in

furtherance of the grant. Whether the money be paid or lost in no

wise affects the use of the property by the Government or the public.

The principle to be applied in the passage of the bill is not different

from what it would be if the proposition was to compel the compa
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nies to create a sinking fund for the payment of first-mortgage bonds,

or any other debt of the companies. If the principal object is to col

lect the Government mortgage let us at once declare the Government

debt is the first-mortgage debt and the first to be paid.

The rights of the first-mortgage bondholders to have immunity from

the destruction of their property is not greater than the rights of the

stockholders and other bondholders. If the income bondholder and

sinking-fund bondholder took the bonds with the notice that the

Government might change its contract so as to make the bonds

worthless, the first-mortgage bondholder most have had the same

notice.

It is easy by taking a few sentences here and a few there from'the

opinions of courts, to support the declaration so broadly made that

the reserved power is practically without limit. Yet I believe no

case, when carefully considered, will be found to support such a

theory. The Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Hol-

yoke Company re. Eyman, 15 Wallace, 500, and Miller vs. The State, 15

Wallace, 498, declared there was a limit to the power. So said the

supreme court of Massachusetts in 13 Gray, 239.

The case of Tomlinson vs. Jessnp, 15 Wallace, has been cited as sup

porting the doctrine of unlimited power over the charter of a corpo

ration. This claim cannot be supported. The controversy in that

case grew out of an attempt to tax the property of a railway com

pany contrary, as it was asserted, to the provisions of its charter, and

was decided on other and different principles.

A question of similar character was presented to the Supreme Court

and recently decided. I refer to the case of Farriugton vs. Tennessee,

not yet reported. In the charter it was provided that the company—

a bank— should pay a certain tax " in lieu of all other taxes." The

State of Tennessee claimed the right to tax the bank in another and

different manner. The Supreme Court, after a careful consideration

of all of the principles involved in the case, declared that the words

" in lien of all other taxes " must be construed to create a contract

on the part of the State, which the State could not annul.

In view of the recent disposition on the part of courts and Legisla

tures to disregard the provisions of legislative contracts, this decision

is one of great importance. It weakens greatly the force of the case

of Tomlinson vs. Jessup, and puts the court in harmony with the old

cases of New Jersey vs. Wilson, 7 Cranch, 164 ; Jefferson vs. Skelly, 1

Black, 436.

And this decision is not in conflict with the cases before mentioned,

that determine that private property is affected with a public interest

because of its use by the public, and is subject to public regulation.

The court takes occasion to comment on the value of contracts to

the civilization and prosperity of a community, and I commend that

case to the advocates of unlimited congressional power over con

tracts.

The reservation to alter, amend, or repeal, then, is not without its

limit, as the Supreme Court has said, but it is said the Legislature

may determine what the limit is. Not so. The Supreme Court fix the

limit, and that most govern the legislative actions. In Holyoke Com

pany rs. Lyman, the court say :

Vested rights, it is conceded, cannot be destroyed or impaired under such a re

served power, but it is clear that the power may be exercised, and to almost any

extent, to carry into effect the original purposes of the grant, and to protect tbo

riehts of the public and of the corporators, or to promote the due administration-

oi the affairs of the corporation.
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Befoie that decision was rendered, the court had said in the case of

Miller p». The State, in speaking of the power under the words " alter,

amend, and repeal :"

Power to legislate founded apon such a reservation is certainly not without limit

bat it may safely be affirmed that it reserves to the Legislature the authority to

make any alteration or amendment in a charter granted subject to it that will not

defeat or substantially impair the object of the giant or any rights whioh have

vested under it which the Legislature may deem necessary to secure either the

object of the grant or any other public right- not expressly granted away by the

charter.

It must not defeat or impair the object of the grant nor any rights

which have vested under it which may be necessary, &c, to seonre

the object of the grant, or any other rights not granted away by the

charter. Then it does appear that there may bo rights in a charter

expressly granted away by the charter, and as to these there is no

power to amend them.

The questions presented for our consideration are questions of law

under the condition of things now existing. We have nothing to

do with the question of wisdom or folly of the Congress that created

one of these companies and granted aid to the other. We ought to

be able to act without prejudice or partiality in the interest of the

Government and the companies under the law as we believe it exists.

No extraneous circumstances should influence us either in determin

ing what is right and just or what is the law.

I have heard in the course of the debate these companies charac

terized as " arbitrary, despotic corporations." I know there has been

an effort made, through the press at least, to create the opinion that

these companies are great, rich, domineering bodies, ready and willing

to corrupt Congress or other public bodies if necessary to secure their

ends. I do not propose to defend these companies against attacks

made here or elsewhere. If we cannot act on the question here pro

posed withont taking into consideration matters of that character,

and considering as we determine the law whether it is law to be ap

plied because the companies are bloated corporations and not because

the principle of natural justice, honesty, and fair dealing combine to

influence such a course, it will furnish additional evidence that a

legislative body which is but the reflex of the public mind is an

unsafe body to intrust with the rights of property without restric

tion.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I wish, for the purpose of knowing exactly

the position of the Senator from Colorado, to put to him one ques

tion. Suppose the acts of 1862 and 1864 had, after making all the

general provisions now in those acts, expressly further provided that

Congress reserved the right after, say, five years from the passage of

the act, to require payment of an annnal interest on the loan made

to the companies or to require the companies to establish a sinking

fund, describing it specially as it is described in this Judiciary Com

mittee bill, does the Senator from Colorado insist that Congress could

not nnder snch circumstances exercise such reserved righto t

Mr. TELLER. I never have taken any snch position. I say that

if in these charters Congress had expressly provided for such a pro

vision as that, it would have been proper.

Mr. McDONALD. Mr. President

Mr. SAKGENT. I believe it was the order of the Senate that on

the conclusion of the speech of the Senator from Colorado the Senate

should resume the consideration of the appropriation bill which was

under discussion yesterday.

Mr. McDONALD. That I understand to be the order.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Inoalls in the chair.) The

Chair understands that to be the order of the Senate, and that the

Senator from Indiana takes the floor upon the sinking-fund liill, to be

heard when its consideration is resumed.

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes, sir.

March 22, 1876.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. Upon this bill the Senator from Indiana

[Mr. McDonald] is entitled to the floor.

Mr. MCDONALD. Mr. President, on the 1st day of July, 1862, Con

gress passed an act entitled "An act to aid in the construction of a

railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific

Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal,

military, and other purposes." By the first section of that act the

Union Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated, with authority to

construct a road or roads from the Missouri River to the western

boundary of the Territory of Nevada. The third section of the act

granted to this corporation the alternate sections of land for five

miles on each side of the lino of their proposed road, reserving all

mineral lands.

By the fifth section it was provided that subsidy bonds should be

issued by the United States to the amount of $16,000 per mile upon

the completion of each section of forty consecutive miles of the road,

and to secure the repayment to the United States of tho amount of

said bonds so issued and delivered to said company, together with all

interest paid by the United States thereon, the issue of said bonds

and the delivery to the company was declared ipso facto to constitute

a first mortgage upon the line of the road and its property.

The sixth section stated expressly that " the grants aforesaid are

made upon the condition that said company should pay said bonds

at maturity and should keep said railroad and telegraph line in

repair," &c. It also provided that "all compensation for services

rendered for the Government and 5 per cent, of the net earnings of

fcaid road should annually be applied to tho payment of said bonds

and interest until the whole amount is fully paid."

Under the ninth section the Central Pacific Railroad Company of

California, a corporation existing under the laws of the State of Cal

ifornia, was authorized to construct a railroad and telegraph line from

the Pacific coast to the eastern boundary of California upon the same

terms and conditions as those extended to the Union Pacific ; and by

the tenth section the Central Pacific Company was authorized to

extend its line eastward from the east line of tho State of California

until it formed a junction with the Union Pacific.
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The eleventh increases the amonnt of subsidy bonds to three times

the quantity provided for in section 5, for three hundred miles of

said road, being one hundred and fifty miles of the line constructed

by the Union Pacific Railroad Company and one hundred and fifty

miles of the line constructed by the Central Pacific Railroad Com

pany, and authorizes the delivery of said bonds upon the construction

of twenty consecutive miles; and between the sections last named of

one hundred and fifty miles each the amount of bonds issued should

be double the amount per mile of those authorized under the fifth sec

tion to be issued ; to be delivered also upon the construction of every

twenty consecutive miles.

In the eighteenth the power of Congress to reduce and regulate fares

under certain circumstances is affirmed, and the right is reserved to

alter, amend, or repeal the act when at any time it may become nec

essary to better accomplish the objects therein named.

It is conceded, Mr. President, that under this act no particular

action was taken by the railroad companies, and that for two years

this remained almost a naked grant or offer for the organization of

these companies and for the construction of the road therein provided.

On the 2d day of July, 1864, an amendatory act was passed. It

was declared to be an amendment to the act of July 1, 1872, making

very great changes, extending very great additional privileges and

bounties to these railroad companies.

The first section of that act reorganized the Union Pacific Railroad

Company, provided for a different capitalization, and almost formed

a new company.

By the fourth section the land grant was increased from alternate

sections for five miles on each side of the road to alternate sections

for ten miles on each side of the road, and the term " mineral lands"

was defined not to embrace iron and coal lands, so that the reserva

tion in section 3 in reference to the original land grant was modified

so as to grant to these companies all lands upon which there might

be iron ore or coal.

The act of 1862 had provided that the whole transportation account

should be credited up in favor of the Government as it accrued until

the whole of the interest and of the principal of the bonds loaned to

the companies should be repaid ; but by the fifth section of the act

of 1864 it was provided that only one-half of the Government business

should be so applied.

Section 7 of the act of 1864 also repealed so much of the seven

teenth section of the act of 1862 as provided for the reservation by

the Government of a portion of the bonds to be issued iu aid of the

construction of the road.

Section 8 authorized a portion of the bonds to be delivered to the

Central Pacific as the work progressed and before the final comple

tion of the divisions to which they applied.

Section 10 authorized the issuance by the companies of first-mortgage

bonds of like tenor and date with those issued by the Government

to the companies and of equal amount, and provided that they should

constitute a first lien superior to that of the Government upon the

property of the companies. It also changed the provisions in refer

ence to the delivery of these bonds so as to deliver to the companies

their quota of bonds for each twenty miles of the line that might be

completed. Section 16 authorized the consolidation of companies and

extended the same righto to the consolidated companies as were

granted to the original companies; and theu the amendatory act closed

with the twenty-second section, by which the power was reserved
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to Congress to at any time without any limitation " alter, amend, or

repeal this act."

It is known, of course, that under this last act connected with the

rights and privileges that had been conferred in the first, these rail

road companies did construct a road from the Missouri River to the

Pacific Ocean, a line nineteen hundred miles long ; that of this line

the Union Pacific Railroad Company constructed one thousand and

forty miles, or rather they constructed about eleven hundred miles

extending to Promontory Point, but by a subsequent act of Congress

adjusting the questions between the Central and the Union Pacific,

the Central Pacific paid the Union Pacific for that portion of the line

west of Ogden, and the junction was made at Ogden in the valley of

Salt Lake ; so that the present line of the Union Pacific Railroad

Company terminating at that point is about one thousand and forty

miles, the length of the line of the Central Pacific, including the

Western Pacific with which it is consolidated, is eight hundred and

sixty miles, extending from Ogden to the Pacific coast.

The fifth section of the act of 1862 contemplated aid in the way of

bonds to the extent of 816,000 per mile, and by the eleventh section,

as applied to that portion of the road lying between the Rocky

Mountain range and the Sierra Nevada Mountains, double that. The

amount of subsidy bonds were given, and for threo hundred miles of

the road, being that portion over the Rocky Mountains and Sierra

Nevadas, treble the amount. Under these grants the railroad com

panies received from the United States, the Union Pacific Railroad

Company on a length of one thousand and forty miles, subsidy bonds

amounting to $27,236,512, an average amount per mile of $26,189.

The Central Pacific, including the Western Pacific, for a length of

eight hundred and sixty miles, received subsidy bonds amounting to

$27,855,680, being an average amount of $32,390 per mile. These sub

sidies were not gifts ; they were aids, aids that were to be repaid to

the Government, and in regard to that the language of the act is

very explicit. Section 5 provides:

And to secure the repayment to the United States, as hereinafter provided, of

the amount of said bonds so issued and delivered to said company, together with

all interest thereon which shall have been paid by the United States, the issue of

said bonds and delivery to the company shall ip$o facte constitute a first mortgage

on the whole line of the railroad and telegraph, together with the rolling-stock,

fixtures, and property of every kind and description, and in consideration of

which said bonds may he issued.

And then again in the sixth section :

That the grants aforesaid are made upon condition that said company shall pay

aaid bonds at maturity, and shall keep said railroad and telegraph line in repair

and use, and shall at all times transmit dispatches over said telegraph line, and

transport mails, troops, and munitions of war, supplies, and public stores upon

said railroad for the Government, whenever required to do so by any department

thereof.

So that in each of these sections the first obligation imposed upon

the companies was the repayment of the loans. The Government had

granted to the companies lands, first alternate sections on each side

of the line for five miles, and then doubling that, reserving in the

first instance all mineral lands and then releasing from that reserva

tion the coal and iron lands that might be within the limits of the

grant. These were donations ; these lands were given to the compa

nies ; but the loan of the Government credit in the issuance of the

bonds was a loan to be repaid ; and the stipulation for its repayment

stands ahead of all other conditions. There were provisions made in

these acts for repayment to a certain extent. Five per ceur. of the
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net earnings was to bo applied as it accrued to the payment of the

interest and principal of this debt; also one-half of the Government

service was to be applied in the same way. These were to be made

currently as they accrued, and then the Government held its claim,

as modified by the act of 1862, as a second mortgage subordinate to

a first equal in amount upon the line of the road, all the property

and rolling-stock owned by said companies and used in connection

with said road.

It seems to me the first inquiry to make is : Are the present provis

ions for the repayment of this debt sufficient T Has the debt been

sufficiently provided for f For, if it has been sufficiently provided

for and is now reasonably secured, no further exactions ought to be

made. If in the. laws as they stand the Government has provided a

sufficient security, or if the provision for payment currently taken

with the secnrity makes this debt secure, then of course there ought

to be no further legislation on the snbject at this time. To deter

mine that, let us see how the account stands between the United States

and these companies and how it will stand when these bonds mature.

I have already stated that the subsidy bonds receivi d by the Union

Pacific Railroad Company amounted to $27,236,512. Up to the 31st

day of January, 1878, the United States had paid in semi-annual

installments the interest that they were required to pay on the bonds

loaned that company the sum of $15,969,801. The Government had

received credit from the company on account of transportation

$5,134,327. There were credits claimed, but not yet allowed, amounting

to $2,899,652. So that of credits allowed and claimed there are

$8,033,969, leaving, however, for interest paid, interest which the Gov

ernment has not been reimbursed, the sum of $7,935,822. The Govern

ment pays annually in semi-annual payments interest upon the subsidy

bonds held by this company $1,634,190. Now, if we credit the Union

Pacific Railroad Company with the most that we can expect to realize

currently under existing laws, taking the 5 per cent, and the one-half

of the Government transportation, it will not probablyexceed $634,190;

so that each year the Government will pay out $1,000,000 in interestover

: n I above what she receives back upon the application of the credits

under existing laws. These bonds have now about twenty-two years

to run, so that in the year 1900 this interest account for money actu

ally paid by the Government over and above reimbursements will

amount to $22,000,000 in addition to that which is already in arreor.

If yon add that to the amount now due, which is $35,172,333, you have

the sum of $55,172,333, and that without computing interest to the

Government or the interest that she has paid, or is to pay, on the

semi-annual installments due on her bonds loaned the company. If

you count interest upon that, you would add the sum of $23,858,679,

making a total debt in the year 1900 of $79,031,012. That would be

$76,952 per mile.

So stands the account between the United States and the Union

Pacific. Let ns see how it stands between the United States and the

Central Pacific. That road, together with the Western Pacific, form

ing the line from Ogden to the Pacific coast, has received in subsidy

bonds $27,855,660, as before stated. On the 31st of October, 1877, the

latest date to which we have any data on this subject, the interest

that had accured on these bonds and been paid by the Government,

over and above what she had been reimbursed by crediting the 5 per

cent, of net earnings and one-half of Government service, amounted

to $12,519,447 for the Central Pacific and $988,891 for the Western

Paoific, making an aggregate of $13,508,338. Now if we credit the
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annually $1,671,340, with the probable credits, under existing laws,

putting them up at the highest point which the present data before ns

will antuorize,say$500,OO0perannum, being the 5 per cent, of net earn-

ingsand one-half the Governmentservice, it will leavethe United States

as paying out annually $1,171 ,340 more than she receives. That paid

fortwenty-two years up to 1900would amount to $25,769,480. Add that

to the presentdeticiencyand you havethe debt at that time $67,133,498,.

without counting the interest in favor of the Government for the

interest she has to pay semi-annually ; but if you give her credit for

that yon must add the sum $28,630,415, making the debt, interest

and principal, in the vear 1900 against the Central Pacific Company

$95,763,913. That is $111,350 per mile.

Now, Mr. President, let ns bring these totals together and see how

this account stands. The debt in the year 1900 will be :

Union Pacific, without interest $55, 173, 333

Central and Western Pacific 67,133,498

Making an aggregate of 122,305,831

If you add interest on the interest which the Government will have

paid during that time, you swell this sum to $174,794,925, and this is

the least that will fully reimburse the United States for her outlay

in the premises.

So stands the account, Mr. President, between the railroad compa

nies and the United States in reference to the subsidy bonds, after

making application of all that the law at present provides for the pay

ment of current interest and principal of the bonds when they become

due. Are the securities held by the United States sufficient to meet

that f Will any person contend that these roads, with the equipment

that may be upon them at that time, will be a sufficient security to-

pay this enormous debt and discharge the first-mortgage bonds rest

ing upon thom for an equal amount of principal f In the statement

made before the Jndiciary Committeewhen these questionswereunder

going investigation there, Mr. Huntington, the vice-president of the

Central Pacific Railroad, very frankly said it would not. In fact, he

said that if the continued depreciation of property should go on, it

was doubtful whether the property would be worth the first-mort

gage bonds, much less tho claim of the United States increased by the

amount of interest that she is compelled to pay. Therefore it seems

to me that the first proposition must be settled in the negative ; that

is, that the present provisions for the payment of this debt and the

securities taken for that purpose are insufficient.

I have been asked the question whether the Government had a right

to charge interest upon the interest which she has semi-annually to

pay. Generally interest is not payable unless there is an agreement

to pay interest ; but it is as lawful at common law to contract for the

use of money as it is for anything else. Statutes declare that no more

than so much shall be taken. Moralists have spoken against the laws

of usury ; but still immemorially a usance for money, a price to be

paid for its use, has been as much a matter of agreement between par

ties as for the use of any other kind of property.

Was there an agreement to pay interest or an agreement that should

bind these companies to pay interest on the payments which the Gov

ernment has made f In 1 Otto, the Supreme Court decided that the

companies were not bound to pay the interest paid by the Govern

ment until the bonds mature, giving, I think, a rather undue impor

tance to the language of the sixUi section of the act of 1862 ; but stilt
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.that is the decision; it does not decide, nor is there any implication

from that decision that I can see, that these companies are not required

to make the United States whole. Their obligation is to pay these

bondsandthe interest thereonwhichshallhave been paidby the United

States. When does this payment of interest become a debt, a debt

against these railroad companies f When the United States pays it.

Whenever the United States is called upon to pay and does pay upon

the bonds that she delivered to them a semi-annual installment of in

terest, immediately upon that payment it becomes a debt against

those companies in whose favor it has been paid, a debt which under

the decision of the Supreme Court they are not required to discharge

nntil the principal of the bonds shall become due ; but still it is a

debt in prwsenti. What was the understanding of the parties in re

gard to that debt and how was it to be reckened between them f We

can understand a good deal of that by turning to the tenth section of

the act of 1864. This section is the one which anthorized the issu

ance of a first-mortgage bond as it has been called, and I read it in

connection with this question of interest, to show what the intent

and purpose of the parties must have been at that time, and what

was in the mind of Congress when this provision was placed there.

It is as follows :

That section 5 of said act be so modified and amended that the Union Pacific

Railroad Company, the Central Pacific Railroad Company, and any other company

.anthorized to participate in the construction of said road may, on the completion

of each section of said road, as provided in this act and the act to which this act is

an amendment, issue their first-mortgage bonds on their respective railroad and

telegraph lines to an amount not exceeding the amount of the bonds of the United

States, and of even tenor and date, time of maturity, rate and character of interest

with the bonds authorized to be issued to said-railroad companies respectively.

"Of even tenor and date" of the bonds we were to deliver to them

of like character as to interest. When the railroad companies issued

these first-mortgage bonds and stipulated as they did in the bonds to

pay interest upon them semi-annually and have so paid it, I ask if it

was not expected that they should in like manner pay or provide

for the interest due on the bonds loaned them by the Government,

and if the payment of the interest as well as the principal should be

deferred until the bonds matured that the compaines should make the

Government whole f How else could the Government be fully reim

bursed for all the interest she had paid, thereby paying her interest

on the money thus advanced by her f Take this whole legislation

together, consider this in the nature of a loan as it was, for the boun

ties were out of other means, and you can view it in no other light

than an agreement of the parties that whenever the United States

paid out money for these railroad companies at that instant the obli

gation to repay it should begin on the part of the railroad companies.

They might solve it then or they might wait until the bonds were

due ; but was it in the apprehension or in the contemplation of those

who passed the act that the Government should lay out of the money

so paid without any interest a period of thirty years f There can be

no question that they would be responsible for interest on their own

bonds or coupons after they became due. Do they not hold this loan

from the United States on the same terms ? Is not the reimbursement

to be made to the United States as it is to their other bond creditors,

or are these bond creditors to be considered the favorite parties in the

appropriation of the income and revenues of this property f

But, Mr. President, it is not necessary in determining the question

before the Senate to settle that point now or to attempt to give any

particular construction to the st a t tit on that have already been passed
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on that subject ; for it is evident that without that the securities

now held by the United States and the application of credits she is

-entitled to claim under existing law will not meet even the princi

pal of the debt, without charging up anything at all for interest.

The next important question is whether we have power to make

additional provisions for the payment of this debt. In the original

act there was a power reserved by the eighteenth section, a power

that has been said to be special and limited ; yet, as it embraces the

whole subject and gave discretionary power to Congress to act in

the premises, it is very difficult to see why it should be insisted that

there was a want of power under that. But it is not necessary to

place this question there, for the last section of the act of 1864 is

without limit. The amendatory act of 18G4, which took away from

the United States her first lien upon this property in favor of first-

mortgage bondholders to an amount equal to her own debt and

allowed these companies to pledge the property for that purpose, did

not conclude until it had reserved full and ample power in the United

States over the subject. I shall not discuss this question of power

upon abstract questions of the authority of a sovereign, nor how

much power the United States may possess over the subject of con

tracts not being embraced in the inhibition in the Constitution di

rected against the States. I shall put it upon no ground of that

kind. I believe the Federal Government to be one of limited powers.

I believe in the tenth section of the amendments, which declares that

the powers not granted to the Federal Government in the Constitution

do not exist in the Federal Government, and it is not necessary that

inhibitions against States and State constitutions and State legisla

tive authority should be leveled at it, for it must look to the charter

of ite own authority for the power that it exercises. But it would be

very difficult to show that the United States possessed power to create

that which they could not control. If there is a want of power here,

it might extend further back and show that Congress had no power

to confer these franchises, these rights and privileges at all ; and

therefore we can recall them all. The enactment of these laws may

have been an exercise of an authority not granted and therefore void ;

but I shall consider it the right of the Government to do what the bill

proposes upon these acts themselves and the two sections to which

1 have referred.

It has been admitted by those who have opposed the bill submitted

by the Judiciary Committee that these two acts now constitute one ;

that the act of 1864 being amendatory of the act of 1862 they are

blended and become one act ; but, says the distinguished Senator from

Ohio [Mr. Matthkws] who has presented a substitute for this bill, to

•which I shall call attention after a while, the twenty-second section is

but a naked power, and you must therefore go to the eighteenth sec

tion of the act of 1862 for specifications of that power. In other words,

the general terms of the repealing act of 1864 are to be controlled by

the previous legislation on the subject. A naked power to repeal or

alter or amend is certainly a novelty ; but that it should be controlled

by the provisions in a former law is a new canon of construction to me,

especially when you take this fact into consideration: that in this act

of 1864 large bounties were given to these railroad companies in excess

of those provided in the act of 1862; great advantages were extended

to them, and then the power to mortgage the very property upon

•which we were taking our lien for an amount equal to the debt we

were creating against these companies, and then to say that when we

reserved the right to alter, amend, or repeal, without limitation or

9 PA
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qualification, must be carried back to the act of 18G2 for a limita

tion upon that power, would be to (jive to the companies all of the

increased benefits of the act of 1864 freed from any of its restraints.

Again, it is said that the authority to alter, amend, or repeal ex

tends to nothing bnt what are termed franchise rights. In my opin

ion, Mr. President, it extends to every benefit that these railroad,

companies have received at the hands of the United States; so far as

it is necessary to control and regulate those benefits for the public

welfare or for the security of the United States, I do not contend

that the rights of third parties are to be affected, but I say that these

debtor companies, who owe us these moneys and who have obligated

themselves, under the laws and by the receipt of the moneys, to re

pay them, cannot be heard to say, when we have reserved a right to

alter, amend, or repeal the law, that this right shall not apply to such

amendatory laws as may be necessary to secure repayment of money,

such as the exaction of additional securities for that purpose.

But again, it has been said that, if this specific power had been

reserved for further assurance or something of that kind, then it

might be exercised ; but, because the power is general, therefore it

cannot be made to reach specific things. X have always understood,

Mr. President, that the greater included the less. Specifications can

not enlarge general powers. Specifications may sometimes, where

they are found in connection with general powers, direct and con

trol them, but they cannot give specific powers that may not be em

braced by a general authority. When you constitute one your at

torney iu fact, you may make him your attorney for all purposes ;

you may make that power of attorney general, to act for you in your

name and stead in all matters relating to your affairs. You are not

required to make it specific; and, if you make it general, it will cover

any act which might be done or performed under tho most minute

specifications of authority.

So, Mr. President, it seems to me that upon the very face of these

laws the right and power reserved in Congress to alter, amend, or

repeal may ue exercised, and in my opinion ought to be whenever it is

necessary either to secure the ends connected with this enterprise so

far as the public interest is concerned, or to secure the repayment of

the moneys that we have loaned the companies. This the Congress

of the United States, as the guardian of both interests, must do. It

is not mouey given, it is not a donation made, but it is a loan, and

we are as much bound to protect that and to see that it is repaid

again, if it can be, out of the property or the income arising from it

or from the parties who have obligated themselves to make it good,

as we are to see that this public service is not interfered with or

neglected.

fadmit that this power ought to be exercised judiciously, fairly,

and properly ; that there ought to be such additional and further

guarantees or such further assurance as it is in the power of these

companies to perform. I would not vote for a measure that I did not *

believe was within the ability of these companies. But what would

be right and just ; what kind of measures would we have a right to

resort to as between us and the debtor companies T I lay down this

proposition, that any provision would be just that did no more than

withhold present dividends from stockholders, if necessary to secure

the repayment of the loan. In my opinion, the stockholders of these

companies have no right to dividends while that loan is in jeopardy.

What right have they to enrich themselves by the income of this

road, by dividing it as dividends on their stock, while these bonds
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and the interest we are paying semi-annually on them are every day

being put in jeopardy, thus taking the money earned by the property

created by the aid of the loan to enrich themselves instead of using

it to provide for its repayment f

The bill submitted by the Judiciary Committee is far inside of that

proposition. The statistics that are embraced in the report made by

the committee accompanying the bill show that all we require at

their hands to provide for and secure the ultimate payment of the

debt will still leave out of the annnal receipts of the companies a

surplus to be divided among the stockholders of from 4 to 6 per cent,

on the value of their stock, which is more than one out of a hundred

of the railroads of the country are able to do. If there was a neces

sity for it we could say they should receive nothing. They are debtor

companies. The stockholders represent the companies ; they have

no right to dividends while the debts of the oompauies are unpro

vided for. But as it is not necessary the bill under consideration

does not propose to place so heavy a burden on them ; while it pro

vides for the payment of the debt it leaves them ample means, and

should, in my opinion, receive the approval of the Senate.

Now, Mr. President, a substitute has been proposed for the bill

nnder consideration. It comes here as a substitute for the bill reported

by the Committee on Railroads, reported by my distinguished friend

from Ohio, [Mr. Matthews.] I wish to consider that bill for a short

time. There isnomisnnderstanding itsprovisions; itisperfectly plain.

There is not the slightest ambiguity about it. It proposes to make an

adjustment with these railroads at present, closing the account under

the present laws on the 1st of October, 1878, and crediting up what

the Government may then be entitled to, and from that time ou until

the year 1900 each of the companies are required to pay into the

Treasury of the United States $1,000,000 per annum iu semi-annual

payments, and in the year 1900 these semi-annual payments with the

interests accrued on them and compounded every six months shall

lie credited on the amount due from the railroad companies to the

United States, excluding interest on the sums paid by the United

States as interest, bnt providing for the payment of interest on the

bonds where any of them are overdue at that time, and then the

balance remaining to be divided into fifty semi-annual payments

extending over a period of twenty-five years.

These are the main features of the substitute. It is offered as a

proposition to the railroad companies for their acceptance, to be valid

as a law provided they accept it, to be of no value if they do not

accept it. My first objection to it is that it is a solemn admission of

a want of power in the Government to provide for the payment of

the loan except by the consent of the companies. It solemnly admits

that the reservations of power contained in the acts of 1802 and 1864

give us no authority, however apparent it may be that the securities

we hold are insufficient, to make any provision for the payment of the

loan out of current receipts, or to provide a sinking fund out of such

receipts unless the companies will agree to it. I shall never assent

to that proposition in any legislation that may come up here iu regard

to these or other corporations of a similar kind where such powers are

reserved. I shall attempt to exercise those powers here as I believe

the public interest may require ; and if it shall ever be determined

that we have no authority to legislate in that way, that determina

tion will have to be made in another and co-ordinate department of

this Government. I shall not surrender at the very beginning the

right to control such corporations as these whenever it may be found
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necessary to protect the people or the creditors of the corporations.

I shall not at the very beginning declare that our hands are bonnd

and that we can do nothing for the protection of money we hare

loaned them but such acts as they are willing to consent to.

My second objection to it is, that it pnts all present payments the

companies are bound to make under existing laws at compound in

terest, and that the compound interest that wonld accrue on such

payments wonld amount to about $23,358,679. In this calculation, I

assume that these companies would pay in nnder the present law a

sum equal to about $1,000,000 a year; that is, that the 5 per cent, of

net earnings and the one-half of the Government transportation ac

count for the two companies wonld amount to about $1,000,000 per

|i\ir—the amount would, in all probability, be mnch more. The sub

stitute of Senator Matthews, on which I am now commenting, pro-

]>oses that these sums shall no longer be applied currently, but that

they shall become a part of the $2,000,000 a year that these com

panies are to pay after the 1st of next October—$1,000,000 from each

company. So that from that time forward these snms that are now

to be applied currently will be at compound interest, and if they

amount to no more than the stun as I have stated, the interest will be

equal to $23,858,679.

Mr. BUTLER. For both companies, or one T

Mr. MCDONALD. For both companies. It is compound interest

on $1,000,000 a year, which is the aggregate of what I suppose the

two companies will pay in under the present law. A bonus of nearly

$24,000,000 for accepting a proposition which is to tie up our hands

for all time.

Then it gives the companies compound interest on all payments

that they will make in addition, that is for the additional million that

they are to pay per annum : they are also to have compound interest

at l> per cent., and that is $23,858,679 more : so that the total interest

credit that will be given these two companies in the year 1900 will

be $47,717,358 in interest on $22,000,000 paid, in addition to the

amount they would pay under the present law for which they would

draw no interest.

This bill also provides that they are to have four months in which

to determine to accept the proposition. It will take them four hours

to decide that question. I have no belief that this bill wonld become

inoperative if we should pass it. by reason of their refusal to accept

it ; and therefore it is necessary for ns to consider verv carefully the

question before we begin by tying up onr hands by solemnly admit

ting that we have no authority at all to make any change except by

the consent of the companies, however necessary it may be, on ac

count of the insnftioieney of the security we now hold, rendered insuf

ficient by the act of 1S>4, by authorising the placing over the prop

erty a first lien to an amount equal to that which we ourselves hold.

I have had a calculation made to show the amount of credits these

companies wonld be entitled to in the year 1900, when we come to

apply the sinking fund this substitute provides, ami to extend the

time for the balance that might remain due over this period of twenty-

five years. If the I'nion Pacific Company should pay in its million a

year, beginning on the 1st of October next, and continuing that for

twenty-two years, say $500,000 semi-snnuallv, the interest computed

on this sum every si\ months and added to the principal would make

the first payment of$500,000 when it came to be credited up at the end

of twenty years amount »o $1,835,6X6, and their whole credit, inter

est and principal, on the $22,000,000 in the twenty-two years would
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-amount to $45,858,679.88. The Central Pacific Railroad Company

would be entitled to an equal credit on the same terms and for the

same class of payments, so that you would have these two companies

credited in the year 1900 with an aggregate sum of $91,717,359, and

for that they would have paid into the Treasury of the United States

during the twenty-two years $44,000,000. Under the present law

one-half of that sum would have to be paid without interest, so that

these companies would be credited with $47,717,309 as interest for

$22,000,000 additional payments.

Mr. THURMAN. More than half.

Mr. McDONALD. Yes, more than half ; but I am putting it at

that so that I may do no injustice to the companies. This is the prop

osition, and it is very much like thiB, Mr. President : If I owed yoH

$10,000, secured by bond and mortgage, and I should say to you : "'The

security that you have is not good ; it will not be worth the money

when it becomes due. I am deriving large incomes from the mortgage

property, but that I want to keep. I will now give you a thousand

dollars and you keep it and charge yourself with compound interest

on it until it amounts to $10,000, and then yon would have your pay

ment." kpps ■••**■

Mr. President, I have no belief at all that this proposition will meet

with any great favor in the Senate. I believe fully and firmly in our

right to exercise the power that we are seeking to exercise in this

case, and I believe, as the proper trustees and guardians of the publio

interest, it is our duty to do it. TX^TZZ, ■*—* M

Mr. WINDOM. I believe it was understood the appropriation bill

should be in order immediately upon the conclusion of the speech of

the Senator from Indiana. , -_« ".

Mr. THURMAN. Yes. It is understood, however, that the railroad

bill is to be laid aside informally.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Mitchell in the chair.) That

is the understanding.

Mr. MERRIMON. I desire to submit some remarks upon the pend

ing bill, and would be glad to have the opportunity to do so when

the Senate shall take the bill under consideration again.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Carolina

will be recognized on the funding bill when it shall again come before

the Senate.

March 26, 1878.

THK PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The morning hour has expired, and the

Senate now proceeds to the consideration of its unfinished business,

being the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act,

on which the Senator from North Carolina [Mr. Mkrrimon] is entitled

to the floor.
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Mr. MERR1MON. Mr. President, I am without motive and I am not

conscious of any desire to deprive the railroad companies mentioned

in the pending bill of any measure of justice to -which they may be

fairly entitled, or to impose upon them any unreasonable hardens.

I am willing that they shall have all which of right belongs to them.

In my efforts to learn what their rights are in their relations to

the Government, I wish to pay due regard to the rights and inter

ests of the latter, and I will not allow my judgment and my ac

tion to be controlled by empty declamation, false notions of public

generosity, and a misapprehension of facts and law. Nor will I con

sent to be driven into the support of one measure and from the sup

port of another, by oft-repeated threats, whether made in or out of

this Chamber, of long-protracted and expensive litigation. My fixed

purpose is, to seek and find the pathway of truth, justice, and sound

policy and to walk steadily in it, trusting confidently that fruitful

and wholesome results will follow.

The corporations named, now as in the past, assert with defiant

confidence and insolent self-sufficiency what they and their friends

are pleased to call their rights and advantages as against the Govern

ment. It is pertinent and worth while to inquire with some particu

larity into the merits of the claims and pretensions of these corpora

tions and the conduct and practices of those who control them and

see whether or not these are really meritorious and well founded ; or

whether, on the contrary, the controlling corporators have been and

are for the most part utterly without merit ; have grossly and per

sistently perverted and prostituted their corporate powers and perpe

trated stupendous frauds upon the Government, and thereby unjustly

and greatly enriched themselves and others at the expense of the

people of the Union. In my judgment, it is not only pertinent, but

likewise very important to make these inquiries and learn the spirit

and practices of these corporations from the beginning of their exist

ence down to the present time, in order that we may learn and appre

ciate the absolute necessity for the adoption of the measure proposed

by t^be Committee on the Judiciary, or one more stringent, if upon

due inquiry the Constitution and the state of the law will allow of it.

In view of the vast interests of the Government and the people, pecu

niarily and otherwise, involved in the subject before the Senate, I

must be pardoned for expressing my surprise that the committee in

their report have failed to call attention specially to the practices of

these corporations. I undertake to say and shall briefly endeavor to

show, that these have been monstrous, without a parallel in this or

any country, and shocking to the moral sense of the American people.

Mr. President, I do not question the usefulness, the public benefits

deri vcd from and the general importance of corporations. They serve

great purposes in the economy of society, and have contributed

largely, within the last century, to the advancement of civilization

iinil t hi' promotion of the prosperity and happiness of mankind. They

are the chief means for organizing and making efficient co-operative

effort in the employment of capital and labor. Through them capi

tal is aggregated, organized, consolidated, and brought within the

control of small numbersof intelligent and powerful, unhappily, some

times, very corrupt men, and thus it is made effective for great good,

too often for evil. But if they have vast capabilities for the advance

ment of the prosperity of great communities, they likewise afford op

portunity to do, and often do them, great harm. Their history shows

that, uniformly, when they are unregulated, unrestrained, and uncon

trolled by the strong arm of Government they corrupt public men,
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footer and establish burdensome monopolies, and often become tre

mendous engines of illicit power and wide-spread oppression. Through

such instrumentalities, the cupidity and avarice of designing men

achieve their most signal triumphs.

In this country corporations have multiplied wonderfully within

the last fifty years. They may be numbered by the thousand, and

they embrace nearly every branch of industry and business, and em

body the great mass of capital. Well authenticated statistics show

that there are now in the United States more than two thousand

national banks, all corporations embodying and controlling nearly

$2,000,000,000, more than forty-five hundred banks, most of them cor

porations other than national banks, aggregating $225,000,000 of cap

ital stock, and deposits amounting to more than $1,350,000,000 ; that

there are more than fifteen hundred railroad corporations embodying

and controlling $5,000,000,000. There are several thousand other man

ufacturing and business corporations that control several hundreds of

millions of dollars. That a large percentage of this vast number of cor

porations, embracing some of the largest and most influential, have not

been wisely and sufficiently guarded and restrained by law ; that they

have in many instances prostituted their corporate powers for their

own illicit gain, and tothe grievous detriment of the Government, State

and Federal, and the people generally; that they have unduly and arbi

trarily combined and confederated to direct and control industries,

trade, travel, and commerce ; that they have virtually destroyed the

trade of one town or locality in order to build up another to serve

selfish purposes of gain ; that they have in some instances combined

to exact oppressive freights and fares from the producing classes of

the country, and in others, in the absence of competition, have exacted

them; that they have debauched and unlawfully controlled legisla

tive bodies and hundreds of public men in and out of official stations ;

that these evils have been flagrant and prevailed to an alarming

extent, that they now prevail to a greater or less degree, no intelli

gent observer can deny : their existence has been made manifest by

legislative and judicial investigations, and the newspapers of the

country daily teem with accounts of them.

The facts are patent. These vicious practices have notonly affected

injuriously the substantial interests of the Government and the peo-

Ele, they have likewise given rise to disgraceful public scandals that

ave brought open reproach upon the good name of this country

at home and abroad. These things have not been done in a corner :

they have prevailed in all sections and have afflicted the people in

every quarter of the Union. It seems to be taken for granted that

corporations are not only soulless but, as well, that they have no moral

responsibility, and that no person is or can be morally responsible

for the character of their acts. This latter view is certainly false and

pernicious, but it shows the greater necessity for careful and stringent

legislative control of such artificial bodies.

Mr. President, I do not hesitate to declare ray conviction, that one

of the great rising public dangers in this country now is the Undue,

ever-increasing power and influence of corporations over the material,

moral, and social interests of the people.

This snbject ought to attract a large share of public attention and

engage the serious consideration of every legislative body. I do not

underrate the advantages and benefits, public and private, of rail

road corporations. I recognize them'. I am not hostile to them. I

would not, I will not hesitate to protect them in all their just rights,

but I see and kuow and appreciate the high importance of keeping
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them well guarded by proper legislation and in subordination to gov

ernment. They have great capacities for evil as well as good. They

are close to tho people and affect them materially in almost all the

relations of life. Much the greater part of the evils to which I have

made reference have been the fruits of the vicious practices of rail

road corporat ions and their agents. Every intelligent observer knows

that they have in large measure dominated the industries, the trade,

the travel, the commerce, the legislation, the public men, and the

press of this country. Not infrequently they have debanched mem

bers of Congress and members of State Legislatures, they have re

peatedly subsidized numbers of powerful newspapers, they have set

up and pulled down public men, they have walked boldly and inso

lently into the Halls of Congress and undertaken to dictate meas

ures of legislation. Nay, sir, if one may trust what he reads almost

daily in the newspapers and hears on every hand, their agents and

lobbyists throng the corridors and lobbies, and have for months, of

this Capitol, in reference to the very measures now under considera

tion.

Sir, are these things true f Are they substantially truef Alas,

they are too true! The mind sickens with disgust at the thought

of them'! The recital of them must till every honest man with indig

nation.

Mr. President, there could scarcely be a more striking illustration

of the truth and force of all I have said than the history and prac

tices of the two corporations involved in this discussion. I propose

to make some reference to them in the course of my further remarks,

for the purpose, specially, of showing the necessity for passing the

measure before the Senate, and, generally, the importance of guarding

here and elsewhere against the evils to which I have in a very gen

eral way directed attention.

Mr. President, the corporations whose nature, rights, and obliga

tions are under discussion are not ordinary ones, nor do they in the

eye of the law si and exactly on the same footing as do ordinary ones.

They have been created by virtue and in pursuance of acts of Con

gress. Congress has no power to create corporations for ordinary

purposes. It has, indeed, been questioned whether it has power to

create them at all ; but the courts have decided otherwise, and I think

correctly. But it can only create them in aid of the execution of

some power in or purpose incident to and necessarily connected with

the Government. They can be created only for national purposes,

purposes of the Government. The Government of the United States

was instituted for certain general purposes common to all the States

composing the Union, and these purposes and the powers in aid of

them are plainly expressed in a written Constitution. We look in vain

for any provision or power express or implied, anthorizing Congress

or any other anthority in the Government to create a corporation in

the ordinary sense or for ordinary purposes. The existence of such

a power is unnecessary. In reason, it contravenes the genins, the

spirit, the nature of our Federal system. All corporations created

by Congress are therefore, without any express statutory provision,

very like public corporations.

I will not now say—it is not necessary for my present purpose that

I do so—that such corporations are absolutely public corporations

and subject at all times to be abolished, changed, and modified by

Congress, but in many respects they are so subject to the will of

Congress. This much, however, is true beyond question, that Con

gress cannot divest itself of {he power at all times to control and direct
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such corporations in all reasonable ways in aid of the purposes for

which they were created ; this power exists, and that too without

any reservation of power in the act of incorporation ; the power is

absolutely and forever in Congress ; it cannot part with it ; Congress

cannot abdicate a power of government. And whoever becomes a

corporator in such a corporation does so agreeing by necessary legal

implication that Congress may always exercise such power ; that is,

the power to change, modify, or abolish the corporation, having dne,

reasonable regard for the personal rights of the corporator. And so in

the cases now before ns, without any reservation of power in the acts

creating and authorizing the corporations, Congress might change,

add to, amend, modify, ubolish the corporations in aid of the execu

tion of the powers, the essential powers of government, which Con

gress cannot impair or barter or bargain away. If this were not so,

Congress might impair, render nugatory, practically destroy an essen

tial power of government by bargain—contract. This cannot be, in

the very nature of things. The powers of this Government are essen

tial powers to be employed in the execution of government, as contra

distinguished from those powers of government employed in regulat

ing the ordinary business transactions, rights, and relations of society.

The acts of Congress creating the corporations named in the bill

rest upon and recognize the principles of the Constitution to which I

have adverted.

Mr. SARGENT. Which corporation does the Senator refer to, those

named in the billf

Mr. MERRIMON. The Union Pacific Railroad Company ond the

Central Pacific Railroad Company.

Mr. SARGENT. Is not the Senator aware that the latter was not

created by Congress ?

Mr. MERRIMON. I am aware that originally the company was a

corporation created under the laws of California.

Mr. SARGENT. It is, and operates under the laws of the State of

California.

Mr. MERRIMON. ButI take it the State of California has assented

to the legislation of Congress, and at all events the acts of Congress,

so far as they affect that corporation, are under the control of Con

gress. And besides, that corporation, I apprehend, derives much of

its powers in the State of California and in the State of Nevada from

the force and life-giving power of the two acts of Congress under

discussion.

Mr. SARGENT. I only wanted to draw the Senator's attention to

the fact that he apparently was confounding a corpora t ion created

under the laws of a State, having all its functions from that State,

with another created under the laws of the United States.

Mr. MERRIMON. I was perfectly advertent to the fact, and I

have considered it. If the State of California authorized the creation

of a corporation and Congress co-operated with the State of Califor

nia to create that corporation for the purposes of the Federal Govern

ment, and the Stat* of California and the corporation accepted the

legislation of Congress and agreed to act under it, then they are under

the control of Congress, certainly to the extent of the legislation in

that behalf.

Mr. SARGENT. I do not wish to disturb the Senator, but I hope

he will allow me to make a remark.

Mr. MERRIMON. Certainly.

Mr. SARGENT. The corporation was born in the State of Cali

fornia, derives all its powers as a corporation, all its franchises from
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the State of California. It contracted with the Government of the

United States under certain legislation passed by the Congress of the

United States, and to that contract the State of California by subse

quent legislation assented; bnt it is not true that the Central Pacific

Railroad Company derives any of its corporate functions from the

Congress of the United States ; and if it does, I ask the Senator to

refer to the clause of any statute of the United States which gives

any additional corporate function to the Central Pacific

Mr. SAUL8BURY. The road was authorized by Congress to go

through the Territory of Nevada.

Mr. 8ARGENT. It unquestionably owns a railroad which runs

from San Francisco through to Ogden, and a large portion of it was

built under this contract, projecting it into the Territories. Of course

it was built under this contract, whioh was according to the laws of

Congress.

Mr. BAILEY. I ask if the Central Pacific Railroad Company exer

cised any of its faculties or could have made any progress whatever

in respect to that portion of its road which lay without the State of

California without the consent of the Congress of the United States;

or in other words, whether in respect to that portion of its road lying

east of the eastern boundary of the State of California it does not

derive all its authority and all its franchises from the act of Con

gress'

Mr. SARGENT. No, sir ; it does not derive any authority or any

franchise from Congress, except the mere authority to build a rail

road in the Territories, which was doue, as I say, under a contract,

they agreeing to do It within a certain time and in a certain manner,

that it should be open to Government uses for certain purposes, and

the Government contracted therefor to issue so many bonds. That

was all. It was a matter of contract : but it was not a part of the

functions of the corporation in any sense: it then was a complete

corporation in every sense. It might as well be said that a company

owning a line of steamers and receiving a subsidy to run from New

York or somewhere else to Brazil derives its corporate powers from

the fact of a subsidy being given by Congress. It is simply a contract.

Mr. BAILEY. The capacity to exist as a corporation unquestion

ably was derived from the State of California. The capacity to con

struct this road through the Territory or the present State of Nevada

and into Utah certainly could not have been derived from the State

of California.

Mr. SARGENT. I am not denying that there was a contract.

Mr. BAILEY. That franchise/that right, that power to extend its

road and to collect tolls ami transact business, could not be conferred

there by the State of California : and this being a foreign corpora

tion to the United States as to the Territories, I ask the Senator from

California if the corporation did not derive its powers there from the

United States.

Mr. S.VRG EXT. The Senator simply uses the word " franchise " in

a different sense from myself. I admit that a contract was made

between this corporation and the Government of the United States,

by which a railroad was built in the Territories under certain condi

tions. But the Senator from North Carolina in his argument spoke

of these two corporations as creatures of Congress, and said that Con

gress could not direst itself of the right to strangle these, its chil

dren, at their birth or any subsequent time. I called his attention

to the fact that one of them derived its powers from the State of

California ami that there was no right on the part of the General

Government to strangle it.
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Mr. MERRIMON. Mr. President, I was perfectly advertent to the

fact that the Central Pacific Railroad Company was originally a cor

poration created by and under the laws of California ; it was a State

corporation, and by its corporate powers as a State corporation it

had no antbority to bnild a road across Nevada, then a Territory, or

any part of the territory of the United States anywhere. The legis

lation of Congress supplemented the legislation of the State of Cali

fornia, and by virtue of the act of 1862 and the act of 1864 that cor

poration constructed its road in the State of California, as well as by

virtue of the legislation of California, through the State of Nevada

and other portions of the territory of the United States. It received

large corporate powers—I know what that word means—it received

large additions to its corporate powers from these two acts of Con

gress ; it exercised them ; it received large grants of public land ; it

received a large subsidy, as I shall have occasion to show, from the

United States ; and although Congress may not have power to abolish

that corporation, yet there can be no question in law that Congress

has control of its own legislation so far as it affects this corporation

created by the State of California.

Mr. SARGENT. It has a right to take back all its gifts or executed

contracts ! That is the Senator's logic. Congress has power to break

a contract !

Mr. MERRIMON. The grants conferred upon the Central Pacific

Railroad were contained in the same acts which granted corporate

powers to the Union Pacific road and a half dozen other railroad

companies, exactly alike. The two acts authorized the existence of

the Union Pacific Railroad Company : they likewise authorized the

enlarged existence of the Central Pacific Railroad Company and a

half dozen other corporations, and by the same law which conferred

powers and benefits upon the Union Pacific Railroad Company and

other railroad companies, benefits were conferred upon the Central

Pacific Railroad Compauy. •

■ Mr. SARGENT. Allow me to say a word. The legislation that

the Senator refers to being put together would not change the rela

tions of the various corporations. That legislation decided this—I

think I remember it for 1 wrote it myself—that the Central Pacific

Railroad Company of California, a corporation existing under the

laws of said State, is hereby authorized to build a road—that was

all—and then it went on and stated that which the Government
•would g^ve it if it would build the road and that which it would

require if the corporation did build the road. Now, says the Senator,

because another corporation or several others were created in the

same act, therefore the Government of the United States has a right

to come in years after it is executed, years after the corporation has

done everything that was required by the legislation except one

point which is now in dispute in the courts, and say " why, here wo

subsidized you and we will take back our subsidy; we provided that

yon should pay in a certain way ; we require you to pay three times

as fast; we made certain conditions with yon; we take them all

back, and vary them, because we are powerful, because we are a

sovereign and you are a subject." That is the doctrine of the Sena

tor, and I say as between any ruler and any subject, that is the

expression of tyranny.

Now the Senator will exense me for saying further that my interest

in this matter arises from the danger of an overtax of the Western

States and the Pacific States by the burdens which yon are endeav

oring to put upon them, and furthermore the danger that by over
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charging thorn you may hare a dilapidated railroad instead of one to

carry out the original objects.

Mr. MERRIMON. Mr. President, the Senator assigns me a posi

tion -which I do not occupy, and he makes an argument and attrib

utes it to me that I have not made in substance or spirit. Taking

it that the Central Pacific Railroad Company is a corporation under

the laws of California and that it accepted certain benefits and

rights and obligations under the legislation of Congress, if the doc

trine which I am now contending for exists, there can be no ques

tion that Congress has power to control whatever right, or obliga

tion, or benefit it did confer, and to so control it would be no impair

ment of a contract, would be no exercise of a power of tyranny ;

and why f For the very reason that by force of the Constitution

of the United States, if the doctrine I am contending for is correct,

it was incorporated into the contract at the time it was mode,

in the same measure as if the words had been written in the grant,

that Congress Bhall have the power at all times to change, mod

ify, repeal, or abolish the legislation whereby these rights, obliga

tions, and benefits were conferred. But, sir, in this case—and I will

refer to that view of it now—not only by force of the Constitution

is it so, but by the very terms of the grant it whs provided, as I shall

have occasion to show in the conrso of my argument, that Congress

should have the right to change, modify, add to, or abolish the con

tract afterward, if, in its judgment, it should see fit. How, then,

could there be any impairment of a contract or the obligation of a con

tract f

Mr. SARGENT. Now, if I am not troubling the Senator too much,

if the Senator's argument had gone to the extent he now states and

no further, as did that of the Senator from Michigan, [Mr. Chris-

tiancy,] I should not have interrupted him by asking a question.

Of course I have my own judgment as to the force of that argument.

But when he went outside and claimed jurisdiction over a corpora

tion created by the State of California, upon the ground that it was

created by our legislation, I desired to call his attention to the facts.

Mr MERRIMON. I do not care to go into the question as to how

far Congress has control of the corporation absolutely. It is not

material to my purpose. It is only material to me to show here that

Congress has control of that corporation so far as powers, rights, ob

ligations, and duties were conferred and imposed upon it by the legis

lation of Congress, and I understand that the Senator does not deny

that as to that extent, pro ianto, that Congress has the power.

Mr. SARGENT. That is in violation of the contract.

Mr. MERRIMON. It is no violation of the contract. I cannot

make myself understood by the Senator, it seems. I say it is not so,

because it was a part of the agreement at the time it was made—an

agreement made as much as if the corporator had written it down in

writing, that Congress should have this power. It entered into the

contract, made a part of it, it was the very life of it, that Congress

should control the exercise of the powers granted, and the corpora

tions took them subject to this right of Congress.

Mr. SARGENT. Does the Senator refer to the provision in the acts

of 1862 and lo*J4 as to the power to repeal, or does he refer to some

unwritten law f

Mr. MERRIMON. I am now on the first branch of the subject. I

am making an argument to show that this power is inherent in Con-

grew and that Congress cannot divest itself of it. I am coming to

the other view of the case afterwhile.
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Mr. SARGENT. I simply say I do not agree with the Senator at

all.

Mr. MERRIMON. The Senator has only anticipated me a little. I

say that, if there was no reservation in these acts at all, corpora

tions created by Congress, if they are not absolutely so, are very

like public corporations, always subject to the control and power of

Congress. If it were not so, Congress might in creating a corporation

abdicate the powers of government and destroy the Government. It

is one of those essential powers which, whenever the contract is made

operates, and if Congress were to stipulate expressly in the act that a

subsequent Congress should not exercise this power the stipulation

would be absolutely void. It is one of the absolute powers, absolute

rights of the Government, that cannot be destroyed ; it exists while

the Government exists, and it is always ready to be exercised; and

the citizen, when he becomes a corporator nnder a corporation created

by Congress, becomes a corporator with the stipulation as expressly

made as if it were written in words, "Congress shall from time to time

see to the exercise of the power, modify, change, control it, as may 6uit

the interests and convenience of the Government." I have no doubt

that power does exist and in the way I have indicated.

Mr. HILL. Will the Senator yield to me for a moment that I may

"ask a question '

Mr. MERRIMON. I will.

Mr. HILL. If the power is claimed for the Government over the

corporate franchise 1 can understand it. But do yon hold that a con

tract of loan by the Government to the companies is either a fran

chise in the companies or a corporate privilege granted by the Gov

ernment ?

Mr. MERRIMON. I say that the Government can grant a fran

chise for the purposes of corporations. It can grant a subsidy.

Mr. HILL. That is not the question.

Mr. MERRIMON. I see the point the Senator is making and I think

I shall come to it in a moment. I do not mean to say that by virtue

of the rights conferred on a corporation by the Government the Gov

ernment can arbitrarily take property from the corporation. I do not.

mean to say that, because that would violate the spirit of the Constitu

tion ; it would violate the express letter of the Constitution in one

respect. But what I mean to say is, that Congress has the power to

direct the corporation in the exercise of all its rights and all its prop'-

erty, and it may abolish the franchise and may abolish all the powers

conferred in the interest of the Government, and therefore I put in the

■words a moment ago " with due, reasonable regard to the rights of the

corporators." It was a part of the agreement that Congress should

have the power to control, direct, and regulate the exercise of the

rights and powers and property of the corporation. The corporator

agreed to that when he became a corporator. And if that is not true,

then Congress can abdicate a sacred power of government by creating

a corporation, which is plainly impossible consistently with reason.

Congress cannot by any act, I do not care what device may be adopted,

divest itself of the power to raise an army or to construct a post-road

or a military road; it cannot divest itself of a power of government-

It may employ these powers and may employ agents to execute these

powers, but whoever engages as an agent or a corporation to execute

these powers, engages that Congress may control his property in that

behalf in order to accomplish the great purpose of the Government.

But, Bir, this will be made more manifest in the course of my argu

ment. The question of the Senator from California has anticipated

much of what I was going to say.
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we go further let us gi

purposes of the acts under discussion.

Congress passed an act approved July 1, 1862, entitled as follows,

to wit : "An act to aid in the construction of a railroad and tele

graph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean"—and what T

The words I am about to read now are very material—" and to secure

to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other

purposes."

This title plainly indicates the purpose of Congress—a purpose of

Government and in aid of the execution of a power, an essential power

of the Government. It was to create a military and postal road.

And not merely to authorize and construct such a road for the use

of the Government, hut to secure—that is the important word—the use

of the same to the Government. The word secure is a material, sig

nificant, and important one; it means to give the Government the

use of it ; not at the will of the corporation, but at the will and

pleasure of the Government, not for an occasion, for a day or a year,

but perpetually ; not affected by the whim or fortune of the corpora

tion, but absolutely, and to secure, to establish, indefinitely, perpetu

ally, such use of the road to the Government. How secure such use ?

Plainly by all such reasonable, apt, sufficient means as Congress may

from time to time, according to circumstances, direct ana provide.

And this right and power and use is not in any way affected by the

pecuniary rights of the Government, or the indebtedness of the cor

porations ; when they shall pay all the debts due and to come due to

the Government, the latter will still have the right, undiminished,

to secure to itself the use of the road for all lawful Government pur

poses.

The wording, the phroseologv, the reason, the spirit of the act

and all ucts amendatory of it, all alike indicate, establish the right

of the Government to such use of the roads and the right to secure

such use of them. It is provided that the Government shall have

directors, who shall own no stock in the companies. The right of

way and alternate sections of land are donated to the companies
" for the construction of said railroad and telegraph line, • * •

to secure the safe and speedy transportation of the mails, troops,

munitions of war, and public stores thereon." When forty miles of

the road shall be completed, " the President shall appoint three com

missioners to examine the same and report to him in relation

thereto," &c. Again, it is provided '* that, for the purposes herein

mentioned, the Secretary of the Treasury shall, upon the certificate

in writing of said commissiouers," Ac, the commissioners appointed

by the Presideut, issue bonds of the Government to the companies.

It is further provided that, " on refusal or failure of the said company

to pay said bonds, or any part of them," &c, the rood, property, and

unsold lands, <&«., " may be taken possession of by the Secretary of

the Treasury for the use and beuefit of the United States ; " not to be

sold and the Government to be reimbursed, but " for the use and

benefit of the I'nited States," the purpose being to •retire the use of

the rood for the established and only for lawful purposes of the Gov

ernment.

The grants of land, the " bond-subsidy," were all made on condi

tion that the companies " shall keep said railroad and telegraph line

in repair and use, and shall at all times transmit dispatches over said

telegraph line, and transport, moils, troops, and munitions of war,

supplies, and public stores upon said railroad for the Government

whenever required to do so by any department thereof," 4c. The
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companies are required to make reports to the Secretary of the Inte

rior. For the purposes of the Government, the lines of railroad are

to be continuous. If the companies should fail to complete these

roads respectively, or to keep the same in repair, Congress may legis

late to this end, " and may direct the income of said railroad and

telegraph line to be thereafter devoted to the use of the United

States," &c.

Congress passed an act amendatory of the act just commented upon,

approved July 2, 1864, the title of which reads as follows :

An set to amend on act entitled " An act to aid in toe construction of a railroad

and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to Beeare to

the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,'' ap

proved July I, 1862.

The same purpose is indicated in this title as in the first one, and

all the provisions of the act steadily point to the exercise of all such

power by the Government as may be deemed by Congress necessary

and wise to secure the perpetual use of the roads for Government pur

poses.

These are some of the reasons that lead me to conclude that Con

gress has the power, without any express reservation providing for the

same, to change, modify, amend, and abolish the rights, duties, and

powers of the corporations named, having due, reasonable regard for

the rights of the corporators.

It is said this would impair the obligation of a contract; that it

would change, make anew a contract without the consent of one of

the contracting parties. I do not stop to discuss the question whether

Congress has the power to expressly impair the obligation of a con

tract. If it has such a power, I would not invoke it, and I trust Con

gress will never do so. But the objection is not well founded. The

exercise of the power I have been discussing does not impair the ob

ligation of aeontract or force the corporator to accept a new contract,

because at the time he became a corporator, he agreed, by necessary

legal implication in law, that Congress should have the power to

change the rights, duties, and obligations of the corporations to the

Government in respect to the purposes of the corporations, at will, hav

ing reasonable regard to the rights of the corporator, be so agreed,

just iu the same measure as if he had so expressly stipulated in the

charter of incorporation. The spirit, the principle of the Constitu

tion permeated the charter just as much as if the same had been ex

pressed iu terms in it and the corporator must be bound by it.

I cannot doubt the substantial correctness of the views I have ex

pressed. But it is not necessary in the case before us to invoke the

power of the Constitution, to which I have referred. Putting these

corporations upon the footing of ordinary ones, Congress has power

to impose the reasonable obligations on them proposed by the bill

reported by the Committee on the Judiciary. Section 18 of the act

of 1862 among other things provides as follows :

_ And the better to accomplish the object of this act, namely, to promote the pub

lic interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line, and

keeping the same in working order, and to secure to the Government at all times

(bat particularly in time of war) the use and benefits of the same for postal, mili

tary, and other purposes, Congress may at any time—having due regard for the

lights of said companies named herein—add to, alter, amendj or repeal this act.

Mr. MAXEY. I ask the Senator from North Carolina, supposing

that Congress htis the power to impair the obligation of a contract,

now, is that the pivotal point of this case f Is it necessary to rest the

Judiciary Committee's bill upon that ground T
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Mr. MERRIMON. I have said expressly it is not. It is not mate

rial to the discussion of this question at all.

Mr. MAXEY. I wish to understand that.

Mr. MEERIMON. As I have just said, if Congress has power to

impair the obligation- of a contract, I, for one, would never invoke

it and I trust Congress never will in any case.

Mr. MAXEY. I mention that for the reason that I propose to sup

port the bill ; but if it turned on that point I would not support it,

because I do not believe that doctrine.

Mr. SARGENT. It would surprise me if it was not necessary to

sustain the Judiciary bill by the declaration of a power to violate

contracts and impair their obligations, so much time has been takeu

up by the friends of that bill in asserting that power. There cer

tainly has been a great deal of time spent in that endeavor.

Mr. MERRIMON". I am not responsible in any sense for what other

gentlemen have done; but I do not remember1—and I have been pay

ing pretty close attention to this discussion— that any one has wasted

much time in discussing that view of the case. It is not material here

at all. The bill proposed by the Committee on the Judiciary goes

upon an entirely different ground, aud rests upon an entirely different

principle. But to get back, I was discussing the reservation clause

in the act of 1862. Now the power reserved, treating the act as a

contract between the United States and the corporators, is a material

part of the contract—the corporators agree that the Congress may
•' add to, alter, amend, or repeal this act." These words—this provis

ion—cannot be treated as nugatory and mere surplusage ; they must

be giveu some effect according to their intent and meaning.

What is thatf It is that "Congress may add to, alter, amend, or

repeal this act * * * the better to accomplish the object of

this act." What is the object of this act f The great purpose, the

leading object of it is to construct and establish on solid and endur

ing foundations in every respect, a great government military and

postal road, and the power reserved mav be exercised in any reason

able way looking to that end. The clause reserving power, after

stating the purpose in general terms. " the object of this act," then

specifies some, not all. of the things that make np the object of this

act. One of these things is, " to promote the public interest and wel

fare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line and keep

ing the same in working order." It is said the companies have done

this. But this implies more than keeping it in " working order" for

this month or this year: it means keeping it so indefinitely, perpet

ually. Are the companies in condition to do this f Can they do it T

Will they do it f Are their circumstances such as they will be able

to do it f Can any one say so in view of their vast indebtedness?

Even some of their officers have expressed great doubt as to tbeir

ability to pay their debts, as I will show presently. Then is it not

plain that Congress may. ought to, exercise the power to " add to,

alter, amend, or repeal this act." to compel these companies to pro

vide prudently for the payment of these vast debts which constitute

liens on their roads and all the property connected with them, to the

end they may in all the future, be reasonably in condition to keep

the roads iu " workiug order?"' Especially, when the companies have

taken no steps to prepare to pay their debts!

Another of the tilings specified in the reservation of power to Con

gress and which goes to make up " the object of this act " is, '• to se

cure to the Government at all times, (but particularly in time of

war.) the use and benefits of the same for postal, military, and other
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purposes." The coinpauies say they have iloue this. But do they say

so truly f Granted that they have not made default. This is not all

that is plainly implied and required. The companies must keep them

selves in reasonable condition to secure to the Government for the fu

ture, indefinitely, the use of the roads and telegraph lines. The Gov

ernment cannot reasonably allow these companies to let a burden of

debt accumulate upon them which tbey cannot easily manage, so that

after awhile the mortgages must bo foreclosed and the roads embar

rassed and allowed to go to ruin and decay in the hands of them

selves by reason of their insolvency, or in the hands of irresponsible

purchasers. We know it is not denied that the companies owe vast,

embarrassing debts which they cannot pay at maturity unless they

begin now to make reasonable preparations to do so. Then, it is

plainly the duty of Congress to this end, for this manifest purpose,

to exercise the power reserved to " add to, alter, amend, or repeal

this act."

But there is auother thing that goes to make up " the object of this

act," that is, to provido for the payment' to the Government of a sum

of money eqnal to the principal and interest of the bonds of the Gov

ernment issued to the companies, when they shall mature and be paid

by the Government. It is expressly provided that snch sum of money

shall be paid to the Government and it has a second mortgage to se

cure such payment. The general terms, " the object of this act," em

braces this by all rules of construction ; and to secure the payment

of that debt Congress may in a reasonable way " add to, alter, amend,

or repeal this act."

The words in the clause reserving power to Congress, " having due

regard for the rights of said companies named heroin," imply that

Congress shall not take the property of the companies for nothing or

deprive them of their rights, but Congress may direct and control

them in the use and exercise of the same, because the corporators

agreed that Congress might do so. The words " add to, alter, amend,

or repeal this act " must mean something ; they must have some effect.

What other can they have than that I have assigned them ? I can

not see.

The act of 1864 is by its terms amendatory of the act of 1862, and

the two must be construed together as one act. This is the plain legal

effect,and the Supreme Court so decided in Kansas Pacific Company r«.

Prescott, 16 Wall., 603. It is provided by the twenty-second section of

the act of 1864 " that Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal

this act." This reservation of power is as broad as language can

make it. The two acts being in effect one and construed together,

this reservation of power must apply to both acts—this is the legal

effect and the manifest intention of Congress. Can any one suppose

that it was intended to reserve power to repeal the act of 1864 alone f

To repeal the act of 1864 would leave the act of 1862 in many respects

inoperative. Then this clause applies to both acts, reserves to Con

gress the fullest power to " at any time alter, amend, or repeal this

L both] act." It is not proposed to take from the companies any prop

erty or money ; it is only proposed to direct and control them in the

exercise of their rights. This they have agreed that Congress may

do, and there cannot therefore be any impairment of right.

It seems to me that these views are reasonable and just, that I have

stated the law as it arises upon the two acts under discussion. I beg

now to cite some authorities in support of the views I have submitted,

and especially to show to what extent the power reserved to the Legis

lature in the charters of corporations may be exercised.

i h^rV

10 PA
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I cite first, Pierce on the Law of Railways. At page 3G he says:

The power to amend, alter, or repeal the charter may be reserved by the Legis

lature by a provision to that effect inserted therein, or in a general law declared

applicable to all acts of incorporation afterward passed ; and the right of the Legis

lature to alter or repeal the charter is thns made a part of the contract. The char

ter of the company is, by such a reservation, subject to any reasonable amendment

or alteration which the Legislature may make, and any reasonable additional obli

gations may be imposed on the company. Thus, it may be required by virtue of

such reservation to abandon the use of steam-power in propelling its cars throngh

cities, or to raise or lower highways where its track crosses them when directed

by the municipal authorities. The Legislature under this power may increase the

liability of the stockholders, who will not thereby be exonerated from liability on

their subscriptions for stock. The subscriber has been held not to be released,

where the Legislature, in pursuance of such a reservation, granted to the company

the power to change its route. There being a general statute of Missouri reserv

ing the power to alter or amend acts of incorporation, an act of its Legislature

making companies previously incorporated liable to laborers employed by con

tractors for toe work done by them on their roads has been held constitutional.

That is the general law as laid down by an elementary writer in

this country on this subject. In the case of The Northern Railroad

Company vs. Miller, 10 Barbour, 2«2, the court say:

It was competent for the State, having the power to grant or to withhold the

charter, to annex such condition to the grant, or to make such reservation as it

pleased. The directors, trustees, or other managing agents, by whatever name

they are called, by accepting the charter became bound by this* condition or res

ervation; and every individual who subscribestothestockofthecompany thereby

makes himself a party to the contract, snbject to to the conditions and reserva

tions of the charter. In effect he stipulates, at the time he subscribes, that the

Legislature may alter or repeal the law, and thus change the obligation of his

subscription or defeat it altogether. It cannoj therefore with truth be said that

the amendatory act, which is complained of in this case, was an alteration of the

defendant's contract icithout hut assent. It was merely such alteration as he him

self, by becoming a party to the contract, had agreed that the Legislature might

make. He is as much bound by it as if he had signed a petition to the Legislature

requesting the pansago of the act in question. Whatever modification is thus

effected in the obligation created by his subscription is made by his own agree

ment, entered into at the moment he became a party to the contract, and is as bind

ing upon him as if it had beeu accomplished by his own solicitation and procure

ment. It surely cannot be necessary to cite authorities to prove that what a man

aulhorlzeN another to do is as obligatory upon him. when done, as if it had been

)H*rformod by himself.

In Tomlinson vs. Jessup, 15 Wallace, 454, the court say :

The object of the reservation, and of similar reservations in other charters, is

to prevent a grant of corporate rights and privileges in a form which will preclude

legislative interference with their oxercise, if the public interest should at any

time require- such interference. It is a provision intended to preserve to the Stare

control over its contract with the corporators, which without that provision would

Ito irropeulable and protected from any measures affecting its obligations.

In Miller r«. The State, 15 Wallace, 49S, the court state in broad

and strong ferine the extent of the power. They say :

The- reserved power may be exercised, and to almost any extent, to carry into

effect the original purposes of the grant orto seenre the due administration of its

allairs so us to pn»t«iet llie riulits tit ik >um kh'ViikTs ami of cro.Uurs, and lor tUe

proper disposition of the assets.

That is the language of our own Supremo Conrt, and it is as broad

and comprehensive and efficient as language can make ir. lint cases

might lie cited indefinitely, all going the full length of the proposed

oxorelHo of power as now proposed.

It hiiM been aald that the Supreme Court, in the case of the United

States r*. Union l'uclllo Railroad Company, (1 Otto, 72,) have held

that Congress, eon Id not exercise tho power reserved as now proposed.

TIiIh In a grave misapprehension of the ruling of the conrt. Tho conrt

said plainly thai Congress in the respect then under consideration

had not nmletiakcit to exercise the power, but suggest strongly by
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implication that it might do it. I read a material extract from the

opinion of the court. I shall now read what the court say bearing

upon this subject, and I read it because it has been cited over and

over again, as conclusive to the point that Congress cannot exercise

this power. The court decided to the contrary, as I think ; they sug

gest uy implication very strongly that Congress can do it ; and this

paragraph is material to show that I am correct. The court say :

Another act was subsequently passed by virtue of which this suit was instituted

by the appellee. [Act of March 3, 1873, 17 Statutes, page 508, section 2.j It is con

tended that this act repeals that portion of the charter of the company which con

tains the provisions we have discussed. But manifestly its purpose was very dif

ferent. Although it directs the Secretary of the Treasury to withhold all payments

to the companies on account of freights and transportation, it at the same time

authorizes any company thus affected to bring suit in the Court of Claims for "such

freight and transportation : " and in such suit " the right of such company to re

cover the same upon the law and the facts shall be determined, and also the rights

of the United States upon the merits of all the points presented by it in answer

thereto by them." This means nothing more or less than the remission to the judi

cial tribunals of the question whether this company and others similarly situated

have the right to recover from the Government one-half of what they earned by

transportation ; and this question is to be determined upon its merits.

Tbe merits of such a question are determined when the effect of the charter is

ascertained aud declared. It is hardly necessary to say that it would have been

iille to authorize a suit, had Congress intended to repeal the provision on which

alone it could be maintained.

Is it. not plain to the simplest mind that what the court said was,

that Congress had not in that case undertaken to exercise the power,

and that they BUggest strongly by implication that Congress may

exercise it ? So it appears conclusively that Congress has lawful

power to pass the bill proposed by the Committee on the Judiciary,

and one more stringeut if deemed necessary.

Then ought Congress to exercise this power' and in the way pro

posed ? If we consider the relations of these corporations to the Gov

ernment, their history, their vast debts, their circumstances, their

earnings, and the disposition of them, their practices aud manifest,

studied purpose not to make any reasonable provision for paying the

debt due the Government, it seems to me that there can be only an

affirmative answer to the question just propounded.

I propose now to bring to the attention of the Senate some consid

erations that, in my judgment, point strongly to the necessity for

prompt aud vigorous action on the part of Congress toward these

corporations, liy virtue of the acts of Congress just referred to the

Union Pacilic Eailroad Company was authorized to construct and

maintain a railroad and telegraph line from a point on the one hun

dredth meridian of longitude west from Greenwich in the Territory

(now State) of Nebraska to the western boundary of the Territory

(now State) of Nevada. This lino of road is 1,085.88 miles in length.

By virtue of the same acts the Central Pacific Railroad Company—

a corporation created and existing under the laws of the State of

California—was authorized to construct a road and telegraph line

from San Francisco to the eastern boundary of California, there to

connect with the railroad and telegraph line of the Union Pacific

Railroad Company, the two to make one continuouBlinc of road, which

continuous line is 1,77(5.18 miles in length.

In aid of the purposes provided for in said acts other companies of

less magnitudo and importance were authorized by them, to wit :

the Kansas Pacific, the Central Branch Union Pacific, the Western

Pacific, and the Sioux City and Pacific.

The Government granted the right of way through the public lands

''to said company [naming the Union Pacilic Railroad Company and
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t he others as well] for the construction of said railroad and telegraph

line ; " " the right, power, and authority " was given " said company

to take from the public lands adjacent to the line of said road earth,

stone, timber, and other materials for the construction thereof; said

right of way is granted to said railroad to the extent of two hun

dred feet in width on each side of said railroad where it may pass

over the public lands, including all necessary grounds for stations,

buildings, workshops and depots, machine-shops, switches, side-tracks

turn-tables, and water-stations."

The Government likewise granted, gave, donated "for the purpose

of aiding in the construction of said railroad and telegraph line, and to

ercure the safe aud speedy transportation of the mails, troops, muni

tions of war and publio stores thereon, every alternate section of pub

lic lands, designated by odd numbers, to the amount of five [increased

to ten] alternate sections per mile on each side of said railroad, on the

line thereof and within the limits of ten miles on each side of said

road," &c. All mineral lands were excepted, except that timber on

the same and coal and iron in them were granted and not excepted.

This grant of lands to the several companies mentioned embraced

about thirty millions of acres. In a letter dated March 8, 1876, the

Commissioner of the General Land Office says :

1. The amount of laud to which each company is supposed to be entitled under

acts of July 1, ISfti, and July 2, 1664, is as follows :

Acrtt.

Union Paciflo 12,000.000

Central Pacific, including late Western Pacific, now consolidated 9,100.000

Kansas Pacific 6,000,000

Denver Paciflo 1,100,000

Central Branoh Union Pacific 245,166

Burlington and Missouri River, in Nebraska %\\ 1.600

Sioux City and Paciflo 45,000

Those figures are from approximate estimates merely, tbe adjustment of the

grants not having been so nearly completed as to justify an attempt to state accu

rately the amount of lands inuring to each.

By virtue of the acts mentioned " for the purposes" in them men

tioned and specified, bonds of the United State were issued to the rail

road companies named respectively as follows, to wit :
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Tlio aggregate of t bo bonds so issued as appears, is $64,ti*£y>l<S.

These bonds were not a gift to the companies ; it is expressly pro

vided in the act that, " to secure the repayment to the United States,

as hereinafter provided, of the amount of said bonds so issued and

delivered to said company, together with all interest thereon which

shall have been paid by the United States," that the United States

should have a first mortgage on all the property of all kinds of the

companies. This mortgage was afterward by the act of 1864 changed

to a second mortgage.

It was provided that—

All compensation for services rendered for the Government shall lie applied to

the payment of said bonds und intere.it uul il the * holo amount is fully paid. Said

company may also pay the United States, wholly or in part, in the same or other

bonds, Treasury notes, or other evidences of debt against the United States, to be

alio w«>il at i«r;'and after said road is completed, nut il said Isolds and intetfst are

paid, at least o per cent, of t;ie net earnings of said road shall aiao be Annually ap

plied to the paj nient thereof. r

This provision was modified by the act of 1864, as follows :

And that only one- half of the compensation for services rendered for the Govern

ment by said companies shall be nsiuired to be applied to the payment of the

bonds issued by the Government in aid of the construction of said roads.

Uy the act of IStVt the companies named are authorized respectively

to •' issue their first-mortgage bonds on their respective railroad and

telegraph lineB to an amount not exceeding the amount of the bonds

of the United States, and of even tenor and date, time of maturity,

rate and character of interest with the bonds authorized to be issued

to said railroad companies respectively.''

The first- mortgage-bond debt created by the companies in pursu

ance of the last-mentioned provision of the act of 1864, is about the

same In amount as the amount of the Government bonds issued, and

they are ajintt Urn on all the property of the companies.

Under a decision of the Supreme Court United States i». Union

Pacific Kailroad Company, 1 Otto, 72, these several companies are not

bound to pay the interest which the Government has paid and may

pay, until the bonds issued by the Government to the companies shall

mature. These bonds will mature about the year 190X1.

At the expense of being a little tedious, I deem it important now

to read some interesting extracts from a report made to the House of

Representatives April 25, 1876, by the Judiciary Committee on the

subject of a sinking fund for the railroad companies, to which 1 have

made reference. The committee say :

The railroad companies now claim that they are not bound or liable to pay any

of the interest advanced or to be advanced by'the Government until the maturity

of the " subsidy bonds," thirty years from their date, except as the application of

(1) one-half of the charges for transportation and other services may be so applied,

with also (11) the application of 5 per cent, annual net earnings of the mads. But

these will fall far short of paving the interest.

There is no law which in such cases gives to the United States interest on ad

vances made in pa\ ing the interest on the "subsidy bonds,'1 nor, indeed, on auy

liability of any company to the Government. The effect, therefore, will be. if the

claim o'f the railroatt companies prevails, and eveu if they should at the maturity

of the suluddy Ismds, about twenty years from this time, then repay any balance

of advance*, 'the Government woiilil be without compensation for the use of the

money advanced and not so reimbursed. This toss to the Government would in

value and amount reach mauy millions. The Government pays currency interest

at 8 per cent, per annum, payable half yearly. Assuming this rate which the Gov

ernment actually pays as the value, the actual cost to the Treasury of the advances

made and to be made, compounding; the interest thervon to the maturity of the

"subsidy bouds," would be KJUi.UD.37l.7V, as follows:

Hero Is an Interesting table. This report seems to have been got

ten up with ureal consideration, and I take it it is von accurate. It
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is a report on the subject of a sinking fund for the several Pacific

-Railroad Companies made to the House of Representatives during

the Forty-fourth Congress by Mr. Lawrence, of Ohio, and it is report

No. 440, Forty-fourth Congress, first session. I present the following

table which I find in it :

"tatement of the amount 0/ bonds issued to the Pacific Railroad Companies, icith in

terest computed thereon hat/- yearly at 6 per cent. per annum.

The interest in this statement is compounded.

Union Pacific Railroad Company :

Amount of bonds issued $27,236,512 00

Interest due at maturity, September 3, 1897 133,330,206 60

$160, 400, 718 00

Central Pacific Railroad Company:

Amount of bonds issued 25,885,120 00

Interest due at maturity, November 18, 1897 138, 619, 733 30

152. 504, 853 30

Kansas Pacific Railroad Company :

Amount of bonds issued 6.303,000 f!0

Interest due at maturity, November 17, 1896 30, 831, 774 36

37, 134, 774 30

"Western Pacific Railroad Company :

Amount of bonds issued , 1,970,560 00

Interest dun at maturity, September 5, lrf)8 9, 039, li)7 41

11,609,757 41

Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company :

Amnnnt of bonds issued ." 1,628,320 00

Interest due at maturity, January 1, 1898 7, 965, 095 16

9, 593, 415 16

Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company :

Araonntof bonds issued 1,600,000 00

Interest due at maturity, Octobor 20, 1896 7, 826. 564 96

9. 426, 564 96

Total principal 864,623,513 00

Total mttrest 316,112,571 79

Grand total 380,736,083 79

The principal of the "subsidy bonds" is, as already stated, $64,623.512, with an

annual interest of $3,877,410.72, which, for the thirty years the bonds are to run

from their date, will aggregate $116,322,321.16.

If no part of the interest should be reimbursed by the companies to the Govern

ment until the maturity of the subsidy bonds, the actual loss to the public Treas

ury would be $1119, 790,250.63. bcinu the difference between the face of tile advances,

$116,322,321.16, ana their amount, with interest thoreou compounded, $316,112,571.79.

Let it be remembered that the Government is not only not to bo

reimbursed until its bonds issued to the companies mature, but not

then, until the first-mortgage bonds of the companies are. discharged,

becanse they are a first lien. There is no provision made by the com

panies to pay the vast debt of the Government against them when it

shall mature. They have not created any sinking fund or set apart

any fund or means whatever with which to do so. They manifest no

purpose to do so ; and, jndging the, future by the past, they never will

voluntat ily make any such provision. In 1HuT,, the president of the

Union Pacific Railroad Company broadly intimated that the Govern

ment might lose its debt. It now looks as if their purpose was to con

tinue to make large dividends until the Government debt shall ma

ture, and then let their first-mortgage creditors take the roads, or

leave the Government to pay the first-mortgage debt and tako the

roads, the stockholders in the mean time having realized enormous

profits in the shape of dividends on stock that cost most of them

almost a nominal sum, as will appear presently.

The following extract from the report read from a moment ago
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will give some notion of what may be expected from the companies if

Congress shall not take action. I read from page 19 of the report :

It has already been shown that the Government has been reimbursed from earn

ings only $5,455, 169.53 in a period of nine years, and that the same source will prob

ably not average over half a million of dollars a year.

From what has been said it will bo seen that, according to the claim of the com-

panies, the Government cannot expect to realize more than about $800,000 per

annum from the 5 per cent, of net earnings.

The total of these two sources, then, on this basis, would be about $1,300,000 per

year. But it is not probable the services will continue so large as heretofore.

The total sum realized by the Government to the maturity of the "subsidy

bonds," including the amount heretofore received, would reach probably about

$30,000,000.

The principal of the subsidy bonds is $64, 623, 512

Interest to maturity without compounding or counting any Interest on

advances of interest 116,322,321

Total claim of Government 1*0,945,833

The amount provided to meet this, as above stated 36, 000,000

Deficiency 144,945,833

And as the law now stands, the Government, unable to collect interest on its

dues, and the companies steadily refusing to pay what they concede to be legally

and justly payable, with a probability that they will continue to pursue the same

course, the real deficiency to meet the acknowledged indebtedness, with interest

thereon, would be many millions more, but the exact amount of course cannot be

accurately stated.

And if the companies are permitted to go on refusing, as they do, to pay their

acknowledged indebtedness, all this will increase the loss to the Government.

There is an imperative necessity for prompt and decisive action to secure the

just demands of the Government and to save it from loss.

The president of the Union Pacific Company, in a letter to the Secretary of the

Treasury dated February 9, 1875, says :

" The mortgage held by the Government, in its terms and by judicial decision of

the United States circuit court, cannot be enforced until the maturity of the bunds,

which is near the close of the present century.

" The bonds ure accumulating an interest account, also uncollectible until the

principal is due. The principal and interest when due will amount to the very

large aggregate of over seventy-seven million* of dollars, though the actual amount

advanced by the Government was only $27,236,512.

" For this very large amount the Government has only a second mortgage, and

if it be allowed to accumulate, without any provision being made to meet it, the

company will probably be utterly unable to pay it.

"At the same time, it is equally manifest that the Government will be nnable

to collect it, except upon the assumption that it will advance the money to dis

charge prior mortgages, and run the road on Government account—a policy which

wise statesmanship could not advise.

*' By standing still, therefore, the company has a load of debt accumulating for

which no provision is made, and the Government is drifting further and further

from the opportunity to secure a just return for its advances. To do nothing is to

injure both the Government and the company, perhaps irretrievably to both."

The committee in their report say further :

This statement is fully justified by the existing indebtedness of the company.

The bonded indebtedness of the Union Pacific Company is $79,457,912, of which

there is owing to the United States for " subsidy bonds ' $27,236,512. Of the resi

due, $52,221,400, about $27,236,512 axe first-mortgage bonds, and the residue are

income, sinking-fund, and hind-grant bonds, the latter secured by mortgage on the

land grant of the company. It is quite apparent that the road is in a condition in

which it never can and never will pay its liabilities to the United States if they are

permitted to accumulate until the maturity of the "subsidy bunds." This is the

tact, whatever may be its cause.

I read again from page 21 :

The lands will doubtless be sold ont under the land-grant mortgage. If the

stockholders should lose their stock and all bonds be paid but the first-mortgage

bonds, this company would, at the maturity of the subsidy bonds, owe as follows:

First-mortgage bonds $27,230,512

Subsidy bonds due the Government 27, 236, 512
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Imprest on subsidy bonds 32,663,814

Total 87,156,838

This is equal to $80,254 per mile. To pay this, the Government may find only a

worn-out road, which, put up at auction, would not pay the first- inortgage bonds.

And if these should happen to bo in the hands of those who now control the road,

they would doubtless become the purchasers and sole owners, for the objection to

a Government purchase would be so great it would never be made, and there could

be no other competitor who would be formidable as a purchaser. If there could

be danger of this, the managers of the road could permit the interest to accumulate

on the first-mortgage bonds to any amount requisite to socuro their purpose to

become owners oi the road without paying any of its debt to the Government. The

necessity for prompt measures to secure the Government cannot be doubted.

I read again from page 2D of the report :

That it is the duty of the companies to provide a sinking fund to meet the pay-

ment of the subsidy bonds at maturity, and that there is an urgent necessity lor it

must be manifest.

The president of the Union Pacific Company, iu a letter to the Secretary of the

Treasury dated February 9, 1875, Bays :

"The mortgage held by the Government, in its terms and by judicial decision of

the United States circuit court, cannot be enforced until the maturity of the bonds,

which is near the close of the present century.

"The bonds are accumulating an interest-account, also uncollectible until the

principal is due. The principal and interest when due will amount to the very

large aggregate of over $77,000,000, though the actual amount advanced by the

Government was only $27,236,512.

" For this very large amount the Government has only a second mortgage, and if

it be allowed to accumulate without any provision being made to meet it, the com

pany will probably be utterly unable to pay it.

"At the same time it is equally manifest that the Government will be nnablo to

collect it, except upon the assumption that it will advance the money to discharge

the prior mortgages and run the road on Government account ; a policy which wise

statesmanship could not advise. '

" By standing still, therefore, the company has a load of debt accumulating for

which no provision is made, and. the Government is drifting further and further

from the opportunity to secure a just return for its advances. To do nothing is to

injure both the Government and the company, perhaps irretrievably to both/'

The committee proceed and say :

The duty to provide the means of paying these bonds is an obligation prior to

any claim of stockholders for dividends, vet the two principal companies are mak

ing large dividends and providing no sinking fund.

I now wish to direct attention to what was done with the vast

stuns of money which these companies got possession of under the

legislation to which reference has been made.

The law required that the capital stock of the several companies

should be paid for in money at par. In fact, it was paid for at not

exceeding thirty cents in the dollar in work on the road. It is said

that no cash was paid for the stock of the Union Pacific Railroad

Company capital stock, except about §400,000, and it seems it is not

certain that snm was paid.

I read from the repoTt of the House Judiciary Committee, at page IS :

Union PaciBc Kailroad Company.—Stock subscribed, $36,783,000: paid in, $36,

762.300. The bonded indebtedness, $79,457,912, of which $27,236,512 is due to the

United States.

Central Pacific Railroad Company.—Stock subscribed, $62,608,600; paid in, $54,-

275,500. Indebtedness, $86,168,6*8.11, of which $27,855,680 is due to the United

States. This company now comprises, by consolidation, the Western Pacific, the

California and Oregon, the San Francisco, Oakland and Alameda, and the San Joa

quin Valley Companies, in addition to the original Central Pacific Company.

Centra] Branch, Union Pacific Company.—Stock subscribed, $1,000,000; paid in,

♦980.600. Indebtedness, besides •1,600,000 to the United States, is $303,902.63.

Kansas Pacific Company.—Stock subscribed, $9,992,500; paid in $9,689,950. Total

indebtedness, £10,965,975.41, of which $6,303,000 is due the United States.

Sionx Citv and Pacific Company.—Stock subscribed, $4,478.500 ; paid in, $1,791,400.

Bonded indebtedness, $3,256,320, of which $1,628,320 is due the United States. The

floating debt is $60,571.67.
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The stock was not in fact paid for as reported. I read from the same

report, at page 20, a striking statement, which must strike with great

iorce the mind of e very one who wan ts to do his du ty upon thismeasure :

In a report made to the House on the 20th February. 1873, (HouseReport No. 78,)

by a committee thereof, it was said of the Union Pacific Company:

" That the moneys borrowed by the corporation, under a power given them only

to meet tho necessities of the construction and endowment of the road, have been

distributed in dividends among the corporators ; that the stock was issued not to

men who paid for it at par in money, but who paid for it at not more than thirty

cents on the dollar in road-inaking: that of the Government directors, some of them

have neglected their duties, and others have been interested in the transactions by

which the provisions of the organic law have been evaded ; that at least one of the

commissioners appointed by the President has been directly bribed to betray his

trust by the gift of $£>.000 ; that the chief engiuecr of the road was largely inter

ested in the contracts for its construction ; ana that there has been an attempt to

prevent the exercise of the reserved power in Congress by inducing influential

members of Congress to become interested in the profits of the transaction. So

that of the safeguards above enumerated uone seems to be left but the sense of

public duty of the corjMirators."

The report shows that in fact the men engaged in this enterprise never risked a

dollar of their own capital by the possibility of loss, and that they not only con

structed the road from the resources which came from the Government, but that

they made enormous profits from these, therebv leaving the United States with

no adequate security for the reimbursement of the subsidy bonds.

I read further from the same report, beginning at page 14 :

From this it will be seen these companies, on their own showing, are making

large profits, and are abundant lv able to pay and indemnify the Government against

future loss, and pay liberal dividends besides on the p*ar value of stock which,

as has been shown by a committee of the House as to the Union Pacific Company,

cost its original holders " not more than thirty cents on the dollar in road-making,

which road-making itself paid enormous profits—profits realized through the noto

rious Credit Mobilier of America. These net earnings, as reported by the com

panies, are over 16 per cent, on tho nominal capital stock oi the Union Pacific

Company, or, in fact, about 50 per cent, for the year 1875 on the real cost of the

stock ; while as to the Central Pacific Company, the net earnings arc nearly 15 per

cent, on the nominal capital stock, and how much on the real cost of the stock is

not disclosed.

I wish now to read a striking extract or two from a report made to

the House of Representatives by a select committee en the 20th of

February, l£73. This is a report made by Mr. Wilson. It is report

No. 78, Forty-second Congress, third session. The committee say:

The Government never consented to trust its property to men who had not put

their own money into the enterprise. It never consented to take security fur its

reimbursement at the end of thirty years, solely on tho property it bad advanced.

It never expected to rely for the performance of these great public duties upon a

company whose debts equaled its whole property. The law-making power, if its

mandates are to be obeyed or respected hereafter, cannot accept as an excuse for

disobedience to its express directions, by the corporation it has created, that the

members of that corporation have decided that those directions wore unreasonable

and unnecessary.

And this is tho important point in the extract I am now reading:

In this ense the provision of the charter requiring the stock to be paid for in

money has been grossly violated ; because, as is apparent, nearly tho whole of tho

stock that has been issued iv presents no value to the railroad company ; or, to state

it differently, was issued without any consideration whatsoever.

I read further from page 21 of the same report :

The result of these proceedings was this :

1. 'While the charter of the Credit Mobilier required itsaffairs to be managed by

a board of directors and its principal business office to be in Philadelphia, the actual

conduct of its aflairs was wholly by the men acting as a board of trustees and in

the city of New York, so that this unlawful arrangement attempted to disguise,

and did in effect disguise, these persons by means of a fictitious and pretended and

not a real use of the corporate powers of the Credit Mobilier.

2. "While the charter of the Union Pncilic Railroad Company required its corpo

rate powers to be wielded by a board of fifteen directors, ten of whom should he

bona fide holders of stock and should be elected by stockholders representing cap
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ital which had been actually paid in full aml in money, this contrivance virtually

placed all the power aud control of sanl railroad corporation, its property aml fran

chises, in the hands of the same persons, and beyond the management provided by

law. thereby disguising and intending to disguise an unlawful seizure of the powers

of the company, an unlawful use of its name in the issue of stock, bonds, and scrip,

and an unlawful distribution of its property among the parties.

3. While the United States subordinated its own licu to secure reimbursement

of the loan of its bonds to a mortgage to secure the bonds of the company for a like

amount for the purpose of constructing the road, moneys have been in fact bor

rowed under the privilege so conferred and distributed an dividends.

4. The statute requiring the capital stock to be paid for in money at par, it has in

fact been paid at not exceeding thirty cents on the dollar in road building, except

ing, perhaps, the sum of about 8400,000.

5. Instead of securing a solvent, powerful, well-endowed company, able to per

form its important public functions without interruption in times of commercial

disaster and in times of war, and ahle to maintain its impartiality and ncutrality

in dealing with all connecting lines, it is now weak and poor, kept from bankruptcy

only by the voluntary aid of a few capitalists who arc interested to maintain it, and

liable to fall into the control of shrewd and adroit managers, and to become an

appendage to some one of the railroad lines of the East.

To give some notion of the cost of building the Union Pacific Rail

road and how the Government was robbed, I read the following fur

ther extract from the same report on page 17:

In this connection the committee calls attention to the following facts :

First-mortgage bonds issued $27, 213, 000 00

Sold at a diacountof 3,494,991 23

Net proceeds 23.718,008 77

Government bonds issued $27,230, 512 00

Sold at a discount of 91,348 72

27, 145, 163 36

Aggregate net proceedi of both classes $50, K13, 172 05

Lost of whole road to the contractors 50,720,958 94

142,213 11

And attention is also called to the time of the receipt of Government bonds, as

sh«wn by schedule thereof set forth in the evidence.

It appears, then, speaking in round numbers, that the cost of the road was

$5u.000,000 which cost was wholly reimbursed from the proceeds of 'he Govern.

in.'Jit Isinds and first-mortgage bonds; and that front the stock, the income, bonds,

and land-grant bonds, the builders received in cash value at least $23,000,000 as

profit, being a percentage of about 4H per cent. on the entire cost.

I read further from pages 4, 7, and 8, showing the spirit of what

was called the Hoxie contract :

The first contract for the construction of the road was made with one H. M.

Hoxie, who seems to have been a person of little pecuniary responsibility. His

Juoposal to build and equip one hundred miles of the railroad ami telegraph is

latedKew York, Augusts, lbG4, signed II. M. Hoxie, by II. C. ('rane, attorney.

It was accepted by the company September 23, 1*64. On the 30th of September,

1H00, Hoxie agreed to assign this contract to Thomas C. Durant, who was then

vice-president and director of the Union Pacific Itailroad Company, or such par

ties as he might designate. On the 4th of October, 1864, this contract was extended

to the one hundredth men dian. an additional one hundred and forty-six and foitv

tive hundredths miles, the agreement for extension being signed by Crane as attor

ney of Hoxie. Hoxie was an employe of thocompany at the time, and Mr, Crane,

who signed os Iloxic'a attorney, was Durant's " con.fidcutial man," as Durant him

self expresses it.

By this contract and its extension, Hoxie agreed to build two hundred and forty-

six and forty-five hundredths miles of road, to furmsh money on the securities of

the company, to subscribe $1,000,000 to the capital stock, and he was to receive

(50.000 per mile for the work.

On the 11th day of October, 1864, an agreement was entered into by Durant, Bush-

noil, Lambard, McCorub, all directors of the Union Pacific Kfti I road Company, and

Gray, a stockholder, to take from Hoxie the assignment of his contract, (which

as-i^niucnt he bad previously bound himself to make to such pei.tous us Durant
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should designate,) and to contribute $1,600,000 for the purpose of carrying the con

tract out.

This Hoxie contract and its assignment wore a device by which the persons who

were the active malingers and controllers of the Union Pacific Railroad Company

caused said corporation to make a contract with themselves for the construction of

a portion of its road, by which also they got possession of all the resources which

it would be entitled to by the completion of said portion, and by which they evaded,

or sought to evade, the requirement that the capital stock should be fully paid iu

in mouey, by substituting for such payment a fictitious or nominal payment in

road building and equipment, each share being treated as being worth much less

than its par value. That this was the substance of the transaction will more fully

appear when we come to speak of a subsequent arrangement of the same nature,

but on a larger scale.

* * * * * * *

On the 20th day of March, 1864, by an act of the Legislature of the State of Penn

sylvania, the name was changed to" The Credit Mobilier of America."

By the terms of purchase of the charter, an agency was to be established in the

city of New York, and when the subscription was made it was upon the condition

that the full powers of the board of directors should be delegated to the New York

agency, and that a railway bureau should be established at said agency, of five

managers, three to be directors of the company, (afterward changed to seven man

agers,) who should have the management of railway contracts, subject to the ap

proval of the president. By these means this Pennsylvania corporation, so far a.s

the management of its affairs was concerned, substantially expatriated itself, and,

clothed with the extraordinary powers acquired from the' State of Pennsylvania,

it proceeded to take upon itself the control of the Union Pacific Kailroad Company

iu the manner following :

It purchased the outstanding stock of that corporation, amounting to about

$2,180,000, on which about $218,000 had been paid to the railroad company, the

Credit Mobilier paying for this stock the amount already paid. At the time of this

purchase the shares of Union Pacific stock were $1,000 each. After the act of 1804

was passed these shares were canceled, and a reissue was made in shares of $100

each. The reissue was made to the stockholders of the Credit Mobilier, and by

this process the stockholders of the two corporations were made identical. By this

means the persons who under tin* guise of a corporation that was to take the con

tract to build the road held complete control of the corporation for which the road

was to be built.

These tilings accomplished, they took charge of construction under the Hoxie

contract, and the portion of the road lying between Omaha and the one hundredth

meridian was constructed under it.

This contract cost the Union Pacific Railroad Company #12,974. 416 24

It cost the Credit Mobilier 7,806,183 33

Profit 5, IG6.233 91

This profit is a profit in stock and bonds estimated at par. Their actual value

will appear hereafter.

The next event in this history is as follows, and it is stated here to show the

animus of those who were managing this great trust :

The Hoxie contract had been completed, finishing the road to the one hundredth

meridian, a distance of two hundred and forty-six and forty-five hundredths miles.

An agreement was then made, (November 10, 1866.) by Thomas C. Durant, vice-

president of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, with a Mr. Boomer for the con

struction of one hundred and fifty-throe and thirty-five hundredths miles west from

the one hundredth meridian. By the terms of this agreement Boomer was to be paid

$19,500 per mile for that portion between the one hundredth meridian and the east

bank of the North Platte, and for that portion lying west of the North Platte

within the limits of the agreement $20,000 per mile, the bridge over the North

Platte, and station-buildings equipment, ice, to be an additional charm1-

This contract was never ratified by the company, but under it the work pro

gressed, and fifty-eight miles of road had been completed and accepted by the

Government. The books of the company fail to show what this fifty-eight miles

bail cost the company ; hut from the best evidence that could he procured your

committee believe that the cost had not been to exceed $27,500 per mile for con

struction and equipment, the excess over the contract price being for station-

houses, equipment, &c. Inasmuch as the charter required that the station-houses,

equipment, &c, should be built and furnished before acceptance by the Govern

ment, and inasmuch as the records of the Department show that the fifty-eight

miles had been accepted, your committee feel warranted in finding that this had

been done and that the cost of the whole was not to exceed $27,500 per mile. But

notwithstanding this, on the 5th day of Jannary, 1867, the board of directors by a
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resolution extended the Ho\ie contract over tlnn fifty-eight miles of then com-

pleted road, thereby pro)tosing to pay to the Credit Mobilier the sum of $32,500

per mile fur this fifty-eight miles, amounting to the ium of $1,345,000, without any

consideration whatever.

The following in the resolution of date January 5, 1867:

"Remlved, That theUuiou Pacific Railroad Company will, and do hereby, consider

the Hoxie contract extended to the point already completed, namely, three hundred

and five miles west from Omnha, and that the officers of this company are hereby

anthorized to settle with the Credit Mobilier at $50,000 per mile for tfie additional

tifty-cight miles.'

"fhat it was proposed to give the Credit Mobilier this profit, if that is tho proper

word to be used in such a connection, is verified by the fact that subsequently the

sum of $1,104,000 was paid to the Credit Mobilier on account of this fifty-eight miles,

for the construction of which it never had even the semblance of a contract. Of

this vl. 104,000 further mention will be made hereafter.

I read further from page 13, of same report, to show the like spirit

of the "Oakes Ames contract:"

This contract extended over one hundred and thirty-eight miles of road com

pleted and accepted. No work was done under it until after its assignment. That

jortiou already completed had cost not to exceed $27,500 per iuilo, and by embrac

ing this one hundred and thirty-eight miles in it these trustees derived a " profit,"

if such a term is admissible in such a connection, which enabled them to make a

dividend among the stockholders in less than sixty days after the assignment,

namely, on the 12th of December, 1867, as follows: 60 per cent. in first-mortgage

bonds of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, $2,244,000 ; 60 per cent. in stock of

the Union Pacific Railroad Company, $2,244,000.

This was mainly, if not entirely, derived from the excess of the contract price

over what the one hundred and thirty-eight miles had cost.

The trustees proceeded to construct tho road under this contract, and from a

balance-sheet taken from the books it appears that the cost to the

Railroad company was $.77, 140, 102 74

And the cost to the contractors was 27, 2H5, 141 99

Profit 29,854,141 99

The nature of this profit. as in case of that on the Hoxie contract, will appear

hereafter.

Again I read a further extract from pages 13 and 14 in further illus

tration of the spirit of the corporators :

DAVIs CONTRACT.

This was a contract inadc with J. W. Davis, a man of but little, if any, pecuniary

ability, (and not expected to perform the contract,) for the construction of that

part of the road beginning at the western terminus of the " Ames contract," and

extending to the western terminus of the rood, a distance of one hundred and

twenty-five and twenty-three hundredths miles. It was upon the same terms as

the Ames contract, and was assigned to the same board of trustees. Under it the

residue of the road was constructed, and, from a balance-sheet taken from tho

books of the railroad company, it appears that it—

Cost the railroad company $23,431,768 10

And, from a balance-sheet taken from the books of the trustees, that

it cost the contractors 15,629,933 62

Profit 7,802,084 48

Your committee present the following summary of cost of this road to the rail

road company and to the contractors, as appears by tho books:

Cost to railroad company.

Hoxie contract $12, 974, 416 24

Ames contract 57, 140, 102 94

Davis contract 33,431,708 10

Total 93,546,287 28

Now see the other side of the books:

Cost to contractors.

Hoxie contract $7, J-00, 183 33
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Ames contract 27, 2^5. 1 41 P9

Davis contract 15,629,633 62

50, 720, 958 94

42, 825, 328 34

To this should ho added amuuut paid Credit Mobilicr on account of

lifty-cight miles 1,10-1,000 00

Total profit on construction 43, 925, 328 34

I might spend tbe day in reading extracts from these reports, all

going to show the enormity of the frauds practiced upon the Govern

ment. Surely what I have read will serve to show that Congress

ought to hasten to do now what ought to have been done long siuee—

to protect the Government against a corporation that has thus

robbed it.

The testimony against the Central Pacific Railroad Company is not

so complete, but the practices of that company have been far from

what was just and fair toward the Government. I read an extract

from a speech made by Hon. William A. Viper, of California, in the

House of Representatives, April 8, 1S7G. Among other things he

says :

The Central Pacific Railroad of California in 1870 became consolidated with

the Western Pacific, the San Joaquin Valley, and the San Francisco. Oakland and

Alameda Railroad Companies, under the name of the Central Pacific Railroad.

"With a desire to own every pass and natural avenue to the Pacific, the direct

ors, by well-known means, also secured control of the Southern Pacific Railroad

Company, a corporation formed October 11, 1870, by the consolidation of the San

Francisco and San Jose, tbe Southern Pacific of California, the Santa Clara and

Pajard Valley, and the California Railroad Companies. The Southern Pacific Rail

road of California should not be confounded with the Southern Pacific Railroad of

Texas.

The schemes of these men to secure immense profits in the construc

tion of roads to the Pacific were similar to those of the Credit Mo-

bilier of America.

He then refers to a suit in California relating to the Central Pa

cific, and says:

Under these circumstances, the account given by Samuel Rrannan. tho plaintiff

in this suit, may be considered as substantially true. He asserts that C. P. II un ting-

ton, Lei stud Stanford, Mark Hopkins, Charles Crocker, E. B. Crocker, and others, be*

ing a majority of the directors of the Central Pacific, formed themselves into a com

pany styled the Contract and Finance Company, for the purpose of taking contracts

for the construction of tho road at rates largely in excess of the sum at which tbe

work could have been let out to responsible parties. The said directors then en

tered into a contract with themselves, as member of this fictitious corporation, for

tbe construction of the Central Pacific, and transferred to the Contract and Finance

Company the entire subsidies of laud, money, and bonds granted by the United

States, the States of California and Nevada, and various municipal corporations of

California in aid of the enterprise. They also granted to Wells, Fargo &. Co. tho

exclusive right of running express trains for tho transportation of freight, pack

ages, and bullion over the Central Pacific, and received as pay for tbe concession

stock in that company. They also bought up the stock of competing railroads,

and, receiving the subsidy bonds from the United States, appropriated to them

selves tbe profits of said roads. They so managed their operations, principally

through the Contract and Finance Company, as to earn immense profits, recklessly

increasing the cost of building tho Central ' Pacific to double or treble tbe amount

necessary.

In order to obtain these immense grants of land and money, and to procure the

reorganization of the competing railroads purchased by them, and to secure their

re-election as officers thereof, they expended vast sums of money in lobbying : and

in carrying out their schemes generally they rodo rough-shod over tbe people of

tbe Pacific coast, using every conceivable mode of oppression. These grave charges

are substantially continued by the reluctant testimony of Kichard Franchot and

C. P. Iluntinizton, given in the early part of 1H7.I before the special committee ot

this House appointed to investigate the operations of the Central Pacific.
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These companies now have the ability to make reasonable provision

to paythe debt of the Government. Theirearningsareimmense. They

make larger dividends than any railroad companies in this country.

If the biU before the Seuate should become a law, they can, as ap

pears by the report of the committee, pay to the stockholders from

4 • to C. per cent, dividends on the nominal value of the capital stock.

And when we consider the market value of the stock, and then further

what it really cost most of the stockholders, such dividends would

be enormous.

The bill of the Committee on the Jndiciary is compulsory in its

provisions. This we have seen is absolutely essential. It makes ad

equate—not more—provision for paying the debt of the Government,

principal and interest, when it shall mature, leaving the stockhold

ers reasonable, underthe circumstances extravagant dividends. And

in case the earnings of the company shall not in any year be adequate

for the purposes of the bill, ample provision is made for giving relief.

The bill requires no duty, imposes no obligation impossible of per

formance ; it is reasonable and practicable in all its provisions.

With all due respect to the Committee on Railroads, I must say

that the bill reported by them, by its terms and according to their

own showing, is inadequate to the due protection of the rights of the

Government. It does not provide for the payment of the debt of the

Government at matnrity, it is not compulsory, and in view of what

we have seen of the practices and spirit of these corporations, it is

practically an indefinite postponement of the rights of the Govern

ment and the people. It is wholly unacceptable, if it is seriously the

purpose of Congress to afford substantial protection for the Govern

ment.

Mr. President, the great importance of the subject under consider

ation must be my apology for detaining the Senate so long. Con

gress has certainly been remiss in reference to it in the past; I trust

it will be so no longer. Justice, right, prudence, the country, alike

demand our prompt and efficient action.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator from Minnesota, [Mr. WrxDOM,] the

chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, desires that this bill

be laid aside informally, not to lose its order, that the Senate may

take up the consular and diplomatic appropriation bill.

Mr. HILL. I should ljke to get the floor for to-morrow on the

pending bill.

Mr. THURMAN. Take it now.

Mr. HILL. Very well.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Mitcho.i. in the chair.) Tho

Senator from Georgia will be recognized as entitled to the floor to

morrow when the consideration of this bill shall be resumed.

Mr. THURMAN. I consent that the bill bo laid aside informally

in order that the appropriation bill mav be taken up.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair hears no objection, and

that will lie the understanding.

Mr. THURMAN. I wish to say, however, that I hope it will be tho

pleasure of the Senate to proceed with the funding bill with some

what more of industry than it has heretofore. I have no complaints

to make ; but I hope that we may be able to get to a vote on the bill

by the last of this week or very early next week, and thorefore that

those who desire to speak upon it will be content that there may bo

two or even three speechesmadeinaday hereafter. I only express this

as my wish ; of course, it will be for the Senate to say. My friend from

Connecticut [Mr. Eaton] says it ought not to be hurried, as it is an im
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portant measure; but if it is to pass at this session of Congress we

ought not to spend too much time on it. 1 shall not make any unrea

sonable pressure, and every Senator will have an opportunity to speak

on it who desires. I do not propose to take the time now, but will

only say that I will request the Senate to come to a vote on this bill,

if not at the end of this week, then by the middle of next week at

the farthest.

Mr. MATTHEWS. When I addressed the Senate on the subject of

the funding bill I announced my intention on taking my seat to move

that the bill reported by the Kail road Committee should be substi

tuted for the bill reported bv the Committee on the Judiciary.

Mr. THURMAN. I thought my colleague had made that motion.

Mr. MATTHEWS. But the motion was not formally entered, and

I desire to have it so entered in order that that may be the pending

question.

Mr. THURMAN. Let that be moved now.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. By unanimous consent, the amend

ment reported from the Committee ou Railroads will be considered

as the pending question.

The amendment of Mr. Matthews is to strike out all after the

enacting clause of the bill and insert :

That in order to establish a sinking fund for the purpose of liquidating the claims

of the Government on account of the bonds advanced under said act of July 1, 1862,

and the acts amending the same or supplemental thereto, to the Central Pacific

Railroad Company of California, and the Western Pacific Railroad Company, and

to the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Secretary of the Treasury of the Onited

States is hereby authorized to carry to the credit of a sinking fund for the Central

Pacific Railroad Company, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

the State of California, the successor by consolidation of the said Central Pacific

Railroad Company of California and the Western Pacific Railroad Company, and

to the credit of a sinking fund for the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the amount

due, or which may be due, the said companies respectively, for the carriage and
transportation of the mails, troops, munitions of ■war, supplies, and public stores

for the Government, under the acts aforesaid, up to and including the 31st day of

March, 1878, which, if not amounting at said date to the sum of fl, 000,000, shall be

made up by the respective companies to that sum each.

Sec. 2. That the said Central Pacific Railroad Company and the Union Pacific

Railroad Company shall each nay into the Treasury of the United States, to the

credit of said sinking fund, either in lawful money or in any bonds or securities of

the United States Government, at par, annually, the sum of $1,000,000, in equal

semi-annual installments, on the 1st day of April and October in each year, com

mencing on the 1st day of October, 1878, and continuing snch payments until the

1st day of October, in the year 1900. Interest on all sums placed to the credit of

the sinking fund shall be credited and added thereto semi-annually, at the rate of

6 per cent per annum. Any balance remaining due from eitherof said companies

at the date last aforesaid, after deducting the amount standing to the credit of said

sinking fund from the amount of said ixmds, together with all interest thereon

which shall have been paid by the United States, and interest on the principal of

said bonds from the maturity thereof, respectively, to the 1st day of October, A.

1). 1900, shall be then divided into fifty equal semi-annual installments, to be paid

by said companies respectively, one of which shall be paid on the 1st day of April,

and one on the 1st day of October in each year, with all accrued interest from Oc

tober 1, A. 1). 1800, on said balance remaining unpaid at the date of maturity of

each installment at the same rate per annum paid by the United States on the

larger part of its public debt, on the 1st day of January preceding the date of pay

ment of the several installments: Provided, kotcever, That on the failure or refusal

of said companies, or either of them, to make any payment in accordance with the

provisions of this act for the period of six months, then the provisions hereof in re

gard to the liquidation of said bonds and interest shall thenceforth, at the option

of the United States, become inoperative as to such defaulting company ; and the

rights and powers of the United States in relation thereto, under the acts to which

this is amendatory, shall be in full force and effect as if this act had not been passed,

except as hereinafter provided. Or the United States may, in case of default

aforesaid, retain as payment on account thereof to the credit of said sinking fund

any sum or sums that may accrue to said company so in default on account of the
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carriage and transportation of the mails, troops, munitions of war, supplies, and

public stores until said default is removed.

Sec. 3. That the payments so to be made by said companies shall be in lieu of all

payments required from said companies under said act and the amendments thereto

in relation to the reimbursement to the Government of the bonds so issued to said

corporations: Provided, however, That said companies shall not in any manner bo

released from their present liabilities to keep the said railroads and telegraph lines

constructed under the acts of Congress aforesaid in repair and use, and to transmit

dispatches over said telegraph lines, and transport mails, troops, munitions of war,

supplies, and public stores upon said railroads for the Government, whenever re

quired to do so by any Department thereof, at fair and reasonable rates of com

pensation, (said rate* not to exceed the amounts paid by private parties tor the

same kind of service,) the whole amount of which shall be paid by the Government

to said companies on the adjustment of the accounts therefor, and that the Gov

ernment shall at all times have tho preference in the use of the same for all the

purposes aforesaid.

Sec. 4. That the mortgage of the Government created by the fifth section of the

act of July 1, 1862, ameuded by the act of July 2, 1S64. shall not be in any way im

paired or released by the operations of this act u ntil the whole amount of the prin

cipal of said bonds, with the interest thereon paid by the United States as afore

said, shall be fullv paid ; but said mortgage shall remain in full force and virtue,

and, upon the failure of either of said companies to perform the obligations im

posed upon them by this act, said mortgage may also be enforced against such

defaulting company for any such default; the Government, however, duly credit

ing and allowing to the company upon said mortgage all payments which may havo

l»een made in part execution of this act, and interest thereon to be credited and

added thereto semi-ananally as hereinbefore provided.

Skc. 5. That this act shall take effect upon its acceptance by said railroad com

panies, or, if accepted by only one of said companies, then as to the company so

accepting the same, which acceptance shall he filed with the Secretary of the

Treasury within four months from the passage of this act, and shall show that said

company or said companies have agreed to the same at a meeting of stockholders ;

and if said companies shall make punctual payment of the sums herein provided

for and perform all the conditions hereof, this act shall be deemed and construed

to be a final settlement between the Government and the company or companies so

performing the same, in reference to all matters relating to a reimbursement to the

(Government by said companies ; but in case of failure so to do, Cougress may at

any time alter, amend, or repeal this net as to such company so making default.

Sec. 6. That all acts anil parts of acts inconsistent with thia act are hereby

repealed.

March 27, 1878.

THE TACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the hill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, aud to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act,

the pending question being on the amendment submitted by Mr.

Matthews.

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, we have before us two bills, each propos

ing to establish a sinking fund the better to secure the repayment of a

loan made by the United States to the Union Pacific and the Central

Pacific Railroad Companies. The comparative merits of the two bills

as sinking-fund measures I have not yet considered and shall not

now discuss. I especially wish it distinctly understood that nothing

I may say in the way of dissenting from the bill reported by the Ju

11 PA
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diciary Committee is to be taken as implying that I will support the

bill reported from the Committee on Railroads. I repeat I have not

considered and much less formed an opinion upon either of these

bills as measures of wisdom, economy, or expediency. I have thus

far confined my investigations, and shall now confine my remarks, to

a constitutional question, a question of congressional or legislative

power which is raised by these two bills.

The bill reported from the Railroad Committee proposes to estab

lish a sinking fund with the assent of the companies as matter of

agreement between the creditor and the debtor. The bill reported

from the Judiciary Committee proposes to establish a sinking fund

by legislative act only, by the sovereign will of the creditor, not only

without the assent of the debtors, but by a command a failure or

refusal to obey which by the debtors shall work a forfeiture of estate

and subject them or their agents to a criminal prosecution. Such au

exercise of power is, in my judgment, not only unauthorized and

unconstitutional, but is actually subversive to the great purposes to

secure which the Government itself was instituted.

In order to understand clearly the issue presented, I will state the

material facts bearing upon the case, and 1 shall state the contracts

as they were finally agreed to :

First, by the act of 1862, Congress created a corporate being, a body-

politic, and named it the Union Pacific Railroad Company.

Second, this corporate being, thus created, Congress endowed with

all the powers, privileges, and franchises usually granted to corpora

tions, and especially authorized and empowered it " to lay out, locate,

construct, furnish, maintain, and enjoy a continuous railroad and

telegraph, with the appurtenances," between designated points.

Third, to this being, thus created and endowed, the Congress also

granted certain privileges, such as the right of way through the pub

lic lands without compensation and through other lands with com

pensation, and also certain property, and especially alternate sections

of the public lands amounting to several millions of acres. All these

lights, powers, privileges, and grants were granted without money

and without price by the sovereign grace aud favor to the child thus

born of the sovereign's loins.

Fourth—and I ask the Senate to mark the difference—after thus

creating this corporate being, and after thus clothing it with powers

and with authority to contract and be contracted with, the Congress

itself proposed to authorize at once a contract with it in behalf of

the United States. The Congress deemed that the construction of a

railroad to the Pacific Ocean would be a great benefit to the Govern

ment in the way of saving in transportation, would greatly increase

the wealth and power of the people, and perhaps maintain the integ

rity of the Union. To enable the Union Pacific Railroad Company

to construct, equip, and maintain its portion of this railroad and tele

graph lino to the Pacific Ocean, Congress proposed to make it a loan

in bonds, aud to secure the completion of the entire line Congress

made a like offer of loan to the Central Pacific Railroad Company, a

corporation created by the State of California, and also authorized

the latter company to extend its line east until it should meet the

Union Pacific fine going west.

It is important now to understand with accuracy the terms and

conditions of this loan, for these terms and conditions formed the

inducement to accept the offer and thus enter into the substance of

the contract. The material terms and conditions are these: Thebonrts

were to be issued directly by the Government and delivered to the
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companies. The Secretary of the Treasury was authorised to deliver

the bonds as the roads were completed in sections. The bonds wen?

to mature after thirty years to bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent,

per annum payable semi-annually. The loans were to be repaid to

the Government as follows: Previous to the maturity of the bonds

the companies were to pay to the Government 5 per cent, of their net

earnings and one-half the sums dne by the Government for transpor

tation over the road : and it is especially stipulated that the Govern

ment shall at all times have the preference in the use of the road and

telegraph " for all the purposes aforesaid,'" that is, •' to transmit mes

sages and transport mails, troops, munitions of war, snpplies, and

public stores."* and " at fair and reasonable rates of compensation not

to exceed the amonnt paid by private parties for the same kind of

service." Whatever balance should remain unpaid by this 5 per cent,

and the half of the Government transportation, the companies were

to repay at the maturity of the bonds. It is so expressly nominated.

To secure its repayment it is stipulated that :

The iA«ne of said bonds and delivery to the company shall iptofnct<i constitute a

first mortea^e on the whole line of the railroad and telegraph, together with the

rollins-Moek. fixture*, aod property of erery kind and description, and in conaid-

i of which said bonds may be issned.

And in case of defanlt by the companies, the Secretary of the Treas

ury is directed to take possession of the property so covered by mort

gage " for the use and benefit of the United States."

I am stating the contract of loan as finally made. In the first offor

in 1S62 the United States were to have a first lien. In 1-UI the offer

was changed by Congress, so that other bonds might lw issued by the

companies of like amount with those of the Government, and the

lien of the Government was to be subordinated to those bonds of the

companies, and in this form the offer was accepted.

The entire railroad and telegraph from the Missouri River to the

Pacific Ocean were completed in all respects as required, and all the

conditions precedent to the issue and delivery of the bonds under the

contract of loan were complied with, and the bonds were actually

issued and delivered in execution of the authority ; and all the rights

of the creditor and all the liabilities of the debtor thus became com

plete, definite, and fixed, and so, as I shall prove, became unchange

able, except by consent of the parties, by every rule of law known,

administered, and respected in every just government under the sun.

That no power, executive, legislative, or judicial, can, under any pre

text whatever, by reservation or otherwise, change, add to, alter, or

rescind this contract, except upon allegation and proof of mistake or

fraud in its procurement, and that no power or department of Gov

ernment can grant any remedy or relief touching this contract, its

payment, or further security, or can listen to anv complaint touching

it by either party, except upon allegation and proof of defanlt iu

some respect by the other" party, is the proposition I propose now to

establish.

"As the tree falleth, so it must lie," and equally certain is it that

as competent parties legally and knowingly contract, so must they

abide their contract, and Government has no power to interfere ex

cept to protect and enforce on default such contracts according to

their terms. In my opinion the bill reported from the Judiciary

Committee does propose to interfere with this contract, does propose

to affect and even to change the rights and liabilities of the parties

to this contract, and without any allegation of default, without any

pretense of defanlt, either real or intended, and it proposes tlint this
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interference shall come from the most unauthorized of all Depart

ments of the Government, the Legislative Department.

I have examined this bill carefully, and in all its long string of
■whereases it alleges no default of any kind or character as the reason

for its passage. It meets the question boldly and fearlessly and is a

broad assertion that Congress, by virtue of its power alone, has au

thority to change the contract in the manner proposed by the bill.

I have listened with anxious attention to the various Senators who

have so ably advocated the passage of this bill. I have listened to

them all the more anxiously because I desire to co-operate with

them in all efforts to secure the Government in the premises, and I

am ready to vote for any plan looking to that security which Congress

has the constitutional power to adopt.

The advocates of the bill do not agree among themselves in the

reasons which they assign for the power claimed. After carefully

considering them I am satisfied that all the advocates of this bill are

embraced m the three following classes:

1. One class contends that the bill does not change or alter the

contract of loan nor the rights or liabilities of the parties to it.

2. A second class insist that the mortgageors are in possession of

the property under a trust, first for the benefit of creditors and after

ward for the benefit of the owners, and that if the corpus of the

property covered by the mortgage is insufficient to secure the debt

and the mortgageors have become or are likely to become insolvent,

the mortgagees have a right to have a sufficiency of the income or

earnings dedicated to pay the debt before dividends shall be retained

and to accumulate the income or earnings by a sinking fund until

the debt shall be discharged.

3. A third class claim that in this case Congress has the power to

alter, amend, add to, or rescind this contract in order to secure the

debt. Some claim this power as inherent in the Government, and

others claim it under the provisions of the acts of 1862 and 1864 which

expressly reserve to Congress the right to " alter, add to, amend, or

repeal" each of said acts. On this last ground the bill itself is based.

But as there are Senators who do not concur with that reason for the

power claimed but insist upon one or the other of the two reasons I

have previously specified, it is proper that I should notice all these

grounds, and I will consider them in their order.

First, does the bill reported from the Judiciary Committee in fact

alter, or propose to alter, or will it have the effect to alter this con

tract of loan or the rights and liabilities of the parties to it f It is

certain that the bill does not propose to alter or in any manner affect

either of the acts of 1862 and 1864, except those provisions which

relate to this debt and which authorize and prescribe the terms of tho

loan by which the debt was created. The whole bill relates to tho

establishment of a sinking fund to secure the ultimate payment of

the debt, the manner of accumulating that sinking fund, the custody

and final distribution of the fund so accumulated, and prescribes the

penalties that shall be visited on the company or companies failing

or refusing to pay the amount required into that sinking fund. So

that, if the bill alters or amends anything in these acts or either of

them, it can ouly be those provisions to which this bill alone refers ;

that is, those provisions which authorized this loan and the terms and

stipulations of it. You nowhere propose to change a single franchise ;

you nowhere propose to withdraw a single power or privilege granted

to these companies; you nowhere propose to interfere with the regu

lation and administration of the franchise. It is a naked proposition
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to seeore the debt and prescribe such terms msia your judgment will

secure the debt without the assent ot the companies, ami without

alleging any default or maiadministration by the companies or either

of them.

Now. let us look, first, to the title of the act. What does that pro

pose t I am now discussing the question, mark yon. whether the bill

does propose to alter and change the contract, for there are Senators

around me who hare said that they did not look npon it as a bill to

alter and change the contract. Let ns look, first, to the title of the

act itself. In terms it is " a bill to alter and amend "the act of 1;*"8.

and also "to alter and amend- the act of l?t"4. "Alter and amend'

what t There is not a provision of this Judiciary Committee bill that

refers to anything but the contract and the debt, and you have made

your bill an act to " alter and amend.7* So. again, the preamble says

that " the rights of said several companies, respectively, as mentioned

in said act of 1M22, as well as just security to the United States in the

premises, and in respect of all the matters set forth in said act, re

quire that the said act of 15U2 be altered and amended as hereinafter

enacted." And that " by reason of the premises also, as well as for

other causes of public good and justice, the powers provided and re

served in said act of l-**4 for the amendment and alteration thereof

onght also to be exercised as hereinafter enacted.'" " Hereinafter

enacted " how 1 Yon do not hereinafter enact a single alteration or

change in a franchise, a power, or privilege of the companies. You

hereinafter enact nothing on earth but an alteration of the debt and

the terms of its payment. All the alterations aud amendments thus

proposed relate exclusively to contract of loan and none to the fran

chises granted in the acts.

Then again the thirteenth section of the bill is in these words :

That each and eTery of the provisions in this act contained shall severallv and

respectively be deemed, taken, and held as in alteration and amendment of said avt

of led and'of said act of le64, respectively, and of both said acta.

Thus in the most emphatic manner the Judiciary Committee bill

declares its purpose to be " to alter and amend." aud every alteration

and amendment proposed is of the contract of loan and of the rights

and liabilities of the parties to that contract. Not only are the lia

bilities of the debtors changed, but their burdens are added to by

this bill. Thus, under the original contract it is distinctly stipulated

that until the bonds mature the debtors shall only pay the creditor C>

per cent, of the net earnings and one-half of the Government trans

portation, and in the fifth section of the act of lrf64 the word " only"

ib used : "shall only pay/' Under this bill you require all the Gov

ernment transportation to be paid and large sums in addition, so that

the whole payment shall amount to 25 per cent, of the net earnings.

It is no answer to say the additional sums paid are not to be actually

or formally applied to the debt until the bonds mature. The burden

upon the "debtors is to pay. The fact that the creditor does not

formally credit the debt does not lessen the burden of the payment.

Besides, the payment is to be made into the treasury of the creditor

by the act and order of the creditor ; and how can you pay the cred

itor except by payment into his treasury T and the payment therefore

is as legally and actually complete as if the money paid were formally

applied and credited on the bonds or the debt.

So the eighteenth section of the act of 18(S can have no meaning

except that the stockholders shall have 95 per cent, of the net earn

ings after deducting all expenditures, and that the Government shall

not interfere to regnlato the rates of faro and freight until such !>">
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per tent, of the net earnings shall exceed 10 per cent of the cost of

the road. This bill reduces that 95 per cent, to 75 per cent.

Again, this bill not only creates new obligations upon the compa

nies, but provides penalties for their violation. You not only create

additional obligations on the companies but you decree by virtue of

your own legislative will penalties for the disregard by the companies

of these obligations. The bill creates newand additional defaults to

authorize the seizure of the road by the Government, and acts which

are perfectly legal under existing laws are made illegal under this

bill and subject the parties committing thorn to criminal prosecu

tions.

Will any man tell me that this is not a bill changing all the terms

of this contract .' It changes tho stipulations; it changes its obliga

tions ; it prescribes additional penalties ; and it makes acts which are

now legal and proper and according to the stipulations of the con

tract actual crimes for which the parties or their agents can be pros

ecuted in a court of justice. You not only decree by your sovereign

will a change of the contract, but you decree that the agents of the

defendants who shall be faithful to the contract already made shall

bo criminals.

It is needless to add further statements to bIiow that the Judiciary

Committee bill does really propose to change and does in ell'ect change

the terms of the contract of loan—terms, too, which were offered as

inducements to the companies to accept the loan and undertake tho

construction of the road. To offer terms as an inducement to a party

to do a work or take a risk, and then withdraw or change those terms

after the work has been done or the risk taken, would be declared

fraud if done by an individual, and surely it cannot be denominated

less than tyranny and oppression when done by a government.

Tho second class that support this bill of the Judiciary Committee

upon a theory of a trust—aud I invite the lawyers in this body to hear

this argument—are, I must say, in my judgment easily answered. In

the first place, if the power claimed exists at all, it is clearly a judicial

and not a legislative power. But the position to j ustify this bill could

not be sustained under the facts of this case, as far as they have been

presented to the Senate, even in a court of equity. The rule upon

tbis subject is familiar to lawyers and has been decided in a great

number of cases. To authorize courts to interfere in the manner pro

posed by this bill, three facte must clearly appear : first, that tho

corpus of the property mortgaged is insufficient to pay the debt ; sec

ond, that tho niortgageor is insolvent ; and, third, that'the mortgageor

is in default. Now, mark me, I do not say that the only default is

non-payment at tho maturity. Any act of the debtor which is wrong

and which threatens to destroy the corpus covered by the lien of the

mortgage is a default. Without the last fact the first two will not

be considered. It matters not that the mortgageor is insolvent ; it

matters not that the property which the creditor selected to secure

his debt is insufficient to pay it; those were circumstances he ought

to have looked to before he made the contract. Superadded to these

two conditions there must be default, some wrongful act or failure to

act by tho debtor. There can be no remedy where thero is no wrong,

and there can be no wrong where there is no default, and courts have

no right to anticipate and much less to redress a default which has

not occurred. This rule is strongly stated by Mr. Thomas in his work

on mortgages, in the following language :

The right of entry by tlio mortgagee having been abolisheil, tho niortinjeor In.

both at law anil in equity, entitled to tho complete enjoyiuont of tho mortgaged
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premises and of their rents and profits until tbe debt is dne, unless such rents are

expressly pledged for the payment of the debt. If no proceedings are taken for

the appointment of a receiver, his right to the rents continues uutil it has been

divested by a foreclosure sale, and until the purchaser has become entitled to pos

session under the sheriff's deed. Where, however, the security is insufficient and

the mortgageor or otherperson who is personally liable for the payment of the debt

is insolvent, the mortgagee may apply for a receiver of the rents and profits of the

mortgaged premises which have not yet been collected, and this relief will be

granted, unless tbe person in possession shall give security to account for such

rents in case there shall be a deficiency.
*******

The right to this relief does not result from the relations of tho parties, but from

equitable considerations alone. It is not a matter of strict right, and each applica

tion is addressed to the sound discretion of the court.—Thomas on Mortgages, pages

301 and 302.

In support of this authority and this rule Mr. Thomas refers to a

large number of cases, every one of which I have examined, and

every one of them was a case of foreclosure after default in payment ;

and I challenge any gentleman to produce a book where a case has

ever been decided in which the court took jurisdiction to require

additional security or to take the rents, ismies, and profits from the

niortgageor before default, however insufficient the property might

become in the natural course of events, or however insolvent the

mortgageor might become. Insolvency in law may be a misfortune ;

it is not a fault that furnishes a remedy unless it be accompanied by

actual waste and wrong to the creditor. The rule is thus stated in

the case of the Syracuse City Bank rtt. Tallmanand others, in 31 Bar

bour, and it is well stated in this decision :

Unless there be a special clause to that effect, in a mortgage, the mortgagee has

no lien upon the rents and profits ; and as a general rule the mortgageor, until the

sale, is entitled to remain in possession.

But courts of equity, uuder certain circumstances, will, after default in an action

for foreclosure and sale, anticipate the final judgment by the appointment of a

receiver, and in effect put the mortgagee in possession and allow him to divert the

rents and profits of the mortgaged premises from the hands of the mortgageor, and

hold them as additional security for the payment of the mortgage.

To entitle him to this relief it must appear that the mortgaged premises are an

inadequate security for tbe debt, and that the mortgageor, or other person liable for

the mortgage debt, is insolvent.

This relief does not grow directly out of the relations of the parties or the stip

ulations contained in the mortgage, but out of equitable considerations alone. It

is not a matter of strict right, but is addressed to the sound discretion of the court.

It stems that when the mortgageor is insolvent, and fails to pay at tho day ap

pointed, and the mortgaged premises are an inadequate security, as between the

niortgageor and mortgagee it is within the equitable discretion of the court to allow

t lie latter to intercept the rents and profits, for bis better protection from loss. And

that this is the utmost extent to which tbe relief has been granted, or to which it

can be granted, within any admitted principle of equity.—The Syracuse City Sank

V4. Tollman and others, %VBarbours Supreme Court Reports, 201.

This judge says the farthest the rule has ever gone is, that after a

default and before judgment of foreclosure, a court of equity will

appoint a receiver and divert the rents and profits to the payment of

the debt until that judgment of foreclosure and sale under it, if the

premises are insufficient to pay the debt, if the mortgageor is insolv

ent, and if the mortgageor is in default ; and I challenge any lawyer

on this floor to present a case on record to the contrary where any

proceeding was taken in law or equity to divert rents, issues, and

profits or earnings, which are not expressly included in the lien, from

the mortgageor to the mortgagee until after default by tho mort

gageor. Whether I am justified in quoting legal rules to a body of

men who claim to be bouud by no law is a question I will consider

directly.

The Government as a creditor can have no more rights than other
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creditors. That is the next proposition I propose to establish. When

the Government loans money and enters into trade with individuals

or corporations, it does so, not as a sovereign, bat as a civil corpora

tion, and is subject to all the laws of- contract like other persons ;

and I ask the attention of Senators to this point who tell me that

this Government is sovereign ; that it has a right in contracts that

individuals have not ; that you are not bound by the rules of law

like individuals.

In Smoot's case, 15 Wallace, 3G, the court held "that in the con

struction and enforcement of contracts made by private parties with

the Government, the court is bound to apply the ordinary principles

which govern such contracts between individuals." So in the case

of Elliot i'8. Van Voorst and others, reported in 3 Wallace, jr., and

decided by Mr. Justice Grier, that eminent justice said:

The Government of the TTnited States, though limited in its powers, is snpreme

in its sphere of action. But ita rights as a sovereign, and its prerogatives as such,

are coextensive with the functions of government committed to them, and extend

no further. Its position as to prerogative is anomalous, owing to ourpeculiar insti

tutions,
*******

When the Government, in the exercise of the righto and functions of a civil cor

poration, purchases lands to secure a debt, the accident of its sovereignty in other

functions cannot be set up to destroy or affect the rights of persons claiming a title

or lien on the same lands. Thus, when the Government of the United States

becomes a partner in a trading corporation, snch as the United States Bank, it

divested itself, so far as concerned the transactions of that company, of its sover

eign character, and took that of a citizon ; consequently i is property and interests

were subject to the decrees and judgments of courts equally with that of its co

partners. _

Itmay be broadly asserted that no case can be found in all the books

where a court of equity has entertained an application to do what this

bill proposes to da, unless the debtor was in default; and when the

Government, abandoning its own courts, seeks to use its sovereign

legislative power to enforce, to al ter, or even to protect its rights as a

civil corporation or contract creditor, it is guilty of the grossest pos

sible usurpation, tyranny, and oppression. The Government is a

contractor in the loan of money as a civil corporation. It cannot

resort to its sovereign power as a legislative body to claim rights in

the construction or remedies in the enforcement of that contract

which are not common to tho humblest individual in the laud. Leg

islation may authorize contracts to be made, but after they are made

legislative power over.them ends, I care not whether made by Gov

ernment or citizen. Courts alone can construe them ; courts alone

can reform them; courts alone can enforce them; and courts aloue

can administer them; and even courts can construe them, or reform

them, or enforce them, or administer them only as made and agreed

to by both the parties.

Let us next proceed to examine the position taken by the third

class who support this bill reported from the Judiciary Committee.

These are they who take the bold position that Congress has the

power by legislation to " add to, alter, amend, or repeal" this contract

of loan between the Government and the railroad companies. And,

first, I will notice those of this class who hold that this power is

inherent in the Government. " One Congress cannot bind another

Congress," weare told. " Whatone Congress can do, another Congress

can undo," is repeated. That I believe is the position of my friend

from North Carolina, [Mr. Merrimox.] It is true as to general

laws ; but a contract is not a law. The law is the authority to make

the contract, mark the distinction, and nothing more. Congress may
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repeal the authority to make the contract ; it may change or modify

the authority to make the contract ; and, if the authority be repealed

before the contract is made, the authority ceases, and the contract

cannot afterward be made. Bnt if the contract be made and rights

under it vest or obligations by it are incurred, the subsequent repeal

of the authority cannot annul or impair the contract or its rights

and obligations. I think much of the confusion in this case has

grown out of confounding the law which authorizes the contract

with the contract itself. And I will say at this point that Congress

is not the Government and Congress is not the party to the contract

in question. Congress did authorize the contract to be made and

did prescribe the terms on which it should be made ; bnt one Congress

did not make the contract, and another Congress cannot undo it. It

was not the acts of Congress, but the loan of the bonds and their

acceptance by the company that constituted the consideration of the

contract. It was the completion of the work in the manner prescribed

that entitled the companies to the issue and delivery of the bonds.

The act for that purpose would have been a dead-letter, would have

formed no contract, if the work had not been done ; and it was not

Congress, as seems to be so commonly supposed, but the " issue and

delivery of the bonds that ipso facto" constituted the mortgage to

secure the repayment of the bonds.

Congress can repeal the authority, and Congress can do it without

reserving the power ; but can Congress annul the acts done and the

rights vested under the authority before its repeal f Can Congress

repeal or annul the issue and delivery of the bonds f Can Congress

repeal or annul the work done, which entitled the companies to the

issue and delivery of the bonds ? But the contract cannot subsist in

dependently of its terms. The terms of the contract authorize, con

stitute the contract itself, as the blocks of marble in this building

make the building. Take away those blocks, and the building will

not exist. As Congress cannot repeal, annul, impair, or change the

contract, so Congress cannot repeal, annul, impair, or change the

terms of the contract ; and the time of payment, the manner of pay

ment, the terms of payment, the quantities of payment, the security

for payment, and the penalty for default in payment are included

among the essential, material terms of the contract.

It is suggested as a query iu the report made by the Judiciary Com

mittee in support of their bill whether Congress may not impair the

obligations of a contractotherthan by a uniform law of bankruptcy.

It is suggested that the inhibition in the Constitution to impair the

obligation of contracts is upon the States, and not upon Congress. Is

an inhibition upon the States a delegation to Congress t Can Con

gress do anything because it is not prohibited from doing it f Con

gress may do many things from which the destruction or impairment

of contracts may result. Congress may lay embargoes and declare

war, and this may impair or destroy the value of contracts ; but does

it follow that Congress may therefore enact laws to impair and annul

contracts f Congress may declare war, and war does destroy life and

liberty as well as property. Can Congress therefore pass laws enact

ing that the homes of the people shall be burned, or that the citizens

shall all be imprisoned or enslaved, or that their heads shall be taken

off? Yet all these things may result from a war which Congress has

power to declare. If Congress has power directly to declare the re

sult which may come from another power then Congress may declare

that our homes shall be burned, that ourselves shall be imprisoned

and our heads taken off at the block. The mission of government,
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it can never be too often repeated, is to preserve and protect life,

liberty, and property, and not to destroy or impair either, ezoept it be

necessary to expose some to loss or hazard that all may be protected

and defended.

I allirm to-day without qualification that no legislative power in

this country, State or Federal, can pass any act with intent to annul

or impair the obligations of contract ; and even the power to pass a

bankrupt law forms no exception to this rule, as that power stands

on a different principle. I allirm that this power would not exist

even if the prohibition in the Federal Constitution upon the States

in this regard did not exist.

A few days ago the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Tiiukman] in a oollo-

quy with the Senator from Oregon [Mr. Mitchell] made the remark

able statement in this Senate that " not one lawyer who argued the

Dartmouth College case pretended for one single moment that, if it

were not for the provision in the Federal Constitution that no State

should make any law impairing the obligation of a contract, the act

of the New Hampshire Legislature would not have been perfectly

valid." That is the exact language of the honorable Senator from

Ohio. Coming from such a distinguished source, this startling state

ment ought to wake up this Senate to the dangerous mistake we are

asked to make in the passage of this Judiciary bill, when the great

Ajax in favor of its passage intimates by such a statement so roundly

made that Congress has the power to impair the obligation of con

tracts, and that the States would have beld that power but for the

provisions in the Federal Constitution. He says that no lawyer pre

tended to assert the contrary in the Dartmouth College case. Now,

sir, Mr. Webster was one of the great lawyers who argued that Dart

mouth College case. Hear what ho said. Mr. Webster said :

It will be contended by the plaintiffs tbat those acts—

Of the New Hampshire Legislature—

arc not valid and binding on them without their assent : 1. lleeause they are

against common right andthe constitution of New Hampshire. 2. Because theb

aic repugnant to the Constitution of the United States.

Then after stating that it was only that clause in the Constitution

which enabled the Federal courts to get jurisdiction of the question

he adds these grand words, which I commend to the distinguished

Senator from Ohio and to the country, in this time, it seems to me, of

demoralization on this question.

Mr. Webster said :

It is not too much to assert that tbo Legislature of New Hampshire would not

have been competent to pass the acts in miestiou, and to make them binding on the

iilamtifta without their absent, even if there bad been in the Constitution of New

iampshire or of the United States no special restriction on their power.

Why i

Because these acts are not the exercise of*a power properly legislative. Their

object and effect is to take away from one lights, property, and franchises, and to

grant them to another. This is not the exercise of a legislative power. To justifv

ihe taking away of vested rights, there must be a forfeiture ; to adjudge upon anil

declare which, is the proi>er province of the judiciary.

Even Chief-Justice Marshall, in pronouncing the decision of the

court, said almost as much, for ho uses this strong language :

A ropoal of this charter—

The Dartmouth College charter, granted by the King in 1709—

A repeal of this charter at any time prior to the adoption of the present Consti

tution of the United States would have been an extraordinary anil unprecedented

act of power.
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So the distinguished Senator from Ohio was clearly mistaken.

Iu the forty- fourth number of the Federalist Mr. Madison declared

that "laws impairing the obligation of contracts are contrary to

what ! Contrary to the first principles of the social compact and to

every principle of sound legislation." The prohibition was not in

serted in the Federal Constitution to take from the States a power

they would possess without the prohibition. They might arbitrarily

exercise a power they did not possess and oppress a citizen. Mr. Madi

son speaks of it as only an " additional fence " against the danger of

invasion of the " first principles of the social compact" and the proper

fundamental charters of natural rights. This prohibition, this " addi

tional fence" was placed in the Federal Constitution to bring the

citizen within the protection of the Federal jurisdiction against such

dangerous and unnatural legislation in the States. What a commen

tary upon this purpose of protection it will be if the Federal Govern

ment shall itself turn upon the citizen it takes into its protection and

itself make him the helpless victim of this dangerous legislation

against the first principles of the social compact and the fundamental

charters of natural rights ! This would he saving the dear lambs from

exposure by fencing them for slaughter.

1 will proceed now, sir, to the last stronghold of the supporters of

this Judiciary bill, and I do so with a confident conviction that it is

the weakest of all the positions assumed to justify the bill. It is

that Congress derives the power claimed from these provisions of the

acts of 1862 and 1664 which expressly reserve to Congress the right

at any time " to add to, alter, amend, or repeal " said acts. I invite

the attention of the Senate to several considerations, either one of

which is and in its nature must be a complete and conclusive nega

tive to the proposition that Congress retains or can have at this time

any power whatever to interfere with these contracts as against the

companies by virtue of these reservations in the acts named. In the

first place, the power reserved must be legislative power. Congress

possesses no other power in the matter. But the making of a con

tract is not a legislative act. So the enforcing of a contract is not a

legislative function.

Mr. EDMUNDS. May I ask the Senator from Georgia, then, where

we got the power to make the contract which is in this law which

we propose to amend f

Mr. HILL. If the Senator will listen, I will answer that questiou.

You get the power to authorize the contract and you do by law au

thorize the contraot to be made ; but it is expressly decided that not

the Congress but the Government is the party to the contract and

not a party in its sovereign character but as a civil corporation.

Mr. EDMUNDS. But, if the Senator will pardon me, he has stated

that it is no part of the function of the legislative power to make a

contract. Now, then, the only power that has been exerted in respect

of these railroads by the acts of 1882 and 1864 was a power exerted

by Congress, and the Senator says that that made a contraot.

Mr. HILL. I do not so understand that the acts are all. I say

here now that if nothing had been done but to pass the acts there

■would have been no contract. Would there t Answer that. The

Senator says there was nothing done but to pass tho acts. If there

had been nothing done but to pass the acts there would have been

corporations created ; those corporations would have been vested with

corporate powers aud privileges, because that is done by the direct

act of Congress; but if the acts had been passed and if nothing else

had been clone would there havo been any contract ?
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Mr. EDMUNDS. No, if the Senator will again pardon me, no more

than if I write to my friend and ask him to lend me a hundred dol

lars and he docs not reply, there is no contract ; but if he sends me

the money there is a contract that I am to repay him.

Mr. HILL. Ah! precisely so, sir. It was the act of the party under

the jndgment and adjndication of the executive department and the

issue and the delivery of the bonds in compliance with the anthority

of Congress to make the contract that created the obligations and

the rights. That is the point. Congress gives the anthority to make

the contracts. I grant that without the anthority the contracts can-

not be made, but equally the anthority without the other acts makes

no contract. Legislation only anthorized the contracts to be made.

Legislation did not complete the roads nor determine when the roads

were completed ; nor did legislation issue or deliver the bonds. The

acts of Congress constituted the power of attorney which anthorized

all these things to be done, which prescribed the manner of doing

them, and the terms and conditions upon which they should be done.

I admit that power of attorney was in its nature and by its terms

revocable at will. Note that. Congress can revoke the anthority as

a mere act of power, but Congress cannot annul the acts done under

that anthority before that revocation.

Suppose I give the Senator from Michigan [Mr. Christiancy] a

power of attorney to sell a piece of land and in that power prescribe,

as I have a right to do, the terms upon which he shall make the sale,

and I also say in the power what it is not necessary to say, that it is

revocable at will. Is that power of attorney a contract f Withont

the power the Senator would have no anthority to make a contract,

but is that power of attorney a contract f Will any man say so f

The Senator proceeds, under that power, and on the terms therein

prescribed, sells the land to the Senator from Vermont, places the

Senator in possession and takes his promissory note due at a distant

time. After this sale and before the purchase-money is paid, suppose

I undertake to revoke the power to sell or change the terms of the

sale. Does that revocation annul or impair the sale f Can I even

complain that the terms of the contract as required by my own power .

of attorney do not sufficiently secure me, and demand a change in

the terms, or additional security before there is any defanlt in pay

ment by the purchaser f Congress reserved the power " to add to,

alter, amend, or repeal the acts " of 1862 and 1864. We reserved no

right or power " to add to, alter, amend, or repeal " the contracts made

in pursuance and under the anthority of these acts. I am dwelling

upon this becanse I consider it important. When so good a lawyer

as the Senator from Vermont, the chairman of the Jndiciary Commit

tee, intimates that an act of Congress is the contract when it is the

anthority for the contract, it is time, I think, for us to watch the dis

tinction. The contract was made, the work was done, tBe obligations

were all incurred, the promises were all mado and the bonds were all

issued and delivered according to the anthority and by virtue of the

anthority, and while the anthority remained uurevoked. The propo

sition that, under a reserved power to change or revoke the anthority,

to make the contracts, Congress can change or interfere with the

contracts made, or can do anything that will affect to the weight of

a hair the rights or liabilities of the other parties to the contracts

withont their consent and before their defanlt, is most monstrous in

its character, and can find nothing to excuse or palliate it in good

faith, just precedent, or sound law.

Sir, Congress can do nothing, absolutely nothing, touching these
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contracts against the other parties thereto without their consent and

before their default.

The view I am presenting is, if possible, rendered still more con

clusive when we apply to i t another well-settled pri nciple which I have I

before stated upon authorities cited, and which could be strength

ened by a great number of decisions. It is that the Government is

not a party to contracts like these contracts of loan in its character

as a sovereign but only as a civil corporation. As a sovereign the

Government does not lend money. As a civil corporation it does not

legislate. As a civil corporation it is subject to the law of contracts

precisely as are individuals. When, therefore, the Government as a

civil corporation enters into such contracts it cannot reservo the right

to use its legislative power as a sovereign to alter, change, or annul

that contract to which it is a party. As a civil corporation it can

reserve no power which in its character as a civil corporation it does

not possess.

Mr. THURMAN. I wish to understand my friend, but will not put

a question if it interrupts him at all. Ho has spoken repeatedly of

the Government lending this money as a civil corporation and of

what rights the Government has as a mere corporator. I can under

stand very well how that may be applied were the Government a

shareholder in a bank, as in the old United States Bank, or a share

holder in a railroad, or the like ; but I am totally at a loss to under

stand what my friend means by speaking of the Government iu

granting a loan of its credit acting as a private or mere civil corpora

tion apart and distinct from its character as a government.

Mr. HILL. I will answer the Senator by referring to the decision

made that I havo just read, by Justice Grior, in which he announced

that when the Government purchased laud and took a deed to it, it

was a party to that contract only as a civil corporation and it so

acted, and that its sovereignty had nothing to do with it.

Mr. THURMAN. This was a Government loan.

Mr. HILL. It is the same thing whether the Government loans

money or takes a deed. The judge added that whenever the Govern

ment becomes a trader it trades only as a civil corporation. Its au

thority is derived from Congress, it is true. The civil corporation has

no authority to make a contract unless Congress grants it, but it is a

party to the contract only in its character as a civil corporation.

That is what I mean, and I tell the Senator I am using the language

of the court; and if the Senator takes issue with it he makes as great

a mistake as he did in the colloquy with the Senator from Oregon,

when he said that no lawyer in the argument of the Dartmouth Col

lege case pretended that but for the provision in the Federal Consti

tution the laws of New Hampshire would not have been valid.

The power reserved in the acta of 1862 and 1864 is a legislative

power to alter, amend, or repeal legislative acts, and not to alter or

rescind contracts, though made by the authority of legislative acts.

It was a power reserved by and for the benefit of the sovereign, and

was not and could not bo reserved by or for the benefit of the civil

corporation as such. To say that the Government reserves the right

to alter or rescind a contract made, because it reserves the right to

alter or repeal the legislative act which authorized the contract to be

made, is to utterly ignore the distinction between the sovereign and

the civil corporation and absolves the Government from all the law

ami all the obligations of contracts.

Mr. THURMAN. If it docs not interrupt the Senator, will he let

me ask him a question ?

Mr. HILL. Yes, sir.
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Mr. THURMAN. Will tho Senator tell ns what there is iu tbeso

acts of 1862 and 1864 that Congress can amend, add to, alter, or re

peal T

Mr. HILL. Oh, I will do that. I am going to show that.

Mr. THURMAN. I should like to have the Senator do so.

Mr. HILL. I assnre the Senator I will do that with a great deal

of pleasure, and I shall leave that question I trust as clear as the

other, although I am afraid that like that it will not be clear to the

distinguished Senator from Ohio.

Tho Congress is vested by the Constitution with express authority

" to borrow money on the credit of the United States." It borrows

in its character as a sovereign, and for that reason cannot be sued

without its consent, because that express power is given in the Con

stitution. Tho difference is between the authority which created tho

Government. There is no sovereign power conferred to lend money,

and when tho Government does lend money it does so as a civil cor

poration upon tho authority of sovereign power, and, in case of default,

must como to the courts like other individuals or corporations, aud

can there bo impleaded like the humblest citizen in the land. This

may seem anomalous, but nevertheless it is true. Judge Grier, in the

decision referred to, spoke of the anomalous character of our insti

tutions.

The allusion by the Senator from Michigan [Mr. Christiaxcy] to

mail contractors and tho powers of the Government over their con

tracts has no relevancy whatever to the question before us. Surely

that Senator is too good a constitutional lawyer not to see the differ

ence between the relations of tho Government with its servants,

employe's, officers, and agents, and with those who do not sustain that

relation.

And now, Mr. President, what is the true meaning of the reserva

tion to "add to, alter, amend, or repeal," found iu slightly varying

phraseology in both the act of 18CJ and the amendatory act of 1864 f

I shall come directly to answer the question of tho Senator from Ohio,

and I will show him to what these words do apply, to what they cau

only apply; and I affirm it with veTy great confidence. This point

in the case I deem important and I have studied it thoroughly to tho

best of my humble ability. I say I will prove to the Senate,I trust,

( I have certainly satisfied my own mind beyond tho shadow of a

shad,e of doubt) that these words do not only not apply to these con

tracts of loan but in their nature cannot be made to apply to the

contracts of loan or to the portions of the charter relating to the con

tracts as such. These words have a meaning aud a history which

identifies that meaning beyond the possibility of mistake. First,

these words are never used in ordinary legislation because snch use

is wholly unnecessary. The right to "add to, alter, amend, or repeal"

legislative acts is an inherent part of ordinary legislative power.

The legislation, then, in which it is necessary to retain such a reserva-

tion, must stand npou some peculiar footing by reason of some pecu

liar character different from ordinary legislation. When we find

this peculiarity of legislation we shall be able to comprehend the

true purpose, application and meaningof this reservation. The habit

of making this reservation is of modern origin, and has grown into

its great importance and general use by a great and enlightening

experience.

This peculiarity of legislation applies only to the creation of cor

porations and to the granting and regulating the exercise of the priv

ileges, powers, and franchises of corporations. In every coustitu
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tional provision, and—I invite the Senator's attention to this—in

every act of legislation, general or special, in which this reservation

is found, it relates to corporations. Every case which has heen read

or referred to in this debate, and every case reported in which these

words of reservation have been brought before the courts for adjudi

cation, is a case of a corporation, a case involving questions relating

to the franchises of a corporation, the franchises proper, granted by

direct fiat of the legislative will, not by the intervention, of executive

authority. By the law of inductive reasoning, then, we are brought

to the conclusion that there is some peculiar reason in the character

of the legislation creating corporations and fixing and regulating

their franchises which makes this reservation wise or necessary, and

which reason does not apply to ordinary legislation. Now, let us find

this reason. What is it that is deemed necessary to reserve the power

to alter, amend, or repeal and add words which are never found nec

essary to be used in any other legislation t Evidently it is because

of some peculiarity in the nature of the legislation creating corpora

tions and granting corporate powers and franchises. The creation of

artificial persons and the granting of powers, privileges, and func

tions to such persons is a prerogative, a sovereign prerogative power.

In England it formerly rested in the Crown ; in this country it rests

in the States, to be exercised by the Legislature, or by such other

power or body as the people in the constitution may direct.

I will not stop now to inquire whether or to what extent it may be

exercised by Congress. The exercise of this prerogative power is an

act of sovereign grace and favor. It is not bought. There is no con

sideration for it passing from the favored grantee to the sovereign

grantor ; but there is generally an inducement for the exercise of this

power by the sovereign. That inducement is the public good—a pub

lic good which is to be secured and promoted by the manner in which

the grantee, the corporation, shall exercise the franchises graciously

bestowed upon it. It was held even in England that the sovereign

having once granted a charter of incorporation could not revoke it.

Having called the child into life it could not destroy it without a

judgment of its peers, the courts. Parliament, under a claim of om

nipotent power, did sometimes revoke charters, but even this power

was not cordially conceded. Thus a corporation once created (ex

cept corporations exclusively political) could not afterward be dis

solved, except by a judgment of a competent court, after trial, that

the franchises had been forfeited, either by n nonuser or misuser of

the charter. That was the case in England when the colonies were

part of that country.

Early in our history, after the formation of our constitutional sys

tem, it was decided both by State courts and the Federal courts that

a charter, not political, once granted and accepted, could not be

changed or revoked by the legislative power without the consent of

the corporation. I quote several cases for that. See University r».

Fox, 2 Haywood's Reports ; Terrill re. Taylor, 9 Crunch ; Pawlett re.

Clarke, 9 Cranch. But the great struggle was made in the case of

the Trustees of Dartmouth College rs. Woodward, 4 Wheaton, 518.

That case was elaborately argued, and has since been accepted as

settling this question. Settling what question ? That the charter

once granted could not be changed or altered by the granting power,

although freely granted, as an act of favor simply, for the public

good, and not altogether or chiefly for the personal good of the

grantee.

Bnt the creation of corporations and the grant to them of franchise
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powers aud privileges is a voluntary grant by the legislative power,

and the only consideration for such exercise of this prerogative power

is the public good. The grant being thus voluntary, it followed from

a well-established principle that the grantor when making it could

qualify the grant according to his will, and, among other qualifica

tions, could reserve the right to alter, amend, or withdraw the fran

chise, and this reservation would become a condition of the grant.

Just like an individual person, if he makes a conveyance for value

he must follow the terms of the contract. If ho makes a voluntary

conveyance, if it is a mere grant without consideration, even though

it may be for natural love and affection, the grantor can prescribe

such terms as he pleases ; and in the case of a mere voluntary grant at

any time before execution and delivery it can be revoked. The object

of the grant being the public good, it was wise and proper that the

grantor should retain this control over its exercise, so as to securo

more certainly and effectively this object. In this way the habit of

making the reservation we are considering originated, and I repeat

these words of reservation are only found in charters granted to cor

porations and they apply to nothiug but franchises granted to corpo

rations. The fact that there is something else included in the act

which creates a charter besides the franchise does not apply the words

of the reservation to those other matters. The words of reservation

aie put in under this law of necessity to reserve the right to revoke,

alter, or change the charter if the grantee, who is the recipient of

sovereign power, does not execute the grant to accomplish the object

for which it was made. The wonderful increase in the number, kind,

and power of corporations in late years has made this reservation all

the more important in character and the more frequent in its exer

cise. This reservation is now to be found in nearly all the States of

the Union, sometimes in the constitutions, sometimes as provisions qf

general laws, and often in special charters ; but in all cases the res

ervations are made to apply to corporations and special legislative

grants, and to them only. To apply them to any other kind of legis

lation is utterly unwarranted and cannot be justified by principle,

irecedeut, reason, or authority.

Now, let us apply these principles to the acts -of 1862 and 1864

creating these corporations, and I will tell the Senator from Ohio

what, in all those acts, is subject to the power of Congress to alter,

repeal, modify, add to, or change. The corporations are created by

direct fiat of the legislative will. All the tlsual and special corporate

powers, privileges, and franchises are granted, in like manner, to the

corporations so created, and they are granted directly. None of these

grants are to be executed by the Secretary of the Treasury or by the

executive department. I call the Senator's attention to that. None

of these grants in the creation of the corporation, the granting of the

corporate privileges, powers, and franchises, are to be executed by

the Secretary of the Treasury or by the executive department. They

are perfect and complete the moment that they are passed. They are

made so by the very act. They are complete and perfect, and exe

cuted by the legislative act, and are not made so by another power

under authority of the legislative act.

Mr. THUKMAN. Let me understand the Senator, if I do not inter

rupt him too much f If I understand my friend, he makes this dis

tinction, that because these bonds issued by the Government were

required to be signed by the Secretary of the Treasury and handed

over by the Secretary of the Treasury, that was a different thing

from a contract made by Congress on behalf of the Government of

the United States.
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Mr. HILL. The Senator will hear rae. My point is that those pro

visions of the act of 1862 and 1804 which authorized a loan of money

do not perfect any right in anybody. They simply authorized the

executive department to do certain things to be done by the depart

ment. But I say the creation of the corporation itself, the granting

of the franchises to that corporation, is complete by a simple act of

legislation without the intervention of executive agencies.

Mr. THURMAN. Now let me put a question to my friend, for he

does not seem to have considered it, at least I have not heard, it. I

ask him when Congress passed this act and promised this loan of

bonds, whether the moment the company accepted the charter that

was not, according to his view of the case, a contract between the Gov

ernment and the company, and that in good faith the Government

was bound then to issue the bonds, the company doing what would

entitle it to the bonds? I ask him, further, whether any executive

officer of this Government had the slightest discretion in tho world

in the business to refuse to issue the bonds or not ; whether the Sec

retary of the Treasury was not bound to issue them according to the

mandate of Congress if the company complied ?

Now, may I ask the Senator one further question, whether or not

in that respect there is the slightest difference between the franchises

granted by the charter and this loan promised by the Government ?

The franchises granted by the charter were not granted upon the

mere approval by the President of the act. They did not take effect

until the company accepted them, for you cannot force a grant on

anybody. Therefore, it required two to make those franchises come

into being, just as much as it required two to make this loan come

into existence.

Mr. HILL. And the point is that it requires more than two to give

effect to this legislation for the loan. My point is that the corpora

tion is created and the franchises conferred by the act of Congress,

of course by consent of the other party, and that no executive agency

intervened for any purpose ; that it becomes complete in tho parties

by the passage of the act.

Mr. THURMAN. Now let me ask

Mr. HILL. But I will answer the Senator. Just wait and see if I

do not. I answer the Senator that the passage of those provisions of

these laws authorizing the loan do hot make the loan. It created a

right to have a loan, but I say to the Sonator before the right to those

loans could accrue not only must the company accept the proposition,

but they must go to work and earn the consideration which entitled I

them to it ; and the executive department and not the legislative is to 1

determine by its judgment whether they have complied with the con- I

tract. The corporations might act until doomsday and they might

have had a thousand acts by Congress, but if the executive depart

ment bad not pronounced and adjudged that they had complied with

their contract their right would have been only inchoate and not

perfect to the loan. So there is a difference and I want the Senate to

note it. It is the difference in the books ; it is the difference upon

reason. It is the very secret of these reservations in these charters.

In a charter granted directly by the sovereign power nothing is

required to perfect the grant except the acceptance from the grantee,

whereas authority to lend money, an act of Congress to lend mouey,

is only a power conferred to one of the Executive Departments. It is

true they must obey authority as they do in every other case, but it

is true, as the courts have often decided, that they are the judges

whether the acts are complied with, and thev must adjudge and

12 PA
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determine that the work has boon completed in the manner required

before any right to tho loan can vest in these corporations.

Mr. THUKMAN. I ask the Senator if the corporation does the

work, fully and fairly entitling itself to the loan, and a Secretary of

the Interior or of the Treasury should refuse willfully and without

cause to issue the bonds, whether a mandamus would not lie f

Mr. HILL. Certainly, if tho Secretary of the Treasury adjudged

that the work was complete ; but suppose the executive authority

denied that the work was complete. How then t Suppose they will

not issue tho bonds, will a mandamus lie ? Certainly a mandamus

will lie where the right is perfect and complete and it is conceded,

but what is needed is for the bonds to bo issued, signed, and delivered.

But suppose the judges of tho contract will not execute it. Sup

pose tho Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of tho Interior

in the respective parts they have got to perform in this agency ad

judge that the work is not completed according to the contract,would

a thousand acts entitle them to the bonds, would a thousand man

damuses secure them f Sir, it is expressly decided by the Supreme

Court in the celebrated case of Decatur t'8. Spaulding and others, that

the Department is the judge of the evidence in such cawes ; that while

we have to command the Department they have a right to judge iu

certain matters ; that when it is referred by Congress to them to

judge when a contract had been executed, when a right has become

vested which Congress has strictly authorized, the courts cannot inter

fere -with that question ; but if the Executive Department says, " Yon

have complied but I am not bound to obey the act of Congress," then

the courts will come in by mandamus and compel obedience, but the

courts cannot interfere with the judgment of the Secretary or of the

Executive Department. I do say to the Senator that before these

parties are entitled to this loan they not only had to do the work but

the Executive Department had to adjudge the work as rightfully

done under the act. Therefore in the matter of this loan another de

partment of the Government was introduced to perfect it and it does

not take place upon the more grant of incorporation and the grant

ing of the franchises to the companies. The Legislature grants those,

and the grant is not dependent on the executive authority or any

judgment or adjudication by the executive authority for the absolute

and unconditional vesting of their rights.

Mr. THURMAN. If the President does not approve tho bill, I do

not think they will have it.

Mr. HILL. Oh, well, of course that is a part of tho legislation. I

say the legislation is completed, and when I say that of course I mean

the approval of the President or the passage of the bill by two-thirds

over his veto. My friend from Ohio is getting decidedly hyper

critical.

How different aro tho contracts of loan authorized by these acts.

Hero the legislation becomes mere authority to the Executive Depart

ment. The loans are for a valuable consideration. The inducements

which make tho Congress willing to authorize the loans are all set

out. The terms and conditions of the loans are prescribed. What

shall be done to ontitlot the corporations to the loans; how tho loaua

shall be secured and how repaid ; what shall be the liabilities of tho

corporations accepting the loans; and when, in what manner, and on

what terms the loans shall be repaid are all declared. But all these

provisions are nothing but directions to the Executive Department,

who are authorized by these legislative provisions—these powers of

attorney—to complete the work and deliver the bonds, or a<ljudge
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that they Hliall not be delivered as the case may be, and Congress

actually has nothing to do. The executive power is to ascertain and

determine when the corporations have completed the roads in sec

tions; the executive authority is to determine and make known when

the entire roads are completed. The Secretary of the Treasury is to

issue and deliver the honds, and here is a point to which I challenge

the attention of Senators. It is in that very act of 1862 declared to

be the "issue and delivery of the bonds" that constitute the mort

gage. Yon may have a thousand acts, and without all this oxecutive

agency intervening, and the actual execution, issue, and delivery of

the bonds thero would be no mortgage.

Without these executive acts there wore no contracts, no loans, and

no obligations created, and none could havo existed, although by the

legislative acts thoy were all authorized to be made and created. The

legislative acts created the corporations and invested them with cor

porate powers, privileges, and franchises without any intervening

executive agency ; but the legislative acts did not make but only

authorized the contracts of loan to be made by the intervention of

executive agency, and without the actual execution of that agency

the contracts would have had no existence.

Without the reservations " toadd to, alter, amend , or repeal the acts,"

the charters granted and the franchises conferred could never have

been changed or revoked. The reservations were only necessary to

retain legislative control over the corporations and their franchises,

and for that purpose only were they made. It was not necessary to

reserve the right to alter or repeal the authority to make the loans.

There is another distinction to which I call the attention of the

Senator from Ohio : under the Dartmouth College decision and under

all the decisions of all the courts, State and Federal, it wasnecessary to

reserve the right to alter, repeal, or change the franchises granted to

a corporation, but it was never held by any court that it was neces

sary to reserve the right to alter or change the authority to make a

loan. The Congress had inherent power to change or repeal the leg

islative authority, to make the loans, but Congress has and can have

no authority inherent or reserved to alter or rescind the contracts

of loan after the authority to make them had been executed. From

the moment of that execution the anthority became exhausted, dead,

and the contract became instinct with life which life it will be crime

to destroy by force. From that moment the loans became plain con

tract debts which no power can destroy or impair save the power

that made them, the consent of both parties. As the Supreme Court

justly say in a recent case (3 Otto, 255:) " Two minds are required

to make a contract or to change its terms and conditions after it is

executed."

It can make no difference that the anthority to make the loans was

created in the acts granting the corporate charters, and that is where

all this trouble has come from. Those gentlemen have never got the

true view, because the offer to loan was included in the acts granting

the charter. That fact cannot change either the nature or the law

of the contracts as made. Thoy stand precisely as if the authority

had been given by separate and independent acts of Congress.

Thus, sir, I have shown :

First. That the bill reported from the Judiciary Committee, under

the form of altering the acts under authority of which these con

tracts were made, does in fact seek to alter and change the contracts

themselves, and without the consent of the parties to those contracts.

Second. That such legislative power cannot be found in the theory

H
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of trusts. That the power to interfere under that theory exists only

in the courts, and that oven the courts can exercise such a power

only after default.

Third. That the reservations " to alter, amend, or repeal," contained

in the acts of 1862, and 1864, apply, and were intended to apply, and

can only apply to the corporate existence, powers and franchises of

the railroad companies created and confirmed by those acts. That

the reservations were not needed or intended to give to Congress the

power to alter or repeal the authority to make the loans provided for

in those acts, and that no authority can exist in Congress, inherently

or by reservation, to alter or rescind the contracts actually made

nnder that authority after that authority had been executed, after

the contract had been made, and after the rights and liabilities of

the parties to those contracts had become vested and fixed.

I beg to call the attention of the Senate to some considerations

upon the assumption, for. argument's sake, that the words "to alter,

amend, or repeal" do apply to the contract, to the authority to make

the codtract, and to the terms of the contract, as well as the creation

of the corporation and the granting of the franchise. First, I want

to call the attention of the Senate to this point : If this reservation

to alter or amend does apply, for instance, to that stipulation in

the contract which says that one-half of the transportation by the

Government Bhall be paid before the maturity of the bonds, suppose

that power to change that is retained by the act of 1862 or the act of

1864. Here is the act of 1871, which expressly directs that that half

transportation shall be paid, and that act reserves no right to alter

or amend. I wish the Senator from Ohio to hear this. I wish him

to reply to it if he can. I say the act of 1871, being the ninth section

of an act making appropriations for the support of the Army for the

year ending June 30, 1872, and for other purposes, provides that—

The Socretarv of the Treasury is hereby directed to pav over in money to the

Pacific Kailroad Companies mentioned in said act, and performing services for the

United States, one-half of the compensation at the rate provided by law for such

services heretofore or hereafter rendered.

And it distinctly says :

Frovidtti, That tliis section sh.ill not be construed to affect the legal rights of

the Government or the obligations of the companies, except as herein specifically

provided.

Now, here is the act of 1871, which enacts and declares that the

half of this transportation shall be paid by the Secretary of the

Treasury to the coiupauies, and no power is reserved in the act of 1871

to alter, amend, or repeal that act. Take the case proposed by my

friend hero from tho Judiciary Committee, and you see that the bill

provides in the fourth section—

That there shall bo cArried to the credit of the said fund, on the 1st day of Feb

ruary in each year, the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbefore

named, rendered for the Government by said Central Pacific Sailroad Coinpan v,

not applied in liquidation of Interest.

Mr. THITRMAX. Do I understand the Senator from Georgia tosay

that that act of 1871 is irrepcalable f

Mr. HIM* I say it is after the parties have acted under it.

Mr. T11UKMAN. That is all I wanted to know, if the Senator so

stntad.

Mr. Mil. I.. I do. Is It not part of the contract f

Mr. TIM' KMAN. Part of what contract f

Mr. HIM*. 1'urt of the contract authorized by the acts of 1862

and 1861.
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Mr. THURMAN. Now the Senator ia coming precisely to where I

wanted him to come. He has now got beyond the loan, and I want

him to tell me this

Mr. HILL. I am now arguing the case upon the assumption that

the words '*to alter, amend, or repeal" apply.

Mr. THURMAN. Then I want to know what in the world it is in

that charter which can come within that power of amendment, alter

ation, or repeal.

Mr. HILL. The Senator does not see the point. I am arguing the

case now upon the assumption that the word ' ' alter " applies to every

thing there. Do you not perceive t But by the act of 1864 Congress

agreed that one-half the transportation should be paid to the com

panies. Congress reserved the right to alter, as the Senator says, in

the acts of 1862 and 1864, and for some reason the Government did

not pay it. Then you come in with the act of 1871 and re-enact that

they should have that one-half.

Mr. BAYARD. May I ask the Senator a question T Does he consider

that the power reserved to the Government to amend the law of 1864

at will is exhausted by making an amendment in 1871 f

Mr. HILL. I certainly do as to that particular thing, because the

last act repeals the first. I think if you in a subsequent act make a

direct enactment and do not reserve the power to repeal you cannot

afterward alter or change that act.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator himself, if he will allow me to in

terrupt him, has stated the matter which shows what the act of 1871

was. Under the act of 1864 the companies were entitled to receive

pay for half the transportation account. The Secretary of the Treas

ury refused to pay them that half under an opinion of Mr. Attorney-

General Akerman. The matter was referred to Congress ; that is to

say, the companies petitioned Congress on the Bnbject. The Judiciary

Committees of the Senate and the House reported that under the act

of 1864 the companies were entitled to this money, half the trans

portation account, and the act of 1871 was passed to compel the Sec

retary to execute the law, not to change the law or to make any new

law, but simply to compel him to execute it.

Mr. HILL. No ; but you did declare in the act of 1864 that one-

half of the transportation shall bo paid with a reservation.

Mr. THURMAN. What reservation T

Mr. HILL. The reservation of the right to alter. That is what

you say. I am arguing on that assumption now, which the Senator

from Ohio does not seem to take. I am arguing upon the assumption

that you are right, and yet I show that your bul is unconstitutional ;

for I say that afterward you enacted again that these companies

should have the half transportation without reservation, and that

they should not onlv have it for the past but should have it forever.

That is the act of 1871.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Will the Senator read the act of 1671 which

shows that!

Mr. HILL. I have just read it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I wish he would read it agaiu for general infor

mation.

Mr. HILL. It is as follows:

The Secretary of the Treasury is horeby directed to pay over iu money to the

Pacific Railroad Companies mentioned in said act, and performing services for the

United States, one-half of the compensation at the rate provideu by law for such

services, heretofore or hereafter rendered.

And lest this act might be construed to interfere with the reserva
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tion in the act of 13o4 in some other point besides this, yon go on

and provide—

That this section shall not 1m5 construed to affect the le^al rights of the Govern

ment or the obligations of the companies, except as herein specifically provided.

That is as to the half transportation account.

Mr. BAILEY. May I ask the Senator a question f

Mr. HILL. Yes, sir.

Mr. BAILEY. The Senator says the act of 1371 exhausted the

power to amend or repeal the act of 16G4.

Mr. HILL. As to this particular provision.

Mr. BAILEY. Will the Senator point out in what particular the

act of 1H71 alters, amends, or repeals the act of 18(>4?

Mr. HILL. It re-enacts. Gentlemen will not understand me. In

the act of 1864 you enacted a right with a reservation, and you claim

the right to change it by virtue of that reservation. In the act of

1871 yon enacted the same right without reservation. That is the

point ; aud I defy any lawyer to get over it. Is not the right with

out a reservation an amendment and improvement upon a right with

a reservation t Is not an absolute right better than a qualified right!

Mr. EDMUNDS. May I ask the Senator whether he thinks the act

of 1871 became a contract by the mere passage of it f

Mr. HILL. I did not say so. On the contrary, I have previously

said that I take it for granted that the companies have been acting

under this act.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Now the Senator, who is so very careful about

taking nothing for granted, had better not take that, because the

companies have not cot a cent under that act.

Mr. HILL. They have accepted the act, and therefore have got

their rights under it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I should be glad to see tho proof that they have

accepted it. They havo not got the money, and that is all the act

says.

Mr. HILL. There is no proof that shows that they have accepted

any act. If tho Executive Department has not done its duty, then

under tho position of my friend from Ohio the companies ought to

apply for n mandamus. I say the right became complete upon the

passage of the act and its acceptance by the companies.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Yes ; but the difficulty about the Senator's argn-

uiout is, whatever there is of it, aud I will express no opinion about

that,

Mr. HILL. It makes no difference what the Senator's opinion is

about it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The difficulty about it is that according to his

prev ions proposition these acts do not become contracts or authorized

contracts in any effective souse until they are accepted by the other

side; it takes two minds. A corporation can only act, not by the

general force of nature, but by some corporate performance. Now,

then, if the Senator will only look at the published reports officially

made to us, he will see in the reports and the evidence that none of

the money mentioned in the act of 1871 has been paid to any of the

companies; It is in the Treasury still. Therefore, the payment of the

money does not raise any implication that the company has accepted

this now contract. Whore, tlien. does the Senator get'the authority

to say that this new contract, as he o.tlls it, is biudiug. and therefore

prevents our nmoiultiur the act of lftU f

Mr. 1111. 1., I have no evidence that any act paasel in relation to

these companies has been accepted.
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Mr. EDMUNDS. If tLe Senator will look into the reports, he will

liml it.

Mr. HILL. I have no evidence myself that the acts of 18fi2 and

1864 have been accepted. I understand they have been, and as those

acts are all published and there has boon no protest against them I

assume that they have been accepted, and as it was for the benefit

of the companies and not their injury, a formal acceptance was not

necessary. I take it for granted they have accepted them. If the

act of le!71 passed and they accepted it by acting on it, the right be

came perfect, whether the Secretary of the Treasury paid the money

or not.

Now, the Senator from Vermont wants to get to the point that the

Secretary of the Treasury must pay the money. If there had been

a condition of this grant which made the Secretary of the Treasury

the judge as to whether he should pay it, then I grant yonr position ;

but as there is no condition to the grant, as the act is absolute and

unconditional and without reservation, all that is necessary to make

it a contract is for the companies to accept it; and indeed a formal

acceptance is not necessary as it is for their benefit. Of course I

admit that if the companies have not accepted it or rejected it, it is

no contract. An act of Congress is never a contract per »e. Some

times it is called so, and in common parlance sometimes spoken of as

such; but no lawyer when he comes down to technically correct lan

guage would call an act of Congress a contract. It is an element of

it of course.

But I go on to another point. Even if the general reservation to

alter and repeal applied to the contract and its terms, then I say it

cannot be used to take away a specific gift or provision, but only to

aid such specific grant. I call the attention of the lawyers of the

Senate to this position. The reservation is general j the grant of the

authority to make the loan is specific. Mr. Sedgwick says:

But a particnlar thing given by the preceding part of a statute shall not be taken

away or altered by any subsequent general words.—Sedgwick on Statutes, pages

00, 61.

I say these words "to alter, amend, or repeal" cannot be used to

destroy any specific stipulation. There is one case in which the

repeal may be, and that is where the object of the grant is not carried

out, where there is a forfeiture of the charter; but while the com

panies comply with the contract, while they on their part comply

with the specific stipulations, Congress cannot under the general

power of reservation negative or destroy a specific grant. The Sen

ator from Indiana [Mr. McDonald] laid down the direct reverse of

that proposition the other day, and he will fiud on examination of

the authorities that ho is incorrect.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I do not wish to interrupt the Senator to his

annoyance at all, but I desire to ask him a question with his per

mission.

Mr. HILL. Certainly.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I am interested in the observations of the Sena

tor, and wish to get at precisely what he means. Do I understand

him to mean on this last point he has advanced, that if Congress

grant a charter for a particular national bank, to be called the

National Bank of North America in the District of Columbia, for

twenty years, and that bank accepts the charter and complies with

every provision in it, there being at the end a section which says

Congress may repeal this act at any time, Congress cannot repeal it

within the twenty years unless the company have violated some of

the provisions of the charter f
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Mr. HILL. That is just exactly my position.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Then I understand the Senator.

Mr. HILL. And I state it precisely in the language, almost, of

Chief-Justice Shaw, of Massachusetts.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Not applied to any such subject as that.

Mr. HILL. But he says that these reservations to alter, amend,

and repeal, though unlimited in terms, are not unlimited in effect,

and one of the limitations is that they must be used to effectuate the

original purpose. That is what it is done for. The history of this

reservation shows that that is exactly why it was made. The courts

had decided that where a charter was once granted it could not be

revoked, even though they did not comply with the terms ; you had

to go to the courts to get a judgment of forfeiture. These reserva

tions are made to meet that difficulty ; and I need not stop here to

discuss it ; but I do Hay to the Senator from Vermont, although that

is not mnterial to this discussion, whenever this question comes to

be firmly and finally settled—auil the courts are now struggling with

it—wherever a corporate charter or privilege has been specifically

granted and accepted and the company is complying with it in good

faith, the power to repeal does not authorize its destruction, andyou

can UBe that power to repeal only to carry out the original purposes

of the grant. If the companies, for instance, did not build this road,

if tbey did not keep it up, if they did not accomplish the object the

United States had in granting them the franchise, then the United

States reserved the right to take back the franchise and give it to

persons who would carry out the object. That is the purpose of it

exactly.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Or refuse to give it to anybody T

Mr. HILL. Certainly : or refuse to give it to anybody.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I can see how amendments might be made

to the charter for the purpose of carrying out the original purposes

of the charter ; but when you come to repealing it, it seems to me

that is a very different thing.

Mr. HILL. I have just stated it. I can give the case to the Sen

ator again. Suppose the company does not build the road ; suppose

the company does not keep up the road.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. The original purpose of the grant.

Mr. HILL. That is it. What is the original purpose of the grant '

The original purpose of the grant was to construct the road and keep

it up.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. How will repeal do that f

Mr. HILL. The repeal and giving the right to somebody else would

do it. This is not origiual with me; it is stated in the books. The

very puri>ose of this reservation is to enable Congress to keep it with

in its power to complete the purposes of the grant ; and if it had se

lected an unfortunate grantee in the first place, one who does not

carry out the power, then Congress may revoke the grant and grant

it to another, or not grant it at all if it abandons the purpose. But I

do say, and I am not going to shrink from it, because the courts have

said so, that, though this reservation be unlimited in terms, you can

not construe it to destroy the rights of the company as long as they

are faithful to the purposes of the grant.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Has the Senator any case in mind in which any

supreme court of any State or country has decided that iu such a

case as he has been supposing and as I have supposed, an out-and-

out repeal of the charter would be unconstitutional f

Mr. HILL. No, sir.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I should think tot.
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Mr. HILL. Simply because I never knew a Legislature that would

do it where other parties were complying with the terms. Therefore

that case has never been made. But I will tell the Senator what I

have seen. I have not the case here before me, but one of the best

decisions ever made upon the meaning of these words to alter, amend,

or repeal, and the extent to which the power goes, was made by Chief-

Justice Shaw under this very kind of language, the unlimited lan

guage nsed in Massachusetts.

Mr. EDMUNDS. That was the fish-way case.

Mr. HILL. And he says that the object is to secure the original

purpose of the grant.

Mr. EDMUNDS. That was the fish-way case.

Mr. HILL. I do not remember the name of it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Has the Senator seen the latest decision of Chief-

Justice 8haw in the insurance case where the Legislature provided

that an insurance company should accumulate a sinkiug fund to pay

its debts, and which he held was lawful legislation ?

Mr. HILL. Certainly ; I can understand that.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Very well.

Mr. HILL. It stands upon a different principle altogether.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Then the Senator ought to understand this.

Mr. HILL. To be sure ; and I do. Perhaps the Senator from Ver

mont is not as wise as he imagines.

Mr. EDMUNDS. No, I presume not.

Mr. HILL. If he is all-wise, some of the courts are not and some

of the highest judges in this country. I am not at all intimidated

when I stand before these lawyers of the committee, when I heard one

of them here the other day say that no lawyer in the Dartmouth Col

lege case ever made such and such a declaration. And I say that when

learned members of the Judiciary Committee come in here, learned

and able as they are, and tell me that in this country, under a Gov

ernment of limitations upon its powers, there is a right to impair the

obligation of a contract, I am not prepared to concede that they are

infinitely wise, though they be wiser than I.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator will give me leave to suggest to him

that I was not expressing any opinion of my own ; I was only asking

him, as he had referred to a decision of Chief-Justice Shaw in respect

of the fish-way case, what view he took of the later decision of the

same court respecting the insurance oase, where the Legislature had

required the accumulation of a sinking fund to pay its debts.

Mr. HILL. Certainly, and I can perfectly understand that, but I

do not wish to stop now to argne it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Very well.

Mr. HILL. But there is a broad difference between an insurance

case and a contract of loan to a railroad corporation ; a very broad

difference. The very object and terms and conditions of the creation

of an insurance company are that it shall be safe for the people to take

risks in. That is the very object of a grant to an insurance company,

that it Bhall be safe to the people, and the Government is but effect

uating its object and carrying out the purpose of the grant to an insur

ance company when it sees to it that it makes it perfectly secure for

the people to insure in. The business of an insurance company is to

take risks ; the business of a railroad corporation is not to take risks

upon life or fire either.

Mr. EDMUNDS. But is it not its business to pay its debts that the

law authorized it to contract ?

Mr. HILL. Certainly, according to the terms of the contract ; cer

tainly, when the debt is due.
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Mr. EATON. Just what the insurance company did not do.

Mr. HILL. Precisely, for the insurance company stands on a

wholly different principle. The very purpose of incorporating it is

to enable it to take risks, and it is the duty of the Government to see

that it is safe for the people to insure in it. This is a different thing.

Mr. BAILEY. May I ask the Senator is it not also the duty of the

railroad company so to manage its affairs that it may bo able to per

form the functions for which it was organized!

Mr. HILL. Yes, sir.

Mr. BAILEY. And remain in a state of solvency and preserve its

railroad to the corporation!

Mr. HILL. Certainly; and does anybody allege here that this cor

poration is not doing thisf Does anybody here allege that this cor

poration is not keeping up the roadf

Mr. BAILEY. Does not the direction of the road in its communi

cation to the Judiciary Committee state that nnless there shall bo a

sinking fund this corporation will become insolvent and the road

will pass into other bauds ?

Mr. HILL. Supposing it does ; is that insolvency to result from the

administration of the road or from the natnral course of events and

the natnral shrinkage of property ? The debtor is not responsible

for natural shrinkage in the value of his property. He is not respon

sible for misfortunes ; he is only responsible for default. If this com

pany will say that by reason of their management they are destroy

ing the corporation, that its insolvency is resulting from their mal

administration,! can concede the case, because then there is default.

Mr. BAILEY. Permit me to ask another question. Does not the

company avow that it is distributing from year to year its assets, its

income or net earnings, and that that course of procedure will bring

about the very condition which it predicts in the future !

Mr. HILL. I do not kuow what the companies have said nor do I

care ; but 1 do say that, if the companies are paying their debts as they

fall due, and paying the interest as it falls due, and keeping np the

road and operating the road justly, they have a right to the dividends,

because the eighteenth section of the charter says so ; but, because

the mortgageor is insolvent and because the property mortgaged is

insufficient to pay the debt, that does not give the creditor a right to

the earnings before his debt is due. I admit and contend that the

earnings uncollected when this debt falls due the court may seize

and apply to the debt ; but I defy the Senator to find a <Jase where

there is no default or maladministration where a debtor is compelled

to apply the income of the property to the payment of his debt

before the debt falls due.

But this view can be made still stronger. If under the general

reservation to alter or amend Congress retained the power to change

or annul the specific terms of the contract, then Congress has reserved

the power to commit a fraud on the companies, and this cannot be

true. Now, I put it to the Senate, I put it to mv friend the able Sen

ator from Michigan, a man whose mind is so able and whose heart is

so just, why did the Government agree to these liberal terms with

the companies f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I will answer, if the Senator will allow me,

exactly why they agreed to them : because they reserved all the power

they ever had and parted with none of it.

Mr. HILL. Then I understand the Senator to Bay that the Govern

ment agreed with the companies, " If you will take the risk, undergo

the labor, and build a road which the Government desires built, which
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is important to the integrity of the Union, which is important for

tho uses of the Government, and the Government therefore needs

that road ; if yon gentlemen will go forward and build thiB road,

we will advance you so much money and we will not require you to

pay that money baek for thirty years, except half transportation and

5 per cent, of the net earnings ; " and I understand the Senator to say .

that, when the Government said that to the companies as an induce- \

nient for them to take the contract and build the road, the moment

the road is built the Government can take back the inducement.

Do I understand any man to say that f

Mr. CHIUSTIANCY. I understand that the Government under

stood and that the corporators understood that their rights under

such a reservation of power would rest upon the sound discretion of

Congress, and I see no absurdity in any man trusting to that sound

discretion of Congress.

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, if tho subject had been bound to trust

to the discretion of a legislative body, our fathers acted unwisely

when they declared independence of Great Britain, who asserted the

right to levy a tax but would not do it. Sir, the Revolution was

fought upon the assertion of a power, and not solely upon the manner

of its exercise ; and I put it to the Senator, and I put it to the Senate,

when this contract was made and the Government agreed to take

only one-half the transportation to apply to the interest before the

maturity of the bonds, was it not an inducement to the companies to

build the road f When they actually built the road, have you a right

to take the whole compensation away from them f That is the point.

You say " trust to the discretion of Congress ! "

Mr. BECK. Will the Senator allow me ? I do not desire to inter

rupt the Senator but I wish to have information. In the case of

Miller r». The State, 15 Wallace's Reports, the court say :

Power to legislate, founded upon such a reservation in a charter to a private

corporation, is certainly not without limit, and it may well be admitted that it can

not be exercised to take away or destroy rights acquired by virtue of such a char

ter, and Which, by a legitimate use of the powers granted have become vested in

the corporation, but it may he safely alurmed that the reserved power may he ex

ercised, and to almost any" extent, to carry into effect the original purposes of the

grant.

Mr. HILL. Exactly.

Mr. BECK. "Or to secure the due administration of its affairs."

Mr. HILL. Certainly.

Mr. BECK. " So as to protect the rights of the stockholders and

of creditors, and for tho proper disposition of the assets."

Mr. HILL. Certainly.

Mr. BECK. Now the question I desire to ask is what is there in

the bill of the Judiciary Committee that goes beyond the authority

asserted in this opinion that may be exercised for the purpose of pro

tecting the rights of the creditors of the companies f

Mr. HILL. I will tell the Senator. Those words are used in that

book according to their legal signification. Now, then, the Govern

ment has no right to interfere to protect creditors except where there

is a default of the debtor; then there must be "a proper disposition

of the assets."

Mr. BECK. Under the authority reserved to alter, amend, or change,

which was a part of the grant of course, if the power is as compre

hensive as this opinion says, and if it is admitted that the companies

arc not only looking to insolvency but so far dividing the earnings

as to become certainly insolvent when this debt matures, under the

decision of the Supreme Court which I have just read, is it not cer
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tain that Congress not only has the power but ought to protoct the

creditors against that probability t

Mr. HILL. Whenever the creditors need protection and whenever

protection is extended according to the contract. That is what it

moans. It says " proper," that is according to the rights of both

parties. You cannot protect the creditor by destroying the rights of

the debtor. It does not mean that the creditor shall have protection

against a bad contract by making it a good one. He is entitled to

protection according to his contract, against default or breaches by

the debtor.

Mr. BECK. The great object in making the loan by the Govern

ment was to have this road perpetually held by the corporation for

their use. Now if that be true, and if the companies show themselves

that in the near future they will be certainly insolvent, that the road

will be sold out and bought in by other people who will be under no

such obligation and thereby the Government will not have the per

petual use of it and the Government will not get its money, either

its principal or interest, unless there is some means taken to so regu

late the administration of the road as to protect the creditors of the

companies, have we not a right to resort to such means f

Mr. HILL. I will say to the Senator that may be all true, but yon

cannot protect the creditors by denying the stockholders or the own

ers of the road as the debtors the rights they are entitled to. You

must protect the creditor by proper means ; you must protect the

creditorby such means as the existing law authorizes, as existing reme

dies permit. You cannot resort to extraordinary remedies ; you can

not violate the charter ; you cannot protect the creditor by destroying

the rights of the debtor. You must do it in a way that is consistent

with ftie original purposes of the charter. This bill does not allege

the acts the Senator states. It does not allege the companies are do

ing anything to lessen the value of the security the Government agreed

to take. Show me that the companies are doing such wrongs and I

will show ample remedies. Even other purchasers would get no new

rights other than the charter.

Mr. BECK. The original purpose of the charter was to secure a per

petual road ; another was to pay the debt of the companies ; another

Curpose was of course to protect the stockholders ; but those stock-

olders have no rights until the debts are paid ; and if the adminis

tration are dividing out the assets of the road to stockholders, to the

absolute, certain destruction of the debts of the companies and the

rights of the Government, ought we not to interfere by legislation

before they go further t

Mr. HILL. The Senator will see the mistake he has made. He

savs the stockholders have no rights until the creditors are paid.

Mr. BECK. No ultimate rights.

Mr. HILL. They have immediate rights. They have a right by

the very tonus of the charter to 10 per cent, dividends.

Mr. BECK. I mean that to the ultimate profits they have no right,

and therefore they can destroy the security by the course I have

indicated.

Mr. HILL. If they are doing anything to destroy the security, if

the destruction of the security is the result of their act, all right ;

then they are in default and then you can take the road out of their

hands and put it in the hands of a receiver for the protection of the

creditors, if you want to. That is all that case is ; it is all any case

is. If there is default, then the thing can be done; but I tell the

Senator there is no case on earth where the proper protection of the
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creditor means anything bnt always the proper discharge of the

duties of the debtor ; and this contract, which says they are entitled

to the 10 per cent., was made with the distinct knowledge of the fact

that the road might be insolvent before the debt became due. The

power to alter was reserved ; but it must be resorted to so as not to

impair or destroy vested rights.

Mr. BECK. I ask the Senator what part of the bill of the JndiciaTy

Committee destroys any vested right f

Mr. HILL. It destroys a vested right in this : it distinctly provides

that they shall pay 25 per cent, of the net earnings instead of 5 ; it

distinctly provides that they shall pay the Government the whole of

the Government transportation instead of half, and the charter dis

tinctly said they should not pay but 5 per cent, net earnings, and the

charter distinctly stipulated that they should not be required to pay

but half the Government transportation. Now, take the law as you

find it, make any act you please to carry out the original purpose of

the charter, to protect the creditors from the wrong of the debtor,

but do not protect the creditor because the creditor made a bad con

tract. There is no such law as that. You are proposing to protect

the creditor because he made a bad contract at first ; you are not

proposing to protect the creditor against any maladministration of

the debtor. Nobody alleges that it is the bad management of the

road that is bringing about this result ; it is the mere opinion of the

natural course of events. I take this occasion to say that for myself

I think the road is worth the money or will be in thirty years or by

the time these bonds are due ; but that is a mere matter of opinion.

You would have no right to take charge of a corporation and admin

ister its assets because twenty years hereafter it may be in default.

It is an absurdity.

Again, the rule is distinctly laid down that the conditions or reser

vations in a contract " which are repugnant to the grant or gift by

which they are created or to which they are annexed are void." (2d

Story's Equity Jurisprudence, section 1H04.) If the reservation

would be void if literally repugnant, much less can you put a con

struction on the reservation which would make it repugnant. Now,

you pnt a construction on this right reserved which negatives a spe

cific right granted in the charter. The law is that if the reservation

literally meant that, it would be void ; and now you seek to put a

construction on it to make it mean that. That you cannot do.

Still again, you cannot nso or construe this reservation to " alter,

amend, and repeal " so as to defeat or annul the known meaning or

understanding of the parties at tlio time the contract was made ;

and upon this subject I have authorities hero from Judge Kent that

are very explicit and clear.

Judge Kent, after citing Bacon's rule, says :

The modern and more reasonable practice is to give to the language its just

sense and to search for the precise meaniug and one requisite to give due and fair

effect to the contract without adopting either the rule of a rigid or of even indul

gent construction. * * * The true principle of sound ethics is to give the con

tract the sense in which the person making the promise believed the other parly

1o have acceptod it, if he in fact did so understand and accept it.—2 Ktut'it Com.,

556, 55T.

That is also the rule of construction of treaties, says Vattel.

The mutnal Intention of the parties to the instrument is the great and sometimes

the difficult object of inquiry when the terms of it are not free from ambiguity.

To reach and carry that intention into effect the law whou it becomes necessary

will control even the literal terms of the contract, if they manifestly contravene

the pnrpose; and many cases are given in the books in which the plain iutent has

prevailed over the strict letter of the contract.—2 Kent, 555.
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Now I put to evory Senator here, when these debtors accepted this

charter with a distinct stipulation that the Government, until the

maturity of the bonds, would not exact from them anything in pay

ment but half the Government transportation and 5 per cent, net

earnings, was it understood by either party that the Government

should change that and exact all or exact more ? For if you have

power to exact more you have power to exact all. How did the com

panies understand it f How did the Government say they under

stood it! How have the Supremo Court decided they understood it?

They understood it according to its very language. That is the way

they took it. Now for you to exert a general power of reservation to

destroy the sense of a specific grant, to destroy the sense in which

both parties understood it, in which especially the debtor understood

it—to exert that general power to destroy that specific grant on that

specific stipulation, is a fraud in law, say the books, aud you have

no power to do it. I admit the full force of the decision road by the

Senator from Kentucky, and I wish the Senator from Vermont bad

he ird it. It shows that the reservation of the power to alter, amend,

or repeal is to be used to effectuate the original purpose of the grant.

Chancellor Kent continues :

So the mutual Intention of the parties to tho instrument is the (Treat and some,

times the difficult object of inquiry when the terms of it are not free from ambigu

ity, and to reach and carrv that intention into effect, the law, when it becomes

necessary, will control the literal terras of the contract, and if manifestly the con

trary is the purpose, and many cases are given in the books in which the plain

intent has prevailed over the strict letter of tho contract.

Why t Because if yon induce a man to undertake a risk, to perform

a labor under a promise which was specifically given that he shall

reap certain rewards, and after he has performed the labor and taken

the risk, for you, under your reservation of a general power which

means to carry out the original purpose, destroy that specific grant,

you commit a fraud. See what an absurdity. Here the Supreme

Court has decided that under this contract no interest is to be paid

except the 5 per cent, of the net earnings until the maturity of the

debt. Now, you come in here by legislative power, contrary to the

adjudicated intention of tho parties, (for the Supreme Court of the

United States in their decision adjudicated the original intention and

understanding,) and attempt to unsettle the adjudication by declar

ing that in some form an amount shall be paid more than was stipu

lated. The Supreme Court say the original intention of the parties

was that nothing but half transportation and 5 per cent, should be

paid. Here Kent says, you cannot by a general reservation alter the

original intention, you must carry out that original intention and

understanding of the parties, and you by this very bill seek to defeat

and destroy that original intention.

In his able argument the Senator from Michigan [Mr. Cristiancy]

said in substance that it was no argument against the existence of

this power to show it might be injudiciously used. So I tell that Sen

ator it is no argument in favor of tho existence of the power to show

it might be wisely or even usefully used. If the power does not exist

it cannot be used either wisely or unwisely.

If Congress can change this contract in any respect it can change

it in all respects. If this general reservation to alter or amend gives

Congress power to compel the payment of ono dollar more than the

stipulations require before the maturity of the bonds, then Congress

can require every dollar to be paid before maturity.

Can Congress by legislation declare that the interest shall be more
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than 0 percent ? I ask the Senator from Kentucky tLat question. The

orixinalact declares that the interestshall bo G per cont. Can Congress

now by virtue of its reserved power alter that interest and say it shall

be S per cent on 10 per cont f Can it declare that the bonds shall be

due now ? The original contract said the bonds should be due in thirty

years and tho debt should bo paid at the maturity of the bonds. Can

you under this power to alter or amend declare that the bonds shall

be due to-morrow ? If you have the power to declare that tho whole

transportation shall be paid when tho contract requires that only one-

half shall be paid, then you have power to declare that tho interest

shall bo 10 per cent, though the contract says C ; then you have tho

power to declare that the bonds shall bo due to-morrow though the

contract says they shall be due in thirty years from their date.

But I appeal to gentlemen on another point, and I wish they would

answer the question : Can Congress repeal the act of 18(54 and rein

state tho first lieu of the Government bonds ? If so, that is what you

ought to do. If the position occupied by the gentlemen of the Judi

ciary Committee, an able committee I concede, is true, as one of them

intimates, that the act of 18t>4 was a frami—one of them has intimated

even that it was tho result of bribery—if that be true, whv not repeal

the act of 1864 f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Tho rights of third persons would be affected.

Mr. HILL. The bondholders are not third persons. The bond

holders took under that act ; the bondholders took with notice of

that act. That act was part of their rights. Now, when the bond

holder took his bond, he took it with notice in tho law that Congress

had a right to change the lien that was given in his bond. That is

what you say yon cannot get rid of. Everybody who takes that

bond takes it with notice of that law ; he takes it with notice that

there is power to alter, amend, or repeal ; and if you have power to

alter, amend, or repeal anything in that act, you have a right to re

peal it all, and I put it to the Senator, can you now repeal the act of

1-64 and reinstate the first lien of the Government debt f You can

if yon can do what you propose here. If yon can change the con

tract in one respect you can change it in all. If you can say that the

whole transportation shall be paid when the contract said only half,

you can say that the first lien, which was given by the act of 1862

and subordinated to other bonds by the act of 1864, can be reinstated,

because every man that bonght these bonds purchased them with

notice of the law, with the law before him ; and if the construction

the gentlemen put on the law be correct, he buys it with distinct

notice that his bond may be destroyed to-morrow. It is perfectly

legitimate to say that yon have not the power when tho power is ab-

Burd. You cannot escape the argument that if you have power to

change in one respect you have power to change in all. You reserved

the power in the act of 1864 to repeal that act ; now let any lawyer

answer me, will the repeal reinstate the first lien of the Government

bonds f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. No man says that it would.

Mr. HILL. I say it is so if tho other position is correct, and you

cannot show the difference. The bonds may be in the hands of the

stockholders ; the bonds may be in the hands of the corporation ; I

cannot tell. I do not care where they are; whoever took them took

them with notice of the law ; and on the terms of the law if you can

change the contract in one respect by reason of that reservation, you

can change it in all. If you can change it iu all, you can change it

in any. You must abide the contract or not.
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Mr. BECK. The act of 1464 gives the right to alter, amend, and

repeal, lu your mind that is an absolute nullity on that position.

Mr. HILL. I say those words apply to the exercise of the corpo

rate franchise ; but they are an absolute nullity as applied to the

contract. The Senate does not understand me. I have already

made a long argument to show that the words "alter, amend, or re

peal," retain the power to the Government to see that the original

purpose of the charter is carried out.

Mr. BECK. And one purpose is, of course, to protect the creditors ;

and now yon say we have no power to protect them, although the

management of the corporation may come and admit that they intend

to make it impossible to pay its debts. The Senator's position is that

under the power to alter, amend, or repeal we have no right to require

any security of the corporation.

Mr. HILL. I am not aware that this body acts on assertion. The

Judiciary Committee has not informed us that the company said they

intend to make the property insolvent. Show me that, and put your

bill on that ground.

Mr. BECK. They have proved by the treasurer of the company

himself that that would be the effect.

Mr. HILL. Then I ask the Senate to amend the bill and put this

legislation on that ground. But I tell the Senator, if that is true, his

remedy is not here. That decision says " by proper moans the cred

itor shall be protected." If it be true that these corporations are

using the property for the purpose of destroying its value, for the

purpose of preventing the collection of its debts, I tell you you have

got an ample remedy. Go into the courts and the courts will restrain

them, and the courts will require them to give an additional security.

What I am arguing against is this monstrous claim of legislative

power to exercise judicial functions. There is no trouble about pro

tecting creditors. I admit the creditors are entitled to protection.

The Senator is wrong when he says I deny that. I admit it, but it

is protection known to the law; it is protection given according to

the forms and rules of law under the remedies provided by law, and

not by the exertion of an extraordinary legislative power.

If Congress can do what is proposed, it can do all these things; if

it cannot do all these things, it can do none of them. Mr. President,

take it as you please, this is the most remarkable bill that has ever

been introduced into a legislative body, and I sav it with profound

respect for the distinguished members of the Judiciary Committee.

I believe the doctrine 1 am laying down hereto-day will be sustained

thoroughly by the Supreme Court if you pass this bill. I have come

to the conclusions I have announced contrary to my will. I took it

for granted that I should vote with the Judiciary Committee ; I took

it for granted that they were correct in their construction of power

until the discussion sprang up and I got possession of the question

and investigated it for myself. I do say with all due deferenco to

that committee that this bill asserts a most monstrous power. What

do you propose to do f Why, sir, speaking in the language of a law-

ver, this is a bill filed in a legislative body to construe the contract.

How? By declaring the words " net earnings " shall mean what the

legislative will shall declare them to mean and not what the law says

they do mean.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY, Will the Senator allow me ?

Mr. HILL. Yes, if I am wrong.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. The committee have not by the bill endeav

ored to define what "net earnings" mean under the original law

at all.
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Mr. HILL. Certainly.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. They have simply provided what they shall

mean hereafter.

Mr. HILL. That is exaotly what I understand. It ia claimed by

the Senator from Ohio that here is an existing contract where the

words " net earnings" are used, and that you can by legislation after

that contract was made give a new meaning to the words. That is

the proposition.

. Mr. CHRISTIANCY. We can amend the law.

Mr. HILL. Amend and destroy.

Mr. 8ARGENT. A case is now pending in the Supreme Court,

brought in obedience to legislation of Congress, for the Supreme Court

to define what "net earnings" mean, and this bill simply provides

that this decision or definition of the Supreme Court shall apply to

matters heretofore, but hereafter the will of Congress shall be sub

stituted for the rule the Supreme Court shall lay down.

Mr. CHHISTIANCY. But under the power of amendment we re

quire them to proceed hereafter on the basis fixed by law.

Mr. HILL. Precisely ; that you can provide by the legislative will

that hereafter net earnings shall meau gross earnings. You cannot

do that. That is the power claimed. There is no escape from it.

Will you toll me that the legislature can legislate absurdity into

truth ? And yet, if your position is true that you have the right to

declare what " net earnings" shall be in the future and that you shall

give to these words a meaning which the law never heretofore gave

them, and which was not the meaning when the parties agreed to

these words, you declare that you have a right to say that " net earn

ings" shall hereafter mean gross earnings. That is your bill.

This is not only a bill to construe the words not according to the

meaning the words have by law and in the lexicons, but what the

legislative will shall say they ought to have ; but it is, in the second

place, a bill filed to reform the contract by inserting in it not what

the parties intended, but what Congress now wills shall be the con

tract.

Mr. CIIRISTIANCY. Under the power to amend.

Mr. HILL. Ah! The decision read by the Senator from Kentucky,

which I am glad he read—a wise decision—says that the power to

alter and amend must be exercised to carry out the original purpose,

and not to destrov it.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. That is only one of them.

Mr. HILL. And to do everything in accordance with the laws of

the land in the protection of the rights of all companies and creditors.

But you are doing now what is a destruction of the contract. If you

have a right to say now that yon can reform the contract by an act

of Congress, why can you not repeal the aot of 18C4 and reinstate the

first lien of the Government bonds ? You say you cannot do that.

Why f Where is the limitation, and why can you do one and not the

other T Why' can you not say the companies shall pay 10 per cent,

interest instead of 6 f Why can you not say they Bhall pay 50 per

cent, f You say you have the power to do it. If you can change tho

meaning of words, if you can change legal definitions, if you can make

a new contract, not according to the intention of the parties when

the old contract was made, but you can make a contract according

to your will now, what is it you cannot do f There is no pretenso

that anything was omitted which the parties intended to insert or

that anything was inserted which was agreed to be omitted ; and

yet you bring into this legislative body a bill to reform a contract

13 PA
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and make a new one, and yon give no earthly reason for it but that

you made a bad bargain and now you want to make a good one. The

one you made by consent and agreement you say is a bad one, and

you will make another by your own act without consent or agreement.

Again, it is a bill tiled to foreclose a mortgage before the mortgageor

is in default, and to collect the debts of other mortgagees without

their request or authority and without their foreclosure in the courts.

Here is a remarkable provision of this bill of the Judiciary Commit

tee. These other mortgages of the companies, of course, have to be

foreclosed in the ordinary way, if the companies shall be in default

when they are due; but you propose to command these companies

to pay money into your Treasury, and which money shall be paid to

these bondholders when they become due without a foreclosure;

that is, you assert not only your own rights and the rights of others,

but relieve the other mortgagees of the obligation to foreclose their

mortgages according to the law and the contract.

Then, again, it is a common-law action of debt to collect a debt

before it is due. It is a bill, I repeat, to make the acts of the debtors

crimes, which acts the contract stipulated they might do and which

were offered them as inducements to make the contract. Sir, I affirm

that the legislature of England in the time of James I never asserted

a more absolute power. Here certain things that theso corporators

might do were provided for in the charter ; you stipulated that they

might do them ; and now you come in by this bill and propose to make

it a crime if they do them ! Was such a monstrous power ever heard

of to be exercised by legislators f Surely, if this bo true, the legis

lative power of this body is indeed omnipotent.

In plain languago, I repeat what I have said : it is a bill to make a

good contract without agreement solely because the Government ap

prehends it made a bad contract by agreement, and after the chief

inducements to the Government to make the contract have been fully

realized.

It is a bill which can find no precedent in the courts of law, no au

thority in the powers of legislation, and—I say it respectfully—in

my judgment, no justification in the forum of conscience.

Mr. President, fortunately for me I was not here when this contract

was made. I had no agency in it nor connection with it. I am not

going to visit criticism upon those who did make it. I can see one

marked difference between the temper of the gentlemen here now

and those who were here then when this contract was made. I see

the great purpose of the Government then was to get the roads con

structed. The great purpose of the Government was to link together

the Union, to get cheap transportation and keep up those works, and

it was said over and over that the Government to do that was willing

to make this loan, even if it lost it. Now the road is built, now the

road is kept up, now the labor and the risk have been taken, now the

Government has accomplished its great object, now the Union is saved

and bound together by bonds of iron from sea to sea, now all this is

done, suddenly there wakes up a new spirit to say that the whole prin

ciple of the loan shall be changed. Precedents are to be disregarded,

courts are to be abandoned, and rights are to be trampled upon,

powers unknown to the British Parliament in its most omnipotent

days are to be exercised, and acts, just in themselves, are denounced

as crimes, to enable you to collect your debt before it is due. Fortu

nately for mo, I have no prejudices pro or con; I regard myself in this

matter as a judge ; but, if I should exhibit the passion and temper

against these corporations that some gentlemen have exhibited ou
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this floor, I should think I was not a proper jndge. I should be afraid

that I was acting under some influence of bias or prejndice. Sir, if

the Government has made a bad contract so far as the money venture

is concerned, let it abide that contract.

I donot share the apprehensions which some gentlemen have uttered

on this floor of danger from these corporations. The learned Senator

from Alabama [Mr. Morgan] said if we did not govern these cor

porations the corporations would soon govern the country. I have

no apprehension of that kind. The Senator from North Carolina [Mr.

Mrrrimon] also pursued that line of argument. The idea that a few

moneyed corporations are to govern this country! Sir, is there no

power to control these corporations f I concede that under this res

ervation yon have the power to control these corporations in the exer

cise of the franchises; yon have the power to preserve the road; you

have the power to keep up the road ; you have the power to regulate

the freights; you have the power under the act and the decisions of

the courts to protect the people from unjust oppression. All those

things you can do; but it does not follow that you can make a new

contract, that you can break an old contract, and that you can collect

your money before it is due, or that you can take steps against a

debtor unknown to the courts of any civilized country.

Sir, you can control these corporations ; you have power to control

them ; the interest of the country will control them ; the natural

loss of trade will control them ; competition will atl'ect them. There

are a thousand agencies at work that will control these corporations,

and I tell you this great Government with its forty-five million people

will not become a sick and fainting Cxsar to cry to these corpora

tions " Give me some drink, Titinins ! "

But while I have no fear that these moneyed corporations are going

to subjugate this great Government, I have a fear, I do dread the

principle asserted in thig bill, which is to give Congress a perpetual

right of interference with these companies. If you have a right to

pass this bill, yon have a right to change your notions next session,

and pass another, and the next session to pass another, and the next

session to pass another, and so with all bills in relation to the con

tract. If you find at the next session that you think the money you

ought to have paid into the sinking fund is not enough to secure the

debt, then you will pass a bill to get more, and what is the result T

You keep these companies constantly in legislative litigation ; yon

keep them constantly uneasy , you keep them constantly paralyzed ; you

keep them constantly interested in coming here to control legislation.

Sir, I tell yon, if you would stop the evils of which you complain, take

these companies out of Congress, take these companies out of poli

tics ; do not make it the interest of these companies to have an active

part in every presidential and congressional election ; do not subject

the companies to keep agents here at every session of Congress to

watch and prevent interference by Congress with their rights.

My reflections lead me strongly to the conclusion that the best way

to secure your debt, the best way to relievo the country of the scan

dals connected with these corporations, is to say to them, " Go, keep

your contract ; operate your roads just as you contracted ; keep up

your work, fulfill your contract in all respects, and pay your debts

when they become due, and Congress will not interfere with you.

Do not be afraid of Congress as long as you keep your contracts."

Whenever they do not do it, then you have the power to interfere.

I concede it; but you cannot administer relief in anticipation of

defanlt ; you must wait till the defanlt comes. That is the power
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you have over them. They will know that if they violate the char

ter, if they get extravagant, if they are not just to the people, then

you will step in and interfere ; but you do not put this bill on this

ground. If the Judiciary Committee would put this bill upon the

ground of default in the companies in any sense, of malfeasance by

the companies, of maladministration by the companies, I would yield,

except to say that as to this loan the proper remedy would be in the

courts, but I would admit there ought to be some interference either

by the courts or by the Legislature ; but so far as the franchises are

concerned, if they do not execute them, you have a right to interfere

by legislation, and you have that power always. That is the power

you have ; that is the power you intended to have.

Sir, there is another thing I dread in addition to this perpetual in

terference of Congress with these corporations—the very source of

infinite scandal if you do not get rid of it. I am for non-interven

tion until the contract is violated ; then I am for intervention, and

upon the ground of the violation of the contract. But this I dread.

It looks like a will on the part of the Government to repudiate its

contracts. Sir, if there is any influence in this country that is more

demoralizing than another, it is the idea that has gone abroad that

Bhows a weakening in the sense of obligation of contracts. If the

Government would have the people be faithful to their contracts, let

the Government be faithful to its own ; but if the Government has

made a bad contract, so long as the contractor complies with the

terms of that contract, abide by it. It is better to submit to a wrong

than to do a wrong ; it is better to lose money than to exorcise an un-

granted power, a doubtful power. It is better to lose your interest

than to keep up a perpetual congressional interference with these rail

road companies and compel them to come here, subjected to the ne

cessity by your action of pandering to cupidity to aveit the oppres

sion of power. You drive them into the courts and you are yourselves

weakening the corporations by exhausting the fund in useless litiga

tion which ought to be accumulated for the debt. You have already

sent these companies to the courts before and the courts have decided

against you. You are constantly proposing to send these companies

to the courts with new expenses to be incurred, and yet you com

plain that the companies are likely to bo insolvent. Sir, if this sys

tem of perpetual interference by Congress is to continue you will

work their insolvency.

But, sir, I have said I do not dread these corporations as instrn-

ments of power to destroy this country, because there are a thousand

agencies which can regulate, restrain, and control them ; but there is

a corporation we may all well dread. That corporation is the Fed

eral Government. From the aggressions of this corporation there

can be no safety, if it be allowed to go beyond the well-defined limits

of its power. I dread nothing so much as the exercise of ungrauted

and doubtful powers by this Government. It is in my opinion tho

danger of dangers to the future of this country. Let us be sure we

keep it always within its limits. If this great, ambitious, ever-grow

ing corporation become oppressive, who shall check it f If it become

wayward, who shall control it f If it become unjust, who shall trust

it T As sentinels on the country's watch-tower, Senators, I beseech

you watch and guard with sleepless dread that corporation whichcan

make all property and rights, all States and people, and all liberty

and hope its playthings in an hour, aud its victims forever.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, before the Senator from Tc nlessee

[Mr. Bailkv] takes the floor, as I understand he will do, to speak on
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this bill when it comes op to-morrow, I wish to make a lew, a very

few observations.

Mr. President, the Senator from Georgia [Mr. Hill] has indulged

in some very sweeping denunciations of this bill, so sweeping that if

they are true and well founded the first dnty of the Senate is to dis

band its Judiciary Committee and appoint another. If the criticisms

of the speech on the bill of that committee are true, the members of

that committee who reported the bill are either idiots or villains. I

do not think they are villains, and I do not think they are idiots.

One of them was a distinguished judge in his own State for niauy

years and a more distinguished judge for almost a generation in the

Supreme Court of the United States. Three other members of that

committee have been chief-justices of their. States: and the other

three were the leading lawyers of their States when they came to this

body ; and all of them have been placed and continued upon the Judi

ciary Committee of the Senate for these many long years. They ought

to blow the law. and if they have reported a bill which shocks the

moral sense, which violates every principle of civilized government,

which is in plain antagonism to the Constitution of the country .

which shocks every idea of right and justice, and which imperils

the safety of the people of the United States in their contracts and

their business, it is the boanden dnty of this Senate to dismiss that

committee and appoint better men in their stead.

Mr. President, the time will come for some one of that committee

to vindicate it against these accusations. The time will come to show-

that in the heat of speaking a Senator can make accusations against

a committee that sound judgment and calm reason cannot approve.

I think that time will come before this debate is at an end, and I

think when it shall come it will be found by the decision of this Sen

ate that the committee charged with the investigation of the law by

this body does know something of law and that the Government of

the United States is more powerful than any corporation that can

exist in the Republic.

Mr. President, so much I feel impelled to say now, for I confess,

with the kindest feelings toward the Senator who has just spoken

with so much earnestness and so much ability, that there were things

which dropped from his mouth that wound a man who has endeavored

to discharge his duty honestly and does not think himself subject to

such criticisms. But it was not for the purpose of speaking on that

that I rose just now. I wish once more to say that in view of the

adjournment of Congress, which it is hoped is to take place some

time, and not too far in the future, and of the other measures that

must occupy the attention of Congress, and of the necessity that we

are under of giving way from time to time to the appropriation bills

winch have a claim to precedence over all other business, I must ask

the Senate, and I hope it will be its pleasure, to come to a vote ou

this measure on Wednesday next.

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, I am not aware that I have made the

slightest accusation against the Judiciary Committee or any member

of it. The second time after the Senator from Vermont [Mr. Ed

munds] bad made a slighting allusion, as I considered it, to some of

my positions which I was taking from the books, I simply repelled it

by an imputation that he was not perhaps wiser than the courts.

That was simply a reply to the remark of the Senator from Vermont,

as I understood him to intend it, nothing else. If there was anything

else harsh in my speech, I am not aware of it. I made no accusation

against that committee ; but I have stated, and I have endeavored to
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give my reasons upon authority, that in my judgment the Judiciary

Committee have made a mistake and have claimed for Congress the

exorcise of a power which it does not possess. If that is to wound,

if that is to bo offensive, I trust that the grand Achilles of this body

will start his javelins at more worthy game than myself who have

said the same thing. It seems that this Judiciary Committee or some

other Judiciary Committee have made decisions heretofore in relation

to these very railroad companies and their rights under these charters,

and the question who was right, tho Judiciary Committee or the

companies, has been referred to the Supreme Court, and the Supreme

Court has sustained the companies. I was not aware that it was at

all offensive for a member of the Senate to differ with the Judiciary

Committee 011 a question of legislative power. Really I did not know

that it was. If that is a crime, I have committed a crime. I have

committed nothing more. Homer was said to have nodded, and I am

not aware that Homer or any of his disciples ever took it as offensive,

as an accusation against him, that it was said that he nodded. If

the great Homer nodded, the Judiciary Committee now and then may

nod.

I have respect for the Senator from Ohio, very great respect for

that Senator ; I have respect for the Judiciary Committee, very great

respect for the Judiciary Committee, but it has made a mistake, iu

my judgment, from my stand-point. That is my honest conviction.

Am I to follow my convictions, or has this Senate not only the power

to violate contracts, but has its Judiciary Committee the right to

command my homage and obedience against my convictions on a

mere question of power! Personal respect is unbounded; official

respect is unlimited ; there is no office in the gift of the people that

perhaps either one of the Judiciary Committee could not fill with

honor to himself and benefit to the people. Nevertheless I do enjoy,

and I expect to continue to enjoy, the proud privilege of acting and

speaking in this body according to my own honest convictions of

what are the powers of this Government.

Mr. THUUMAN. If the Judiciary Committee has ever claimed

infallibility, that claim never was heard by me. That the Judi

ciary Committee may have committed errors in its judgment, I am

as free to admit as anybody can be to assert it. That every Senator

has a right to criticise the judgment of that committee, I certainly

have never denied. I would assert my own right to criticise tho

judgment of that committee ; and what I assert for myself I accord

to every one else. But it did seem to me that when it is said that a

measure reported by that committee—I do not pretend to use the pre

cise words of the Senator from Georgia, but I do convey his ideas—

shocked the moral sense, was a violation of the principles of all civ

ilized government, was a flagrant violation of the Constitution of the

United States, and similar expressions, it was about time for that com

mittee, if such was the opinion of the Senate, to be disbanded or for

its meuiliers to resign.

But, Mr. President, I am not very sensitive about such things ; I

am not quick to take offense at all. I have the highest respect for the

ability and integrity of my friend from Georgia, and also for his urbane

manners and disposition. I do not think, therefore, that he intended

the offense, and I make very great allowance for the heat

Mr. HILL. You need make no allowance.

Mr. THUUMAN. Very well then, I will not say anything about

that. But I will say once more that I do not think a measure reported

by this committee twice, first two years ago and again after its per
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mnnel bad been iu some measure changed, deserved quite such a char

acterization as it has received. Uut let that pass. I will not take

offense at all; but I will endeavor, when the proper time comes, to

answer by argument, and not by assertion, by reason, and not by

prejudice, the positions taken by the Senator from Georgia. I only

wish now once more to repeat that I hope the Senate will come to a

vote next Wednesday.

Mr. HILL. It is proper for me to say that the language to which

the Senator refers, but which he does not quote, was quoted by uie

from Mr. Madison. He said that the power claimed to impair the

obligation of contracts was in violation of the social compact and

the fundamental principles of sound legislation and the charter of

natural rights. That was about as strong language as I used, and I

used similar language from another authority, and I am sorry that I

did not state at the time more specifically where the language came

from. I said that in my judgment this power claimed had no prece

dent in law and no justification in authority, and I do not think the

Senator himself can find that such a bill was ever before brought

into such a legislative body as this is ; but he claims it under a spe

cial reservation, and he and I differ upon the legal question. But

the strongest language I used was quoted from others, and was not

original ; it was tne product of some of the greatest minds this coun

try has ever produced against the enormous pretensions of a legisla

tive body to impair or destroy the validity of a contract after that

contract has been made upon any pretext.

Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President

Mr. WINDOM. I believe, by unanimous consent, the appropriation

bill was to be takeu up at the close of the speech of the Senator froni

Georgia.

. The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Mitchell in the chair.) That

was the understanding.

Mr. WINDOM. I have no objection to the Senator from Tennessee

taking the floor for to-morrow, if he desires.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Tennessee has the

floor on the unfinished business to come up to-morrow. The Senate

will now proceed to the consideration of the consular and diplomatic

appropriation bill.

Mr. THURMAN. Does the Senator from Minnesota propose to go

on with the consular bill nowf

Mr. WINDOM. I understand it is before the Senate. I think if the

Senate will give its attention to it for half an hour or three-quarters

of an hour we can pass it.

Mr. THURMAN. Then the funding bill will be laid aside inform-

allv.

Mr. WINDOM. Informally.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It will be laid aside informally, to be

the unfinished business for to-morrow.

Makcii 28, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the consider

ation of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An
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act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the aot of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act,

the pending question being on the amendment submitted by Mr.

Matthews.

Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, the executive department of the

United States and the officers representing the Union Pacific and Cen

tral Pacifio Railroad Companies agree that the public interests as well

as the prosperity, indeed the very solvency of these great corporations,

demand that some action shall be taken by Congress to settle existing

disputes and secure the repayment of the enormous loans made nnder

the acts of 1862 and 1864 to aid in building the great continental rail

way. The President and the Secretary ot the Treasury have repeat

edly called the attention of Congress to the fact that the security

held by the Government is not sufficient, and the accredited officers

of the two companies, flushed with the success of their effort* to con

trol legislation m the past or confiding in a supposed legal advantage,

havo reminded us in significant language that these great interests

are exposed to the extremest danger and with apparently conscious

power to impose their own terms, they have submitted a basis of set

tlement bo exacting as to shock the moral sense of all who have con

sidered it. In order that we may fully appreciate the danger that

threatens the Government and people of the United States of losing

the hundreds of millions of dollars advanced and to be advanced iu

building this great highway of commerce, I beg to call the attention

of the Senate to nn extract from a letter written by Mr. Dillon, presi

dent of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, on tile 9th of February,

1875, addressed to Mr. Bristow, then Secretary of the Treasury, in

which ho says :

Tho n'ortgngo hold by the Government, in its terms and by judicial decision of
the lTnited States circuit court, cannot be enforced until the maturity of the bonds,

which is near the close of the present century.

The bonds are accumulating nn interest-account, also uncollectible until the

principal is due. Principal aud interest, when due, will amount to the very large

aggregate of over $77,000,000—

And ho is writing about the Uuion Pacific Railway indebtedness

alono—

though the actual amount advanced by the Government was only $27,236,51-2.

For tilts very large amount the Government has only a second mortgage, and if

it be allowed to accumulate, without any provision being made to meet it, the com-

)Huiy will probably be utterly unable to' pay it.

At the same time, it is equally manifest that the Government will be nnable to

collect it, except upon the assumption that it will advance the money to discharge

prior mortgage*, and run the road on Government account—a policy which wise

statesmanship could net. advise.

Ity standing still, therefore, the company has a load, of debt accumulating for

which no provision is made, and the Government is drifting farther and farther

from the opportunity to secure a just return for its advance*. To do nothing is to

injure both the Government and the company, perhaps irretrievably to both.

In this dilemma, 1 venture to make a proposition, which offers, on the part of the

company, all It can possibly do, and secures to the Government a substantial return

fur Ita advance*.

This intimation of probable, insolvency of the Union Pacific Rail

road Company, and oonstMinent loss to the Government, is repeated

in a communication addressed to the Senate Committee on the Judi

ciary on the iijth of November, 18T7, bvMr. Dillon, and Mr. Hunt

ington, tho vice- president of the Central Pacific Railway, who joined
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with him in saying as to both companies what I will ask the indul

gence of the Senate to listen to:

N>arly three years since the officers of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific

Railroad Companies called the attention of the Secretary of the Treasury to the

fact that contrary to the general expectation at the inception of the enterprise—

And I ask attention to this phraseology—

a balance of accounts in his ledger was accumulating against them which, unless

some remedial legislation was soon had, would amount, by the time It became duo

and parable, to a sum which it might be embarrassing to the companies to pay

simultaneously with their first-mortgage debt, and greater than the value of the

subordinated lien of the Government on the properties themselves.

But as if this deliberate declaration was not .sufficient to warn the

Senate of the danger that threatens, Mr. Huntington, who appeared

before the Judiciary Committee, takes occasion to say in an address

delivered to that committee :

By the time—

Speaking of the Government debt and the first-mortgage debt,

equal in amount to the principal of the Government bonds issued to

these railroad companies—

By the time both mature and become payable it is not at all likely the property

will be worth their aggregate sum, and if the shrinking and settling of price*

should continue further it may happen that it will not suffice to pay more than the

first mortgages.

These carefully considered statements are accompanied by equally

well-considered declarations to the effect that by the terms of the

acts of 1862 and 18G4 the officers of the two companies have the moral

as well as the legal right to distribute the earnings of the two roads

to the stockholders, and although this course will certainly lead to

the insolvency of the corporations, as they agree, they very plainly

threaten that unless the Government will yield to their terms they ,

will manage affairs solely with regard to the interests of the corpo

rators and without regard to the just claims of creditors.

In order to give greater force to these extraordinary claims theyhave

submitted to the Senate of the United States and also to its Committee

on the Judiciary a proposal for a settlement in the shape of a bill by

which each of the companies offers to reconvey to the Government six

million acres of land derived from the Government bounty for the anm

of $1.25 per acre, payable immediately, and making in all $15,000,000.

This money is to be carried into a sinking fund and the interest to be

compounded at C per cent, semi-annually until the 1st of October,

1905. They propose that to the credit of the sinking fund shall be

carried any sum now due to them from the Government, and if the

amount shall not equal $1,000,000 to each company it shall be made

equal to that sum. They propose further that each company, in pro

portion to its deficiency, shall pay into the Treasury, to the credit of

this fund; on the first days of April and October in each year, com

mencing the 1st of April, 1878, and ending the 1st of October, 1905,

such sum of money as shall be ascertained by the Secretary of the

Treasury to be sufficient, with the interest thereon compounded semi

annually, when added to the other sums to the credit of the sinking

fund, to pay off and extinguish the bonds with 6 per cent, interest

thereon from their respective dates to the 1st of October, 1905.

That we may properly understand the nature of this offer, and the

advantage to the corporations and loss to the Government to follow

its acceptance, it becomes necessary briefly to refer to the contract

between the parties embodied in the acts of 1862 and 1864.

By the terms of this contract the Government loaned to these com

panies its bonds to the amount of 355,000,000, payable thirty years
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after date, and bearing interest at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum.

These bonds were declared to be a mortgage lien on all their prop

erty, but the lien was made subordinate to another lien of $55,000,000

bonds issued by the companies themselves. On their part the cor

porations agreed that they would pay annually into the Treasury 5

per cent, of their net earnings, and that the Government should retain

one-half the sums due from it from year to year for services rendered,

and that those sums when received should be applied to the extin

guishment of the debt. They further agreed to pay the principal of

the bonds at maturity and all interest thereon, less the sum of 5 per

cent, net earnings and one-half the sums retained for services to the

Government as aforesaid.

It is agreed on all sides that some of these bonds will become due

before and others after the 1st day of January, 1898, but that the

mean time of payment will be on that day, and it is shown by the

Jndiciary Committee report that 5 per cent, of the net earnings of

the two roads and one-half tho service rendered the Government in

the last two years have averaged the sum of $1,160,000 per annum.

Nor is there any reasonable ground upon which to base a belief that

the sum will bo less in the future. Now, a very simple calculation

will show that the $15,000,000 demanded as the price of tho twelve

million acres of land and to be carried to the sinking fund, placed at

interest at 6 per cent, per annum, with annual rests as they require,

will swell by the 1st of October, 1905, to a sum exceeding $75,000,000,

and the interest ou the sum of $1,160,000 per annum, being the 5 per

cent, of net profits and one-half the transportation account of the

Government, will by the same time equal the sum of $48,000,000, these

two sums aggregating more than 6100,000,000.

But not content with these enormous gains tho railroad companies

demand that the time of payment of the debt shall be extended from

the 1st of January, 1898, to the 1st of October, 1905, a period of seven

years and nine mouths, and their bill directs that they shall pay

simply interest only on the bonds of the United States from their

respective dates of maturity to the day of settlement. The Supreme

Court of the United States has decided that when these bonds shall

become due the principal and interest become a debt against the cor

porations which they are bound in law as well as in morals then to

pay. The principal and interest ou the 1st of January, 1898, after

deducting the payments heretofore made, will amount to the sum of

S14-J,000,000; but according to the terms of the bill, although the

principal will bear interest, $86,000,000 of interest which at that time

will also be a debt and should bear interest will be barren seven years

and nine months although all payments to the fund made by tho

corporations will be at compound interest for that length of time.

The loss to the Government on this score will amount to a sum ex

ceeding $49,000,000.

Now, let us for a moment go back and see what sacrifices these gen

tlemen who in their addresses to the Senate Jndiciary Committee say

the real question is a business one and that they speak from a busi

ness stand-point demand as a condition of settlement. They require

the Government to pay $15,000,000 for twelve million acres of land,

a gift from the Government, and that this sum shall be plac«d at inter

est while they pay none until it shall swell to the sum of $75,000,000.

Next, they demand that their anunal payments of $1,160,000 shall be

placed at interest, and that compounded, until the interest shall reach

$48,000,000. But, not satisfied with these exactions, they demand that

for seven yenre and nine months the Government shall receive no in
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terest on §86,000,000, making a further loss of §49,000,000, or a total

of $172,000,000—exceeding the entire debt, principal and interest, that

will be dne from them to the Government at that time.

And this, Mr. President and Senators, is the "business proposition"

which they have submitted to the Senate of the United States, the

most august deliberative assembly upon earth. The extravagant

claims of these gentlemen have met with no encouragement here ; out,

in view of the apprehension of loss to the Government and to provide

methods of securing payment of the constantly increasing debt, two

measures have been presented. One of these measures is the bill

under consideration, presented by the Judiciary Committee, and the

other is the bill presented by the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Matthews,]

from the Railroad Committee. The two measures differ not only in

methods but also in the fuudamental principles upon which they are

based.

The bill presented by the Judiciary Committee asserts the right

and power of Congress to regulate the business of these corporations

created by it and to compel them to render obedience to law. The bill

presented by the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] assumes that

Congress by contract bas yielded its powers of legislation and that

any settlement must rest upon a consent of the parties. If the bill

presented by the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] will secure to

the Government the sum of money to become due and shall be ac

cepted by the corporations, the question whether we shall adopt the

one bill or the other is of little importance.

Let us, then, examine the particulars of the two bills and ascertain

in what essential points they differ. The acts of 1802 and 1864

granted a charter of incorporation to the stockholders of the Union

Pacific Railroad Company and, recognizing the Central Pacific Com

pany, a corporation chartered by the Legislature of the State of Cal

ifornia, authorized the two companies to construct a railroad from the

one hundredth meridian west of Greenwich to the Sacramento River,

and, as we have seen, donated a large body of land and loaned its

bonds to them for more than $00,000,000. We have seen that these

bonds, with the interest thereon, were declared to 1» a lien on the

property of the companies, but subordinated to another lien of equal

amount. The two companies have made enormous earnings; they

have paid large dividends to the stockholders ; but, notwithstanding

their debt to the Government is constantly increasing and by the

time the bonds Bhall mature will equal §118,000,000 or $120,000,000

after deducting all payments made or hereafter to be made under the

existing contract, they refuse to create a sinking fund to meet this

obligation and their officers openly confess the belief that this course

will end in bankruptcy.

Now, the bill reported by the Railroad Committee directs that each

of these companies shall pay into the Treasury the sum of $1,000,000

annually, and these sums, together with $1,000,000 claimed to have

been improperly retained from each, shall constitute a sinking fund,

and be placed at interest with semi-annual rests until the 18th day

of October, 1900, when the accumulated sum shall be deducted from

the sum of the principal of the bonds with interest to the same time,

and the remainder thus ascertained to be due shall be divided into

fifty payments, one of -which with interest thereon shall be paid each

half year until the debt shall be extinguished.

It is to be noted, first, that the companies are released from the

payment of 5 per cent, of net profits and one-half the transportation

account ; second, that the time of payment is extended from the 1st
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of January, 1898, to the 1st of October, 1900, or a period of twoyears

and nine months; and, third, that the Government is required to ac

count for interest on the $1,000,000 claimed now to be due. By the

first change the Government, instead of receiving the 5 per cent, net

earnings and one-half the transportation account, in payment of so

much of tbe debt, receives a smaller snm and is required to pay it

into the sinking fund, where it is put at interest compounded semi

annually.

The Judiciary Committee estimates that this payment should be

$1,166,000 per year, and the interest on this sum calculated with an

nual (not semi-annual) rests until tho year 1900 will be more than

§30,000,000.

The interest that will have been paid on the 1st of January, 1898,

by the Government in excess of all repayments by the corporations

will not be less than $86,900,000, and according to the principles

settled by the Supreme Court of the United States in the case in 1

Otto will bear interest from that day.

This interest for two years and nine months, for which time the

payment is postponed, by the provisions of tbe Railroad Committee

bill, will be $15,180,000, which added to the $30,000,000 above, makes

a total exceeding $45,000,000 to be relinquished by the Government.

But assuming that tbe Judiciary Committee is mistaken and has

estimated the payment too high, and that it should be one million

per annum instead of $1,166,000, the gift to these companies would

still amount to a sum exceeding $41,000,000.

The Government has already been too bountiful in its favors to

these corporations, and it can afford to make no other such gifts to

them as have been made in the past. I take it that surely the repre

sentatives of the people of tho United States, those who are here act

ing to-day as their trustees, charged with the disbursement of moneys

taken from their earnings and with the duty of preserving and pro

tecting their rights and interests, are not prepared, in view of the

present condition of these corporations, of their enormous wealth

present and prospective, of the fact that they ore able to declare and

have for two years each declared dividends and paid to their corpo

rators from 8 to 10 per cent, per annum upon the nominal amount of

stock, a fictitious stock as I believe and as is believed by the conn-

try—surely then, I say, here representing the people, tho Senate is not

prepared to enact this bill into a law.

Then the only question remaining is, shall Congress adopt the Judi

ciary Committee billf It proposes to compel each of thsse corpora

tions to pay into a sinking fund a sum which, including the 5 per

cent, of net earnings and one-half tbe transportation account, will

be $"2,000,000 for each year, but the payments to be made in all shall

not exceed 25 per cent, of their net earnings. The committee pro

poses this legislation for the reason that the two companies, after

paying the operating expenses and all interest on their bonded debt,

have a net income exceeding $13,000,000 per annum and have been

paying dividends of 8, 9, and 10 per cent, upon a stock account which

it is believed does not represent capital actually paid down. With

enormous incomes, they refuse to make any provision for the pay

ment of the Government bonds when they shall become due. At that

time the mortgage debt of the two companies and having a prior

lien will be $55,087,000; the Government debt, principal $55,000,000,

and the interest, if no part of the 5 per cent, or one-half transporta

tion account shall be paid, will amount to $S6,000,000 more, making

a total of $197,000,000, which at 6 per cent, interest will require
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payments each year to the amount of $11,824,000. The directors

themselves say the revenues of the companies will not be sufficient

to pay these sums aud the stock will be entirely lost. As a conse

quence the mortgage will have to be foreclosed, the property sold

and passed from these corporations to strangers, not in privity with

the Government nor intrusted with the great work and duty of man

aging and controlling this important highway, to which the country

has attached in the past, attaches to-day, and will in the future

attach so much importance.

It is objected, however, that Congress has not the right to enact

the Judiciary Committee bill ; that it is powerless to defeat the medi

tated fraud, and must quietly permit its complete consummation. It

is said by some that by the provisions of this bill an attempt is made

to make anew contract between the Government aud the corpora

tions. They affirm that by the terms of the acts of 1862 aud 1864 the

debt of the Government will not become due until 189.-4, aud that the

bill in substance and effect makes it payable to-day. Others main

tain that by the terms of these nets or by implication of law the

corporations have a right to distribute the earnings of the road with

out regard to the claims of creditors; that this is a vested right

which cannot be taken from theiu by Congress, either in virtue of its

powers as a legislative body or by force of the reservation of au

thority " to alter, amend, or repeal" the acts.

If these affirmations be true I will agree that there is no power in

Congress, there is no power anywhere that will authorize or justify

or excuse the legislation that is proposed. But what does this bill

propose to do ? I do not see anywhere, in any clause, a change in the

terms of the contract. I find only that, warned by the declaration

that the officers of the companies have made of the danger, indeed of

the almost certain insolvency to follow the uuwise course of distrib

uting from year to year all the earnings of the companies, Congress

Bimply reqnires not that they shall pay any part of the debt, but shall

establish a sinking fund, into which a part of the earnings shall go.

The distinction between the payment of a debt or a portion of a debt

and establishing a sinking fnnd to provide for its future payment

is not a mere verbal distinction. It has been recognized by every

government and by every people. In requiring this, Congress only

reqnires these corporations to do that which our own Government

is doing to-day ; only that which every corporation, largely in debt,

whose affairs are managed with any prndence and skill, has adopted,

not alone with a view to save it from insolvency but to strengthen its

credit and increase its usefulness. The Treasury of the United States

has been selected as the place of deposit simply because it secures per

fect security. The Treasurer of the United States has been designated

as the person to manage the fund because of his relation to the De

partment.

The Judiciary bill does not change the terms of the contract, aud

the only question, as it seems to me, that is presented for our con

sideration is whether Congress, having created one of these corpora

tions and granted to the other the right to certain franchises to be

used within the Territories of the United States, has the power to

legislate for and control them in the use of these franchises and

prescribe rules and regulations for their government to the same

extent that the Legislature of a State possesses over corporations of

its creatiou or the people subject to its jurisdiction.

It cannot be said that Congress has by contract relinquished iis

right to exercise its original and inherent power to legislate upon any
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matter connected with these corporations. The acts o£ 1862 and 1864

have been subjected to the most searching examination, and have

been analyzed in all their parts, section by section and clause by

clause; yet no person has been able to find, either in their spirit and

meaning as a whole or in any of their separate parts, aught that in

dicates even by implication a purpose to yield the sovereign power

to regulate, govern, and in all things control their affairs ; but to the

contrary, ana as if to guard against the very pretension made here

to-day, "we do find an express reservation of power to Congress, at

any time and in its discretion, to " alter, amend, or repeal" the acts

in question. The force of these words and their effect have been

discussed by other Senators and will again be referred to by those who

will follow me in this debate, and I will not detain the Senate with

an argument to prove that the reserved power is sufficient without

more to authorize the legislation proposed. And yet I wonld not

be true to my own convictions if I were not to say that the power to
'• repeal" these acts, and, by consequence of their repeal, to strip these

corporations of all their franchises, and then compel the marshaling

of all their property and assets and the payment of all their debts,

is too clear for argument. And it is equally clear to my mind that

the power to "alter and amend" does necessarily refer to the exer

cise of the franchises and privileges granted, and confers upon Con

gress the right, in its discretion, to interpose, and, as settled in the

case of Miller r*. The State, 15 Wallace, 498, give directions " that

will carry into effect the original purpose of the grant or secure the

due administration of its (the corporation's) affairs, so as to protect

the rights of the stockholders and of creditors and the proper dispo

sition of its assets."

Now, for what purpose were these corporations created and clothed

with the important franchises enumerated in the acts in question ?

Why did Congress with such lavish bounty bestow lands greater in

extent than principalities and advance its credit upon terms with

out precedent in the history of this or any other Government f The

answer is given in the act of 1864. In was done "for the purpose of

aiding in the construction of said railroad and telegraph line and to

secure the safe and speedy transportation of the mails, troops, muni

tions of war, and public stores thereon." This was the view that

dominated the minds of the Representatives and Senators at that

time. The building of the road was regarded as a necessary work.

The necessity of keeping the road at all times in condition to serve

the Government is recognized in every part of the act. The grants

were made " on condition that the corporations would pay the oouds

at maturity aud keep said railroad and telegraph lines in repair and

use, and at all times transmit dispatches over said telegraph line and

transport mails, troops, and munitions of war supplies and pnblic

stores for the Government whenever required to do so by any Depart

ment thereof." This was a great national work, of the highest im

portance to the sovereign power, promoted by it upon political and

public grounds. Government was at that time engaged in war with

the confederacy ; the commerce of the country on the ocean and open

seas was threatened by confederate cruisers; almost every coaling

station reaching in the direction of the Isthmus of Panama was under

the control of a foreign power then regarded as unfriendly to the

United States. Apprehensions were felt that the great distances

separating the States on the Pacific slope from the Eastern States,

coupled with the difficulty, delays, and uncertainty of communica

tion, might bring about another division of States. Inspired by these
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considerations and impelled by a sense of public duty, and uot for the

purpose of aiding a mere commercial enterprise, Congress inaugurated

the great work. I cannot so well express the motives that controlled

its action as it has been done by the Supreme Court of the United

States:

Manv of tho provisions in the original act of 16C2 are outside of the usual course

of legislative action concerning grants to railroads, and cannot bo properly con

strued without reference to the circumstances which existed when it was passed.

The war of the rebellion was in progress, and owing to complications with England

the country had become alarmed for the safety of our Pacific possessions. Tho

loss of tbem was feared in case those complications should result in an open rupt

ure ; but, even if this fear were groundless, it was quite apparent that we were

unable to furnish that degree of protection to the people occupying them which

every government owes to its citizens. It is true the threatened danger was hap

pily averted ; but wisdom pointed out the necessity of making suitable provision

for the future. This could be done in no better way than bj- the construction of a

railroad across tho continent. Such a road would bind together the widely sepa

rated parts of our common country and furnish a cheap and expeditious mode tor

the transportation of troops and Supplies. If it did nothing more than afford the

required protection to the Pacific States, it was felt that the Government, in tho

performance of an imperative dnty. could not Justly withhold the aid necessary to

build it,—The United Slates r«. The Union Vadfie Railroad Company, 1 Otto, ~9, 80.

This was a great national enterprise. It was one that was worthy

of the great Government of the United States. It was a work neces

sary to be done. It is a work necessary to be preserved. Tho Gov

ernment of the United States has made a contract with these corpo

rations by which they have agreed, and, so far as the idea of person

ality can attach to corporations, by which they have personally agreed,

that they will maintain and keep this road in order and sufficient at

all times to render distinct services to the United States that are

pointed out in the charter of their existence.

This railroad is a great agency and the corporations are agents of

Government. They occupy that relation to the Government, not be

cause they are subjects, but because of tho contract they made. It

has become, then, the high and solemn duty, it is upon their part a

great public trust, one which they cannot neglect without a violation

of their most solemn agreement and obligation, at all times to keep

themselves in a condition that will enable them to render to the Gov

ernment tho services which they have contracted to render, and to

protect, preserve, and keep for the use of the people of the United

States this great highway which the Government has made such great

sacrifices to bnild. I say that here is sufficient grounds for the exer

cise of the power that Congress now claims in regard to these corpo

rations. Here is a sufficient authority to justify, indeed to demand

of the Congress of the United States that this bill shall be enacted into

a law. I have heard the contrary opinion expressed by no Senator,

and I would yield my own opinion to the larger experience, the greater

learning, and the greater ability of the eminent lawyers who sit with

me in this Chamber, but I believe that the distinct purpose, openly

avowed to the officers of tho United States, and the committees of

this body, by the managment of these corporations, to reduce them

to a state of insolvency, and thus render the corporations incapable

of keeping their solemn engagements and performing the great pub

lic trust they assumed, would authorize the courts of the United States

toentertain a bill quia timet to prevent the threatenedviolation oftrust ;

but, however that may be, Congress has now the right and power, and

it has became a duty by law, to guard against the danger, and it may

order into a sinking fnnd a sufficient amount of their annual earnings

to secure the payment of the principle and interest of the debt these

companies owe the Government.
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Mr. HILL. May I ask the Senator a questionf If thero has been

a violation of the trust, and that violation gives us a right to go to

the courts—and I concur with the Senator that that is the case—is it

not bettor that we should go to the courtsf Why make a case here

and turn that over to the courts f Why not turn the case we have

got over to the courts, if that is a good case, rather than attempt to

make another case and turn that over to the courtsf

Mr. BAILEY. I have expressed my opinion ; I may be in error

Mr. HILL. I say to the Senator that I concur with him fully that

if there is a violation of the trust and danger of an annihilation of

the road, the remedy is ample before the courts. I agree that rem

edy would extend to taking the road out of the hands of the corpo

ration. I think the Senator is right in that, that if a violation of

the trust exists, or such a condition of things as amounts to a viola

tion of the trust, you have a right to go to the courts.

Mr. BAILEY. I understand the Senator, then, to agree with me

that, if I have correctly stated the facts, my conclusion in regard to

the rights of these parties on the one hand and their obligation on

the other are correct, and that the Government of the United States

has the right to-day to appeal to its courts for the purpose of protect

ing its interests and compelling the performance of this trust 1

Mr. HILL. I have said this, that if the Senator is right in his

statement that the action of these parties amounts to a violation of

the trust, the United States has ample remedy in the courts of justice.

Mr. BAILEY. Then certainly the Senator and I will not differ

very widely ; for, if we are agreed about that, certainly as doubt

exists in so many minds, and instructed as both of us have been by

our experience as lawyers in construing statutes and in devising reme

dies, he will join with me in improving the law, and make the rem

edy more perfect.

Now, Mr. President, I agree with very much that was said yester

day by the Senator from Georgia in the very able speech to which we

all listened with so much pleasure. These acts of 1862 and 1864 are

naturally divisible into two parts : First, those portions of the acts

which create one corporation and give within the Territories of the

United States franchises to the other, which give to both their rights,

their privileges, their immunities, their powers. Another division

is that portion which proposes after the corporations are created to

make a contract with them. I agree with the Senator that a corpo

ration can be created and franchises granted only by the sovereign,

and that in contracting with the creatures it has called into being for

a loan of money or bonds the sovereign occupies no higher position

and has no rights other than will be awarded to a citizen. I agree

with him further that the reserved right to alter, amend, or repeal

these acts does not necessarily give to Congress tue power at all times

and without regard to change of circumstances to change the contract

made under the second division to which I have referred.

It seems to me that when this law was enacted the corporators had

a right to organize their companies but were under no obligation to -

accept the bounty of the Government. The two propositions were

essentially distinct. Organized, they might have undertaken with

their own capital or capital borrowed elsewhere to build this great

line of railway, but the proposition having been submitted to them

by the Government of the United States for a loan of $55,000,000 of

bonds they could accept it or not as they might deem expedient or in

accordance with their interests. If accepted, I agree with the Senator

from Ohio [Mr.TucKMAX] that Congress could the next day have with-
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drawn the propositionwr at any time before the work was begun upon

the line of railway ; but whenever a single section of the work was

completed and the bonds were delivered that wero due from the Gov

ernment upon that section, to that extent there was an executed con

tract between the two parties and that contract, and the obligations

and rights of the parties in respect to it rested secure under the sanc

tion of the good faith of the Government and the intelligence and

civilization of the ago. I say nothing about the power of Congress

in the absence of a constitutional inhibition. That question is not

before us; but without regard to that, this contract rested under the

sanction and protection of a wise policy, of a just policy, and is, as

it seems to me, (I say it respectfully to those who differ from me,)

under the protection of the consciences of the people of the United

States. I do not think the contract could he disturbed, but as to the

remainder of the work not yet done the offer might have beon with

drawn, and not until the work was finished was the contract executed

in all its parts upon the part of the corporations or beyond the control

as to the unfinished parts of Congress. When finished the rights of the

corporations and of the Government of the United States became fixed

and established; neither could disturb it. Nor, in my opinion, does

the power that is reserved to alter, amend, or repeal the act give the

power to Congress to interpolate a new term into the contract which

had been executed. A contract is an agreement between two or more

persons in regard to some particular thing. The very definition im

plies that there shall be, a consenting of minds, that there shall be

an agreeing of minds, that there shall be two parties at least to the

agreement. But in the estimation of the Senator from Georgia [Mr.

Hill] this bill proposes to interpolate anew term into the contract.

If I believed this to be so I would vote against the bill. I would vote

against it becanse I do Dot believe that Congress has the power, acting

for the Government and people of the United States and against the

will of a person who has contracted with it, under such a reservation

as this, to make a new term in the contract, Hnt this view interposes

no obstacle to my hearty support of the bill which has been presented

by the Jndiciary Committee. 1 hold that the power of Congress in

respect to matters that are properly subject to its legislative control

is commensurate with the wants and the interests of the people of

the United States. I hold that within its constitutional limit the

Congress has the same power that a Legislature has to change the law

from time to time in order to meet the varying wants and exigencies

that may be developed in society.

These corporations, resting in fancied security under the protection

of the law, which, as it now stands, gives to them power to distrib

ute all their earnings to stockholders and to disregard the just claims

of creditors, assert that they have a vested right in the law as it is,

and that no change can be made that will interfere with their power

to distribute the earnings so unwisely and so unjustly.

It is generally understood among statesmen and lawyers and lay

men that the legislature may, from time to time, change the law to

meet the necessities of each generation and of each state of society.

The Legislature of Massachusetts or of Tennessee, looking to sur

rounding circumstances and conditions, will amend their laws to

snit the wants of their own people. We are an English-speaking

race, and of course a practical race. Our laws are practical in effect,

and are made from day to day and from year to year to meet the ex

igencies that arise in the actual experience of our people. As a prac

tical people we have established governments whose power leaches to

14 PA
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every relation. It interposes in our domestic life and enters iuto the

very privacy of our homes; it regulates the relations of husband and

wife, of father and child, of neighbor and neighbor; it prescribes

the laws of marriage and divorce; it directs the disposition of our

estates after death, regulates the terms and conditions on which wills

may be made, and points out the legal successors to lands and houses

and goods; it. controls the business affairs of men and makes laws

for their government; it commands their services in peace and in

war, and compels service in offices of public trust or in deadly battle.

There is no limit to this power other than that imposed" by the peo

ple themselves by constitutional barriers. And yet it is said here to

day that great and all-reaching as is this power, however potent to

regulate the most delicate and important relations of life or to in

terfere with the business affairs of mankind, however absolutely it

may control our property or command the services of the citizen, it

is robbed of all its greatness in the presence of a creation of its own

and cannot forbid it to consummate a meditated wrong.

I cannot bring myHelf to believe that these corporations have any

other or greater privileges and immunities than belong to citizens of

the United States, unless they have been conferred by the Govern

ment ; and where in their charters is to be found any warrant that

the Government will not undertake to regulate and control their

business affairs as it regulates and controls the affairs of the citizen f

In my State and the State that is represented by the honorable Sen

ator from Georgia we have a law providing that, if a debtor in antic

ipation of the time of payment of a debt is making a fradulent con

veyance of his property with a view to evade the payment of that

debt, the creditor may sue out an attachment and impound the prop

erty and hold it under the jurisdiction of the courts until the debt

shall become due. This is statutory law ; but has anybody ever ques

tioned the power of the Legislature to enact such T

Mr. HILL. I will say to my friend that, so far from questioning

it, I coueede it fully. I admit it is the law now that if these compa

nies, or either of them, shall attempt to make a fraudulent convey

ance of this property, or shall by their own act impair the value of

this property, or shall in any way by their own act seek to destroy

the security of the United States npou this property, you have an

ample right to go into court and restrain them, and a perfect right

to take the property out of their possession to that extent.

Mr. BAILEY. I suppose, then, the Senator from Georgia would

rest the power of Congress to legislate on this subject upon the fact

that there was or was not a fraud in the conduct of these parties f

Mr. HILL. I rest it upon the fact that there wa« or was not a

breach of the trust. I do not rest the power of Congress to legislate ;

I rest the power of the courts to interfere ; and I say your remedy is

ample. I say Congress can provide remedies that the courts must

administer.

Mr. BAILEY. This debt is not due

Mr. HILL. Whether these companies have been guilty of fraud

or guilty of a breach of trust is a judicial question.

Mr. BAILEY. That is not now the subject of inquiry. I am speak

ing now of the power of Congress as a legislative bodv to prescribe

laws to control the conduct and business affairs of those who are

subject to its power as a legislative body. I illustrated the idea that

I was attempting to advance by referring to a species of legislation

that is very familiar in the gentleman's State and in my own. He

contends that Congress has no power to enact iuto a law the bill that
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dimply undertakes to regulate and control the action of a person who

is subject to the legislative will of Congress, and not more so nor less

so than the citizen of Georgia who undertakes to make a fraudulent

conveyance of his property. The gentleman spoke yesterday of de

fault, and I suppose the idea is in his mind to-day that there can be

no action without a default. The citizen of Georgia who is or will

become indebted in the future is not in default, although he actually

conveys his property, until the debt actually becomes due.

Mr. H ILL. I do not agree with the Senator. There may be soveral

kinds of defanlt. There may be a default in payment, which can only

occur after the debt becomes due ; but that is a worse default which

by fraud seeks to destroy the debt before it becomes due. In the first

place, where the default is one of payment and occurs after the debt

becomes due, tbe remedy is in a court of law. If it occurs by fraud

in advance of the debt becoming due and endangers the existence of

the debt, then the remedy is in a court of equity.

Mr. BAILEY. The test of it then is the danger of losing the debt,

as I understand.

Mr. HILL., If that danger is caused by the act of tho party. If

that danger is the mere result of the natural course of events, a nat

ural depreciation of property, there is no remedy, for no debtor is

responsible for the act of God or the king's enemies or the natural

course of events. The debtor is responsible for his own act, and if

by his own act he brings the property into disrepute, destroying tho

value of the property, or wasting the property, or seeking to make a

fraudulent conveyance of the property, then a court of equity will

intervene and restrain him. But the simple fact that the debt is not

dne, the simple fact that the property is insufficient to pay the debt,

the simple fact that the debtor is insolvent, are all misfortunes : they

are not crimes ; they are not frauds.

Mr. BAILEY. Or, the gentleman should have added, if he is divid

ing out his estate, or if a corporation is dividing out its assets among

its stockholders without regard to its obligations to pay its debts,

then there is a default.

Mr. HILL. I concede that if the stockholders are dividing out

that which is included in the mortgage, that which is covered by the

Hen, it is a fraud.

Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, the rights of creditors do not rest

upon any idea of forfeiture of a mortgage. In the case supposed,

provided for by the law of Georgia, there is no mortgage, but the

Legislature interposes. Why does it interpose ? The debtor is not

under a legal obligation to pay the debt eo insianti, at that moment.

No more is this corporation under any obligation, moral or legal, to pay

to-day its prospective debt to the United States Government ; but the

debt is imperiled by reason of the action or conduct of the debtor, and

the Legislature interposes and the legislative power changes the law

and gives the creditor a new remedy. For what purpose ? To pro

tect the creditor, to compel the performance of the contract, to require

the debtor to remain or to suffer his property to remain in a condi

tion where it will be subjected to the payment of the debt ; and when

the gentleman concedes that that sort of legislation is constitutional

and valid and right, he concedes all that we contend for here.

Mr. BECK, will the Senator from Tennessee permit me to say

that the legislation is applied to debts that existed before that legis

lation was had, and as to which there was no such right of inter

ference, jnst as well as to t hose debts which were incurred afterward ?
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Mr. HILL. And I will say to the Senator flora Tennessee further

that all the legislation to which he refers in his State and mine does

not interfere with the contract ; it does not require the debtor to pay

one cent before the debt becomes due. It simply says the property

shall be held ; that the debtor shall not fraudulently convey it ; that

he shall hold it in statu quo until the debt becomes due.

Mr. BAILEY. We propose nothing more than that here. There is

no change of this contract at all. I say that it is impossible for the

Senator from Georgia, with all his ingenuity, with all his ability, with

all his mastery of the principles as well as of the technics of tho law,

to show in what particular or that in any particular this bill in re

quiring the creation of a sinking fund changes the contract between

these parties or expedites one day the payment of the debt that will

become due in the future from these corporations to the Government

of the United States.

Mr. HILL. The contract requires the corporations to pay one-half

of the compensation for Government, transportation. This bill re

quires them to expend tho whole of it on the debt.

Mr. BAILEY. Not at all.

Mr. HILL. You require them to pay it into a sinking fund, which

sinking fund is placed in the Treasury of the creditor. You take the

money away from the debtor. The law to which tho Senator refers

in Tennessee and Georgia does not take a dollar from the debtor be

fore the debt is due.

Mr. BAILEY. It takes his property from him.

Mr. HILL. It does not take his property from him; it only holds it.

Mr. BAILEY. What difference does it make whether this sinking

fund, is in the Treasury of tho United States or in a bank in New

York ? The Treasury is adopted for that purpose, not alone because

it is a Government agency, but because it is supposed to be tho safest

to all parties. If a dollar shall be lost by reason of the defalcation

of officers of tho United States, tho Government will, not in law but

in honor, be bound to make that loss good. For that reason, because

it is safer and more convenient, the Treasury of tho United States is

selected as the custodian of this fund.

Mr. HILL. How does it lessen the burdens you impose by this hill

upon the debtor to pay this additional half of the transportation ac

count simply because the creditor takes the money and holds it but.

does not pay it out to the creditor until the debt becomes due f

Mr. BAILEY. It is no burden to a man to pay a debt.

Mr. HILL. It is a burden to pay a debt before it becomes due.

Mr. BAILEY. The whole argument proceeds upon the assumption

that a creditor has no rights in respect to tho earnings of his debtor,

upon the assumption that the debtor if he can under some legal

technicality escape the payment of a debt may legally and properly

do so. We take nothing from this company that it is not under tho

highest moral obligation to devote to the payment of the debt, and

we simply propose to couvert that moral obligation into a legal obli

gation. The ease is not in one particular different, in tho view in

which I am now considering this subject, from the case that was sup

posed a while ago of a debtor in the State of Georgia who proposed

to transfer, or attempted. to transfer, his property for the purpose of

avoiding the payment of a debt. The Government, or rather the

law, seizes the property in that case—the law enacted by the Legis

lature, that undertakes to regulate and control tho relations of man

with his fellow-man in their business transactions. The law seizes it

and dedicates it to the payment of a debt, or rather, it impounds it
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and holds it. until the debt shall become due. His property is taken

from him just ns we propose to take money from the vaults of these

great corporations and place it in the Treasury of the United States

as secnrity for the payment of debts payable in futiiro and which

the officers of the company have declared that they cannot and will

not pay.

But, Mr. President, I believe it is the law in the State of Georgia,

its it is the law to-day in Tennessee and in most of the States of the

Union, that it' a debtor oft'ers to remove himself and his property from

the State where the debt was created, in advance of the time for

payment, that property may be seized, it may be impounded, and may

lie held until the debt shall have become due. Upon what princi

ple does that legislation rest ? Why is not that unconstitutional f

Why does not that work a change in the contract between the parties f

Mr. HILL. That goes exactly upon this definite priuciple, that the

debtor after he has made the debt is endangering its collection by

his own act, not by the act of another, and he is changing the juris-

iliction of the debt ; he is traveling beyond the jurisdiction in which

he created his debt.

Mr. BAILEY. Then the power of the Legislature rests not upon

the fact that it is a Legislature. It is not an inherent power ; it is not

a power derivod from the people ; but the power is derived from the

act of the absconding or fraudulent debtor.

Mr. HILL. The necessity for the legislation is derived from that act.

Mr. BAILEY. The.necessity for the legislation ? Who shall judge

of its necessity f If the Congress has the right to enact laws on the

subject, who can judge or inquire into their wisdom or necessity f

Mr. HILL. It would be unconstitutional for a Legislature to pass

an act authorizing the property of a debtor to be seized before the

debt is due, if he is not changing bis situation, if he is not remov

ing; and the legislation itself in this bill only seeks to have vitality

upon the ground that he is not changing bis jurisdiction.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Suppose he were wasting it f

Mr. HILL. Certainly ; if be were wasting it, that would be the

same thing.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Now what is the difference as to a corporation

paying money to its stockholders, whence it never can come back,

which it is confessedly necessary to get to pay its debts f

Mr. HILL. Ah, yon have got no lien upon that income, no lien

upon the earnings. You have a lien upon the corpus, and you would

have a right, a perfect right, to proceed against that in such a case.

Mr. EDMUNDS. If I do not interrupt the Senator from Tennessee,

may I ask the Senator from Georgia if every creditor of the colora

tion has not a lien upon every dollar of its income, by the nature of

a corporate lien f

Mr. HILL. After the debt becomes dne.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Have yon not before the debt becomes due?

Mr. HILL. Not unless he is endangering the payment of the debt

by his own act.

Mr. EDMUNDS. That is the very question, whether be is not en

dangering it by dividends to the stockholders when confessedly if it

goes on there will be nothing to pay the creditors with.

Mr. HILL. Confessedly, the creditor has elected his own security,

confessedly the creditor has dedicated the corpus of the road to pay

the debt; and confessedly the debtor is doing nothing to endanger

that security.

Mr. EDMUNDS. But the Senator from Georgia carefully leaves
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out the proposition that I put. to him, that upon the universal prin

ciples of law applied to corporations, no matter whether you have a

mortgage security or not, every dollar of the assets and income of a

corporation is a trust-fund for the payment of its creditors first, and

for division among its stockholders afterward. Therefore, if a coqx>-

ration, without regard to whether there is a mortgage lieu or uot,

divides up its earnings among its stockholders to the danger of its

creditors, it is violating the law of its existence.

Mr. HILL. I do say emphatically that no creditor of the road has

any right as a legislature to pass acts aud to administer a law to pre

vent the dobtor from using the income of his property before the debt

becomes due. Ho has a right to uso the rents, issues, and profit* of

the property, and no law ever arrested it or can ever arrest it unless

by so doing he is violating a contract. If he has included the rents,

issues, and profits of the property in a mortgage, then he is bound.

If he has not, then there is not any court on earth that can impound

the income of a man's property in advance of the debt being due;

nor was it ever done. I say broadly it never was done. It cannot be

done in the nature of things, because when a man dedicates the corpu*

of the property to the payment of the debt, to that the creditor must

look. The creditor has elected his security ; the creditor has dedi

cated his security ; he has fixed the debt on that security and he must

rely on it. There is no lien in favor of an ordinary creditor against

a debtor—none in the world. But I beg pardon of the Senator from

Tennessee for having interrupted him.

Mr. BAILEY. Although that may never have been done by a court,

yet such is the temper, and such are the convictions of the American

Congress to-day, that it cannot hereafter bo brought as a reproach

against the courts of the United States that they will uot entertain

jurisdiction where a debtor has publicly and solemnlv annonuced to

his creditors that his purpose is so to administer his a Hairs as not only

to bring a debt to mature at a future day in peril, but to bring it to

absolute, positive, and certain loss

Mr. HILL. Of course the unauthorized announcement of an officer

amounts to nothing, but if there is any announcement by the corpora

tion that they intend to bring this debt in danger by their act, the

courts will give you ample remedy to restrain them.

Mr. HARRIS. Will I lie Senator not admit the fact that by reason

Of the dividends that have been paid and are beiugpaid the ultimate

security of this debt is not only hazarded, but it is rendered almost

certain that it will prove a loss to the Government t

Mr. HILL. On the contrary, I say that by the appropriation of

the income, the security selected by the Government for its debt is

not only not impaired, is uot only not lessened one dollar, but I say

emphatically in this very contract which the Government made it

has stipulated that the company shall use those earnings. It stipu

lated that as an inducement, in the eighteenth section, for them to

build this road. Who supposes that anybody would have undertaken

to build this road on an agreement that for thirty years there should

bo no earnings from it i Who supposes that any men would under

take to build the road on a distinct stipulation that they were to

have no earnings for thirty years ! There is a stipulation to pay the

Government; but there is no stipulation that they shall have no

earnings for thirty years. But the danger the courts will remedy;

the future will give you a remedy not lessening the security which

the contract has dedicated to the payment of your debt. I iieg par

don of my friend for having interrupted him so long.

V
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Mr. BAILEY. Not at all. I am very much obliged to the Senator.

I was a little fatigued, and it gave me an opportunity to rest;

But the Senator asks in his conclnding sentence who supposes that

the parties contemplated that the Government of the United States

would take all the earnings of these companies and leave nothing

for them to distribute to their stockholders as a compensation for

the capital that they have invested. I do not understand that to be

the case. I understand from the reading of the bill presented to us

by the Jndiciary Committee of the Senate and the report which ac

companies the bill that even after making these appropriations to

the sinking fund there will be left from year to year to the stock

holders of one of these companies a dividend of 6 per cent., and to

the stockholders of the other not less than 4$ per cent.

Mr. HILL. Have yon any more right to take half the income than

you have to take the whole of itf

Mr. BAILEY. Not a bit of it. We have a right to take it all if

necessary to prevent this meditated frand. The Senator seems to

suppose that becanse under the law as it exists

Sir. TELLER. I ask the Senator if he will submit to an interrup

tion ' When the Senator says they have a right to take it all to avoid

this meditated frand, I should like to know to what he refers.

Mr. BAILEY. I refer to what they have announced ; to the extracts

from letters and speeches I have already read.

Mr. TELLER. I should like to know what they have announced.

Mr. BAILEY. They have announced it to be their purpose to

divide their net earnings as between themselves and to leave this

debt of the Government of the United States to accumulate ; and

they declare that tt.e consequences and the natural consequences, the

almost necessary con equences of their acts, will be to bring these

companies to absolute bankruptcy and to canso the Government to

lose a great part if not all of the debt that will be due in the future.

Mr. TELLER. Will the Senator answer this question : When the

Government took this lien and postponed the payment of the debt

until the maturity of the bonds, interest inclnded, did they not guar

antee not only by that provision but by a special provision that the

companics might take these dividends f Are they not then living

strictly within their contract when they take these dividends f

Mr. BAILEY. Considering the question from the point of view

that I have now presented, I do not say that they have not the legal

right to distribute this money. They have the legal right ; I will

concede that.

Mr. TELLER. I understood the Senator to say that they had not

the legal right. Then I misunderstood the Senator.

Mr. BAILEY. I say they have a legal right to do it, but I say not

withstanding that it is a frand that they contemplate pcrpet rating

upon the Government of the United States by withdrawing what they

may have the legal right to withdraw in the present state of the

law, and without the remedial legislation that is proposed from the

payment of their debts, and appropriating it to a division among them

selves. But I am arguing here to prove that the Congress of the

United States has a right to control them and to make that illegal

which they claim is legal to-day.

Mr. TELLER. And which yon adndt is legal now, and yet you

say this legislation does not change thejjontract ?

Mr. BAILEY. Not at all. The Government has guaranteed noth

ing. The Government of the United States does not guarantee to its

citizens that the law shall never be changed. In a case in 4 Otto, the
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very same claim was marie that is marie here to-day by a corporation

chartered in the State of Illinois, that it had a vested interest in some

way in the existing law, and although the Legislature of the State of

Illinois changed the law, it was said the action of the Legislature was

illegal and unconstitutional. The legislation was intended to change

that which before had been right in a legal sense into what the law

pronounced to be wrong. Chief-Justice Waite of the United States

Supreme Court in commenting upon that says :

But a mere common-law regulation of trade or business may be changed by stat

ute. A person baa no property, no vested interest, hi any rule of the common law.

You have no vested interest in that rule that gives you a right to

distribute these earnings among the stockholders of this corporation

as against the creditors.

That is only one of the forms of municipal law. and is no more sacred than any

other. Rights of property which have been created by the common law cannot be

taken away without due process ; but the law itself, as a rule of conduct, mav be

changed at the will, or even at the whiai. of the Legislature, uuless prevented by

constitutional limitations.—Jlunn v*. Illinois, 4 Otto, 135.

But there is another reason which has been alluded to by the Sen

ator from Vermont, or which was alluded to a few moments ago, why

this legislation may take place. Ho stated, and he stated what is

unquestionably the law, that the property of every corporation is a

trust fund for the payment of its debts, made so by intendment of

law. The corporators are exempted in their natural persons and in

their individual property from either arrest or seizure under execu

tion, and from all the processes by which payment is compelled as

between individuals in their contracts with each other; and when

these corporators have paid into their treasury or have conveyed to

the corporation money or property which is intended for the corporate

rise, from that moment it is dedicated to the corporate purposes and

becomes a trust fund.

Judge Story rendered a decision in the case of Wood r«. Dummer,

:l Mason's Reports, in the year leftM, where the stockholders of a cor

poration had met together and their directors had distributed to them

the money of the corporation, leaving the creditors unpaid. A bill

was filed to compel them to refund the money and they were compelled

to restore it.

Mr. TELLER. It was capital stock.

Mr. BAILEY. It may have been capital stock, but it was the prop

erty of the corporation. l>o you mean to say that net earnings or

profits are not property ? Do you mean to say that no obligation rests

upon the corporation to provide for the payment of a debt in the

future ? I will read a few lines from this decision.

The individual stockholders are not liable for the debts of the bank in their pri

vate capacities. The charter relieves them from personal responsibility and sub

stitutes the capital stock in its stead. Credit is universally giveu to this fund by the

public as the only means of repayment. During the existence of the corporation

it is the sole property of the corporation, anil can be applied only according to its

charter ; that is, as a fund for payiueut of its debts, upon the security of which it

may discount aud circulate notes. Why. otherwise, is any capital stock required

by our chatters ? If the stock may, the next day after it is paid iu, be withdrawn

by the stockholders without payment of the debts of the corporation, why is its

amount so studiously provided for audits payment by the stockholders so dili

gently required 1 To me this point appears so plain upon principles of law, as

well as common sense, that I cannot be brought into any doubt that the charters

of our banks make the capital stock a trust fund for the payment of all the debts

of the corporation. The bill- holders and other creditors have the first claims upon

it, and the stockholders have rut riakts until all the other creditors are satisfied.

The capital stock' was the subject of litigation in that particular

case, and hence lie was speaking of capital stock; but the idea, the
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reason, applies to property of every description. The decision made

by Judge Story in this case of Wood r». Dummer has been upheld by

the courts of nearly every State in the Union. The position has been

adopted and made the basis of frequent decisions by the Supreme

Court of the United States, one of which is very well known to some

of us in the South, the case of Cnrran r.«. The State of Arkansas, re

ported in the fifteenth volume of Howard's Kepoits. Here is a trust

fund dedicated to the payment of debts. Here is an obligation rest

ing upon these people to make provision for the payment of this great

debt. They say, however, that they will not do so and resist the

attempt on the part of Congress to compel by law that to be done

which they rest under the highest obligation to do. They say that

there is no law that will authorize a bill in chancery to be filed to

enforce this obligation. Then, sir, we will make a law ; the obliga

tion shall no longer be imperfect ; legislatures are established to en

act laws, and to correct defects in the written or unwritten law, when

ever these defects may be discovered or the business affairs of life

shall bring them to notice.

Now, the jurisdiction of courts of equity in regard to trust funds of

this kind is unquestioned. It is usually exercised in cases of an in

solvent corporation or one whose charter has expired, been annulled,

or revoked ; but the principle settled by the case of Wood r». Dum

mer and the case of Curran ri. The State of Arkansas is, that property

of a corporation is a trust fund for the payment of debts. The prin

ciple stands wbetberthe corporation be solvent or insolvent, whether

its charter continues in force or has been annulled or has expired

by lapse of time. It may be that under the present state of the law

where a corporation in the full possession of its franchises shall from

year to year divide its earnings between the stockholders iu such a

manner as to imperil the rights of creditors whose debts are not due,

the court will not feel authorized to interfere to control the action of

its officers, but the refusal to exercise jurisdiction in such a case is

because the creditors cannot maintain an action until the debt be

comes due. Notwithstanding, this, however, the property is a trust

fund, and the highest moral obligation rests upon the officers to so

administer its affairs as to protect the rights of creditors who aro

entitled to priority of payment over the stockholders, and this becomes

a legal obligation whenever aright of action accrues to the creditors.

Now, may not the remedy be advanced without injustice to the

stockholders ! If the conduct of the officers manifests an unmistak

able purpose to bring the corporation to a state of bankruptcy, if

they shall refuse to be governed by tho ordinary rules of business pru

dence and care, and when the necessity is obvious refuse to provide

a sinking fund for the payment of debts to mature in the future, that

cannot otherwise be paid, can they with any propriety object that

the law-making power shall require them to do so or shall provide a

remedy that will protect the creditor against a meditated wrong f

It is objected that such legislation will divest vested rights. What

right is taken away f What vested interest is disturbed by such

legislation f The corporation is left in the undisturbed possession of

all franchises and all its property. It continues to transact its legit

imate business and to make such profits as that business will fairly

earn, but is reqnired to do what every government and every cor

poration whose affairs are managed with any regard to prudcuco or

the just rights of creditors will voluntarily undertake to do.

Is the power to perpetrate a fraud, to be recognized as a vested

right! If the law be defective, shall it not be amended and made

to conform to the "wants and exigencies of society ?
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Mr. BLAINE obtained the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.(Mr. Ixgali.s in the chair.) The ques

tion is on the amendment offered by the Senator from Ohio, [Mr.

Matthews.]

Mr. HAMLIN. I apprehend that Senators who are not in their

places do not expect to vote upon the pending question at the pres

ent time, and I move that we now proceed to the consideration of

executive business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine moves that

the Senate proceed to the consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to ; and the Senate proceeded to the cou-v

sideration of executive business. After one hour and thirty-three

minutes spent in executive session, the doors wore reopened.

AritiL 1, 1678.

TUB PACIFIC KAILHOADS.

The Senate, as in Committo of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled " An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Congress

approved July 2, ISM, in amendment of said first-named act, the pend

ing question being on the amendment submitted by Mr. Matthews.

Mr. BECK. Mr. President, some days ago I requested the Senator

from Ohio, [Mr. Thuuman,] the member or the Judiciary Committee

in charge of this bill, to allow me a little time in which to present

my views upon it. I confess the more I have examined the question,

the more I havo become satisfied that there is but little use and not

much propriety in my speaking at all. Tho question seems to me so

plain and the bill of the Judiciary Committee so moderate in its re

quirements and so just, that I can hardly discuss it. Still, as it is a

matter of very great importance and as the precedent wo are about to

establish may be regarded hereafter as a guide to future Congresses,

I desire to say a few words in relation to it. My argument will be

based on three or four propositions, which are substantially as fol

lows :

First. It being conceded that we are large creditors of the railroad

companies, will our debt and iutercst be secure and will it bo paid

when due if wo stand where we are under existing laws and do

nothing?

Second. Are the railroad companies able, without serious embar

rassment to the corporations, to secure our debt, if they are required

to begin now to create a sinking fund for that purpose f And

Third. Are they making Or proposing to make any effort to secure

the payment of their debts f If not, aud our debt is in danger, have

we either by virtue of our inherent authority or uuder our agreement

with them any other feasible plan except that proposed by the Judi

ciary Committee, which bill I propose to sustain ?

I think, Mr. President, in whatever else Senators diffir, there is no
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disagreement us to the justice of our debt, the solemn assurances

given by the companies that it should be repaid with interest, the

certainty that they never would have received the money or any part

of it but for those assurances, and the equities which the tax-payers

of the country have to demand of us, as their trustees, that it should,

if possible, be secured, so that when duo it may be collected and their

burdens to that extent lightened. Nor is there any dispute as to the

magnitnde of the debt, at least up to a point which renders it con

clusive that the first-mortgage bonds and the bonds of the Govern

ment will not only not be paid but that the companies do not intend

to make any effort to pay them when due. In other words, the com-,

panics, while clamoring for the protection of what they call their

vested rights, are wholly disregarding the vested rights of the people

who have the debt and interest owing to them paid as it matures. 1

say vested right becanse although it is not payable now, the right to

future payment is as certain as though it was. The first-mortgage

bondholders do not care; the property will sell for enough to pay

them, and therefore I am not speaking of or seeking to guard their

rights. The directors and stockholders will take care that they them

selves are the owners of those bonds long before they mature. There

are net earnings enough to make that certain, and they can become

the owners of the roads under sales to satisfy the first mortgage free

from any of the embarrassment and limitations of the acts of 18t00

and 1H64. Their vested rights under such sales would perhaps then

be entitled to respect.

To show that this is not an uureasonable apprehension of mine, 1

read from a report on this subject made by the Jndiciary Committee

of the last House of Representatives, which carefully considered the

subject. The report is No. 440 of the first session of the Forty-fourth

Congress. In that report that committee, speaking of the immense

debt wc hold against the railroads and what will become of it if we

do not take steps to secure it, say :

To pay this, the Gbvernment may find only a worn out road, which put up at

auction would not pay the flrst-mort^a^o bonds. And if these should lnrnjien to

be in the hands of those who now control the road, they would doubtless become

the purchasers and sole owners, for the objection to a Government purchase would

be so great it would never be made, and there could be no other competitor who

would be formidable as a purchaser. If there could be danger of tine, the man.

agers of the road could permit the interest to accumulate on the ni'it-mortirage

boDds to any amount requisite to eecuro their purpose to become owners of the road

without paying any of its debt to the Government. The necessity for prompt

measures to secure'the Government cannot be doubted.

We—and by that expression I mean tec, the people, the tax-payers of

the country—acting through our agents, the then Congress and Presi

dent of the United States, two of the three co-ordinate branches of

the Government, granted and gave many valuable rights and a vast

domain to these companies, and to further aid them loaned the Union

Pacific Railroad $-27,o'J(i,000 and the Central and Western Pacific Rail

roads, now one company, $27 ,*,5,000 for thirty years, agreeing to pay

tiie interest on our own bonds during that period. After allowing

all the credits obtained and obtainable under existing laws fro'n half

the Government transportation and 5 per cent. of the net earnings of

the roads, it is safe to say (waiving all question as to our right ulti

mately to receive interest on the payments of interest from the time

it was paid) the companies will owe us in the year 1900, as stated by

the Senator from Indiana, [Mr. McDonald.] i[il22,305,000, of which

the Union Pacific will owe over $55,000,000 and the Central and

Western Pacific $07,000,000. If we are entitled, as the Attorney,
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Geueral of the Uuited States insists, to interest on the payments of

interest from the time we paid it, the amount that will be due the

people of the United States by these corporations will be $174,000,000.

I do not well see how the legality of that claim can be denied ; its

equity cannot be. But waiving that, all agree (and I desire to base

my argument on undisputed facts) that they will owe us $122,000,000.

The companies and their friends insist upon their right to distribute

all dividends or net earnings, up to the maturity of the bonds, among

their stockholders, which means among themselves, free from any

obligation to provide in advance for the payment of the debt thus

maturing, even for the payment of auy part of the principal of the

first mortgage bonds, which, when due, will amount to $55,000,000.

The two roads jointly own nineteen hundred miles of railway, so that

oiir debt of $122,000,000 will alone be about $05,000 a mile on the

whole line of the road, or at least $15,000 a mile more than it would cost

now to build and equip a duplicate road and put it in good repair,

which, of course, their roads will not be when the time of sale comes,

especially if it is the interest of the managers to buy them in at a

low price under the first mortgage bonds, no matter what steps we

may take to interfere with them. They are masters of the art of delay.

All they desire now is to get. this controversy on their terms into the

courts, and they are safe for at least five years, no matter how unjust

or flimsy their defense may be. It must be apparent, therefore, from

the admitted facts, that they, if let alone, mean to be hopelessly in

solvent when our debt matures.

One of the recitals of the bill of the Judiciary Committee sets forth

the facts as to their present condition very clearly in the following

words :

AVbereas the total liabilities (exclusive of interest to accrue) to all creditors, in

cluding the Uuited State*, of the said Central Pacific Company, amount in the

aggregate to uioie than Jflfi.0O0.0O0, and those of the said Union' Pacific Bailroad

Company to more than £rtf,0U0.()00. \

Being an indebtedness now of nearly $100,000 a mjle on their nine

teen hundred miles of railroad. It did not need the confessions of

Mr. Dillon and Mr. Huntington to convince any Senator of their pur

pose to be insolvent when our debt matures. A simple calculation

proves it. Still I desire to make this proposition plain, as it is the

foundation of my views, and I cannot state it better than by reading

from the very ablo speech of the .Senator from Tennessee [Mr. Bailey]

on this subject. Ho said :

In order that we may fully appreciate the danger that threatens the Government

and people of the United States of losing the hundreds of millions of dollars ad

vanced and to be advanced in building this great highway of commerce. I beg to

call the?attcntion of the Senate to an extract from a letter written by Mr. Dillon,

president of the Union Pacific liailroad Company, on the Mb of February, ItHS,

addressed to Mr. Uristow, then Secretary of the Treasury, in which he savs:

" The mortgage held by the Government, in its terms and liv judicial decision of

the United States circuit court, cannot be enforced until the maturity of the bomb),

which is near the close of the present century.

"The bonds are accumulating an interest-account, also uncollectible until the

principal is due. Principal ami interest, when due, will amount to the verv lar"e

aggregate of over 377.000,000 "—

And he is writing about the. Union Pacific Railway indebtedness alone—

" though the actual amount advanced by the Government was only t27.itu.512.

"For this very large amount the Government has only a second mortgage, and if

it be allowed to accumulate, without any provision being made to meet it, the com

pany will probably be utterly unable to pay it.

"At the same time, it is equally manifest that the Government will b^ tmablo to

collect it, except upon the assumption that it will advance the money to discharae

prior mortgages, and run the road on Government account—a policy which wi*e

statesmanship could not advise.
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" By standing still, therefore, tho company has n load of debt accumulating for

which no provision is made, aud thy Government is drifting further ami further

from the opportunity to secure a just return for its advances. To do nothing is to

injure both the Government and the company, perhaps irretrievably to both.

"In this dilemma, I venture to make a proposition which offers oni the part of the

company all it can possibly do, and secures to the Government a substantial return

for its advances."

This intimation of probable insolvency of the "Union Pacific Itnilmad Company,

and consequent loss to the Government, is repeated in a communication addressed

to the Senate. Committee on the Jndiciary on the 12th of November. 1877, by Mr.

Dillon, and Mr. Huntington, the vice-president of the Central Pacific Rail way, who

joined with him in saying us to both companies what I will ask the indulgence of

the Senate to listen to :

"Nearly three years since the officers of the Union Pacilic and Central Pacific

Railroad Companies called the attention of the Secretary of the Treasury to the

fact that contrary to the general expectation at tho inception of the enterprise,"—

And I ask attention to this phraseology—

"a balance of accounts in his ledger was accumulating against them whicji, unless

some remedial legislation was soon had, would amount, by the time it became due

and payable, to a sum which it might be embarrassing to the companies to pay

simultaneouslv with their tirst-mortgage debt, and greater than the value of the

subordinated lien of the Government on the properties themselves."

But as if this deliberate declaration was not sufficient to warn the Senate of the

danger that threatens, Mr. Huntington, who appeared before the Jndiciary Com

mittee, takes occasion to say in an address delivered to that committee :

" By the time"—

Speaking of the Government debt and the flrat-mortgage debt. equal in amount

to the principal of the Government bonds issued to these railroad companies—

"By the time both mature and become payable it is not at all likely the property

will be worth their aggregate sum, aud if the shrinking and settling of prices

should continue further it may happen that it will not sumce to pay more than the

first mortgages."

These carefully considered statements are accompanied by equally woll-consid-

ered declarations to the effect that by the terms of the acts of li-6iiand 1#6-1 the

officers of the two company s have the moral as well as the legal right to distribute

the earnings of the two roads to the stockholders, and although this course will

certainly lead to the insolvency of the corporations, as they agree, they very plainly

threaten that unless the Government will yield to their terms they will manage

affairs solely with regard to the interests of the proprietors and without regard to

the just claims of creditors.

It will he observed that Mr. Dillon assumes that the debt of tho

Union Pacific Railroad Company will be much greater than the Sen

ator from Indiana [Mr. McDonald] stated. The Senator from Indi

ana said it would he at least $55,000,000. Either statement is enough

to justify my assertion as to the utter insolvency of the companies

at the time our debt matures. I agree with both Mr. Dillon and Mr.

Huntington in their statement that unless some remedial legislation

is soon had, it may happen that it (the property of the roads) will

not suffice to pay more than tho first mortgage. I know, as they

admit, that without some provision being made to meet our debt the

companies will put it out of their power to pay it. I differ with both

of them as to the necessary and proper remedial legislation to save

the debt. I think the bill offered by the Committee on the Jndiciary

will give us a chance to do so ; the bill submitted by tho companies

to the Senate is absolutely and certainly a substantial confiscation

of it all. I cordially agree with Mr. Dillon that any attempt on the

part of the Government to advance the money to discharge the prior

mortgages and run the road on Government account is not only a

policy which wise statesmanship could not advise, but would be

destructive of all my ideas of republican government, and it is per

haps becanse they rely upon that being the view of members of Con

gress in the future That they are determined to push us to that con

tingency. They are willing to allow the first-mortgage bonds to

accumulate, and make no provision for them, make no provision for

the principal of oiu debt or for anything but a fraction of the inter
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est on it, although they have solemnly obligated thonisolves to pay

the principal au<l all the interest at maturity, which they confess

they do not intend to do, admitting that without some remedial legis

lation it cannot be done, and substantially asserting that unless it is

done they will not try to comply with their obligations. Their bold

ness and audacity commands a certain degree of .respect ; they seem

to feel that they are strong enough to control or defy Congres-i. and

their insolent avowal of a determination to disregard their obliga

tions shows how confident they are of their power.

I am free to say that I would rather see. all the debt and all the

interest lost than to see this Government undertake to purchase the

roads and become a great railroad manager. I will do nothing that

will tend to bring about that contingency. We have centralization

and consolidation and personal government enough—at least we have

had it in the last few years—to warn us against that. I have seen

this Government within the hist ten years attempt to take possession

of all the telegraph linos in the country. J have seen proposition*

before Congress to take Government control of all the railroad lines

of the country and add another one hundred thousand to our one

hundred thousand officials. Attach these great railroad Hues to the

Government and make them part of its political machinery and we

will no longer have a Republic of coequal States; there will be Sen

ators sitting on this floor by the dozen, the creatures of the Adminis

tration, whatever its politics may be, and of these railroad corpora

tions, pledged to stand by them in all their contracts with the unor

ganized masses of tax-payers. v

I read the other day in Mr. Spofford's book and was very much im

pressed with the wisdom of an article on this subject taken from a

French journal, published in August, 1877. That country is making

some efforts toward establishing a republican form of government,

but is not as far advauced as wo think we are. Speaking of govern

ment management of railroads, it uses arguments to my mind very

forcible. After showing how privato companies managed them, it

said:

In the hands of the stato, on tho contrary, the railway falls into the jurisdiction

of one of the ministers, and it is managed administratively. The state has to do

with administration, and not with commerce.

In England and in Austria, where the railways are managed on the most com

mercial plan by the companies which own them, or which have obtained the char

ters, tile commercial agents of these companies traverse the country to secure

freights, just as the clerks of any merchant would travel to open up markets for

the goods of their patron.

And then it proceeds to show how the Government will and can do

none of these things.

Again:

One of the principles taught by political economy is that in the domain of labor,

in that of industry and of commerce, the sphere of activity of the state begins

nearly where the roU of the individual ends, or where the activity of private in

dustry ceases. Wherever, in the vast tield of industrial action, individual efforts

can be successfully applied, the government should leave free room to that agency,

and not enter into competition with it
* # * * * * *

Let it not be said that if the state effects, on the one hand, a lower price for

transportation by railway, it may well, on the other baud, increase the tax upon

the people, and that a compensation will l»e arrived at in that manner. This miirht

be true if the increase of tax sustained by each citizen were proportionate to the

use he made of the railway. Such a distribution of the taxes is impossible in prac

tice, and it would happen that he who could make little or no use of the railway

would pny the tax for him who constantly uses it. which would be a gross injus

tice. The state is obliged in fairness to impose such a tariff upon railway traffic as

will enable it, by the aid of the profits realized, to pay for the capital invested in
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the railways which it works. "What, then, becomes of the theory of those who

hoped that the government, if it were to buy up all the railways, would carry for

the public at the mere cost of working the road f

From the moment that the railways should become the property of the govern

ment and be managed by it thev would become subject to politicalintluence. The

minister of the railways would find himself absolute master in questions which

touch industry and commerce moat intimately ; he would dispose of one of the

most considerable elenlents of national wealth—transportation ; he w onld be chief

of an army of functionaries scattered over the whole country, and in continual con

tact with the whole nation ; the railways would pass very probably into the role of

propaganda, or the means of yielding a'pressure of political influence in the hands

of the minister or of a majority of the legislative body. "Who would occupy him

self with the development of traffic, with tbe increase"of receipts, with the curtail

ment of expenses, with the proper and economic use of the railway personnel I

From that day, the railways would have lost their essential character. They

would have ceased to be an Industry, they wonhl l>ocome only a bureau, nud would

constitute only one section of the more or less complicated machinery of the gov

ernment.

I am thoroughly convinced of the wisdom and statesmanship of

These views, and will never consent that this Government, even to

save a debt however large, shall become a great railroad monopolist

or engage in any snch competition with its citizens.

For snch reasons as are stated in that article, and they are well

stated, the mil road companies know that as long as there is a dem

ocratic representative left in cither the Senate or House of Kepre-

sentatives, and there seem to be a good many of them co iiing here

now, the Government will in no event purchase on its own account

or take charge of these railroads ; and if their managers can only

put them in a shape where they can purchase them to satisfy the

first-mortgage bonds and defeat the collection otherwise of our just

debts, they will vest themselves with all these great corporate rights

and powers upon their own terms because they know that we will

never undertake to purchase or run these railroads on Government

account.

Therefore, I assume that the first proposition I made is plain, which

was, that we being creditors, with a large Soim/oV debt at the mercy of

t hese corporations, must take somestep as our debt is in imminent peril;

the companies obviously do not intend to pay it ; we cannot afford to

buy and run the roads, even to save ourselves, and therefore some

thing has to be done, or the debt will be lost. The next question is,

are tne railroad companies able, without serious embarrassment to

the corporations, to make our debt secure. If they are not, then

they might present some equity, and we might settle by some equit

able adjustment ; but I assert, and the proof shows, that they are

fully able without sacrifice to pay every dollar they owe. I will not go

into detail on that subject. I desire, however, to call attention of the

Senate and pat upon the record some facts which I think will satisfy

every Senator that they are able to pay all their debts. I shall begin

with extracts from the report of the Committee on the Judiciary

which accompanies this bill, which report makes this part of the case

clear and conclusive. It shows that the railroad companies, oven

admitting that they will not continue to make as much by $-.000,000

as they have made during the last fiscal year, which they will surely

exceed on the average hereafter, but upon the average receipts of

the last four years can pay all their interest, pay dividends upon the

nominal amount of their stock varying from \\ to (i per cent., supply

all the sinking fund that the bill of the Committee on the Judiciary

requires, and carry on their business without embarrassment. The

extracts from that report prove it. Every Senator, I presume is

familiar with them. If not, he ought to be.
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Spruking of the Union Pacific Railrca I and its pro; erty the coui-

nrfttce, among other things, say :

We hare seen that, for the last four years, the average annual net income of the

company, deducting operating expenses alone from it** grows receipts, has been

$6,547,14'.'. 91. Wo think that this lucimio will be largely increased in the future by

the increasing business of the company, the sales of its lands, and its immense

coal-mines. In reference to these mines the report of the directors to the stock

holders for 1674 says :

" The I'nion Pacitic Hail road Company own, in "Wyoming Territory, an area of

coal-fields greater than the entire anthracite-coal fields of the Stato'of Pennsyl

vania.

" The coal-fields of the company extend along four hundred miles of the road,

and live million acres of its lauds are within the coal incisures. The coal is supe

rior for ordinary fuel, and uncounted for making steam and for all manufacturing

purposes.

"It will furnish cheap fuel to the company for its own traffic, and will afford

large additional revenues from the sale and transportation of coal for domestic and

manufacturing uses, to supply the country extending for nearly two thousand

miles—from Omaha to the Pacitic coast."

The coal from their mines cost them less than £1.30 per ton.

The Government directors, in their report to the Secretary of the

Interior, furnish the following statement:

The c nrnings of the road for the year ending June. 30, 1877, show a considerable

increase over the preceding year, and largely more than any other year in its his

tory.

The gross earnings for the vear ending Juno 30, 1877, were 613, "in, 343 81

For the year ending June 30, 1876 12, 113,990 f4J

Increase for the year 1877 over 1876 1,605,353 13

Operating expenses, as claimed by company, for vear 1876 5.447, 819 37

Forl&iT '. 5,402,353 34

Gain for 1877 ovor 1876 45,567 03

Net earnings for the year 1877 8, 317, 091 5t»

Net earnings fur the year 1S76 6,666,171 42

Iucreasefor 1877 over 1876 1,650,930 16

This is a surprising result, considering the general depression which has rested

upon the business of the couutry, and tally justifies the opinion expressed in for

mer report* by the Government directors relative to the immense possibilities of

this road.

The committee, in their extreme caution, do not base their calcu

lations oti the earnings of last year, but on the average of years past,

as the following table from their report shows :

Average annual gross receipts, less operating expenses, want* $6,517,149 91

Deduct interest on tlrst mortgage 11,633,990 00

Five percent, on net earnings, payable to Government
under existing law. say • 345,661 00

One-half transportation, payable to Government under

existing law, say 431,311 87

Interest on company's sinking fond bonds, 8 per cent.

on $14,336,000 l,14S,O^0 CO

Interest on income bonds, 10 per cent, on $10,000 1,000 00

Interest on Omaha bridge bonds, 8 per cent, on

#3.379.000 183,330 00

One-half transportation account to be paid into the

sinking fuud as per bill 431,311 87

Further sum to be paid to same as per bill 850,000 00

4.901. G04 74

Leaving for dividends among stockholders 1,645,545 17

Ittiutf about 4J per cent, on the nominal amount of the stock, or 6J per cent, on

its pitvifiit market value.
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As to the Central Pacific Railroad Company, the committee in their

report say :

The pros* earnings of the road, lees the operating expenses, for the years 1873 to

1876, both inclusive, ae stated in the reports of the directors to the stockholders,

were as follows :

1872 16,952,361 73

1871 7,894,681 46

1874 8,342,898 76

1875 9,177,882 09

1876 9,137,004 73

Total for five years 41,504,828 77

Average annual net receipts 8,300,965 75

If we dednct the interest upon the first-mortgage bonds, as well as the operating

expenses, from the gross receipts, the account of said five years would stand as fol

lows:

Gross receipts, lees operating expenses t $41, 504, 848 77

Deduct five years' interest on first-mortgage bonds, $1,671,340.80X5 8,356,704 00

Net earnings for five years 33,148,124 77

Average annual net earnings 6,629,624 95

After showing what is required by the bill to be paid into the sink

ing fund, the committee add :

That the company can make these payments and have a surplus sufficient for

handsome dividends to its shareholders is easily demonstrated from the facte

already stated. But the same thing is shown more concisely by its statements of

profit and loss in the directors' reports for 1875 and 1876 to the stockholders.

By the report for 1875 it appears that, after paying all expenses and interest, the

company paid to its shareholders dividends amounting to 10 per cent, on the nomi

nal amount of the stock—amount paid, $5,427,550—andIt had a surplus of $10,305,913

left.

In 1876, after paying all expenses and interest, it paid dividends amounting to 8

per cent, on the nominal amount of the stock—amount paid, $4,342,040—and bad a

surplus of $10,265,589.?7 left. If we take these two years as a guide for the future—

and we think that we may safely do so—the annual amount that will be divided

among the shareholders, should no sinking fund be created, will he 9 per oent. on

the nominal value of the stock, $4,883,795.

If the bill we report becomo a law this amount would be diminished by the

amount required to be paid into thesinking fund, say $1,400,000, leaving $3,483,795,

after the payment of all expenses and interest and the payments into the sinking

fund, to be divided among the shareholders, being 6.4 per cent, on the nominal

vafoe of their stock.

That is enough to prove my assertion that the companies are able

to secure our debt without embarrassment, and being able every prin

ciple of justice requires that they should be compelled to do so.

The Secretary of the Interior, in his last report to Congress, he being

the officer who is charged with the duty of having proper examina

tion and report upon these subjects made, from pages 29 to 35 of his

report to Congress not only shows that the companies will lie insolv

ent, but that the money we have advanced and are obliged to pay will

be lost unless some legislation is bad and a sufficient sinking fund es

tablished. He gives a detailed statement of the earnings of the Toads,

the growth of their business, the value of their property. Among

other things he says:

The Union Pacific Railroad Company and the Central Pacific Railroad Company

did better than ever before in the year 1876, notwithstanding the fact that all other

railroad companies suffered from the great depression of trade and industrial en

terprise.

He takes from Poore's Manual, a standard authority on that sub

ject, for 1877, these facts :

Gross earnings $31,033,803
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Operating expenses 14,000,386

Net earnings 17,033,517

Bonded Interest, paid *6, 612, 815

Eight per cent. dividend on stock 7,299,000

13, 911, 815-

Surplns 3, 131, 70S

Leaving a surplus after doing all that of $3,121,702. He then con

trasts them with all other roads of the country and he shows con

clusively that if they are required to lay aside a reasonable portion

(and surely the portion required by the Jndiciary Committee bill is a

reasonable one) they can so far reduce that debt as to make it a very

light burden upon them when the debt becomes due, one that this

Government would be glad to extend after they had in good faith-

put themselves in such shape as to show that they were honestly

trying to pay it. The necessity for this legislation now is that they

are not honestly trying to lay up any fund to secure ns, and they are-

defying our anthority to require them to do it and are avowing that

they do not intend to make even an effort to secure us, and still they

are crying out londly for " good faith " and " vested righto !" Good

faith to the people who have borne all the burdens which have en

riched them forms no part of their code of morals. I hope it will be

regarded by their representatives here.

We have commissioners appointed to examine the condition of the

Union Pacific Railroad. They are required by law to make a report

to the Secretary of the Interior. They have done so, and they show

that absolute insolvency, if the present course of these railroad direct

ors is allowed to continue, is staring them in the face, though they are

receiving such vast earnings. The commissioners, among many other

things that I might read bearing upon the questions now before us,

becanse they urge in every form the importance and absolute neces

sity of congressional legislation for the protection of our debt, say :

There onght to be no conflict between the United States and the owners of the.

road. There is no just reason why there should be. The United States advanced

the bonds in the sum named, and nas paid and is still paying the interest thereon.

This is a debt whiob onght to be paid; but nnder the decision of the Supreme

Court of the United States it will not become due until the maturity of the bonds,

thirty years from the date of their issue. To let it run on, accumulating to the

end of this time, will be the worst possible policy and ruinous at last. If a just

accommodation can be arrived at, for the avoidance of this result, it would be wise

for all the parties concerned to avail themselves of it.

They make calculations and exhibits as to the sinking fund re

quired, which are substantially those made in the Jndiciary Com

mittee report. They add :

During the year covered bythis report the company continued its policy of pay

ing quarterly dividends of 2 per cent., making 8 per cent. per annum. In the

report for 1876 this subject was referred to in the following language, namely': ' ' The

Government directors have not approved the dividend policy of the company.

They have held that the amounts heretofore olalraed as due to the Government on

reimbursement account, under the several provisions of law establishing and regu*

lating the same, should be regularly paid before the declaration of dividends."

This position is here reaffirmed.

They show that large sums are taken from the earnings of these

roads to the detriment of the Government and the diminution of its

security to aid other railroads, such as the Utah Central, Utah South

ern, Utah Northern, Republican Valley, and Colorado Central Rail

roads, while still others are in contemplation. But I have not time

to dwell longer on this branch of the subject.

In must be borne in mind that the dividends I have spoken of are

made on the nominal value of the stock, which in the Union Pacific
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the larger portion of which they never paid in any form thirty-

three cents on the dollar for; stock, 66 percent, of which in the Union

Pacific Company, it is stated by the reports of the House committee,

represented nothing bnt the frand of the Credit Mobilier and other

like frauds. I do not wish to make any statement on that subject

except by authority. The Judiciary Committee of the House of

Representatives, whose report I hold in my hand, say on page 21:

From this it will be seen these companies, on their own showing, 'are making

large profits, and are abundantly able to pay and Indemnify the Government

against future loss, and pay liberal dividends besides on the par value of stock

which, as has been Bhown by a committee of the House as to the Union Pacific

Company, cost its origiual holders ''not more than thirty cents on the dollar in

road-making," which road-making itself paid enormous profits—profits realized

through the notorious Credit Mobilier of America.

The committee gives extracts from the report of that committee.

Here is a specimen :

In a report made to the House on the 20th of February, 1673, by a committee

thereof, ft was said of the Union Pacific Company :

" That the moneys borrowed by the corporation, under a power given them only

to meet the necessities of the construction and endowment of the road, have been

distributed in dividends among the corporators ; that the stock was issued not to

men who paid for ft at par in money, but who paid for it at not more than thirty

cents on the dollar in road-making ; that, of the Government directors, some of

them have neglected their duties and others have been interested in the trans

actions by which the provisions of the organic law have been evaded ; that at least

one of the commissioners appointed by the President has been directly bribed to

betray his trust by the gift of I35.00U; that the ohief engineer of the road was

largely interested in the contracts for its construction ; and that there has been an

attempt to prevent the exercise of the reserved power in Congress by inducing in*

fiuential members of Congress to become Interested in the profits of the trans

action. So that of the safeguards above enumerated none seems to be left but the

sense of public duty of the corporators."

These men have issued stock to the amount of over $36,000,000,

stock obtained and issued, as that report shows, under such circum

stances as these. The Cental Pacific Company has issued stock to the

amount of over $54,000,000, and upon it they are paying and insisting

upon continuing to pay dividends quarterly at the rate of from 8 to

10 per cent, per annum, leaving the debt of the Government abso

lutely unprovided for, and complain bitterly because we propose to

do something in a very mild way to secure ourselves against their

misappropriation of funds under such circumstances.

Mr. BAYARD. I shonld like to ask the Senator from Kentucky

how much money was subscribed and paid in for the capital stock of

the companies respectively.

Mr. BECK. I am not .prepared to answer accurately. The reports

made by Mr. Poland and Mr. Wilson to the Honse of Representatives

set it forth with substantial accuracy ; but I have not the figures in

mv mind at present, nor have I the reports before me.

Mr. MERKIMON. Fonr hundred thousand dollars cash.

Mr. BECK. I know it was a very small sum.

Mr. BAYARD. Then, npou a bona fide subscription of $400,000 stock

is now held to the amount, of how many millions does the Senator

say f

Mr. BECK. Over $36,000,000.

Mr. BAYARD. And upon those $36,000,000 dividends to the amount

of 8 per cent, per annum have been declared ?

Mr. BECK. It was last year and for years preceding.

Mr. MERRIMON. May I read from the report made by Mr. Wil

son T
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Mr. BECK. I should be glad to have the exact figures.

Mr. MEEKIMON. Here is one of the findings of the committee on

page 21 of the report made by Mr. Wilson :

The statute requiring the capital atook to be paid for in money at par, it has in

fact been paid at not exceeding thirty centeon the dollar in road' building, except

ing, perhaps, the sum of about $400,000.

Mr. BAYARD. The Senator will understand me. I am not refer

ring now to the stock of the Credit Mobilier; I am referring to the

capital stock of the Central Pacific Railroad and the Union Pacific

Railroad.

Mr. MERRIMON. This is the Union Pacific alone.

Mr. BAILEY. In regard to the Central Pacific, it was stated at

the last session of Congress by the Senator from California [Mr.

Booth] that suit had been actually brought by some of the stock

holders of the Central Pacific against the managers to recover the

profits, and they had paid to each of these $5.16 for every dollar they

had subscribed to the capital stock in order to avoid the litigation.

Mr. BAYARD. Does the Senator speak of the stock of the Credit

Mobilier or the capital stock of the railroad company f

Mr. BAILEY. I refer to the capital stock of the Central Pacific

Railroad.

Mr. BECK. I had before me and thought I could lay my hand on

it, but I cannot at this moment, a bill filed in the State of California

against the Central Pacific Railroad Company, setting forth with

great accuracy the frauds alleged to have been perpetrated by its

construction company and the division of stock. I did not intend to

refer to that specifically, because it may be that that was satisfacto

rily answered, but I read in the speech of my friend from North Caro

lina [Mr. Mkkkimon] an extract of a speech made by Hon. William

A. Piper, of California, in the House of Representatives, April 8, 1876,

in which he made charges of the grossest frauds against them. If

half of them are true these companies are entitled to but very little

consideration. Not knowing whether they were absolutely sustained

or not, and not desiring to reopen in this debate the questions of fraud

except so far as necessary to repel intimations and charges of bad

faith on our part, seeking to do no more than save the debt of the

Government and embarrass the companies as little as possible, I did

not desire specifically to go into any of the well-known corrupt prac

tices oonnected with their original organization ; nor to treat them

for the purposes of this bill otherwise than as if all the stock they

owned was bona fide stock, and their organization under the laws of

1862 and 1864 had been made in good faith.

I think I have established two of my propositions, that our debt

will certainly be lost unless something is done and that the companies

are absolutely and abundantly able, without any sort of embarrass

ment, to secure its payment if they desire to do so. I have shown,

also, that they do not intend to do it, and they come now before the

Senate with certain propositions, one of which is in the form of a bill

introduced by the Senator from Arkansas, [Mr. Dorsey, ] but which

is in fact the proposition of the railroad companies as I find it verba

tim in a pamphlet containing their argument, which some one sent to

me. It tliere appears precisely the same as the bill introduced by the

Senator from Arkansas. Therefore I say the bill that was referred to

the Railroad Committee was their proposition. Looking at it as care

fully as I can I am brought to the same conclusion that the Senator

from Tennessee arrived at, that it was absolute confiscation of the

debt to oomply with the terms proposed by the companies in that bill
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They offer to give us the land. But the Senator from Tennessee [Mr.

Batlby] stated it so well, I will read what he said abont it ; I can

not state it as well. He said :

They require the Government to pay 115,000,000 for twelve million acres of land

a cUt From the Government* and that this sum shall be placed at interest while

they pay none, until it shall swell to the sum of 175,000,000. Next, they demand

that their animal payments of $1.16*1,000 shall be placed at interest and that com

pounded until the interest shall reach $48,000,000. Bat, not satisfied with these

exactions, they demand that for seven years and nine months the Government shall

receive no interest on J86.0O0.0O0, making a further loss of $49,000,000 or a total of

$173,000,000, exceeding the entire debt, principal and interest, that will be due from

them to the Government at that time.

They had the audacity—I might nse a harsher term—to call that a

business proposition and the best they could do in the face of such

facts as I have just shown. They must have immensely overrated

their own power of persuasion or influence or immensely underrated

the business capacity of the men who are acting in this body as trustees

for a people who in good faith loaned them the money under solemn

pledges and assurances t hat it should be paid back to the uttermost

farthing. That proposition was too ridiculous to be seriously consid

ered, I hope, by any Senator.

The Railroad* Committee did not adopt it bnt they offered a substi

tute, which was reported by the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Matthews,]

which is a surrender of from forty-one to forty-five millions of our

debt to these companies, and in my opinion is not worthy of the con

sideration of Congress on that account. But it is vicious legislation

for other reasons. It is a proposition from Congress to the railroad

companies which they have the right to accept or reject after retain

ing it for fonr months ; it is a concession that we have no power over

them under all the reservations of the acts of 1862 and 1864. It might

be very well for Congress to consider a proposition made by railroad

companies, but it is unworthy of Congress to be making propositions

which we confess by the very act of making that we have no right

to make and no power to enforce, and which it is for them to say

whether they shall become laws or not. It is our business to make

laws, not to propose bargains. Some Senators think the companies

would accept it, some think they would not. Nobody professes to

know ; we are assured only of delay. I suppose they would accept

it, as they could save by it forty-five millions which they justly owe

us, rather than take the chances of the passage of the Judiciary Com

mittee's bill or some other measure which does not suit them.

I shall vote to reject both these bills, that introduced by the Senator

from Arkansas, and the proposition or attempt at a bargain and a

surrender of our rights as well as the surrender of $45,000,000 con

tained in the bill introduced by the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Mat

thews.] I would rather stand where we are even if we did lose

money, than to be bargaining with corporations upon such terms,

giving them four months to accept until this Congress adjourns and

allow another year to run, when the proposition will perhaps have to

be modified on some point and go over again for another session or

be stifled in the next short session of three months. We either have

the right to have our debt secured, or we have not. If we have, we

ought to secure it ; if we have not, let Senators tell the country why.

I propose now, as briefly as I can, to state my construction of the

rights of the Government and the corporations under the acts of 1863

and 1884, waiving the question of the power of the Government, as

such, over quasi-public corporations such as these, and looking at it

simply as a contract. Congress under peculiar circumstances, which
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money of the people to these corporations npon certain specified con

ditions, for the accomplishment of certain purposes, chief among

which were the following : That a great railway should be constructed

anil perpetually maintained by these corporations, over which the

Government should have the perpetual right to transport everything

it desired at rates not exceeding what private persons were required

to pay for like service, and when necessary should have precedence

ana priority over all others in the use of the roads. Government

directors were to be appointed to keep Congress advised as to all mat

ters connected with their management, so that proper steps could be

taken by such legislation as might be necessary to proteot the Gov

ernment against any acts which might tend to thwart this great ob

ject. All the property of these corporations was by these acts (sub

ject to a prior incumbrance authorized by the act of 1864) mortgaged

to the United States to secure the repayment of the bonds issued by

the Government, and the interest thereon. Five per cent, of the net

earnings and one-half of the charges for Government transportation

were to be applied to the payment of the interest on the Government

bonds. And to guard against all contingencies, and to enable the

Government at any and all times to protect the people against any

act or omission of the managers of these roads, which might either

render it impossible for them to secure in perpetuity the Government's

right of transportation or endanger the ultimate payment of the prin

cipal and interest of the bonds, section 22 of the amendatory act of

July 2, 1864, provided " that Congress may at any time alter, amend,

or repeal thisact." That section wasas much apart of the contract—

and I am willing to regard it as such, in accordance with the prin

ciples laid down in the Dartmouth College case—as any other part of

the contract.

The stockholders and their boards of directors accepted all the pro

visions of the act, received the lands and the Government bonds

issued, and obtained the money on the first-mortgage bonds under it,

and agreed in consideration of all these immense benefits that the

Congress of the United States should have the right at any time to

alter, amend, or repeal the act. Neither party, of course, knew what

contingencies might arise or in what regard the provisions, objects,

and purposes of the bill might require changes to be made ; but it

must be apparent that Congress intended, and as trustee for the peo

ple whose money and property was being loaned and given away, de

manded that the right to so legislate at any time as to protect and

secure the perpetual use of the roads and the repayment of the bonds

and interest by such alteration or amendment as the representatives

of the people in Congress assembled might deem wise and just should

be vested in them, and that the companies agreed to, and accepted

that limitation and condition, without the acceptance of which they

could not have received any of the benefits, rights, or privileges ob

tained by them under the 'act. especially of 1864. That was not a

mere act either creating artificial persons or confined to the granting

of purely corporate rights; it donated millions of acres of the public

domain ; it postponed the prior lien of the Government for over $54,-

000.000, so as to enable the companies to obtain on a first mortgage

t&4,000.000, which thev could not have obtained but for that act, and

it seems to me when Congress made such donations and concessions,

it would have come far short of its duty as a public trustee if it had

failed to retain power to so alter and amend the acts by which such

gifts were made and such burdens imposed on the tax-payers of the
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country as to secure to them, by whatever legislation might become

necessary, the repayment of the money and the enjoyment of the

privileges which these companies undertook to pay and maintain ; and

it seems to me that it comes with a bad grace from these companies

and their advocates to charge that as moderate, considerate, and

conservative a measure as that proposed by the Committee on the

Judiciary, is either a violation of contracts or in any manner harsh,

oppressive, or unjust. It is conceded that the corporations will be

hopelessly insolvent and that the people of the United States will

be cheated out of the money they have paid for these companies, all

of which they pledged themselves and their property to repay with

interest, unless steps are taken now to require them to lay aside a fund

for that purpose, and not divide out all their earnings among the

stockholders, as they are now doing as though they owed no debts or

never intended either to pay or provide for them.

The vice in the arguments of gentlemen on the other side consists

in the assumption that the twenty-second section of the act of 1864

does not mean what it says. They boldly, clamorously, and, some of

them, defiantly assert that, although the section expressly provides

that Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal the act, and

although the companies accepted it, agreed to it, and acted upon it,

still they not only have the right to repudiate it now, but have the

right to use the roads and their earnings for their own private bene

fit, in absolute defiance of the Government and the law. If the bill

of the Judiciary Committee is as flagrant an outrage on their vested

rights as they would have the Senate believe, the courts of the conn-

try are open to them, because, when the Attorney-General, under sec

tions 10 and 11, seeks by judicial proceedings to enforce its provisions,

all the rights of the corporations can be protected by judicial decis

ions. We are asked why we do not proceed in the courts now, with

out the intervention of Congress. The answer is twofold and either

is satisfactory : we do not propose to embark in a five years' law-suit

with them and allow them to be dividing during all that time millions

on millions of dollars which, during these years of litigation, ought to

be deposited for the security of the United States in the Treasury ;

and we do not intend at the suggestion or by the order of the com

panies to fail or refuse to enact such laws under the authority reserved

to amend or alter the existing law as will enable us to present our

claim before the courts with all the sanction that legislative author

ity can give. If that authority is invalid the courts will say so ; if

valid, the wisdom of our action as well as its legality will be vindi

cated. I have no doubt as to the right of Congress to pass the bill;

indeed, in view of the known facts, it would, looking at them from

my stand-point, be an obvious violation of our known duty if we

failed to do it. I propose to waive all questions of power for the

purposes of this argument and look at it as a contract, and I desire to

say here that I believe the United States has no more right or con

stitutional warrant of authority to violate the obligation of contract

than States have. I believe with Mr. Madison thai—

Bills of attainder, «t post facto laws, and laws impairing the obligation of con

tracts are contrary to the first principles of the social compact and to every prin

ciple of sound legislation.

It never entered into his mind that the Federal Government woald

ever assert any such power, and I regret that the Committee on the

Judiciary in their report should have intimated the possibility of the

assertion of such a claim under any circumstances. I am voting for

their bill, however, and not for any suggestions in their report. I
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would surrender all the bond* and all the interest on them before I

would secure them by the exercise of authority in violation of the

obligation of contracts. The grantsof power to the Federal Govern

ment, though of great magnitude, were confined to general objects

affecting all the people, such as war, coinage, taxation, commerce, and

the like, and Congress was authorized—

To make all lawn which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution

the foregoing powers, and all others vested by th is Constitution in the Government

of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof.

There was no authority given anywhere for any department of this

Government to violate the obligation of contracts, and that power

was neither necessary nor proper for carrying into execution any of

the powers granted. The States took care that there should be no

mistake as to the limitation of Federal power, by declaring in the

tenth amendment that—

The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohib

ited by it to the Stated, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

And they had all agreed that snch laws should be prohibited as con

trary to the ttrst principles of the social compact and to every prin

ciple of sound legislation.

Mr. Madison, in further discussing this proposition and maintain

ing the wisdom of it, in the Federalist, No. 45, says:

The powers delegated by the proposed Constitution to the Federal Government

are few and defined. Those which are to remain in the Stat*1 governments are

numerous and indefinite. The former will be exeroised principally on external

objects, as war, peace, negotiation, and foreign commerce; with which last the

power of taxation will for the most part be connected. The powers reserved to

the several States will extend to all the objects which, in the ordinary course of

affairs, concern the lives, liberties, and properties of the people, and the internal

ordiT, lntiimvemetits and prosperity of the stAte.

Mr. President, I have said this mnoh on this subject, although I

know that the bill of the Judiciary Committee contains nothing and

the proposition submitted contains nothing which violates the obli

gation of contracts ; but I wish to exclude all possibility of a conclu

sion that I recognise any such right in the Federal Government in

its dealings with citizens or corporations whose rights are equal—no,

not exactly. The private citizen may rightfully do anything which

the law does not prohibit ; the corporation can only do what it is by

law expressly authorized to do ; but in their respective spheres their

rights are equally protected.

The Government can of course by legislation affect all obligations,

and can make and repeal laws which in their operations enrich or

ruin citiscna and corporations, and no private rights can restrain or

control such legislative action. We cannot change a tariff or inter

nal-revenue bill without having that effect. All limitation law*

change th* obligation of contracts in a very important sense, and all

new remedies do the sane thing. The obligation of thousands of

contract)) may be impaired or destroyed bv congressional enactments.

Congr*** is presumed to look to the public interest and the general

welfare. The rights and contract* of individuals must be determined

and controlled by the changes and alterations of lav.- demanded in the

opinion of the law-making power for the welfare of all. Embargoes,

blockades, non-intercourse acts, to say nothing of the effect of actual

war, foreign or civil, are familiar illustrations. What I contend is,

that when this Government makes a contract with any person, nat

ural or artificial, and that person performs faithfully his part of the

contracts the Fedetnl Government ha* do more ri^ht to violate tho

obligation of tho contract than a State or an individual has. To
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illustrate: If I contract with the Government to build a custom

house at Chicago, a post-office at New York, or a court-house at Cin

cinnati, and perform the contract on my part faithfully, the Govern

ment is bound, by every obligation that can bind a State or a citizen,

to perform its part of the contract, and it is equally bound by any

contract it has entered into with the Union Pacific and Central Pa

cific Railroad Companies. It will never be released from its just obli

gations to either of them by my vote, nor will I even admit that it

has the right to be so released, and I shall insist with equal earnest

ness that the railroad companies shall not evade nor escape from their

obligations to comply with their contract to the Government. Of

coarse, before rights are vested under any Government contract, a re

peal of the law would vacate it, if the repeal took place when the con

tract was partially executed. Congress or the Court of Claims would

adjust the amount due to the citizen. We have no questions of that

sort here, and Congress, in the charters it granted, in the gifts and

loans it made to these companies, recognized the fact that it was

necessary, in order to prevent all misunderstanding as to the rights

of the parties, to insert into the contract and make a part of it the

section reserving to Congress, without consulting the companies, the

right at any time to alter, amend, or repeal the acts making the loans,

donating the lands, and granting the rights and privileges therein

provided for.

The decision in the Dartmouth College case had induced several

States to incorporate into their constitutions provisions prohibit

ing the granting of charters to corporations unless the right to alter,

amend, or repeal them was reserved ; it had become a common pro

vision in such grants by all the State Legislatures : the courts had

determined the true meaning and effect of such reservations, so that

neither the States nor the companies were in doubt as to the rights,

powers, and duties of each under charters containing such reservations

of power. It is mere folly to contend that such reservations of power

in Congress or the State Legislatures mean nothing ; that States like

New York and Ohio were inserting useless and meaningless provisions

into their State constitutions ; that the decisions of the courts, State

and Federal, sustaining and enforcing legislative acts, exercising

authority under their power to alter, amend, and repeal charters, are

meTebrutum fulnien. And it is equal folly to contend that the power

to alter, amend, or repeal the act did not mean the act, but only a part

of the not.

When the acts of 1862 and 1664 were passed the full force and effect

of the rights reserved to and by Congress were thoroughly understood

by Congress and the companies, and were of course recognized and

accepted as part of the contracts, just as mnoh, Mr. President, as if I

should borrow (10,000 from you and give you a mortgage on my farm

to secure it, and in the contract between us I further agreed that you

should have the right, at any time you saw fit to demand it, to require

an additional mortgage on my house and lot, or, failing to do so, you

might resoind the contract and demand your money and interest at

once. The court would enforce your right to have the additional

security, or compel me on refusal to pay the money.

So in the case under consideration Congress reserved the right in

the contract to alter and amend it at any time or to repeal it at pleas

ure, with or without reason assigned, and the companies, relying on

the wisdom and the justice of Congress, accepted the terms; so that

there is, as I said, no pretense that we would violate any obligation

of our contract by passing the bill proposed by the Committee on the
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Judiciary. It is remarkable principally for the moderation of its

demands and the care with which the alterations and amendments it

proposes guard all vested rights and the tenderness it exhibits for the

interests even of the stockholders or corporators. The corporation is

made up of stockholders. The directors are their servants and agents.

They are the contracting parties, the persons with whom we made the

agreement, and who are bound by the terms of the acts of 1862 and

1864. Their only vested interest is the residuum of the corporate

property after all the debts are paid. Yet, as I think, at the risk of

loss to the United States, the largest creditor, the bill is specially

careful to give at least three-fourths of the net profits, which we

might demand to be held as a sinking fund, to the members of the

corporation for their own use. The only vested right which the stock

holders have in all the property of these corporations is, as I said, to

receive and hold the balance after the debts are paid. Creditors, as

such, have vested rights which Congress cannot—certainly ought not

to—interfere with, which this bill protects in every form. The peo

ple of the United States have a vested right to the payment of the

debt and interest which these corporations owe them, and it is our

duty to see that that right is protected and secured and to see that

the rights of other creditors are not put in jeopardy. They were not

parties to the contract, and all the rights acquired by them before

Congress exercises its right to alter, amend, or repeal the grants ought

not, I insist, to be interfered with by any act of Congress.

It has been urged here that the power claimed by this bill could

with equal propriety be exercised to divest the first-mortgage bond

holders of their priority. It is sufficient answer to say that no such

power is claimed, and I believe the courts would declare the act

unconstitutional if it was attempted. All rights of third parties

acquired in good faith under existing laws are sacred, and this bill

proposes to hold them so; it deals solely with the parties the Govern

ment contracted with, the corporators, and requires a portion of what

they are now appropriating to their own use to be held in reserve for

the protection of their creditors, and ihis is called fraud, oppression,

and monstrous injustice by the zealous advocates of these corpora

tions even in the face of their avowals that they do not intend to pay

these debts, and are preparing to make their avowals good by a divis

ion of all their assets in order to be insolvent when the debts fall

dne, with ample means now to secure payment of all they owe. I

never heard these epithets applied before to trustees who were, with

out any personal interest, making an honest effort to secure an honest

debt for an otherwise unprotected and defenseless people from rioh

and profligate debtors who were squandering their estates for the

express purpose of avoiding the payment of their just debts.

I confess, in view of the well-known history of these corporations,

their Credit Mobiliers and construction companies, the false state

ments made as to the cost of their roads and the millions of spurious

stock on which vast dividends are regularly paid, which represents

nothing but the fraud that issued it, the withholding of the 5 per

cent, of net earnings for many years after they had obtained our

lands and bonds, and the subterfuges they have continually resorted

to for the purpose of swindling the tax-payers of the country, from

whose sweat and toil all these millions have been wrung, and in the

face of the avowals that they intend to continue to take all, and save

nothing to enable them to pay their debts, that it amazes me and

alarms me to hear honest and able men in this body insist, and insist

vehemently, that the effort we are now making to save something
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for the people, and to prevent the consummation of avowed frauds

and breaches of contract, even when Congress on the very face of the

contract reserved the power to do so, is a wrong and an outrage on the

rights of these companies. I have long thought that the day was not

far distant when the question wonld have to be settled whether the

railroad corporations controlled Congress or Congress regulated them.

This will perhaps be a test cose ; we could not have a better one. If

they have power to defeat this proposition I see but one remedy left,

and that is to repeal the charters and distribute the assets. The right

to repeal cannot well be denied ; it has been too often exercised and

sanctioned; we can get something now out of the wreck: we will get

nothing but corporation domination if we submit to the defeat of this

bill. The Supreme Court at the present term, in the case of Shields r».

The State of Ohio, after sustaining fully such legislation as we now

propose, among other things, said :

Where an act of incorporation in repealed few questions of difficulty can arise.

Equity takes charge of all the property and effects which survive the dissolution

and administers them as a trust fund primarily for the benefit of creditors. If any

thing is left, it goes to the stockholders. Even the executory contracts of the

defunct corporation are not extinguished.

Mr. President, I said I was not in favor of any harsh measure. I am

not. I would do these companies no injustice, but they must be made

to obey the law, secure their just debts, and submit to the legitimate

authority of the Government, and 1 would repeal their charters and

dissolve their powers and those of all like corporations before they

should either cheat their creditors or dictate to Congress what its

rights and duties are. I am not going to cite authorities in detail to

support my views ; the books are full of them ; you can hardly lay your

hands on a volume of reports of decisions, State or Federal, in the last

fifteen years without finding a case sustaining the principles of the

Judiciary Committee bill. 1 hold in my hand 15 Wallace Supreme

Court reports ; it contains three decisions from which I will read brief

extracts ; they have all been referred to before in this debate by the

distinguished Senator from Illinois [Mr. Davis] and other Senators ;

several of them go much further than we propose to do now. In the

case of Tomlinson r». Jessup, a railroad corporation was created and

its charter provided that it should be forever exempted from taxa

tion.

The company organized. The road was built under that provision

. of law, or contract—call i t what you will ; all its rights were complete

and vested under that agreement ; but the provisions of the State

constitution were that the Legislature might at any time alter, amend,

or repeal all charters granted to railroad companies. It was by a

subsequent act taxed heavily. The case came before the Supreme

Court of the United States and Mr. Justice Field, delivering the

opinion, among other things, said :

Immunity from taxation, constituting in these cases a part of the contract with

the Government, is, by the reservation of power such as is contained in the law of

1841, subject to be revoked equally with any other provision of the charter when*

ever the Legislature may deem it expedient for the public interests that the revo

cation shall be made. The reservation affects the entire relation between the

State and 'the corporation and places under legislative control all rights, privileges.

and immunities, derived by its charter directly from the State. Rights acquired

by third parties, and which have become vested under the charter, in the legiti

mate exercise of its powers, stand upon a different footing ; but of snob rights it

is unnecessary to speak here. The State only asserts in the present case the power

under the reservation to modify its own contract with the corporators : it does not

contend for a power to revoke the contracts of the corporation with other parties,

or to impair any vested rights thereby acquired.
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Nor does the bill of the Judiciary Committee. It deals only with

the corporators. It does not even require them to do anything they

did not agree to do by the contract, but simply provides that the prop

erty they are now taking and applying to their own use shall not be

squandered but shall be held carefully, properly, and profitably for

them withont charge, so that it may accumulate for their benefit, to

enable them to pay the debt which they are now seeking to avoid the

payment of.

The case of Miller r«. The State, 15 Wallace, has been cited over

and over again. The reserved power it was declared might be exer

cised, and to almost any extent, to execute the legitimate purpose of

the grant or to secure the due administration of its affairs so as to

protect the rights of its stockholders and of creditors, and for the

iroper disposition of the assets. In Holyoke Company vi. Lyman, 15

"allace, 500, the court holds that—

The provision of the revised statutes of Massachusetts, chapter 44, section 23, and

general statutes, chapter 68, section 41, declaring that acta of incorporation shall

be subject to amendment, alteration, or repeal at the pleasure of the Legislature,

reserves to the Legislature the authority to make any alteration or amendment of

a charter granted subject to it, which Till not defeat or substantially impair the

object of the grant or any rights vested under it, and which the Legislature may

deem necessary to secure either that object or other pnblic or private rights.

At the present term of the Supreme Court this question was fairly

presented in the case of Shields against the State of Ohio. The Lake

Shore and Michigan Railroad Company refused to obey or conform to

an act of the General Assembly of the State of Ohio, passed in 1873,

which provided that railroad companies should not be allowed to

charge over three cents per mile for passengers traveling on their

roads over eight miles. Before that law was passed the directors had

the right by theircharter to charge whatever they deemed reasonable,

and their charges exceeded three oents a mile. The constitution of

Ohio adopted in 1851 gave the Legislature power to alter and amend

railroad charters. The court held that the act was a valid and proper

exercise of legislative power and authority. Justice Swayne, in deliv

ering the opinion of the court, said :

It is urged that the franchise here in question was property held by a vested

right, and that its sanotity as such could not be thus invaded. The answer is,

Consensu*/acU jus. It was according to the agreement of the parties. The com

pany took the franchise subject expressly to the power of alteration or repeal by

the General Assembly. There is therefore no ground for just complaint against

the State,

In the caBe of Pick vs. Chicago and Northwestern Railway, 6

Bissell's Reports, 181, Judge Drummond rendered a decision to the

same effect, the constitution of Wisconsin giving the Legislature the

right to alter, amend, or repeal charters, t might cite case after

case from the supreme courts of the various States sustaining acts of

their Legislatures altering, amending, and repealing all sorts of char

ters, under powers precisely analogous to those reserved by Congress

in the acts of 1862 and 1864, in its grants to these companies, but I

will not detain the Senate by doing so.

Pierce on the Law of Railways, page 36, states the principle thus:

The power to amend, alter, or repeal the charter may be reserved by the Legis

lature by a provision to that effect inserted therein, or in a general law declared

applicable to all acts of incorporation afterward passed : and the right of the Legis

lature to alter or repeal the charter is thus made a part of the contract The char

ter of the company is, by such a reservation, subject to any reasonable amendment

or alteration which the Legislature may make, and any reasonable additional obli

gations may be imposed on the company. Thus, it may be required by virtue of

such reservation to abandon the use of steam-power in propelling its cars through

cities, or to raise or lower highways where its track crosses them, when direoted
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by the municipal authorities. The Legislature under this power may increase the

Liability of the stockholders, who will not thereby be exonerated from liability ou

their subscriptions for stock. The subscriber Das been held not to be released

where the Legislature, in pursuance of such a reservation, granted to the company

the power to change its route. There being a general statute of Missouri reserv

ing the power to alter or amend acts of incorporation, an act of its Legislature

making companies previously incorporated liable to laborers employed by con

tractors for the work done by them on their roads has been held constitutional.

The principle is, that where a contract is made (placing the right

on the broadest terms of contract) and the Legislature reserves the

right to alter, amend, or repeal the act, that is as much a part of the

contract, as Judge Swayne said in the case of Shields vs. Ohio, as any

other part of it. Consensus facit jus. " You agreed to it ; you ac

quired rights under it ; you gave ns the authority to change it ; you

cannot say that the Legislature had no power to change it."

The ultimate right to determine the constitutionality of all acts is

rested in the courts. The bill we seek to pass provides for that ; the

Attorney-General is required to enforce our rights by judicial author

ity, and the companies can be fully heard. In view of the well-set

tled principles I have read, they do not want to go there under the

proposed law ; hence this struggle.

Mr. President, the bill which seems to shock the advocates of these

companies is in full accord with the object and spirit of all legislation.

One of the objects for which Congress convenes and for which Legis

latures assemble is by appropriate acts to so alter and amend exist

ing laws as to enable creditors to secure the payment of their just

debts from dishonest debtors. New laws are enacted to that end

every day. All the legislation which authorizes the seizure of the

property of absconding debtors, of men who either have conveyed or

are about to dispose of their property with the purpose or effect of

hindering and delaying their creditors, are of recent origin. They

apply equally whether the debte are due or not due. Attachment for

rent not due is a familiar case. It is not many years since choses in

action could be reached by legal process. In short, remedial legisla

tion has to keep pace with the ingenuity of dishonest men, and rem

edies adequate and commensurate must be furnished by amending

the laws. Every right must be protected or it is of no value, and

punishment must follow violations of law or the law is useless.

We are told that there is no actual default by these companies and

therefore we have no right in equity to proceed against them. Grant

that to be the present state of the law as olaimed by the Senator from

Georgia, and it only proves the imperative necessity of the passage

of the law we propose in order to furnish a much-needed remedy in

such a case as this. There can be none of the hardships so loudly

complained of in protecting the rights of honest creditors. When the

history of these corporations is considered and the bad faith they have

kept with this people ever since their organization is considered, the

treatment they have received at the hands of Congress has been leni

ent and forbearing in the extreme.

In 1868 and 1869 when the Credit Mobilier developments were

brought before Congress and such a state of things as was shown in

the Poland and Wilson reports was proved to lie the undoubted fact,

would any man have denied that Congress had the undoubted right

to say " we will absolutely repeal this charter because of the shock

ing dishonesty of the corporators and their agents ; we granted it for

a great purpose; we intended it to be organized and conducted hon

estly and in good faith to secure these great ends ; you have per

verted all the objects of it and are seeking to rob the people whose
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money is yonr capital ; true yon have built the road, but you have

issued over 836,000,000 of stock to men who are not entitled to more

than a third, if to any of it ; you are dividing the profits of the road

among them when they have no right to them and are by giving out

false obligations destroying our security ; yon are seeking to corrupt

Congress ; the very fonntains of justice are being polluted by you :

yon are unfit depositaries of a trust of this kind and we will repeal

it." Is there a court in the country that would have questioned the

right to do it f I answer; not one.

I know of no higher evidence that Congress does not intend to deal

harshly with these corporations than the fact that it has dealt so

mercifully with them in the past ; the fact that the Judiciary Com

mittee bill is so careful to do nothing which can by possibility be

tortured into a suggestion that they are being oppressed is the

strongest evidence that this Congress does not intend to do anything

harsh or oppressive ; I confess nnder snoh circumstances I regard it

as impertinent for them to come here and insist that we are violat

ing the obligation of contracts by changing the law in order to pre

vent them from stealing our money ; of course we are changing the

law because swindling corporations have settled upon a plan to cir-

cnmvent the law as it now stands, so as to rob all their creditors

and defeat the objects of the Government in the grants, gifts, and

loans made to them. We (I mean of course Congress) assumed at

first that they would act honestly, and so trusted them, but took the

precaution to guard against dishonest conduct by reserving the power

to alter, amend, or repeal the contracts as event* might develop the

necessity for such action.

The time for prompt action has come, if Congress does not intend

to surrender all the rights of the people. These men almost avow

that they intend to violate their contract and destroy the vested rights

of this people to the extent of $122,000,000, a sum larger than was

spent for the support of this Government from 1789 to 1812 ; and we

as trustees for the people would be co-conspirators with them if we

did not so change the law as to prevent the consummation of this fraud

on the rights of the tax-payers of this country whose money and prop

erty they have obtained, and whose money they avow they intend to

use for their own purposes and never pay back a dollar of. Shall we

stand with our arms folded and see all these great wrongs perpetrated T

I trust we are not yet such abject slaves of these railroad kings.

It was said by the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] the other

day that by the act of 1873 we had given up all our power to amend

or repeal former acts, and had thus lost our rights. When the decis

ion in 1 Otto was read, it showed conclusively by the emphatic lan

guage used in the decision of the court that no such idea was ever

thought of, but that the reverse was true, and he had to abandon that

position. The distinguished Senator from Georgia [Mr. Hill] the

other day, to the amazement of everybody, insisted that the act of 1871

ordering payment of the one-half transportation was a re-enactment

again of the act of 1864, without the reservation oontained therein,

and therefore the power to alter and amend no longer existed. It

was a strange straining for help to support a bad cause.

There are Senators on this door who were here at the time that act

was passed. I have the Record lying before me and have examined

the debate then had. The proviso "that this section shall not be

construed to affect the legal rights of the Government or the obliga

tions of the companies, except as herein specifically provided" was

inserted at the suggestion of the Senator from Ohio, Mr. Sherman, to
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prevent the possibility of such a construction being given to the act.

The companies came before us pleading that they were struggling to

make a start, that they were poor, that they would be greatly embar

rassed if the money was withheld, and that the great objects to pro

mote which we had given them the grants and gifts and loaned our

credit would be endangered, if not lost, unless they were relieved.

Attorney-General Akertuau had decided against their right; not very

high authority with me, I confess. Some very distinguished lawyers

in the Senate and in the other House bad taken the same position ;

but the Judiciary Committee, on resolutions submitted to them for

ascertaining simply what were the rights of the companies under

existing laws, through Mr. Carpenter made a report, and an able one,

stating that in their opinion, under the law as it then stood, the com

panies had the right to have the money paid over to them; and Con

gress passed a law ordering it to be so paid, and that is all there

was of it. The Record shows it ; the reports of the committees show

it; the debates in both Houses show it. It stands on the face of the

act self-apparent. Therefore my astonishment at the position of the

Senator from Georgia in answer to the Senator from Tennessee, which

was as follows :

Mr. Bailet. 'Will the Senator point ont in what particular the act of 1871 alters,

amends, or repeals the act of 1864 f

Mi - Hill. It re-enacts. Gentlemen will not understand me. In the act of 1864

yon enacted a right with a reservation, and yon claim the right to change it by vir

tue of that reservation. In the act of 1871 yon enacted the same right without

reservation. That is the point ; and I defy any lawyer to get over it. Is not the

right without a reservation an amendment and improvement upon a right with a

reservation 1 Is not an absolute right better than a qualified rignt 1

I have tried to avoid entering into any discussion of this question

beyond what was required by the facts in the case, and I have tried

to speak of it as if it was a question of contract and nothing else.

I have no ill-will against these corporations. As I said, I would not,

no matter what they had done in the past, injure them or diminish

their usefulness in the future. When they undertook the building

of these roads there was a great public necessity for the work. The

Supreme Court of the United States, in the opinion in the case in

1 Otto, states it very well ; but it might have said much more, and

might have shown that the purposes and objects of Congress gave

these corporations quite as much of a public as of a private charac

ter. Military and post roads and post-offices had to be established

and maintained across the continent, communication bad to be kept

up with the then distant States on the Pacific, and onr commerce on

that great ocean was at the mercy of foreign powers. Many of the

privileges granted, gifts and loans made, could not perhaps be justi

fied now, and may nave been even then a strain upon constitutional

power, but the position was as anomalous as the powers and grants

were extraordinary ; and the condition of things must be considered

when the action is criticised. War was flagrant, a great civil war,

which looked to the dismemberment of the Republic. The leading

commercial nations of the world, envious of our growing greatness,

were looking on, and without genuine sympathy for either side were

glad to see the work of destruction progressing.

Great Britain, with the selfishness and far-seeing sagacity which

has always characterized her and which has made her what she is,

was appropriating to herself the ocean commerce of the world. We

had np to 1861 been her most formidable rival. Before 1864 she had

succeeded in obtaining almost complete control of the North and South-

Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and the Indian Oceans. She was consoli
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dating and securing her power in India, exclnding all competitors by

obtaining or coercing exclusive rights to build railroads through

Turkey and Persia by the valley of the Euphrates ; she stood pre-

gared and has succeeded in securing control of the Isthmus of Suez

anal ; she had then and now, I believe, every coaling station on both

sides of the coast of Sooth America by treaty with those powers, so

that neither we nor any other nation could without her consent sail

a steamship from our Atlantic or Gulf ports to our possessions on the

Pacific Ocean, far less maintain either a fleet or a commercial marine

there. The apprehension of English statesmen that we would reach

and control the commerce of China, Japan, and Eastern Asia, and

the great islands of the Pacific from our western coast was the main

canse of her desire to see our commercial greatuess and unity de

stroyed.

She had no genuine sympathy outside of interest with either side

in our great struggle. I need not tell of the millions she spent dar

ing those years in building railroads in India, nor of her gigantic

eiforts there, in Abyssinia, and elsewhere to produce cotton and thus

become independent of us in obtaining the great staple upon which

her manufacturers depended ; nor need I show how like a great spider

she had extended her web to catch all the prey that was afloat in the

world. She had Halifax on one side of us and Bermnda on the other ;

with Gibraltar and Malta she owned the Mediterranean ; with St.

Helena, the Cape of Good Hope, and the Manritins she controlled the

South Atlantic and the Indian oceans, and the month of the Bosporus

and the Baltic were sealed up by her and her retainers. If we re

mained united and our Pacific coast was open to our use her lucra

tive trade with Eastern Asia was in danger in its only vuluerable

point, and it was about all we could surely look to in the near future

for which to compete on a large scale.

Other nations were adding to our embarrassments. France, in de

fiance of our much vannted Mouroe doctrine, had sent great armies

to Mexico and sought to establish an empire there ; in short, it was

painfully apparent that unless we succeeded in building and main

taining a transcontinental railway through our own territory beyond

the reach of British ships not only was all trade and commerce on

the Pacific Ocean an impossibility withont her consent, but all the

great States and Territories west of the Rocky Mountains were not

only left without the protection they were entitled to demand, but

they could at any time, if so disposed, defy Federal power and au

thority. Therefore, looking at the whole question as it appeared in

1862 and 1864, these enterprises partook largely of a public character,

and as such were expected to be under the control of the Govern

ment for all its purposes, and subject to its orders. That may have

induced the granting of such vast powers under these extraordinary

circumstances. But I do not care to inquire into any of the acts then

done, nor do I inquire what rights the Government may have under

and by virtue of its paramount and sovereign anthority over such

military and postal highways; it is enough for my purposes to show

that the right to alter, amend, and repeal the acts at pleasure was

expressly reserved to Congress in the face of the grants— not the right

merely to repeal, alter, or amend the chartered righte, strictly speak

ing, but the language is the right "to alter, amend, or repeal this

act, " the whole act, and every provision of it—to take back anything

that was mismanaged, misapplied, or misappropriated. The com

panies agreed that that might be done, took these rights, and accepted

them with that distinct understanding and agreement nominated in

the bond.
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It seems to me there can be no doubt about that. It has been ar

gued that we acquired great benefits from these roads. We did. It

was a regal undertaking, and we paid for it with princely liberality.

Independent of the postponement of our vast debt to a private debt

of $54,000,000 we gave them, as the Jndiciary Committee show in

their report, coal lands alone, as their directors say, larger than all

the anthracite-coal fields of Pennsylvania—coal that they can now

obtain in inexhanstible quantities and put upon the road at $1.29} a ton,

and they are doing it, as our directors' report shows. We gave them

twenty-one million one hundred thousand acresof land, orover thirty-

three thousand square miles—more territory than is contained in the

six States of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecti

cut, New Jersey, and Delaware, all of the vast domain being within ten

miles of a great transcontinental line of railroad—more, I repeat,

than six States represented by twelve Senators on this floor; and if

these railroads are allowed now to defy our power they will perhaps

in a few years have more than twelve Senators themselves. It is sug

gested to me by my friend the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thuhman]

that we gave them the right to all the material they wanted off the

public lands and the right of way besides. Therefore I say we have

paid, independent of the debt we seek to secure, for everything these

corporations have done, and paid for it most lavishly. Perhaps our

gifts in lands and other things are worth $100,000,000. As the Sen

ator from North Carolina [Mr. Merrimon] now suggests to me, the

territory is an empire of itself ; and surely they ought to be required,

when they solemnly covenanted to pay their debt to us, to so use their

means as to make it reasonably certain that they will do so.

Complaint is made that we require them to pay the money for the

sinking fund into the Treasury of the United States, the Treasury

of the creditor. It is their Treasury as well as our Treasury. This

Government is a representative Government, and these corporations

and their individual corporators are as much part of it as any mem

ber of the Senate or House. Long before these bonds mature every

member of the Senate will perhaps have passed away, from this place

at least. Other men will be here, but they will only be the repre

sentatives and trustees of the people, the representatives of the tax

payers, as we are ; and the Treasury of the United States is the

Treasury of all of us. Can there be any other place as safe f Will

the corporations themselves ask to be allowed to hold it f Nobody

wonld suggest that. Can a better place be suggestedf Will not the

fund be held sacredly f If it is invested in the bonds of the United

States and the interest is compounded as rapidly as it is collected, so

as to realize a sum equal to the interest we are now paying, how can

they object if they intend to be honestf All they are entitled to is

the corporate property and its profits after the debts are paid ; they

knew that when they took the stock. This will be a fund accumu

lated for the purpose of paying those very debts so as to increase the

value of their property. But it seems as though these directors do

not desire that the property should increase in value, do not intend

that it should be kept up in perpetuity, but that they shall, when

these debts fall due, have the power to force its sale and bny it in for

perhaps the first-mortgage debt or less, knowing that we will never

consent to run the roads ourselves, that nobody will ever pay our

debt, and that there will be no fear of the men who now own the

first-mortgage bonds combining against them, as they will take care

to be the holders of them.

Mr. President, I have said all I desire and more than 1 intended to

16 PA
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gay on that subject. I know and fear the power of these great railroad

corporation)*, and my apprehensions were increased by the speech

made the other day by the Senator from North Carolina [Mr. Mrcrt-

rimon] whose cool judgment and judicial training seldom allows

him to nse severe language. Among other things be said:

Mr. President. I do not hesitate to declare my conviction that one of the great,

rising public dangers in this country now is the undue, ever-increasing power audio-

fluenee of corporations over the material, moral, and social interest* of the people.

This subject ought to attract a large share of public attention and engage the

serious consideration of everv legislative body. I do not underrate the advan

tages and benefits, public and private, of railroad corporations. I recognize them.

I am not hostile to them. I would not, I will not hesitate to protect them in all

their just rights, but I see and know and appreciate the high importance of keep

ing them well guarded by proper legislation and iu subordination to government.

They have great capacities for evil as well as good. They are close to the people

and 'affect them materially in almost all the relations of life. Much the greater

part of the evils to which"I have made reference have been the fruits of the vicious

practices of railroad corporations and their agents. Every intelligent observer

knows that they have in large measure dominated the industries, the trade, the

travel, the commerce, the legislation, the public men. and the press of this country.

Not infrequently they have debauched members of Congress and members of State

Legislatures: they have repeatedly subsidized numbers of powerful newspapers ;

they have set up aud pulled down public tneu ; they have walked boldly aud inso

lently into the Halls of Congressand undertaken to dictate measures of legislation.

Kay,' sir, if one may trust what he reads almost daily in the newspapers aud hears

on every hand, their agents and lobbyists throng the corridors and lobbies, and

have for months, of this Capitol in reference to the very measures now under con

sideration.

Sir, are these things true T Are they substantially true ! Alas, they are too

true! The mind sickens with disgust at the thought of them! The recital of

them must fill every honest man with indignation,

That is a terrible arraignment. My apprehension is, it is only too

true.

In my judgment, those corporations believe that they are almost

omnipotent, and they are gathering around these corridors and in oar

galleries and lobbies everywhere, believing that they can convince

all men that they have power to make and unmake Senators and

Representatives ; a large and influential portion of the press belongs

to them, and they are now insolently demanding that they shall not

be required to secure any of the people's debt, out shall lie allowed

to go on and use the roads, with all the profits of them, for their own

benefit.

The Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] said truly the other day

that the time perhaps had come when it was to be determined who

were the strongest, the people or the corporations; and he expressed

great faith in the power of an awakened people. I say to him and

to the Senate that the fact is being rapidly developed that the people

of this couutry intend to rise above all corporations and assert their

rights against and their power over them ; and the public man who

thinks that any corporation, however rich or powerful, is going to

control this body, and put down this people and sustains them in their

efforts to do so, will bo snuffed out like a caudle, and he ought to be.

We are the trustees of the people, and it is our solemu and sworn

duty to protect their rights against all the combinations of wealth

and power, and when a constitutional, honest, fair measure is devised

and presented, whereby we cau protect them and do no injustice to

anybody, it behooves us, if we intend to be true to ourselves and true

to the great trusts we represent, to see to it that they are protected.

Believing that the Committee on the Judiciary have accomplished

that purpose in an entirely pro|»er and judicious way, I shall take

great pleasure in supporting their bill.
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Mr. COKE. Mr. President, I ask that Senate bill No. 104 amending

section ltUil, title 16, (The Militia,) of the Revised Statutes of the

United Stales be now taken up for consideration. That bill was made

the special order for to-dav.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Rollins in the chair.) The Sen

ator from Texas a.sks that the bill at present under consideration be

informally laid aside and that Senate bill 104 be now taken np for

consideration.

Mr. COKE. I ask that the amendment be read.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to laying aside

informally the pending bill and taking up Senate bill No. 104 f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I hope that will not be done. I have a few

words to say on this bill, and may as well take this opportunity as

pnt it off and prolong the discussion until to-morrow.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan claims

the floor on the pending bill.

Mr. COKE. Of course I give way.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Mr. President, I wish to reply very briefly to

the argumeut of my friend the Senator from Georgia [Mr. Hill] upon

the question of power involved in the bill from the Judiciary Commit

tee, so far as I think it important that a reply should be made. I shall

be very brief. If the premises upon which he reared his argument

be correct, I grant that his argument was an able one; and whether,

upon that hypothesis, I would agree with him in his conclusions, I

shall not now stop to inquire. My effort will be to show that he is

mistaken in his premises, and that these have no foundation in fact

or law. And if I show this, I may spare myself the trouble of prov

ing what all will at once admit, that all logical conclusions drawn

flora such false premises must themselves be as false.

The Senator, after some preliminary remarks, lays down four prop

ositions as the basis of his argument, which I will read:

First, by the act of 166*2, Congress created a corporate being, a body-politic, and

named it the Union Pacific Kailroad Company.

Second, this corporate being, thus created, Congress endowed with all the

powers, privileges, and franchises usually granted to corporations, and especially

authorized and empowered it " to lay out', locate, construct, furnish, maintain, and

enjoy a continuous railroad and telegraph, with the appurtenances," between des

ignated points.

Third, to this being, thus created and endowed, the Congress also granted cer

tain privileges, such as the right of way through the public lauds without compen

sation and through other land* with compensation, and also certain property, and

especially alternate sections of the public lands amounting to several millions of

acres. All these rights, powers, privileges, and grants were granted, without

money and without price, by the sovereign grace and favor to the child thus born

of the sovereign's loins.

Fourth—and I ask the Senate to mark the difference—after thus creating this

corporate being and after thus clothing it with powers and with authority to con

tract and be contracted with, the Congress itself proposed to authorize at once a

contract with it in behalf of the United States. The Congress deemed that the

constiuctiou of a railroad to the I'acitic Ocean would be a great benefit to the Gov

ernment iu the way of saving in transportation, would greatly increase the wealth

and power of the people, and perhaps maintain the integrity of the Union. To

enable the Union I'acitic Railroad Company to construct, equip, aud maintain its

portion of this railroad and tolegraph line to the Pacitlo Ocean, Congress proposed

to make it a loan in bonds, &c.

Now, I wish to call attention to this point : looking at the Senator's

language alone, the idea conveyed iu these several propositions is that

Congress first created, had actually completed the creation of the rail

road company, before these various powers, franchises, privileges, and

properties were conferred upon it. I should not have thought that

sacb could be the meaning of the Senator, had he not, iu answer to a
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question of the Senator from Vermont, [Mr. Edmunds,] used this Ian

guage :

If there bad been nothing done bnt to pass the acts, there would have been cor

porations created ; those corporations would have been vested with corporate powers

and privileges, becanse that is done by the direct act of Congress ; but. if the acts

had been passed and if nothing else had been done, would there have been any con

tract!

Here the idea is distinctly carried out that the simple passage of

the act created the corporation.

Mr. HILL. Of course the Senator will understand that that in

cluded the acceptance of the company, of course.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I should infer not from the language used.

Mr. HILL. In the subsequent colloquy with the Senator from Ver

mont, I distinctly said so. Of course I admit.vou cannot force a fran

chise on anybody. The organization of the corporation is one thing.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. The Senator himself clearly distinguishes

between the acceptance and the charter merely ; and the language,

as he used it, clearly shows his idea that the corporation was created

by the act without an acceptance.

Mr. HILL. Oh, no.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. 1 will read it again in order to see what it is:

If there had been nothing done but to pass the acts, there would have been cor

porations created ; those corporations would have been vested with corporate

powers and privileges, because that is done by the direct act of Congress ; out, if

the acts had been passed and if nothing else bad been done, would there have been

any contract i

Certainly uot without acceptance. And the Senator continues to

follow out that idea. I may have misapprehended the real meaning

of the Senator ; but one thing is clear, he does endeavor to establish

the idea that this corporation was complete before there was any

coutraet for loan. So much is clear, and all the rest of the reasoning

is in accordance with that proposition. But, as the Senator now dis

claims any idea that a corporation can be created without acceptance,

I will omit what I had proposed to say upon that point.

Mr. HILL. I think in the colloquy with the Senator from Ohio

[Mr. Thukman] he made the remark, "Yon cannot force franchises

on anybody," and I said "of course.-' All I mean is that the corpora

tion is created by t lie prerogative power, of course by the acceptance

of the grantees, without any intervention of executive agency.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Precisely : and that is exactly what I said ;

and so we agree upon that.

Mr. HILL. But the passage of the act. and its acceptance by the

corporation, does not make the contract, so far as the loan is con

cerned; it makes the contract of franchise, but does not perfect the

contract of loan; and without subsequent acts, and without actual

contract, and without intervention by the executive department of

the Government, the contract of loan would amount to nothing. It

would be a mere proposition. That is what I meant to say.

Mr. CH KISTIANCY. I will omit, then, what I had proposed to say

in reference to that iMutit. because I see that the Senator disclaims

the meaning that I thought clearly derivable from the language.

But all the provisions, as well those in reference to the creation of

the corporations and those giving the rights, powers, and franchises,

as those agreeing to make the loan mentioned in the Senator's fourth

proposition, are all contained in one and the same act, and all took

effect together as an entire act, at oue and the same time upon the

acceptance by the corporations.

Mr. HILL. Now, I want to call the attention of the Senator to a
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clause in uiv remarks, go that this matter may be put perfectly right.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I will take the Senator's word for that. I

make no question about it.

Mr. HILL. But if the Senator will allow me I wish simply to read

a clause. The Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] said to me:

They did not take effect until the company accepted them, for you cannot force a

grant on anybody.

That is in relation to the franchises.

Therefore, it required two to make those franchises come into being, just as ranch

as it required two to make this loan come into existence.

Mr. Hill—

In reply—

Mr. Hill. And the point is that it require* more than two to give effect to this

legislation for the loan. My point is that the corporation is created and the fran

chises conferred by the act of Congress, of course by consent of -the other party,

and that no executive agency intervened for any purpose ; that it becomes complete

in the parties by the passage of the act.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I see now what the Senator means. The

Senator's fourth proposition conveys the idea that after the creation

of the corporation had become complete and perfect Congress author

ized it to contract and be contracted with, and now notice the change

of idea to meet the argument he was about to make. " Congress,"

he says, "proposed to authorize a contract with it in behalf of the

United States." '■ Congress proposed to make it a loan in bonds,"

&c. He then proceeds to put himself upon the ground, not that the

provisions of the fifth section, in reference to the loan, created an ac

tual contract to make the loan even by the acceptance of the com

pany, but that it only authorized a loan to be made by the executive

department of the Government; and that it was the issuing of the

bonds to the company which created the contract of loan, and not the

provisions of the fifth section when that became operative by accept

ance. That I believe I state correctly. If not, I will yield to be set

right.

Mr. HILL. I have not observed any error of statement.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. The Senator thus makes this entire matter

of the loan a kind of detached lever, a separate, independent, and

subsequent contract, not contained in the act of Congress, which he

calls only a power of attorney to make the contract. He thus seeks

to take this matter of loan entirely out of the act. It is not, accord

ing to this, one of the terms or stipulations of an entire contract cre

ated by the act and its acceptance, and of course, if this view be cor

rect, it did not constitute a dependent part or consideration of that

entire contract, nor any part of it, and the rest of the act would be

Just as valid a contract with the provision left out, which he calls a

mere authority to make a contract. It would not be very important

to either party to the contract created by the act, it is true. For if a

mere authority to the executive department to make a contract, then

that department might refuse to make it. But let us see if the merely

issuing of the bonds, and handing these over to the company, consti

tute! 1 the contract of loan. It is essential to the contract of loan that

there should be a stipulation to repay in some manner. Where would

this be, if the mere issuiug of the bonds constituted the contract?

There was no such stipulation in the bonds issued by the Government,

of course. Was there, upon the issue of the bonds, an agreement taken

back from the company to pay, and providing how and when pay

ment should be made? Certainly not. Every one must at once see

-that both the agreement of the Government and obligation to make
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the loan, and that of the company to repay it, and all the terms of the

whole matter, were fixed and settled by the act and its acceptance ;

that these agreements and terms are to be found nowhere else, and

that they constitute the entire contract in reference to the loan.

This might be illustrated in a great many ways, but it is unneces

sary. Is it not perfectly manifest, that what the Senator terms the

contract made by the executive department under the act of Con

gress as a inere power of attorney, consists of nothing more or less

than executive acts in the execution and performance of the real

contract created by the act and its acceptance—acts which the exec

utive department was not merely authorized, but commanded, to per

form iii the execution and performance of that contract f To render

all this clear I here read the fifth section of the act of 1662 ; of course

I need not here speak of the act of 18fc'4, which in no manner alters

the argument:

That for the purposes herein mentioned the Secretary of the Treasury shall,

upon the certificate in writing of said commissioners of the completion and equip

ment of forty consecutive miles of said railroad and telegraph in accordance with

the provisions of this act. issue to said company bonds of the United States of

91,000 each, payable in thirty years after date, bearing 6 per cent, per annum inter-

eat, (said interest payable semi-annually,) which interest may be paid in United

States Treasury notes or any other mouey or currency7 which the United States

have or shall declare lawful money and a legal tender'to the amount of sixteen of

said bonds per mile for such section of forty miles-, and to secure the repayment to

the United States, as hereinaft- r provided, of the amount of said bonds so issued

and delivered to said company, together with all the interest thereon which shall

have been paid by the United States, the issue of said bonds and delivery to the

oonijpanv shall iptto factu constitute a first mortgage on the whole line of the rail

road and telegiaph, together with the rolling-stock, fixtures, and property of every

kind and description, and iu consideration of which said bonds may be issued ;

and on the refusal or failure of the said company to redeem sa d bonds, or any part

of them, when required so to do by the Secretary of the Treasury, in accordance

with the provisions of this act, the said road, with all the rights, functions, immu

nities, ami appurtenances thereunto belou^in^. and also all lands granted to the

said company by the United States, which, at the time of said default, shall remain

in the ownership of the said company, may be taken possession of by the Secretary

of the Treasury for the use and ttcnetlt of the United States : Provided, This sec

tion shall not apply to that part of any roid now constructed.

The Senator seemed to fiud something which he thought strength

ened his argument in the provision, that the issuing anil delivering of

the bonds should, " ipso facto." constitute a first mortgage. But this

is only providing for the execution of the contract and what effect its

execution in this pi irtirular should have by way of security. And

what, let tue ask, but this section ami the acceptance of the act by

the company, gave the effect of a mortgage to the issue and delivery

of the bonds f Not, certainly, any contract made by the Secretary of

the Treasury when he delivered the bonds in execution of the agree

ment.

If the Senator had taken the ground, that the issne and delivery

of the burnt* carried the contract into effect, pro Ian to. and claimed

that the right to the loan, on the terms uieutioned in the act, had

become a vested right. I could at least have comprehended the drift

of his argument, whether I should agree with him or not.

Mr. llll. I.. The Senator will allow me just a moment toshow that

he is arguing a point about which there is no controversy between ns.

Mr. OHKISTI.YXCY. I hop* the Seuator will allow me to proceed.

Mr. 1111.1- I never pretended that the acts of the executive de

partment alone created a contract or constituted a contract, but I

went on to show that there could be no contract without these acts

superadded. I ask the Senator to just allow me to read from my

remarks.

It was Ike act of the party under the jud^aKst and adjadicauoa of the eieca.
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tivw department and the issue and the delivery of the bonds in compliance with

the authority of Congress to make the contract that created the obligations and

the rights.

That is what you call vested rights. That is precisely what I

mean.

That is the point. Congress gives the authority to make the contracts. I grant

that without the authority—

I call the attention of the Senator to this—

I grant that without the authority the contracts cannot be made, but equally

the authority without the other acts makes no contract. Legislation only author-

iaed the contracts to be made, &c.

Mr. CHKISTIANCY. Undoubtedly ; but he calls the act a prop

osition only, though accepted.

Mr. 1 1 1 I.I,,. I say it takes all these acts to complete the contract.

It takes the authority from Congress, it takes the act of the party,

not only to accept but to comply with the terms, and it takes the

act of the executive department, all to make the contract.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. If the Senator pleases, it took the act* of

the executive department to execute the contract which Congress

had made by the act and the company had made by its acceptance.

Tbat is all the answer I wish to make to the Senator.

Mr. HILL. The executive department executes the authority

which the act gives; it does not execute the contract.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Yes ; and that was executing the contract.

The contract gave the companies the right on certain conditions,

when they had done certain things, to demand those bonds, and the

bonds were given in performance of the contract. That is all there

is of that point.

Mr. HILL. It was the performance of the authority that the act

bestowed upon the executive department.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. It was not, however, the contract, as the Sen

ator's speech clearly indicated. But on this question of vested rights,

the field of inquiry, just what has and what has not become a vested

right, is a very broad one, and the landmarks are not so accurately

defined us to put an end to all questions which may arise. The in

stances I gave, in my argument a few days ago, were merely exam

ples about which there could be no dispute. I did not then and do

not now insist that there may not be rights vested, growing out of

the contract, besides the right to tangible property, and especially as

between the Government, on the one side, and third persons on the

other, who have dealt with the company before any amendment made

in the acts.

It is not even necessary in this case to claim that, after these com

panies had received these bonds in part execution of the contract,

and while they remained in the bauds of the companies, Congress

could, by an amendment, require the bonds to he given back, much

less that the present owners of the, bouds who have purchased them

before amendments could be denied, by amendment, the benefit of

their first mortgage or their rights be made subject to those of the

Government.

If the Senator wishes to push my argument to that extent, I am

not responsible for the argument by which he attempts it. I did

not and do not push it to that extent here, nor shall I enter into

any controversy Upon such an attempted extension of the principles

I have endeavored to lav down. It is sufficient for me to show that

we have power to do what is proposed to he done by the bill of the

Judiciary Committee; which is, not to take back the bonds which
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have been issued, nor to require the company to pay them one day

earlier than required by the coutract : but, under the power, at any

time, to alter, amend, or repeal these acts, subject to which and con

ditional upon which every provision and every right stipulated in

the contract was given and accepted, the power only to compel these

children of the " sovereign's loins," holding their existence or rights

upon this condition, and tor great public as well as private purposes,

to conduct their affairs as well with reference to the public as to

their private interests, as well with reference to the interests of cred

itors as to their own interests. In short, according to the dictates of

honesty and prndence, upon such honest business principles as other

great corporate enterprises of this kind are conducted by honest and

prndent men, by beginning in time to make provision for the pay

ment of their debts wben they shall become due, instead of putting

the entire income of this great enterprise into their own pockets,

leaving nothing to pay their debts when due ; and this too, when, by

their confession, if the business shall continue to be carried on in this

way nutil the Government and tirst-mortgage bonds become due,

the property will be worth less than their debts.

But, coming back now to the matter of this loan, I think I have

sufficiently shown that the whole contract in reference to it (if it he a

contract at all, which for the sake of the argument I admit the whole

of the act to be) was and is contained in the act of 18&Z as amended

by that of 1864. The Senator has treated the matter of the loan as a

separate and independent contract, in some way, I suppose, growing

out of the statute contract. Mr. President, there are, I believe, cer

tain animals of an inferior order, or animalcula, consisting of several

sections, and having the power, by a kind of self-scission, of propa

gating or cult ing themselves up into as many separate and indepen

dent animals as there are sections.

And the Senator seems to me to have mis aken the entire contract

created by the act and its acceptance, and composed of many provis

ions, for a creation somewhat of that kind, with the power of propa

gating independent contracts in the same manner. I propose to show

him that it is a being of an entirely different kind, an organism more

complex and more highly differentiated, to use the language of Her

bert Spencer, both as to organs and functions; and, however numer

ous the sections, they are all but organs or parts of one whole, and

incapable of separate and independent existence ; that the matter of

the loan is one of a great number of stipulations in a single coutract—

in the entire contract created by the acts and their acceptance, and

-taking effect at the same time and with, and only as a part of, the

entire contract in reference to this great enterprise ; that it never

did and never can stand alone as an independent coutract. And to

prove this it is only necessary to state what will be at once apparent

to every one who looks at these acta, which are to be treated as the

contract, (if there be any,) and it will at once be seen that, after the

provisions providing for incorporation and its general nature and

purposes, the whole act is made up of a great number of provisions,

part of them evidently intended to secure the interest of the United

States, and the others for the benefit of the company ; the one set of

stipulations being the inducement or consideration for the other.

So that, as in most other contracts, every stipulation has a bearing

upon every other ; and we are compelled to presume that the assent

Of both parties to the contract could not have been given if any one

of the provisions had been left out. And among these is the impor

tant provision without which the assent of the United States would
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not have been given and the act could not have been passed, and that

is that "Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal this act ;"

not merely that portion of the act which created the corporation and

gave it its corporate franohise, which the Senator from Georgia ad

mits Congress can do under this reservation of power ; not merely

that Congress may, in case of a violation or failure of the company

to perform the duties imposed upon it by the acts—as many corpora

tion charters do expressly provide, and as this evidently would, if

Buch had been the intention, unless wc are to presume that Congress

was incapable of finding language to express so simple a qualification.

No, Mr. President, this reserves no qualified powers, but the whole

legislative power, without restriction. In other words, they reserved

all their power in reference to this act which they had before it passed.

They parted with none of it. Before its passage they might have

inserted or refused to insert any provision they pleased, or refused

to pass any act at all. And just that power they reserved, and the

companies agreed to that reservation. There is therefore no limit

to the power of amendment and repeal, except thai such amendment

or repeal cannot divest property or rights vested, as I have already

endeavored to explain. And whatever doubts may be entertained as

to what constitutes such vested rights or property, or whatever diffi

culty may be found in defining them, one thing at least is certain:

and that is, that the company can have no such vested right in any

provision of the contract, as such, contained in the act, the full power

to amend or repeal which is thus reserved ; nor can any right be thus

vested which stands solely upon such provision, without some addi

tional ground of right ; for this would be to deny the right to amend

any provision of the act, and to reduce the reservation of power to

an absolute nullity; while the Senator himself admits that, under

this power, Congress may amend or repeal the provisions giving cor

porate existence, or granting corporate franchises, as well as those

" regulating the exercise of their powers, privileges, and franchises."

And yet those things constitute the contract just as much as the

provision in reference to the loan . That was decided as long ago as

the Dartmouth College case.

Mr. HILL. I should like to ask the Senator a question there. Does

the Senator hold that that contract of loan, to call it a contract of

loan, is anv part of the franchise f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I do not care what the Senator calls it.

That which we call a rose,

By any other name would smell as sweet.

It is a part of a contract contained in the charter, a part of a con

tract contained in those acts ; and what the Senator calls a contract

is simply the acts of performance of the contract.

Mr. HILL. I would ask the Senator the question if a contract to

loan money is at any time, anywhere, between any parties on earth,

a franchise?

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Not between individuals, of course.

Mr. HILL. Is a contract of loan between the Government and

individuals a franchise t

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I do not care what you call it, whether you

call it a franohise or anything else, it is a part of the act and a pro

vision, subject to the power of repeal just as every other provision in

the act is.

No, Mr. President, there is no other limitation upon the power to

affect corporations by amendment in such a case than that which
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limits all other legislative power, that you shall not divest property

or rights vested, as the power to do this is vested only in the judi

ciary. But the Senator, like most others who have denied this power

of Congress, assumes that, if the power exists, it will and must be

abused and so unjustly exercised as to destroy these companies. I

have endeavored to expose this fallacy before, and I only wish now

to render it a little more clear and to quiet the alarm he appears

to feel at the existence of such a power. Let me say to the Senator

that he and I have the physical power to do a great many wicked

things. We have the physical power to kick or even to kill any

child we may happen to meet along the streets of this city. But, as

experience has shown that we are not particularly dangerous in that

way, we have thus far been allowed to run at large in the full enjoy

ment of that physical power, and the presumption is that we will

not abuse it. The parallel is complete ; and, to carry the comparison

a little further, while others might justly complain of any interfer

ence with their children, I think all would readily admit the entire

propriety of so far interfering with our own children as to make them

conform their actions to the principles of honesty and fair dealing

and to prevent their becoming dangerous either to their parents or

to others. And so I think the nation may do with (to use the Sen

ator's figure) these " children " of its own " loins."

Mr. HILL. Then you think the nation can do anything in the

world provided it does it wisely and prudently f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I think just what I have said. I am not

responsible, as 1 said before, for any extension which the Senator or

anybody else may seek to give to what I have said.

Mr. HILL. I thought Congress, to have any power, most have a

legislative grant of power. If the Senator will allow me I should

like to ask him u question. I thought Congress to have that power

at all must have a legislative grant in the Constitution. Now, I ask

the Senator this

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Then let me put a question there. Does the

Senator hold that Congress had no power to pass that act at all ?

Mr. HILL. No, I think Congress had the power to create the cor

poration ; I am inclined to think so, though I do not say that I would

extend that power in Congress very far. I think perhaps it has

power to create a corporation as incidental or necessary to carry out

certain other powers; for instance, the power to make war and the

r)wer to create post-routes. I will not discuss that point now ; but

ask the Senator, does he hold that Congress anywhere possesses the

power to im p;i ir the obligation of any contract f

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Where that power is explicitly reserved to

alter it in the act creating it, I do hold that Congress may alter it.

Mr. HILL. Then does the Senator hold that Congress can acquire

a power by reservation which it does not have without the reserva

tion f If Congress does not find the original power

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Wait one moment. I answered that ques

tion in what I supposed to be the Senator's sense. He asked whether

Congress had a right to impair a contract.

Mr. HILL. As an original power.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. In his sense I answered that question, that

it could do so where the power was reserved, and on my ground,

which I have explained over and over again, that where the power

is reserved it constitutes a part of the contract, and there the con

tract is made subject to it, and to amend the contract is not, then, to

impair it.
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Mr. HILL. Then I ask the Senator to explain to me how it is that

Congress can acquire a legislative power by a reservation in its own

act.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. It does not, and I have just stated that Con

gress held the entire power before, and by that act it never parted

with any of it.

Mr. HILL. The power, though, to change the contract now is a

legislative power. I want to know where Congress gets a power by

a reservation to do what it had not the power to do originally. The

power which the Senator claims for Congress here is legislative power.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Before Congress had originally passed any

act no such question could arise. I think that is evident, and when

tbey did pass it, they passed it subject to this condition, that any

provision might be amended.

Mr. COKE. Mr. President

Mr. MORRILL. I desire to submit a few remarks upon this bill,

bat I do not wish to go on to-nigUt. - If the bill of the Senator from

Texas be taken up informally, I will yield for that purpose.

Mr. COKE. I ask that the pending bill be informally laid aside

that the Senate may now take np for consideration Senate bill No.

104.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the proposition

of the Senator from Texas f The Chair hears uo objection to the pres

ent consideration of the bill indicated.

Mr. ALLISON. The bill is not to be put on its final passage to-day,

I understand, but. the Senator from Texas, I believe, wishes to sub

mit some remarks. I have uo objection, with that understanding.

Mr. COKE. The bill was made the special order for to-day, and I

desire its consideration now, and that it be put upou its passage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator desires action on the

bill.

Mr. COKE. I desire action on the bill to-day.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair hears no objection, and

the bill is before the Senate.

April 5, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, aud to secure to the Gov

ernment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act,

the pending question being ou the amendment submitted by Mr.

Matthews.

Mr. MORRILL. Mr. President, the interests involved in the pend

ing bills relating to the Pacific railroads are of such extraordinary

magnitude that it is not astonishing that they have attracted the

attention of more than one standing committee of the Senate. The

legal and financial problems presented, even after the most elaborate
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stndy, such i to afford the basis of widely different conclusions. My

own conclusion will be very briefly stated, and it is that we should

exercise our right, imbedded in the statutes, to " add to, alter, amend,

or repeal" the charters of these companies in such a manner as not to

destroy but to preserve this great thoroughfare forever for the use of

the public, for the reimbursement of the United States to the full ex

tent of its investments therein, and also for the permanent preserva

tion of the property of the stockholders.

Can all this be harmoniously accomplishedf This must be an

swered in the negative if the policy pursued by either the United

States or the stockholders shall be to suatch all the current earnings

of the companies for the next twenty years, and then leave the rest

to the tender mercies of railroad wreckers. But, by a more far-sighted

policy-, it seems to me that the rights of all parties, moderately as

serted, can be secured and the great highway thus be handed down

to future generations as a public blessing, earning perennial divi

dends for those who may succeed to its ownership, and without fear

of fore-ordained bankruptcy from excessive indebtedness.

Sound policy would seem to dictate that the United States should

be a liberal rather than a harsh creditor, but not a weak nor a silly

one ; and that policy equally dictates that the stockholders should

not be too eager for present pronto ; that they should forego some

thing of immediate gains in order to preserve a long and prosperous

life to their companies, and therefore that they should be willing to

postpone something of fat dividends in order to diminish an indebt

edness which threatens their ultimate extinction. If the vitality of

the road and its obligations can be destroyed by extravagant de

mands on the part of the United States, it is not less certain that a

continuance of the past omission on the part of these companies to

provide for any reduction of their colossal indebtedness will, in

twenty years, make both their present valuable capital stock, and the

second mortgage of very doubtful value and possibly utterly worth

less. The bare interest upon the first and second mortgages will be

come so ponderous and unmanageable as to swallow up all the net

earnings, and from sheer necessity the property must then be fore

closed by the first-mortgage bondholders. The United States, hold

ing the second mortgage, as a last resort, for its own protection, may

be compelled to pay on" the first mortgage, amounting to $57,062,192,

and take the slender chances of realizing any ultimate repayment ;

but the capital stock of the companies would be extinguished. Of

course, should the United States not intervene, and a foreclosure be

pushed by the first-mortgage bondholders, many of whom are present

holders of stock, the first mortgagees would become the sole owners

of the whole property, and any other lien would be forever barred.

I do not propose to consider at any length the legal questions aris

ing in the bills which are pending, but X may be permitted to say

that where the right has been reserved in terms of the most radical

latitnde by Congress to "add to, alter, amend, or repeal" a charter

granted, it would seem that Congress, beyond all controversy, must

nave the whole of that right, with no great limitation to its exercise

save the discretion of Congress itself. The party with whom discre

tion is lodged must use it and no other. "To add to, alter, amend,

or repeal," were each and all exclusive rights reserved to Congress

and not to the courts nor to the companies. Of course I do not mean

to say that Congress can annul gifts or disturb the past; but it may

regulate the future and may interdict gifts made at our expense, may

reform abuses, and impose any additional safeguards upon the proper
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the Supreme Court disappointed some members of Congress—perhaps

with sufficient reasons—by its decision that the interest paid by the

United States annually on account of these railroad companies was a

debt not. due until the principal of the debt became due, or thirty

years after the date of the bonds ; but I do not understand that the

8upreuie Court have decided that upon these large sums, greater

much than the face of the bonds, no interest will be dun and charge

able when the principal of the bonds becomes due ; nor do I under

stand, whether that be so or not, that the Supreme Court have decided

anything only on the basis of the law as it stood at the time of the

decision ; and should the law be altered or amended by the legisla

tive branch of the Government, with the approval of the Executive,

it would be a gross mistake for any party to hope or expect any sub

sequent decision of the judiciary could be based upon anything but

the law as amended.

If the power of Congress to touch these corporations were even

held to rest upon the technical grounds of some default on the part

of these companies, can it be said that they have been so clear in

their great office as to l>e void of all offense f Has there been no de

fault in the prompt payment of the 5 per cent, of their net earnings t

Is it no default that they have received and issued, as has been often

stoutly asserted, beyond the bonds of the United States to the ex

treme legal limit, their own first-mortgage bonds in excess of the

amount actually required for the construction of the road, and have

distributed the proceeds of this excess as though it were legitimate

profits from earnings of the road—an excess, also, which must at

once ascend into the bosom of the first mortgage to the prejudice and

manifest detriment of the security of the United States? I do not

know what the facts may be, bnt the charge has been made as I have

stated it. Their grand subsidy was granted to secure the construc

tion of the road, and we never contemplated an additional thirty

years' tax upon our people to enable the companies to distribute

munificent dividends upon unpaid-for stock. Is it no default that

the law, which required the capital stock to be paid for in money at

par, was notoriously disregarded f

Is it not some default that these companies have been long and

regularly distributing larger dividends than they could have done

except by the postponement of the repayment of the large sums paid

out semi-annually on their account by the United States, and thereby

steadily increasing their own indebtedness? Is it possible that there

is no legal remedy for a policy of "stripping and waste" in the opeu

and defiant grasp of dividends steadily derived from the United States

Treiisnry to the amount of $3,42:!,731 annually T Cannot Congress

say that dividends must ceawe until they can be made without an in

crease of liabilities f Cannot Congress meet the exigency of impend

ing insolvency by an adequate remedy ?

In the case of the Central Pacific, their resources, including those

of this indirect character, have been equal not only to 8 percent,

dividends, but they have a surplus of over $10,000,000 with which they

are said to be extending a monopoly by building another trans-conti

nental railroad, upon which the United States will have neither first

nor second mortgage security. With such an exuberance of means

it would s- em that running hopelessly in debt to the United States

was wholly inexcusable, and, if they so persisted, that it would be

such evidence of a purpose to incapacitate themselves for the future

repayment of the debt as to justify a prompt and vigorous inter

ference.
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Tbeoriginal intention of the acts of Congress must be carried out ;

and that intention was, that the companies, if able, were to honestly

pay honest debts. No one proposes to take from them an acre of

granted land. Nooneat present proposes to interfere withtheirrates

of freight and transportation. No one proposes to add to the number

of Government directors. No one proposes to restore our second mort

gage to the position it originally held as the first lien. No one pro

poses to reclaim the rich and extensive coal-fields. No one proposes

to divert a dollar of the earnings of the road to any other use than

to the strict and direct lasting benefit of the road ; that is to say, to

the ultimate extinction of some share of the rapidly accumulating

debts of the companies. It seems to me that so farthis would not bo

oppressive. What prudently managed corporat ion would not eagerly

do the same thing f It would be but a slight change in the practical

economy of the railroad companies, and such as might often result

from a mere change in a board of directors. It is not a change of

what is called the contract that is desired, but it is to ward off a fatal

change threatened bv the railroad companies, through a wrong and

blindly selfish administration of their affairs, that is sought to be ar

rested. Unless the present stockholders regard a twenty years lease

of the Pacific Railroad as more valuable than its ultimate perpetnal

ownership, free from debt, they cannot look with disfavor upon any

measure calculated to diminish their indebtedness and to give them

an unincumbered title to their property.

By the sixth section of the act of 186*2 it is quite obvious that a

greater payment than for services to the Government and 5 percent,

of the net earnings were contemplated, as will be seen from the fol

lowing words:

Said company may also pay the United States, wholly or in part in the game or

other bonds. Treasury notes, or other evidenoes of debt against the United States.

to be allowed at par.

But still more significant are the words which follow, by which it

appears that 5 per cent, of the net earnings was only fixed as a min

imum, as " the least " that should lie paid, and that they might be

required to pay, or might voluntarily pay, much more. The con

cluding part of the section reads as follows :

And after said road is completed, until said bonds and interest are paid, at least

3 per cent, of the net earnings of said road shall be annually applied to the pay

ment tluTvof.

This lets in a flood of light anil shows that from the net earnings

to l>e annually applied to the payment of the bonds, as well as the

interest, • per cent, was not to be anything more than " the least"

that should be required.

As to the qnestiou of the power of Congress to pass the bill of the

Judiciary Committee or that of the Railroad Committee, there is this

difference in principle, that the latter bill assumes that Congress has

no power to legislate upon the subject but with the consent of the

railroad companies or that we are wholly at their mercy. That bill

ap]>ear» to have beeu projected upon the idea of making the consent

of the companies certain by giving them better conditions than they

now enjoy. The interests of the I'uited States appear to me to be of

sufficient magnitude to warrant Congress in claiming to be at least

tan equal party and not inferior to the railroad companies in the deter

mination of the quest ions at issue. The bill of the Judiciary Commit

tee assume* so much, perhaps rather more, and asks no questions.

Fur one, 1 would not use the power of Congress tyrannically, nor

unjustly ; but this power will be evoked when extravagant claims
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are presented, no matter by what astute argumentation they may be

enforced; no matter how potential may be the array of private in

terests; and the managers of these roads, if they do not want their

affairs, at some cost to themselves, perpetually sweltering in the

Hallsof Congress, should comprehend the point clearly, and promptly

tender or accept such fair and equitable terms as would be ratified

and confirmed forever by the people, and such as the railroad compa

nies, upon "second sober thought," would cheerfully accept. Great

benefits were originally expected from the road, and these, let us

cheerfully admit, have been realized in far cheaper transportation

service and in the stronger ligament which binds the shores of the

Atlantic and Pacific together; but these benefits were the induce

ments prophesied, which called forth unstinted liberality in advance,

and there can be no well-founded demand for compensation a secoud

time.

Have we been liberal or not with the Pacific Railroad Companies f

By looking at what has been done, all can better judge what more

should be done.

First. We have given to them, as estimated at different times by the

General Land Office, from twenty million to thirty million acres of

public lands, not wholly of much present value, but with abundant

coal-fields of priceless value, exceeding even the inexhaustible an

thracite-coal fields of Pennsylvania, and affording a large and mar

ketable product as well as a supreme element in the cheap operation

of the road.

Second. We aided by lending the companies our 6 per cent, bonds

for thirty years to the amount of $57,0(52,192, secured at the outset

by a first mortgage, and these bonds now bring in the market over

18 per cent, premium. We gave our security and took theirs to cover

an exactly equal amount.

Third. We consented to change the place of our mortgage security

from the first place to that of a subordinate, and gave to the com

panies the privilege of issuing an equal amount with a prior lien.

Fourth. The whole of their charges for services in carrying the

mails and other transportation accounts by the act of 1862 were to

be at once applied on their indebtedness, but by the act of 1864 only

one-half was to be so applied.

Fifth. In the first act all coal-mines were reserved to the United

States, but in the last they were wholly surrendered to the railroads.

Sixth. We have thus far paid the accruing interest on the second-

mortgage bonds (loss the amount reimbursed) to the extent of $24,-

343,812.:k>. We must continue the payment of this interest as it falls

dne for twenty years longer, or a further sum of $66,110,620.40. Noth

ing of this will be due, according to the decision of the Supreme

Court, until the principal is due. Simple interest upon these pay

ments at 6 per cent, will amount to nearly or quite $70,000,000. If

this also is not a debt, when we are paying 6 per cent, upon a loan of

millions, then it is a gratuity largely in excess of the original bonds,

and one of those things never dreamed of in the philosophy of Con

gress.

The account stated as between merchant and merchant, or between

man and mail, would show that besides lands, besides coal-mines, be

sides credit*, up to the year 1900, we shall have aided these companies,

as already indicated, to the extent of not less than $217,516,624.76.

From this sum there should be deducted whatever sum has or shall

have been repaid ; but, if that should reach no higher figure than for

the past ten years, it will be comparatively rather insignificant in
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amount. Through the aid of the United States these companies

have issued certificates of stock representing for the Union Pacific,

$36,762,300, and for the Central Pacific, $54,275,500, or $91,037,800 of

capital in all, upon which it would be a preposterous exaggeration to

suppose that even 10 per cent, was ever paid at par in cash as cap

ital ; and upon this very rotund fiction the fortunate stockholders

have been receiving dividends just the same as they would have done

on a capital fully paid up at one hundred cents on the dollar. And

yet, my friend the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] is cloqnently

distressed at the idea of interference by Congress at any time before

the dividends shall exceed 10 per cent, when, if they were to be re

stricted to 10 per cent, dividends upon the cash originally actually

paid for each share of stock, one dollar pershare instead of ten would

be altogether too much for even a 10 percent, dividend.

Here is where, as I think, there is fair ground for an equitable ar

rangement between the United Stutes and the managers of these

gigantic corporations. The stockholders must see that it will be for

their interest in the long run to accept smaller dividends rather than

to receive larger at the risk and cost of the United States, already

perhaps an exasperated creditor. They might distribute 4 or possi

bly even 6 per cent, dividends and preserve their plant. Six dollars

annually on shares costing even sixty or seventy dollars ought to

make the owners contented. They have their choice : big dividends

absolutely terminable after a brief period, or moderate dividends for

a brief period and then larger ones in perpetuity. The Union pays 8

per cent, and the Central 8 per cent., with a very heavy and increas

ing surplus. The net earnings of the Union, after deducting operat

ing expenses, in 1877 were $8,317,091.58, and those of the Central in

1876 were $9,137,004.73. Such a net revenue makes its own argu

ment.

I know that some considerable part of these stocks have passed from

the hands of the original owners, and now brings in market about

$70 per share for the Union and a good deal more than that for thestock

of the Central, which, being owned by a small number of individuals,

is rarely offered for sale, and yet ere long I fancy, even with dividends

temporarily reduced, the stock of both companies would take its

place, without a peer, as the best among all American railroad stocks.

The through business has by no means yet reached its maximum, and

the local business, along with the rapidly increasing local population,

may be expected to double within a brief time after the country shall

have once more arrived at the condition of its usual prosperity. I

have no doubt these companies will be able to contribute liberally to

a sinking fund, and still make sure and respectable dividends, or with

so little diminution as to canse only a slight and temporary depres

sion in the price of their stock. They have been exceptionally suc

cessful and can afford, while mainly holding a stock with all the ear

marks of a bonus, to be just toward a benefactor to whom they are

indebted for fortunes of many millions, possibly too blindly bestowed.

But what is it that the bill of the Railroad Committee proposes to

do, and which has been urged with so much pertinacity f

First. They propose that the United States shall pay, as we have

Said, the coupon interest, and wait without interest until the whole

ebt matures. .

Second. Instead of applying to their credit am nally, as the law

now compels them to do, the pledged 5 per cent, of their net earn

ings and the one-half of the transportation accounts against the Gov

ernment, they propose to add 6 per cent, interest, compounded semi
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annually, to the several sums, though the largest would be interest

on the actual money of the Government, and then twenty years hence

to apply it with all the accretions to their credit. With that method

of borrowing and of payment, fat dividends might be paid by the

railroads without any other business, although it would be much

simpler and far more advantageous to the United States to provide

that for every dollar paid by the railroad companies they should have

a credit of $2.

By the mode of computation proposed the compensation for Gov

ernment services to the amount of say 8600,000 in 1876 would entitle

the railroads in the year 1900 to an inflated credit of more than four

times that amount , or to $2,479,350.92, being $1,879,3*0.92 in excess of

'what they would be entitled to under existing law. This is not wip

ing out their debt with a sponge, but it is the mode of wiping it out

by the bill of the Railroad Committee, and entirely a new and rare

gift to the companies. The Senator from Ohio on my right [Mr. Mat

thews] has no doubt they will accept of it. It being a new and very

large subsidy, I do not think he is any too confident.

Third. It is finally proposed that the railroad companies shall add

to the i per cent, of net earnings and to the Government transpor

tation account a sum sufficient to make altogether an annual contri

bution to the sinking fund of 81,000,000, but the addition wonld be a

supplement insufficient to offset the magnificent railroad arithmetic.

The addition iB a cipher only, but serves the magical purpose of

hugely multiplying their credits.

It will be seen that the chief merit of this sinking fund is its semi

annual compound-interest fertility, while the semi-annual advances

made by the United States are to be absolutely barren of interest. It

is a new way of paying debts, by which a mole-hill overtops the

mountain, and, if successful, the inventors should be rewarded with

a compound-multiplying patent. If the companies are truly too poor

ever to repay what they really owe, let us manfully proclaim the fact

and release them to the extent of 50 per cent.; but do not let us vainly

undertake to befog our constituents nor ourselves with this bald, if

not impudent, system of book-keeping and arithmetic, which the

merest school-boy would be ashamed not to discover reached a like

result by a much less circuitous process.

As I understand it the 5 per cent, on net earnings and one-half of the

services for Government transportation by the Union Pacific may be

reckoned to average about $666,972. This wonld leave $166,514 as

the pitiful sum to be semi-annually added to the sinking fund to

make up the annual amount, to one million, and this is the meager

outcome of all the new and old advantages so hopefully tendered to

the railroad companies. We are to settle and compound our debt

and have very little to show for it but the pomp and sublimity of

semi-annual compound interest. Beyond these telling advantages,

proffered with as lavish a band as though the railroad was yet un

built, there conies an appendix providing that, after the year 1900,

we are to reloan to the railroad companies the same amount of cap

ital for twenty-five years longer, to be repaid semi-annually in half-

milliou installments, with no other nor better security and with the

stipulation that no more than the lowest average rate of interest our

public debt may then bear shall be exacted. If we should then owe

no debt and be paying no interest, the inference might be that no

interest could be charged ; but with this bill as an example of our

guardianship of the financial interests of the country, there need

not be much apprehension that the country will be out of debt.

17 PA
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The bill of the Judiciary Committee may need some amendment—

something less complicated and more direct might be better—and I

should greatly prefer some changes that would, if possible, simplify

the various propositions it contains; but I am very clear that the

financial position of the United States relative to these railroad com

panies would not be improved by the passage of the bill of the Rail

road Committee, and, rather than accept of its conditions, it would

be wiser, as it appears to me, to wait until the managers of these

roads— if we cannot act without their consent—find it for their inter

est to offer better terms. In fact, 1 cannot persuade myself that any

of these managers could, with a sober face, ask those who are here,

charged with thednty of protecting I be interests of the United States,

to vote for the bill of the Railroad Committee, as they must know

that the cry for repeal would be sounded before the ink was dry upon

the parchment. It may be true that the. bill would send them along

on the road to Paradise, but it is manifest that the interests of the

Government would keep equal pace on the road to ruin.

Finally, if the Pacific Railroad Companies cannot keep their divi

dends up to the present rate and at the same time diminish their in

debtedness, business forecast and reasonable prudence require the

directors to make some temporary appropriation to this important

end from their dividend funds. Nothiug less will answer their pur

pose nor that of Congress; and perhaps the best thing the railroad

companies can now do would be to ask their friends not to identify

themselves with a bill which professedly aims to create a sinking

fund but which iustead proves to be ouly a mask to hide a fresh sub

sidy.

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President

Mr. TELLER. I should like to ask the Senator from Vermont [Mr.

Morrill] a question. I understand the Senator from Vermont to

find fault with these companies for declaring large dividends on their

stock. J would call the attention of the Senator to the eighteenth

section of the act of incorporation, wherein it is specially declared

that they are entitled to 10 per cent, on the whole cost of the road.

I ask the Senator if he claims that that is repealed.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Read the section. Let us hear that special reser

vation.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Read the section, and see how much they are

entitled to receive.

Mr. TELLER. The eighteenth section of the act of 1862 pro

vides—

That whenever it appears that the net earnings of the entire road and telegraph,

including the amount allowed for services rendered for the United States, after

deducting all expenditures—including repairs and the furnishing, running, and

managing of said road—shall exceed 10 per cent, upon its cost, (exclusive of the

5 per cent, to be paid to the United States)—

Then the Government may interfere.

Mr. EDMUNDS. May do what f

Mr. TELLER. Then the Government may interfere and fix the

rates. That is a tacit declaration, at least, that they are entitled to

receive that before the Government can interfere.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Before the Government could fix the rates; but,

in the mean time, the Government wants to have this money kept to

pay the debt.

Mr. TELLER. That is not the question, and I ask the Senator

whether he thinks they are not entitled to dividends on their stock f

Mr. HARRIS. If there be no Senator who desires to continue the
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debate upon the railroad bill this evening, I move that it be inform

ally laid aside, uud that the Senate proceed to the consideration of

the bill (S. No. S55) for the relief of Warren Mitchell.

Mr. THURMAN. I have every disposition in the world to oblige

the Senator from Tennessee, but I do hope if Senators wish to speak

on the railroad bill that they will proceed. I gave notice lost week

that I would ask for a vote to-morrow. If I hud not given that no

tice I should ask for a vote to-day. I hope that we may get to a vote ;

but if we are to have only one speech a. day on this bill, and some

times a very brief one, (as the very brief discussion to which we

have listened this morning, and none the less instructive because it

was brief,) I do not know when we shall get to a vote upon the bill.

I hope, if there is any Senator who is prepared to speak on the bill

now and desires to do so, that ho will proceed to-day. If he does

not, I am sure he cannot complain if to-morrow I ask the Senate, and

ask the Senate earnestly, to bring this discussion to a close, and to

sit the bill out.

I propose to oflvr an amendment to the original bill to be considered

by the Senate. I believe the bill can only be laid aside informally

by unanimous consent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Rollins in the chair.) The

Senator from Tennessee asks that the funding bill be informally laid

xude, and that the Senate take up for consideration

Mr. MITCHELL. I suggest to the Senator from Ohio, as he desires

to offer an amendment, that it be ottered and printed, so that we can

understand what it is if the bill is to be laid aside informally.

Mr. THURMAN. I have not the amendment prepared formally,

but I can state its substance in a few words, so that the Senate may

understand it.

Mr. HARRIS. I submit, to the 8enator from Ohio that I distinctly

stated that, if there was any Senator who desired to continue the

debate on the railroad bill this evening, I should not propose to inter

pose my motion ; but, if there be no Senator who desires to be heard

this evening upon the railroad bill, then 1 hope my friend from Ohio

will consent that the railroad bill may be informally laid aside and

the bill I suggest, Senate bill No. 8M>, be taken up for consideration.

Mr. TH UKMAN. Of course, as I gave notice that I should ask a vote

to-morrow, I cunnot press the bill to a vote to-day. If there is no

Senator ready to proceed, of course I shall not resist the motion made

by the Senator from Tennessee.

Mr. HARRIS. I make the motion indicated a moment since, sub

ject to the wish of any Senator to be heard upon the railroad bill. I

shall withdraw the motion instantly if any Senator announces such

a purpose.

Mr. INGALLS. I should like to hear the amendment of the Sena

tor from Ohio.

Mr. MITCHELL. I was about to say that if the bill is to go over

until to-morrow I should like to hear stated the amendment which

the Senator from Ohio proposes.

Mr. THURMAN. I will state now the amendment that I shall offer.

The third section of the Judiciary Committee bill provides as fol

lows:

That there shall be established in the Treasury of the TTuited States a sinking

fund, which shall be invested by the Secretary of the Treasury in bonds of the

United Suites; and the semi-annual income thereof shall be in like manner Lorn

time to time invested, and the same shall accumulate and be disposed of as here

inafter mentioned. And in making such investments the Secretary shall prefer

the 5 per cent, bonds of the United States, unless, for good reasons appearing to
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him, and which be shall report to Congress, he shall at any time deem it advisable

to invest in other bonds of the United States.

In opening the discussion on this bill I explained the reason why

the committee directed the Secretary to prefer the 5 per cent, bonds.

To repeat, and very briefly, the reasons were that the five percents are

the only bonds not subject to call that will mature about the time

that the subsidy bonds of the United States will mature, except the

subsidy bonds themselves. But we did not think it wise to require

the Secretary to invest in the railroad snbsidy bonds because of the

very high rate of premium that those bonds bear. Therefore we pro

vided that he should give preference in making these investments to

the five percents of the United States, especially as the five percents

with compound interest upon them will make more interest than the

interest which the railroad companies would have to pay npon the same

amount of money thus invested at 6 per cent., they paying interest

without rest and the five percents being compounded; so that perfect

justice would be done to the companies by their investment in the five

percents. But it has been suggested to us, and it strikes me with a

great deal of force, that the difference between the market value of

the first-mortgage bonds of the companies and the five percents is so

little that it would be better for the sinking fund to allow the Secre

tary to iuvest in the first-mortgage boudsof the companies as well as

in Government bonds, because the first-mortgage bouds of the com

panies bear interest at 6 per cent., whereas the oonds of the United

States here mentioned bear interest at ouly 5 per cent. An investment,

therefore, in the first-mortgage bonds would produce 1 per cent, more

interest, and compounded it would produce a very considerable amount

more interest than an investment in the five percents, while the security

for the purposes of the sinking fund would be just as good as would

be the five percents or any other bonds of the United States. I there

fore give notice that at the proper time I shall move to amend the

third section, so as to add the first-mortgage bonds of the companies

as one of the securities iu which the Secretary may invest the sinking

fund.

Mr. MITCHELL. Giving the Secretary of the Treasury discretion

to select the five percents of the Government or the 6 per cent, first-

mortgage bonds of the companiesf

Mr. THUKMAN. Yes, the five percents or the first-mortgage bonds

of the companies. Of course yon have to give the discretion to some

body, and I think that everybody would be willing that it should rest

in the Secretary of the Treasury. 1 have not prepared the amend

ment in words; it will require some little care, perhaps; but I give

notice that I shall move such an amendment at the proper time.

Mr. BLAINE. I should like to ask the Senator from Ohio a ques

tion merely for information. In the way the sinking fund is pro

posed to be constituted in his bill, does it imply or require that the

actual investments made shall themselves be retained for this pur

pose, that it shall be a specific fund, that these specific securities shall

be deposited and their interest invested, the specific securi lies bought

to be deposited f

Mr. THURMAN. Undoubtedly it does.

Mr. BLAINE. Suppose any accident or loss should occur to that

fund, as occurred in the Interior Department with the Indian trust

fnnd, which has never I believe been made up, upou whom would

the loss fall ?

Mr. THURMAN. I will say to my friend that we expect to get into

Eower about the 4th of March, 188i, and then everything will be so

onestly cared for that there will be no need of apprehension.
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Mr. BLAISE. Bat it was under the Senator's own party that the

loss occurred in the Interior Department, and it was just that possi

ble dread that made me address the inquiry to the Senator from Ohio.

I believe that nothing of that sort has happened siuce the republican

party came into power, bnt it did once occnr ander the democratic

party. Seriously, I wanted to know that, because it seemed to me

that whatever you agree upon as the rate of the sinking fnnd the

money should be paid in and should be credited to the companies. I

do not know that the United States have ever held a sinking fund in

any other way. The naval pension fund, which amounts to some

$13,000,000 I believe, is not held iu any speci tic bond, nor is the Geneva

award fund, I believe, so held now.

Mr. MORRILL. The Geneva award was put in a single bond of

the United States.

Mr. BLAINE. Not now, I think.

Mr. MORRILL. It was originally held that way.

Mr. BLAINE. As long as it was in the State Department it was;

but it has now been put into the Treasury, I suppose, though the

Geneva award fnnd is not held in specific bonds, and, if any particu

lar bonds happen to be stolen or burned, the Geneva award fund

-would not be considered to have vanished ont of existence.

Mr. THURMAN. If I am not mistaken—the chairman of the Com

mittee on Finance can tell me—the sinking fund of the public debt

is held in the very bonds that are purchased.

Mr. MORRILL. No, it is not.

Mr. BLAINE. I think not.

Mr. BECK. They are all canceled.

Mr. EDMUNDS. It is theoretically a specific fund, bat practically

it is not.

Mr. BLAINE. Does the chairman of the Judiciary Committee or

the Senator who reports this bill know of any fund in any Depart

ment of the United States Government that has ever been held this

way except those funds in the Interior Department which took wings

unto themselves and flew away f

Mr. EDMUNDS. Yes, there are heaps of them. But it is not

necessary to go into that. This bill stands upon an entirely different

principle, and that is the power of Congress, under these acts, and

its regulating power, as States have, according to a dozen late decis

ions of the Supreme Court of the United States, to regulate the

transactions of people who are engaged in transacting public inter

ests, for the benefit of their creditors, to establish sinking funds, or

to accumulate money in order to do one of the things that their au

thority compels them to do, and that is to keep their promises to their

creditors.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator is running beyond the point. I am

not touching that point at all. I am not within a thousand leagues

of it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Bnt if the Senator asks me a question he should

give me time enough to answer ; it may take a week.

Mr. BLAINE. I want the Senator to answer my question, and

not some other one.

Mr. EDMUNDS. That is exactly what I am doing. It is just pos

sible the Senator cannot perceive it, but I am. The Senator wants

to know why we do not consider this as a payment into the Treasury.

Mr. BLAINE. No : I do not.

Mr. EDMUNDS. So that if any bonds are lost or stolen it will not

be the loss of the companies. Is not that itf

Mr. BLAINE. Yes ; practically.
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Mr. EDMUNDS. Very well; practically that is it. I say that the

foundation of all legislative jurisprudence, (which I think is an apt

term for this kind of business'of compelling people engaged in public

pursuits and under public power to keep their obligations all around,)

is the regulation and control to compel them to do their duties to

their creditors as well as to the public in carrying the freights and

passengers, and so on. Now, then, everywhere, in every State, and

in every civilized country, the ordinary method of accumulating

money to-pay off debts is a sinking fund of some sort. The sinking

fund is required by courts and by Legislatures and by Congresses

and so on, to be invested iu the best securities that cau be found to

accumulate the most money where the debtor furnishes the money;

but where, as under the Railroad Committee bill, the United States

furnishes the money, it might be a little different thing. That being

the case the people who furnish the money, and the Government or

the courts that control its security, doing their best to preserve it, if

there happens to be a loss, that loss, as in all such cases, must fall

npon the fund, upon the debtor. That is a principle of universal

jurisprudence. But in this particular case, let me 8ay to my friend

from Maine, there is not any practically conceivable danger of loss,

because this investment iu bonds of the United States or in the first-

mortgage bonds of the company, as is now suggested by the Senator

from Ohio, is an investment in bonds that as they come into the

Treasury can be and should be (if you have a Secretary of the Treas

ury that is good for anything as we have now) so indorsed and

stamped that if all the thieves in Washington, which is saying a good

deal, were to get into the Treasury and carry them off, it would not

do the companies a bit. of hurt or the thieves a bit of good. That is

a practical auswer, I suggest, to my friend.

Mr. BLAINE. Then I must, say that is just tantamount to keeping

the books, because you do not put into the sinking fund a uegotiable

securitv.

Mr. EDMUNDS. We do not intend to do that.

Mr. BLAINE. You simply put iu that which shall appear on the

books as a credit, because you destroy the character of the security

as a negotiable piece of paper at once. It occurred to me in this wise,

that the money which is paid in under this bill, if it shall become a

law, will be paid in at stated periods. It. can be anticipated, I sup

pose, with as much certainty as any other source of revenue, for

instance, though this I suppose iB not to be regarded as revenue. We

have a very large amount of !>.20 bonds, unhappily too large, 6 per

cent, bonds in gold that are payable on call. We can call them in at

any time we choose on numbers, so that every dollar the railroad com

panies would pay in might be used to destroy for the time being or

immediately a similar amount of 5.20 bonds on which we are paying

6 per cent, interest in gold; and yon might credit it to the company

just as you choose. If you regard the ft per cent, as a sufficient inter

est or the fi percent, as a sufficient interest, whatever it is you credit

them with that and call it that ; but it seems to me that is its state

now if yon put in the 6 per cent, bond of the company, which I think

is a good suggestion, because there is no thing you can invest in so

good as your own notes iu the shape of protecting your credit. If

you put that in and then the 5 per cent, bonds and then give the Sec

retary of the Treasury discretion, as this bill does, to run down

through the 4i or 4 per cent, bonds according to his discretion, which

leaves the thing in a very uncertain attitude, you do not know

exactly what it is going to be.
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Of course 'while it is a very proper provision to put in the first-

mortgage bonds, the Senator from Ohio knows even better than my

self that that will at once very materially advance the value of those

bonds. Nothing advances the valne of any bonds so much as to have

them bought for a sinking fund, and they may very soon of course be

ont of reach. It does seem to me that whatever you order it to be

invested in, or whatever discretion yon may invest the Secretary of

the Treasury with in dealing with the question of the sinking fund,

yon ought as between the company that you are collecting the money

from and the Government to agree upon a specific rate. Yon can

very easily make it good. Whatever that rate may be in the judg

ment of Congress it should be specific and specified, and stand at

that. Instead of hunting around for bonds at a premium, or this

kind, or that kind, or the other kind, I think the wisest thing the

Secretary of the Treasury can do when he receives this million or

two million, or whatever it may br.semi-aunually is to buy up the

6 per cent, securities of the United States, which are now out by hun

dreds of millions and which can be brought in on call any day you

choose, aud stop that much of gold interest. That is a privilege
■which will still be open to the Secretary of the Treasury for the next

ten or twelve years, until the five- twenties are entirely exhausted.

I do not know so valuable and so useful a mode in which the sinking

fund should be administered, although I may be entirely mistaken

in it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I think the error, with great deference to my

friend from Maine, into which he falls about this proposition is this:

the duty of the United States as the trust company, so to speak, into

which this sinking fund is to be paid, being the safest possible trust

company, of course, is to make the most that it tan as a trust com

pany, so to speak, out of the money that is contributed by the debtor.

That is a plain duty of right aud of trust, as in the case of all sinking

funds and trust.

Very well. Now, if my friend says then " Why do you not take

the 0 per cent, bonds of the United States f" the answer is, that the

Secretary, if he took those, would have the same right to call them

as against the sinking fund and the companies that he has against

the present holders. Just as soon as he can borrow money from the

people at a red need rate of interest he would be bound to call those

very bonds. The consequence would be that you would drop down

then to the lowest rate of interest at which Government securities

can be got. The first business of a sinking fund is to have it abso

lutely safe, aud therefore the duty of the person who holds the sink

ing fund, be he Government or bank or trust company, is to invest

at the highest rate he can in a perfectly safe security, as far as human

contrivance can make it safe, and of course the bonds of the United

States are supposed to be that. Therefore, it does not do any good

to the United States to take its (> per cent, bonds and call them in,

for the reason that just as soon as the Secretary of the Treasury can

borrow that money at a lower rate of interest under existing laws he

is to call them in; aud it would be unjust to the United States to

make the United States as the holder of this sinking fund pay a

greater rate of interest to these companies than it paid to any other

persons from whom it should borrow money; because in the attitude

of a debtor, or a borrower, the United States has a right, and it is its

duty, to borrow money at the lowest possible rate of interest. So the

moment yon separate the two ideas of the United States as a borrower

of money upon bonds, and as the holder of a trust, and keep those two
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notions separate as they onght to be, there is no difficulty in the case.

The money is paid in, as this bill provides, to bo invested in the beet

securities yon can, in order to make it accumulate the most. If they

can lie invested in the bonds of the United States which are the

highest ones of safety, then invest them in those l>onds that bear the

greatest rate of interest that the United States is obliged to pay. Bnt

it is not obliged as we can all see now, unless we pass some more

silver bills, and so on, to pay 6 per cent, interest. It can borrow

money even now at 4$ per cent., as we are told by the Secretary of

the Treasury.

Mr. ALLISON. Since the silver bill passed f

Mr. EDMUNDS. Since the silver bill. The Secretary of the Treas

ury says so. Whether he is correct or not, I do not know; I hope he

is. 1 hope we can borrow it at 4; I hope we can borrow it at 3, at

the lowest possible sum, no matter what it is. But in respect of these

companies our duty as a bolder of a trust fund is simply to invest it,

first, iu securities that are absolutely safe, that is to say, the securi

ties of the United States or these first-mortgage bonds, because they

must be paid ; but there is another difficulty about that which I will

come to presently ; second, to invest it at that rate of interest which

will get the most money. But if the Secretary invests in United

States bonds he must practically invest in those that bear the lower

rate of interest; but the United States can now borrow money upon

those bonds to pay oil" those of a higher rate.

Mr. ALLISON. Suppose he invests in the bonds issued to these

companies, which are (5 percent, bonds not payable until thirty years T

Mr. EDMUNDS. That is exactly what the Senator from Ohio has

referred to.

Mr. ALLISON. I do not mean the first-mortgage bonds of the com

panies. I uieau the bonds of the United States issued to these com

panies which bear 6 per cent, interest and which are not payable

until thirty years.

Mr. THUKMAN. Does the Senator know what rate those bonds

heart

Mr. ALLISON. They are above par.

Mr. THUKMAN. Let me tell the Senator that they are 118.

Mr. EDMUNDS. That is exactly the practical obstacle, if you take

a piece of paper and figure out the iuterest, to investing in bonds

ever so good, if they bear a very high rate of premium because yon

are obliged to charge your trust fund with the premium yon pay and

to reduce the profit to thedebtor who is accumulating a fund by just

that much; so that the only practical thing to do is to authorize the

Secretary of the Treasury, as this bill does, to do the best he can in

the public securities of the United States for the benefit of this fund,

or in the first mortgage bonds of thecomp»iiie8,which are paramount

to ours.

The only practical objection that occurs to me as to the first-mort

gage bonds is as to one contingency. Suppose there are now, in re

spect of these companies, about ftfO.OOO.oOO. in round nambers, or

$M,000,000 or whatever it may I* of these first-iuortgage bonds. Sup

pose the Secretary of the Treasury invests these securities in those,

wad at the end of the period. lSlfe or 1900, no matter what, be has

caught up half of them. They are in bouds, they are not iu money.

Some disaster that nobody can foresee conies upon all this railway

business, and the companies cannot earn money enough to more than

pay the running expense* and keep np the road : it is a failure as

many railway companies have been. I cannot foresee that ; I do not
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think it at all likely to happen ; but if it should, where would we be

then f Here would have been a sinking fund accumulated, which, in

respect of one half of these bonds that had been brought into the

Treasury was very well, but how is it in respect of the other half that

were outstanding and for the benefit of the holders of which this fund

is accumulated, as well as of the other creditors of these companies

in dne order f How are you to produce equality between the holders

of these bonds f Yon cannot take the bonds that you have bought

in, which will not sell for anything in the case I have supposed, and

divide them around among the other people. The consequence is that

the man who has transferred his flret-morl gage bonds to the Govern

ment at this rate, the present rate, at par aud above, gets liis full pay ;

the man who has not transferred, and who is eutitled to be protected

by this sinking fund gets no practical benefit from it. So, if you are

to have a liquidation at that time aud a liquidation in cash, as every

liquidation must be theoretically and practically in almost every case,

you cannot make adivision. That is the objection to investing even

for a sinking fund, except where the company itself is buying up its

own bonds in the nature of payment, which is another thing—but as

a sinking fund, the objection to such an investment is the possibility

that at the end you will be unable to do equal justice to the creditors

of that class. It may be in this instance, I dare say it is, that that

possibility is so remote that practically there is not much danger in

running the risk.

Mr. THUEMAN. Mr. President, in regard to the last suggestion

made by the Senator from Vermont, it does not strike me as being

any very serious objection against the amendment that I indicated I

would offer.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I have not suggested that it was, as I think the

possibility very remote.

Mr. THURMAN. In the first place it is too remote a possibility, as

it seems to me. I cannot conceive it possible that these two roads

should ever be worth less than the principal of the first-mortgage

bonds. My own opinion about them is that they will be worth a

great deal more; but even if we were to suppose a case in whioh they

were not, and in which their first-mortgage bonds would have abso

lutely no market value at all, and if at that time say one-half of those

first-mortgage bonds constituted the sinking fund, I do not see that

any particular injustice would be done by the cancellation of those

bonds in the discharge of the sinking fund, because that would leave

the road as a security for the remaining first-mortgage bonds, and

those whose bonds had not gone into the sinking fund would be bene

fited and not be injured. But it is so remote a possibility that these

companies would ever be unable to pay the interest on the first-mort

gage bonds that I do not think it is necessary to speculate about it. If

that time should ever come there will be a Congress here to take such

steps as shall be necessary.

A word now in regard to the suggestion of the Senator from Maine.

If I understood his suggestion, it was that the United States shonld

take this money and not invest it in bonds or securities of any kind,

but treat it as its own money and use it as its own money, paying it

out for its own debts or liabilities or current expenses, but crediting

it to the sinking fund and allowing a rate of interest upon it. That

I understand to be the idea of the Senator from Maine. In the first

place, it is perfectly plain that if the United States were to do such

a thing as that, justice to the Government would require that we

should fix the rate of interest at the very lowest rate that the United
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States can .borrow money at. Anything else would be a gift or gratu

ity from the United States. That is one of the objections to the bill

reported by the Railroad Committee. It in effect proposes two things :

one, that we shall allow interest at 6 per cent., semi-annually com

pounded, on our own money ; and secondly, that as to the portion of

the money which the railroad companies are to pay in, and which is

their money, we shall allow interest at 6 per cent., compounded semi

annually, on that until the 1st day of October, 1900, a period of twenty-

two years and more. In other words, that the Government shall make

a loan for twenty-two years and mure, diminishing year by year in

point of time, and pay interest at the rate of 6 per cent, compounded

semi-annually, when the Government can borrow every dollar that it

wants at 4} per cent., and can borrow in greenbacks, as the money is

to be paid by these companies into the sinking fund, payable at 4 per

cent., and the Government is now every day borrowing money at an

average of nearly $100,000 per diem at the rate of 4 per cent. I do

not know that Senators huve paid attention to the fact that scarcely

a day passes over our heads, Sundays excepted, when the Government

does not borrow from $50,000 to $100,000 at 4 per cent, interest.

Mr. ALLISON. The 4 per cent, bonds are above par.

Mr. THURMAN. The 4 per cent, bonds are above par; they were

above par in gold yesterday in New York, being at 100J; so that

it is wholly inadmissible that the Government should take this

money and credit it to a sinking fund and agree to pay a stipu

lated rate of interest upon it higher than the Government can bor

row money at. But then suppose the Government should do that;

suppose I am right in that and the Government takes this money and

ogrees to pay 4 per cent., at which it can borrow all the money it

wants. The 4 per cent, compounded annually would not be equal to

the (i per cent, without rest that the companies have to pay ; it falls

a little short of it. Four and a half percent, is a little above it ; 5 per

cent, is very considerably above it, as the amount of interest that the

Government would have to pay ; but we should be guilty of the in

justice, if we were to take this money and credit it with 4 per cent.

interest, of taking the money of these companies and not making as

much interest upon it as they are compelled to pay to us. That would

not be fair to them, and there is no necessity for it.

In respect to the danger which the Senator from Maine suggested,

and which I undertook to answer jocosely, and I believe got the worst

of the poker in that business, the hot end of it, let us see whether

there is any danger. In the first place, I do not know that I quite

agree with my leader, the chairman of the Judiciary Committee, on

the subject of the responsibility of the Government. I am strongly

inclined to believe if the Government by the exercise of its own legis

lative power, per rim, as you may say, takes the money of these com

panies to invest iu a sinking fund, that it becomes responsible for the

sinking fund. It is rather my opinion that it becomes responsible for

the safe keeping of that sinking fund, because the companies may be

said to have paid it in tnri(Nin,and where that has been the case, where

we have by mere legislative power, and on that I rest this bill, and

believe it as sound a foundation as the granite rocks of the moun

tains, on our power as a Congress of the United States ; when we exer

cise that power and take this money and put it in a sinking fund in

our own Treasury, it appears to me that we become guarantors for its

safe keeping. I have not the least doubt in the world that the Gov

ernment would make it good, whether the Government was absolutely

liable or not ; but there is no difficulty in making it safe, even where
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yon invest it in bonds. What is to prevent every bond being stamped

that is taken f What is to prevent your requiring it to be done, if

necessary, by making a requisition in this proposed law to amend the

bill so as to require that every bond which is thus purchased shall be

stamped with the word " sinking fund," or any other appropriate des

ignation, which would prevent its circnlation, prevent its negotia

tion f Nothing is more common than to do that. I have seen with

my own ej es, done with a machine, twenty millions of bouds and cou

pons stamped, every coupon stamped by a machine, so as to prevent

their circulation, to show that they belonged to a court in which the

litigation was pending. There is no difficulty at all about doing it.

They can stamp all these bonds at. the Treasury Department. They

can stamp half a million of them in a day if they were to buy half a

million. If any amendment is necessary to the bill to require that

these bonds thus purchased shall be stamped and the coupons upon

them too, so as to prevent their negotiation, and therefore to prevent

their being stolen and used, I shall be very happy to join with the

Senator from Maine, or any one else, in framing such an amendment

to the bill, of course for the safety and security of the Government,

and of the companies too, in respect of thiH sinking fund.

Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President, the Senator who reports the bill and

the Senator from Vermont differ a little as to the responsibility of

the United States in case of loss in the sinking fund. Both Senators,

I think, a little misapprehend me in my position. I was not speak

ing at the time in an adversary sense at all to the Senator's bill. I

was trying to perfect the bill if I could.

Mr. THUKMAN. So I understood the Senator.

Mr. BLAINE. I will ask the attention of my friend from Vermont.

I think both Senators leave out of view a consideration which has to

my mind a great deal of what I may call equitable weight iu this

matter. I understand the theory of this bill to be that you estab

lish a sinking fund out of the net earnings of this company for the

protection of all the persons interested in it. Here is a first-mortgage

bond, and a Government bond, and a land-grant bond; and a sinking-

fund bond, and stockholders behind them all, and this bill proceeds

on the theory, which I am not disposed to say is an unwise one, that

the stockholders should not have the disposition of all the net earn

ings, and a wise provision should be made, which the stockholders are

themselves quite ready to make, for the security of the other persons

interested in the roads.

Now, the stockholders say that they desire to make a sinkiug fund ;

that if they were permitted or if it were regarded as judicious or on

the whole advisable for them to make and continue aud administer

that sinking fund that they could realize npon it at least 7 per cent.,

certainly beyond doubt ti per cent., and some of them claim 8 per

cent. In regard to the 5 per cent, of net earnings and the half trans

portation which belong to the Government nnder the acts of 1862

and 18114, there is no dispute at all here in this argument. The sink

ing fund is. taken beyond that, out of something which the law does

not now provide for and which they, if permitted themselves to put

into a sinking fund, could realize very much more than you propose

to allow them.

Mr. EDMUNDS. As they think.

Mr. BLAINE. As they think and as they believe, and they are

very competent business men, whose opinion on that point probably

would be better than that of the Senator from Vermont or mine—

very mnch better than mine. They say that they could do it. We
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•ay that is not Bafe, because although we might be perfectly willing

to trust those who are now administering these roads we have not the

least idea who may happen to be directors and administrators of this

great trust twenty years hence, and after forty or fifty or sixty mill

ions or more may be accumulated in the sinking fnnd somebody may

come in as successors and think they can devote it to wiser purposes,

and it may take wings to itself just as the Indian trust bonds did in

the Interior Department, and you would not find them when you

come to look for them at the maturity of the mortgage.

Therefore it becomes of course a wise provision that the Govern

ment of the United States shall be and must be the custodian of this

sinking fund ; but does not there come in there just a grain of equity

that we ought to pay some consideration to the fact, that they could

realize as business men far more for this fund if they were permitted

themselves to administer it f If you confine the Secretary of the

Treasuryto a 5 per cent, or a lower bond in his discretion you really

deprive him of doing that thing which is not only most advantageous

to the sinking fund out which is most advantageous to the Govern

ment itself, because no one, I apprehend, will doubt that the very

wisest use that can be made of any surplus that happens in the

Treasury of the United States from any source is to buy the 5.30 bonds

of the United States which are now bearing 6 per cent, interest.

The Senator from Ohio, I repeat again, says if that should happen to

be lost the Government is responsible. ' The Senator from Vermont

[Mr. Edmunds] says it is not. The Senator from Michigan, [Mr.

Christiancy,] who is an able lawyer, says he thinks the Government

would be responsible. Here U a difference as to the responsibility,

but there cannot be the slightest doubt in the world that you are

entirely safe if you agree to take this money from the company and

treat it just as you do tbe Geneva award, which is in your Treasury,

which is answerable for any appropriation Congress may make, bat

which is swept into the general hopper and ground in with the entire

grist, just as the naval pension fund is. We have a naval pension

fund of $13,000,000, but it is not in a separate safe, it is not in any

separate bond; it exists as a credit to that fund, to be disposed of

by Congress as they please. Why is it not the safest thing and the

fairest thing both to the Government and to the sinking fund to treat

that in the same way t That is what occurs to me.

One oth<r thing, Mr. President. I am not disposed to think in

looking at the bill reported from the Judiciary Committee that the

sums which it exacts of the railroad companies are excessive. I do not

think the sums included in that bill are more than the companies can

fairly pay, but I wish to submit one thing to the consideration of those

who are responsible for the bill and who are advocating it. The bill

proceeds upon a theory which I will not here and now stop to dis

cuss. It has been discussed, very ably and very elaborately, by the

lawyers pro and con. The bill proceeds on the theory that under the

reservation to alter, repeal, or amend Congress has the perfect right

to dictate and direct what the companies shall do; that that rests in

the discretion of Congress, and that in this bill which is now proposed

Congress shall exercise that discretion. It is a "*tc volo, sir jubco."

We have the power reposed in us, and, with the discretion which

should of course characterize all votes and all actions in Congress,

we are about to exercise that power. We take a white sheet of paper

and we write down on it what these companies shall do, and, as I

said, I am not disposed to say, for I have not examined as closely as

I might, that what you demand the companies shall do is either ex
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cessi ve or oppressive. But in yonr discretion yon say it shall be thus

and so. Under your power to alter and amend and repeal you here

demand anil direct what the companies shall do. Then at the close

of the bill—not willing to part in any wise with this power, not pos

sibly exhausting it by any exercise of it—you still say that" nothing

in this act shall be construed or taken in any wise to affect or impair

the right of Congress at any time hereafter to further alter, amend,

or repeal the said acts hereinbefore mentioned." Therefore you do

not know that this settlement which yon order or the thing which

you direct the companies to do will last a single year. You propose

to leave this open, greatly, I think, to the detriment of the compa

nies, which we are not possibly first bound to consider, greatly to

the detriment of the interest of sound legislation, greatly to the

detriment of the dignity and propriety of legislation ; you propose,

after yon have written down exactly what yon demand of them, that

yon will not say to them that that, shall last over a twelvemonth.

Now I submit that in the full exercise of this power, which I am

not debating aud which I do not now assent to or deny, you your

selves, without asking the companies one way or the other, direct

that they shall do this thing. Now, is it not fair, is it not a business

proposition, is it not. that which they have a right to expect and

which we have a right to expect, that it shall for a time settle and

remove this question from Congress f Do yon want it here all the

timet I ventured to sav in a short debate last winter on a bill then

pending somewhat similar to the present one, that for every one of

the fifteen years I had had the honor to serve in either branch of

Congress the Pacific Kailroad had been, like the poor, always with

us. It at least has that resemblance to the poor, that wo have it

always with us. I have some ambition to survive that condition of

affairs. I want it away from here. I want, it so directed, if you

choose, that the Government shall get precisely what it thinks it

should hare, but that when you say that you shall also say to these

companies " Do this as we direct, aud you shall for a certain term

have full power to operate yonr roads. Faithfully comply with all

that we direct yon, and it shall be held and taken, for the point at

issue in reference to the debt, as a settlement between us."

Suppose yon do not—I should like the attention of my honorable

friend who reports the bill—suppose you do not do it, suppose you

direct what is to be done here, aud yon pass the bill, but reserve the

right at the next session of Congress, eight months ahead, to come

here to reopen the question if you choose. You reserve to yourself

the broadest power with the broadest, possible intimation that you

will exercise that power.

Now we are bound to take cognizance of current events ; we are

bound to take cognizance of what is likely to happen and in my judg

ment will inevitably happen. I think the Senator from Vermont. [Mr.

Morrill] said that the stock of these two companies was $!l 1,000,000.

Yon cannot have §91,000,000 of speculative stock, for it necessarily

becomes such, on the stock boards in New York without every shade

of interest growing np that is known to the technology of Wall street

speculators. There will be "bulls" and "bears" and "puts" and

" calls " and " longs " and " shorts " on it all the time ; one side will

be interested in putting the stock far above and another far below

its real value, and the very first scheme they will seize upon to effect

their interest will be to get some legislation started in Congress,

and Congress will be used perpetually under that clause as the bob

tail to the kite of Wall street speculations on this subject. All
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the scandal that grew out of the Pacific Mail subsidy, which was so

serious at the other end of the Capitol, arose entirely from n dispute

in Wall street that was adjourned from there to Washington to see

if they conId not get some legislation to affect, favorably one side and

unfavorably the other side. You will have that just as certain as the

first Monday in December brings Congress together each year.

Just leave that open ; just say as you say in this bill that, although

we possess plenary and absolute power to provide what these com

panies shall do, we do not propose to say anything further, that we

do not propose to say that we will not do anything for any consecu

tive ninety days, and you declare to every person outside who is inter

ested in the agitation, " If you want a real lively row got up over

these Pacific railroad stocks, the Senate and the House of Repre

sentatives at Washington furnish the place to start the machine going;

just come here, and here we can have it any day you choose ; " some

body will put in a memorial, somebody, possibly imposed upon, will

pnt in a bill, somebody will move one thing or move another; yon

will have it on the anvil to be hammered the whole time.

I do not believe that it is the least in opposition to the theory on

which even this bill goes (a theory which I am not now discussing)

to add to the end of it, to section 12, what I shall indicate. 1 propose

to offer an amendment that shall at least get the sense of the Senate,

and I shall at least acquit myself of any future trouble that may come

from that source. I shall have that satisfaction. The bill says—

That nothing in this act shall be construed or taken in any wise to affect or im

pair the right of Congress at any time hereafter further to alter, amend, or repeal

the said acts hereinbefore mentioned. •

Now I propose to add right there, striking out the remaining words

of that section :

But so long as said Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railway Companies shall

faithfully comply with the provisions of the said acts of 1862 and 1864, and of this

act relating to payment*! to the United States on accountof bondsady&nced and of

the sinking fund to be established as aforesaid, such compliance shall be deemed

and taken as trafhcient to meet the obligations of said companies on account of such

bonds prior to tbe maturity thereof.

I limit it wholly to this question, limit it exactly to the point of the

indebtedness on the bonds. Unless I have miswritten it or miscon

ceived the meaning of it, I do not put it one particle beyond the case

in hand, nor do X say what the Congress assembled here in the year

1900 shall do when the bonds mature. They will probably be as wise

or possibly a good deal wiser than we are about that, and the com-

Eauies will probably long before that have passed into other hands.

et the future deal with the future, but we have laid down what

they shall do. Now let us say that, if they faithfully do it, the thing

can run until the bonds mature. It will operate as a sinking fund.

I think I he Senator from Ohio considers it to go very near paying off

tbe whole obligation. I have not made a calculation, but will take

his figures.

Mr. THURMAN. Within about $40,000,000.

Mr. BLAINE. That probably will not be very embarrassing ; that

can be dealt with as they of that, day may choose ; but, whatever you

do, let us at all events not keep it as a riiuniug sore for the next

fifteen or twenty years, as it has been for the last fifteen or twenty

years.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I shall not go into an exhaustive

answer to the Senator from Maine on his ameudment to-day; but

there are a few wools that I want to say right on the spur of the

moment.
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The Senator imagines that if we do not make a finality from now

until the maturity of the bonds, that is to say, for twenty years, for

the average of the bonds will mature about July, 1398, there will be

an eternal turmoil here in Congress; that men engaged in hulling or

bearing this stock will come and pester Congress for more legislation

and legislation inimical to the railroad companies. Now I want the

attention of the Senator from Maine.

Mr. BLAINE. I will try to give it.

Mr. THURMAN. Experience is a complete answer to every word

he said on that subject. For two years this subject has been before

the Senate ; for more than two years it has been before the Judiciary

Committee of the Senate ; anil in all that time I have never seen or

heard of one man hostile to the railroad compauies lobbying Congress,

not one. I have seen this Senate Chamber tilled with tbe railroad

lobby ; 1 have seen the galleries filled; I have seen the corridors filled;

I have seen the committee-room besieged ; I have seen Senators be

sieged at their own houses by the railroad lobby ; but never did I

see one mau or hear of one man here urging legislation hostile to

these companies. The whole legislation on this subject has been the

origin of the thoughts and feelings and sense of justice of members

of Congress themselves in the discharge of their public duty, and

there is not the least danger in the world such as the Senator from

Maine supposes.

Bat now as to the proposition to tie ug up for twenty years, if this

bill should pass, irrespective of what change of circumstances may

take place. If that is to be doue, then I want a very different bill

from this; I want a bill that will require a great deal more from

these companies than this bill requires if our hands are to be tied for

tweuty years. Does the Senator know how much these companies

will have to pay under this bill if it becomes a law, in actual cash

in addition to the half-transportation account which we take J We

put it in the bill that the Union Pacific shall pay §850,000 a year, and

the Central Pacific $1,200,000 a year, or so much thereof as with the

5 per cent, and the whole transportation account shall make 25 per

cent, of the net earnings of the roads as defined in the bill, and be

fore we get net earnings we allow them to deduct from their gross

expenses tbe interest on the first mortgage. I have had a calcula

tion made to show how much they will have to pay in the future in

addition to the half-transportation account which we take—how

much additional cash they will have to pay upon the hypothesis that

their earnings in the future shall be the same that they have been in

the last six years on the average. The Judiciary Committee in their

report show to the Senate that the half-transportation account and

tbe 5 per cent, of net earnings of these two compauies upon an aver

age of their six years' business last past would be about $1,166,000

per annum. I take it in round numbers at $1,200,000 per annum, and

upon that I submitted to the chief of accounts of the Treasury De

partment, who is perhaps the best expert iu Washington, this ques

tion :

Taking " net earnings" as denned In section 1 of Mr. Thukma.n's bill, and esti

mating tbe "5 per cent, of net earnings" and the "half-transportation account" in

the future as follows, namely : Union Pacific, $700,000 annually, and Central Pacifio,

$500,000 annually ; together, $1,200,000 annually ; what additional sum would each

company have to pay into the sinking fund to make a sum equal to 35 per cent, of

its net earnings ?

Now, remember we only require 25 per cent. We put in the sum

of $850,000 for the Union and $1,200,000 for the Central Pacific, but

we only require so much of that sum as with the transportation ac
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countH and the 5 per cent, of net earningB will make 25 per cent, of

the net earnings of the companies ; and bow much do yon suppose the

companies will have to pay of additional cash beyond the half-trans

portation account which we retain f The Union Pacific only $100,000

a year, and the Central Pacific only $800,000 a year.

Now, are we to tie up our hands for twenty years, and as to the

Union Pacific, no matter how great may be its gains, no matter how

much its business and its profits may increase, Bay that if it will allow

us to retain the half-transportation account which is now payable to

it, about $400,000 a year, and pay us $100,000 more, making $500,000,

we will continno to pay for it $1,000,000 every year in interest on its

subsidy bonds?

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the Senator yield to me at that point f

Mr. THURMAN. Yos, sir.

Mr. MITCHELL. What is the difference, I want to ask the Sen

ator from Ohio, between the amount then, if his calculation is cor

rect, that is to be paid in by these companies under the Judiciary

Committee's bill and under the Railroad Committee's bill.

Mr. THURMAN. I will tell the 8enator.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before the Senator answers that, will he permit

one other question f I understand the Senator that according to bis

expert the half-transportation acconnt and the 5 per cent, of net earn-

nings amount to about $1,200,000 or a little less than that.

Mr. THURMAN. That is the estimate of the Judiciary Committee.

Mr. MITCHELL. I say according to the expert, under the Judi

ciary Committee bill, the amount of the 5 per cent

Mr. THURMAN. No, the Judiciary Committee estimate that.

This expert, this chief of accounts who has been detailed to the ac

counts of these railroad companies for the last two years, is of the

opinion that the 5 per cent, and the half-transportation, instead of

amounting simply to $1,200,000, will amount to $1,700,000.

Mr. MITCHELL. But the estimate of the Judiciary Committee is

that it will amount to little less than $1,200,000.

Mr. THURMAN. Yes.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Taking the companies' statement as evidence of

it. He takes the companies' accounts.

Mr. MITCHELL. I simply wanted to understand the different

estimates.

Mr. THURMAN. I put it to the Senate if they are willing to say

that if this Union Pacific shall pay in the half-transportation account

which we retain but which under existing laws it is entitled to re

ceive and $100,000 more, a half million dollars a year, for twenty

years, while we are paying for it $1,600,000 a year, we will not legis

late any more ou the subject; our hands shall be tied ; we will not

exercise the reserved power of Congress T No, Mr. President, that

will not do. That proposition will not do at all. There is no neces

sity for it. These companies are in no danger from Congress if they

will do what is right, and they know it perfectly well. The difficulty

is even to get a bill that will make them do what is approximately

right. That is the whole trouble. They are in no danger whatsoever.

In the first place there is no hostility to them in Congress, and never

has been. No measure has been proposed here in hostility to them.

The only defect of the very bill of the Judiciary Committee-—no, I

will not say its " only defect," but its chief defect—is that it is too

lenient to these companies ; it is too conservative ; it does not require

what it ought to lequire. That is its chief defect ; and to say that

we shall take this measure, so lenient, so conservative, and abnegate
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the power that we possess to legislate as circumstances may require,

tie up our bauds for twenty years, is what I, for one, can never agree

to. I would a great deal rather let the law stand as it is than agree

to any such proposition.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I should like to add a word on this

subject. The proposition of the Senator from Maine that Congress

is to provide by law that these payments into this sinking fund shall

be unchangeable for twenty years, is, in my opinion, founded upon an

erroneous principle entirely. The attitude of Congress in respect of

these great corporations and of their creditors, is not that of an adver

sary party who is making bargains with these people like a private

citizen ; it is not that of a hostile operator who wishes to speculate

out of their stocks and their operations ; but it is that of an impartial

tribunal that, like a court of justice in respect of the subjects that it

deals with, stands always ready to adjust its operations according to

the condition of each particular case all the time. You might there

fore, on principle, just as well require in a judiciary bill that a court

of justice that had once made an order for the appointment of a re

ceiver, or for an assessment upon stockholders when a case is in court

that would warrant that, or whatever should treat it as a finality,

and that never in the discretion of the court should it be changed

according to changing circumstances and the necessities of justice as

to make a provision of this kind. The principle that the Senator

stands upon is a principle that was equally forcible when these very

charters and acts of incorporation were passed. Why could it not

then have been said " whatever you agree that these companies may

do in your law as you have written it, let that be a finality ; reserve

no power to exercise future control according as public interest and

public justice may from time to time require!" It would be the

same principle exactly. That will not do, Mr. President. No State

could live by such legislation as that ; aud the most that States in

respect of corporations have found occasion to regret in the legisla

tion of the last fifty years has been that they have been misled or

entrapped into granting of privileges or conceding rights without a

reservation of future control, by which the public interest and the

rights of private creditors of such corporations have been greatly

prejudiced and injured. Therefore, if I am right in my proposition—

and I am sure it will commend itself to every Senator who hears

me—that the attitude of Congress is that of perfect impartiality iu

the nature of a legislative tribunal controlling these great public

corporations for the duties that they were designed to perform as well

to their creditors as the pnblic, that right of control is inherent all

the time ; and hence while we require particular things to-day, it

may happen that in the near future it will turn out that the things

which appear to be perfectly just and right now may need alteration

and change even in eight months.

It may l>e that some great disaster will so affect these companies

that even 25 per cent, ought not to be paid in ; and, on the contrary,

we ought to provide for giving them further aid in order to keep up

the communication between the distant and still intimately con

nected parts of the Republic. It may be that their business will so

develop or that their operations will be so carried on as that justice

to the public and their creditors will require that this tribunal, just

as a court would in a case it was administering before it, shall exer

cise its supreme and impartial power to require them to do more and

different from what they are asked to do now. It is inherent in the

administration of our duties in respect of all such subjects. The

18 PA
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same argument might be applied, as is pressed by the Senator from

Maine, to every law that we pass about national banks, to every law

that we pass abont tariffs and internal revenue. They affect private

interests as directly as this legislation affects private interests; and

yet who would agree for a single moment to provide that the tariff

should stay so and so for a given length of time, or that any of the

operations of the Government that affect the welfare of the public

and the rights of private citizens should be foreclosed from the free

judgment of this great tribunal, Congress, at any moment its own

sense of justice should call upon it to interfere t

That is the principle, Mr. President ; and then, as the Senator from

Ohio [Mr. Thurman ] has so well said, there is never any danger that

private interests in corporations will be unduly pressed to the injury

of those corporations by the action of either Legislatures or Congress.

The pressure of the people for justice, for protection, for fair play,

is always a slow and a diffused pressure. The pressure of corporations

for favorable legislation, by bills, by lobbies, by subsidized newspa

pers, by that concentrated force that the Senator has alluded to and

that has been seen here on more occasions than one, is always con

stant and is always ready. The danger, therefore, in respect of future

legislation in this case and in every other is not the danger that the

judgment of Senators representing the people and the public inter

ests will lead them originally to propose injurious legislation ; the

danger is, as it always has been, that proposed legislation will come

from this constant and concentrated selfish effort of corporations to

press through Congress legislation favorable to them and injurious to

the people and injurious to their creditors.

I have seen that in respect of these very companies when the dan

ger to public interests and the danger to the credit of these compa

nies in respect of all their creditors, including the United States, was

first brought to the attention of this body, and a bill was about to be

considered taking some first and mere initial step about it, I have

seen the officers of the companies in this very Senate Chamber on

the day a bill was to be up, distributing their passes with an osten

tatious impudence that was amazing. I hope it did not affect any

Senator ; I suppose it did not. I have seen fifty cents a line paid to

affect legislation in the editorials of newspapers. That is a very

small price now. That was in old times. I suppose the present edi

torials are paid for at rather higher prices. But we shall find out by

and by, by an inquiry, if the two Houses are willing to direct it—and

perhaps the present Government directors may be able to look after

it a little—how much money has been paid by these companies " to

protect their rights," as they call it, at this present session of Con

gress ; not to any Senator or Member of Congress—I beg everybody

not to misunderstand me—but to pursue everybody to his house and

appeal to his personal friendship for this director or that director, to

appeal to his interest in protecting his constituent who sold some

bonds or some other thing, to excite his prejudice, to mislead his

judgment ; everything that goes to make unjust influence upon legis

lation may have taken place to a greater or less degree.

So that the practical danger, Mr. President, in all eases of this kind

is not the danger that after this bill shall have passed, as I hope it

will, the Congress of the United States will suddenly take some steps

which will embarrass these companies by new legislation unfavorable

to them. That is a danger that never has happened and never will.

The danger will be, as it always has been, that people interested in

these great corporations that are said to control the politics of States
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and have been known to control the legislation of Congress in oltl

times, when I could not muster a corporal's guard to vote for some of

these earlier steps of inquiry and holding on until the Credit Mobilier

exposure came ont, and then everybody changed his views all at once.

The danger is, I say, sir, quite in an opposite direction. There is

therefore, in my judgment, neither sound principle upon which our

hands can be tied up, nor the slightest danger to the real interests of

these companies.

Mr. HARRIS. If there be no further discussion on the railroad

bill

Mr. SARGENT. I desire to say a few words.

The PRESIDING OFFICER The Senator from California.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. President, in all matters of any importance it

is worth -while to consider the stand-point. Congress in 1878 and Con

gress in 1862 stood in a very different attitude with reference to the Pa

cific Railroad measures. I had something to do with the legislation

under which these Pacific railroads were built. The great difficulty in

the House of Representatives when the original bills were considered

was in satisfying members of that House that the legislation proposed

would build the Pacific Railroad. Any one who will look at those

debates will find running all through them evidence of the incredu

lity of members of the House and afterward of the Senate that the

grants made by Congress would build the road. That incredulity,

notwithstanding the predictions of those who favored the road and

thought that the legislation was sufficient, seemed to have some war

rant in 1864, when additional privileges were given to the Pacific

Railroad Companies, and under those additional privileges the rail

road was built.

At that time it was urged that Congress would be liberal with the

companies in final settlement for advances, and the bill which origin

ally passed the House made no requirement for the payment of the

bonds and interest except by the transportation and the 5 per cent.,

the words the company " shall pay said bonds at maturity " beiug

subsequently inserted in the Senate. There was a vast tract of unset

tled country between the Missouri River and California, and the Gov

ernment was paying millions for transportation annually, while our

Pacific possessions were subject to great danger in case of foreign

war. The enterprise seemed difficult, gigantic, and Congress was in

a pleasant mood, and ready to make almost any contract that would

secure the national advantages springing from such a road. Now we

hear only curses and threats, often as unjust as undignified, against

those who then accepted our smiles and promises, and the Govern

ment resolves itself into a hard creditor that makes Shylock respect

able.

Is it well now for Senators to ignore the fact—the Senator from

Vermont blinks it out of sight ; the Senator from Ohio entirely omits

to give any value to the fact—that there has been saved in annual ex

penditures to the Government of the United States by the yearly oper

ation of this railroad millions of dollars T A value like that conferred

upon the Treasury, is it not worth while to consider when we are

determining the question whether we will put the screws a little

tighter and reserve the right to screw them up a little more by and by f

Against the debit side in argument here against the companies should

go the credit that there has been an annual valne to the Treasury of

the United States by saving expenses for transportation of troops, of

mails, &c, ever since the last spike was driven upon the Pacific Rail

road of over 84,00(5,000.
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In 1862 it was provided that 5 per cent, of the annual earnings

should be paid to the Treasury of the United States, and the whole

transportation. Men who desired to embark in this enterprise came

before Congress, and notably among others Horace Greeley, and rep

resented that it was impossible for the enterprise to start. They had

started it on the Pacific side and were toiling and working up toward

themountainsunderthe original legislation ; butupon theAtlantic side

it was said that it was impossible to make an organization that conld

proceed with this work; and then Congress did what! It donbled

the land grant by the legislation of 1864. It provided that one-half

of the money for transportation might be retained by the companies,

retained the clause still with reference to the 5 per cent., and made

the Government bonds a second lien. Whywas that T Was it under

stood by the companies and those who were enlisting in the enter

prise that subsequently Congress should take back the original land

which was given, or that they could subsequently make new condi

tions as soon as the road was built and was in operation, stating that

the whole of the transportation should be paid to the Government

and more than the 5 per cent, should be T

Mr. THUKMAN. Certainly.

Mr. SARGENT. I say it was not, and obviously it was not, and for

this reason: capitalists were induced to put their money in there to

§o on with the enterprise. The Government did not build the roads,

ut these persons did upon the faith pledged that only one-half of

the transportation should be required; and to say that it was under

stood by those men that that was the meaning of the congressional

enactment, that this provision should only last until they had put

their money into it and bnilt the road, is the height of absurdity ;

and, as much respect as I have for the Senator from Ohio, I believe

that, aside from a very strong feeling that impels him to push this

measure through, in his cool moments or deciding upon it judicially

he would say tnat the proper construction was that that was a con

tract to run until the maturity of the bonds, and not until the mere

completion of the railroad ; otherwise, where was the value of the in

ducement held out to capitalists f The question answers itself : there

was none.

Now he comes in and says that Congress has a right to exact 25

per cent, of the net earnings instead of 5 per cent. " Why not fifty T "

suggests the Senator from Connecticut, [Mr. Eaton,] and I ask why

not fifty f Why not proceed and, as was suggested by the Senator

from Georgia [Mr. Hill] the other day, reverse the priority of the

lien of the bonds ? For in the act of 1864 the Government lien was

subordinated to what are now called the first-mortgage bonds. Why

can you not erase that contract t The Senator from Ohio will proba

bly say " why can you not do itf " in the same spirit that he replies to

me when I ask how can you alter another part of the contract f

Mr. THUKMAN. The Senator certainly does not wish to misrepre

sent me.

Mr. SAKGENT. Not at all.

Mr. THURMAN. I have said nothing in the world that intimated

that we could destroy the lien of the first-mortgage bonds and make

the lien of the Government paramount under the right to alter, amend,

or repeal. That exactly marks the line of distinction. Every holder

of a first-mortgage bond bos his vested right to that bond and to the

lien created by it, and you can no more take it away from him than

you cau take away from a man to whom the railroad company sold a

tract of laud and made a conveyance for it, his land. That marks
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exactly the distinction. What I said in answer to the Senator's

Suestion was that it ought to have been understood, if it was not,

iat that provision in the act of 1864 that says one-half the trans-

rntation account shall be paid to the companies is subject to repeal,

did not touch the question of the lands ; I did not touch the ques

tion of the lien of the first mortgage ; but it is the right to repeal

that provision which says one-half the transportation account shall

be paid to the Government.

Mr. SARGENT. There is no distinction in the act and there is no

distinction in morals between one part of that oontract and another,

and there is no distinction in right between the men who loaned their

money to the men who built the road and the men who, building the

road, put in their own money, as they did to a certain extent.- I say

there is no distinction in morals whatever, andthere is no distinction

in law, and to that point the logic of the Senator necessarily drives

him. But if this obligation of these first-mortgage bonds is so per

fect, why do we find in the whereases of this bill suspicion throwu

npon them, that " if they are prior to the Government bonds," that

" if they have priority," and phrases of that kind, the only effect of

which can be to cast suspicion upon them in the public mind as con

nected with the reservation of power still to alter and amend con

tained in this proposed bill. It draws the supposition that your

power to amend and repeal goes so far as to repeal the prior lien of

these bonds.

Mr. THURMAK. Does the Senator want to know why that is in

the preamble T

Mr. SARGENT. I do.

Mr. THURMAN. I think the Senator must have heard why it is

in the preamble. Does not the Senator know that it has been as

serted—I believe it has been sworn to—that more than two millions

of these first- mortgage bonds never were issued by the companies at

all, but were surreptitiously taken, or in plainer language stolen ;

that is, what would amount to stealing. I do not pretend to say who

alleged it, because I do not undertake to show the fact was so. The

draftsman of the preamble did not see fit to foreclose that business ;

but that the first-mortgage bonds lawfully issued are a paramount

lien on the road has never been disputed and is fully admitted in the

report of the Judiciary Committee. Out of abundant caution the

Senator who drew the preamble used that langnage because of the

fact I have stated ; and if the Senator wants the evidence to be pro

duced here( it will not be very difficult to produce the evidence;

whether it is true or not I do not know.

Mr. SARGENT. A very practical question I think will arise from

the explanation given by the Senator; and that is how, if the fact is

as he states, that two millions of these bonds are surreptitious, what

two millions are they f How are they to be segregated t How are

you to arrive at them t Who swore to it the Senator does not state ;

nor who stole the bonds is not stated. Whether they were stolen or

whether it has been sworn to or not, I do not know. Certainly the

committee do not show it in any report which they have made on

this bill ; but the effect of it is, as I said before, to cast suspicion on

the whole body of these bonds, and coupled with the further reserva

tion of the power shows that there is an assumption on the part of

Congress of a power to change the priority of the liens as between

the Government and these parties, to take back one-half of the land,

and why not t Why not take back one-half the land as well as re

serve an additional half of the transportation t They are covenants
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runuing together, inducements for building the road, having exactly

the same validity, found in the same statutes, and of the same nature.

The courts will construe this legislation not by the Senator's speech

or by mini', but by its language.

Mr. President, I am in favor of a sinking fund being created for

these companies ; lam in favor of legislation that will accomplish

that object, but I am not in favor of a sinking fund being created of

such a burdensome character that the commerce of the Pacific will

be taxed beyond endurance, or that any inducement for the next

twenty-five or thirty years to the men who have the road shall be

held out to let it go into dilapidation and out of repair. The inten

tion of Congress was that a first-class road should be built and main

tained; andnow comes in a provision, provisional, for the time being,

that they shall pay 25 per cent, of their net earnings, provided the

other 75 per cent, shall be sufficient to pay mere operating expenses

and the interest on certain debts. If they are not able out of that 75

per cent, to realize one dollar on any investment they may have made

in it, or one cent of compensation for their services or on their capi

tal, nevertheless the 25 per cent, must be paid in to the Government,

and the necessary effect must be one of two : either the road will go

to dilapidation, will not be kept up, or commerce will be taxed so

heavily that it cannot bear the burden. I do not know that it can

be expected that the Senator from Vermont or the Senator from Ohio

would look upon this matter as I do, representing a Pacific State. I

desire to divest myself of any prepossession for or against the men

who have built this road, but I cannot justly dispossess myself of the

inclination in favor of my own people, of those whom I represent.

This bill does not propose to keep down the rates which will be

collected by these companies, and if the burden laid upon them is

excessive, the necessary effect and consequence of it is that the rates

of toll for travel and transportation must be increased, or else there

is an insufficiency of revenue and the road goes to dilapidation and

- decay. Now, there is a medinm which can bo reached; there is a

course which will be j ust to the Government and j ust to the companies,

and the great object of the Government ought to be to safely secure

the ultimate payment of its debt, and not to compel it necessarily to

be paid by a certain time.

There are vast amounts to be handled, and the Government can

well afford to require that a sinking fund shall be made of such a

character that it will ultimately receive principal and interest upon

its debt, but to shorten the time and increase the burden is to pro

duce consequences which are not to be desired in a fair spirit by

Congress, and certainly injurious to the companies. If a compromise

of this kind can be arrived at—and I do not say it is the Railroad Com

mittee bill, for there are things in that bill which I think should be

changed for the benefit of the Government, and I do not think it is

the Jndiciary bill as it stands, especially with this further claim of

power to increase exactions on the companies—but if a compromise

can be arrived at which will avoid litigation hereafter, certainly a

great point is gained. The Jndiciary bill is full of litigation, from

beginning to end. There is scarcely a section in that bill that will

not necessarily be litigated before the courts, and especially with the

threat held out in the speech of the Senator from Ohio to-day. If

Congress shall assert that it can change from time to time, as it soes

fit, the obligations of the companies, and compel greater and greater

payments, even to the whole amount of the revenues of the road,

even to the extent of violating everything that was supposed to be
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a contract in 1864, then the railroad companies are compelled at the

verv start by every instinct of self-preservation to contest with all

their power in the courts the admission of any such principle. I

myself believe that the courts will never hold that there is power to

violate the contract which was made in 1862 and 1864. I believe

they will hold further, that those acts, where they relate to the power

of Congress to repeal, are to be construed in pari materia, and that no

more under the act of 1864 than that of 1862 can Congress alter,

amend, or repeal without having due regard to the rights of the

parties.

Bat, Mr. President, I did not intend at this time to enter into this

debate. I thought what I have said was necessary after the declara

tion of the Senator from Ohio.

Mr. ALLISON. I move that the Senate proceed to the considera

tion of executive business.

Mr. BOOTH. One moment. Before the subject passes from the

consideration of the Senate I wish to take the floor with a view of

submitting a few remarks to-morrow.

Mr. ALLISON. Very well.

Mr. BLAINE. I ask' that mv amendment mav be printed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Rollins in the chair.) That

order will be made.

April 3, 1868.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The morning hour has expired, and the

Senate resumes the consideration of the unfinished business.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act,

the pending question being on the amendment submitted by Mr.

Matthews.

Mr. THURMAN. Before the Senator from California [Mr. Booth]

proceeds, I wish to submit an amendment which I shall offer. I ask

to have it laid on the table and printed. I do not offer it now but

only give notice of it.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The amendment will be printed and lie

on the table snbject to the order of the Senator.

Mr. CHAFFEE. I should like to hear the amendment reported.

The Chief Clerk. The amendment is at the end of section 3, to

insert:

All the bonda belonging to said fond shall, as fast as they shall be obtained, be so

stamped as to show that they belong to the said fund, and that they are not good

in the hands of other holders than the Secretary of tbe Treasury, until they shall

have been indorsed by him and publicly disposed of, pursuant to this act.

Mr. BOOTH. Mr. President, this subject has been so long discussed

that I can scarcely hope to say anything new ; it has been bo ably
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discussed that I can scarcely aspire to say any old thing better than

it has already been said ; but feeling impelled to say something, I

shall at least stndy to be brief.

The immediate question before the Senate is the motion to substi

tute the bill reported by the Committee on Railroads for that reported

by the Committee on the Jndiciary for the creation of a sinking fund

for the Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroads; and the discus

sion involves necessarily a comparison of the merits or defects of both.

The history of this whole subject is too familiar to require more than

that passing reference which is necessary to continuity of speech.

By the acts of 1862 and 1864 grants of land and loans of the credit

of the United States were made to the Union and Central Pacific Rail

road Companies for the purpose of building a railroad from the Mis

souri River to the Pacific Ocean, and the right to alter, amend, or

repeal was made as absolute as it could be in express words.

These loans were to be repaid as follows : Five per cent, of the net

earnings of the road and one-half their accounts against the Govern

ment for transportation were to be applied from year to year and the

residue was to be paid at the maturity of the bonds. Estimating this

yearly payment by the average business of the roads since their com

pletion, their indebtedness to the Government as shown by the Sen

ator from Indiana [Mr. McDonaldJ will amount in the year 1900 to

$122,305,000. Add to that the principal of the first-mortgage bonds,

$55,000;000, and we have the sum of $177,000,000, for which the se

curity is two thousand miles of railroad, or at the rate of $88,500 per

mile.

No one who has investigated this question will claim for a moment

that this property is adequate or reasonable security for that amount

of debt. The officers of the road themselves admit that it is not, and

make that admission a claim for a settlement in the nature of a com

promise. This admission, and the facts on which it is based, are

utterly at variance with the representations of the companies as to

the cost of this line of road. Their reports claim that there are

$90,000,000 of paid-up stock ; that is that $90,000,000 of actual capital

has been paid into the treasuries of these companies and paid out in

the construction of their roads. If that statement he true, the cost

of construction would be about as follows :

Amount of the first mortgage $55,000,000

Amount of Government bonds 55,000,000

Amount of land mortgage 20,000,000

Capital stock paid up 90,000,000

Making in all 220,000,000

for the construction of these two thousand miles of road, four-

fifths of the distance being over a country as favorable to the con

struction of a railroad as any on this continent ; and then this line

of road, which they allege has cost $220,000,000, with a constantly

growing business, with a constantly increasing value, in twenty-two

years is not an adequate security for $177,000,000 ! There must be

some huge mistake upon one side of this question, and it is not diffi

cult to see upon which side the mistake is made.

The bonds of the Government were the basis of the credit upon

which the companies were enabled to place their first-mortgage bonds.

These two classes of bonds, omitting all mention of the land bonds,

amount to $52,000 per mile to the Union Pacific and $64,000 per mile

to the Central Pacific, and they not only built the road, but left a
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largemargin of profit aggregatingmillions of dollars. The $36,000,000

of stock in the Union Pacific and the $54,000,000 of stock in the Cen

tral Pacific do not represent money paid in. If it had been paid in,

that with the land bonds alone would have built the road. This

§90,000,000 of stock claiming dividends, standing between the com

panies and their obligations to the Government, does not represent

one dollar nor the phantom of a dollar nor the semblance of a phan

tom. If it represent* anything, it is simply an arbitrary profit upon

fraudulent contracts. The assumption that it is actual capital is a

bare, naked assumption, without a fig-leaf covering of fact.

This is the character of the investment which the Senator from

Ohio on my right [Mr. Matthews] says would not have been made

except upon the faith that Congress would not alter in any particu

lar an act which it reserved to alter in every particular! Over this,

with the glamor of his genius, he attempts to throw the sanctity of

vested rights I That bad system of building railroads for the sake of

the profits to be made out of their construction by swelling the oost of

construction to the largest possible amonnt, leaving the roads them

selves burdened with debt for the benefit of an interior ring, found

ita culmination in the construction of these railroads.

On this condition of facts as to these two roads, so munificently

endowed, earning now annnally more than $16,000,000 of net profits,

with $90,000,000 of stock which does not represent one dollar of act

ual capital while this Government is annually paying $3,300,000 for

the benefit of these roads and of that fictitious capital, that $90,000,000

of stock claiming the right to absorb the whole of the enormous prof

its of the roads, leaving the Government without adequate security

for the $122,000,000 which is due and to become due, these two bills

are reported for our consideration covering the same ground but dif

fering widely in details and fundamentally in principle.

One notable difference in detail is that the bill of the Railroad Com

mittee proposes to take the 5 per cent, of net earnings and the half-

transportation account, which should be paid annually to the Gov

ernment, and place it in a Kinking fund for the benefit of the railroads

upon which the compound interest is to be estimated annually at the

rate of 6 per cent. It is not to be invested ; a computation is simply

to be made, and they are to receive credit for that. That is, we are

to allow to these railroads 6 per cent, compound interest on our own

money. I wonder if they could not be induced to allow us to keepour

own money by paying them simple interest I Such a principle ex

tended upon payments of this nature for one hundred years would

bankrupt' this Government ; limited to twenty-two years it simply

amounts to a gift to these companies of $25,000,000.

Mr. THURMAN. Thirty-five million dollars 1

Mr. BOOTH. Thirty-flvemillionsl Thenmycalculatfon was wrong.

Macaulay, I believe, relates—I am sorry I cannot quote his language

accurately—that when Lord Cllve was accused of rapacity heanswered

that when he remembered the princes who had been at his feet, the

treasures that were open to him, his boundless opportunities for plun

der, he only stood astonished at his own moderation!

The fundamental difference between these bills, however, is that

the bill of the Judiciary Committee asserts the power of Congress, and

proposes to enact a law ; the bill of the Railroad Committee denies

the power of Congress, and proposes to negotiate. The bill of the

Committee on the Judiciary, if enacted, will require the companies to

pay a sum which together with the sums they are now required to pay

shall not exceed one-quarter of their net profits into a sinking fund,
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the accumulations of which shall belong to I ho companies but held in

trust for the payment of their debts. This is the main purpose of the

bill, and the very height and front of its offending. If any legislative

body in this country should enact by a general law that all corpora

tions under its jurisdiction and over which it held and reserved con

trol should set apart one-quarter of its profits to secure creditors and

protect itself from bankruptcy, I can scarcely imagine the character

of mind which would not recognize this as wise, proper, and consti

tutional legislation. This provision, so wise, so honest, so moderate,

applied to these companies, confessedly under the jurisdiction of Con

gress, companies that have been so munificentlyendowed, is denounced

with the very vehemence of invective. It is pronounced a violation

not only of the Constitution, but of those moral instincts and princi

ples of natural justice which underlie society and make civilization

possible.

Mr. President, there is something in this more than natural, if phi

losophy could only find it out.

Sir, the faot that the Government is a creditor neither adds to nor

takes from the power of Congress to legislate on this subject. We

legislate as a sovereign, not as a creditor. If the rights of these

companies are not safe here under the protection of toe majesty of

the law, where are they safe f Sir, we are here to legislate, not to

negotiate. The Senator from Ohio on my right [Mr. Matthews]

says, " I deny utterly the power of Congress to declare that a debt

not due is due, and to make the debtor pay it before it is payable."

He might deny any other proposition which he could state for the

Eurpose of demolishing it ; he could fight any number of imaginary

attles and gain imaginary victories, and wear imaginary laurels ;

but he is able to fight real giants, and gain real victories, and should

not waste his strength upon wind-mills. I assert the right of Con

gress to compel any corporation under its jurisdiction to provide a

sinking fund out of its profits to protect its creditors, to maintain its

solvency, and I emphasize the assertion when it is a quasi-public

corporation and sustains relations to the public and Government to

which its solvency is an essential condition. And I reassert that the

faot that the Government happens to be a creditor of the corporation

impairs no right of Congress over it. We are not disqualified from

interest, and nave lost no power because its exercise is necessary to

protect the whole public. I deny the right, and I resist the power

of any corporation to borrow the money of this Government and

destroy its ability to repay by dividing the whole of its profits upon

stock, whether that stock be real or fictitious, genuine or spurious,

and I resent the language that we must accept such compromise as

the company may offer or do worse.

I repeat, Mr. President, that the bill of the Judiciary Committee

proposes legislation, the enactment of law as a matter of sovereign

right. The bill of the Railroad Committee proposes negotiation, a

kind of treaty between high contracting powers, the sovereignty of

the Government on the one side and the sovereignty of these two cor

poral ions on the other. Suppose the bill of the Railroad Committee

should pass and the Presideut should approve it ; it has then become

a law so far as eompliauce with the constitutional forms can make

it, but it is by its terms a law to take effect upon an uncertain con

tingency, and as that contingency is under the control of these rail

road companies, it is virtually a 'law which vests a power of defea

sance in the companies. Would it not simplify this matter if upon the

passage of such a bill we should send it simultaneously to the Presi
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<leut of the United States aod to the presidents of the railroad com

panies, with power to them also to return it iu ten days with their

joint approval or objection f

Bat these railroad companies hare more power in the premises than

the President of the United States, for they can at any time after it

becomes a law defeat its operation by their action or non-action.

Suppose the act should pass and the companies accept it under sec

tion 5 of the act, and thereafter make default, refuse to pay, there is

no power in the bill to compel compliance. Then section 6 repeals

all acts and parts of acts in conflict with that act. The United States

has surrendered the 5 per cent, of net earnings, the half-transporta

tion account; and what is there left but the right to alter, amend, or

repeal reserved in this bill in the very same words that it was reserved

in the act of 1864. Then the Senator from Ohio to my right [Mr. Mat

thews] and the Senator from Georgia who has spoken upon this ques

tion [Mr. Hill] argued that the reservation was worthless to provide

a new remedy in the act of 1864, and if their reasoning is correct it

is equally worthless in this.

Much stress is laid on the condition of default introduced in this

bill ; bat a default does not enlarge the rights of the creditor so as

to give him power to change the contract. It only entitles him to a

remedy to enforce it.

If Congress has the right to reserve a power to change a contract

after default, it has equally a right to reserve it to change it without

default. It is a distinction without a difference, for Congress is made

the judge of the default. It becomes simply a question, not of power,

but of discretion, the properexercise of power. The right is reserved,

I repeat, to the sovereign, not to the creditor; and if these words "alter,

amend, or repeal " are to have any value in the bill of the Railroad

Committee, they must have just the significance which we ascribe to

them in the act of 1864 as a part of the contract, entering into it,

qualifying every term, one of the conditions upon which it is accepted

by the party of the other part, an express reservation of jurisdiction

in Congress over the whole subject. The right to alter, amend, or

repeal is a right to alter every section, every line, word, and syllable

of the act, subject only to such limitations as are in the Constitution

of the United States. Outside of that, it is a question of discretion,

of the sense of justice ; it ceases to be a question of power.

Now, what provision of the Constitution is applicable f It is said

the bill of the Judiciary Committee impairs the obligation of con

tracts. It is immaterial to me whether there be such a restriction in

the Constitution or not, for I should recognize the obligation of morals

to be as strong as though it were in express law. Can a law violate

the obligation of a contract which simply compels corporations under

the jurisdiction of Congress, quasi-public, creatures of the law, to

make suitable provisions for the fulfillment of their contracts T To

me this seems to be worse than a confusion of language ; it is a per

version of terms.

Why, Mr. President, let us recur for one moment to the circum

stances under which the act of 1864 was passed. The companies had

Iteen nnable to proceed under the act of 1862. Then Congress came

in and doubled the land grant; it extended the time for the comple

tion of the road; it released one-half the account against the Govern

ment for transportation ; it took a second mortgage to the Govern

ment in place of the first ; it released the 25 per cent, reserved ; it

gave them coal lands, gave everything asked or that could be asked ,

and reserved the right to alter, amend, or repeal. The cost of this
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groat undertaking was a matter of estimate, of guess ; none knew

now much it would cost or what the profit would be when it had been

constructed. Congress might well say, "We are giving liberally ; we

are giving for a great purpose ; we stand ready to give more, if more

be necessary ; but we reserve the right to alter, amend, or repeal, in

order to protect the interest of the Government and the rights of the

people.''

The roads were finished at less real cost, I imagine, than any one

conjectured ; their profits have exceeded the most sanguine expecta

tions of their projectors. How is it proposed to exercise this reserved

power f By touching the rights of property acquired under that

law f Not at all. By withholding any of the money T Not at all.

Simply by requiring these companies, as Congress might require any

other corporations under its jurisdiction, to pay one-quarter of their

net earnings into a sinking fund to secure their creditors, to main

tain their solvency, and enable them to fulfill their obligations and

comply with the express conditions under which the grant was made.

This is the outrage so monstrous in its proportions that it violates

the Constitution of the United States, the moral instincts and the

natural sense of justice which underlie society, and which frights

the souls of Senators from their propriety and shocks their moral

sensibilities beyond the power of intelligible utterance !

The 8enator from Georgia, [Mr. Hill,] in order to avoid the legal

effect of the right to alter, amend, or repeal, as a part of the contract

itself, attempted to show that the act was not a contract, but that it

authorized a contract to be made ; and there was about this portion

of his argument a subtlety of metaphysics which I think would have

delighted the heart of Thomas Aquinas or Duns Scotius. It is true,

as he tells us, that the act contains the terms of the contract, (and

they are to be found nowhere else,) but the contract itself is an inef

fable something which exists outside and apart from the terms. The

act, he insists, only gave authority to the Executive to make a con

tract. What contract did the Executive make T How did he make

it! The law required the Executive to determine when the com

panies hail complied with their contract. That was a duty imposed,

and the only power conferred was one incident to that duty. Had

the Executive any option in the matter T Was he at liberty to disre

gard the law or change its terras f He had but one duty, to execnte

the law. Had he refused to discharge this duty, had he exercised the

power corrnptly or vexationsly, the rights of the companies under the

law would have been in no wise impaired, while the Executive would

have been liable to an impeachment. Every act done by the Execu

tive was done under the law, received its validity from the law, and

became a part of it. Sir, this is a Government of law, and every act

done by authority of law is the act not of the officer or Department,

but the act of the law. If this Government be, as we believe, " per

fect in every part and cannot but by annihilation die." it is because

every part of it is permeated and vitalized by the spirit and potency

of law.

The Senator from Georgia seems to me to proceed on the assump

tion that Congress caunot alter or amend the act of 1864, unless a

oourt of equity on the facts presented would decree the specific relief

sought by the amendment. Like a bold reasoner as he is

Mr. HILL. Will the Senator from California allow me T

Mr. BOOTH. Certainly.

Mr. HILL. I am not aware that I have ever said on any occasion

that Congress cannot alter, repeal, or amend the act.
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Mr. BOOTH. I understand that this bill does propose to do that.

I shall speak further on that subject and perhaps the Senator from

Georgia may desire to

Mr. HILL. I said it took the authority of Congress as well as the

other things to complete the contract. Congress did not make the

contract by the passage of the act. When that authority was exe

cuted, the rights and obligations of the parties were fixed. By com

pliance with the terms, then, the authority became executed. Con

gress by the repeal of the act could not annul the contract. I have

always conceded that Congress could repeal the authority to make

the contract.

Mr. BOOTH. Precisely, but I have been endeavoring to show, and

if I have not shown that I have not shown anything, that this was

not an authority to make a contract but was the contract when it

was enacted and accepted by the companies.

Mr. HILL. Does the Senator from California hold that when these

acts were passed and approved by the President, the contract was

made and complete T

Mr. BOOTH. So far as it could be made by the Government.

Mr. HILL. Ah ! So far as it could be made by Congress, the

authority was complete, but the parties were not compelled to accept,

the parties were not compelled to comply with it. No obligations or

rights had been fixed.

Mr, BOOTH. The Senator will pardon me. But he has gone over

this subject, and if we can ever understand him we do. I do not

profess to be so skilled in metaphysical subtleties and dialectics as

to be able to understand that proposition and I have not seen any one

who does.

Mr. HILL. That may be.

Mr. BOOTH. Like a bold reasoner, the Senator from Georgia does

not shirk consequences. He takes hedge, fence, and stone-wall at a

flying leap and accepts logical results. In answer to the Senator from

Vermont he avowed the proposition " that if Congress grant a char

ter to a particular national bank to be called the Bank of North

America in the District of Columbia for twenty years, and that bank

accepts the charter and complies with every provision in it, there

being at the end a section which says Congress may repeal this act

at any time, then Congress cannot repeal it within the twenty years,

unless the company shall violate some of the provisions of the char

ter." This is the logical inference of the whole tenor of the argu

ment against the power of Congress to enact the bill of the Judiciary

Committee. Congress so exhausts its power in the creation of a cor

poration that it can reserve no right of control even by express words.

Times and circumstances may change, a measure beneficent at its

passage may become a stumbling-block, or an instrument of oppres

sion ; the corporation created by the law is fixed above the power of

its creator.

There is a story told of an inventor who constructed a machine

with such marvelous ingenuity that it became instinct with life,

endowed with will and motion, but without a soul. This monstrous

thins became the superior of its inventor. He could neither alter

nor destroy it. It became his master and reduced him to a loath*

some servitude. This fiction, so wild and weird it scarcely seems the

product of a sane imagination, if the construction of the Senator

from Georgia be correct is to be realized in law.

The Senator from Georgia having proven to his satisfaction that

the sections of the law which set forth the contract cannot be changed,
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and then that the provisions which constitute the charter cannot be

changed, I have been at a loss to know what portion could be reached

by the power to amend so plenary and absolute in terms. After much

study and thought I have discovered one portion of the act which is

not covered and protected by the regis of his construction. That

portion is the title. We cannot change the thing; we are at liberty

to-day to change the name of the thing, and I think we ought to do it.

Mr. HILL. I will ask the Senator if I did not concede that the

reserved power related to the charter, the corporation, the franchises

of the corporation, and I ask the Senator if the franchises are con

veyed by the title f Are not the franchises conveyed by the body of

the bill, and are not the regulations of the franchises contained in

the body f

Mr. BOOTH. I believe I must claim the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Cockrell in the chair.) The

Senator from California is entitled to the floor.

Mr. BOOTH. I was about to say, and I believe I will say, that I

think we ought to exercise the power and change the title, for I am

convinced that if the Senator from Georgia could make another argu

ment as powerful and subtle as the first he would take away that

power.

The bill of the Railroad Committee has been called a settlement.

To my mind it is a surrender. The whole amount of money involved

in this subject is of trifling importance compared with the principle

which it proposes to surrender. Sir, the question is before us ; let us

not barter, let us not dicker ; let us legislate. If we are as powerless

as is contended on behalf of the Railroad Committee, let ns learn that

from the highest judicial authority, for if that be so there will be no

more charters granted, nor aids bestowed while the world stands and

the Congress remains sane.

The Senator from Georgia in his eloquent peroration said that these

rnilroad companies are not the kind of corporations which he dreads.

What he dreads is the great and growing power of the corporation of

the Federal Government. I accept the term from his stand-point.

From that point of view these corporations swell into the imperial

proportions of sovereignty or in their overshadowing presence this

Government dwarfs into the dimensions of a corporation. I accept

the term. The stockholders in this corporation of the Federal Gov

ernment are forty-tive million free people entitled to share and share

alike in all its benefits. Its charter is the Constitution of the United

States. It holds iu its hands the title deeds to liberty for countless

millions yet to be. I trust it will ever be, as I believe it has eves

been, full of grace, mercy, and loving-kindness to its friends ; dreadful

only to its eueiuies. Look upon this picture and then upon this. The

record of the corporation he does not dread can be read in the trans

actions of the Credit Mobilier and the Contract Finance Companies.

His election is not mine, but I thank the Senator for the boldness of

his speech. He has cloven this subject to the center; he has cleft its

heart in twain. It is a question as to where our allegiance is due.

We cannot serve two masters. Which shall we serve T

Mr. PLUMB. I move to lay aside this biU temporarily and pro

ceed to the consideration of Seiiate bill No. 913.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I hope that will not be done. I

have tried a^ain and again to speed this bill, which I think ought to

be passed, and I hope it will I* passed without further delay. If

there are other Senators who wish to speak on this biU, sorely'some

of them must be prepared to speak to-day, and I do not wish it to be
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1 aid aside. I have given notice time and time again tbat I would ask

the Senate to sit this bill out to-day ; but owing to the sickness of some

Senators and the necessary absence of others I am compelled to refrain

from doing that ; but I shall certainly ask the Senate, most respect

fully, but most earnestly, to sit this bill out to-morrow, and as that

will leave comparatively but little time for Senators to speak upon

it and consider all the amendments that may be offered to it, I do

hope that those who wish to speak will speak to-day, as many of them

as can. I beg leave most humbly to submit that this bill ought not

to lie over from day to day for set speeches to be made. The great

features of both these bills have been fully considered and we have

got to that stage of the debate which is called the business stage of

a debate, when we can get down to the concrete of these two hills,

and I hope that therefore the consideration of the subject will be

continued.

Mr. PLUMB. I had no design at all of interfering with the pres

ent consideration of this bill, but I supposed that we should proba

bly proceed upon the theory which we have heretofore pursued of

one speech a day and then an executive session.

Mr. THUBMAN. I have been trying to defeat for a week this

theory of one speech a day on this bill. If there are to be more

speeches I hope we shall have two, three, or four of them to-day, so

that we may come to an end some time or other. I know very well

that these are corporations in perpetuity and we hope our Govern

ment is in perpetuity, but we are not perpetual, and I want to see

this thing ended before I die.

Mr. PLUMB. I entirely agree with the Senator from Ohio as to the

propriety of this bill being continuously considered until it shall be

disposed of. I was only chafing somewhat under the delay which

had occurred through no fault of mine and no fault of his. I desired

if this bill was not to be further spoken upon to-day that we might

proceed to the Calendar and make some progress with it instead of

adjourning or going into executive session. My suggestion was only

made with the design of expediting business. Of course, if any Sena

tor desires to speak presently upon this I will cheerfully withdraw

my motion.

Mr. EDMUNDS. If none wish to speak, let us vote.

Mr. TH t 'KM AN. I will say one word more. If there is no Senator

who wants to speak to-day, let us take the vote on the motion of my

colleague to substitute the Railroad Committee bill. I am ready to

take the vote on that now without one single word more on my side.

Mr. PLUMB. That is entirely agreeable to me. I cannot conceive

of anything more so. I desire to have this question disposed of, and

now will suit me better than any other time.

Mr. THUBMAN. I am willing that the vote shall be taken on the

substitute now without one single word from me or those who sup

port the Judiciary Committee bill.

Mr. PADDOCK. I am one of those Senators who are not entirely

satisfied with either of these bills. I understand that the Senator

from Colorado [Mr. Chaffee] this morning introduced a bill as a

substitute for both. That was ordered to be printed. I should be

glad to see that bill before we proceed to action on either of these

others. It is possible that after that bill is brought to the attention

of the Senate and is laid before the Senate, I may wish to make a

remark in relation to the whole subject.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator might state to us now what his ob

jections are to these two bills.

Mr. PADDOCK. I have not seen the bill ; I cannot state.



Mr. EDMUNDS. No, but the Senator says he is not satisfied with

the Judiciary Committee bill or the Railroad Committee bill.

Mr. PADDOCK. I am not ready at the present moment to state

my objections to these bills, until I have seen the other bill and seen

whether it is obnoxious to the same objections.

Mr. CHAFFEE. I was about to say that I hope the Senator from

Ohio will not press a vote now. I have introduced to-day a bill upon

this subjeot which will be printed within an hour and be here on the

desks of Senators, and I desire very much that the Senate shall look

at that bill. I intend to press that bill as a substitute for both of

these bills, and I have enough faith at least to believe the Senate will

agree to my bill in lieu of either of the other bills, and I should not

be surprised if the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] would agree to

my bill himself. I believe him to be a just and fair man. I hope the

Senator from Ohio upon a subject of this moment will not press us to

a vote upon a single day, but at least allow the discussion to run until

Saturday. I desire myself to make some remarks on these bills, but

I am not ready to-day, and should like to have the discussion continue

at least until Saturday.

Mr. THURMAN. The Railroad Committee reported a bill and my

colleague moved to substitute it for the Judiciary Committee bill.

The Seuator from Colorado has this morning laid upon the table a

substitute that he will offer when it is in order for him to offer it.

The pending question is the motion of my colleague to substitute

the bill of the Railroad Committee for that of the Judiciary Com

mittee. Now, if there is any one who wishes to speak in favor of

that substitution I hope he will go on. There have been a great

many speeches made against it and in favor of the Judiciary Com

mittee bill. There have not been many speeches made in favor of the

Railroad Committee bill, and if there is any one who still stands by

the Railroad Committee bill I hope he will speak. If not, let us vote

npon the motion. That cannot affect the substitute proposed by the

Senator from Colorado. His motion will come up as a distinct ami

substantive proceeding.

Mr. CHAFFEE. I am in hopes that the Senator from Ohio having

charge of the Railroad Committee bill [Mr. Matthews] will accept

my bill, and I have the same hopes that the Senator from Ohio on my

right [Mr. Thurman] will accept it too, and therefore I wish to have

the bill printed and laid on the table, and it will be here within an

hour.

Mr. THURMAN. Well, in order to remove one of the grounds upon

which my friend from Colorado wishes this bill laid over—his hope

that the Senator from Ohio will consent to his bill—I must toll him

at once that I have looked into it enough to know that I never can

consent to it as a substitute for the Judiciary Committee bill. In the

first place, it proposes to tack on to this bill his proposition to require

these roads to prorate with the Kansas Pacific and perhaps some

other road.

Now whatever may be my opinion in regard to the duty of the

Union Pacific and the Central Pacific to prorate, I am totally opposed

to connecting that proposition with this bill for the creation of a

sinking fund. I want this proposition for the creation of a sinking

fund to stand by itself, upon its own merits. I think every Senator

will see that it ought to stand as a perfectly distinct and independent

measure. Therefore my objection to the substitute of the Senator

from Colorado, without at all committing myself against the prorat

ing proposition, or expressing any opinion upon the one or the other
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beyond what I have heretofore done in the Senate, my fundamental

objection to it is that it seeks to tie that to this sinking-fund bill,

whereas the sinking-fund measure ought to stand alone. Each meas

ure ought to stand on its own merits.

Then I have another objection to the sinking-fund provision of the

substitute proposed by the Senator from Colorado. In some respects

His precisely like the Railroad Committee bill. The difference is that

it requiresa larger sum than the Railroad Committee bill requires and

a lesssum than in required by the Judiciary Committee bill.

Mr. CHAFFEE. 1 do not believe that the Senator from Ohio has

read the substitute that I presented this morning. If he will examine

it he will see that it proceeds upon the same theory exactly and recog

nizee the power of Congress to deal with these corporations.

Mr. THURMAN. I agree to that.

Mr. CHAFFEE. It surrenders no right the Government has at the

present moment and proceeds upon the same theory as the bill of the

Judiciary Committee. I had great hopes, therefore, that the Senator

from Ohio would accept it.

Mr. THURMAN. I did not say that it surrendered the rights of

the Government ; but from the hasty glance that I have given to the

bill, unless there are some provisions that have escaped my attention,

it has a radical defect in it that is in the Railroad Committee bill.

It takes our own money and allows these railroad companies interest

upon our own money compounded every six months at the rate of 6

per cent., and it allows them interest upon all that they shall pay at

the rate of 6 per cent, oumpounded annually for twenty-two years

from this time, when we can borrow all the money we want at 4 per

cent.

These are fundamental objections with me to the Railroad Com

mittee bill and to the substitute proposed by the Senator from Colo

rado. I do not wish to speak of that substitute at any length until

I shall have read it in print and seen that I perfectly understand it.

_ But be that meritorious or not, let it receive ever so much or so little

' consideration, we have a pending question before us, the motion of

my colleague to substitute the Railroad Committee bill for the Judi

ciary Committee bill. If any one wants to speak in favor of that

motion to substitute, I pray him to speak now. If not, then let us

have a vote on that pending proposition. I see so many guns in bat

tery on my colleague's desk that I take it for granted he is prepared

to speak, and I pray him to do so.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Mr. President, when the Senator from Michi

gan [Mr. Christiancy] addressed the Senate in support of the bill

reported from the Judiciary Committee, I rose for the purpose of put

ting a question to him, to which he objeoted on the ground that I

wonld have ample opportunity for future reply. I expect to make

that reply, but I did not come here this morning fully prepared to do

so, because I understood the arrangement was that the Senator from

California, who has already spoken, would be followed by the Sena

tor from Massachusetts, [Mr. Dawes.] I understand from that gen

tleman that he is too unwell to proceed with his argument to-day.

The gentleman may think this argument is exhausted. Perhaps

it is; but certainly I am not willing that it should rest, so far as I

am concerned, where it does now, having failed of the opportunity

to correct gentlemen on the floor in regard to an understanding of

my own position. I see no occasion for extraordinary haste about

the matter. No time has been lost. We have transacted other busi

ness as though this measure was not under discussion. I think it but

19 PA
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an exercise of ordinary courtesy that no attempt should be made to

force either the debate or a vote at the present time. I have had no

opportunity of considering the proposition I understand to have been

made by the Senator from Colorado this morning. I had a brief con

versation with him, in which he explained some of the leading feat

ures of his substitute. He has suggested that it might possibly fur

nish to my mind, and to those who like myself have been opposing

the bill of the Judiciary Committee, a better substitute than we have

offered. I should like time to consider that, but it cannot be done

until his bill is printed and laid upon the table. I am ready to go

on to-morrow; I am not entirely unprepared, if the Senate insist

upon it, to go on to-day, but it would far better suit my convenience

to postpone my remarks until to-morrow.

Mr. DAWES. Mr. President, I do not like to occupy the position

of one advertised to make a speech. I had intended all along to sub

mit some remarks before the debate closed, somewhat in the nature

of criticism upon both these bills, and not as really the advocate of

either. I did not come here to-day expecting to do so or feeling like'

doing so; but rather than have it supposed that I am taking time to

prepare a speech, what little I have to say about this matter I would

just as lief say to-day as at any other time. If it is agreeable to the

Senate, if the Senate desire to continue the discussion to-day, per

haps it is just as well that what I have to say should be said now as

at any time. I take no part in any struggle for mastery between dif

ferent methods of accomplishing the same purpose now before the

Senate. Any intellectual tournament of that kind, however enter

taining or instructive, nevertheless tends to lead those who partici

pate in it into positions and arguments that, after it is over, it is dif

ficult to sustain by sound reason.

The great amount of indebtedness of these railroad companies, as

well on their prior mortgage bonds as to the Government itself, is

such that it is utterly useless to expect a liquidation of that indebt

edness without legislation. According to the reports of these two

commit tees, that indebtedness will amount in twenty years from this

time to the enormous sum of $208,258,137, minus what the Govern

ment itself may receive in for the half-transportation account and

the 5 per cent of the net earnings, whatever they may be. All are

agreed substantially that in 1898 there will be not far from $175,000,000

to be met by these companies. That they will have on hand sufficient

assets at that time accnmmulated of their own accord and lying in

their treasury awaiting the time when this indebtedness shall become

due, uo oue expects. To expect it is to expect of these corporations

in their dealings with the public and with their stockholders and

themselves a liue of conduct that finds no parallel in any other busi

ness transaction. That they would accumulate in their treasury and

have ready an idle capital of $175,000,000 in 1896 to liquidate this in

debtedness, no one, I say, expects. In looking to the means of meet

ing this indebtedness every one turns to a sinking fund. The Gov

ernment directors of the I'uion Pacific Railroad have called the atten

tion of the Government to the propriety and the necessity of such a

fuud. lu the very last report they say :

It no definite plan for a permanent and final adjustment of the relations exist

ing between the Government and companv. relative to the full reimbnraement of

the tanner on account of the subsidy bornU issued to the latter, be adopted, then

the Government director* would respectfully snggeet that Congrene be recom

mended to pass an act authoruiujc the Secretary of "toe Treasury to receive from

the cowpauv . troau tttue u* time, such sums as it mav elect to pav into his hnadn. for

the establish\tieut of a •inking fnnd tar the exttaguwhnMBI of the liability of the
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company to the Government on account of said bonds. It is believed that the com -

pany wonld at once, upon the determination of the 5 per cent, suit, avail itself of

such a provision of law and commence payments under it for the purpose named.

Such a plan would be a {Treat improvement on the present want of one, and would

be preferable to the establishment of a voluntary sinking fund, with its funds re

maining in the hands of the company and subject to its control.

The Union Pacific Railroad Company itself, at its very last meet

ing, on the 6th day of March, passed this resolution :

&**olved, That the stockholders acknowledge the necessity for a Binking fund

to provide for the final payment of the Government debt, and the delay in provid

ing one has occurred from their belief that some proposition would oome from the

Government which they could accept and from a preference that the funds should

be held by Government as more satisfactory to both parties to the contract; that

the company is willing to anticipate the debt upon any basis or plan submitted

which will not be a burden upon its present and a menace to its future prosperity

and business.

I do not know what action has been taken by the Central Pacific

Railroad Company or what is its disposition in reference to this

matter. This action of the Government directors of the Union Pa

cific and of the Union Pacific itself is in perfect unison and harmony

with the object and purpose professed, and I have no doubt sincerely,

in both of the methods proposed here. Therefore it is proper for us

to consider what is the best method of establishing a sinking fund,

and it is to that what little I desire to say this morning shall be ad

dressed, leaving for others the discussion of the question what is the

absolute and unqualified power of the Government over the subject-

matter. With the companies ready to co-operate with the Govern

ment in the establishment of a sinking fund to be kept by the Gov

ernment itself and with the Goverment impressed with the necessity

of such a sicking fund, it does seem to me strange if it be not within

the power of this Congress and these companies in co-operation so

to adjust the questions and the basis and the terms of a sinking fund

as to accomplish the end sought by the Government : the protection

of the creditors of these companies upon terms least burdensome to

the corporations themselves and most conducive to that prosperity

and development of the country through which they rnn, which was

one of the controlling purposes and objects of the original grant itself.

Now, sir, what are the elements that constitute a true and proper

sinking fund t Evidently, as all will admit, first and above all is

security to that fund. It is of no practical use, it is a broken reed

upon which to lean, if it do not contain within itself the element of

absolute security. To obtain absolute security is the first thing to

be sought after in legislation here upon that point. Any legislation

which fails of obtaining absolute security to this sinking fund fails

in accomplishing the great end for which we should endeavor to

legislate in this matter. We legislate not for to-day ; we legislate

for 1898. We cannot tell what may be the influences or what may

be the conflicting and antagonistic elements which shall be encoun

tered between this and 1898. We must provide for every possible

contingency that human foresight can discover, or else we fail in the

attainment of the object these bills profess to search for. Let me

say that first of all no sinking fund has the element of security in it

which is left under the control of the debtor. It is in essence no

sinking fund which is left under the control of the debtor, subject to

his will, his present gain, his present ideas of what is for his inter

est. It is equivalent to leaving the whole matter where it was before,

subject only to his sense of propriety and the obligation of his con

tract with the creditor, if you leave your sinking fund under his

control.
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Equally so, Mr. President, if you leave your sinking fund under the

control of the creditor alone. The sinking fund is the property of

the debtor. It is his property, to be set aside for a purpose superior

to present obligations. To put it into the hands of the creditor is to

put it under his dominion and control, and actually to make it a

?>resent payment. There is no difference in essence, no difference in

act, between present payment and putting the property of the debtor

under the absolute control of the creditor. Absolnte control on 'his

part implies the power to make such appropriation of it as he pleases.

Absolute control on his part is to put in his power anticipation of

payment ; and not only is that in contravention of the obligation

itself and of the faith which exists between debtor and creditor and

the terms of the relation between them established by themselves,

but it makes war upon the very lirst principle upon which a sinking

fund is to be founded, namely, security that that fund shall be in

1898 present, untouched, unimpaired, ready for that application for

which it is founded, and for no other.

Then, if it is not to be put under the control of the debtor as being

nseless and idle and leaving the creditor with no possible additional

security, and if it cannot be put under the absolute control of the cred

itor without violating the very terms of the contract for which pro

vision is to be made in the future, it must be put either out of the con

trol of both parties or under some joint arrangement or assignment of

the sinking fund, so that neither can exercise control over it without

the assent of the other. It is upon this principle that all sinking

funds which have proved a success and not a snare have been estab

lished. The history of the philosophy of sinking funds lies in these

two elements: absolute security against the debtor or the creditor

alone and certainty that the accretions to the fund shall exceed the

yearly accumulations of interest. Those two elements established in

a sinking fund make it absolutely certain that the debt will be can

celed. They do not make it absolutely certain that it will be canceled

at one time or another, but those two elements of themselves make it

absolutely certain that in due time the debt will be canceled. How

those two elements shall be secured in a sinking fnnd for the pay

ment of the debts of these railroad companies is a question to which

the Senate ought to address itself, and I have no doubt snpposes it is

addressing itself. It is to that end that my vote shall be governed,

and to that measure which shall best accomplish that end I propose

to give my support.

In order to make the security most certain the present burden of a

sinking fund must be most light. Just in proportion as yon increase

the present burden of a sinking fnnd. just in that proportion do yon

lesson the security of the fnnd. We can learn wisdom from the sink

ing fund which the United States established for the ultimate pay

ment of the national debt itself. That was established when the

debt was only a little over $150,000,000, upon a plan measured by the

amount of that debt : yet the debt itself to which the terms of the

sinking fund were applied went on increasing to such an enormous

extent as to make the yearly accretions to the sinking fund, coming

in the shape of additional burdens upon the people, continually in

creasing until, if the sinking fund continue unimpaired, it will extin

guish the whole of this great enormous public debt in a little over

thirty years from the time it was contracted. Xo man dreamed at

that tune that ihv burdens of the sinkiug fnnd. the accretions to it,

were of such an amount. And what has been the effect f Already

we hear note of warning of attacks upon the integrity of the sink
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ing fund itself. Bills in both Houses of Congress have been intro

duced for the purpose of abolishing that sinking fund ; and to-day, if

it were simply a fund of so many dollars and cents, actual funds of

the United States, lying in the Treasury awaiting the final appropria

tion for the payment of the public debt of the United States, I hardly

think any Senator would be bold enough to say that it would stand

intact five years. Looking at the dangers coming to that sinking

fund from the temptation to impair it—a fund of mindreds of mill

ions of dollars accumulating so rapidly every year in the Treasury—

Congress wisely, in 1870, extinguished the whole of that accumula

tion of wealth in the sinking fund and turued it all into the Treasury,

canceled all the bonds held by it, and now so much of that sinking

fund is safe. What it may be in the future, growing out of this

very element of excessive accumulation, the discontents that it stimu

lates and aggravates, the desire to relieve the people from it that is

growing every year and imperiling the fnnd itself, may have a les

son in it which we onght to heed in establishing this sinking fund,

which is to rnu twenty years at least from this time. While the

accumulations to this fund should be enongh to secure ultimate liqui

dation, they should not be so much as to stimulate discontent and a

disposition in any quarter to attack with hostile legislation a fund

designed, like this, to be kept at least twenty years, for the purpose

of the special liquidation of a particular indebtedness of and to the

United States.

Let us, in view of these principles,npon which I conceive every

body will agree that a sinking fund ought to be based, in order to

make it secure and certain, turn to the propositions of these two bills

and see whether they meet these ends, and, so far as we can see, an

swer these two requirements. First, the Judiciary Committee pro

pose to gather into a sinking fund enough to liquidate the first and

second mortgage bonds in about twenty years—$175,000,000 in twenty

years. With the exception of the sinking fund to which I have

alluded, which got its vast accretions without deliberate intention on

the part of the Government, there is no sinking fund that I have ever

read of that gathered into itself the vast amount of $175,000,000 in

the brief period of twenty years ; and whence is it to come f It is,

every dollar of it, to be gathered off the traffic upon these roads. It

is, every dollar of it, to be charged to those who use these roads as

passengers and as freighters. This burden is proper enough to be

borne if properly distributed, if so adjusted as not to be made un

reasonable and excessive, and yet to be made certain. It is proposed

by the Judiciary Committee bill to gather up the whole of $175,000,000

off the traffic over these roads in the short period of twenty years.

That, sir, of itself is an element of insecurity. It is to be gathered

substantially off the local traffic of these roads, for within five or six

years there are to be two other roads competing with these for the

transcontinental freighting and passenger business which is to be

done for all the time covered by this sinking fund.

Therefore, up to a certain limit it will be impossible for these roads

to do transcontinental business and charge upon it an excessive bur

den to meet the obligation of this sinking fund. It must be charged,

then, largely in the end upon the local traffic upon these roads ; but

whether charged npon the local or the through business of these roads

it is a burden upon the people in the end.

I do not nse this argument for the purpose of saying that the bnr-

den ought not to be imposed at all, but for the purpose of saying that

care should be taken, that it should not be excessive, just as men now
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argne against provision for the yearly accretions to the sinking fund

of the nation. It is better to extend it over a greater length of time,

they say. We have paid, they say, our full share of the burden of

the public debt, and it is better to extend it over a longer period of

time and distribute upon those who come after us some of these bur

dens.

I submit that no sooner will it be enacted that these companies most

gather from off their busiuess enough money every year to amount to

$175,000,000 in twenty years from this time than you will begin to hear

the mutterings of discontent in every part of the country that shall

do business upon these roads. The whole cheap-transportation senti

ment of the country, which has been so strong, and for aught I know

is as strong now as ever, will be invoked against the terms of such an

exactive sinking fund as this. Therefore, 1 submit that, in the interest

of security and permanency to this sinking fund, without impairing

the ultimate certainty of it, it is better that its exactions should be

loss and the time for its consummation be postponed for a few years,

thereby not only lightening its burdens but rendering the fund itself

more secure from a disposition to pervert it or to impair it or to re

peal it.

The character of the sinking fund, the exactions of the sinking

fund, are not all. What is the inevitable effect upon the roads them

selves f I have not expressed thus far a doubt of the power to im-

Fose any obligation that Congress in its wisdom may see fit to impose,

am not here as the advocate of any of these roads or a defender of

its past or a eulogizor of its future. I know none of the parties in

terested in either of them. I was in Congress when they started in

18t>2 and in 18ti4. I have watched as a legislator all that has been

done. I am of the opinion that the accomplishment of the building

of these roads in the time of war was one of the grandest of all the

achievements of that war, whether you look at the grand character

of the undertaking or the results obtained through it. Whatever

was done that deserves criticism or condemnation in the manner of

carrying out the powers granted by Congress, I have nothing to do

with to-day. Here is a great transcontinental line to live by the side

of two other equally grand transcontinental lines, and it cannot be

treated wisely in any other way than by the establishment of a sinking

fund that shall Ihj absolutely secure and certain of the ultimate result,

and yet so distributed in its burdens that it will not cripple this line

by the side of competing roads nor exact unnecessary and unreason

able burdens from those who must patronize and use these roads.

Otherwise the roads, as the Seuator from California [Mr. Sargent]

has said, and in the very nature of things, must be abandoned to the

mortgagees or so ruu that they will cease to fulfill the purposes for

which these laws were passed and this money taken from the Treas

ury of the I"nited States for the accomplishment of the great work.

Yet with this enactment that $175,000,000 at least shall be gathered

by these roads off the traffic on them in twenty years, this bill goes

further and for the securitv of this exaction mortgages every particle

of property that these railroads now or hereafter may possess, not

only for the fulfillment of the yearly exactions of this bill but for

the ultimate payment of this debt in lAfcs Let me read. The ninth

section of the hill is in these words :

That all sua* due to the raited States from any of aid companies respectively.

whether pay aide i*retfecUv « I "

That includes uot only the yearly exactions but includes the ulti
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mate payment in 1£98 of all the bonds of then© minis. All the sums

due to the United States, " whether payable presently or not"—

and all Barns required to be paid to tbe United States or into the Treasury, or into

said sinking fund under this act, or under the acts hereinbefore referred to, or other

wise, are hereby declared to be a lien—

That is, a mortgage—

upon all the property, estate, righto, and franchises of every description granted

or conveyed by the United States to any of said companies, respectively or jointly,

and alao—

And this is what I particularly desire to call the attention of the

Senate to—

and also upon alt the estate and property, real, personal, and mixed, assets, and

income of the said several railroad companies respectively, from whatovcr source

derived, subject to any lawfully prior and paramount mortgage, lien, or claim

thereon.

Therefore, sir, though the roads pay punctually and faithfully every

dollar exacted by this bill year by year into the Treasury of the

United States, still every dollar of the assets and of the income of each

company is pledged, and must, or this act will be violated, be kept

till the end. Not a dollar of dividend can be paid, though every

obligation of this bill shall have been fulfilled to the letter year by

year. Every dollar of income from these roads, if it is in the power

of Congress to put a mortgage on another man's property without

his will, is pledged and must be kept, and this law is violated if it be

not kept, till the end. Who is to run the roads t Who is to main

tain them ? Whose capital is to remain in these roads for twenty

years idle and unreinuuerated ? Certainly I do not exaggerate the

meaning of the words of this bill, if I know what they are. The law

before this bill provided that all the property received from the

United States, but none other, should be under mortgage for the ful

fillment of the companies' obligations, and then authorized the Sec

retary of the Treasury, only in case of default, to enter upon and take

possession of such of the property as was then in the possession of the

companies, leaving them to dispose of the land, leaving them to dis

pose of any other property that they might acquire, as they saw fit.

But this not only puts a mortgage for twenty years upon all property

derived from the United States in the language of the old law, and

not only upon all property, in the ordinary seuse of the term, acquired

from whatever source, but upon all income by name, however derived.

If I know what may be the force of a lien or mortgage, it sets it apart,

renders it utterly impossible for either company, though it has ful

filled every other provision, every exaction of this bill, to make a

penny dividend ; it cannot sell an engine ; it cannot part with a foot

of land. Whatever it may acquire hereafter is stamped, if it be

in the power of Congress to stamp it, although tbe highest courts

of many of the States have declared it to be an impossibility for

creditor and debtor together to put the stamp of a mortgage upon

after-acquired property. The language of this bill and the power

asserted in this bill go to the length, not only of covering every dol

lar of property now held, but all the companies' income.

With all these elements, the nature, effect, and tendency of which

are to breed dissatisfaction and discontent with the sinking fund thus

established, the Judiciary Committee by their bill, as if to mock cer

tainty and security, as if to hold it up as a thing least to be sought

after, and as if to make it certain as an invitation in every contin

gency that may hereafter arise to every spirit of gain or of hostility

to this purpose, not only base their sinking fund upon the theory

(with which I am not quarreling at this moment) that Congress has
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the absolute control over it, cau create it and can unmake it at its

pleasure, but lest anybody might infer the possibility that the sink

ing fund stood upon some more secure basis thau that, they expressly

provide in the bill that any future Congress may at its will turn it

over, pervert it, repeal it, amend it, abolish it, appropriate its money

to any other purpose they please.

Of course these do not seem to be very weighty objections in the

mind of the Judiciary Committee, and t hey may not have any weight

in the mind of any other Senator ; but, sincerely desiriug myself to

accomplish the end sought by these bills and to be sure that it has

been accomplished, I have found no other way that satisfied my mind

so well as to vote a sinking fund, out of the control of either the debtor

or the creditor alone, to make the accretions to it such as to be sure

and certain that those accretions shall every year exceed the accum

ulations of interest and yet so moderate while keeping them certain

that their burden shall not create discontent and dissatisfaction and

that their exactions shall not tempt and provoke opposition and effort

for relief from the sinking fund itself. And yet, sir, I find that the

chief merit of this bill is—what f I hear Senators argue that they

would rather give it up and lose the whole debt than to lose the very

element of insecurity. I hear Senators say that rather than lix this

sinking fund so that it shall be beyond the reach of a majority here

after it were better for the Government to lose the entire debt. I

have to ask Senators if really there is, in the idea that the Govern

ment of the United States can make a contract that shall bind it,

anything so alarming to the liberties of this nation that it were worth

while to give up so much rather than concede it ! Is it, after all, the

fact that no Congress can bind its successor, as I understood the Sen

ator who reported this bill to say in the course of the debate, that no

Congress can bind itssuccessor ; that it is not in the power of Congress

to do so ; that it is worth while to hold up to the people of the United

States the fact that there is no force in the spirit of the express, posi

tive inhibition in the Constitution of the United States against violat-

ingcontracts, because it does notspecifically apply to Congress? Have

Senators quite considered how far this carries them ; how little it is

within our power to maintain the Government for an hour if we

abandon the idea that it can make a contract that shall be inviolate

in the future, that must be adhered to, if you adhere to good faith and

honor f But Senators think that rather than admit—I do not say how

at this time—the principle that the Government shall be able to bind

itself and bind future Congresses so that they cannot in honor and

in good faith violate that contract, they would give up this whole

thing ! I submit that it is within the power of Congress to fix this

sinking fund upon a basis that will abide, which will abide, too,

whatever may be the contingencies of the future ; which will abide

in the forum of the Supreme Court of the United States, where con

tracts are enforced ; and I think it is our duty to so base it that it

will stand.

The Judiciary Committee, in arguing in support of their measure

and in support of the idea that the best element of it is the fact that

it keeps the control of the matter in the majority of Congress, have

sought to meet every suggestion that possibly the majority might be

hostile to the bill itself and to the fund itself with ridicule and with

denunciation. The Senator from Michigan [Mr. Chkistiancy] was

eloquent in what he described and what he wished us to understand

to be the confidence necessarily to be reposed in the majorities of

Congress, that everything under the Constitution rested upon ma
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jorities, and the presumption was that majorities acted justly and

properly. And when the Senator from Ohio on my right [Mr.MAT-

THBW8] spoke of the danger of trusting individual rights to the

caprice of the majority he turned in astonishment toward the Senator

from Ohio and said that the Senator from Ohio had used the word

"caprice" in a sense exceedingly offensive to any idea which the Sen

ator from Michigan entertained of the actual tendencies of the ma

jorities in Congress, and said that he might as well call majorities in

Congress lunatics as to speak of any danger that might exist to the

rights of individuals in the majorities iu Congress. I should have

been exceedingly impressed with the eloquence and force of the argu

ment of the Senator from Michigan had he not been equally forcible

and eloquent in denouncing the course of those same majorities in the

past when he called attention to the fact that the majorities in the

past had pursued a course which astonished the nation ; and he even

went so far as to hint at the fact that in 1864 Congress had been

induced by bribery to the course which it had pursued. Sir, he broke

entirely with me the whole force of any confidence which he might

otherwise have inspired on my part iu the action of future majorities

by expressinghis indignation at the course of majorities in the past.

Mr. EDMUNDS. May I ask the Senator from Massachusetts, who

has been commenting on the ninth section of the bill reported from

the Committee on the Judiciary as raising difficulties and doubts, and

so on, to persons interested in these companies, to explain to the Sen

ate the substantial difference between the ninth section of the bill

reported from the Committee on the Judiciary and the fifth section

of the act of 1862, which declares as to the money advanced by the

United States that the very fact of its advance " shall ipaofaeto con

stitute a first mortgage on the whole line of the railroad and telegraph,

together with the rolling-stock, fixtures, and property of every kind

and description " of the companies f

Now the Senator says that this ninth section declares that the right

of the United States to its debt as well as the sinking fund shall con

stitute a lien on all the property of the companies and on their income,

which he seems to lay stress upon. The Senator of course can see

that in respect of this sinking fund itself, the duty to pay into that

is not provided for by the act of 1862, because the act of 1862 does

not create the sinking fund, and therefore of conrBe it is necessary, if

yon mean to be in earnest about this business, to say that this debt

to the sinking fund of so much a year not to exceed 25 per cent, of

the net earnings shall constitute a lien. But in respect of the other

part of the debt to the United States, what is the difference between

the ninth section of this bill and the fifth section of the act of 1862

which, says that the money advanced by the United States shall con

stitute a first mortgage—now a second mortgage by the act of 1864—

upon all the "property of every kind and description " of the com

panies f Is not the income of a company, that is its tolls, a part of

its property ; and is it not therefore merely re-enacting the fifth sec

tion of the act of 1862 with the addition that this duty to pay into

the sinking fund shall be also a lien, bringing it all together f

Mr. DAWES. I will answer the Senator if he will first tell me

what is meant by the next line after where he stopped : " and in con

sideration of which said bonds may be issued."

Mr. EDMUNDS. The next line where »

Mr. DAWES. You stopped at the word " description."

Mr. EDMUNDS. " And in consideration of which said bonds may

be issued." Now before the Senator answers my question he wishes

me to answer him one. Is that it f
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Mr. DAWES. I ask the Senator what is his understanding of the

meaning of this line f

Mr. EDMUNDS. After the Senator shall have explained to me, in

answer to my question, I will try to explain to him.

Mr. DAWES. We will not stand upon the order. I, understand

the difference between the act of 1862 and the bill to be just this:

that the act of 1862 proposed to make a mortgage upon everything

that was obtained from the United States, and! infer it from these

particular words :

Shall ipso facto constitute a Grst mortgage on the whole line of the railroad and

telegraph, together with the rolling-Mtock. flxtnren. and property of every kind and

description, and in conaideration of which said bond* may be uwued.

Whatever the United States grant in consideration of the issue of

the bonds is subject to the mortgage.

Mr. EDMUNDS. That, as the Senator states it, " in consideration."

Mr. DAWES. Will the Senator tell me what is the meaning of

this linet He asked nie the difference. The difference I think is—

and I infer it from those lines I have read, which are very blind and

hardly intelligible—that in 1862 Congress never undertook to put a

mortgage on anything except that which they granted to the rail

roads and furnished them the capital to purchase. That is the form

in which they undertook to express that idea in the line which I

have read.

Mr. EDMirXDS. Supposing that to be so—and I do not saywhether

it is or not—what was it that the United States granted to the com

pany f Was not one of the things that it granted to this company

the power to take tolls, to gather in money for traffic f That was

one of the franchises of the company. That even the Senator from

Georgia, with his entirely novel views abont the law, concedes to be

within the power of Congress to regulate and repeal under the

reserved power. What is this franchise, then T One essential part of

a franchise—it is not all of it, but the most valuable part of a fran

chise except that of taking private property—is the right of taking

tolls from the public for doing a public business. The tolls, there

fore, the right to take tolls, the money got from tolls, came from the

authority of the privilege granted by Congress to these companies to

build their railroad and to operate with the public and receive from

the public an income for doing it. They are the tolls. Now the stat

ute says that every kind and description of the property of the com-

Eanies shall be the subject of this first lien of the United States, now

y the act of 1864 the second lien. Now the Senator reads "and in

consideration of which said bonds may be issued," and he says that

is verv blind. I do not think it is blind at all. That is to say, there

is authority to the Secretary of the Treasury from time to time to

issue the bonds of the United States in consideration of the fact which

the law declares that every particle of the property of these com

panies, real and personal, franchisee, everything that is property, tolls,

and everything else, are the security, and that being so, the Secretary

of the Treasury in consideration of that may issue these bonds.

It does not require a vast amount of scholastic education, as it ap

pears to me, to understand that simple proposition. These bonds

mav be issued in consideration of what has been previously stated,

anA that is that everything that the companies may obtain in the

nature of property is made subject to the duty that "the law of cor

porations everywhere without it would make the duty of the corpo

ration to devote to the pavment of ita debt*. That is all there is

to it.
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My honorable friend, who is familiar with that excellent bonk in

New England, Angell & Ames on Corporations, and that excellent

English book, Kyd on Corporations, must know that according to

those authorities and by the decisions of courts without a difference

anywhere, every particle of the property of a corporation, whether it

is in money, or in tolls, or in rights, or franchises, or whatever it may

be, is a trust fund first devoted to the duty of paying its debts, after

that to the duty of dividing it among the persons who have engaged

in the operation.

Mr. DAWES. That is qnite a different subject.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I do not think so. It is quite the same subject.

Mr. DAWES. I admit that the franchise was mortgaged.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Well, what was the franchise f

Mr. DAWES. Mortgaging the franchise does not mortgage what

can be made out of the franchise. The franchise is held by the inort-

?;ageor for his use until default, and what he can make out of the

ranchise until default is his unless the terms of the mortgage cover

not only the franchise but the income and use of it. I mortgage my

farm to the Senator from Vermont and unless I expressly mortgage

the income of that farm its income he cannot exact from me.

Mr. MITCHELL. I suggest to my friend from Massachusetts that

the very act that authorizes the mortgage of the franchise does spe

cially mortgage a special amount of the income, 5 per cent, and no

more.

Mr. DAWE8. Mr. President, it is perfectly plain, that without ex

press words in the mortgage that the income of this road is also

pledged to the fulfillment of the obligation in 1898, you cannot hold

it and recover it out of the hands of a stockholder when paid in the

form of dividends ; and the Senator from Vermont knew that when

In- used the word "income" in this bill. He knew he had added

something, and he knew that when he added " from whatever source

derived" he had added something. He knew that he had made a

broader mortgage because he had used broader terms. There is

nothing in the terms of the statute of 1862 that can be construed by

any fair interpretation to embrace any after-acquired property any

more than income, and the Senator from Vermont does injustice to

himself when he says that all these additional words are words of no

effect, put in here without any occasion for their insertion.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I have not said anything of the kind, Mr. Presi

dent. The Senator will excuse me. The Senator says that the act

of 1862 is only a mortgage npon existing property at the date of the

passage of the act. Now, at the date of the passage of the act, I take

it that the existing property of the Union Pacific Company was nil.

It had not even the land grant until it accepted it. It had not any

railroad line. It had not the iron or the ties or the embankments or

the cats or the bridges or the grading.

Mr. DAWES. If I said " the passage of the act," the Senator must

have understood me to mean when the act went into effeot.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Very well ; that is what I mean by the passage of

the act, when it went into effect, of course. Very well. When it went

into effect the company had not any track ; it had not any cuts ; it

had not any bridges ; it had not any cars or engines or anything what

ever ; and yet the statute says that this shall be a mortgage upon

every description of the property of the company ; and the Senator

says that after-acquired property is not the subject of such a mort

gage. I beg most respectfully to differ from the Senator. The plain

import of this section is that everything that the company may have
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at any time, that it gets under the authority of the act that creates

it, or in respect of the Central Pacific that authorizes it being an

existing corporation of a State to go into the Territories of the United

States and build a railroad, shall be the subject of this lien ; and if

the Senator says that after-acquired property does not fall within

that section and is not therefore a security, he says in effect that there

is no security at all. That will not do. The law about after-ac

quired property, which has been settled over and over again in every

court that has considered it, has been that where a railroad mortgage

made to private citizens, to private persons, whoadvauced their money,

in its terms went beyond the track and the line and the right to run

the line, as distinguished from the tolls, and said that it should be a

mortgage upon all the property of the railroad company of every

description, it was a mortgage upon after-acquired property ; that it

spoke all the time ; and that when one engine was woru out by the

company and another one built, the new eugiue was just as much the

subject of the mortgage as the old one.

And let nic suggest to my friend also that courts of equity every

where according to my information—I may be mistaken ; I do not

pretend to be so versed in the law as he is—have held that the income,

by name, of a railway company is just as much in a court of equity

the subject of a mortgage and is just as much to be devoted to the

payment of its debts as its real estate. The only question would be

in any of those easos whether that income was to be applied to the

first mortgage or the second or to the general creditors, and in what

order ; but that every creditor according to his right and according

to his priority had upon the general principles of the law of corpora

tions a lien upon every item of property of the company, whatever

you call it, never has been denied that I know of.

Mr. DAWES. Mr. President^ 1 am aware that courts have decided

that the income of a corporation can be mortgaged, and I think it

was because the Seuator knew that that he concluded he would mort

gage it. He had not done it up to that time ; the Legislature had not

done it ; the Senator was disposed to do it and he put it iu the bill.

The Senator says that when the act of lSti'2 took effect the company

had not any land, they had not any property, they had not any roll

ing-stock. Does not the Senator understand that the act took effect

by sections ; that they built a section of the road, and then had prop

erty, then had land, then had bonds, in consideration of the receiving

of which and of property from the United States a lien was ipso facto

fastened upon all the property which they themselves received, qual

ified, however, by this statement in the same section :

And on the refusal or failure of the said company to redeem said bonds, or any

part of them, when required so to do by the Secretary of the Treasury, in accord

ance with the provisions of this act, the said road, with all the rights, functions,

immunities, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, and also all hinds Granted to

the said company by the United States, which, at the time of said default, shall

remain in the ownership of the said company, may be taken possession of by the

Secretary of the Treasury for the use and benefit of the United States!

Making the exception lost sight of in the bill before the Senate,

extinguished by the bill before the Senate, that the property, after

all, to be taken possession of for default of the company was the

property undisposed of by the company, so far as its lands were con

cerned, at the time the default should occur. Now, sir, all of that

property is by this bill put under a lien that cannot be lifted for

twenty years. Every acre of its lands as well as every dollar of its

income is put nnder a lien that fastens and holds it for twenty years ;

and the bill in another section provides further for making it a peni
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tentiary offense in any director, officer, or stockholder who shall vote

a dividend in violation of this act, anil every dividend received by a

stockholder in violation of this act may be recovered back in an

action.

When I was interrupted I was calling attention to the perfect satis

faction which Beemed to have taken possession of the minds of the

Judiciary Committee, if they could impress upon the country that

they had established a sinking fund that has no security against the

future action of Congress. They have not only taken pains to base

it upon the theory that it is impossible to make it so that any future

Congress cannot undo it, but they have invited interference with it

by express invitation in the act itself; and the Senator from Michi

gan has gone on oloqnently to assert the perfect confidence he had in

future majorities while condemning in denunciatory language the

conduct of majorities in the past. The Senator from Ohio, who re

ported the bill, said that it was a perfect answer to this suggestion,

that nobody in the interest of the people for the two or three years

this bill had been before Congress, had ever shown himself here to

lobby in favor of such a measure, while the lobbies and corridors of

this end and the other of the Capitol were crowded with those who

were exercising or attempting to exercise nndne and improper and

corrupt influence against this measure ; and the Senator from Ver

mont, rising still higher in the argument, declared thattheonly danger

that could possibly arise, that could possibly imperil this sinking fund,

was the corrupt influence of these roads themselves, and their friends

and the holders of their securities, and he went so far as to say that

he had ascertained just what they had expended by the line and para

graph and column in the newspapers in influencing public sentiment

against this bill, and said that the time would come when Congress

would investigate it.

I go heartily with him in all that work. I have seen as much of it

as the Senator; I denounce it as freely as the Senator; I will inves

tigate it as long as the Senator; but I tell the Senator that the danger

is not all on one side. The Senator has seen no other influence. Can

not the Senator see that those in the interest of competing railroads

may derive an advantage by securing such burdens to rest upon the

traffic on this road that it will be utterly impossible to compete with

transcontinental roads that have no suoh burden, and the greater the

burden the surer the success in competition against this road f The

Senator can see and feel no influence around these corridors and upon

these halls that has a tendency to stimulate legislation that shall

increase and make more grievous the burdens laid upon the traffic

over this road for the advantage of competing roads ! Sir, the inno

cence and confidence of the Senators that oompose the Judiciary

Committee who see no danger upon one side is equaled only by that

of the ancient character in the fable who kept her blind side turned

toward the sea ever and looked out for danger only upon the land.

The fable tells us that nevertheless she fell, and I say to the Senators

that, although now the public sentimeut is such toward these roads

that there may not be in this hour any danger except on the side of

the land, yet in the disguises and devioes and plans and schemes of

the future neither they nor any one else can be quite sure that upon

this veTy blind side itself may not be the very approach that will

prove fatal to this whole scheme.

Sir, in attempting to establish this fund and to justify this legisla

tion, the Senator from North Carolina [Mr. Mkkrimon] brought forth

an argument of another kind. He presented for the consideration of
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the Senate as a reason justifying severe measures toward these roads

the fact that those who contracted with the companies to build them

had cheated the roads themselves, and he paraded here in support of

that argument the enormous profits made out of the roads themselves

by those who contracted with the companies to build them. Pre

cisely the same argument and for the same purpose was used here in

another debate. You will find in a speech delivered by the Senator

from Kentucky [Mr. Beck] on the 12th of January a table showing

the enormous profits made out of the Government of the United States

by those who dealt with the United States in the beginning in the

purchase of her bonds. I do not know how accurate the table is ; I

think I have seen it in at least thirty speeches this winter. It had

its origin five or six years ago, and it is always nsed with precisely

the same aid to argument. The position, as I understood it, of the

Senator from North Carolina was that those who contracted with

these railroads had made enormous profits out of them, and that lent

some sort of support to measures that otherwise would not be en

tirely justifiable. The table to which I allude shows that those men

made the enormous profit of $1,012,500,000 out of the United States

in the purchase of the bonds of the United States ; and upon the

same parity of reasoning some support to a particular treatment by

the United States of those bonds is derived from the fact that those

men are alleged to have made an enormous profit out of them. So I

understood the argument of the Senator from North Carolina to be

that the men who built these roads for the roads themselves, no mat

ter by what sort of unjustifiable machinery it was done, had made

thereby enormous profits out of the roads, and we could well treat

the roads in the light of that fact.

Mr. MERRIMON. I do not suppose the honorable Senator from

Massachusetts desires to place me or anything I said in a false light.

What I said was this, and I think it was legitimate, that it was proper

that we should inquire into the history, the practices, and the spirit

of these corporations in order to enable us to determine what meas

ures we ought to take for the protection of the Government ; and it

was in that view that I referred to their history and their practices

and to the spirit manifested by them. As I understand, the principal

stockholders in the Central Pacitio Railroad Company, particularly

at the time the frauds were penetrated on the Government, are the

same stockholders now, and that iu very large measure the stockhold

ers in the Union Pacific are the same. But whether that be so or not,

I maintain that it was fair, legitimate, and proper that the Senate

should inquire into the history, the practices, and the spirit of these

corporations in order to determine what legislation is necessary for the

protection of the Government. If we find that they perpetrated frauds

ou the Government ; if we find that they have been obstinate and are

so now, that they are insolent in their demands, then surely that is

an argument which addresses itself to us in favor of measures that are

vigorous and strong and decisive ; and it was in that view that I re

ferred to their history. I did not desire to do them an injustice. I

am very sure I did not. I would not deprive them of one dollar of

their property to-day. But in the exercise of the power reserved to

Congress, and which is in Congress even without reservation, I do say

that Congress owes it to the Government and to the people of the

I'uion to provide a measure by which they can be protected.

Mr. DAWES. I do not understand the explanation of the Senator

from North Carolina to militate against anything I have said. I un

derstood the purpose of the Senator to be', as he states it, to show
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that those who built the roads for the corporation had made enor

mous profits, and had done it fraudulently, out of the corporations.

Mr. MERRIMON. No, sir; I do not care what they made, if they

made it legitimately they are entitled to be protected. That weighs

nothing with me.

Mr. DAWES. To show how utterly unsafe a sinking fund of this

character is if left to the changing sentiment of the majority, to

which I have already alluded, I want to call the attention of the

Senate to another fact. The Committee on the Judiciary themselves,

since this matter came under their consideration, have changed their

views three times. The first report from the Judiciary Committee

upon the subject of the relations of the Government to these roads

concluded in these words :

Tour committee were not called upon to criticise the wisdom of these acts of

Congress, but to answer as to their true construction ; and, in discharging this

duty, the committee is obliged to report the law as it is, without regard: to what

they might desire it to be. It is proper, however, to suggest that the company is

clearly bound to keep its road in repair and in use ; and any failure of the company

In this reopect would: authorize the Government to take possession of the road.

The refusal of the company to perform the services for the Government provided

for by the sixth section, or to appropriate 5 per cent, of its net proceeds, would

also authorize the Government to take possession. But while the company shall

continue to comply with these requirements, the Government, if it has not all the

security it might desire, has all it ever stipulated for, and has no right to complain.

And at the maturity of the bonds, if the company fail to pay principal and interest,

the Government may take possession of the road, which the company, in the mean

time, must keep in use and repair.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Will the Senator be good enough to tell us in

answer to what resolution of the Senate that report was made;

whether it was not a resolution directing the Committee on the Judi

ciary to report the existing state of the law without any reference

to any power of Congress to change it f

Mr. DAWES. Very likely it was.

Mr. EDMUNDS. "Very likely ;" bnt you had better Btate it.

Mr. DAWES. I state it so far as I am able to state it from the

report:

The Committee on the Judiciary, who were authorized by resolution of the Sen

ate of December 9, 1*70, to inquire and report whether the railway companies

which have received aid in bonds of the United States are lawfully bound to reim

burse the United States for interest paid on such bondB before the maturity of the

principal thereof, and, if so, what legislation, if any, is necessary to compel such

reimbursement ; and by resolution of February 16, 1871, were instructed to inquire

and report as to the right of the Treasury Department to retain all the compensa

tion for services rendered for the United States by the Union Pacitio Railroad and

its branches, to apply ou the interest of the bonds issued by the United States to

aid in the construction of said roads, respectfully report.

And among other things they report this :

But, while the company shall continue to comply with these requirements, the

Government, if it has not all the security it might desire, has all it ever stipulated

for, and has no right to complain.

And its remedy is that;—

At the maturity of the bonds, if the company fail to pay principal and interest,

the Government may take possession of the road which the company, in the mean

time, must keep in use and repair.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The peculiarity about my friend's reading, which

he did not intend undoubtedly, is that he has imported from his own

inner consciousness into his reading two or three words.

Mr. DAWES. What are those t

Mr. EDMUNDS. Where he proceeds to say that its remedy is at

the end of the time to do so and so. I am not able to see that in the

report.
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Mr. DAWES. I wish to be entirely fair and frank

Mr. EDMUNDS. I know my friend does, or I should not have inter

rupted him.

Mr. DAWES. I did not suppose anybody who was looking at me

would presume when I said " that the remedy is " that I was reading

those words from the book. I had once read the report of the com

mittee, word for word, just as it is in the book already, and, after

reading part of it again, I said " the remedy is," and then I read :

At tbe maturity of the bonds, if the company fail to pay principal and interest,

the Government may take possession of the road which the company, in the mean

time, must keep in use and repair.

If the Senator inferred that I meant to use those words " the remedy

is " as part of the report, it is due to him that 1 should disabuse him

of that impression.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I did not myself make that inference ; but any

person in the public readinjj the Record to-morrow would suppose

that that committee has said that " the remedy," that is to say the

only remedy that Congress had, if they were uot satisfied with the

existing state of things, was to wait until the bonds mature. That

the committee never said and were never called upon to say and

never intended to say.

Mr. DAWES. I want to read it once more, and if the Senator has

not confidence in my reading he may look over me.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I have entire confidence when you read.

Mr. DAWES :

But, while the company shall continue to comply with these requirements the

Government, if it has not all the security it mijiht desire, has all it ever stipulated

for, and has no ritfht to complain. And at the maturity of the bontls, if the com

pany fail to pay principal and interest, the Government may take possession 01

the road which the company, in the wean time, must keep in use and repair.

If that is precisely the same position that the Judiciary Commit

tee occupies now, then I have misunderstood the two positions.

Mr. EDMUNDS. May I ask the Senator a question f

Mr. DAWES. Yes, sir.

Mr. EDMUNDS. In order not to misunderstand my honorable

friend from Massachusetts, whose sincerity I do not doubt, I wish to

ask him if he understands that report to mean, in answer to that res

olution asking the committee to report what the state of the law then

was, that Congress had no power tochauge the regulations that already

existed in respect of security to the public interests and to private

rights ?

Mr. DAWES. I understand the report to mean precisely what it

says.

Mr. EDMUNDS. That does not answer the question.

Mr. DAWES. When it said that the United States determined

what security it would take for what it gave, and if it did not take

enough had not any right to complaiu, I did understand it (and tbe

Senator must take my answer as explicit) to mean the common notion

that when they made their contract they ought to be satisfied with it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator entirely misunderstands the report,

then.

Mr. DAWES. That was one position occupied by the Judiciary

Committee. Two years ago the committee reported a bill

Mr. THl'RMAN. I do not waut to interrupt the Senator if it is

disagreeable to uitu, but I should like to say one word on that first

report.
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Mr. DAWES. I shall be through this point in a moment and then

the Senator can do so.

Mr. THURMAX. It is in reference to the report that he has just

read from that I wish to say a word.

Mr. DAWES. Very well.

Mr. T III ' UMAX. That report was made nnder these circumstances :

under the law as it stood at that time and as it now stands, the Gov

ernment agreed to pay to the companies one-half of the transporta

tion account. That, I say, is the law, and that will continue to be

the law if it should not lie altered by Congress. Mr. Akerman, the

Attorney-General, gave an opinion that the Government might offset

against that half of the transportation account due by it to the com

panies an equal amount of the interest which it paid on the subsidy

bonds upon the law of offsets. It was distinctly upon that ground

as a right to offset what the Government had paid for the companies

npon the subsidy bonds against what the Government owed the com

panies for transportation ; and the question was whether the Gov

ernment had that right of offset as the law then stood. That was

the whole question that was referred to the Judiciary Committee. It

involved simply a consideration of what was the law then, and no

question whatsoever of what ought to be the law, no question what

ever of the power of Congress to alter, add to, amend, or repeal the

charter. Xo such question was in the remotest degree involved in

that inquiry. The Judiciary Committee reported that as the law then

stood the right of offset did not exist, that the companies were not

bound to pay the interest nntil the maturity of the bonds.

The only question that was submitted to the committee was whether

the Attorney-General's opinion was correct. The Jndiciary Commit

tee of the Senate reported that that opinion was erroneous and that

uuder the law as it then stood the Government was bound to pay the

half-transportation account to the companies annually, and tney ac

cordingly reported a bill requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to

comply with the law. That bill passed this body. The Judiciary

Committee of the House reported the same way, and the bill passed

the House. Two years after, there being much dissatisfaction with

the conclusion at which the two committees hod arrived, and at

which the two Houses had arrived, in order to raise the question for

judicial determination, another act or resolution was passed, direct

ing the Secretary of the Treasury to withhold the half-transportation

account, and authorizing these companies to bring suit in the Court

of Claims so as to test the question judicially. That was done. The

money was accordingly withheld, simply for the purpose of making

a judicial question for the determination of the courts. The Court

of Claims decided as the two Judiciary Committees had decided, and

as the two Houses hod decided ; and, on appeal, the Supreme Court

affirmed that decision. That is all there is of it.

Mr. DAWES. Doubtless the Senator has stated the circumstances

under which the Judiciary Committee submitted the report, and I

think I have stated accurately the language of the report. I wish to

call attention now to the fact that two years ago the Judiciary Com

mittee reported a bill to this effect :

Be it enacud, rfc, That the net earning* mentioned in aaid act of 1869 of said

railroad companies, respectively, shall be ascertained by deducting from the groat

amount of their earnings respectively the necessary and actual expenses of operat

ing the same and keeping the same in a state of repair, and not otherwise, and

excluding from consideration all sums owing or paid by said companies respectively

for interest npon any portion of their indebtedness ; and the foregoing provision

shall be deemed andtuken as an amendment of said act of 1864 aa well as of said

act of 1808.

20 PA
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Now, in thebill before us, they have changed their mind siuce then ;

they use the following language :

That the net earnings mentioned in said act of 1888 of said railroad companies,

respectively, shall be ascertained by deducting from the gross amount of their

earnings respectivelythe neoessary expenses actually paid within the year in operat

ing the same and keeping the same in a state of repair, and also the sum paid by

them respectively within the year in discharge of interest on their first-mortgage

bonds whose lien has priority over the lien of the United States, and excluding

from consideration all sums owing or paid by said companies respectively for in

terest upon any other portion of their indebtedness.

Thepersonnel of the Judiciary Committee hasnot changed more dur

ing the years that these three positions have been entertained by that

committee than the personnel of Congress and the personnel of Con

gress in thefuture ; and, if these three positions of the Judiciary Com

mittee are not alike, it only shows that in the few years that have

transpired since this matter has been before Congress for adjudication

the Judiciary Committee have changed their minds and alteredtheir

ideas of what would be just and fair and proper for the sinking fund

about to be created. Two years ago they were of opinion that the

sinking fund should include the net earnings substantially, this very

interest which they think now, for reasons they have given, ought to

be excluded from the sinking fund.

Mr. THURMAN. May 1 interrupt the Senator there f

Mr. DAWES. Certainly.

Mr. THURMAN. If the Senator will look at the bill reported two

years ago he will find that practically there is very little, if any, dif

ference between that and the present bill in the particular to which

he refers, because it was expressly provided in that bill that if in any

year 75 per cent, of the net earnings of the road, as defined in the

first section, should be insufficient to pay the interest upon the first

mortgage, then the Secretary of the Treasury was bound to make an

abatement so that that interest would be paid. Thus under that bill,

and under this bill, the provision is complete for the payment of the

interest on the first mortgage before there can be anything paid into

the sinking fund.

Mr. DAWES. I understood the Senator himself to call the atten

tion of the Senate to this change in the provisions of the bill and to

give a reason for this change and modification. I do not speak of it

in reproach or criticism. I only allude to the fact that even the Judi

ciary Committee of the Senate have changed their views in relation

to what should constitute this sinkiug fund, and being at perfect

liberty, as they say, in any year that is to come between now and

1898 to alter, amend, or repeal this law, what assurance can we have

that Congress itself will not undergo as much change as the Judiciary

Committee, whose personnel certainly is as conservative and as cer

tain as that of Congress itself » That is the force of the argument, if

there be anything in it.

The very treatment which this committee have given the subject

is the evidence itself that in the years that are to come the changes

in the relation of these roads and this fund to the public and to the

United States are certain to be such as to tell upon its security and

its permanency.

Before I sit down, I wish to call attention to the fact that in sup

port of this bill the position is taken that it is necessary to provide

protection against the contemplated acta of bankruptcy on the part

of these roads. A bankrupt act cannot be enacted in Congress appli

cable to a single estate. A bankrupt act to be constitutional must

be uniform and applicable to all estates and to all persons. Let me
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read what the Senator from Tennessee

ttie reasons for justifying the enactment

Not. may not the remedy be advanced withov

If the conduct of the officers manifests an unmiav

j.»oration to a state of bankrnptcy, if they shall rev

nary rules of business prudence and care, the net

provide a sinking fund for the payment of debts to\

not otherwise be paid. Can they with any propriety-

power shall require them to do so or provide a reniea.

itor against a meditated wrong 1 \

That is an attempt to make applicable to a i

ciples of the bankrupt law, and I can find no at

ernment of the United States to enact any other t.

of bankrnptcy. The cases which the Senator citet ^6

and Georgia I desire to read to the Senate, and see % 3 apply

to this bill. The Senator says:

In my State and the State that is represented by the honorable Senator from

Georgia, we have a law providing that, if a debtor in anticipation of the time of

I .atyment of a debt is making a frandnlent oonveyanee of his property with a view-

to evade the payment of that debt, the creditor may suo out an attachment and im

pound the property and hold it—

Hold it how, Mr. President f—

under the jurisdiction of the oonrts until the debt shall become due. Thin ix

statutory law ; but baa anybody ever questioued the power of the Legislature to

eoact auch 1

Most certainly not. If this Legislature should provide a tribunal

into which these railroad companies could be summoned upon an alle

gation that they were about to make conveyance of their property for

perversion of their funds, to the defrauding of their creditors, and the

court should be clothed with power to pass judicially upon that ques

tion, it would meet the Tennessee and the Georgia statutes, and not

otherwise. But that is not the proposition in this bill. The propo

sition in this bill is to find the fact here and adjudicate it here. It

is based upon the allegation here in this body that these roads are

about to make fraudulent conveyances and to commit acts of bank

ruptcy, and then to pass judgment here. The Senator from Vermont

li as brought this out more strongly in the manner in which he states it :

Mr. Emirxna. Bnt the Senator from Georgia carefully leaves out the proposi

tion that I put to him, that upou the universal principles of law applied to corpo

rations, no matter whether you have a mortgage security or not, every dollar of

the aasets and income of a corporation is a trust fund for the payment of its cred

itors first, and for division among its stockholders afterward. Therefore, if a cor

poration, without regard to whether there is a mortgage lien or not-, divides up its

turnings among its stockholders to the danger of its creditors, it is violating the

law of its existence.

And the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. Bailey] adopts this language

and says:

Bat there is another reason which has been alluded to by the Senator from Ver

mont, or which was alluded to a few mouths ago, why this legislation may take

place. He stated, and he stated what is unquestionably the law, that the property

of every corporation is a trust fund for the payment of its debts, made so by in

tendment of law.

True, but does that authorize Congress to administer the trust T

Does that authorize Congress to constitute itself into a court and

" udicially decide whether the trustee is perverting the fund or not f

Jt is perfectly competent, I doubt not, for Congress to erect, if there

is none as yet, a judicial tribunal into which we can summon this

corporation or anybody else clothed with a trust, upon an allegation

that it is perverting the trust, but it is a judicial tribunal, and not

a legislative one, that must administer trusts. The legislative author-

•i
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Tty may establish the trust, the legislative authority may define the

powers of the trustee, the legislative authority may declare that

certain acts shall constitute a perversion of the trust ; but whether

those acts have been performed or not, whether that trust has been

perverted or not, whether the trustee is false to his trust or not, is a

judicial question and mnst be decided in a tribunal where the par

ties can be heard and can deny, if they please, the allegations upon

which this whole bill rests, if it rests upon the claim of a trusteeship

at all.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, does not my friend's conclusion

about that depend a little on an underlying question, as to whether

the legislative authority over this corporation in this particular case

and other corporations in other cases to declare a foundation for such

a trust and require a duty of paying in it, is the ezeroise of constitu

tional authority ; in other words, whether there does not reside in

the legislative power of visitation of public corporations or quasi-

public corporations created or authorized by it to do particular things,

the authority to direct how much of the corporate funds shall be

divided among the stockholders, and so taken away from the credit

ors, and how much, as in Massachusetts, shall be paid over to some

hospital or whatever it may be f If there is the legislative power of

visitation and requirement, then undoubtedly under that just as

under this bill it remains for the judicial authority to carry into

execution and enforce the provisions which the legislative authority

has made.

Mr. DAWES. I had stated just exactly the qualifications which I

understand the Senator from Vermont to restate for me in so much

better language.

Mr. EDMUND8. Then we agree.

Mr. DAWES. I stated that it is competent for the legislative power

to define the trust, to declare what it shall be, to declare what shall

be the penalty for the violation of it, what the trust has been estab

lished for. The relation between these roads and the Government,

according to the theory of the Judiciary Committee bill itself, is that

of a trustee and cestui que trust. The Government is to hold this fund

in trnst for the creditors and stockholders. It is to hold it according

to established law and liability. No new liability not existing before

can be imposed upon the companies inconsistent with the terms upon

which they accepted the trust without violating the contract upon

which they accepted it. I do not understand this requirement to be

based upon any such ground as that, but upon the simple ground

that they are trustees holding trust funds, and therefore, if they un

dertook, as the Senator from Tennessee said they were proposing to

do, an act of bankruptcy, dividing up in the shape of dividends funds

which belong to creditors and stockholders, doing that act or propos

ing to do that act which he styled an act of bankruptcy at one time

and a perversion of trust at another, they are to be visited with this

law. I say that if you have not a court of sufficiently broad juris

diction to call them to an account, it is your duty to make the court,

and not assume the judicial function here, because it depends upon

questions of fact and of law, to be judicially determined, whether

they have committed the act of bankruptcy or breach of trust, or

contemplated committing either, which are made the foundation and

justification for the law itself.

I have tired the Senate, I am conscious. I have very imperfectly

presented what seem to me to be some objections lying essentially at

the bottom to the sinking fund as proposed by the Judiciary Com
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m it tee ; not that J have the slightest desire to prevent the establish

ment of a Kinking fund ; but I desire that one shall be established

which shall last after the disposition now prevalent universally in

Congress shall have passed away. I wish to provide a sinking fund

that shall outlive any temporary disposition ; that shall withstand

any change of public sentiment ; that shall withstand any encroach

ments upon it that may be made through corrupt motives, through a

false public sentiment, through a crowding of these corridors with the

lobbyists of these railroad companies, against this bill or of com

peting roads for this or any other bill ; that shall stand until the pur

poses of its creation have been accomplished and the indebtedness

of these roads liquidated and they stand unincumbered among the

monuments of the courage of the United States manifested in time of

peril, able to fulfill all of the functions and all of the powers devolv

ing upon this and its sister roads across the continent building np

States, developing uninhabited places, making rich and strong the

nation in the years that are to come.

Mr. EDMUNDS. If I correctly understand the Senator from Mas

sachusetts he means to maintain that he believes this bill reported

from, the Judiciary Committee requiring the establishment of this

sinking fund to be unconstitutional as a violation of private rights

in undertaking to require these corporations, instead of dividing up

their profits among their stockholders, to take a part of them and

keep them in a safe place for the benefit of their creditors. I ask

him if I am right about that?

Mr. DAWES. So far as I discussed the constitutionality of the

bill, it was in this way: that if it were the intention of the bill to

establish Congress into a court of equity to administer trusts, there

was no authority in the Constitution for that purpose; and if it was

the object of the bill to provide a special law of bankruptcy appli

cable to a single estate, there was no authority in Congress for the

enactment of any such law.

Mr. EDMUNDS. But, Mr. President, the Senator has not answered

my question. I am unable to know from what he states whether he

believes this bill to be constitutional or not constitutional. If he does

not wish to express an opinion, that is one thing ; if he does, I shall

be glad to have him state it.

Mr. DAWES. I stated that it was endeavored by the Senator from

Tennessee to find support for this bill in the statement that these

roads were contemplating acts of bankruptcy and a conveyance of

their estates to avoid paying their debts, and if that were so it was

just like a law of Tennessee and of Georgia which summoned them

into a court and impounded their property until they answered to

that charge in court. I answered that reason for supporting this bill

by saying that an act of bankruptcy could not be made applicable to

this estate alone, and if it were an attempt to administer a trust it

could not find any support in the Constitution. Thus far and no

further have I discussed the question of the constitutionality of this

bill. I do not desire to enter, as I stated in the beginning I had no

intention of entering, into any contest or controversy wiwi the Judi

ciary Committee upon the general power of altering or amending the

law of 1862 or of 1864 ; I was desirous of co- operating with them in

obtaining a sinking fund that would have in it two elements ; I did

not care much about the details beyond that ; one element was abso

lute security, and the other was accretions yearly that would be sure

to exceed the accumulations of interest, and with those everything

else would follow that I cared for.

Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President
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Mr. EDMUNDS. If my frieud from Tennessee will excuse me, I

am not able now to understand, what the Committee on the Judiciary

I have no donbt would so gladly know, what the opinion of my hon

orable friend from Massachusetts is as to the constitutionality of the

bill, as ho understands it, no matter how the Senator from Tennessee

understauds it or his grounds or mine ; but I should be glad to know

and the Senate would: be glad to know, as the Senator has evidently

studied the subject and is a master of all the objections to getting

on, what his opinion is as to the constitutionality of this bill in the

light iu which he reads it. If he is willing to answer, I should like

to have the benefit of his views ; if he is not, of course I have nothing

to say.

Mr. DAWES. Mr. President, I am somewhat weary and it Is late

in the afternoon. If I am to be put upon the witness stand under the

cross-examination of the Senator from Vermont at any great length,

I should like to have it done in the morning. If it is essential to un

derstanding what I have said that what I have not said and what I

have declined to argue shall be argued by me, in my poor way I will

do as well as I can in the morning.

I will say to the Senator that in regard to some features of this

bill I should like to have some more satisfactory reason given for

their constitutionality than I have yet heard ; and to follow his exam

ple a moment ago, I think I shall sit down until he has given a satis

factory reason for the constitutionality of some features contained in

the Judiciary Committee bill.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Now, Mr. President, I am entirely satisfied with

the answer of my friend, because it is perfectly luminous. If he

wonld be only kind euough to point out the features that still are

obscure to him, then the committee will endeavor to see what they

can do in the way of relieving his doubts ; but which particular linea

ment it is that troubles him just now under the Constitution, he has

not been kind enough to tell us, aud I suppose he does not want to.

The real fact

Mr. DAWES. I did not hear the last remark of the Senator; but

I imagine that he insists upon my making my speech in the way he

shall mark out.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Oh, no ; far from that.

Mr. DAWES. I have submitted some views. I do not suppose they

are worth anything ; I did not suppose they were before I submitted

them ; but there were some reasons which governed me in trying to

make a sinking fund that I thought good. I am not to be forced from

that line of remarks by anybody asserting any control over me, what

ever control he may have over corporations.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Far be it from me to exercise any control over

my frieud from Massachusetts. He had been kiud enough to state

that there were some features of this bill that he wished to hear a

hotter reason for their constitutionality than he bad yet heard, and

my only attempt to exercise control over him, if that was it, was to

invite him to tell us what those features were.

If that is offensive, then I apologize with the greatest possible

humility. If the Senator has not yet discovered which the par

ticular feature is. we can wait until to-morrow, until he can dig it

over again and see where his trouble does lie, if he is not able now

to find it. The trouble with the Senator's argument is that he has

unhappily missed a discussion of the fundamental ground on which

the bill stands even to his own mind, and that is the public power

•< this nation over pnblio corporations and the particular power
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that these very acts creating one of these corporations and confer

ring privileges npon the other as a part of the contract, if yon call

it a contract, that the companies themselves have agreed to, that

this tribunal should be at liberty according to its judgment and con

science to regulate their future conduct. That is it.

Mr. DAWES. Mr. President, then it is a power of visitation that is

exercised here, is it, when you take the property of this corporation

and all its future earnings, every dollar of them, and set them apart

in a fund to hold for yourself nntil the end f That is a power of

visitation, is it t And that is a proper power for the Legislature to

exercise? I supposed that was the very power for a judicial tribu

nal to exercise. I supposed that was one of the incidents of the

tupervising power of a court over a trustee. I did not suppose the

Legislature would do that.

Mr. EDMUNDS. My friend seems to be

Mr. MATTHEWS. Will my friend from Vermont allow me t

Mr. EDMUNDS. Not quite yet, if you please. I will take one at

a time.

Mr. MATTHEWS. I merely wished to make an inquiry.

Mr. EDMUNDS. But let me dispose of the inquiry of my friend

from Massachusetts first. My friend from Massachusetts seems to

have studied every part of this question except the particular one to

which I addressed my inquiry. Now he comes to the power of visita

tion, to which I referred, and says he understands that to be a

judicial power. So it is in respect to corporations to which the judi

cial power applies ; but if he will only be good enough to look into

the works on corporations he will see that in respect of those quasi-

public corporations and indeed private corporations that have deal

ings with the public as a public, like common carriers, millers, &c,

there is a legislative power of visitation that does not undertake to

decide in the judioial sense of a final winding up and distribution of

the assets by an edict, but undertakes to prescribe the duties which

such corporations shall perform toward their creditors and toward

the public, and which, when that prescription is made, just as in this

case when this is made, it will be the business of the judicial power

to see is duly carried into effect. That is the distinction which in the

haste of my friend's studies he has evidently overlooked.

Mr. DAWES. I suppose that the Senator from Vermont calls this

the power of visitation in the first section of the bill, when he defines

what shall be the net earnings of this road by providing hereafter

the net earnings of this road shall be so and so. The United States

lent these roads certain bonds due, say, in 1898, except so far as they

should be paid presently by one-half of the transportation account

and the 5 per cent, of net earnings. They are due presently to that

extent, and as to the remainder in 1898. Now, the creditor steps in

and says be has the power to define what shall constitute net earn

ings: that is, to say how mnch of these bonds shall be presently due

and how much shall be left till 1898. The creditor can say that the

net earnings, as the Judiciary Committee proposed in 1876, shall be

all excluding interest on the first-mortgage bonds, and therefore they

can make more of these bonds payable \n prassenti than in 1898. When

they say that the net earnings shall not include the interest on the

first-mortgage bonds, they say there shall not be so much due in

praxenli. That is to say, the creditor holding the obligation of tho

debtor is at liberty himself to say how much of this debt is due to-day

and how much is due twenty years hence, and he can determine from

year to year, tho creditor holding the obligation, and I understand
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the Senator from Vermont to say tbat that is the power of visitation.

It is the power of visitation with a vengeance I

Mr. EDMUNDS. Well, Mr. President, the power to define what is

net earnings in 1876 that the Senator speaks of was in my opinion

a clear power of Congress if there had been no provision hi the char

ters and grants reserving the power to control and regulate the man

agement of these corporations, and the Senator will find, if he will

tnrn to the last volume of the reports of the Supreme Court of the

United States respecting the exercise of similar powers by the Legis

latures of the various States, a great many cases all in a row that

arose between States and railroad companies of exactly that char

acter. But there is no inconsistency either in point of theory or in

point of practice between what was reported in 1876 and this. In

this instance now the committee thought it better to put into what

was the definition of net earnings what does not belong to net earn

ings under any just construction of tbat term ; and if you look at all

the railroad reports to their stockholders you will see that we are

right about that ; they do not put in the payment of interest as a de

duction from earnings and strike out a balance. It was to put into

that what did not belong to it naturally or legally, a power in these

corporations to apply as a part of their net earnings, before the lien

of the other creditors would come in, this money necessary for the

payment of interest on the first-mortgage bonds, for the reason of

simple policy and good sense that if this money was thus applied, as

another section of this act provides it shall be, to the payment of the

interest on the first-mortgage bonds, then they had applied it to the

very uses to which it ought to be applied instead of dividing it among

their stockholders; and so as a matter of convenience tbat addition

to the true nieaniug of net earnings was put in. If the Senator has

any fault to find with that as a practical matter, that is one thing;

I do not suppose he has ; but if he refers to it as an evidence that the

opinion of the committee has changed at all in respect either of the

theory or the policy of what these companies are not to divide among

their stockholders but are to pay to their creditors, then he is vastly

inistakeu.

But now the Senator comes back again to the power of visitation

which he calls the power of visitation with a vengeance. He says it

is the right of the creditor at his will to say how much of the debt

shall bo due to-day and how much due to-morrow. Mr. President, I

wish to state once more that the Senate of the United States, in my

opinion, is not the creditor of these corporations any more than the

judicial tribunal that sits next door to us is the creditor of these cor-

{torations when it iu the exercise of its functions has to deal with

hem. We are uot the creditor of the corporations in any earthly

sense, either theoretical or practical. We are, unless we have been

dealt with as I am sure no Senator has by these corporations them

selves, a perfectly indifferent and impartial tribunal, to whom the

corporations (hat accepted these privileges and benefits and grants

agreed in the very charters of their incorporations and grants of their

privileges there should be always referred, as an impartial arbitrator

between them and the Treasury and between them and their credi

tors, the regulation and eoutrol of their affairs. That is our attitude.

It does not do, therefore, in my opinion, for the Senator to say that

the creditor is undertaking to deal unjustly ami arbitrarily with the

debtor. The Congress of the United Statesdoes not stand in any snch

attitude in bay opinion, and 1 thiuk I may safelv say in the opinion of

tuv friend it he will think of it a minute.
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But now let as go another step. The Senator says that this does

not fall within the power of visitation which he seems to have re

membered now does exist to some extent somewhere, and I am not

surprised that he concedes that much because of the decisions of the

highest tribunal of bis own State, none more honorable, none more

respected, none more learned, none more conservative. It was long

since decided there by a unanimous court upon principles of solid

jurisprudence that it was within the competence of the legislative

power of that State to declare that an incorporated company which

by its charter was required to pay a certain portion of its net earn

ings or net profits—I forget which was the phrase, but it is of no

consequence now—to certain public hospitals iu that State and to

declare afterwards that the meaning of the term "net earnings" or

"net profits" should .be so and so, different from what its meaning

was in the original charter, and that thus defined a certain balance

and proportion of net earnings should be paid to those hospitals.

The companies resisted (just as the companies here through their

friends resist) most manfully and stoutly the constitutional right of

the Legislature of that State having no power to impair the obliga

tion of contracts to do anything of the kind ; but the venerable Chief-

Jostice Shaw and the honored Mr. Justice Dewey and all the others,

by a unanimous decision that has stood from that day to this with

out question and certainly without reproach, said that was an entirely

untenable position because the general laws of that State hod already

provided that every act of incorporation hereafter granted should be

subject to legislative control to alter, amend, or repeal, reserving to

the Legislature, in spite of their having made a contract by such

charter, this power of complete visitation and control. The court

held, therefore, that there was nothing in the objection mode by the

companies that the Legislature had undertaken to put a qew defini

tion upon the term "net earnings" or "net profits" to make it to

include a larger sum of the earnings of the corporation than had by

the original charters been the true construction. If that is the law,

as I have no doubt it is and as the Senator has no doubt it is, how

can he say that we are transcending the just limits of constitutional

authority or the just limits of the proper exercise of this power of

legislative visitation to which I have called the attention of the Sen

ator, when we say in almost the very same words that the net earn

ings of these companies shall be defined and understood to be what

every report of every company to its stockholders has always defined

them to be; and that is the result after the payment of the operating

expenses of the company and not including the payment of its debt

or the interest upon its funded debt. I should be glad to know how

the Senator distinguishes. No distinction can be made in my opinion.

Hr. DAWES. Of course I yield my opinion to that of the Senator

from Vermont.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I only state the opinion of his own supreme

court.

Mr. DAWES. The Senator said no distinction could be made, in his

opinion. I say I yield my opinion to his. I only say this, that when

he can find a case in Massachusetts where the State of Massachusetts

holding the obligation of any corporation or any individual payable

in prtrxenti by certain terms and in futuro as to the remainder, the

supreme court of Massachusetts has decided that it is competent for

the Legislature of that State to make the inprweenti part of it just

as large or just as small as they please, or change it when they please—

when he shows me that the venerable Chief-Justice Shaw and Mr.
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Justice Dewey or any other justice has said that was in the poworof

Massachusetts, then I will admit he has a precedent ; not till then.

Mr. EDMUNDS. That is exactly in substance what those vener

able justices and that venerable court decided.

Mr. DAWES. It is not, I beg leave to say. The Senator will allow

me to interrupt him. It is not that. There is all the difference in

the world between this case and the one he cites. Here is the cred

itor assuming, becanse nobody can call it to account for so assuming,

to interpret the contract that he has made with his debtor, and make

what he has to pay to-day just as much as he pleases and making the

balance to be paid twenty years hence just as small as the creditor

pleases.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Yes, Mr. President, we will even take that case.

What is a creditor f Is it not a person or a being, a corporation or a

State, or whatever it may be, that according to the existing arrange

ment is entitled to have a certain sum of money paid to itf I take

it that is what a creditor is. Now the State of Massachusetts in the

very instance to which I have referred, under the charter of incorpo

ration of an insurance company I believe it was—but no matter

what the company was—was entitled to have paid to it for certain

purposes named, its hospital purposes, a certain percentage of the

net earnings of the company. So it was a creditor of that company

in the general sense of that term. It was a being entitled to receive

from the company a certain sum of money a year. Now that same

creditor in the sense in which the Senator speaks of it, the Legis

lature (which I say is not the creditor at all), the Legislature of the

State of Massachusetts undertook to say " we will change the defini

tion of net earnings npon which yon are to compute the sum that

you are to pay into onr treasury or to our hospital, and so arrange

it that by-its meaning you are obliged to pay more than you were

before."

That the company resisted, and said it violated justice, and violated

the contract that had been made. The supreme court of that State

■aid that that was a perfectly lawful and proper thing to do. The

substance and effect of it was that by an act of legislative will in

changing the definition of the terms used in the charter the com

pany was obliged to pay money to-day that it was not obliged to pay

yesterday. If that is not a parallel case clear up to the handle, as

the saying is, I should like to know what is ; and as my friend from

Ohio suggests, it is still more. If the Legislature requires them to

pay more than they would ever be bound to pay, as was the case in

Massachusetts, because there was no ultimate debt 'to be paid, but

it was a yearly stipend that was to be paid into this hospital fund,

then according to the Senator it would be all right. True, that is

not this case ; hut it goes a great deal further.

In this case this bill does not provide for making anything due to

day that is not due till to-morrow at all. It does not take a dollar

of money from these companies of any kind, not a penny. It only

says that they shall keep the money in a safe place nntil their debt

is due, and then it shall be kept for the benefit of the creditors and

applied accordingly. There is therefore no taking by this bill of

money that is due next year and making it due to-day. It only says

that the income of these companies derived from tolls and franchises,

that Congress alone has empowered them to take, shall not be pnt

where nobody can get it that is entitled to it in the fulfillment of their

obligations, but it shall be preserved in order to meet those obliga

tions.
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Is that saying that a debt which is dno next yoar is dne to-day t

Far from it. Is that saying that a debt that is not due at all shall be

made a lien upon anything. Far from it. It is only saying that the

people who are engaged in these public operations shall keep them

selves in an attitude where, when the time comes that they are called

upon to apply their assets to the payment of their debts, there shall

be some assets to apply ; and that the Senatorsays is taking the prop

erty of A, is an invasion of private rights, and undertaking to turn

ourselves into a judicial tribunal to dispose of the assets of these com

panies. Nothing of the kind, Mr. President ; that all rests in the in

ventive genius of the friends of these corporations who have instilled

into the minds of Senators somewhere or somehow the notion that

we are going to disturb the value of some of these subsequent secur

ities where they are held: but instead of disturbing the value of sub

sequent securities we are conserving them by every step we take in

this direction. Every million dollars that is saved and is not put

beyond the reach of creditors by being divided among the stock

holders is a million of dollars saved to the very lowest security there

is that these railroad companies owe. No matter how far off the bond

is, be it third or fourth mortgage, or be it merely a general creditor

who has no special security at all, every dollar that is preserved and

not divided up among the stockholders is a dollar for him.

Whether you apply it to the first mortgage or the second mortgage

or any mortgage, just to that extent it increases the assets of the

company to be distributed in due order, as this bill says, according

to law and undera judicial administration, if necessary, to everybody

that has a right. Is not that right t Is not that equitable? It ap

pears to me that it is ; and there is the difference between my honor

able friend and myself.

Every court., and latterly and most the Supreme Court of the United

States has now settled as far as judicial decision can settle the power

of State Legislatures in respect of these public corporations; and as to

every corporation, be it private or public in its nature, that has to

deal with public affairs, the general welfare of the public as carriers

or millers or warehousemen or whatever, there rests in the Legislature

the power of conserving its management to the protection of publio

interests and to the protection of its creditors. That is all. So I repeat,

Mr. President, that we do not propose to make a debt due next year

due to-day; we do not propose to take a part of the money of A and

give it to B ; but we only say to these corporations under this plenary

power reserved in these charters and grants and under the visiting

power that I have described that is universally laid down in all the

books, that they shall so regulate the future administration of their

affairs that they shall not pocket the money that they have earned

from tolls and franchise to the injury of their creditors. That is the

whole case.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Will the Senator be good enough to inform me

what case it is in the Massachusetts reports that he refers to T The

ease of the Hospital Life Insurance Company f

Mr. EDMUNES. It is in 4 Gray ; I do not remember the name of

the case.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Now, I should like to inquire of the Senator

what I rose to ask before, whether I understand him to mean that he

justifies the bill of the Judiciary Committee upon an alleged power

in Congress as the legislative authority to visit the corporation, and

lie cites the case in Cray and the oases in 4 Otto as instances of that

power of visitation.
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Mr. EDMUNDS. No, sir, I do not cite the case in Gray as an instance

of that power of -visitation, because by a previous act of the Legisla

ture, a general act, it was provided that all corporations thereafter

incorporated should have their charter subject to alteration, amend

ment, or repeal, and the case in 4 Gray was put without going into

the question of visitation at all, because perhaps that was nota public

corporation that dealt with the public except as private persons chose

to deal with them in the way of insurance, which perhaps would unt

fall within the clause. The case there wasput on theground of exactly

the words contained in the acts of Congress of 1862 and 1864, that

the companies who had taken those charters and privileges had them

selves contracted as a part of the contract that the Legislature should

be the tribunal to decide as to their future management and operation,

and therefore that it was competent forthe Legislature in its discre

tion to decide what " net earnings " meant and what should be done

with a certain percentage of them. And that would be entirely

enough for this case, to gay nothing of the power of visitation, which

is the real power upon which rest the decisions in many of these later

cases as it respects public corporations and as it respects private
■warehousemen, private individuals. But I do not put it on the ground

of visitation alone ; I think it may rest there with perfect safety. It

is enough for my honorable friends from Ohio and from Massachu

setts to say that instead of violating a contract or impairing it, in this

instance we are doing precisely what the contract, if you call it that,

provided we should do, aud that is that we should alter, amend, or

repeal these provisions according as the solemn and responsible judg

ment of Congress standing independent (just as much so as a judicial

tribnnal) between public interests and the private interests of credit

ors and these great corporations.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. President, I think there might be more con

fidence felt in the emphatic declarations by the members of the Judi

ciary Committee as to what the law is if, in dealing with this sub

ject heretofore, they had not come, sadly for themselves, so strongly

into collision with the Supreme Court of the United States, and I

think there might be more confidence in the fairness of their inten

tions if they were disposed, after having, as they said, submitted the

case to the Supreme Court, to live up to the decision of the Supreme

Court and to the rights of parties as ascertained by it.

Mr. THUBMAN. What decision does the Senator Tefer to T

Mr. SARGENT. I intend to speak but a short time, and I will show

the Senator fully before I get through.

Mr. THURMAN. I should like toTcnow what the collision between

the Judiciary Committee and the Supreme Court is.

Mr. SARGENT. That is exactly what I am going to show in my

own way, and if I am not permitted to do that I will yield the floor to

the Senator. In 1871 the question arose whether the interest on the

bonds was presently due, and whether the whole transportation money

should be Kept in the Treasury of the United States in order to be

applied upon that interest, instead of one-half of it being paid to

these companies. At that time a Senator from Nevada [Mr. Stewart]

offered the following amendment to an appropriation bill then pend

ing:

In accordance with the fifth section of the act approved July 8, 1864, entitled

"An act to amend an act entitled * An act to aid in the construction of a railroad

and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Paciflo Ocean, and to secure to

the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,' ap-

firoved July 1, tg69," the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby directed to pay over,

n money, to the Pacific Railroad Companies mentioned in said act and performing
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services for tbe United States, one-half of tbo compensation for such services here

tofore or hereafter rendered.

To that proposition the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] offered

an amendment which I will read, and he prefaced it with some re

marks. Considerable debate having intervened, among others the

present Secretary of the Treasury having spoken and insisted that

there onght to be somejudicial determination of the question whether

this other half transportation should be retained in the Treasury or

not, and covering that idea, the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman]

offered his amendment, saying :

My colleague made a suggestion that tbero onght to be a judicial determination

of this question. I am willing, for in v own part, that Congress shall decide it, and

decide it definitely ; or I am willing that there may be a judicial determination, if

that will be more satisfactory. Legal questions are much better argued in court

than they are in legislative assemblies.

That was the opinion of the Senator in 1871.

I have, therefore, sitting here, drawn a rather crude substitute for the proposi

tion of mv colleague, which I will read, and perhaps he may be willing to adopt it

instead of the amendment which he has offered. It is to insert after the amend

ment of the Senator from Nevada these words :

Provided, That for the purpose of procuring a Judicial determination of the ques

tion whether the United States have a right to be repaid in full each installment of

interest paid by them immediately upon the payment thereof, it shall be the dnty

of the Attorney-General to forthwith bring a suit against some one of said com

panies to recover an Installment of interest paid by the United States, which suit

shall be brought in the Court of Claims, and said court shall have j urisdiction there

of ; and said suit shall have precedence on the calendar in said court over all other

suits or cases ; and either party to such suit may appeal from the decision of said

court to the Supreme Court.

Upon this amendment so pending the Senator from Vermont who

last addressed the Chair [Mr. Edmunds] spoke as follows :

1 confess that I like the amendment of the Senator from Ohio who sits farthest

from me [Mr. ThubmarJ rather better than any of these ; and for one reason espe

cially ; that, as a matter of curiosity, 1 should be glad to find out what principles

of construction are to be adopted by our courts in construing statutes! and how far

the debates (wbioh are undertaken to be foisted in here to determine what the

statutes mean) have a place in modern jurisprudence.

The power of the Judiciary Committee, the power of Congress, has

grown wonderfully since that time. To discuss these questions in

Congress then, to attempt to pass upon them, was foisting them in.

This bill, however, goes upon the theory that whatever the Supreme

Court may have decided at that time, it is proper now to have this

legislative jurisprudence, according to the newly invented term of

the Senator from Vermont, and I suppose he does not now consider

that that is being foisted in here :

I should be very glad indeed to have the Supreme Court of the United States de

termine what the law is on this question. If it determines it in favor of the com

panies, there is an end of the question.

The Supreme Court did decide it in favor of the companies, and

that is the " end of the question." The Supreme Court decided that

the companies had a right to have one-half the transportation money

paid over to them, and that was the " end of the question," was it f

They decided that the interest was not presently due. You mean to

treat it as if it were presently due ; indirectly you attempt to do

what you are not allowed by the court to do directly. You were not

allowed directly to lock it up in the Treasury and say it should not

be paid over to these parties, and therefore you pass it from your

right hand into your left ; therefore you invent what you call a sink

ing fund, and claim a power over these corporations certainly not

named in the original act, which enables you now to come in and
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take not only thin bnt an amount equal to 25 per cent, of tlie net

earnings of the companies. I ask where is the "end of the ques

tion f" The bill you here introduce and ask the Senate to adopt

gives us a long vista of congressional action in the future, and the

Senator himself declared with great heat last night, in reply to the

Senator from Maine, [Mr. Blaine,] that even if the companies lived

up to this bill in all its terms in conscientiousness and exactness, it

should not stay further legislation against them. It is complained

that they come to Washington by their agents. But if they stay

away from the city of Washington and never offend the Senator from

Vermont by getting wearying constituents of his to go to his house

and committee-room to plead that the security of bonds be not dis

turbed, that shall do them no good in restraining further aggression.

It seems to be troublesome to be approached even in a respectful

way, and we are not to be moved, even like the unjust judge of

Scripture, by much asking. Though noue of these importunities

trouble the leisure of Senators hereafter, and the railroad companies

stay away and keep away their friends, and do all that we demand

of them, pay the 5 per cent, and the whole transportation, and hun

dreds of thousands of dollars besides, as we now with full light on

the subject demand, nevertheless you insist that yonr action shall

have no finality, but your demands shall be increased at your will

until every right given to them by previous statutes is taken away

if you so please. Oh, yes, that was to be the " end of the question ! "

It rather looks like the beginning. It wonld be better to make an

end of it by confiscating the roads and punishing the men who dared

to build them nnder the inducement held ont by legislative contracts,

not worth for their protection the paper they were printed on. A

statutory contract, it seems, is of less sanctity than " legislative

jurisprudence." The latter is used to destroy the former. It is a

kind of Flora McFlimsey affair, which " is binding on you and not

binding on me."

The Senator from Vermont goes on :

If It determines it in favor of the United State*, as we csunot possibly suppose

it will after the report of our learned brethren on the Judiciary Committee—

It seems to me that was rather like a sneer at "our learned brethren

on the Judiciary Committee"—

then of coarse there will be an end of the question, and all parties will be satisfied.

That is, if the Supreme Court of the United States should decide

that the other half of the transportation could be retained by the

Government and that the interest was presently due and was paid,

then the Government would be satisfied ; and yet by this very bill

there is a proposition to go even beyond that, when the Supreme Court

lias said exactly the other thing, and to pile np a sinking fund, not

merely taking care of the interest, which is not due, bnt of the prin

cipal, and not merely the principal of the amount due to the Govern

ment bnt of the other debts that are owed by the companies and are

secured by first-mortgage liens.

With what would all parties be satisfied? With the " end of the

question" which gave to the Government its interest as it was paid.

There was no talk here of repudiating contracts or amending or

repealing them. It was a mere construction that was aimed at, and

whichever way the Supreme Court might decide the question was

ended.

Bnt next to the amendment of my friend from Ohio farthest from me, [Mr.

Thurman.J or the substance of it, I think that of tbe Senator from Ohio near me

[ Mr. Sherman] is the one to which no man who is honest and just—and of coarse

that includes every Seimtcr—would object.
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Now, to show the spirit of that debate and to show how far certain

Senators went in declaring that the law as subsequent ly given by the

Supreme Court could not be law, and how far Senators who sympathize

-with this present movement were then disposed to go in denouncing

the action of the railroad companies in claiming the rights which they

subsequently asserted in the Court of Claims, and which were vindi

cated by the United States Supreme Court, I want to read a remark

made by the Senator from Delaware, [Mr. Bayard.] I am aware that

lie is not a member of the Judiciary Committee, but still he is a lawyer,

and I have no doubt will declare that this was his legal opinion at that

time. I do him no injustice in recalling his remarks, although founded

on an error in law. I observe he is absent. I refer to the Congres

sional Globe of 1873-73, No. 2, when the proposition came up again

and an amendment of the same character was offered by the Senator

from Vermont. The Senator from Delaware said:

The amendment offered by the Senator from Vermont, as it has been perfected

and as last read by him, meets my entire approval, and I think it a most just and

reasonable proposition that the Congress of the United States should now interpose

and through its courts endeavor to have a proper solution of this question to save

farther outlays of public money, especially in the face of the inordinate and mon

strous assumptions which have been made by the friends of these railway corpora

tions for a postponement of the payment of their obligation to pay the interest upon

the bonds issued by the United States.

That very monstrous and inordinate proposition—the Senator is

now in his seat, and I am glad of it—was the very one that was sub

mitted to the Supreme Court of the United States, and it decided

1 1 Kit, under the contract made by Congress with these companies, the

proposition was not monstrous and was not inordinate ; that these

had the right which they asserted ; and yet it was the whole theory

of the legislation favored by this Senator and the Senator from Ver

mont at that time, and the amendment of the latter meant just that,

that the companies did not have any such rights. Therefore I say, as

I said before, that if the members of the Judiciary Committee had

been more fortunate in the conflicts which they have had with the

Supreme Court of the United States in their interpretation of these

contracts heretofore, there might be more confidence in the discretion
■with which they now decide upon these things. And, furthermore,

if they had, after submitting this matter to the Supreme Court of the

United States, allowed it to be an end of the thing, as the Senator

from Vermont then declared, and as the Senator from Ohio, Mr. Sher

man, from whose remarks I have not read, declared, and other Sen

ators said, then I might believe that there is a desire for fair play in

their propositions at this time.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator from California certainly does not

mean to say that the Judiciary Committee has got into a difference

of opinion with the Supreme Court on the law as it was, because the

Judiciary Committee reported that the law was just as the Supreme

Court have since said that it was.

Mr. SARGENT. I referred to members of the Judiciary Commit

tee, and not to the Judiciary Committee itself.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Ah!

Mr. SARGENT. I referred to the Senator from Vermont, [Mr. Ed

munds,] I referred to the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Thurman,] I re

ferred to the Senator from Delaware, [Mr. Bayard,] not a member

of the committee. The member of the Judiciary Committee whom

I named, Mr. Stewart, and the others have passed away. The Su

preme Court vindicated their judgment notwithstanding the sneers

of the Senator from Vermont.
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Mr. EDMUNDS. But it so happens that the Senator from Ohio

agreed with the Snpreme Court of the United States, that the law as

it stood did not require the companies to pay the interest that the

United States paid from year to year as soon as the United States

paid it. So I do not see that the Senator from Ohio is put into any

very disagreeable position, nor the Judiciary Committee. It happens

that one member of the committee, being myself, thought the law

was otherwise, as I think it is still, with great deference to the Sen

ator from Ohio and to the Snpreme Court ; and I suppose that is an

opinion that I am entitled here to still have without being guilty of

any violation of the Constitution of the United States. Now the

Senator says that I stated that if they so decided there was an end of

the thing, as he last put it. I did not say that. I said " there will

be an end of the question." So there would be. The question was

whether the law as it stood authorized the United States to sue these

companies for the interest it naid every half year on these bonds.

The Supreme Court having decided that it does not, there is an end

of the question, because the United States must sue these companies

on the law as it stands in the courts of justice and I assume they

will decide as they did before althongh we have often seen that even

the Supreme Court of the United States sometimes changes its mind

on very important questions, and it is very far from being certain

that if my friend from California could be permitted to argue the

side of the people before that court on that very question they would

not, as they did in the legal-tender cases and in a good many others,

conclude that they had made a mistake the first time and decide

otherwise.

But all that the Judiciary Committee was called upon to do was to

tell the Senate what it thought the law was as it stood ; and in order

to have that question decided by the courts a provision was made for

having it tried. It was tried. The Judiciary Committee was never

called upon until now and until the bill of last year to advise the

Senate as to what it was wise that Congress should do in respect of

controlling the management of these corporations for the protection

of public and private interests. The Supreme Court has never yet

decided or undertaken to decide that Congress has no such power.

On the contrary, they have decided as to States, which certainly can

not have any greater power than Congress over such questions, that

they have the fullest capacity to do this very sort of thing.

Mr. SPENCER. I move that the Senate do now adjourn.

Mr. THURMAN. Before that is done

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Alabama with

draw the motion T

Mr. SPENCER. Yes, sir.

Mr. THURMAN. I want to know who proposes to speak to-morrow

on the pending bill. If any one does, I hope he will take the floor

to-night for that purpose.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Then, if it is agreeable to the Senate, I will

speak to-morrow at one o'clock.

Mr. THURMAN. My colleague takes the floor for to-morrow.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio on the left

[Mr. Matthews] has the floor.

Mr. THURMAN. After what has been said by the Senator from

Vermont, I do not feel that it is necessary for me to waste the time

of the Senate in noticing the remarks of the Senator from California

except to say that instead of fulfilling his promise to show a collis

ion—that was the very word he used—between the Judiciary Com
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mittee and the Supreme Court of the United States, the case that he

cites is one of a perfect concurrence between the Jndiciary Commit

tee and the Supreme Court. He said that the Jndiciary Committee

had made ont so badly in its former collision with the Supreme Court

that it had some feeling on this subject, when the fact shows that

the Jndiciary Committee and the Supreme Court were exactly of the

same opinion. I do not know how long it will be necessary for me

to repeat that the only question that was then before Congress or

before the committee or before the courts was the question of what was

the then status of the law. And , in regard to the amendment I offered,

why, Mr. President, I offered that amendment becanse, although I

agreed to the report made by the Jndiciary Committee, I did not Tike,

if I could possibly help it, that we should positively legislate on this

subject, when it could be submitted to a jndicial tribunal to deter

mine what the law then was. Therefore, I suggested that a case be

made.

Mr. EATON. Can we not make one now f

Mr. THURMAN. What ! make a case to determine what Congress

shall do under its power to alter, amend, or repeal ! Yea, we can make

a case. Pass this bill of the Jndiciary Committee, and if these com

panies see fit to contest it, let them doit; but do not let us decide that

we will do nothing but what they demand and thereby make a case

impossible. Until we assert the power we believe we possess, how

will you have any ease ? If we are to resolve all doubts against the

Government, if we are to resolve all scruples against the exercise of

any power whatever, if we are to bo astute to find out that we are

absolutely helpless, how will you ever get a case t If the bill of the

Jndiciary Committee is unconstitutional, the courts will so decide it.

But they never will decide it unconstitutional unless it becomes a

law, becanse they never can have a case to decide it. But I do not

wish to occupv the time of the Senate to-night.

Mr. SPENCER. I renew my motion that the Senate adjourn.

The motion was agreed to ; and (at five o'clock and twelve minutes

p. m.) the Senate adjourned.

April 4, 1878.

THK PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act,

the pending question being on the amendment submitted by Mr.

Mattuews.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Mr. President, it is with very great and sincere

reluctance that I intrnde again upon the attention of the Senate in

this debate. I should not have done so but for a turn which it took,

which it seemed to me made it necessary that I should have some

words to say in reply.

21 PA
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Thediguity of thedebate(which is usually synonymous with itsdull-

ne8s) has been relieved to some degree by the entrance into it of what

seemed to me to be Borne personal feeling and at least some extraneous

matter. I was, for instance, somewhat taken by surprise when I ascer

tained that my distinguished colleague who has charge of the bill on

behalf of the Judiciary Committee, [Mr. Thurman,] whose organ for

that purpose he is, seemed disposed to resent with some zeal and some

indignation what appeared to meto be nothing more than proper oppo

sition growing out of differences of opinion ; and he seemed to think

thatjifwhat had been said by Senators as groundsand reasons fortheir

opposition was true, it amounted to such a condemnation of the mem

bers of the Judiciary Committee as to indicate that they were no longer

tit for their functions and that they would have nothing to do after

such a sentence but to admit the judgment and resign.

I am unable to agree, Mr. President, with my distinguished col

league in his opinion construing the constitutional powers of Con

gress in their proposed application to this subject. Am I to be silenced

on this floor because to speak makes me to differ with that commit

tee f What becomes of the propriety of his complaint when in the

same debate he accuses the other committee of this body with having

brought in a bill which subsidizes these companies beyond the origi

nal grant ! Certainly, Mr. President, I cannot yield to the argument

which he made on the floor yesterday that it was sufficient ground to

support his bill because it was unconstitutional ; otherwise we could

never have that question judicially settled ! I think that it is a suffi

cient reason to vote against any proposed legislation that in my j udg-

ment it comes in conflict with the limitations of the fundamental law,

and on such a question no Senator has a right to surrender his own

personal convictions. I have unfeigned respect, which I take the ut

most pleasure in publicly avowing, for the Judiciary Committee of

this body and for each individual member of it, including my honored

and distinguished colleague, whose value and worth as man, lawyer,

judge, and citizen I have known so well aud so long, but I cannot

afford to yield one jot or one tittle of my own deliberate and consid

ered opinions on a question of constitutional right out of mere defer

ence to any person.

There was another matter referred to by several Senators, and I

believe particularly by the Senator from Vermont who is on that

committee, [Mr. Edmunds,] that I was very much pained to hear

broached as the ground of argument in such a discussion ; and that

was that the corporations in reference to whose rights and interests

this legislationwas proposed were powerful bodies seeking to influence

legislation in their favor by improper approaches aud solicitations,

the tread of whose messengers and agents it was said was to be heard

on the very floor of the Senate, who were packing the lobbies and

filling the galleries. Whatever grain of truth maybe in such a state

ment, certainly the language is the language of hyperbole ; and unless

Senators are prepared to make distinct and specific charges involving

the integrity of the body itself or of its members,the only possible effect

of such insinuations, however guarded and professedly excluding accu

sations of impropriety of conduct on the part of public men, is, never

theless, that they go forth to the world calculated, if not intended, to

throw the cloud of suspicion upon those who for reasons satisfactory

to themselves feel impelled to a course different from that approved

by the committee. And my friend, the Senator to whom 1 allude,

referred only yesterday afternoon to those who, like myself, found

iusuperablo objections to supporting the bill of the Judiciary Com
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mi ttee as the friend* of the railroad companies, as if the railroad

companies were a public enemy and as if they, and they alone, vera

the defenders and the champions of the public interest and the pub

lic rights.

I repeat again my sincere respect not only for the wisdom and the

learning, bat for the disinterestedness and patriotism of the members

of the Judiciary Committee. They are the select men out of this

select body, - the expectancy and rose of the fair state." And yet,

Mr. President, I cannot yield to them one particle in the advocacy of

opinions and doctrines that however in this case iu their application

may seem to favor a corporate right, in my judgment nevertheless

lie at the foundation of every right that is dear to a freeman.

But, Mr. President, it was reserved to my distinguished friend

from Michigan [Mr. Chbistiaxct] to direct the shafts of wit and

argument intended for my exclusive and personal benefit. In form

he was not otherwise than complimentary, and yet he represented

me as making a great show of apparent law without any law at the

bottom.

Mr. CHBISTIAXCY. The Senator will excuse me for saying that

I did not pay him quite that compliment of saying it was apparent

law, bat I said no man had succeeded in making a thing appear so

much like law with so little law in it.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Of coarse, Mr. President, as usual and as always

my friend is literally correct, and if I had the same means of arriving

at a knowledge of the truth which he informed us he possessed him

self, I should be without that excuse for my error and shortcoming

that I trust under the'circumstances he will graciously allow me, be

cause it appears from his own speech what his way of arriving at a

knowledge of legal conclusions was, and it turns oat to be an instinct :

for, while reproaching me with having referred deliberately to all

the authorities which were favorable to my view and as deliberately

ignoring all those the other way, he spoke of that mental paralysis

which had come over me when I stopped at the first volume of Otto

and refused to make the Senate aware of that array of authorities

contained in the fourth volume which it seems he had not himself at

the time when I delivered my speech either read or studied.

Mr. CHRISTIAJfCY. I had read them.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Well, I find on the thirteenth page of his

printed speech that in referring to these cases he said :

I read these cases when they first came oat. Bat from that time until I had pre

pared all the foregoing portion* of my argument, last Saturday evening, I never

examined one of them.

Now the Senator from Michigan proceeds to inform us how he ar

rives at his conclusions. He says :

When I undertake to reason upoa principle I prefer to carry out the principle

first, without mixing np cases and authorities with the line of thought. Then I

am in the habit, when I have the time, of looking into authorities to see how others

have reasoned upon the same principle : and to see if there is any occasion to mod

ify my own course of reasoning : and to correct myself, if I find I'have been wrong.

But, in this case, having since looked carefully into those authorities, I find not

one word to correct.

The wonder is that the courts have so often guessed the law as co

incident with the instincts of the distinguished Senator from Michi

gan ; but the most amazing part of the whole performance is that the

authorities which I cited were the very cases quoted by the Judi

ciary Committee, and that I stated them as proving in the same sense

the very conclusions which they reached and stated that the only

difference between ns was as to the application of the principles which
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they establish, for after citing the very extracts referred to by the

Judiciary Committee from several cases I said:

These expressions constitute the best judgments attainable in nnr decisions upon

this question, and I have quoted them because they constitute the common ground

of our argument, as they are relied upon not only by myself but by the distin

guished member of the Judiciary Committee who specially argued this question.

The difference between us, then, is not ho much what constitutes a true expression

of constitutional law on this point as whether it is rightly applied in this case in

the bill reported by the Committee on the Judiciary.

And now, Mr. President, I ask the indulgence of the Senate to lis

ten again to the propositions -which in point of fact and as matters

of law I maintain as against the essential principle of the committee's

bill. In the first place these corporations are private corporations.

They are not public corporations in the sense in which this bill

touches them, and in the sense put upon them in the argument. The

fact that they were chartered or empowered by act of Congress im

presses no public character upon them that would not have equally

existed if they had been chartered by the general assemblies of the

States through which they pass. They are not public corporations

in any sense other than that in which all railroad companies are pub

lic. In respect to their proprietary rights, in respect to their con

tracts other than the public contract which constitutes the franchises

of the corporation as a corporation and as a railroad company, they

are as private in their artificial persons as either of us is in our nat

ural person. They have the same rights of property and the same

rights of contract and the same rights of defense, and this proposi

tion I establish by the authority of the case in the eighteenth volume

of Wallace's Eeports, where the direct question was presented to the

Supreme Conrt of the United States, the companies seeking to defend

themselves against the State of Nebraska levying a tax upon their

property on the ground that they were a public corporation char

tered for the pnrpose of executing an agency on behalf of the Gov

ernment, and therefore not capable of being taxed by State author

ity ; but the Supreme Court of the United States held that for all the

purposes of ncqniring and possessing or using property they were

private corporations and subject to the law of private persons. Of

course they were called into being for a public purpose, for the pur

poses of the United States, for the purpose of constituting great high

ways of trade and travel between the Atlantic States and the Pacific

border for military purposes, for commercial purposes, for postal

purposes. But just as the Government could and might and does

continually use private persons and private property in the execu

tion of its public objects, here, rather than construct and operate

these lines of road itself, it called into being artificial persons whom

it endowed with existence and with certain rights in order to enable

those persons to execute those uses.

So that, Mr. President, and it is one of the most significant features

in this discussion, when it is proposed to adopt and apply to these

artificial persons in that relation which they occupy to the United

States Government by virtue only of their private powers and their

private interests certain rules, it ought to be remembered that we

are laying down the rules that govern every natural person situated

in like circumstances and that if we are putting into force hostile

rules directed against corporate authority the same rules will de

termine private rights. We cannot hereafter shield and protect and

defend ourselves against the application of identical principles where

no corporation has any interest. The doctrines which belong to this

case are the doctrines which belong to the case of every man and of
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every citizen, and affect equally and everywhere the interests of

property and all that property means as well as the interests of cor

porations. It is a very cheap and 'easy thing to join in the hue and

cry against unpopular things and people, but it is a very dangerous

thing. No man knows how soon his curses may come home.

The next point which X wish to call attention to is this, and it was

well and forci blybrough t out by tbe Senator from California who spoke

yesterday, [Mr. Booth,] and that is that the fact that in this case

the United States is a creditor and that it is legislating in reference

to its own interests as such is utterly immaterial and irrelevant. The

fact that the United States has advanced these bonds which at some

distant day these corporations are under the obligations of the con

tract contained in these laws to repay, neither gives to the United

States nor takes away from its Government any right of legislation

whatever.

The rights of the United States as a creditor, with the single ex

ception of its statutory preference and priority in the distribution of

an insolvent estate, are exactly alike and exactly equal to the rights

of any other creditor. They are neither greater nor less ; they are

not other and different ; tbey are the same. And the situation, Mr.

President, is precisely as if these railroad companies did not owe to

the United States, and were never bound to pay to the United States

a single dollar; the situation is exactly what it would be if these

companies owed their first mortgage to the bondholders secured

by it, and their second mortgage to other bondholders scattered

throughout this and other lands, private persons, and had never had

a pecuniary transaction with the Government. If the United States

Government has the right, by a change in the law, to anticipate the

promised payment to itself, it would have the same right to make

the same alteration of the law in favor of the first-mortgage bond

holders or the second-mortgage bondholders, being private persons,

and it would apply not only to these railroad companies but to every

corporation created by the United States or subject to its jurisdiction,

in respect to whom it had the power of general legislation. Now, I

think there can be no reasonable doubt of this. It is the same prin

ciple which was announced and applied by the Supreme Court of the

United States, in the case of Davis r». Gray, in lti Wallace, on page

232, in reference to a precisely similar state of things between the

State of Texas—the Senators from that State know well the facts

and the law of the litigation—between the State of Texas and the

railroad corporation created by it; and the Supreme Court in referring

to it said :

When a Slate becomes a party to a contract as in the case l>ofore ns, tho samo

mlee of law are applied to her as to private persons under like circumstances.

When she or her representatives are properly brought into the forum of litigation,

neither she nor they can assert any right or immunity as incident to her political

sovereignty.—DavU tg. Qray, ltl Wallace, 233.

We are therefore in a situation in which we have a right to lay out

of view as immaterial and irrelevant the fact that the United States

has made an advance of bonds in reference to which there arises the

ultimate right of repayment, and we are at liberty in this discussion

to treat the case precisely as if some third person indifferent and a

stranger was the holder of that lien and mortgage which in point of

fact the United States now holds; so that all these exhortations in

reference to the duty incumbent on us as members of the National

Legislature to look carefully to the interests of the Government as a

creditor, while perfectly just and appropriate, should not bo allowed
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to carry us one iucli further in the assertion of power and the exer

cise of authority than we would do if it was to secure the debt of the

Senator from Kentucky or any other private person.

The United States as a creditor, as a co-contractor, has the right to

negotiate, has the right to parley, has the right to treat, and if its

debt is of present obligation to sue and to recover and to pursue with

all the processes of the law ; but it cannot while in that attitude

and pursuing that interest put on the crown and the scepter of sov

ereignty and make use of those national rights and those powers of

government given for the equal benefit of all the States and all the

people for the petty purpose of collecting its own debt. It has a

right to its debt when due according to the terms of the obligation ;

it has no more, and it cannot give itself any more. It is a mistake

to suppose that the frame and instrument of government organized

nnder the Constitution of the United States is an original and indefi

nite reservoir of power on which it can draw at any time for any

purpose and to any extent under the plea of public necessities and

public interest, and we ought to thank God that it is so, and not

otherwise ; for in spite of the exhortations of my learned friend the

Senator from Michigan, I shall never live long enough and grow old

enough to forget to be jealous of power wherever it is placed.

Why, he asks, not bestow generous confidence upon the public au

thorities and believe that they will not abuse unlimited power? Mr.

President, do the records of history furnish an example of unlimited

e>wer that was not abused! What is the meaning of our Bill of

ightst What is the meaning of our several constitutional amend

ments? What is the meaning of onr written ordinances of Govern

ment ! It sounds like reciting axioms to repeat the plain and simple

words that protect life, liberty, and property against the arbitrary

exercise of the powers of Government. But, Mr. President, who can

count the cost of those truths? How much treasure, how much blood

have been shed in order to establish the simple and axiomatic prop

ositions that life, liberty, and property shall not be taken without

due process of law, that private property shall not be taken for public

uses without just compensation, and that it shall not be taken for

private purposes at all under any circumstances and at any price?

Why, Mr. President, the whole of civilized life is wrapped up in these

simple axioms of political conduct, and it is no mere sentiment that

extols Magna Charta as the most valuable possession of the English-

speaking people. Let us take care that in assuming the protection

of pecuniary public interests we are not overriding that higher, that

greater, that more valuable public interest worth more than all the

tons of gold and silver that come from the rich States of the Pa

cific.

Mr. President, it has lieen assumed by those who have argued in

favor of the bill of the Judiciary Committee, without proof, that the

reservation of power in the statutes which constitute the charters of

these companies is unconditional and unlimited ; that it is absolute,

and dependent on the existence of no other fact than the mere will

and pleasure of Congress. It is true that in the act of 1864 the lan

guage is simple and general and unconditional, a reservation without

any qualifications in that section, of the right to alter, amend, or

repeal what ? That act, the act of 1864. But it is said by the Sena

tors on the other side of the question that by a well-known canon of

interpretation the two acts must be construed together because they

are in pari materia. I admit it. What does that mean ? It means

that they must be construed as if, instead of being two separate st at
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utes, they were only one actual statute ; in other words, -as if they

had been passed at the same instant of time.

Now, then, they say that construing the two statutes in that way,

as if they were but one, you must import the unconditional reserva

tion of the right to repeal into the language and context of the act

of 1862, so as to strike out of that act all the qualifications and condi

tions that are admitted to he in it ; in other words, you must put the

two statutes into one and then, merely for the purposes of construc

tion and interpretation, you must blot out and erase and cut away

from the section of the statute of 1862 the words and the language

and the ideas and the restrictions which Congress put into it. By

what right ; by what authority ? Here my learned friend from Mich

igan comes in with another one of those wise saws which I suppose

were evolved by his instinctive knowledge of jurisprudence, of legis

lative jurisprudence ; and that is that the section contained in the

act of 1864, being the latest expression of the legislative will, must

be construed as repealing all prior and inconsistent provisions.

Latest ! Latest expression of the public will ; when, by the suppo

sition, it was passed at the same instant ! How can there be former

and later when they were both brought forth eo instanii t

Mr. CHRI8TIANCY. I wish to inquire what that remark applies

tot

Mr. MATTHEWS. To what?

Mr. CHK1STIANCY. Does the Senator apply thut to the acts of

1862 and 1864 as taking effect at the same time f

Mr. MATTHEWS. If the Senator had been as intent upon hearing

me he would not have needed to ask that question. I was replying to

the argument made by the Senator that the repealing clause of the

act of 1864 is a substitute for the repealing clause of the act of 1862,

on the ground that they are to be construed as one act, and then, hav

ing gotten them together into one statute, which implies of course its

passage as an integer at one moment of time, he substantiates his argu

ment by speaking of the act of 1664 as the latest expression of the

legislative will.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Then, if the Senator will permit me, if he will

turn to my speech, he will find that I took a very different ground

from that.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Well, Mr. President, the Senator's Bpeech is

quite convenient, and I will on that challenge exhibit the proof of

what I say. I read from page 8 of the pamphlet edition of his

speech, wherein he says :

And veir clearly, according to ■well-settled principles of construction, if the

power to alter, amend, or repeal, in the act of 1862, was a restricted power, then,

' the unrestricted power in tne later act, covering the entire ground of the same

subject-matter in the limited provision of the act of 1862, and even more, must re

peal that limited provision ; because being tho later provision on the same sub

ject it repeals It to the full extent of the difference. It is the last declaration of

the legislative will npon that whole subject, and would operate as a repeal to this

extent from the time of its adoption, whether declared to ho an amendment or not.

Mr. CHRI8TIANCY. That is not the point.

Mr. MATTHEWS. I do not propose to read the entire speech.

Now, the only ground on which the repealing clause of the act of

1864 can he made to reach back to the act of 1862 at all is upon the

ground of the canon of interpretation that requires them to be con

strued as one act, tn pari materia, because the language of the clause

in the act of 1864 expressly confines its operation to that particular

statute. Now, then, Mr. President, I say conversely that construing

the statutes in the way required, and welding them together as if
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they had sprung into existence at the same moment, the conditions

and qualifications which belong to the right of repeal, as reserved

in the act of 1862, immediately lay hold of and embrace and con

form to themselves the otherwise unlimited and unrestricted section

of the act of 1864.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Let me point to the Senator a part of the

speech to which he has not alluded.

Mr. MATTHEWS. I am a little fatiguod, and shall be more so,

and I humbly submit to my learned friend from Michigan that as fax

aa I am concerned he shall have abundant opportunity to reply.

There is nothing that I more desire than that this debate shall be

prolonged sufficiently to enable every Senator thoroughly to under

stand the principles on which ho is expected to act.

Now, Mr. President, what are the conditions and qualifications con

tained in the act of 1862 f They are contained iu the eighteenth sec

tion of that act. They are as follows:

That whenever it appears that the net earnings of the entire road and telegraph,

including the amount allowed for services rendered for the United States, after

deducting all expenditures, including repairs and the furnishing, runniug, and man

aging of said road, shall exceed 10 per cent, upon its cost, (exclusive of the 5 per

cent, to be paid to the United States,) Congress may reduce tho rates of fare there

on, if unreasonable in amount, and may fix and establish tho same by law. And

the better to accomplish the object of this act—namely, to promote the public

interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line and

keeping the same in working order, and to secure to the Government at all times

(but particularly in time of war) the nse and benefits of the same for postal, mili

tary, and other purposes—Congress may at any time—having due regard for the

rights of said companies named herein—add to, alter, anieud, or repeal this act.

The first qualification upon that right of amendment and repeal is

that you shall not lay your hand upou the net earnings of this road

until you have allowed the stockholders to have received from its

operation, iu addition to the 5 per cent, to be paid to the United

States, 10 per cent, upon its cost, for the reservation is iu Congress

to change the rates of fare and freight established by the companies

only when, and iu the event of, the net earnings exceeding that

amount : and in violation of that, in utter disregard of that solemn

legislative pledge, the Judiciary Committee of this body call npon iu

members to vote away the entire control of these companies over

their earnings to the extent of 25 per cent, of their net amount.

More thau that : the power reserved to amend is described in this

section as reserved for certain express and specific purposes and no

others. It is to promote the public interest and welfare by certain

means, and those means are first the construction of the railroad and

telegraph line, second keeping the same in working order, and third

securing to the Government at all times, but particularly in time of

war, the use and benefit of the line for postal, military, and other "

purposes.

For those purposes yon may add to, alter, amend, or repeal the act,

and for no other; and these companies and all who either put their

money originally into them or who have since become interested by

the negotiation of their securities had a right to rely that whether

Congress had the power abstractly aud as a sovereign or not, here

was a solemn legislative pledge that it should be used only in these

contingencies and to accomplish these objects. And now on the in

vitation of our Committee on the Judiciary we are invited to the

exertion of power which a Congress with equal power has agreed

should not bo exerted, and that to accomplish no purpose of the

original act. It is not even professed or pretended to be for any one

of the enumerated purposes contained in this section. No, Mr. Presi
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dent, tbe purpose U altogether different. Although it is not avowed, \

it is ao plain that it cannot be disguised. The purpose of this euact-

ment, if it becomes sacb, is that it may not so much alter, amend, or

repeal these statutes as that it may reverse a judgment and decision

of the Supreme Court of the United States. That court has decided

that these companies do not at this present time owe the Government (

on account of interest a single cent, that nothing will become doe

until the maturity of the bonds themselves. If that decision had

been otherwise, this proposed legislation would not have been thought

of, there would have been no plausible pretext for it, and it is be

cause there is nothing due, because there is nothing accruing, because

the Supreme Court of the United States has so decided, that we are

called upon, not by direct act, but by indirection, to put tbe compa- '

nies into that position as if the Supreme Court had decided the other

way.

Mr. President, every single authority that has been cited or that

can be cited admits that even iu reference to a reservation of a right

of repeal in absolute and unconditional terms, nevertheless there

is a limit. What that limit is is a more difficult question. That

there is a limit, the authorities all say. That there is a limit must

be, if our Government is a free Government, and if we are a free

people. Otherwise, we are living under the dominion of absolutism,

of that nnlimited authority and power and government which, in

old times, was supposed to be of divine origin, when kings ruled by

right divine. That doctrine, which found so illustrious au exponent

in Hobbcs, and which is not altogether exploded even in modern

times, and who describes it where he says, in endeavoring to demon

strate the origin of government in that consent and concord which

constitutes the community as if it had but one will :

As if every man ahonM aay to every man, I authorize and gits up my right of

governing myself to this man, or to this assembly of men, on this condition : that thou

give up Ay right to him, and authorize all hie actions in tike manner. This done,

the multitude so united in one person is called a Commonwealth, in Latin Civttac.

Taia ia the generation of that great Leviathan, or rather, to speak more rev

erently, of that mortal non to which we owe, under the IMMORTAL GOD, oar

peace and defense.—Hobbes's English Works, volume 3, page 158.

That is the doctrine of absolutism. Do Senators understand what

that means 1 Do they suppose that that as an exploded theory of

human duty and human right in the constitution of government

has been relegated to the limbs of lost and unremembered things ?

It is living to-day. Its name is COMMUNISM. It means that the

state absorbs unto itself all the power of all the individuals that

compose it, that there are no such things as separate or separable in

dividual rights, that all rights are common rights, that the Govern

ment must own and regulate and operate all the railroads and all the

telegraph lines, that it ought to own as common stock all the lands,

no citizen having a right to acqnire a fee, an inheritable estate, bnt

only a tenancy, that tbe state shall control and own all the work

shops and employ all the labor and lix all the wages and all the

incomes of all its people.

It may be thought, certainly a few years ago it would have been

thought, a very vain alarm to sound, that any such wolf as that was

at our doors; but nevertheless, the offspring of poverty and hard

times, of discontent and of ignorance, it is here, and is hunt ing every

where for legislative precedents on which to build and found its the

ories and justify its vagaries, and when the time comes, as the time

soon may, when the organs and representatives and exponents of such

ideas find their authorized places iu these scats or in the Chamber at
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the other end of this building, they will look a long time before they

will find a case more completely in point to establish that theory of

constitutional power in the Federal Government which they most

desire and need, than in the very bill which we are considering, the

bill which, in the minds of many of its advocates, does not need to

rest npon reservations of power contained in express words in the

statutes themselves, but rests npon an inherent right, a supreme power

that cannot be subtracted from, no matter how much it is spent. But

as lawyers, in undertaking to define, at least negatively, what limits

there are upon such a power, there is as yet, so far as I have been

able to discover, in point of doctrine theoretically no actual difference,

for it is admitted by all who have spoken on the other side that, no

matter how unconditional and absolute is the right in question, it

cannot extend so far as to divest a vested right, and the question

really is, what are vested rights, and how are they affected by this

proposed legislation *

. » - / „ My learned friend the Senator from Michigan undertook to do what

QnJyCL*A'\t(M* none of his colleagues attempted, and that is to draw the line ; and

" "in order that I may not misrepresent him I will refer to the language

of his speech ; I read from the eleventh page of the pamphlet edi

tion:

I do not contend. I never have contended, that tlie power extended so far aa to

authorize Congress to divest property or rights which, though originally depending

upon, or growing out of, that contract, bavo become so far vested as to be able to

stand upon another foundation, without the direct present or future support of that

contract The lands which have been patented to the company, for instance, which

might rest upon the patent, and so of any other rights not dependent for immedi

ate support upon the oontract, whether those rights are still vested in the com

panies or in third persons derived from them. Property or rights thus vested can

not, I admit, be divested by the legislative power.

Now, Mr. President, let us apply that rale, let us apply line and

plummet, and see whether the learned Senator from Michigan has

built square work. A right which, though originally springing from

the law, has acquired another foundation than the law, is a vested

right, but one which must continue to depend upon the continuance

and subsistence of the law itself is not. That is the standard and

rule.

\ Mr. CHRI8TIANCY. The Senator will allow me. I put it on the

I ground not of the law as a law but as a contract.

J Mr. MATTHEWS. Call it what you will, it is the thing which yon

are talking about repealing, and it is the contract though in the form

of law. Now I premise, any man acquiring a right, for instance,

under the contract between the United States and the railroad com

panies under the act of 1864 has no other, better, or higher rights

than the corporations, for whoever takes takes under the law, by

virtue of the law, through the medium of the law ; he has notice of

its provisions ; he is not a stranger. There is a privity of title, of

estate, of contract, so that his right has not become vested on this

account ; the repeal of the contract contained in the law takes it

away just as thoroughly aud effectually as it takes away unvested

rights of the corporation.

>fow one step further. The act of 1862 reserved in favor of the

United States as security for the repayment of its advances of bonds

a first-mortgage lien upon the property of the companies. The act of

1864 authorized the corporation to make an issne of first-mortgage

bonds, and subordinated the lien of the United States, which by the

prior act wasa first lien, to the now first lien authorized under the act of

1864. That mortgage has been executed and those bonds are outstand
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ing. Are the rights of the holders of those bonds vested, or are they

not 1 Why, my learned friend from Michigan, I anticipate, will say,

" Certainly they are." Certainly they are, as holdersof a mortgage and

bond against the corporation ; bat the priority of the lien of that

mortgage is continuously, daily, hourly dependent on the continuing

subsistence of the act of 1864. Take away the act ; your mortgage

is there, yonr bonds are there, but where is the priority of your right t

Where is your first-mortgage lien I It is gone ; gone by the repeal ;

gone—if the Senator from Michigan is right in his definition of what

constitutes a vested right—because the distinction is between the

claim of the bondholder against the company and his claim of priority

as against the United States. The claim of the bondholder against

the United States is dependent perpetually on the continued exist

ence of the statute which constitutes the contract.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Does the Senator mean the first-mortgage bond

holder T

Mr. MATTHEWS. Certainly. I am not arguing that they are sub

ject to any such contingency, but I do argne, as I do most firmly

believe, that if Congress has the power to compel the companies to do

what they will be required to do by the terms of the pending bill,

then Congress has equally the right to subvert the present priority of

lien vested in the first-mortgage bondholders.

Mr. President, the contrast is so striking that it continually reverts

to the fact that lately this Chamber resounded with appeals to the

national honor and to the national faith to stand by contracts, where

the contract as it was interpreted was against the express letter of

the only laws under which it was claimed to have been made and

based upon, an implication merely resting upon the expectation of

the parties claiming the benefit of it. Those who were then argu

ing in favor of the contract as written, as expressed in the statute,

were handled as breakers of the national faith, as violators of the

national public pledges, as repudiators of the national credit. Some

of the same Senators are now clamoring for the exercise of power in

another direction, directed against other parties, upon the ground

that it is derogatory to the dignity and honor of the nation to admit

that it can be bound by its own pledges.

What are vested rights T An estate in land is a vested right ; a I

title which gives right to a future possession, a contingent estate as

distinguished from a mere expectancy, is a vested right ; it cannot

be taken. An estate in personal property, a right to its possession,

present or future, cannot be taken. Are there none others f Cer

tainly there are. A right of action is a vested right ; a promissory

note, though not yet due, an obligation to pay money held by another,

is a vested right, and that right of action cannot be taken away. So

a right of defense is a vested right. If one holds against another a

right of action which has ceased by law to be such, as, for instance,

where it has been barred by the operation of the statute of limita

tions, the right to plead that statute in bar of that action cannot be

taken away. The right of action cannot be taken away by the pas

sage of a statute of limitations which gives an unreasonably short

time in which to bring the suit. A right of defense once perfected

under an existing law is not affected by the repeal of the law.

Can the United States sue the railroad companies for the recovery

of money to be put into a sinking fund f Can it sue these companies

for the recovery of money due on account of the interest on these

bonds T That has been tried and decided. It cannot sne to recover

money to go into a sinking fund, because there is no such existing
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right. If it should bring any .such unit as that, the company hag a

perfect defense to such au action for the recovery of any money on

the ground that by the contract -with the Government it owes noth

ing. Unless, indeed, it can be claimed that the right to a sinking

fund is an implied incident to every debt payable mfuluro. To state

such a claim is to refute it.

You propose to take away that defense, you propose to alter that

contract, you propose to change the relation between these parties

established originally by their joint consent, so that now, without the

consent of the defendant, the United States may lawfully bring an

action for the recovery of money not due and never promised, and

failing that, not merely to have judgment rendered for the specific

sum with execution awarded, but to forfeit every other right, every

right which by the existing law it has to all its possessions. That is

what the distinguished Senator from Vermont calls leghlatire juris

prudence. Without intending ottVn.se, it is what I call legislative in

justice, legislative wrong.

If what is proposed can be done, why cannot a law be passed de

claring that, whereas the United States are largely in advance on ac

count of the interest, on these bonds, hereafter from this time, by

virtue of this amendment and enactment, that amount of money

shall become presently due from these companies to the United States f

Why not do it in that express and direct way f for the objection is not

to the form of the thing ; it is to the thing itself. If you cannot do

that I defy mortal man to point out a rational distinction, an intelli

gible, common-sense distinction, between that and that which is pro

posed.

It has been said by the advocates of the Judiciary Committee's

proposition that they do uot claim they have the right to make the

debt now not due fur twenty-odd years presently due. They admit

that that would be divesting a vested right, but that although not

dne tbey can make the defendant pay it ; for where is the difference

between contributing annually to a sinking fund compulsorily ex

acted and required to be paid and piled up in the coffers and treas

ury of the other party, to bo held there and applied by it when the

time does come for the maturity of the debt, and to declare in express

words that the debt is now duo and to be collected f It would take

a Damascus blade to draw the line of distinction. As it stands it is

a clumsy subterfuge. It is not legislative jurisprudence, it is a legis

lative stratagem. It is doing one thing by indirection where there

is neither the courage nor the manliness to do it outright. What is the

difference between declaring an obligation duo and payable which

is not so and declaring that t he obligor shall pay an obligation now

which is not due for twenty years f What is a sinking fund but a

mode of anticipating payment by paying before maturity f Or, if it

be mere security, where is the right to demand security when the

agreement was to lend without security t

What are the excuses put forth ? On what pretenses founded, in any

system of jurisprudence is this thing based f My friend the Senator

from Vermont said yesterday afternoon that it was sufficient to found

it an the right of visitation, and I understood him to express a little

sort of impatience, not to designate it by any other name, at the Sen

ator from Massachusetts for not knowing enough of the horn-books

of the law to know that that was a plain and perspicuous ground

upon which it could be based. Now, I read from a horn-book of the

law, the second volume of the commentaries of Chancellor Kent, on

the subject of the visitation of corporations, wherein he says :

I proceed next to consider the power and discipline of visitations to which cor
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porations arc subject. It in a power applicable only to ecclesiastical and eleemosy

nary corporations ; and it in understood that no other corporations go under tho

name of eleemosynary but colleges, schools, and hospitals. The visitation of civil

corporations is by the*Government itself, through the medium of llie courts of justice.

Again :

This vlsitorial power arises from tho property -which the founder assigned to sup

port the charity : and as he is the anthor of the charity, the laws give him and his

ueirs a visitorial power ; that is, an anthority to inspect the actions and regnlnte

the behavior of the members that partake of the charity. This power is jndicial i

and supreme, but not legislative. * * .

Again: WXW*

There is a marked ami very essential difference between civil and eleemosynary

corporations on thin point of visitation. Tile \,uw i i of visitors, stiictly speaking,

extends only to the Ultter.

Again :

The visitorial power, therefore, with us. applies only to eleemosynary corpora

tions. Civil corporations, whether puhlic, as the corporations of towns and cities,

or private, as bank, insurance, manufacturing, and other companies of the like

nature, are not subject to this species of visitation. They are subject to the general

law 0/ the land and amenable to the jndicial tribunals /or the exercise and the abuse

of their powers. The way in which the courts exercise common-law jurisdiction

ovei all civil corporations, whether public or private, is by writ of mandamus and

by Information in the nature of quo warranto. It Is also well understood that the

court of chanccrv has a jurisdiction over charitable corporations for breaches of

trust.—2 Kent's Commentaries, 363, 364, 367.

Now, three things appear: first, that the power of visitation ap

plies only to corporations; secondly, it applies only to eleemosynary

corporations, and not to ciril corporations ; and thirdly, that the power

of visitation is not Unislalire hutjndicial. Yet, the learned Senator

from Vermont cited the case in 4 Otto, of Mnnn r«. Elevator, as a case

where the Supreme Court of the United States had decided that the

power of visitation was rightfully exercised.

Mr. EDMUNDS. If the Senator will be good enough to read that

part of my remarks, I should like to hear them, and they have not

been changed.

Mr. MATTHEWS. I have not the remarks by me. If the Senator

says he did not say so, that is enough.

Mr. EDMUNDS. No; I should like to have the Senator be sure.

Mr. MATTHEWS. The Senator had better be sure.

Mr. EDMUNDS. My observations are never doctored after the

reporter takes them down. The Senator will find thein, therefore,

exactly as he heard them, if he heard them as stated. Now, if he

will be good enough to turn to any place where I said the case of

Munn (which I suppose is the one he refers to) had been decided by

the Supreme Court on the ostensible ground of visitation, then I shall

admit that I am wrong and he is right, becanse they did not decide

it on that point.

Mr. MATTHEWS. I appeal to the Senate if the Senator did not

speak of the case of Millers and others in the cases, of which there is

a whole array in 4 Otto, as cases of visitation ; for I was so astounded

at the remark that I took special pains to interrogate the Senator as

to his meaning. He said the power of visitation, though not the only

ground on which the anthority could rest, was a sufficient ground,

and he cited the cases in 4 Otto as proof of the decisions of the court

in the application of that doctrine. The leading case was the oase

of a private person where the Legislature of the State of Illinois first

declared that his vocation was public and then becanse it was public

that they had a right to regulate the rates of bis charges to his cus

tomers. I do not purpose at this time on this occasion in this way
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to comment on the decision or on those which followed it in the same

series of that volume of reports. The ground of the decision was not

the right 0f visitation.

Mr. EDMUNDS. What was the ground f

Mr. MATTHEWS. The gronnd was that an elevator was property

whioh by tho act of the party had been dedicated to a public use,

which vested in the public, represented by the Government, a cer

tain interest coupled with the right to regulate that public interest

according to its notions of the general welfare ; and so they held in

regard to the railroad corporations, in which it was held as to this

very doctrine of the limitation on the right of repeal to be imma

terial, for the reason that the court in the Mtinu case had already

held that as to private property the same right of regulation existed,

and nobody contended that the property of the corporation was in

a better category than that of private persons. I think the only

visitation that can appropriately be spoken of in this connection is

a visitation of Providence in the concoction and urgency of this bill.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Certainly Providence had not anything to do

with the Railroad bill.

Mr. MATTHEWS. It may have. Those on whom the tower of

Siloam fell were perhaps not more unjust and wicked than those who

escaped.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I do not remember that case.

Mr. MATTHEWS. No, sir ; that is not a case in Gray. That brings

me to a consideration of this famous case, cited with so much array

of conclusiveness from the fourth volume of Gray's reports, the case

of the Massachusetts General Hospital against the Mutual Life-in

surance Company of Worcester. If I am not mistaken it was claimed

that this case was a direct authority for the proposition that, under

the general power of amendment of a provision in the charter of a

corporation which defined net earnings in a particular way so as to

require the payment of only a certain amount, the Legislature could

subsequently pass another act giving another definition to net earn

ings so as to make the company responsible for another and a larger

amount. It has to mean that to mean anything pertinent to this dis

cussion, and it does not mean that. There is not one word in the case

approaching it. The facts in the case are simply that, by the previous

legislation of the State in the charter of the Massachusetts General

Hospital, a life-insurance company was chartered who were required

to devote one-third of their net profits to the support of the hospital.

That charter contained a proviso that no other life-insurance company

should thereafter be chartered except upon the like conditions. Sub

sequently, in 1844, a charter was given to the defendant company,

which was a company on a mutual plan and had a guarantee capital

stock of a hundred thousand dollars, on which they had agreed to

pay interest at the rate of 6 or 7 per cent, per annum as a security to

the holders of the deposits. It was claimed by them that under this

act they were not liable for the payment of any net profits at all, be

cause they made none, it being a mutual company and the interest

on the guarantee capital being a part of the expenses of operation. In

order to make tho charter of that company conform to the original

contract between the State and the Massachusetts General Hospital

and to supply the defect in the subsequent charters in respect to that

obligation, for it took all its rights with the knowledge of the prior

law, an amendatory act was passed declaring that they should pay

one -third of the net profits over and above the 6 per cent, of the guar

antee. That is all there is to that case. It was not a case in which
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by an amendatory statute a Dew right was given to the State or any

third person, or any new obligation imposed upon the defendants ;

bat more clearly to require the subsequently organized company to

conform to the very obligations which constituted the conditions of

their corporate existence.

If I understood the argument correctly, this measure was justified

on another ground, and that is that it was in the nature of a special

act relating to bankruptcy, an act in prevention of bankruptcy, an

act to provide for the distribution of the assets of this company, so as

that it should not become a bankrupt, for the protection of creditors

and stockholders. It is to be observed ,in the first place that no cred

itor of the company, including the Government, has any lien by vir

tue of the existing law upon the income of the company derived from

the use and operation of its property. The mortgages are confined

to the body of the property, and do not express that they include the

right to receive the income ; and, even if they did, there could he no

right to receive the income nntil after default made and until after

the court had taken actual possession of the income by the acts of its

officer, a receiver. That point has been expressly ruled by the Su

preme Court in a case in 1 Otto, of Gilman and others vs. The Illinois

and Mississippi Telegraph Company, to which I shall merely refer as

establishing tnat proposition. Is there any ground of remedial justice

that secures to a creditor or a stockholder of a corporation the right,

upon any equitable principle, to intervene in advance upon the ground

merely of his apprehension, and ask the court to protect him over

and above and outside of the actual legal securities with which he is

invested by the terms of his contract f The Senator from Massachu

setts, [Mr. Hoar, ] not now in his seat, when I first addressed the Senate

on this subject, seemed to think that there wasagroundonwhich inter

vention conld be successfully justified, by providing a new remedy :

bat a new remedy implies an existing and ancient right. Under

pretense of giving a remedy you cannot change and substantially

alter actual obligations and duties and rights. There is a jurisdiction

in equity at the suit of a stockholder, of a creditor sometimes, by in

voking the preventive justice of that court to prevent the corpora

tion from diverting their capital, from misapplying their property and

income so as to defeat the legitimate purposes and objects of their

existence ; but that intervention is expressly limited to two classes

of cases. There must be some sufficient and distinct acts alleged as

justifying the grounds for the application, and they must be either,

first, ultra rires, beyond the corporate power, and therefore null and

Toid as against complaining stockholders or creditors, or else they

must be breaches of trust. Beyond that, outside of those categories,

there cannot be found, I venture to say, any reported cose in which

a court of equity has intervened to regulate the interior and domes

tic management of the affairs of a corporation. Wherever it has been

attempted it has been refused. The principles on which the courts

act in such cases are laid down by the Supreme Court of the United

States in the case of Dodge t-«. Woolsey, in the eighteenth volume of

Howard. The court say :

The result of the cases Is well stated in Angell & Ames, paragraphs 391, 393 :

" In cases where the legal remedy against a corporation is inadequate, a court of

equity will interfere, is well settled, and there are cases in which a bill in equity

will lie against a corporation by one of its members." "Though the result of the

authorities clearly is. that iu a corporation, when acting within the scope of and

in obedience to the provisions of its constitution, the will of the majority, duly ex.

pressed at a legally constituted meeting, must govern ; yet beyond the limits of

the act of incorporation, the will of the majority cannot make an act valid ; and the
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powers of a court of equity may be put in motion at the instance of a single share

holder, if be can show that the corporation are employing their statutory powers

for the accomplishment of purposes uot within the scope of their institution. Yet

it is to be observed that there is an important distinction between this class of

cases and those in which there is no breach of trust, but only error and misappre

hension, or simple negligenue on the part of the directors."—18 Howard's Reports,

343.

I recur to an observation m:ide in the prior part of this argument,

important now to bo noted, that we are called upon to act in this

iuBtanoe, not by virtue of any powere or rights belonging to the

United States as a creditor, but as a legislative power, as sovereign :

and that we have the same right to put in motion this species of

legislation in behalf of other persona as creditors as though the Gov

ernment was itself not a creditor at all. That is the principle on

which the bill of the Judiciary Committee proceeds ; for it does not

apply the sinking fund to the teohnical payment of the debt due to

the Government or to become due, but claims to preserve it for the

general purposes of those to whom it may be assigned as creditors of

the corporation. The same power invoked now would be lawful, if

lawful here, over every other corporation within the purview of the

jurisdiction of Congress.

But more. Congress has jurisdiction to pass a uniform law on the sub

ject of bankruptcy, and that applies not to corporations merely, but to

natural persons, to all persons. If in reference to corporations sub

ject to its control Congress has a right to anticipate the possibility of

insolvency at a future day by reason of that jurisdiction to require

the accumulation of 25 per cent, of their net income, why maythey not

pass a bankrupt law far more efficient than that cumbrous machine

which my distinguished friend, the Senator from Kentucky, [Mr. Mc-

Creeky,] who is listening to me now, desires to remove, which shall

not undertake to cure bankruptcies but to prevent them, and to say in

advance that in order to meet the case of possible insolvency 25 per

cent, of the net income of every citizen of the United States shall be

paid into the Treasury to accumulate as a sinking fund at auch rate

of interest as it may suit the interest of the United States to pay, in

order to be distributed in the event of insolvency among the creditors

of the party f Why nott Congress has jurisdiction of the person,

it has jurisdiction of the subject, exclusive jurisdiction, and if this

preventive legislative jurisprudence can be invoked to the extent

and in the degree requisite to sustain the present measnre, why not

make it general and apply it to all cases of possible insolvency T My

objection to this bill is that it takes away from a citizen his property

for no public use where compensation is proposed, but for private use,

for the use of his creditors, who have not yet any claim against him,

and without his assent. It is said the land is not taken the visible

and tangible property is not taken ; it is only the income. But where

yon take away from property its profit, what valuable interest ia there

left in it ? You take away a man's income and where is his capital f

You take away a part ; by what right can he maintain and defend

the rest ? It takes it away not only without his assent, bnt in spite

of his protest and in violation of your agreement with him.

It takes it away, as I say again, for no public purpose but for a

private purpose. That you cannot do in this country lawfully under

any circumstances as against any man. You cannot bny a man's prop

erty against his consent ; you cannot compel him to sell it at any price

for anything except a public use, and it is a mere abuse, a perversion

of words, to call the use public because it is to pay a debt due to the

Government, for, as I have again to repeat, as a creditor the Govern
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ment is a private person.. There is no end of the fancies in which men

may indulge as to what constitutes that public right which will fur

nish the excuse for invasions of private property. In the early days

of Kentucky, when large bodies of land were unoccupied it was a

great public necessity that population should be invited and that im

provements should be made. Accordingly, in 1824 1 think, a statute

was passed by the Legislature of that State which required every holder

of such a quantity of lands to put certain improvements upon them

within a certain time, failing which any other person might enter,

occupy, improve, and own. The validity of that statute, passed upon

those apparent grounds of public policy, was questioned and decided

as far back as the first volume of Dana's Reports in the case of Gaines

r«. Buford, in which one of the judges, Judge Underwood, says :

I know of no principle which will allow the Government, any more than an indi

vidual, after fairly selling and conveying land, to take back the land and resume *

the title, at its own pleasure, against the assent of the grantee. Neither am I ac

quainted with any principle which will allow the Government to annex new condi

tion*, unknown at the time of the original contract ; and for a violation of them

*eize the land, divest the citizen of his title, and retain the consideration* which

the citizen paid or rendered, without remunerating him therefor.—1 Dana'i Jie-

porU, 4«6.

So in modern times, (for I shall not continue to offend the intuitive

sense of jurisprudence dwelling in the breast of my friend, the Sen

ator from Michigan, by referring perpetually only to old cases,) in

the case of Palairet's appeal, reported in the sixty-seventh volume of

Pennsylvania State Reports, the Legislature of that State sought to

cut up by the roots and destroy forever the estates in perpetual rents,

ground rents, a favorite mode of investment in that State, and par

ticularly in the city of Philadelphia. Accordingly they passed a stat

ute which authorized a sale of the reversion upon the petition of the

tenant. The Supreme Court of that State held that without the

consent of the owner of the fee it was an attempt to take private

property for a private use, although it was attempted to justify it

upon the ground of a public policy, and that it was unconstitutional

and void.

Therefore, Mr. President, the apprehension is not a vain one that

legislative ingenuity is unlimited in seeking out unknown methods

of undermining the foundations of private right, and that it is well

after all to stand by the ancient landmarks of the law and not to go

in quest of these new discoveries in legislative jurisprudence.

As to the details of any arrangement which can be come to between

the Government and these companies, I am entirely indifferent. What

ever they can be induced to consent to pay, whatever they can law

fully be made to pay, consistent always with that higher public in

terest which is contained essentially in their permanence as great

national highways of trade and travel for carrying mpn and merchan

dise to and fro, I am willing and desirous that they should pay ; but

I stand here to-day suitably impressed, as I believe, by the solemnity

of the responsibilities, public and private, under which I rest and act,

and say that if the Government has to lose all the millions it has in

vested in the advances to these companies, I think it had better lose

t hem than for Congress to give its assent to the propositions contained

in this bill, a bill which settles nothing and unsettles everything,

which in effect and in intent upsets the consequences of the decision

of the Supreme Court of the United States judicially determining

tLe very right between these parties, and refuses again to enter into

any bond and obligation, no matter how severe and onerous to the

other party, simply because Senators are unwilling to give up the

22 PA
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power to tease, to harass, to oppress, and impoverish. That may be

regarded by some as a precious inheritance, the right to exert power

merely to show that you have power, but my instructions in jurispru

dence and political philosophy have taught me that power ought

never to be exerted except upon justifying grounds and for benefi

cent and useful purposes.

When I addressed the Senate on a former occasion I announced my

intention to move, and accordingly moved, that the bill reported from

the Railroad Committee should be substituted for that reported by

the Committee on the Judiciary. I now withdraw that motion in

order that the vote when it comes to be taken may be taken directly

and expressly upon the merits of the Judiciary Committee's bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr.Ferry in the chair.) The amend

ment is withdrawn.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Mr. President, I move to Bnbstitute Senate bill

No. 1032 for the bill of the Judiciary Committee.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado moves

an amendment by way of substitute as stated. The Secretary will

report the substitute.

The Chief Clerk. It is proposed to strike out all after the enact

ing clause of the bill reported from the Committee on the Judiciary,

and in lieu thereof to insert :

That in order to establish a sinking fund for the purpose of liquidating the

claims of the Government on account of the bonds advanced under said act of

July 1, 1862, and the acts amending the same or supplemental thereto, to the Cen

tral Pacific Kailroad Company of California, and the Western Pacific Railroad

Company, and to the Union Pacific Kailroad Company, the Secretary of the Treas

ury of the United States is hereby authorised to carry to the credit of a sinking

fund for the Central Pacific Railroad Company, a corporation organised and exist

ing under the lavs of the State of California, the successor, by consolidation, of

the said Central Pacific Kailroad Company of California and the Western Pacific

Railroad Company, and to the credit of a sinking fund for the Union Pacific Rail

road Company, the amount due, or which may be due, the said companies, respect

ively, for the carriage and transportation of' the mails, troops, munitions of war,

supplies, and public stores for the Government, under the acts aforesaid, up to

and including the 31st day of March, 187ft, which, if not amounting at said date

to the sum of 11,000,000, shall be made up by the respective companies to that sum

each, and any amount so found dne said respective companies over $1,000,000 shall

be paid over to said companies respectively.

Skc. 2. That the said Central Pacific Kailroad Company and the said Union Pa

cific Kailroad Company shall each pay Into the Treasury of the United States, to

the credit of said sinking fund, either In lawful money or in any bonds or securi -

ties of the United States at par, annually, the sum of $1,350,000, in equal semi

annual installments, on the 1st day of April and October in each year, commencing

on the 1st day of October, 1878, and continuing such payments until and including

the 1st day of October, in the year 1900. Interest on all sums placed to the credit

of the sinking fund shall be credited and added thereto semi-annually, at the rate

of 6 per cent, per annum. Upon the maturity of the first-mortgage bonds of said

companies, the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay the same or any part of said

bonus remaining dne and unpaid out of the said sinking fund : Provided, however,

That the said companies, or either of thorn, shall have the right to fund said first-

mortgagebonds into a new bond, upon such time and terms as may be agreed upon

with the holders thereof, and the present lien to secure said bonds under existing

law shall remain valid until said bonds are finally liquidated. Any balance remain

ing due the United States from either of said companies on the 1st day of October,

A. D. 1900, after deducting the amount standing to the credit of said sinking fand

from the amount of said bonds, together with all interest thereon which shall have

been paid by the United States, and interest on the principal of said bonds from

the maturity thereof respectively to the 1st day of October, A. D. 1900, shall be

then divided into fifty equal semi-annual installments, to be paid by said compa

nies respectively, one of which shall be paid on the 1st day of April and one on the

1st day of October in each year, with all accrued interest from October 1st, in the

year 1900, upon said balance remaining unpaid at the date of maturity of e ich in

stallment, payable at the same rate of interest per annum as paid by the United

States on the larger part of the public debt on the 1st day of January preceding

the date of payment of the several installments.
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Sec. 3. That the payment* no to be made by said companies shall be in Ilea of

ail payment* required from said companies under said aot of July 1, 1864, and the

amendment* thereto, in relation to tne reimbursement to the Government for the

bonds so issued to said corporations. In case, for any cause unavoidable by said

companies, or either of them, there shall not be net earnings mule sufficient for

each payment, and for the payment of the interest on the first-mortgage bonds for

any one year, the payments hereby required shall be abated for such time: Pro

vided. That no dividend shall be voted, made, or paid to any stockholder in either

of said companies at any time when the said companies, or either of them may be

in default in respect of the payments required to be paid into the said sinking

fund, or in respect of interest upon any debt which may be a prioT lien to that of

the Pint ed States; and any officer or person who shall vote, declare, make, or pay,

and any stockholder who shatl receive any snch dividend, contrary to the provis

ions of this act, shall be liable to the United States for the amount thereof, which,

when received, shall be paid into said sinking fund. And every such offioer, per

son, or stockholder who shall knowingly vote, declare, make, or pay any suoh divi

dend, contrary to the provisions of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misde

meanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by a tine not exceeding

f 10.000 and by imprisonment not exceeding one year.

Sec. 4. That aatd linking fund so established and accumulated shall, according

to the interest and proportion of said companies respectively therein, be held for

the protection, security, and benefit of the lawful and just holders of any mort

gage or lien debts of suoh companies respectively, lawfully paramount to the rights

of the United States, as well as for the United States, subject, however, to the

provision in section 2 of this act ; but the provisions of this section shall not oper

ate or be held to impair any existing legal right, except in the manner in this act

provided, of any mortgage, Hen, or other creditor of either of said companies re

spectively, nor to excuse either of said companies respectively from the duty of

discharging out of other funds its debts to any creditor except the United States.

Sec 5. That said companies shall not in any manner be released from their pres

ent liabilities to keep the said railroads and telegraph lines constructed under the

acts of Congress aforesaid, in repair and use, and to transmit dispatches over said

telegraph lines, and transport mails, troops, munitions of war, supplies, and public

stores upon said railroads for the Government, whenever required to do so by any

Department thereof, at fairand reasonable rates of compensation, {said rates not to

exceed the amounts paid by private parties for the same kind of service,) the whole

amount of which shall be paid by the Government to said companies on the adjust

ment of the accounts therefor, and that the Government shall at all times have the

preference in the use of the same for all the purposes aforesaid.

Sec. 0. That the President of the United States shall forthwith nominate and,

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint a person skilled in the

management of railroads, to be styled "the Pacific Railroad commissioner,"

whose duty it shall be to establish, from time to time, rules and regulations (sub

ject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior) to govern the operation and

use of the several roads of the Union Pacific Railroad Company and the branch

companies, and to oversee the observance thereof so as to afford and secure to the

public and the Government all the advantages of communication, travel, and trans

portation over the said road and branches, as stipulated and defined in the several

acta of Congress relating to the operation and use of said roads as one connected.

continuous line, as well as to secure and enforce the mutual rights and duties of

said companies to each other ; which rules and regulations shallgovern said com

panies in the operation and use of their respective roads until the same shall be

fotmd to be inconsistent with the requirements of said acts of Congress by final

decree of the courts of the United States, as hereinafter provided.

Sec. 7. That if said companies, or any of them, shall neglect or refuse to con

form to the said rules and regulations, the commissioner snail report the fact to

the President of the United States, who, being satisfied of such neglect or refusal,

shall, by his order, require said commissioner to direct the operation and manage

ment of the road of the company or companies so neglecting or refusing, and, if

need be to take the absolute possession and control of and operate the same in

accordance with suoh rules and regulations : Provided, however. That any of said

companies may file a bill in equity against said commissioner and the other com

panies in the circuit court of the United States of any circuit within which any

part of its road may be situated, praying a decree restraining the enforcement of

snch rules, regulations, or order, and declaring the rights ana duties of the parties

to anch suit under the acts of Congress relating to said companies ; and every such

salt shall have precedence in the courts in which the same shall be pending, and

service in snch suit may be made anywhere In the United States by copy of the

bilL

8ec. 8. That if the complainant, in any bill which shall be filed under this act,

shall not implead all the other companies, any company omitted from such bill

shall, upon its petition, be made a party defendant thereto.
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Sf.c. 9. That such commissioner shall continue in office until he resign* or until

removed by the President', and bis salary, which shall be fixed at thousand

dollars per annum, to be paid quarterly, together with all his reasonable and proper

expenses for clerk hire, ottioe rent, stationery, and other incidental expenses, to be

approved by the Secretary of the Interior, shall be paid by the said several com

panies in proportion to the gross earnings of their respective roads, and as adjusted

by said commissioner, after examination by him of the books and reports of said

several companies.

Si c. 10. That it shall he the duty of said commissioner, from time to time, to

report to the Secretary of the Interior in answer to any inquiries he may make of

him touching the condition and management of said road and branch roads ; and he

shall communicate at any time such information as he may deem advisable to be

in the possession of the Department, and he shall perform such other duties as are

required under existing law to be performed by the Ave Government directors pro

vided for by section 13 of the act of July 2, 1864 ; and that part of said section

requiring the appointment of said five Government directors is hereby repealed.

Sac. 11. That upon the faithful compliance with, and performance of, all the

requirements of this act relative to said sinking fund by said companies, or either

of them, tills act shall be deemed and taken as a final settlement between said com

panies, or either of them bo complying, and the United States as regards the pay

ment of said bonds and interest; in case of failure or neglect by either of said

companies to perform all and singular the requirements of this act in regard to

said payments as hereinbefore mentioned for the period of six months next after

such performance may be due, such failure shall operate as a forfeiture of all the

rights, privileges, granto, and franchises derived or obtained by it from the United

States, and it shall be the duty of the Attorney-General to cause such forfeiture to

be judicially enforced.

Sac. IS. That nothing in this act shall be construed or taken in any wise to affect

or impair the right of Congress at any time hereafter to further alter, amend, or

repeal the said acts hereinbefore mentioned or this act, except as provided in the

preceding section j and nothing herein contained shall be held to deny, exclude, or

impair any right or remedy in the premises now existing in favor of the United

States; and each and every of the provisions of this act contained shall severally

and respectively be deemed, taken, and held as in alteration and amendment of said

acts of 1802and 18C4, and of the amendments thereto and supplemental acts thereof.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Mr. President, several months ago I had the honor

of addressing the Senate upon the subject of the Pacific railroad sys

tem, and more particularly upon the manner of the operation of these

respective roads one with the other, the main line with the branches.

Speaking of the unjust discrimination practiced by the Union Pacific

Company toward the branch companies, I used these words:

In my lodgment it works a greater hardship than would be entailed by the entire

loss of aft the bonds loaned to the several companies, the ultimate payment of which

the honorable Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thukman] is so anxious to secure.

Sir, these were not idle words. I propose briefly to give some rea

sons why I need them then and why I repeat them now.

The Senator from Ohio, who sits near me, said yesterday that my

prorate bill had no business with the funding bill, or words to that

effect. 1 must beg leave to differ with my learned friend upon this

point. In my judgmenn it has much to do with this question, and

very much to do with the welfare of the public and with the honor

of the Government.

Let us inquire for one moment what were the objects of the acts of

l^ftj and 1^4. Why were these munificent grants made f Why were

$t>l,ti£3,513 iu bonds of the Government issued and loaned So these

corporations f Was it simply to euable the Senator from Ohio [Mr.

Thcrman] to invent some plan by which the Government can be

made more secure and ultimately to be repaid f Did the Government

make this vast loan for the benefit of the interest npon the loan f

Did Congress part with these bonds and agree to pay the interest on

them for thirty years as a business transaction for profit and accept

a second mortgage upon the roads as security f Yet my honorable

friend from Ohio and his associates upon the Judiciary Committee

seem to act upon the theory that the speedy repayment of this money
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overshadows every other consideration of public policy in relation to

the management and conduct of these several companies. In order

to arrive at a proper consideration of the subject before the Senate,

I propose to inquire into the object of the legislation which called

these corporations into existence. The act itself declares this purpose

in the following words. I cite section 18 of the act of July 1, 1862 :

And tbe better to accomplish the object of this act, namely, to promote the pub

lic interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line,

and keeping the same tn working order, and to secure to the Government at all

times (but particularly in time oi war) the use and benefits of the same for postal,

military, and other purposes.

Again, in section 6 of the same act the companies were required to

keep the roads in repair, so that the Government can at all times

transport troops, munitions of war, supplies, and public stores, and

the mails upon said railroads, &c, so that we see that the declared

objeot of the Government was to promote the public welfare, as well

as to enable the Government to use the roads for its own necessities

and benefit, that this aid was extended to these corporations.

Mr. President, the theory of the whole legislation had upon this

Pacific railroad system is upon this principle, and the branches

reaching to widely separated points upon the Missouri River were

included in the subsidy so lavishly bestowed, in order to better ac

commodate the public and the Government. If these were not the

main objects sought for, why subsidize any branch roads T Why

subordinate the security of the Government for the bonds issued f

It is specially provided that the " track upon the entire line of rail

road and branches shall be of uniform width, so that, when com

pleted, cars can be run from the Missouri River to the Pacific coast."

Seotion 12 of the act of 1862 provides that—

The whole line of said railroad and branches and telegraph shall be operated

and used for all purposes of communication, travel, and transportation, so far as

the public and Government are concerned, as one connected continuous line.

Then, again, in section 15 of the act of July 2, 1864, it is provided:

That the several companies authorized to construct the aforesaid roads are

hereby required to operate and use said roads and telegraph for all purposes of

communication, travel, and transportation, so far as the public and the Goveru-

ment are concerned, as one continuous line ; and, in such operation and use, to

afford and secure to each equal advantages and facilities as to rates, time, and

transportations, without any discrimination of any kind in favor of the road or

business of any or either of said companies, or adverse to the road or business of

any or either oi the others.

The idea of operating all of these roads as one family, without any

discriminations of any kind, has never been lost sight of in any legis

lation had upon the subject. Now, sir, how has the object of the

law been complied with in this respect T The Union Pacific Railroad

Company has never complied with the law. On the contrary, it has

openly defied the law and the Government by practicing the most

unjust discriminations against the branches, utterly prohibiting them

from any benefits of through traffic or travel and denying the public

and Government any use whatever of tbe branches for transconti

nental business. I do not intend to take np the time of the Senate

now to show at any great length how the people of this country are

damaged by the conduct of some of these companies ; but I desire to

read one or two letters from merchants in Denver to show how tbe

State I represent in part upon this floor iepraotioally embargoed by

the unjust and unlawful discrimination of the Union Pacific Com

pany : ,

Denver, Colorado, January 2, 1878.

Dear Src i I have read with much pleasure your speech upon the management

of the Pacitic roads. You are certainly on the right track, and I trust you will lay
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on vigoronsly and spare not until the laws of Congress shall be obeyed by all the

Pacific roads, both In letter and spirit.

As an illustration of the unjust discrimination which has been practiced against

Colorado business, I will state that the linn of Martin &. Cornforth, of Denver, (of

which lam the senior partuer,) has been compelled to pay on fruit shipments for

Denver, Sacramento to Cheyenne, $425 per car-load ; the same car would be taken,

Sacramento to Omaha, (five hundred and sixteen miles more distance.) for the same

sum, $425. The rate to Chicago from Sacramento is $500 per car-load. The rate

per car-load Cheyenne to Denver Is $90, making the through rates from Sacramento

to Denver $515, to Omaha $425, to Chicago $500. This is but one illustration. There

is the same kind of discrimination against Denver and Colorado whenever we wish

to ship in dried fruits from California, or grain, fruit, or potatoes from Utah, and

the same injustice in a marked degree on canned goods. The rates from the Pacific

coast or Utah to Omaha, Chicago, Cincinnati, and Saint Louis are leas than to

Denver. I may add that the name discrimination is practiced against us when we

desire to travel, as their published tariff shows: Omaha to San Francisco, $100;

Cheyenne to San Francisco, $100.

Yours, very truly,

J. H. MARTIN,

Hon. J. B. Chaffer,

United States Senator for Colorado.

I will read another letter dated January 3, 1878:

Denver, Colorado, January 3, 1878.

Dear Sir : Your speech has attracted the attention of all the business men of

Colorado, and fairly elicited the most satisfactory comment by all parties.

Denver and Colorado have been suffering from the discriminations of the Pacific

roads ever since they were thrown open for business. The law, as we common

business men understand it, has been openlv and flagrantly violated. Hundreds

of thousands of Colorado's best acres having been donated to the Pacific Railroad

Companies by Congress upon certain conditions, one of them being that there

should be no discrimination for or against the business of any of the branches, we

believe we have a right to at least fair play in the handling of our business by the

Pacific roads.

To illustrate bow we have been treated, allow me to state the following case:

Since the completion of the Colorado Central Railroad between Denver and Chey

enne, I applied for a rate on a car-load of Utah dried peaches from Ogden to Den

ver. They gave me the following quotations: Ogden to Cheyenne, $500 ; Ogden

to Omaha, $300— a discrimination ot $200 per car-load against business for Col

orado. I did not accept the rate, but will be compelled to purchase in Kansas City

or Omaha.

Another case in point : Some months since I purchased in San Francisco a car

load of canned goods, and shipped to Denver, paying freight $390. The same car

of goods, according to their advertised tariff, could nave been delivered in Saint

Louis for $300. So that, as a matter of fact, I am compelled to go to Saint Louis or

Chicago to buy California canned goods at the best rates for Denver market.

Another transaction : I purchased three car-loads of sirup in five-gallon kegs.

Upon inquiry I found that the cost from there to Denver direct, via Cheyenne,

would be $4.10 per keg; but by shipping through to Omaha and down to Kansas

City, consigned to an outside party, and from thence, via the Kansas Pacific road,

to Denver, the sirup could be delivered for $3.25 j>er keg. Of course I shipped by

the latter roundabout route, the goods being subjected to about fourteen hundred

miles extra and useless travel and my house liable to serious loss and vexatious

delay incident to the numerous transfers.

I could make along list of these discriminations against Denver and Colorado

which have fallen under my personal observation, if it was necessary to do so. It

is a matter of public notoriety that Utah potatoes can be shipped from Ogden to

Omaha cheaper than they canoe to Denver.

In traveling between Denver and Utahand the Pacific coast we are discriminated

against in the same manner. Your Colorado friends desire you every possible suc

cess in your efforts to have the laws of Congress honestlv and faithfully enforced

in this matter, so that Colorado business interests may not be repressed and dwarfed

by the very agency the Government intended should foster and build them ap.

Very truly yours,

WOLFE LONDONER.

Hon. Jerome B. Chaffee,

Washington, D. 0,

I vouch for the truthfuluess and respectability of these gentlemen ;

ihey are among our most respected citizens. The States of Kansas

and Missouri are in the same situation. Indeed, sir, the people of all
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the States south of the Ohio River are compelled to go north to Omaha

in orderto reach the Pacific coast, instead of embarking at Saint Louis

in a palace car and going over the Kansas branch so as to intersect

the Union Pacific at Cheyenne. The entire half of this Union is com

pelled by the unlawful conduct of the Union Pacific Company to travel

several hundred miles north to Omaha and traverse the entire line of

that road in order to reach the Pacific coast.

But, Mr. President, I do not intend to cover the same ground that

I went over upon a former occasion to show the unjust discrimina

tions of these companies. That they exist is a fact as patent as is the

fact that the debt of the Government is accumulating from year to

year. That these abuses of power ought to be corrected I contend is

more important than merely to devise a plan to secure the money

advanced to construct the roads ; yet my honorable friend from Ohio

is willing to ignore the immediate commercial interests of the people

for the greed of the almighty dollar. I claim that if any settlement

is to be made between the Government and these companies, this

Crata question should be made one component part of it ; and this

ngs me to the bill I introduced yesterday, and to which I now

desire to call the attention of the Senate. I shall briefly discuss this

portion of the bill relating to the legal and proper mode of operating

the main line and branches before referring to the other part propos

ing a sinking fund for the ultimate payment of tbeamonnt that will

be due the United States. The bill simply provides that, by and with

theadvice of the Senate, the President shall appoint one commissioner

who shall establish rules and regulations, from time to time, to govern

the use and operation of these roads with each other, in accordance

with existing law, adding nothing whatever to the law in this respect.

If any of the companies refuse to conform to such rules and regula

tions made by the commissioner and approved by the Secretary of the

Interior, the President is authorized, if need be, to take possession of

the road of such defaulting company and operate the same. I will

read section 7 of the proposed act :

That if said companies, or any of them, shall neglect or refuse to conform to the

said rules and regulations, the commissioner shall report the fact to the President

of the United States, who, being satisfied of such neglect or refusal, shall, by his

order, require said commissioner to direct the operation and management of the

road of the company or companies so neglecting or refusing, and, if need be, to take

the absolute possession and control of and operate the same in accordance with

such rules and regulations : Provided, however, That any of said companies may file

a bill In equity against said commissioner and the other companies in the circuit

court of the United States of any circuit within which any part of its road may be

situated, praying a decree restraining the enforcement of such rules, regulations,

or order, and declaring the rights and duties of the parties to such suit nnder the

acta of Congress relating to said companies ; and every such suit ' shall nave pre

cedence in the courts in which the same shall be pending, and service in such suit

may be made anywhere in the United States by copy of the bill.

Section 9 provides that such commissioner shall continue in office

until removed by the President, and that his salary shall be paid by

the respective companies according to the gross earnings of their

respective roads.

Section 10 provides that the commissioner shall perform the duties

now required of the five Government directors, whose duties are nom

inal and wholly unnecessary in my judgment, and consequently it

repeals the provision of the law requiring their appointment. I do

not suppose the Judiciary Committee or any member of it will ques

tion the constitutionality of the power of Congress to authorize the

President to take possession of any of these roads as provided in this

bill.
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I do not propose to enter upon any fall or detailed exposition of

the power of amendment reserved by Congress in the acts of 1862 and

1864. That has been conclusively done Si the speeches which have

been recently made in the Senate during the discussion of this ques

tion ; and in all of the anthorities cited upon the subject, it is con

ceded that the power of amendment, however it may be otherwise

limited, extends so far as may be at any time necessary in order to

accomplish the original purposes of the acts. This is Very distinctly

stated in Miller rs. The State, 15 Wallace, 498, in these words :

The reserved power may be exercised, and to almost any extent, to carry into

effect the original purposes of the grant.

And again, in the Holyoke Company r». Lyman, 15 Wallace, 500, it

is said that the provision—

Reserves to the Legislature the authority to make any alteration or amendment

of a charter granted subject to it, which will not defeat or substantially impair ths

object of the grant or any rights under it, and which the Legislature may deem

necessary to secure either that object or other public or private rights.

The last expression of opinion by the United States Supreme Court

on this subject is in the case of Wright vs. The State of Ohio, not yet

reported. Mr. Justice Swayne, speaking for the court in that case,

says that the power of amendment is not without limitation. He

does not state the limits in terms, but instances cases on the one side

and on the other, to indicate how far the power may go. On the one

side, to show the limit of the power, he says "that it has been decided

by the court in New York that the Legislature cannot under the

power of amendment require a railroad to build a bridge which is not

in any way connected with its works or useful to it in the transaction

of its business." The reason is that it is beyond the power of the

Legislature to divert the property of a company to any object entirely

foreign to the purposes of its creation. An instance on the other

hand, cited by the learned jndge to show how far the power may go,

is a case decided by the court in Massachusetts, where it was held

that a railroad company may be required to erect a station-house at

a certain point, remove its structures and its track thereto, and oper

ate its road in connection therewith, the power there being exercised

simply to accomplish a purpose of the creation of the corporation,

namely, to afford to the public conveniences in connection with the

rise of the road. These instances are but applications in particular

cases of the rule as laid down by the United States Supreme Court in

the cases in 15 Wallace, namely, that amendment may be made to

almost any extent in order to accomplish the original purposes of the

cbarter. The proposed legislation in this bill seeks to do nothing

further, and is therefore clearly within the power of amendment

reserved in the act as denned by the Supreme Court in the adjndged

cases. Many other cases might be cited, but these are sufficient to

establish beyond cavil all that is necessary for my present purpose.

But it may be said that the remedy proposed is equivalent to the

taking of property without due process of law. In support of this

proposition it may be insisted that the Union Pacific Railroad Company

occupies toward the Government and the public the relation simply

of a private party, and that as such its property is protected by the

constitutional provision mentioned. But the Union Pacific Railroad

Company is not, in respect of its duties tb operate its road with the

branches as one continuous line, simply a private party and to be

dealt with as such. The case of the Union Pacific Railroad Company

rs. Pennington, 18 Wallace, 3-2, 33, was a bill of injunction filed by

the company to restrain the taxes levied by the State of Nebraska
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npon its road, claiming to be exempt from such State interference

becanse it was an agency of the Government. Mr. Justice Strong,

delivering the opinion of the court in that case, states in very full

and Impressive language that this company is an agency of the Gov

ernment for certain great public purposes, but the court holds that

as such its property is not withdrawn from State taxation. In that

Case the court proceeded Upon precisely the same view which was

taken by it in the case of The Merchants' Bank vs. The Commonwealth,

where the question was the right of the States to tax the national

banks. Mr. Justice Miller, delivering the opinion of the court in that

case, held that the national banks were the fiscal agents of the Gov

ernment, but not in such wise as to withdraw them from State tax

ation. So that the railroad company and the banks stand upon pre

cisely the same footing as agencies of the Government and as public

servants. The same view of the Union Pacific Railroad Company is

taken by the court in the case of The United States vs. The Union

Pacific Railroad Company, 91 United States Supreme Court Reports,

''', and in several other of the cases to which that Company was a

party.

Statutesof the United States havefrom avery early period authorized

most summary processagainst public officers and agents andtheirprop-

erty when delinquent in respect of the performance of their duties. In

1813 an act was passed providing such a process against a public officer

receiving public funds and in defanlt in accounting therefor. The

act was revised in 1820 and is now embodied in the Revised Statutes.

It provides that if a public officer receiving public funds shall not

duly account therefor to the Treasury the First Comptroller Shall

state the account and certify it to the Solicitor of the Treasury, who

shall therenpon 'issue his warrant directed to the marshal of the dis

trict in which the delinquent lives. Upon this warrant the marshal

may seize the goods and chattels, lands and tenements of the alleged

defanlter and also of his sureties and sell the same on short notice ;

and he may even seize the body of the delinquent. No jndicial proc

ess is had by any officer on behalf of the Government, the act Simply

providing that if the debtor feel aggrieved by any of these proceed

ings he may enjoin the same upon bill filed in the proper United States

court. The validity of this act was called in question in the case of

Murry's lessee vs. The Hoboken Insurance Company, 18 Howard, 266.

In that case it appears that Swanrtout was collector of customs of

the port of New York. Being delinquent in rendering his accounts

to the Treasury, a warrant was issued against him and a certain Jot

of land was sold by the marshal upon it, and upon the one side title

to the property rested upon the validity of this sale. Jndgments

were also recovered against him in the supreme court of the State of

New York, upon which executions were issued to the sheriff of the

county, Who sold the same property to another party, which party

claimed title under these jndicial proceedings. The question was

whether the proceedings upon the Treasury warrant were valid, two

objections being taken thereto: first, that the statute vested in the

Executive jndicial powers ; secondly, that the proceedings were had

without due process of law. Both objections were resolved by the

court in favor of the validity of the act of Congress and the Treas

ury warrant and the proceedings therennder, and the title held

thereby Was sustained.

-It is evident that the proceedings in the Treasury are in a certain

sense jndicial. The Comptroller must inquire whether the person

sought to be charged is a public officer within the meaning of the act ;
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whether he has received public funds, and, if so, how much ; whether

he has rendered his account therefor or for any part thereof ; what

the amount of his delinquency is, and generally whether the case is

one upon which a warrant should issue against him and against his

sureties. These inquiries are precisely the same as those which would

be presented to the court in a suit upon the bond for its determina

tion ; but the court held that notwithstanding this it was competent

for Congress to vest this judicial or quasi-judicial power in an officer

of the executive department of the Government. The court further

holds that the warrant and proceedings under it are " due process of

law," and that in order that a proceeding may be " due process of

law" it is not necessary that there should be any action by a court of

justice. If the attempt be made to distinguish the case of a public

officer charged with public funds from the case of the Union Pacific

Railroad on the ground that the former occupies to the Government

some special official relation, what has already been said in respect of

the objects of Congress in the acts under consideration and the char

acter of the Union Pacific Railroad and its relations to the Govern

ment and the public show that it stands upon precisely the same

ground. Its duty to furnish to the Government the speedy trans

portation of its great mails, of its troops, and of the public stores is

of just as high and just as pressing a character as the payment into

the Treasury of public funds by a public officer.

But this is not the only instance in which acts of Congress provide

for summary process without judicial intervention. If a collector of

the customs finds that property is sought to be imported into this

country from abroad in violation of the customs laws be may seize it

and sell it summarily upon short notice. So, too, if a distillery be

operated in violation of the internal-revenue laws, it may be seized

and closed by the collector without judicial process. So, too, national

banks, their property and business, may be taken from the hands of

their officers and owners and placed in the hands of a receiver, who

may proceed to close their business upon an ex parte showing, to an

order by the Comptroller of the Currency. Iu all these cases the seiz

ure is made and the property converted without any intervention by

any judicial authority or upon any judicial writ.

There is also another class of cases in which the process is equally

summary. Under what is called the police power, laws for the seiz

ure, impounding, and sale of cattle, swine, dogs, or any other prop

erty which is a nuisance to the public, have been justified. Cases in

large numbers are collected and explained by Cooley in his-work ou

Constitutional Limitations. They are too familiar to lawyers in the

Senate to need explanation here. To one of these cases, however, I

will ask attention for a moment. It is The Commonwealth vt. Alger, re

ported in 7 Cushing, 53. Under a colonial ordinance of Massachusetts

the owner of upland bordering on the sea had an estate in fee in the

adjoining flats, with full power to erect wharves and bnildings thereon

at his convenience and to any extent. A statute was subsequently

passed forbidding the enlargement or extension of a wharf beyond a

certain water-line, abridging of course the enjoyment of his property

by the owner of the nplaudg. The statute also provided that a struct

ure erected in violation of its inhibition might be summarily removed

without anyjudicial proceeding whatever. Thequestion was whether

such statute was valid against the owner of the estate. The court in

an elaborate opinion sustained the validity of the statute and justi

fied the exercise of the summary power of removal by the adminis

trative officer. In the exercise of the same power railroads have been
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regulated in most important particulars. Fur instance, in respect of

their grades and the crossings of the tracks of two companies and the

apportionment of the expense of the work, in respect of ringing their

bells or blowing their whistles, in respect of the establishment of flag-

stations and stutiou-houses, in respect of fencing their tracks, and

notably in oue of the great granger cases (reported in"4 Otto) where

the power of the State Legislature to reduce charges for fare and

freights was sustained, first by the supreme court or Wisconsin and

afterward by the Supreme Court of the United States. Many other

cases of the same sort might be mentioned.

The rule to be extracted from all these cases is that, if a company

or a party be charged with a publio duty and should use their property

so as to interfere with the pnblic convenience, a summary remedy

may be applied by the administrative department of the Govern

ment.

We have seen that the Union Pacific Railroad Company has been

endowed by Congress with very large powers, and upon it have been

imposed most important public duties. Its powers have been con

ferred upon it in order that it might discharge those duties. One of

the objects of Congress has been to provide for different sections'of

the country, by means of the branches, equal advantages and facili

ties in all respects, one with another, in the enjoyment and use of a

great transcontinental railroad, and the duty resting upon the com

pany has been expressed in clear, comprehensive, and precise terms.

For the more certain accomplishment of the great purposes of Con

gress in creating and endowing this company, the power to prescribe

by way of amendment new rules, and especially new remedies, was

reserved. The legislation here proposed is in every aspect of it within

the principles above briefly expounded. It may be completely justi

fied simply on the power of amendment reserved in the acts, and also

upon that power of supervisory control which Congress has over its

own public agent.

ThuB it will be seen that the power to seize the property of anyone

of these companies, upon its refusal to obey the laws, which it is pro

posed in this bill to vest in the Executive, is not a new power, but it

has been conferred before and in many cases. In the acts of 1663 and

1864, in certain contingencies, the President of the United States is

authorized to take possession of the entire property of the Union

Pacific Railroad Company. Section 5 of the act of 1862 provides as

follows :

And on the refusal or failure of the said company to redeem said bonds, or any

part of them, -when required so to do by the Secretary of the Treasury, in accord

ance with the provisions of this act, the said road, With all the rights, functions,

immunities, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, and also all lands granted to

the aud company oy the United States, which, at the time of said default, shall

remain in the ownership of the said company, may be taken possession of by the

Secretary of the Treasury, for the use and benefit of the United States, provided

this section shall not apply to that part of any road now constructed.

Again, section 17—

Provided, That if said roads are not completed, so as to form a continuous line

of railroad, ready for use, from the Missouri River to the navigable waters of tho

Sacramento River, in California, by the 1st day of July, 1876, the whole of said rail

roads before mentioned, and to be constructed under the provisions of this act,

together with all their fumitnre, fixtures, rolling-stock, machine-shops, lands, tene

ments, and hereditaments, and property of every kind and character, shall be for

feited to and be taken possession of by the United States.

Section 22 of the act of 1864 provides that " Congress may at any

time alter, amend, or repeal this act." These stipulations are a part

of the contract, and are as valid as any other stipulation in the con
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tract. This bill provides that if any company refuses to operate its

road according to the contract the President shall take possession of

i t and perform the contract for such defaulting company. If the pro

visions of the acts of 1862 and 1864 are valid, it is within the power

of Congress now to confer the same authority by this bill.

Bnt the Senator from Ohio may still say, what has this subject to

do with the funding bill 1 I will tell the Senator something that I

fear he has forgotten, which does in my judgment bear upon this

funding question. Does the Senator not know that one of these

branches of the Union Pacific Railroad system owes the Government

an original amount of $6,303,000 for bonds issued and loaned in the

same manner and at the same time that the bonds were loaned the

Union and Central Pacific Companies f This has been bearing in

terest ten years, which the Government has paid, making an amonntj,

now due the Government of over $9,000,000.

Does the Senator not know that on account of the unlawful dis

crimination of the Union Pacific Company against the Kansas Pacific

this branch is at the present time in the hands of receivers upon mo

tion of the first-mortgage bondholders, for default in interest due,

and will be sold out unless something is done immediately to prevent

these discriminations and open this road as a part of the through line

to the Pacific coast f If this is done this sum of $9,000,000 can be

saved to the Government. If it is not done the whole amount will

be a total loss, and will aggregate over $16,000,000 at maturity. Yet

my honorable friend from Ohio thinks this has nothing to do with

the question now before the Senate.

Then again, if the Union Pacific is compelled to prorate with the

eastern branches, thus dividing the business on the eastern half of

its road, that company may not be able to pay quite so much money

annually as proposed by the Judiciary Committee bill, so that Sena

tors may see that this prorate question has much to do practically

with the question before the Senate.

Mr. President, I have thus far spoken in regard to that part of the

bill introduced by me yesterday which relates to the question of dis

crimination against the branches. I propose now briefly to examine

the other portion of the bill relating to the funding question ; and I

may here remark that the first section of this bill is similar to and

almost iu the exact terms of the bill reported by the Railroad Com

mittee.

The second section provides that each company shall pay into the

finking fund the sum of $1,250,000 in semi-annual payments, which

sum shall be in lieu of all other payments required of said companies

under existing law:

Prodded, however. That the said companies, or either of them, shall have the

light to fund said first-mortgage bonds Into a new bond, upon such time and terms

as may be agreed upon with the holders thereof, and the present Hen to securesaid

bonds muter existing law shall remain valid until said bonds are finally liquidated.

It is well known by the Senate that the lien of the United States

is subordinated to the lien for an equal amount which the companies

were allowed to raise upon their own resources by the issuing of

bonds. Now, this bill provides that at the maturity of these bonds,

which occurs some two or three years prior to the year 1900, the

time to which this funding system is to run, the companies, in case

they desire and are able to fund these bonds into a longer bond,

shall have the right to do so, and the same lien shall exist until the

maturity and final liquidation of the new bonds as exists nownnder

the present laws. In oase the companies are able at the maturity of
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the tint-mortgage bonds to fund them into new bonds, the amount

in the sinking fund to be applied to the debt due the United States

will be much larger ; it will be equal to the amount of the par value

of the bonds at maturity, which will be in round numbers about

j-27,000,000 for each company.

The Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] claims that this theory of

a funding bill is eqnal to a new subsidy to the companies. I do not

see how he can establish such, a proposition.

Mr. THURMAN. It is sponging out so much debt by mere couipu-

Tatiuu.

Mr. CHAFFEE. It is true the companies ace to receive compound

interest until the year 1900. Then, if the companies succeed in fund

ing their first-mortgage bonds, this accumulation will, of course, wipe

out a larger proportion of the debt ; but, if they da not succeed and

the United States is compelled to pay those bonds out of the sinking

fund, the companies propose and this bill proposes that the balance

of the debt due the United States shall be paid off iu equal semi

annual installments running fifty years, with interest upon all sums

remaining unpaid, to be paid at the date of each installment. ' I can

not see- any new subsidy in such a proposition.

This bill, as I said before, proposes that each of these companies

Khali pay a certain amount in round numbers, regardless of any half

transportation or any 5 per cent, of net proceeds from the earnings of

the road. I believe that that is a fair, plain, business-like view to

take of the question. Let the companies pay a certain amount. If

this is not enough, if the Senate shall think that $1,250,000 each is too

small an amount, let us make it more, but let us make it a finality,

an ending of this question, and not undertake to pass a law by which

controversy will be extended through all time to come.

Mr. THURMAN. If it does not interrupt the Senator from Colorado,

I suonld like to say a word right here on the question where the new

bubsidy is.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Very well.

Mr. THURMAN. If I understand the Senator from Colorado, he

thinks there is no new subsidy in this business because the sinking

fund at the maturity of the bonds may be applied to pay off the first -

mortgage bonds. That is his idea.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. THURMAN. But let us see who is to pay them nit

Mr. CONKLING. Of which bill is the Senator speaking now f

Mr. THURMAN. The Railroad Committee's bill and the substitute

of the Senator from Colorado. Let ns see who is to pay them off.

According to the Railroad Committee bill and according to the sub

stitute of the Senator from Colorado, the Government is to take its

own money—that is, the money which it is entitled to recoive from

these companies and which it is entitled to credit them with instantly

each year, as it happens to be received, and which is only a credit

for just that same amount—and the Government is to put that nomi

nal Bum into a sinking fnnd and compute interest on it at 6 per cent.,

compounded semi-annually, until the year 1900, the effect of which

would be that the interest would be two and a half times more than

the principal and the Government would stand debtor for that much

money as belonging to the sinking fund ; and, suppose it is paid off

in discharge of the first-mortgage bonds, the amount of it is that the

Government pays three and a half times as mnch as it receives.

Mr. CHAFFEE. The Senator says the Government pays its own

money. It takes the money out of the sinking fund paid in by the

companies.
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Mr. THURMAN. But how is the sinking fund constituted accord

ing to the Senator's substitute f

Mr. CHAFFEE. It is constituted by requiring each of these two

railroad companies to pay into the Treasury of the United States

$1,250,000 annually.

Mr. THURMAN. And allowing them interest upon that at 6 per

cent., compounded semi-annually.

Mr. CHAFFEE. It enables the companies to pay the bonds.

Mr. THURMAN. But of the $1,250,000 which you require each of

tbem to pay annually, two-thirds, under the existing law, is money

of the United States, belongs to tne United States.

Mr. CHAFFEE. The Senator does not know that. That he antici

pates; that he estimates. That is a question for the business of the

future. He does not know how much the net profits of these roads

will be for any year hereafter; neither can he tell how much the half

transportation will be. He estimates that. He can judge from the

past, of course; but does not the Senator know that the Indian ques

tion, from which the larger amount of transportation for the Govern

ment over these roads has been derived, is now settled, or nearly so,

and the prospect is that other roads may be built across the continent

which will take away a portion of the business of these roads T The

Government, as the Senator from California suggests, will have the

same right to transport over those new roads, and of course it will

undoubtedly divide a portion of its business according to the section

where tbe transportation is desired with the other roads.

Mr. CONKLING. May I ask the Senator what is to be done with

the bonds, on his theory, deposited as the representatives of the

sinking fund T

Mr. CHAFFEE. There are no bonds deposited. The companies

are to pay money.

Mr. CONKLING. So I thought until I heard the Senator from Ohio

say that his remarks applied equally to either bill. I had tbe substi

tute of the Senator from Colorado yesterday, but somebody has car

ried it off so that I have not been able to read it to-day. I was misled

by the remark of the Senator from Ohio. I understood the Senator

from Ohio to say that the proposal was to have bonds and the Gov

ernment was to pay compound interest on those bonds, thus paying

three and a half times the amount to be ultimately received back.

Mr. THURMAN. No ; I only spoke about bonds in connection with

paying off the first-mortgage bonds. I did not intend to say—if I

did it was certainly a slip of the tongue, and I do not think I said

it—that either the plan of the Railroad Committee or the plan of the

Senator from Colorado contemplated any investment in bonds. It is

mere book-keeping with both those plans.

Mr. CONKLING. Then, if I may be still indulged a moment in my

dialogue with the Senator from Ohio, his objection, if I understand

it, is that the payment of $1,250,000 a year into a sinking fund would

be composed in part of moneys which he says belong to the Govern

ment at the time.

Mr. THURMAN. Certainly.

Mr. CONKLING. That is the extent of his criticism.

Mr. THURMAN. Under the existing law.

Mr. CONKLING. Well, the moneysbelonging to the Government

at the time, belong to it, I take it, in order to liquidate and satisfy tbe

obligations of the companies toward the Government ; do they not T

Mr. THURMAN. To be sure, and they are presently applicable.

Mr. CONKLING. Then does the Senator from Ohio see any objec
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tion in the statement he makes if the object of the possession or ens-

tody of or right to these moneys by the Government is ultimately to

indemnify and save harmless the Government against possible loss

on account of the companies, does the Senator see in that fact an ob

jection to any arrangement which insures that consummation T Let

me state it again. Suppose the Senator could see in the bill proposed

by the Senator from Colorado a mode in which, at a specified future

day, absolutely as far as human foresight can be absolute in its vision,

the Government would be indemnified, would be paid, reimbursed

entirely, would it be an objection in his mind that the modus operandi

was such that certain custody, by way of a sinking fund, was ascribed

to moneys which currently, as they accrue under existing law, belong

not to the corporation but to the Government T

Mr. THURMAN. Why, the Senator does not understand me, and

he does not understand the proposition.

Mr. CONKLING. I seem to myself not to understand the Senator.

I presume I do not. I wish he would make me understand him.

Mr. THURMAN. I will, if the Senator will sit down.

Mr. CONKLING. I always sit down when the Senator from Ohio

■peaks.

Mr. THURMAN. I hope we are not interfering with the Senator

from Colorado.

Mr. CHAFFEE. The Senator is not interfering at all. He oan

make so much better a speech than I can, that I would rather he

should go on.

Mr. CONKLING. I feel the same way.

Mr. THURMAN. If the Senator from New York held my note for

$10,000, and I should go to him and pay him a thousand dollars, which

by the terms of the note he would be entitled to receive to-day, the

rest of the note not being due for some time to come, and I should say

to him "credit me, not with the thousand dollars that I have paid on

this note, but put this thousand dollars into a sinking fund, make an

entry on your books, and compound interest on it semi-annually at 6

per cent, for ten years" or twenty, as it is in this case, "and then

credit me with the amount to become due," I might pay off my whole

note with that thousand dollars. That is exactly what the proposi

tion is.

Mr. CONKLING. Is that the Senator's mode of making me under

stand it?

Mr. THURMAN. I am trying to do it. If it is a defective mode,

it is not for want of understanding in the Senator.

Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President

Mr. MORRILL. I think, if the Senator from New York will per

mit me

Mr. CONKLING. I wish the Senator from Vermont would let me

try a moment now. This has come to a point where I think there is

a hope of my being able to do something with it. [Laughter.]

Mr. President, analogies are always dangerous. Illustrations have

no value at all unless they are true. A caricature may sometimes

bring out a likeness, but a caricature always distorts and destroys a

legal argument proceeding by parallels. Why does the honorable

Senator from Ohio, if he believes as I stated that my purpose is to

inform myself on this point, mislead me, turn away and confuse the

Senate, unless other Senators understand much more about this mat

ter than I do, by displacing entirely the considerations involved, by

changing the whole thing, and if he will take no offense at it I will

say by distorting the whole proposition. He says that it is as if I
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liolil his note and he comes to me when the note is due and says " I

propose to pay you a thousand dollars when the thousand dolLars is

due, but in place of allowing you, as the law allows you, to do as you

choose with the thousand dollars that I pay, I ask you now to allow

me to make a sort of special deposit of it, which shall withhold from

you the right to use this money, the right to place it and appropriate

its earnings, but which shall make you the mere manual custodian

of this money to earn interest for me, and when it has earned that

interest then I ask you to apply that upon the note." Mr. President,

the Senator need not have stated half that proposition to state one

which would shock the sense of a child, and a young child at that.

Why did he not take the case of an obligation not due, an obligation

not to become due except in a far future T

Mr. THURMAN. Because there is no such case hero. That is the

reason.

Mr. CONKLING. Does the Senator say that f

Mr. THURMAN. I do.

Mr. CONKLING. In spite of the decision of the court T

Mr. THURMAN. I say the decision of the court has nothing to do

with the question.

Mr. CONKLING. Why lias it nothing to do with the question T

Mr. THURMAN. Will the Senator hear me f

Mr. CONKLING. Always.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator says it is not due. Why, by the

very terms of the charter 5 per cent, of the net earnings and the'half-

trausportatiou account are due every year and are a present payment

with which these companies are entitled to be credited. It is not,

therefore, getting money in advance of our being entitled, to it under

the law. We do not get a dollar in advance of what we are entitled

to under the law. But here is a contract which says inst as much as

if it were iu so many words, let us estimate the half transportation

and 5 per cent, of net earnings as in the case of the Union Pacific at

$750,000 a year, and that wiS be about a fair estimate of the last six

Mr. CHAFFEE. Why does not the Senator from Ohio estimate it

at a million '

Mr. THURMAN. I have not estimated it at a million, because I

take what is most favorable to the company—the last six years. But

let me go on.

Mr. CHAFFEE. It would be better for your argument if you esti

mated it at a million.

Mr. CONKLING. Do not be too stingy in helping yourself.

Mr. THURMAN. Now suppose that, instead of the sum being a

mere matter to be found by experience, the charter had said " the

Union Pacific Railroad Company shall pay every year |.*X),000,which

shall be credited to it at the time it is paid upon its indebtedness to

the Government of the United States;" that would have been in prin

ciple exactly what it now is. The only difference would be that there

the sum would have been fixed and here it is ascertainable. Id » r-

turn trt quod err Imm potest applies. The case in principle would be

precisely the same. Each of these substitutes proposes that t*00,000

i which by the charter is payable annually and which by the charter

is to be annually credited to the company, simply the amount paid)

Khali, instead of being put to the credit of the company, be received

by the Government, used by the Government, and disposed of aa it

1 'lease*, but that the Government shall allow credit not simply for

that sum, but shall make a book account for twenty years, ana allow
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credit not only for the amount to which the company was entitled to

credit, bnt also for twenty years' compound interest. If that is not

a new subsidy, I do not know what is.

Mr. CONKLING. The honorable Senator wanders from the point

which I was endeavoring to state. I asked him why he did not take

the case of an obligation not due. In place of meeting that question

he says that a certain portion of the obligation is due.

Mr. THURMAN. Well.

Mr. CONKLINO. I deny that as he states it, although it is quite

beside my purpose. I asked him why he did not take au immature

obligation for his illustration. He said there was no such case here.

What is due T The bonds t The debt » The whole debt which the

Senator says he wants to secure to the United States f Is that due T

No ; that is not due, and that is what I am talking about ; that is the

correlative of the note in his supposed case.

But I have another objection to the Senator's answer. He says 5

per cent of the net earnings is due. How does he know that T He

has explained in several productions which the world will not will

ingly let die what he believes " net earnings" to be. Every court to

whom it has been submitted differs with him. He has stated what

be understands the obligation to be of amassing funds by withhold

ing transportation compensation ; and as far as I know every court

that has passed upon the question differs with him. Therefore I deny

that even that part which the Senator refers to of this obligation is

due in any sense which entitles him to affirm it as something which

me must accept and act upon.

Mr. President, nothing could have been further from my purpose

than to be drawn at this moment, if at any moment, into a discus

sion of this question. I shall not be drawn into any general discus

sion, particularly as I am intruding upon the Senator from Colorado.

I will go back, however, to state what moved me when I rose. After

hearing the distinguished Senator from Ohio, (and nobody will ever

state more clearly than he has stated one side of these propositions,)

I cannot understand, dismissing all question of constitutional power,

disregarding all considerations of good faith, looking at the single

question what is best in money interest, any reason why we shonld

discard an arrangement because it contains something less injurious

to the other contracting party than another might, provided it is cer

tain in the end to work out the result. I cannot comprehend why

that arrangement is not the best for the Government which is best

for these corporations, provided it gives bond and assurance that the

advance made by the Government for the building of these roads and

the interest meanwhile shall be rendered back in the end to the utter

most. Creditor or sovereign—discussion has been waged to ascer

tain which—what interest Gas the United States in inflicting need

less injury upon these parties t If none, then if the Senator from

Colorado has a scheme which I mean to understand better than I

do—I repeat, I hail his bill yesterday; I believe he gave it to me him

self; and somebody wanted it more than I and carried it away and I

have not been able to possess myself of another copy ; I will try to

understand it before the Senate meets again—if he has a scheme

which indemnities the Government in the end, and the only objection

to it is that it does it by an arrangement less austere than some other,

I am for that bill.

Now, Mr. President, while I am on my feet, if the Senator from

Colorado will indulge me a momeut in that connection, 1 beg to state

two or three things. I will never vote knowingly as I would not vote

23 pa
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if these parties were not corporations. That is one thing I will guard

myself against. I will never inflict npon these artificial persons that

which I would not insist upon against a natural person. Gold may

be bought too dear ; and we cannot afford to do that against a party

unpopular, odious, and hateful to-day, which we would not be willing

to abide by to-morrow in the case of the most cherished favorite of

the Senate. I see that amuses the honorable Senator from Ohio.

Mr. THURMAN. It does.

Mr. CONKLING. He says it amuses him. Mr. President, I am

speaking of the fact that the law is no respecter of persons, that the

law shall be the same, whether for the man who is clothed in purple

and fine linen and fares sumptuously every day, or for the man who

lives in a hut and has nobody to befriend him ; and the honorable

Senator from Ohio says he is amused at that !

Again, I will never give a vote knowingly, prompted or incited by

the fact that these corporations have made money and have not lost

money. 1 have heard over and over again statements here of the

profits which they have earned, the dividend they have divided. Mr.

President, on this question in this forum are we to measure or with

hold from them any modicum of justice or results because in the vent

ure and vicissitude of this great work the time has come when profits,

and not losses, have fallen to them f I hope not. If not, then agaiu

I Bay that the fact that a particular proposition consists with the

interest of these parties, in place of condemning, commends it, if it

be one which indemnifies the Government and answers the purpose ;

and it will not do to treat this as in a supposed case like an obliga

tion the whole of which is due, all of which we may demand, and

speak of all terms as lenity and concession.

A moment ago I was looking at the report made by the Senator

from Ohio, and one thing struck me to which I will call his attention

before I sit down, because he had spoken of our right to this 5 per

cent, of net earnings. This report recites in brief phrases what few

of us have forgotten, that we sent these corporations by direction of

statute to the judicial courts to ascertain whether the 95 per cent, of

net earnings to which they were entitled meant 95 per cent, of gross

earnings or 95 per cent, of net after all expenses were paid. That

circumstance is alluded to. I do not discover here any allusion—

perhaps it is here—to the fact that the court said (I do not mean the

Supreme Court, but the other court, the court below) that the rail

way companies were right and we were wrong upon that question.

Mr. THURMAN. What case does the Senator refer to f

Mr. CONKLING. In which the court said that t

Mr. THURMAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. CONKLING. My impression is the Court of Claims said that.

Mr. THURMAN. Not a bit of it.

Mr. CONKLING. Did it not f

Mr. THURMAN. No, sir; it never did.

Mr. CONKLING. I will deduct, then, from what I was saying. I

thought the court had recently given a broad intimation

Mr. THURMAN. I know exactly what case the Senator refers to.

It is a mere pro forma decision of the circuit court in Iowa, and it

shows on the record that it is pro forma.

Mr. CONKLING. But I drop that part of my statement. The Sen

ator rises to make it still appear on the principle I suppose on which

the English always fire a gun when the flag is down, to remind every

body of their victory. I drop that part of my statement and I come
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to this : the honorable Senator haying alluded to that drops this little

observation in this report :

As to the past we leave the question upon the law as it now stands to the decis

ion of the Supreme Court in the case pending before it.

As to the past, npon this vital and essential matter of agreement he

proposes to leave the court to determine this case which we ourselves

sent there agreeing to abide the event, agreeing to it not only by the

act but by the implication. As to the past he proposes to allow

the court to render a decision ; but as to the future, he proposes to

make a new law to dispose of this very important question which he

and the other constituents of the two Houses once agreed to submit

not merely to arbitration but to the decision of the national courts,

themselves the creatures of theConstitution and statutes of the United

States.

Mr. President, for one I am willing to admit, in the presence of that

proposition as there stated, that I will vote to enunciate such a doc

trine and to petrify it into a law, if I ever do vote for it, when I have

ascertained that milder means, not departing so far from the ancient

ways, are insufficient to secure the Government what will ultimately

be the Government's due ; and certainly I will never vote for it in

preference to any plan which is certain and to which no objection can

be made other than objections of the kind alluded to by the distin

guished Senator from Ohio.

Now, Mr. President, I beg pardon of the Senator from Colorado for

taking so much time. I see the danger of asking a question, and I

am very sorry that I interrupted him so far.

Mr. THURMAN. I only want to say that when I can have the floor

without interfering with the Senator from Colorado I will try and

show the point so clearly that even the Senator from New York, who

seems to know nothing at all on the subject, will be able to compre

hend it.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Mr. President, if the_proposition made by the Sen

ator from Ohio is true, I am ready to admit that my bill and my theory

of the sinking fund are absurd*. He states substantially that this

amount is now due the Government, and upon that theory my bill

would be an absurdity, it would be a subsidy as he claims ; but is that

the fact f The Supreme Court has decided that the interest is not

due until the principal is due ; that both the bonds and the interest

become due and payable at the maturity of the bonds.

Mr. THURMAN. Will the Senator allow me to say that the Supreme

Court has not decided any such thing f The Supreme Court has not

decided as broadly as he states it.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Then I should like to ask the Senator why he pro

poses the same theorv in his bill 1

Mr. THURMAN. No, I do not.

Mr. CHAFFEE. He proposes a sinking fund to run at 5 per cent,

until the maturity of the first-mortgage bonds.

Mr. THURMAN. If the Senator will hear me he will see that he is

wrong. The Supreme Court have only decided this, that except so

far as the 5 per cent, of net earnings and the half- transportation

account (which are applicable annually) extinguish the interest, there

is no obligation to pay the interest until the end of the maturity of

the bonds.

Mr. CHAFFEE. The 5 per cent, of the net earnings and the half-

transportation account are not only to ap[dy to the interest but to

apply to the bonds.

Mr. THURMAN. If sufficient.
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Mr. CHAFFEE.. They apply to the bonds equally with the interest.

The law says so.

Mr. THURMAN. But how much is applicable, I ask the Senator t

Mr. CHAFFEE. Is it applicable whenever it is paid, annually t

Mr. THURMAN. Certainly ; annually.

Mr. CHAFFEE. I am willing to admit that the half-transporta

tion account and the 5 per cent, of net earnings are to be paid an

nually into the Treasury of the United States. By the substitute

which I propose the payment reqnired of each company of $1,250,000

annually is in lieu of those payments which they are now required

to make. But upon the 1st day of October in the year 1900 a balance

is made, and whatever remains due the United States, after taking

therefrom the amount accumulated in this sinking fund, is to be paid,

dollar for dollar, and interest upon every dollar, which is equivalent

to the payment of the whole debt in the year 1900 ; because the

United States may as well receive the bonds from this company or

receive the payment of interest equal to the interest that the United

States has to pay upon its debt, as you have the money paid into the

Treasury of the United States.

Mr. President, if there is to be any ending of this Pacific Railroad

question, if the suite that are pending in the courts and which have

been pending from the time the road was completed, aud which will

be pending, in my judgment, if the theory is adopted of the Senator

from Ohio, until the maturity and final payment of the bonds—if

these suits are to be ended, why not say pay so much into the Treas

ury of the United States in lieu of all other debts T Let us end this

vexed question of what are the net earnings of the roads.

I see no objection to the substitute which I propose. I see nothing

wrong in principle in it. The Senator may say tnat the amount re

quired by the Government from these companies annually is not

large enough, but I can see no reason why he should condemn the

theory of the measure, because it is based upon the same theory as

his own bill, except that in his bill the 5 per cent, of the net earn

ings and the half transportation are paid annually into the Treasury

of the United States.

Section 4 of my bill is substantially a section from the bill of the

Senator from Ohio providing for the security of all creditors who

have priority to the Government of the United States.

Section 5 provides that the companies shall not in any manner be

released from their present liabilities to keep the railroads and tele

graph lines, constructed under the acts of Congress, in repair and

use. It is substantially the same as the provision of the bul of the

Senator from Ohio.

Mr. BURNSIDE. Will the Senator from Colorado allow me to ask

him a question f

Mr. CHAFFEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. BURNSIDE. Does the Senator's bill contemplate that the pay

ment of one-hal f the transportation aud 5 per cent, of the net earnings

shall be made into the Treasury of the United States annually as a

payment without reference to drawing interest in a sinking fund f

Mr. CHAFFEE. The bill that I introduce provides that the half-

transportation account shall be paid to the companies and that the

payments required of the companies shall be in lieu of all other pay

ments, as the Senator will see by reading the second section.

Mr. BURNSIDE. If the Senator will look at it a moment he wiU

see that there is very little difference between his bill and the bill pro

posed by the Railroad Committee. Suppose the Government of the
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United States has no claim npon either of these railroad companies

for its issue of bonds ; in other words, suppose that the issue of bonds

were a gift to the company by the Government of the United States,

and the company agreed for a period of years to pay to the Govern

ment 5 per cent, of its net earnings and one-half of its transporta

tion. Then to determine what that is worth to the Government, the

Government would simply have to take that money as it is paid in

annually and invest it in its own securities, to simply open an ac

count with an equal number of securities and find what the Govern

ment would have to pay, principal and interest, at the end of twenty

years for just exactly that amount of money paid in, in principal and

interest. This one-half of the transportation account and 5 per cent.

of the net earnings is certainly due the Government each year. That

certainly should l>e paid to the Government and there should be no

interest allowed upon that to the parties paying it in. If anybody is

to gain interest upon that the Government of the United States should

gain the interest by investing it in its own interest-bearing securities.

Mr. CHAFFEE. It is a question for the Senate to decide which is

the better way to arrange this matter. I say the better way is to

receive so much mouey from the companies in lieu of all other pay

ments.

Mr. BUENSIDE. I am trying to get as a starting point at the

obligation which the companies owe to the United States. They are

to pay to the United States every year 5 per cent, of their net earn

ings and one-half of the transportation account, without reference

to any other indebtedness, without reference to the bonded indebted

ness at all.

Mr. CHAFFEE. There is no dispute about that.

Mr. BUENSIDE. If the Senator will allow me, that amount cer

tainly belongs to the Government of the United States and no inter

est should be allowed to the companies for that sum. That money

is to be used by the Government for just what it pleases, for its cur

rent expenses or for the liquidation of its own indebtedness. When

the Government liquidates its own indebtedness it applies its inter

est-paying securities ; and that certainly should form no part of the

fund on which the companies are drawing interest. There is no

mode of reasoning by which that can be claimed, that I can see.

Mr. CHAFFEE. I do not dispute the position taken by the Sena

tor from Rhode Island. One-half the transportation due these com

panies from the United States is to be retained by the United States,

also 5 per cent, of the next earnings of the companies, under existing

law. The proposition by my bill is to receive a certain amount an

nually until the year 1900 in lieu of these payments, which shall be

put into the sinking fund and compounded, as proposed by the Sena

tor from Ohio, [Mr. Thurman.1

Mr. BURNSIDE. I should like to ask the Senator a question.

This money is due the Government of the United States in payment.

The Government does not want anything in lieu of it ; it wants the

payment. The Senator proposes to settle the question by putting in

more money and establishing something like a sinking fund and hav

ing an equitable arrangement made.

Mr. CHAFFEE. That is exactly my bill. If the Senator will look

at the bill he will see that is exactly what the bill proposes. In lieu

of these payments, each company is required to pay a much larger

sum than the half-transportation account and 5 per cent, of the net

earnings.

Mr. BUENSIDE. The companies are to pay in a much larger sum
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and the companies are to be allowed interest on that sum all the

time.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Certainly.

Mr. BURNSIDE. Why should they receive interest ? They should

not receive interest on that part of the amount paid in which would

be equal to 5 per cent, of the net earnings and one-half the trans

portation, because that is to be paid in any event. That much is due

to the Government of the United States from the companies. The

Senator seems to lose sight of the fact that, notwithstanding the

Supreme Court of the United States has decided that the bonded

indebtedness is not due until a certain period, twenty years or more

hence, there is still due to the Government of the United States from

the companies a certain amount every year. That amount should be

counted as due the Government and it should lie paid to the Govern

ment. It should form no part of any sinking fund and should not be

taken into contemplation in making a sinking fund.

Mr. CHAFFEE. It is simply a question for the judgment of every

Senator whether it is better for the Government to retain it« present

position and receive the half trausportatiou and this 5 per cent, or

whether it is better to receive a certain amount, as proposed by my

amendment. For my part I believe that it would be better to settle

all these questions and receive a stipulated sum per annum.

Section 11 of the bill which I propose as a substitute provides:

That upon the faithful compliance with, and performance of. all the require

ments of this act relative to said sinking fund by said companies, or either of them,

this act shall be deemed and taken as a tinal settlement between said companies,

or either of them so complying, and the United States as regards the payment of

said bonds and interest : in case of failure or neglect by eitherof said companies to

perform all and singular the requirements of this act in regard to said payments as

hereinbefore mentioned for the period of six months next after such performance

may be due. such failure shall operate as a forfeiture of all the rights, privileges,

grants, and franchises derive*! or obtained by it from the United States : and it shall

be the duty of the Attorney-General to cause such forfeiture to be judicially

enforced.

It will be observed that the provision in the bill of the Senator

from Ohio leaves the question open, so that if the companies or either

of them conform strictly to all the provisions of his bill any Congress

hereafter may step iu and increase that amount. It is no settlement ;

it is no ending of this matter.

Mr. MORRILL. May I ask the Senator from Colorado if he has

entered into auy computation as to what the result would be f That

is to say, has he entered into any computation to show whether the

Government would not lose more by receiving, say. $l."200.lHKi annu

ally, iu a lump sum, and giving interest, compounded semi-annually

upou it, than it would to retain the average amount that we have re

ceived for the transportation accouut and the 5 per cent, of net earn

ings T I think if he has done it be will have ascertained that the

Government would give away more in allowing semi-annual com

pound interest upon the ."> per cent, of net earnings and the half of

the transportation than the whole sum that he proposes to add to the

transportation account.

Mr, CHAFFEE. I have made no computation of the kind. I claim

that the Government loses nothing, because this sum is paid into

the sinking fuud before the amount required is due, with the excep

tion, however, ot the compounding of the interest upon the amount

of half transportation and 5 per rent, of the net earnings, which I

admit that the Government would lose. Bat the Government can

invent this mouey. It ran invest it in Union Pacific Railroad bonds
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and accumulate interest on them at the rate of (i per cent, per annum.

It loses nothing, except upon the half transportation and the 5 per

cent, now due the Government.

Mr. MORRILL. Yes; hut my point is that we lose more on that

than what we gain by the additional sum proposed to be added.

Mr. CHAFFEE. I have made no computation of the kind, nor do

I conceive that that result would be possible.

Mr. MORRILL. The Senator will find that it is possible if he makes

the computation.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Nor do I conceive it possible for any Senator to

say exactly what the half-transportation account or the 5 per cent,

of net earnings would be. It is merely a conjecture.

Section 12 provides :

That nothing in thin act shall be construed or taken in any wise to affect or im

pair the right of Congress at any time hereafter to further alt<*r. amend, or repeal

the said acts hereinbefore mentioned or this act, except as provided in the preced

ing section.

That is to say, if the companies comply with the provision in regard

to the sinking fund, and pay in regularly every six months $625,000

each, that is to be a final settlement as far as the funding bill is con

cerned, and it ought to be. I cannot conceive upon any principle of

justice how any Senator could support or advocate any other propo

sition. If the companies comply with all the requirements why should

it not be a final settlement of the question. If they do not comply,

the substitute which I propose provides that it shall operate as a for

feiture of their franchises. The penalty is severe.

Such, Mr. Presiden t, are the provisions and purposes of this bill , which

I offer as a substitute for the two funding bills recently reported—

the one from the Judiciary Committee and the other from the Rail

road Committee—and which I now urge upon the favorable consid

eration of the Senate. I believe it is a fair, honest, business-like

measure, one that is perfectly plain and easy to understand, and one

that can be complied with by all the companies without misunder

standings involving the Government and the companies in endless

suite and controversies. The scheme of this great transcontinental

railroad system, binding together all parts of our common country

in the bonds of social and commercial union, was, as I have said, a

grand one and worthy the statesmen who conceived it. But the his

tory of the frauds connected with its construction and the wrongs

practiced upon the public iu its operation have shocked the moral

sense of our own people and caused the finger of scorn to be pointed

at us as a nation. It is high time that the power of this Government

was employed to compel all these companies to respect and faithfully

carry out all the obligations incurred by them to the public and the

Government. Let there now be a final ending of this question on

the principles of justice to all concerned, and let the executive power

of the Government be invoked to maintain the majesty of the law.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

of the Senator from Colorado, [Mr. Chaffee.]

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I gave notice yesterday that I

would ask the Senate to Bit this measure out to-day, but I have been

appealed to by Senators who say that they wish to speak and cannot

speak to-day with any convenience to themselves or any justice to the

Senate. I have no disposition certainly to insist upon any course that

would cut Senators off iu the expression of their opinions upon this

measure ; but I must renew the expression of the hope that to-morrow

we shall sit the bill out.
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II desire to ask the Senator from Ohio a question. I

mtiou before voting on his bill. I desire to ask him

gal impediment to our requiring these railroad com-

lull the interest semi-annually paid by the United

upon the bonds issued to the companies 1

Mr. inunioAii. There is a certain amount which is payable under

the existing law and applicable to reimbursing the United States that

interest. Undoubtedly, in my judgment, it would be competent for

us to say that they shall pay annually such an additional sum as, with

the half-transportation account and the 5 per cent, of net earnings

now applicable under the existing law, wonld make the amount of

interest which the Government annually pays on the Government

loan. The object of the Judiciary Committee bill is to require that

and something more.

Mr. WHYTE. So I understand.

Mr. THURMAN. The object is to require that and also to require

•n an average of the last four year's business of the companies a

payment of what would amount, if my recollection is right at this

moment, (I have not my figures before me,) to something like $300,000

or $350,000 a year.

Mr. WHYTE. Three hundred thousand dollars.

Mr. THURMAN. This is to be required from each of the compa

nies toward the principal. A very small sum it may seem, and yet

it amounts to a good deal in the end with the compounded interest

upon it.

Mr. WHYTE. That is "just my difficulty. I am rather opposed to

this sinking-fund theory, and I supposed there was no impediment to

requiring the companies to pay, in addition to the 5 percent, and the

half-transportation account, a sum which would be equal to the whole

interest paid semi-annually by the Government.

Mr. ALLISON. And apply it now to payment t

Mr. WHYTE. Certainly, apply it now.

Mr. THURMAN. I beg to call the Senator's attention to what in

my judgment, and in his I thiuk, as a lawyer, is an insuperable obsta

cle to that proposition. So far as the 5 per cent, of net earnings and

the half-transportation account, which under existing law are appli

cable annually, to use the very language of the act, to reimburse the

Government the interest which it pays are concerned, there is no dif

ficulty whatsoever ; but to take a further sum and apply that pres

ently to the payment of the interest of the debt due to the Govern

ment, wonld be to make the bill obnoxious to the charge that we are

requiring money from these companies before it is due.

Mr. BLAIXE. Why cannot Congress alter the law in that respect T

Mr. THURMAN. Does the Senator mean that we shall alter the

law and make the whole debt payable now f

Mr. BLAINE. Under the Senators theory, where is the particular

point at which the Senator from Ohio stops in his volition to alter the

law f That is what I want to be instructed upon.

Mr. THURMAN. If the Senator needs instruction it is because he

has not listened to me or anybody else who has spoken in favor of

the bill of the Judiciary Committee.

Mr. BLAINE. I have listened with a great deal of interest.

Mr. THURMAN. If we had the power, I for one would not be

willing to exercise it ; but we have never asserted the power to make

that which is payable thirty years hence, or now twenty years hence,

payable to day. We have never asserted any such power yet, and I

do not thiuk we ever shalL
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Mr. CONKLING. May I ask a question of the Senator f

Mr. THURM AN*. I want to answer the Senator from Maryland,

and I hope the Senator from New York will wait uni.il I get through

with that.

Mr. CONKLING. The Senator, I know, is so competent to answer -

that he will not object.

Mr. THURMAN. I know the Senator from New York has a way of

making speeches in the middle of other peoples' speeches. I think I

am the best tempered man in the world, and I am always willing to

allow him to inject one of his speeches into mine, because it orna

ments it very much ; it gives it a beautiful halo.

Mr. CONKLING. The Senator cannot wonder that I wish to asso

ciate my name with his speech whenever he makes one, and then he

should not refuse me. I was going to ask him this question, if be

will allow me

Mr. THURMAN. I believe I will not allow the Senator just now.

Just sit down. I will allow him when I get through answering the

Senator from Maryland.

There is still another reason why the Judiciary Committee bill is

framed as it is. The Judiciary Committee bill does not take one

dollar from the companies and apply it to the debt due to the Gov

ernment or to other creditors which, under existing law, is not so

applicable. The sinking fund is composed entirely of money which

is not, under existing law, applicable to the payment of the Govern

ment claim. That being the case, that sinking fund, as my friend

from Maryland, who is so good a lawyer, well knows, ought to be held

sacred for the security of the claims against the companies in the

order of their priority, so that the fund may be ultimately distrib

uted, precisely as a chancellor marshals the assets of a corporation or

of an individual and divides them among the creditors. That is the

theory of our bill. Two sums, the half-transportation account, which

under existing law is to be paid to the companies and not to be re

tained by the United States, and an additional sum in money, consti

tute the sinking fund under the Judiciary Committee bill, and that

with its accumulations is to be ultimately distributed among the cred

itors of tbe companies, the United States included, exactly as a chan

cellor would distribute them according to the legal and. equitable

priority of the creditors.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Before the Senator sits down I should- like to ask

him one question. Does he mean to apply this sinking fnnd to the

junior creditors t

Mr. THURMAN. I will tell the Senator if these companiesshould be

so honest as to pay off their first creditors so that thev would have no

claim on the sinking fund, and if they should be so honest as to pay

off the Government of the United States so that it would have no

claim, then this sinking fund would cover the very next lien-holder

and be paid to him, ana so on to the end of the chapter.

Mr. CHAFFEE. But is it not pro rata in the Senator's bill T

Mr. THURMAN. If there is enough to pay off the whole of one

•lass of lien-holders who have priority, the sinking fnnd must be ap

plied to pay them all. If it is not enough to pay off all of them, then

it must be applied pro rata; in other words, you are to use it just as

a chancellor would.

Mr. WHYTE. I would ask tho Senator from Ohio, as he speaks

about our not applying this money immediately to the payment of

the debt, whether or not he has any donbt that when these bonds were

originally ordered by Congress to be delivered to these companies,
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Congress expected the interest to be paid as it matured ; and whether

it was not because of an omission in the law that that was not decided

by the Supreme Court of the United States to be the true construc

tion of the agreement between the parties ?

Mr. THURMAN. I am glad my friend from Maryland asked me that

question.

Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President

Mr. THURMAN. I can only answer one question at a time.

Mr. BLAINE. I beg pardon.

Mr. THURMAN. And I camiot answer that as long as everybody

else is talking. The Senator asks me whether I do not believe that

when the act of 1862 and the act of 1864 were passed Congress expected

that the companies would reimburse annually the Government out

lay by a payment in discharging the interest on the subsidy bonds.

Now I cannot answer that question except by the law. I know of no

other way of getting at it.

Mr. SARGENT. We can change the law, you say.

Mr. WHYTE. Yes, that is the very point. I did not ask for a

judicial opinion. The Supreme Court gave us that. I ask for a legis

lative opinion, whether we as legislators can now change this law to

conform to the original intention of the Government.

Mr. THURMAN. If I were to undertake that, how would I get at

it? I cannot issue subpoenas and call up all those who voted for the

bill and make them testify what was their opinion, what was their

intent, what they expected. A great many of them have gone to

, Tbo undiscovered country, from whose bourn

No traveler returns,

and among them some of the most prominent who were engaged in

this business. I cannot do that. If I turn to the debates I am in

inextricable confusion, for I find that there was one at least, and I do

not know but more than one, in the House of Representatives among

those who voted for this bill and for this subsidy who said they never

expected the Government to get a dollar of it back ; that they never

expected to get a dollar of either principal or interest back ; that it

was all a sham and a humbug ; that the Government could well afford

to give all that money and more to have the building of the road,

and that as for themselves they never expected a dollar of it to be

paid back.. I do not attach any importance to that. I do not believe,

because one or two members may have said snch was the intention,

that it shows what was the intention of the House of Representa

tives. The intention of the House of Representatives is conclusively

proved, the intention of Congress is conclusively established, by what

Congress enacted into law. If Congress did nqt intend thatthis money

was to be repaid to the Government there would have been no enact

ment for its repayment. If Congress did intend that the interest

should be repaid annually to the Government or that the companies

should themselves pay the interest on the subsidy bonds without any

intervention on the part of the Government, the legal presumption

is that Congress would have said so. Not having said so, I am obliged

to take the law upon its face, and, taking it upon its face, I am obliged

to say that Congress did not inteud that the money should be paid any

faster than Congress in the act has declared.

Mr. JOHNSTON and Mr. BLAINE addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Virginia yield

to the Senator from Maine t

Mr. BLAINE. I simply wish to ask a question of the Senatorfrom

Ohio.
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Mr. JOHNSTON. I only desire to take the floor on this bill for to

morrow.

Mr. BLAINE. I will yield in a moment. If the Senator from Vir

ginia will allow me, I want to ask the Senator from Ohio a question

to solve an honest donbt which came into my mind and which was

suggested by a question of the Senator from Maryland. The Senator

from Ohio some years ago, in 1871, took the ground that half of the

Government transportation was undoubtedly payable to the railway

companies. Two years later he took the ground that it would be

well and wise to submit that question to the Supreme Court.

Mr. THURMAN. I took that ground from the very first.

Mr. BLAINE. Well, the Senator voted in 1871 to make it payable,

and in 1873 the question came up and then he voted to let them have

it decided in the courts.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not know whether I voted for that at all.

I do not remember whether I was in the Senate when the act of lrf73

was passed.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator spoke in favor of it anyway.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not think I said a word about it. I was

always in favor of the court deciding it.

Mr. BLAINE. That does not make the point. I think, however,

the Senator did so vote. The court then decided that the half trans

portation was undoubtedly payable to the companies.

Mr. THURMAN. As the law then stood.

Mr. BLAINE. As the law then stood. The court has also decided

that as the law now stands the interest is not payable until the bonds

mature.

Mr. THURMAN. Oh ! no ; the half transportation and the 5 per

cent.

Mr. BLAINE. They have so decided, I say. Now the Senator

comes in with a bill declaring that the half transportation which the

court decided was payable to the companies shall not be paid to the

companies nnder the prior law. Then by the same power why not

say that the interest which the court decided is not payable until

1900 shall be payable presently f Do I understand the Senator to say

we can do that T

Mr. THURMAN. When the Senator gets through I will answer

him.

Mr. BLAINE. I will take the answer now.

Mr. THURMAN. I say that, under the reserved power to alter,

amend, or repeal, we can say that that half transportation which by

the act of 1864 is to be paid to the companies shall be paid into a

sinking fund instead of being paid directly over to the companies.

We do not in that way advance the debt of the companies to the Gov

ernment one day or one minute. We simply provide that in regard

to a certain sum, this half transportation, instead of the Government

paying it to the companies and then requiring them to pay it back in

a gross snm, which would be absurd, the Government shall retain

that half transportation account and turn it into a sinking fund and

the company shall pay so much additional ; that is all.

Well, now, let ns see in regard to this half transportation. How

comes the provision that the naif transportation should be paid to the

companies f It was not in the original act. By the original act the

whole transportation account was to go to thp credit of the compa

nies annually, and the Government to get the benefit of it annually, to

reimburse its annual payments of interest ; and if there was anything

over it was to go to the principal of the bonds. That is the act of
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1862 ; but the act of 1864 relinquished our right to apply the whole

of the transportation account to the payment of the interest as we

Eairt it, and said that we would only apply one-half, and the other

alf we would pay over to the companies. That is in the act of 1864,

and that act contains words which are as broad as the English lan

guage will admit that Congress shall have the power to add to, alter,

amend, or repeal this act ; and those who have undertaken to restrict

it have only undertaken to restrict it to the act of 1864, and have said

that that broad power of amendment or repeal only applied to that

act. If that were so the provision that the half-transportation ac

count shall be paid over to the companies annually instead of being

paid to the Government, as it formerly was, is in this very act of 1864,

which the Government has thus reserved the right, without limita

tion, to alter, add to, amend, or repeal.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator still travels over a great deal of ground

not covered by my question. Where does the Senator limit that

power ?

Mr. THURMAN. The power of alteration, amendment, or repeal?

Well, Mr. President, I must be a very uninteresting speaker to speak

on this question so often and not make myself understood on that

point.

Mr. BLAINE. Why can you not by parity of reasoning

Mr. THURMAN. If any one will give me the report of the Com

mittee on the Judiciary on this bill, I will answer the question.

Mr. BLAINE. I have read that report.

Mr. THURMAN. I want to answer it in the language of the Su

preme Court of the United States.

Mr. BLAINE. I thought the Supreme Court of the United States

was only deciding the law as it then was.

Mr. THURMAN. The question which the Senator asks me is really

what is the effect of a reservation of the right to alter, amend, or

repeal.

Mr. BLAINE. That is not my question.

Mr. THURMAN. What is it f

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator entertains no doubt whatever in setting

aside the decision of the Supreme Court in regard to the half trans

portation and with regard to annual income.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not set aside the decision.

Mr. BLAINE. Instead of paying, you retain the half transporta

tion.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not set aside the decision at all.

Mr. BLAINE. You refuse to pay that which the court say is pay

able.

Mr. THURMAN. There is not one word in the decision of the

Supreme Court that touches the question of the right of Congress to

alter, amend, or repeal.

Mr. BLAINE. No ; but did not the Supreme Court say the half

transportation should be paid to the companies f

Mr. THURMAN. Yes.

Mr. BLAINE. This act says it shall not be paid to the companies,

but it shall be retained.

Mr. THURMAN. Let us see how that matter is. If this bill said

that the half-transportation acconnt that has heretofore accrued

before the decision made by the Supreme Court should, contrary to

that decision, be seized upon, there might be some foundation for the

Senator.

Mr. BLAINE. I am not speaking on that. *
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Mr. THURMAN. But there ia not a word in the decision of the

Supreme Court that conflicts with this bill of the Jndiciary Commit

tee, not one word in it which militates against the idea that Congress

may by an alteration of the law require that that half transportation

shall be paid.

Mr. BLAINE. Still the Senator does not come to the point. Why

is it not in the power of Congress to make, as the Senator from Mary

land asks, the interest, which is decided not to be due until 1900, pay
able presently, if Congress so chooses T ■

Mr. THURMAN. If I cannot get the Senator from Maine

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator has not got to the point. He has said

a great deal about things which 1 did not ask for, bnt he has not

answered what I did ask.

Mr. THURMAN. State it again, and I will try to answer.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator asserts the power to be absolutely un

limited to alter, amend, or repeal these acts. The Supreme Court

having decided that the interest due under the act of 1864 is not pay

able until the maturity of the bonds, what, under the Senator's the

ory, hinders Congress from declaring that from this day forward it

shall be paid presently when it falls due, and not wait until the

maturity of the mortgage f

Mr. THURMAN. Now, if the Senator will take his seat

Mr. BLAINE. I can listen standing.

Mr. THURMAN. Very well. I answered that question a while ago

perfectly well. I said then that nobody had asserted the power to

make a debt which was not due until twenty years hence, due to-day.

Mr. BLAINE. Then the Senator

Mr. THURMAN. Let me proceed, because I wish to answer the

question. But I said further that if we had the power, nobody was

disposed to assert it. That is exactly what I said before, and that the

requisition to put so much money into a sinking fund is no assertion of

any such power at all. It does not advance the payment of the debt

which is due to the United States one day.

And now I wish to say, in answer to the question of the Senator from '

Maine, and in answer to a world of words that have been uttered in

this debate, that I am not going to set np men of straw to knock down,

nor am I going to answer arguments against men of straw that have

been set up in order to be knocked down by those who set thom up.

I am not going to trouble the Senate with much question about how

far the power of amendment, alteration, or repeal goes. Whether it

goes to impairing the obligation of a contract or not, it is sufficient

for me that there is not one word in this bill that impairs the obliga

tion of any contract, and that all talk about impairing the obligation

of contracts from the beginning of this debate to the end of it has

been as foreign to the bill as would be a disonssion of where is the

North Pole or of the transit of Venus.

Mr. EATON. You are entirely wrong on that, and I can show it.

Mr. THURMAN. If my friend will interrupt me in a senatorial

way by rising and stating his position, very well. I have certainly

a very different opinion from him. He asserts his and I assert mine.

Whenever he or anybody else shall show me that this bill is the thou

sandth part of a hair the violation or impairment of a contract, then |

I will try to show authorities to do it, but I will not argue a ques

tion which is not before the Senate.

As to the power of amendment, alteration, or repeal which it is

sought to fritter away and make nothing, this power, so important

that it has been put by constitutional enactment into the constitu
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tions of three-fourths of the States for the very purpose of giving

the Legislature control over these creations, so that the Government

should be their master, and not they the masters of the Government,

this power that has been of so much importance that it has been

struggled for for thirty years, and put into every new constitution

that has been formed within that time, is now frittered away to noth

ing, made absolutely useless, made a mere abuse of words and terms,

made to be nothing but the right to alter, amend, or repeal for the

benefit of the corporations, instead of to retain control over them.

When the time comes I may have something to say upon the extent

and proper effect of that power. I, however, for the present need

only stand on the truest, most concise, and most comprehensive defi

nition of that power that has"ever yet been spoken by man, the decis

ion of the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Tomlinson.

Gentlemen seem to be horrified about the idea of a violation of con

tract, as if it was any violation of a contract, forsooth, for the Legis

lature to alter or amend a charter when it had reserved the right to

alter or amend it. My friend from Georgia the other day said, '"Why,

yon cannot reserve a right to alter or amend a contract," as I under

stood him, because

/ Mr. HlLL. I never said yon could not reserve the right to alter or

amend the charter of a corporation or the right to regulate and con

trol the exercise of its franchises and privileges ; but I did say that

the contract of loan was not a franchise and was not included in

those giants to corporations.

Mr. THURMAN. I have heard my friend explain it at least a dozen

time9.

Mr. HILL. You do not seem to understand it, notwithstanding.

Mr. THURMAN. Just let us see how that is. Why can you not

do it in regard to the loan f I agree that you cannot do it in regard

to the loan

Mr. HILL. Very well.

Mr. THURMAN. Or at least it is doubtful whether you can do it

in regard to the loan ; but upon what ground does the Senator put

it f That the loan is a contract ? Is not that it T And he says that

Congress has no original power to impair the obligation of a con

tract ; ergo, Congress cannot get by a reservation in a charter a power

it does not originally possess—I think I state the Senator's argument

fairly—that Congress has no original power to impair the obligation

of a contract and it cannot obtain by a reservation in a charter or

any law that it may pass a right to do that which it has not original

constitutional power to do.

Mr. HILL. Now, if my friend will bear with me, I have endeav

ored to explain the distinction between a grant, a voluntary grant by

a grantor, and a contract for a consideration. The charter is granted

by the Government as a prerogative power, freely granted, of favor.

It has no consideration but the public good. In the charter there is

a grantor and a grantee. In the contract of loan the consideration

is different, in this : in a charter there is no valuable consideration

passing from the grantee to the grantor, but in a loan there is a val

uable consideration, and it rests wholly on a differeut footing. I

showed that under the English law and the American law a volun

tary grantor, even a private voluntary conveyancer, can convey with

any condition he pleases, can reserve any right he pleases : and it is

proper that the legislative power, which is exercising simply the pre

rogative of granting corporate franchises, should reserve the power

to control them and secure the end for which they were intended ;
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that is, the public good ; bnt a contract of loan is not a grant ; it is

an agreement. It is not a grant for favor ; it is not a grant for the

public good ; it is an agreement for a valuable consideration.

That is what I say, and I say further that when the Government

made a contract with this corporation to lend it money, and the obli

gation of the company was to repay that money, and the considera

tion was a money consideration, that stands npon a wholly different

footing. One is a grant by the sovereign power, and the other is an

agreement for value. Every grant, it is true, is in one sense a con

tract ; but every contract is not a grant ; and there is the difference.

I challenge the gentleman to show any case on earth where it was

ever held that this reservation of the right to alter, amend, or repeal,

was ever applied to anythiug but a franchise, and that upon the dis

tinct ground that that is a grant and not an agreement. It is a con

tract in one sense, it is true, but not a contract in the sense that it is

for a valuable consideration. An agreement must have the assent of

both parties, and the tonus are agreed to by both parties, and the

obligation is to repay.

The Senator refers to the Constitution and the statutes. I say

here, and I challenge him to show to the contrary, that every consti

tution and every statute, general or special, in which this power to

alter, amend, or repeal is reserved, relates solely to a corporation and

to the franchises proper of a corporation, and he cannot show a case

on record where there was ever a power reserved to alter or amend a

contract founded in a valuable consideration for the loan of money ;

and that is the distinction.

Now, sir, having disposed of that question, I want to put one more

to the Senator from Ohio.

Mr. BLAINE. One moment. My question is all lost 'sight of.

[Laughter.] The Senator from- Ohio did not answer it. He went off

into a long argument aud did not touch it, and that provokes another

argument from the Senator from Georgia who does not touch it. The

Senator from Ohio simply says I am erecting a man of straw and he

does not propose to tight him. That is a very convenient way of

avoiding to answer a question which it is not entirely agreeable to

answer. But still the Senator from Ohio has not answered, I think,

to the satisfaction of the Senate, I trust it may be to his own satisfac

tion, at what point uuder his construction the power to alter, ameud,

or repeal stops. It ceases when you strike the point of making the

interest payable now that the Supreme Court has decided is payable

twenty years to come.

Mr. THUEMAN. I will not argue hypothetical cases. As I have

told the Senator, life is too short for that. The Senator has many

more long years of usefulness than I have. Life is too short for me

to stand up here as if we were in one of those schools of dialectics in

the middle centuries to answer all questions, challenge all comers to

pnt any question and answer it. I am no Admirable Criohton to stand

up and be catechised iii that way, but a plain, practical man whodoes

his duty sufficiently when he defends a measure he reports to the Sen

ate and leaves other measures and questions to wait their coming up.

Now, Mr. President, I could put a question, too, but I do not want

to interrupt what I have got started on very unexpectedly, for I did

not expect to say a word on this, subject to-night aud should not but

for this scattering fire. When the time comes—I do not ask him to

do it now—I want the Senator from Maine to answer this question :

whether he denies the right of Congress to compel these companies

to provide a sinking fund. I will give him uutil to-morrow to think

over that.
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Now, Mri President, one word to my friend from Georgia. The point

started by the Senator from Georgia must be an exceedingly favorite

thing with him, because he hag presented it to the Senate I think at

least six or eight times.

Mr. HILL. Still yon will not get it right.

Mr. THURMAN. Whenever you try to state it right the Senator

overwhelms you with words, with distinctions, and the like. I stated

this proposition and I appeal to the whole Senate if I did not state

it fairly. The Senator said you cannot reserve a right to alter, amend,

or repeal a contract ; that reservation is good for nothing because

yon cannot obtain, by reserving, that which you do not possess under

the Constitution. To use his own language, you must have that as

an original power ; that is, a power uuder the Constitution, or you

cannot possess it at all ; and to use an illustration, a reservation of

that power would be of no more value than would be a reservation

of a power to take private property for public use without just com

pensation or a reservation of power that Congress might commit

murder. That is the Senator's argument. The answer to it is com

plete in this : that where that reservation exists in a charter it is a

part of the contract itself, and you never do impair the obligation of

the contract by exercising that power. It is not, therefore, a reser

vation of a power to impair a contract ; it is a reservation of a power

which prevents yonr law from being the impairment of a contract.

That is a complete answer. If the Senator's argument were trne yon

could not amend the franchise, you could not alter the franchise. Is

not a grant of corporate franchise, when accepted by the corpora

tors, a contract 1 Was not that the very foundation of the Dart

mouth College case f Has not every decision since been to the same

effect ? Must not a charter be accepted before it becomes effectual,

and when it is accepted is it not a contract, ay, a contract in regard

to every franchise in it f For instance, take these very charters ; what

authorizes these chartered companies to take tolls f The right to

take tolls is a royal prerogative. It is granted to these companies.

Mr. HILL. I ask the Senator

Mr. THUKMAN. No ; let me proceed : I do not wish to be inter

rupted now. The right to take tolls is a franchise ; it is granted, and

the charter is accepted. That is a contract that they shall take the

tolls; and if there is no reservation of the power to alter that either

in the Constitution of the country or in the charter itself and it is a

State charter, you cannot take that away from them, because that

would impair the obligation of the contract. You cannot lessen the

tolls, you cannot reduce the tolls, if it is in the charter and comes

within the provision of the Constitution of the United States where

there is no reserved right to alter, amend, or repeal, and nothing in

the constitution or laws of the State which gives the right to alter

and amend the law. That right to take toll is a part of the contract;

you cannot touch it. But does anybody deny, can anybody deny that

where the right to alter, amend, or repeal exists, then the Legislature

may reduce the amount of tolls which the company otherwise would

be entitled to take f "

The Supreme Court has decided it at this very session, since we

have been talking on this bill, in a case from my own State where

the Legislature of the State, under, its right to alter, amend, or re

peal, reduced the tolls that a railroad company might take more than

one-third. Now if the Senator goes upon the theory that Congress

has no power to alter or amend the contract whatsoever, and there

fore that to reserve that right is perfectly ineffectual, then he must

go the whole length and say you cannot touch one single one of the
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franchises of this corporation. A complete answer to him, as I sai d

before,'is that there is no impairment of the contract, that the power

reserved prevents there, being any impairment of the Contract at all.

I hardly think it necessary to go further, though while I am on

this subject I may as well say a 'word more, as I shall not refer to it

again, as the Senate seems to bo in a good humor although it is nearly

dinner-time. I will say a word upon the idea of the Senator from

Georgia that there was some third party intervening here which made

this loan somewhat different from the other charter privileges. I

submit that tho contract of loan is in the charter and in the accept

ance by the companies. If I were to agree to a written contract with

my friend from Georgia

Mr. HILL. Do yon hold that the contract of laan is one of tho

franchises granted by the act f

Mr. THURMAN. Never mind whether it is a franchise or not ; I

say that is a part of the contract. If my friend from Georgia and I

were to sit down and write out a contract and both sign it, and by

that contract I should agree that if he would build a house within

thirty days and my agent, Senator Eaton, should say that it was

built according to the terms of the contract, then and in that case

Eaton, as my attorney in fact should deliver to him my negotiable

note for a thousand dollars in payment for that house, payable at

ninety days, or ninety years, I do not care which, I should say that the

contract rested in the paper that he and I had signed and not at all

in anything that Eaton did in the business; and I should say here

that when the United States said to these companies, "If you will

build so much road we will lend you so much money, and our servant,

the Secretary of the Treasury, shall issue our bonds for the money,"

and when the company accepted that charter, it had a contract right

to those bonds if it performed the conditions—that is, if it built the

road ; and I should say that when it built so much of the road as en

titled it to a certain amount of the bonds it was the duty of the Presi

dent of the United States to ascertain the fact, and it is to be pre

sumed he would do it honestly, and having ascertained the fact then

it was a positive duty—not a discretionary duty but a positive duty—

to issue the bonds of the Government, and I should say that all that

grew ont of the contract the Government had made, that it would

issue the bonds if the conditions were performed.

Mr. President, now to come to what I said I wonld quote, the lan

guage of, the Supreme Court of the United States upon this subject.

Mr. HILL. Will the Senator allow me? I do not want to over

whelm him with words

Mr. THURMAN. No ; I just wish to say this and I will sit down,

and then the Senator may take all night if he chooses, and I should

be very glad to sit this bill out to-night if I could. Your committee

say:

What, then, is tho power Thus reserved, that is to say, the genoral power to alter

amend, or ropenl the charter ?

It wan defined by tho Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Tomlin-

son f*. Jeasup, (15 Wallace, 458.)

And now I pray tho attention of the Senate to this language of the

Supreme Court :

The power reserved to the State by the law of 18-41 authorized any change in tho

contract as it originally existed—

That is, any change in the charter, for in that case the charter was

the contract

or as subsequently modified. ,

24 pa
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Which is an answer to what the Senator from Georgia said the other

day that when we passed the act of 1871 that exhausted the power of

amendment. The Supreme Court did not think so :

The power reserved to the State by the law of 1841 authorized any change in the

contract as it originally existed, or as subsequently modified, or its entire revoca

tion. The original corporators or subsequent stockholders took their interest*

with knowledge of the existence of this power and of the possibility of its exercise

at any time in the discretion of the Legislature.

And this puts it all upon the true groand and the only trne ground

which makes that reservation worth the paper on which it is printed

or written. Now, further :

The object of the reservation, and of similar reservations in other charters, is to

Jtrevent a grant of corporate rights and privileges in a form which will preclude

egislative interference with their exercise if the public interest should at any time

require snch interference.

I stop there to say out of my own mouth that the Legislature is the

judge of the occasion, and that no court can review its decision as to

whether the public interest requires it or not. The court go ou :

It is a provision intended to preserve to the State control over its contract with

the corporators, which without that provision would be irrepealable and protected

from any measures affecting its obligation.

But with that provision it is repealable and subject to legislation

which does affect its obligation.

Mr. President, it will be a sad day in the jurisprudence of this

country when these words so industriously put into charters, when

these words so industriously put iuto constitutions, shall come to have

no meaning at all. It is in vain that the people for thirty years have

been struggling to retain that control over tlieir creatures, that con

trol over their contracts 'which the Supreme Court has said this res

ervation does secure to them, if it is all to be frittered away and to

amount to nothing at all.

Mr. HOWE. I move that the Senate do now adjourn.

Mr. HILL. Just five minutes.

Mr. HOWE. Will you renew the motion f

Mr. HILL. I will renew the motion.

Mr. HOWE. It is a bargain.

Mr. HILL. I desire the attention of the Senate a moment on the

point between the Senator from Ohio and myself, and I will endeavor

to be a man of asfew words as he himself, and heis most distinguished

for being a man of few words.

The distinction I draw and insist on is the distinction between a

contract which is the corporation contract, that is, the contract that

creates the corporation and clothes it with franchises and which is a

grant by the State, and a contract subsequently for a consideration

and which is not a franchise. That is the difference. No case better

illustrates the distinction—I want to call the attention of the Senator

from Ohio to it—than the very case to which he has alluded, and that

is the case of Miller vs. The State, and, as that case is exactly in point

and I rest upon it the distinction I make, I call the attention of the

Senate to it for a moment. What was that case f The Legislature

of New York chartered a railroad company and there was a provision

in the railroad charter which authorized the city of Rochester, which

subscribed $300,000, 1 think, of stock, to have four of the directors and

the other stockholders to have seven or nine. The city of Rochester

subscribed $300,000 of stock. It was expected that the miscellaneous

stockholders would subscribe much more, and that the road as char

tered would be built a good long distance. The citv of Rochester

paid her $300,000 that «he subscribed and was allowed four directors
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in the board. The other stockholders were allowed either scvju or

nine ; bat instead of paying the whole amount that the private stock

holders subscribed they paid a less amount than the $300,000.

The original idea of the charter was to give the city of Rochester

and the other stockholders power in the board of directors in propor

tion to their subscription to the stock. As the other stockholders did

not subscribe the amount that they had agreed to subscribe, and as

the stock paid in by the city of Rochester exceeded all the stock paid

in by the others, there was an injustice in this, that a minority of the

stockholders controlled the board of directors. Therefore the Legis

lature of New York, under the general power given in their consti

tution, and by general legislation also, to alter, repeal, or change at

will corporate charters, passed an amendatory act by which they

gave to the city of Rochester an additional number of directors in

the board and lessened the number of directors to which the other

stockholders were entitled. The other stockholders objected to that

amendment, and they said that the original article included in the

charter allowing the city of Rochester four directors and giving the

other stockholders seven or nine was a contract and that the city of

Rochester was therefore bound by it. The city of Rochester insisted

that it was port of the franchise and that therefore the Legislature

had a right to make the amendment and give her the increase in the

power of directors by legislative act and reduce the number of di

rectors to which the other stockholders were entitled according to

the original intent.

What was the question before the court—and I challenge the at

tention of the Senator from Ohio to it—and what was the decision

made by the Supreme Court of the United States, for it finally came

to this court t The supreme court of New York and I believe the

court of appeals both held that it was a contract, not a franchise,

that was made with the city of Rochester ; that it was a contract not

with the city, but a contract between the city of Rochester and the

other stockholders, and that therefore the amendatory act was void

because it violated a contract. That was the way the State courts

held. That case was brought, if my recollection is right, to the Su

preme Court of the United States, and it is reported in 15 Wallace,

the case of Miller r». The State. I think the State courts of New York

decided as I say, but I shall not be sure about that, but it makes no

difference now. The case was brought to the Supreme Court of the

United. States, and what was the question there 1 The question was

whether this provision in the charter giving the city of Rochester

four directors, and the other stockholders seven or nine, was such a

contract, independent and separate from the franchise, as that the

Legislature under that reservation could not change it. That was

the only question. The whole court agreed that if it was a contract

separate and independent from the charter, although included in the

charter, if it was in its nature a separate contract and not a franchise

and not a part of the franchise, the Legislature had no power to alter

it ; and the Supreme Court divided on that question. A majority of

the Supreme Court held that it was a part of the franchise, that the

arrangement between tho city of Rochester and the other stockhold

ers was a part of tho corporate franchise from the Legislature, and,

therefore, the amendatory act changing it was constitutional. Judge

Field and Judge Bradley dissented from that opinion because, they

said, in their judgment it was a contract separate and independent

from the franchise, and was not a part of the franchise. But I repeat,

sir, although that was included as a provision in the charter, there
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was not a judge on the bench who intimated once that if that ar

rangement with the city of Rochester was a contract separate and

independent froni the franchise the Legislature could interfere with it,

and they decided that the Legislature could interfere solely because

it was a part of the franchise and corporate privilege granted.

Mr. BAILEY. Did they decide that the Legislature could not have

interfered if it had been a separate grant ?

Mr. HILL. They decided that the Legislature could interfere bo-

cause it was a part of the franchise. Of course it was not necessary

to say the Legislature could interfere if it had not been a part of

the franchise. The disseuting judges put their dissent solely on the

ground that they differed with the court in 6aying that it was a

part of the franchise. They said it was a contract separate from the

franchise, though included in the charter ; aud therefore being a con

tract separate from the franchise, though included iu the charterTthe

Legislature had no power to alter it, and that is what I insist here,

that though this contract of loau is included in the charter, it is a

contract that is separate from the franchise ; it is not a part of the

franchise; it is an independent contract which could have been as

well made by a separate and independent bill as in the original bill;

and therefore not beiug a part of the corporate franchise it was not

within the power reserved to alter, amend, or repeal.

Mr. KERNAN. The Senator I think is wrong in saying that the

court of appeals of New York held that law unconstitutional.

Mr. HILL. I said I might be mistaken about the decision of the

court of appeals of New York.

Mr. KEENAN. They affirmed the right of the city to elect direct

ors under the new law.

Mr. HILL. I do not remember what was the decision of the va

rious courts of New York. I do not know whether they all main

tained the constitutionality of the act or denied it. The question

was brought to the Supreme Court of the United States, and I think

the Senator from New York will bear me out that the whole ques

tion in that case was whether the arrangement with the city of

Rochester was a part of the franchise or a contract separate from it.

Mr. KERNAN. I have not examined that point and cannot say.

The Supreme Court of the United States affirmed the decision of the

court of appeals of Now York.

Mr. THURMAN. 1 want the Senator from Georgia to answer me

a question. Suppose the Government never had loaned these com

panies a dollar, does the Senator deny that Congress could under its

reserved power, if not in auy other way, require these companies to

provide a sinking fund for the benefit of their creditors '

Mr. HILL. I do.

Mr. THURMAN. You do !

Mr. HILL. Yes, I do beyond the provisions of the act ; but I say

it is not necessary for me to take that position here, for I say that

Congress cannot under a general reservation require anything to be

done which is inconsistent with the specific stipulations of the con

tract.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator does not answer my question. It

is, whether Congress would have the right, suppose there had been

no Government loan at all, to require this corporation to provide a

sinking fnnd for the protection of its creditors f I submit to the

Senator from Georgia that that right cannot be destroyed because

one of those creditors is the Government of the United States, no

■matter how the contract of loan was made.
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Mr. HILL. Iu relation to the establishment of a

say this: as I understand the authorities, and son

Ohio cannot disagree with me, that is a judicial qnes»» .

there is a stipnlation in a mortgage that a sinking fund shall D»- p. .

Tided the courts will order it ; whenever there is no such stipulation

in a mortgage, and the mortgageor is insolvent, and the property insuf

ficient to pay the debts, the mortgageor becomes in default aud then

a sinking fund will be provided or even the rents, issues, and profits

will be applied. That is a different question altogether. I want to

confine the Senator to the question. I say here—you may say I repeat

it; I do repeat it—there is not a decision on earth that ever has held

that the legislative power could change a contract which was not a

franchise, a contract based on a valuable consideration. A franchise

is not based on valuable consideration. The very decision the Sena

tor read speaks of the importance of the Legislature that grants fran

chises retaining power over them to promote the pnblic good. Why f

Because the very object of granting a franchise is to promote the

public good ; the franchise is voluntary ; and, of course, the Legisla-

lature having power to grant the franchise, and granting th;«t fran

chise voluntarily, has a right to grant it on terms and prescribe just

snch terms as it pleases. There is no doubt about that.

Mr. KERNAN. Will the Senator allow me to get information by

putting a question ' Suppose a State passes a charter authorizing a

corporation to be formed, and providing that on its beiug formed aud

putting up certain securities for the protection of policy-holders it

may do a business of life insurance. They make this reservation in

that charter. Suppose the Legislature becomes satisfied that the hold

ers of the policies are not safe because the stockholders in the company

do not put np enough security, could it not reqnire them to put up

more under that reservation f

Mr. HILL. Unquestionably.

Mr. KERNAN. There was not the only contract, "if you advance

and pnt np with ns"—as they do in New York—"certain securities,

you may do the business for fifty years/' In ten years we may say to

them " you must put up as much more." Can the Legislature do it T

Mr. HILL. I say they can ; but the distinction is very patent.

The very franchise of an insurance company is to take risks and make

the policy-holders secure, and it is the duty of the Government that

grants that franchise to see that the corporators carry out the origi

nal purpose. Now, the object of creating a corporation to build a

railroad is to build and keep np a railroad.

Mr. THURMAN. And keep up its credit f

Mr. HILL. You gentlemen go on the idea

Mr. KERNAN. If we say to a railroad company. " if yoii do certain

things you shall have certain lands," or " we will loan you certain

money," if that is put in the charter aud they comply, may we not,

on the same ground, if we find that they are becoming insolvent and

not paying their debts, regulate their atfairs so that they shall be able

to pay f

Mr. HILL. Certainly not. The difference is jnst this: a railroad

company is not incorporated for the purpose of paying its debts. That

is not one of the objects of its creation.

Mr. THURMAN. Oh!

Mr. HILL. The particular object of a railroad company is to build a

railroad and keep it np, and it may pay its debts or it may not pay its

debts; but the courts will compel it to pay its debts, not the legisla--

tive power. If a railroad company fails to pay its debts and goes into
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liquidation, that does not destroy the corporation. The railroad lives,

the corporation is immortal. Gentlemen talk as though the peril of

this debt was the peril of the road. By no means. The debt may

fail to be collected and yet the road be kept up.

I admit that Congress has reserved power over the corporation. I

admit that it has reserved power over the regulation of the franchises

of the corporation. It can require the road to be kept up. It requires

the purposes of the creation of the corporation to be carried out and

secured ; but the contract of loan is simply a contract debt, nothing

more nor less, in which there is no franchise and to which the Gov

ernment on the one part and the railroad company on the other are

parties as simple contract debtors and creditors for a consideration

of a loan and nothing more.

Now, sir, I move that the Senate adjourn.

The motion was agreed to ; and (at six o'clock p. in.) the Senate

adjourned.

ArKiL 5, 1^78.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senatc, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to tho Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act,

the pending question being on the amendment submitted by Mr.

Chaffee.

Mr. BAYARD. Mr. President, it is difficult to overrate the im

portance to the people of this country of a proper decision of the

measure proposed by the Committee on the Jndiciary, and that im

portance is the only excuse I shall offer for continuing the debate,

which has been so thoroughly conducted on both sides of the ques

tion, yet I feel a responsibility attaching to the action of each member

of the Senate in regard to so far-reaching and important a subject and

from which he cannot divest himself.

The amount of money alone involved has been stated, and as I

believe correctly, at simple interest will amount to the enormous sum

of $120,000,000, or if subjected to the custom of merchants, and the

rests in the calculation of interest were made that are common in the

business transactions of this country, it would reach the mighty sum

of $170,000,000 at the maturity of the bonds issued by the Govern

ment to these companies. I know that of late days tho people of

this country have had their ears accustomed to the repetition of sums,

the force and meaning of which are but little comprehended. If the

morality of a people is bound up, as I believe it to be, with a reason

able degree of prosperity, then I say that such enormous debts as have

been so recklessly created, and are oftentimes so lightly discussed,

are incompatible with that prosperity which is the necessary asso

ciate of political morality. It will be vain to sing paeans to public

credit and to public honor, and disregard those practical rules of econ
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©my, of self-denial, of rigid observance of contracts, which arc essen

tial to their preservation.

But there is, even irrespective of this vast sum of money, a still

greater, because it is a more continuing, question raised as to the

legislative power of Congress, by way of amendment or repeal, to cor

rect the errors or the impolicies of preceding legislation. In this

case we find the question raised as to the power and duty of the Gov

ernment of the United States toward two artificial persons, who have

been placed in charge, for public purposes, of a vast amount of publio

property, to further a great public end, in the construction and main

tenance of a continuous line of railways binding together the Pacifio

and Atlantic coasts of this continent. The creation of these railways

was not simply for the development of the central portion of the con

tinent, and to make a new route of commerce between Europe and

Asia conducted through the United States ; but there was a great

political object, to strengthen the bands of union between distant

portions of this great Republic, and to effectuate this, two acts of

Congress were passed, one in 1862, and the other in 18(54, amending

,and enlarging the means whereby, this great work was to be accom

plished through the agency of two corporations, one then created by

Congress, and the other claiming existence under the laws of the State

of California employed in co-operation, with extended and renewed

powers beyond the scope of its original charter from the State of

California.

Sir, this was called by the Supreme Court in the case in 1 Otto at

page 81, "a national undertaking for national purposes," and "a

national work originating in national necessity and requiring national

assistance." To this end the credit of the people of the United States

and their Government was loaned by scores of millions of dollars ;

the public lands, the property of the American people and the gener

ations who are to succeed them, was granted on a scale and to an

extent truly imperial. To whom did this vast property and domin

ion belong f It was wholly the property of the nation. Under whose

control was this negotiation made T By the governmental agencies

of the American people who had no jot or tittle of power to part with

one acre of land or one dollar of money excepting for a public use.

There seems to me throughout this debate to have existed in the

minds of some Senators a confusion, that whereas private property

may at all times be taken for public use upon just compensation be

ing rendered, the converse of the propositiou is wholly untrue, and

under no pretense can public property be justly taken for private use.

But, Mr. President, I do not propose to weary the Senate by re

peating the history of these gigantic grants, or to criticise the spirit

and means through which they were enacted into law. The time of

their enactment was not favorable to serenity or calm judgment.

The people of America were in the throes of a dreadful strife in

which human passions and emotions were excited to the utmost for

good or for evil, and the temper and tone of the hour extended itself

in a great degree to their representatives in the Halls of Congress.

It is to be expected that in times of great popular excitement a great

deal will necessarily creep in that calm retrospection would disap

prove, that calm inspection at the time would have exclnded.

But, sir, we must not forget, in considering the propositiou now

before the Senate, the true origin and history of these undertakings,

what was the paramount and continuing object of the creation of

these corporations and their endowment, and learn, so far as we may,

what has been their action in the past, in order that we may know
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how to adjust our action to the probabilities of the future. It is

therefore with the intent only of gaining light from the past history

of the action of these corporations, that Fpropose to refer to an exam

ination, thoroughly and carefully made by a responsible branch of

the Government a few years since.

In 1W3 a select committee of the House of Representatives was

appointed under a resolution to make inquiry in relation to the affaire

of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Credit Mohilier of Amer

ica, and other matters specified in said resolution and in other reso

lutions referred to the committee ; and they submitted their report

on the 20th of February of that year, being No. 76 of the third ses

sion, Forty-second Congress.

At page 2 of the report I find so well stated the objects of the acts

of 1802 and lSt>4 that I sh;ill employ the language of the committee

in preference to my own:

The purpose of the whole act was expressly declared to be " to promote the pub

lic interest and welfare liy the construction of paid railroad and telegraph line, and

keeping the same in working order, ami to secure to the Government at all times,

but particularly in time of war. the use aud benefit of the same for postal, military.

and other purposes."

Tour committee cannot doubt that it was the purpose of Congress in all this to'

provido for something more than it mere gift of so much land and a loan of so many

bonds on the one side, and the construction and equipment of so many miles of rail

road and telegraph on the other.

The United States was not a mere creditor, loaning a sum of money npon mort

gage. The railroad corporation was not a mere contractor, bound to furnUh a speci

fied structure and nothing more. The law created a body politic and corporate.

bound, as a trustee, so to manage this great public franchise and endowments that

not only the security for the great debt due the United States should npt be iin-

§aired, but so that there should be ample resources to perform its great publio

u ties iu time of commercial disaster aud in time of war.

This act was not passed to further the personal interests of the corporator*, nor

for the advancement of commercial interests, nor for the convenience of Uie gen

eral public alone ; but in addition to these the interests, present and future, of the

Government, ns such, were to be subserved. A great highway was to be created,

the use of which for postal, military, and other purposes was to be secured to the

Government " at all times," but particularly in time of war. Your committee

deem it important to call especial attention to this declared object of this act. to

accomplish which object the munificent grant of lauds aud loan of the Govern

ment credit was made. To make such a highway, and to have it ready at "all

times," and " particularly in time of war," to meet the demands that might be

made npon it; to be able to withstand the loss of business aud other casualties

incident to war aud still to perform for the Government such reasonable service

as might under Bueh circumstances bo demanded, required a strong solvent cor

poration, and when Congress expressed the object and granted the corporate pow

ers to carry that object into execution, and aided the enterprise- with subsidies of

lands and bonds, the corporators in whom these powers were vested and under

whose control these subsidies were placed were, iu the opinion of your committee,

under the highest moral, to say nothing of legal or equitable obligations, to o*e

the utmost degree of good faith toward tbu Goveinimmt iu tbo exercise of the

powers and disposition of the subsidies.

Congress relied for the performance of these great trusts by the corporators upon

their sense of public duty; upon the fact that they were to deal with and protect

a large capital of Uicir own which tfwy were to ptiy in in money ,- upon the presence of

five directors appointed by the President esjieciaUv to represent the public inter

ests, who were to own no stock ; one of whom should be a member of cverv com

mittee, standing or special ; upon commissioners to be appointed by the "Presi

dent, who should examine and report upon the work as it progressed ; in certain

cases upon the certificate of the chief engineer, to be made upon his professional

honor; and lastly, upon the referred power to add to, alter, amend, or repeal the act.

Here let me advert to the second section of the act of 18G4, which

provides—

That the Union Pacific Railroad Company shall ennso books to bo kept open to

receive subwriptions to the capital stock of said company, {uniil the entire capital

of tlOO.OCO.i.'OO shall be subscribed,) at the general office of said company iu the

city of Mew York, and in each of tbo cities of Boston, Philadelphia. Baltimore,
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Chicago, Cincinnati, and Saiut Louis, at such places as may be designated by tbe

President of the United States, and in snch other localities as may be directed by

bim. Ko subscription for said stock shall be deemed valid unless the subscriber

therefor shall, at the time of subscribing, pay or remit to the treasurer of the com

pany an amount per share subscribed by nim equal to the amount per share pre

viously paid by the then existing stockholders. The said company shall make

assessments upon its stockholders of not less than $5 per share, and at intervals of

not exceeding six months from and after the passage of this act until the par value

of aU share* subscribed shall be fvlty paid ,- and money only shall be receivable /or any

such assessment, or as equivalents Jot any portion of tlie capital stock hereinbefore

authorized.

Thin important fact is emphasized by the- learned judge who de

livered the opinion of the court in The United States vs. The Pacific

Railroad Company, 1 Otto, who, in considering the mutual rights

and duties of the company and of the United States Government, at

page 81, says:

The policy of the country, to «ay nothing of tbo supposed want of constitutional

eiwer. stood in the way of the United States taking the work into its own hands,

ven if this were not so reasons of economy suggested that it were better to enlist

private capital and enterprise in the project by offering the requisite inducements.

Congress undertook to do Uiis in order to promoto the construction and operation of

a work deemed essential to the security of great public interests.

Here was a comprehensive statement of the purview with which

this undertaking was commenced, not only its objects but the means

whereby they were to be attained. How has this company executed

its part of this undertaking? I shall let the committee speak in

their own forcible language, and will here give their names, well

known to the country for intelligence and character—one of whom,

Mr. Shellabarger, of Ohio, will be hereafter cited by me, as he now

appears professionally engaged in opposition to the plan proposed by

the Judiciary Committee to protect the company against insolvency.

The members who signed this report were J. M. Wilson, of Iowa;

Samuel Shellabarger, of Ohio; Gkorgk F. Hoar, of Massachusetts;

Thomas Swanx, of -Maryland, and Henry \V. Slocum, of New York.

At page 3 :

Tour committee find themselves constrained to report that the moneys borrowed

by the corporation, under a power given them, only to meet the necessities of the

construction and endowment of tho road, have been distributed in dividends

among the corporators ; that the stock was issued, not to men who paid for it at

par in money, but who paid for it at not more than thirty cents on the dollar in

road-making ; that of the Government directors some of them have neglected their

tinties and others have been interested in the transactions bv which the provisions

of the organic law have been evaded ; that at least one of tho commissioners ap

pointed by the President has been directly bribed to betray his trust bvtho gift of

825, COO; that tbe chief engineer of the road was largely interested iu the contracts

for its construction : and that there has been an attempt to prevent the exercise of

the reserved power in Congress by inducing influential members of Congress to

become interested in the protits of the transaction.

And at page 19, in reference to the provision that nothing but money

should be paid for the capital stock—and paid in full :

In this caBe the provision of the charter requiring the stock to be paid for in

money has been grossly violntod ; because, as is apparent, nearly the whole of the

stock that has been issued represents no value to the railroad company ; or, tostato

it differently, was issued without any consuleration whatsoever.

At page 21 they say :

The statute requiring the capital stock to be paid for In mone.s at par, it has in

fact been paid at not exceeding thirty cents on the dollar in road-building, except

ing, perhaps, the sum of about £400,000.

Why, Mr. President, this " road-building" was more than one-half

clear profit. To speak more properly that stock was not paid for

building tho road ; it was gratuitously issued as profits to those who

contracted to build it. And who contracted to build itf At page 9
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of this report the testimony of Mr. J. M. S. Williams, who was one

of the contractors, is given :

Question. Then what purpose had you to propose to build a road that bad already

been built by the company at a cost to them of less than the amount mentioned iii

your proposition ?

Answer. We were identical in interest. The Credit Mobilier and the Union Pa>-

ciflo Railroad Company were the same identical parties. We were building it for

ourselves, by ourselves, and among ourselves. There was not 120.000 outside interest

in it.

Mr. President, I do not propose to repeat the sad and shocking his

tory of that Credit Mobilier corporation and its complete identifica

tion with the Union Pacific Railroad Company. It is a stain, that

will never be wiped out, npon republican institutions. It is some

thing for which conscientious men who, from patriotic motives voted

to enact these laws of 1862 and 1864, must ever feel themselves respon

sible to the people of this country that so much of money the result

of human toil was poured into a gulf of riotous corruption and ruin

ous results. Contracting with themselves, the very corporators, tho

trustees into whose hands this property of the American people had

been so generously given in the sacred trust and confidence that they

would use it honestly and only for the great public ends, and in the

manner prescribed by the acts of Congress, how did they use it T

Availing themselves of this creation of the law by which a mere cor

porate title shall stand instead of a real person, they dealt with them

selves. They dictated their own profits, they sold out the powers for

their own aggrandizement that were intrusted to them so generously,

so munificently, for the benefit of their fellow-countrymen aud suc

ceeding generations.

At page 14 of the report is a short table which I will read, showing

the cost to the railroad company of three contracts, and the real cost

to the contractors for doing the work ; that is to say, the cost that

the corporators, directors and officers, knowingly paid to themselves

and their associates by way of profit :

COST TO BAILHOAU COMPANY.

Hozie contract $12,071,410 24

Ames contract 57, 140, 102 91

Davis contract 23,431,768 10

Total 93,546,287 28

COST TO CONTRACTORS.

Hoxie contract 17,806,183 33

Ames contract 27, 2(0,141 99

Davis contract 15,629,633 62

50, 720, 958 94

42, 825, 328 34

To this should be added amount paid Credit Mobilier on account of

fifty eight miles 1,104.000 00

Total profit on construction 43,929,328 34

There are other tables here, showing the dividends in stock made

by this company to these "contractors'' in the Credit Mobilier under

the pretense of paying them. I find at page 14 of the report, one Mr.

Ham, one of the accountants and experts, explained how upon the

balance sheet the aggregate profit of the Ames and Davis contracts

was $37,657,095.43. He was asked how much of it was money, how

much bonds, and how much stock. He gave an exhibit, in which

$24,000,000 of stock of the Union Pacific Railroad Company was paid

as profit to " contractors " by themselves. At page 24 the committee

say, after repeating again the cost of the road :

But we think the corporation and the United States sustain the relation of trustee

and eestm >iur trust. The United States have placed in the hands of the corpora
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lion large properties to be managed for a public purpose, for which management

the corporators are to be compensated by the gains lawfully made in the employ

ment.
» • » * # **•

The committee do not doubt that the proceeds of these lands and bonds, as well

aa of the first-mortgage bonds which the Government has provided to secure by a

lien prior to its own, are held as an express trust by this company, and applicable

alone to said declared purposes of the acts. Any distribution of the proceeds of

either of these funds as profits or dividends to stockholders is illegal as violative of

the declared purposes of the trust.

We have, uien, the case of a corporation which is a trustee, in the management

of persons who have divided the trust funds among themselves, who have promised

to pay for its capital stock in cash, which promises they have not kept, and on

which they are still liable, and which the corporation neglects to enforce, and who

have made contracts with themselves in reference to the trust fund, the profits on

which contracts they ought in equity account for to the trust fund upon the most

simple principles of equity.

Again, on page 23 :

We think the facts we have stated would furnish ground for judgment of for

feiture of all the franchises of the corporation, including the principal franchise,

to be a corporation on proper process. According to the American decisions, Judg

ment of forfeiture on quo warranto is not followed by an absolute forfeiture to the

Government of all the property of a corporation, aa was the earlier English practice ;

bat a court of equity in such case has jurisdiction to divide tho assets among the

creditors or stockholders.

I here call the attention of Senators to this expression :

We have no doubt alto of the right of Congress to repeal the charter, which is ex

pressly reserved in the act of 1863, and that on such repeal equity would distribute

the assets in like manner. But theobjection to either proceeding is twofold : first,

it would be harsh and unjust to forfeit the rights of the present stockholders, a

large majority of whom have bought their stock in good faith in the market, for

the wTomr-doing of their predecessors ; second, in either case above supposed, equity

could only distribute the assets as in case of bankruptcy or death ; neither court

nor Congress could compel the present owners to embark their property in contin

uing the exercise of the same (franchise under a new organization, the railroad

must then stop or be operated by the Government, or be sold at a forced sale in the

market. To either of these proceedings there are grave public objections.

Certainly, Mr. President, there were grave public objections, the

chief of which wonld have been, that it destroyed the great object

for which these companies were organized, and for which they were

endowed with these enormous powers flowing from the property com

mitted to their hands.

I have read this much that we may see the casefrom testimony which

cannot be disputed, for this report is founded upon abundant testi

mony which accompanies it and which sustains every allegation. No

dissenting views were expressed, and it stands to-day as the recorded

judgment, accepted and acted upon by the House of Representatives

of the United States, after the fullest consideration and examination

of all the facts. But the Government did not proceed, as it had a right

to do, according to the opinion of this committee, to revoke this char

ter, to annul any privilege, to deprive them of any right. Proceed

ings I believe were taken in one of the courts of the United States, to

recover from some of these corporators individually, the money which

they had transferred to their own pockets in violation of their trust.

For some reason or other that effort seems to have been unsuccessful.

I care not now to criticise the vigor or the ability of the prosecution,

although I have heard both questioned. But we see what has been

done in the past, confessedly proven to be done, the complete destruc

tion and perversion of the objects for which these two laws were

passed ; .and what is our condition to-day 1 Has any remedy been

furnished ; has any portion of this money been refunded f Have the

other provisions of the law been carried out satisfactorily to Congress f

No, sir. I do not care to repeat the statements which have boeu made
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by tbo honorable Seuator who reported this bill from the Judiciary

Committee or bis able associates, which stand unchallenged by any

minority report or upon the floor of the Senate; but it seems that

the sinking fund provided for in the sixth section of the act of 18U2 is

as yet without one dollar. I mean that up to the 1st of last January

not a farthing had been paid, but uuder a construction of the com

pany or that of their private counsel, which they so readily obey, " net

profits" are held to mean whatever the will of the company shall

define them to mean, that everything shall be paid in preference to

the sum of 5 per cent, net profits.

As to the past this bill proposes no interference, but I believe, an

adjudication is now pendiug before another branch of the Govern

ment which shall so far as the past is concerned decide the ques

tion. As to the future this bill proposes an amendment. It proposes

in terms, which have been read iu detail in debate, that a sinking

fund, a regular annual or semi-annual accumulation of the funds of

the corporation shall be established, all of which, be it remembered,

are the proceeds of Government bonds or Government lands held by

tho company in trust for the effectuation of one great object. For

whose use Is this accumulation to take place f For tho sole use of

the company itself. It is not proposed that one dollar more shall

reach the Treasury of the United States at this time. It is not pro

posed to hasten the payment of the debt one day, nor to alter the

terms of payment, either as to the time of payment or the snm to be

paid. It seeks only to provide security, that when the principal and

interest shall become duo in lS'JS, or in twenty years from this time,

the means of payment shall then bo ready to meet and discharge

both ; so that twenty years hence the company shall be solvent and

capable of prosecuting the great object for which it was created and

which if insolvent it would be incapable of doing.

This proposition of the Judiciary Committee, which I shall not

detail at greater length, has been denounced as an attempt to impair

the obligation of a contract, and so to be in conflict with the spirit,

not the letter, of the Constitution. Never was there a more palpable

misdescription of the object and effect of this measure. It is not an

act to impair in any degree the obligation of a contract, but rather an

act to assist and promote the performance of a contract, by averting

a state of things which will render impossible the great and para

mount object for which the contract was entered into, and whereby

these corporations are made the agents of the Government and trustees

of the public lands and money in order to effectuate it. If no steps

shall be taken, aud taken promptly, to arrest the present course of the

companies, who are selling and dividing everything they cau among

their stockholders, iu twenty years from now no alternative will be

presented to the people and tho Government of the United States, but

that of losing their eutire loan, which with simple interest would

amount to a sum over $120,000,000, or else taking into their hands a

railway'two thousand miles loug, subject to a prior lieu of first mort

gages, the principal of which alone is far more than the cost of build

ing a new road. The United States cannot become the operator of a

railway. No government however consolidated in executive power

has yet done so successfully; and individual interest and enterprise

and the spur of individual profit are essential for the proper manage

ment of such undertakings.

Then I ask, can Congress, as the guardian of the money aud the

interests of tho American people, stand by and allow the great object

of this work to fail* Cau they suffer this road to l>e sold aud p.tss
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out of the hands of corporators with whom there is such a contract?

It scorns to me it would be the clearest default in duty, to which

every man among 113 would bo and ought to be held strictly answer

able to his constituency. The act of 1862 was altered and amended

by the act of 1864 ; the land grants were doubled ; half of the Gov

ernment transportation was released ; the iron and coal, those twin

giants of industry and of necessity to a people, on all the lands were

given for the purposes of this act ; and fur what object? For tho profit

of those corporators, to enrich the stockholders ? No. sir. They were

given to euable the companies to fulfill and accomplish the groat ob

ject of their agency.

The honorable Senator from Georgia [Sir. Hill] yesterday said that

this company was "not incorporated for the purpose of paying its

debts;" but I would say it iras incorporated to be and remain a sol

vent instrument capable of performing tho objects for which it was

created. Its solvency and its ability to pay its debts are essential for

the performance of the great object of its creation ; and the power

that made it can promote the object, by compelling such an adminis

tration of its affairs as will enable that corporation to do its duty nnder

the law that brought it into being and by force, of which alone it can

exist.

I say if from any cause, dishonesty, incapacity or simple misfort

une, ttie great object of the law is imperiled, it is within the inher

ent as well as expressly reserved power of the Government to protect

the object by amendatory legislation, if it be requisite to accomplish

that end. Mr. Huntington, the president of the company, admits, as

I understand, iu his statement before the Judiciary Committee, that

insolvency is threatened, but whether he says so is not tho question.

It is within the competency and the discretion, and the plain duty of

the Congress of tho United States, to ascertain such facts for the in

formation of its own conscience, and to act as to it shall seem meet

and proper under all tho circumstances.

Mr. President, the charge that this bill impairs the obligation of a

contract, is not only serious as a matter of law, but even more serious

as affecting tho moral character of tbo American people. I do not

stand here to inquire whether the Constitution, which contains so

clear an inhibition to a State, affects in any way by intendment the

functions of the General Government. I prefer to make a broader

statement.

That property is the creation of law and can securely exist ouly

under a government of laws is certain, and therefore, when by law a

right of possession and enjoyment of property has been fairly acquired,

it would be wholly subversive of every principle, to admit that it waa

competent in the law-making power to destroy that which it was de

signed to create and protect. All such pretensions are met and over

thrown by reference to the fundamental principles upon which a gov

ernment of laws is founded. Honce llows the duty of government,

State and Federal, not to impair the obligation of contracts., which

means, of course, tho moral and legal binding force of laws in exist

ence BDd .under which the contract was created. The right to take

private property for public use upon the payment of just compensa

tion is, of course, excluded from this.

The interpretation of contracts is to carry into effect the mutual

intent of the parties, and to do this the language they have used, in

its just senBe and meaning, is taken as the controlling guide. Where

the contract is expressed in the words of a statute, the courts are

bound to tnke the act as they find it. or to use the figuro of tho hon
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orable Senator from Georgia, [Mr. Hill,] "As the tree has fallen

there mast it lie."

The binding force of statutes npon courts of justice is well stated

at page 85 of 1 Otto, the case of the United States against the Union

Pacific Railroad Company. I read the language of Justice Bnller in

on early case in the King's Bench, cited by the learned Judge Davis :

Wo are bound to take the act of Parliament as they have made it : a rants omissus

cAn in no case be snpplied by a court of law, for that would be to make laws ; nor

can I conceive that it is our province to consider whether such a law that has been

passed be tyrannical or not.

And Lord Chief Baron Eyre, in a case in 1 Henry Blockstone's

reports, said :

I venture to lay it down as a general rule respecting the interpretation of deeds,

that all latitude of construction must submit to tins restriction ; namely, that

the words may bear the sense which by construction is put upon them. If we step

beyond this line, we uo longer construe men's deeds, but make deeds for them.

Then said the Supreme Court :

This rule is as applicable to a statute as to a deed.—1 Otto, 85, rli.

Whether "the law be tyrannical or not" the court must construe

it as they find it. Chief Baron Eyre says that " the tcorrf* may bear

the serine" which by construction is to be put upon them. No word

can bo superadded, and e converse- none may be subtracted.

Mr. President, such was the rule laid down to the admiration and

perfect satisfaction of the Pacific RailroadCompanies, in asuit against

them by the United States Government, to collect the interest npon

the subsidy bonds loaned by the Government, and theretofore paid out

of the public Treasury ; and it was then, for want of a few simple and

customary words to secure the repayment of interest upon bonds pay

able in thirty years and which had been regularly paid every six

months by the United States, that the American people were informed,

to what I believe was the astonishment of every one excepting the

select few who had been parties to the drafting and passage of those

acts under which the decision was reached, that on a loan of its credit

by the Government for thirty years, during which time the interest

would amount to more than double the principal, no interest what

ever should be paid by the party to whom the loan was made, but all

Eayments of interest should be postponed until the principal itself

ecame due !

Is not such a result out of the usual course of business f May I

not appeal to the common sense and experience of every man who

hears me f What would be the fate of a counsel, of a conveyancer,

of any simple scrivener, who should permit his client to make such a

loan, in which the interest was so far more important than the prin

cipal, and make no provision in the instrument taken for its security

for the payment of the iuterest as it should fall due f It is saying

not too much to say that such an agent would be strongly suspected

of infidelity to his client, and if not condemned as unfaithful, would

be judged so incompetent that employment in similar cases would

never happen to him again. I do not desire to criticise the opinion

of the court under the law as they found it. It was so interpreted

according to the strict letter of the statute, and all through the decis

ion, as rendered by the learned jurist who is at present a member of

this body and one of those who favor the present bill, will be found

the expression showing that he held himself bound by the letter of

the law as it stood, and he sought from no fact to obtain a construc

tion, which would relieve the legislature from the effect of the lan

guage which they had seen fit to adopt.
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I ask shall not the same rules of interpretation and construction be

accepted now t If a single word could not be interpolated in the

tanus omissus of the act of 1862, what is to be said of the proposition

now made by the opponents of this bill, to subtract an entire, inde

pendent, concluding, and controlling section of an act from its just

place and weight in the construction with the remainder f By what

canon of interpretation can warrant be discovered to drop an entire

section from a statute, and control a statute without having refer

ence to all its parts f Section 22 of the law of 1864 provides :

And be it further enacted, That Congress may at any time alter, amend, or re

peal this act.

We are now gravely asked to read that law with that section blotted

out. It seems to me not more unreasonable, if the holder of any

mortgage should, by the same methods of so-called interpretation,

convert it into a deed in fee simple, simply by dropping out the clause

of defeasance. One would be just as reasonable, and in my judg

ment just as successful, when urged before a court learned in the

law.

These words " alter, amend or repeal" are words of common use and

undoubted signification. Lexicographers give them. They are almost

synonymous. Worcester says that alter means, " to change partially,

to make otherwise or different, to vary, to modify." "Amend," he

says, is " to reform, to correct, to make better, to rectify, to improve,

to amend." " To repeal" is " to call back, to recall, synonymous with

to abolish," and "to abolish," means " to make void, to annul, to ab

rogate, to revoke, to repeal." I will not agree that these words can

be deprived of any of their usual force and meaning as defined in their

common acceptance. I ask with confidence of those who hear me, in

the language of Lord Chief Baron Eyre, are they to be permitted "to

tear their sense," the sense that universal use and acceptance has al

ways assigned to them? If this reasonable and admitted rule be

adopted, is not this question lifted out of all doubt ? For if these words

are permitted to bear their sense, then the act of Congress of 1862 or of

1864 is open at any time at the will of Congress to alteration, amend

ment, or repeal.

But, sir, I have sought light from every quarter in this caso. There

were made before the Senate Judiciary Committee, on behalf of the

railroad companies, many able arguments by distinguished men, to

whose arguments I have given careful examination, having been sup

plied with them in printed form, and having read them with the

respect to which the character and standing of their authors entitle

them. One of the counsel, Mr. Shellabarger, of Ohio, who has so full

knowledge of the affairs of this Pacific Railroad, shown by the report

in which he joined and from which I gave copious extracts at the

beginning of my remarks, undertakes to find a reason why this twenty-

second section does not apply to the loan of its credit by the Govern

ment, and the honorable Senator from Georgia [Mr. Hill] has taken

the same position. At page 56 of the pamphlet of arguments before

the Judiciary Committee, printed for the use of the company, from

which I now read, Mr. Shellabarger asserts, that the effect of this law

compelling the creation of a sinking fund for the protection of the

debt, and the preservation of the solvency of the company in order

that it may be able to perform its duties nnder the act, is in effect

making a loan due thirty years from the date immediately due; or, in

bis own words, converting "a thirty-year loan into a call loan," thereby

impairing the obligation of a contract, and in order to overcome the
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power expressly reserved to Congress to alter, aiiK'ml, or repeal the act

lie makes this criticism :

First of all, let it bo carefully kept in mind tint th« parts of these act* which ten

der this loan and fix its terms are in improper sense parts or elements of t ho charter

or incorporation, and, or such, denning the nature of the corporate, life, power, and

rotations to the public, but, on the contrary, these parts of the act making the loan

and fixing tho date of its payment are severable and distinct parts of the acts,

directed to the tender and making of a loan to the corporation, ami to fixing its exact

tonus. These loan clauses are no more part of tbe charter proper than they "would

be, were they embodied in a separate statute, as they might have been.

And again, at the next page :

The parts of these acts which fix the terms of the loan and toader it to us are, in

a legal sense, no part of the charter proper, but are in the nature of a commercial

aud personal contract between two parties, as borrower and lender, having its own

distinct and fixed terms ana contract, such parts of theso acts are not subject to the

same rules of interpretation as are those parts directly creating tbe corporation

and bestowing its powers, and winch more immediately affect the public, as public

laws.

And following in tho track of the counsel for tho railroad compa

nies, tho honorable Senator from Georgia at pane :W of the speech

delivered by him on the '-7th of March spoke in reply to a question

by Mr. Beck :

Mr. Beck. The act of ISM gives the right to alter, amend, and repeal. In roar

mind that is an absolute nullity on that position.

Mr. Hill. I say those word's apply to the exercise of the corporate franchise ;

but they are an absolute nullity as applied to the contract.

Mr. President, by what authority Mr. Shellabarger and the honor

able Senator omit the language of tho act I do not know. The re

pealing clanso of the act of 18U4 does not give to Congress the power

at any time to alter, amend, or repeal the incorporation of the com

pany or any of its franchises. It gives to Congress the right to

" repeal this art." I ask by what authority is it that you are to apply

a different rule of interpretation to one section of an act than to an

other. It is a rule of construction never doubted, that a law must be

read each part haviug reference to every other part. It is without

warrant of any rule of construction known to n:e, that a concluding

and interpreting section of an act is to be read in different senses

when applied to different parts of the same law. At page 59 of hJ9

argument, Mr. Shellabarger says :

" The provision making this loan." the Supreme Court says. " are outsid" of the

usual course of legislative action concerning grants to railroads, and cannot be

properly construed without reference to the circumstances which existed when it

waa pawed."

Bnt nowhere has the Supremo Court said that anyone provision or

section of this law was to be construed " outside" of the act in which

it was contained. It is, with all due respect to the honorable Senator

and the able counsel who nrged this defense, a perversion and mis

application of the language and meaning of the court. At page 79 the

judge said this:

Jffrny of the provision* of the criminal act of l«f-2 are ontside of the nsnal course1 of

legislative action concerning grants to railromU, and cannot be properly construed

without reference to the circumstances which existed when it was passed.

Will it be believed that this language of tho court, construing an

act by the surrounding facts of con tern poraneons historv, should

gravely be sought as an authority to control the interpretation of

one portion of the act of 1^64 by wholly omitting another portion of

the act ? Judge Davis, who delivered this opinion, nowhere sug

gested tlu idea that there was anything special or different, more or

leas restraiued, in the power of the Government over one section of
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that act than over any other section or part. On the contrary, so far

as the expression of one thing shall he held the exclusion of another

thing, Jndge Davis did intimate throughout the whole of the opinion

that if that power of amendment had been exercised, and words had

been found in a statute passed in pursuance of the power, his decision

would not have been that which it was. It is the act of 1864 that we

are construing ; and this expression of the court, which Mr. Shella-

barger has forced from its natural meaning, and the phrase which he

hastorn from its context, when you come to read it, would have appli

cation only to the act of 1862, and then only in regard to the con

struction to be given to the entire act in reference to historical events.

I do not dispute the ingenuity of this proposition but altogether

■deny its soundness or relevancy. Mr. Shellabarger says it " might

as well have been a separate act." My answer is that it was not a

separate act. It was a single act containing many provisions, but

all subject to the final section. The power of the Government to

alter, amend, or repeal ran just as much to one part of the act as to

any other.

Therefore, to say what it might have been as a separate act is, of

course, to stite a new case. Nor did the Supreme Court say that any

provision of the statute or any section of the statute was "outside"

of it, but merely that the whole statute was " outside the usual course

of legislation concerning grants to railroads." Nowhere in the whole

opinion can any warrant be found for saying that a different rule of

interpretation is to be applied to one as against another provision of

the act. The honorable Senator from Georgia [Mr. Hill] says at page

14 of the same speech :

It is that the Government is not a party to contracts like these contracts of loan

in its character as a sovereign bat only as a civil corporation. As a sovereign the

Government does not lend money. As a oivil corporation it does not legislate. Aa

a civil corporation it 1b subject to the law of contracts precisely as are individuals.

When, therefore, the Government as a civil corporation enters into such contracts,

it cannot reserve the right to nse its legislative powers as a sovereign to alter,

change, or annul that contract to which it is a party. As a oivil corporation it can

reserve no power which in its character as a civil corporation it does not possess.

But surely the fountain of authority to pass every part and all the

parte of this statute is one and the same. The law-making power

originated every franchise, every grant, every authority for every con

tract, and all in the same capacity as the legislative branch of the

Government. It reserved to Congress the same right to alter and

amend every feature alike, and has the same power over all, and can

repeal one or all with equal right and power.

At page 78 of the same book of arguments on behalf of the rail

road companies is a letter from Mr. Sidney Bartlett, of Boston, a gen

tleman so well known and conspicuous for bis professional ability,

whose powers of discrimination in the use of language are admitted

and admired by all and excelled by none. This letter was produced

by Mr. Shellabarger in aid of the view he had taken, and in which

Mr. Bartlett criticises the power of Congress under this power to

alter, amend, or repeal the act of 1862 or 1864 which he restrainedly

declares are "debatable if not difficult questions." He uses these

words :

The next question raised by the proposed legislation is the following : Under the

power to alter or amend, can legislation be sustained which shall make a debt

already incurred, and by contract—that w, by charter—made payable with interest

in thirty years, payable immediately, in part or in whole i

I merely refer to the use of language by this careful master of the

art of language, to show that he uses the charter and the contract as

25 PA
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convertible terms, and that, when he speaks of the charter he speaks

of the contract, and when he speaks of the contract he speaks of the

charter. I submit that this is also the language of the Supreme

Court of the United States in the case in 1 Otto ; that the contract

which is referred to by the court is the contract that was created by

the granting of a franchise, and the acceptance by the corporation,

or of any act performed by the corporation under the authority of

the charter; that you cannot separate one from the other; you cannot

detach the contract from the charter ; for the charter and its accept

ance constitute the contract ; the contract was formed by the pas

sage of the law and the assumption of duty under it by the party who

accepts the franchise.

No, Mr. President, these argument* are ingenious but they are met

by the plain legislative language which cannot be frittered away or

argued out of its natural and just force. No case has been cited, or

can be cited, all the way from the Dartmouth college case to this

day, which contains any such facts as the present. No court ever

decided that such an express power of amendment and repeal could

not be exercised ; but on the contrary, the Supreme Court by a unani

mous opinion, in the case of Tomlinson vs. Jessup, 15 Wallace, which

lms been referred to, have given the fullest effect to the power of

reservation of a charter and of nil the contracts nnder it. I read from

page 459. The case has been cited before but I read now from it in

order to sustain the position which I have taken :

The power reserved to the State by the law of 1841 authorized any change in the

contract as it originally existed, or as subsequently modified, or ite entire revoca

tion. The original corporators or subsequent stockholders took their interest* with

knowledge of the existence of this power, and of the possibility of its exercise at

any time ui the discretion of the Legislature. The object of the reservation, and of

similar reservations in other charters, is to prevent a grantof corporate rights and

privileges in a form which will preclude legislative interference with their exer

cise if the public interest should at any time require such interference It is a

provision intended to preserve to the State control over its contract with the cor

porators, which without that provision would be irrepealable and protected from

any measures atfocting its obligation.

Immunity from taxation, constituting in these cases a part of the contract with

the Government, is, by the reeervation of power such as is contained in the law of

11M1. subject to be revoked equally with any other prvrision of the charter, whenever

the Lefittature may deem it expedient for the public interests that the revocation

shall be made. The reservation affects the entire relation between the State and

the corporation, and place*, under legislative control all rights, privileges, and im

munities derived by its charter directly from the State.

There was also a more restrained power of amendment arid repeal

contained in section 18 of the act of lcv3"2, and I am disposed to believe

with the committee of the House, that there might have been full

warrant for the present law or for the repeal under that. But looking

at the fact, as stated by the Supreme Court in 1 Otto, that the enter

prise languished and virtually had railed, and but for the act of 1864

would have had no vitality, is not clearly one of the considerations

for the passage of the law of l?t>4 and its acceptance by the company,

with all its enormous grant of money and land, the expressed and an-

restneted reserved right " to alter, amend and repeal. ' with no limit

but the discretion of Congress, enlightened by reason and justice, and

acting in subordination to the creat first principles of the social com

pact for the protection of property lawfully acquired f

Mr. President, there seems to "me a strange insensibility on the

pari of the American people to the immense practical importance

of this legislation. The apparent indifferer.ee with which they wit

ness the •nactmeat of laws, by force of which they and their pos

terity are saddled with debts of enormoDs masniiude. amaies me—
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nor is my surprise lessened to see members of either branch of Con'

greas, -who desire and expect to be maintained in their positions

as popular representatives, so hastily and recklessly dispose of the

hard-earned property of the people, and yet expect to retain their

confidence and approval. When I contrast the coolness and indif

ference with which measures involving such enormous pecuniary in

terests to the whole people are acted upon, with the excitement I

have seen in this Senate and in the other House over some suoh com

paratively small matter as the payment of a few thousand dollars

more or less to the Chief Magistrate of the Union ; when I have seen

special bills brought in here, and valuable pnblic time occupied, and

an immense degree of interest excited and sensational attention given

by the press and people to the question whether the Chief Mag

istrate of this country should receive 850,000 a year or $25,000, or

whether the Supreme Court judges should receive two or three thou

sand dollars more or less of salary, or whether the Cabinet officers

should be advanced to a rate that would support them a little more

independently without draining their private resources to maintain

the official hospitalities expected from them, or when members of

Congress themselves are to have their pay advanced so that there shall

be an equalization of receipts by all, as based upon the present mile

age allowance—when I see all this popular interest and excitement

on such subjects and then see votes given and bills passed which carry

away from the pnblio Treasury, and into the coffers of corporations

and the pockets of skillful lobbyists—not money by thousands—but

millions, such sums as by comparison render the expenses of the ex

ecutive branch mere drops in the bucket, I cannot but be amazed.

Here we are in this bill dealing with sums so great, that the questiou

of executive or legislative or judicial salaries is utterly dwarfed in

comparison, and yet there seems to be no popular comprehension, and

sometimes I think very little congressional comprehension, of the

gravity of the amounts involved and the consequences to our Govern

ment.

We were discussing here a few years ago the question of the pay

of the Chief Magistrate, and some Senators were asserting that that

which barely paid the actual expenses of George Washington in 1789

was quite enough and more than enough for his successor in 1876 ;

and I happen to turn to a bit of testimony found on the second page

of the report on this same Credit Mobilier subject, in which the salary

paid to one Mr. Franchot as an agent for one of these companies is

stated, upon whom was devolved the onerons duty and incredible

hardship of spending the winter in Washington and "watching the

interests of the Central Pacific Railroad Company " for which service

the small remuneration of 820,000 a year was allowed! I know not

what may be the allowances of the presidents and high officers of

these great corporations, but I suppose they all are in the same pro

portion ; and such sums are mere flea-bites, so to speak, compared to

the millions taken every year from the Treasury of the United States

in the payment of interest on these subsidy bonds, every dollar of

which represents some human being's toil from sunrise until sunset.

Mr. President, these great debts, which are being piled upon the

toiling masses of this country in total disregard of the sufferings

which are causing one universal groan to arise all over the land, are

greatly to be deplored and dreaded in their results—but still more for

midable is the question of the inroads npon and the overthrow of the

great republican idea of disintegration, and distribution of power. The

possession of irresponsible power never failed in human history to

\
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corrupt its possessor. Well did onr forefathers know it. They knew

that power, like jealousy, grew with what it fed upon, and in many

modes in building up this Government they sought to check its growth.

They did not intend that the individual should wither, bat by en

couraging individuality they sought to encourage the growth of men.

They sought, not strength by massing weakness, that atom might

protect atom, but, by creating the greatest number of vigorous in

tegers, to make the state strong. Out of individuality grows compe

tition : out of consolidation grows monopoly. Hence their political

institutions, the abolition of rank and title, abolition of the rule of

primogeniture, an equal division of estates without regard to sex, the

subjeotion of lands to the payment of debts, the equality of all men

before the law, wide-spread suffrage, destruction of entailed estates,

limitation upon devises, all tending to facilitate the distribution of

wealth and power and to prevent perpetuities. And yet the doctrine

and practice of incorporation was suffered to creep in, destroying as

it does individuality, consolidating as it does all power and making

its owners morally irresponsible, creating artificial beings who never

die and whose estates are never to be distributed, but are perpetual.

Mr. President, the consequeuces of this may be remote, but to my

eye they are certain. It is the creation of power without moral and

legal responsibility, and that is fatal to any form of government

under which it shall be encouraged or permitted to exist.

The consequences of this measure now proposed are intended not

for to-day so much, as for a future time when few or none of those of

us who now discuss it will be here. It is for the future that this law

is prepared ; it is for generations perhaps yet unborn that this pro

tection is demanded. I hold it to be the duty of Congress to assert,

and to exercise in the spirit of high and wise discretion, its reserved

power over the great public interests touched by these corporations.

I hold that nothing can justify the release of any portion of that

power. I hold that no compromise of any kind can be discussed in

relation to that power. This is no mere grant of land, it is no mere

grant of money, because the grants of both have reached such a

magnitude, that th > power contained in their possession becomes po

litical power ; and it may well be that, in the generations yet to come,

the vast population who are to inhabit the grand territory traversed

by these railways, to fill it with American activity and enterprise,

over whose necessities of transportation, over whose necessities for

fuel, over whose necessities for the arts and occupations of life as

connected with iron, the great working metal of the world, and coal

its necessary coadjutor—it may be that those people will come to ask

whether they are to live under the principles of a free constitution

or under the by-laws of a corporation, which is without restraint

except those limitations that human endurance will ever put upon

power, let it assume what shape it may.

Sir, I hope and pray that this Congress will not release one iota of

its power of amendment, alteration, or repeal over the acts which

brought into being these artificial persons and created them the

agents of the American people, to use the money and the property

of that people for the public welfare and not for private profit. It is

my sense of the importance of this bill, of the magnitude of the con

sequences involved in the decision of the Senate that has induced

me to detain it so long.

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President

Mr.THUKMAN. Before the Senator from Virginia proceeds, I rise

to give notice that I shall ask the Senate to sit this bill out to-day.
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Mr. EATON. I hope the Senate will not do anything of that kind.

This is a matter too large to be sat ont to-day, in my judgment.

Mr. PADDOCK. Do I understand the remark of the Senator from

Ohio to be more than a suggestion that we shall sit it out to-dayT

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Ingalls in the chair.) The mat

ter rests wholly with the Senate.

Mr. PADDOCK. There is no motion.

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, before proceeding to discuss the

two bills reported respectively from the Committees on the Judiciary

and Railroads, tonching the debts due from the Central Pacific and

the Union Pacific roads to the United States, I consider it appropriate

to make a brief statement of the

FACTS OF THE CASE.

The first law authorizing tho construction of a railroad from the

Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean was passed July 1, 1862, and re

served to Congress the right at any time to add to, alter, amend, or

repeal the act. The United States were to issue their bonds for the

nse of the companies, bearing 6 per cent, interest, which aggregated

for the Union Pacific 127,236,512. These bonds constituted ipso facto

a first mortgage upon the roads and all their stock, &c. On the 2d

July, 1864, another law was passed which contained a proviso differ

ing only from that iu the law of 1862 in that it omitted the words

" add to." This last permitted the companies to borrow money and

issue their bonds for it to an amount not to exceed the bonds issued

by the Government and displaced the first mortgage of the Govern

ment and gave these last-named bonds the priority.

Under this authority the Union Pacific issued its 6 percent, bonds

for $27,232,000, which are a first mortgage. The annual interest on

the bonds issued by the Government is $1,634,190.72, payable semi

annually. Theannualintereston the first-mortgage bonds is $1,633,920.

To indemnify the Government for the interest paid by it annually

the law allowed the retention of one-half of the amount due each

year from the Government to the roads for transportation of troops,

supplies, mails, &c, and also required the companies to pay each 5 per

cent, upon their net earnings. As was only to be expected, a difference

arose between the roue Is and the Government as to what constituted

net earnings. The Government said that net earnings were what

remained after deducting from the gross income nothing but operat

ing expenses. The roads said that net earnings were only the resid

uum of income after paying all just and lawful obligations. The 5

per cent, on net earnings payable to the Government under existing

laws is in round numbers $250,000 and the one-half transportation

about $421,000, which together make $671,000. The interest paid by

the Government annually on its Union Pacific Railroad bonds is as

stated above $1,634,190.72. Deducting the sum received by the Gov

ernment from the interest it pays and we have $963,190 paid out each

year by the Government in excess of what it is entitled to and can

take under the present law. The whole interest paid by the Govern

ment to this time is $15,969,801.45, of which $5,134,327.84 have been

repaid by the company in the manner prescribed by law, leaving

$10,835,473.61 still unpaid. But the company claims further credits

amounting to $2,899,652, which if allowed will leave the balance due

the Government of interest paid by it of $7,935,821.61.

The condition of the Central Pacific is very similar. The loan to it

and to the Western Pacific is $27,855,120 at 6 per cent., the interest

paid by the Government in semi-annual installments being $1,671,
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340.80. The interest paid by the Government and not refunded is

$13,508,338.65.

The half-transportation account for the past warrants an estimate

for the future of $300,000 each year, and the 5 per cent, of net earn

ings may be put upon the same basis at $300,000, making half a mill

ion in all. Taking this from the interest paid by the Government, it

leaves the road in arrear each year abont $1, 170,000.

The Committee on Railroads, in the elaborate and able report pre

sented by them on this subject, estimate that at the maturity of the

bonds issned by the Government to the two roads, the Union Pacific

and the Central Pacific, principal and interest, will amount to $154,-

258,137. If no sums are paid to the Government by the roads except

as now provided by law, the committee estimate that after deducting

credits already given and those to be annually received, the roads

will be in arrear the enormous sum of $120,000,000 to the Government

alone. Add to this the principal of their first-mortgage bonds—for

they are paying the interest on them—which is in round numbers

$55,000,000, and we find that twenty-two years hence—not a long

time in the existence of a government or a great public corporation—

the debt of the two roads will be $175,000,000.

THIS 18 A SITUATION FULL

of peril to the Government and to the stockholders of the road them

selves. There is danger that the Government may lose the whole or at

least a large part of its debt or be forced into the purchase of the roads,

and I would consider this last alternative a greater evil and a result

moreto be deplored than the loss of all the money. I would never be

willing to see the United States become owners and managers of a

large railroad corporation. Carried on as it would have to be by an im

mense corps of officers and employ6s, it would never be profitable.

It wonld add to the already overgrown patronage of the Executive,

afford another opportunity for official plunder and dishonesty, swell

and enlarge the powers of the General Government. It would be an

utterly irresponsible corporation, doing absolutely as it pleased and

liable to nobody for damages for anything. No session of Congress

could occur in which its affairs would not be the subject of debate

and probably of legislation.

On the other hand the purchase of the roads by either Congress or

any other party for any sum less than the lien upon them would de

stroy the stock and be attended with its total loss to the stockholders.

So that »

BOTH THE PARTIES

have every interest to agree upon some measure. The stockholders

ought to strive to save their stock and retain control of the road, and

the Government to save itself if it could without having to buy and

carry on a railroad.

THE ENDS TO BE ATTAINED ARE :

1. To save the Government as far as possible.

2. To interfere as little as may be with the control of the road.

3. Not to disturb any vested rights.

4. Not to destroy the stock, but to leave the roads at the end of the

century free of debt, the stock unimpaired in value, and the stock

holders in the complete possession and enjoyment of their property.

If these things can be accomplished everybody ought to be satisfied.

Much has been said of the

POWER OF THESE CORPORATIONS

a id the fear has been expressed that they would become so powerfal
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as to defy the Government or even govern the Government. But I

do not share these apprehensions. To enable companies to accomplish

great results great powers must be given them. Without these the

enterprises which excite the admiration of the world and affect the

commerce, trade, and wealth of all civilized nations wonld never be

completed or even undertaken.

And upon this point

A HISTORICAL RETROSPECT

may not he unprofitable. Under the Stnarts in England monopolies

very similar in their powers and appliances to the modern corpora

tion grew up and acquired a control not only of the government but

of the whole business of the people, far greater than these companies

are likely to do. Their powers were exercised entirely for private

advantage, without any regard for the public good. Hume has de

scribed their birth and growth, the evils they indicted upon the

country. He says :

James bad already, of bis own accord, called in and annulled all tbe numerous

patents for monopolies which had t>een granted by his predecessor, and which ex

tremely fettered, every species of domestic industry. Iiut the exclusive companies

still remained; another species of monopoly, by which almost all foreign trade,

except that to France, was brought into the hands of a few rapacious engrossers,

anil all prospect of future improvement in commerce was forever sacrificed to a

little temporary advantage of the sovereign- These companies, though arbitrarily

elected, bad carried their privileges so fir that almost all the commerceof England

was centered in London : and it appears that the customs of that port amounted

to £100,000 a year, while those ot all the kingdom beside yielded only £17,000.

Nay, the whole trade of London was confined to about two hundred citizens, who

were easily enabled, by combining among themselves, to fix whatever price they

pleased both to the exports and imports of the nation. The committee appointed

to examine this enormous grievance, oue of the greatest which we read of in En

glish history, insist on it as a fact well known and avowed, however contrary to

present received opinion, that shipping and seamen had sensibly decayed during

all the preceding reign. And though nothing lie more common than complaints of

the decay of trade even during the most flourishing periods, vet is this a conse

quence which might naturally result from such arbitrary establishments, at a time

when the commerce of all other nations of Europe, except that of Scotland, enjoyed

full liberty and indulgence.

And referring to a period a quarter of a century later, he says :

Monopolies were revived—an oppressive method of levying monev, being unlim

ited as well as destructive of industry. The last Parliament of* James, which

abolished monopolies, had left an equitable exception in favor of new inventions,

and on pretense of these anrt of erecting new companies and corporations was this

grievance now renewed. The manufacture of soap was given to a company who

paid a sum for their patent. Leather, salt, and many other commodities, even

down to linen rags, were likewise put under restriction.

It is affirmed by Clarendon that so little benefit was reaped from these projects

that of £200.000 thereby levied on the people scarcely fifteen hundred came into the

king's coffers. Though we ought not to suspect the noble historian of exaggera

tions to the disadvantage of Charles's measures, this fact, it must be owned, appears

somewhat incredible. The same author adds that the king's intention was to teach

his subjects how unthrifty a thing it was to refuse reasonable supplies to the crown.

It would seem that these monopolies had acquired such power and

were so securely fixed that they could control both king and Parlia

ment and could never be shaken off. Yet not only were they over

thrown and broken into pieces, but some of the best safeguards of

English liberty grew out of them in the end. In describing the

FINAL CONFLICT

between them and the people, we seem to be narrating the history of

the last few years of our own country. Investigating committees

flourished in that day even more than now. In Anderson's History

of Commerce it is told that in the Parliament which assembled on

the 3d of November, 1740, "debates and speeches on the nation's
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grievances ran extremely high. The grievances complained of were

so many and bo various, both public and private, laid before the com

mons, by complaints and petitions, that there were above forty several

committees appointed by that house for examining them ; and of all

those grievances, that of monopolies gave such offense that the house

of commons expelled four of their own members who had been con

cerned iu them, and many other members thereupon voluntarily with

drew themselves from Parliament and others were elected in their

stead. In consequence of all which strict inquiries a law was passed

which the king was obliged to consent to, ' that a parliament should

be held at least once in three years for the future, even although the

king should neglect to call it.'"

So these mighty institutions were destroyed, and free parliaments

gTew out of their ruins.

T11E ISSUE

between the Government and the railroads and between the Judi

ciary Committee and the Committee on Railroads relates to the

powers of Congress. It is claimed by the Judiciary Committee, and

their bill embodies that idea, that, putting aside all consideration of

the general power of Congress over corporations created by them

selves, and looking only at the laws passed in regard to these two

companies, the right reserved in the acts of 1862 and 1864 to add to,

alter, amend, or repeal them, gives the right to pass the bill reported

by them. On the other baud, the Railroad Committee insists that

the acts referred to and the acceptance and performance of the con

ditions embraced in them gave the companies vested rights and con

stituted a contract between the United States and the corporations,

which the former was bound by and could not violate ; that the

parties might make a new voluntary contract, but nothing more, un

less the companies were guilty of such default as gave the courts

jurisdiction to interfere, and that the words in the law, " add to,

alter, amend, or repeal," are mere surplusage and mean nothing.

There is no occasion for claiming that Congress has power to invade

vested rights or to impair the obligation of contracts. The bill of

the Judiciary Committee does neither. Even the advocates of the

bill of the Railroad Committee admit that touching certain matters

and in certain events Congress may legislate as to these roads. The

distinction seems to me to be very clear. If the proposed legislation

is contrary to the original purpose of the charter and does not seek

to carry it out, it should not be passed. But if it is only in the line

of the first purposes of both parties and intended to execute their

original intention and contract, then it is entirely within the pow

ers of Congress. The case of the Holyoke Company »». Lyman, 15

Wallace, quoted by the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Matthews,] clearly

defines and well expresses this. The court says :

Vested rights, it is conceded, cannot be destroyed or impaired nnder sncfa a re

served power, bnt it is clear tbat the power may be exercised, and to almost any

extent, to carry Into effect the original purposes of the grant and to protect the

rights of the public and of the corporators, or to promote the due administration

of the affairs of the corporation.

Power to legislate, founded upon such a reservation, is oertainly not without

limit, but it may safely be affirmed that it reserves to the Legislature the authority

to make any alteration or amendment in a charter granted subject to it that will

not defeat or substantially impair the object of the grant or any rights which have

vested under it which the Legislature may deem necessary to secure either tbe

object of the grant or any other public right not expressly granted away by the

charter.

Under this decision it is only necessary to inquire whether the bill
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into effect the original purpose of the grant, protects the rights of the

public and of the corporators, and promotes the due administration

of the affairs of the corporation."

What vested right does it interfere with T It leaves the lands sold

by the companies in the undisputed possession of the purchasers; it

leaves the whole management and control of the road in the hands

of its owners. It is not a vested right in the stockholders to pay

themselves the profits of the road in the form of dividends and leave

the debts of the road unprovided for. The original purposes of the

grant were the construction of a great highway for the benefit of the

public and the promotion of trade and commerce, the loan of large

snms by the Government, the repayment of these snms by the roads,

and the management in such a manner as to enable them to make

the repayment. If the bill will accomplish these things or tends to

accomplish them, then according to the Supreme Court it is entirely

within the powers of Congress.

Unless the railroad companies deny their obligation to repay to the

United States the bonds loaned them, with the accruing interest, they

cannot deny the right of Congress to take such' steps as may be neces

sary to secure ultimate payment, if such ultimate payment seems to bo

endangered. That it is so endangered the roads themselves admit, as

has been clearly demonstrated by the Senator from Tennessee in his

very able speech.

The Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] says that he " utterly

denies the power of Congress ft> declare that a debt not due is duo

and to make the debtor pay it before it is payable." The bill of the

Judiciary Committee does not declare that the debt owing by the

companies is due now to the United States, nor does it attempt to

make them pay it before it is payable. When the companies accepted

the terms tendered to them by the Government they accepted all tho

terms—each and every provision of the laws. They could not then be

permitted to say, nor can they now, that they took so mnch as suited

them and rejected the rest. Section 5256 of the Revised Statutes, part

of the act of March 3, 1873, is as follows :

The books, records, correspondence, and all other doouments of the Union Pacific

Railroad Company, shall at all times be open to inspection by the Secretary of the

Treasury, or such persons as he may delegate for that purpose. The laws of the

United States providing for proceedings in bankruptcy shall not be held to apply

to said corporation. No dividend shall hereafter be made bv said company but

from the actual net earnings thereof ; and no new stock shall be issned or mort-

f:ago or pledges made on the property or future earnings of the oompany without

eave of Congress, except for the purpom; of f nmlin^ and securing debt now exist

ing, or the renewals thereof. No director or officer of said road shall hereafter be

interested, directly or indirectly, in any contract therewith except for his lawful

compensation as such officer. Any director or officer who shall pay or declare, or

aid in paying or declaring, any dividend, or creating any mortgage or pledge pro

hibited by this act, shall be punished by imprisonment not exceeding two years,

and by fine not exceeding $5,000.

Now, Mr. President, suppose the attempt should be made to throw

the Union Pacific into bankruptcy, no other corporation aud no indi

vidual in the whole nation being entitled to that exemption, would

not the railroad company protect itself under this section t And could

it do this without admitting and yielding to the force of all the other

provisions of the act f This section contains this provision very ap

plicable to the present condition of things :

And no new stock shall be issued, or mortgages or pledges made, on the property

or fatnre earnings of the company without leave of Congress, except for the pur

pose of funding and securing debt now existing, or the renewals thereof.
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When they agreed that Congress might add to, alter, amend, or

repeal the acts, they agreed to a certain extent to put Congress in the

place of the courts and to allow that body to protect the Government

by legislation instead of by appeal to jndicial tribunals. Having

agreed to this they cannot now plead to the jurisdiction of Congress.

They said in substance that " We consent that you may add to, alter,

amend, or repeal our charters, and we do this in order to put it in your

power as a legislative body to protect the Government in the large

loan now made to us, and to compel us to carry out in good faith all

our obligations and duties, and especially the dnty of repaying tbe

advances made to us. To effectuate these things we are willing to

substitute you for the courts."

Their agreement that Congress may do this is part of their contract,

since it is insisted so strongly that a contract exists between the Gov

ernment and the companies.

The view taken of the powers of Congress by the Judiciary Com

mittee receives countenance from the provision of section 5256 of the

Revised Statutes, which exempts the Union Pacific from the operation

of the bankrupt law. _ This was probably done because it was con

sidered that the Government bad ample means of protecting itself

under the provisions of the acts of 18iW and 1864. There is no other

reasonable explanation of this feature of the act of 1873. When the

Government as a creditor surrendered its right to throw the road into

the bankrupt courts it must have been because it had in its own bands

tbe means of self-protection.

The right of Congress to take steps%r present protection to avoid

ultimate loss is only the right secured to the creditor by statute law

in every State in the Union, and is also one of the best-established

features of equitable jurisdiction. If a man owes a debt not due for

years to come and is absconding or removing his property an attach

ment lies to seize upon the property and hold it for tbe security of

debt. The debt is not due, and the court does not so declare, yet the

court sees that it is secured or that the debtor's property shall be

held to answer it as far as it will go.

It is upon this same principle that courts seize upon railroads, dis

place the directors, and put the whole in the hands of receivers ;

that foreign attachments in equity lie; that injunctions are awarded;

that bi\\a quia timet" are maintained. We proceed now against these

railroad companies because " we fear" that if we do not the Govern

ment will sustain a loss. And we fear so for the best of reasons ; at

least for a reason that the companies cannot dispute; that they

themselves have told us so.

Now are there any special facts which justify the interference of

Congress f I insist that there are.

The first duty of every corporation is to provide for the payment of

its debts and to apply its means to that end. They should not be

permitted in the same breath to declare and actually pay large divi

dends and to proclaim their own insolvency. Law and good faith

both require them, if their income and assets are not sufficient to pay

both debts and dividends, that the former should be paid to the ex

clusion of the latter. But that is not the mode of procedure of the

companies. They seem inclined to say, dividends first, debts after

ward ; that is, if there is anything left after paying dividends. And

this not only gives the right but makes it the imperative duty of Con

gress to interfere.

But this is not the only reason. The law of 1864 declared that the
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bonds loaned by the Government should constitute a lien upon all the

property of the companies. This is the provision :

And to secure the repayment to the United States, as hereinafter provided, of

the amount of said bonds so issued and delivered to said companies, together with

all interest thereon which shall have been paid by the United States, the issue of

said bonds and delivery to the companies shall, ipso facto, constitute a tlrst mort

gage on the whole line of the railroad and telegraph, together with the rolling-

stock, fixtures, and property of every kind and description, and In consideration of

which said bonds may be issued.

Snppose the roads take their means and instead of paying their

debts divert their means to other purposes and invest them in prop

erty not subject to the mortgage of the United States ; what then ?

"Would not this make a just case of interference f It is no matter

how profitable to the roads themselves this may be, because their

profits derived from this source do not help the Government. They

could keep on indefinitely ; conld continue to invest in other property

which would add to their own means and give them increased divi

dends. They could in this way gradually but surely slip from under

the Government mortgage as to much of their assets. That this proc

ess is going on, we find from the report of the Secretary of the Inte

rior to this session of Congress, and the documents accompanying it.

On the subject of branch roads the Government directors in their

report of 1878 say :

With regard to the advances which the Union Pacific Company has made in aid

of the roads mentioned, we can but repeat what we said in our report of 137:1 :

'* We do not question the wisdom of a policy which tends to secure to the truuk-

line the business which the said several roads may command. It could not well

afford to have said business diverted from it. The policy, however, should be so

ordered as not to interfere with whatever present or future claim the Government

may have for reimbursement." The ability of the company to make the advances

referred to shows that it could have returned more to the Government than it has,

and raises the question of the power of the company to divert its means into chan

nels not authorized by the'law.

The total advances made and the companies aided appear in the following table

and those in last year's report :

Investment in Summit County Railroad Company : |t34,5G0 bonds ; 622 shares

full-paid stock : 2, 75!) shares assessable stock, and valuable coal lauds. Estimated

value and cost, fGO.000.

Colorado Central RailroadJias been aided to the extent of $1,610,497 86

Credits secured by Union Pacific Railroad Company 767, 156 20

Balance without interest 843, 341 66

The investments in the Utah Central, Utah Southern, and Utah Northern Com

panies have not been increased during the past year, and remain as stated in the

report of the Government directors for the year ending June 30, 1876.

The statement of investments in the Republican Valley Railroad ha* not yet been

received, and will not be in time to be emuraced in this report. The Union Pacific

Company's Investment in this road is regarded as a safe and remunerative one, as

very considerable aid has been secured from the counties into which it has been

constructed, and the country will supply it with a large local business.

The Utah Central, Utah Southern, and. the Colorado Central are the most impor

tant of the roads aided. These, and the Utah Northern, are reported quite fully

in the reports of the Government directors for the years 1872, 1873, and 1876. The

Republican Valley road in Nebraska, and the Summit County Road in Utah,

involve investments of more recent date.

Aid to other roads is in contemplation by the company ; one to the Black Hills

region, and one to secure the business of Montana. The Government directors

believe that this policy of the company should at ail times be held subordinate to

its obligations to the United States.

These extracts show not only how extensive have been the Invest

ments of the Union Pacific iu other roads, but indicate what is to be

the policy in the future in this respect. However profitable this may

be to the road itself and beneficial to the country at large, still it is,
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nevertheless, a divergence from the original charter, an enlargement

of the powers of the road, and a withdrawal of the assets to purposes

not contemplated.

It is admitted by the counsel for the roads, who pnt in a printed

argument before the Judiciary Committee, that the clause reserving

the right to amend, alter, or repeal has some meaning and signifi

cance, because he says that it " was inserted to protect the rights of

the Government in case the companies should fail to build the roads,

as was then not improbable that they would do, aud the Government

should be obliged to take up the unfinished work itself, or so alter

the law ns to bring in other parties to complete it."

There is nothing whatever in the law to justify this restricted inter

pretation. If this was the only purpose of the reservation the right to

repeal need not have been reserved. But this is a concession on the

part of the companies that the reservation is not entirely surplusage,

but that it actually had vital force and means something. And if it

is once conceded that the Congress could alter the law for failure to

comply in any one respect, it is an admission that it could be legally

altered or amended on account of any other failure of duty. If the

companies are voluntarily doing anything to impair their ability to

pay the Government or if they are putting any of their means ont of

the reach of the Government, unquestionably they are failing in the

performance of one of the duties imposed by the laws.

But while I agree that we can constitutionally impose terms upon the

roads aud have power to pass the bill reported by the Judiciary Com

mittee, still I do not altogether approve all its provisions. The pro

vision as to net earnings may give right to disputed constructions of

the law and litigation in the courts, a thing to be avoided if possible.

It would be better to require the roads to pay semi-annually a sum

in gross, so many dollars, dependent upon no question of earnings

or transportation, but such a sum ;is the roads could pay without

serious injury and as would indemnify the Government in a reasona

ble time. This sum ought to be paid not in money but in bonds of

the Uuited States. There is now a premium upon the 5 and 6 per

cent, bonds of the United States, which is likely to continue. If

money is paid in, this premium will disarrange all our calculations

about the sinking fund, for a million of money will not buy a million

of bonds, and thus the sinking fund will fall short of realizing what

is expected and desired. But if the companies, instead of paying in

money are required to pay bonds, no such difficulty will arise and the

effect of the fund can be easily estimated and a calculation will tell

with certainty how much it will make bv a given period.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. Preeident.it is conceded on all sides that a

sinking fund is necessary, or at any rate desirable. An important

dirlVrvnce arises, however, as to the question whether such sinking

fund shall be obtained by further contract between the Government

and these parties, or shall be the result of the exercise of the will of

one of the parties. The extraordinary claim of power to repeal not

only the provisions of the charter but legislation affecting property

rights, has been perhaps sufficiently discussed. I do not intend to go

at any length into that question although I may refer to it incident

ally as I proceed in my remarks : but 1 wish to call the attention of

Senators to the fact, and specifically to the fact, that this bill fur

nishes the occasion for the fattest lawyers' fees, for the most glorious

prospects in the legitimate pursuit of ibeir profession, of any legisla

tion in my memory that has ever passed Congress. It certainly can

not be called a statute of repose. It promises do rest either to the

Government or the railroad companies.
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There is a provision in this bill contingent upon the amount that

shall be necessary to pay other obligations besides those due to the

Government that the amount required for the sinking fund may be

reduced, and one of the elementsof calculation is put entirely within

the power of the Secretary of the Treasury, who is to allow more than

75 per cent, or less as he may see fit ; and one of the points which he

is to decide upon is what are the necessary repairs of the Pacific roads.

What does this term include f I have no doubt if the question were

asked the Senator from Ohio who reports the bill [ Mr. Thurman] and

the Senator from Vermont who sustains it [Mr. Edmunds] what is

meant by " repairs," their definitions would be very different ; cer

tainly it would be very different between those who have unfriendly

feelings toward these companies and desire to punish them, in the

parlance of the prize ring to " punch them," and those who wish to

deal fairly with them.

Do these "repairs" include the replacing of worn-out rails or not:

and, if so, are iron rails to be replaced with steel rails f A common

carrier is liable for accident upon his road unless he uses the very

best appliances known to his business. Does this term " repairs" in

clude the substitution for old appliances of those which experience or

invention has produced in order to observe the common law in this

regard f Does it mean the replacing of wooden bridges and trestle-

work, which time makes more and more frail and infirm, by iron

bridges as good business sense and tact would require should be done ;

or is a quarrel to be raised before the Secretary of the Treasury on

this question every time a wooden trestle is taken away and an iron

one put in place of it ?

There is scarcely one of the details of the bill that is not liable to

the same criticism. In fact, the bill prepares for an annual contest

between the companies and the Government by that clause which

goes upon the assumptiou that 75 per cent, of the net earnings may

not pay their operating expenses and their interest on the first mort

gage. They must make this manifest to the Secretary of the Treas

ury, and then he can allow them to retain more than 75 per cent.

How make it manifest T Suppose he will not act on this reasonable

showing t Suppose he will not take the responsibility of deciding

any donbtful point in their favor, for fear of popular clamor or con

gressional censure t This is likely to happen. It did happen when

the Secretary of the Treasury refused to pay one-half of the trans

portation account, illegally, according to the Supreme Court, and did

so before the act of Congress authorizing him to retain it until action

by Hie courts. This power confided to the Secretary of the Treasury

Niijqmses a duty nn his part, and aright in the companies, which can

be enforced in the courts, or should be, and hence it is the theory of

the bill that there may be as many Biiits as there are years befoie

the maturity of the bonds—suits depending upon a complicated tissue

of facts and not upon mere questions of law that a single case would

settle.

The first section of the bill goes upon the principle that not only

the contract of the companies with the United States can be waived

off under this right of amendment, but even any decision that the

Supreme Court may make of the contract in favor of the companies

may be disregarded. The Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurmak] explains

for the Judiciary Committee the reason why this provision was in

serted in the bill, namely, " This section shall take effect on the 30th

day of June next, and be applicable to all computations of net earn

ings thereafter ; but it shall not affect any right of the United States
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or of either of said railroad companies existing prior thereto," by

saying :

The reason of this last clause is that a snlt is now pending in the Supreme Court

of the United States, in which a judicial determination is sought as to what is the

meaning of that provision in the charter which provides that the United States

shall receive 5 per cent, of the net earnings, and very dissimilar views are taken of

the right of the United States under that clause by' the law officer of the Govern

ment on the one side and by the companies on the other. The law officer of the

Government insists that theie should be deducted from the gross receipts of the

companies nothing but their operating expenses, in order to ascertain the sum upon

whioh the 5 percent, is payable to the Government; in other words, that "net

earnings1' in that clause of the charter consist of gross receipts, less operating

expenses alone. On the other hand, it is contended by the companies that "net

earnings " are only what remains to each company after it has paid all its interest

upon its debt which is inferior in lien to that of the United States, as well as that

wnich is superior, and all other expenses of every kind and description ; that, after

deducting all these from the gross receipts, what remains and would be distributable

as dividends to the shareholders is the sum upon which 5 per cent, is to be computed

and paid.

The Senator says the bill proposes to leave that question to the

Supreme Court as far as the past is concerned, but for the future the

bill is to substitute the meaning of Congress for what the Supreme

Court may say is the proper interpretation of a contract to ruu by its

terms until 1900. By this provision a serious legal question is raised,

going to the very root of this legislation, that the Supreme Court

must ultimately decide, and that is whether the right of amendment

of the charter or contract, "having due regard to the rights of the

companies," gives to Congress the power to impair rights vested under

it, aud which have been judicially ascertained by the highest tribunal

of the land.

In short, a contest arises that goes to the very root of the matter.

Have we the legal power to pass this bill f The question is by no

means the clear one assumed by the Judiciary Committee. The de

cisions of the courts, from Marbury r«. Madison, guard rights vested

under legislation against invasion under subsequent legislation aud

limit the effect of a legislative reservation to alter and amend within

boundaries that protect private and corporate rights.

The force of these decisions and of this principle was amply recog

nised in lcTO, when the power to alter, amend, and repeal was limited

by the condition that due regard should be had to the rights of the

parties. The power conferred by the act of lt$4 related to the same

subject-matter, and must be construed in pari ««i/<tuj with that of

1AS& In any event, in my judgment, it mast be so construed as not

to impair the obligation of existing contracts. Sound morals so re

quire. I differ with my colleague in his position on this matter. I

do not deem it ridiculous to hold that the- nation owes the same hon

orable dealing to its debtors aud creditors that a private man owes

to his. We are stronger. We love to call ourselves sovereign. But

how long has it been that might makes right or excuses violated

fait h I And Congress has no more right to violate its promises, either

iu letter or spirit, to an artificial person, like a corporation, than to a

natural person. It has no more right to take back its promises to a

corporation that it has created than to one which it has not. While

arraigning these corporations for acting iu bad faith, let ua keep our

legislative ganneuta clean.

Undoubtedly any State can enact as part of its general corporation

law that all corporations organised nuder it shall set apart 25 or 50

per cent, of their net earnings for the security of creditors, and if

>^>n^rations organise under it they cannot complain. But that is

no! the case here. The Government is a contracting party; iu the
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language of the Snpreme Court, it held out inducements for capital

and enterprise to embark in this undertaking, one of which w:vs that

the interest should not be exacted until the maturity of the bonds,

and one- half transportation and 5 per cent, of net earnings should be

annually applied on it. Now, after the inducements have had their

effect, and capital and enterprise have accepted and built the road,

it is proposed to repeal the inducements, to break the promises; and

this is justified on the ground of power. I concur with those Sena

tors who say that this is not only a violation of the Constitution by

impairing the obligation of contracts, but of those moral instincts

ana principles of natural justice which uuderlie society and make

civilization possible; and it is not philosophy which finds anything

unnatural in this position.

But all these questions are to be decided by the Supreme Court,

and we may find ourselves back again where we started, as we were

so recently set back.

My colleague objected to the assent of the companies being asked

to the modifications of the contract contained in our legislation, and

said, as he did in his speech two years ago, that the bill on that

theory ought to be transmitted for approval to the presidents of the

companies as well as to the President of the United States. The ob

ject of such assent is to avoid litigation. Such an assent was sought

in 1862 and 1664. I do not know that it wag then claimed that it was

illegal, illogical, unconstitutional, or uufair to submit the bills in

that form to the companies for their assent. Section 7 of the original

act provided as follows :

And be it further enacted, That said company shall file their assent to this act.

under the seal of said company, in the Pepartuient of the Interior, within one year

after the passage of this act, and shall complete said railroad and telegraph from

the point of beginning, as herein provided, to the western boundary of Nevada

Territory, before the 1st day of July, 1874.

Where is the improprietv of submitting the present act to the com -

panies for their assent ? The subsequent act of 1S64 hod the same

provision for such assent, requiring it to be filed within a year, under

the seal of the company. If that act was an exercise of power com

plete when it sprang from the legislative will, as it is claimed that a

law is, that we legislate and do not contract, why require this assent

of the companies to its validity, to its going into effect ? New con

ditions are to be now required, and old modes of securing them, if

now asked for, are denounced as unusual, unconstitutional, and in

fringing the dignity of Congress, or submitting to a corporation that

which only can be submitted to the Executive. Why, sir, in the

State law-books statutes will be found, over and over again, that

where modifications are made in the privileges granted to corpora

tions, or restrictions are made on them, the companies are required

to file their assent to the act. They might be piled up by the dozen

and hundreds to show that I am correct in my remark in that par

ticular.

The Supreme Court of the United States said with reference to this

matter that there was not merely a charter but a contract, referring

to the Union Pacific Railroad. It might have said with reference to

the Central Pacific road that there was no charter but a contract, for

the charterwas derived from the State of California, and subsequently

from the State of Nevada, and those two States, embracing nearly the

whole length of its road, authorized it to construct the road through

their territories so far as the franchise was concerned. Only one hun

dred or one hundred and fifty miles toward Ogden were built under
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any assumed franchise from the Government of the United Sta'68-

The laws we have passed on this subject, the laws of the State Leg

islatures, have never gone upon the presumption that it takes only

one party to make a contract, or one party to alter it. Or is the ani

mus of this legislation mere persecution, and that which the com

panies will assent to, however fair, liberal, and just, is to be rejected

because they assent to it, to find something that will be distasteful

to them f That is worse than the pitilessness of Shylock, for he did

not seek to enforce a contract that Antonio had not assented to, or to

vary one by his own will. He only asked what was nominated in the

bond. Senators are so sensitive when it is suggested that a senatorial

majority mav be unjust, which by the way it sometimes is, and mis

informed and inconsiderate, that they might repel the intimation that

the duke made to the merchant of Venice if made by some observer

to the railroad companies :

I am sorry for thee ; thou art come to answer

A stony adversary, an inhumau wretch

Uncapable of pity, Toid and empty

From any dram of mercy.

To justify this state of feeling Senators have lashed themselves into

fury over the presence of the officers of the companies, at a time when

the very life of the enterprises committed to them may be in peril,

and have raked over the muck of forgotten slanders for motives for

a heat that cannot be disguised. I do not care to go over that beaten

track. If there is sufficient motive to be found in the acts of the

Credit Mobilier for what would otherwise be inexcusable in this legis

lation, you stop short of your duty. It seems to me that this contract

must be treated as subsisting, or as violated. Either forfeit the prop

erty to the Government and administer on it, or cease railing at the

men who created it under contract with you while allowing them

still to hold it. But this bill, with its declared purpose of still fur

ther agitation, gives no promise that these companies can be perma

nently dismissed from Washington. I fear they will still come

between the wind and onr nobility. They must do so in self-defense

But there is a fairness to be observed even in such arraignments.

When my colleague computes the cost of the roads as if the rail value

of the various bonds had been available for their construction and

deduces therefrom that no money was paid for stock, he overlooks

very discernable facts. It is well known that these roads were built

during the period of the greatest depression of the Government credit.

Government currency bonds were not worth more than ninety cents

on the dollar. Mr. Dillon says that some of their income bonds, for

which they have now a sinking fund, were sold at forty cents on the

dollar. Labor and material had to be paid for in gold on the Pacific

side, and at one period gold was bonght at the rate of $2.20 in paper,

and wax always at an enormous premium. The debt now stands in

magnified proportions compared with the value of tho money loaned

by the Government. Thus the proceeds of the twenty-five million

night hundred and eighty-five thousand one hundred and twenty ■

dollars' worth of Government bonds issued by the Government to the

1'entral and Western Pacific Road was bnt $19,119,552.92; an enor

mous shrinkage. Yet the whole amount of nearly $26,000,000 stands

charged against those companies and is to be repaid in full by them

in current money when due with the interest. I do not know whether

It will be admitted that any equitable considerations arise therefrom;

that tho Government should consider that it advanced depreciated

money and receive* by its contract good money. But it is not fair
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to assume that the fearfully depreciated money of that day had the

purchasing power of good money, or was as much aid in the enterprise

ob its nominal value indicated.

Again, not only was currency so greatly depreciated as compared

with gold, but all articles needed in building railroads were at abuor

mal prices. Thus rails cost $100 per ton. Steel rails can now be

bought at $40. Locomotives, of which the Government was a large

competing bnyer, cost $32,500 apiece, that can now be bought for

J7.000. All iron, rails, and material for the building of the Central

Pacific had to be sent round the Horn or across the Isthmus. Freights

which are now $5 per ton cost from $20 to $33 per ton. The freight

on a locomotive was $4,000, nearly its present price. Insurance was

at war risks, 17 per cent., that is now 2 J- per cent. The road was built

through an uninhabited and mountainous country, where was nearly

no timber, water, fuel, food, or forage, the Pacific side thousands of

miles distant from the real base of supplies. Supplies for man and

beast had to be hanled long distances. Even water had to be so hanled,

there being none to bo had for miles. It was the same with fuel,

which had to be hanled eastward over six hundred iniles for the use

of trains. It is a standing wonder that the road was built at all, con

sidering the engineering difficulties of the Sierras, the depreciation

of the currency loaned, and the great cost of all necessary articles.

But after the track was laid across the mountains it was a matter

of doubt whether it could be kept open through the winter suows.

Ten first-class engines were necessary to a single suow-plow in some

storms. Forty miles of suow-galleries were built, as solid in construc

tion as timber and iron could make them, story on story against the

sides of the mountains, to catch and carry over the avalanches that

swept from the heights above. The cost of these structures on the

average was $100,000 per mile, making the C03t of that forty miles for

suow-sheds alone as much as building two hundred and fifty miles of

road would cost in a prairie country. But add to that the cost of

the long tunnels, the deep cuts, the rock-ribbed mountains, which

were deeply furrowed to make a bed for the iron track, with the ex

penses of equipment, stations, and other outlays, and some idea can

be formed of the cost of the Central Pacific road across the Sierra

Nevada Mountains.

Such a road could not be built without substantial Government

assistance. Enterprising men could not have been induced to under

take it and push it through unless the Government had held out pros

pects of profit to them both in building and running the road; and

the Government was liberal in promises, even if the currency in which

it redeemed its immediate engagements was subsequently depreciated

by the progress of the war. It did not seek to make a close bargain.

"Viewed from the stand-point of to-day, and now that the country has

become accustomed to the benefits of the road so much that it has

forgotten the great necessities that induced it, it made a bad bargain.

The Jndiciary Committee said in 1^73 that it was a bad bargain, but

there was no help for it.

I am not at all satisfied with the commentary that was made upon

this opinion of the Committee of the Jndiciary submitted February

24, 1871, by the Senator from Vermont, [Mr. Edmunds,] when atten

tion was called to it the day before yesterday by the Senator from

Massachusetts, [Mr. Dawes.] This decision or opinion of the Jndi

ciary Committee of that day says as plainly as the English language

-can say it that there was this bargain made between the companies

and the United States, in effect that it was a bad bargain, but that

26 pa
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there was no remedy except according to the terms of the contract.

I venture to say that not a single man who assented to that report

of the Judiciary Committee had au idea that the contract could be

avoided by legislation. The very resolution of instruction which led

to the report required the committee to ascertain "what legislation,

if any, is necessary to compel reimbursement to the Government.''

They did not suggest any legislation, not a line of it; it is new light

which they have acquired since, and this report is entirely in oppo

sition to the report which they have submitted on the pending bill

and to all the theories which they have advanced in this debate.

They had then something to say about what would be honest on the

part of the Government. Their solicit tide on that point seems to

nave vanished ; thev are now only solicitous about the honesty of

the corporations. The honesty and good faith of the Government

does not seem to be within their guardianship as it was at that day.

On page 4 of that report they say :

It 16 questionable, however, whether, in a case like this, where the Government,

by its legislation, ban encouraged the investment of capital in a work of national

importance, it would be quite honest or becoming the dignity of the Government

to shelter iteeif behind this technical rule of judicial construction. The stock

holders of this company might well sav that they understood these acta as they

were understood by the two Houses of Congress at the time of their passage. It

would be rather harsh treatment to twist out of these acts, by refinement of criti

cism, a construction unfavorable to the company, and directly opposed to what

everybody in Congress and out of it understood 'to be their meaning at the time

they were passed and the money invested.

But what difference does that meaning make under the present

theories of this same committee 7 All they hare to do is to pass a

ten-line bill and vary it or repeal the whole thing. They may call

it all a charter, divested of the character of a contract by their theo

ries, and remedy the whole matter at will.

But furthermore they say :

Your committee were not called npon to criticise the wisdom of these acta of

Congress, but to answer as to tbeir true construction ; anil in discharging this duty

the committee is obliged to report the law as it is, without regard to what they

might desire it to be.

And yet they were instructed to report further legislation provided

it was necessary. They seemed then to think it was necessary to give

a true construction to these laws. Why? You can wipe out the law

and the contract by substituting something else in place of it, under

the power to aitieud and repeal, say the Judiciary Committee at the

present day. Why then construe what is so easily obliterated? They

say, then :

It is proper however, to suggest that the company is clearly bound to keep it*

road in repair aud in use; and any failnreof tbe company in'this respect would

authority the (■overnment to take possession of the road.

But nothing short of that would authorize them to do it. Until

there was a default they conld not proceed, through the courts or other

wise, to wiud tip the affairs of the corporation.

Tbe refusal of the company to perform the services for the Government provided

for by the »i\tli -tovtlon. or to appropriate 5 per cent, of its net proceeds, would also

authorUe the Government to take possession.

All these things the company does, and these are the only contin-

Snoics, say the committee of that day, which would authorize the

king of such possession or dealing harshly with the companies.

But while, the coni|>*nv shall contimie to comply with these requirements, the

Government, it i! 1ms not all tlie security it nii^ht desire, hasall it ever stipulated

tor, and ha* no right to complain. And at the maturity of the bonds, if the oom-

p*n\ tall to pay prim-teal and tutorest tbe Government may take pooseusion of tbe

rv**l which the *vnip.in,\ in the mean time, most keep in use and repair.
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Any one who assumes that that opinion can be made consistent with

the present position of the Judiciary Committee will be able to dem

onstrate that black is white, that good morals are bad morals, or any

other proposition whatever, no matter what its absurdity. The whole

report goes upon the presumption that there is a contract to be con

strued and not to be violated or set aside, and that the Government

must be satisfied with the security which it took at that time and

cannot enlarge the security, and if it made a bad bargain it must

abide by it.

The Court of Claims in the case of the Union Pacific «». The United

States also said it was an improvident bargain but treated it as a bar

gain binding in the future as in the past. On page 583 of 10 Nott

and Hopkins's Court of Claims Reports in the opinion of the court in

that case is fonnd the following :

But beyond the confines of all disputed construction there remains one uncon-

troverted provision in the statute, which seems decisive of the legislative intent.

The only party to whom an option was reserved by the act is the Government, and

that option is the important right of making the company's services as little or as

great as it pleases. If it requires these services, the company cannot withhold

them ; if it refuses all employment, the company cannot exact it. As the compact

originally stood the Government conld keep down this interest without the expend

iture of any ready money, by simply furnishing to the company this employment,

and it might push the advantage to an unlimited extent, even to carrying the earn

ings of the road to the liquidation of the debt before it had matured. The subse

quent statute, which substituted a half for the whole of the earnings, did not affect

the legal Import of the Government's reserved discretion nor change the legal rela

tions of the parties, nor vary the construction applicable to the original statute.

It was an alteration in degree and not in kind, and still left the company in this

matter of service entirely subject to the orders of the Government. In contem

plation of law, the wrong and injury of which the Government complains are en

tirely of its own choosing. Courts of law cannot be invoked to aid persons where

they"themselves possess the means of redress. If an ordinary party were to come

into another court with such a complaint, be would be told : " Either you have will

fully withheld this employment from the other contractor or you have been unable

to furnish it to him. If the former supposition is the fact, then the fault is your

own, and you cannot ascribe wrong to one who, you confess, has always been will

ing to repay you in the manner which your agreement prescribes. If* the latter is

the fact, then, because the sources of payment which yon provided disappointyou,

and because the payment in kind which you elected to take gives you more of the

transportation Bervice than you really require, you are trying to shift your loss to

other shoulders than vonr own. Your misfortune is really this, that you made an

improvident bargain.

I pans© here to say that the Government lias acted a most unbusi-

ness part toward these companies by not giving them all its transpor

tation instead of shipping by way of the isthmus, where it has had to

pay all cash from the Treasury, when it could thereby have applied at

least one-half of the cost to the extinguishment of this debt. It is

not the fault of the companies, for they have always stood ready to

do that transportation as low as for private parties. The interest could

have thus been kept down, and perhaps extinguished. As the Court

of Claims say, it is a wrong, and one of the Government's own choos

ing, and it ought not to complain of the accumulation of interest and

make it an excuse for rigorous measures, when it had the remedy in

its own hands under the contract, and to neglect that remedy was

an expensive loss to itself and a gross injury to the companies. Con

gress should long ago have directed this to be done, and not have left

the different Departments, which had transportation to be done but

no particular interest in the reduction of this debt, to use other modes

of transportation to the Pacific, which took large annual appropria

tions from the Treasury. The neglect of Congress has partly arisen

from the jealousy of rival Pacific Railroad schemers, who feared to

have such a law passed lest it would injure the interests of their pro
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jected roads when completed. But under the circumstances the accu

mulation of interest is not an argument against the companies.

But, resuming my train of remark, where is the great misfortune

in making an " improvident bargain," provided the bargain may be

varied in any way by the legislative will f Certainly it is a very tem

porary misfortune. I should like to ask upon that theory where was

the use of sending this to the Court of Claims and the United States

Supreme Court at all? Why was it necessary to go through all this

machinery to get the construction of a law which was to be repealed

as soon as it was construed, and the legislative will substituted for

the construction of the courts f These parties were sent to litigate

this matter in the Court of Claims; they were allowed to do so, and

in the Supreme Court ; and these courts sent them back, or sent the

United States back, with the assertion that you made an improvident

bargain and you must abide by it. How do we propose to abide by

itf By this legislation, by exacting that which we did not exact

before, by enlarging the terms of the bargain on behalf of the United

States and shrinking them so far as the companies are concerned.

That is the logic of the whole proposition. The Supreme Court

unanimously confirmed this judgment of the Court of Claims, which,

was for 85li,KJ2.50 in favor of the company, and no one can read

the opinion of the court, delivered by Justice Davis, and not see that

the idea is carried all the way thro.ugh it that a contract binding on

the respective parties is being construed one to run till the maturity

of the bonds, and not a mere moot case, the decision of which had no

binding force on the future relations of the parties.

The court proceed to show that the enterprise was considered a

national undertaking, for uatioual purposes, and that the public mind

was directed to the end in view rather than the particular means of

securing it ; that the roadwas a military necessity, and that there were

other active reasons for it, the protection of an exposed frontier, &c. ;

that there was a vast unpeopled territory lying between the Missouri

and the Sacramento Rivers, practically worthless without the facili

ties afforded by a railroad for the transportation of persons and prop

erty ; that its construction would develop the agricultural and min

eral resources of those regions, bring them forward and make great

States of them, turn theiu first as they have lieen into organized

Territories, aud some of them, like Nevada and Colorado, into States.

This was pointed out by the Supreme Court as a reason for the bar

gain which the Government made at that time. They then go on and

speak of the difficulty of building the road considered by many per

sons as insurmountable, building a railroad two thousand miles in

length over deserts, across mountains, through a country inhabited

by Indians jealous of intrusion upon their rights, aud they say:

It is nothing to the purpose t^at the apprehended diificnlties in a great measure

disappeared after trial, and that the road vu constructed at less cost of time and

money than had Uvn considered possible. X© argument can be drawn from the

wisdom that comes after the fact. Congress acted with reference to a state of

thing* believed at the time to eiiat ; and. in interpreting its legislation, no aid con

be derived from suKstsjuent events. The project of building the road was not con

ceived for private ends : and the prevalent opinion was that it could not be worked

out by priv ate capital alone. It was a national work, originating in national neces

sities, and requiring national assistance.

The policy of the oonntrv. to say nothing of the supposed want of constitutional

power, stood In the way of the United States taking the work in its own hands.

Kven if this were not so. reasons ot I'eonoaiy suggested that it were better to enlist

{private capital and enterprise in the proj<»ct by offering the requisite inducements,

'oturrcss undertook to do this, in order to promote the construction and operation

ot a work deemed essential to the security of great public interests.—1 Otto, 81.

The Supreme Court directly recognizes that inducements, extraor
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dinary inducements, wire held out becanse there was an extraordi

nary work in hand, of great public utility, which the Government

could not build properly except through private hands. Now, when

the road is completed, these inducements, which undoubtedly were

understood by the capitalists whose energy and capital were brought

iu play to be prondsed until the maturity of the bonds, these induce

ments, I say, which the Government then held out are now to be

withdrawn and we are to say to them, " Why, we of course got you

into this; we have got you to labor for it ; in the language of the

Supreme Court we got you to put your money into it; but we only

meant it until you gut firmly fastened into the enterprise and then we

would take it away from you ; then we would lay down new and

exacting conditions, of which if we had notified you in advance yon

would not have taken a step toward building the road ; now we will

pass a new law and not rest upon the jndicial const ruction of the

contract under which you operated. We will pass a new law varying

these terms, which will remove the inducements under which you

acted." I Nay every lino of this decision goes upon the theory that

that is improper, that it is unfair, unjust, contrary to public morals

and in violation of the Constitution of the Uuited States. The court

Bay:

It is true, the scheme contemplated profit to individuals; for. without a reason-

able expectation of this, capital could uot be obtained, nor the requisite skill and

enterprise.

And yet by this bill all hope of profit would he cut off except in a

certain contingency ; and the reasonable expectation which grew out

of the legislation of that time is to be disappointed by taking away

the opportunity of contemplated profit to individuals.

Hut tMs consideration does not in itself change the relation of the isartica to this

.pult. This might have been so if the Government had incorporated a company to

advance private interests, and aim-e to air) it on account of the supposed incidental

advantages which the public would derive from the completion of the projected rail

way. But the primary object of the Government was to advance its own interests,

and it endeavored to* engage individual co-operation as a means to an end, the

mecuring a road which conld be used for its own purposes. The obligations, there

fore, which were imposed on the company incorporated to build it must depend

on the true meaning of the enactment itself, viewed in the light of couteini.sjraiie-

ous history.

• And further along in this decision they show what these companies

can be required to do, which they say are three things, and three

things only:

First, to pay said bonds at maturity; second, to allow the Government to retain

the compensation due the corporation for services rendered, and apply the same to

the payment of the bonds and interest until the whole amount is folly paid : third,

to pay over to the Government, after the road shall have been fully completed. 5

per cent of the net earnings of the road, to be appropriated to the payment of the

bonds and interest—1 Otto, 85.

On page 8c! the court say :

Compelled as it—

The Government—

was to incorpomte a private company to accomplish its object, it proffered the

terms on which it would lend its aid. If deemed too liberal now, they were then

considered, with the lights before it, not more than sufficient to engage the atten

tion of enterprising men. who, if not themselves possessing capital, were in a

position to command the use of it. These terms looked to ultimate security rather

than immediate reimbursement, Inasmuch as the corporation would require all its

available means in construction : and to require it, whilo tho work was in progress,

to keep down the interest on the bonds of the United States, might seriously crip

ple the enterprise nt a time when the primary object of Congress was to advance

it. There could, however, be no reasonable objection to the application " of all
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compensation for services rendered. for the Government" from the outset, and of

"5 per cent, of the net earnings after the completion of the road " to the payment

of tlic bonds and interest. These exactions were accordingly made.

Mr. EDMUNDS. May I ask the Senator a question T

Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I notice that he reads very fairly the part of the

(Incision that he thinks applies to his views, but I notice one phrase

there that he reads, where the court say that the thiug arranged for

was looking to ultimate security. Now I wish to ask my honorable

friend

Mr. SARGENT. Will the Senator please read the passage T [Hand

ing book.]

Mr. EDMUNDS. I heard the Senator read it. I have no doubt

the words " ultimate security " are there. It is at the bottom of the

pago, I see :

These terras looked to ultimate security rather than immediate reimbursement,

inasmuch as the corporation would require all its available means in construction.

I wish to aak my honorable friend what there is in this propositi! n

of the committee for a sinking fund but exactly that thing, ultimate

security for the performance of a duty, which I believe everybody

agrees rests upon these corporations, to meet their obligations to their

creditors, including the United States, when they became due f

Mr. SARGENT. The Senator is very readily answered. Whatever

Congress then did in making this contract looking to ultimate secur

ity is binding, bnt it has no right to come in now and enlarge the

terms in favor of the United States, in order to still further look to

ultimate security. That is all. I was reasoning from the late decision

and showing that the court treated it as a contract between the par

ties: but because the Government has power, through its National

Legislature, to express its will in proper cases by law, it is no more

potential, in morals or justice, than a private individual dealing with

another private individual, to avoid its contracts. It cannot tear up

the parchment containing its stipulations and deny to the party of

the other part the beueht of them because it can make laws. By

what right can it, after having entered into an engagement, accepted

by its creditor or debtor, declare that it will be bound differently from

the terms of the engagement f

Mr. EDMUNDS. Theu "ultimate security " being the thing, and

not present payment, that Congress was to look out for, the contract

(as the Senator well styles it, au arraugement or contract) provided

that the supreme legislative tribunal of the Union, standing indif

ferent between the people who furnished the money and the people

who took it, should have the right in the future to change the con

stitution of the arrangement. Why is not that a pure exercise of

the right of "ultimate security" which the companies themselves

agree*) to just as much as they did to that part of it which said that

they should have the bonds f "

Mr. SARGENT. The Seuator goes off into another branch of the

subject.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Not at all.

Mr. SARGENT. 1 have no objection to discussing that fully. I

have already referred to it. 1 do not believe that when, in 1S62, it

was provided that Congress should have the right to alter, amend,

or repeal the act. having due regard to the rights of the parties, and

subsequently,when, in I**, they reserved the right to repeal or amend

in order to carry out the objects of the act, which were the building

and tuaiutenauce of a railroad. Ac, that they thereby ever reserved
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or that it was thought by Congress that it reserved the power, or

that it was understood by the companies that Congress reserved the

power to say the Government will make the interest presently due,

when it was to be due only when the bonds became due, or the bonds

should be required to be paid before they matured, or more than the

5 per cent, should be retained, as this bill proposes swelling it to 25

per cent., or any other of the exactions which are now proposed could

be made. In other words, I believe the power to amend, alter, and

repeal was simply to provide that if these parties did not carry out

their contract and build a good road, a first-class road, and keep it in

repair and give the Government preference in the use of it, the Gov

ernment would have the right to take it out of their hands and put

it in the hands of men who would build it and run it properly. It

was simply in reference to those matters that the power to amend or

repeal was applied and understood by the parties at the time, and

not to the taking back of the " inducements" which motived private

parties to enter into the contract.

And I repudiate the idea that Congress stands in the impartial re

lation to these parties which is claimed. Congress is the mere organ

of the Government for certain purposes. It does not stand as an

umpire between the Government and those who contract with it. In

effect it is one of the parties to be bound by Government contracts,

and has no right to deny or impair their obligations.

Mr. EDMUNDS. If my friend will allow me, because I have entire

faith in the sincerity of his convictions, it seems to me that he does

not present the case that is presented by the bill now in hand. He

says that it was not understood that Congress should require these

people to pay their debt before it was due, as if this were the propo

sition. But it does not appear to us that this is the proposition. The

proposition is, when you strip it of its flounces and furbelows, that

each of these corporations shall not put its tolls into the pockets of

its stockholders in such a way and to snch an extent that it is con

fessedly impossible for it to meet its engagements; that is all.

Mr. SARGENT. The legislation provided for profits to the extent

of 10 per cent, to the corporators and that one-half of the net earn

ings should be retained by the Government. The Senator's bill pro

vides that the whole of the net earnings shall be paid to the Govern

ment

Mr. EDMUNDS. Oh ! no.

Mr. SARGENT. I do not mean the net earnings ; I mean the com

pensation

Mr. EDMUNDS. No, sir; not the compensation.

Mr. SARGENT. I cannot yield to be interrupted by the Senator

unless he lets me complete a sentence before another interruption.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Certainly not. I am only making a suggestion

by the courtesy of my friend, and I will not interrupt him to his an

noyance for a moment.

Mr. SARGENT. The Senator certainly interrupts me when I am

trying to complete a sentence.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator from California ought not to mis

state the bill.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I apologize, because I am acting by the grace of

my friend entirely.

Mr. SARGENT. Not merely that ; the Senator knows that I am

never slow to allow interruptions, even if they come by couplets, as

in this case, when the two prominent members of the Judiciary Com

mittee unite their forces. That I have no objectiou to, only I do de
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aire that I may bave an opportunity of completing my sentence, and

not to be interrupted in the middle of it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I beg the Senator to believe tbat I am not dig-

posed to complain of bis rigbt to take his own method to discuss the

measure.

Mr. SARGENT. I was only going to say, and I will say, if allowed

to do so, tbat by the original contract between these parties, as mod

ified in 1^)4. it was provided tbat only one-half of the compensation

for transportation should be retained' by the Government, the other

half to be paid over to the companies. So stated the Supreme Court

when the question was submitted to it. That was not only the lan

guage but the meaning of the act, as construed by that tribunal,

which was appealed to. Now comes in this proposition, and that not

merely one-half the transportation money shall be retained in the

Treasury of the United States, but that the other half shall lie retained

there also. (X course it is said it shall be treated as if it were the

money of the companies. They shall not be allowed to use it ; but we

say we will allow them about two-thirds of the interest they could

make upon it if they -were allowed to handle it themselves; we will

seize upon it and pnt it into our strong box, or put it into our bonds,

and the lowest bonds we can devise, and they shall have the benefit

of the interest so made, whereas they themselves claim, anil unques

tionably with truth, that the money in their hands will be worth a

freat deal more than the interest the Government will allow for it.

am perfectly willing, now that I have completed my sentence, to

have the Senator say if that is not a fair statement of the original

contract snd the modification to be made by this bill.

In view of this decision, which so strongly emphasizes " the induce

ments held out " by the Government " to procure the requisite capital

and enterprise" I again ask, as 1 did a day or two ago :

"Was it un<lerstood by the companies and those who wore enlisting in the enter

prise tbat 8nb***4jiientlv Congress should take back the original laud winch waa

giveu, or that they could subsequently make new conditions as soon as the ruad

was built ana was in operation, statins tbat the whole of the transportation should

be paid to the Government and more than the 5 per cent, should be t

To that question the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] replied

from his seat, "Certainly.7' Then were these ''inducements" mere

mockery. Then was the most stupendous confidence game played

the world has ever seen ; and the submission of any such question to

the Supreme Conrt was a roaring farce. Snppose the Government

should now pass an act guaranteeing to the Texas Pacific Company

a stipulated interest on its bonds, so many thousand dollars per mile,

if the road should lie built in snch a manner and with such speed,

and exacting a mortgage on the completed road as security, reserving

a right to alter and amend the act. would it be said, if it left the

act unamended until after that company had completed its road, as

required, that the Government could refuse to pay the interest, or

any part of it. or compel the company to refund the interest as fast as

it was paid, or forego all dividends to deposit in its hands annually

a sum of mouey not originally stipulated for, as a sinking fund or

security t And yet why not. on the priuciple claimed by the majority

of the Judiciary Committee f On that principle no company can rely

on retaining the benefit* of an executed contract. I warn my friends

who are interested in the Texas Pacific road that you may assent to

a principle that by and by may destroy you: for who would take

your bonds "with such prarti.-al repudiation insisted on by the Con

gress v>t the United St j test
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My colleagne assumes that it is admitted that Congresshas a right to

alter a contract after defanlt, if I correctly understand him. E very one

will admit that in its original legislation it had a right to reserve any

power, and the assen t of the companies to the legislation madethe reser

vation binding on them. But it is not admitted that a reservation was

made in that original legislation to withhold the promised considera

tion of an executed contract, but only to retain power to compel the

completion and due maintenance of the road, to carry out the objects

of the legislation. There is no more power to change a contract after

than before a defanlt, but there is a present power to seize property

and revenues in case of defanlt which does not exist before defanlt.

The assumption that " the right to alter, amend, or repeal is the right

to alter every section, every line, word, and syllable of the act, sub

ject only to such limitations as are in the Constitution of the United

States," means nothing in view of the limitation contained in the last

part of the sentence, or it is flatly denied by the able lawyer who re

ported this bill from tho Jndiciary Comimtti-e, [Mr. Thi'RMan,] in

reply to the question of the Senator from Maryland, [Mr. Whyte.]

Mr. Whyte. " * * I am rathor opposed to this sinking-fund

theory, and I suppoaed there was no impediment to requiring the companies to

pay, in addition to the 5 per cent. and the nalf-transportation account, a sum which

would be equal to the whole interest paid semi annually by the Government.

Mr. Allison. And apply it now to paymentf

Mr. Whyte. Certainly, apply it now.

Mr. Thurman. I beg to call the Senator's attention to what in my jndgment, and

in his I think, as a lawyer, is an insuperable obstacle to that proposition. So far as

the 5 per cent. of net earnings and the half-transportation account, which under

existing law are applicable annually, to use the very language of the act. to reim

burse the Government the interest which it pays are concerned, there is no diffi

culty whatsoever; but to take a further sum and apply that presently to the pay

ment of the interest of the debt due to the Government, would bo to make the bill

obuoxious to the chargo that we arc reqniring money from these compunics before

it is due.

Mr. Blaine. Why cannot Congress alter the law in that respectf

Mr. Thurman. lioes the Senator mean that we shall alter the law and make tho

whole debt payable now f

Mr. Blainr. Under the Senator's theory, where is tho particular point at which

the Senator from Ohio stops in his volition to alter the law f Xhat is what I want

to be instructed upon.

Mr. Thcrman. If the Senator needs instruction it is becanse he has not listened

tome or anybody else who ha-i spoken in tavor of the bill of the Jndiciary Ctm-

mittee.

Mr. Blaine. I have listened with a threat deal of interest.

Mr. Thurman. If we had the power. I for one would not be willing to exercise

it; but we have never asserted the power to make that which is payable thirty

y*ars hence, or now twenty years hence, payable to-day. We have never asserted

any such power yet, and I do not think we ever shall.

Mr. CONKL1NG. When was this debate f

Mr. SARGENT. Last night.

A line of that legislation made the debt due in thirty years, and

both as a lawyer and an honest man tho Senator from Ohio recoils

from altering or amending it. The same principle, I submit, and for

the same reasons, should protect other stipulations put in tho legis

lation as " inducements to capital and enterprise" to build the road.

Mr. President, in summing up the great favors which these com

panies have received from the Government of the United States,

the great grants which have been given to them, described in such

exaggerated language, it may be worth while to reflect whetherthose

considerations presented by the Supreme Court of the difficulties

almost insurmountable, considered by many as too insurmountable to

be overcome, should not be considered, and also the fact that the Gov

ernment for years before and duiing all the time that the Pacific rail
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roads were being built was taxed for transportation, necessary trans

portation, far more than the whole amount of annual interest which

it pays upon these bonds.

Mr. PADDOCK. Was it not nearly double the amount f

Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir. The Senate is not in want of official in

formation on this point and has not been for years. Suppose by the

loan which the Government made to these companies, which costs it

annually $3,000,000, it has saved $6,000,000 ; is not that to be taken

into account f Suppose the whole amount of expenditure on account

of these roads, if never a dollar was paid upon them, funded up to

1900, is not more than half the amount that the rate of expenditure

which the Government was paying at that time, funded into a sum,

would reach, I ask if there is not an immense balance on behalf of the

Treasury on account of the dealings of the Government with these

companies f The Government, says the Supreme Court, wanted to

cheapen its immense cost of transportation over these deserts, widely

separating the inhabitable parts of the country, and it succeeded in

that. A Senate committee in 1871 laid all the facts in reference to

this matter before the Senate, and showed that the cost of the mail

service to the Pacific coast had been annually increasing for several

years before the opening of the road. The committee say :

From June 30, 1860, to Jane 30, 1881, the cost of the overland route from the Mis

souri River to California alone was $1)54,855.15. From June 30, 1861. to June 30,

1864, the same service from tin- Missouri River to Placerville, was $3,210,000, or,

perannum, $1,070,000. Tothese sums should be added the steamship service, which

averaged, including incidental charges for agents, &c, at least $200,000 perannum,

and the cost from PlaoervUle to San Francisco, about $50,000 per annum.

Against these enormous sums, which the Government was then an

nually paying out, and which it would be paying to-day, and even

greater sums, were it not for the Pacific railroads, is to be pat the

present cost, which is about $2.">0,000 a year. The statement itaelf is

startling, but it is entirely waived aside in the eager desire, the eager

rush, headed by the Judiciary Committee, to pnt their hands upon

all the money which the men may have earned who carried out the

enterprise under the inducements of the Government, contrary to the

contract by which this great saving in the matter of mails aloue has

been effected. The committee proceeds as follows :

It will thus be seen that the average cost of mail transportation for four years,

previous to J une 30, 1864, was $1,396,213 per anuum.

It costs now less than the odd figures.1

With the increased cost of labor and materials, the cost of this service vm

greatly increased after 1864. The effect of the railroad will be shown by a com

parison of the cost of mail service in 1868 with the year 1870.

And then they giveatableshowing the total cost from Jnne 30, 1857,ro

June 30, 1866, $2,129,550. Be it understood furthermore that this mail

service as then rendered was always uncertain, interrupted, liable to be

broken up by Indians, toilsomely going over ban-en plains. I do not

know that the cost was greater than the expense of it to those who car

ried it or much greater ; but at any rate it was a very precarious and

uncertain service. The shortening of the time is of great importance

to the business of the country. Instead of twenty-five days, the mail

is now carried across in seven or in six and a half. There are other

incidental advantages besides the immense reduction of cost to the

Government, besides the immense added amount which is left in the

Treasury of the United States to be devoted to other purposes, which,

had it not been for this enterprise, would have been annually taken

from it. The committee show by their report made in 1871 that the

contract price for Government transportation before the war was $1.30
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per hundred pounds for each oue hundred miles, and the prices in

creased after that greatly. The highest price of transportation paid

to the railroads in 1871, and it is less now, was not more than twenty-

five cents per hundred pounds for one hundred miles : that is to say,

less than one-sixth of the amount that it was before the construction

of the road and much less than one-sixth of the amount it was during

the time of the construction of the road.

The amount which the transportation—for which $4,178,967.90 was paid—woaM

have cost, at the rate of $1.30 per oue hundred pounds per one hundred miles, is

therefore—

Says this committee—

a matter of mathematical calculation. That sum would have been -$31,730,633.80,

showing a saving of #17,551,000—

Up to lttfl—

which would pay all arrears of interest now due upou the bonds issued to the

Pacific railroad companies mom than three Limes over.

Oh, there was no advantage to the Government in building the

road! There was a deceitful pretense of munificence to certain pri

vate parties, nnderfalse inducements held out, intended to be repeated,

to get them iuto it, to get all this great saving of millions afterward

to the Government, and then to draw back any promise the Govern

ment had given. It was no advantage to the Government, of course !

Seventeen millions and over up to IH71 lying in the Treasury of the

United States, or used for other beneficial purposes, before that time

would have been paid out for transportation, but is saved by the

operation of the road. Oh, let us grind them down ; let us be hard

hearted to them ; let us exact the most that we can, take away their

profits, and rail at them because they made money out of the con

struction of the road. That is the animus of the legislation, it seems

tome. I say it is unjust and unfair and harsh, and well merits a

comparison with the language of the Duke of Venice to Autonio that

he deals with—

A stony adversary, * * *

TJucapable of pity, void and empty

From any dram of mercy.

Then the committee proceed and say:

The Secretary of War on the 15th of February, 1871, iu answer to a resolution of

the Senate, estimate* the cost of the military service, through the War Depart

ment, in guarding the overland route from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean,

from the acquisition of California to l-til, a period of sixteen years, at about

♦100. 000.000. and state* that this sum "is rather below than above the true cost of

the service." This sum would equal #6,350,000 per annum for the entire period. As

this expense was constantly increasing, the annual cost at the time of the opening

of the Pacific Railroad must have been much greater. •

The expenses of the Indian service fur the same period, as shown by the report

of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, was over $500,000 per annum, aud the mail

service averaged a little less than #1,000,000 nor annum for the whole time, but in the

year 1-M it had reached #1,296,000 per annum, and was increasing with the popu

lation of the Pacific coast. These sums together make an average annual cost,

from 1841 to 1864, of over #8,000,000.

These statements fully corroborate the statement of Secretary Stanton and of the

chairman of the Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad, made in 1863, that the

cost of this Government service at tbat time was about #7,500,000 per annum, and

that this cost was annually increasing.

The whole amount of the bonds issued in aid of all the Pacific Railroads is

#M,618,«3S. The annual interest on the same is #3,877,129.92. The earnings thus

far have paid about 30 per cent, of the interest, which, deducted from the annual

interest, leaves the net annual expenditure for interest #2,713,991.

The net result to the Uuitod States may be thus stated :

The cost of the overland service for the whole period from the acquisition of our

Pacific coast possessions down to the completion of the Pacific Railroad wa* over

#8,000,000 per annum, and this cost was constantly increasing.
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The coat Nine* the completion of the road is the annual interest—£1, 877.129—to

which unwt be udded oiio-Ualt the charges for Bei-vU^s performed by the company,

about ft. 161, 138 per annum, making ft total annual expenditure of about $.~),OU0,OOO,

and showing a saving of at least 13,000,000 per annum.

Mr. President, with a saving of $3,000,000 per annum to tbe Gov

ernment ever since the road went into operation, there is certainly a

strong reason why the Government should be considerate in its deal

ings with the companies, why it should, while it can, secure adequate

security that this debt and its interest shall be ultimately paid, yet

not require that it shall be paid at a too short specific time with the

accumulations of interest, to the danger of breaking up the road,

throwing the company into bankruptcy, or causing the roads to become

dilapidated, or overburdening Pacific commerce. The Government

should not do these things, but instead it should give such time and

such terms to the companies as will enable them to discharge their

obligations.

Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, tbe Senator from California is

kind enough to yield to me to make a suggestion. I heard the Seua-

tor from Ohio suggest that he would ask the Senate to wait and " sit

out" this bill to-night. It seems to me there is as little reason for

submitting the Senate to a night session upon this bill as upon almost

any bill 1 can think of. Tbe Comuiitee on Appropriations, pending

the bill, with the consent of the Seuate, take up their appropriation

bills seriatim as they are ready, and it therefore is hindering no legis

lation which is urgent ; and, inasmuch as there are sometwenty years,

I believe it has been frequently stated, in which to accomplish this

purpose, certainly a day or two will not be valuable in its considera

tion. For the convenience of a number of .Senators, I venture to sug

gest to the Senator from Ohio that we have an understanding that on

Monday, if he thiuks it is important that it should be Monday rather

than Tuesday, some time during the day we shall take a vote on the

bill. I know there are several Senators who mean to be heard upon

the bill, and I would ask if Tuesday is not, as well as Holiday ; aud if

Tuesday were fixed as tbe day, 1 would ask my friend from Connecti

cut [Mr. Eaton] whether that would not, in his opinion, so far as he

knows the views of Senators, give a reasonable time for such a debate

as may be desired.

Mr. EATON. My own impression is that upon a great measure of

this character there ought not to be any haste. This matter has

twenty years to run ; it would not make any essential difference if

the bill were not passed at all this year or if it were passed next year

rather than this. I would suggest that Wednesday onJThursday be fixed

upon to take the vote as giving time enough, so that the measure may

bo thoroughly discussed, and then there will be ample time to explain

our legislation and understand it well. 1 see no reason why the matter

should be hurried in the way suggested by the Senator from Ohio.

Mr. CONKLING. Two Senators, the Senator from Connecticut [Mr.

Eaton] aud the Senator from North Carolina, [Mr. Hansom,] sug

gest Wednesday, and that suggestion 1 submit to tbe Senator from

Ohio and ask him to hear a remark in connection with it. I have

been told since 1 rose, and indeed I knew before, that several mem

bers of the Senate have gone or are compelled to go away between

now and Monday, who will not be back before Tuesday, and possibly

not before Wednesday next. I know also that they would be very

glad to be here in reference to the vote on this bill; indeed I have

made with one a conditional pair myself to answer his convenience,

as he was hurried away and had no time to arrange affairs. 1 was
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very reluctant, I confess, to pair on the bill, but I did it under the

circumstances, paying that if a vote were pressed between now and

Monday I would see that his vote counted by pairing with him my

self. That is not agreeable to him, and it is not agreeable to me.

As the Senator from Connecticut says, and as I believe I said, I

think a case can well be supposed in which a day or two of time is

not important in the decision of the fiual question upon the bill.

That such is the case the Senator from Ohio will admit, and I would

suggest that that arrangement will save our remaining here for some

hours and wearing out each other in attempts on one side to keep the

Senate in session on Friday night, which is not a fortunate night for

the purpose, and on the other side in attempts to defeat that purpose.

The Senator from Ohio knows also, without my referring to it

especially, that a considerable number of members of both parties

have taken to-morrow to attend an observance which it would be a

little hard unexpectedly to attempt to deny to anybody who feels dis

posed to go.

Under all the circumstances, I hope the Senator from Ohio, either

without a definite time being fixed or fixing some day agreeable to

others, will not ask us to stay here longer to-day. If that suggestion

is convenient to the Senator from California, he will retain the floor

to continue his remarks when the Senate meets again, and we can

now adjourn until Monday. The acceptance of this suggestion by

the Senator from Ohio would enable him to do what he is always

willing to do, and that is something very agreeable to the views of a

majority of the Senate.

Mr. THURMAX. I understand the Senator from New York to say

that to-morrow there will bo a ceremony or something of that kind,

or words to that effect.

Mr. CONKLING. Words to that effect.

Mr. THURMAN. He intimates that as Parliament adjourns for the

Derby we ought to adjourn for that ceremony. I believe that cere

mony is the launching of a ship.

Mr. CONKLING. If the Senator will allow me, I am sorry that he

sees any similitude between a horse-race and the launching of a great

ship that carries the flag of the country.

Mr. THURMAN. Undoubtedly my fancy is not as good as that of

the Senator from New York, and he sees iu the flag and the ship and

all that a great deal that I would not see ; and I and my friend from

North Carolina [Mr. Ransom] see a great deal more in a horse-race

than he does. That is a western kind of fondness that I shall not

deny. But all joking apart, I was going to say to the Senator that

if he will let me launch my little ship to-day I am perfectly willing

that he may go to see bis big ship, with the flag flying, launched to

morrow.

Mr. CONKLING. But suppose the Senator sinks his little ship f

Mr. THURMAN. No Senator will say that I ever pressed him to

sit a bill out, staying here all night. I never had charge of a bill yet

that required me to do that, I must say ; and therefore I can tako no

merit for not having done so. But I know this: that in nine years'

experience here I scarcely ever have seen a hotly contested measure that

we did not have to sitout. I have sat here many aud many a time—

sometimes when there were but seven or eight of us on our side—and

helped to make a quorum and sat the whole night long that measures

might be passed. We bave no previons question and I hope we never

shall have, at least while I am in the Senate ; and therefore our only

method is to sit a bill out or to do auother thing which is attended
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with very great inconvenience, and that is to fix a time at which a

vote sbail be taken. The great objection to that is this, as Senators

know : if we agree that the vote shall be taken at a particular time

without any reference to amendments that may be offered, then a

Senator may offer the best amendment in the world and one that the

Senate would see was the best if the mover had an opportunity to

explain it ; but his mouth is sealed, he cannot say a word to show its

necessity or its propriety. On the other hand, an amendment may

be offered that is the worst in the world, and which could be demon

strated to be so if a Senator could rise and expose its weakness or its

vicious tendency ; but his mouth is sealed and we must vote without

any discussion or explanation whatever.

So we have been compelled from time to time, when we fixed a

particular hour of a particular day to vote on a bill, to make an ex

ception in favor of amendments, allowing a five-minute debate on

amendments that should be offered ; but that five-minute debate

may run for ten or twelve hours, because you can offer as many

amendments as you please. Any Senator can offer an amendment,

and you can go on in that way and speak almost ad libitum. There

fore, practically I think I am right in saying that the experience of

the Senate has been against fixing a particular time to vote upon any

subject where there were amendments to be offered or where amend

ments were likely to be offered ; and we are compelled to sit the bill

out.

Now one word in reply to the remark of my friend on my right,

[Mr. Eaton,] that he saw no necessity of hastening this bill or press

ing this bill in this way. I submit Co him that there has been no

undue pressure of this bill. Let us look for a moment into the

facts

Mr. SARGENT. I was on the floor and ouly gave way temporarily.

Mr. TUURMAN. Just let me finish what I 'have to say; and I shall

be but a minute or two. Let us look a moment at the facte. Ou the

10th day of J uly, 1876, now nearly two years ago, the Judiciary Com

mittee of the Senate reported a bill in all its main features identical

with the bill which is now before the Senate. The only difference is

that the bill now before the Senate is not quite so exacting as was

the bill reported at that time. I tried to get that bill up, having been

charged with reporting it to the Senate, at that session. I could not

get it taken np ; it was toward the close of the session ; the appropria

tion bills occupied time, and I was defeated in every attempt to get it

up. At the next session, December, 1876, that bill was taken np and it

was before the Senate, according to my recollection, for several weeks

and underwent much discussion, but the incidents connected with

the count of the presidential vote prevented any vote from being

taken on the bill; but it was discussed. That was in all its main

features just the bill we now have before us. On the second day of

the last October session, on the 16th day of October, I introduced

that identical bill and had it referred to the Committee on the Judi

ciary. Why it was not reported from that committee for a longtime

is a chapter of history that I do not care to go into; it is one that

would not reflect much credit on some men who imposed on that

committee. But so it was. The bill was at length reported on the

6th day of March, now nearly a month ago, and 1 gave notice that on

the succeeding Monday I would ask the Senate to proceed to its con

sideration. The Senate did so, and it has now discussed this bill

nearly four weeks ; more than three weeks this bill has been under

discussion. Now, four-fifths of the Senators—I thii:k 1 am right iu
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saying—have spoken upon it. My own belief is that every Senator

has made up his mind one way or the other how be will vote upon it.

Under these circumstances and after the very full and exhaustive

arguments that have been made both upon the legal aspects of the

case and upon the economical and the business aspects of the bill, it

does seem to me that I am not obnoxious to any censure for asking

the Senate to proceed with the bill.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. President, I have no objection to going on

and concluding my remarks

Mr. CONKLING If the Senator from California will yield to me,

I should like to make a motion.

Mr. SARGENT. I will do so after submitting some amendments

to the bill, which I ask may be printed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendments will be received

and ordered to be printed, if there be no objection.

Mr. SARGENT. I send to the Secretary's desk the following amend

ments to the bill, which I shall propose at the proper time. Let them

be read.

The Chief Clerk read, as follows :

Strike out section 1.

Amend section 3 by striking out the last word on line 6, and lines 7, 8, 9. 10, and

11, and inserting in lien thereof : " Interest on all sums placed to the credit of the

sinking fund shall be credited, and added thereto semiannually, at the rate of 6

per cent, per annum."

Strike ont section 4, and insert the following in lien thereof :

Sec. 4. That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on the 1st day of

March and September in each year, the one-half of the compensation for services

hereinbefore named, rendered for the Government by said railroad companies re

spectively, not applied in liquidation of interest ; and, in addition thereto, each of

said companies snail on said days in each year pay into the Treasury of the United

States, to the credit of said sinking fund, such a sum as, with the said half of the

amount earned by it as compensation for Government service, and the 5 per cent.

of the net earnings payable to the United States nnder said act of 1H62, shall amount

in the aggregate to the sum of $1,200,000 per annum : Provided, That the amounts

so credited and paid into said sinking fund each year, under the provisions of this

section, shall not be less than $600,000 for each company.

Strike out section 5.

Mr. CONKLING. To enable the Senate (meaning a majority of the

Senate) to determine whether it sees any reason for a session to-mor

row or a night session to-night to struggle over the question whether

this bill shall pass, if it is to pass, an hour sooner or an hour later, I

move that the Senate do now adjourn until twelve o'clock on Monday

next.

Mr. THURMAN. On that I ask for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered, and the Secretary proceeded to

call the roll.

Mr. MATTHEWS, (when his name was called.) I agreed with the

Senator from Michigan [Mr. Chhistiancy] to pair with him on this

bill until six o'clock. If my colleague thinks that that pair extends

to this vote, I shall not vote.

Mr. THURMAN. I think it does, for thiB reason, that the Senator

from Michigan knew perfectly well that we could not get to the final

vote by six o'clock.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Pending the roll-call, debate is not

in order.

Mr. THURMAN. I know that the Senator from Michigan would

vote " nay" if he were here.

The roll-call was concluded.

Mr. PADDOCK. Before the vote is announced I should like to

understand whether the Senator from California still retains the floor.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. No debate is in order pending the

roll-call.

Mr. SARGENT. I have not concluded my speech.

The result was announced—yeas 32, nays 31 ; as follows :

TEAS—3a.

Allison, Conkliug, Inpalls. Rollins,

Anthony, Conover, Jones of FIniiila, Sargent,

Barnum, Dawes, Lamar, Saunders,

Blftine, Doraey, Mitchell, Spencer,

Bruce, Eaton, Paddock, Teller,

Burnside, Ferry, Patterson, Voorheos,

Cameron of Wis., Gordon, Plumb, Whyte,

Chaffee, Hill, Ransom, Wiiidom.

NATS—31.

Armstrong. Dayia of Illinois, Howe, Mprrimon,

Bailey, Davis of W. Va , Johnston^ Morgan,

Bayard, Edmunds, Kernan, Morrill,

Beck, Enstis. McCreery, Oglesby,

Booth, Garland, McDonald, Saulsbury,

Butler. Grover. McMillan, Thurman,

Cockrell, Harris, McPherson, Wallace.

Coke, Hereford, . Maxey,

ABSENT—13.

Cameron of Pa., Hoar, Matthew.-*, Withers.

Christiancy, Jonw of Nevada, Randolph,

Dennis, Kellogg, Sliill'i'li,

Hamlin, Kirkwood, Wadleigh,

So the motion was agreed to ; and (at five o'clock and four min-

utefl p. in.) the £lenate adjourned until Monday next at twelve o'clock

April 8, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the consider

ation of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and .other purposes,"

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Congress

approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act, the pend

ing question being on the amendment submitted by Mr. Chafkee.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. President, when the Senate adjourned on Fri

day last I was discussing the question of the great annual saving to

the Treasury that had been caused by the construction of the Pacific

railroadB, and showed it by the report of the Senate Committee on

Railroads made in 1871. It was a principal object of the legislation

of 1862 and 1864 to gain that advantage to the Treasury, and I con

tended that we ought not to overlook the fact that that object waa

secured aud millions less annual expense have eversince been incurred,

in deciding upon the treatment to be meted out to the companies. The

Railroad Committee estimated that saving as at least $3,000,000 per

year on the scale of expense when the roads were commenced, but as

the expenses annually became greater as the country became settled

up, the Indians became more troublesome, mails heavier, &c, the an

nual saving became still more aDd probably reached nearly $6,000,000
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annually. In 1367 a single contract to carry that part of the Pacific

mails not carried by the Isthmus was made for the space between the

advancing termini of the roads, whioh it was supposed had years to

run, at the rate of $1,750,000 per annum. Forty or fifty times that

weight of mails is now carried over the same distance for $140,000 per

annum. From the facts I have cited in this connection it may be safely

asserted that the Treasury will be better off in 1900 from the savings

to the Government even if the debt is never paid. It is bettor oft'

to-day. The speedy completion of the road added greatly to its cost

to the companies, but it more quickly relieved the Treasury of enor

mous drains for transportation. The men in Congress who favored

the passage of the Pacific Railroad bills, and argued in favor of the

" inducements to capital and enterprise" to embark in the enterprise,

looked upon the Government investment as a good one even if the

bonds or interest were never paid.

Xo fact is more apparent from a perusal of the debates in 1862 than

that it was not contemplated that either the bonds or interest should

be paid until the maturity of the bonds.

And I am led to this remark by the position taken by the Senator

from Delaware [Mr. Bayard] in the remarks which ho recently ad

dressed to the Senate. Referring to a quotation from Justice Duller,

used in the case of the United States rs. The Pacifio Railroad, in 1

Otto, 85, he expressed the opinion that the failure in the former legis

lation to provide for the payment of the interest by the companies to

the Government as it waspaid by the Government was a cn»«« omissus.

The quotation which he read as I recollect—I am sorry I am not able

to verify my recollection by his remarks, which are not yet in tho

Record—was as follows :

" We nre bound,'' said Justice Bailor in an early ease in the King's Bench, " to

take the act ef Parliament as thev have made it : a ea*us oiiiinnus can in no case bo

supplied by a court of law, for that would be to make laws : nor can I conceive

that it is our province to consider whether such a law that has been passed bo

tyrannical or not."

I do not understand that the object of the court in making the cita

tion was to express even an opinion that there was a casus omissus in

that case. Perhaps they were not at liberty, as we are, to refer to the

debates at the time of the passage of the act in order to understand

whether such omission was made or not ; but thero is nothing clearer

to any one who will refer to these debates than that Congress intelli

gently left out any provision for the payment of the interest by the

companies as it was paid by the General Government. This was so

necessarily as a matter of principle ; lor what assistance would it have

been to the companies for the Government to lend them its bonds to

be paid by the companies at maturity and the companies each year to

pay all the interest that accrued on these bonds ? It would bo no

advantage whatever that anybody can see. The companies could

just as well borrow, if they could borrow it at all, from somebody else

on those terms. It wasa loan of its bonds by the Government and not

an indorsement of the bonds of the company. I desire to call atten

tion to an amendment ottered by Mr. White, of Indiana, in the House

of Representatives in 1862 upon the opposite theory which he pre

faced by saying :

It will be observed by reference to the section that there is no provision in ref

erence to the payment of the current interest. I therefure niovo to amend by

adding to the section the following.

And then comes the section which he offered :

It is declared to be the trno intent and meaning of this section that tho current

27 pa
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interest on said bonds shall be chargeable to said company, to be by them reim

bursed to the United States within one month after each semi-annual payment

thereof by the United States ; and a defanlt therein shall subject the said company

to the same liability and forfeiture above provided for in case of the non-redemption

of the bonds at their maturity.

It will be observed that this amendment was aptly drawn for the

purpose of supplying the omission if there was a camts omissus in the

bill up to that time, and he gives his reasons further for offering this

amendment :

The section as it now stands does not make any provision for the payment of the

current interest as it accrues semi-annually. It may or may not have" been the io-

tention of the committee that the interest should be paid by the company, l'robably

it was ; but if not, then this amendment, of conrse, will involve a principle which

the committee have not sanctioned. If it was the intention of the committee, and

it is the intention of the Committee of tho 'Whole, that the railroad company shall

pay the current interest, then, to avoid the difficulty and uncertainty whtoh cred

itors will have, and to insure its prompt payment by the United States, this amend

ment provides that the Government shall first pay'it, and the company reimburse

it to the United States within one month. Of course, it will be a little gain of the

company, to the extent of the interest upon tho interest.

A wonderfully small gain that would have been .' I am tempted to

use the favorite Latin maxim of my friend from Ohio, tie minimi* non

curat lex.

This is the only way the interest can be promptly secuicd to the creditors.

To this Mr. Campbell, of Pennsylvania, who was chairman of the

Facitic Railroad Committee in the House, replied :

I suppose, of course, that the gentleman from Indiana is acting in perfect good

faith, nut 1 am clearly of opinion that the gentleman has not studiod faithfully the

provisions of this bill. It has been demonstrated to this House that the cost to the

Government of transportation to onr forts in the Territories is more than doable

tho amount of the entire interest upon all the bonds proposed to be issued, and the

bill is based upon the supposition that the transportation of Government supplies

over the road will be equal to, if not greatly exceed, the annual interest upon the

bonds issued from year to year. It is not the intention of the bill that the interest

shall be paid semi-annuallv to the Government. It is not supposed that, in the first

instance, the company will reimburse the interest to the Government. It will re

imburse it in transportation, but if tho transportation does not meet the interest,

then the Government is to have a mortgage on the entire road for the full amount

of principal and interest. I hope, therefore, that tho amendment will not pass.

Mr. Whitk:s amendment was rejected, and thus there was an intel

ligent vote by the House of Representatives, after argument pro and

ton, that this was not a casus omissut, that they would not supply a

provision requiring the interest on these bonds to be paid before ma

turity. I could quote still further from these debates remarks made

by Judge Kelley, of Pennsylvania, and other remarks by Mr. Camp-

hell, and some submitted by myself at that time, all explaining this

same feature of the legislation, showing that the House of Repre

sentatives clearly understood that the provision was that the Gov

ernment should pay the interest, but the companies should repay the

interest only at tho maturity of the obligations and at the same time

that they paid the principal.

The Senator from Ohio [Mr. TnuRMAN] and others have dwelt upon

the enormous amount of the debt of these companies to the Govern

ment. Taking the decision of the Supreme Court as correct, as we

must, the interest is not payable, and neither is the principal, until

the maturity of tho bonds. That was, as I have shown, a boon to the

companies, intelligently and purposely given. It is therefore neces

sary, in estimating the present real amount of the debt, to ascertain

its present value. I have had this done by au able statistician in the

Treasury Department. By his showing the present value (July 1,

1878) of the net interest (or interest lens estimated 5 per cent, of net
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earnings and the half transportation) for thirty years, (from January

1, 1868, to January 1, 1898,) such net interest being considered as due

at maturity of principal, (January 1, 1898,) or the sum, which rein

vested semi-annually at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum from July

1, 1878, to January 1, 1898, will amonnt to such net interest, is, in the

case of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, $11,842,000 ; Central

Pacific Railroad Company, $15,128,000.

If at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum such present value is, in the

case of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, $9,794,700 : Central

Pacific Railroad Company, $12,503,000, the present value of the prin

cipal and such net interest together, under the above conditions,

when the annnal rate of interest for the semi-annual reinvestments

is 5 per cent, per annum, in the case of the Union Pacific Railroad

Company, is $22,228,000 ; Central Pacific Railroad Company, is $25,-

761,000.

If the annnal rate is <! per cent., such present value is, in the case

of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, $18,394,000 ; Central Pacific

Railroad Company, $21,308,000.

These figures, which, as I say, were prepared for me by an able

statistician in the Treasury Department, removed from any motive

for misrepresentation, and 1 have no doubt with actual verity, show

the small present value of this debt compared with the exaggerated

statements which are made in regard to it. The companies would

have a right to pay it off under proper legislation by Congress, giving

the full value of it at the rate which I have just stated.

When the Pacific Railroad bill passed the House of Representatives,

after a discussion that ran over several weeks under the five-minnte

debate and a discussion under the hour rule of several weeks, as it

came to the Senate it did not provide that these companies should pay

either principal or interest except by the whole of the transportation

and the 5 per cent, of their net earnings, and the words were inserted

in the Senate on the motion of the then Senator from Vermont, Mr.

Collamer, that they should "pay said bonds at maturity." The theory

of the House of Representatives really was that a substantial boon

was to be given to these companies in order to induce them to over

come what were admitted to be enormous difficulties in the way of

their undertaking and to overcome the lethargy of capitalists ; but

the Senate took a more stringent view of the matter and required

that the bonds should be paid at maturity. Upon that head I should

like, to show the theory upon which the House went, to read a short

extract from a speech made by Mr. White, of Indiana, from whom I

quoted a few moments ago. The proposition pending was that the

Government should have representation upon the board of directors,

an amendment moved by him. Upon that he says :

I now submit the second amendment indicated by rao in respect to the Govern-

tuent being represented in the board of directors. I will take this opportunity.

to say that it is very true that this bill does provide for the repayment of these

advances by the Government.

The method of that repayment was, as I have stated, by moans of

the transportation and the 5 per cent, of net earnings until after the

bill had been considered in the Senate, where it was made more strin

gent.

The gentleman from California lays stress on his objection, especially upon that

fact, and for that reason he objects to providing for Government directors. Now,

sir, 1 contend that although this bill provides for the repayment of the money ad

vanced by the Government, it is not expected that a cent of money will ever be

repaid. If the committee intended that it should be repaid, they would have re

quired it to be paid out of the gross earnings of the road, as is done with the roads
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in Misaouri, Iowa, and other States, and not the net earnings. There is not per*

bapa one company in a hundred where the roads are most prosperous that has anv

net at all. I undertake to say that not a cent of these advances will ever be repaid,

nor do I think it desirable that they should be repaid. This road is to be the high

way of the nation, and we ought to take care that the rates provided shall be mod

erate. I think, therefore, that this will turn out a mere bonus to the Paciflo Rail

road, as it ought to be. The Government, then, ought to be considered aa baring

an interest in the road, and it should have a voice in the management of its affairs.

That shows the temper of Congress at that time.

Mr. EDMUNDS. May I ask the Senator what book he is reading

from, and what page, so that I can look at it t

Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Or will the Senator just give me the book?

Mr. SARGENT. It is the Congressional Globe, part 2, 186l-'(S. I

will hand the Senator the book containing the extracts from the

Globe.

Congress, however, did not assent to the idea that this should be a

mere gratuity. Anxious as X was at that time for the passage of

legislation that would build the Pacific railroad, enthusiastically

anxious as I was, bringiug to bear upon it whatever of strength and

courage under great difficulties which I possessed, still I did not think

it should be a gratuity. I believed that the time would come when

there would be a dozen States intervening between the Pacific bonier

and the Missouri River ; that the Territories would be rapidly devel

oped by means of this very road ; that an immense business would

grow up which would be very prosperous ; that the net earnings pro

vided for in the bill would amount to a very large sum ; and that the

transportation for the Government, which at that very time amounted

to about §8,000,000, would still amount to a very large sum, and that

the Government would have wisdom enough, instead of sending its

goods by Panama and paying all cash, as it has done since that time,

because it might get transportation a cent or two a ton cheaper,

although it would consume much more time and run greater risks ;

I believed that these resources would keep down the debt, and that

when it became due it would be within such compass that the roads

thus prosperous, doing such business, would be able to repay it; and

therefore I was in favor of the 5 per cent, clause, and of applying all

the transportation. Add I desire to say here and now that it was my

judgment in 1804, when I noticed the debates in the House of Rep

resentatives, of which I was not then a member, having gone out of

my own volition at the close of the previous Congress, that I did not

then think, and do not now think, that I ever would have voted to

double the land grant or take off half the transportation from present

application to the interests on these bonds. However, it was done.

The Court of Claims said a bargain was made. It was ''an improvi

dent bargain," but you must stand by it; and such I take to be the

»pirit of the Supreme Court in that matter.

The only conclusion I draw from the saving to the Treasury by

the aid that has been extended to these roads is that it should not

now legislate as if it had been mere gratuity, and not mutually advan

tageous, though there has been profit iu both the construction and

operating the roads. I do not aver that a sinking fund of an ade

quate character should not be secured. I think it should be, and I

believe the prospect of congressional hostility and endless, expensive

litigation will induce the companies to assent to whatever comports

with the wants of the Government, which require not only the repay-

' ment of principal and interest, but the maintenance of a first-class

road. I believe the companies have made large gains in building the
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roads and now find the operating of them profitable. Out of these

profits they should pay a proper annual sum, besides that reserved

by the original legislation, to pnt their debt in the process of ulti

mate extinction. This is to the benefit of the credit of the compa

nies and just to the Government. It conld not reasonably be asked,

if there were no profit to them in their enterprise, and it ought not

to be pressed to such point as to take away all prospect of future

profit. If that is done the owners of the roads will be apt to get out

from nnder the burden of maintenance and let the Government do its

will with the roads ; and for many reasons that is undesirable. The

attention of Congress has been repeatedly called to all the features

of the Credit Mobilier of the Union Pacific and to the Contract and

Finance Company of the Central Pacific, although the latter was

very different in its characteristics and never gave or sold its stock

to Congressmen. I called the attention of the Senate some years ago

to the Tatter and offered in the House of Representatives the resolu

tions of censure, which were passed upon the former. Bnt Congress

has seen lit to condone whatever was wrong in either, and in conse

quence of that condonation other parties have invested in both the

stock and bonds of the company. It is not now just to either the

old or new parties to make matters so condoned the excuse for meas

ures that may imperil the proper maintenance of the roads, take away

all object to attend diligently to their affairs, or make them too heavy

a burden on transportation.

Mr. THURMAN. Will my friend allow me to interrupt him a

moment to understand his remark f What does he say Congress has

done f

Mr. SARGENT. Congress investigated at very great length all the

matters in connection with the Credit Mobilier, the result of which

was certain resolutions of censure on parties now dead. It never

took any steps upou that matter in any way or shape for the benefit

of the Government.

Mr. EDMUNDS. It passed a bill to institute a suit.

Mr. THURMAN. And the suit is pending now.

Mr. SARGENT. I say Congress never took any action toward the

forfeiture of the rights of these companies, as was provided for by

the original legislation in case of the violation of their faith with the

Government ; and not having done so, they ought not to make those

things now an excuse for varying a bargain to the injury of these

parties and upon the strength or assertion of legislative will.

Mr. THURMAN. Because Congress did not exercise its extreme

right of repealing the charter, which it might have done according

to the report of the committee, and I think a very correct report, but,

saw fit to tako a more mild course, the institution of a suit to compel

these people to disgorge what the committee reported were ill-gotten

and illegal gains, and that suit is now pending, my friend ought not

to say that Congress has ever condoned those offenses.

Mr. 8ARGENT. My recollection of that suit is that the money iB

to be paid back, not to the Treasury of tho United States, but into

the treasury of the Union Pacific Railroad Company. So far asjtself

was concerned, the Government condoned these offenses, if they were

offenses, and upon exactly the same principle that offenses are con

sidered condoned in every divorce court in the land, and wherever

the principle of condonation is applied. Subsequent dealings with the

companies, subsequent association, cohabitation with the companies,

if yon see fit, worked the condonation to which I referred.

By as plain a stipulation as any in the contract Congress provided
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that it would not reduce the rates of travel and transportation unless

the profits of the corporations exceeded 10 per cent, annually. In view

of tnat provision Pacific commerce is likely to be beyond the relief

of Congress when to the present demands on the company are added

several millions of annual payments to the Treasury, which must

soon exhaust any previous accumulation of profits, and become a

serious charge on the transportation of freight and passengers. Ou

behalf of the people of the Pacific, and of the Territories traversed

by this road, I protest that under the claim of protecting the Gov

ernment you do not impose too heavy burdens on their commerce.

That which is exacted beyond a reasonable limit comes solely from

the people of those States and Territories. If the rates are too heavy

through business will take the route by the isthmus, a gain perhaps

to New York, which will have the benefits derived from the flush days

of Panama and Pacific-Mail steamer traffic, but the Iowa roads and

Chicago will sutler proportionably. But local business cannot help

itself, and will be crushed down ; the shipment of low-grade ores,

the running of slightly productive mines and general prospecting will

be stopped from the enhanced cost of transporting machinery and

supplies. So far as this legislation affects California I claim the right

to speak freely and to be hoard. All the States get the benefit of re

duced cost of Government transportation of mails and Government

troops and supplies, this reduotion exceeding by two millions annually

the whole amount of yearly interest, with security against costly

Indian wars, and the benefit of peace in the center of the continent.

In case of foreign war the benefit to the nation of the Pacific Rail

road in facilitating the defense and preservation of its Pacific posses

sions will be incalculable. In this view it is equitable that the entire

nation, and not California alone, should bear the lead until the devel

opment of the interior, the creation of new States along the line of

the road, and the increase of business consequent thereon enable the

Pacific roads to carry out the original intention of Congress, and dis

charge their obligations " at maturity ;" and if further arrangements

are to be made by which the burden is to be localized, and put upon

a State principally that has but about one-seventieth of the popula-

t ion aud 2$ per cent, of the property of the Uuited States, the meas

ure should look rather to gradual reduction of the debt and its ulti

mate security, than to rapid payment from a mere desire to punish

the companies. It is better to give a longer time to pay the great

debt rather than arrest development of the Western States and Terri

tories, destroy the roads, or moke them a burden rather than a bless

ing to the people of the Territories and the Pacific.

But while I ask this forbearance toward the Pacific States and in

tervening Territories I am willing to exact justice from these rail

road companies to the Government. It was plainly named in the

original contract that o per cent, of the net earnings and the whole

amount for transportation for the Government, subsequently reduced

to one-half, should bo applied as fast as earned upon the interest and

principal of the bonds. I do not believe in any funding scheme that

will eliminate that feature from the contract. That money belongs

to the Government as much as any other that can be paid" into the

Treasury, as the proceeds of taxation or otherwise, and should be em

ployed to extinguish this Pacific Railroad debt so far as it wiU go,

ami uot be put mto a siuking fund, which would compel the Govern

ment to pay interest upon its own money. I have all along consid

ered this as a serious defect of the Railroad Committee's bill. But

the other half of the transportation should go into the sinking fund
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and draw a reasonable rate of interest, compounded at reasonable

intervals, because neither the debt nor the interest upon it is now

due or payable or collectible by the United States. And to this should

be added such a sum, to be paid regularly by the companies, as will

bring their debt to the Government within moderate control in 1900.

I do not think that we should exact 10 per cent., or 25 per cent., or

50 per cent, of their net earnings, refusing to allow them any profit

for running the road unless they can derive it from the percentago

left of the net earnings. There is, however, much in the criticism of

the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Tiiurman,] that with a possible increase

of the amount of transportation done by the companies, &<•., the amount

of money over and above that might decrease the sum which the com

panies would be required to pay from other sources to almost nothing.

In the amendment which I have submitted to section 4, 1 propose that

the amount to be credited and paid into the .sinking fund each year

shall not be less than $600,000 for each company, and it may be as

high as the higbeet amount of money named in the Judiciary Com

mittee's bill, if the 5 per cent, and half transportation do not make it

up to that sum.

I object to the first section of the Judiciary Committee bill for rea

sons which I have heretofore given, and have moved an amendment

to strike out that section. I think it is unjust and harsh, needlessly

ho. I further cannot see the propriety of submitting to the Supreme

Court the question " what are net earnings ! " to ascertain this judi

cially, as they will soon do, and then lay down a congressional rule

which may be a departure from that decision and from the contract

with the companies originally made and against their will.

I think section 3 should be amended by striking out lines 7, 8, 9, 10,

and 11 and inserting in lieu thereof the words "interest on all sums

placed to the credit of the sinking fund shall be credited and added

thereto semi-annually at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum," and I

have moved such an amendment. It is true the Government can now

borrow money at a less rate than 6 per cent., but money is worth more

than 6 per cent, to these companies and to business men. The Gov

ernment gets money low because its bonds are exempt from State and

national taxation. But the obligations of private parties have no such

privilege, and the value of money to them is not to be fairly measured

by its value to the Government. I insist in this connection as in others,

that the rights and interests of the companies are to be considered as

well as those of the Government ; for they are parties to a contract

with the Government, binding in law and conscience. If the legisla

tive will can set that aside it can set aside any other contract, and the

national debt cau be lawfully repudiated, especially such portions of

it as are held by national banks, or other corporations created or con

tracted with by the Government. At such doctrines " reason stands

aghast and faith herself is half confounded."

One feature of this discussion is remarkable. ' The members of the

Judiciary Committee have so much apparent pride of authorship or

opinion and bring so much heat and zeal into the advocacy of their

bill that anything like accord or consultation seems impossible.

Propositions of amendment or dissent seem to be resented as personal

aggression. In fact it is whispered that no amendments of any char

acter, not emanating from the sponsors of the measure, are to be

allowed, but are to be voted down, no matter by whom else proposed

and independently of the merits. This is not the temper in which

legislation should be conducted, and is not likely to secure accuracy

or justice. The purpose will not succeed unless the Senate is ready
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to admit the omuipotency of the Judiciary Committee, and that the

omnipotency claimed by that committee for Congress resides wholly

in that worthy and industrious committee. While according to them

all the parity of motives that they can claim and admitting their

great ability, I cannot and will not blindly follow them where the

good faith of the Government, in my judgment, is concerned, as well

as the interests of the people of California and the Territories.

Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President, I gave notice last week of an amend

ment which I intended to offer, and I now formally move the follow

ing : In section 12 of the bill of the Judiciary Committee strike out

all after the word " mentioned," in line 4, and insert in lien thereof :

Bat so long ;is said Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railroad Companies shall

faithfully comply with the provisions of the said acts of 1864 and 1864 and of this

act. relating to payments to the United States on account of the bonds advanced,

and of the sinking funds to be established as aforesaid, such compliance shall be

deemed and taken as sufficient to meet the obligations of said companies on account

of such bonds prior to the maturity thereof.

I do not know, Mr. President, that there is any particular choice

where this provision should come in. I happened to put it in jnst at

that point, because it seemed to come in connectedly. I do not know

that I have any particular preference, however, to having it here

rather than putting it in at the end of the section. If it should com

mend itself to any person more by having it put at the end of the

section than at the point where I have moved it, I shall be very glad

to make the change. I do not think it really interferes with the point

I desire to cover by my amendment as to which particular place it

comes in.

I had a little conversational interchange with the honorable Sen

ator from Ohio who has charge of this bill [Mr. Thurman] on Thurs

day last in the Senate, in which the following took pla«e :

Mr. Blaine. Well, the Senator votod in 1811 to make it—

The other half transportation—

payable to the railroad companies, and in 1873 the question camo up and then he

voted to let them have it decided in the courts.

Mr. Thukman. I do not know whether I voted for that at all. I do not remem

ber whether I was in the Senate when the act of 1873 was passed.

Mr. Blaine. The Senator spoke in favor of it anyway.

Mr. Tiu-kman. I do not think I said a word about it

I thought as I had recently read the debate over I could not possi

bly be mistaken. I have since looked up the matter and I find that

there was a debate covering some thirty-eight columns of the Globe

and that my honorable friend from Ohio appeared in that debate I

think thirty-two times, covering about seven or eight columns of the

Globe in what he said. The Senator from Ohio speaks so well and

so easily that I can well conceive that, as the man who would over

look a million-dollar check, so vast was his fortune, he might well

forget a very important utterance that was five years old ; but it was

fresh from the reading of that debate that I ventured to offer the

amendment which I have now formally moved to the twelfth section

of the bill, and it was after all the instruction which I derived from

what the honorable Senator from Ohio had said that I framed that

amendment.

I bad conceived, as I ventured to remark, that whatever settlement

might be made by Congress with these railroad companies, whatever

in the judgment of Congress was a fair and a right thing to do, it

ought to have somewhat the element of permanency in it. And I

ventured to point out that in my judgment if we pass this bill of the

Judiciary Committee just as it is, reservingin it the strongest possi
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ble right to alter, amend, and repeal immediately, or in eight months

if you choose, or in a year if you choose, as the Senator from Vermont

[Mr. Edmunds] admitted might be done, it was impossible to have

$1*0,000,000 of a speculative stock under a still larger amount of bonds

of various descriptionsand denominations, subject at all times to what

ever action Congress might choose to take in regard to it, with Con

gress threatening to take action at any time— it was impossible,! said,

to prevent Congress being used or attempted to be used by Wall street

and by speculators and by stock-gamblers to influence the value of

stock and bonds either favorably or unfavorably, and I believe that

to be the most serious evil of this bill.

I do not claim any originality for that conception, because I read

from the honorable Senator from Ohio in 1873 in this debate in which

he forgot that he had taken any part whatever. It is said in the

Arabic proverb the speaker is one, and the hearer is another, and the

reader a third, and he that most easily forgets is the speaker. The

Senator says on page 874 of the Congressional Globe, part '2, third

session Forty-second Congress :

Now it is admitted on all bands that there ought to be some jndicial decision of

this question, and I agree that there ought to be. The interest of the Government

requires that there should be, and the interest of those oompaniee requires that

there should be, for this matter ought not to be at loose ends iu this wjiy. What

was the effect of its being lit loose ends before ?

Mr. ALLISON. AVho said that f

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator from Ohio.

Mr. ALLISON. On what question ?

Mr. BLAINE. It was on the question of referring to a court the

matter of half transportation. I have stated that the honorable

Senator in 1871 concurred in a report from the Judiciary Committee

affirming that it belonged to the companies, and then that the hon

orable Senator took the gronnd in 1873 that it should go to the courts

for decision, and in urging the passage of that bill the Senator from

Ohio said what I was reading. I resume the quotation from his re

marks:

The interest of the Government requires that there should be, and the interest

of these companies requires that there should be, for this matter ought not to be

at loose ends in this way. What was the effect of its being at loose euds before f

I saw a statement tbo other day, and I believe it is correct, that when this decision

was made by the Secretary of the Treasury not to pay the one-half transportation,

the stock of the Union Pacific Kailroad went down to 9 percent.—nine cents on the

dollar. After the decision by Congress that it should be paid, that same stock went

up to thirty cents on the dollar. The Senator from Nevada [Mr. Stewart] nods his

head. He is more familiar with the facts than I am. I saw that statement the

other day in what appeared to be an authentic form. Thus it will be seen that tho

stock-gamblers were enabled to speculate in that stock to the amount of twenty-

one cents' profit on an investment of nine cent* ; on an investment of nine cents to

make twenty-ono cents profit. It seems that there is nothing that concerns this

company that is not the subject of immense stock-gambling and stock speculation

and unlawful profit. That was the effect of tampering with the thing before?

Now, I do not wish to have any more tampering with it. if I can help it. What I

want is what the Senator from Vermont wants, a speedy decision, both for tbo pub

lic interest and for the interest of everybody who is concerned; and tho question

is, how is that speedy decision to be arrived at 1

It was directly after reading that, taking my instruction, as I am

always glad to do on matters that are not partisan, from the honora

ble Senator from Ohio, that the amendment which I have offered

suggested itself to me. He pointed ont the evils of having stock-

gambling in this matter ; he pointed ont that you could not have any

legislation going on about this, but it was immediately the subject

of "immense stock-gambliug" and "unlawful profit." He said it
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should not be left "at loose ends ;" he said that he was opposed to

"tampering" with it, and that there should not be "any more tam

pering with it if he could help it." He wanted to close the whole door

on matters of that kind. I derived my amendment from that position

and from those remarks of the Senator and I was immensely surprised

when the honorable Senator himself—I know it was from a total for-

getfulueas of what he said in 1873—came forward and opposed my

amendment, and I believe intimated that he wonld rather lose the

bill than to have incorporated into it the exact doctrine which he so

forcibly put five years ago.

Mr. THURMAN. Which the Senator thinks I put, but which I did

not.

Mr. BLAINE. I have not interpolated nor changed a solitary word

the Senator said. The Senator spoke of the evils of having this mat

ter " at loose ends ;" he spoke of the evils of leaving it open to " stock-

gamblers" and to "stock speculation," and that we could not do any

thing about this road that was not immediately the subject of vast

"stock-gambling operations;" he spoke of the great evils of "tam

pering " with it, using that very word, a most siginficant and emphatic

word. Now if the Senator himself sees any difference in that mean

ing from that which I quote, I should be glad to hear him explain it.

If there be any other possible meaning, I should be glad to hear it.

Mr. THURMAN. I have not one word that I then said to take back ;

I stand to-day by every word that I then said ; but it has no more

application to this bill in my humble jndgment, though it has in the

superior intellect of my friend from Maine, than the eastern question

has.

Mr. BLAINE. I do not think the Senator could have heard me

when I read it.

Mr. THURMAN. I did.

Mr. BLAINE. I think the Senator's forgetfuluess of what he said

in 1873, when he said he did not take part in the debate at all, must

pursue him even at this moment, becanse the very arguments that I

presented, every one that I offered, every one on which my amend

ment can possibly rest are inclnded in the short, pithy, pointed, and

forcible paragraph which I read from the Senator in his debate of

1873. In that debate the Senator from Ohio and all others engaged

in it maintained—and I could read passage after passage in support

of my assertion—that the object was to reach a decision, that the

object, according to the Senator from Ohio, was to get it where it was

not to be made the basis or the ground or in any wise the occasion of

stock-gambling operations. Now, if there is a different meaning, if

there is something so hidden and occult, I think the Senator has rather

placed himself in the position of not being so impartial a jndge of that

possibly as the reader, becanse he did not remember that he had even

made a remark, he did not remember that he had made a solitary allu

sion to the bill, and yet I find him thirty-two times on his feet during

the debate and of bis remarks the most significant was the one which

I have read.

Now, Mr. President, I maintain that great as was the danger at that

time, pointed and large as were the inducements for stock-gamblers

to use the power of Congress to keep this thing " at loose ends " and

to keep "tampering with it," they are all infiintely greater now. At

that time the Senator from Ohio had never taken the ground that

Congress could alter, amend, or repeal these contracts at pleasure. At

no time during the debate in which he rose so often did he intimate

by the remotest possible hint that this power existed, and even with
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that restriction and speaking from that restricted stand-point of no

power to interfere with the contract the Senator found these great

dangers lurking. With Congress having a power so narrow and so

limited and so restrained as the honorable Senator then seemed to

infer it possessed he saw these great evils of stock-gambling and

stuck operations and everything of that evil character besetting legis

lation. Now I ask him to reflect what will be the character of that

when it goes forth that on every feature of this legislation, on every

single section, paragraph, and line and period of the acts of 1862 and

18t>4, the power of Congress is ample to step in at any moment and

change, alter, amend, repeal, or destroy as they please. Why you

have given a thousand inducements for interference from outside to

where one existed before. Yon have given a thousand temptations

to stock-gamblers. The Senator then found that the stock-gamblers

could make a profit of twenty-one cents on an investment of nine

cents.

Mr. THURMAN. Will the Senator allow me a question T

Mr. BLAINE. Certainly ; with great pleasure.

Mr. THUKMAN. Is not the power to amend, alter, or repeal now

in the charters ?

Mr. BLAINE. Yes.

Mr. THUBMAN. Is it put anymore in the charters by the Judiciary

Committee bill than it is now in the charters ?

Mr. BLAINE. I am talking of how the Senator then construed it.

Mr. THUKMAN. No matter about that. The Senator is speaking

about some better foundation for his amendment than what a Sena

tor said, I think.

Mr. BLAINE. There could not be a stronger one than is found in

what the Senator said. I could not possibly nave a stronger one than

the Senator gave mo.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator is putting it on the ground of tho

danger of stock gambling and the like, and that arises from the fact

that the charter is subject to amendment or repeal. I ask him if it

is not now subject to amendment or repeal T

Mr.BLAINE. The Senatorprobablydoesnotundcratandmearight.

Let me make myself intelligible.

Mr. THUKMAN. Is not the power to alter and repeal in the law

now t

Mr.BLAINE. Certainly; but allow me to make myself intelligible.

At that time the Senator from Ohio had not taken the cross-cut and

the near track of outrunning any possible judicial decision by simply

substituting an act of Congress.

Mr. THURMAN. Because there was no such question before Con

gress.

Mr. BLAINE. Nor did he ever intimate in that debate that such

a question could come before Congress ; never. In that whole dis

cussion, participated in by the Senator now chairman of the Judi

ciary Committee, [Mr. Edmunds,] by Senators remarkable for their

legal ability and legal experience on both sides of the Chamber, in

cluding on the opposite side the honorable Senator from Ohio him-

self, primus inter pares, there was never an intimation of the power

which the Senator says now is so plain and palpable that no person

disputes it ; and at that time, I want to ask the honorable Senator

what in the world was the sense of asking the Supreme Court of the

United States, the highest judicial tribunal we have, to decide whether

the half transportation should be retained or paid out ; what was the

sense of waiting eighteen months or two years for a judicial investi
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gation and decision, if at a single bound of the legislative will you

conld settle the whole thing f

Mr. THURMAN. Does the Senator want an answer now f

Mr. BLAINE. Yes, I will take it now.

Mr. THURMAN. Becanse if the Supreme Court had sustained the

opinion of the Attorney-General, that the Government had a right to

set off the interest which the Government pays against the half trans

portation which by the act of 1864 we agreed to pay to the compa

nies, then no legislation conld have been necessary upon the subject

of the half the transportation at all, for the right of set-off would

have settled that whole matter. Therefore it was perfectly right

that we should ascertain what was the opinion of the Supreme Court

of the United States upon the law as it then stood. That being ascer

tained, we could prepare such appropriate legislation as might be

zeoessary.

Mr. BLAINE. Ah! but the Senator already had the opinion of the

Attorney-General, and by a single statute he could have secured to

the United States the money to which it was just as much entitled

tben as it is to-day.

Mr. DAWES. The committee differed with the Attorney-General.

Mr. BLAINE. The Attorney-General's opinion, to be sure, differed,

and the Senator from Ohio overrode the Attorney-General's opinion.

There was the opinion of the law officer of the Government that we

were entitled to half the transportation ; the Secretary of the Treas

ury was retaining it, and the Senator from Ohio lent his powerful

name and powerful aid to the overthrow of that decision, and to

the order that that money should be paid back to the companies.

Two years later he changed his ground, and said upon the whole he

would refer that to the court. Then ho referred it to the court, but

two years after he said, " We will not abide by the decision of the

court." In the first place the Attorney-General said that the com

panies were not entitled to it, and the Senator from Ohio said they

were. Then he agreed to submit it to the court, and the court said

they were entitled to it, and now ho says they are not entitled to it.

Mr. THURMAN. Do I say they are not entitled to it f

Mr. BLAINE. In this bill.

Mr. THURMAN. There is nothing in this bill which says they are

not entitled to it, unless you alter the law.

Mr. BLAINE. Ah, unless yon alter the law ! That brings me back

to the original question. If this power was then, in the mind of the

Senator from Ohio, so ample and conclusive and absolute that all yon

had to do was to write and it was done, why all this delay f Why did

the Senator speak with such gravity and with such seriousuess as to

the effect of a jndicial decision if the jndicial decision was not to be

worth anything more than the paper on which it was printed f

Where was the point f The point of my amendment is to relieve the

Congress of the United States, and the Government and the compa

nies of just the evils which this change has wrought, as the Senator

from Ohio himself stands as the most illustrious example. In seven

years the Senator from Ohio has occupied four different positions on

this question. Four different positions as to the legislation necessary,

the Senator has held in seven years! I am very sure that, if this bill

passes as he supports it, with the power to alter, amend, and repeal,

with every invitation for everybody to come in and demand it, yon

will find some person, not probably so eminent as the Senator from

Ohio, but evon more changeable, I think, who will change seven times

in four years, and we shall have the thing repeated indefinitely. It
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will be shuttlecock ami battledore between the two Houses, between

Wall street and Congress. It will be a perpetual and never-ending

agitation upon the question. Mow, what is the necessity of this r

The bill of the Judiciary Committee, as I intimated, does not in my

judgment ask of the railroad companies more than they are able to

pay. I do not think it asks any more than we have the right to de

mand of them. I do not think that the bill would be in its amount

an oppressive one upon the railroad companies, and it is so adapted

that it forms a sliding scale. They have adopted a sliding scale of

25 per cent., so that the more of net earnings the companies make the

more the Government will get. The Senator from Ohio has spoken

I believe publicly, he has very freely in conversation, to the effect that

the operation of the bill would leave about $20,000,000 duo from each

company at the maturity of the bonds. If that be true, what is the

need of our saying that we reserve the power to interfere every year 1

Mr. EDMUNDS. We do not say it.

Mr. BLAINE. Then why keep the power all the time ?

Mr. EDMUNDS. Because the power is requisite always in such a

case.

Mr. BLAINE. That is stating that the world is round because it

is round.

Mr. EDMUNDS. And that is the very reason why the world is

round.

Mr. BLAINE. I want now to go into a little calculation, and I do

this for the benefit of my friend from Wisconsin [Mr. Howe] who

sits next to me. If the Senator from Ohio (and I have taken his figures

implicitly) is correct, there will, under the operation of this bill, be

$20,000,000 remaining of Government mortgage and $27,000,000 of

the first-mortgage bonds on the Union Pacific Railroad when the

bonds mature. I take the two railroads apart, and am speaking of

the Union Pacific. I believe the Central is regarded as a still stronger

corporation. There will be at the end of the mortgage $47,000,000

due on the Union Pacific. Does my friend who sits near me have any

doubt that they will be able to pay that amount T

Mr. HOWE. I doubt whether they will.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator doubts whether they will pay it. Now

let me give just one little calculation. The Union Pacific Railroad

Company is to-day paying more than 6 per cent, on $90,000,000 and

there are ahead of you twenty years of increase and development of

business, and a road to-day which, with all its obligations of first-

mortgage bonds, of sinking-fund bonds, of land-grant bonds, and of

stock, is absolutely showing net earnings enough for a dividend on

$90,000,000—cannot that road be trusted to pay $47,000,000 with

twenty more years added of development and increase of business

and enlarged connections in all directions f If this bill does not give

the absolute security to the Government for every solitary dollar that

it ever laid out upon it, then it is entirely impossible for the wit of

man to devise absolute security. By the time the bonds mature, ac

cording to the ordinary development of the country and especially of

the new country, with its varied and various interests, through which

that road runs, the fair presumption would be that its intrinsic value

would at least be double what it is to-day. The fair presumption I

say is that it would be double. There is not a banker in London or

New York, there is not a financier ou either continent who would

not accept that as absolute security and come under any amount of

obligation to anticipate its bonds for a proper consideration.

Therefore I say that the Judiciary Committee, having provided
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according to their own claim for the absolute repayment and security

to the Treasury of every dollar that the Government has advanced,

are yet unwilling to trust their own work, but want it to be open to

repeal, amendment, and modification, and agitation, and petition, and

memorial, and investigation every year for the next fifteen years, ns

it has been for the last fifteen. I am opposed to that, and I cannot

conceive how any one can be in favor of it.

One of the great reasons that I have heard from Senators for keep

ing open this power to legislate is that there is such a startling peril

from corporations in this country that the United States is in great

danger of being literally overridden by corporations. I should like

any lawyer of experience on this floor to tell me how many corpora

tions exist to-day by charter from the Government of the United

States. I do not count the national banks, which were organized under

.1 general law and about which there is no question as to the right of

repeal, but I refer to corporations that exercise any of this power that

you dread. I should like my honorable friend from Vermont, [Mr.

Edmunds,] who is a walking dictionary on all the statutes from Rome

and Greece down to Vermont and Maine, to tell me how many there

are of these gigantic corporations which threaten and imperil the

safety of the Government of the United States. Can any Senator tell

ine enough of them to cover the fingers of two hands f Congress has

been always sparing in its acts of incorporation. Even in this little

District of Colombia, where the congressional legislation is as exclu

sive as the legislation of a State is within its own limits, we have not

averaged one act of incorporation per annum since the foundation of

the Federal Government, and I include tire companies, and banks, and

Sisters of Charity, and benevolent societies, and Dorcas societies, and

steamboats to run from Alexandria to Georgetown. Putting them

all together they have not averaged one a year of the little private

coqwratioiis for the District of Colnmbia. Does any gentleman on

this floor know of any railroad company that was ever organized by

the United States with the exception of the Union Pacific f I pause for

answer and for correction if I am wrong. I do not assert it as a fact

but can any gentleman tell me that Congress ever at any time in the

past organized by charter a railroad company, with the solitary ex

ception of the Union Pacific f Yet that is the corporation that is in

danger of swallowing all the liberties of this people, and which most

be open to the watchful eye of everybody who wants to get an amend

ment in for every year of its existence. Although youbave got leg

islation under which they would repay every dollar to you, you must

keep the question open and well stirred up, keep the company where

they can be punched and reminded that the Government of the United

States is in great peril from the corporation if we do not continue to

assure our safety by perpetual agitation.

In connection with that I will say that this question is scarcely

ever debated, there is scarcely ever a reference made to the gigantic

corporation and to the danger to the United States from its operation,

that there is not some open or covert censure of the Congress and of

the men who composed the Congress that gave the charter to this

company. Well, I was one of the offenders. I voted to subordinate

the mortgage of the United States to the mortgage of the company.

My honorable friend from Vermont furthest from me [Mr. Morrill]

voted with me, and so did every Senator on this floor who was at that

time a member of the House of Representatives with the single excep

tion of the Senator from New Hampshire, [Mr. Rollins,] who voted,

I lielieve, against that provision and against the whole bill, and pos
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sibly my friend from Indiana, [Mr. Vooriiees,] of whoso record I do

not at this moment have a specific recollection. I was about to say

that every Senator voted for that. I do not think in the Senate of

the United States there was a solitary negative vote from New

England on that provision. The immediate predecessor of myhonor

able friend, the chairman of the Judiciary Committee, certainly voted

for it, [Mr. Foot.] My recollection is not precise as to the affirmative

vote ; but I do assert that not one NewEngland Senator voted against

it, and New England then had William Pitt Fessenden, and Charles

Sumner, and Jacob Collamer ; and the honorable Senator from Rhode

Island, [Mr. Anthony,] who is here still, was then a member of the

Senate. They voted for every provision of the bill, or at least did not

rote in the negative. Nor was it a party measure. It was a measure

of patriotism. Veryprominent democratsvoted for it. The gentlemau

who is at the present time Speaker of the House of Representatives,

prominent in the councils of the democratic party, voted, I am very

sure, with me to subordinate the Government bonds. It was regarded

at that time as a measure for the safety of the Union ; and all the

exaggerated notions that have since been put forward that there was

an immense lobby and a tremendous pressure brought to bear, and

that members were besought and besieged and crowded into a vote

of this kind, is purely a work of the imagination. There is nothing

of it. The vote was given at that time without the slightest confi

dence that these roads would be built under the act, without the

confidence that the legislation would produce their construction. If.

as I have often said, and I will say it here, any person had come for

ward of responsibility enough to make his guarantee reliable and

said to the United States (and I should like my honorable friend from

Vermont [Mr. Morrill] to contradict me if he disagrees with me :

he was then in the House with me) " We will build this road from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, the whole two thousand miles,

without one dollar from you until we put a locomotive over it and it

is accepted by the Government commissioners, and then we ask you

to give us $50,000,000 in gold coin as a free gift," it would have been

voted, in my judgment, unanimously, so eager was the desiro for the

road, so slight was the faith in the power to get it through at that

time. It wound itself in with all the patriotic impulses of that day.

It wound itself in with the warm desire to fasten the Pacific coast to

the Union with hooks of iron, if not of steel. The vote was not given

to benefit a company or even for great commercial purposes. It was

a large, patriotic, Union-saving, outstretching arm of the Govern

ment of the United States to hold together in strong political union

the great communities that bordered the two oceans.

That was the spirit of that day, and it has turned out well. It has

turned out far better than we expected, and we are going to receive

back every dollar that we ever put in it. As the matter stands to

day, I for one would not vote here to give to these companies a single

privilege that I would not give were fa private owner of what the

Government holds. I would govern my vote as representing the Gov

ernment, as the circumstances now are, precisely by what I would

regard my duty as a wise administration of a private trust.

We are going to receive all the money backj but if the Senator

from Ohio will permit me, I will state that I think there has been a

great deal of exaggeration made about the enormous aid that the

roads received. It was great ; it was very great ; it was probably

greater than will ever be given again to a road, because yon would

Have to repeat the extraordinary circumstances that induced that
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grant to have it repeated. But it is always stated as though the roads

had received hundreds of millions. The two roads received $19,000,000

apiece in gold. They were building on a gold basis, and they received

just what would have been equivalent to this sum if the Government

of the United States had handed them out $19,000,000 in gold coin.

Yet the Senator from Ohio states this question before the Judiciary

Committee, as reported in the pamphlet which I hold in my hand and

which I presume is authentic—it was circulated among all the mem

bers, placed on the desks, and I read from it—the Senator from Ohio

states that the Government is out of pocket on account of these roads

$500,000,000. Do I state the Senator's language correctly t

Mr. EDMUNDS. What paper is it the Senator reads from t

Mr. BLAINE. Here is a report put upon all the desks of members

purporting to give a verbatim account of the hearings before the

Judiciary Committee, and during the address of Judge Trumbull, for

merly of this body, who appeared there as counsel for oue of the

companies, this occurs

Mr. EDMUNDS. Just tell us what that book is.

Mr. BLAINE. I know nothing about it except from its titlo : "Ar

guments before the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Sen

ate, on Senate bill No. 15." I presume the Senator received a copy.

I saw them lying around on the desks of Senators. It has been

commonly circulated.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Ob, it is one of the railroad publications, I imag

ine.

Mr. BLAINE. I read from it as follows :

Senator Tih'k.m an. Thirty years' interest on that would be IPO per cent., which

would be 1117,000,000 to be paid by these roads at the end of the thirty years,

which would liquidate principal anil interest. Now the Government pays the in

terest semi-annually, and therefore, so far as Government is concerned, it is like

compounding interest* and that will make over (500,000.000 that the Government

e;u s. The Government is out of pocket, I mean, $500,000,000.

Is that a correct account of what the Senator said ?

Mr. THURMAN. I cannot say whether it is or not. But, if the

Senator wants to know exactly how much I was speaking about, I

can iind the figures.

Mr. BLAINE. That is, the Senator substantially, I believe, admits

it.

Mr. THURMAN. It would be big enough to swamp three or four

such railroads.

Mr. BLAINE. Undoubtedly. Now, what I observe to the Senator

is that this is hardly a fair way of reckoning. If the Senator should

happen himself, in the generosity of his heart, to make a present to

two young men and to hand one of them $10,000 which he happened

to have in bank, and to the other $10,000 that was raised on a note,

and at the end of eleven years he meets them and says, "I gave one

$10,000, but I gave $20,000 to the other because I count it up with

compound interest." That would be the spirit of the calculation

indulged in by the Senator, and I beg to say that it utterly befogs

and confuses the whole subject. The Capitol under whose Dome we

sit to-day cost a thousand million dollars according to that mode of

calculation at the very least ; and if yon will compound the interest

of t he small sum which Queen Isabella realized lor her jewels the

discovery of America was the most miserable speculation that ever

any European went into in the world. If you take the feather that

was on Columbus's hat, worth a gold florin, and compound it at what

Western farmers pay on their mortgages, the whole real estate of

North and South America to-day would not be sufficient to pay it.
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So, when the Senator says the Government advanced 1500,000,000 to

these companies, he is dealing in mere figures of speech, and not in

figures of arithmetic. What we paid them was this amonnt of bonds,

and they are obligated in their mortgage to pay back that amount of

bonds with all the interest at the maturity of the bonds. I believe

the Senator from Ohio and the Senator from Vermont both admit

that that is the law of the case to-day, and that is what we are pro

viding for.

I have not seen the report of the speech of the honorable Senator

from Delaware, [Mr. Bayard,] but I think he stated that there was

nothing in the debates to show that there was not a cuius omissus in

regard to the interest, that there was no such expression to be found.

Did I understand the Senator to say that there was no expression by

which the intent and meaning of the act could be inferred f

Mr. BAYARD. No ; I made no such statement that I remember.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator spoke of its being a casus omissus, I

think. I have not seen his speech, as it has not appeared in the

Record.

Mr. BAYARD. It was sent to the Record office on Saturday morn

ing but I find it will not be published until to-morrow. The words

" casus omissus " were found by me in an opinion cited in 1 Otto by

the court in which Mr. Justice Buller, in speaking of the duty of the

court to take a law as they found it, said that even a casus omissus or

a tyrannical law would still be executed by the courts. What took

place in the debate in reference to a provision for paying the interest

by the companies pari passu to the payment by the Government, I

did not refer to. I believe the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman]

did refer to that.

Mr. BLAINE. I did not listen to the honorable Senator on that

point ; but certainly it was plainly apparent in the debates of Con

gress

Mr. BAYARD. I will say this to the Senator: I did say that when by

the judgment of the Supreme Court the American people discovered

that this vast amount of interest, double the amonnt of the principal

of the debt, could not be paid until the debt itself matured, it created

universal astonishment except with those, and those few, who knew

that the law had been so drafted. I did not consider it a casus omissus.

I considered that the law which postponed a debt for thirty years

and made none of the ordinary provisions that the interest should be

payable semi-annually or annually in the progress of time between

the contraction of the debt and its payment, was something extraor

dinary, and that had it occurred at the hand of a private agent he

would have been suspected of infidelity to his client or of great in

capacity.

Mr. BLAINE. Then if I understand the Senator he means that it

was not the understanding of Congress that the law meant that the

payment of the interest should be deferred i

Mr. BAYARD. I did not pretend to say what was the understand

ing of Congress, because I had not the debate before me. Those laws

were passed when I was not in Congress, in 1862 and 1864, and I had

not referred to the debate to know how it was that such language

was arranged ; but I spoke of the effect of the language, which would

be to postpone the payment of a hundred million of dollars until

$55,000,000 became due, and to say that $100,000,000 of interest should

not be paid until $55,000,000 became dne was very startling.

Mr. BLAINE. Now, the Senator will hear that during the pend

ency of the bill a verv careful gentleman from Indiana, Mr. White,

28 pa



well known to Senators on this floor, since deceased, moved an amend

ment pending the bill ; and if the attention of the Senator has not

been called to it before I will be glad to have him give attention to

it now. Mr. White says :

It will be observed, by reference to the section, that there is no provision in ref

erence to the payment of the ourrent interest. I therefore move to amend by add

ing to the section the following :

"It is declared to be the true intent and meaning of this section that the current

interest on said bonds shall be chargeable to said company, to bo by them reimbursed

to the United States within one month after each semi-annual payment thereof by

the United States ; and a defanlt therein shall subjeot the said company to the

same liability and forfeiture above provided for in the case of the non-redemption

of the bonds at their maturity."

That amendment was rejected. That amendment was offered by

Mr. White and explained by him, and he was answered by Mr. Camp

bell, of Pennsylvania, then of the House of Representatives, who

reported the bill, and it was rejected.

Mr. BAYARD. I have not examined the debate. I ask the Sena

tor was it there proposed that the interest should be postponed until

the principal became duet

Mr. BLAINE. No, it was rejected on the assumption that the 5

per cent, and the half transportation would pay it. It was rejected

on the ground that they had put enough into the bill to secure the

Government.

Mr. BAYARD. To secure the payment of the interest f

Mr. BLAINE. Yes. Now the significance is this: that amendment

was offered when the act of 1862 was pending, which was a much

more stringent law than the measure of 1804, because under the act

of 1862 the companies gave up and could not build the road. It

makes it all the more significant, as the Senator will observe, that

the amendment was rejected on that bill.

Mr. BAYARD. I fully admit the intendment of the Senator's sug

gestion, but it seems to me that at the time this amendment of Mr.

White was offered, perhaps from excessive caution, if you please,

from greater caution, it was considered that the repayment of the in

terest by the company pari passu to the Government was sufficiently

protected by the language already in the measure, and they voted it

down. I will say further that when the case came before the Su

preme Court, in 1 Otto, aud was there argued, it was very strenu

ously and forcibly held that it never could have been the intent to

postpone the payment of the interest until the principal became due,

not simply because it was out of the ordinary line of transaction, but

because by the very act the Government lien and the Government

bonds were to give way to a prior lien of the company similar in

tenor and amount. The similarity in tenor and amount was shown

by their issuing bonds for the same amount, or within a very small

proportion less, of a tenor that prescribed for the semi-annual pay

ment of the interest as the time passed on. Therefore it was a mat

ter, as I say it is now, of very great surprise to me, as merely one of

the great body of the American people, that the provision for the re

payment of interest paid out of the public Treasury for the use of a

company should not have been protected by a provision to repay to

it at the time the interest was due from the company.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator from Illinois, [Mr. Davis,! who was

then on the supreme bench and delivered the opinion, took, I think,

the very sensible view, both as a lawyer and a business man, that it

never could have been conceived by Congress that the road at the

very instant of its completion could pay the interest on the Govern
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meiit bonds. It was not a practicable thing as a business arrange

ment, and the Senator from Delaware will observe that there would

have been no boon in the grant, there would practically have been

no advantage in the grant had that been the construction. There

would have been no beneficence on the part of the Government if

they had been held instantly to pay that interest, because the Gov

ernment would have been just as hard a creditor as the first-mort

gage bondholder was. There would have been no beneficence on the

Sart of the Government whatever in that case, and the Supreme

ourt so decided.

Mr. BAYARD. They did so decide, undoubtedly. I am not find

ing fault with their decision as a matter of reasoning upon the law

they found before them, but I submit to the honorable Senator from

Maine that nowhere in this opinion that I have been able to see is

there anything suggesting the idea that the court were not deciding

upon the litera scripta of the statute as they found it, but there is in

this opinion a suggestion that if the law had provided otherwise that

expression would have been found on the face of the law, and the

court would certainly have executed it ; but as to the reasonableness,

or the unreasonableness of a provision for the payment of the interest

as the interest fell due, there is nothing in this opinion that I have

been able to discover whatever. Here is the opinion ; I have looked

it over and read it carefully.

Mr. BLAINE. I have not read it lately, bnt it seems to me the

honorable Senator from Illinois, (then on the Supreme Bench,) whom

I regret is not in his seat, proceeded at length to show the great

character of the enterprise, and what the Government was intending

to do in regard to it and what the motive of the Government was.

Mr. BAYARD. He did, no doubt.

Mr. BLAINE. I think the Senator from Illinois delivered what

would be a most extraordinarily good speech in the Senate on that

point, and which was mnch clearer to my mind than the one which

he delivered afterward in the Senate on the subject.

Mr. BAYARD. I said merely what they claimed to decide was the

language used by the Legislature, but as to the reasonableness or

unreasonableness of it, as to the improvidence or providence of it,

the court said nothing.

Mr. BLAINE. I have not the decision here and of course cannot

refer to it.

Mr. BAYARD. I have it here, and I think that the Senator will

not find anything in it in the shape of an opinion that any legislation

to have provided for the payment of interest would have been wise

or otherwise.

Mr. BLAINE. I do not see that that is material at all.

Mr. MATTHEWS. If the Senator from Maine will allow me a

moment, I think he is entirely correct in this fact at least, that the

Supreme Court went into the question of the history and utility of

the enterprise to fortify the reasonableness of their construction of

the law.

Mr. BAYARD. As they found it. They said they bad nothing to

do with the wisdom of it or otherwise; that they simply decided it

according to their duty, (I forget the precise phrase ;) that they inter

preted the language of the Legislature as they found it and after

that they bad no duty to perform.

Mr. BLAINE. I have not 1 Otto here, bnt if I had I should like

to read the opinion of the court, because I think if my memory is

not at fault it travels very far outside of the literal and exact point

that the Senator from Delaware would rein it down to.
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Mr. BAYARD. I think the Senator will find stronger words than

I have used there.

Mr. BLAINE. That may be. I now have the opinion. Now I will

read briefly from it :

Many of the provisions in the original act of 1862 are outside of the usual

course of legislative action concerning grants to railroads, and cannot be properly

construed without reference to the circumstances which existed when it passed.

The war of the rebellion was in progress ; and owing to the complications with

England, the country had become alarmed for the safety of our Pacifio posses

sions—

I am reading from the opinion of the Supreme Court—

The loss of them was feared iu case those complications should result in an

open rupture ; but, even if this fear were groundless, it was quite apparent that

we were unable to furnish that de_gree of protection to the people occupying them

which every government owes to its citizens—

That is setting forth more tersely and eloquently than I did the

exact position under which I gave my vote for that act—

It is true the threatened danger was happily averted ; but wisdom pointed out

the necessity of making suitable provisions for the future. This could be done

in no better way than by the construction of a railroad across the continent. Such

a road would bind together the widely separated parts of onr common country, and

furnish a cheap and expeditious mode lor the transportation of troops and aup

plies—

I am surprised to see how accurately and even literally I interpreted

Judge Davis—

If it did nothing more than afford the required protection to the Pacific States,

it was felt that the Government, in the performance of an imperative duty, could

not justly withhold the aid necessary to build it ; and so strong and pervading

was this opinion that it is by no means certain that the people would not have

justified Congress if it had departed from the then settled policy of the countrv

regarding works of internal improvement, and charged the Government itself with

the direct execution of the enterprise.

Mr. BAYARD. At page 81 the Senator will find the language to

which I referred.

Mr. BLAINE. Oh ! that may be. I did not at all deny that what

the Senator quoted was correct, but I stated that the whole opinion

was based on precisely the argument I submitted that justified Con

gress in the passage of the act, the whole of it.

Mr. BAYARD. And when the court came to construe this statute

they used language such as I stated.

Mr. BLAINE. The court construed the language taking in all the

circumstances which surrounded the act as wise courts always will,

of course. We are not to-day disputing practically about the pay

ment of the interest. The Senate is pretty well agreed that these

companies can repay it. I think the companies are quite willing to

pay it. At all events Congress is quite resolved that they shall pay

it. But I return simply to the point I set out upon. After you have

laid down your own terms, after you have written upon a white sheet

of paper the precise exactions that you demand of these companies,

while yon stand in the full possession of a fower which you will not

permit even to be questioned, why do you not accompany it with at

least the assurance that the exercise of that power shall be with a

fair and honorable understanding that if the companies faithfully

comply with your conditions, they shall be allowed to go forward to

do their own work, to build up their own great enterprise, and pay

off their entire obligations to the Government without fear of inter

ference, without being threatened or menaced or disturbed or hurried

or worried. It seems to me that that is the wise course for Congress

to take, and it is wholly in that spirit that I have offered the amend

ment which is now pending.
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Mr. SARGENT. I understood the Senator from Delaware to state

that at this decision of the Supreme Court everybody was surprised.

Mr. BAYARD. I did not say everybody. I said that I believed it

took the neat body of the American people by surprise.

Mr. SARGENT. I am surprised at that statement when the fact is

apparent by the records of the Senate that the Judiciary Committee

of the Senate as early as 1871 took exactly the same position that

the Supreme Court did in this decision.

Mr. BAYARD. I know the Judiciary Committee of the Senate or a

portion of it came in here with a report, which astounded me at the

time, to the effect that this interest-money, paid out semi-annually

from the Treasury, could not be recovered from the railroad compa

nies for thirty years. Although that opinion was given, yet it was

not for some time afterward that an amendment to an appropriation

bill, which I think was prepared by the Senator from Vermont, pro

vided that these companies should come into the Court of Claims and

prove their right to receive one-half of the transportation-money

which had been withheld.

Mr. THURMAN. Two years afterward.

Mr. BAYARD. I voted for that because I could not believe that

when they came before the court such a decision would be reached.

My ignorance was probably owing to my want of familiarity with the

terms of these statutes, passed long before I came into Congress.

Whenthe Supreme Court, affirming the decision of the Court of Claims,

came to the conclusion they did I was one of the very many people

of this country who were amazed and sorrowed to find that while

$3,000,000 annually and upward were passing away from the Treas

ury of the United States for the benefit of the stockholders of these

corporations, there was to be no means of repayment upon that vast

snm until thirty years had elapsed. Yet I believe the Supreme Court,

following the statute as they found it, construing it strictly as they

did, were unable, as the power to " alter, amend, and repeal " had not

been exercised by Congress, to come to any other conclusion. That

is what I meant, by saying that 1 was surprised at the result.

Mr. SARGENT. The Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Thcrman,] who re

ports this bill, concurred with that report of the Judiciary Committee

in 1871. So far as I can find ont, only one member dissented from it,

and that was the Senator from Vermont, [Mr. Edmunds.] But in

his altercation or discussion the other day with the Senator from Mas

sachusetts [Mr. Dawes] the Senator from Vermont seemed to object

to the construction which the Senator from Massachusetts put upon

that opinion of the Judiciary Committee of 1871. Any one who looks

at the running debate that took place at that time will find himself

somewhat puzzled to know whether the Senator from Vermont be

lieved in the report of the committee or did not believe in it. But

where the law committee of this body report that the view which

the Supreme Court subsequently took was the correct one I do not

see the ground of surprise of Senators that the Supreme Court should

subsequently take a position which agreed with that of the law com

mittee of the body. The legislation which subsequently took place

was entirely in accordance with the opinion of that committee, be

cause it did not legislate, as has been asserted here over and over

again; that this money should be paid, but simply submitted the

question to the Supreme Court whether or not it should be paid until

the maturity of the debt.

One single remark further. It has been said over and over again,

and the Senator from Delaware now repeats it, that the United States
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is ont $3,000,000 annually and that there is no way to get this money

back before the maturity of the bonds, &o., and he looks npon that

as a great hardship. Without the railroad the Government would be

out $8,000,000 annually, with no power ever to get it back, because

the amount of transportation has been done so much more cheaply

to the Government on account of the security against Indian wars,

on account of the cheap and rapid transmission of the mails, to say

nothing of the new States and Territories. The Senator from Dela

ware talks about enhancing the resources of the Government. The

great amount which was saved by the Government would have been

elsewise paid in transportation of various kinds, necessary to be car

ried on upon an immense scale, and not a dollar of it ever would

have come back to the Government except in the incidental advan

tage derived from the transportation. Therefore I say, when the

linger is continually pointed to the fact that the Government, under

the terms of this contract, is paying some $:?,0O0,O00 or more interest

annually, which is not to be repaid until the maturity of the bonds,

its consideration for doing that was that the companies would render

to it the great benefits which have been realized from the road, and

which are named in the decision of the Supreme Court as the exciting

motive of Congress in granting the aid.

Mr. BAYARD. With due respect to the honorable Senator from

California, who has followed out to-day very much the same train

and track of his remarks of Friday last, he seems to consider that

these companies have created, and generously given to the people of

the United States, the enormous advantages of transportation for

their mails and their war supplies, to which he has referred. Whose

property was this road built by t Whose land did it pass through f

Whose bonds paid for it t The people of America were the owners of

all that property, and if they have gained advantage it has been by

the use of their own estate. These roads were not chartered for the

lienetit of individuals: they were chartered for the development of

national resources and for national ends. Thereforejust as well might

we thank the man who would pay over to another a small portion

of his honest debt, and say how generous it was without pausing to

say whose money and whose estate was the object of all this liber

ality. Of course the Government has availed itself of these roads. Of

course the great agency of steam, and the intercommunication, has

enabled it to transport mails, and troops, and supplies for those troops,

at great advantage ; but is that due to these corporations whom it has

employed to develop its own resources t You might as well credit

them with the invention of steam itself, as to give them credit for this

money so saved. Whatever they have done and done faithfully, I am

disposed sincerely to admit and acknowledge and thank them for;

but it does seem to me that the great underlying idea, in aid of which

ths companies were incorporated and these national grants made, is

constantly overlooked. It was the use of the people's money for the

sake of the people. So far as the agent, the trustee, shall faithfully

execute his trust, let him be thanked bythe people, rewarded by their

gratitude and their confidence given him. or if already given, contin

ued ; but let it not be forgotten, that we are dealing from first to last

with the property of the people of the United States, put in trust for

their use. If this investment shall redound ro the benefit of the United

States as a Government, as well as to its omens as individuals, then

it has been amply successful. If those persons employed in the agency

shall reooivolartfeprotitsftomit. I shall be exceedingly pleased. lam

not d\spv«od to oegnulpc them any advantage, any honor, any thanks
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that may be due them ; bnt from the first to the last, I shall endeavor

to keep in my mind in voting in regard to this bill and the great sub

ject to -which it relates, the fact that it is a public measure, the great

object of which is pnblic welfare, and that everything else is subor

dinate and purely incidental.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I do not rise to make anything

like a set speech, and I should not rise at all but for some remarks

that were made by the Senator from Maine, [Mr. Blaine.] I shall

dispose of them, and then I shall take my seat.

I found myself duly notified in the morning papers that my scalp

was to be taken to-day and hung at the belt of the Senator from

Maine ; but feeling my head now it feels very sound indeed, I think,

both inside aud out ; and I think, Mr. President, that it will be a

good while before the Senator from Maine can get what little hair

there is on my head by mousing around among the Congressional

Globes and Congressional Records to try and find something in

consistent between what I may have once said and what I say to-day.

I submit to that Senator that such an occupation is totally beneath

his great powers. I am a very Liliputian man to him now ; but yet

with what little brains God has granted to me, I should feel infi

nitely humiliated if I went searching around among the Congres

sional Records and Congressional Globes to try and convict a Sen

ator of some inconsistency of speech or thought in the haste of lan

guage in debate as a means of defeating a great measure that onght

to stand or fall on its own merits and not on the personal consistency

of an individual. I do think there is something else that was a little

remarkable in the observations of the Senator from Maine. Last

Thursday, at the close of the day, when more than half the Senators

had started home, and when I was about to start too, and the farthest

thing in the world from my thoughts was that I should enter into any

discussion, the Senator from Maine and two or three others got around

me and stood up and put questions to me as if I were subject to a

cross-examination by the whole Senate upon what was the law of the

land, and what were ethics, and what was history, aud what was every

thing else, until at last I had to tell the Senator that we were not in

the Middle Ages when a man went to a city and published a defiance

to everybody to come and debate with him and put questions to him,

he affirming that he would answer them all. I was compelled to tell

the Senator that I was no Admirable Crichton to be catechised in that

way. In the heat of that discussion I confess that for a moment I

lost my temper, so much so that I was perhaps guilty of a little rude

ness to my most estimable friend who sits on my right [Mr. Eaton]

and which I have regretted ever since. Becanse at that very moment

I did not recollect that I had taken any part in the debate of 1873,

the Senator now comes forward to convict me of what t Of a failure

of memory under such circumstances as that, and, to make the failure

the more significant, he says that I spoke thirty-one times on that act

of 1873. How does he count up his thirty-one times f I will give the

Senate a specimen of how he makes out thirty-one speeches.

Mr. BLAINE. " Appeared " was the word I used.

Mr. THURMAN. Oh, well, " appeared." I appeared all the time ;

I was here all the while.

Mr. BLAINE. Not in the Globe.

Mr. THURMAN. I appeared here in my own person. But here is

the kind of speeches that the Senator from Ohio made which served

to make up the thirty-one times :

Mr. Thi.'iim.vn. The Senator ia entirely mistaken. The amendment was moved
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by the Senator from Nevada in the Senate. I am speaking of the amendment of

That was an observation to correct my friend, Mr. Stevenson, and

that is one of " Mr. Thurman's" speeches. Again further on, after

Mr. Stevenson had spoken again, "Mr. Tiiukma.n " said :

Not at all. It was moved by the Senator from Nevada on my right, [Mr. Stew

art.] It was very largely debated.

That is speech No. 2. Then going along further, Mr. Stevenson still

speaking, "Mr. Thurman" said :

If my friend will allow me to get throngh he will find that he is jumping before

he gets to the stile. If the House did not agree to this amendment, how in the

name of sense did it become a law )

That is speech No. 3. Then further along, Mr. Stevenson still speak

ing, "Mr. thurman" said:

No, I do not.

That is speech No. 4. Then further •' Mr. Thcrman " said :

I have not given np the floor yet.

That is speech No. 5; aud so on. There are several other of then*

speeches which perhaps I ought to read. Here is one where I said :

Where is that I

And another :

On what page of the Globe 1

This is the way in which the Senator from Maine attempts to de

feat the Judiciary Committee's bill by using more arithmetic in a

count of tho number of times my name appeared in the Globe than

he does in answering the Judiciary Committee's bill.

So much, Mr. President, for that, I have regretted to see in this

debate from the beginning that scarcely any one has opposed the bill

of the Judiciary Committee without in some way or other seeming to

cast retlectious upon that committee. I alluded to it once, and it

was intimated that certainly I did not claim that Senators were not

to exercise their own judgment. Certainly I never did claim any

such thing. I said theu that I claim no infallibility for the Judiciary

Committee. Every Senator has a perfect right to disagree with it.

and it is his duty to express his opinions if he does disagree with it.

Neither that committee nor any member of the committee has assumed

any superiority in this body, if I know it. I certainly have not

observed it ; but yet there was in the tone in which the committee

was spoken of ana in which the measure was spoken of, and of late,

I am sorry to say, in which its pertoanel is spoken of, something that

is a little unusual in this body. This morning, not content with an

attack upon the committee generally, the Senator from Maine has

seen tit to come in and single out the Senator from Ohio and to some

extent the Senator from Vermont, and be has said in his peculiarly

forcible and dramatic style that the Senator from Ohio has occupied

four positions on this subject within the last seven years, and then

by way of witticism he intimate* that if this bill passes the Senator

from Ohio may occupy seven different positions In the next four years.

Mr. BLAINE. Oh," no. I said that some other Senator may.

Mr. THCRMAN. - Some other Senator." Well, he might just as

well have said " tho Senator from Ohio," for if the Senator from Ohio

has shown such a facility for changing, and can change four times in

seven years, the probability is that be would be the man who would

change seven limes in the next four vears.

Mr. BI.A1NE. But I did not sav that.

Mr. THCRMAN. Mr. President, I defy any mac in the world who
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reasons fairly to point oat the slightest inconsistency between my

course to-day and that on any previous occasion. There isnone what

ever. It is all in the imagination of the Senator from Maine. About

what were we talking when I spoke the words that he read to the

Senate to-day t We were talking about the right of the Government

to withhold the half-transportation account then due to these com

panies. We were not in the slightest degree talkingabont any amend

ment to the charter. Not a word about that were we talking of. Mr.

Akerman had given his opinion as Attorney-General that the Govern

ment had a right to set on the interest which it paid against the half-

transportation account, which by the act of 1864 was to be paid to

the companies. The companies denied that that was the law. They

petitioned Congress on the subject. The matter was referred to the

Judiciary Committee of the Senate. That committee, by a vote of b

to 1, decided that Mr. Akerman was wrong, that there was no such

right of set-off on the part of the Government, and accordingly they

reported a resolution directing the Secretary of the Treasury, who

had withheld the half-transportation account to pay it to the com

panies to whom it belonged under the then existing law. The Sen

ator says that I agreed to that report. So I did ; and I stand by it

to-day, and say that it was good law. It has been affirmed by the

Judiciary Committee of the House, by both Houses of Congress, by

the unanimous decision of the Court of Claims and the unanimous

decision of the Supreme Court of the United States. I think that is

sufficient to establish that it was good law. I stand by that.

But then he said I was inconsistent with that because afterward I

was in favor of submitting the question to a judicial determination.

I was in favor of submitting it to a judicial determination from the

firat. When the resolution was under consideration, reported by the

Judiciary Committee in 1871, 1 drew up an amendment to submit the

question to the Court of Claims, so that it might not rest upon any

legislative interpretation of the law but upon a judicial determina

tion.

In 1873 I did nothing more than what I attempted to do in 1871, to

have a judicial determination not of the question whether Congress

could alter, amend, or repeal—I should have as soon thought of deny

ing the Decalogue as to deny that—but a judicial determination of

what were the rights of the companies as the law then stood to the

money which was in the Treasury of the United States, and which

was claimed by the companies, but refused to be paid over by the

Secretary of the Treasury ; that was all. That resolution passed. It

gave great dissatisfaction ; it gave such dissatisfaction that in 1873

some Senator, and I think it was the Senator from Vermont or my

late colleague, Mr. Sherman, for they were both very much opposed

to that opinion of the Judiciary Committee, proposed that that thing

should be litigated, and consequently introduced a bill to repeal that

direction of the act of 1871, the money still not having been paid

over, and to make a case for the courts to decide. Of course I was

in favor of that. Of course as I was in favor of it in 1871 so I was in

favor of it then. So that instead of there being any inconsistency

whatever I was perfectly consistent throughout the whole consider

ation, both in 1871 and in 1873.

Then, where is there any inconsistency nowf There is not one

word in the bill of the Judiciary Committee that is inconsistent with

the resolution of 1871 or with the decision of the Supreme Court of

the United States. Those who are opposed to this bill have been

challenged again and again to show oue line, one letter in the decis
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ion of the Supreme Court in the interest case in 1 Otto that conflicts

in the slightest degree with the bill which is now before the Senate,

and nobody has ever shown any such thing.

I am not accustomed to waste the time of the Senate with talks

about myself, and much less abont my own consistency. The only

complaint that ever has been made against me, so far as I know, con

nected with political life, is that I have been too consistent, that I

have been too hard-headed, well-baked an old democrat and not given

to change. That is the only thing complained of, that I am too ob

stinate nn old fellow in that respect and not given to change accord

ing as the current may flow or the wind may blow.

Bnt if I were disposed to be a little personal, which I am not, if

I were disposed to drag personalities into thi9 discussion, I should like

the Senator from Maine to explain this little record which I hold in

my hand. Two years ago, on the 7th day of July, 1876, the House

of Representatives passed a sinking-fund bill known as the Law

rence bill and sent it to the Senate. It was a bill upon which that

committee had worked very long, very long indeed, and made a most

elaborate report as early as April 25, 1876. That bill finally came to

a vote three months afterward. That committee had reported a bill

far more severe than the bill now before the Senate, far more severe

than the bill subsequently reported by the Judiciary Committee of

the Senate—Senate bill No. 15, which I introduced last October, and

had again referred to that committee. Tbey reported that bill far

more severe, I say, though it asserted as fully as it conld possibly

assert the right of Congress to alter, amend, or repeal this charter, and

imposing on these compauies conditions far more onerous than any

bill that ever has been reported to the Senate. That bill passed the

House of Representatives on the 7th day of July, 1*76, by a vote of

yeas 159, nays 9. But, Mr. President, where was the eloquence of

the Senator from Maine then f Why was it not exercised, he who

exercised such great power in that body over which he had presided

so " <ng f Why did he not thunder then f If that bill, which asserted

so strongly the right of alteration, amendment, or repeal, and pre

served it, was wrong, why did he not then tell the House, " You will

make this a foot-ball of stock-gamblers of all sorts and descriptions for

alt time tocome if yon pass this bill f" Whydidhe not warn them of

these dangers which he has so eloquently depicted to-day f No, Mr.

President, he was mute as the lamb before the shearer. Not one

word do I find that he ever uttered against that bill, and when it

came to the voting he was like Job's friends. He said that Ms

friends were like the waters of the brook : " Wbat time they wax

warm they vanish; when it is hot they are consumed out of their

place." He did not vote at all. and I should not be—no, I will not

say that—but it may possibly happen that when the vote comes on

this bill the Senator from Maine may have business elsewhere, or,

which God forbid, may not be in a good state of health !

Mr. President, if we were to go into personalities, which I eschew,

I do not want to go into, I might refer to my friend from California.

I am sorry he is not here. He has been a little warm on the subject

of this Judiciary Committee bill, and be seems to think that we are

a very exacting set of fellows, and that we are going a good deal too

far. Why, Mr. President, how did the Judiciary Committee of this

Ivodv ever get jurisdiction of this subject f Who first gave it juris

diction T Who gave it jurisdiction before that Lawrence bill came

from the House T Months before that bill came from the House, who
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gave it jurisdiction t I will read and show yon. On the 6th day of

January, 1876—

On motion of Mr. Rahornt, It was

Jtetoleed by the Senate—

Now, I beg the attention of Senators to what was the resolution—

That the Committee on the Judiciary—

Not the Railroad Committee. He did not want them to have any

thing to do with it—

That the Committee on the Jndiciary are instructed to inquire what legislation,

if any, is necessary to sooare indemnity to the United States for advances of in

terest paid and to be paid by the Government on account of subsidy bonds isaned

to the several Pacific Railroad Companies, and to secure indemnity against liability

to pay the principal of such bonds—

By what t Now, mark you, by what—

by requiring the creation of sinking fnnds, or otherwise. Also, whether the issues

of the companies' mortgage bonds under the act of 18<>4 were in excess of the amount

necessary for the completion of said roads ; and, if so, whether such issues are a

first lien upon the roads. Also, whether any of the bonds of theTJnited States

issued in aid of said roads are- a first lien on the same. And that the committee

report by bill or otherwise.

He set us to work to find out what was necessary to indemnify the

Government of the United States for the interest paid and to be paid,

and also to secure it against loss. And not only that, bnt he started

an investigation or attempted to start it, to see whether or not these

first-mortgage bonds, instead of being used as necessary for the con

struction of the road, had not been actually put into the pockets of

the shareholders, and therefore were not in equity or morals, or per

haps in law, a first lien on the road at all, and whether we ought not

to assert that the Government debt was the first lien. But now, now

forsooth, when we talk about getting indemnity ; now when we talk

abont a repayment of the principal and interest of the subsidy bonds,

we are told that Mr. White or some other pale-colored individual in

the House of Representatives in 1862 or 1864 thought in his wisdom

that the Government might as well make these roads and lend this

money and never ask repayment. What if Mr. White or Mr. Black

or Mr. Brown or Mr. Yellow or Mr. Red did think so t The answer to

that and to all talk about how much the Government lias saved by the

construction of this railroad in its transportation account is that Con

gress took that into consideration. But that was not all. Congress

took these patriotic motives iuto consideration, to which the Senator

from Maine has alluded. But that was not enough. Congress was

not willing to be paid in patriotism. It is not legal tender or current

coin in the transaction of business. Congress was not willing to be

paid in savings on its transportation account. It gave enough for

Jiatriotism, and in that respect did wisely ; it gave enough bonus in

and and in the advantages of this loan with no rests in the calcula

tion of interest for all the benefit that the roads could be to the Gov

ernment in saving transportation, and having given enough it said

to these companies, " Yon are to repay this money which we loan to

you, both principal and interest." So it is said in the law, and there

is the end of the whole matter.

Now, Mr. President, the Senator from Maine says that we have

written down here in this Judiciary Committee bill on a white sheet

of paper what we demand ; why not make it a fixed finality at least

until the maturity of the bonds T I tell him the bill is framed upon

no such idea. If it were the terms of this bill would be very differ

ent from what they are. What would he have ? Does he know what
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is to be the operation of this bill if it should pass, say, for instance,

npon the Union Pacific T Taking its business for the last six years

and supposing its business in the future to be the same, how mnch

will it have to pay into the sinking fund f Only a little over a half

million dollars. The half-transportation account on the past average

will amount to $421,000, and it will have but i 1 00,000 in cash to pay.

Now the Senator, upon such a payment as that into the sinking fund,

the payment of half a million dollars a year, proposes that Congress

should tie up its hands for twenty years and make a bargain with

this company that shall be irrepealable. If such an amendment as

that of the Senator from Maine should be inserted in this bill, it

would be the best bargain this company ever made. The idea will

not do at all.

But, Mr. President, away down below that lies the principle of the

thing. I affirm, as I have affirmed before, that this Government had

better lose every dollar due and all that is to become due to it by

these companies than to give up that right which it has to alter,

amend, or repeal the charter. The amendment of the Senator from

Maine is the worst attack upon this bill that could be made. He

knows very well that with that provision fastened on to this bill the

bill would not only not be worth the paper on which it is written,

but it would be far worse than nothing ; he knows that that would

be a fatal death-blow given to this bill.

Mr. President, let no one deceive himself about this ; -let no one

imagine he can be a friend of the Judiciary Committee bill and at

the same time a friend to the amendment of the Senator from Maine.

The amendment of the Senator from Maine is prosaic acid to this

bill. It cannot survive a day, not an hour perhaps, after that amend

ment is adopted. It is a stab at the very heart of the bill ; it is as

fatal as any stab could possibly be. I hope, therefore, the friends of

this bill, those who mean to make these companies live up to their

obligation, do what they assumed to do; those who mean that these

companies shall know that the Government is their master and they

are not the masters of the Government, will see that no such poison

is taken into this bill as the amendment of the Senator from Maine.

Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President, when I rose this morning I intended

only to correct by the Senator's own record what he so positively, of

course through lack of memory, deniedonThursdav last. I hadhoped

to do it on Friday, and seeing the Senator on Friday afternoon about

to leave the Chamber as I thought, I said to him that I was intending

to make a remark personal to himself. He had been busily engaged

polling the Senate on the Judiciary bill with a list of the yeas and

«a\s in his hand. I notified him that I was going to make the allusion

and he took notice and said that he would be in his seat. The Senator

nods remembrance of that. The next thing I beard of it, it appeared

tn the democratic paper this morning that I was going to take his

scalp, which 1 supposed was a modest wayof the Senator advertising

tbrough his own partv organ that be was going to take mine.

Mr. TIUKMAN. The Senator forgets

Mr. HI..UNK. Oertaiuly he does not suppose I was on such terms

with the Wa»h»nc»w Post as to secure that favorable notice. Itmust

have grown out of the intimacy be has wish that paper.

Mr. TIUKMAX. That is very ciever: bat the Senator must re

member that on this o,ue»tioa the Post t» oo his side and against me.

Mr. Ill-UN V That may be : but the Senator will see that the Post

ia M«t <mh iwy *»d* politically. As I bsppea to read that lively sheet

exvry morwniK. I discover a great Busy adulatory comments on the
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Senator from Ohio ; bat the keenest eye has thus far failed to disclose

any of that kind of references to myself; so that I think the judg

ment of the Senate will be that that notice did not get into the Post

through me.

The Senator talks about thin mousing around in the records ! What

do we have records for ? What do we preserve the Globe for 1

The Senator went elaborately over all the little speeches he deliv

ered in that debate. He says one speech was merely calling the

attention of Mr. Stevenson to this, and another speech was calling

the attention of the Senator from Vermont to that. Why, the

speeches of the Senator from Ohio, recalled with some humor, show

that, in addition to his long speeches which he did not quote, he

was wide-awake during the whole debate, and that he was inter

polating a remark here and there in everybody's speech. But not only

did he fail to remember bis long speeches which he did not refer to

<1 uring the whole of his remarks just delivered, but he was putting a

finger in everybody's pie, correcting Mr. Stevenson on one point, sug

gesting another point to my friend from Vermont, prompting the

Senator from Delaware in another place, and generally, if I might

nse a coarse phrase, bossing the debate ; and five years afterward,

when I ventured modestly to remind the Senator of his declarations,

he says : " I never said a word at all in that debate." Then when he

attempts to put me down in the Senate by his absolute denial, and I

brine the Globe in, he says he wonld not go mousing around; and,

finally, he puts in my personal record by showingwhat I did or failed

to do on Mr. William Lawrence's bill in the House of Representatives

on the 7th of July, 1876. I think the Senator did leave a little wicket

of escape open for himself on that personal charge, but he did it in

so indirect and blind a manner that the Senate wonld not exactly

comprehend it, but did it, I think, enongh to suggest to me, unim

portant as is my personal history, that I had not then for a month

been in the Honse of Representatives ; that I was on a bed of sick

ness from which some friends at last thought I might never rise, and

that, so far from having anything to answer for about the bill of Mr.

William Lawrence, I did not know that it or any other bill was pend

ing in the House of Representatives. So much for that.

And now the Senator says he would rather lose this bill than have

my amendment ; that it is prussic acid to it. I went to the honorable

Senator in the confidence of the friendly relations which across the

political line have existed between us, and had a full and frank

talk with him abont this bill. I asked him "How near will this bill

oome to paying this mortgage by the maturity of the bonds?" He

said it wonld leave some $20,000,000 to each road.

Mr. THURMAN. No; about $-35,000,000 for the two. I said nearly

$40,000,000 for the two.

Mr. BLAINE. Then I am correct; about $20,000,000 for each road.

I took the Union Pacific because it is regarded as the less strong of

the two roads. The Central Pacific is the wealthier, and I was illus

trating on that. I said then, taking the Senator's own figures, this

only leaves at the maturity of the mortgage, counting in the first

mortgage above the Government, $47,000,000 on a road that is abso

lutely now paying 7 per cent, on $90,000,000, and I said that security

must be ample; and then the honorable Senator will remember that,

endeavoring to be an frank as I could, I suggested this amendment

to him in my own house. I said "Your bill has many good features.

The amount of it I think is not exorbitant. Yon state that what

will remain is so small as to be beyond peradventure secure. Now
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make your bill a finality and yon will get a large vote for it." I sug

gested that to the Senator.

Mr. THURMAN. Yes ; but the Senator will do me the justice to

say that I did not agree at all to his amendment.

Mr. BLAINE. Of course it is dangerous ground and I will not

venture any further on private conversations. I think the Senator

was not half so obdurate then as he is in the Senate now.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Was it after dinner t

Mr. BLAINE. No, sir ; it was before dinner.

Mr. THURMAN. I can only say to the Senator that his recollec

tion is at fault, for I told him I never could agree to such an amend

ment.

Mr. BLAINE. Does the Senator desire me to state what my recol

lection of that conversation is ?

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator can state what he pleases about, it

if he thinks proper to do so ; but I do affirm that I told the Senator

then I could never agree to that amendment and never would.

Mr. BLAINE. I never desire to refer to a private conversation, al

though my recollection of it does not wholly agree with that of the

Senator. The Senator, as I say, stated to me—let us take the points

that are public which affect that—there would be only $20,000,000

left. Then I said to him, " You ought to make it a finality, because

you have got ample security." Now he says it is prussic acid and he

would rather lose the bill than agree to it. I admit it is prussic acid

to all agitation of the subject ; it is prussic acid not only to Wall-street

agitation but to political agitation; it ends the whole matter. The

stalking horse of "great corporations" dies instantly. There is

nothing left of it if this amendment is put in, and the Senator himself

knows that I offered the amendment in perfect and entire good faith,

else why should I have consulted him the very first man about it T

Mr. THURMAN. I have not impeached the good faith of the Sen

ator.

Mr. BLAINE. I offered it in entire good faith, and rather than

have any suspicion this moment that something remarkable was with

held of the private conversation which has been referred to, I desire

to say in all frankness that I understood the Senator to object to my

amendment, but not to object to it as strenuously as he does now, and

that he said it would in any event be impossible ever to get the chair

man of the Judiciary Committee [Mr. Edmunds] to agree to it, and

that that made the thing impossible. That is what I understood that

conversation to be, and that was all of it.

Mr. THURMAN. That is like your inference of my inconsistency.

Mr. BLAINE. That is the way I understood the conversation to

be. It is better to have it out than to have it merely intimated with

exaggerated inferences. It was a very innocent and honorable con

versation, and the Senator will remember it was entirely friendly, as

certainly I mean no remark I made this morning to be otherwise.

Every solitary word that has been said in this debate since, every

exposition of this bill that has been made since, everything that hat

been suggested pro and con has enforced upon my mind with still

more urgency and still more strength the propriety of taking a bill

that does pay off everything but $20,000,000, leaving the amplest

security for that $20,000,000, and calling it a finality. Absolute in

any event T Not at all ; but absolute if the companies faithfully

comply. Who is to be the judge of that f Congress ; and it is a

finality only as respects the debt. In every other respect Congress

possesses the right to alter and amend and repeal just as if my amend
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meut had never been suggested. This amendment does not touch it

at all. It merely says that this settlement will, iu a money point of

view, secure the Government. We have looked it all over ; and if

your companies shall pay these sums the Government will be entirely

secure in its mortgage debt. If yon will do that and will faithfully

comply with these provisions, you may go on until the maturity of

the bonds, we reserving the right to legislate in any other direction

that our sense of duty may call upon us to do, and reserving of course

the right to see that the faithful compliance which we exact of you

in these provisions shall not be a meaningless term, but shall be one

that we will hold you to by all the powers of the Government. Is

that an unreasonable proposition ? Is not that the way to encourage

the companies to be faithful in their compliance f Is not that the

way to make the payment effective and to bring money in the Treas

ury of the United States f Is it not also the way to make those roads

efficient—to make them carry out the great end for which they were

incorporated, to carry out the great commercial development of the

vast country which they traverse, and in short to secure all the ends

aimed at when the Government gave its munificent bounty and im

posed upon the railway companies their great responsibilities?

Mr. KERNAN. Mr. President, I shall not ask the indulgence of the

Senate for any considerable length of time. The important question

presented to us is, has Congress, under the power to alter, amend, and

repeal, reserved in these acts the right to legislate as is proposed by

the bill of the Judiciary Committee, and, if it has, is it wise and

proper that Congress should now bargain that power away to the

extent mentioned in the amendment of the Senator from Maine, [Mr.

Blainb.]

Sir, I have no doubt that Congress has the power under this reser

vation, and I do not think it would be wise or proper for Congress

to contract it away for twenty years or any other length of time as

proposed.

Has not Congress power to legislate as is proposed by virtue of this

reservation to alter, amend, and repeal T I do not understand this cor

poration created by these acts to be what is ordinarily known in the

law as a private corporation. It is not in its character like a corpo

ration created to carry on some private business, like the making of

engines, or the manufacturing of cotton or wool. It is a quasi-public

corporation, created, and only rightfully created, by Congress, because

it was to carry out a public purpose and object. The intent in mak

ing this munificent grant of lands which belonged to the people of

the United States, of making this most advantageous loan of the

people's money, to these corporations was to effect a public, not a

private purpose. Had Congress the right to donate to a private cor

poration, in the ordinary sense, twenty-one million acres of the pub

lic lands of the people, of great value t Had Congress any right to

loan to private corporations over $50,000,000 of money upon most ad

vantageous terms to them, as the law is adjudged by the court to bet

I do not understand that Congress had or has any such right, acting

for the people of the United States ; but Congress may have authority

to create a corporation, to delegate to it the right of eminent domain,

which cannot be granted to any individual or purely private corpo

ration, to empower it to take a citizen's property without his consent

to effect a public purpose. Had Congress a right to make the grants

which it did to these corporations, except and because they were

agencies of the Federal Government to construct and maintain a pub

lic highway from the Mississippi to California, upon which should be
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transported soldiers, public stores, mails, &c, for the Government,

and' which should be a quasi-public highway for the people of the

United States for all timet

In dealing with this question it has seemed to me important to bear

in mind that the corporation was created, and rightfully created,

only because it was to effect a great public purpose, and that to enable

it to effect this purpose the franchises were granted and the donations

and loans were made.

I think, sir, when we come to exercise this power reserved in the

comprehensive language which we find in these acts of Congress in

reference to a corporation of this character, we certainly have aright

t) legislate and so control and so regulate its action that it shall sub

serve the end for which it was created. When we do that we are, as

has been well said, legislating to keep it in the very line of duty for

which it was created andendowed with property and privileges. Con

gress in the original charter or acts of Congress creating the corpo

ration did reserve in clear laugnage the right at any time to alter,

amend, and repeal those acts. The obvious intent by this reservation

was that if the corporation failed to perform the duty which it as

sumed and was obligated to perform, Congress could add limitations,

restrictions, and regulations, and make it perform that duty. To

aid the corporation Congress by the act of 1864 allowed it to borrow

money on a mortgage which is a prior lien on the road to the lien of

the United States.

Now, if Congress ascertains that instead of doing what prudent

business men would do, what a well-managed corporation would do,

these grantees are misapplying the means in their hands, what is to

be done f The debt owing to the United States in the year 1900, as it

is computed, will be over $123,000,000, principal and interest ; and if

the corporations are proceeding to divide their earnings and make no

provision for paying that debt, and the other large debt, which comes

due at the same time and is secured by a first lien on the property,

the road will be sold out on the prior lien and not only will the Gov

ernment lose its money which was loaned, but the object and purpose

of the acts of 1862 and 1864 and of the land grant and loan will be

defeated. The corporation was created and the grants made that the

people of the United States, not for twenty years but for all time,

should have this great highway maintained for the benefit of the Gov

ernment and people of the United States as well as the stockholders.

If now Congress see, as any man must see, that if the corporation re

fuses to create a fund to pay this $123,000,000 which will be due the

Government in the year 1900, refuses to accumulate or provide a fund

to pay the debt due the first-mortgage bondholders, the road will be

lost for the beneficial purposes which were intended to be derived

from it by the Government under the provisions of the charter, and

if that is so, if there is danger of this, then under the right to alter,

amend, or repeal we can interfere. If the Congress that passed the

law did not guard sufficiently against such a result, then if the power

reserved means anything of value to the Government, may we not

now by amendments require the corporations to set apart as a sinking

fund such portion of their annual earnings and of their income as

shall pay off the first-mortgage debt at maturity, and which will pay

to the Government at least a reasonable portion of this $123,000,000

that will be due for the money loan T

In my judgment we have the right to do so. In my judgment if

Congress should grant such an amount of property and such rights

and franchises and make such a loan without reserving control over
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the corporations and their directors to compel them to administer the

property so that the road should be preserved and the debts paid.

Congress would have failed to do it» duty to the Government and

people of the United States. It would have neglected to provide

any reasonable security to compel the corporations to maintain and

operate the railroads and prevent their sale on the first mortgage.

In the proposed legislation Congress will not, in my judgment, vio

late in letter or spirit the contract contained in the acts of Congress.

This legislation is to protect the property of the corporations and

compel them to perform their duty to the Government and the public,

and I, with great respect to others who may differ from me, cannot

Bee how we impair any contract we made with them by the bill re

ported by the Judiciary Committee. "We granted them all these

things for this great purpose, this beneficial purpose to the Govern

ment and to all the people, that there might be built across this great

country connecting the East and the West a great road which should

be kept up. And now when a law is proposed which simply says "we

are going to require you to administer your affairs and yonr means so

that yon shall pay your honest debts, and thereby preserve this road,"

I cannot understand how this justly can be said to be a breach of any

contract made by the acts of Congress with these corporations. We

simply make them do what every prudent board of directors should

do which means to pay its debts and protect its property ; we simply

make them do what every prudent business man ought to do who

means to pay his debts, not to divide among stockholders or partners

all the income from the property, and then when the debt to the

Government runs up to over $123,000,000, principal and simple inter

est, and the first-mortgage debt is due and unpaid to over $50,000,

allow the railroad and its appurtenances to be sold. Because Con

gress will not permit this to be done and proposes to control the

action of the boards of directors bo there shall be annually set apart

a portion of their income as a sinking fund to pay these debts or a

portion of them at maturity, it is said we propose to violate the con

tract made by the Government in creating and making loans to these

corporations.

I insist we do no snch thing in the sense claimed by the opponents

of this bill. The fact that the money for this sinking fund is to be

paid into the United States Treasury is in no sense requiring the debt

to be paid to the Government before it is due by the contract. The

proposed law requires the corporations to pay into the United States

Treasury annually a portion of their income, to be invested at semi-

annnal interest and the interest to be reinvested as it accrues, to make

a sinking fund to pay these debts when due. The corporations have

thebenentof interest on theirmoney in the sinking fund, compounded

semi-annually, while the Government is only to have simple interest

on its debt, paid when that debt becomes due in 1900. This is not

making these corporations pay the Government debt now or at any

time before it is due by the contract. I agree that if a sinking fund

is created by act of Congress, as is proposed by this bill, and if through

any mismanagement of the Treasury Department the money should

be lost, the Government should be the loser. Therefore it is right

toward the corporations and wise for the Government and other

creditors to have the contributions for this sinking fund paid into

the Treasury of the United States and invested by it in a mode which

will keep it at interest safe. We are not attempting to make the

debt due now and applying the money on the debt, but the money is

paid into the United States Treasury as a fund belonging to the cor

29 pa
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potations, and we give them the benefit of its reinvestment ever; sis

months and they will est interest on the interest until the debts ire

due. I do not think this is breaking the contract or impairing the

contract, or acting in bad faith or on fairly toward these corporations.

It is a reasonable and proper exercise of the power reserved to the

Congress "to alter, amend, or repeal" by the acts of 1862 and 1864.

Sir, the question as to what may be legitimately done by legisla

tion by virtue of a power like this reserved in an act creating a cor

poration is important to this Government as to the great corpora

tions under consideration in which the Government ana people of the

United States have so large an interest- It is important in reference

to other corporations which have been or may be chartered by Con

gress. It is important in reference to the creation of corporations by

State Legislatures. AU the States have granted charters, reserving

in some form the right to alter, amend, and repeal them at pleasure.

It is a power that has been regarded as of great importance to the

welfare of the people, and is often exercised to their advantage, and

I know of no case where it has ever been used to destroy the just

rights of those incorporated. It has been often exercised to secure

the fulfillment by especially these quasi-public corporations of their

duties to the public and to their creditors. The very fact that the

power exists is a great safeguard to the public and a wholesome re

straint upon those controlling corporate powers.

Now, sir, I wish to call the attention of the Senate to some cases

which have arisen in the State of New York, which have been adju

dicated by the courts of that State, and which adjudications hare

been affirmed by the United States Supreme Court ; and I will ask

then whether this bill of the Judiciary Committee is as broad and

far-reaching an exercise of this reserved power to " alter, amend, and

repeal " as was exercised by the Legislature of New York in enacting

statutes which have been held to be valid and constitutional by the

courts. These statutes were passed by State Legislatures, which are

expressly inhibited by the Constitution of the United States from

passing any law impairing The obligations of contracts. I will refer

to only one or two authorities, because the question has been very

fully debated.

In IS*? the Legislature of New York passed an act to anthoriiethe

business of banking. I need not state the details of it. It author

ized persons to associate and organize a corporation under and by vir

tue of the act. to deposit securities with the comptroller of the State

to secure the payment of the bills issued to circulate as money, and

do the business of banking. Now, observe what a contract the Legis

lature made with the persons who accepted the law and organised a

corporation under it. It provided:

That any number of person* may associate »o establish ocdcm of disronnt depo»it.

and circulation upon the terms and condi: ions and mqjert to tk$ Habiiitm presented

in this act. (Section 15 of theaco

This is a pretty strong provision, that the corporators are to be sub

ject only to the personal liabilities prescribed in the act. It then

provides for articles of association to be signed, acknowledged, and

filed, and then comes section "23. Now mark it. Here is the contract

which the corporators, the stockholders, accept from the State in

reference to individual liability:

Ko shareholder of as; web association shall be liable in his individtn' capacity

fur any contract, debt, or engagement of Bach association, anh-vi the article* of

association by him signed shall hare declared that the sharehol ier shall be •»
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The State says to tbe shareholders, you shall not be personally liable

unless yon have expressly agreed that you would be for the debts of

the corporation.

In 1644 Oliver Lee & Co.'s bank was organized, and the associates

in express language provided in the articles of association that they

should not be liable m their individual capacity for any of the debts

of the corporation, and went into business. The law contained the

reservation, which is in this language :

Tbe Legislature may at any time alter or repeal this act.

In 1846 New York adopted a new constitution, one provision of

which declared that dues from corporations shall be secured by such

individual liability of the corporators as may be prescribed by law.

In 1849 the Legislature passed a law to enforce the responsibility

of stockholders in certain banking corporations and associations as

prescribed in the Constitntion, and providing for the prompt payment

of debts against such corporations and associations. This provided

that where any banking corporation issned bills after the 1st of Jan-

nary, 1850, its stockholders should be individually liable to the amount

of their stock, respectively, for the debts contracted after that time.

In 1857 the bank became insolvent and proceedings were taken under

the law of 1849 to enforce the personal liability of the stockholders.

Here is a case where the Legislature made a contract in plain terms,

and which, but for the reservation contained in the law to alter,

amend, and repeal, the Legislature conld not have changed, or im

paired, never could have imposed any personal liability on the stock

holders. The power to alter, amend, and repeal was reserved, and

the Legislature subsequently did impose personal liability on the

stockholders for the debts of the corporation. The supreme court of

New York held the law constitutional as a legitimate exercise of this

reserved power. The court of appeals without dissent, if I recollect

aright, affirmed that judgment. The case is reported in 21 New York

Beports, 9. The case was brought to the Supreme Court of the United

States and the judgment was affirmed. (1 Black's United States

Beports, 587.) The only question before the United States court was

whether the law imposing the personal liability on the stockholders

was constitutional or not. Each of the courts held that under the

power reserved the Legislature had authority to pass the law of 1849.

Mr. Chief-Justice Denio, a very conservative and able judge, delivered

the opinion of the conrt of appeals of New York. He and the court

held that nnder this reserved power the Legislature had authority to

pass the law imposing upon the stockholders this personal liability

for the debts of the corporation. In his opinion, he says :

The question before us is, therefore, narrowed to a consideration of tbe effect of

tbe provision in the general banking law by which the right is in terms reserved to

the Legislature to alter or repeal it at any' time.

The court held that the Legislature could by virtue of this reserved

power alter and change the contract made by the charter with the

corporators, that they should not be individually responsible for the

debts of the corporation so as to make them responsible for such debts.

The conrt of appeals of New York decided in this case that the pro

vision of the general banking law reserving to the Legislature the

power to alter or repeal formed a part of the contract with every asso

ciation organized under that act, and that the State could modify it

without infringing the Federal Constitution against laws impairing

the obligations of contracts. It was urged upon the court that some

of the stockholders in corporations organized prior to 1850, had be

come such, relying on the provision of the charter that they were
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not to to be individually held for the debts of the corporation ; and

that they could not prevent the corporation continuing to circulate

bills after January 1, 1850. But the court answered this, saying in

substance, that although they could not prevent the corporation from

continuing to issue bills, after January 1, 1850, by which the per

sonal liability attached under the act of 1849, nevertheless the latter

sict was one which the Legislature by virtue of the power reserved in

the charter had constitutional power to pass.

There is another case decided by the courts of New York. This

arose under a special charter. In 1834 the Legislature created by a

special act what was known as one of the safety-fund banks. The

charter was in the ordinary form, creating and granting power to the

corporation to carry on the business of banking without any individual

liability of the stockholders for the debts of the corporation. The

act of incorporation contained a provision that the Legislature might

at any time alter, modify, or repeal the same. This corporation con

tinued its business after this law of 1849 and became insolvent ; and

the stockholders were made liable under the last-mentioned law.

The case was decided after the court had decided the case of the

Oliver Lee & Co.'s bank above referred to but before that decision

had been affirmed by the United States Supreme Court. It is re

ported in 22 New York Court of Appeals Reports, 9. In delivering

the opinion of the court in this case, Mr. Justice Comstock says :

Within the power here reserved the Legislature would have the right to pass the

statute of 1849 and to impose the very liability now in question, even if the con

stitution of 1846 had never been adopted. This proposition was necessari ty involved

and was determined in the case of Oliver Loe & Company's Bank. In holding that

a personal liability could be lawfully imposed upon the shareholders in thatbank

the decision was placed upon the reserved right to alter or repeal the general act

under which it was incorporated.

These cases were decided by the court of appeals of New York and

by the United States Supreme Court on the ground that the reserva

tion of a power to the Legislature to alter, amend, and repeal the act

under which the corporation is organized and by which the govern

ment grants and the corporation accepts and receives rights and priv

ileges authorizes the Legislature subsequently to change the law and

impose heavy liabilities upon the corporation and its stockholders

from which they were in express terms exempted by the act of incor

poration.

Now, sir, looking at these adjudications as to State laws and remem

bering that here the question is simply whether Congress may require

this corporation to so manage its business, to so husband its earnings

or a portion of its earnings and income that it shall maintain and

operate the road forever and shall pay back when it becomes dne the

large loan made to it by the Government with simple interest, it seems

to me that the bill of the Judiciary Committee is clearly within the

scope of the power reserved to Congress by the acts of 1862 and 1864

If anything of value is retained by the reservations. The Judiciary

bill merely controls the corporation in the administration of its

Eroperty. Certainly when you remember that the United States courts

ave decided that a State may legitimately require a railroad corpo

ration to take less fare or freight than was authorized by the charter,

being a State law under which it was organized, we are simply legis

lating so that the corporate property shall be preserved for the benefit

of the public as well as the stockholders, so that the debts of the corpo

ration shall be paid when due, and the railroad shall not be sold on

the first mortgage, to the detriment of creditors and stockholders.

It is for the benefit of both creditors and stockholders that there
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should be a sinking fund created from the animal receipts of the cor

porations to meet the debts when these enormous debts become due

at a future day.

This is a measure of common prudence ; one which, if the stock

holders could not or would not inaugurate, through their board of

directors, their entire property might be sold and sacrificed without

even paying the just debts of the corporation. The property would

have to be Bold on the mortgage, and we all know how a few men of

large wealth can then become the owners of a railroad at less than

one-half of its real value.

I submit, therefore, that this bill is right and should become a law.

It is not a law in violation of the contract of loan made by the Gov

ernment with these corporations. This bill does not assume to make

that debt due now or a day sooner than it is payable by the terms of

the act of Congress, which is the only contract ou the part of the

Government. It is a law in aid of carrying that act into effect, pro

moting the performance of the obligations and duty which the cor

porations assumed and which the public good demands. If Congress

had loaned this money, payable with simple interest in the year 1900,

to the amount of $123,000,000, and had not reserved power to regu

late and control the corporations so they sbould not waste the prop

erty or divert it from the public use for which it was intended, then

Congress, in my judgment, would have failed in its duty to the people

of the United States.

I have only a suggestion or two more to make. I believe that

Congress should not have passed the acts of 1862 and 18i>4 without

reserving this power over the corporations created and granted priv

ileges and property thereby for an important public purpose and to

promote the public good, I do not think we should now bargain or

contract this power away. The power in Congress to control and

regulate these corporations should be retained that these corporations

may be required by the exercise of this power, if necessary, to dis

charge all the obligations they assumed to their creditors and to the

public. There is no danger that there will be harsh or unjust legis

lation by Congress toward them. There should not be. I would

not unite in any legislation that looked to me like dealing unjustly

or unfairly with either of these companies. It is dealing justly with

them and right toward the people of the United States not to per

mit them to make large dividends to stockholders while they make

no provision for paying their just debts at maturity. They cannot

complain of Congress requiring them out of their income to provide

a sinking fund which shall pay the Government and all other cred

itors the amounts owing them at maturity.

I think we owe it to those we represent, we owe it to the Govern

ment, we owe it to the stockholders, that Congress should retain the

power to intervene where it is necessary to preserve the property, to

I(reserve the road, to have it kept in running order, to have the stock-

lolders own it after the debts are paid, and to prevent its being sold

on the mortgages. I shall therefore vote against the amendment

proposed by the Senator from Maine, [Mr. Blaine,] by which it is

proposed to contract by this bill with these corporations in reference

to the exercise of this reserved power by Congress in the future. I

believe that Congress has legitimate power to pass the bill reported

by the Judiciary Committee, and that it is important for the public

good and just to these corporations that this bill shall become a law,

and hence I shall vote for its passage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Cameron, of Wisconsin, in tho
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chair.) The question is ou the amendment of the Senator from Maine

[Mr. Blaine] to the twelfth section of the bill.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I auk for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President

Mr. THURMAN. With my friend's permission, I wish to say that

several Senators who are quite unwell and wish to go home, have

asked me if I would request a vote to-day. Knowing that there are

several Senators who want to speak, and who are not well enough to

sit out the bill to-night, I said to them that I should not ask for any

vote either on the bill or on the amendments to-day, but would ask

the Senate to-morrow to finish the bill.

Mr. DAVIS, of Illinois. I move that the Senate adjourn. The

Senator from Vermont does not want to go on till to-morrow.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Illinois moves

that the Senate do now adjourn.

Mr. CONKLING. If the 8enator will give way I move that the

Senate proceed to the consideration of executive business.

Mr. DAVIS, of Illinois. I prefer not ; but I will withdraw my mo

tion that the Senator may test the sense of the Senate.

Mr. SARGENT. I wish.to say a few words.

Mr. CONKLING. I withdraw my motion for a moment to renew

it after the Senator from California concludes.

Mr. SARGENT. During my temporary absence from the Chamber

the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] called attention to a resolu

tion I introduced in January, 1876, which he seemed to consider some

what inconsistent with the position I have taken on this bill. Before

I left the Chamber I had heard the Senator declare that he did not

intend to use the amount of brains that God had given to him for the

purpose of mousing through the Record ; that he would consider

himself humiliated if he turned over the pages of that venerable vol

ume for the purpose of detecting inconsistencies in his opponents,

and he thought a great measure like this ought not to be opposed

by such means. I am compelled to the inference that my friend

thinks it is perfectly right to oppose amendments to the bill by the

same process of mousing through the Record, and his mousing has

been rewarded by the discovery of the resolution to which he refers.

That, however, is entirely a matter of taste. I do not myself think

there is any impropriety in looking over the Record to find out what

Senators themselves or others may nave said in reference to measures,

and occasionally a great deal of information may be obtained upon

the merits of the subject under discussion in that way.

But I wish to say that the Senator will find, by reference to the

remarks I made before he made those to which I now refer, that I

spoke, with some earnestness at least, in favor of the establishment

of a sinking fund for the protection of the Government, insisting at

the same time that it would be better for the credit of the companies;

and I also said in those remarks that I did not think it was right to

take the one-half transportation and the 5 per cent, net earnings,

which belonged to the Government, and put them in the sinking

fund, for the Government ought not to be required to pay interest on

its money for the benefit of these companies, and therefore I objected

to the Railroad Committee bill for that reason. I, however, did in

dicate such amendments as I thought the Judiciary Committee bill

should receive.

Now, sir, in my judgment and according to my best recollection,

there is nothing inconsistent in the position which I have taken on
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this matter with that which I proposed in the resolution which

gave original jurisdiction to the Judiciary Committee, as the Senator

said. I do not objeot to this measure because it emanates from the

Judiciary Committee, for I have a very hi xh respect for that body of

gentlemen. I think they are able and believe them to be conscien

tious. That being so two years ago, as now, I was in favor of their

reporting a bill, but I certainly did not commit myself to any bill

which they might report, no matter how harsh it might be or how

extreme, or upon whatever theory it might proceed. I reserved to

myself the right in that as in all matters to exercise my own judg

ment and cast my votes as I saw fit, and to advance suoh arguments

in favor of those votes as itseemed tome was due to myself to explain
■my position. I therefore say, Mr. President, that there was nothing

in that matter at all inconsistent, in my judgment.

In that same resolution I did propose that the Government should

look into certain matters with reference to the twenty-four-million-

dollar contract of the Contract and Finance Company, and that I

referred to also in the remarks I made this morning and called atten

tion to the fact that I did so, but I said with reference to that that

as such investigation was not made, as Congress had for years passed

the thing over, and then when their attention was specifically called

to it and the legal committee of the Senate were directed to institute

such investigation as was necessary, still it was not done, and that

now it ought not to be brought in at this late day, when other parties

had invested in this stock and in these bonds, to make weight against

them.

If, however, the Senator can find any comfort in the consideration

that he has convicted me of inconsistency, he is welcome to any com

fort of that kind. I desire to say, however, that I prefer to do what

I think is right at the present moment or at any moment which may

be presented; that I am not bound to follow any convictions I may

have had heretofore, provided I have seen reason to change them. I

believe in the old adage that the wise man changes often; another

class never changes. I am open to conviction and learning, and if

any one can have listened to this long debate and not have acquired

any ideas either for or against the measure, then his ears are cer

tainly deaf.

Mr. BAYARD. I understand the Senator to insist upon retaining

and exercising his power to "alter, amend, and repeal" at any timef

Mr. SARGENT. I do not. I believe it must be by contract with

these companies in the same spirit as by the act of 1864, when there

were modifications made in the law of 1862, the assent of the compa

nies was required. That course is followed in all State Legislatures,

and in all the legislation of Congress relating to such things. I do

not believe we have a right, simply because we are, as we call it,

sovereign—although we are far from it in some respects, the States

being much more so than we Are—I do not believe that for that reason

where we are contractors we stand in any different relation than pri

vate parties would stand to each other.

Mr. THUEMAN. Mr. President, if my friend from California had

heard the remarks I made, he would have found that I referred to his

resolution for a wholly different purpose from that which he attrib

utes to me.

Mr. SARGENT. I read the Senator's remarks from the Reporter's

notes.

Mr. THTJRMAN. I do not think it was for the purpose of convict

ing him of any particular inconsistency or condemning him for a
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change of opinion, if such a change had taken place. I fally concur

with nim that a man is made of very poor stuff who may not alter,

amend, or repeal, as my friend from Delaware suggests, his confirmed

convictions. That is a suggestion of my friend from Delaware, and

I think a very wise and philosophical one.

Mr. SARGENT. I agree with the Senator, if that was his meaning.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, what I allnded to the resolution

of the Senator from California for was this : as I had said I thought

there had been an attempt here on the part of those who opposed the

bill to censure the Jndiciary Committee for going too far, and I cited

the resolution of the Senator from Califorina which first gave that

committee jurisdiction of the subject to show that that resolution

went further than the bill which is now under consideration. That

is all. I certainly have no disposition to make a debate upon a meas

ure which ought to stand upon its own intrinsic merits depend at all

upon any personal consideration. I never have advocated or opposed

a measure on any such ground, and I never shall.

As to what the Senator has said about the power to amend, alter,

or repeal, that that is with the assent of the companies, if that was

all, it might as well be stricken out of the charter at once, becanse

without it we could make any legislation we pleased that the com

panies saw fit to assent to.

I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of executive

business.

The motion was agreed to ; and the Senate proceeded to the con

sideration of executive business. After twenty minutes spent in exec

utive session the doors were reopened, and (at four o'clock and twenty

minutes p. m.) the Senate adjourned.

Apiul 9, 1878.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An _

act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Govern

ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,''

approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Con

gress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act.

Mr. EDMUNDS. * Mr. President, I beg everybody to believe that I am

not going to deliver an oration and to hope that I shall finish just as

soon as a condensed statement of what it appears to the committee

ought to be now stated can be made. This affair has prolonged itself

so much, and so much of discursive learning and eloquence nas been

devoted to it that it is not at all surprising that a good many Senators

may feel that it has come to be a bore ; but there is, after all, this

matter before us ; there is the solemn responsibility which we as the

rulers of the commonwealth of this country are bound to perform in

doing justice between these corporations and the people of the United

States ; and in order to do that we must understand exactly how the

case stands. The Senator from California [Mr. SaroentJ and some

other Senators have, with the apparent purpose of producing impres
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sions against the recommendations of the committee in the minds of

Senators, dwelt with eloquence and with persuasiveness upon the

great benefit that these companies have done to the people and to

mankind at large by the construction of these roads, as if therefore

either Congress has no power to regulate their future proceedings, or

that we ought to condone (as the expression of the Senator from Cal

ifornia was) this debt not only to ourselves but to all the other cred

itors of the corporations who stand just as we do, entitled to the pro

tection of Congress for the preservation of their interest just as much

as the people are entitled to the protection of Congress for the preser

vation of their rights which as tax-payers are now drawn into peril.

Mr. SARGENT. I presume the Senator does not wish to misrepre

sent me.

Mr. EDMUNDS. By no means.

Air. SARGENT. Did the Senator understand me that there should

be any condonation of this debt ?

Mr. EDMUNDS. No.

Mr. SARGENT. I said nothing of that kind.

Mr. EDMUNDS. No; the Senator said nothing of that kind, but

the Senator used the term " condonation " over and over again applied

to one part of these transactions, which condonation, if agreed to and

made, would have exactly the effect that I speak of, of diminishing

the honest resources of these companies in a very large degree, and

thereby diminishing the chances of their creditors, including the peo

ple of the United States.

Mr. SARGENT. Now, if my friend will allow me—I certainly do

not wish to interrupt him causelessly—I did not use the word " con

donation" once nor many times in that connection at all. I did not

use it in reference to the debt, its disposal, or the manner of its being

incurred. I simply said that with reference to certain alleged offenses

which had been brought in here to make weight against the compa

nies, by previous non-action of Congress there had been a condonation,

bnt I did not argue that for that reason the debt should be forgiven

or any part of it.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Then, Mr. President, I do not precisely under

stand the impulse which should have led the Senator from California

and many others who have spoken of equalities of rights and of fair

play, as they call it, to these companies,and of tenderness, of liberality,

to press upon the Senate repeatedly and continually as affecting this

question of law, of our right to amend these charters, and this ques

tion of business prudence and duty to the creditors of these com

panies to preserve their funds for their benefit, unless it was to effect

some purpose or other. The Senator from California rarely talks

without a purpose, never I may say. His mind is clear and far-reach

ing; and when he delivers to this body a speech like that which I

had the pleasure of listening to, laying stress more upon the benefits

that these companies have conferred upon the people of the United

States and upon the Government in respect of cheapening transpor

tation, it must have been for the purpose of leading Senators either

away from the real question that my friend now admits is here, or of

persuading them to mitigate and to blind the intellectual processes,

by which, first, we are to understand the present condition of affairs

and our rights, and, second, those wholesome regulations which pru

dence and justice require should be adopted. But I am glad to know

that my honorable friend now, if he ever was suspected' of occupy

ing such an attitude, does not : and so we may dismiss, I take it,

from the arena all these considerations, all that has been pressed
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upon us abont the enormous benefactions which these great monopo

lies have bestowed upon the people of this country—exactly each

benefactions as the Baltimore and Ohio Railway Company, as even-

railway company in every State has bestowed upon the people of its

State, although in many instances (not in respect to the first company

I have named but in many instances in all the States) we know that

these benefactions have grown out of prodigious corruption, out of

prodigious frand on the part of the managers of those corporations,

not only against the public in unjust and coercive rates, but against

their own stockholders and creditors who have contributed the money

by which the enterprises were inangurated and carried on. And yet

the benefit to publio considerations is the same. A bankrupt and cor

rupt railway corporation that is only the spoil upon which its direc

tors or its trustees or its receivers fatten, nevertheless carries your

grain, and your coal, and your beef, and your wool, and your iron, and

your citizens, from one part of the country to the other ; and such

companies are in that sense benefactors. So, Mr. President, in the

same sense would be the benefactions of a mob or of a public enemy

that might break into the Treasury of the United States to-day at

New York—not here, I suppose, for there is not much money here, I

presume—and seize the one hundred millions of gold that is there,

and give it to the poor; there would be bread and clothing and

shelter for the poor and there would be benefaction.

Then Mr. President, it does not do to have our minds warped or

prejndiced in the least degree pro or con in respect to these affairs by

the circumstance that these railways have diminished the total ex

pense to the Government of the United States in transportation by

their construction. It is not, by the way, a demonstrable problem

that they have. There are many other things to be taken Into the

account if you were to strike a balance-sheet in reference to these

things, becanse you will perceive that an estimate based upon mili

tary expenses of a given year in respect to the Indians or upon the

cost of transportation of the mails may be entirely a fallacious one

the next year. It depends upon the circumstances of each particular

year ; and if it be a benefaction, as I have said, the United States by

the expenditure of very little more money than the face of these

bonds that it gave to these companies could have built the line itself

and it would have belonged to the people at this day, so that the bene

faction part of the argument which is offered to convince ns either

that we have not the power to do the thing that is here proposed or

that having the power we ought not to do it, may be entirely laid

aside.

What, then, is the state of this affair f The first great question, and

one which I shall only discuss very briefly, is the question of our

power, in the constitutional sense, legally to make the requisitions

upon these companies which the bill of the Jndiciary Committee pro

poses. My learned friend from Ohio, [Mr. Matthews,] not in his

seat, the honorable Senator from Georgia whom I see before me, [Mr.

Hill,] and many others have maintained with pertinacity and with

andacity—and I use that term in its best sense of courage that com

mands our admiration, however much it may lack our respect—that

really the powers of Congress, as the grantor of all these privileges

which the companies now exercise, by whose breath alone they can

levy a dollar to obtain income, by whose anthority alone they ex

clnde similar enterprises, are absolutely beyond our reach. Argu

ments that have been advanced in the courts of the States by ingenious

counsel, that have been advanced before legislative committees for
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the last twenty years by counsel and by lobbies as they hare been

here, arguments that have been advanced recently in the great tribu

nal of last resort near us, in oases coming from the States, are brought

forward here and repeated as if they were fresh, and as if they were

«till potent for consideration when every one of them has gone down,

one by one, before the calm authority of judicial reason and judicial

decision. And yet this Senate appears to be treated as if it were

really a backwoods jury that had never seen a law-book or a lawyer

before, and to whom as before a justice of the peace once in the State

of Vermont, counsel could go and urge that the bankrupt law of 1842

was totally unconstitutional, and therefore a note that had been en

tirely discharged and barred by that could be still recovered. That

is what we are now treated to, Mr. President, and as I say, therefore,

while I admire the courage of that sort of arg ument, I cannot give It

the homage of my absolute respeot.

These companies were authorized by the act of 1862 to do a great

many things. I will take the Union Pacific for instance. The act of

1862 authorized the formation of that company ; and in order to guard

against what has happened since nnder the act of 1864,—the consoli

dation of its stuck into the hands of three or four great operators who

thus become the kings of the ring and the rulers of the corporation,

and so the rulers of all that section of the country, in a certain sense,

over which the railroad runs, the lords paramount of every hamlet

and every city in the two thousand miles that stretch from the Mis

sissippi to the Golden Gate— it was provided in the act of 1862 that

no stockholder should hold more than two hundred shares himself of

the stock, so that there could not be this consolidation of power that

elects Senators, appoints members of Congress at conventions, regu

lates local elections in all the counties through which they go by

their capacities of frequent intercourse with the people and by hav

ing a constant agent in the station-agent and in the trackman to do

the electioneering which the President of the United States has lately

advised members of his official household through all the offices not

to do. But when we came to the act of 1864, which, by the way, was

an amendment of the act of 1862, not with the assent of the company

on the face of it, but which exercised the plenary power of Congress,

bear in mind, that was reserved in the act of 1862 to amend, that was

conveniently repealed, and we have since seen that the evil foreseen

by the act of 1862 and guarded against has come, and that consoli

dated power (which is the essential theory of a monopoly) has come

to be so potent that it is always against a stress of difficulties and a

multitude of objections that the mere weight of justice and the inter

ests of the people and the creditors of such corporations can make

way at all. If these very companies at this moment were under the

force of the act of 1862 requiring a diffusion of this stock, do yon

imagine, Mr. President, that the loobies of this Senate would be filled

with persons engaged to promote the interests of these companies and

to defeat legislation that is not perfectly agreeable to them, at the

expense of the stockholders, at the expense of the creditors of these

corporations, at the expense of the Treasury of the United States f

I imagine not, but it is done.

It was also provided in the act of 1862, made for these purposes to

which I have alluded and which I need not further refer to of publio

benefit by a public corporation, and also for the private advantage of

the enterprise of the people who engaged in it, that all the money

advanced by the United States to these objects should be a first mort

gage not only upon the road-bed and the track of the company when
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built, but upon every description of the property that the company

might possess. I do not spend your time to read it but I know that

I state it correctly ; I believe that it has been stated before. It also

provided—and that brings me to the first point in the short state

ment that I have to make about this affair in regard to the net earn

ings—that—

Said company may also pay the United States, wholly or in part. In the same or

other bonds, Treasury notes, or other evidences of debt against the United States,

to be allowed at par ; and after said road is completed, until said bonds and interest

are paid, at least 5 per cent. of the net earnings of said road shall also be annually

applied to the payment thereof.

Not a limitation to which the legislative anthority of the United

States bound itself that no more tlian 5 per cent, of net earnings or

exactly that should be paid to the Government, but as a command

and declaration of duty on the part of this company that not less

than 5 per cent, should be paid. What was the object of that clanse t

Let me take it upon the narrowest view that the Senator from Ohio

[Mr. Matthews] or the Senator from Georgia [Mr. Hill] or the

Senator from California [Mr. Sargent] can suggest. Here is a law

which says that not less than 5 per cent. of the net earnings shall be

paid in. Does not that imply that under circumstances which make

it fit and proper, more than 5 per cent, may be required, when in the

very same act and as a part thereof, in the very same clanse, it is pro

vided that Congress may change the regulations of the operations of

this company according to its own sense of justice and right in order

that the great object of the act may be carried out, that the road may

be perpetually kept up for the benefit of the people and the Govern

ment of the United Statesf And yet Senators say you are interfering

with vested rights when you undertake not to increase the percentum

of net earnings, but merely to define so that there shall be no more

equivocations and higgling about it, what "net earnings" are, and

when you undertake to define them according to the common sense

of universal mankind, according to the same definition that if yon

will take the railway reports of 90 per cent, if not 99 per cent. of

all the railway corporations in this country to-day you will find to

be defined exactly as this bill from the Jndiciary Committee defines

them ; and that is the clear balance that is left after paying the oper

ating expenses of the concern.

I see here before me the Senator from Iowa, [Mr. Allison.] I saw

only a day or two ago the annual report of the directors to the stock

holders of that great corporation, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy

Railroad Company, that covers two States, not only Illinois but Iowa;

at any rate it extends indefinitely westward from Chicago,—a corpo

ration I am bound to say that according to all its history and all its

reputation has been managed with high fidelity and with great ad

vantage not only to itself and to its stockholders, but to the people

of the country that it traverses. I happen to observe in that report

that where they figure out the balance of net earnings, they figure

it out and they have always done so, exactly in the manner that this

bill of the Jndiciary Committee defines " net earnings." They do not

take out of their assets received from their various sources of income

the interest that is due to their respective bondholders and creditors

before they ascertain what are their net earnings, but they take "net

earnings" to mean what every honest man who is not a lawyer would

at once say they meant, what you get in net, taking out from that

which you thus get in the expense you have been put to in getting

it. That is what "net earnings" means, and I repeat without the
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fear of contradiction, although I do not do it upon an examination,

that you may take 90 per cent, of the reports of all business corpora

tions, railway as well as others, in the United States for the last

twenty years, and yon will find that the term "net earnings" has

come to be nnderstood just what it was understood to be in the dic

tionaries when the term was invented. It refers to the earnings, the

clear earnings, not to the amount of money that may be due from the

party that earned it. You might say upon the other principle that a

farm that had a mortgage upon it for more than it was worth, and yet

could raise fifty thousand bushels of wheat a year worth a dollar a

bushel at an expense of $20,000, had no net earnings, that the farm

itself was absolutely worthless, although the man had borrowed on it

five times what it was worth already and owed a debt for it which was

greater than the valne of the farm ; yet the farm was utterly worth

less because it could not get any net earnings ! Of course that is not

so; and yet Senators stand up here and say that we are violating the

Constitution of the United States in defining "net earnings," and

that in the face of this provision of the statute which authorizes

us to call for 10 per cent, of the net earnings if the just judgment

of Congress thinks that is proper aud necessary. Notwithstanding

that, they stand up here and content! that this definition which the

committee endeavor by this bill to put upon " net earnings," to save

disputes, to make it clear if by any ingenious sophistry any court

could be persuaded that it now in point of law means something

else, is really an outrage upon the rights of these corporations, that

it does them injustice aud wrong!

Mr. President, whatever may be believed here, the just judgment

of mankind, to which we sometimes appeal, will, I am sure, vindicate

the report of my honorable friend from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] upon

that subject. There are a good many other things, but I cannot

spend your time to read them, that are of great interest in this first

act of 1862. I have stated, I believe, that the act of 1864 is an amend

ment of the act of 1862, and that its going into effect did not, as my

friend from California [Mr. Sargent] stated yesterday, depend upon

the assent of the companies. The act of 1864 is an act of affirmative

and coercive legislation. There is no provision in it that the act of

1864 shall not take effect nntil either company assents to it, and there

are half a dozen other amendatory acts in the book before me pre

pared by the companies themselves, all brought together for conve

nience, no one of which undertakes to leave its going into effect, or

any part of it having force, to the assent of the companies. What

does that mean f It means that until now it had not been thought

by the lawyers and the statesmen of Congress, it had not been

thought by the lawyers and counsel of these companies, that where

in the acts of 1862 and 1864 the right of alteration, amendment, and

repeal had been reserved, however otherwise it might have been, it

depended upon the assent of the companies at all what changes Con

gress should make in the regulation of their affairs ; and so, as I say,

while the act of 1862 required the assent of the companies, because

then nobody had been bound, and the act of 1862 could not go into

effect until the companies did assent to it, because they were not

bound to assume the responsibilities which the act imposed upon

them, every act afterward, from 1864 to this day, contains no such

provision ; every act afterward, without question, in either House of

Congress, has exercised calmly and serenely, sometimes and more often

in the interest of the companies, sometimes and rarely in the interest

of the people and against their wishes, this power that the act of 1862
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reserved, and which without it would exist, in my opinioD, in respect

of the objects we are now speaking of, to change the regulation*

upon which they stood.

The act of 1662 contains another provision that it is worth while to

call attention to just now, and that !b as to the number of directors,

vital to the management of the operations of the company. The

Union Pacific company was to have, I believe, thirteen, and the United

States was to have two, appointed by the President. The act of 1864,

passed, as I have shown you, not with the assent of the companies,

not requiring their assent, provided that the number of directors on

the part of the company should be fifteen, if I recollect correctly,

and the number of Government directors should be five, altering the

managing constitution of the company. Nobody ever questioned that

power, I suppose ; the power of amendment was reserved. It wu

questioned in the case of Miller vs. The State of New York referred

to the other day, not upon the ground that if the Legislature had

reserved that power in the charter between themselves and the cor

poration it would not have been good, but they said it had gone be

yond that and that the city of Bochester only came in incidentally,

and between herself and the company it was a contract that conlA

not be changed . But the supreme court of New York and the Supreme

Court of the United States overruled that. But in respect of the

direct relations between this corporation aud the United States, I

suppose nobody can question, nobody has yet questioned, the propri

ety in point of law of the act of 1604 which changed the number of

these directors.

I only refer to this as showing how complete the power of the United

States is, not as an opposing party to a contract having hostile inter

ests, but as a supreme and impartial judge controlling and regulating

the exerciseof these great monopolies and of the corporationswho carry

them on, to so constitute the management as to preserve justioe and

private and public rights ; and therefore, if it should be found in re

spect of what is called the prorating question that the directors, as

now organized, of the Union Pacific Railway Company do not carry out

the true spirit of their charter in respect of this co-ordination of the

resources of the company, it is within the competence and within the

duty of the Government of the United States through its Congress to

so change the management of that corporation by increasing the Gov

ernment directors to a majority as to see to it that impartial and not

selfish hands control the interests of these great corporations for the

benefit of their creditors, and for the benefit of the public and equal

justice to all. And the time may come, if the lobby still continues to

be successful as it has been hitherto, a year ago and before—I do not

speak of the lobby disrespectfully ; it is a very good thing, no doubt,

for those who use it—but if these companies, I will say, should be

successful in now so entangling this legislation as to break it down

by amendments proposed in their interest, or substitutes proposed in

their interest, the time may come when the voice of the just judg

ment of the people will be beard in such away that the management

of this great corporation will be placed in the hands of impartial and

fair and safe men, and that if our hands are to be tied for twenty-two

years in respect of all the financial administration of these corpora

tions touching not only the millions of our interest but the millions

of the other debts that we are bound to protect, there will still be in the

enforced sense of public justice from the people (which at last reaches

us) a means of redress in regulating the management in such a w»y

that the money will not then be squandered, and the stock run down
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or bulled or beared to afi't ct interests pro or ion to the injury of cred

itors.

But I only refer to this to illustrate how potent, how pervasive

everywhere through these acts is this omnipotent resource of justice

and of right reserved to the Congress of the United States, not as an

interested party, not as an opposiug litigant, but as an impartial tri

bunal to whom the persons now claiming rights under these charters

agreed in the outset, when they assumed the responsibilities of them,

should be referred every question respecting their future management

and operation and the protection of persons who should deal with

them. That is it. It is not, therefore, Mr. President, any invasion

of private rights ; it is not any invasion or violation of the sanctity

of contracts, but the very reverse, when, if the state of the case calls

for it, this tribunal, pointed out and agreed upon by the parties who

availed themselves of the benefits of these acts, is called upon in its

sense of justice to so readjust the administrative regulations of these

corporations as that their funds shall be preserved to the very sacred

use to which they were designed, the discharge of their obligations.

That is all there is to it, and it is to that, therefore, that we ought to

address ourselves.

I ought to say, though, before I leave that part of the topic, as a

mere matter of self-defense—it is of no interest to the Senate—that

I think my friend from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] went a little wild the

other day when Tie undertook to convict me on the authority of

Kent's lectures to his students up at Albany or New York, or wher

ever it was, that the right of visitation that I spoke of as being a

right of Congress did not apply to a civil corporation, that it only

applied to what are called eleemosynary corporations, that is, corpo

rations founded by some private person for a charity, or a school, or

something of that kind, who, he conceded, had the authority to visit

the corporation and see that it did what it ought to do, and to com

pel it to do what it ought to do. Let me tell my good friend from

Ohio in the first place that the power of visitation of a private cor

poration of the kind I am now speaking of is not a power that exe

cutes itself. The private visitor, the founder of a charitable corpo

ration who has the right of visitation in its highest sense, is not able

to go to a college or to a hospital and kick out the people who are

then in by the force of his own personal strength. He has no more

right to do that than you have who are the President of the Senate.

His power of visitation is the power to require those things to be

done which the true ends of the corporation call for, and when he

has required and they do not obey what is the next step ? The exe

cution of it by himself f Not a bit of it. An appeal to the j udicial

arm of the Government to enforce the orders that he has made.

That is visitation, as it is defined in the dictionaries and as it exists

in common sense. Now, is there any such thing as it respects civil

corporations f If my friend had looked a little further in Kent he

would have found also the same thing I believe. I have not taken

the trouble to look it up, but here is Angell & Ames ; after speak

ing first of the eleemosynary part of it :

In this country, whore there is no individual founder or donor, the Legislatures

are the visitors of all corporations founded by them for public purposes, and may

direct—

Just as this Judiciary Committee bill does—

and may direct judicial proceedings against them for abuse or neglects which at

common law would cause a forfeiture of their charters.
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And then they go on to speak of other inconveniences, and say :

If Much inconveniences are found to be numerous and formidable in practice, the

remedy, it is presumed, must be sought in legislative interposition.— Xngtti d

Ame$ on Corporations, chapter 19, page 679,

Mr. President, that is a mere private matter between my friend and

myself that the Senate does not care anything about, but as a lawyer

much younger than my honorable friend from Ohio, who I am sorry

to see is not here, of course I felt a little abashed to have the coun

try that no doubt took a great interest in that question of definitions

told that I had entirely missed my mark in saying that the power of

the legislative sovereignty of the States and ot the United States

over corporations that they had established to regulate their affairs

and compel them to do what the great objects of their charters called

for by fresh legislation, was a power of visitation. Of course, as I

say, I felt a little abashed to be told that that was an invention of

my own, or that I had not read what he called the horn-books of

the law. I dismiss that part of the subject as being of no interest

to the Senate. It is entirely a question between my friend and my

self.

Now I will take up just for a moment the question of net earnings

again, and will be very brief about that. I had called the attention

of the Senate in answer to the Senator from Georgia [Mr. Hiix] and

the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] before, who were pressing

upon your consideration the opinion of the supreme court of Massa

chusetts by Chief-Justice Shaw it is said, a later case than the one

they referred to, of the Massachusetts General Hospital against the

State Mutual Insurance Company of Worcester, which I had thought

ran on all fours with this question of our power over the subject of

net earnings, which as everybody agrees is the most difficult part of

the bill in point of law. It comes nearer to the boundaries of our

power in respect of controlling these corporations than any other

part of it does, because this part of the Judiciary Committee bill

requires a payment into the Treasury of the United States as a pay

ment. It is not the preservation of the funds of the corporations, as

the rest of the bill is, leaving them still the property of the corpora

tions, and only operating as a legislative injunction against their

dividing them up among the stockholders, but it requires a pay

ment, and therefore there is great plausibility in the argument that

says " if you make your definition of snch a character that it requires

the payment of a greater sum than the present want of a definition

would require, then you are in effect requiring the payment of a

greater sum than you did before, you are making us pay what is not

Sue ;" and tiiat is the plausibility of the argument.

Now, see how easily it is answered by the case in 4 Gray's Reports.

My learned friend from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] thought it did not

apply. Let me state it or read it partly so that you may see that it

does, and then I shall have done with reading law-books to you.

This was a bill " in equity for an account of one-third of the net

profits made by the defendants from insurances on lives." The plaint

iffs were incorporated in 1810 and were authorized to receive con

tributions and stock, &c, and so on, " for the purpose of making
assurances on single lives, joint lives, and survivorships, " •

with all the powers and privileges, and subject to all the duties and

liabilities, contained in the thirty-seventh and forty-fourth chapters

of the Revised Statutes, so far as the same may be applicable to this

corporation." This corporation was thus founded on authority to

make insurances upon lives upon the mutual plan. They were to
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have a guaranteed stock. " By section 7 of said statute 1844, chap

ter 187, it was provided that the defendants should, on the third

Monday of January in every year, pay over to the plaintiffs ' one-

third of the net profits, if any, which shall have arisen from insur

ance on lives made during the preceding year;' and by statute 1846,

chapter 82, section 1, it was enacted that ' the net profits of the busi

ness of the mutual life-insurance companies incorporated in this

Commonwealth, one-third of which they are required to pay to the

trustees of the Massachusetts general hospital, shall be taken to be

the excess of the dividend over 6 per cent, annually, payable by the

said companies respectively to the holders of the guarantee capital

stock actually paid in.' "

By this same act of incorporation, which I have not read but will

state to save time—it is here and my friend from Ohio will see that

I state it correctly—by this same act of incorporation of the defend

ants' company, they were anthorized to have $100,000 of a guaranteed

stock and were anthorized to pay 7 per cent, interest upon that guar

anteed stock. After that the Legislature by the act of 1846 said that

in respect of mutual insurance companies that otherwise would Dot

have any net profits at all, becanse they all went to the benefit of

the people who were insured, the net profits mentioned in the old law

should be considered to be the excess over a dividend of 6 per cent,

annually upon that, thus cutting them down 1 per cent, and declar

ing that to be a net profit which in contemplation of law before was

not net profit at all, nor anything like net profit. That was resisted,

and the same kind of arguments advanced by my friends from Georgia

and Ohio and all the rest on that side of this question were pressed

upon the court and the counsel in stating it demonstrated just how it

would work ; he proceeded to say :

The stat ntc of 1646, chapter 82, which undertakes to declare what shall be taken

to he " net profits" in mutual companies, is unconstitutional, so far as it applies to

the defendants, who did not assent to it ; becanse it attempts to compel the assured

members to pay annually the sum of $166.67 more fovthe expense of insuring each

other's lives than they were obliged by the terms of their act of incorporation to

psy.

And he stated it exactly as it was. That was exactly how it would

work out. Now hear what Mr. Justice Dewey says, after referring

to some other questions in the case and working it down to this point :

It expressly declares that the net profits for this purpose "shall he taken to be

the excess of the dividend over 6 per cent. annually, payable bv the said companies

respectively to the holders of the guarantee capital stock actually paid in."

• * * * * * *

The only question is, therefore, whether the statute of 1846, chapter 82, is a con

stitutional act. It is said by the defendants that this act Is unconstitutional,

because it violates the vested rights of the defendants acquired under their act of

incorporation. If this were so, the act can have no effect. But all acts of incur-

Eoration, passod since the 11th of March, 1831, which contain no express provision

miting their duration, are, by the provisions of the statutes of the Commonwealth

existing from that period to the present, subject to alteration, amendment, or repeal.

The act incorporating the defendants was passed in the year 1844, long after the

enactment of the revised statutes, and was of course accepted by the corporators

subject to the provisions of those statutes. This seems to put at rest ali further

question as to the constitutionality of the statute of 1846, chapter 82, and this being

bo, the defendants are bound by it, and must govern themselves accordingly."—4

Gray's ReporU, 233.

That was the end of the case of the Massachusetts General Hospital

and the defendants. The jndges who composed that court that thus

unanimously decided were Hon. Lemuel Shaw, the great chief justice ;

Hon. Charles A. Dewey, who delivered the opinion ; Mr. Justice Met-

calf ; Mr. Justice Bigelojv, who until lately was an eminent jndge of

30 pa
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that court, and resigned not long since I believe; Mr. Justice Thomas

and Mr. Justice Merrick, men all of them eminent, and deciding—and

that is why I am almost inexcusable iu reading such a case—deciding

what every court in every State and at all times in respect of similar

principles had already decided and have ever since, and this case is

only interesting in the fact that it happens, not in respect of any new

principle at all, to contain a state of fact which presents the exact

point that this question of net profits does here, put in the strongest

way that the Senators on the other side can put it.

So then, Mr. President, I think we may dismiss from our consider

ation any fear that we are going to be in danger of violating the

Constitution of our country if we declare by this mil reported by the

Committee on the Judiciary that the meaning of net profits shall be

hereafter taken and understood to be the clear result, after paying

the operating expenses of these roads, added to which—that has been

referred to and answered already—for the mere purpose of conven

ience and as a matter that does not belong to it theoretically or

philosophically at all, is the payment of the interest on the first-

mortgage bonds, added, as I say, not because it diminishes what are

the future net profits, but because as a matter of convenience between

the Government and these people it is more convenient to put it in

that way.

Then I wish to repeat to all gentlemen who doubt about our au

thority in point of constitutional law to pass this act, that everything

that has happened in the history of these transactions contained in

this little book which, as General Cass said, " I leave you to look

upon"—everything that has happened since the act of 1862, which

did require their assent, has been through the sovereign power of

Congress reserved in the act of 1862 of alteration, amendment, and

repeal, and after the act of 1864 reserved there, and that in no in

stance of legislation either favorable or unfavorable to these com

panies until now has it been proposed even to doubt the authority of

Congress to act of its own supreme and just pleasure, or as the saying

now is to make a bargain which is to tie up its hands for any length

of time. It is reserved, Mr. President, to the Senator from Maine

[Mr. Blaine] to be the first man, and at this late period of time, to

propose in any act regulating or creating a corporation or any part

of its operations, the sovereign power of the great tribunal that im

parts to it its gifts, that creates for it its monopolies, that is bound to

stand between it and those dangers that monopolies always threaten

people with—for the first time, I say, it has been proposed that an act

of administrative justice which calls for the accumulation of a sink

ing fund, and which is nothing but an administrative act for the

future that changing events may change the aspect of from day to

day as other lines are built, as other men come into the management,

as the stock is either run down or run up to please " bulls " or " bears "

for private interest, that the hands of this supreme tribunal shall be

tied behind its back, not in respect of anything that it has received

to discharge a debt, because there would be the end of it without any

such provision, but in respect of the future administration of the

affairs of these companies so far as it affects the interests of the

United States connected with this debt. Well, how far is that T

Can there be anything done in respect of the administration of the

affairs of these companies that does not affect the interests of the

United States in regard to this debt T The salaries of their directors

affect the interests of the United States in this debt, because they

are a part of the operating expenses. Counsel fees paid to lawyers,
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small sums to be sure, only $5C,000 last year so far as heard from at

present, to defeat the bill of last year, spent here at the Capitol—coun

sel fees anywhere for any purpose affect the interests of the United

States in this debt, bat onr hands are tied bv the amendment of the

Senator from Maine. There is not the smallest matter of expendi

ture, there is not the smallest or the greatest matter of policy that

these directors may engage in, either of combinations or pools or

hostilities with other roads, that does not ran, (as all roads it was

said always ran to Rome,) straight to the question of affecting the

interest of the United States about its security ; and therefore if you

are to take the amendment of the Senator from Maine as it reads and

as it plainly means—I know he did not design it so—if you are to take

it as it would be construed in a court of justice and as it will certainly

be construed by these corporations, there is not a single step that

these companies may take that does not run straight to the question

of affecting the interests of the United States about the reimburse

ment of its bonds, because every dollar of the corporate money, every

step of the corporate policy affecting its financial interests, and they

all mnst affect it, are tied up and bound.

Mr. President, I should prefer that would not be so, and I submit

even to my honorable friend from Maine with some confidence as a

statesman of experience and as a statesman desiring just ends and

just policies, that when you bear in mind the distinction which exists

between a bargain made between either public or private parties,

which is executed and ended, and what this bill proposes to do,which

is purely an administrative bill for the future, accumulating for the

companies and by the companies only their resources for the discharge

of their obligations, the extent and the necessity of which and the

steps for the protection of which may change from day to day and

from year to year, and undoubtedly will and must under the best of

administrations, is it just—I appeal to him, to his good sense and

mature reflection—is it safe, either for the stockholders of the com

panies or their creditors or the interests of the United States, to say

that Congress binds itself for twenty-two years, almost a generation

of human life, to interfere in no manner so far as it affects the reim

bursement of these millions of money f

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator from Vermont has asked me a question,

and in answer to the criticism which he has indulged in with regard

to the amendment I have offered, I will say that every particle of

the evil anticipated or suggested by him as possible to flow from it

wonld be entirely averted by putting in a proviso that the amount

paid by each company per annnm during these years shall not be less

than a given sum. He says it may entirely change. Put in such a

proviso, and that would at once displace every suggestion of danger

which the Senator has made.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Yes, Mr. President; a proviso ! The suggestion

of a proviso is pregnant of the suggestion of the danger of any such

binding and final legislation.

Mr. BLAINE. Then, if the Senator will permit me, he has brought

more danger into this body than any other member of it, for he has

been more fruitful of provisos in our legislation than any other Sen

ator that ever sat on the floor.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I have never been fruitful of pro

visos which tied up the hands of the Congress of the United States

from the future exercise of its sovereign power. When I do, it will

be time enough for the Senator from Maine to suggest that I am fruit

ful of provisos. He, as I said before, is the original father—there is
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no grandfather and no collateral relation—of a proposition in the

legislation of this country of the Congress of the United States, since

the time when the evil of the hands of States and of Congresses being

tied up has been discovered in the last few years, to provide that in

any respect or under any circumstances the hands of the legislative

power shall be held off from the exercise of their legitimate and con

stitutional control over public corporations. If I was enabled to see

any contingency in which an amendment of this character, a limit

ation of this sort, could work evil, I would not upon principle vote

for a bill which should contain it, because if it be right in this in

stance in respect of this purely administrative affair, not a bargain

between these companies and the United States, but a requirement

that the sovereign will of Congress imposes as it has aright to impose

upon these people to do, it is right in every cose where we grant a

new charter either to a bank or a railroad or an insurance company

or whatever, because in the case of a new charter it is just as clear

on the face of the bill what you expect the company to do, what the

company is required to do, and what it engages to do. Wherefore,

then, do you reserve the right to alter, amend, or repeal f Why do

you not give them their twenty years of existence upon the terms

stated in their original charter f There is no doubt about what it

means. You have fixed it just as yon intend to have it. Yon cannot

loresee now anything that will require you to change it during the

period of their existence. Why do you always put in this potent and

sovereign reservation? You put it in because yon know thnt unex

pected good or evil arises, unforeseen events occur as shifting for

tune changes the scene, from day to day ; you know that in human

affairs there may be defections and difficulties in the administration

of corporations. You know that within the strict letter of the law

directors and counsel may be found astute enough to change the

whole spirit of it. You know that unforeseen contingencies, not pro

vided for, may arise where the highest interest of the community,

the highest interest of justice calls upon you, if you have the power,

to appear and protect these rights.

Now, what might happen under this very bill, saying nothing about

provisos f This stock is transferable at the offioes of these compa

nies. It is said to be now all in a very few hands. It is said that one

gentleman, whom I have long known as a very amiable and estima

ble gentleman, a man of extraordinary genius and ability, and a man

who I believe is painted a great deal blacker than he is, owns more

than a majority of the stock of one of the companies. He is under

no obligation to hold it ; he is a private citizen although a director

and president for aught I know of one of the companies; but his own

ership of the stock is his private property, and he is under no obliga

tion to us or to anybody else to hold it for five minutes when he can

sell it at a price that is satisfactory to him. If the management of

that corporation is left with him and with his board of directors, we

might all expect that this thing would go on smoothly and swim

mingly, that fidelity to these requirements would be observed, that

the income of the corporation would be as great as it is now and would

increase, that the same energy and economy and prudence and skill

that in his hands have made the company develop large profits mnch

more than ever before will continue to go on ; but if he chooses to sell

out his stock to-morrow at the stock board in New York, have you any

right to complain of him t Not the least. The stock is his private prop

erty. He can retire from the corporation when he likes. Suppose it fell

into the hands of foreign stockholders, if you please, of such people as
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are now manipulating and fighting ami seesawing over the Erie Rail

road in New York—they maybegood or they may be bad—but what be

comes of the creditors f What becomes of the income T Receiverships

and lawyers' fees and pools and oppositions and cuttings, as they call

them, and other things run the income down to nothing and there is a

default on the first-mortgage bonds. This act that we propose does

not require them to pay the interest on the first-mortgage bonds ; it

leaves them just as they are in that regard. It does not forfeit the

charter if they do not pay the interest on the first-mortgage bonds.

Suppose they default. The stock runs down to nothing; the first-

mortgage bonds run down to nothing, as they do always when there

is a default. I do not mean the word " nothing " literally, but they

go away down. What becomes of your second securities and your

third, and yonr land-grant bonds, and yonr income bonds, and your

sinking-fund bonds? They become like the third and fourth mort

gage bonds of all other defaulting corporations ni/, absolutely nil ;

and when Congress is appealed to by the constituents of my friend

from New Hampshire who are said to hold sinking-fund bonds for

protection, the United States is obliged to say "we have engaged to

do nothing for twenty-two years ; the money is still paid into the

sinking fund, 25 per cent, of the net earnings if there be any, but there

are not any, and that is no breach of the act ; they have done just

what they agreed to. They only agreed to pay in while they have

net earnings, but they have so bedeviled the whole thing that there

are not any net earnings ; and if yon will wait more than the lifetime

of your grandchildren on the average, then we will appeal to Con

gress, and if after several sessions we can get public sentiment suffi

ciently waked up to it and against the press of the men who are engi

neering against you with plenty of money, we may be able to do

something."

Are we going to throw away onr power in that way, Mr. President!

Have we any right to throw away our power in that way f Are we

doing justice to the poorest creditor there is of these corporations f

Are we doing justice to public interests f You cannot tell, sir, what

will happen ; yon cannot tell who will manage these corporations ;

you cannot tell how long there will be any net income or not, depend

ing not upon the fair progress of natural resources of development

and natural competition, but depending upon the evil deviltry of

stock-boards and private jobs. There is the trouble about all these

corporations ; and yet my honorable friend from Maine, in that sweet

innocence which characterizes his character, that sublime faith that

everybody is as virtuous as he is, is willing to fold up his arms and

be tied np in a bag by the Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroad

Companies for twenty-two years, merely because we require them to

establish a sinking fund 1

Mr. BLAINE. If I understand my friend's argument—and I do

not mean to interrupt him—he desires to state that as long as Mr.

Jay Gould (he did not call him by name but referred to him) Bhall

own a majority of the stock the Government of the United States

may rest secure, but it might possibly pass out of his hands and then

danger wonld come. •

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, then my. friend does not under

stand me. I did not desire to state anything of the kind. I desire

now to Btate, as Mr. Jay Gould is referred to—my friend is fond it

seems of referring to private conversations and to private men

Mr. BLAINE. Why, the Senator referred to him. Did not the

Senator refer to him, if not by name t

Mr. EDMUNDS. I have not mentioned Mr. Jay Gould at all.
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Mr. BLAINE. Am I mistaken in saying that the Senator intended

to refer to Mr. Jay Gould as the gentleman he spoke of f

Mr. EDMUNDS. I intended to say exactly what I did say, and I

intend to respect the proprieties of this place sufficiently not to

name private citizens by name unless there is a very urgent reason

for it indeed.

Mr. BLAINE. Then the Senator did not refer to him at all t

Mr. EDMUNDS. I do not say what I did, except that I said ex

actly what I did say referring to the managers of this corporation.

Mr. BLAINE. But the Senator spoke of some gentleman holding

a majority of the stock who was a very much better man than he is

painted to be, and the Senate, I think, could have understood only

that he referred to one gentleman, whom I am not referring to ex

cept with respect myself. I understood the Senator to say that as

long as the stock or a majority of it was in his hands all would go

smoothly, but the possibility of danger arose just when it might

slip out of his hands and get into somebody else's. That is what I

wanted to underatand.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Why, Mr. President, my friend must be very mnch

wide of the mark. Does he suppose that there is nobody else in the

world than Jay Gonld who is better than he is painted t There are

a great many Senators that I have heard very severely denounced in

connection with corporations and otherwise that I believe are a great

deal better than the stories that are told about them. Therefore my

description of an imaginary being or a real being as being a great

deal better than he is painted does not make it necessary for my hon

orable friend to jump up and say that I am talking about Mr. Jay

Gonld at all.

Mr. BLAINE. Then, shall I understand that the Senator was not

talking of himf

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator is entitled to understand exactly

what he likes from what I say. I do not undertake to control my

friend's understanding at all ; he is entirely at liberty to understand

anything that he wishes to understand, and I am at liberty to say

anything that I wish to say within the proprieties of this place.

But, Mr. President, this joooseness of my friend and myself abont

a particular person has very little to do with this question. The object

I had in view was to point out to the Senate if I could what I feci

very deeply myself—how dangerous it is, becanse a corporation hap

pens to be prosperous at this moment and to be well managed at this

moment—and I am bound to say for JayGould, if he has anything to do

with it, (seeing that the Senator has mentioned him, ) andthe othergen

tlemen connected with the Union and with the Central Pacific roads,

that they are well managed—how uncertain it is becanse at this pres

ent moment it happens that a corporation is well managed that you

are to tie up your hands for twenty-two years and assume that it is

going to be so for all time. That is the principle, that is the homily

which I am trying to lay down and preach to those who are kind

enough to listen. I am not undertaking to say that the present gen

tlemen who manage these corporations will always do it as well as

they do now ; but I am undertaking to say that in the course of human

affairs, if they are managed well—which must be the theory of this

amendment, or otherwise nobody would think of tying up our hands—

the present managers may disappear honestly and properly from the

scene to-morrow, and we know them no more ; and into whose hands

the management then goes, only those evil beings that rule our cor

rupt stock boards and combinations can tell. That is what I say, and
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yet the confidence of my honorable friend in the future is so great

that he is willing to tie our hands.

But, Mr. President, this is not all. There are other things about

this amendment the honorable Senator has proposed, and which I

dare say he does not intend himself, which show again how unsafe it

is to jump at amendments of this character which are to tie up the

sovereign power of Congress, if we have any power to tie it up, which

I deny in respect of this particular application of this amendment.

This amendment strikes out all the provision in the Judiciary Com

mittee bill of this being taken as still reserving the power of amend

ing all these acts and this act itself ; it strikes that all out, leaves

no authority on the face of the bill to make any further amendment,

and then on the theory of the Senator from Georgia we should have

no authority to amend any part of the original acts, even so much

as requiring a report twice a year instead of once a year ; but I am

bound to say that I do not think that is the law myself, and there

fore I should not make any point upon that.

Mr. HILL. The Senator will allow me. I have no recollection

that I have ever said anything or intimated anything that Congress

had no power to change any part of the original act. Ou the con

trary, I have said distinctly, and endeavored to impress on the Sen

ate why I said it, that Congress did retain the right to amend, alter,

or repeal the act of incorporation and the franchises of the company,

and the regulation of those franchises ; but I endeavored to draw a

distinction between the franchises of the company and the contract

of loan. I have never said that Congress did not have authority to

regulate the franchises of the company.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The contract of loan is the very thing that the

gentlemen on the other side of this question are continually referring

to as the thing we are trying to deal with and the thing that we have

no power to change ; and therefore if there is anything at all in the

argument that we have no power to change an act that we do pass,

and if we pass it it is binding because it refers to what they call the

contract of loan

Mr. HILL. The Senator will allow me to say that my very objection

to the bill of the Judiciary Committee was that it professed to alter

and amend the act, and yet every provision of the bill relates to the

contract of loan, and not to the franchises of the company.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Exactly.

Mr. HILL. If you would introduce a bill to regulate or change the

franchises of the company, I should concede its constitutionality ; but

I say that you have no right, in my judgment, to alter, amend, or

change the contract of loan, especially after that contract has been

perfected under the authority of Congress.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator has said that three or four times, and

we understood him perfectly. We understood him the other day.

But I was saying that, on the Senator's theory, if we did pass this

bill and did adopt this amendment which on the Senator's own theory

we cannot vote for, nevertheless we were cut off entirely from any

farther legislation upon the subject, and I said that that was his doc

trine because in referring to the act of 1871—if I am not greatly mis

taken, I have it before me—the Senator did contend that the act of

1871 which commanded the Secretary of the Treasury to pay over the

half transportation to the companies had foreclosed the power of

Congress on the subject entirely inasmuch as there was no reserva

tion in the act of ltf71 of the power to alter, amend, or repeal.

Mr. HILL. I desire to say that, in relation to the amendment
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offered by the Senator from Maine, I do not see that there is anything

in my theory that prevents me from voting for that amendment. That

amendment, as I understand it, simply says that Congress shall not

interfere with this contract again if the companies shall perform the

obligations of this bill and the previous bills relating to the contract.

That is the way I understand it. Now, I say frankly that I do be

lieve myself that is the law already ; I believe that the amendment

offered by the Senator from Maine is the law now. I do not think

Congress has any right or power to interfere with this contract after

it has been made and executed. There is something in this country,

in my opinion, of higher dignity and higher value than the legisla

tive power of Congress, and that is the right of private parties to

their contracts and their private property.

In relation to the act of 1871 I was simply replying to those gen

tlemen who derived all the power to pass this bill from the reserva

tion of the authority to alter, amend, or repeal contained in the acts

of 1862 and 1864. They said that, in relation to this half transporta

tion, Congress had a right to change it and require the whole trans

portation to be paid into the Treasury under the power of amendment.

Then I said there was a subsequent act to those of 1862 and 1864,

that of 1871, in which Congress had commanded that the half trans

portation both heretofore and hereafter accruing should be paid to

the companies, and there was no reservation to alter or amend that

act. Therefore the argument that we derived the power to interfere

with the half transportation from the reservation to alter or amend

contained in the acts of 1862 and 1864 did not apply to the act of

1871 which ordered this half transportation to be paid over without

any reservation of the right to alter and amend. That was all I said.

Mr. EDMUNDS. No Mr. President, it was not all the Senator said,

but it was part of what he said.

Mr. HILL. All on that subject.

Mr. EDMUNDS. It was in the same direction I admit. I am sorry

to go out of mv way to go back to this constitutional question, which

I take it is ended in this body. If we could get a direct vote on that

question of our power, I should be greatly disappointed if we did not

come rather more. nearly being unanimous than we have lately been

upon any question. But I do wish to suggest, in response to what

the Senator from Georgia has said, that his distinction between the

state of this affair as a contract and the state of the franchises is a

most extraordinary one and is as novel as is the amendment of the

Senator from Maine in the aspects to which. I have alluded. The

Senator says you may control the franchises, yon may do everything

except interfere with the contract. Now, what is the contract f As

he puis it the contract was that the United States should lend to

those people a certain amount of bonds and that the bonds should

be repaid, principal and interest, at the maturity of the principal,

not before, leaving out now the half transportation and 5 per cent, of

net earnings to be applied. That is the contract. Very well. It is

also the contract that they may issue first-mortgage bonds which

shall be paramount to the Government loan. of exactly the same tenor,

as the statute says, and legal effect, and the same security. There

fore, acvording to the theory- of the Senator, the first-mortgage bonds

would not be payable, principal or interest, until the end of the time

the principal becomes due. But that is not the point to which I wish

to refer. That is aside. There is the contract providing for the first-

mortjsai!*. bonds and for our mortgage. That is the contract. Now,

w hat does this bill do f Does it undertake to sav that that shall not
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be the contract ? Not at all. It undertakes to say that the money

of this company shall not be wasted aml spent with its stockholders,

but shall be kept in order to fulfill that contract.

Mr. HILL. Will the Senator from Vermont allow me to interrupt

him just a moment 1

Mr. EDMUNDS. No, sir, I cannot. I ask my friend to wait until

I finish, as I wish to finish. My friend will have his opportunity

afterward.

Mr. HILL. I beg the Senator's pardon.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator does not need to apologize for ask

ing leave to interrupt me, becanse that is perfectly proper ; but as I

am not at all well and am rather fatigued, he will excuse me.

Mr. HILL. I do so. I think these interruptions are very frequent

any way.

Mr. EDMUNDS. They are never disagreeable ; and but for my

physical weakness I should be glad to submit to the interruption now.

That is the contract which I have described. This act of sover

eign power, which does not put on the form of a contract and does

not ask the assent of the companies to its passage, (it will ask the

assent of the President of the United States, I trust not of the com

panies) merely says to these companies, " You shall not take the

product of your franchise, the very thing which your franchise alone

entitles you to have, income, and bury it out of the reach of your

creditors and thereby defrand them of their rights, those creditors

being the United States, and the first-mortgage bondholders, and the

land-grant bondholders, and the sinking-fund bondholders, and the

holders of the floating debt, and everybody else. It provides not that

the United States shall take this money out'of hand, but it provides

that the money shall stand as a security for whoever in the courts of

equity and justice is entitled to the preference of taking it of the

shareholder. That is all that the bill does, and you tell us.that that

is a violation of a contract, by which we have agreed to take our

money twenty-two years hence when we in the exercise of our sover

eign power say what the companies themselves say. Both of them

have said that "the time has come when it is apparent that it is

totally impossible to pay this debt if we go on spending the money

on our stockholders." We say then "You shall do it," and that is a

violation of the contract ! Mr. President, that confounds all distinc

tions that I understand anything about. I can only state such a

proposition to make the best answer to it I am capable of.

Now I will come back to the amendment of the Senator from

Maine and I shall close. The amendment of the Senator from Maine,

as I was proceeding to say, besides these intrinsic and unchangeable

objections that I have stated to it, that go to the very basis of the

whole thing and' that no sort of modification could get over, to my

mind, has also this effect, or is in great danger of having the effect,

to cut off the suit of the United States for the net earnings already

due. You will understand that we have not yet had a cent of net

earnings paid into the Treasury under the act of 1862, although these

roads have now been completed from eight to ten years. Not a penny

of this enormous sum of net earnings has been paid into the Treas

ury, although dividends in large percentages have been made to

stockholders. It is true, the companies say, that since the act of Con

gress stopped the Treasury from paying out the one-half of the trans

portation account, they being entitled to that, it will accumulate

enough to pay the percentage of net earnings when it is found out

what is enough to pay them ; but they have not paid in a cent yet
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and they are entitled to this half transportation. The effect of the

amendment of the Senator from Maine is, to my mind, and it will be

pressed immediately when you come to the court, that as we have

tied up our hands in respect of everything relating to these roads on

acconnt of the bonds advanced and of the sinking funds to be estab

lished, these bonds and these sinking funds shall be taken as suffi

cient. This provision, as I am saying, makes an end, if they comply

with the acts of 1862 and 1864, on account of advances to the United

States, that these bonds and these sinking funds shall be taken as

sufficient to meet the obligations of the companies on account of such

bonds prior to the maturity thereof, a complete wind-up.

This amendment in an ordinary act, which did not take the pains

to review the past just where it is, to meet objections, would be, so

far as I am now speaking of, not objectionable ; but the act proposed

by the Judiciary Committee leaves the matter of net earnings in the

past entirely behind and only provides for net earnings in the future,

what they are defined to be, and requiring them to be paid in. The

consequence would be, as would be contended, that in connection

with that section of the bill of the committee this provision relieves

the companies from the duty of paying any part of the old net earn

ings, because they have complied with the acts of 1862 and 1864 in

connection with this proposed act as to the particulars mentioned.

But there is another thing that is still more doubtful about this

amendment and which also is far away from the fundamental objec

tions that I have stated. You are aware, sir, that under the act of 1873

the Attorney-General, in pursuance of the resolution introduced by

the Senator from California [Mr. Sargent] being carried into an act

of Congress, was directed* to institute suit against the Union Pacific

Railroad Company, and the Credit Mobilier, and so on, for the pur

pose of ascertaining the true cost of the construction of that road,

which by the acts of 1862 and 1864 was to be the basis upon which

bonds were to be issued as a first mortgage, and upon which tolls

were to be taken and interest paid and all the regulations -were to

rest ;—the cost of the road, the real true actual cost, not the amount

of stock on which it might make dividends, but the cost, and also to

bring back into the coffers of that company, for the benefit of its real

stockholders and the benefit of its creditors all around, any moneys

that had been unlawfully taken from it and to require to be paid into

the coffers of the company any unpaid stock, because the act which

created that company required payments by installments to be made

in cash for the full amount of the stock until the capital should all

be paid up, it being generally understood that the stock never was

paid for in the Union Pacific Railroad Company, and that the Credit

Mobilier business, made up of the directors, &c, had, as they say

out West, " scooped the whole concern." What is the ground upon

which the United States has intervened uuder these acts of Congress

through the Attorney-General and is now prosecuting suits against

this company to rectify this enormous fraud, as is charged, and which

the Senator from California thinks has been condoned. Notwith

standing his own earnest efforts to prevent condonation, and notwith

standing Congress, in compliance with his resolution, has passed the

necessary act to prevent a condonation; it is still condoned, he

thinks.

Mr. SARGENT. Will the Senator allow me T

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, as our right of intervention is made

to depend upon our interest in the fund as the holder of this second

mortgage, what becomes of us as to that? What new complication
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will arise in those suits I should be glad to know, what new defenses

will be interposed ; but here is a real condonation. That is the spirit

of the Blaine amendment, so called, which will be as famous in the

future annals of railway and other corporate legislation as the Wilmot

proviso, although made to rather a different end. What effect will

that amendment have upon it, they will ask. " Why, this is a con

donation. You have agreed that you will do nothing for twenty-two

years to come in respect of any of this bond business bnt you try to

interpose about the Credit Mobilier and everything after this money

is tied up and is nothing to you ; if any stockholders want to sue us,

let them do it, if thoy can get an act to authorize them to do so." I

do not say that in point of law it will necessarily have that effect

although I greatly fear it. I only say it will furnish a rich field for

the ingenuity of the very able and ingenious counsel that these com

panies employ in such numbers to put off to an indefinite date any

vindication of the rights of the United States and the other creditors.

So much for that.

Mr. President, in view of all this, when you look at the essential

character of this legislation, which is sovereign and not a compact,

which contains no bargain at all, which does not deal with the past

but only deals with the future in a mere administrative way, I ask

is it safe and wise for the Congress of the United States to put into

this bill a provision that nothing more shall be done for twenty-two

years t It does not appear so to me.

The honorable Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Matthews.] and the honor

able Senator from New York [Mr. Conklinq] to a certain extent,

have urged upon us that we are invading the province of the Supreme

Court, that the court has decided what the rights of these companies

are, and therefore we cannot amend their charter. What is the force

of that argument T Do the Senators mean to say that you cannot ex

ercise your power to alter, amend, and repeal at all after you found

out exactly what the clause means that you want to amend and re

peal ? That is what the court has done. The court has told us what

the law means now, and the Senators say " inasmuch as you have now

found out that this law does not mean what you think it ought to

mean, your power to change it has gone, because the court has told

you what it does mean and therefore anything that was so plain that

you did not want the court to tell you what it means, you never can

alter and amend." Mr. President, that would do for a justice's court,

but it is hardly up, I think, to the status of the Senate of the United

States. I may be mistaken. I speak with the utmost diffidence upon

tl.at point.

Then my honorable friends have urged upon Senators, and it per

haps has had some effect, the communism of this legislation, that

we are assailing corporations ; that the communism of this bill in

assailing corporations is only furnishing powder and ball for the

commune. The honorable Senator from Ohio [Mr. Matthews] laid

great stress npon that and warned you all, until perhaps your hair

stood up as if you had seen a ghost, that you wero embracing the

commune by undertaking to interfere by the sovereign right or the

people with these great monopolies ; and the Senator from New

York urged that they must have the same justice (fad the same fair

play that the poor dweller in a hut by some river side who sweats

for his daily fishing should have. Mr. President, that last is true.

So they should. When the dweller in the hut of the Senator from

New York comes to control two thousand miles of railway and all

the station agents and the millions of income that arise from it, and
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comes to appropriate that money to his own nse when his duty is to

appropriate it to the payment of his debts, then I take it that he

will he in the attitude of these corporations, and Congress would

visit the same justice upon him. The idea that you cannot touch a

corporation because it is entitled to the same justice as anybody else

is also somewhat muddled, for the same reason that it is entitled to

the same justice as other people, although much more difficult to

apply it, because private persons cannot exercise the power that cor

porations do, they have not the money and the agents to repress

legislation ; but when the same cases occur corporations and indi

viduals stand upon the same grounds, undoubtedly. When, as I have

said, an individual comes into this presence in such an attitude as

these corporations occupy, I am sure that we shall have the aid of

the Senator from New York in administering fair and equal justice

to him.

But what is this commune, Mr. President, that we are guilty of

promoting? Where is it in this bill f My honorable friend from

Ohio [Mr. Matthews] says this is a grand step toward commuuism

because the representatives of the people interfere to redress their

grievances from the overwhelming power and the really moral breach

of the present obligations of these companies. Is that communism t

I had the impression that the well-regulated administration of law

in the interest of justice and equal rights, in the interest of the small

stockholders of these corporations, if there be any, in the interest of

the unsecured creditors of these corporations, as there are many, was

a step far from communism. Everystep that we take in legislationiu

protecting the interests of the people goes toward communism. Every

step in getting away from arbitrary power is a step toward communism

in exactly the same sense and no other than yon, sir, [Mr. Oulesby in

the chair,] building a lire in your small cook-stove on the prairiei of

Illinois to cook yonr dinner is a step toward incendiarism. You have

taken the first step and where are you going to endt If yon have

the temerity to boil your beef and potatoes and heat yonr toddy at

night after you have plowed all day on the prairie you are an enemy

to the community ; you are going to communism ; you will bean in

cendiary aud have everything in common to-morrow and burn every

thing up ! That is the danger my friend from Ohio feels about this

bill. We are really going to interfere with the private right of these

corporations to defraud .creditors, and say they shall not do it. and

we are to be charged as lending aid to that unhappy sentiment which

is to be deprecated in western regions as well as in the eastern, and

I hope the returning good sense of free and intelligent society will

always secure society against evils of that kind.

Mr. President, I believe I have said what little I had to say, very

desultorily ; but I only want to say one thing more about this mat

ter. I shall feel bound for one, with a complete sense of the responsi

bility of it, and I ask everybody who has the same purpose in view

that I have, and feels it with the same intensity, to vote against this

amendment of my friend from Maine ; and if the Senate should please

to adopt it, to vote against the bill itself, because I would much

rather that the Congress of the United States, the representative of

public justice and of public right, should wait for a year or two until

" returning Justice lifts aloft her scale," than that we should commit

ourselves to a piece of legislation that would be almost certain in the

future to be fatal in respect of the very objects that the bill wishes

to accomplish, besides being destructive of the sound principles upon

which all such legislation at present rests.
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Mr. VOORHEES obtained the floor.

Mr. BLAINE. Will the Senator from Indianagive me two minutes

of his time f I wish to modify my amendment.

Mr. VOORHEES. With pleasure.

Mr. BLAINE. I desire to say that every solitary objection which

the Senator from Vermont has made against the amendment which I

submitted can be cured, and is fully answered, by adding to the end

of it a simple proviso which he could write much more quickly than

I, bat which makes the amendment that I offered a much more con

clusive measure than the bill itself as described by the Senator from

Ohio who reported it, [Mr. Thurman.] I have the right to modify

my amendment, and all the imaginary bugaboos which the Senator

from Vermont has constructed out of his fertile imagination in regard

to the road all going to pieces, and the first-mortgage bonds coming

into default, and the interest not being paid, and there being nothing

but the stock board in its corruption proceeding from it, I propose to

cut up by the roots. I also propose to remove utterly that still less

well-based imagination that this amendment which I have offered in

any wise interferes with any claim now existing of the United States.

I venture to say that it takes what I heard Rufus Choate once de

scribe as a double-forty-horse microscopic power of sight, possessed

only by the Senator from Vermont, to discover any such waiver in

that amendment. If I did not have such great respect for his legal

ability, from which I am always glad to receive instruction, I should

call it an absurdity, but I cut both those objections and all his ob

jections up by the roots by adding at the end of my amendment the

following proviso: .

Provided, That the .annual payment from each company, in addition to the half-

transportation account and the 5 per cent, of net earnings presently applicable to

the interest on the bonds, shall never be less than $600,000 for the sinking fund :

and that nothing in this act .shall be construed to waive any claim of the united

States against either of said railroad companies from whatever source arising.

I am obliged to the Senator from Indiana for yielding me the op

portunity to modify my amendment.

Mr. VOORHEES. Mr. President, I do not propose at this late hour,

in this protracted debate, to enter upon a general discussion of the

subject before the Senate. In fact, until within the last few days it

has been impossible for me to give it that close attention which its

importance deserves. It has been my earnest desire to support the

bill reported by the Judiciary Committee. It is conceded on all

hands that some measure of adj ustment between the Government and

the Pacific Railroad Companies should be adopted by Congress, and

that it should be one, which, while securing to the Government all

its pecuniary interests, would at the same time preserve all the con

tract rights which have accrued to the companies.

I desire, however, more especially, for the few minutes which I shall

engage the attention of the Senate, to speak of the amendment offered

by the Senator from Maine, [Mr. Blaine.]

If the bill reported by the Judiciary Committee is what its friends

claim it to be—a fair solution of the conflicting interests of the Gov

ernment and the companies, and a guarantee to the Government of

all that is due from the companies—then it plainly seems to me that

it should be made a final and permanent aot of legislation. The

amendment offered by the Senator from Maine reads as follows :

Bnt so long as said Central Pacific and Union Paciflo Railroad Companies shall

faithfnlly comply with the provisions of the said acts of 1868 and 1864, and of this

act relating to payments to the United States on account of the bonds advanced,
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anil of the sinking-funds to be established as aforesaid, snch compliance shall be

deemed and taken as sufficient to meet the obligations of said companies on account

of such bonds prior to the maturity thereof.

This is a declaration on our part that so long as the companies

faithfully comply with what we now demand we will make no new

demand upon them. It is a declaration that we hare faith in the

sufficiency of the pending bill to secure to the Government all its

rights and dues in the premises. We have been repeatedly assured,

in the most earnest and positive manner, during the last four weeks,

by the friends of the bill, that it would accomplish this great object.

We have been strenuously urged to support it on that ground. If it

has this merit and is worthy of our support it is solely because it will

accomplish this result.

Mr. THURMAN. May I interrupt the Senator one moment T

Mr. VOORHEES. Yes, sir.

Mr. THURMAN. What friend of this bill has said that it would

accomplish the payment of the debt according to the terms of the

contract T

Mr. VOORHEES. Does the Senator from Ohio say that it will not

accomplish that result f

Mr. THURMAN. I have always said so. It will not do it by within

$35,000,000. Perhaps more than that will remain due.

Mr. VOORHEES. Why, then, does not the Senator perfect a bill

that will protect the Government in its rights!

Mr. THURMAN. Because I cannot pass it through this Senate.

Mr. VOORHEES. Ah! '

Mr. THURMAN. If I cannot pass this measure how conld IT

Mr. VOORHEES. The Senator should try before making such an

assertion.

Mr. BLAINE. May I ask the Senator from Ohio a question with

the leave of the Senator from Indiana T

Mr. VOORHEES. Yea, sir.

Mr. BLAINE. Does the Senator from Ohio donbt, and will he state

he doubts, that the two railroads are not abundant security for that

remaining $35,000,000 f

Mr. THURMAN. I do say that they are not, with their first-mort

gage bonds on them, security, and they have said so themselves again

and again.

Mr. BLAINE. I beg the Senator's pardon, with all due respect :

they never said so at all. The Senator is utterly mistaken. They

said that unless provision was made and the $150,000,000 of sinking

fund went on they could never pay i t ; but the Senator has a bill that

provides for a sinking fund, and by the sinking fund he pays off

$120,000,000 of mortgage, which leaves only $30,000,000, and he can

not, without disputing the arithmetic or the rule of three, donbt or

deny that the security is more ample than the United States holds

for any other obligation in the whole of its ownership.

Mr. VOORHEES. Sir, I was amazed on yesterday to hear the very

able and very distinguished Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thdkman] ex

claim that the adoption of the amendment nnder consideration would

kill the pending bill. Can it be that an amendment declaring that a

bill, when enacted into a law, should thereby become a permanent

piece of legislation, destrovs that bill T Can it be that an amend

ment which gives perpetual life to an act of Congress is, as the Sena

tor from Ohio exclaimed, prnssic acid to its existence T

Thia amendment says that the measure reported by the Judiciary

Committee, if it shall become a law. shall live and be perpetual as
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long as the Pacific Railroad Companies faithfully perform their duties

under it. And yet the honorable Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman]

asserts that such an amendment will destroy the life of the bill! The

amendment proposes to accept the bill, and to require the Pacific

Railroad companies to accept it also, and that when it is thus accepted,

and as long as it shall be faithfully complied with, it shall not be

disturbed. It proposes that this whole subject shall be taken out of

Congress ; that a final settlement shall be made, and adhered to.

A few years ago it was the earnest purpose of leading members of

this body, I believe, including the Senator from Ohio, that a finality

npon this subject should be obtained. It was then thought that a

judicial finality was the most desirable. The question as to the time

when the Pacific Railroad Companies, under existing laws, were liable

for the payment of their debts to the Government, was submitted to

the Supreme Court of the United States. It was there decided ad

versely to the views entertained by many and adversely to my own

views and wishes. There is no higher resort, however, than the

Supreme Court of the United States to find out what the law is. The

subject, however, has been reopened here, and, under a claim of power,

on the part of Congress, far-reaching and to my mind questionable,

it is now proposed to alter and amend the laws upon which the Su

preme Court made its decision, and under which that court deter

mined the time when the obligations of the oompanies became due.

I have had from the first the gravest possible doubts of the existence

of this power on the part of Congress, under the Constitution. I am

not now about to enter npon the discussion or examination of the de

cisions of courts upon this point ; that has been fully done by others,

and as far as in my power I have enlightened my mind by their labors.

But it is not in my nature nor has it been a part of my political edu

cation to take kindly to the great and unlimited stretches of power

which Congress has so frequently put forth in the later years of our

history.

During the last seventeen years I have heard this power invoked

and seen it exercised to the destruction of every class of reserved and

vested rights belonging not merely to corporations, but to great

political commonwealths—to States that are sovereign in the control

of all matters not expressly granted to the Federal Oovernment. I

have seen it rend States asunder; tear down States; reconstruct

States ; abolish State Legislatures ; annul thelegislative acts of States ;

unseat members of State legislative bodies, and seat others in their

places. I have seen this unbridled power of Congress roam through

the reserved rights of political communities like a wild boar ravaging

fruitful vineyards. I have witnessed it act as the obedient servant

of fanaticism; of wiHful, violent, unlawful desire to inflict injury, to

strip people of their individual franchises, to destroy their property,

and lay waste their homes.

It has run a career of iniquity and crime in this country which no

crowned head upon the earth wonld dare attempt, or would remain

crowned for a single day if the attempt were made. It obeyed the

call of an enraged and battled party in this Capitol, when the consti

tutional acts of a President were sought to be enacted into a crime

by which to hurl him from his high office by impeachment. When,

therefore, sir, I read the report which accompanies the bill from the

Judiciary Committee, and found it there asserted that while the Fed

eral Constitution prohibited States from violating the obligations of

contracts, such a prohibition did not extend to the Federal Govern

ment itself, I instinctively recoiled from this new, and, to my mind,

monstrous assertion of power upon the part of Congress.
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I am willing, however, indeed desirous, to go as far as possible—to

the very verge of my conscience, as a sworn legislator—sworn to

uphold the Const itution according to my own convictions—with the

Judiciary Committee. Where I have doubts I have aimed to give the

Government the benefit of them. Where my mind has -wavered in

regard to conclusions, I have striven to follow those arrived at by the

distinguished gentlemen who compose that committee. As lawyers,

their ability and industry and integrity are aM most cheerfully con

ceded. Their infallibility, however, is not conceded. I believe their

bill should be amended. 1 believe that the amendment of the Sen

ator from Maine [Mr. Blaine] ought to be adopted.

If we are to admit that Congress has the power to adopt this bill,

in my judgment we should say that this power shall not again be

exercised as long as the companies gave no occasion for it by their

failure to comply with the law.

This subject ought to be removed from Congress ; it ought not to

be a theme of perpetual agitation in these halls. The great interests

at stake should not be made the playthiogs of stock speculators,

brokers, and gamblers. Nor should they be left open for every ad

venturous, aspiring, restless member of either branch of Congress, to

inaugurate a new agitation whenever his interests or his ambition

might dictate. The scenes of the last four weeks in and about this

Capitol should never be enacted again, if it is possible to avoid them.

If the bill reported from the Judiciary Committee is not a snfficient

one to protect the Government; if it is not sufficiently guarded ; if

it is so imperfect that it will be unsafe to declare it a finality, then let

the Judiciary Committee do its work over again. It has the ability

and experience to accomplish what wo all so much desire. If that

committee is not satisfied now to make this work of its hands per

manent, let it try again ; but let us have an end, let us have rest and

quiet and repose on this subject.

It is true, of course, that one Congress cannot bind future Con

gresses, and the amendment of the Senator from Maine, [Mr. Blaine,]

if adopted, may be disregarded hereafter. But the qnestion is less

likely to be reopened after such a legislative declaration as this

amendment makes than it would be if it were not made. The dec

laration contained in this amendment will have the effect to prevent

litigation and/ to encourage the companies to fulfill the law in the

belief and hope that while they do so no future Congress will be so

regardless of good faith and of the public interests as to disturb the

present adjustment. I have therefore, after the most serious and,

in some respects, painful consideration of this subject, determined,

for myself, that it is my duty to vote for the pending amendment.

No question of public policy ever appeared to rne in a clearer or more

commanding light. The advantages to flow from its adoption are

very great and very obvious to the commonest understanding ; while

the evils which, in my judgment, will follow its rejection are equally

plain and beyond the reach of estimate.

Mr. HOWE. Mr. President, I am not about to inflict upon the Sen

ate a speech, but I shall not be able to vote for the bill reported by

the Judiciary Committee, of which I happen to be a member. That

my reasons for withholding my vote from that bill are so radically

unlike the reasons which others have assigned for their opposition to

it, is the only excuse that I have for obtruding a remark into this

debate. Whether these railroad companies are, as some have con

tended, great benefactors of the human race or common marauders,

may be an interesting question, but it is not oue that I shall discuss.
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Whether they are combinations of thieves or communities of saints

might be very pleasant to know, but it seems to me the most inter

esting fact about these companies is one that nobody can dispute, and

that is that they are debtors to the United States in very large sums,

and whether they are honest or dishonest, the United States are alike

interested in securing the repayment of that money. I say they are

indebted to the United States in very large sums. Speaking only of

millions, and referring only to a single company, that which is nearest

to us, the Union Pacific, the principal of its debt is §27,000,000. The

interest on that debt when it shall mature will be $49,000,000. Some

portion of that interest will have been paid : no one has told and no

oue can tell precisely what portion of it. The probability is that it

will be somewhere from $25,000,000 to $30,000,000 of the interest.

That is only one of the companies. The other will owe quite as

much. A hundred millions is probably not an overestimate of the

amount the twocompanies will owe the United States in about twenty-

two years from this time.

I Bay that is the interesting fact in this case. How are we to secure

the repayment of that interest, the collection of these debts ? It

seems to me, in spite of what others have said, that if that money is

ever to be paid at all, it must be paid out of the annual net earnings

of the companies, that the property mortgaged to us will never secure

the repayment of those sums. The Union Pacific Company, which will

in twenty-two years owe the United States not less than $50,000,000,

I do not hesitate to say could be bnilt now for $18,000,000. How does

any one hope to realize from a mortgage on eighteen million dollars'

worth of property a debt of $50,000,000, when prior to that mortgage

there is another one to be paid of $27,000,000 r It seems to me that

that is a hopeless indebtedness ; but nevertheless, though the cost

or the intrinsic value of the property mortgaged is so very low, it

happens that the annual net earnings of the company are abundant

to pay not only the United States, but all the debts the company has

yet contracted, enormous as those debts are.

Mr. President, the Judiciary Committee have furnished us with a

table showing the net earnings of these companies for each year dur

ing the last four years. The Union Pacific Company had net receipts

in 1874 amounting to a little more than $5,000,000 ; in 1875 to some

thing more than $6,000,000 ; in 1876to something more than $6,500,000;

in 1877 amounting to $8,317,091.58. The Judiciary Committee have

concluded from that table that since the average earnings for the past

four years were over §6,500,000, we can rely upon the average earn

ings being hereafter fully $6,500,000. Is that a correct or a probable

estimate f If you weigh a boy one year and find that he weighs forty

ponnds, and the next year at the same date you find that he weighs

fifty, and the next year sixty, and the next year seventy, it would

show that the average weight for the four years was fifty-five pounds,

but it would be a very crude inference to conclude from that that his

average weight the next four years would be fifty-five pounds. These

Pacific companies are infants; they are lusty but they are growing ;

they traverse empty empires ; it is their office to fill those empires and

then to carry for them. They have not yet begun to exhibit what

they are capable of doing, what they are capable of earning ; but if

we were compelled to conclude that they had already attained to the

maximum of their earnings, there was last year, as I have already

stated, $8,300,000 of net earnings at the disposition of the Union Pacific

Company. That is a very large revenue. Many sovereign govern

ments expend less than that in a year. Out >f that revenue the Uniou

31 PA
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Pacific Company can discharge all the interest due to all its creditors

and still have a very large surplus in its treasury. The Governmeat

directors speaking of that company make the declaration that out of

that balance a million can be taken for the 5 per cent, and for the

half of the charges against the Government for transportation: all

the interest due to all its creditors can be paid and 6 per cent, dividend

can be declared on $36,000,000 of stock, and still the company would

have $1,562,853.58 to spare.

If that company never grows an inch, but maintains the rate of

earnings hereafter which it realized the last year, out of those earn

ings it is amply able to make provision for every debt it owes, whether

to the Government of the United States or to anybody else. Now,

ought the company to pay its debt ? I find no one to dispute that.

If it means to pay that debt, why should it not appropriate this sur

plus of annual earnings to the payment of it, instead of distributing

it among its stockholders whom it does notowef It is the fair thing

for any man who owes money to hand his estate over to his creditors

rather than to his children , whom he does not owe. It is the fair thing

for the company to provide for its debts before it provides for its

stockholders, and it is the interest of the company to make that dis

position of its net earnings if it moans to pay the debt. It is not a

just thing to the stockholders to have the assets of the company

squandered to the prejudice of the stock, or rather to endanger the

stock. Why, then, should not provision be made to meet the whole

debt of the companies out of their annual earnings t I have heard it

said that they must pay some dividends to their stockholders. Why

so T If the stock is earning money, is not that all that the stockhold

ers can ask ? If knowing the stock earns money, is it not just as

much for the advantage of the stockholder that it should go to the

surplus fund as that it should be divided among the stockholders '

The Senator from Maine [Mr. Blaine] who sits near me insists that

the property of the company is abundant security for the debts of

the company, if I understand him.

Mr. BLAINE. For what remains of the indebtedness.

Mr. HOWE. For what will remain of the debt ; that it will be

adequate security for the $50,000,000 which will be due the United

States and for the $27,000,000 (I am speaking now of the Union Pacific

Company) which will be due on the first mortgage.

Mr. BLAINE. Only $20,000,000 will be due the United States,

twenty millions by each company, forty on both, forty-seven millions

in all on the Union Pacific.

Mr. HOWE. Then it would be $47,000,000 due to the United States

and twenty-seven millions due on the first mortgage. Then a road

whioh can be built for eighteen million is considered good security

for a debt of §74,000,000 !

Mr. BLAINE. How do you make seventy-four millions T

Mr. HOWE. Twenty-seven and forty-seven make seventy-four.

Mr. BLAINE. Oh, no; twenty-seven and twenty make forty-seven.

It is only forty-seven million.

Mr. HOWE. Only twenty millions will remain due to the United

States, the 8enator means. I have not made these figures myself.

Mr. BLAINE. I took the figures from the Senator from Ohio ; I

have not made them myself.

Mr. HOWE. The conclusion of the Senator from Maine is that

only twenty millions will be due to the United States, principal and

interest, of this loan. Is that the co lclusion of the Senator f

Mr. BLAISE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. HOWE. It makes a very material difference and only leads

us to this result, that instead of $67,000,000 there will be $47,000,000

dne. The conclusion of the Senator is therefore that the road will

be good security for $47,000,000, though it might not be good secur

ity for $67,000,000 ; and yet I cannot understand how a piece of prop

erty which can be duplicated for $18,000,000 can likely oe good secu

rity for $47,000,000. Understand, the Senator will tell me that it is

paying interest. He says it is paying 7 per cent, on $90,000,000. I

admit that and it actually paid last year over 8 per cent, on $100,-

000,000, of net profit, and I firmly believe that if nursed, taken care

of, not trampled upon, in five years from this time it can pay 1*2 pet

cent, on $100,000,000. But the Senator would not loan money at that

rate and on that security, simply because this company cannot be

secured forever in the exclusive carrying of the immense tract of

country for which it is doing business to-day. I will not say it is

unconstitutional, that it is a violation of the Constitution of the

United States, but it is a violation of the constitution of American

society, to permit anybody for a series of years to reap such enor

mous profits out of so small an outlay of money.

Therefore I think the Senator will conclude himself, or at least if

he does not conclude himself that this is inadequate security, I hope

he will be able to convince me that it is adequate ; for all I ask for

the United States is that we shall take such measures as will secure

the repayment of that money. The question of time is with me quite

unimportant ; but if I were the company, I know I would not dis

tribute these net earnings among the stockholders. It seems to me,

I know I would say to the United States, "Let me invest this in the

debt I owe you ;" and if I were in the place of the United States I

would say to the company, " Yes, we are glad to have that invest

ment made in this debt, because we consider this debt insecure, aud

we will pay you a more liberal interest for that investment than you

can realize on yonr net earnings, let you invest them anywhere else

you can." If it be conceded that the company means to pay these

debts and that the United States means to ask no more than the pay

ment of these debts, then I cannot for my life see why the interest of

the companies and the interest of the United States are not identical.

We want not to crush the companies but to encourage them, because

they are our debtors, and they want to exhibit their good faith and

their determination to meet what their real obligations are, because

we are their creditors.

I do not therefore object, Mr. President, to this bill because it asserts

a power over the companies which I am prepared to deny. I neither

deny nor assert that power. I do not think it the proper time to raise

that issue. When we have said distinctly to the companies, " all that

we want is that you shall secure us in the repayment of what you

owe," and when they shall say " we will not secure you to that ex

tent," then it seems to me it will be time for us to see what are the

reserved powers of the Government over these charters. But I would

make an honest endeavor and a serious endeavor, as it seems to me,

to see whether there could not be an agreement between the compa

nies and the Government before I fell back on that power, and if

driven to the assertion of the power at last, it seems to me I would

not exert it to enforce the payment of a part of what is due, but I

would enforce it to assert the ultimate and full rights of the United

States.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Oglesby in the chair.) The ques

tion is on the amendment offered by the Senator from Maine, [Mr.

Blaine.] On this question the yeas and nays have been ordered.
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Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I have a few words to say on this

amendment, but if there are other Senators who wish to speak now

I will cheerfully yield the floor. I want to get a vote on this bill

to-day if it is the pleasure of the Senate to take the vote, as I hope

it will be. I am willing to forego anything like a set speech in the

conclusion of the debate, but I shall claim the right to be heard be

fore the vote is taken. I consider the amendment as really deter

mining the fate of the bill. If there is any Senator now who would

prefer to speak further, I cheerfully give up the floor.

Mr. EATON. Mr. President, every Senator unquestionably feels the

importance of the bill now before the Senate. In fact there are two

bills before the Senate, a bill from the Judiciary Committee and a bill

from the Kailrond Committee. Under my obligations as a Senator I

cannot vote for either of those bills as they now are. The bill intro

duced by the Judiciary Committee, in my judgment, asserts power

that does not belong to the legislative department of this Government.

God forbid, sir, that I shall ever subscribe to the doctrine of the om-

nipotency of Congress, and, with a very high regard for the Judiciary

Committee, I do not believe in their omniscience. A bill is brought

here and we are told, absolutely told, in words told that the wisdom

of man is exhausted ; this bill is to be taken with no t's crossed, no

i's dotted ; the Judiciary Committee is potent enough to require its

passage just as it is.

Mr. President, in my judgment this bill is in violation of the Con

stitution of the United States. There has been a wheelbarrow-load

of decisions of courts brought here and not one that sustains the

claim of the Judiciary Committee. I do not propose to consnme

much of the time of the Senate, and therefore I will lay down what

I regard as the law as decided by one of the highest courts in the

United States, as decided by one of the purest courts in the United

States.

In the first place, let me premise by saying that all the power pos

sessed by Congress is by grant, and that grant is to be found in the

Constitution of the United States. There is no other power possessed

by Congress ; and what is that power f It is intimated, more than

intimated, that because the States of this Union are inhibited from

passing a law impairing the obligation of contracts, Congress can do

that same violation of common sense and common justice. I have

not heard my distinguished friend the Senator from Ohio [Mr.

Thurman] claim that power, for he says he is a strict-construction,

hard-headed democrat ; I think I use his own language.

Now, then, can Congress pass alaw impairing the obligation of acon-

tractf They seek to do it. The bill of the Judiciary Committee seeks

to impair the obligation of a contract, as I wi ] 1 try to show before I get

through. First, then, what is a contract f That is the first point in

the legal propositions to which I direct the attention of the Senate.

"A contract within the Constitution of the United States is one relat

ing to property or some objeotof value"—mark the language—"which

imposes an obligation capable in legal contemplation of being im

paired." That is a contract, relating to some object of value which

imposesan obligation capablein legal contemplation of being impaired.

Now, I assume that there is an executed agreement between the Gov

ernment of the United States and these two railroad companies. I

assume that that agreement is executed. I assume that there are

objects of valne connected with that contract.

Let me see whether I am right or not. If I am not right, I shall vote

for the bill. If any Senator will disprove these propositions of law,
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I shall vote for the bilL No man has yet disproved them. Now, let

as see what this agreement was. The United States said this—of

course I have not the charter in my hands—the United States said

to these Pacific Railroad Companies, " If yon will transport the muni

tions of war of the United States, taking half oar transportation as

payment presently, bnild this road, keep it in absolute repair, with

all its material in order, then we will loan you so much money, to be

paid on a given, certain day, we in the mean time taking 5 per cent,

of your net earnings and half the cost of the transportation yon do

for as."

There is an obligation of value : first a service to be performed by

these companies, next a sum of money to be paid annually or semi

annually for these companies. There is your contract executed. Have

I not stated it correctly t If I have not I should like to be corrected,

because I have said that if these legal propositions fail me I shall

vote for the bill.

One other legal point I direct the attention of the Judiciary Com

mittee to. "A legislative enactment equivalent to a contract or agree

ment, which is perfected, requiring nothing farther to be done in

order to its entire completion, is a contract executed, aud whatever

rights are thereby created subsequent legislation cannot impair." I

desire an answer to that legal proposition.

This is the argument of the supreme court of Connecticut when

giants occupied her bench. No greater or purer men than Williams

and Johnson and Huntington and Stem ever sat on a bench any

where. I commend this law. for it runs on all fours with my claim.

One other proposition. "A legislative act in the nature of an exec

utory contract, which is supported by valuable and sufficient consid

eration, creates an obligation which a subsequent legislature cannot

impair."

These three propositions I submit to the Senate as the positions

upon which I stand, and as an honorable man, as a man standing by

the constituted rights of the people and of the corporations created

by the Government, I cannot avoid these positions. "Ah," but says

the Judiciary Committee, "do you deny the right to do" what? To

repeal f It is in the charter. To amend f It is in the charter. " Do

yon deny it ? " Certainly not. Whenever a corporation, the creature

of a legislative body, violates the agreement which it has made with

its creator, then the creator will take from it the power which he has

given it, and never under any other circumstances. It never has

been done in the United States and never will be done.

Mr. THURMAN. What is the use of the reservation f

Mr. EATON. I am glad my friend has interrupted me without

rising. The use of the reservation is simple and easy: first, the

right to amend, the right to alter, the right to repeal. The right to

amend is absolutely necessary for the well-being of the corporation

itself. The right to alter is necessary to the well-being and the proper

carrying on of the corporation itself. Everybody knows it ; every

body that has served, as I have, in the Legislature of a Common

wealth that is certainly as nearly a corporation-ridden as any Com

monwealth ought to be, knows that without that power to amend

not infrequently corporations themselves would be stopped. Let me

ask my friend who just interrupted me, does he claim that without

any fault on the part of one of these railroad companies, or any

other corporation chartered by Congress, Congress possesses the ab

solute power to repeal the charter in despite of its vested rights T 1

ask if he claims any such right f
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Mr. THURMAN. I do uot know what the Senator means by

" vested rights."

Mr. EATON. Suppose yon let me tell, or guess, either.

Mr. THURMAN. I can say this, that Congress has the right to

take away every franchise of that corporation at its pleasure.

Mr. EATON. I do not believe that. I do not believe that is the

meaning of the right to alter, amend, and repeal. It would destroy

any government on the footstool of the Almighty that undertook to

exercise a right as violent to common sense and common justice as

that. It is put there to alter when it becomes necessary either to

the well-being of the public or for the necessities of the corporation.

It is put there to amend when it is necessary to amend either for the

well-being of the public or for the weal of the corporation, to secure

the purposes of the grant as the Senator from Georgia [Mr. Hill]

suggests. It is put there to repeal and take away the charter when

that corporation violates itself the contract it entered into. It means

nothing else, and there is not a one-horse court in the United States

anywhere that has ever taken any other view. You of the Judiciary

Committee have brought here a wheelbarrow-load of decisions that

do not come within a thousand miles of touching the question.

I should be very glad to have somebody answer the legal proposi

tions which I have had the honor to submit, and in submitting them

I have stated that they come from a court renowned among the high

courts of this country.

Sir, a great deal has been said here that I have been sorry to hear.

Intimations have been made here—Senators have not dared to say

on this floor that these roads were bribing Senators; that they did not

dare to say—but they have thrown out intimations so that the public

press have said that there has been something in that nature. Inti

mations have been made that the lobby has come here and chased

men to their private doors and houses and libraries. Sir, I have not

been troubled with any lobbyists. There are but twogentlemen whoare

connected with this railroad that have ever spoken to me and that but

once apiece. It has been more than intimated—for the language has

been nsed here—that those who ventured to differ from the Judiciary

Committee in regard to this bill were the friends of the roads. What

does that mean t I ask what it means ? Is there anybody here who

is an enemy of these roads T Is my friend from Kentucky, [Mr. Mi

CreeryT] I trow not. Is my friend from Ohio, [Mr. ThurmaxI]

I trow not. Am I more a friend of the roads because I cannot see the

constitutionality of the bill which was born of the Judiciary Com

mittee than any other man ought to be f Sir, I stand by my own con

victions always, here and everywhere else. Here is a bill that in my

judgment destroys the constitutional rights of a corporation, the

rights given it, and rights which by law cannot be taken from it

except by its own default. Believing that as I do, am I to be called

■a friend of the roads as against my country f

Mr. President, figures have been submitted here—I do not know

by what computation of interest payable semi-annually—showing

that there will be $200,000,000 due, more or less, by the time this

loan becomes due, and the roads cannot pay it, and therefore we are

to violate the contract and make them begin to pay it now ! Good

law ! Sound morals ! Now let me make a few figures. I beg to say

in advance that it is a sorry business for me to make figures of this

character. It is said—my friend from California [Mr. Sargent]

can tell me if I am correct—that the United States by the chartering

of these companies has saved from two and a half to four million
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dollars annually since the roads have been in operation. Now, a

little figuring. Suppose it should be from two and a half to four

millions annually from now till the year 1900, at ti per cent, interest,

computed semi-annually, this would be more than $500,000,000. When

yon make figures one way, take them the other way. The arithmetic

I care nothing about, but it is simply as sound upon the one side as

it is upon the other. If the Government, to illustrate, saved 84,000,000

last year by means of this railroad, then if you put it at 6 per cent,

interest, as you must, and it is an outlay of the Government for

thirty years, what would the amount be ' And so for every succeed

ing year from now until 1900.

But, Mr. President, that is not the question ; and it is not the ques

tion either whether I would have voted to charter these roads, for I

know I would not if I had been a member of this body. I would not

have voted to give these powers to these companies. I do not believe

the policy was a wise one at the time ; but it was adopted ; the con

tract was made ; the agreement was entered into ; the valuable con

sideration passed ; it became an executed contract, and I have learned

that it is best to stand by your agreements.

When were they to begin to pay T They ought to have begun to

pay their interest when it was due, according to my view. The Su

preme Court thought differently, that interest ought not to be paid

until the thirty years had run. I confess that my opinion runs on

all fours with that of the honorable Senator from Vermont [Mr. Ed

munds] in that particular, doubtless wrong because the Supreme

Court has said we were both wrong ; but it has struck me that if the

Supreme Court had happened to be able to have seen the law as I

did, it would have saved us all this trouble. But one branch of the

Government, the Supreme Court of the United States, has laid its

hand npon what I believe to be the law and made a law for us all ;

and because the Supreme Court has said that this interest is not dne,

and need not and shall not be paid until a certain day when the bonds

become due and payable, the Judiciary Committee say they will begin

now and they do not even call it payment, they dodge, they calf it

putting it into a sinking fund. The difference between that and

payment is not so great that a man cannot see it unless he has his

spectacles on. I owe my friend from Maine a thousand dollars which

is payable five years hence. He comes to me and says " Now I cannot

make you pay this, but it will not be payment if you let me take $100

a year and put it into a sinking fund; I will give you 5 per cent, inter

est on it and it will not be payment." " Oh," but 1 say to my friend

from Maine, " Why, my brother Blaine, I can make 10 per cent, by

this money." Is it not payment f Is it not taking from me what I have

a right to by law and appropriating it to pay a debt that is not dne for

ten years. It is not anything else. You may get around it by calling

it any name you please, but it is payment, and forcing payment of

money that is not due.

Mr. President, one of the desires of my heart is that these compa

nies should proceed to do this thing. They can do it better now than

they can twenty years hence ; but it does not follow that you have

got the power to make them do it. My eloquent friend from Cali

fornia, the Senator who sits farthest from me, [Mr. Booth,] drew a

picture of graphic power—indeed it was eloquent, that here were two

high contracting parties, the Government of the United States on the

one side and these corporations on the other, that they were to meet

diplomatically—I do not pretend to give his words—and they were

to treat as two great powers. Well, why not f Strip it of its verb
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iage and uee the language of a common-sense man, a plain man like

I am, why not f It is done every day in every State in this Union

where there are any corporations. Not once, but more than a hun

dred times in the Legislature of my State has a charter been altered

and amended, to become the law when the corporation agrees to the

amendment. The only way to get it is by agreement. The corpora

tion desires to have its charter amended in a particular manner.

What is to be done f The Legislature must authorize it. What nert

is to be done T In its corporate capacity, in its office, it must agree

to the amendment and have the amendment entered upon its records.

It is done everywhere. My friend from New Hampshire, my friend

from Maine, every man that represents a manufacturing community,

knows that this is the way in which the charters of corporations are

always altered, and I know no reason—my friend from California

may—why the Congress of the United States shall not agree with

one of the railroad corporations, its own children, to alter and amend

the charter so that it may begin to pay a debt that is not dne for

twenty years. On the contrary I know that it is good sense and wise

statesmanship to do it. Nobody will gainsay it.

If my good friends here who now entertain no doubt of this power

did entertain a doubt, they would not exercise it ; if like me they en

tertained a doubt of the power, they would go with me in order to

effect such an arrangement as that this debt might begin to be paid

before it is due. That I shall try to do ; that I shall not fail to do ;

and so far as any amendment can be added to this bill that will make

a suitable bill for the acceptance of the people who are corporators

under the laws of the United States, so far it will get my support. If

this bill was defeated, I certainly could not vote for the bill of the

Railroad Committee, unless great amendments were made to it, and

because it does not strike me as a proper business bill. I will not talk

any further on that subject at this time.

Now, Mr. President, but a word more, for I have already spoken

longer than I intended when I rose. I desire to exercise all the power

that I believe the Federal Legislature possesses in order to effect a

good object so far as the payment of this debt of these railroad cor

porations is concerned. Further than that, I cannot, will not, go—

cannot go without dishonor to myself. In the grant of power that

governs me as a member of this body, I find no authority to take a

corporation that is in default by the throat and violate the very con

tract and agreement which I entered into with it. I see no such

power. Senators who do will exercise it. I do not. Therefore I must

look to the next best thing, and that is to make au arrangement ; and,

as I said before, I repeat there is nothing dishonorable in it any more

than there would be if it was a transaction between my friend from

Kentucky [Mr. McCreery] and myself of $20,000, no part of it being

dne for twenty years; if he and I could make an arrangement by

which I could pay a portion of that debt before it became due, we

ought to do it. As guardians of the public weal, having in hand the

best interests of the people of this whole country, we ought to do

that. To that I will direct myself at all times and in all places. If

it is necessary I shall not hesitate to speak to the president of the

railroad—I never saw him in my life that I know of. I may have seen

him but not to know him. I may have passed him. I do not know

that he has invaded the lobbies ; I do not know that he has followed

me to my home: but I never have seen him to know him. But, Mr.

President, I shall not hesitate, as a Senator of the United States, to

speak to the president of one of these corporations at any time aud
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suggest to him what would he wisdom for him as well rs for the

United States. To use an ordinary expression, it wonld not let me

down any. It is a dnty that I owe to my people, to the State which

has honored me with a seat on this floor, to do all that I may honor

ably to adjust the matters between these two companies and the

United States, and so believing, so I will do ; and while I will stand

firm as a rock, firm as granite, against what I believe to be unconsti

tutional legislation, I will devote myself, heart and soul, to effecting

a compromise between this Government and these corporations that

shall be alike honorable to both.

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I do not rise for the purpose of

making a speech, but I do rise for the purpose of calling the attention

of the Senate to a decision of the Supreme Court of the United States

which I believe to sustain fully the very doctrine enunciated by the

Senator from Connecticut who has just taken his seat, [Mr. Eaton.]

This opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States has not been

quoted at length nor has it been commented on very much by the

able lawyers of the Judiciary Committee who have sought to sustain

the bill reported from that committee by their able arguments. I

refer to the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in

the interest case, in the case of The United States vs. The Union

Pacific Railroad Company, reported in 1 Otto.

It will be remembered that in that case the Supreme Court of the

United States held, all the judges of that great court concurring, on

the point which had been disputed so long and so ably by the very

members of the Judiciary Committee that now report this bill, that

the interest that the Government of the United States is paying semi

annually for the benefit of these companies was not refundable by

the companies to the Government until the maturity of the bonds.

That had been a disputed question in the Senate ; that had been a dis

puted question before the Judiciary Committee of the Senate. It is

true the great body of that able committee held as the Supreme Court

of the United States has decided. It is also true that the chairman

of the Judiciary Committee, the honorable Senator from Vermont

who addressed the Senate at length to-day, did not agree with that

committee at that time, but held to an opinion entirely different from

the majority of the Judiciary Committee and to an opinion moreover

in direct conflict with that afterward announced by the unanimous

decision of the Supreme Court of the United States.

But what I desire to call attention to now is this, that in that opin

ion reported in 1 Otto, the Supreme Court of the United States not

only decided the question before them, which was simply the question

whether the interest was payable before or not until the maturity of

the bonds, but they intimated in the very strongest possible manner

that under the contract as it existed under existing laws there was no

power in Congress to create a sinking fund without the consent of

the companies out of which and with which to meet the payment of

these bonds at their maturity, and the Supreme Court in that decis

ion placed the question as to the security that the Government had

retained in its hands with which to meet the payment of these bonds,

upon precisely the same plane, the same footing as a part of the con

tract as they placed the provision in relation to the payment of inter

est. They regarded the provision in the one case precisely similar to

the provision in the other case ; that is to say, the provision in the

law which when construed by the Supreme Court of the United States

was to the effect that interest was not to be refunded to the Govern

ment by the companies uutil the maturity of the principal of the
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bonds bad the same relation to this contract as the other provision

which stipulated what the security of the Government should be for

the payment of the principal of the bonds at their maturity. And

now I call attention to the language of the court upon that point to

see if it is not just precisely as I state it. The court in speaking of

this matter say :

They created no obligation to keep down the interest, nor were they so intended.

The provision for tetaming the amount due for services rendered, and applying it

toward the general indebtedness of the company to the Government, cannot be

construed into a requirement that the company shall pay the interest from time to

time, and the principal when due.

Now I call attention to what follows :

It was in the discretion of Congress to make this requirement, and then, as col-

lateral to it, provide a special fund or funds out of which the principal could be

discharged. This Congress did not choose to do, but rested satisfied with the

entire property of the company as security for the ultimate payment of the prin

cipal aud interest, and in the mean time with special provisions looking to the

reimbursement of the Government for interest paid by it, and to the application of

the surplus, if any remained, to discharge the principal.

It was in the discretion of Congress to do what f " To make this

requirement." What requirement was the court referring to T The

requirement that these companies should refund to the Government

the interest semi-annually. That was the requirement they referred

to ; and then the court proceeds :

As collateral to it—

To do what T To—

Provide a special fund or funds out of which the principal could be discharged.

Congress could not only have provided that the interest should be

refunded semi-annually but they could have gone further, neither of

which they did do, the court say. What further could they have

done f They could have gone further and as the conrt say—

As collateral to it, provide a special fund or funds out of which the principal

could be discharged.

But the Government did not do that. Congress did not do either of

those things. It neither provided that the interest should be paid semi

annually, nor did it provide collateral to that, as the Supreme Court

say, that " a special fund or funds " should be provided with which to

meet the principal of the bonds at maturity. The Supreme Court say

that Congress might have done either of these things, and then go on

to say that they did not do either, place them both as twin provisions

in this contract, place them precisely upon the same footing as part

and parcel of this contract made between the Government and these

companies, and then, after laying down the law in that shape, the

court proceed to say :

This Congress did not choose to do, but rested satisfied with—

With what t What did Congress rest satisfied with T What was

a part of the contract and one of its principal stipulations T Was it

that the interest should be refunded semi-annually .' Not at all. Was

it that "a special fund or funds" should be provided with which to

meet the maturity of the bonds f Not at all. What was it, then. Why,

Mr. President, it was this, as stated by the Supreme Court of the

United States :

This Congress did not choose to do. but rested satisfied with the entire property

of the company as security for the ultimate payment of the principal and interest,

and in the mean time with special provisions looking to the reimbursement of the

Government for interest paid by it and to the application of the surplus, if any

remained, to discharge the principal.
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And now hear what the court say in addition npon the question as

to what the companies might have been willing to do or not been

willing to do under this contract :

The company, for obvious reasons, might be very willing to accept the bonds on

these terms, and very unwilling to make an absolute promise to pay the interest

as it accrued.

That is to say, -while when the act of 1864 was passed originally

the companies might have been willing to accept that act when the

provision was not that they should create a fund with which to meet

the maturity of the bonds, but that they should give security upon

the entire property of the company to meet the maturity of the bonds,

while, say the Supreme Court, the companies might have been willing

to accept a charter containing these terms, they might not have been

willing to accept a charter which provided that the interest should

be refunded semi-annually or that they should create a fund or funds

from year to year with which to meet the payment of the bonds at

maturity.

And, Air. President, no man, I care not how good a lawyer he may

be, can successfully contend that the Supreme Court of the United

States did not decide, so far as it had power to decide anything, that

one of the essential terms of the original contract, one of the vital

parts of the charter—I mean the act of 18U4—was that the companies,

instead of being compelled to provide a fnnd from year to year to

meet the payment of the interest, were simply called upon to give

security upon their entire property with which to meet that payment

when the bonds should mature. The court say :

The company, for obvious reasons, might be very willing to accept the bonds on

these terms and very unwilling to make an absolute promise to pay the interest as

it accrued.

And does my honorable friend from Ohio believe for one moment

to-day that if the charter, instead of providing as it did provide, had

provided that the companiesshould pay intothe Treasury of the United

States 25 per cent, of their net earnings every year with which to

meet the payment of the bonds at maturity, it would be the same

kind of a contract or that the companies would have accepted that

kind of a contract ? It seems to me not, Mr. President. The court

say further :

If it were in a condition, either during the progress or on the completion of the

road, to earn anything, there would be no hardship in applying the compensation

due it ; but, as can be readily seen, if it were required to raise money every six

months to pay interest when all its available means were necessary to the prosecu

tion of the work, the burden might be very heavy. Congress did not see fit to

impose it and thus place the company in a position to incur a forfeiture of all its

grants in case of failure to provide the means to pay current interest. Besides, it

is fair to infer that Congress supposed that the services to be rendered by the com

pany to the Government would equal the interest to be paid. That this was not

an unreasonable expectation is shown by the published statistics of the vast cost

of transporting military and naval stores and the mails to the Pacific coast by the

modes ox transit then m use.

It has been said, and will be said again, that this point as to the

power of Congress to create a sinking fund was not before the court

in that case, and that the only point before the court was as to the

extent of the payment of interest. However that may be, I have

undertaken to show, and I think have shown, that the Supreme

Court through its organ, Associate Justice Davis, in giving the opin

ion in that case, intimated in the clearest possible manner that there

was no power now, without the consent of the companies, to create

a fund or funds with which to meet the payment of these bonds at

maturity.
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Mr. EDMUNDS. Will yon read the clause in which that intimation

appears?

Mr. MITCHELL. I have read it, and I will read it again. I have

read this opinion carefully and I cannot come to any other conclu

sion.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I want to hear just that point you were speaking

of, that we have no power.

Mr. MITCHELL. The court say :

The provision for retaining the amount due for services rendered, and applying

it toward the general indebtedness of the oompany to the Government, cannot be

construed into a requirement that the company shall pay the interest from time to

time, and the principal when due. It was in the discretion of Congress to make

this requirement—

What requirement f To refund the interest. That is what they

were talking about there. But what follows !—

and then, as collateral to it, provide a special fund or funds out of which the prin

cipal could be discharged.

What I said a moment ago while the honorable Senator was out was

this, that the Supreme Court of the United States treats of these two

provisions as parts of the contract, treats them as twin provisions of

this contract, namely, first the payment of interest, which was not to

take place until the maturity of the bonds, and, second, the kind of

security that the Government retained in its hands or provided for

when it passed this law.

Mr. EDMUNDS. But may I ask my honorable friend, if I do not

disturb him, if the constitutionality of the acts of Congress that the

court was called upon to expound was drawn in question f He will

say of course that it was not.

Mr. MITCHELL. Of course I admit that the point before the Su

preme Court for decision was simply as to whether or not the interest

that the Government was to pay semi-annually for these companies

should be refunded to the Government by the companies semi-annu

ally or not until the maturity of the bonds. I admit that.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Then will not my friend also admit that all that

the court was undertaking to do, so far as its effectual judgment was

concerned, was to expound the meaning of the statutes on which the

question arose f

Mr. MITCHELL. I admit that anything they may have said out

side of the direct point in issue may be regarded as an obiter dictum

in one sense, but they did go on to construe these statutes. It was

necessary to give construction to these statutes in order to decide the

actual point before the court.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Undoubtedly.

Mr. MITCHELL. " Undoubtedly " my friend says, and in doing

that, after referring to the different clauses of the statutes, they say:

It was in the discretion of Congress to make this requirement.

That was to require the interest to be repaid semi-annually, which

Congress did not do. Say the court : ' It was in the discretiou of

Congress * * as collateral to it " to do something else. What was

that something else f It was to " provide a special fund or funds

out of which the principal could be discharged. But Congress did

not do that.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Now does the Senator mean that that shows that

the Supreme Court meant to say or had in their heads the notion

that Congress had no power in future to make a provision of that

character f

Mr. MITCHELL. I do most unquestionably believe that the Sn
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preme Court of the United States in the language used there intimated,

in the strongest manner that they could intimate in giving construc

tion to these statutes, that there was no power in Congress to create

a fund or funds, without the consent of the companies, with which

to meet the payment of these bonds at their maturity, and the court

gave a reason for it in the very same opinion, and that reason I will

read :

This Congress did not choose to do, hnt rested satisfied with the entire property

of the company as security for the ultimate payment of the principal and interest,

and in the mean time with" special provisions looking to the reimbursement of the

Government for interest paid by it and to the application of the surplus, if any

remained, to discharge the principal.

Congress did not choose to do what f Congress did not choose to

provide for the creation of a fund or funds, to use their language,

with which to meet the payment of these bonds at their maturity.

They did not choose to do that, but they did choose to do something

else.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Therefore they cannot choose now !

Mr. MITCHELL. They did choose to do something else. What

was that something else f They chose to take a legislative lien upon

the property of these companies. That was what Congress chose to

do in the passage of the act of 1864, and then the court go on to say :

" The company, for obvious reasons, might be very willing to accept "

a charter when the security was that kind of security stipulated in

the act of 1864, while they might not be willing to accept a charter

that fixed some other kind of security, or, to use the language of the

Supreme Court, which would compel them to provide a special fund

or funds out of which to pay these bonds at maturity.

That is all I desire to say, Mr. President.

Mr. WINDOM. Mr. President, if the Senate is ready to vote upon

the question I will not ask leave to make a report from a committee

of conference. If not, I should like to submit a report and have it

acted upon.

Mr. COCKRELL and others. Let us go on with this.

Mr. WINDOM. It will take but a moment.

Mr. THURMAN. If the Senator merely wishes to have a commit

tee of conference appointed of course it will take but a moment.

Mr. WINDOM. I ask leave to make a report from a committee of

conference in order that another committee may be appointed.

Mr. THURMAN. To that I do not object.

• •••***

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend the act entitled "An act to

aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Mis

souri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the

use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," approved

July 1, 1863, and also to alter and amend the act of Congress ap

proved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The question is on the amendment pro

posed by the Senator from Maine, [Mr. Blaine,] upon which the

yeas and nays have been ordered.

Mr. BLAINE. I desire to modify the amendment as I gave notice.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The amendment, as modified, will be

read.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator cannot modify his amendment after

the yeas and nays have been ordered.
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Mr. BLAINE. Does the Senator make that objection f

Mr. THURMAN. He can offer it as an amendment to his amend

ment, perhaps.

Mr. BLAINE. I think there is nothing in the rules that would pre

vent my offering this as an amendment. I offer the following amend

ment, which, I think, will get around the exceedingly critical point

of the Senator from Ohio. I offer 'it as an amendment to the bill.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The amendment will be reported at

length.

Mr. THUKMAN. An amendment to the amendment f

Mr. BLAINE. A separate amendment at the end of section 12.

Mr. EDMUNDS. There is another amendment pending.

Mr. BLAINE. That is all true, but I offer this as an amendment.

If Senators will not permit me to modify it, I can offer it in a certain

place.

Mr. EDMUNDS. But you will have to wait for the proper time to

come.

Mr. BLAINE. Now is the time.

Mr. EDMUNDS. But there is an amendment pending.

Mr. BLAINE. But I can offer it as an amendment to another sec

tion of the bill.

Mr. SARGENT. I rise to a point of order that the Senator has »

right to modify his amendment at any time.

Mr. BLAINE. The yeas and nays were ordered yesterday, and the

Senator from Ohio makes the point that I have not the right to

modify it, which under a strict construction of the rule is probably

true, if the Senator desires to hold me to that.

Mr. SARGENT. I do not know that. That is the very point of order

I make, and I should like to have a decision of the Chair on it, whether

the Senator has the right to modify his amendment.

Mr. BLAINE. It cannot be withdrawn ; whether it can be modi-

tied or not I am not sure. It is not a very large point anyway, the

Senate will observe.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The rule will be read.

The Chief Clerk read Rule 44, as follows :

a Any motion or reeolution may be withdrawn or modified by the morer at any

time before a decision, amendment or ordering of the yea* and nays, except a mo

tion to reconsider, which shall not be withdrawn without leave of the Senate.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The point is weU taken by the Senator

from Ohio.

Mr. BLAINE. I want

The VICE-PRESIDENT. This not being an amendment to an

amendment

Mr. BLAINE. I understand ; the point is well taken ; I make no

objection to it at all, but

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The pending question is on the amend

ment first offered by the Senator from Maine.

Mr. HLAIN E. Now, if one of the pages will hand me back that, I

can make a remark and get the other amendment before the Senate.

The reason why I do not put in the proviso separately is that I want

a vote on my amendment as a whole, and 1 want it to come in at the

end of the twelfth section because there are certain words in the

twelfth section after the word "mentioned" which this was origi

nally written to follow that seem to some members to be worth while

preserving : and. as I intimated yesterday, if any Senator is better

xatistied with the amendment at the end of the twelfth section, not

striking out any of the words in the section, I am entirely willing
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that it shall be so placed. Aa the Senator from Ohio objects to my

perfecting it, I suppose he will object to my withdrawing the amend

ment. It is my desire to let the amendment which I have already

offered go by and to have the vote of the Senate, the test upon it,

come on the amendment which I have modi lied to meet every possi

ble criticism which the Senator from Vermont this moruing'leveled

against it ; and as a whole my amendment will read thns :

Bat so long as said Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railroad Companies shall

faithfully comply with the provisions of the said acta of 1862 and 1864, and of this

act. relating to payments to the United States on account of the bonds advanced,

and of the sinking funds to be established as aforesaid, such compliance shall bo

deemed and taken as sufficient to meet the obligations of said companies on account

of such bonds prior to the maturity thereof : Provided, That the annual payment

from each railroad company, in addition to the half-transportation account and the

5 per cent. of net earnings presently applicable to the interest on the bonds, shall

never bo less than $600,000 applicaolu to the sinking funds herein established, and

that nothing in this act shall be construed to waive any claim of the United States

against either of said railroad companies from whatever source arising.

I think those two provisions effectually dispose of all the wind

mills which the Senator from Vermont has constructed and then pro

ceeded to fight. I do not think they add anything of strength to the

amendment beyond the original text, except in the amount of money

which they require ; and if the Senator from Ohio stated the point

correctly, as I presume he did the other day from his calculation,

then this proviso exacts more money at least from the Union Pacific

Railroad Company, if not from both, than the bill of the Senator

from Ohio does. Instead of reducing the money payment into the

Treasury of the United States for a sinking fund, this would increase

it, and the moment the companies should go into defanlt upon the

5 per cent, or upon the half transportation or upon the $600,000 in

addition to both, then the power of Congress to step in and do just

as it pleases with them would be restored in its fullest possible vigor.

The only possible dispute that could grow up ont of it would be in

the matter of the 5 per cent., for possibly the Supreme Court might

decide that 5 per cent, net earnings to be different from that which

is embraced in the Jndiciary Committee bill, although I do not know

that they would, nor do I probably think much that they would, but

they possibly might. But on the half transportation the Government

has that in its own hands, and the $600,000 is certainly very easily

counted. I think the Senator from Ohio had better not put the Sen

ate to the trouble of voting upon an incomplete amendment, but let

the vote come directly on mine as I have now perfected it.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator from Maine, as I understand his

amendment now, does not propose that $000,000 shall be in addition

to the half transportation.

Mr. BLAINE. Certainly.

Provided, That the annual payment from each railroad company, in addition to

the half-transportation account and the 5 per cent. of net earnings presently appli

cable to the interest on the bonds, shall never be less than 1000,000.

Mr. THURMAN. Well, the half transportation and the 5 per cent,

coupled together are those things which are now payable under the

law.

Mr. BLAINE. That is what I said—"presently applicable."

Mr. THURMAN. They are presently applicable, and now all that

the Senator requires in addition to that is $600,000 a year.

Mr. BLAINE. I say it shall never be less in any event. The Sen

ator will see that it leaves all the requirements of his bill intact.

Mr. THURMAN. No, it does not.

Mr. BLAINE. Everything in his bill is left intact.
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Mr. THURMAN. No.

Mr. McDONALD. I would call the Senator from Maine's attention

to the report of the committee. From the Union Pacific the amount

of cash payment, as stated there, if the provisions of this bill are

realized, would be $850,000.

Mr. BLAINE. That is the very highest to which it may go; this

does not interfere with that in the slightest degree.

Mr. McDONALD. This says it shall not be leas than $600,000 as to

the Central Pacific The amount there required to be paid in is

$1,200,000. Your proposition allows it to be reduced just oue-half.

Mr. BLAINE. No, it does not.

Mr. McDONALD. It may be.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator will pardon me. The Senator from

Vermont was drawing a great picture here of all this concern going

into eternal smash, that the stockholders were going to be a parcel of

irresponsible men bent on ruining the whole property; they were

going to sacrifice the first-mortgage bonds and going to sacrifice the

sinking-fund bonds, and going to make the stock worthless and value

less, and they would go to default on the first-mortgage bonds, and

then he says the amendment offered by the Senator from Maine has

so tied up our hands that we cannot touch the thing at all. I an

swered him by putting in a proviso that, in addition to the 5 per cent,

and the half transportation, they should in no event ever pay less

than $600,000 a year for each company. The Senator from Ohio him

self stated that the first year the Union Pacific would pay less than

$600,000 under the bill, only $100,000 I think he said, in addition to

the half transportation, which is not applicable to interest. So the

very minimum that is contained in the proviso that I offer is more

than the Senator himself proposes. It was in answer to this lugu

brious picture of the stockholders having hold of a property worth

$100,000,000 who would just for the fun of the thing ruin it to see if

they could not fight the United States. That was the picture that

the Senator from Vermont brought before us, that for the sake of

spiting somebody and making the United States have trouble, they

would ruin their own property. I think if there is any possible in

stinct to be relied upon, I think if there is any possible instinct in

mankind that it is safe to legislate upon, it is that men will take care

of their own interests and look after their own money. All the

hypothetical cases presented by the Senator from Vermont went upon

the supposition that these men would set to work deliberately to

destroy their own property to see if they might not incidentally do

some harm to the United States. I meet him with an amendment

which puts that beyond the power of any possible construction. If

the Senator from Ohio insists on having a vote on the original amend

ment, I hope nobody will vote in favor of it for the simple reason

that I want the vote to come from any gentleman who may happen

to sympathize with my views on this amendment if the Senator will

not permit me to have it voted on directly.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The question is on the amendment first

offered by the Senator from Maine, upon which the yeas and nays

have been ordered.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, if there is any Senator who desire*

to speak, I do not wish to take the floor.

Mr. HILL. If the Senator from Ohio will allow me to make one

remark I shall be content.

Mr. THURMAN. Very well.

Mr. HILL. The other afternoon, in a colloquy with the Senator
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from Vermont, [Mr. Edmunds,] I stated that I endeavored to draw

a distinction between the charter and the contract, which I tried to

set forth. I referred to the case of Miller v». The State, decided by

the Supreme Court of the United States in 15 Wallace. I referred to

the decision of the majority of the Court and the reasons given by

the dissenting judges for their dissent in that case, and if it does not

make clear this point, then I am sure I cannot understand plain law.

I desire the Senate to remember that this point is applicable here,

because the controversy arose there upon a contract which it was

claimed was independent of the charter, was not a franchise, though

contained in the charter or the act granting the charter, just as here

this contract of loan is authorized by the sume act that creates the

Union Pacific Railroad Company ; and the able Senator from Dela

ware [Mr. Bayard] insisted that the words " to alter, amend, or re-

ral," being general, necessarily applied to everything in that act.

have been endeavoring to show to the Senate that those words

could only apply to such portions of the act as they were properly

applicable to in the nature of the thing. Now I simply want for a

moment to call the attention of the Senate to that case of Miller vs.

The State, and I want to read, in addition to the constitutional pro

vision in New York, the provision of their general code. It is much

stronger, I submit to the Senate, than the language of the reservation

contained in either the act of 1862 or the act of 1864. Let us see the

reservation under the laws of New York :

First. The charter of every corporation that shall hereafter be granted by the

Legislature shall be subject to alteration, suspension, and repeal, in the discretion

of the Legislature.

That is the New York law ; it shall be subject to alteration, suspen

sion, and repeal, in the discretion of the Legislature. You say here

that the reservation in the acts of 1862 and 1864 gives Congress dis

cretionary power to alter, change, and repeal everything in these acts.

What you claim as the construction of the acts of 1862 and 1864 is the

very language of the law of New York. In spite of that language,

when the Legislature of 1851 in New York amended the charter of a

certain railroad company bywhich it changed the number of directors

to which the city of Rochester was entitled, increased their number

and lessened the nnmber of directors to which the other stockholders

were entitled, a point arose, and what was itt As to whether the

Legislature had a right to make that change under this reservation

which said they should have discretionary power to make changes.

That was the very controversy. Now, then, what was the decision of

the courts ? It was decided by a divided court in New York, and it

came here and was decided by a divided Supreme Court of the United

States. The majority of the court say this in pronouncing the opin

ion :

These last stockholders—

The general stockholders—

regarding the act of 1851 as making a contract that they should have nine directors

and the city but four, and that the act of 186T violated that contract, elected their

old nine.

This is the syllabus of the court:

Held, on a quo warranto, that the act of 1867 did not, in view of the State consti

tution and the act of lr'2H making.charters subject to alteration, suspension, and

repeal, make such a contract, ana that the act of 1867 was constitutional.

That court held that the -change made by the act of 1867 was not a

contract outside of the franchise, but was part of the franchise, and

32 PA
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therefore was constitutional. This is made clear by the dissenting

opinion. Jndge Bradley pronounced a dissenting opinion in that

case, and Jndge Field concurred.

Hear what they say :

I dissent from the opinion of the court in this case on the ground thatthe agree

ment with respect to the number of directors which the city of Rochester should

elect was not a part of the charter of the company, but an agreement ontside of and

collateral to ifc

That is the very point. If the whole court had believed that this

change made by the act of 1867 was not a change in the franchise of

the corporation, was not a change in the corporate anthorities of the

company, but affected an agreement which, though contained in the

charter, was outside of and collateral to it, the court would have con

curred and pronounced the act unconstitutional. The minority

jndges distinctly put their dissent on that ground; they believed

that this contract in the original act anthorizing the city of Rochester

to have four directors and the other stockholders nine was an agree

ment, not a franchise, not a part of the charter, but an agreement

outside of and collateral to it, and therefore was not subject to alter

ation, amendment, or repeal under that sweeping provision of the

law of New York which gave the Legislature absolute discretion over

the charter.

One more remark. The decision of Tomlinson vs. Jessup has been

referred to ; that came up from South Carolina, Mr. Justice Field

pronouncing the decision. Here is the law stated in a nutshell, and

it takes the very distinction that I draw and which I have been en

deavoring to enforce upon this body:

The reservation—

A reservation like the one now under consideration. Says the

court:

The reservation affects the entire relation between theState and the corporation,

and places under legislative control all rights, privileges, and iiumunilies derived

by its charter directly from the State.

Not other matters outside, not agreements that are not made directly

by the charter, that are not granted directly. I concede here that

this reservation reserves under legislative control all the rights, priv

ileges, and powers of these corporations which they derivea by direct

grant from the State ; but it does not keep within legislative control

agreements that are not franchises in their nature, contracts for the

loan of money, debt contracts. The Senator from Ohio the other day

insisted upon using the general word " contract," and as the Legis

lature had the right to create a corporation, and as the creation of

the corporation and the acceptance of the charter made the contract,

he asked me if the Legislature did not have the right to change that

under such a reservation. Certainly, but the difference is between a

charter contract and a debt contract. A charter contract is a grant

directly from the State, without money consideration; it is a grant

solely for the public good. A debt contract is not a grant from the

State. The State may be a party to it, but a debt contract exists by

agreement, not by grant in the proper sense of the word "grant." It

exists by agreement, agreement between two parties able to contract,

willing to contract, and who do contract. That is a matter of legis

lative control. It takes two parties to change a contract, and it takes

two to make it. A debt contract and a grant stand on a different

footing. The grant of charter privileges, the grant of franchises

directly from the State as anthority stand wholly on a different fool

ing. This loan is not a grant from the State. Yon call it so. It is
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au agreement between the Government and the companies ; it is an

agreement founded on valuable consideration, and therefore it is be-

yond the power of legislative control.

Mr. President, we are told by Herodotus that King Cambyses be

came enamored of his own sister and desired to make her his wife.

He was informed that the laws did not permit a brother to marry his

sister. He called his royal judges into consultation and submitted to

them the proposition whether the laws permitted a man to marry his

sister. The judges decided that the laws did not permit a man to

marry his sister ; but they informed the king further that they had

discovered another law, that the king could do as he pleased. Have

we made no improvement upon that day ? Is this a Government

like that of the Persian king? If we have anything to boast of in

this country it is that we have limited the powers of government,

and one of the highest and most sacred limitations upon the powers

of government is that they shall protect the contracts made by agree

ment between parties and founded in valuable consideration, and

they shall not impair them or destroy them. Ah, there is not one law

for a contract to which individuals are parties, and another law for

contracts where the Government is a party. The law of contracts is

the same, I care not whether the parties to the contract are artificial

persons or natural persons, or whether they are individuals or whether

tbey are governments. It is the glory and the boast of the character

of our institutions that no government has a right to change and

modify or alter or destroy a contract, a debt contract, a simple con

tract debt founded upon valuable consideration, whether the parties

to that contract be corporations, individuals, or the Government, and

no conrt has ever held so. And 1 say now to the gentlemen, I said

two weeks ago, I challenge them to produce any case where a court

in America has ever held that under these words of reservation the

Legislature could change or alter a contract founded in consideration

of private agreement or public agreement either, to which I mean

the public is a party in the shape of the Government. Yon have not

produoed such a case. Every case you have brought here is a case

changing the charter, changing the corporate franchises and privi

leges, and modifying them. You have never produced a case, and you

never will produce a case, where the courts have held that the legis

lative power can change, alter, or modify a contract either by reser

vation or otherwise. This is a Government of granted powers. It

derives all the powers it possesses from the people through the Con

stitution. It has no power to impair the obligation of a contract,

and it cannot acquire that power by reserving it.

I adhere to my proposition, but I concede that the charter granted

directly from the Government stands on a different footing.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. President, I desire to detain the Senate hut a

few moments. There are two branches of this question, one which

the Senator from Georgia has just remarked upon—the question of

Eower. There is another question, one of policy. Upon the latter

ranch of the subject I desire to say a few words on account of some

thing like criticism upon the position I have assumed that was made

by the Senator from Vermont. The position I took, among others,

was that there were great commercial objects to be attained by the

building of the Central Pacific Railroad, benefits to transportation,

not merely to the Territories and the Pacific coast and Western

States, but also to the Government, and I contended that there was

nothing in the former policy of the Government which would justify

a heavy tax being laid upon the transportation between the Westeru
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States and the Pacific coast. I desire, fortifying the position which

I took and showing that I did not mean thereby to condone a debt

or anything of that kind, to show what the policy of the Government

has been in this respect toward other enterprises of the same char

acter, that it never has considered the gifts or the loans which it

made for the benefit of commerce as sums to be counted upon as a

miser does upon his hoard, that a spirit of just liberality toward all

sections of the Union up to this moment at any rate has characterized

the course of Congress in these matters ; and when I ask, in view of

the facts which I shall state, I have no doubt familiar to every Sen

ator who knows the course of our legislation, that something of the

same spirit shall be nsed, something of the same regard for the great

commerce of this road carried on between Chicago and San Francisco,

I think I may well say to Senators that I do not make any unreason

able demand. 1 will refer to one or two instances, among others to

the act which passed Congress :

For improving the navigation of the Mississippi River at Des Moines or Lover

Rapids, according to such plan as the Secretary 01 War shall, on the report of the

board of engineers, approve, $300,000.

This was the first in a series of appropriations for a work which cost

$4,000,000 to build a canal for the benefit of commerce, and there was

attached to that grant a proviso—

That any canal that may be constructed aronnd said Des Moines, or Lower Rap

ids of the Mississippi River, shall be and forever remain free to the navigation

and commerce of said river, and no tolls shall ever be collected thereon.

Now, compound that amount according to the principle which it is

announced that it is just to apply to the debt owed by the Pacific

Railroad Companies, which was incurred exactly for the same object,

for the benefit of commerce, and the interest for the first year would

be $200,000 at ouly !> per cent., and the next year $210,000, and so it

would go on by arithmetical progression until the vear 1900 or any

other time that may be arbitrarily fixed, and it would amonnt to an

enormous sum. And yet that was not the calculation that was made

by Congress. The whole amonnt of the original appropriations was

freely given and no account was made of interest whatever ever to

eome back to the coffers of the United States for the benefit of com

merce in that regard. I was in Congress at the time that measure

passed and I voted for it, for I have always believed in being liberal

to the commerce of the country in providing it facilities and not bear

ing it down by oppressive exactions.

With reference to this very Des Moines Rapids Canal, allow me to

say that Cougress has to make an annual appropriation for the ex

pense not only of repairs but to work the locks of the canal with

employes all along it. How absurd the proposition would seem to

come in here and ask that the engineers and firemen and brakemen

of the Central and Union Pacific Railroads should be paid by the Gov

ernment as the men who work the machinery of this canal are annu

ally paid by the Government of the United States, and this with all

the principal aud interest is thrown into the gulf for the benefit of

commerce.

Take as another illustration the instance of the Louisville and Port

land Canal, which was a canal built by a private company for private

gain. They had a debt of $1,200,000. as near as my recollection runs

back to t he debates of the day when Congressassumed that debt. After

having appropriated upon this private work belonging to individ

uals, the title not being in the Government, nearly a million dollars

more
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Mr. THURMAN. But the Government made money oat of that

canal.

Mr. SARGENT. The Government has made money ont of the Cen

tral Pacific Railroad and the Union Pacific Railroad, and that is just

the point I make.

Mr. THURMAN. Not in the same sense. The Government by its

stock in the Louisville Canal made more money than it ever expended

on the canal.

Mr. SARGENT. The Government assumed the indebtedness of

that canal and paid off its bonds to the extent of $1,200,000 and never

got a dollar of it back into the Treasury. I challenge an examina

tion of the record on that point, because I remember the debate dis

tinctly, as I participated in it in the House of Representatives. I

have not looked at it since that time, bnt I remember it distinctly.

I say that amount was given for the benefit of commerce on the Ohio

River and of the people in that region. Compound the amount, as

yon say

Mr. THURMAN. Why does not the Senator bring in a bill to

sponge ont this debt of these meritorious companies.

Mr. SARGENT. I do not propose to do anything of the kind. I

do not ask the Senate to do anything of the kind. There is the

rapidity of logic ; the Senator jumps from one extreme to the other.

He supposes because we complain that his bill is harsh and holds the

rod over these companies who are placed in the attitude of a culprit,

that therefore we are in favor of freeing them from their obligations.

I am not asking, and I have not asked, for any snch proposition. I

say, however, this was not the spirit in which Congress has dealt

with enterprises of this kind heretofore, and that it is not just to

the people of the Pacific whom I represent. I stand here in the

interest of my own constituency, and in the same spirit in which

I was in favor of this legislation from the beginning—for I wrote the

original Pacific Railroad act and urged it through Congress—I say you

should not make the road a curse instead of a blessing to the Terri

tories which it traverses and the people who are living there, and who

are dependent upon it for their facilities in carrying on enterprises.

These which I have referred to are small benefits which the Govern

ment has conferred on commerce, and it never thought of compound

ing interest and counting it out as a miser and doling it dollar by

dollar.

I have a table here running nearly from the foundation of the Gov

ernment, but it is sufficient to go back ten years. Congress has

appropriated $38,000,000 in the improvement of the facilities of com

merce during the last ten years. Will some ready reckoner compound

the interest upon that amount f Compound it at a per cent, a year

for thirty years and see how much the Government has lost, out of

how much the Government has been cheated. The Government has

gained, as it did by the Louisville Canal, as it did by the Des Moines

Rapids Canal, as it did by the Pacific Railroad, by developing the

resources of the country, by making tax-paying communities, by

enhancing the wealth in all its boundaries. In 1867 the amount of

$4,486,281.70 was appropriated for purposes of this kind. In 1868

$1,601,530 was appropriated. In 1869 $2,200,000 was appropriated.

In 1870 $4,256,400 was appropriated. In 1871 $5,023,000 was appro

priated; in 1872, $5,195,000; in 1873, $5,918,900: in 1874, $5,444,000 ;

in 1875, $6,643,517.50 ; in 1876, $5,025,000 ; and there has just been re

ported a bill in the House of Representatives making an appropria

tion of $7,000,000 more, a large amount of which undoubtedly will be
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appropriated by Congress for purposes of this kind. What did Sen

ators say with reference to the improvement of the Mississippi River

by means of the Eads jetties f Five and a half million dollars were

appropriated for that purpose. That is the original cost of the work.

Does anybody complain t It gives an outlet to the commerce of the

great Mississippi Valley, benefits the State of the Senator from Ohio.

California is far off. I do not know that I can stir the soul of the

Senator from Vermont, or that of the Senator from Ohio with any

amotion that I feel with regard to the people of the Pacific, but I say

the Pacific Railroad is our Mississippi Kiver. Do the Senators object

to the five and a half millions that were paid to clear away the sand

bars at the mouth of the Mississippi Kiver by means of the Eads jet-

ties or to the annual appropriation we have to make of $150,000 t<>

maintain the work over and above the price ? In the language of

the Senator from Connecticut, " I trow not."

Now, then, I say that something of the same spirit should be shown

when a bill is before Congress the effect of which is to put an annual

charge of $4,000,000 upon the commerce of the Pacific States whicli

goes overland by the railroads, for that is the effect of the measure.

I admit that there is a hoard of savings which has been made by the

construction and the operating of the road, but how soon will

$4,000,000 per annum exhaust itt Two, three, or four years hence

will exhaust it, in one day, and then the companies will have all their

reserve used up, and if they have availed themselves of the privilege

which is given by the original legislation of 10 per cent, dividend it

will be soon used up, in two or three years; and then comes the direct

dragging burden upon the commerce that goes over the road. Some

body has got to pay it, and who t Those who travel upon the road :

those who send merchandise over it; ay, sir, and the Government

which sends its transportation over it, although the Government has

aeted in such a mean and improper spirit in that matter that when

it eould by its own contract with the companies gt;t one-half of its

transportation applied upon the debt, instead of doing that it has

sent the goods which it wanted to send to San Francisco around the

Isthmus or by some other method. I suppose this was by inattention

of the Departments. Whatever the reason was, the Government has

sent a vast amount of transportation by the Isthmus, one-half of

which it could have applied presently upon this debt instead by giv

ing the companies the opportunity to carry it. I say the effect of

such a measure will be that the communities there which are now

springing forward into a state of comparative prosperity and are able,

to work low grade ores because they can get cheap machinery for

mines that are little productive, because they have the facilities fur

nished by the railroad, will be compelled to stop under the increased

exactions which may be bronght about by this legislation.

That is the motive under wnich I stand here and say that if with

justice and fairness to the Government a rate of sinking fund can be

fixed which will avoid these disasters, it ought to be done. That is

the business aspect of this proposition which! principally insist upon.

Mr. HOWE. Mr. President, I want to say two or three things in

reply to the Senator from Cal i forn ia. He says we ought to treat these

companies liberally. So I say. I ask him if the companies have not

been treated liberally f The Government advanced them moneys

which the Government borrows and on whicli we are paying interest

annually.

Mr. SARGENT. I am not complaining of past treatment.

Mr. HOWE. We defer the payment of that interest until the ex
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piration of the loan. Simple interest on the moneys that we dis

burse annually, calculated up to the time that we require them to

repay that interest, would more than build the roads. We have

therefore laid upon the people of the country a tax more, very

much more, than the construction of the roads. Is not that liberal

ity ?

The Senator says now that we have been very liberal to com

merce in other sections, and he points at the appropriations we have

made for the benefit of commerce. That is one thing; the railway

companies are another. If I do not misunderstand the whole scope

of this attempted legislation, it has nothing to do with commerce,

nothing to do with fares, nothing to do with rates of transportation.

It does not propose to reduce or to increase the revenues of the

companies one dollar. It is a simple question what the companies

ought to do with reference to their debt. They are already running

upon rates of transportation which they have fixed themselves, and

which nobody now proposes to interfere with. The Senator from

California, least of all, proposes to legislate in regard to that. The

Senator makes a sort of sectional appeal to us.

Mri SARGENT. Not at all.

Mr. HOWE. In one sense.

Mr. SARGENT. I had no such purpose at all. I simply claim for

my section that which we have meted out uniformly to Wisconsin,

which by this list that I have gone over received a sum as large, I

am glad to say, as any section of the country, and more.

Mr. HOWE. Mr. President, in no improper sense did the Senator

make a sectional appeal, and I was going to reply to it by saying that

there is no sectional interest involved in this question. He has called

this railroad the Mississippi River of the Pacific slope. I beg to

remind him that it is just as much the Mississippi of the East as it

is of the West. Just so far as commerce is interested in this question,

it is the commerce of the East as much as the commerce of the West.

If we repress commerce by this legislation, we repress a commerce

which is the common interest of the whole country. That is the

way I look at it.

Mr. ALLISON. Mr. President, I desire to occupy the Senate but a

few moments, and more with a view to ascertain the true construc

tion of the amendment proposed by the Senator from Maine than for

any other purpose.

When the Senator from Maine first introduced his proposition it

seemed to me to be a wise one, and I entertained that judgment until

it was so severely attacked by the honorable Senator from Ohio who

lias charge of this bill. He told us yesterday that the amendment

was prussic acid to this hill, that it is the poisoned drop that is to be

the death of this legislation. If that be true, I shall join hands with

the Senator from Ohio and vote against the amendment of the Senator

from Maine. But all the arguments thus far that I have heard in

opposition to the amendment are not arguments which commend

themselves to myjudgment, and the colloquy which has just occurred

between the Senator from California and the Senator from Wisconsin

more than confirms me in thejustice of the amendment.

There is a provision in this charter that no one in this debate has

said we conld not lay our hands upon, namely, the provision that when

the earnings of these companies shall exceed 10 per cent, on the cost

of the railroads Congress may lay its hands on the corporations and

reducethe rates ofcompensation for the great commerce which threads

its pathway from ocean to ocean and from continent to continent. If
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this question is to be opened up in another direction, so that whatever

laying hands there is to be on these corporations shall be in the direc

tion of more exactions in order to hasten the payment of this debt,

then with what face can we say to these railway companies, "You

shall reduce the rates of compensation charged upon freight and traffic

that goes over your great lines of railway 1 " I believe in that view

that it is important that whatever we deem necessary and essential

to protect the interests of this Government should be fixed here and

now with reference to this debt, so that if the earnings of these rail

ways shall in the future increase we shall then exercise the power

that we have a right to exercise in the interest of the commerce of

this people in compelling these railway corporations to reduce their

rates of compensation.

There is a growing evil, I will tell the honorable Senator from Ohio,

in some sections of the country which these railways traverse, which

are deeply interested in some Government regulation upon this ques

tion. It has been more than hinted at heretofore with reference to the

suspected violations of one of the provisions of the law of 1864. If

we are to open up this question constantly for the purpose of draw

ing into the Treasury of the United States hereafter, as we may choose,

further sums in order to hasten the payment of this debt, how can we

with any face go to these corporations with a law compelling them

to reduce their rates of traffic or rates of fare f

I make these suggestions more for the purpose of receiving an an

swer from the honorable Senator from Ohio than for the purpose of

making absolute assertions of my own. The proposition of the Sen

ator from Maine, as I understand it, takes not away one whit from

the efficiency and force of the bill as reported by the Judiciary Com

mittee. That bill stands with all its power and in all its relations as

though that amendment had not been presented. That bill, as I un

derstand it, provides a maximumsum that we are to require from these

corporations, namely : they are to pay, or the Government is to retain,

the one-half of the transportation ; in addition tothat.it is to retain in

one case $1,200,000, and in the other $150,000 or so much of that sum

as with certain other sums shall make np 25 per cent, of the net earn

ings of these railway corporations. The amendment as modified by

the Senator from Maine provides that there shall be, in addition to

that, a minimum sum, namely, $600,000 at least, from each company.

which shall be applied to this purpose. Certainly to that extent it is

an improvement upon the bill proposed by the Judiciary Committee.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Not an improvement in the interest of the com

panies who, as thev sav, may have a dry year and nothing to carry.

Mr. ALLISON. But"may 1 ask the Senator from Vermont, because

I only want information on this point, is there in the bill as reported

from the Judiciary Committee a minimum sum fixed, or is there any

such provision as may make it impossible, or rather improbable, that

these railway companies will pay iuto the Treasury a single dollar save

and except that sum retained for half transportation, which the esti

mate of the Judiciary Committee fixes at $421,000 f

Mr. EDMUNDS. Certainly not. There is no minimum sum because

the companies by their directors, and presidents, and counsel, pressed

upon us the danger of auy legislation which should fix a minimum

sum, becaus* they said "great floods, drouths, everything which will

affect the products of a people, and so the operations of a railroad,

may find us a year when after paying the interest on the first mort

gage, and sometimes perhaps without it. there will be no net earn

ings, upon th* construction of the Judiciary Committee bQl ; and 1B
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8nch a case, unless you wish to ruin us, you should not compel us to

borrow money to put in." That had force with us, and trying to act

impartially between the companies and the rights of the people, we

made no minimum. Now the Senator from Maine says they shall

have a minimum.

Mr. ALLISON. Then in that respect I find I was not mistaken,

because even in such years of dronths and floods and rains and storms,

or whatever, under the proposition of the Senator from Maine, there

mnstbe $600,000 paid into the Treasury on account of this proposition.

Mr. BLAINE. In addition.

Mr. ALLISON. In addition. Therefore, and this is what I desire

to call the attention of the honorable Senator from Ohio to, if this is

a reasonable proposition with reference to the debt, why shonld it uot

stand as long as these companies comply with it f That is a proposi

tion which addresses itself, it seems to me, to the common sense and

common judgment of anybody.

Upon the question as to the reasonableness of this proposition, I

have had some investigations made for my own conduct with regard

to the vote I should give upon this very snbject. If I understand the

Judiciary Committee bill its minimum will be about as stated by the

honorable Senator from Ohio, namely, it would leave somewhere in

the neighborhood of twenty millions of principal duo from each of

these companies at the end of twenty-two years or twenty years, as

the case may be ; but the capacities and capabilities of the bill under

the proposition of the Judiciary Committee are far beyond that. That

the Senator from Ohio will see if he makes a careful calculation. He

submits in the report accompanying the bill that the sum of $1,900,000

from each of these companies wonld be paid into the Treasury under

the provisions of the bill. It will not require the sum of $1,900,000

on the part of these companies to pay principal and interest back and

forward of the entire debt of both these companies to the United

States. That sum will more than pay it and would leave a balance,

as I understand the calculation, due to these companies npon the

basis of the decision of the Supreme Court at the end of the time.

Mr. THURMAN. Now, if my friend will allow me to interrupt

him, suppose it wonld do just that thing, it will not pay the first

mortgage and the debt of the United States, and the first mortgage

will be entitled to be first paid.

Mr. ALLISON. Undoubtedly; but is it wise or is it desirable to

so tax the commerce of this country as that it shall be required to

pay not only the principal and interest of this debt to the Govern

ment of the United States, but also to pay the first mortgage due at

the end of this time f

Mr. PADDOCK. I should like to inquire of the Senator from Iowa,

if the Senator in charge of the bill acquiesces, if he wonld not bo

willing to give way for a motion to adjourn f

Mr. ALLISON. I shall leave that to the Senator from Ohio.

Mr. PADDOCK. There is a disposition to debate this question

somewhat further and I suggest to my friend, the Senator from Ohio

who has charge of the bill, that we had better adjourn.

Mr. THURMAN. Oh.no.

Mr. ALLISON. I cannot give way for such a motion without the

consent of the Senator from Ohio.

Mr. PADDOCK. I will not press the motion unless both Senators

acquiesce in it.

Mr. ALLISON. I only mean to occupy a moment longer. With

reference to the suggestion made by the honorable Senator from

Ohio in regard to the first-mortgage bonds, I must say that I do not
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shari' the apprehensions of my friend from Wisconsin with reference

to what will lie the effect npon these railway corporations at the end

of twenty years. I have no doubt that this very day, if these cor

porations could be purchased by railway companies that both he

and I kuow of, they would gladly take these roads at a considerable

advance upon what is their present nominal value, debts and all. Ii

is probably true that a railway could be built alongside of the track

now hold and owned by the Union Pacific Railway Company for

$18,000 or $20,000 per mile. It is also true that a track could be laid

between here and Baltimore alongside of the Baltimore and Ohio

Railway for $20,000 a mile ; but who is going to lay that track or

invest money in any such enterprise f The whole capital stock of

the New York Central Railway is $128,000,000, inclnding its bonded

debt, as shown by Poor's Manual, which I have here before me. The

cost of that railway undoubtedly to-day would not be more than 50

per cent, of that sum ; yet, does any one believe that capitalists

would invest money in a rival enterprise to that great railway ex

tending from the lakes to tide-water t

No, Mr. President, when these mortgages mature there is no ques

tion of the fact that there will be found somebody willing to pay not

only the first mortgage for these great railways, but to pay the sec

ond as well, because in the very nature of things by that time, so far

as the country adjacent to them is concerned, they will practically

have the control of the traffic.

But the Senator from Maine has offered this amendment, modified

now so as to cover, it seems to me, every possible objection that can

lie made to it, unless it be that we intend here year by year to make

further exactions of these companies for the purpose of facilitating

the time when this debt will be paid. If the honorable Senator in

charge of this bill will make a calculation he will see that the

$1,900,000 whioh he estimates in his report will considerably more than

pay this debt, principal and interest, at the time of the maturity of

the bonds. If this is to be done in the future it will be done to the

detriment of the great populations that are compelled to use these

roads for local and through traffic. It will be done at the expense of

high rates of fare and high rates of transportation. Representing a*

I do a constituency somewhat interested in this question, I do not

feel myself willing to make such exactions from these companies a»

will require them in turn to tax largely the people from Chicago to

San Francisco who may be compelled to use this railway.

Mr. President, I only oiler these suggestions with a view of seeing

whether or not there are objections to this amendment which are not

apparent in my mind.

Mr. PATTERSON, (at five o'clock and thirty-five minutes p. m.)

I move that the Senate do now adjourn.

Mr. THURMAN. I hope the Senator will withdraw that motion

for a moment till I say a word, and then he may renew it.

Mr. PATTERSON. Certainly for a moment, but I do not want to

lose the floor.

Mr. THURMAN. I ask the Senate to sit this bill oat to-night, be

cause, in my judgment, debate upon it is substantially exhausted,

ami because, according to my experience, we shall have to sit it out *

uo matter on what day we take the vote. I think it is time that this

bill were out of the way. Of coarse that is a matter for the Senate

t» decide for itself with reference to its own convenience. I have

this, however, to say, that if the Senate is unwilling to sit the bill

out to-night, 1 do hope that those who still wish to speak on the bill

will speak to-night, and then give me to-morrow morning a short
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time—for I shall not need much, at least I shall not take much—to

speak in the close of the debate, and then let us come to a vote.

Mr. SPENCER. Suppose we agree to vote at one o'clock to-mor

row.

Mr. THURMAN. Not at one o'oloek ; that wonld cut me off en

tirely.

Mr. SPENCER. Then say three o'clock.

Mr. THURMAN. There is always this difficulty about fixing a

time at which we can come to a .vote

Mr. PATTERSON. But it has been done.

Mr. RANSOM. It is always done ; it always has been done.

Mr. PADDOCK. I ask the Senator from Ohio if there is any such

state of pressing business before the Senate as to require that it shall

be subjected to discomfort and annoyance in reference to this matter

by a refusal to adjourn at this time ? I do not understand that the

public business is suffering by reason of the procrastination of this

debate. It seems to mo that it may be well enough to adjourn nntil

to-morrow and give the Senate the opportunity of further consider

ation.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not hear a word the Senator says; yes, I

did catcli one word of the Senator from Nebraska, "any such press

ing haste." If the Senator will look at the debates of the British

Parliament whose sway is over every quarter of the globe more or

less, he will not find in twenty years a debate in the house of com

mons that lasted two days. But the debate on this bill has lasted

now Dearly one month, and at the last Congress it lasted for weeks.

Four-fifths nearly of the Senators on this floor have spoken on the

bill, so that there has not been a word said on the bill scarcely for

the last week that was not a repetition of what had been said before.

Mr. PADDOCK. If the Senator will give way

Mr. THURMAN. 1 do not wish to be interrupted just now. Yet

there is complaint about hurrying this bill ; complaint that there is

a forcing of this bill, as if there were some tyranny or oppression in

Asking the Senate at last to vote upon a bill that has been discussed

now nearly one month in this Senate, and that was discussed weeks

during the session last winter.

Mr. PADDOCK. I sbonld like to inquire of the Senator from Ohio

if he objects to debate when debate does not procrastinate the deter

mination of the question. The business of the Senate is in such a

condition that there certainly is no urgency which requires of the

Senate to subject itself to discomfort in order to procure 3 premature

determination of this question ; and it wonld be premature, I say, to

force a vote when there are other Senators who wish to discuss the

measure. There is no business before the Senate pressing upon us

that I know of.

Mr. THURMAN. There is no business here ! If the measures come

< «.- fore the Senate that are likely to come before it and are considered

by the Senate, the middle of August will not see an end of this ses

sion. It will only be by pushing aside other business or deciding it

without sufficient debate, that the Senate can adjourn before the

middle of August if all the great measures which are now pending

in one or the other of the two Houses shall have to be decided.

Nothing ! Is there nothing in the tariff bill, which may pass the

Honse for aught we know ' Is there nothing in the bill for the reor

ganization of the Army! Is there nothing in the proposition to

amend the Constitution in regard to the election of President T Is

there nothing in the bill to regulate the connt of the presidential vote *

Is there nothing in the appropriation bills 1 Is there nothing in all
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these that we can idle our time here in mere speech-making ? Accent

ing to the idea of the Senator from Nebraska.

Sir. PADDOCK. Mr. President

Mr. THUKMAN. I am perfectly -willing to hear my friend from

Nebraska. I always listen to him with pleasure, and I will agree to

sit here till nine o'clock to-night to listen to him if he wants to speak

so long.

Mr. PADDOCK. My friend is very kind and very courteous. I do

not often interrupt the Senator; but I wish to make this inquiry of

him : Is there any measure of public concern reported from any im

portant committee of this body before the Senate to-day for consid

eration that makes it necessary for the Senate to sit the whole night

here in order to consider the question f I for one have a remark or

two to make upon this bill, and I prefer to make it to-morrow if it

is exactly to the convenience of the Senate that I should do it to

morrow as well as to-day.

Mr. THUKMAN. I certainly have no objection to the Senator from

Nebraska speaking on the bill ; indeed, I hope to hear him speak upon

it; but when he says there is nothing before the Senate, let me tell

him that if this bill or any bill on this subject is to become a lav it

must be sent to the House of Representatives in due time for the

House to consider it. As I understand, the tariff bill is made the

order of the day for next Monday in the House. So I have been in

formed. I understand from the gentleman who has that bill, I be

lieve, in charge that he intends to allow one month's debate upon it

in the House of Representatives. If that be so, and this bill shonld

be sent there too late to be taken up and passed this week, as it prob

ably will be if it goes over to-day, then it is postponed in the House

for one month. I do not want to risk any such thing as that. I

know that there is business in the other House as well as here, and

that that House is to consider this question as well as the Senate. Of

course I am under the direction of the Senate. All that I can do U

my duty. That I propose to do. If the Senate overrules me I cannot

help it. If it is the purpose of the Senate to adjourn now until to

morrow, it may do so ; but for my own part my judgment is that we

ought to sit this bill out.

Mr. SPENCER. Let us take the question on adjournment.

Mr. PATTERSON. I renew my motion now.

Mr. BLAINE. I wish to make a suggestion to the honorable Sena

tor from Ohio before the vote is taken on the motion to adjourn. In

the case of a bill of this magnitude, which has been so long under

discussion and on which there are several amendments pending and

more to be offered, I suggest to the Senator whether it might not be

well to have a five-minute debate upon it, and have general consent

that to-morrow we proceed with the bill under the five-minute rule.

Of course I would except the honorable Senator in charge of the bill.

Mr. SARGENT. And the Senator from Nebraska, [Mr. Paddock.]

Mr. BLAINE. And the Senator from Nebraska, who desires to

speak more at length. The Senator from Ohio will observe that in

regard to the measures of which he spoke, not oue is here for our

action. If we shonld close the debate on this bill and come to a final

vote to-night, there is not one of those measures which would be here

for the consideration of the Senate to-morrow.

Mr. THURMAN. There is au appropriation bill on the Calendar.

Mr. BLAINE. That is a very slight bill, a deficiency bill. There is

not one regular appropriation bill ready. We can adjourn and hare

an understanding tbat to-morrow at five o'clock, or half past rive, or

four, I do not care what the hour is, so that we agree, we shall vote;
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b:it what is the need of subjecting ourselves to discomfort for noth

ingf I do not wish to interfere with the Senator who has charge of

the bill at all. I know his responsibilities in this matter.

Mr. THURMAN. Here are Senators whose business calls them

home. Here is the Senator from Michigan [Mr. Christiancy] who

is called home, and the Senator from North Carolina [Mr. Merrimon]

is called home. I do not know when we can get so full a Senate as

we have to-day.

Mr. BLAINE. We shall have it to-morrow, and we can apply the

five-minute rule and finish the bill in good time.

Mr. THURMAN. If we are to adjourn upon any such understand

ing, the Senator sees the difficulty about that. Let us suppose, for

instance, that the amendment of the Senator from Colorado [Mr.

Chaffee] should be offered. That is not an amendment that can be

considered under a five-minute rule. Nobody would be satisfied with

five minutes' discussion of that amendment. What are you going to

do about itf

Mr. BLAINE. I think the Senator suggested that the debate had

been already exhansted.

Mr. THURMAN. Yes, on the bill as it has been presented to the

Senate.

Mr. COCKRELL. Is the motion to adjourn pendingf

The VICE-PRESIDENT. It is pending.

Mr. COCKRELL. Is it debatable r

The VICE-PRESIDENT. It is not, but debate is proceeding by

unanimous consent.

Mr. COCKRELL. I ask for a vote on the question.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion of the

Senator from South Carolina, [Mr. Patterson,] that the Senate ad

journ.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. On that motion I ask for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered, and the Secretary proceeded to

call the roll.

Mr. WALLACE, (when his name was called.) On this question of

adjournment I am paired with the Senator from Nevada, [Mr. Jones.]

If he were here, he would vote " yea " and I should vote " nay."

The roll-call having been conclnded, the result was announced—

yeas 29, nays 36 ; as follows :

YEAS—29.

Sargent,

Saunders,

Spencer,

Teller,

Windom.

Morgan,

Oglesby,

Plumb,

Randolph,

Hansom,

Saulsbury,

Thurroan,

Voorhees,

-\Vadleigh.

Allison, Dennis. Kellogg,

Barnnm, Doroey, Lamar,

Blaine. Eaton, Matthews,

Bruce, Ferry, Mitchell,

Cameron of Wis., Gordon, Morrill,

Chaffee, Hill, Paddock,

Conover, Ingalls. Patterson,

Dawes, Jones of Florida,

NATS—36.

Rollins,

Anthony, Cockrell, Hereford,

Armstrong, Coke, Johnston,

Bailey, Davis of Illinois, Keraan,

Bayard, Davis of West Va. , McCreery,

McDonald,Beck. Edmunds,

Booth. Eastis, McMillan,

Burnaide, Garland, MoPherson,

Butler, Grover, Maxey,

Christiancy, Harris,

ABSENT—11.

Merrimon,

Cameron of Pa., Hoar. Kirkwood,

Conkling, Howe, Sharon.

Hamlin, Jones of Xe^ ada, Wallace.

Whytc.

Withers.
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So the Senate refused to adjourn.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The qnestion recurs on the amendment

of the Senator from Maine, [Mr. Blaise,] on which the yeas and nays

have been ordered.

Mr. ALLISON. Before the vote is taken I desire to know which

is the pending amendment, as the Senator from Maine proposed tiro

amendments.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The question is upon the first amend

ment indicated by the Senator from Maine.

Mr. THURMAN. If there is any Senator, I repeat, who wishes to

speak, I do not desire to occupy the floor at this time.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I suggest to my friend to let us take the vote on

this first amendment, which I believe the mover himself does not

expect to be adopted. When the next amendment comes up, that

will be perfectly in order, and the Senator I suggest had better speak

then, and we shall get rid of the pending amendment first.

Mr. THURMAN. Do I understand that the Senator from Maine

proposes to abandon this amendment and then to offer the amendment

drawn out as he has suggested it f

Mr. BLAINE. I proposed to do that, bnt the Senator from Ohio

would not permit me.

Mr. EDMUNDS. He does not object to your withdrawing it.

Mr. THURMAN. Then let us vote upon that amendmeut, and vote

it down, as a matter of course.

Mr. ALLISON. The yeas and nays have been ordered upon it.

Mr. BLAINE. The yeas and nays were ordered upon it. Let the

vote be taken on the amendment I offered. If that should be adopted

I will offer the proviso there is in the other amendment. If it shall

be rejected then I shall immediately offer the amendment which I

suggested, adding the proviso to that.

Mr. THURMAN. Very well.

Mr. ALLISON. Cau I not move to reconsider the vote by which

the yeas and nays were ordered upon the amendment of the Senator

from Maine f

Mr. SARGENT. There would be really nothing gained by the Sen

ator doing that.

Mr. BLAINE. If I am permitted, I will simply withdraw one

amendment and offer the other.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Very well, let the Senator withdraw that amend

ment.

Mr. SARGENT. I shall not agree to that.

Mr. BLAINE. Does the Senator from Ohio agree to that '

Mr. THURMAN. No.

Mr. ALLISON. Then I move to reconsider the vote by which the

yeas and nays were ordered, so that we con have a rira roce vote upon

the amendment without taking up the time of the Senate.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator cannot move to reconsider that vote.

That will not amount to anything.

Mr. PADDOCK. I should like to inquire what the question is be

fore the Senate.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The question before the Senate is upon

the first amendment offered by the Senator from Maine.

Mr. BLAINE. I will explain it with the permission of the Senate. In

section 12 1 shall move to strike out all after the word " mentioned

in line 4 and insert :

Bat so long a* said Central Pacific and Union Pacific 1Lai Iroad Couipauiw staU

faithfully comply with the provisions uf tbu said acta of 18U3 and tSfil and of taw
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act, relating to payments to the United States on account of the bonds advanced,

and of the sinking funds to be established as aforesaid, stich compliance shall be

deemed and taken as sufficient to meet the obligations of said companies on account

of such bonds prior to the maturity thereof.

Now I wish to add to that the following proviso :

Provided, That the annual payment from each railroad company, in addition to

.-the half-transportation account and the 5 percent. of net earnings presently appli

cable to the interest on the bonds, shall never be less than $600,000, including the

other half of the transportation account applicable to the sinking funds herein

established : and that nothing in this act shall be construed to waive any claim of

the United States against cither of said railroad companies, from whatever source

arising.

I propose to offer that as one whole substantive amendment when

the pending amendment is got out of the way.

Mr. PADDOCK. I should like to inquire of the Senator from Maine

if he offers that as a substitute for his first amendment.

Mr. BLAINE. The Senator from Ohio has two or three timesrefused

to permit the amendment to be withdrawn, and of course the Senate

will have to go through the trouble of voting upon it.

Mr. THURMAN. I am very indifferent as to what is done. The

Senator from Maine can move his proviso to the present amendment.

The amendment is only an amendment in the first degree, and that

would only be an amendment in the second degree. It is perfectly

competent for him to do that without any consent or withdrawal or

anything else. But in order to " speed the plow," I consent so far as

I can give it (it requires unanimous consent) that the Senator may

withdraw the pending amendment and then he can offer the amend

ment that he has just stated.

Mr. BLAINE. I am much obliged to the Senator.

Tbe VICE-PRESIDENT. By unanimous consent, the first amend

ment of the Senator from Maino is withdrawn.

Mr. BLAINE. I now add the proviso becanse I want it to come in

in a different part of the section. I offer it now to oome in at the

end of section 12 of the bill. I do this out of deference and respect

to the Senator from Vermont, who thought there were some very val

uable things in that section ; and I am always anxious to oblige the

Senator from Vermont. I move to amend section 12 by adding thereto

the following :

Bat so long as said Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railroad Companies shall

faithfully comply with the provisions of the said acts of 1863 and 1864 and of this

act relating to payments to the United States on account of the bonds advanced,

and of the sinking funds to be established as aforesaid, such compliance shall bo

deemed and taken as sufficient to meet the obligations of said companies on account

of such bonds prior to the maturity thereof : Provided, That the annual payments

from each railroad company, in addition to the half-transportation account and the

5 per cent. of net earnings presently applicable to the interest and the bond.-t,

shall never be less than $600,000, inclnding the other half of the transportation

account applicable to the sinking fund herein established ; and that nothing in

this act shall bo oonstrned to waive any claim of the United States against either

of said railroad companies, from whatever source arising.

I ask for the yeas and nays on the amendment.

The yeas andtaays were ordered.

Mr. SAULSBURY. I simply want to inquire of the Senator from

Maine if the meaning of that amendment is that payment of what

is here called for shall be a compliance with the obligation of the

company to the Government.

Mr. BLAINE. Certainly.

Mr. SAULSBURY. I understood from the Senator from Ohio that

it would not be sufficient to meet the obligation of the companies to

the Government ; that there would be some $20,000,000 or $30,000,000
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besides that would not. be provided for. Now, will not this be an

abatement of t lie claim of the Government against the companies to

that extent f

Mr. BLAINE. This expressly excludes that conclusion, for it sap

" until the maturity of the bonds." It is limited to that. It only

provides until the maturity of the bonds. It is the calculation of the

Senator from Ohio who has charge of the bill that there will be only

$35,000,000 left due from both roads. I stated it at $20,000,000 for

each, but the Senator corrected me and said $35,000,000 for both. It

will be, aa compared with the value of the security the Government

holds, a mere pittance.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. Paddock] inti

mated a desire to speak. Is he prepared to go on now f

Mr. PADDOCK. I expressed a preference not to go on to-night

Mr. THURMAN. I cannot hear what the Senator says. I only

want to give way if he desires the floor.

Mr. PADDOCK. I should like to inquire if there is any require

ment of courtesy or precedence that would make it necessary for me

to proceed now T

Mr. THURMAN. It is a matter of courtesy.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The gentleman in charge of a bill is generally

allowed the last word.

Mr. THURMAN. Will the Senator from Nebraska please repeat

what he said; I did not hear a word of itf

Mr. PADDOCK. Mr. President, if I should conclude to make are-

mark after the Senator ceases, I think it would be proper enough that

I should do so, and allow him to conclude afterward. I do not think

I shall say anything that will interfere with his arrangements.

Mr. THURMAN. I said to the Senator, but I am afraid I was not

heard, there is so much conversation in the Chamber, that if he desired

to speak now I did not want to take the floor. I give him precedence

if he desires to speak now. I do not want to say anything until after

he shall have concluded.

Mr. PADDOCK. The Senator is very kind, indeed. I acknowledge

his courtesy. I desire that the debate shall be postponed until to

morrow. I think no delay, so far as the final result is concerned, will

come from that postponement. I am not exactly in a condition to

proceed to-night. Therefore I amcontent to waive the precedence that

my friend is willing to accord to me, and, so far as I am concerned, if

it is agreeable to the Senate, to sit and listen to the Senator. If I

may have any remark to make afterward I will make it. Then, if

the Senator wishes to conclude the debate, as it is his right to do, I

certainly shall have no objection.

Mr. INGALLS. Before the Senator from Ohio proceeds, I wish to

address to him a single interrogatory to which I shall not ask an

immediate reply, but shall be contented if he answers it before be

closes the debate.

The amendment offered by the Senator from Maine seemed to me

to be so reasonable, so equitable, and so just, that I'have been at a

loss to understand why it was opposed with so much vigor and strenu-

(iiiHiiesH by the Committee on the Judiciary. They having the full

power to submit a proposition for the consideration of the Senate, it

seemed to me that it ought to be one which would command the assent

of all those who favored an adjustment of this long outstanding liti

gation. In the course of the remarks made this afternoon by the

Senator from Indiana [Mr. Voorhrks] this same idea was brought

before the Senate, and he addressed an interrogatory to the Senator
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from Ohio asking him if this bill was not what the Government

desired to enforce against these companies, what wonld content them,

and if any measure oonld be devised that wonld be a final settlement

satisfactory to both the Judiciary Committee aud to the Government,

why it was not presented. The answer made by the Senator from

Ohio was in my mind the most significant statement that has been

made during this whole debate. He said the reason why a different

and more strenuous measure was not presented was because he could

not get it through the Senate.

Now, I desire the Senator from Ohio to answer before he gets

through his remarks what measure would be satisfactory to him if

he could get it through the Senate, and whether or not that state

ment was not a direct intimation that whenever there is a Senate

that he can handle or that any subsequent Judiciary Committee can

handle, there is not an intention to renew this agitation for the pur

pose of imposing still further terms and exactions upon these corpo

rations f If that is not the case, if that is not the intention and

purpose of the refusal of the Senator from Ohio to accept this amend

ment, what did he mean by saying that the only reason why he did

not propose a different measure was because he could not get it

through the Senate f

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, after the intimation that has been

made, that there will be speeches following what I have to say now,

I shall not perhaps speak as fully as I might otherwise have been

inclined to do.

Mr. VOORHEKS. Will the Senator from Ohio allow me to under

stand the course of proceeding f I do not want to interfere with the

debate at all, but to inquire whether the debate is to be closed this

evening or not f

Mr. THURMAN. I hope so.

Mr. VOORHEES. After what the Senator from Nebraska [ Mr. Pad

dock] said and the concession that the Senator from Ohio appears to

be making now, it does not seem clear whether we are to remain here

to close this debate, or whether we are to concede what the Senator

from Nebraska asks, that it go over nntil to-morrow. The Senator

from Ohio seems to be proceeding to make the closing argument

somewhat out of order. That is what confuses me and prompts me

to make the inquiry.

Mr. THURMAN. I am compelled to speak now because nobody

else will speak and save me the trouble. I wish somebody else would,

for I have no desire to make a speech if anybody else will. I said

yesterday that I would ask the Senate to-day to sit this bill ont.

Mr. VOORHEES. Of course we all understand that the Senator

from Ohio will close the debate ; but after the request the Senator

from Nebraska made for a postponement of the subject until to-mor

row, and inasmuch as the Senator from Ohio has not definitely

answered the request of the Senator from Nebraska, I beg leave to

ask whether the Senator from Ohio is going to ask for a sitting to

night.

Mr. THURMAN. Certainlv, I want to sit the bill out to-night.

Mr. President, I shall speak, even as briefly as I shall, under great

disadvantages, and I must crave the attention of the Senate to what

I may have to say, in order that I may avoid repetition, and may

thereby shorten the time of my speech and weary them aud myself

the less. I say I speak under great disadvantages.

Mr. FERRY. May I make a suggestion to the Senator from Ohio 1

He seems to be a little embarrassed in dividing his speech in two. I

33 pa
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voted to adjourn just now. I did so because one or two Senators bod

expressed their desire to speak upon this question, and were not pre

pared to speak. The Senator from Nebraska has expressed as much,

and it has always been the courtesy of the Senator to yield to any snea

intimation. I therefore appeal to the Senator from Ohio to allow this

question to go over until to-morrow. [" No !" " No!"]

Mr. SPENCER. Let us have an understanding at what hour we

shall commence to vote.

Mr. FERRY. The Senator from Nebraska has not spoken upon this

question. I do not desire to speak. I am not speaking in my own

behalf, bnt I am speaking in behalf of the Senator from Nebraska

and in behalf of anyother Senator who rises upon this floor and states

that he desires to speak to a question, but is not prepared to speak-

not simply not prepared to speak, but not in a condition to speak to

night ; and, it seems to me, the conrtesy of the Senate ought to be

extended to him as it would to any other Senator. For that purpose

I move that the Senate adjourn, in order to test the Senate on that

question.

Mr. THURMAN. I did not know that I yielded the floor to the

Senator to do that.

Mr. FERRY. If the Senator is as technical as that, be it so. I

asked hirn to yield to me to make a suggestion. I made the sugges

tion, and followed it up with a motion to adjourn. If the Senator

states that he did not yield for that purpose, I will not take any

advantage.

Mr. THURMAN. I certainly never so expected that the Senator

wonld do snch a thing.

Mr. FERRY. Very well, I do not make the motion.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I shall "speak under very great

difficulties. In the first place, I speak to a body fatigued by a long

session ; in the second place, I speak to Senators who are perhaps

thinking much more of food for the stomach than food for the bead.

It was a remark long ago made by Cardinal de Retz, speaking of the

old French Parliament, that he never kuew any man eloquent enough

to hold that body in session when dinner-time had arrived. That

time has now arrived, and I should not be in the least surprised to

find myself in a short time speaking—if it were not for a commend

able habit that I have of being reasonably brief—to empty seats. I

certainly should he in that category if I were to speak long, and there

fore I shall try to speak briefly so that I may have some auditors at

least until I shall have done.

Now, Mr. President, the pending question before the Senate is the

amendment of the Senator from Maine, [Mr. Blaj.ne.] I have said

once, or perhaps twice, that this bill is not framed upon the ides con

tained in that amendment. That amendment goes upon the idea

that we ought to make an act that shall be unchangeable for twenty

years; that we should assume iu this year of grace, 1878, to be able

to frame a law which shall require no alteration, no amendment in

the course of twenty years. It goes further than that, a great way

further than that. It goes upon the idea of repealing pro Unto the

reserved power in these charters to alter, amend, or repeal those acts.

Mr. President, one of the things for which these railroad compa

nies have been striving these many long years has been to get rid of

that very reserved power; but this is the first time that thev have

ventured—no, not they ; I beg pardon for saying that—this is the first

time that any one in the Senate of the United States or, I believe, in

the House of Representatives, has ventured to champion snob an idea.
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Their officers and lawyers, in their arguments before the Judiciary

Committee last November and December, urged upon us strenuously

enough that we should make some kind of bargain with the compa

nies, and they would be extremely liberal if we would only give up

the right to alter, amend, or repeal their charters. Those arguments,

taken in short-hand, will show that it is the cherished object of these

corporations to get rid of that power of control which Congress pos

sesses over them. They wonld give for that far more than the Sen

ator from Maine asks from them. They would give far more than the

Judiciary Committee bill asks from them, upon any interpretation,

if Congress would surrender that power to alter, amend, or repeal.

That, therefore, is involved in the amendment which is now under

consideration. Congress, for good and sufficient reasons, I am willing

to admit for the purposes of this argument, saw fit in 1862 to pass an

act chartering railroad companies whose roads should extend over

one-half of this continent, and chartering them in perpetuity, char

tering them with an existence that should endure as long as the

Republic itself should endure, chartering them with powers such as

never were conferred on any other railroad corporations on the face

of this globe, endowing them as no other corporations ever were

endowed. And then, in 1664, it saw fit to nearly double the endow

ment, and to increase their powers and their privileges immensely

beyond what they had been before. But in view of that fact, in view

of the immense power and extent and wealth that these corporations

wonld have, in view of the fact which hnman experience has shown

and nowhere more than in the United States, the power of concen

trated capital, wielded in the employment of thousands and tens of

thousands of men, the Congress wisely retained the power to alter,

add to, amend, or repeal those charters. It did it for the very pur

pose for which such reservatious are made, in the language of the

Supreme Court of the United States. It did it because, in the lan

guage of that court—

The object of the reservation, and of similar reservations in other charters, is to

firoveat a grant of corporate rights and privileges in a form which will preclude

egnlatlve interference with their exorcise, if the public interest—

Not the private interest of these corporations, as my friend from

Connecticut [Mr. Eaton] suggests, but against their interest if nec

essary and against their will—

if the public interest should at any time require such interference. It is a provis

ion intended to preserve to the State control over its contract with the corporators.

That is the language of the Supreme Court, and that was the law

of this land when the Congress of the United States in 1862 and again

in 1864 said the Congress of the United States shall have control over

this contract with these corporations. And now, sir, it is to get rid

of that control, to fritter it away, to overthrow and destroy it, to

annihilate the very thing for which the people of this country for

thirty years have been contending, and which they have put into

nearly thirty constitutions of the States—it is to get rid of that, to

trample it under foot, to render it a nullity, to construe it away, to

make it not worth the paper on which the words are printed, that

amendments like that now under consideration are offered, and argu

ments such as we have heard in the Senate are made.

Mr. President, I have said, and I repeat it, that, rather than see

Congress give up that power of control over these two great corpo

rations, I would see every dollar of the debt that they owe the Gov

ernment lost forever. I would rather see this bill sunk into the

depths of the sea, never to be resurrected, than to see Congress yield
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for one day its power over these two corporations or any others over

which it has the power. Why, sir, my friend from Connecticut [Mr.

Eaton] said this evening that no government could exist that

asserted suoh a power on this. That is a strange assertion.

Mr. EATON. I did not say that.

Mr. THURMAN. What did yon say f

Mr. EATON. I said that no government could exist among civilized

men that would, without cause, exercise that power of repeal, and I

sav it again.

Mr. THURMAN. "That would without cause exeroise itf "

Mr. EATON. Yes.

Mr. THURMAN. That is all very true; but then comes the ques

tion, what is cause f

Mr. EATON. There is none.

Mr. THURMAN. Oht then comes the question what is the cause?

The Senator makes the cause a default in the company. I make the

cause the interest of the Republic. I say, in the language of the

Supreme Court, that the words are there in order to give us control

whenever the public interest, not the interest of these corporations,

not the default of these corporations, but whenever the publio in

terest shall reqnire us to exercise it.

Mr. VOORHEES. May I

Mr. THURMAN. No, let me go on. Ah, but the existence of snch

a power is inconsistent with civilized government, is it? Has not

such a power existed in England ever since there was a Parliament?

Has not England exercised it? Has not England compelled her nion-

archs to revoke the charters and monopolies they had granted, again

and again T Has not the house of commons refused grants of money

to carry on the government until those monopolies were destroyed?

Ah! sir, is it not the law iu nearly every State in this Union that the

Legislature may alter, amend, or repeal the charters it grants? I

think there is some civilization in England. I think there is some

civilization in the United States. I think; there is some civilization

in my own State. I think, therefore, that the idea which seems to

haunt some of our friends on this floor, that here is an assault on lib

erty, as if monopolists were the friends of liberty ; that here is some

attack on property, as though there could be an attack on property

in exercising the rights which are plainly reserved to Congress in

words as plain as can be found in any lexicon of any language, may

be dismissed from consideration.

Mr. VOORHEES. I rise for the purpose of asking whether the

Senator from Ohio declines to allow me to ask a question f If he

does, I only want him to Bay so.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not know what the question is.

Mr. VOORHEES. Of course yon do not; but I want to know

whether the Senator, as he did a while ago, declines to allow me to

propound it f

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Ingallb in the chair.) Does the

Senator from Ohio yield to the Senator from Indiana for the purpose

of asking a question ?

Mr. THURMAN. If it is pertinent to what I am saying now, I An.

Mr. VOORHEES. I presume I would not ask an impertinent ques

tion.

Mr. THURMAN. No, but everybody knows perfectly well

Mr. VOORHEES. I yielded to the" Senator to-day myself when I

had a written speech.

Mr. THURMAN. Go on.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio yield*.

Mr. VOORHEES. All I desired to say in the way of a question

was this : the Senator from Ohio announced with the utmost empha

sis that sooner than yield this power, which he claims over these

companies, he would sink and forfeit and lose all the pecuniary in

terests that are coming to this Government. I ask the Senator from

Ohio whether, when the power has been asserted by Congress over

these companies to the full extent that the Judiciary Committee

thinks is proper to secure the Government iu all its rights, and the

companies comply with the demands thus made, and while they are

thus complying, he thinks the power of the Government over them

is abandoned f In other words, when the Government has made its

claim of power and the companies are faithfully complying, whether,

in his judgment as a lawyer, the power of the Government is not

operating on them T In other words, I say that when we put forth a

claim of power and assert it by legislative action, and these compa

nies comply with and meet every demand we make, the amendment

which the Senator from Maine oners, saying that while that is done

we will make no new demand, does not release the power of Congress

over these companies, but really asserts and continues it at the

standard we now erect.

Mr. THURMAN. That is a brief question. I am delighted at its

brevity.

Mr. VOORHEES. I hope it is pertinent.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not know but that it was; I will not quar

rel .with my friend about that, but I can answer it much more briefly

than he stated it. If we were to pass a law saying to them " Pay us

live cents in the dollar in installments of a cent a year on your indebt

edness, and if you do that we will give np all the rest," the Senator

might just as well say they were acting under the power of Congress.

To be sure they would be aoting under the power of Congress if we

were to make such a bargain as that with them. We may do any

thing we please in that way, and we may say they are acting under

the power of Congress, although it be to sponge out almost the whole

of their indebtedness to the Government, and although it be to leave

their creditors to the mercy of the men who are managing these great

corporations, and who have in the past and who will in the future, if

we do not interpose, manage them with an eye single to their own

interest and not to that of the people to whom they owe so much.

Mr. VOORHEES. I am sure, however, this bill is not going to affect

injuriously the debt they owe us.

Mr. THURMAN. No, this bill is not : but this bill was never framed

on the idea of making a bargain with these companies for twenty

years or any other number of years. If it had ever entered into the

heads of the Judiciary Committee that we were to make a law un

changeable as one of the Medes and Persians for twenty years, I say

to my friend from Indiana we should have reported a very different

bill indeed. If we are to surrender for twenty years to these compa

nies that power which we have over them in respect to their duties

not simply to the Government, for the Judiciary Committee bill takes

no more care of the Government than it does of any other creditor ;

if we are to surrender that power which Congress has to compel these

companies so to administer their affairs as not to become bankrupt,

so to administer their affairs as not to put their net earnings all in

the pockets of their shareholders and leave their creditors without

payment; if we are to surrender that power of control of administra

tion, then I say we should require a much better bargain than this bill

would wake.
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Why, Mr. President, let tm see how this bill trill operate. I have

In- fore me some calculations made by the chief of accounts of the

Treasury Department, perhaps the best expert in Washington. He

ought to be, for he is chief of accounts in the great money Depart

ment of the Government. I put this question to h im :

Question 1. Taking "net earnings," u defined In section 1 of the Judiciary

Committee bill, and establishing the S per oent. of net earning* and the half

transportation account In the future ;n follows, namely, Union Pacific, |7J0,UOO

annually—

That is the 5 per oent. and the half transportation, payable to the

Government under existing law—

and Central Pacific, 1900,000 annually, together $1,300,000 annually, what addi

tional mini would each company have to pay into the sinking fund to make a sum

equal to 23 per ceut. of its net earnings '

That was a proper question, because nnder our bill we propose not

to take more than 25 per cent. of their net earnings,either for present

payments under the law as it now exists or for a sinking fund. What

answer does he make f

Answer. Taking the ordinary and regular net earnings of the two companies

to be as follows, namely—

I will not read all the details, but he goes into the matter in de

tail—

the additional sum required from each company wonld therefore be $100,000 from

the Union Pacific and taoo.000 from the Central' Pacific Company.

That is in addition to the half-transportation account which is put

into the sinking fund, to which the companies are now entitled. Tost

would make in the case of the Union Pacific, on an average of the

last six years' business, a payment of $521,000 into the sinking fund,

and for the Central Pacific a payment of about $1,000,000 into the

sinking fund. The reason that the payment into the sinking fond

by the Union Pacific is so much less than by the Central Pacific is

that the transportation account over the Union Pacific is more than

double what it Is over the Central Pacific.

Mr. ALLISON. Allow me to ask a question right on that point.

He says the snm is $100,000 for the Union Pacific.

Mr."THURMAN. On this basis, yes.

Mr. ALLISON. Would that make $800,000 for the Union Pacific 1

The half transportation is put in in addition.

Mr. THURMAN. Four hundred and twenty-one thousand dollars.

Mr. ALLISON. Hemakes this calculation on the same basis which

wonld make a total payment of the sum of $521,000 on the part of

the Union Pacific Railroad f

Mr. THURMAN. Exactly.

Mr. ALLISON. That is not enough.

Mr. THURMAN. I agree that it Is not enough.

Mr. BLAINE. The calculation must be wrong.

Mr. THURMAN. I leave that to the Senator from Maine and to

the chief of accounts of the Treasury Department to show whether

it is wrong ; bnt here are the figures.

Mr. BLAINE. There cannot be $700,000 difference between what

Bbonld be estimated for one company and what should be estimated

for the other, unless you can show a mueh larger difference between

the half-transportation account of the companies than I have yet

discovered. There is no $700,000 difference between the half-trans

portation accounts of the two companies.

Mr. THURMAN. Here are the figures, and the Senator can calcu

late for himself whetherthey are right or not. It is sufficient for my
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purpose that here they are. I agree that would not be enough, and

it would be an utter absurdity in us to tie up our hands for twenty

years, and say that we will receive no more from the Union Pacific

than about half a million of dollars a year into the sinking fund ;

and therefore I am totally opposed to the amendment of the Senator

from Maine. What does he say f He is willing to raise it $100,000

more, and make it $000,000 instead of |500,000. I am totally unwill

ing to do that. He does not propose to raise it even that much be

cause it is $521,000, and he would raise it to $600,000, $79,000 differ

ence. Raising it $79,000 is the last tail to his amendment; It raises

it 979,000. That is all there is in that tail. It raises it $79,000 in re

gard to the Union Pacific, and as to the Central Pacific it does not

raise it a dollar. So all the great benefit of that proviso to the amend

ment of the Senator from Maine is to make an increase of the amount

which the Union Pacific road shall pay into the sinking fund of

$79,000 a year, in case its net earnings and half-transportation ac

count should in the future be the average of what they have been for

the last six years. That will not do at all.

I have said that this estimate is upon the basis of $1,300,000 a year

as the sum of the 5 per cent, and the half transportation. The Judi

ciary Committee estimated it at $1,106,000; I take $1,900,000 as a

round sum ; but the committee said in its report that in their opin

ion the amount would be much larger, that both the 5 per cent, and

the half transportation would be much larger, but they could not

undertake to estimate it. Now, this chief of accounts has under

taken to estimate it by considering the increase of the net earnings

and the half transportation ever since these roads were opened, and

making the calculation in that way—that is, ascertaining the rate

of increase in the past and assuming the same rate in the future—

he comes to the conclusion that, upon the basis of what is likely to

be the increased business of these two companies, the increased half

transportation and the increased net earnings upon which we should

get 5 per cent., that additional sum which each company would have

to pay into the sinking fond under the Judiciary Committee bill to

make a sum equal to 25 per cent, of its net earnings so defined would

be, for the Union Pacific $573,216 and for the Central Pacific $1,465,730.

But yon will remember that our bill contains a further limit that

that shall not exceed $1,200,000 in the case of the Central Pacific.

Therefore, on the estimate of what will be the business based on the

rate of increase of business in the past, the calculation to be made

for the Union Pacific would be $573,000 and for the Central Pacific

$1,200,000. To this amonnt thus payable by the Union Pacific you

have to add the half transportation, which would bring it np to a

million of dollars at the least annually to be paid by that company

into the sinking fund, and the amount to be paid annually by the

Central Pacific would perhaps reach the sum of a million and' a half

of dollars. That is likely to be the effect of this bill if it should pass,

and the result of it in the outcome upon the debt wonld be as follows :

At the maturity of the debt the companies will still owe under

present laws, that is if they should not be changed, according to the

Mat estimate that can be made of the product of the 5 per cent, and

the product of the half transportation , $109,000,000. The estimate of

the Judiciary Committee was $120,000,000, and of the Railroad Com

mittee $122,000,000. The chief of accounts estimated it at $109,000,-

000, because, as I have said, he estimates the 5 per cent, of net earn

ings and the half-transportation account higher than the estimate

of the committees nuder the Judiciary Committee bill, upon the com
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mittee's estimate of $1,166,000, or in round numbers $1,200,000, as the

amount of the 5 per cent, and the half transportation, the sum that

would be due to the Government at the maturity of the bonds, the

average time of which is October 1, 1897, would be $75,000,000. That

is what the two companies would owe to the Government at that

time upon the estimate made by the Judiciary Committee of the 5

per cent, and of the half transportation, if the bill should pass ; bat

upon the estimate inside by this expert, this chief of accounts, allow

ing for the increased business in the future at the ratio at which it

bas increased in the past, or something like that, the amount that

would remain due would be $36,000,000. Under Senate bill No. -1'.'.

the bill of the Railroad Committee, the Government would sponge

out fifty-three million and odd, losing that by mere computation of

interest, and the companies would still owe at the maturity of the

bonds $67,000,000.

Mr. President, it seems to me that this statement of itself shows

that this Is not a subject npon which the hands of Congress ought to

be tied, so that, no matter what may be the consequences in the

future, no matter how these companies may mismanage their affairs,

no matter, on the other hand, how prosperous they may be, we shall

be so tied up that we cau do nothing for the protection of their cred

itors.

Mr. ALLISON. What shall I understand is the amount due on the

basis of the Judiciary Committee billf

Mr. THURMAN. The Judiciary Committee made an estimate that

the half transportation and the 5 per ceut. would amount to $1,166,000

annually for the two companies, which I put in round numbers at

$1,300,000. Upon that basis the amount, if the Judiciary Committee

bill shonld be passed, which would remain due at the maturity of the

bonds, wonld be $75,000,000 ; but upon the basis of $1,700,000, which

is the calculation this expert makes as the average of the 5 per cent,

and the half transportation in the future for twenty years, the debt

would be reduced to $36,000,000. It grows out of the difference be

tween the estimated amount of that which is presently payable and

also the very different amounts which go into the sinking fund. For

instance, if the Judiciary Committee's calculation is correct, there

wonld only be $100,000 in addition to the half transportation to go

into the sinking fund for the Union Pacific If this expert's calcula

tion is correct of the business of the future, there will be $573,000.

Mr. ALLISON. As I stated. I took the report of the Judiciary Com

mittee and had estimates made beginning from the issuance of these

bonds to their maturity; and estimating lor the 5 per cent- and the

half transportation at $650,000, the sum of $e00.000 per annum will

liquidate the entire interest of the Union Pacific, and a million of

dollars the interest and only the interest of the Central Pacific

Mr. THURMAN. I can show the Senator 1 think in a moment that

that calculation can hardly be exactly right, because on the committee

basis the estimate of what is to be paid and is presently applicable.

with the amount which the companies are to pay in addition to that

and with interest upon it, would not more than meet the interest on the

Government loan. Indeed, it would fall short of doing that. But

upon the basis of the chief of accounts the interest would be repaid

and nearlv twenty millions of the principal.

Mr. MITCHELL. 1 should like to ask the Senator a question for

information. Upon what basis does he make the estimate of the

half-transportation account and the 5 per cent, on its actual amount

in the past year f
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did not hear me—that it is on an average of six years past in respect

to one of the companies and four years in regard to the other.

Mr. MITCHELL. But the estimate made by the expert in the

Treasury Department is on au estimate of what these items probably

will be in the future.

Mr. Til I'li MAN. Yea ; and estimating the increase already, and

making a very moderate estimate, too, he says that, in his judgment—

and I am inclined to think he is right—the 5 per cent, of net earn

ings and the half transportation, instead of being $1,200,000, as the

Judiciary Committee estimate, will be about $1,700,000, a half million

more, and I think he is right. As I said before, these roads are only

in their infancy; every year they will be tapped by new roads, branch

roads, some construct ed by themselves, others constructed by others.

Every one of these branch roads brings business ; it is all grist to

their mill ; and as to rival roads, they are in no danger from rival

roads for twenty years to come. Rival roads do not succeed very well.

If the Southern Pacific, for instance, were completed, owned by the

very same men who own the Central Pacific, I should like to know

where the rivalry would be. I should like to see rivalry there. But

where is to be the rival of the Union Pacific T It will have none ;

certainly none if my friend from Oregon shall get a branch road built

from Portland to the Union Pacific, and thus kill the Northern Pacifio

stone-dead for many a long year. Theu the Union Pacific will not

have much trouble.

Mr. MITCHELL. Suppose your friend from Oregon should succeed,

in connection with his colleague and others, in getting the Northern

Pacific through, what then ?

Mr. THURMAN. If he should get the Northern Paoific through, it

is so many hundred miles away from the Union Pacific that I, do not

think it will be much of a rival to the latter or do it much harm.

Mr. President, I have but a few words more to say in answer to some

things that have been said, and then I will uot delay the Senate

longer. I do not propose to argue the question of the power of Con

gress at length any more. I have not argued it at much length here

tofore. If the report of the Judiciary Committee, if the speeches that

have been made in support of that power are not sufficient to con

vince a Senator, nothiug can, though one should rise from the dead.

I have only to repeat one point that I made last Thursday. The res

ervation of a power to alter, amend, or repeal, makes it impossible

that the exercise of that power can be the violation of a contract, can

be the impairment of a contract. It is a .simple impossibility, for

what you do the contract itself says that you may do, and, therefore,

you cannot impair the obligation of the contract by doing that very

thing which the contract authorizes.

Mr. BLAINE. Is there no limit f

Mr. THURMAN. Yes, there are limits. There are certain limits in

the Constitution of the United States. You shall not take private

property for public use without making just compensation. Nobody

pretends that you can do that under any power to alter, amend, or

repeal a charter. There are a great many other things. You shall

not commit mnrder, and you cannot do that under the power reserved.

Mr. MITCHELL. If the reservation is part of the contract, thereby

enabling Congress to interfere by amendment, can Congress or can

it not, under the theory of the honorable Senator, provide by law, by

an amendment to the charter, that this interest, which is not required

.to be paid until the maturity of the bonds, shall be paid to the Gov
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eminent semi-annually from the present time f On the theory of the

honorable Senator does not that follow inevitablv f

Mr. THUKMAN. It does not follow inevitably at all.

Mr. MITCHELL. Why!

Mr. THURMAN. And yet I will not say that Congress might not

do that very thing. I know very well that our friend from Georgia

[Mr. Hii.i.] has said several times—I think I have heanl it several

times—that this contract of loan is a sort of side-show, that you can

do anything you please with everything in the world but this contract

of loan. As I understand my friend from Connecticut, [Mr. Kaiov;

you cannot touch the franchisee any more than you can touch the

contract of loan. He goes the whole figure. The Senator from Geor

gia says, " Oh, yes, you can do all you please with the franchises,

whatever you please with them, but you shall not touch my little

offspring out here that is called a loan." I should like the Senator

from Georgia, who is a strict constructionist, to find in the Constitu

tion of the United States any power of the Government of the United

States to turn out and be a common money-lender, for that is the

ground on which he puts it. I grant the United States can provide for

a loan of money out of the Treasury, but it mast be in the exercise of

some power that is conferred upon Congress. Congress, for instance,

has a right to build light-houses; it has a right to build forte; it

has a right to build ships; it has power to declare war and make

peace. In the exorcise of any one of these powers it might be neces

sary to lend money in order to help a party to build a road or a fort,

to build a ship of war, to build an arsenai, to cast cannon, or make

fire-arms, or tie like ; and when it is in the power of Congress to

make a loan, which it must derive under too military power, or the

post-office power, or some other like power, or it does not possess it

at all ;. when it has that power, then, in furtherance of that object

and in the exercise of the power it may make a loan of money to the

corporation that it charters to build a* road : but that is not a sepa

rate thing from the charter : that is one of the considerations on

which the company agree to take the charter. Who knows that this

company ever wonld have accepted this charter and gone to work

miller it if Congress had not agreed to make this loan f It is one of

the considerations that Congress held oat to them to do the business.

It was not simply the repayment of the money that was expected ;

not at all ; but it was the advantage of a thirty years' loan not reim

bursable principal or interest until the end of the thirty years, in

order that the roads might be built. That was one of the considera

tions that Congress held oat to then, and that was one of the con

siderations tbev had a right to insist upon.

Mr. MATTHEWS. W01 my colleagae allow me to interrupt him

for a moment f

Mr. THURMAN. Certainlv.

Mr. MATTHEWS. If my colleagae is right. I should like him to

answer why then we cannot change the terms of that thirty-year loan

and make it a loan due presently, the entire principal : and why also

we cannot change the law of 1*« so as to restore to the United States

it* priority of Ken in reference to that loan as against those who claim

nnder the act of ISM*

Mr. THURMAN. The last part of that queetian astonishes me.

We eaaaot destroy the vested right of the first-mortgage bondholder*

to their lion any njore than we can take sway the right to my house

ami git* it to lav calleagwe. or his boose aod give it to me. The Con-

•titattaaof the Tatted States coataiaa ao naiagitisn of power to do
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any such thing as that; nor is there any reservation here that pre

tends to such a right as that. And as to the question of whether or

not we could make this interest payable in promenti to the Govern

ment, I have already said to the Senator from Oregon that I was not

prepared to sav we conld not.

Mr. MATTHEWS. I did not say the Interest ; the principal, not

the interest. Why not make the whole loan pavable ?

Mr. THURMAN. What difference does it make f

Mr. MATTHEWS. It does not make any in my judgment.

Mr. THURMAN. I said the other day, and I repeat it, I shall not

stand np here to argue hypothetical cases; I shall not stand up here

to argue what is not in this bill. When we propose to make that

principal payable presently, or when we propose to make that inter

est reimbursable presently, it will be time enough for us to discuss

that question ; but there is not one word in this bill that does any

such thing.

The Senator from Connecticut said he would show that this bill

impaired the obligation of a contract, and he gave a great string of

general principles. I do not know whether they were right or wrong,

for when I heard of "general principles" I did not pay the attention

I am accustomed to pay to whatever he says; but I listened in vain

for him to show one particular in which this bill impaired the obli

gation of any contract whatever, unless indeed what he said in the

close of his speech meant that there was an impairment of a contract,

and that was that to require them to put some money into a sinking

fund, instead of putting it into their own pockets, was impairing the

obligation of a contract. There I must differ with my friend. I find

no impairment of the obligation of a contract in any such thing as

that.

Mr. PADDOCK. The Senator will allow me

Mr. THURMAN. Not at this moment. I conld pile these desks, not

mountain-high but a great deal higher than the Senate would like

to see them, with instances of legislation of precisely the character

in principle of that which requires these sinking funds to be created.

While my friend from Connecticut was speaking, it just occurred

to me to look at the national-bank act and see what Congress has

done under this reserved power to alter, amend, or repeal in that

case, and I will take only a few instances and not the most striking,

for r have not time to do it. Let us see. Remember that the bank

ing act contains the reserved right to alter, amend, or repeal. A cer

tain limit to the amount of national-bank notes was fixed by the

original act, the act of February 25, 1863, and the act of Jnne 3, 1864.

Under these acts the banks had a right to so many circulating notes.

What did Congress do of its own mere power and will on the 12th day

of July, 1870? It cut those notes down to $354,000,000; said they

should not exceed that amount, although in order to get them down

to that amount the banks had to retire notes whieh, under the law as

it stood before, they had a perfect right to issue and use for their

own profit.

Again, there was a distribution of that currency under the act of

1663, the bank charter. Under that distribution it was said that some

States got much more than a fair share of it, especially the New Eng

land States, particularly Massachusetts, and I believe the State of

Connecticut and others. What did Congress do in W70 f It declared

in the act of the 12th of July, 1870—

That to secure a more equitable distribution of the national-banking currency

bere may be issued circulating notes to banking associations organized in States
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and Territories having less than their proportion as herein set forth. And the

amount of circulation in thU section authorized shall, under the direction of the

Secretary of the Treasury, as it may he reqnircd for this purpose, be withdrawn,

as herein provided, from banking associations organised in States having a cir, illa

tion exceeding that provided for by the act entitled " An act to amend an act roti-

tled ' An act to provide for a national-banking currency secured by pledge of United

States bonds, and to provide for uhe circulation and redemption thereof, " approved

March 3, 1865, but the amount so withdrawn shall not exceed 125,000,000.

There under the express provisions of the charter the banks in Kew

England and New York—for I believe it only touched the New Eng

land States, and perhaps only two or three of them, and New York-

were compelled to give np twenty-tive millions of their currency to

which they had a perfect right under the law as it then stood, and

until Congress altered it, and Congress did not ask the consent of the

banks at all ; it exercised the power of taking those notes away from

those corporations under the reserved power to alter, amend, or repeal.

But, sir, that is not all. Look at au act passed ou the 10th of Feb

ruary, 1669, which declared—

That no national-banking association shall hereafter offer or receive United Ststes

notes or national-bank notes as security or as collateral security for any loan of

money, or for a consideration shall agree to withhold the same from use, or eball

oiler or receive the custody or promise of custody of suoh notes as security, or as

collateral security, or consideration for any loan of money.

Then it makes it a penal offense. Before the passage of that act

it was perfectly lawful to do that thing ; it was one of the chartered

rights of the companies to do that thing. Every one of thetn had

that right, and the very best kind of security would be these very

notes ; yet Congress came in and in the exercise of its legislative

power, without asking the consent of the corporations, said "Yon

shall no longer exercise this right, and, if you attempt to do it, it

Bhall be a misdemeanor and you shall be punished criminally."

I might read many more alterations that have been made, but it is

unnecessary to take np the time of the Senate in doing it. There is

one great alteration in the reserves whioh these banks are to keep.

We compelled them at one time to put 5 per cent, of their circulation

into the Treasury of the United States as a security and we prescribed

what reserves they shall keep; and all this is done under the reserved

right to alter, amend, or repeal. Done why f Done to secure the

public, done to secure their creditors, done not because the banks as

sented to it. done not for their interest, done not for their pleasure,

done not with their assent, bnt done in despite of them, because the

public good required it and the duty of the Government to protect

their creditors required it.

Now, Mr. President, a few words more and I will relieve the Sea-

ate from anything further. I do not understand how Senators on

this floor who think the Judiciary Committee bill an unconstitu

tional, an unjust, oran impolitic measure, can vote for the amendment

of the Senator from Maine. It is argued here that this is an uncon

stitutional measure; it is argued that it is one which shocks the moral

sense, violates the Constitution, endangers liberty, makes the hair of

every strict constructionist stand on end, if he has any hair on the

top of his head, [laughter,] makea it bristle "like quills upon the

fretful porcupine.'' All this, and yet the same gentlemen who argue

that way say •* Let us make this law like a law of the Medesand Per

sians, unchangeable for twenty years.'' The worse the law is the

longer shall be its duration, the more unconstitutional it is the

firtuer shall it be fixed upon the country! Well, Mr. President, that

is a kind of reasoning I do not comprehend. I can understand how
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anything like a motion to amend this bill may be made by an enemy

of the bill in order to kill it. It is said in parliamentary law that

any amendment, however absurd, is admissible, because the mover of

it may want its adoption in order to kill the bill; and in this Senate

Chamber I say to my friend who presided so long in the other House

[Mr. Klaink] there is no law that requires an amendment to be ger

mane to the subject. He may move the Decalogue to this bill, or a

declaration of war, under the rules of the Senate, and therefore I will

not say that if a person is determined to defeat this bill he may not

vote any amendment npon it that he pleases and can get the Senate

to adopt; but how he can do it and be logical, how he can do it and

go before his constituents and say "I did this in good faith; I wan

in favor of that amendment; I thought the bill was outrageous; I

thought it violated the Constitution of the country; I thought it was

an assertion of omnipotent power by Congress that made liberty itself

tremble on the Dome of the Capitol ; 1 thought all that about it, but

I thought the best thing we could do was to make it permanent for

twenty years!"—that is a thing I cannot understand. That does not

apply to the Senator from Maine, I admit, for the Senator from Maine

agrees, I think, that the bill is constitutional and he thinks it is a

reasonable bill, too, and so it is or would be in his opinion if it should

receive his amendment; but if it should get his amendment on it, it

would be the most unreasonable bill I ever saw, in my humble opin

ion and with due deference to his better judgment.

Mr. President, I have spoken long enough, twice as long as I in

tended to speak, and I am perfectly willing now to submit this sub

ject to the Senate.

I wish to say iu conclusion—and I do not know that I shall trouble

the Senate with anything further—indeed after the very able speech

made by the chairman of the Judiciary Committee [Mr. Edmunds]

this morning I am hardly excusable for having said what I have,

but having this bill in charge, having bestowed great care upon it,

having bestowed long study and much labor upon it, I thought it my

duty to make some remarks in the close of the discussion. I wish, I

repeat, to say in conclusion that I have no feeling on this subject

and can have no feeling but that which becomes a Senator. Myjudg

ment is not in the least degree swayed by interest. There is no in

terest in Ohio adverse to these companies that does uot exist in Geor

gia or Maine or any other State iu the Union, and there is no interest

adverse to them, unless to make them discharge their duties and pay

their debts is an adverse interest. I do not know a citizen of Ohio

who owns a dollar of stock in either one of these companies. I do

not know a citizen of Ohio who owns a bond of one of these com

panies: I do not know a citizen of that State who is a creditor of

one of these companies in any way, I do not know a citizen of my

State who is a stockholder or creditor of any rival company to these

companies. If there could be a constituency that stands perfectly

impartial between the Government and these corporations, it is the

constituency that I have the honor iu part to represent. All they

ask of them, all they ask of their Representatives in Congress is to

see that jnstice is done. And iu order that justice may be done they

ask that their cherished principle, for which they long contended and

which they carried by triumphant majorities and crystallized in the

constitution of the State, that every charter granted by the Legisla

ture shall be subject to alteration, amendment, or repeal, in the dis

cretion of fie Legislature—they do ask that this great principle

which they think essential to the preservation of liberty, essential to
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the preservation of purity in legislation, essential to the rights and

prosperity of the pe lple, e«etitial to guard against the dangers that

history taught them had so often befallen a people from the exist

ence of monopolies, shall be maintained. They are un willing that

this great principle shall be frittered away and reduced to nothing,

shall become a shadow instead of a living and potent reality. That

they are unwilling to do. In all that I sympathise folly with them.

And if I have expressed myself warmly on this subject, it is because

I do so sympathize, and this it is that has led me to say again and

again, not by way of bravado, not as my friend from Connecticut

seems to think, by way of dictating the bill of the Judiciary Com

mittee as the ultimate result of human wisdom, (for I have never

intimated any such thing, nor do I know any other member of the

committee who has done so,) but it is that sentiment as well as the

sentiment ofjustice and of our duty to the people of the United States

that have made me speak perhaps somewhat warmly on the subject,

and to declare as 1 did declare, and now repeat, that rather than see

that power of Congress, reserved to it over these corporations, sus

pended for one day I would see this bill defeated and every dollar of

the Government debt forever lost.

Mr. BLAINE. I did not desire to interrupt the Senator from Ohio

while he was speaking; but there is one point upon which before he

leaves his seat I should be glad to have an answer from him. I un

derstood the Senator, as I did the SenatorfromVermont [Mr. Edmunds]

this morning, to maintain that myamendment if adopted would divert

Congress of all power over the corporations ; that the power to amend,

alter, and repeal would be gone. Did I so understand the Senator!

Mr. THUBMAN. Why, quoad the debt it is gone.

Mr. BLAINE. Quoad the debt, but the Senator did not limit him

self in that wav when be was speaking of it.

Mr. THURMAN. I did not. I do not intend to limit myself.

Mr. BLAINE. Then, what I want to ask the Senator is, where will

that power be when the debt is all paid ! Will the payment of the

debt extinguish the power f Will the power to alter, amend, or repeal

this charter be extinguished when the debt to the Government in

finally and fullv paid?

Mr. THURMAN. Not the least bit of it.

Mr. BLAINE. Then why or where does my amendment interfere

with the power f

Mr. THURMAN. For this reason: suppose

Mr. BLAINE. But the Senator did not make the least exception.

He made the assertion broadly that my amendment destroyed the

power to repeal, alter, or amend.

Mr. THURMAN. I certainly spoke tecniidum mthjectam materia*, as

the lawyers sav.

Mr. BLAINE. I think the Senator will find that the language he

used does not justify that conclusion.

Mr. THURMAN. The Senator asks me a question, but he will not

give me a chance to answer.

Mr. BLAINE. Oh, I will sit down and let the Senator answer at

length.

Mt. THURMAN. I say that the amendment proposed by the Sen

ator would take away from Congress all control over these roads iu

respect of tbe Government debt for twenty years, except those pro

visions which are contained in the acts of 1862 and 1864, and iu this

act, and that therefore, no matter what shall be the condition of

affairs hereafter, no matter how much their revenues should increase
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their creditors, or on the other hand, no matter what might be their

misoonduct,onr hands will be tied. I was speaking of the debt; but I

do not presume to follow it out to its consequences, as the Senator

from Vermont did this morning; but I do say that every word that

the Senator from Vermont said as to the scope and effect of the

amendment, if it were adopted, is worthy of the most serious con

sideration of the Senate.

Mr. BLAINE. Then the Senator limits his remark to that. Now,

another thing. When the Senator went on to describe with minute*

ness just how this amendment would operate he failed, as I think, to

keep his argument on all fours, because after he had given the table

from the expert in the Treasury Department showing that there

would lie $36,000,000 left at the maturity of the bonds from both roads

he went on to say, "but we all underrate the immense development

of these roads." He gives it as his opinion that the development would

far outrun any of the calculations submitted. I agree with him. I

think so myself. I think his bill takes a sliding scale of 25 per cent,

of the net earnings that will far more than pay the debt to the Gov

ernment within the time. All the arguments I have made heretofore

have been based upon taking the Senator's own calculation and his

own figures. As I had no time myself to make any calculations, I

was compelled to take those of the Judiciary Committee, and I was

very willing to do bo, because I supposed they had been made with

care. But the Senator takes occasion himself to assure us, after those

calculations were given in the last remarks he made, that the devel

opment of this road, still in its very infancy he says, is to bo so enor

mous that it will far outrun any calculation made upon it. I should

like to propound this query to the Senator : Suppose that you could

lay down to-day exactly this ground, that this company shall pay

every year enough to absorb the interest and part of the principal

and that right along from now for the next twenty years there should

he enough paid every year to wipe out the entire debt before its ma

turity ; would the Senator agree to make that conclusive and final

quoad the pecuniary obligation of the road f

Mr. THURMAN. I tell the Senator I would not agree under any

circumstances to suspend the power of Congress over these corpora

tions for one day, and if he would make the amount to be paid in r-»

the sinking fund $5,000,000 a year, or $10,000,000 a year, I would not

agree to surrender the power of Congress.

Mr. BLAINE. Not over the debt f

Mr. THURMAN. No. not over anything.

Mr. BLAINE. Then I ask the Senator if these railway companies

would bring all the money here to-morrow that is owed to the Gov

ernment and otter it in payment, would he still insist on the power f

Mr. THURMAN. Certainly. We are talking of the roads.

Mr. BLAINE. Over the debt. I was speaking solely of the debt.

The Senator says that if they would agree to pay $10,000,000 a year

he would not make a conclusive bargain as respects the debt. It

seems to mo that weakens if it does not destroy the whole position of

the Senator. It does seem tome, with entire respect for the Senator,

that he has seemed to place himself in the position of the man in the

story who was so contrary that he would not allow himself to do as he

had a mind to. The Senator said if the companies would come here

and offer $10,000,000 a year he would not put a provision in and say

" We will not legislate on that, as conclusive on the debt ; we will

not agree that we will not demand $11,000,000 next year." That is
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the spirit of this legislation. That is the whole spirit of the Senator

from Ohio. He brings in a bill here, elaborately studied, thoroughly

prepared. He demonstrates to us that its provisions will pay the

debt within the time. Nay more, be says to ns the roads are in their

very infancy, they will outrun this far and far beyond. Then I say

to the Senator do not let us have these railroads here perpetually in

Congress. Do not let us invite the presence of the lobby which so

disturbs the dreams of the Senator from Vermont. Let as say to the

railroad companies that if you will do this which will in good faith

pay the debt it shall be final on that point. The Senator from Ohio

declares that there is no case where he will make such a conclusion.

Lest I should have possibly misunderstood him in the original argu

ment, he tells us now that if the railway companies come here and

otter to pay $10,000,000 a year he would not agree to accept the offer

as final and conclusive respecting the debt : he would not agree that

we should not immediately demand $11,000,000 per annum from the

companies, though $10,000,000 per annum would pay the entire debt at

least twelve years before it is due.

Such, then, is the spirit in which this measure is offered, and when

they have prepared it and we were willing to make it a finality if the

companies will obey it and faithfully comply with it, the Senator from

Ohio says no. It seems to me that the Senator puts himself in the atti

tude of simply not being willing to make any offer that he thinks the

companies would agree to and live under. A Senator [Mr. Goboox]

suggests that I should address the Senator from Ohio a question as to

whether $20,000,000 a year would satisfy him. It would not of course,

because that would take away the immense privilege of punchingand

worrying the railroad companies next year. Would the Senatorfrom

Ohio give up the precious privilege of punching, and knocking, and

harrying, and pounding, and twisting a railroad for the pittance of

$30,000,000 a year to be paid into the Treasury of the United States'

Not he ! The Senator says he would rather lose it all, he would rather

lose every dollar of the debt, he would rather bury it in the depths

of the sea, than surrender the power of overhauling these railroadi

for a single year. And vet the Senator told us only five years ago on

this door that there ought to be an end to "this tampering" with the

subject ! Let us stop, said he then, and not leave this thing at " loose

ends." let us have a finality with this question, let us have no stock-

gamblers here investing nine cents on the legislation of Congress

about the railroads to make twentv-one cents clear urofit: there

shonld be an end to all " tampering " of that kind, the Senator declared

but rive short years ago.

And now the Senator declares that what be said then does not apply

to this proposition, but that if the railway companies would come

here and otter twenty millions on the top of it he wonld not forego

the pleasure of punching the railroad through legislative channels,

allowing anybody to speculate if they choee ! That is the intend

ment and the inference to be derived from the Senator's proposition.

That is consistent legislation ! We who offer to take the Judiciary

Committee at its word are accused of being willing to give over the

powers of this Government. When the Senator from Vermont bad

pictured a tremendous disaster, a catastrophe in the shape of a

destructiou of the securities of the road, a default of all the bonds,

and finally the first mortgage in peril and our hani's were thereby

tied, I simply made an amendment and provided after they had paid

all that was due under the 5 per cent, and all that wasdae under the

half transportation that there should also be a minimum of $bW).000
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per annum from each company. Then the Senator said in answer to

the Senator from Iowa, I believe, that I had put too hard a condition

on the roads. First, I was going to allow it to go without any sort

of security, and when I mane it perfectly apparent that it could not

be so, he says that I place too hard a condition on the roads. Now,

I have come to the conclusion that so far as my humble ability lies

I hare not the power either to please the Senator from Ohio or the

Senator from Vermont, for I would not vote for twenty millions a

year. Even that would not please me, and I could not vote for it to

please them.

I say with all dne respect, Mr. President, that if this legislation be

intended in good faith, from my stand-point, if it be intended that

these roads shall go about their business and qnit the lobby and dis

charge their duties and pay their debt to the Government and to

their other creditors, the way to do it is to say that they shall not be

disturbed so long as they "faithfully comply" with the terms and

conditions laid down by us. This gigantic railway company is a pet

corporation. What would Senators find in the whole legislation of

the United States to dwell on as to the overshadowing danger and

monopoly of corporations if it were not for the Union Pacific Rail

road? I asked yesterday if there was another in the whole United

States T I asked the honorable Senator from Vermont, whose knowl

edge is bo minute of all laws, public and private statute and common

and civic and criminal and ecclesiastical, and he has not told me what

other corporation we could vent our spleen upon ; that we could air

our vocabulary upon. What other one is there that can be trotted

out here as the specimen monopoly if we let go this company t If we

let go this company on their simply paying their honest debts, we will

be as bad as the young man in London who succeeded to his father's

chancery practice, and when the father asked the son about the

famous case of Smith ra. Jones the son said, " I settled that yesterday

amicably and fairly to both parties." " Oh ! you young blockhead,"

said he,, "I have lived on that suit for the last twenty years." It is

proposed to make capital of the agitation of this railroad case for the

next twenty years. This is to be an agitation always handy for polit

ical purposes, always to be drawn on and always to be dragged in

and to the extent that the Senator from Ohio himself says that he

would not give np that precious privilege if they would offer to pay

$10,000,000 per annum to the Treasury of the United States.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, (Mr. Ingalls in the chair.) The

Question is on the amendment proposed by the Senator from Maine,

Mr. Blaine,] on which the yeas and nays have been ordered.

The Secretary proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania, (when his name was called.) On

this question I am paired with the Senator from New York, [Mr.

■Conkling.] If he were here, he would vote " yea " and I would vote

"nay."

Mr. EDMUNDS, ( when the name of Mr. Cameron, of Wisconsin, was

called.) The Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. Cameron] and the Sen

ator from Minnesota [Mr. McMillan] are paired upon the present

question. The Senator from Minnesota would vote against the amend

ment and the Senator from Wisconsin would vote "yea," as I am

informed.

Mr. CHAFFEE, (when his name was called.) On this question I

am paired with the Senator from Vermont, [Mr. Morrill.] If he

were here, I should vote " yea " and he would vote " nay."

Mr. DAWES, (when his name was called.) I am paired npon this

34 pa
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bill with my colleague, [Mr. Hoar,] who is necessarily absent from

the city. I do not know exactly whether he would Tote on this

amendment with the Senator from Vermont [Mr. Edmunds] and the

Senator from Ohio, [Mr. Thurman,] but to be on the safe side I de

cline to vote. I should vote " yea " if he were here.

Mr. EUSTIS, (when his name was called. ) On this amendment only

I am paired with the Senator from Maine, [Mr. Hamlin.] If he were

present, he would vote "yea" and I should vote "nay."

Mr. HARRIS, (when his name was called.) Upon this amendment

I am paired with the Senator from Arkansas, [Mr. Dorsrt.] If he

were present, he would vote "yea" and I should vote "nay."

Mr. HOWE, (when his name was called.) On this question lam

paired with the Senator from Nevada, [Mr. Jones,] who, if here,

would vote for the amendment and I should vote against it.

Mr. JOHNSTON, (when the name of Mr. Withers was called.) I

desire to antfounce that my colleague [Mr. Withers] has been de

tained at home. He is confined to his room. I understand that he

is paired with the Senator from Kansas, [Mr. Ingalls,] but that the

pair with the Senator from Kansas does not apply to the amendments

to the bill, but only applies to the final vote on the bill.

The Secretary conducted the call of the roll.

Mr. TELLER. I desire to say that on the final vote I am paired

with the Senator from Iowa, [Mr. Kirkwood.] I am not paired on any

amendment and I vote " yea."

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator from Colorado [Mr. Teller] an

nounces a pair with the Senator from Iowa [Mr. Kirkwood] who is

absent on public business as I understand, on the main question but

not on amendments. I feel authorized to say, although not directly

from the Senator from Iowa himself, that if he were present he would

vote against this amendment.

The result was announced—yeas 23, nays 35 ; as follows :

YEAS—23.

Allison, Eaton, Kellogg, Sargent,

Barnum, Ferry,

Gordon,

Matthews, Saunders,

Blaise, Mitchell, Spencer,

Bruce, Hill. Paddock, Teller.

Cooover, Ingalls, Plumb, Yoorheea.

Dennis, Jones of Florida, Rollins,

NAYS-35.

Anthony, Cockrell, Kernan, Patterson,

Armstrong, Coke, Lamar, Randolph,

Bailey. Davis of Illinois, McCreery,

McDonald,

Ransom,

Bayard, Davis of West Va. Sanlsbury,

Beck, Edmunds, McPherson, Thurman,

Booth, Garland. Maxey, Wadleigh,

Bntler, Grover, Merrimon, Wallace,

Burnside, Hereford, Morgan, Windom.

Christlanoy, Johnston, Oglesby,

ABSENT—W.

Cameron of Pa., Doraey, Howe, Sharon,

Cameron of W1b., Eusfca, Jones of Nevada, Wbyte.

Wither*.Chaffee. Hamlin, Kirkwood,

Conkling, Hania. McMillan,

Dawes, Hoar, Morrill,

So the amendment was rejected.

Mr. THURMAN. I now move the amendment that I had ls»i" ou

the table a few days ago and which was printed as an addition to the

third section. I move to insert at the end of section 3 the folio**'1* :

All the bonds belonging to said fund shall, as fast as they shall be obtaucs*^
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so stamped to show that they belong to said food, and that they are not good in

the hands of other holders than the Secretary of the Treasury until they shall have

been indorsed by him, and publicly disposed of pursuant to this act.

The amendment was agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary informs the Chair

that the Senator from California [Mr. Sargent] gave notice of an

amendment that has not been formally offered.

Mr. SARGENT. It is obviously useless to offer any amendments to

this bill. There is a determination to vote down all amendments of

any character whatever. I think I see that so clearly that I shall

not offer in form any amendments which I proposed the other day,

although I submit they would be an improvement to the bill. I have

no doubt that the same vote which voted down the amendment of

the Senator from Maine would vote down every other amendment.

For that reason I shall not offer an amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question recurs upon the amend

ment offered by the Senator from Colorado [Mr. Cbaffee] to strike

out all after the enacting clause of the bill and insert what will be

read.

Mr. CHAFFEE. From the vote just taken I am satisfied, with the

Senator from California, that the Senate is determined to pass the

bill without any amendment whatever, and as there are some pro

visions in the bill which I offered as a substitute which I do not euro

to have the Senate negative—I refer to the provision regarding the

prorate question—I desire to withdraw that amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is entitled to withdraw

the amendment under the rules, the yeas and nays not having been

ordered. The amendment is withdrawn.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Some Senators have suggested that the ninth

section of the bill, which declares that there is a lien in behalf of the

United States on the whole property of the company for the secu

rity of this debt of the United States, might be construed strictly,

although I do not think it could be, to prevent the company from dis

posing of the lands in the ordinary course of its business and getting

assets from them, and so on. In order to cover that, to guard against

any possible misconstruction or doubt, so as to make it what the

committee intended it beyond all possible question, I offer this amend

ment, to come in at the end of section 9, and as part of it:

But this section shall not be construed to prevent said companies, respectively,

from using and disposing of any of their property or asseta in the ordinary, proper,

and lawful course of their current business, in good faith, and for valuable con

sideration.

The object of the amendment is to relieve it from all criticism and

doubt that have been suggested about that section. I am bound to

say that I do not think the section would bear any such construction,

but there is no harm in making it clear if any one has doubts about

it.

The amendment was agreed to.

The bill was reported to the Senate as amended, and the amend

ments were concurred in.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, and was

read the third time.

Mr. SARGENT. I ask for the yeas and navs on the passage of the

bill.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Certainly ; by all means.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

Mr. BLAINE. I said very frequently during the debate that if my
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amendment, which the Senate did not see fit- to agree to, had been

adopted, I would have cheerfully voted for the bill. I cannot vote

for the bill without it, but I should be very happy to find in the event

of future years that I vote unwisely.

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I made some remarks on this ques

tion some days ago. The principal portion of my time was devoted to

the question involved in the amendment suggested by the honorable

Senator from Maine, namely, that this should be a final settlement of

this question. I believe that the great objection to this measure is

to be fonnd in the fact that it leaves this question open for years and

years to come. It is not the great hardship of the terms imposed,

but the hardship is to be found in the fact that, after Congress has

imposed its own terms it- is not willing to be bound by it* own propo

sitions. Believing as I do that if these companies do not assent to

the propositions tendered by Congress in this bill, and undertake to

litigate this measure, it will not stand the test of litigation in the

courts, and believing as I do that the great objection that has always

been raised by the companies to this measure, and the objection that

will be raised to it now by them, is to be found in the fact of the res

ervation of the right to alter, amend, and repeal the very terms of the

contract now proponed by Congress, and believing as I do that that

objection would have been removed by the adoption of the amend

ment offered by the honorable Senator from Maine, I voted for that

amendment. Had that amendment been adopted, I should have voted

for the bill of the Judiciary Committee in the belief that with the

bill so amended by the removal of this one objection, which is the

great objection to the bill, the companies would have assented to the

bill and thus a finality would have been placed on this whole litiga

tion. But, sir, believing as I do that without that assent the bill is

unconstitutional, is not and cannot be made binding, I shall now vote

against the bill. I only regret that the amendment offered by the

honorable Senator from Maine was not adopted. I believe its adop

tion would have led to the passage of the hill by an almost unanimous

if not quite a unanimous vote; that it would have been accepted by

the companies ; that the Government would be reimbursed for this

whole indebtedness ; and that this controversy would have been taken

from the halls of Congress for the next twenty years, or at least until

such time as the companies might fail to comply with the terms now

proposed ; and the amendment of the honorable Senator from Maine

reserved the right to interfere whenever the companies failed to

Comply with those terms.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the passage of

the bill, on which the yeas and nays have been ordered.

The Secretary proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania, (when his name was called.) On

this question I am paired with the Senator from New York, [Mr.

Conkltsg.1 I should vote " yea" if he were present.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I will say on the part of the Sen

ator from New York [Mr. Coxklisg] that he requested me to an

nounce, if the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. Cameron] should not

happen to be here, the pair, and to say that his objections to the bill

are not of the fundamental character that have been sometimes

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Debate is not in order pending the

call of the roll.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Not in explaining the pair of a Senator T

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair understands that no de

bate is in order.
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Mr. EDMUNDS. I do not propose to debate. I ask unanimous con

sent to state that my friend from New York is paired and the grounds

of it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection T ["Noobjeotion."]

The Senator will proceed by unanimous consent.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator from New York desired me to say

that there were some features in the bill which if left as it was he

could not assent to, and therefore voting agaiust it if left as it stands

without intending to express an opinion against the principle upon

which it is founded.

Mr. CHAFFEE, (when his name was called.) On this question I

am paired with the Senator from Vermont, [Mr. Morrill.] If he

were here I should vote " nay."

Mr. DAWES, (when his name was called.) Upon this question

am paired with my colleague, [Mr. Hoar.] If he were here I should

vote "nay."

Mr. McMILLAN, (when his name was called.) On the passage of

the bill I am paired with the Senator from Wisconsin, [Mr. Cam

eron.] If he were here I shonld vote " yea."

Mr. SAULSBURY, (when his name was called.) I am paired with

the Senator from Maine [Mr. Hamlin7 J on political questions. I do

not regard this as a political question, and besides I have been in

formed that the Senator from Maine stated that he did not care how

this question was decided. He only asked me to pair with him on

political questions.

Mr. DAVIS, of Illinois. There is nothing political about this ques

tion.

Mr. SAULSBURY. I say there is not, and therefore I shall vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Debate is not in order peuding^he

call of the roll.

Mr. SAULSBURY. I vote " yea."

Mr. TELLER, (when his name was called.) On this vote I am

paired with the Senator from Iowa, [Mr. Kirkwood.] I was not

paired on any collateral vote upon amendments. I should vote, if

the Senator from Iowa were here, against the bill. I should have

voted against the bill even if the amendment of the Senator from

Maine [Mr. Blaine] had been adopted.

Mr. JOHNSTON, (when the name of Mr. Withers was called.) JJI

desire to announce again that my colleague [Mr. Withers] is com

pelled to stay at home, and is unable to be present. If he were here

he wonld vote " yea."

The roll-call having been concluded, the result was announced—

yeas 40, nays 20 ; as follows :

TEAS—40.

Anthony, Coke, Jones of Florida, Patterson,

Armstrong, Davis of Illinois, Kernan, Plomb,

Bailey Davis of W. Va., Lamar, Ransom,

Bayard, Kdmunds, Maxey, Rollins,

Beck, Enstis, McCreery,

McDonald,

Saoisbury,

Booth, Garland, Thurman,

Bnnuide, Grover, McPheraon, Voorhees,

Butler, Harris, Menimon,
■VViulleigh,

Christiancy, Hereford, Morgan, "Wallace,

CockreU, Johnston, Ogleflby, Windom.

NAY3-S0.

Allison, Dennis, Hill, Paddock,

BarDum, Dorsey, Howe, Randolph,

Blaine, Eaton, Kellogg, Sargent,

Brace, Ferry,

Gordon,

Matthews, Saunders,

Conover, Mitchell, Spencer.
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ABSENT—IS.

Cameron of Pa., Dawea, Jones of Nevada, Sharon,

Cameron of Wis., Hamlin, Kirkwood, Teller,

Chaffee, Hoar, McMillan, Wnvte,

Conkling, Ingalls, Morrill, Withers.

So the bill was passed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question recurs on the preamble

as amended.

The preamble was agreed to.

HOUSE OF EEPBESENTATIVES.

April 10, 1878.

message from the senate.

A message from the Senate, by Mr. Sympson, one of its clerks, an

nounced that the Senate had passed and requested the concurrence

of the House in bills of the following titles:

A bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend an act entitled "An act to aid

in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Mis

souri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the

use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," approved

July 1, 1863 ; and also to alter and amend the act of Congress ap

proved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act.

April 11, 1878.

TEXAS PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Mr. HARTRIDGE. Mr. Speaker, I ask by unanimous consent to

take from the Speaker's table the bill (S. No. 15) to alter and amend

an act entitled "An act to aid in the construction of the railroad and

telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to

secure to the Government the nse of the same for postal, military, and

other purposes," approved July 1, 1862, and also to amend and alter

an act of Congress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said first-

named act, and to move its reference to the Committee on the Judi

ciary.

Mr. COX, of New York. Is there any objection on the part of the

House to put this bill on its passage immediately f If there is no

objection, I ask it be put on its passage.

Mr. HENDEE. I object.

Mr. COX, of New York. I should like to ask the Chair a question,

whether at the end of the morning hour to-day it will be in order to

move to go to the Speaker's table to reach this bill and then put it

on its passage ; whether bv majority vote that can be done f

Mr. BURCHARD. Not if it is referred to the Committee on the

Judiciary.
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The SPEAKER. The Chair desires to state in reply to the gentle

man from New York that after the morning hour the motion to go to

the business upon the Speaker's table is in order, and if a majority

shall decide to go to the Speaker's table then in its regular course this

bill will be reached and will be under the control of a majority of the

House, and if the House shall see lit by adequate motion to insist on

its present consideration it can be so considered, in the opinion of the

Chair.

Mr. COX, of New York. Then I object to the reference of the bill.

Mr. SAMPSON. As I understand it this bill has been taken from

the Speaker's table.

The SPEAKER. It has not ; it only came yesterday from the Sen

ate.

Mr. SAMPSON. Was not the motion to refer it to the Judiciary

Committee f

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Georgia asked unanimous

consent to take the bill from the Speaker's table and to refer it to the

Judiciary Committee. The gentleman from New York raised what

was in the nature of an objection.

Mr. COX, of New York. Yes, sir ; I object to its referenoe and now

five notice that a motion will be made at the end of the morning

our to go to the business upon the Speaker's table in order to reach

the bill and by a majority vote to pass it.

April 17, 1878.

PACIFIC RAILWAY COMMISSION.

Mr. RICE, of Massachusetts, from the same committee, reported, as

a substitute for House bills Nos. 3999, 4117, and 4118, a bill (H. R. No.

4399) to establish a board of Pacific Railroad commissioners ; which

was read a first and second time, referred to the Committee of the

Whole on the public Calendar, and, with the accompanying report,

ordered to be printed.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. Would it be in order to move that this bill be

made a special order for the 10th of May, not to conflict with appro

priation Dills or other prior orders T

The SPEAKER. It will be competent for the committee to report

a resolution of that sort.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. I ask the gentleman from Massachusetts

whether he will accept a motion to that effect ?

Mr. RICE, of Massachusetts. I will accept a motion of that kind.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. Say, then, the 15th of May, not to conflict with

appropriation bills.

Mr. BLAIR. That requires an appropriation and should go to the

Committee of the Whole.

The SPEAKER. That is not the point : but the point is this : the

committee must authorize and report such a resolution.

Mr. BLAIR. In that matter I wish to present the views of the

minority with the accompanying bill.

The SPEAKER. The report will be received and ordered to be

printed. The committee have not made the motion referred to by the

gentleman from Missouri.
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Mr. CRITTENDEN. The gentleman from Massachusetts agrees

to it.

The SPEAKER. The committee mnst authorize it. This is the

morning hour for the reception of reports from committees and ex

traneous motions are not in order.

PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Mr. CHALMERS. I am directed by the Committee on the Pacific

Railroad to report back favorably the bill (H. R. No. 4158) to alter

and amend the act entitled "An act to aid in the construction of a rail

road and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean,

and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, mili

tary, and other purposes," approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and

amend the act of Congress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of

said first-named act. I ask that the bill and report be printed. It

is the identical bill which has since come from the Senate known as

the Thnrman funding bill.

Mr. COX, of New York. Then I move that the Thurman funding

bill which comes from the Senate be moved as a substitute for this

proposition.

The SPEAKER. The Chair will ask consent.

Mr. CHALMERS. I ask that that substitute be received as an

amendment and be pnt upon its passage.

The SPEAKER. That requires unanimous consent.

Mr. BLAIR. I shall object unless I can make a previous report.

The SPEAKER. There is no difficulty about that bill if the House

desires to reach it. The morning hour will expire within ten minutes,

when the motion to go to the business upon the Speaker's table will

be in order and the Thurmau funding bill can then be reached.

Mr. CHALMERS. Then I move that the bill and report be referred

to the Committee of the Whole on the state of the Union and ordered

to be printed.

The motion was agreed to.

• •••••*

PACIFIC RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

Mr. RICE, of Massachusetts. I am directed by the Committee on

the Pacific Railroad to report the following resolution :

Xssotwd, That the substitute (or House bills 9608, 3099, 4117, and <11-. to estsb-

lish s board of Pacific Railroad commissioners, be made the special order for the

lMh of May, not to antagonize reports from the Committee on Appropriations or

the Committee of Ways and Ifcans or previous special orders.

Mr. PRICE. What bill is that T

Mr. HOUSE. What is known as the prorate bill.

Mr. SAMPSON. Is that the action of the committee T

The SPEAKER. The Chair understood the gentleman to report it

from the committee.

Mr. RICE, of Massachusetts. Yes, sir.

The resolution was adopted.

Mr. RICE, of Massachusetts, moved to reconsider the vote by which

the resolution was adopted : and also moved that the motion to recon

sider lie laid on the table.

The latter motion was agreed to.

•••••• s

PACIFIC RAILROAD COMMISSION.

Mr. BLAIR. I rise to make a parliamentary inquiry. I wish to

call attention to the disposition of what is known as the pro rata bill
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reported by the Committee on the Paci6c Railroad, and which I un

derstand has been made a special order for the 15th of May. At the

time when that was proposed I objected to its being done. I under

stand that the committee have consulted upon this floor, and that

with the assent of a majority that order has been made. I am op

posed to it.

The SPEAKER. That was a report made in the morning hour, and

the morning hour has passed by.

Mr. BLAIR. I ask if an entry has been made contrary to the un

derstanding as announced in the House, and I wish to know whether

that can be done properly or not.

The SPEAKER. The Chair will cause the entry on the Journal to

be read. The gentleman rises, it seems, to a question of privilege, and

states that something has been done that was not agreed to be done.

Mr. BLAIR. If the Chair pleases, I will state in a few words all

there is in this matter. I do not rise to make any captious objection

or to find fault. I wish to know what the right is in this matter. It

will be recollected that when the bill was reported some gentlemen

wanted to make it a special order for the 15th of May. I objected to

that being done. The Chair stated to the House that it could only

be done by virtue of a resolution reported from the committee itself.

There was no opportunity for any meeting of the committee and there

could be no such resolution agreed to. The matter passed, my under

standing being that there was no special order made. I learn now

that by private consultation between members of the committee, to

which I was not made a party, and by consent thus obtained, the en

try has been changed on the Journal, and the bill has been made a

special order for May 15.

The SPEAKER. Nothing has been entered on the Journal that did

not take place in the Honse. If a gentleman in his capacity as a

member of his committee rises and states that the resolution he pre

sents is offered by the direction of the committee, the Chair cannot

dispute his word.

Mr. BLAIR. I would like to know if the Journal shows that any

such statement was made by any member of the committee. I would

like to have the Journal read.

The SPEAKER The Journal shows that the resolution, which will

now be read, was reported from the committee and agreed to by the

House.

The Clerk read as follows :

Rstolved, That the substitute for House bill Xo. 3999 be made a special order for

the 15th of May, not to antagonize report* from the Committee on Appropriations

and the Committee of Ways and Means and previous special orders.

Mr. BLAIR. What does the Journal show T

The SPEAKER. It shows that it was reported from the committee

and adopted by the House.

Mr. BLAIR. I state as a matter of fact that it was done without

my knowledge, and every member of the committee knew of my

presence and of my objections. I did not hear anything that trans

pired in open House of that description whatever, and I was paying

close attention.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts stated, if the

Chair recollects aright, that the resolution was offered by the direc

tion of the committee.

Mr. RICE, of Massachusetts. I did.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman reaffirms that statement, and the

Chair has nothing to do with the matter further.
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Mr. RICE, of Massachusetts. By the authority of the committer

obtained upon the floor of the House, I offered the resolution. The

gentleman from New Hampshire was consulted, and declined to con

cur with the other members of the committee, but a majority of the

committee authorized the report.

Mr. BLAIB. I wish to say in reply to the suggestion of the gentle

man from Massachusetts that the committee was consulted, and that

I was consulted as a member of the committee; that all that occurred

as a matter of fact was this : I stood in my place waiting to offer a

report, and the gentleman from Massachusetts desired me not to ob

ject to this bill being made a special order on the 15th of May. laid

not withdraw my objection, and no suggestion was made to me of

any consultation with other members of the committee or of any

action of the committee at all.

The SPEAKER. The Chair has nothing to do with the subject

beyond his duty to submit the motion.

Mr. BLAIR. How could a committee sit during the session of the

House f

The SPEAKER. That is for the committee to determine. No point

of order was raised by any one.

April 24, 1878.

PACIFIC RAILROAD FUNDING BILL.

The next business on the Speaker's table was the bill (S. No. 15)

to alter and amend the act entitled "An act to aid in the constrnetion

of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific

Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal,

military, and other purposes," approved July 1, 1862 ; and also to alter

and amend the act of Congress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment

of said first-named act ; which was read a first and second time-

Mr. COX, of New York. I move to put this bill upon its passage.

Mr. BUTLER. Let it be read first.

The bill was read, as follows :

Whereas on the 1st day of July, A. D. 1863, Congress passed an act entitled "As

act to aid In the constrnetion of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri

River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the sane

forpoetal, military, and other purposes ; " and

Whereas afterward, on the 2d day of July, A. D. 1864, Congress passed an act in

amendment of naid first-mentioned act; and

Whereas the Union Pacific Railroad Company, named in said acU, and under nV

authority thereof, undertook to construct a railway, after the passage thereof, over

some part of the line mentioned in said acts ; and
■Whereas, under the authority of the said two acta, the Central Pacific Railroad

Company of California, a corporation existing under the laws of the State of Cali

fornia, undertook to construct a railway, after the passage of said acta, over some

part of the line mentioned in said acts ; and

Whereas the United States, upon demand of said Central Pacific Railroad Com

pany, have heretofore issued, by way of loan and as provided in said acta, to and

for the benefit of said company, in aid of the purposes named in said acts, the bond*

of the United States, payable in thirty years from the date thereof, with huerat

at 6 per cent, per annum, payable half yearly, to the amountof 185^85,130, which laid

bond* have been sold in the market orotherwise disposed of by said company: sad

Whereas the said Central Pacific Company has issued and disposed of an amount

of its own bonds equal to the amount so issued by the United States, and secured

the same by mortgage, and which tie, If lawfully Issued and disposed of a prier
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and paramount lien, in the respect mentioned in said acta, to that of the United

States, as 9tated, and secnred thereby ; and

Whereas, after the passage of said acta, the Western Pacific Railroad Company,

a corporation then existing nnder the laws of California, did, nnder the authority

of Congress, become the assignee of the rights, duties, and obligations of the said

Central Pacific Railroad Company, as provided in the act of Congress passed on

the 3d of March, A. D. 1865, and ilid. under the authority of the said act and of the

acts aforesaid, construct a railroad from the city of San Jos6 to the city of Sacra

mento, in California, and did demand and receive from the United States the sum

of $1,970,560 of the bonds of the United States, of the description before mentioutsd

as issued to the Central Pacific Company, and in the same manner and under the

provisions of said acts ; and upon and In respect of the bonds so issued to both

said companies the United States have paid interest to the sum of more than thir

teen and a half million dollars, which has not been reimbursed ; and

Whereas said Western Pacific Railroad Company has issued and disposed of an

amount of its own bonds equal to the amount so issued by the United States to It,

and secured the same by mortgage, which are, if lawfully issued and disposed of,

a prior and paramount lien to that of the United States, as stated, and secured there

by jand

Whereas said Western Pacific Railroad Company has since become merged in

and consolidated with said Central Pacific Railroad Company, under the name of

i In- Central Pacific Railroad Company, whereby the said Central Pacific Railroad

Company has become liable to all the burdens, duties, and obligations before rest

ing upon said Western Pacific Railroad Company ; and divers other railroad com

panies have been merged in and consolidated with said Central Pacific Railroad

Company ; and

Whereas the United States, upon the demand of the said Union Pacific Railroad

Company, have heretofore issued, by way of loan to it and as provided in said acts,

the bonus of the United States, payable in thirty years from the date thereof, with

interest at i> per cent, per annum, payable half yearly, the principal sums of which

amount to 127236,512: on which the United States have paid over $10,000,000 inter

est over and above all reimbursements : which said bonds have been sold in the

market or otherwise disposed of by said corporation ; and

Whereas said corporation has issued and disposed of an amount of its own bonds

equal to the amount so issued to it by the United States as aforesaid, and secured

the same by mortgage, and which are, if lawfully issued and disposed of, a prior

and paramount lien, in the respect mentioned in said acts, to that of the United

State*, as stated, and secured thereby; and

.Whereas the total liabilities (exclusive of interest to accrue) to all creditors,

Including the United States, of the said Central Pacific Company amount in the

aggregate to more than 196,000,000, and those of the said Union Pacific Railroad

Company to more than $38,000,000 ; and

Whereas the United States, in view of the indebtedness and operations of said

several railroad companies, respectively, and of the disposition of their respective

incomes, are not ana cannot without further legislation be, secure in their Inter

ests in and concerning said respective railroads and corporations, either as men

tioned In said acts or otherwise ; and

Whereas a duo regard to the rights of said several companies, respectively, as

mentioned in said act of 1862, as well as just security to the United states in the

premises, and in respect of all the matters set forth in said act, require that the

said act of 1862 be altered and amended as hereinafter enacted ; and

Whereas, by reason of the premises also, as well as for other causes of public

good and justice, the powers provided and reserved in said act of 1864 for the

amendment and alteration thereof ought also to be exercised as hereinafter

enacted : Therefore,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, That the net earnings mentioned iu said act of 1862

of said railroad companies, respectively, shall be ascertained by deducting from

the gross amount of their earnings, respectively, the necessary expenses actually

paid within the year in operating the same and keeping the same in a state of re

pair, nud also the sum paid by them, respectively, within the year in discharge of

interest on their first-mortgage bonds, whoso lien has priority over the lien of the

United States, and excluding from consideration all sums owing or paid 1>\ said

companies, respectivelyt for interest upon any other portion of their indebtedness ;

and the foregoing provision shall be deemed and taken as an amendment of said

act of 1864, as well as of said act of 1862. This section shall take effect on the 30th

day of June next, and be applicable to all computations of net earnings thereafter ;

but it shall not affect any right of the United States or of either ox said railroad

companies existing prior thereto.

Sec. 2. That the whole amount of compensation which may, from time to time,

be due to said several railroad companies, respectively, for services rendered for the
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Government shall be retained by the United States, one-half thereof to be presently

applied to the liquidation of the interest paid and to be paid by the United States

upon the bonds so issued by it as aforesaid to each of said corporations severally.

and the other half thereof to be turned into the sinking fund hereinafter provided,

for.the uses therein mentioned.

Sec. 3. That there shall be established in the Treasury of the United States a

sinking fund, which shall be invested by the Secretary of the Treasury in bonds of

the United States, and the semi-annual iucome thereof shall be in like manner from

time to time invested, and the same shall accumulate and be disposed of as herein

after mentioned. And in milking such investments the Secretary shall prefer the

5 per cent, bonds of the United States, unless for good reasons appearing to him,

and which he shall report to Congress, he shall at any time deem It advisable to

invest in other bonds of the United States. All the bonds belonging to said rand

shall, as fast as the v shall he obtained, be so stamped as to show that they belong

to said fund, and that they are not good in the hands of other holders than the

Secretary of the Treasury until they shall have been indorsed by him and publicly

disposed of pursuant to this act

Sec. 4. That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on the 1st day

of February in each year, the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbe

fore named, rendered for the Government by said Central Pacific Railroad Com

pany, not applied in liquidation of interest; and in addition thereto the said com

pany shall, on said day in each year, pay into the Treasury, to the credit of said

sinking fund, the sum of 91,200,000, or so much thereof as shall be necessary to

make the 5 per cent of the net earnings of its said road payable to the United

States under said act of 1862, and the whole sum earned by it as compensation for

services rendered for the United States, together with the sum by this section re

quired to be paid, amount in the aggregate to 25 per ceut. of the whole net earn-

ingsof said railroad company, ascertained and defined as hereinbefore provided,

for the year ending on the 31st day of December next preceding.

That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on the 1st day of Feb

ruary in each year, the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbefore

named, rendered for the Government by said Union Pacific Railroad Company, not

applied in liquidation of interest; and in addition thereto, the said company shall,

on said day in each year, pay into the Treasury to the credit of said sinking fund.

the sum of $850,000, or so much thereof as shall be necessary to make the 5 per

cent, of the net earnings of its said road payable to the United States under said

act of 1862, and the whole sum earned by it as compensation for services rendered

for the United States, together with the sum by this section required to be paid,

amount in the aggregate to 25 per cent of the whole net earning* of said railroad

company, ascertained and defined as hereinbefore provided, for the year ending on

the 31st day of December next preceding.

Sec. 5. That whenever ft shall be mule satisfactorily to appear to the Secretary

of the Treasury, by either of said companies, that 75 per cent of its net earnings

as hereinbefore denned, for any current year are or were insufficient to pay the in

terest for such year upon the obligations of such company, in respect of which

obligations there may exist a lien paramount to that of the United States, and that

snch Interest has been paid out of such net earnings, said Secretary is hereby an*

thorixed, and it is made bis duty, to remit for such current year so much of toe 25

per cent of net earnings required to be paid into the sinking fund, as aforesaid, as

may hare been thus applied and used in the payment of interest as aforesaid.

Sec. 6. That no dividend shall be voted, made, or paid for or to any stockholder

or stockholders in either of said companies respectively at any time when the said

company shall be in default in respect of the payment either of the sums required

as atoresaid to be paid into said sinking fund, or in respect of the payment of the

said 5 per cent of the net earnings, or in respect of interest upon any debt the

lien of which, or of the debt on which it may accrue, is paramount to that of the

United States ; and any officer or person who shall vote, declare, make, or pay, and

any stockholder of any of said companies who shall receive any such dividend con

trary to the provisions of this act shall be liable to the United States for the amount

thereof, which, when recovered, shall be paid into said sinking fund. And every

such officer, person, or stockholder who shall knowingly vote, declare, make, or

pay any such di vidend. contrary to the provisions of this act, shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and. on conviction tnereof, shall be punished by a fine not ex

ceeding $10,000, and by imprisonment not exceeding one year.

Skc. T. That the said sinking fund so established and accumulated shall at the

maturity of said bonds so respectively issued by the United States, be applied u>

the payment and satisfaction thereof, according to the interest and proportion of

each of said companies in said fund, and of all interest paid by the United States

thereon, and not reimbursed, subject to the provisions of the next section.

Sec. b. That said sinking fund so established and accumulated shall, according

to the interest and proportion of said companies respectively therein, be held for
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the protection, security, and benefit of the lawful and just holders of any mortgage

or lien debt* of such companies respectively, lawfully paramount to the rights of

the United States, and for the claims of other creditors, if any, lawfully chargeable

upon the funds so required to be paid into said sinking fund, according to their

respective lawful priorities, as well as for the United States, according to the prin

ciples of equity, to the end that all persons having any claim upon said sinking

fund may be entitled thereto in due order; but the provisions of this section shall

not operate or be held to impairany existing legal right, except in the manner in this

act provided, of any mortgage, lien, or other creditor of any of said companies re

spectively, nor to excuse any of said companies respectively from the dutv of dis

charging, ont of other funds, its debts to any creditor except the United States.

Src. 9. That all sums due to the United States from any of said companies re

spectively, whether payable presently or not, and all sums required to be paid

to the United States or into the Treasury. °r into said sinking fund under this act,

or under the acts hereinbefore referred to, or otherwise, are hereby declared to be

a lien upon all the property, estate, rights, and franchises of every description

granted or conveyed by the United States to any of said companies respectively or

jointly, and also upon all the estate and property, real, personal, and mixed, assets

and income of the said several railroad companies respectively, from whatever

source derived, subject to any lawfully prior and paramount mortgage, lien, or

claim thereon. But this section shall not be construed to prevent said companies

respectively from using and disposing of any of their property or assets in the ordi

nary, proper, and lawful course of their curreut business, in good faith and for val

uable consideration.

Sec. 10. That it is hereby made the duty of the Attorney-General of the United

States to enforce, by proper proceeding against the said several railroad companies

respectively or jointly, or against either of thein, and others, all the right* of the

United States under this act and tinder the acts hereinbefore mentioned, and under

any other act of Congress or right of the United States ; and in any suit or proceed

ing already commenced, or that may be hereafter commenced, against any of said

companies, either alone or with other parties, in respect of matters arising under

this act. or under the acts or rights hereinbefore mentioned or referred to, it shall

be the duty of the court to determino the very right of the matter without regard

to matters of form, joinder of parties, multifariousness, or other matters not affect

ing the substantial rights and duties arising out of the matters and acts hereinbe

fore stated and referred to.

Sec. 11. That if either of said railroad companies shall fail to perform all and

singular the requirements of this act and of the acts hereinbefore iuentiom»d. and

of any other act relating to said company, to be by it performed, for the period of

six months next after such performance may be due, Bitch failure shall operate as

a forfeiture of all the rights, privileges, grants, and franchises derived or obtained

by it from the United States ; and it shall be the duty of the Attorney-General to

cause such forfeiture to be judicially enforced.

Sec. 12. That nothing in this act shall be construed or taken in any wise to affect

or impair the right of CoDgress at any time hereafter further to alter, amend, or

repeal the said acts hereinbefore mentioned ; and this act shall be subject to alter

ation, amendment, or repeal, as, in the opinion of Congress, justice or the public

welfare may require. And nothing herein contained shall be held to deny, exclude,

or impair any right or remedy iu the premises now existing in favor of the United

States.

Sec. 13. That each and every of the provisions in this act contained shall severally

and raapacti vely be deemed, taken, and held as in alteration and amendment of said

act of IMS and of said act of 1064 respectively, and of both said acts.

Mr. BUTLER. I rise to a point of order.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.

Mr. BUTLER. This bill, as nearly as I can ascertain by following

the reading—the printed Senate bill I have ascertained is quite dif

ferent in many respects from the manuscript bill which has just been

read—this bill proposes that certain moneys due from several railroad

companies to the United States, and which ought to go into the

Treasury of the United States for the general use of the people of

the United States, shall be put into a sinking fund and invested in

that sinking fund for a long series of years, and that the sinking

fund is to be used to pay certain private claimants against these rail-

Toad corporations who have an undermortgage. First, it takes out

of the Treasury of the United States, or keeps from going into the

Treasury, money that ought to go into it, aud puts it into a sinking
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fund to be invested ; and, secondly, it disposes of that money by pay

ing it to private individuals wit hunt further appropriation by law.

Now, it may be answered that the United States wonld have to

redeem that mortgage because it is an undermortgage. Bat that

question ought to be determined when it comes up by the proper

House of Representatives making an appropriation for that purpose.

It may not be worth while when that question comes np to redeem

that mortgage ; the road may not be worth it in those days. It is here

proposed by this bill to provide a sinking fund for the redemption

of that mortgage, and the whole amount is hereby appropriated.

I think, if there ever was a bill that was a "money bill" in tin

language of the old law, a funding bill providing a sinking fuud for

the benetit of private mortgagees is one of those "money bills," and

should receive its Hrxt consideration in Committee of the Whole.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman will be kind enough to direct the

attention of the Chair to the exact language of the bill upon which

he relies.

Mr. BUTLER. I will as nearly as I can, following the printed bill

which does not in all respects correspond with the bill read by the

olerk.

The first section of the bill provides :

That the net earnings mentioned in said act of 1862, of said railroad companies

respectively, shall be ascertained by deducting from' the gross amount ot their

earnings respectively the necessary and actual expenses of operating the same, and

keeping the same in a state of repair, and not otherwise, and excluding from con

sideration all sums owing or paid by said companies respectively for interest upon

any portion of their indebtedness ; and the foregoing provision shall be deemed!

and taken as an amendment of said act of 1864, as well as of said act of 1962.

Sec. 2. That the whole amount of compensation which may from time to time be

due to said several railroad companies respectively for services rendered for the

Government shall be retained by the United States, one half thereof to be presently

applied to the liquidation of the interest paid and to be paid by the United State*

upon the bonds so issued by it as aforesaid, to each of said corporations severally,

and the other half thereof to be turned into the sinking fund hereinafter pro

vided for the uses therein mentioned.

Then the third section provides :

That there shall be established in the Treasury of the United States a suUnr

fund, which shall be invested in bonds of the United States ; and the semi-inntuu

income thereof Bhall be in like manner from time to time invested, and the seme

shall accumulate and be disposed of as hereinafter mentioned.

The fourth section provides :

That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on the 1st day of Feb

ruary in each year, the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbefore

named, rendered for the Government by wild Central Pacific Railroad Company,

not applied in liquidation of interest ; and, in addition thereto, the said company

shall, on said dav in each year, pay into the Treasury, to the credit of said siniinf

fund, the sum of tl.5oo.00''. or so much thereof as snail be necessary to make the

5 per cent of the net earnings of its said road payable to the United State* under

said act of 1862. and the whole sum earned by ft as compensation for services ren

dered for the United States, together with the sum by this section required to be

paid, amount in the aggregate to 25 per cent, of the whole net earnings of said

railroad company, ascertained and defined as hereinbefore provided, for the year

ending on the 31st day of December next preceding.

Then the same provisions are applied to certain other railroads and

their compensation.

Sections 5, 6, and 7, provide for supervision to see that the sinking

fund gets what belongs to it. Theu the eighth section provides :

That said sinking fund so established and accumulated shall, according»*

interest and proportion of said companies respectively therein, be held for the

firotection, security, and benefit of the lawful and just holders of any niortaaap1^

len debts of such companies respectivelv. lawfully paramount to the rights ot tbe

United States, and for the claims of other creditors, if any, lawfully chargeable
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upon the funds so required to be paid into said sinking fund, according to their

respective lawful priorities, as well as for the United States, according to the prin

ciples of equity, to the end that all persons having any outfrn upon said sinKing

fund may be entitled thereto in duo order ; but the provisions of this section shall

not operate or be held to impair any existing legal right.

Then it is made the duty of the Attorney-General to prosecute,;

and what is rather remarkable (though it has not anything to do with

the point of order) the bill directs the Supreme Court how they shall

decide the question.

Restating my point of order, I would say there are certain moneys

now dne and to become due as compensation from the United States

to certain railroads—very large amonnts of money. Of these moneys

a part is to be paid for a certain purpose into the Treasury of the

United States and a part is to be devoted to other purposes. Now,

this bill takes those moneys and puts them into the sinking fnnd to

be held with all the interest accruing thereon by the Secretary of the

Treasury, as custodian of the fund, and at the end to be paid to the

private mortgagees of the road. Here is a fund to pay them in any

event. Now, suppose that for any reason at the end of this time—

twenty years hence, as it will be I doubt not—this road, by reason of

the improvement* that may be made within the next generation,

shonld not be worth to the United States or anybody else the amount

of the first mortgage ; yet that first mortgage is to be paid out of the

sinking fnnd, not leaving to the men who shall come after us at that

day the right to judge whether they will appropriate the money of

the United States for that purpose at that time.

In stating my point of order, as the Speaker will observe, I have

carefully avoided referring to other objections which I may have to

the bill. I submit that the bill appropriates money which belongs

to the Treasury of the United States, is therefore a money bill, and

should receive its first consideration in Committee of the Whole.

Mr. CARLISLE. Is not the gentleman in error in iasisting that

this bill makes an appropriation from the Treasury of the United

States of money belonging to the Government f Does it not simply

provide what disposition shall be made of money belonging to the

railroad companies, which is held by the United States in trust for

them and their creditors T

Mr. BUTLER. I am very much obliged to my friend for the ques

tion. My proposition is that this money, or at least a portion of it,

this compensation of the railroad companies, is now by law to go into

the Treasury of the United States for the benefit of the Treasury. I

do not say that the money is there now. But a bill appropriating the

public lands of the United States is treated as a money bill, because

it takes away what belongs to the United States and would go into

the Treasury if not otherwise disposed of. Therefore I say that this

bill takes from the Treasury money which belongs to the United

States and diverts it to a sinking fund for the benefit of mortgagees,

whom the Government is to pay, though the mortgage when it be

comes dne may not be worth the paper on which it is written.

Mr. MORRISON. I think that the gentleman from Massachusetts

[Mr. Butler] is in error in saying that any money which now goes

into the Treasury of the United States by the provisions of t his bill

will be paid into the sinking fund. Under the law as it now stands,

the Government is to receive 5 percent, of the net earnings and one-

half of the cost of the carrying done for the Government. Now this

bill does not provide that this one-half of the cost of service shall go

into the si nking fnnd at all ; nor does it provide that the 5 per cent.
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shall go into the sinking fund. But the one-half that is now paid to

the Government, and the 5 per cent, are taken into consideration in

making np the 25 per cent. The companies pay into the sinking

fund only 25 per cent, after deducting what under existing law goes

to the United States ; and the Government continues to receive that

sum.

Mr. BUTLER. The gentleman will allow me to call his attention

to the provision of the hill in respect to one of these companies, the

same provision being repeated as to the others :

That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on the 1st day of Feb'

ruary in each year, the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbefore

named, rendered for the Government by said Union Paciflo Railroad Company, not

applied in liquidation of interest ; and, in addition thereto, the said company shall,

on said day in each year, pay into the Treasury to the credit of said sinking fond,

the sum of $350,000, or so much thereof as shall be necessary to make the 5 per

cent, of the net earnings of its said road payable to tho United States, under said

act of ISGi. and the whole sum earned by it as compensation for services rendered

for she United States, together with the sum by this section required to be paid,

amount in the aggregate to 25 per cent of the whole net earnings of said railroad

oompany, ascertained, and defined as hereinbefore provided, for the year ending

on the 31st day of December next preceding.

Mr. MORRISON. Certainly.

Mr. BUTLER. Not only the half of the compensation but 25 per

cent, in addition must go into the sinking fund.

Mr. MORRISON. No, sir; only the half of »he cost of carrying for

the Government which the Government does not now receive is to go

into the sinking fund The other half which the Government now

receives is only mentioned iu the bill for the purpose of ascertaining

what shall be the 25 per cent.

Mr. BUTLER The language of the bill is, "shall be paid in."

Mr. MORRISON. As to the point the gentleman makes as to taking

money belonging to the United States and putting it into the Treasury

for the purpose of paying ultimately the first-mortgage bonds, this

bill is constructed upon the hypothesis that the first mortgage is »

prior lien and must be first paid ; aud further, that the money which

we propose to compel the companies to pay into the sinking fund

is not the money of the United States, and never will be until that

first mortgage, which is a prior lien, is extinguished. If this money

is required to discharge the first mortgage it should be first applied

to that purpose, as that mortgage is first in right : when that is dis

charged the Government will have the first right. This is not the

money of the Government: it is not intended to be the money of the

Government until this other mortgage is discharged.

Mr. BUTLER. I respectfully submit, then, Mr. Speaker, we have

nothing to do with it.

The SPEAKER The Chair is ready to decide the point of order.

[Criesof "Question !"] The Chairthinksthat the rnleupon which the

gentleman from Massachusetts relies, that all proceedings touching

the appropriation of money and all bills making appropriations oi

money or property, or requiring such appropriations to be made, or

authorizing payments out of appropriations already made, shall be

first discussed in the Committee of the Whole, applies to public money,

to public land, or to public property, and that, consequently, it does not

apply to money coming into the" Treasury of the United States in

trust for purposes which are indicated. The role evidently applies

to public money going out of the Treasury. This bill in its general

scope is to bring money into the Treasury of the United States for

particular trust purposes, aud therefore, in the opinion of the Chair.
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Bole 112, which has just been quoted, does not apply to it. The point

of order is overruled.

Mr. BEEBE. Now let us have the previous question.

Mr. COX, of New York. I demand the previous question.

Mr. HASKELL. I rise for the purpose of asking a parliamentary

question.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.

Mr. HASKELL. Does the decision of the Chair, just made, cover

the case where a trust fund in the hands of the Government is sought

to l)e applied in a bill to any specific purpose?

The SPEAKER. The Chair, under the rule, is called only to de

cide upon questions before the House. He has decided the question

raised upon the bill now pending. Whenever the case which the

gentleman from Kansas may have in his mind comes up aud the point

of order is raised the Chair will rule upon it.

Mr. COX, of New York. I wish to ask a parliamentary question.

If I oall the previous question now will I be entitled to an hour after

die main question has been ordered f

The SPEAKER. The rule provides only for the member reporting

a measure to be heard after the previous question has been called.

This bill is before the Honse for consideration, and as the gentleman

has been recognized he is entitled to an hour if he chooses to take the

floor for debate.

Mr. COX, of New York. Then I give notice that at the end of my

hour I will demand the previons'question.

Mr. CONGER. Under the rnles is anybody entitled to debate a

proposition after the previous question has been seconded and the

main question ordered except the member reporting the measure t

The SPEAKER. The Chair has so decided, and snch is the rule.

Mr. CONGER. How, then, does the gentleman from New York be

come entitled to the floor to debate this question for an hour ?

The SPEAKER. By parliamentary courtesy the member upon

whose motion a subject is brought before the House is first entitled

to the floor, and as it was on the motion of the gentleman from New

York the House went to the business upon the Speaker's table for the

purpose of reaching the pending bill, the Chair has recognized him as

first entitled to the floor.

Mr. CONGER. Does the rnle apply to him as being entitled to an

hour for debate after the previous question has been seconded f

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from New York did not report

this measure, and therefore is not entitled to an hour after the previ

ous question has been seconded. But that is not the case here. He

has sought the floor on the pending bill and is recognized by the

Chair, and is entitled to be heard for an hour to debate the question

before calling the previous question.

Mr. COX, of New York. And I give notice that at the close of my

hour I shall demand the previous question.

Mr. CONGER. I do not object to an hour now before the previous

question is called and seconded.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from New York would not be enti

tled to another hour after the previous question has been called, as

he is not the reporter of the measure.

Mr. COX, of New York. 1 do not intend to occupy the whole of my

hour.

The SPEAKER. The practice has been heretofore at times to test

the sense of the Honse by making a demand for the previous ques

tion, and if the disposition of the House has been in favor of debate

35 pa
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and the previous question has not been seconded, under the courtesy

to which the Chair has referred the gentleman on whose motion the

subject was brought before the House has been recognized.

Mr. BUTLER. How is the rule t

The SPEAKER. Only the reporter of a measure is entitled to an

hour after the main question has been ordered. The gentleman from

New York has an hour, the bill being under consideration.

Mr. COX, of New York. Very well ; I will take my hour now and

demand the previous question when I have conclnded my remarks.

Mr. BUTLER. Will you divide the time with us f

Mr. COX, of New York. I intend to speak but a short time.

Mr. BEEBE. The gentleman says he will divide the time with

you.

Mr. BUTLER. That is fair.

Mr. FRYE. I rise to make a parliamentary inquiry. The gentle

man from New York has moved to pass this bill in concurrence with

the Senate, and on that demands the previous question. I wish to

inquire of the Speaker whether or not under Rale 54 the demand for

the previous question will cut me off from making the motion pro

vided there, to commit to the Jndiciary Committee, as I have been

instructed to do by that committee f

The SPEAKER. If the gentleman will read Rule 42 he will find

it provides that when a question is under debate no motion shall be

received but to adjourn, to lie on the table, for the previous ques

tion, to postpone to a day certain, to commit or amend, to postpone

indefinitely ; which several motions shall have precedence in the order

in which they are arranged. The rule is express ou that subject.

Mr. FRYE. Under Rule 54, if the Chair pleases, to be found on

page 112, will be found the order to be observed when the House

goes to the business on the Speaker's table at the expiration of the

morning hour. In the third place, under that rule, " that bills and

resolutions from the Senate, on their first and second reading, be re

ferred to committees and put under way," I think the motion to refer

to the Committee on the Jndiciary is clearly in order.

The SPEAKER. The rule goes on to provide " and if on reading

a second time no motion being made to commit, they are to be or

dered to their third reading, unless objection be made ; in which case,

if not otherwise ordered by a majority of the House," &c. The ma-

iority of the House can order otherwise ; the majority of the House

may refuse to second the demand for the previous question, and if

the majority of the House does refuse to second the demand for the

previous question the Chair will recognize the gentleman from Maine

or any other gentleman to move to commit the bill.

Mr. FRYE. But does not the demand for the previous question

cut off the motion to commit at this time f

The SPEAKER. If the demand for the previous question is sec

onded and the main question ordered, of course it will cut off the

motion to commit.

Mr. l'RYE. I ask the Speaker to read the first portion of article 3

under that rule. It is as follows :

3. Tills and resolutions from the Senate on their first and second reading, that

they be referred to committees and put under way.

Is not that the first proposition, and does it not take priority over

every other f

The SPEAKER. The gentleman's view is that a motion to com

mit is first in order. The Chair thinks not. The Chair thinks that
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Rule 42 is clear and distinct on that subject, and that the reserva

tion made even in the paragraph of Rule 54 to which the gentle

man directs the attention of the Chair, " if not otherwise ordered by

a majority of the House," agrees practically with the order given in

Rnle 42, the principle being that a majority of this House have a right

to conduct their business in the manner they see fit and to dispose of

a bill as they shall see fit when it is up for consideration.

Mr. FRYE. Then I ask the gentleman from New York to allow me

a word in relation to that motion to commit.

Mr. COX, of New York. If it does not come out of my time. My

time is limited and I have agreed to give half of it to the other side.

Mr. FRYE. I will not take two minutes.

Mr. COX, of New York. I will give the gentleman two minutes.

Mr. FRYE. The Judiciary Committee, nine members being present

and voting, instructed me to make the motion to commit this bill to

the Judiciary Committee. Two members were absent. Those two

absent members have since informed me that they were opposed to

the committing of the bill to the Judiciary Committee, so that if they

had been present and voted the motion would not have been made

here in pursuance of a majority vote of the committee. But, under

the instruction which I received at the regular meeting of the com

mittee, I deem it my duty and propose now, if the opportunity is at

any time offered, to move to commit this bill to the Judiciary Com

mittee.

The SPEAKER. That can be done, if the House desires, by voting

down the previous question.

Mr. COX, of New York. I yield for a moment to the gentleman

from Ohio, [Mr. McMahon.]

Mr. McMAHON. I desire to state in that connection that the Com

mittee on the Jndiciary had previously determined that the gentle

man from New York should bo permitted to move to proceed to busi

ness on the Speaker's table and pass this bill, and that this was

agreed to by a vote in the full committee. The action adopted by

the vote the gentleman from Maine speaks of was at a time when no

member of the committee had notice that this particular matter was

coming up ; and it is true, as has been stated, that a majority of the

Judiciary Committee prefer this bill to be acted upon and passed

here.

Mr. COX, of New York. I now yield for a moment to the gentle

man from Georgia, [Mr. Hartridge.]

Mr. HARTRIDGE. I desire to make just one statement in addi

tion to what my colleague on the committee has said. It is this :

that fonr out of the nine who voted against this reference reserved

to themselves the right to oppose the reference in the House.

Mr. COX, of New York. I now yield to the gentleman from Ken

tucky, [Mr. Knott.]

Mr. KNOTT. I desire simply to say that during the last Congress

I devoted a great deal of time to the consideration of this subject,

and was then in favor of the passage of a bill substantially the same

as the bill now pending, which I believe passed the House with but

nine dissenting voices. I am in favor of passing the bill as it haa

come to ns from the Senate, and so voted in committee.

Mr. COX, of New York. I now yield to the gentleman from Penn-

'gylvania, [Mr. Stenger.]

Mr. STENGER. I desire to say in this connection that I have ex

amined the bill fully as a member of the Judiciary Committee. I am

one of those who favor taking it up and passing it without any delay

whatever.
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Mr. COX, of New York. I yield a moment to my colleague, [Mr.

Lapham.]

Mr. LAPHAM. Although I am in favor of this bill and expect to

vote for it whenever the question comes before the House, yet it is a

bill of siioli magnitude and importance that I thought it should take

the usual course of a reference to the Judiciary Committee, and I

voted in the committee for the reference. I still hope it will be sent

there by the House.

Mr. McMAHON. The trouble about the reference is this : if this

bill is referred to the Judiciary Committee with the limited time now

intervening between the probable call of that committee and the

present time, the committee could probably give it no further con

sideration than they have already, and it would interfere with the

other pnblic business the committee has to consider.

Mr. CASWELL. I desire to remind the House that the Committee

on the Pacific Railroad have had this same bill under consideration,

and have agreed to and reported the same to this Honse.

Mr. CONGER. The other members on the Judiciary Committee

having made their statements, if the gentleman from New York will

yield to me I will make mine.

Mr. COX, of New York. I suppose all this comes out of my time ;

but I will yield for a moment to the gentleman from Michigan.

Mr. CONGER. Several members of the Judiciary Committee have

stated their desire that this bill be referred to them. While I am in

favor of the passage of the bill, I felt, as some others did, that it

should have the consideration of the Judiciary Committee, and asked

it be referred. But if that should delay or jeopardize the passage of

the bill, I certainly do not care to have it referred.

Mr. COX, of New York. The House is in no sense responsible for

any delay in passing this bill. We were about to reach it by a sum

mary method when the Senate concurrent resolution for adjourn

ment reached us. By the rules that resolution, being on the Speaker's

table, had priority of this measure. An unscrupulous lobby had de

layed action for years. It was not the fault of the popular branch,

for the Lawrence bill, even more stringent than this, had passed the

Honse in the last Congress. If we are to believe what is reported as

to the lobby and what our own eyes have seen, the most impudent

attempt ever made to prevent legislation on this subject has been

persisted in up to this hour.

It was not and is not necessary to refer this bill to any committee.

The committees which havejurisdiction of such subjects have already

agreed to its provisions. It will be found, I trust, that the methods

by which railroads have been stolen, watered, and gutted through

the tameness or corruption of other Legislatures will not prevail now

and here. Even yet we are threatened that, if this bill passes, the

Supreme Court will be found pliable enough to nullify it in the inter

est of stock-jobbers and monopolists.

The dictation of railway kings may assume that Congress which

created them is attempting to intrench upon their private property

and corporate franchises ; but, sir, no amount of money is compen

sation enough for this Government for allowing corporate irresponsi

bility. There is not money enough represented by the public debt to

pay for the imminence of the danger to our institutions if we suffer

such corporations not only to enrich wrongfully the few who control

them, but to become masters of the people. One of these magnates

boasted that he could win his way by electing his agents by corrup

tion at the polls at less cost than at the seat of government. It his
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been his boast that even our best Senators had their price. Gentle

men should remember the uprising of last summer, when ten millions

of people arose under a wild sense of injustice. It was a terrible

protest against partial legislation, corporate chicanery, and over

reaching greed.

Our railways should be managed in harmony with commercial, in

dustrial, and public interests. No reserved power of legislation should

he given away which lessens or destroys this power either by compro

mise, inaction, or indifference.

Plausible attempts were made to turn over to the United States

twelve millions of acres of the land it had given to propitiate oppo

sition and make a fair-seeming compromise. The attempt was a

failure.

A bill of this nature which passed this House last Congress had

no party aspect. It reached into the higher equities, where no party

lash could reach. It is very clear that under this bill the Govern

ment may be secured, and still there will remain assets and profits

sufficient to cover the stock rightly computed and pay handsome

dividends upon that stock at its real value.

This bill is important in the sums, interests, and questions involved.

It involves $120,000,000 at simple interest, and more—$170,000,000—

if the interest is compounded. It involves the public interests con

nected with the transportation between two oceans. It comprehends

a trust of unexampled magnitude. It is bound up with the question

of the power of Congress to restrain and control its great railroad

creatures—corporate franchises of gigantic proportions. In its con

sideration we consider lands by the million of acres and money by the

million of dollars. The East India Company, the Hudson Bay Com-

Sany, and other great artificial bodies known to history are the only

lustrations with which adequately to compare these enormous mon

sters of legislative creation, and yet England dealt with them sum

marily. These questions have been before us for two years. They

havebeen thoroughly discussed ; they are well understood. Weshould

not hesitate to grasp promptly from the Speaker's table this bill so

honorable to the Senate, and make secure the vast sums invested by

the United States.

From the Senate report of 4th of March last we learn the magni

tude of the sums and interests involved. It appears that the Gov

ernment loaned the Union Pacific $27,236,512. On this the Govern

ment has paid as i 1 1 forest $15,969,801. Deduct from these sums added—

the interest repaid by half transportation and the balance due the

Government January '31, 1878, exclusive of interest on interest, is

$38,071,985. These figures are not denied. They are authentic. The

annual interest paid by the Government is $1,634,190. There is a prior

mortgage of about the same as the Government debt, with interest

on this prior lien to the amount of $1,634,190. The total funded in

debtedness of this company is $78,733,712. I need not indicate the

nature of this indebtedness. It includes a floating debt of less than

a million. It can easily be paid. So of the land-grant debt, as is

abundantly shown by the government directors' report, (p. 821.)

The average net receipts of this road, according to the Attorney-

General's mode of computation, is $6,547,149. But the companies

endeavor, by a forced and selfish construction, to construe the net

earnings to be what is left after paying all its debts and obligations.

This is a flagrant violation of the sixth section of the act of 1862.

At any rate, as will be seen, Congress has the right to determine for

the future what are net earnings. In determining that, we deduct
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in future the operating expenses and interest on the first mortgage.

Taking the average net earnings of the past four years this interest

and the 5 per cent, would be only $245,661. The right to this should

not and cannot be gainsaid. So, too, of the pay for Government

services, the half of the average for six years per annum was $421,-

311.87. It will increase. On page 5 of the Senate report the state

ment is made that after paying all the interest and the other half of

the transportation service there will be left a dividend of tH percent.

of the present market price of the stock, while the United States will

get the sum of $1,938,283. This would sink the principal annually

only $304,092. Is this a harsh proceeding toward shareholders or the

companies t

By similar computation as to the Central Pacific, about the same

sum is to be paid into the fund. It is made up on pag^e 8 of the

report, at $1,900,000. This, too, will leave handsome dividends for

the stockholders. Why, this company has made 10 per cent, dividend

on the nominal amount of their stock. After paying into the sinking

fund, there will be still 6.4 per cent, dividend on the nominal stock.

Who oan complain of any severity in this law f Does the sinking

fund do any one injustice, unless it be the United States f It is a

sinking fund for all the creditors, and not of the Government alone.

It changes no relation of other creditors to the fund. It would act

as a chancellor, and marshal the assets and distribute them accord

ing to the equities. If the bill becomes a law it enhances the value

of the first-mortgage bonds, which are preferred to the United States

debt, for it gives them additional security. It is in other respects

favorable to the roads. When in any one year 75 per cent, of the

net earnings will not be sufficient to pay all the operating expenses

and the interest on the first mortgage, an abatement may be made.

In no event will more than 25 per cent, be required for that year;

neither from the half-transportation account nor the 5 per cent.

The Senate report shows that the companies can pay all the interest

to both preferred and inferior creditors, and all expenses, and have

dividends for shareholders larger than any other railroads in the

United States. They have little floating debt, and as things now

go with them they will be richer in money, mines, and franchises

than any railroads or corporations ever constituted. The eleventh

section gives them time, in case of defanlt, to make good their pay

ments, and is not a harsh provision. Nor is it illiberal in regard to net

earnings. As that question as to past earnings is before the courts,

the bill accepts the wrong construction of the companies, and seeks

only to define the net earnings of the future. Nor is it illiberal as to

interest, for it does not compound ; and thereby, whatever the right

of the Government to interest on interest, the right is not claimed by

this bill.

It is not a hard measure on these corporations to require them to

make a sinking fund as prescribed by section 6 of the act of 1862.

Not a dollar due the Government has been paid. This bill does not

compel payment, as it might. It compels the net profits, not as

defined by the companies, but as we all know it means—to be laid

away in a sinking fund—as security ; so that in 1898 the means shall

be ready to save the Government from all loss by reason of specula

tions, insolvency, or other hazards with which the few owners of

these roads may beclond or dissipate these properties.

But we are met with the question of reserved power. It would

seem that nothing but the enormous private interests adverse to public

rights could so distort the meaning of the laws of 1862 and 1864 as
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to make them irrevocable. No impartial man, or good lawyer, or

honest judge, can doubt for a moment the power of Congress to amend

or repeal such laws. It is asserted expressly in section 22 of the act

of 1864. There is no question as to our right to add to. amend, or

repeal these statutes.

The Supreme Court, in (1 Otto, 350) Union Pacific Railroad Com
pany <•». Hall, held that the acts of 1862 and 1864 were to be taken

together. But there is nothing in the act of 1864 to abridge, and much

to strengthen, the eighteenth section of the act of 1862. It has been

seriously argued that the unqualified reserved power to alter, amend,

and repeal a charter does not carry with it a power to take away the

possession, use, enjoyment, and proceeds of the property from the cor

poration. In other words, that when power is reserved it is no power

at all ; that rights are vested beyond the power to control, even when

that very power to reserve was a part of the charter. A mere state

ment of such a non aequitur is sufficient to show its sophistry. An un

limited power to amend is held to be limited according to the wishes

and interests of those who desire no limitation. I hold that under

the power reserved we may make new rules to capture, seize, ay,

confiscate these roads ; and it is not for the roads to set up any

estoppel upon Congress, as the giver of the grants and the dictator of

its uses forever. It is sovereignty ; not to be abridged or despoiled.

Mr. Jefferson laid down the general proposition in his letter to

Madison on the question " whether one generation could bind an

other f" No society can make perpetual law. The earth belongs to

the living. Jeremy Bentham has enforced this principle with invin

cible sense and logic. But does our Constitution guard these roads

against alteration of their charter f Certainly not. The charter was

granted under that instrument an^is still under it. There is no im

pediment but our own legislative negative, and that is within our

control. Whether the terms of the laws of 1862 or 1864 allowed

amendment or not, the right is as indestructible as society.

England has compelled the repeal of charters in the public inter

est—compelled. Massachusetts, Ohio, and other States have substan

tially reserved that power. We did the same in our banking law ;

and in 1870 we exercised the expressed reserved right to cut down

the circulation, and without saying "by your leave" to the banks.

No one can doubt, who reads the decisions quoted on pages 9, 10, and

11 of the Senate report, the principle that one Congress cannot limit

the constitutional power of a subsequent Congress.

Ah ! but it is claimed that it is sheer oppression and wrong to im

pair the grant by amendment and that they cannot be inflicted under

the guise of alteration. Oppression to secure one's own ! Wrong to

exercise the power to make a generous Government safe in its invest

ment! One looks in vain for such insolence and impudence outside

of these pampered, law-defying, press-subsidizing, lobby-employing

corporations, who for private ends disregard the public good. Who

is to judge of the general welfare—the corporations or the conserv

ing power of the Legislature f Are we to be limited in our regulation

of these roads to the postal and military purposes, as to which these

roads are specifically bound to render service t Why, if it be confessed

that for such purposes we are bound to see these roads run honestly

and run on forever, why may we not, by securing it against insolv

ency and even seizing the properties, assure the execution of these

postal and military provisions f

I ask on this legal question to insert the report made on this sub

ject from the report No. 459 Forty-fourth Congress first session :

Your committee entertain no doubt of the power of Congress to pass this bill.
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By the eighteenth section of said act of July 1, 1863, it is declared that—

"The better to accomplish the object of this act, namely, to promote the public

interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line, and

keeping the same in working order, and to secure to the Government at all times

{but particularly In time of war) the use and benefits of the same for postal, mili

tary, and other purposes, Congress may at any time, having due regard for the

rights of said companies named herein, add to, alter, amend, or repeal this act"

It has been said that this is a very limited power to alter or amend the act, and

that the act only authorises the alteration or amendment in order to promote the

construction of the railroad and telegraph line and keeping the same in working

order, and to seenre to the Government at all times (and particularly in time of

war) the use and benefits of the same for postal, military, and other purposes.

"Were this limited interpretation placed on the reservation, it would not, in the

opinion of your committee, defeat the bill they report. For, although said roads

and telegraph lines have been constructed, y ft it is manifest, having reference to

their pecuniary condition, that some .such measure as that now recommended is

necessary in order to keep them in working order, and to secure to the Govern

ment at all times the use and benefits of the same. It needs noargument to prove

that insolvent railroad corporations, or corporations in danger of insolvency, can

not be relied upon to furnish the Government the benefits contemplated by said

act. In view of the liberal aid afforded by the Government to said companies,

the objects to be attained by the construction of said railroad and telegraph lines,

and the general principle of interpretation of corporate grants of power, your

committee are of the opinion that the reservation of a right to add to, alter, or

amend the said act ought to be liberally construed for the public benefit.

But whatever may be thought of the reserved right to alter, amend, or repeal

in the act of 1662, it cannot be denied that the right reserved in the amendatory

act of July 2, 1864, is as broad as words can make it

Section 22 of this act is an follows :

''And be it further enacted. That Congress may at any time alter, amend, or re

peal this act"

It has been argued that this right applies only to the act of 1864, and does not

authorize any alteration or amendment of the act of 1862. Were this so, it would

not defeat the bill of your committee, for it might well be sustained as an amend

ment to the act of 1864. But when the circumstances of the case are considered,

when it is remembered that nothing had been done toward actual construction of

said railroads under the act of 1662 ami before the act of 1864, that the grants to

the railroad companies named in the first act were greatly enlarged by the latter

act, that the roads and telegraph lines have been constructed under the provisions

of the two acts, and that those provisions were almost inseparably interwoven, it

seems to your committee that said acts should be considered as in pari materia—

as constituting for purposes of interpretation but one act, and that, consequently,

the power to alter, amend, or repeal, reserved in the act of 1864, which is the last

expression of the legislative will, applies to both said acts.

What, then, is the power thus reserved, that is to aay, the general power to

alter, amend, or repeal the charter ?

It was defined by the Supreme Court of the United States In the case of Tomlin-

son vs. Jessup (15 Wallace, 458) as follows :

" The power reserved to the State by the law of 1841 authorized any change in

the contract as it originally existed, or as subsequently modified, or its entire revo

cation. The original corporators or subsequent stockholders took their interests

with knowledge of the existence of this power and of the possibility of its exercise

at any time in the discretion of the Legislature.

" The object of the reservation, and of similar reservations in other charters, is

to prevent a ^rant of corporate rights and privileges in a form which will preclude

legislative interference with their exercise, if the pnblic interest should at any time

require such interference. It is a provision intended to preserve to the State con

trol over its contract with the corporators, which without that provision wouhVbe

irrepealable, and protected from any measures affecting its obligation."

This decision places the reservation upon its true ground. It gives to the Legis

lature the right to interfere when the public interests require interference. It pre

serves to the State control over its contract with the corporators, and the latter, by

accepting the charter, agree in advance that such control shall exist. No one will

deny that, if the bill now reported should become a law and be assented to by said

railroad corporations, it would thenceforth be binding upon them. Buttheir accept

ance of their charter, containing the reservations aforesaid, is an assent before

hand to the bill now proposed, or to any similar measure that Congress in its dis

cretion shall deem necessary for the protection of the Government or the creditors

of said corporations. (Pa. College cases, 13 Wallace, 313 and 914.) In this latter

case the court spoke of the reserved right to alter or amend a charter as a " reser

vation to the State to make any alterationa In the charter which the Legislature in

its wisdom may deem fit, just, and expedient to enact."
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In the case of Sherman vs. Smith a Black, 593) the Supreme Court of the United

States seem to recognize a right in the Legislature, when the power to alter or

amend a charter is reserved, to add to the liabilities of the stockholders. They

said:

"Another view of this question, even assuming that the stipulation of the stock

holders in the article of association amounted to a contract, Is equally conclusive

against the stockholders.

"According to the fifteenth section the association was authorized to establish

a bank of discount, deposit, and circulation upon the terms and conditions and

subject to the liabilities prescribed in this act. It was not competent for the asso

ciation to organize their bank upon any other terms or conditions or subject to

any other liabilities than those prescribed in the general charter. Now, the thirty-

second section, which reserved to the Legislature the power to alter or repeal the

act, by necessary construction reserved the power to alter or repeal all or any one

of these terms and conditions or rules of liability prescribed in the act. The arti

cles of association are dependent upon and become a part of the law under which

the bank was organized, and subject to alteration and repeal, the same as any

other part of the general system.

In Miller vs. The State (15 Wallace, 498) the Supreme Court said:

"Power to legislate, founded upon suoh a reservation in a charter to a private

corporation, is certainly not without limit, and it may well be admitted that it can

not be exercised to take away or destroy rights acquired by virtue of such charter,

and which by a legitimate use of the powers granted have become vested In the

corporation ; but it may be safely affirmed that the reserved power may be exor

cised, and to almost any extent, to carry into effect the original purposes of the

grant or to secure the due administration of its affairs so as to protect the rights

of its stockholders and of creditors and for the proper disposition of the assets. '

In Holyoke vs. Lyman (15 Wallace, 500) the court held that—

" The provision of the Revised Statutes of Massachusetts, chapter 44, section

33, and General Statutes, chapter ><-, section 41, declaring that acts of incorpora

tion shall be subject to amendment, alteration, or repeal, at the pleasure of the

Legislature, reserves to the Legislature the authority to make any alteration or

amendment of a charter granted subject to it, which will not defeat or substan

tially impair the objeot of the grant or any rights vested under it, and which the

Legislature may deem necessary to secure either that object or other public or

private rights."

Many decisions of the State courts might be referred to to the same effect, but

it is unnecessary to cite them here. A number of them are cited in Report No. 440

of the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives at the present

session. Your committee would also refer to that report for many important and

valuable facts and tables relating to the subject under consideration.

If there was any room for doubt as to the power of Congress when that report

was made, it has been completely removed by decisions of the Supreme Court since

made in the following cases : Munn vs. Illinois, 4 Otto, 113 ; C. B. and Q. R. R. Co.

vs. Iowa, ifc., 155; Peik vs. C. and N. W. R. R., ib., 164; C. M. and St. P. R. R. Co.

w. Ackley, ib., 179; Winona and St. Peter R. R. Co. vs. Blake, ib., 180; and Stone

vs. Wisconsin, ib., 181.

Being fully satisfied that Congress, under the reserved right to alter, amend, or

repeal the charter of these companies, possesses the right to pass this bill, we do

not consider it necessary to say what would be the case were that reservation not

in the charter. Had it been omitted, it might still be argued with much force that

the power to alter, amend, or repeal legally existed. No State can make a law

impairing the obligation of a contract, because that is prohibited by the Federal

Constitution.

Because, Mr. Speaker, Congress has given imperial largesses for

public purposes, it does not follow that Congress has not reserved

her power to control. Otherwise, what consequences would follow t

The answer to this is found in the judicious and judicial reasoning

contained in the cogent extracts from the Senate report. The com

mittee appointed in 1873 reported that such power existed. The host

legal minds have so decided. How, then, shall the power be exer

cised f

The action of Congress by this bill may not give us all we should

have to save public interests ; but it does assert unmistakably that

no consolidated power liable to be perverted and already perverted,

already in fnll force here in the lobby, and subsidizing the press with

venal and selfish devices, seeking political and worse objects with
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brazen audacity, that such power shall not be used for mere private

or selfish purposes, at the expense of a forbearing and distressed

people.

The grants of Congress were for grand, pnblic, continental objects.

Let us rescue them while we can. If this bill does not effectuate the

object and make the Treasury secure, let us find supplemental means

that will do it.

It is a contest between the brawn of this country aided at last by

honest brain, and those speculators who have failed in a great trust.

I hope Congress will not fail to distinguish where brawn and brain

are, and where the corrupt speculation, where the general, commer

cial, industrial, national, and international interests are, and where

the monopolizing and consolidating schemes are, and legislate accord

ingly.

Mr. HARTRIDGE. I had desired to discuss at some length the

question involved in this bill, presenting as they do grave and serions

questions not only of material interests and practical purposes, bnt

of legal and constitutional points. But in the few moments which

my mend's courtesy allows me I should be nnable to do justice to

the subject or to myself, and I shall therefore ask the permission of

the House to print my remarks and shall confine myself to the simple

announcement that I am opposed to the reference of this bill, believ

ing that the people at large through the discussion of it elsewhere

have received all the light they desire upon the subject, and that

there is hardly a member upon the floor who has not made up his mind

how he shall act in regard to it. Under these circumstances, I am

opposed to the reference of the bill and am in favor of ite immediate

pansage.

Mr. COX, of New York. I yield now five minutes to the gentleman

from Kansas, [Mr. Phillips.]

Mr. PHILLIPS. I rise to say but a few words. I hope the previ

ous question will be sustained upon the bill, and that it will not be

referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, for the reason that at

this stage of the session every experienced member of the Honse

knows that if the bill be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

it is equivalent to saying that we shall not vote npon it at this ses

sion. The bill in brief is a measure to provide for securing the in

terests of the United States in the amonnt invested in this road. The

Government advanced to the company upon ite bond to the extent

of $27,500,000. They authorized, by law, the company to issue first-

mortgage bonds which came in before the bond held by the United

States for the same amount. In addition to this the Union Pacific Rail

way Company have added to it of bonded debts of various kinds some

twenty-two millions more. It was provided that when this com

pany should do the transportation for the Government it should re

pay to the Government half of all such amounts in payment, or to

reimburse it for paying the interest which the Government pays an

nually npon its bonds.

Every one is familiar with the fact that the company hasnot paid the

amount so required. The company has bnilt it at a nominal cost much

greater than the real cost, and has multiplied expenses and run in

debt so as to prevent the United States Government from ever recov

ering any part of the money thus expended. In the report made to

the Senate upon this subject I find that if the company was man

aged with rigid economy the Government is entitled to expect the

interest wonld be paid upon the first-mortgage bond and also upon

the bond guaranteed by the Government, and there would still be 4 1
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per cent, left to pay the interest on the stock at its nominal value,

and &i per cent, per annnm on its real value. It is very well known

that this company has multiplied its expenditure, that it has so man

aged its business that if it were permitted to be carried on as it now

is a debt of one hundred and fifty millions would be entailed and

the Government would realize nothing of what is justly due to it.

This bill is in substance simply a measure by which the United

States may step in, which by law it has a right to do through the pro

visions of the charter which gives Congress the right to alter, amend,

or repeal, to provide that the road shall be so economically and hon

estly managed that the United States shall be so reimbursed in some

degree at least. In the name of every just and legitimate enterprise

we are called on to see that there is no sacrifice of the just interests

of the Government and no sacrifice of the money of the people. Cor

porations have too long acted defiantly of law^and it is time they

should be placed under its just restrictions. The bill is therefore

eminently jnst ; it is one that we as representatives of the people

are called upon to vote for ; it is one that will not cripple the road, if

there is any fair effort to manage the road honestly and economically,

and I hope the House will speedily pass it. It has been carefully con

sidered by the Senate Judiciary Committee, a body of eminent law

yers ; has been before Congress before, and I hope that its opponents

will not shelter themselves by motions of delay. The unanimity of

support it received by the Senate, and which I hope it will receive in

the House, is one of the wholesome evidences that the power of cor

porations over legislators no longer exists.

Mr. GAEFIELD. I desire to put a question to the gentleman from

New York, [Mr. Cox.]

Mr. COX. of New York. I will hear it.

Mr. GAEFIELD. I conceive that it is exceedingly important that

a sinking fund for paying the indebtedness of these roads to the Gov

ernment should be established. There is a great danger that spolia

tion and waste may come if we wait for the maturity of the bonds;

but the thing I want to ask of any gentleman who may speak is this :

are we sure that the bill here drafted and now before us is one that

will stand the pressure of the courts and accomplish its object ? I

desire information on that point. We have had great misfortune in

our legislation heretofore in this respect. I believe the United States

has been beaten in almost every appeal to the courts in the legisla

tion that we have passed in the attempt to limit and restrict the

power of these roads and to protect the interests of the United States.

Now I desire very much that some gentleman who has studied this

bill, as I have not, shall say to the House clearly, and give the grounds

for it, that this bill is in a*shape where we can safely trust the cause

of the United States in the courts.

To make sure of this it seems to me that it would be safer to refer

the bill to our Law Committee, with authority to report it back at

any time ; and unless that committee has considered the question and

made up its mind that the bill will meet the objects we desire to

reach, it ought to be so referred. But if it will secure the objects

set ont in its provisions, and secure them by means of the courts,

then this bill should certainly receive the approval of a majority of

this House. That is the simple question which I desire to ask.

I desire to say now that I am paired with the gentleman from Vir

ginia [Mr. Tucker] during his absence ; and as I do not know how

he would vote on this bill if he were present, I shall withhold my

vote.
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Mr. COX, of New York. I do not intend to take np any time in

reply to the question of the gentleman from Ohio, [Mr. Garfield,]

except to say that eminent lawyers of the Senate, including an ex-

judge of the Supreme Court of the United States, have stated that

they thought this bill would hold water in any court. I will not set

up my legal opinion after the opinion which has been given.

Now as to the disposal of the time. I propose to hold the last ten

minutes for this side of the House, and will yield twenty minutes to

gentlemen on the other side.

Mr. BUTLER. Pardon me ; no man has spoken against your prop

osition yet that I have heard, and I agreed with you that those op

posed to passing the bill at this time should be allowed thirty min

utes.

Mr. PBICK. I ask to be allowed five minutes on this bill.

Mr. COX, of New York. I was about to say

Mr. BUTLER. If we are to be allowed half an hour'

Mr. COX, of New York. I will yield to the gentleman from Massa

chusetts [Mr. Butler] one-half of the hour, if he will settle the ques

tion with gentlemen on that side of the House.

The SPEAKER pro tempore, (Mr. Vance.) There are only thirty

minutes of the hour remaining.

Mr. BUTLER. Exactly ; that is all I want.

Mr. COX, of New York. A great deal of the first half of the hour

was taken up by preliminary discussion.

Mr. BUTLER. I hope that every one will consent that ten uiinu t«*

additional be given to the gentleman from New York, [Mr. Cox.]

Mr. BEEBE. I ask unanimous consent that the time for debate

be extended ten minutes, so that the gentleman from Massachusetts

[Mr. Butler] will have thirty minutes, and that ten minutes be al

lowed to my colleague, [Mr. Cox.] And I give notice that I shall

object to any further extension of the time after that.

The SPEAKER pro tempore, That requires unanimous consent.

No objection was made, aud the time was extended accordingly.

The SPEAKER pro tempore, The gentleman from Massachusetts

[Mr. Butler] is recognized as entitled to the floor for thirty min

utes.

Mr. BUTLER. I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Iowa,

[Mr. Price.]

Mr. PRICE. I have very little to say in reference to this bill I

will commence by saying that if the bill comes to a vote in its pres

ent shape I shall vote for it ; but I shall regret very much being com

pelled to do so, for the reason that I have examined this bill caretall;

again, again, and again, anil. I undertake to say now without fear of

successful contradiction that the fourth and fifth sections of this bill

can be interpreted to mean two diametrically different things. If

they shall become law they will open the door for just such litigation

as we have had in the courts in years past in regard to these corpora

tions. For that reason I thought and still think that this bill should

go to the Committee on the Judiciary to be examined in reference to

these matters so as to make the language of those two sections free

of the ambiguity that now certainly attaches to it.

Gentlemen upon this floor know full well without my saying it that

we are brought every now and then face to face with a proposition

upon which we are compelled to cast our votes, and there is very

great doubt in the minds of many gentlemen upon this floor how

those votes should be cast. It is not a singular thing ; but very fre

quently men on both sides of this Chamber are compelled by the rules
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of the House to vote upon a proposition when they are not certain

whether the votes they give are in accordance with right and justice

or not.

Now, I do not want to delay action on this bill. I am as anxious

as any other gentleman upon this floor to get through with the legis

lation that is pressing upon us and to adjourn this Congress. Ana if

the bill was right, or as near right as it could be made in my judg

ment, I should say that we should vote upon the bill as it is.

But believing as I do that it ought to have consideration by the

Committee on the Judiciary, particularly in regard to the two sec

tions to which I have referred, I must vote against the previous ques

tion so as to obtain a commitment of this bill. I might say in the

language of another, familiar to us all, " if it were done, when 'tis

done, then 'twere well it were done quickly." Bat the fear with me

is that when we have done this it will not be the " be-all and end-

all" of the matter, but it will come up in the courts in the future as

in the past, especially in regard to these two sections.

Now, I make this prophecy, and I want gentlemen to mark it : if

this bill shall pass in its present shape, I will risk all the judgment I

possess upon railroad matters, and all the ability I have upon any

question, that it will in the future, as it has in the past, give rise to

litigation. For that reason and that reason alone I want this bill

committed to the Committee on the Judiciary, so that they may ex

amine these two sections particularly, and take from them the am

biguity and uncertainty which 1 believe is now in them, and give us

a bill about which there will be no question ; so that the Government

will know what it has, the railroad companies will know what they

have to do, and there will he no ground for litigation in the future

upon these points.

Mr. HENDERSON. I hope my friend from Iowa, [Mr. Price,] if

he has time, will point out the ambiguity of which he speaks, so that

we may know what he means.

Mr. PRICE. The ambiguity is simply that sections 4 and 5, partic

ularly section 4, are liable to two interpretations in reference to the

sinking fund, in reference to the 5 per cent, and the half that is due

from the road and the 25 per cent. No man can tell whether that

provision means one thing or another. I have not time, in my five

minutes, to go into a detailed statement ; if I had half an hour I

might do so.

It has been urged as an objection to the reference of this measure

that the Judiciary Committee will not have an opportunity to report

it. Sir, that committee, judging from the course of business in this

House during the last two weeks, will probably be called within the

next two weeks. There are only about three committees ahead of

them after the Committee on Commerce shall have concluded its re-

porte. The Judiciary Committee will have ample time to examine

the bill and report it back on the regular call of the committee, and

no interest can suffer from this delay.

[Here the hammer fell.]

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Speaker, I desire the ear of the House for the

few minutes I have to speak. I shall not undertake to discuss the pro

visions of the bill. In the other branch of Congress it was discussed

for weeks with great ability on the one side and on the other ; but

it was a discussion of generalities ; there was no discussion such as

this House gives to a measure when considering a bill section by

section under the five-minute rule. I add my prediction to that of

the gentleman from Iowa, [Mr. Price,] that this bill will not " hold
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water." The very men who drew it up were fearful that it would not

" hold water," for they undertake to fix by legislation what the court

shall do and how it shall decide. If I were a judge and such legis

lation came before me, I would say, " The legislative and the judicial

departments of this Government are independent; the legislative

department cannot legislate as to what the judiciary shall do or say."

If that can be done the judiciary is gone. Observe this provision:

It shall be the duty of the court to determine the very right of the matter, with

out regard to matters of form, joinder of parties, mtdtifarionsness, or other matters

not affecting the substantial rights and duties arising out of the matters and «cU

hereinbefore stated and referred to.

"Joinder of parties !" In other words, the court, in making a de

cision which may affect the rights of citizens or of the Government

to the exleut of millions, shall not see to it that proper parties are

before the court. If the proper party is not before the court, the

court is still by this bill ordered to co on and make adjudication

without reference to that fact. Well, sir, unless the action of last

winter has debased and debauched the Supreme Court far below

what I believe it is and ought to be and ever has been, that court

will throw this legislation back in your faces and say, "You cannot

control our judgment by legislative direction; it is your part jm dare,

it is ours jus dicere; you may make the law, but we must determine

under the Constitution its construction, and to determine the rights

of parties under the law, when, and when only, the party to be af

fected by our decision is properly before us."

But this is not for discussion now. It will be remembered that I

stood here a short time ago one of an overwhelming majority of this

House in the matter of the remonetization of silver and demanded

that the House should consider that bill for itself. A panic had then

seized the majority as it has now, and they would not listen to a

single amendment or even to a consideration of the bill. The cry

was, "Let us take what we can get now, and get what we can af

terward." To that majority of three-fourths I said, "Let us stop and

consider ; this is the only bill we shall pass on the subject ; let us get

it as perfect as human ingenuity and human learning can make it,

so that it may be a measure of relief to the financial distress of the

people." But my appeal was in vain. Although the bill had been

passed under a suspension of the rules in the House without debate,

it was urged that it had been debated in the Senate, and that the Senate

had got it just right. So men rushed like sheep over a wall, but with

out a leader, for they had no leader—rushed to make that silver bill

a law. But, "like Dead Sea fruit which tempts the eye, it turns to

ashes on your lips." The silver bill is not worth, for the purpose for

which it was passed, the paper on which it is printed. By the Senate

amendments to that bill all the relief to the people promised them by

Congress to be given them by the bill was struck out.

Again, the gentleman from'New York, [Mr. Cox,] who is so anxious

now to pass this bill without a word of debate except what he has

written out and printed, occupied the time of the House all day yes

terday to argue a bill after it was passed—to kick a dead horse—and

his thesis was the danger of passing a bill involving 87,000,000 with

out debate. Yet he tells us that this bill involves $150,000,000, and

we are not to debate it at all, for an hour's debate is naught; in that

time members cannot even read the bill. Now I will venture to say,

and I put it to the conscience of each man here, there is not a man of

you that knows what is in that Senate bill that you are going to vote

upon.
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Mr. MORRISON. The gentleman is mistaken about that.

Mr. BUTLER. I am quite sure that I am nearly right. Gentlemen

here do not spoil their eyes by reading written documents, and this

bill has not been printed as it lies now on your table. I ask no man

to accuse himself before the House, but how many of you have read

that long written bill f There may be two or three, but I should be

willing to be stoned by each of you who would get up and on your

honor aver that you had read the bill on the Speaker's table, just as

it stands, every word of it. I think I should be the safest man in the

House.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. You have the " bricks " in your hat ; we have

not any.

Mr. BUTLER. Precisely so. But there are no "bricks" hard

enough to throw at those who are in such a hurry to pass this bill.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I ask gentlemen to panse for another reason. I

cannot discuss this bill. I should vote for some sinking-fund bill. I

believe in dealing with this question. I believe in the right of Con

gress to deal with questions about these roads within certain limits ;

and I do not know but that this bill is within those limits. But I was

amazed, nay, I was more than amazed, I was shocked, when I heard

the learned and eloquent gentleman from New York, speaking of the

railroad riots of last summer, say that they involved the loss of some

$10,000,000, the result of the "wild justice of the people." Gentle

men, do you follow that lead f Do you say that a strike which was

organized by train hands of the railroads, beoanse they were deprived

of their fair wages for their labor, and was carried out finally by

others in robbery, rapine, arson, murder, and death—destroying not

only railroads but other property—do you agree that such acts are

the "wild justice of the people," or only spoliation and robberyf

And are you acting under the spur of that occasion in depriving these

railroads of their property f

I do not agree to another thing which the gentleman has said, that

Congress has the right to proceed "even to confiscation " of the prop

erty of these roads under the words " alter, amend, and repeal " a

charter. None of your property is safe under such an interpretation.

And here we are, without consideration, without reference of this

question to the appropriate committee, about to pass upon these

grave questions ; true this Pacific Railroad Committee say they have

examined it while upon the Speaker's table, but I am certain they

examined it with clean hands, for if you look at the paper on which

the bill is written you will not find a single finger-mark where they

have turned over the leaves ; but they say they have examined it.

Mr. DICKEY. Will the gentleman allow me to ask him a single

question t

Mr. BUTLER. Yes, if it be not long.

Mr. DICKEY. It will not be a long question.

Mr. BUTLER. Very well, go on.

Mr. DICKEY. As I understand it, you are in favor of some meas

ure requiring the settlement of this indebtedness.

Mr. BUTLER. I am.

Mr. DICKEY. Does not the gentleman believe these roads will

litigate any measure Congress may pass, and delay and fight us in

every effort to make them come to a settlement f

Mr. BUTLER. The gentleman's question, when resolved to its

simple elements, is this : Do I believe these roads belong to men who

act from selfish motives f Yes, I do.

Mr. DICKEY. So that any action on the part of Congress will be

litigated by them and defeated if possible f
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Mr. BUTLER. I should think it would. I believe it would, and

if yon had seen Congress as they have seen Congress year by year

pass laws which when brought before the Supreme Court were de

cided to be utter nullities, you would be encouraged as they to keep

on litigating the laws passed against them in the same way for the

future. When they see Congress pass a law involving money, mill

ions of property, without even referring it for revision to so poor a

committee as the one I have the honor to be on, I should advise them,

if they ask me to do that, to litigate this law, because we have never

considered it; no one in the House knows anything about it; no one

even debated it. I should not say there were ten men in the House

who read the bill. There were not ten lawyers who read the bill at

the time they voted on it, and they knew nothing of what was in it.

And were I the court, when I came to consider it as a judge I would

say we are not to attach much weight to the provisions of this bill,

as it was passed without debate or consideration, it was passed with

out examination by the law committee of the House, as it was passed

in the Senate on general debate only ; therefore we are at liberty to

use our own judgment as judges about it.

Do you want to vote this bill, as you are called on to do, as an aet

of " wild justice and confiscation T" Are these roads open to that!

There are a great many things which can be objected against them.

They are very open to objection and many of their acts are not well,

but nosuch penalties as these can by you be enforced urk»n tbem. But

it is objected they have paid nomoney into the U'lited StatesTreasury,

in accordance with their charter. Why! Because the Supreme

Court of the United States said there was no clause in the act by

which they should pay anything. Do you expect anybody, railroad

men or others, to pay money that is not due under their contract, and

which the United States courts say is not due f You say now they

shall pay it in. That you perhaps may do. But what I say now is

this, and I tell you, gentlemen, what I want : I want, if possible, to

have a bill you cannot drive a coach-and-four through in double har

ness. That is the kind of bill I wish. The best legal minds in this

House—and there are some as good on the other side of the House I

know, for I have met them, as there are in the land—I want their

examination of a bill to adjust its provisions so that litigation may

be avoided. Something was said about this bill having been ex

amined in the Judiciary Committee. It was never read in the Judi

ciary Committee, and no session of the committee was ever held in

which its provisions were discussed for an hour—not for a moment.

Therefore we stand here without any examination of the bill. What

is the use of us two hundred and eighty men if we are to vote a bill

just as the Senate send it to us f Where is the old democratic pride

for the independence of the House against the property-representa

tive body, the Senate? You lie down before them, and a republican

Senate, too, like whipped spaniels whenever they pass a bill. They

sent you a silver bill and you gobbled it up as a duck would a frog.

[Laughter.] They send you a funding bill and you jump at it as if

you answered the dictate of your candidate for the Presidency.

Now, then, I want to say a word about those Pacific roads. As I

have said they are human institutions, but this country owes them

a debt of gratitude even if they should run away to-morrow with

all they have received. I know some of you on the other side do not

feel that debt of gratitude as strongly as I do ; but in 1863 the future

of the country was a little dark up here, and it was still darker on

the southern border. A cloud no bigger than a man's hand was rising
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in the West. The doubt was whether California and the Pacific States

would not come to think it best to set up for themselves an empire

on the western ocean, and, as a war measure, as a measure to bind

this country together with chains of iron and hooks of steel, we

passed a Union Pacific Railroad bill, and a Central Pacific Railroad

bill, and gave this Pacific Railroad endowments out of our Treasury

when the very life-blood and treasure of the country was pouring out

like water. We did it as a war measure to bind the North together

from ocean to ocean, and it was a very successful measure. We did

it to show you, my friends on the other side, that we meant business,

and that we could carry on this Government and preserve our work

with one hand and fight you with the other besides. We did it for

the same reason that, when taxes were piling up on us—step by step,

up, up, up—we went on with the building of this Capitol, appropri

ating year by year a half million of money ; although we needed every

dollar for war purposes and our currency had gone down to thirty

cents on the dollar, we still steadily piled np the stones of these

wings of the Capitol, in one of which I am now speaking, although

the war was going on. And whyf To show you that we meant

business and that we felt ourselves strong enough to build a road to

connect two oceans and build a Capitol which should be more grand

and magnificent than any other public building of its kind on the

surface of the earth.

Now is it possible that, without any thought or consciousness on

the part of a portion of yon, enmity—hostility will be a better word,

want of confidence a better word still, for I do not mean to say any

thing harsh—toward these roads may arise from a little feeling about

these roads being built at that time out of that money, the proceeds

of the public lands, and would now in part be yours, and these roads

are of no nse to you f Do not you southern gentlemen want me to

vote for a Texas Pacific road so as to make this matter equal for your

section f I shall anyhow, whether you vote this bill down or not,

because I go for fair play now that you are back with us. We gave

away part of the public lands for this road and I am willing to give

part of the public lands for the other. I mean to be fair if I know

how. I wish to act with all fairness and j ustice. But I say look into

your heart of hearts and see if part of your hostility against these

roads is not your determination to crush even to confiscation the prop

erty of these roads. The managers of this have been too shrewd to

put forward anybody from the South to say that; nobody down South

talked about the " wild justice " of the people when depots were burned

and men were murdered ; but I say is it not the fact that a part

of the hostility arises because the building of these roads was the

most efficient of all the most efficient instruments in binding this

country together at a time when everything seemed to go asunder T

Now, why treat this great measure differently from what yon would

any other measure f Why not let it be examined f There is no such

haste about it. You have got a majority. What do we ask f Simply

that a committee, on which you have got a majority, shall examine

the bill—a committee, too, a majority of whom do not want to examine

it. I do not for one, but I think it due and right to advocate this

course as I did on the silver bill. What do we ask f We ask you

simply to let us examine this great measure covering millions. Let

us hare it examined by a committee, let us have it debated a reasona

ble time in the House, every objection being brought against it that

ean be, and then pass it.

I want but one thing more. I want this bill when so perfected to

36 pa
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be a finality when it is done. I want to get a bill that will be final

against the railroad, and which you will make final against your

selves. Stop the lobby

Mr. BRIDGES. Will the gentleman allow me to ask him a ques

tion T

Mr. BUTLER. Certainly.

Mr. BRIDGES. The gentleman has asserted this bill has not been

considered in the Committee on the Judiciary. Is that the fact f

Mr. BUTLER. It is. It never has been read in the committee. It

never has been in the committee. Not a copy of it to-day is to be

found in the committe-room or in the drawer of any member of the

Judiciary Committee in this House.

Mr. ITTNER. I desire to ask the gentleman a question.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman from Massachu

setts yield.

Mr. BUTLER. I will for a moment. I believe I have five minutes

more.

Mr. ITTNER. I ask the gentleman from Massachusetts if the only

reason he has for asking this bill to go to the Committee on the Judi

ciary is to perfect it and if he is in favor of the main principles of

the bill.

Mr. BUTLER. I have already said I am in favor of the main prin

ciples of the bill ; and I was saying when I was interrupted, before

my friend asked the question, that whenever you pass these main

features of the bill to indemnify everybody rightly and get it so it

cannot be interfered with by the courts and then say this shall be

final on this subject I will vote for it ; but I will not vote for any

man's property to be confiscated either by a republican Congress or

by a democratic Congress whenever a lobby thinks it can make money

by so doing or some dishonest servant of the company chooses to

make charges against it, because no property is safe against such

attacks as those.

I do not believe in the " wild justice " of the people. I do not

believe that Congress is any better than the rest of the people ; and

I do not believe that Congress has a right to reserve the power of

confiscation under the phrase "to alter, and amend, or repeal" the

charter or to give the right of confiscation under our form of gov

ernment. I will vote for a bill to put aside a proper amount to secure

the mortgagees. I do not say this is not a proper and fair amount,

carefully guarding other things ; and let this thing be settled for

ever and I will give the best talent I have as a lawyer in perfecting

such bill so that no court can find fault with its provisions.

One thing further. Do gentlemen remember

[Here the hammer fell.]

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. WRIGHT. I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman be

allowed ten minutes more.

Mr. F1NLEY. I object.

Mr. WRIGHT. The objection comes too late.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. It was heard by the Chair in time.

Mr. BEEBE. I do not mean any discourtesy to the gentleman from

Massachusetts, but when the original extension of ten minutes was

made I gave notice that I would object to a further extension of time,

bat I think I can stand ten minutes more if that will be satisfactory

to the gentleman.

Mr. BUTLER. I do not want to wear on the constitution of the

gentleman from New York any more, but I warn him that he has a
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great deal to stand in the heat of the weather before we get through.

Mr. BEEBE. The gentleman refers to my constitution, and I insist

upon my rights and object to a further extension of time.

Mr. STEELE. I also object and shall Insist upon the objection.

Mr. COX, of New York. The gentlemen on the other side of this

question have already occupied half of the time. The gentleman

from Massachusetts complains that these things Were done in war

times. The act of 1864 giving priority to the twenty-seven-million

mortgage bonds was passed during our troubles in the civil war.

This hill has been pending for years. It has been upon the Speaker's

table for over two weeks, and we all understand it ; it is not a snap

judgment on the House. I now yield five minutes to the gentleman

from Mississippi, [Mr. Chalmers.]

Mr. CHALMERS. I cannot undertake to discuss this question in

five minutes. I thank the gentleman from New York for his court

esy, but will not avail myself of it for the purpose of discussing the

bill. I could not undertake to discuss this question in five minutes

and therefore I do not desire to enter upon any constitutional argu

ment, but at the request of a colleague upon the Committee on the

Pacific Railroad I desire to make this statement. A bill almost word

for word as this which now comes to us from the Senate was exam

ined and considered in the Committee on the Pacific Railroad, a com

mittee which has upon it I believe lawyers of long standing, perhaps

of as much Standing as those who have the honor to be upon the

Judiciary Committee, and I say that if this bill is committed or re

ferred to any committee it should go to the Committee on the Pacific

Railroad, and not to the Committee on the Judiciary. Sir, by the rules

of the House the Committee on the Judiciary is only authorized to

consider matters touching judicial jurisdiction and decisions. This

question was sent to the Committee on the Judiciary in the Senate

by a resolution. It went to the Committee on the Judiciary of this

House in the Forty-fourth Congress by a resolution directing them

to inquire into legal questions involved in the resolutions. From that

grew up the bill. But the bill itself is a bill in regard to Pacific

ai 1 roads, a nd i t should be properly referred, if at all, to the Committee

on the Pacific Railroad. A Biruilar bill has been referred to that com

mittee and thoroughly considered by men who have some standing as

lawyers at home, if not in this House. They have reported it almost

unanimously, and therefore I think that it is almost treating that com

mittee with contempt for a gentleman to rise and say that the House

has not considered the question at all. The gentleman from Massa

chusetts might well say that he had not considered the subject, for he

showed it by the first argnment he made, that it proposed to take

money from the Government, and a member of the Committee on the

Pacific Railroad [Mr. Morrison] showed that he did not understand

the bill. He had no idea what was in it so far as he was concerned,

and he has rightly said that he as one member of the House did not

understand it.

Mr. BUTLER. Will the gentleman allow me to ask him a simple

question T

Mr. CHALMERS. Certainly.

Mr. BUTLER. Did you read this bill in print or iii manuscript T

Mr. CHALMERS. We read it in print f

Mr. BUTLER. It has never yet been printed, as it now lies on the

Speaker's table ; never.

Mr. CHALMERS. I say to the gentleman that, with the exception

of some few verbal changes, this is the very bill introduced by my
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coif, considered by our committee, mid reported to this House.

When the gentleman talks about this bill undertaking to dictate to

the Supreme Court what they shall decide, it simply indicates that

gentlemen like himself shall not be employed by these railroad

companies to take advantage of legal technicalities. The bill says it

shall be decided in the courts upon the very right of the case. When

was it ever known that a law of that kind was either unconstitutional

or ill-advised or was attempting to dictate to the courts T It is but

a matter of pleadiug and practice, a practice adopted in many of the

States. When important questions are to be decided, in the decision

of which a large number of interests are involved, just such language

is used : that no technical exceptions shall be taken on account of

multifariousness, on account of parties, or anything of the kind, but

the courts shall go to the very right and justice of the matter. That

is all there is in it to which the gentleman now excepts.

I say to the gentleman that the whole spirit of this legislation is

in the line of that which is sought when we have not a remedy for

the evils of to-day, and Congress or the Legislature is called upon to

provide a remedy. Here is a corporation growing in debt which at

maturity will amount to $177,000,000. The country has as security for

that debt a second mortgage on about two thousand miles of road,

or $eV,500 per mile.

No gentleman will pretend that this is security for the debt. Rail

road men contend that a better new road could now be built for half

this price. The stockholders are growing rich on the dividends they

make annually to themselves. The Government and the people with

out some such legislation as this at the end of twenty years will be

left without remedy for their money.

[Here the hammer fell.]

Mr. COX, of New York. 1 now yield to the gentleman from Illinois,

[Mr. Springer.]

Mr. SPRINGER. I shall give this bill my cordial support. It is

important that it should at once be put on its passage without refer

ence to a couimittee. It has received a most careful consideration in

the Senate, and after one of the most learned and exhaustive debates

on record has passed that body by a most decided majority. Perhaps

there is no measure that will be considered this Congress which is of

more consequence to the people than this bill. Its passage is a strik

ing evidence of the fact that the power of the people is at last greater

than that of tl e corporations. Having passed the Senate by a large

majority, I hope this House will show that it is equally in earnest on

this subject, and that the bill may pass here by such a majority as

will make a veto unavailing. I believe it will pass. Its provisions

are just to the railroads and at the same time fully secure the rights

and protect fie interests of the people. •

For many years the people have looked in vain for some legislation

in their interest. It is to be regretted that for fifteen years past the

majority of the legislation of Congress has been in the interest of the

protected and favored few at the expense of the great mass of the

people. But now there is a change, and that, too, for the better. The

people can now have their fair share of the benefits of wise legisla

tion, and therefore I hail the passage of this bill as the dawn of a

political millennium.

Une word in reference to the fifth section of the bill and I will

yield the balance of my time to my colleague [Mr. Morrison] who is

a member of the Committee on the Pacific Railroad and has much

more carefully considered the subject than I have. The fifth section
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is apparently in conflict with the first section of the bill, in this :

that upon a casnal consideration there may be other liens recognized

as prior to that of the United States than the first-mortgage bonds

of the roads. A careful examination of all the provisions of the bill

will show that this is not the case. The first section of the bill

clearly indicates what lien shall be regarded as prior to that of the

United States, in denning what shall be regarded as the net earnings

of the road. I refer to the following provision in section 1 :

That the net earning* mentioned in said act of 1S62 of said railroad companies

respectively shall be ascertained by deducting from the gross amount of their earn

ings respectively tbe necessary expenses actually paid within the year in operating

the same and keeping the same in a state of repair, and also the snm paid by them

respectively within the year in discbarge of interest on their first-mortgage bonds,

whose lien has priority over the lien ofthe United States, and excluding from con

sideration all sums owing or paid by said companies respectively for interest upon

any other portion of their indebtedness.

If this section be compared with section 5, the apparent inconsist

ency will be seen. Section 5 is as follows :

Sec. 5. That whenever it shall be made satisfactorily to appear to the Secretary

of the Treasury by either of said companies that 75 per cent, of its net earnings, as

heretofore defined, for anv current year are or were Insufficient to pay the interest

for such year upon the obligations of such company, in respect of which obligations

there may exist a lien paramount to that of the United States, and that snch inter

est has been paid out of such net earnings, said Secretary is hereby authorized, and

it is made his duty, to remit for such current year so mnch of the 25 per cent, of

net earnings required to be paid into the sinking fund, as aforesaid, as may have

been thus applied and used in the payment of interest as aforesaid.

There can be no obligations paramount to that of the United States,

according to section I of the bill, except the amount necessary to keep

the road in repair, to pay running expenses, and the interest on the

tirst-mortgage bonds. I called on the author of this bill to-day, and

asked an explanation of this apparent inconsistency. He informed

me that section 5 was in the original bill as referred to the Commit

tee on the Judiciary in the Senate ; that section 1 as it pas»"d was

an amendment to the original section as referred ; and that iu the first

section of the original bill the words "and also the sum paid by

them respectively within the year in discharge of interest on their

tirst-mortgage bonds, whose lien has priority over that of the United

States " did not appear. After these words were inserted in the first

section, then there was no longer any nse for the fifth section. Hence

the latter section may be considered as out of tbe bill. It forms no

part of it as it now stands, and is mere surplusage. This explanation

leaves the bill free from all ambiguity or possibility of misconstruc

tion hereafter. I yield the remainder of my time to my colleague,

[Mr. Morrison.]

Mr. MORRISON. The purpose of the bill under consideration is

to secure repayment of the money paid and to be paid by the Gov

ernment on its bonds issued to aid the construction of the Pacific

Railroad. BosidVs the grant of corporate powers, valuable franchises,

and lands equal in acres to the seven smaller States of the Union,

made by the acts of Congress of July 1, 1862, and July '2, 1804, the Gov

ernment issued and delivered to the Pacific Railroad Companies bonds

amounting to £o4,{>23.612 upon which we pay, and must continue to

pay for thirty years from their date, interest exceeding $3,000,000 per

annum after deducting what the Government now receives from the

railroad companies. We pay this excess of £3,000,000 interest semi

annually, but it is to be repaid to us only at the maturity of the

thirty-year bonds at which time principal and unpaid interest will

far exceed the value of the railroad and property on which the Gov
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ernment has only a second lien, the railroad companies having issued,

and secured by a first lien or mortgage, their bonds equal in amount

to the bonds so issued to them by the Government. In short, without

some amendment to said acts of Congress so controlling a portion of

the earnings of the roads as to make such portion of their earnings

applicable to the payment of the bonds issued in aid of the roads'

construction, the money so paid and to be paid by the Government,

amounting to many millions, will be lost.

What was the nature and purpose of this transaction and what are

the relative rights of the Government and railroad companies under

itt Certainly the Government did not issue and deliver its bonds to

the railroad companies as an investment, for the Government was

then a borrower, and tbe money paid for the railroads applied to its

own obligations would have saved a hundred and fifty millions of dol

lars, even if the money and interest paid shall he refunded when the

bonds are payable. Neither were these bonds issued as a donation,

else it would not have been enacted in section 6 of said act of 1862

and section 5 of said act of 1864 that said companies might pay " in

the same or other bonds, Treasury notes, or other evidences of debt

of the United States, to be allowed at par ; " that after said road

should be completed " at least 5 per cent, of the net earnings " annu

ally and half the compensation for services rendered the Government

should be applied in payment until the whole amount of said bonds

and interest is fully paid.

The national and public pnrpose of Congress in affording aid in

building their roads by issuing bonds to said companies, as expressed

in said acts, was "to secure to the Government at all times, (but

particularly in time of war,) the use and benefit of the same for

postal, military, and other purposes."

By the provisions of said acts, as well as from the reason of tbe

thing, the Government had a right to have the roads kept in repair

and use and to have preference in their use for the transportation of

its mails, troops, and munitions of war for reasonable rates of com

pensation. For these purposes the railroad companies were the agents

of the Government which gave them corporate existence, life, and

sustenance. For these purposes they were instrumentalities which

by the law of their creation the Government had a right to use. The

power to enforce such a right would seem necessarily to go along

with the right itself, but that there might be no misunderstanding

about it Congress reserved to itself the right to " at any time alter,

amend, or repeal" said acts.

That this expressly reserved power to amend, alter, and repeal may

be exercised at any time to secure to the Government at all times the

transportation of mails, troops, and public stores, does not appear to

be seriously questioned. Whatever opinions may have obtained in the

paBt, now it is conceded apparently by the most strenuous advocate

for the sacredness of vested rights that State Legislatures, as to cor

porations chartered by them, have, and that Congress, as to corpora

tions chartered by it, has, power to compel corporations to do that

for which they were created and for which they have been invested

with a portion of the sovereign power; but it is insisted by the oppo

nents of this bill that neither payment of debts nor keeping obliga

tions to refund what has been advanced in the construction of their

roads is among the duties which such corporations may be so com

pelled to perform.

When we would so amend said acts as to enforce the duty to carry

the mails, troops, and stores of the Government we are admitted to
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be in the just and proper exercise of the reserved power of amend

ment. When we would so amend as to compel the application of a part

of the road's earnings to the repayment of money which went into

its construction, without which there could be no earnings, then it is

insisted by the opponents of this measure of justice and fair-dealing

that we are breaking faith, impairing the obligation of contracts, and

violating the Constitution.

The companies have a property in the franchise and road with

which they earn money no less inviolable than in the money earned,

and it is difficult to conceive a legal distinction in the exercise of the

reserved right of amendment applicable to one and not to the other.

The law itself makes no such distinction. Yet upon such distinction

is based the argument advanced here and elsewhere that Congress,

seeing the affairs of the road so administered as to endanger the right

of the Government at all times, and especially in time of war, to have

its troops and stores carried, may rightfully exercise its reserved

power to amend or repeal the franchise, and may put the roads out

of which come all the earnings into other hands; but that, seeing the

earnings so misappropriated as to necessarily result in a loss of the

Government advancements, Congress cannot so exercise its reserved

power of amendment as to compel such just administration of the

corporate rights conferred as will prevent such loss.

It is further said that this advancement of bonds was a mere con

tract of loan between the Government and railroad companies with

the terms of payment unalterably fixed in the law itself, which ex

empt it from the power of alteration and amendment reserved in the

same law ; that while Congress has power to " borrow money on the

credit of the United States," no power has been conferred to lend

money. That it may and does borrow, therefore, as a sovereign, but

can, like a bank or insurance company, only lend as a civil corpora

tion.

Now, sir, I will not waste words to show that if power has not been

conferred on Congress to lend money, then it cannot lend either as a

civil corporation or a sovereign. I have already said that the Gov

ernment did not issue and deliver its bonds to the railroad companies

by way of investing the many millions of dollars it thereby obligated

itself to pay for them while it was itself a borrower. Nor, sir, was

it done as a loan. The Government exercises the power to build

military and post roads through the instrumentalities of private cor

porations or otherwise, to provide for the common defense and pro

mote the general welfare—if rightfully at all—as a sovereign. As a

sovereign and to attain the purposes enumerated in said acts of Con

gress it created one corporation, recognized others, and issued and

delivered the bonds as a means and incident to the end for which the

sovereign power was exercised. This is true, or the whole transaction

was without warrant in the Constitution. And so, Mr. Speaker, the

effort to so divide the contract between the Government and its agen

cies as to limit its power of amendment, unlimited in the terms of

the law, to the control of the franchise and the road, and forbid it as

to the road's earnings, must fail, it seems to me, for want of law as

well as lack of justice to support it. The reserved power to alter,

amend, and repeal may be invoked to secure such a just and equitable

administration of the affairs of the companies and such disposition of

the earnings as will protect and enforce all the rights of the Govern

ment and the people. And I so understand the law to be interpreted

by the courts as declared in Tomlinson vs. Jessup, 15 Wallace, 458 :

The object of the reservation, and of similar reservations In other charters, is to
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Iirevent a grant of corporate rights and privileges in a form which will preclude

egislative interference with their exercise, if the public interest should at any time

require such interference. It is a provision intended to preserve to the State con

trol over its contract with the corporators, which without that provision would be

irrepealable, and protected from any measures affecting its obligation.

And in Miller vs. The States, 15 Wallace, 498 :

Power to legislate, founded upon such a reservation in a charter to a private cor

poration, is certainly not without limit, and it may well be admitted that it cannot

be exercised to take away or destroy rights acquired by virtue of such charter, and

which by a legitimate use of the powers granted have become vested in the corpo

ration, but it may be safely affirmed thatthe reserved power may be exercised, and

to almost any extent, to carry into effect the original purposes of the grant or to

secure the due administration of its affairs so as to protect the rights of its stock

holders and of creditors, and for the proper disposition of the assets.

And by the whole current of authority as shown by numerous

cases cited in its Bupport at both ends of the Capitol pending the con

sideration of this question. And so, too, it would seem the railroad

companies understood the law. It was shown by a report of a com

mittee of this House in the Forty-third Congress (the Credit Mobilier

investigation committee of which Hon. Jeremiah Wilson was chair

man) that the Union Pacific Railroad and the Credit Mobilier were

"identical in interest ; " that Credit Mobilier stock paid dividends of

300 or 400 per cent. ; and that the agent and representative of the rail

road went about the Senate and House of Representatives distribut

ing this stock among Members and Senators. Railroad companies

are usually ?o managed as to get money for those who manage them,

and yet it did appear that in this case they believed they put this

valuable stock " where it would do most good "when so distributed.

The railroad acts had been passed ; the grants had been made ; the

bonds had been issued; what other "good" was to be obtained by so

distributing Credit Mobilier shares but congressional forbearance in

the exercise of the right to so alter and amend said acts as to compel

the companies to surrender a part of their earnings in repayment of

what the Government has advanced for them T

This reserved power to alter and amend has been exercised in rela

tion to the national banks when some of them have been compelled

to surrender part of their circulation, to which they had a right un

der their charters. It is by the exercise of this power alone that they

can be compelled to surrender their circulating notes before the expi

ration of their charters.

Good faith, it is said, requires that we should forbear the exercise

of the power of amendment until the railroad companies are in de

fault, and that they are not and will uot be in default as to repay

ment of the money paid on the bonds issued to them until their ma

turity. The ablity of the roads to pay is not and cannot be disputed.

Yet Sir. Dillen, representing the Uuion Pacific, more than three years

ago advised us of his purpose to pay in his own good time and upon

his own condition when in a communication to the Secretary of the

Treasury making an offer of adjustment wholly inadequate he said:

The bonds are accumulating an interest account, also uncollectible until the prin

cipal is due. Principal and interest, when due, will amount to the very large aggre

gate of over 177 OOO.uOO.

For this very large amount the Government has only a second mortgage, and if

it be allowed to accumulate without any provision being made to meet it, the com

pany will probably be utterly unable to pay it.

At the same time it is equally manifest that the Government will be unable to

•ollect it, except upon the assumption that it will advance the money to discharge

prior mortgages and run the road on Governmeut account—a policy which wise

statesmanship could not advise.

Mr. Huntington, on the part of the other road embraced in the fnnd
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ing bill, the Central Pacific, advised us of a similar purpose on the

part of his company when referring to principal and interest of the

bonds. He said to the Senate Judiciary Committee :

By the time both mature and become payable it is not at all likely the property

will he worth their aggregate sum, and if the shrinking and settling or prices should

continue further it may happen that it will not suffice to pay more than the first

mortgages.

With t^he ability to meet their engagements and notoriously making

large dividends among stockholders, we have notice of their purpose

to be in default, which is at once a default and a fraud. It is not

on the part of either company a " due administration of its affairs."

What faith these companies have kept with the Government and

the people will appear in the report of the Wilson Credit Mobilier

committee, before referred to, wherein it is shown—

That the moneys borrowed by the corporation, under a power given them, only

to meet the necessities of the construction and endowment of the road, have been

distributed in dividends among the coniorators; that the stock was issued, not to

men who paid for it at par in money, but who paid for it at not more than thirty

cents on the dollar in road-making : that of the Government directors some of them

have neglected their duties and others have been interested in the transactions by

which the provisions of the organic law have been evaded ; that at least one of the.

commissioners appointed by the President has been directly bribed to betray bis

trust by the gift of 125,000 ; that the chief engineer of the road was largely inter

ested in the contracts for its construction; and that there has been an attempt to

prevent the exercise of the reserved power in Congress by Inducing influential

members of Congress to become interested in the proflte of the transaction.

The railroad companies which this bill is to affect received about

$11,000,000 annually of net earnings, after deducting all the costs of

operating and management of their roads and the interest on their

first-mortgage bonds. The reasonable and just provisions of this bill

require them to apply or place a part not exceeding one-fonrth of

such net earnings where it may, with all its constantly accruing and

compounding interest, be applied to the like just and reasonable de

mands of the Government that its money which built the roads shall

be refunded.

More than this bill requires might in justice be demanded. And

the fifth section ought not, in my j ndgnient ,- to have been made a part

of it ; but we have still the power to alter, amend, and repeal, if the

bill does not afford all the relief which justice demands.

Mr. Speaker, something has been said, and much more might be

said, of the danger to be apprehended from the exercise by the Na

tional Government of ungranted power. I am not unmindful of that

danger. I have witnessed its approach year by year aud day by day

with apprehension, quickened, I trust, with something of attach

ment for the good Government it may convert if not overthrow.

Bnt, sir, may I suggest that I have yet to seethe first advance of this

dangerous power in the direction of any undue restraintof overgrown

grasping corporations and monopolies. It is said that no danger is to

be apprehended from these, because there are agencies, Congress

among them, by which they may be controlled. Let us then see to

it that they do not control the agencies.

Mr. COX, of New York. I ask consent that members desiring to do

so be allowed to priut in the Recokd remarks on this funding bill.

There was no objection, and leave was granted accordingly. [See

Appendix.]

Mr. SPRINGER. I now yield the remainder of my time to the

gentleman from Ohio, [Mr. McMahon.]

Mr. McMAHON. In the five minutes' time allowed me in the close
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of this debate it is impossible, of course, to make an argument upon a

legal proposition. But where there are so many lawyers as there are

in this House a short statement of one's viewB is sufficient to enable

them to form their judgment on such a question.

The main objection to this bill, coming from the gentleman from

Massachusetts, [Mr. Butler,] and implied in the question of my dis

tinguished colleague from Ohio, [Mr. Garfield,] is that it violates a

contract. They rely of course upon the law as laid down in the famous

Dartmouth College case and in the line of decisions following it. Now

let me put an analogous case. Take the settled law of tne Uuited

States to-day, in the matter of bankruptcy, upon the power of a State

to pass a bankrupt law in the absence of a general national bankrupt

law. A State may pass a bankrupt law which will operate upon all

contracts entered into after its passage between citizens of the same

State. But it cannot pass a bankrupt law which will operate upon

any contract made prior to its passage. This is settled law to-day,

as the gentleman from Massachusetts well knows, because when

there is no bankrupt law of the United States in force, there is a

State bankrupt law in his own State.

Now, why is a State bankrupt law which acts upon contracts en

tered into prior to its passage unconstitutional T Because it violates

that provision of the Constitution of the United States which says

that no State shall pass any law impairing the obligation of a con

tract. Therefore' a bankrupt law affecting contracts entered into

before its passage impairs the obligation of contracts. But a State

can pass a bankrupt law, and it will operate upon contracts made

between citizens of the same State after its passage, because the

bankrupt law, in contemplation of law, enters into all contracts be

tween the parties. And this is the law, although the parties con

tracting may be in fact ignorant of the existence of the law. The

right to be discharged from the contract upon compliance with the

bankrupt law is regarded as a part of its obligation. Hence such

discharge does not violate its obligation.

The Pacific Railroad Companiesstand precisely i n t h is position under

the laws organizing them. We passed certain laws which, under the

uufortunate decision of the Supreme Court of the United States to

which I have already alluded, were not only charters to the company

but were as well contracts. But I would say to my friend from Mas

sachusetts [Mr. Butler] that in the very so-called contract we

reserved the right to alter, amend, or repeal the charter and the con

tract ; and, having this absolute right, the exercise of it is a part of

the contract and does not violate its obligation. But this is not simply

a contract between individuals, but a charter, or, if yon please, a

contract entered into by the Government in its sovereign capacity,

acting as a sovereign and using sovereign powers, in building under

private instrumentalities great national highways to the Pacific coast-

it did not intend to create a great monopoly beyond its control. It

did not intend to donate the many millions of dollars it advanced.

But it reserved the right to alter, amend, or repeal, not the franchise

merely, but the whole law ; not any particular section, but every sec

tion. Those who organized the companies under these laws took all

the risks of amendment, alteration, or repeal. It was a part of their

contract, compensated by its other liberal terms.

My frieud says that " this bill will not hold water when it comes

before toe Supreme Court of the United States." I do not belieTe

that he really expressed his opinion, as a lawyer when he said so,

because it was not five minutes afterward that he said, in answer to

a question, that he was in favor of the main features of this bilL

r
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I never took him to be a man who was in favor of anything that

wonld not "hold water." But if he favors the main features of this

bill he must favor the very parts of it which he pretends to say will

not "hold water;" for they are not only the main features, but they

are the only ones. All there is in this bill is contained in the very

sections which he says will not hold water.

Now, Mr. Speaker, we do not want this bill to go to the Committee

on the Judiciary. It would be safe there, but it is safer here. This

democratic House is not following the bidding of the Senate of the

United States, as the gentleman from Massachusetts says. We do

not follow the bidding of any person. But there is one thing that a

democratic House never yet did within my recollection. It never

bowed down before the railroad corporations of this country. If the

gentleman can say as much for the political party with which he

now finds himself associated he will have to violate the truth of his

tory. All the tremendous power of these great corporations was the

voluntary gift of the republican party. History, as written by repub

lican-statesmen, says that every stop taken by republican Congresses

in their favor was marked by fraud and corruption. I welcome the

day when some justice is to be done for the Government and the

people.

It is true that we passed the silver bill as it came from the Senate.

Why ? Because we felt that the Senate was hostile to the general

scope of the bill as passed by the House ; that amendment would be

absolute defeat of everything, and we took what we could get. This

was sound policy. We do not propose to pass this bill at the dicta

tion of the Senate. It meets our views exactly. The record of the

House is far in advance of that of the Senate upon this question. As

the Senate becomes more democratic it begins to do more justice to

the people and leans less to corporations ; and we welcome the pas

sage of this bill by it as a good omen for the future. We take great

pleasure nnder the circumstances in disregarding the warning of our

friend from Massachusetts as to the fate of this bill in the courts.

We prefer to take thejudgment of the many able men who have given

their opinion upon it at the other end of the Capitol ; and the conn-

try, having almost implicit confidence in the ability, statesmanship,

and integrity of the distinguished Senator from Ohio who led the

fight in that body, will thank him and the democratic party for the

sentiment which has finally compelled these enormous corporations

to deal justly with their creditors, the people of the United States.

There are millions in this bill, but for the first time it is millions for

the people.

Mr. COX, of New York. I demand the previous question.

Mr. PRICE. I want to ask a question in reference to the condi

tion of the bill before the House. Has it been read a second time T

The SPEAKER. It has not been ; but it will be now read a second

time.

Mr. PRICE. I only wanted to know whether the bill had been

read the second time and now comes up on its third reading.

The SPEAKER. It has not yet been read a second time.

The Clerk read the bill a second time by its title.

Mr. FRYE. The bill having now been read a second time, I move

that it be referred to the Judiciary Committee and " put under way."

The SPEAKER. The gentleman is not on the floor for that pur

pose, the gentleman from New York having demanded the previous

question.

Mr. COX, of New York. I do not yield to the gentleman.
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Mr. FRYE. I make the point of order that under the rales the pre

vious question cannot be demanded to preclude a motion of this kind.

The rale declares distinctly and positively that this motion shall be

first in order.

The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks that this bill, like every other,

is nnder the control of the majority of the Honse. The bill has now

been read a second time by its title, and the Chair thinks that it is

in order nnder Rule 42 to demand the previous question on the en

grossment.

Mr. COX, of New York. I insist on the demand.

Mr. SAMPSON. I wish to inquire what is tbe main question. U

it not on the third reading of the bill T

The SPEAKER. The bill is now on its third reading.

Mr. SAMPSON. Then that is the main question ; and on that the

gentleman demands the previous question. Now does not the motion

to commit come in and take precedence of the previous question T

Do not the rules of the House expressly so provide!

The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks not. On the contrary, Rule 42,

Sroviding the order in which motions shall be submitted, recognizes

istinctly the priority of the demand for the previous question. That

is the rule which has uniformly governed, in the experience of the

Chair.

Mr. SAMPSON. It has been constantly held in this House, it seems

to me, that the motion to commit takes precedence of a motion to

postpone or a motion for the previous question.

The SPEAKER. Rule 42 states differently. The majority of the

House, if they desire to commit the bill, have only to vote down the

previous question.

Mr. SAMPSON. If the Chair will wait a moment, I am certain I

can find the rule to which I refer.

The SPEAKER. Rule 42 is the rule that controls this question.

The rule to which the gentleman refers may be Rnle 132.

Mr. CALKINS. I am not in favor of a motion to commit ; but it

occurs to nie that Rule 42 is a general rule

The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks so.

Mr. CALKINS. And that this other rule is a special rule operating

in a case of this kind and taking it out of the operation of Rule 42.

The SPEAKER. This bill is before the House, and is to be gov

erned by the rules of the House. Rule 42 is as explicit as language

can make it.

Mr. FRYE. I ask the Chair very respectfully

The SPEAKER. Tbe Chair understands that.

Mr. FRYE. I ask the Speaker, very respectfully, to state what

Rule 54 means :

After one hour shall have been devoted to reports from committees and resolu

tions, it shall be in order, pending the consideration or discussion thereof, to en-

tertAin a motion that the House do now proceed to dispose of the business on th»

Sjwaker's table, and to the orders of the day—Januarys, 1633; which being de

cided in the affirmative, the Speaker shall dispose of the business on his table is

the following order, namely :

First. Messages and other executive communications.

Second. Messages from the Senate and amendments proposed by the Senate Is

bills of the Honse.

Third. Bills and resolutions from the Senate on their first and second reading,

that they bo referred to committees and put under way ; but if. on being read a

second time, no motion being made to commit, they are to be ordered to their third

reading, unless objection be made.

Now, under the ruling of the Speaker, to which i respectfully sub

mit, (for I simply ask this question for information,) what does this

rnle amount to?
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Tbe SPEAKER. It does Dot amount to w.hat the gentleman sup

poses, in the face of a rule specifically stating that the previous

question shall have priority of a motion to commit, and if sustained

cuts off that motion.

Mr. SAMPSON. I call tlfe attention of the Speaker to page 272 of

the Manual, where he will find the positive language of therule. As

I understand, this bill after it had been read a second time was open

to debate. That being the case, this rule steps in and provides—

When a question in under debate, no motion shall be received, but to adjourn,

to lie on the table, for the previous question, to postpone to a day certain, to couf-

mit or amend.

It does seem to me that this is the positive language of the rule,

which ought not to be violated. The gentleman from New York was

recognized to make the motion for the previous question. Then any

other gentleman bad the right to rise and move to lay on the table

or commit, and they must take precedence.

The SPEAKER. Rule 42 recognizes the right to lie upon the table

but makes the motion to commit a subsequent motion to the demand

for the previous question.

Mr. COX, of New York. I demand the previous question.

The previous question was seconded and the main question ordered ;

and under the operation thereof the bill was ordered to a third read

ing, and was accordingly read the third time.

Mr. COX, of New York, demanded the previous question on the

passage of the bill.

The previous question was seconded and the main question ordered.

Mr. BELL demanded the yeas and nays on the passage of the bill.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

The question was taken; and it was decided in the affirmative—

yeas 343, nays 2, not voting 46 ; as follows :

TEAS—243.

Aldrich.

Atkins,

Bacon,

Bagley,

Baker, John H.

Baker, 'William H.

Ballon,

Banning,

Bayne,

Beebe.

Bell,

Kieknoil,

Bisbee,

Blackburn.

Blair,

Bliss.

Blount,

Boone.

Bouck,

Boyd,

Bragc,

Brewer,

Bridges,

Briggs,

Bright,

Browne,

Buckner,

Bundy,

Burchard,

Cabell,

Cain,

Caldwell. John W.

Caldwell, W. P.

Calkins,

Camp,

Campbell,

Candler,

Cannon,

Carlisle,

Caswell,

Chalmers.

Chittenden,

Claflin,

Clark of Missouri,

Clark. Rush

Clarke of.Kentucky,

Clymer,

Cobb,

Cole.

Collins,

Conger,

Cook.

Covert,

Cox, Jacob D.

Cox, Samuel S.

Crapo,

Cravens,

Crittenden,

Culberson,

Cummings,

Cutler,

Danford,

Davidson, Glover,

Davis, Horace Goode,

Davis, Joseph J. Gunter,

Dean, Hale,

Deering, Hamilton,

Denison, Hanna,

Dibrell, Hardenbergh,

Dickey, Harmer,

Douglas, Harris, Benj. AV.

Dunnell, Harris, Heury It

Durham, Harris, John T.

Eames, Hart,

Eden, Hartridce,

IlartzelCElam,

Errett, Haskell,

Evans, I. Newton Hatcher,

Evlns, John Jl. Hayes,

Ewing, Hazelton,

Felton, Henderson,

Finley, Heury,

Forney, Herbert,

Fort, newitt, A. S.

Franklin, Hewitt, G. W.

Freeman, Hooker,

Frye, House,

Fuller, Hubbell.

Gardner, Humphrey,

Garth, Hnngerford,

Ganse, Hunter,

Gibson, Hunton,

Giddings, Ittuer,
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James, Mills, Rice, William W. Thornburgh.

Jones, Frank Mitchell, Riddle, Throckmorton,

Jones, James T. Money, Robbins, Townsend, Aiucn

Jones, John 5. Monroe, Roberta, Townsend, M. L

Joyce, Morgan, Robertson, Turner,

Keightley, Morrison, Robinson, GeorgeD.Tarney,

Kenna, Morse, Robinson, Milton 5,, Vance,

Ketcham, Muldrow, Ross, Waddell,

Killinger, Neal, Ryan, Walsh,

Kimmel, Nororoas, Sampson, Ward,

Knapp, Oliver, Sapp, Warner,

Knott, O'Neill, Sayler, Watson,

Landers, Overton, Schleicher, Welch,

Lapbam, Page, Singleton, White. Harry

Lathrop, Patterson, G. W. Sinsickson, White, Michael D.

Llgon, Patterson, T. M. Slemons, Wbitthorne,

Lindsey, Peddle, Smalls, Wigginton,

Williams, AndrewLookwood, Phillips, Smith, William E.

Loring, Pollard, Southard, Williams, C. G.

LnttreU, Potter, Sparks, Williams, James

Mackey, Pound, Springer, Williams, Jere N.

Maish, Powers, Starin, Williams, Richard

Manning, Price, Steele, Willis, Albert S.

Harsh, Pugh, Stenger,

Stephens,

Willi ts.

Martin, Kainey, Wilson,

McCook, Bea, Stewart,

Stone, John W.

Wood,

McKenzie, Reagan,

Reed,

Wren,

McKinley, Stone, Joseph C. Wright,

McMahon, Reilly, Strait, Yoates.

Metcalfe, Rice, Americus V. Thompson,

NAYS-2.

Butler, Lynde.

NOT VOTING-46.

Acklen, Ellsworth, McGowan, Tipton.

Aiken, Kvans, James L. Muller, Townshend, R. W.

Banks, Foster, Phelps, Tucker,

Benodict, Garfield, Pridemore, Van Vorhea,

Bland, Harrison, Quinn,

Randolph,

Veeder,

Brentano, Hendee, Wait,

Brogden, Hankie, Scales, Walker,

Burdick, Hiscock, Soxton, Williams, A. S.

Clark. Alvah A. Jorgensen

Keifer,

, Shallenberger, Willis, Benj. A.

Dwight. Shelley, Young.

Eiokhoff, Kelley, Smith, A. Herr

Ellis, Mayham, Swann,

So the bill was passed.

Daring the vote,

Mr. HUNTON said : My colleague, Mr. Tucrer, who is absent by

leave of the House, is paired with the gentleman from Ohio, Mr.

Garfield. If he were here, he would vote in the affirmative.

Mr. WILLIAMS, of Michigan. I am paired with Mr. Banrs.

Mr. FORNEY. I wish to announce that Mr. Wait is paired with

Mr. Phelps, and that Mr. Shelley is paired with Mr. Evans, of

Indiana.

Mr. BLISS. I desire to announce that my colleague, Mr. Veeder,

is detained from the House by severe illuess.

Mr. O'NEILL. My colleague, Mr. Smith, is absent by leave of the

House, and if present, would vote in the affirmative. Jndge Krllry,

who is temporarily absent, would also, if present, vote in the affirm

ative.

Mr. JONES, of Ohio. My colleague, Mr. Van Vorhes, is absent

by leave of the House. If present, he would vote in the affirmative.

Mr. CALKINS. I am paired with Mr. Clarr, of New Jersey, on all

political questions. .

Mr. ALDRICH. Mr. Tipton is paired with Mr. Townshend, of-Illi
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nois, and Mr. Brentano with Mr. Harrison. I believe they would

all vote in the affirmative, if present.

Mr. HUNGERFORD. Mr. Dwigiit, of New York, is paired with his

colleague, Mr. Eickhoff.

Mr. LANDERS. Mv colleagues, Mr. Wait and Mr. Phelps, who

are paired on all political questions, if present would both vote in

the" affirmative.

Mr. KEIGHTLEY. My colleagues, Mr. McGowan and Mr. Ells

worth, who are absent, would, if present, vote in the affirmative.

The vote was then announced as above recorded.

Mr. COX, of New York, moved to reconsider the vote by which the

bill was passed ; and also moved that the motion to reconsider be

laid on the table.

The latter motion was agreed to.
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AN ACT to alter and amend the act entitled "An act to aid in the construction of *

railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to se

cure to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes.'

approved July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and also to alter and amend

the act of Congress approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, in

amendment of said first-named act.

Whereas, on the first day of July, anno Domini eighteen hundred and

sixty-two, Congress passed an act entitled "An act to aid in the con

struction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to

the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the same

for postal, military, and other purposes ;" and

Whereas afterward, ou the second day of July, anno Domini eighteen

hundred and sixty-four, Congress passed au act in amendment of said

first-mentioned act ; and

Whereas the Union Pacific Railroad Company, named in said acts,

and under the authority thereof, undertook to construct a railway,

alter the passage thereof, over some part of the line mentioned in said

acts; and

Whereas, under the authority of the said two acts, the Central Pacific

Railroad Company of California, a corporation existing under the laws of

the State of California, undertook to construct a railway, after the passage

of said acts, over some part of the line mentioned in said acts ; and

Whereas the United States, upon demand of said Central Pacific

Railroad Company, have heretofore issued, by way of loan and as pro

vided in said acts, to and for the benefit of said company, in aid of the

purposes named in said acts, the bonds of the United States, payable in

thirty years from the date thereof, with interest at six per centum per

annum, payable half yearly, to the amount of twenty-five million eight

hundred and eighty-five thousand one hundred and twenty dollars,

which said bonds have been sold in the market or otherwise disposed

of by said company ; and

Whereas the said Central Pacific Company has issued and disposed

of an amount of its own bonds equal to the amount so issued by the

United States, and secured the same by mortgage, and which are, if

lawfully issued and disposed of, a prior and paramount lien, in the re

spect mentioned in said acts, to that of the United States, as stated,

and secured thereby ; and

Whereas, after the passage of said acts, the Western Pacific Railroad

Company, a corporation then existing under the laws of California, did,

under the authority of Congress, become the assignee of the rights,

duties and obligations of the said Central Pacific Railroad Company, as

provided in the act of Congress passed on the third of March, anno

Domini eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and did, under the authority of

the said act and of the acts aforesaid, constrnct a railroad from the city

of San Jose to the city of Sacramento, in California, and did demand

and receive from the United States the sum of one million nine hundred

and seventy thousand five hundred and sixty dollars of the bonds of the

United States, of the description before mentioned as issued to the Cen

tral Pacific Company, and in the same manner and under the provisions

of said acts ; and upon aud in respect of the bonds so issued to both said
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companies, the United States have paid interest to the sum of more than

thirteen and a half million dollars, which has not been reimbursed; and

Whereas said Western Pacific Railroad Company has issued and dis

posed of an amount of its own bonds equal to the amount so issued by

the United States to it, and secured the same by mortgage, which are,

if lawfully issued and disposed of, a prior and paramount lien to that of

the United States, as stated, and secured thereby ; and

Whereas said Western Pacific Railroad Company has since become

merged iti, and consolidated with, said Central Pacific Railroad Com

pany, under the name of the Central Pacific Railroad Company, where

by the said Central Pacific Railroad Company has become liable to all

the burdens, duties, and obligations before resting upon said Western

Pacific Railroad Company; and divers other railroad companies have

been merged in and consolidated with said Central Pacific Railroad

Company ; and

Whereas the United States, upon the demand of the said Union Pacific

Railroad Company, have heretofore issued by way of loan to it and as

provided in said acts, the bonds of the United States, payable in thirty

years from the date thereof, with interest at six per centum per annum,

payable half-yearly, the principal sums of which amount to twenty-seven

million two hundred and thirty-six thousand five hundred and twelve

dollars ; on which the United States have paid over ten million dollars

interest over and above all reimbursements; which said bonds have

been sold in the market or otherwise disposed of by said corporation ;

and

Whereas said corporation has issued and disposed of an amount of

its own bonds equal to the amounts so issued to it by the United States

as aforesaid, and secured the same by mortgage, and which are, if law

fully issued and disposed of, a prior and paramount lien, in the respect

mentioned in said acts, to that of the United States, as stated, and

secured thereby ; and

Whereas the total liabilities (exclusive of interest to accrue) to all

creditors, including the United States, of the said Central Pacific Com

pany, amount in the aggregate to more than ninety six million dollars,

and those of the said Union Pacific Railroad Company to more than

eighty eight million dollars ; and

Whereas the United States, in view of the indebtedness and operations

of said several railroad companies respectively, and of the disposition of

their respective incomes, are not and cannot, without further legislation,

be secure in their interests in and concerning said respective railroads

and corporations, either as mentioned in said acts or otherwise ; and

Whereas a due regard to the rights of said several companies respect

ively, as mentioned in said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two, as

well as just security to the United States in the premises, and in respect

of all the matters set forth in said act, require that the said act of

eighteen hundred and sixty-two be altered and amended as hereinafter

enacted ; and

Whereas, by reason of the premises also, as well as for other canses

of public good and justice, the powers provided and reserved in said act

of eighteen hundred and sixty-four for the amendment and alteration

thereof ought also to be exercised as hereinafter enacted : Therefore,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the uet earnings mentioned

in said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two, of said railroad companies

respectively, shall be ascertained by deducting from the gross amount

of their earnings respectively the necessary expenses actually paid within

37 PA
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the year in operating the same and keeping the same in a state of repair,

and also the sum paid by tbem respectively within the year in discharge

of interest on their first mortgage bonds, whose lien has priority over

the lien of the United States, and excluding from consideration all sams

owing or paid by said companies respectively for interest upon any other

portion of their indebtedness; and the foregoing provision shall bedeemed

and taken as an amendment of said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-

four, as well as of said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two. This

section shall take effect on the thirtieth day of June next, and be appli

cable to all computations of net earnings thereafter ; but it shall not

affect any right of the United States or of either of said railroad compan

ies existiug prior thereto.

Sec. 2. That the whole amount of compensation which may, from

time to time, be due to said several railroad companies respectively for

services rendered for the Government shall be retained by the United

States, one half thereof to be presently applied to the liquidation of the

interest paid aud to be paid by the United States upon the bonds so

issued by it as aforesaid, to each of said corporations severally, and the

other half thereof to be turned into the sinking-fund hereinafter provi

ded, for the uses therein mentioned.

Sec. 3. That there shall be established in the Treasury of the United

States a sinking-fund, which shall be invested by the Secretary of the

Treasury in bonds of the United States; and the semiannual income

thereof shall be in like manner from time to time invested, aud the

same shall accumulate and be disposed of as hereinafter mentioned.

And in making such investments the Secretary shall prefer the five per

centum bonds of the United States, unless, for good reasons appearing

to him, and which he shall report to Congress, he shall at any time deem

it advisable to invest in other bonds of the United States. All the bonds

belonging to said fund shall, as fast as they shall be obtained, be so

stamped as to show that they belong to said fund, and that they are not

good iu the hands of other holders than the Secretary of the Treasnry

until they shall have been indorsed by him, aud publicly disposed of pur

suant to this act.

Sec. 4. That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on

the first day of February in each year, the one-half of the compensation

for services hereinbefore named, rendered for the Government by said

Central Pacific Eailroad Company, not applied in liquidation of inter

est; aud, in addition thereto, the said company shall, on said day in each

year, pay into the Treasury, to the credit of said sinking-fund, the som

of one million two hundred thousand dollars, or so much thereof as shall

be necessary to make the five per centum of the net earnings of its said

road payable to the United States under said act of eighteen hun

dred and sixty-two, and the whole sum earned by it as compensation for

services rendered for the United States, together with the sum by this

section required to be paid, amount iu the aggregate to twenty-five per

centum of the whole net earnings of said railroad-company, ascertained

aud defined as hereinbefore provided, for the year ending on the thirty-

first day of December next preceding. That there shall be carried to

the credit of the said fund, on the first day of February in each year

the one-half of the compensation for services hereinbefore named, ren

dered for the Government by said Union Pacific Railroad Company, not

applied in liquidation of interest ; and, in addition thereto, the said

company shall, on said day in each year, pay into the Treasury, to the

credit of said sinking fund, the sum of eight hundred aud fifty thousand

dollars, or so much thereof as shall be necessary to make the five per
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centum of the net earnings of its said road payable to the United States

under said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the whole sum

earned by it as compensation for services rendered for the United States,

together with the sum by this section required to be paid, amount in

the aggregate to twenty-five per centum of the whole net earnings of

said railroad company, ascertained and defined as hereinbefore provided,

for the year ending on the thirty-first day of December next preceding.

Sec. 5. That whenever it shall be made satisfactorily to appear to the

Secretary of the Treasury, by either of said companies, that seventy-five

per centum of its net earnings as hereinbefore defined, for any current

year are or were insufficient to pay the interest for such year upon the

obligations of such company, in respect of which obligations there may

exist a lien paramount to that of the United States, and that such inter

est has been paid out of such net earnings, said Secretary is hereby au

thorized, and it is made his duty, to remit for such current year so much

of the twenty-five per centum of net earnings required to be paid into the

sinking-fund, as aforesaid, as may have been thus applied and used in

the payment of iuterest as aforesaid.

Sec. 6. That no dividend shall be voted, made, or paid for or to any

stockholder or stockholders in either of said companies respectively at

any time when the said company shall be in default in respect of the

payment either of the sums required as aforesaid to be paid into said

sinking-fund, or in respect of the payment of the said five per centum

of the net earnings, or in respect of interest upou any debt the lien of

which, or of the debt on which it may accrue, is paramount to that of

the United States ; and any officer or person who shall vote, declare,

make, or pay, and any stockholder of any of said companies who shall

receive any such dividend contrary to the provisions of this act, shall be

liable to the United States for the amount thereof, which, when recov

ered, shall be paid into said sinking-fund. And every such officer, per

son, or stockholder who shall knowingly vote, declare, make, or pay any

such dividend, contrary to the provisions of this act, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished

by a fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars, and by imprisonment not

exceeding one year.

Sec. 7. That the said sinking-fund so established and accumulated

shall, at the maturity of said bonds so respectively issued by the United

States, be applied to the payment and satisfaction thereof, according to

the interest and proportion of each of said companies in said fund, and

of all interest paid by the United States thereon, and not reimbursed,

subject to the provisions of the next section.

Sec. 8. That said sinking-fund so established and accumated shall,

according to the interest and proportion of said companies respectively

therein, be held for the protection, security, and benefit of the lawful

and just holders of any mortgage or lien debts of such companies respect

ively, lawfully paramount to the rights of the United States, and for the

claims of other creditors, if any, lawfully chargeable upon the funds so

required to be paid into said sinking-fund, according to their respective

lawful priorities, as well as for the Uuiied States, according to the prin

ciples of equity, to the end that all persons having any claim upon said

sinking-fuad may be entitled thereto in due order ; but the provisions of

this section shall not operate or be held to impair any existing legal

right, except in the manner in this act provided, of any mortgage, lien,

or other creditor of any of said compauies respectively, nor to excuse

any of said companies respectively from the duty of discharging, out of

other funds, its debts to any creditor except the United States.
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Sec. 9. That all sums due to the United States from any of said com

panies respectively, whether payable presently or not, and all snms re

quired to be paid to the United States or into the Treasury, or into

said sinking-fund under this act, or under the acts hereinbefore referred

to, or otherwise, are hereby declared to be a lien upon all the property,

estate, rights, and franchises of every description granted or conveyed

by the United States to any of said companies respectively or jointly,

and also upon all the estate and property, real, personal, and mixed,

assets, and income of the said several railroad companies respectively,

from whatever source derived, subject to any lawfully prior and para

mount mortgage, lien, or claim thereon. But this section shall not be

construed to prevent said companies respectively from using and dis

posing of any of their property or assets in the ordinary, proper and

lawful course of their current business, in good faith and for valuable

consideration.

Sec. 10. That it is hereby made the duty of the Attorney-General of

the United States to enforce, by proper proceeding against the said

several railroad companies respectively or jointly, or against either of

them, and others, all the rights of the United States under this act and

under the acts hereinbefore mentioned, and under any other act of

Congress or right of the United States ; and in any suit or proceeding

already commenced, or that may be hereafter commenced, against any

of said companies, either alone or with other parties, in respect of

matters arising under this act, or under the acts or rights hereinbefore

mentioned or referred to, it shall be the duty of the court to determine

the very right of the matter without regard to matters of form, joinder

of parties, multifariousness, or other matters not affecting the substan

tial rights and duties arising out of the matters and acts hereinbefore

stated and referred to.

Sec. 11. That if either of said railroad companies shall fail to per-

foim all and singular the requirements of this act and of the acts here

inbefore mentioned, and of any other act relating to said company,

to be by it performed, for the period of six months next after such per

formance may be due, such failure shall operate as a forfeiture of all

the rights, privileges, grants, and franchises derived or obtained by it

from the United States ; and it shall be the duty of the Attorney-

General to cause such forfeiture to be judicially enforced.

Sec. 12. lhat nothing in this act shall be construed or taken in any

wise to affect or impair the right of Congress at any time hereafter further

to alter, amend, or repeal the said acts hereinbefore mentioned ; and

this act shall be subject to alteration, amendment, or repeal, as, in tbe

opinion of Congress, justice or the public welfare may require. And

nothing herein contained shall be held to deny, exclude, or impair any

right or remedy in the premises now existing in favor of the United

States.

Sec. 13. That each and every of the provisions in this act contained

shall severally and respectively be deemed, taken, and held as in altera

tion and amendment of said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two and

of said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-four respectively, and of botli

said acts.

Approved, May 7, 1878.
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RAILROAD ACCOUN T S

IN SENATE.

June 4, 1878.

Mr. THURMAN. I ask the Senate to take up the bill which I have

given notice of two or three times and to which I think there will be

no opposition, as it ought to be passed at this session. It is a bill to

create an auditor of railroad accounts." It is a bill that is considered

absolutely necessary in order that we may have a correct settlement

of accounts with the Pacific railroad companies to ascertain the 5

per cent, of net earnings, and also for several other purposes. I think

there will be no objection to it. It is Senate bill No. 1200.

Mr. VOORHEES. I hope the Senator from Ohio will let me pass a

little bill that cures a defect in our pension laws. It will not take

two minutes ; and there will be no objection to it at all.

Mr. THURMAN. Let my bill be taken up.

Mr. VOORHEES. I do not want to obstruct the Seuatorfrom Ohio

at all, but this is a very necessary piece of legislation and I want to

get it over to the House of Representatives.

Mr. THURMAN. Let this bill be taken up. It is a matter of public

concern.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the present

consideration of the bill named by the Senator from Ohio ? The Chair

hears none.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, proceeded to consider

the bill (S.No. 1200) to alter and amend the laws relative to the filing

of reports of Pacific railroad companies, and for other purposes.

The Committee on the Judiciary reported the bill with an amend

ment, to strike out all after the enacting clause and insert the follow

ing:

That section 20 of the act entitled "An act to aiil in the construction of a rail

road ami telegraph line from the Missouri Kivertothe Pacific Ocean, and to secure

to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, ami other purposes,"

approved July 1, A. I>. 16tJ2, ami the act entitled "An act relative to filing reports

of railroad companies," approved June 25, A. 1), 1^68, be, and the samo aro hci-eby,

repealed.

Sec. 2. That the oflice of auditor of railroad accounts is hereby established as a

bureau of the Interior Department. The said auditor shall be appointed by the

President of the United States, by and with the advice and consont of the Senate.

The annual salary of the said auditor shall be, and is hereby lixed at, the sum of

$5,000. To assist the said auditor to perform the duties of said othce, the Secre

tary of the Interior shall appoint one book-keeper at an annual salary of 82,400. one

assistant book-keeper at an annual salary of £2,000, one clerk at an annual salary

of $1,400. and one copyist at an annual salary of £100. Actual and necessary trav

eling and other expenses incurred in visiting the ollices of the railroad companies

hereinafter described, and for which vouchers shall be rendered, are hereby al

lowed, not to exceed the sum of £2,009 per annum ; and it is hereby specially pro
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vided that each of said railroad companies shall furnish transportation over its

owu road, without expense to the United States, for the said auditor or any perwm

iift m iz under his direction. Incidental expenses for books, stationery, and other

material necessary for the use of said bureau are hereby allowed, not to exceed

the sum of $700 per annum. And the sura of $12.01)0 is hereby appropriated for

the uses and purposes of this act for the fiscal year ending June 30, A. D. 1879-

Skc. 3. That the dutiesof said auditor under and stil »ject to the direction of the Secre

tary of the Interior shall be, to prescribe a system of reports to be rendered to bim by

the railroad companies whose roads are in whole or in part west, north, or south of

the Missouri River, and to which the United States have granted any loan of credit

or subsidy in bonds or lands ; to examine the books and accounts of each of said rail

road companies once in each fiscal year, and at such other times as may be dseaird

by him necessary to determine the correctness of any report received from them;

to assist the Government directors of any of said railroad, companies in all matter-,

which come under their cognizance whenever they may othcially request such

assistance; to see that the laws relating to said companies are enforced; tofurniih

such information to tin- several Departments of thefiovernment in regard to tarirls

for freight and passengers and in regard to the accounts of said railroad eoiupajiU*

as may bo by them required, or, in the absence of any request therefor, as he mar

deem expedient for the interest of the Government ; and to make an annual report

to the Secretary of the Interior, on the 1st day of November, on the conditio!! of

each of said railroad companies, their road, accounts, and affairs, for the fiscal year

ending June 30 immediately preceding.

Six. 4. That each and every railroad company aforesaid which has received from

the United States any bonds of the said United States, issued by way of loan to

aid in constructing or furnishing ifs road, or which has received from the United

States any lands granted to it for a similar purpose, shall make to the said auditor

any and all such reports as he may require, from time to*time, and shall submit its

books and records to the inspection of said auditor, or any person acting in his

place and stead, at any time that the said auditor may reqneat, in the office where

.■said 1hh»Us aud records are usually kept; and the said auditor or his authorized

representative shall make such transcripts from the said books and records a* lit

may desire.

Skc. 5. That if any railroad company aforesaid shall neglect or refuse to mate

such reports as may be called for, or refuse to submit its books and records to in

spection, as provided in section 4 of this act, such neglect or refusal shall operate

as a forfeiture, in each case of such neglect or refusal, of a sum not less than ^1,000

nor more than $5,000, to be recovered by the Attorney-General of the United SUtes

in the name and for the use and benefit of the United States ; anil it shall be the

duty of the Secretary of the Interior, in all such cases of neglect or refusal**

aforesaid, to inform the Attorney-General of the facts, to the end that such for-

leiture or forfeitures may lie judicially enforced.
Sec. 6. This act shall apply to any and all persons or corporations into whoso

bands either of said railroads may lawfully come, as well as to the original com

panies.

Skc. 7. This net shall take effect on and after the 1st day of July, A. 1). 1^3.

Amend the title so as to read: " A bill to create an auditor of railroad account*,

ami for other purposes."

The amendment was agreed to.

The bill was reported to the Senate as amended, and the amend

ment was concurred in.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the

third time, aud passed.
The title was amended so as to read : " A bill to create au auditor

of railroad accounts, and for other purposes."

HOUSE OF EEPKESEOTATIVES.

June 19, 1878.

AUDITOR OK RAILROAD ACCOUNTS.

Mr. CLARK, of Missouri. I move to suspend the rules and P8*?
the bill (S. No. 1200) to create an auditor of railroad accounts, »na

for other purposes.
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The Clerk read the bill, as follows :

That section 20 of the act entitled "An act to aid in the construction of a rail

road and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure

to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"

approved July 1, A. I,. 18i,2, and the act entitled "An act relative to filing reports

ol railroad companies,'- approved Juno 25, A. D. 1868, be, and the same are hereby,

repealed.

Src. 2. That the office of anditor of railroad accounts is hereby established as a

burean of the Interior Department. The said anditor shall be appointed by the

President of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

The annual salary of the said anditor shall be, and is hereby, fixed at the sum of

$.5.000. To assist the said anditor to perform the duties of said office, the Secre

tary of the Interior shall appoint one book-keeper at an annual salary of $2,400, one

assistant book-keeper at an annual salary of $2,000, one clerk at an anunal salary

of $1,400, and one copyist at an annual salary of $Ii)0. Actual ami necessary trav

eling and other expenses incurred in visiting the offices of the railroad companies

hereinafter described, and for which vouchers shall bo rendered, are hereby al

lowed, not to exceed the sum of $2,000 per annnm ; and it is hereby specially pro

vided that each of said railroad companies shall furnish transportation over its

own road, without expense to the United States, for the said anditor or any person

acting under bis direction. Incidental expenses for books, stationery, and other

material necessary for the use of said burean are hereby allowed, not to exceed

the sum of $700 per annum. And the sum of $12,000 is hereby appropriated for the

uses and purposes of this act for tho fiscal year ending June 30, A. D. 1879.

Src. 3. That the duties of said anditor, underand subject to the direction of the Sec

retary of the Interior, shall be to prescribe a system of reports to be rendered to him

bv the railroad companies whose roads are in whole or in part west, north, or south

of the Missouri Hirer, and to which the United States have granted any loan of

credit or subsidy in bonds or lands ; to examine the Itooks and accounts oi each of

said railroad companies once in each fiscal year, and at such other times as may be

deemed by him necessary to determine the correctuess of any report received from

them ; to assist the Government directors of any of said railroad companies in all

matters which come under their cognizance whenever they may officially request

such assistance; to see that the laws relating to said companies are unforced; to

furnish such information to the several Departments of the Government in regard

to tariff's for freight and passengers and in regard to the accounts of said railroad

companies as may be by them required, or, in the absence of any request therefor,

as be may deem expedient for the interest of the Government ; and to make an an

nual report to tho Secretary of the Interior, on the 1st day of November, on the con

dition of each of said railroad companies, their road, accounts, and affairs, for the

fiscal year ending Jane 30 immediately preceding.

Sec. 4. That each ami every railroad company aforesaid which has received from

the United States any bonds of tho said United States, issued by way of loan to aid

in constructing or furnishing its road, or which has received from the United

States any lands granted to it for a similar purpose, shall make to the said anditor

any and all such reports as he may require from time to time, and shall submit its

books and records to the inspection of said anditor, or any person acting in his

place and stead, at any time that the said anditor may request, in the office where

said books and records are usually kept ; and the said anditor or his anthorized

representative shall make such transcripts from the said books and records as he

may desire.

Src. 5. That if any railroad company aforesaid shall neglect or refuse to make

such receipts as may be called for, or refuse to submit its books and records to in

spection, as provided in section 4 of this act, such neglect or refusal shall operate

as a forfeiture, in each case of such neglect or refusal, of a sum not less than $1,000

nor more than $5,000, to be recovered by tho Attorney-General of the United States

in the name and for the use and benefit of the United States ; and it shall be the

duty of the Secretary of the Interior, in all such cases of neglect or refusal as

aforesaid, to inform the Attorney-General of the facts, to the end that such for

feiture or forfeitures may be jndicially enforced.

Sec. 6. This act shall apply to any and all persons or corporations into whose

hands either of said railroads may lawfully come, as well as to the original com

panies.

Src. 7. This act shall take effect on and after the 1st day of July, A. D. 1678.

Mr. PAGE. Has this been reported by any Honse committeef

Mr. CLARK, of Missouri. It has not. I will state for the informa

tion of the House the bill was recommended by the Secretary of the

Interior and unanimously passed the Jndiciary Committee of the

Senate.
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Mr. BANNING. Is this not the same bill which passed the Senate.

Mr. CLARK, of Missouri. It is.

Mr. BUTLER. I object to debate.

The House divided ; and there were—ayes 8"2, uoes 5.

Mr. BUTLER. No quorum voting.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair .will order tellers.

Mr. BANNING. It will save time to demand the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

The question was taken ; and it was decided in the affirmative-

yeas 188, nays 13, not voting 89 ; as follows :

YEAS—188.

Acklen, Cullwrson. Hewitt, Abram S. Roed,

Aiken. dimming*, Hewitt, G- W. Reilly,

Aldrich, Cutler, Hiacock, Rice, AmericuR V

Bacon, Davidson, Hooker, Rice. WiUiam W.

Bagley,

Baker, John H.

Davis, Horace House, Riddle,

Davis, Joseph J. Hunter, Robbins,

Baker, "William H. Dean, Hunton, Robertson,

Banning, Den ison, Ittner, Robinson, G. D.

Bell, Dibrell, Jones, Frank Ross,

Bicknell. Dickey. Jones, John S. Sampson,

Blackburn, Dunnell, Jones, James T. Sapp,

Sayler,Blair, Durham, Keifor.

Bliss, Eden, Keightley,

Kelley,

Scales,

Blount, Elam, Schleicher,

Boone, Ellsworth,

Kvans, I. Newtou

Laphatn, Sexton,

Boyd, Lathrop, Shallenberger,

Brentano, Evans, James L. Ligon, Singleton,

BriggB, Evins, John II. Lindsey, Sinnickson,

Bright, Ewing, Lockwowl, Smalls,

Brogden, Felton, Luttrell, Smith, A. Herr

Browne, Finley, Mackey, Smith. William E.

Bundv, Forne*y, Maish. Sparks,

Cabell, Foster. Manning, Springer,

Cain, Franklin, Marsh, Steele.

Caldwell, John W. Freeman, McCook, Stenger,

Caldwell, W. P. Frye, McKenzie, Stewart,

Candler, Fuller, AleKinley, Strait,

Cannon, Gardner, McMahon, Throckmorton,

Carlisle, Garth, Metcalfe, Townsend. Am"'

Caswell, Gauge, Monroe, Townshend, R- W.

Chalmers, Gibson, Morrison, Tucker,

Claflin, Giddings, Muldrow, Turney,

Clark, Alvah A. Goode, Neal, Vance,

Clark, Bush Hanna, Noreroas, Veeder.

Clark of Missouri, Hardcnbergh, Oliver, Waddell,

Clarke of Kentueky.Harmer, O'Neill. Wait,

Ward,Clvmer, Han-is, Henry R. Overton,

Cobb, Harris, John T. Patterson, G. W. Warner,

Cole, Hart. Patterson, T. M. Watson,

Collins, llartririge, Phelps, White, Michael !>•

Cook, Harteell, PhiUips, Whitthorne,

Covert, Haskell, Pound, Williams, C. 0/

Cox, Jacob D. Hayes, Prideniore, Williams. Jame*

Cox, Samuel S. Hazelton. Pugh, Willis, Alberts.

Crapo, Henderson, Randolph, Willits,

Cravens, Henkle, Ilea, Wren,

Crittenden, Herbert, Reagan, Yeates.

NATS—13.

Bouck, Campbell, Jorgensen, Welch.

Bragg, Conger. MitcheU,

Brewer, Danford. Page.

Burdick, Humphrey, Rainey,

NOT V0TING-*9.

Atkins, Bayne, Bisbee, Buckner.

Ballon, Beebe, Bland, Barehard,

Banks, Jleuedicr, Bridges, Butler,
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Calkins, Heurv,

Camp, Habbell,

Chittenden, Hungerfonl,

Deering, James,

Douglas, Joyce,

Dwight, Kenna,

Eaiucs, Ketcham,

Eickkoff, Killinger,

Ellis, Kimmel,

Errett, Kuapp,

Fort. Knott,

Garfield, Landers,

Glover, Loring,

Gunter, Lynde,

Hale, Martin,

Hamilton, Mayhain,

Harris, Uenj. W. McGowan,

Harrison, Mills,

Hatcher, Money,

Hendeo, Morgan,

Tipton,

Townaend, M. I.

Turner,

Van Vorbes,

Walker,

Walsh,

White, Harry

Wigginton,

"Williams, Andrew

Williams, A. S.

Williams, Jere N.

Williams, Richard

Willis, Rtjujamin A.

Wilson,

Wood,

Wright,

Young.

Morse,

Muller.

Peddie.

Pollard,

Potter.

Powers,

Price,

Roberts,

Robinson, M. S.

Ryan,

Shelley,

Slomoiis.

Southard,

Starin,

Stephens,

Stono, Joseph C.

Stone, John W.

Swann,

Thompson,

Thorubur^h,

So (two-thirds having voted in favor thereof) the rules were sus

pended and the bill was passed.

During the vote,

Mr. SHELLEY said : I am paired with Mr. Thompson, of Pennsyl

vania.

Mr. PL'GH. I am paired with Mr. Martin' on all political ques

tions ; but not regarding this as one, I vote in the affirmative.

Mr. COVERT. I announce that Mr. McKinley, with whom I am

paired on all party questions, has been called from the House on im

portant business ; if he were present, he would vote in the affirma

tive.

Mr. WARD. My colleague, Mr. Errrtt, is paired with Mr. Ryan.

Mr. FREEMAX. I am paired on all political questions with Mr.

Si.rmons ; but not regarding this one, I vote in the affirmative.

Mr. JOYCE. I am paired with Mr. Brf.be.

Mr. STARIN. My colleague, Mr. James, is absent on account of

sickness.

On motion of Mr. FINLEY, by unanimous consent, the reading of

the names was dispensed with.

The vote was then announced as above recorded.



[Public—No. 121.]

AN ACT tb create an Auditor of Railroad Accounts and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That section twenty of the act

entitled "An act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph

line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the

government the use of the same for postal, military and other purposes",

approved July first anno Domini eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and

the act entitled "An act relative to tiling reports of railroad companies"

approved Juue twenty-filth, anno Domini eighteen hundred and sixty-

eight, be, and the same are hereby, repealed.

Sec 2. That the office of Auditor of Railroad Accounts is hereby

established as a bureau of the Interior Department. The said Auditor

shall be appointed by the President of the United States, by and with

the advice and consent of the Senate. The annual salary of the said

Auditor shall be, and is hereby, fixed at the sum of five thousand

dollars. To assist the said Auditor to perform the duties of said office,

the Secretary of the Interior shall appoint one bookkeeper at an annual

salary of two thousand four hundred dollars, one assistant bookkeeper

at an annual salary of two thousand dollars, one clerk at an annual

salary of one thousand four hundred dollars, and one copyist at an annual

salary of nine hundred dollars. Actual and necessary traveling and

other expenses incurred in visiting the offices of the railroad companies

hereinafter described, and for which vouchers shall be rendered, are

hereby allowed, not to exceed the sum of two thousand dollars per

annum ; and it is hereby specially provided that each of said railroad

companies shall furnish transportation over its own road, without

expense to the United States, for the said Auditor or any person acting

under his direction. Incidental expenses for books, stationery and other

material necessary for the use of said bureau are hereby allowed not to

exceed the sum of seven hundred dollars per annum. And the samof

twelve thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for the uses and purposes

of this act for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, anno Domini eighteen

hundred and seventy-nine.

Sec. 3 That the duties of the said Auditor under and subject to the

direction of the Secretary of the Interior shall be, to prescribe a system

of reports to be rendered to him by the railroad companies whose roads

are in whole or in part west, north, or south of the Missouri River, and

to which the United States have granted any loan of credit or subsidy

in bonds or lands ; to examine the books and accounts of each of said

railroad companies once in each fiscal year, and at such other times as

may be deemed by him necessary to determine the correctness of any

report received from them; to assist the government directors of any of

said railroad companies in all matters which come under their cogni

zance whenever they may officially request such assistance; to see that

the laws relating to said companies are enforced ; to furnish such informa

tion to the several departments of the government in regard to tariffs

for freight and passengers and in regard to the accounts of said railroad

companies as may be by them required, or, in the absence of any request

therefor, as be may deem expedient for the interest of the government ;

and to make an annual report to the Secretary of the Interior, on the
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first clay of November, on the condition of each of said railroad compa

nies, their road, accounts, and affairs, for the fiscal year ending June

thirtieth immediately preceding.

Sec 4. That each and every railroad company aforesaid which has

received from the United States any bonds of the said United States,

issued by way of loan to aid in constructing or furnishing its road, or

which has received from the United States any lands granted to it for

a similar purpose, shall make to the said Anditor any and all such

reports as he may require from time to time and shall submit its books

and records to the inspection of said Auditor or any person acting in

his place and stead, at any time that the said Anditor may request, in

the office where said books and records are usually kept ; and the said

Auditor, or his anthorized representative, shall make such transcripts

from the said books and records as he may desire.

Sec 5. That if any railroad company aforesaid shall neglect or refuse

to make such reports as may be called for, or refuse to submit its books

and records to inspection, as provided in section four of this act, such

neglect or refusal shall operate as a forfeiture, in each case of such

neglect or refusal, of a sum not less than one thousand nor more than five

thousand dollars, to be recovered by the Attorney-General of the United

States in the name and for the use and benefit of the United States;

and it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior, in all such cases

of neglect or refusal as aforesaid, to inform the Attorney-General of

the facts, to the end that such forfeiture or forfeitures may be judicially

enforced.

Sec. 6. This act shall apply to any and all persons or corporations into

whose bands either of said railroads may lawfully come, as well as to

the original companies.

Seo 7. This act shall take effect on and after the first day of July,

anuo Domini eighteen hundred and seventy-eight.

Approved, June 19, 1878.
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IN SENATE.

June 5, 1878.

kax3as pacific railroad 81.nkixg ku'sd.

Mr. THURMAN. I atu instructed by the Committee on the Judi

ciary to report a bill in relation to the Kansas Pacific Railway Com

pany, &o. I wish to state that this is a bill to create a sinking fund

of the Kansas Pacific Railroad Company, and is identical in its pro

visions with the provisions of the act which has passed Congress in

relation to the Central and Union Pacific Railroad Companies, with

the necessary alterations in respect to amount. The bill ought to

be passed at this session. It is not opposed, but on the contrary is

favored by the company itself. Under the circumstances, as soon as

the bill shall have been printed, 1 will ask the Senate to take it up

for consideration.

The bill (S. No. 1369) in relation to the Kansas Pacific Railway

Company and to alter and amend the act entitled "An act to aid in

the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the MisKouri

River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to thcGovcrnment the use

of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," approved July

1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Congress approved July

Si, 1*G4, in amendment of said tirst-named act, was read twice by its

title.

Juxk 13, 1<J78.

KANSAS PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The next bill on the Calendar was the bill (S. No. 1368) in relation

to the Kansas Pacific Railroad, and to alter and amend the act enti

tled "An act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph

line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to

the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other

purposes," approved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act

of Congress approved July 2, 1864, in amendment of said tirst-na mod

act.

Mr. TELLER. I object to that bill.

Mr. THURMAN. Do I understand my friend to object to the bill!

Mr. TELLER. I do.

Mr. THURMAN. Which bill does he take it to be ?

Mr. TELLER. I have read the bill; I know what it is.

Mr. THURMAN. If the Senator will withdraw his objection one

moment, this bill is identical with the bill that haa passed with re

gard to the Union Pacific and Central Pacific, with the necessary al

terations in name and amount, and its passage is urged by the repre

sentative of the road ; and the same public considerations that re

quired the other bill to pass and that carried it by so large a majority

of both branches exist in reference to this. I hope tho Senator will

not insist on his objection, bnt will let us have tho consideration of

this bill.

Mr. TELLER. I did not vote for the other bill ; I do not expect
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to vote for this bill, not even if the railroad company desire it. I

shall insist upon my objection.

Mr. THURMAN. Then I move that the Senato proceed to the con

sideration of this bill, laying aside the Calendar temporarily for that

purpose. That motion is in order after the morning hour is out.

During the morning hour the rule that we agreed to by unanimous

consent to consider unobjected cases under the Anthony rule obtains ;

but after the expiration of the morning hour a majority of the Senato

can take up any bill it pleases.

Mr. KERNAN. We have done so to-day.

Mr. THURMAN. I move that the Calendar be laid aside tempo

rarily and that we proceed to the consideration of this bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the motion of the

Senator from Ohio.

The motion was agreed to.

Mr. THURMAN. I move now that the Senate adjourn.

Mr. HOAR. I desire to move an amendment to this bill, and if tho

Senator will withdraw his motion and allow thc, amendment to be

introduced and printed, so that it may be before us to-morrow, I shall

be obliged to him.

Mr. THURMAN. Certain! v.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be received

and ordered to be printed.

Mr. THURMAN. Let it be read.

The Secretary read as follows :

The salary of tho Government directors appointed fur the Umon racific Rail

road by virtue of the provisions of the act to which this is an amendment, shall

hereafter be Used by the President of the United States and paid by the said com

pany. No Government director shall hereafter receive any compensation from

said company, except such salary, for any service rendered to it, or make any con

tract with said company whereby he shall receive any emolument or advantage

whatever.

Mr. THURMAN. I think that is well enough.

Mr. HOAR. I desire to explain in' one minute if the Senator who

has this bill in charge will allow me. The Government directors of

the Union Pacific Railroad are placed there for tho benefit of the

public, and the act requires that one of them shall be a member of

every general and every special committee. Their salaries, however,

are fixed and paid by the road and are very large, and they are em

ployed as counsel and otherwise, some of them in the service of the

road. The result is that they are as thoroughly dependent on the

railroad as men can possibly be. In the course of examination into

the affairs of that road by a committee of which I was a member

in the other House, the fact appeared that one of the Government

directors appeared before tho committee and testified that a very

important bill favorable to the interests of that road had just passed

Congress. Some of the persons in its employ were present in Wash

ington when the bill was passed. When they returned to Boston

there was a meeting of the directors and an anthority by the direct

ors to a subcommittee to expend the sum of $167,000 for what they

called "special legal expenses," and the treasurer was called upon to

pay out that sum on the vouchers of this subcommittee. The Gov

ernment director, who was a member of the subcommittee, as the

law required, testified himself that he went to the room where the

committee met, and when that subject came up got up and left the

room because he did not want to know what those expenses were for.

In the course of cross-examination I repeated to him what was the

subject of his examination and called his attention to the inferenco
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which might be drawn from that answer of his if he afforded no

further explanation, and he said ho had no further explanation to

make.

Mr. THURMAN. I have not the least objection in the world to the

amendment; it is a very proper one indeed; but I did not think it

had anything particularly to do with this bill.

Mr. DAVIS, of Illinois. The Senator will recollect that we con

sidered that subject; our attention was brought to the point; but

we thought it was not germane to this bill.

Mr. THURMAN. So we did.

Mr. HOAR. The Senator will allow me to say that I called the

attention of the chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary, now

absent, [Mr. Edmunds,] and of one or two other members of that

committee after the sinking-fund bill passed, and they expressed

their regret that the point had not been earlier raised, that this

amendment might have been attached to that bill.

Mr. THURMAX. I will agree to it as an additional section to the

bill.

Mr. HOAR. I think it ought to go on to this bill.

Mr. ROLLINS. I desire to correct a statement of the Senator from

Massachusetts about the pay of tho Government directors. They

are not paid a salary.

Mr. HOAR. They are paid a compensation.

Mr. ROLLINS. They are paid $10 a day for the time necessarily

employed and their actual traveling expenses. That is fixed bv law.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ohio'insist

upon his motion to adjourn f

Mr. THURMAN. Yes. sir.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is moved that the Senate do now

adjourn.

The motion was agreed to; and (at six o'clock and two minutes p.

m.) the Senate adjourned.

June 14, 1878.

KANSAS PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Mr. THURMAN. I wish to make an inquiry of the Chair, as I am

needed elsewhere on a conference committee and want to regulate

my time. Yesterday, after the expiration of the morning hour, and

while we were considering the Calendar, on my motion the Kansas

Pacific Railroad funding bill was taken up, tho Calendar being laid

aside in order to proceed to the consideration of that bill, and wo

adjourned, leaving that as the unfinished business. The bill stands

lirst on the Calendar, where its consideration was left off yesterday.

If we proceed to the Calendar in the morning hour, what I wish to

know is whether that bill comes up as the first bill on the Calendar

or whether it stands as the unfinished business for half past twelve

o'clock.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It being the unfinished business, it

will come up at. half past twelve o'clock,

Mr. SARGENT. An objection now interposed would certainly take

it over.
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It will continue the unfinished

business.

Mr. THURMAN. The understanding then is that it will be the un

finished business at half past twelve o'clock.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. At half past twelve.

Mr. HOAR. It strikes me that it was taken from the Calendar on a

motion.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It was moved from the Calendar and

was pending when the Senate adjourned, so that it will be the unfin

ished business at the conclusion of the morning hour.

KANSAS PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 1368) in relation to the Kansas Pacific Railroad,

and to alter and amend the act entitled " An act to aid in the con

struction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to

the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the

same for postal, military, and other purposes," approved July 1, 1862,

and also to alter and amend the act of Congress approved July 2, 1661,

in amendment of said first-named act.

Mr. THURMAN. Let us have a vote ontho amendment of the Sen

ator from Massachusetts, [Mr. Hoar.]

Mr. HOAR. On consultation with some gentlemen specially ac

quainted with this subject I have redrafted my amendment. I de

sire to withdraw the amendment offered yesterday and offer it again

in this form :

Sec. —. Tho compensation of the Government directors appointed for the Union

Pacific Railroad by virtue of the provisions of the act u> which this is an amend

ment shall be fixed at $10 a day while absent from home engaged in their duties as

directors, in addition to their actual traveling expenses, the accountof their services

to be rendered to and approved by the Secretary of the Interior before such pay

ment. No Government director shall hereafter receive any compensation from satd

company, except as aforesaid, for any service rendered to it. or make or be inter

ested in any contract with the said company whereby he shall receive any emolu

ment or advantage whatever.

Mr. THURMAN. I have no objection to that.

Mr. HOAR. This varies from the other in using the term " com

pensation " and fixing it by law.

Mr. CONKLING. What is it T

Mr. HOAR. The compensation by the present law is to be fixed

by the directors. It is fixed by the directors at $10 a day, and the

reasonable traveling expenses of the directors, but the amount of

service is left to be agreed on by the director with the company. It

is entirely in the control of the company, and the director also is at

liberty to be employed as counsel or to be in the service of the com

pany in other ways. This fixes by law the existing compensation,

requires an account to be rendered to the Secretary of the Interior

and approved by him of the service, aud prohibits any other com

pensation. •

Mr. THURMAN. All right.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I wish to propose an amendment to the

amendment. Where this amendment provides that none of these

directors shall receive any compensation from the company, I wish to

add after the word "company " the words " or any officer thereof."

Mr. HOAR. No objection.

Mr. THURMAN. He ought not to receive compensation from an

officer acting in his official capacity; that would be compensation

from "the company.
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Mr. CHRISTIANCY. If the Senator from Ohio will allow me, it is

just by trickery of that kind that laws are often evaded, and I wish

to avoid snch an evasion.

Mr. THURMAN. I do not want to take any time about it.

The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.

Tho amendment as amended was agreed to.

Mr. THURMAN. I have nothing to say on this bill except what I

have already said ; it is exactly the bill which has already passed

both Houses iu regard to the Union Pacific and the Central Piiciiic,

with the necessary alterations in the names and amounts.

Mr. TELLER. I do not propose to detain the Senate at any length

by stating my objections to this bill, for I know they will not at all

affect the final result. I suppose, the Judiciary Committee having

reported this bill, the Senate having committed itself heretofore to

this kind of legislation, it is almost certain that this bill will be

passed. But I desire to call tho attention of tho Senate for a very

few moments only to the different positions of these companies.

When the other bill, known as the funding bill, or Senate bill Xo.

15, was before the Senate, it was contended, in the first place, that

Congress had the power, and, secondly, having the power to pass the

law, it was the duty of Congress to pass it, because the companies

were abundantly able to respond to the requirements of the act. In

the present case I do not believe the committee has extended iu

inquiry 1o that branch of the case at all. It is said here by the hon

orable Senator who has the bill in charge that the company has

petitioned for this legislation. I do not know in what method or

manner the company has brought this case before the Judiciary Com

mittee. I have not myself seen any application made to Congress

for legislation of this kind, and I should like to call the attention of

the Senate and of the committee to the fact that this company that

it is now provided shall pay $300,000 per annum or forfeit all the

rights and privileges granted to it by Congress, has been for some

time in the hands of a receiver and for the last five years it has paid

no part, as I understand, of the interest on its first-mortgage bonds.

If the company has asked Congress to impose a burden upon it of

$300,000 a year when it is unable to pay the interest on its debt, it is

reasonable to suppose it is done for some purpose that perhaps docs

not now appear. I think if the condition of the company was under

stood Senators might infer some reason why this company now, or

perhaps some portion of the persons connected with the company, are

willing and anxious to have this burden imposed upon tho company.

Tho Government of tho United States appropriated in the way of

a loan to this company for the first four hundred miles, or nearly

that—three hundred and ninety-four miles—of the road, $10,000 a

mile. On that portion of tho road the Government has a second-

mortgage lien. Two hundred and forty-five miles of the road were

built without Government aid at all, and upon that part of the line

I contend and the bondholders contend the Government has no lien

whatever except the right to demand of this company its 5 per cent.

and one-half the transportation account, as provided in the charter.

Tho company having failed to pay its interest a portion of the

bondholders took steps to put it in the hands of a receiver and did so

in tho United States courts. A company unablo to pay its interest,

unable to pay the one-half of its interest, we are now assured is anx

ious to have Congress impose upon it a burden of $300,000 a year.

The result, then, of tho legislation is to make what was a second

mortgage a first mortgage to all intents and purposes, for this -com
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pany for five years has not been able to raise as much as tbe §300,000

proposed to lie appropriated to tbe Government sinking fund to pay

on its interest on its first-mortgage bonds.

Now, Mr. President, I have not any interest in this road; 1 have

not any friends that have any interest in the road ; and I can say

truthfully here to-day that I do not know positively of a man of my

acquaintance who owns a dollar in this road at the present time. I

understand some gentlemen whom I have heard of do own part of it,

bnt I know nothing about it ; and I suppose their interest is pro

moted by this proceeding if they are praying for this legislation.

But 1 want to call the attention of the Senate to this class of leg

islation. Before it was asserted that the power of Congress should

be exerted because the companies could pay without violating the

provisions of the act that gave the first mortgage and prior lieu on

the road to other creditors than the Government. Now it is proposed

to do it without any inquiry into that subject at all and to supersede

the rights of the bondholders on two hundred and forty-five miles of

this road, from which one-quarter of the revenue of the company is

derived. All the revenue of the entire road is to be taken, to their

exclusion if necessary, to pay the sinking fund on a debt that they

have no connection with at all. Their two hundred thousand dollars

and upward of income, as shown by the statement of the company,

is derived from the unmortgaged portion of the road, so far as the

Government is concerned, and that is to be appropriated to pay this

debt of the Government to the exclusion of the bondholders holding

bonds amounting in all iu value to $6,350,000. These bonds by the

misfortunes of this company and by its bad management have been

depreciated so that, I understand, to-day they are worth not more

than thirty cents on the Western or Denver Division, as it is called.

I can imagine that under this kind of legislation they will be put ou

the market very soon at ten cents on the dollar and perhaps at five

cents ultimately ; and by this legislation $0,350,000, held mostly

abroad iu foreign countries and by the men who built two hundred

and forty-five miles of the road, will be rendered practically worth

less. I say that the Committee on the Judiciary cannot have inves

tigated this condition of the affairs of this company or they would

not have reported this bill.

The statement published by this company, which is a favorable

statement to them, the most favorable that can be published, shows

the utter inability of the company to pay its interest on its bonds and

pay this sinking fund. Iu addition to the two hundred and forty -five

miles of road that I have mentioned there are one hundred and forty-

three miles of road in connection with the main road that are contrib

uting to the earnings of the company. That is not provided for at all

under any circumstances ; so that there are three hundred and eighty-

eight miles of road built by men who are under no obligation to the

Government, some of it owned by companies entirely separate from

the Kansas Pacific, except as they have been linked in interest, and

yet under this system all the earnings are to be taken to pay tbe in

terest on the first-morrgage bonds, which are a paramount lien to the

Government, and it will absorb the balance in the sinking fund.

Mr. THURMAN. Is the Senator speaking of the road from Denver

to Cheyenne ?

Mr. TELLER. I am speaking of what is called the Leavenworth

branch ; I am speaking of what is called the Los Animas branch, and

I am speaking of what is called the Junction City and Fort Kearney

road. I understand the Denver Pacific has no connection with this
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Mr. THURMAN. This bill does not touch tho Denver Pacific.

Mr. TELLER. Not at all. I have not any idea that anything I

can say on this bill will aft'ect this legislation. I think it is dangerous

for the persons who own property in this country to submit it to con

gressional dictation, as I have said on a former occasion. This is

the plainest illustration that great injustice may be done to property-

holders by bills of this kind that could bo brought to the attention

of the Senate. The honorable Senator said the company was asking

this. Have the bondholders asked it f Have the men who built the

road asked it f Have the men who have never pledged their receipts

to the Government asked it I Has anybody asked it except a few

stock-jobbers who may have got the control of one portion of this

road at this particular time ? X say they have not asked this legis

lation and that this legislation is not in the interest of this road, bnt

is in the interest of outside speculation.

Mr. President, an examination of the tables as published in Poorc's

Manual will show the absolute inability of this company to comply

with this law. A knowledge of the true condition of this company

will convince every man that not only are they unable to comply with

this law, but they are unable to comply with the conditions of their

mortgage bonds and pay the interest on them. I believe, as I before

said, that for five yea^s they have paid little or nothing on their

interest at all.

Now, Mr. President, having entered my protest against this bill,

more because I desire to enter my protest against this class of legis

lation than against this particular bill, I have nothing further to say

upon the subject.

Mr. THURMAN. I will not take up the time of the Senate in

answering tho objections made by the Senator from Colorado. His

first proposition is that the company is unable to comply with the

bill. That is an entiro mistake, because we cannot take from them

under the law as it now exists, and under this bill superadded, more

than 2o per cent, of the net earnings, leaving 75 per cent, of the net

earnings; and computing net earnings, too, after allowing it to pay

the interest on its first-mortgage bonds ; so that there is no trouble in

the world about that.

Mr. TELLER. I should like to inquire of the Senator if tli.it is

quite true. I understand that this bill allows a deduction on those

bonds that are a paramount lieu to the Government bonds, which are

on the first four hundred miles.

Mr. THURMAN. Undoubtedly we shall have to do that, and this

allows them to do more than the Court of Claims has just decided they

are entitled to, for it has just decided that these railroad companies

have no right to deduct the interest on their first-mortgage bonds be

fore the Government gets its 5 per cent. So there is no difficulty i»

that respect.

Theu the Senator says that he does not think the company wants

the bill, but some outside stock-jobbers want it. All I can say is that

every representative of the company th,at has appeared, from away

back in November last up to this time, has said they do want the

bill, because they want to know whether the Government is going

to pursue precisely the same policy with respect to this road that it

has pursued in respect to the Union and the Central Pacific, and they

want to know that now, and the sooner it is known the better it will

be, and especially will it be the better if the road shall come to»

judicial sale, which it is hoped, I understand, will be avoided.

Then the Senator says that the bill makes the Government mort
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gage, which is now subordinate to the first mortgage, ia eit'ect a first

mortgage. That is entirely a mistake. The hill in express terms

reserves and preserves the right of every mortgage or lien holder

according to his priority.

I do not think it necessary for mo to say more about it. Jt is just

the bill that was passed in regard to the Union Pacific and Central

Pacific by a vote of forty to nineteen in the Senate, if I recollect;

aright, and that passed the other House with only two dissenting

voices. I hope the bill will p;iss.

Mr. PADDOCK. I should like to inquire of the Senator from Col

orado what class of bonds it was to which ho referred that are not a

paramount lien.

Mr. TELLER. The Government has no lien upon the road west of

the four-hundred-mile post. Therefore it cannot be said when you

refer to mortgages that are a paramount lien to the Government that

you inclnde those on that part of the road. This bill takes 'J5 per

cent, of the net earnings on tho west part, which the Government has

no claim on, and of tho net earnings of the branches.

The bill was reported to the Senate as amended, and the amend

ment was concurred in.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the

third time, aml passed.

Mr. THURMAN. There is a preamble.

The PRESIDENT pro Innporj. Tho preamble will be regarded as

agreed to.

Junr 14, ls-7tf.

PRORATE—PACIFIC RAILROAD COMMISSIONER.-.

The bill (S. No. 1337) creating a board to be known as " the Pa

cific Railroad commissioners" was considered as in Committee of the

Whole.

The bill was reported from the Committee on the Jndiciary with

an amendment, to strike out all after the enacting clanse and insert :

That Charles Francis Adams, jr., of Massachusetts, Albert Fink, of Kentucky,

and an oflieer of engineers to be detailed by tho President, and their successors,

aro hereby constituted a board, to be known as "The Pacific Railroad conmiis.

sioners," to serve until January 1, 1879. The President shall till any vacancy,

original or subsequent, occurring in their number. They shall appoint two clerks

and may remove them at their pleasure. The said commissioners and clerk shall

be sworn to the trne and faithful discharge of their duties before entering upon the

same. No one of them shall be in the employ or own any stock or bonds of any

one of the corporations hereinafter referred to. Two commissioners shall consti

tute a quorum, and the board may act notwithstanding a vacancy. At the expira

tion of the said term of its existence, the said hoard shall del,osit in the Depart

ment of the Interior all their books, records, and papers, duly anthenticated and

certified.

Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the said commissioners to ascertain the following

facts in respect of each of the corporations named in the act entitled "An act to aid

in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the

Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of tho same for postal, mili

tary, and other purposes," approved July 1, 186:!, and the several acta amendatory

thereof and supplementary thereto, namely :

First. Cost of construction of each division of road.

Second. Cost of right of way and of equipment.

Third. Other items embraced in cost of road not embraced in preceding items.

Fourth. Length of main and of side tracks.
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Fifth. Profile or statement showing rate, amount, direction, ami locamy of grades.

Sixth. Radins aud locality of each curve, with length of curve ou each division.

Seventh. Total length of straight road ami total degrees of curvature.

Eighth. Number of engines, passenger cars, freight cars, express and baggage

cars, aud other cars.

Ninth. Highest rate of speed allowed for express, accommodation, freight, and

other trains on each division ; also average, rate.

Tenth. Itates of fare charged for through passengers for the respective claws

per mile, and for local passengers of several classes per mile between the M,veral

stations.

Eleventh. Bates charged for freight of all different classes, both local and through,

per mile, and between all the several stations.

Twelfth. Number of miles run by passenger and freight trains, both local and

through.

Thirteenth. Total number of passengers carried, both local and through, of all

classes, and total number of loads and of tons of freight, both local and through,

of all classes.

Fourteenth. The monthly gross earnings for the transportation of passeuifrs.

and also of freight.

Fifteenth. The monthly expenditures for the running of passenger trains, and

also of freight trains.

Sixteenth. Expenditures in maintaining and improving road, equipment. and

other related matters, inclnding labor, motive power, station-houses, buildings, and

fixtures.

Seventeenth. Monthly gross earnings from the transportation of through and of

local passengers, of through and local freight, of mail and express, and from othrr

sources.

Eighteenth. What running arrangements it has with other railroad companies,

setting forth the contracts for the same.

Nineteenth. What terminal facilities are provided, and what charges are nude

therefor, by one of the companies named in the acts aforesaid, to any or either of

the others of said companies.

Twentieth. Any other facts or testimony which may aid in establishing equi

table rates for the transportation of persons and property over said roads, or any

ltortion thereof, or that, in the opinion of said commissioners, or a majority uf theiu,

are material for the consideration of Congress.

The said railroad corporations, or their officers, shall at all times, on demand,

furnish said commissioners any information in their power to furnish required by

them touching either of the matters aforesaid, and especially concerning the con

dition, management, and operation of their roads, and shall allow them access to

their books, and shall furmsh them copies of all leases, contracts, and agreements

for transportation to which they are parties, and also the rates for tradsi,nrtmg

freight and passengers on their roads and on roads with which their roads have

connection in business ; and all of the information collected by said commissioners

shall be set out or annexed to their report hereinafter provided for.

Sec. 3. The said commissioners shall, on the 1st day of January, in the year 1*-9.

make a report to the Secretary of the Interior of all their proceedings and doingt.

and the facts ascertained by them in their investigation aforesaid, together with such

suggestions and recommendations as to the commissioners may seem appropriate,

touching the mattorsaforcsaid. And they shall state what, in their opinion, would

bo an equitable and fair tariff of rates or division of earnings between the compa

nies for or by the transportation of freight and passengers over the whole length,

or any parts thereof, of any two or more of said roads. And said Secretary sluH

canse* such report, with all the exhibits and testimony reported therewith! to he

forthwith printed, and shall transmit 1,000 copies thereof to Congress. 300 thereof

for the use of the Senate, ami 700 for the use of the House of Representatives. The

board may issue subpumas for the attendance of wituesses and the production ff

any Iwoks and papers, and canse the same to be served by any disinterested person,

and either commissioner may administer oaths.

Sec. 4. The said commissioners and their clerks shall be allowed free transporta

tion over all of said roads. The said commissioners, except the engineer, shall be

paid a salary at the rate of $800 per mouth each, and each of their clerks shall t*

paid such compensation as they shall allow, not exceeding ¥3 M) per mouth; andthev

shall be allowed the expenses of their office, and stationery, books, and maps. Said

salaries and compensation shall be payable monthly, out of any money in the

Treasury not otherwise appropriated, on the order of the chairman of the board.

And for the payment of said expcuses and the cost of summouing wituesses and

wituess fees the sum of $2,000, payable upon a like order, is hereby nppiopriated.

Mr. THURMAN. In section 3, line % of the amendment, I move to

strike out " January " and insert " December," and to strike out 1he
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word " nine," at the end of the line, and insert "eight;" bo as to

read:

The said commissioners shall, on the 1st clay of December, in the year 187$, make

a report to the Secretary of the Interior, Ax.

The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. SAUNDERS. In section 1, line 10, of the amendment, I move

to strike out " two " and insert " one," and to change " clerks " to

" clerk ; " .so as to read : " one clerk." I see no necessity for two

clerks.

Mr. THURMAN. I will only say that the committee very carefully

considered that language. I am sure if my friend will consider it he

will be satisfied that the commission will need two clerks. One clerk

cannot do the mere manual writing which the commission will have

to perform.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I see that the original bill provided for but one

clerk, and I have never seen a case where the business of a commis

sion of that kind composed of three men would require more than

one clerk. I am satisfied that one clerk will answer the purpose.

Mr. THURMAN. I know the original bill provided for out one

clerk, and that is one thing we thought needed amendment, after

carefully considering it.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I cannot see why one clerk cannot do the work.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

of the Senator from Nebraska to the amendment of the committee.

The question being put, a division was called for ; and the ayes

were 14 and the noes 23; no quorum voting.

Mr. THURMAN. I ask for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

Mr. PADDOCK. If it be in order to make a remark, I should like

to say that it looks a little to me as though there was an effort to

build up a commission of great magnitnde here, somewhat upon the

aristocratic order. While I have no doubt it will be a very able com

mission, nevertheless there are but three of them in number, all told.

They are to sit for a long period of time, undoubtedly ; and it seems

to me that one clerk will be quite sufficient to take down all the notes

and keep all the records of such a commission. If it were a commis

sion of a dozen or more members, it would be quite a different matter ;

but in the interest of economy I suggest that the amendment of my

colleague is a very just, proper, and necessary one.

Mr. ROLLINS. I desire to ask some friend of this bill to state the

reason, if any exists, why all the information called for in the bill

cannot be secured without this machinery f It seems to me to be

entirely unnecessary. I think every part of it can be secured with

out expense to the Government and without this machinery.

Mr. PADDOCK. So far as I am concerned, I should be very glad

to see this commission created. It would likely do a great deal of

work ; but at the same time I want to have it carried on econom

ically.

Mr. CONKLING. This is a railroad bill as I understand that does

not involve much law, but as it comes from the Jndiciary Committee

I venture to, inquire of some member of the committee who is pre

pared to answer, how it happens that by law we are to appoint, I will

not say officers, but commissioners, they are called here, and then

delegate to them anthority to appoint still other persons, I will not

say officers again, but clerks. The Constitution makes rather strin

gent provision in this regard. It declares that all officers of the

United States shall be appointed in a way indicated, by the President

39 pa
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and Senate, or elee by the heads of Departments or courts of law, if

that is the direction of the statute. Now we propose by law and by

name to appoint certain persons commissioners and then to delegate

to them official authority, and among the authority delegated is the

power to appoint clerks ; and this amendment arises, as I understand,

on the question of whether there is to be one clerk or two. I do not

know but that there may be authority for this and perhaps an argu

ment which shows that we steer clear of the constitutional provision :

but it strikes me as an oddity. If there is some simple answer to this,

I wish some Senator who is prepared to do it will give it.

Mr. THURMAN. Why, Mr. President, there is no officer created

by this bill

Mr. CONKLING. What is it f

Mr. THURMAN. He is simply a commissioner to obtain informa

tion—that is all he is—and he does not require confirmation any more

than the commissioners who sat in the electoral commission and ap

pointed clerks. Many of them were officers of the United States who

had been nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate

for other places than that of member of that commission. We have

appointed commissioners to do a great variety of things again and

again by act of Congress, and even named them.

Mr. CONKLING. Will the Senator allow me to ask him a qnes-

tion ? What is the distinction between a commissioner to obtain this

kind of information and a commissioner to obtain statistical informa

tion or any of the various commissions that we have now ? Why

does the fact that you call him a commissioner show that he does not

need confirmation by the Senate or appointment by the President f

Mr. THURMAN. I cannot go on at this time and delay the whole

Calendar by arguing a question upon which the Judiciary Commit

tee and every member of it was perfectly clear, on which there was

not the slightest doubt in the world in the mind of any one of them,

that this bill is perfectly constitutional. It does not interfere at all

with the provision of the Constitution about officers being appointed

by the President of the United States and confirmed by the Senate ;

and it is nothing in the world but the appointment of three persons

to report certain facts to Congress, with their opinion upon them.

Certainly it cannot need an argument upon the subject.

Now, one word as to this bill. I know there are enemies of this bill

here ; I know this bill has foes, and in the interest of certain railroads

that do not want the information which will be obtained by this bill

and which may enable Congress to legislate wisely instead of legis

lating in the dark. That certainly is very true ; but in answer to the

Senator from New Hampshire, [Mr. Rollins,] I tell him that all the

members of the Senate put together have not one tithe of the informa

tion that this bill will produce if its provisions are properly executed,

and he will find, if he will study these matters as much as some mem

bers of the Senate have done, that he cannot decide upon such defect

ive statements as have been made and that investigation is necessary,

and careful investigation such as this bill requires, before Congress

can ever be in a situation to legislate wisely upon the questions that

will come up, very shortly too, for its decision.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Mr. President, I will first refer to what was

said by the Senator from New Hampshire, that all this information

conld be got without any such commission. The Judiciary Com

mittee, and especially that portion of it that reported these railroad

bills, know very well that it cannot be obtained. As the Senator

from Ohio has said, not one tithe of it can be obtained in auy way
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that we know of in an authentic manner, without a commission of

this kind. It might be picked up piecemeal by individual Senators

going and inquiring into everything of that kind, but it would take '

months to do it, as long as it would take this commission to do it. "

Now, Mr. President, a word as to the question of constitutional

power. As the bill for which this is a substitute came from the

House, there was a constitutional objection to it which was visible

to every member of the committee. It gave them power to establish

rules and regulations which were to be binding upon the companies

until declared invalid by the judiciary. The committee were of

opinion that we could not, without the nomination of the President

and the approval of the Senate, create any such officers by a mere

legislative act. This bill is one to authorize these commissioners

simply to obtain information just as a committee of this body would

do it if sent oat. Now, as to the power of appointing a clerk, I ask

if every committee of this body has not the power to appoint a clerk T

That is done every day. And this is substantially a committee, and

its work is only to obtain information and report to Congress. If

any man can see any constitutional objection or any want of consti

tutional power for such a commission to appoint a clerk, he can see

what I never could discover.

Mr. ROLLINS. I think it is very desirable to obtain all the infor

mation called for in this bill ; but it seems to me that it is not neces

sary to create all this new machinery for that purpose. The bill

compels the corporations to furnish the information. They may as

well be instructed to furnish the information to one man as to three

and so avoid the necessity of having three, or they may be directed

by the law to furnish the information to some present officer of the

Government, the Secretary of the Interior for instance. I see no neces- •

sity whatever for this machinery, for creating these new offices, for

adding this additional expense to the Government. The companies

may as well furnish the information to the Secretary of the Inferior

as to any new officer created.

I agree with the Senator from Ohio that it is necessary to have this

information and that it should be furnished and furnished in a speedy

way, but I see no necessity for its being done in this particular way.

Mr. MCDONALD. Mr. President, the reason for the presentation

of this bill by the Judiciary Committee is about this

Mr. ROLLINS. Let me ask my friend who is on the Judiciary

Committee, before he proceeds further, if this bill has been consid

ered by the Railroad Committee of the Senate at all!

Mr. McDONALD. Not that I know of. I do not know that it is

necessary that the Railroad Committee should consider it. During

the course of the session various bills were by the Senate referred to

the Judiciary Committee on the subject of what is called the " pro

rating " of freights and passengers over the roads that were con

structed under the acts of 1862 and 1864 for the purpose of completing

a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific

Ocean. The bills that were referred to the Judiciary Committee on

that subject were numerous, and some of them very complicated.

After having given such consideration to those measures as the com

mittee could, we became satisfied that we did not possess the infor

mation, and we were satisfied that the information was not in the

possession of the Senate or accessible to it, upon which intelligent

legislation conld take place.

The act of 1864 declared that these several roads should be operated

as one line, and that there should be no unjust discrimination for
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freights or passengers carried over any portion of these lines. After

having given such consideration to the question as we could, we

became satisfied that the best thing we could do would be to provide

some means by which this information could be brought officially and

correctly before the Senate, and this bill was the result of that delib

eration. As to the persons named and the nature and character of

their positions, the bill very dearly defines that they are commission

ers appointed for the purpose of ascertaining certain specific facts

set forth ; and they are required to make their report to Congress, as

amended now by one of the members of the Judiciary Committee

who reported it, on the first Monday in December next, so that at the

beginning of the next session of this Congress we may have before

us that information which will enable either the Judiciary Committee

or any other appropriate committee of the Senate, or the Senate itself,

to take such cognizance of these questions as the interests of the

public and as the interests of these various branches may require.

There is nothing at all that creates them officers. They are simply

appointed to gather information for legislative purposes and for no

other; their powers extend nothing beyond that; and they are to

accompany their report of these statistics with such suggestions as

they may think the facts they have thus gathered may warrant.

Mr. PADDOCK. Mr. President, I am, for one, just as much in favor

of this investigation as the Senator from Ohio or the Senator from

Iudiana ; but in the first place, it is my judgment that the Govern

ment directors who are appointed especially by the President to look

after the interests of the United States should perform the duties

prescribed in this bill. They are duties exactly such as they are

called upon under their warrant of authority to perform.

. Mr. TIll'RMAX. Will the Senator allow me to interrupt him t

Mr. PADDOCK. Permit me a moment. I will say that one at

least of the gentlemen who have been named for this commission is

himself a Government director.

Mr. TELLER. Which one f

Mr. PADDOCK. Mr. Adams. And it seems to me it might be well

enough to pass this bill to charge the Government directors with

these speciho duties, if they are not sufficiently in a general way

charged with them. I should be willing to charge them specifically

by such an act as this with the performance of these duties, and let

the matter rest there. But if it is thought not to be sufficiently com

prehensive, if it is thought the inquiry will not be sufficiently search

ing through the Government directors, then let us have this commis

sion, but let us have it set up on economical principles. I cannot see

myself how it is necessary that a commission of three men sitting for

a long time should require two clerks. All I have to say about it is

simply in the interest of economy.

Here is another board, another commission, where you have five

men whose expenses are paid for a certain portion of the year. It

does not make any difference, for present purposes, by whom they

are paid : they are paid by somebody to perform these very duties

and other duties. Now you set up another commission, a commission

of three men. and you propose to pay them, as I see by the bill. 50

per cent, more than members of Congress and Senators themselves

receive fur the onerous duties which they perform, and then you au

thorise them to have two clerks who are to be paid extravagant

salaries.

1 say that this is a stupendous and extravagant performance, at

least it seems so to me, for a Govern nieut that U undertaking to collect
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a debt which it says is due and past due from companies ; a part of

whom say they are insolvent and are unable to pay anything what

ever. It seems to me that the Government, if it pursues this inquiry,

if it takes this course in reference to these collections, ought itself to

set an example of economy to these companies.

Mr. TELLER. For the first time within the last half hour I have

examined this bill ; and I think from a hasty examination that if a

bill of this character should pass at all, perhaps it is as little objec

tionable as can be expected.

The bill provides in substance for an expenditure of $38,000 on the

face—in reality a very much larger expenditure of money. I should

like some member of the committee to state the propriety of allowing

the clerks $300 a month when a good clerk can be hired in any por

tion of the country for f150 a month. The commissioners are allowed

fjjOO a month when a very good man can be hired in all departments,

especially of railroading, for less than half that money.

We have already legislated, so far as this body is concerned, for the

Kansas Pacific and the Central Pacific and the Union Pacific Railroads.

We have disposed of those cases ; and we assumed when we legislated

that we had sufficient knowledge to legislate on the subject. Now,

after all the legislation in reference to the large and important inte

rests of the roads with which the Government is connected has been

disposed of, we are told by the Judiciary Committee who reported

these several bills that they were entirely in the dark. I can readily

believe it after having read the bill that passed to-day, and I can

fully agree with the Senator from Ohio that the committee did not

have information such as they ought to have had. I think the com

mittee might have got that information without the expenditure of

fifty or Beventy-five thousand dollars a year. I think everything that

is here sought can be got in the Library of Congress. Perhaps it is

possible that what the eighteenth clanse of section 2 requires as to the

running arrangements of these companies might not be obtained there.

What particular benefit Congress would derive from knowing what

the contracts were in reference to the running arrangements of the

roads I am not now prepared to say.

It seems to me that a good deal less salary would do these com

missioners, half of it, and certainly half of it would do the clerks.

It seems to me also that the objection raised by the Senator from

New York that these are officers who are being established is very

good. The honorable Senator from Ohio says they are not officers,

and yet he says :

The said commissioners and clerk shall be sworn to the true and faithful dis -

charge of their duties before entering upon the same.

In every element they are officers as much as if they were appointed

by the President of the United States, and yet we assume to legislate

them in office by this bill.

If thisinformatiou isdesirable, as was suggested by the Senator from

Nebraska, I think a simple bill making it the duty of the Government

directors to furnish it could be passed here without any delay, and it

would answer every purpose and save the Government fifty to seventy-

five thousand dollars which will be expended if this bill is passed.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, in the first place the Government

has no directors except upon one road, the Union Pacific, and this bill

embraces more roads than the Union Pacific.

Mr. CONKLING. Is either of these men a director now !

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. Adams is appointed one, but he has not ac
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oepted, and I suppose if be discharges these duties he will not accept

the directorship, and the President will appoint some one in his place.

That is a sufficient answer to the suggestion in respect to the Govern

ment directors.

There are Government directors on but one single road, and these

commissioners will have to consider other roads than that one, and

especially another road between whom and the Union Pacific road

this controversy mainly arises, and it ought not to be simply referred

to tho Government directors of the Union Paoific road when the ques

tion is between the Union Pacific road and half a dozen others.

I am a little surprised at this talk about one clerk to be employed

three or four months; that is all there is of it, and the whole amount

of his salary probably will not exceed $600 or $700. The Government

of the United States has incurred more cost since this debate has

token place about this one clerk than would have paid all his salary.

Something wits said of paying him as high as $300 a month. The

commissioners will not pay $300 a month if they can get a good and

efficient clerk for $150 a month. They can be trusted not to do that

Hut one reason why that amount is put in is because it is a mere

temporary employment and you cannot get a first-rate clerk to leave

his business and be in temporary employment for three or four months

alone at the same rate at which vou could get a clerk who was em

ployed permanently. That is all there is of that. Bat I will not

take up time about a few hundred dollars here or there.

But now, in respect to information which is required here, I say the

more you examine into this matter, the more you study it—and! am

sure I have devoted far more of my time to it than I ever expect to

devote again or ever intend to devote to it—the more you will be

convinced of the absolute necessity of such an investigation as this

and of having something official for us to act upon. Why, sir, the

Judiciary Committee were two months before we could get all the

reports of the Central Pacific and L'uion Pacific Railroads, and when

they .scut to us all the reports that were in the Interior Department

we found they were scarcely worth the paper they were written upon

so far as information was concerned, and we were delayed for more

than a month in trying to find out what we did eventually find out.

and theu not in as satisfactory a manner as we could have wished.

There is a necessity for this information and for having it in a com

pact and comprehensive form and from persons upon whom we can

relv.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Mr. President, I think that if my colleague will

consider ho will come to the conclusion that there is more in the point

raised by the Senator from Xew York than he supposes as to the inva

lidity of the appointment of this board by act of Congress. I under

stand the provisions of this bill to be such that this board constituted

by the bill is to consist of the named persons and their successors to

be knowu as the Pacific Railroad commissioners for the term ending

on the 31st day of December, 1-C9. Bat it is said in reply to the ob

jections that these persons are not officers of the United States. It is

necessary to say that in order to meet the objection raised by die Sen

ator from Xew York, because the appointment of officers of the United

States is regulated by the Constitution in a way inconsistent with

their appointment by act of Congress.

Now, then, the question is. are these named persons who are to

constitute this board officers in the sense of the Coetstirntion, officers

in the seneeof die law T la refereaee to that, and by way ef illustra

tion, I beg to rewind aay distinguished ooUea^ne of the decisioa of the
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supreme court of the State of Ohio in the case of The State oil re

lation of the Attorney-General r*. Kennon and others, reported in

the seventh volume Ohio State Reports, beginning on page 546.

Under article 3, section 27, of the constitution of that State, it was

provided that—

The election and appointment of all officers and the filling of all vacancies not

otherwise provided tor by this constitution, or the Constitution of lite United

States, shall be made in such manner as may be directed by law ; but no appoint

ing power shall be exercised by the General Assembly, except as prescribed in

this constitution and in the election of United States Senators.

In the case decided, the General Assembly of the State by a statute

created a board, by name William Kennon, William B. Caldwell, and

Asaliel Modbery, charged with the duty under the statute of making

appointments of those who were to be directors and trustees of various

charitable and benevolent institutions of the State and of the peni

tentiary ; and the question in the case was whether the commission

ers named in the statute were officers in the sense of the Constitution,

for, if they were, the General Assembly violated the Constitution in

appointing them to that office. In the course of the opinion the court

say, on page 556 :

"What is an office ? Among lexicographers, Webster defines the word to sig

nify " a particular duty, charge, or trust conferred by public authority and for a

particular purpose." In a case in 20 John., Ken. 492, Piatt, J., delivering the opin

ion of the court, defines the legal meaning of the word to be, "an employment on

behalf of the Government, in any station of public trust, not merely transient,

occasional, or incidental."

If we accept either or both of these definitions as substantially correct, it is clear

to our minds that if these statutes are held valid, these defendants are officers.

Theirs is a public duty, charge, and trust conferred by public authority for public

purposes of a very weighty and important character. Their duties, their charge,

and trust are not transient, occasional, or incidental, but durable, permanent, and

continuous.

Mr. McDONALD. I should like to ask the Senator from Ohio if this

commission is not exactly within that last definition f They are

charged with a duty that is transient and incidental.

Mr. MATTHEWS. Certainly, according to the provisions of the

" amendment intended to be proposed " by the Senator from Indiana

now on his feet, it does not come within that description.

Mr. McDONALD. Those amendments are not offered and are not

now before the Senate. It is the bill as reported by the Senator's

colleague from the Committee on the Judiciary which simply does

provide for this incidental service, the collection of information for

I 1 14"' ^f^Tl 1 i" A

Mr. MATTHEWS.. Whatismeantby "incidental;" whatismeant

by "temporary;" vfhat is meant by "transient and occasional" as

contrasted with " durable and permanent f" This is a body that is

to continue in existence for a certain term, namely, until January 1,

1 -T'.i ; it not only nominates these persons, but their successors, and

the vacancies are to be tilled, whether original or subsequent, by the

President. Of course Congress has a right to creat&a commission

which shall be transient, occasional, and incidental, in respect to its

duties, charge, and trust, for the purpose of assisting it in the trans

action of its own legitimate legislative business, as has been done

more than once, as was done in the case of the. silver commission.

But, as I understand this proposition, it is not for that purpose, but it

is to last for a definite period fixed by statute, constituting the term of

an office. In that respect it does not come, I think, within the latter

branch of the alternative, but is within the point of the decision as

actually made in the case from which I have read.
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The fact that the term is not in its nature perpetual, does not

last forever, does not diminish its quality as an office, because every

office which is created is subject to the repealing power of Congress,

and may last but for six months or a year. Here the duties and

trnsts with which this body is charged are to last at least until the

31st of December, and if the act is continued in force by another

statute will go on from that time continuously and permanently so

long as Congress chooses to keep it in existence, not for the purpose

of serving an occasion, not merely with a view of enlightening the

legislature upon a particular matter at a particular time, but to serve

as a part of the permanent machinery of the Government, to enable

Congress to legislate according to its will upon the information fur

nished by this body from time to time as long as it chooses to con

tinue it in existence.

It seems to me, therefore, that without subjecting one's self to the

charge of opposing the bill for some sinister reason, one may very

well at least raise a suggestion that this is not the valid constitutional

way of creating this board, because it is the creation of an office and

it is the appointment to that office of persons who are to be the incum

bents of it contrary to the very letter of the Constitution.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

of the Senator from Nebraska, [Mr. Saunders.]

Mr. McDONALD. I will state that at the time this bill was re

ported by the committee I gave notice of an amendment I should

offer when the bill came up for consideration. I shall not offer that

amendment.

Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, I move to amend the amendment

by striking out the provision naming these parties to the word

"President" in line 5 and inserting in lieu thereof:

Three commiHaioners to be appointed by the Treeident by aud with the»dri«

and consent of the Senate.

' Mr. THURMAN. I rise to a question of order. The question was

taken by a division or standing vote on the motion of the Senator from

Nebraska to strike out '• two clerks " and insert " one clerk," and

there was not a quorum voting ; the yeas and nays were ordered, and

no business is in order until we ascertain whether there is a quorum

present.

Mr. CONKLrNG. May I inquire of the honorable Senator by what

right he has been debating since that division occurred f

Mr. THURMAN. By -the right of being disorderly. [Laughter.]

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

of the Senator from Nebraska, [Mr. Saunders,] upon which the yeas

and nays have been ordered. •

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Before the vote is taken I wish to state what

considerations governed the committee in providing for two clerks

instead of one. The duty of the commission is to take testimony and

father information. Now, in taking testimony, as every Senator

nows who has ever served on investigating committees, one stenog-

rapheHs needed to take down the testimony ; another clerk is needed

who can read his notes for the purpose of copying them out. Those

were the considerations which governed the committee, and we

thought, and for one I still believe, that there will be as much work

in this investigation as two clerks can well get along with.

Mr. EATON. There appears to be not only an objection to the

number of clerks, but to other features, for my friend from New York

has suggested an amendment on an important point. I think, there

fore, this matter had better go over.
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ThePRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Connecticut objects

to the further consideration of the bill.

Mr. TI H KMAN. Mr. President, I think after the morning hour it

cannot go over on an objection.

Mr. CONKLING. I call the Senator to order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New York will

state his point of order.

Mr. CONKLING. The Senator from Ohio called me to order be

canse a division had disclosed the absence of a quorum, and he said

no business was in order until the presence of a quorum was ascer

tained. As the rules of the Senate are not " kissing " and do not " go

by favor," if that Is the law against me, it is the law against the Sen

ator. Certainly debate is as much business as offering amendments.

Mr. THURMAN. I want the call of the yeas and nays to proceed ;

that is just what I ask.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator insist on the point

of order that a quorum is not present f

Mr. THURMAN. Yes, sir.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Then the Secretary will proceed to

call the roll of Senators.

The Secretary proceeded to call the roll, and Mr. Anthonyresponded

to his name.

Mr. PADDOCK. Mr. President

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Debate is not in order pending the

call.

The Secretary resumed and conclnded the call of the roll.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Forty-six Senators have answered to

their names upon the call. A quorum is present.

Mr. THURMAN. Now I ask unanimous consent to dispense with

the call of the yeas and nays on the amendment of the Senator from

Nebraska.

Mr. DORSEY. I desire to say that the Senator from California,

[Mr. Sargent,] the Senator from Virginia, [Mr. Withers,] and the

Senator from Iowa [Mr. Aijjson] are absent upon a conference com

mittee.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the call for the

yeas and nays being withdrawn f

Mr. SAUNDERS. I shall have no objection to that ; I will state

this, though

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will please give way

that a message from the House of Representatives may be received.

PACIFIC RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera

tion of the bill (S. No. 1337) creating a board to be known as " The

Pacific Railroad Commissioners."

Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not propose to take up the time of the Sen

ate with this matter. It is a matter of some importance, but not very

great of course. I moved the pending amendment becanse I believed

it was on the side of economy and proper economy at that. We have

been discussing this morning the subject of economy, particularly

when we had a bill up to provide an increased pay for the maimed

soldiers. On that bill the question was pretty well discussed whether

we should vote more money away from the Treasury. Now here is a

bill where we can save money without doing harm to anybody. Here

is a bill that proposes to raise a commission for the purpose of doing
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certain work, which might have been saved, probably, by utilizing

the Government directors on one of the roads: bat inasmuch as yon

are raising a commission for one, I am satisfied to let it be raised*for

all the roads, and therefore I shall not antagonize that part of the bill.

But here is a commission raised with six individuals in it. Five

of those individuals will cost the Government over $100 a day. No

time is fixed when they shall commence to draw their pay, nor is

there any saving clanse confining them to any actual work or any

thing of that kind; but it says the three commissioners shall be

entitled to $800 a month, and the clerks not exceeding 9G00 a month,

making for the five, not saying anything about the engineers, over

$100 a day. This may be all right. It may be that these are high-

priced men and ought to have large pay. I am not raising a question

about that.

Mr. EATON. I think that the objection I made is in order and that

my friend is out of order. My suggestion was that this matter should

go over. That was an objection made some time ago.

Mr. THURMAN. I make the point that this bill cannot go over

on a single objection, and I ask that the Anthony rule be read.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will report the rule

on the first page of the Calendar.

Mr. THURMAN. We are not'proceeding under the Anthony rule

now at all.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Points of order are not debatable.

Mr. THURMAN. Well, I wish to say on this question, whether this

objection carries the bill over, that is a matter on which something

ought to be said. I ask that the resolution be read which was offered

by the Senator from California, [Mr. Sargent.]

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection t The Chair heats

none and the Secretary will report the resolution.

The Secretary read the following resolution, adopted a few days

ago on the motion of Mr. Sargent :

Resolved, That, until otherwise ordered by the Senate, each morning after the

dipsosal of the morning business, the ficuuteVill proceed to business on" the Calen

dar and dispose of cases thereon under the Anthony rule during the remainder of the

morning hour.

Mr. THURMAN. " During the remainder of the morning hour :,*

that is all ; and the President of the Senate has heretofore, ruled that

that only applies until the expiration of the morning hour, and that

ended at half past twelve. Now, the Anthony rule is the only rule

under which a single objection carries a bill over. We are not under

the Anthony rule now at all. I moved to proceed to the considera

tion of the Calendar, and we are on the Calendar just as we would

be on any other bill.

Mr. DORSEY. Within the last hour the Senator from Ohio him

self objected to a very important measure on this Calendar, and it

went over on his objection.

Mr. THURMAN. That is very true; but I did it withont think

ing. The Senator may move to put that bill back and I will help to

get it back.

Mr. EATON. I do not think the Anthony rule has anything to do

with this whatever. I think a single objection carries this over.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair sustains the point of order

that an objection may be interposed at any stage of the proceedings

under the present call of the Calendar.

Mr. THURMAN. . What is the ruling of the Chair f

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That an objection may be interposed
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at any stage of the proceedings under the present call of the Calen

dar, and that an objection being made the consideration of the bill is

dispensed with.

Mr. T I i UjRMA X. I appeal from that decision and ask the Chair to

point oat what authority there is for that.

Mr. MORRILL. The Senator from Ohio can better accomplish his

purpose by moving that the Calendar and all other orders be post

poned for the purpose .of considering his bill.

Mr. CONKL1NG. The Chair is manifestly right in this ruling as

the Senator from Ohio will see if he looks at the resolution under

which we are acting.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I believe I have the floor.

Mr. THURMAN. I move to lay aside all other orders and go on

with the bill.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I move that the regular order be laid aside and

this bill be taken up.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair decides that under the

rule under which we are now acting the Senate may at any time

" otherwise order" in regard to any pending business. It is in the

power of the Senate to control the order under which it will proceed,

by a majority.

Mr. COCKRELL. I understand tlie Senator from Nebraska has

made that motion.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I make the motion under that ruling that we

now lay aside for the time being the regular order to go ou with this

bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio had previ

ously made that motion. The question is on that motion.

The question being put, there were on a division—ayes 22, noes 15 ;

no quorum voting.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. What is the further pleasure of the

Senate! The only motion now in order is for a call of the Senate or

that the Senate adjourn, neither of which is debatable.

Mr. MORRILL. Let us have a call.

Mr. DAVIS, of Illinois. Let us have another division. There is a

quorum here.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The want of a quorum having been

disclosed, the only motion in order is for a call of the Senate or that

the Senate adjourn.

Mr. COCKRELL. I move a call of the Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Missouri moves a

call of the Senate.

The motion was agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will call the roll.

The Secretary called the roll of Senators.

Mr. MERRIMON. I beg to state on behalf of my colleague [Mr.

Ransom] that he is absent on a conference committee. ,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The call of the roll discloses the

presence of fifty-six Senators. There is a qnorum present. The ques

tion recurs on the motion of the Senator from Ohio to postpone the

Calendar and proceed with the bill which has been under consider

ation.

The motion was agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

offered by the Senator from Nebraska, [Mr. Saunders,] upon which

the yeas and nays have been ordered. Is the call for the yeas and

nays insisted upon t The Secretary will call the roll.
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Mr. COCKRELL. This is on striking out "two" and inserting

"one." I hope it will be voted down.

Mr. HOAR. I understood the call for the yeas and nays to be

withdrawn.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair asked if there was objec

tion to the withdrawal of the call for the yeas and nays, and no

response was made. Having been ordered, the only thing is to go on

with the call of the roll.

Mr. HOAR. I ask the Chair to put the question on that again.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the withdrawal

of the call for the yeas and nays on the amendment of the Senator

from Nebraska f The Chair hears none, and the call is withdrawn.

The Chair will put the question on the amendment by sound.

The amendment to the amendment was rejected.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

of the Committee on the Judiciary.

Mr. TELLER. I wish to offer an amendment to the substitute. I

move to strike out in the first section the third and fourth lines and

part of the fifth line down to and including the word " successors,'1

and to insert:

There shall be appointed by the President, by and with the adviee and consent of

the Senate, two commissioners and one officer of engineers, to be detailed by tie

President, anil they and their successors.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

of the Senator from Colorado to the amendment of the Committee

on the Judiciary.

The amendment to the amendment was rejected.

Mr. TELLER. I move to strike out, in the fourth line, on page 6,

the words "eight hundred" and to iusert "four hundred and six

teen ;" so as to make the salary of the commissioners $416 a month.

Mr. PADDOCK. I should like to inquire of the Senator from Col

orado, why it is that he names exactly that sum, $410. It seems to me

a strange sum.

Mr. TELLER. I will say that $416.67 is the compensation paid to

Members of Congress and Senators for each month. I thought it

would be well to make a little difference between the commissioners

and members of Congress, and so I struck out the cents. It seems to

me that, if $416.67 is a proper compensation for members of theHoo.se

and members of the Senate generally, these commissioners are not

likely to earn much more than $416. If any Senator is very particular

about the amount being the same as that allowed Members and Sen

ators, I should not object to the amendment being made, but it does

seem to me that $800 per month is an unreasonable sum for the service

required.

Mr. THURMAN. One word. The Senator from Colorado serves

three months in one year, December, January, and Febrnary, and he

gets nine months' pay when he is at home. We propose that these

commissioners shall serve all the time for which they are to be paid.

I do not think his illustration, therefore, of the salary of members

of Congress has much to do with this case. But here is an employ

ment that lasts only for three or four months, for which we want to

get the very best and ablest men who can be got, so that the facts

which they report to Congress and their opinions may be something

upon which reliance can be placed. We do not want to go higgling

about to find some fellow to take the contract below the minimum.

Mr. TELLER. It is a rather remarkable statement made by the

Senator from Ohio that a Senator serves three months in the year
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when the Senate has been now in session over eight months, when

every Senator knows that a Senator does not discharge bis whole

duty to his constituents and the Government by coming here and

sitting dnring the session merely, that he is called upon at all times

during the year to discbarge duties that devolve unon him by virtue

of his position ; and if that is an ample compensation for him I sub

mit these gentlemen who are furnished dead-head passes from the

railroad by this law, who are furnished clerks at $300 a month, and

have all their expenses paid, may possibly sweep along with $416 a

month. I venture to say that quite as much talent can be employed

for $416, if it is left to the discretion of the President, as has been

indicated by the selection of these gentlemen in this bill.

Mr. CHR'ISTIANCY. I diner entirely from my friend from Colo

rado. The men we seek to get npon this commission are men thor

oughly posted and well acquainted with railroad matters, men who

to-day can command salaries of $10,000 to $15,000 per year. If we

want novices, if we want men who know nothing about railroad

matters or anything else particularly, I have no doubt we can get

them cheap ; I presume we can get them for a thousand dollars a year;

but that is not the class of men we want to consider these weighty

matters. We want experts of the highest character and we must

pay them well or we shall not obtain them. That was the view of

the committee, and it seems to me it is plain common sense in a mat

ter of this kind.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

of the Senator from Colorado to the amendment of the committee.

The amendment to the amendment was rejected.

Mr. HILL. It does seem to me that the proposed compensation of

$800 a month is very large and I think unnecessarily large. I thought

the sum proposed by the Senator from Colorado was rather low. It

seems to me about $600 a month would be right, especially $6*26, which

would be a salary of $7,500 a year. That in these times is a good

salary, a big salary. I move to strike out " $600 " and insert " $025."

I think it sufficient.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment

of the Senator from Georgia to the amendment of the committee.

Mr. PADDOCK. I suggest to the Senator from Georgia that he

make it inst even $600 rather than $625.

Mr. HILL. Well, $625 a month makes a salary of $7,500 a year. It

is just an exact compromise between the proposition of the committee

and the proposition of the Senator from Colorado which was voted

down, and that is why I put it at $625.

Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I am not posted as to the exact amount that

Mr. Fink, of Kentucky, receives, who is one of the best railroad men

in this country and is so known among all who know anything about

railroad matters, but I am quite confident he is receiving at least

$10,000 a year in the position he now holds. Then beyond that it

must be considered that this is but a temporary employment front

the time this bill becomes a law up to the 1st day of January next.

To men of that capacity, occupied as they are, even if their existing

salary were six, seven, or eight or nine thousand dollars a year, would

they give up the position they hold to take this temporary employ

ment with any such compensation as that f It seems to me wholly

improbable.

Mr. ROLLINS. Does the bill require that the appointees shall

give up their present employment and devote themselves exclusively

to this business ?
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Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Any commissioners appointed under the bill

'will have to give np their present positions while they occupy this

place, for it will occupy all their time.

Mr. ROLLINS. Then I think their salary ought to be pretty high.

Mr. HILL. They have their transportation free, and they get

$7,500 a year under this amendment.

Mr. THURMAN. I am willing to let the amendment offered by the

Senator from Georgia be adopted.

The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. PADDOCK. In section 4, line 4, after the word " each," I move

to insert " while actually so employed ;" so as to read :

Shall be paid a salary at the rate of $635 per month while actually so employ*!.

Mr. THURMAN. There is no objection to that.

The amendment to the amendmeut was agreed to.

The amendment of the Committee on the Judiciary, as amended,

was agreed to.

The bill was reported to the Senate as amended, and the amend

ment was concurred in.

Mr. PADDOCK. I 'should like to inquire what has become of the

amendment of the Senator fromNew York f

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It was not in order when it was sng-

gested, and was therefore withdrawn.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, rend the

third time, and passed.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

June 8, 1878.

The House having under consideration the bill (It. R. No. 4399) to establiib a

Pacific Railroad commission, reported from the Committee on PaeiUc Railroads by

Mr. Rice, of Massachusetts-

Mr. RICE, of Massachusetts, said :

Mr. Speaker : During the early part of the session the Committee

on the Pacific Railroads listened to an able and elaboiate discussion

of the intricate and important questions involved in the so-called

PRORATE CONTROVERSY.

The whole legislation of Congress in regard to Pacific Railroads

was in this discussion brought under examination. That legislation

commenced with an act passed July 1, 1862, entitled "An act to aid in

the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri

River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of

the same lor postal, military, and other purposes," and includes no lew

than fifteen different acts, the last of which, providing for a sinking

fund for two of the roads, we have passed at the present session. They

relate to no less than seven railroad companies, with a general provis

ion relating to any other railroad companies which may form connec

tions with them. Their provisions are numerous, comprehensive, and

minute. They are all framed upon a general scheme, to the develop

ment of which they are generally consistently aud wisely adapted.

They establish between the several companies and their respective

roads most intimate and delicate relations.
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Appropriating to the construction of these roads a bounty unstinted

in liberality, this legislation unites these companies and their roads

into a system intended to extend to all, so far as possible, the advan

tages enjoyed by each, and to promote their common prosperity and

their capacity for discharging the services required from them, by

conferring upon them mutual rights and privileges and exacting from

them mutual duties and obligations. This system was also intended

to promote equally, so far as possible, the interests of the differnot,

ana to some extent rival sections of country east of the Mississippi.

As might be expected, differences early arose in the management of

these different companies. Abandoned by the Government and left

without the control of any central anthority or common arbiter

which could maintain them in harmony, they fell under the manage

ment of men of great business experience and capacity, generally

arbitrary and self-willed, eager to promote and defend their own in

terests against all the world besides. In the fierce contention and

turmoil of rivalry which ensued, the original scheme of the roads was

lost sight of. The companies, intimately related in the acts by which

they were created and subsidized, have been aliens to each other in

their operations. The congenital bonds by which they were united

for the common welfare have been sundered. Their stock has been

bulled and beared in the city exchanges ; now one and now another

being the favorite of speculators. The strong lines have crowded the

weaker to the wall. The traffic legitimately belonging to one has

been diverted to another. States and cities have been deprived of

the advantages carefully secured to them by the original legislation ,

and Territories reduced to the condition of tributary provinces by the

very agencies which had been created for their use and convenience.

These grievances at last became intolerable. The weaker corpora

tions were unable to maintain themselves. The people of these

States and Territories, smarting under the sense of disappointment,

found themselves threatened by dangers of oppression and monopoly

too great to be longer silently borne. They have invoked to their

relief the sovereign power of Congress. They ask that the same

anthority which created, nourished, and fed these corporations shall be

again exercised for their regulation and restraint, so that their origi

nal purpose may be at last assured. Although the discussions before

thecommittee were confined to the roads belonging to the Union Pacific

system, yet in our deliberations we became satisfied that like evils

exist, or may be anticipated, in the operation of all the roads subsi

dized by the National Government belonging to the several transcon

tinental systems. The power and the duty of Congress to correct these

evils extend equally to them all, and we have therefore inclnded all

of them in the proposed measure of relief.

THE PACIFIC RAILROADS ENUMERATED.

I introduce here, for convenience of reference, a schedule of these

roads, giving their names, dates of congressional grants to them, num

ber of acres granted, their length, terminal points, and the anthority

incorporating them :
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INION PACIFIC BAILUOAD.

Section 1 of the act of 1862 creates the Union Pacific Railroad Com

pany, with anthority to build and operate a railroad " from the ono

hundredth meridian of longitnde west from Greenwich between the

south margin of the valley of the Republican River and the north

margin of the valley of the Platte River, in the Territory of Nebraska,

to the western boundary of Nevada Territory." The sections imme

diately succeeding make the grants of right of way and the subsidies

of lands and bonds, and prescribe the route of the road, and the terms

upon which and the time within which the same shall be constructed.

The one hundredth meridian within the limit defined in the first sec

tion is about two hundred and forty miles west of the Missouri River.

This road is spoken of in different sections of the act, and the acts

amendatory thereof, as the main trunk line.

EANSAS PACIFIC RAILROAD.

These matters having been dealt with in the first eight sections of

the act, the ninth section anthorizes the Leavenworth, Pawnee and

Western Railroad Company of Kansas to construct a railroad from

the Missouri River, at the mouth of the Kansas, to the aforesaid point,

on the one hundredth meridian, and to meet and connect with the

trunk at its initial point. This branch is called in the acts sometimes

the Kansas and sometimes the Missouri Branch. It would have been

about three hundred and ninety miles in length had it been built

directly from the mouth of the Kansas to the original initial point of

the trunk ; but by the ninth section of the act of 1864 any one of the

companies mentioned in the acts was "anthorized to construct its

road wcstwardly of that point, in case it should deem such westward

connection more practicable and desirable."

Under the anthority of this provision this company changed its

ronte to a line considerably to the south. In the act of July 3, 1866,

it was required to connect with the Union Pacific Railroad at a point

not more than fifty miles wcstwardly from the meridian of Denver.

By the act of Maroh 3, 1861*, the company was anthorized to contract

with the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company for the con

struction of its line from Denver to Cheyenne by the latter company,

and the two were to form a continuous line of railroad from Kansas

City, via Denver, to Cheyenne; all the provisions of law for the opera

tion of the Pacilio Railroad and its branches being made applicable

to both of them. And, again, on the 20th of June, 1874, an act was

passed declaring the Denver Pacific to be an extension of the road of

the original company. These roads have been built, and are about

six hundred and fifty miles in length, and connect with the Union

Pacific Railroad at Cheyenne. The Leavenworth, Pawnee and West

ern Railroad Company took the name of " The Union Pacific Railway,

Eastern Division," by which it is called in the act of 1864, and after

ward of "The Kansas Pacific Railway Company," by which it is now

known.

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD.

By the ninth section of the act of 1862 the Central Pacific Railroad

Company of California, incorporated by a law of that State, was an

thorized to construct a railroad from the Pacific coast, at or near San

Francisco or the navigable waters of the Sacramento River, to the

eastern boundary of California.

By the tenth section of the act the same company was anthorized to

build its road eastwardly from the eastern boundary of the State

until it should meet and connect with the trunk as it in the course of

39 r,v
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its construction should be built westwardly. Accordingly , it extended

its road through California and Nevada to Ogden, in the Territory of

Utah, where it made connection with the trunk.

By the act of March 3, 1865, the assignment by that company to toe

Western Pacific Railroad Company of California of the right to con

struct the road from San Jos<5 to Sacramento was ratified and con

firmed. Afterward the two companies became consolidated and now

form one corporation. Their lines are about eight hundred and eighty

miles in length.

THE HANNIBAL AND SAINT JOSEFII EXTENSION.

By the thirteenth section of the act of 1802 the Hannibal and Saint

Joseph Railroad Company, a corporation of the State of Missouri, own

ing and operating a railroad extending from Hannibal, on tbe Missis

sippi River, to Saint Joseph, on the Missouri River, was authorized to

extend its road from Saint Joseph, via Atchison, so as to connect with

the Kansas branch ; and it was authorized, for this purpose, to use any

charter granted by the Legislature of Kansas. It procured a charter

with (he corporate name of the Central Branch of the Union Pacific

Railroad Company, and has built its road 100 miles; but by reason

of the diversion of the Kansas branch, it has not connected therewith.

THE IOWA BRANCH.

By the fourteenth section of the act the Union Pacific Railroad Com

pany was authorized to build a road from the western boundary of tbe

State of Iowa, at a point to bo fixed by the President, to the initial

foint of tho trunk. This road is called in the acta the Iowa branch,

t has been built, and forms a direct and continuous line with the

trunk from the river to Ogden, a distance of 1,032 miles.

8IOUX CITY AND PACIKC RAILROAD.

In the same section that company was required to construct a road

from Sioux City, in the State of Iowa, to some point ou the Iowa

branch or to the initial point of tbe trunk.

By the seventeenth section of the act of 1864, the Union Pacific

Railroad Company was relieved of the obligation of building the Sioux

City branch; and it was provided that it should be built by snch

company, organized under the laws of Iowa, Minnesota, Dakota, or

Nebraska, as the President of the United States should designate for

the purpose. He accordingly designated the Sionx City and Pacific

Railroad Company, which was incorporated under tha laws of the

State of Iowa; It has built the road ; sixty miles being within the

State of Iowa, and forty within the State of Nebraska; and it con

nects with the Union Pacific Railroad at Fremont.

THE BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD EXTESSIOX.

By the eighteenth section ofthesame act, the Burlington audMissonn

River Railroad Company, an Iowa corporation, with a road in process

of construction from Burlington, on the Mississippi, to Plattsmontht

on tho Missouri River, was authorized to extend its road throng"

Nebraska and connect with the Uniou Pacific Railroad at a point not

farther west than the one hundredth meridian. Subsequently, that

company was authorized to assigu all its rights, privileges, and fran

chises to a Nebraska corporation. Afterward a corporation was organ

ized, under the name of the Burlington and Missouri Railroad Com

pany in Nebraska, and it has built its road from Plattsmouth a

distance of 200 miles to Kearney Junction, where it meets and con

nects with the Union Pacific Railroad. Grants of right of way »n'j

of land subsidy were made to the Burlington and Missouri Railro*1

Company, and all the privileges and immunities granted to the Han"

nibal and Saint Joseph Railroad Company wero conferred upon if-
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It will be observed that the acts provide for one main trnnk line,

beginning on the one hundredth meridian, to be built by the Union

Pacific, a Federal corporation, and running west to a connection

with the road of the Central Pacific, a State corporation. They also

provide for branches at its east end—one the Kansas branch, one the

Hannibal and Saint Joseph extension, one the Burlington and Mis

souri extension, one the Sienx City branch, and one the Iowa branch ;

all of which are to be built by State companies except the last.

THE CALIFORNIA AND OREGON COMPANIES.

There aro many notable features of the Union Pacific Railroad acts

demanding attention, but I reserve them for future notice, in order

in this immediate connection to state the provisions of the Federal

statutes relating to the other companies mentioned in the second sec

tion of the bill. The California and Oregon Railroad Company was

organized under an act of the State of California, with anthority to

build its road from some point to bo selected by it on the Central

Pacific Railroad, in the Sacramento Valley, to Portland, Oregon. By

an act of Congress passed July 25, 1866, a grant of land was made to

the company, and by the same act the road was required to bo of the

same gange as the Central Pacific, and it was also required to operate

its road as one counected continuous line with that of the. Central

Pacific.

The Oregon and California and Oregon Central Companies are Ore

gon corporations. Their roads are extensions in that State of the

California Company, and have been aided by congressional land-

grants with the same provisions as that to the California and Oregon

Company.

These companies have been consolidated by State legislation with

the Central Pacific Railroad Company, and their lines aro uow in

process of construction.

THE DENVER PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The Denver Pacific Railroad and Telegraph Company was incor

porated by an act of the Legislature of Colorado for the construction

of a road from Denver to Cheyenne, a distance of 106 miles. The

provisions of the acts of Congress relating to it have already been

sufficiently mentioned.

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated by act

of Congress passed July 2, 1864, for the construction of a railroad

from Lake Superior to Puget Sound, and is in process of construction.

THE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated by

act of Congress passed on the 27th of July, 1866, with anthority to

build a railroad from Springfield, in Missouri, upon a route prescribed

with considerable particularity, to the Pacific. Authority is given

to the Southern Pacific Railroad, a company incorporated under tho

laws of the State of California, to connect with the Atlantic and Pa

cific Railroad, and the two are required to have uniform gange and

rates of faro and freight, and to the last-named company a grant of

land is made to the same extent as to the Atlantic and Pacific. These

roads are now in process of construction.

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The Southern Pacific has been built from San Francisco to Fort

Yuma, on the eastern boundary of California, and proposes to extend

its road eastwardlv.
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I have now mentioned the provisions of the Federal statutes author

izing the construction of the roads of the several companies mentioned

in the second section of the bill, pointed out the origin of their cor

porate existence, and described the routes upon which they have been

or are expected td be built. The controversy which has given im

mediate occasion for the legislation proposed in this bill is confined

to the companies mentioned in the acts relating to the Union Pacific

system. 1 shall, therefore, address what I have to say more particu

larly to those companies and the provisions of law relating to them.

The circumstances do not lender it necessary to speak particularly of

the other companies and the acts in which they are dealt with.

A SUUVKY OF THE ACTS RELATING TO THE U.MON PACIFIC SYSTEM.

The original schenio of a line of railroad with several branches, pro

vided in the act of 16G2 and the acts amendatory thereof, was con

ceived in a wise and comprehensive spirit, aud was developed in

numerous and extended details, well adapted to the purposes iu

view. If in some respects it baa disappointed the expectation of its

trainers, these imperfections are such as are common to all human

laws. I desire to draw special attention to two features of this body

of legislation. The first is the large power reserved by Congress over

these works. Besides the fact, peculiar to the Federal corporation,

that the Government should have representation in its board of di

rectors, it was provided iu the sixth section of the act of 18*32 that

1 he munificent grants of lauds and bonds made to all of the companies

were " upon the condition that the companies should pay the bonds

at maturity and keep their roads and telegraph lines in repair and

use, and at all times transmit dispatches over their telegraph lines,

and transport the mails, troops, munitions of war, supplies, and pub

lic stores upon tho railroad for the Government" whenever required to

do so. And in tho seventeenth section it was provided that if any of

the companies should fail to comply with the terms and conditions of

the act within a reasonable time, or should not keep their roads in re

pair and use, Congress might provide therefor, and apply their revenues

to reimburse the United States for such expenditures.

Again, tho fifth section provides that upon a failure of one of the

companies to redeem the Government bonds at their maturity, its

road, with all its rights, functions, immunities, and appurtenances,

may be taken possession of by the Secretary of the Treasury for the

use of the United States. In the fourth and other sections, provision is

made for an examination, approval, and acceptance of the roads by

commissioners appointed by the President for the purpose. By the

twelfth section, the gauge and maximum grades and curves are pre

scribed. And in the eighteenth section the power is reserved to Con

gress, under certain circumstances, to regulate rates of fare, and also to

alter, add to, amend, or repeal the act ; and the same power is un

qualifiedly reserved in the act of 1804. In the twentieth section of the

act of 1862 all of the companies are required to make annual reports

to the Secretary of tho Treasury, showing their condition in great de

tail. There are in the amendatory acts many other similar provisions.

I have thus cursorily reviewed these clauses for the purpose of draw

ing attention to this patent fact, that Congress designed to assert for

itself the power, and also to exercise it, of regulating and controlling

the mode and manner of construction of the roads, and especially of

securing their maintenance and operation, in furtherance of the orig

inal design, at all times thereafter. In this respect this legislation

differs widely from previous acts making grants of laud to transpor
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tation companies. When once the works of those companies were

constructed, the power of the Federal Government over them ceased ;

but in respect to the companies here under consideration, the largest

powers are reserved to be exercised in the future in order to secure

the great purposes of the acts.

THE SYSTEM OF THE LNION PACIFIC COMPANIES.

The other feature of this legislation to which I would draw atten

tion is the relation of these companies to each other. They are not

separate, distinct works, although built by separate, distinct com

panies. They are related to each other in a most intimate way. And

this appears not from single terms or clanses. All of the provisions

of the act look in one direction ; namely, to the establishment of a

system of roads built upon a uniform plan, and to be operated in har

mony. The survey of the acts already presented displays this fea

ture to view. From that survey, it appears that the roads were to

consist of one main trunk-line, commencing on the hundredth merid

ian, and of several branches. These words " main trunk-line" and

" branches " continually recur.

Jn this connection the provision prescribing a uniform gange for all

the roads is to be noticed. Section 12 of the act of 1862 provides—

That tho track cpon the entire length of railroad and branches shall be of nni.

form width, to be determined by the President of the United States, so that when

completed cars can be run from the Missouri River to the Pacillc coast.

The act further, throughout all the sections providing for branches,

requires that their tracks shall meet and connect with those of the

other roads. Thus, the Leavenworth, Pawnee and Westejp Railroad

Company is, by section 9, anthorized to build its road from the Mis

souri River to the hundredth meridian, where it was to " meet and con

nect" with the trunk at its initial point. And not only in the act of

1862, but in all the subsequent acts, this requirement that the tracks

shall " meet and connect " wherever one road forms a junction with

another, is reiterated. Thus we have a system of roads consisting of

a main trunk-line and several branches, with a uniform gange and con

nection of all their tracks, as the act itself says, " so that cars can be

run from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean." Here wo have the

important fact of the construction of all the roads, with the mechanical

connection of all the tracks.

But, as each road was to be built by its own company, had this been

all, the purpose of Congress in establishing this vast and complicated

system might have been defeated by the failure of one to construct

its works. Thus, had the Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western Rail

road Company failed to build its road, the section of country through

which it and its eastern connections run would have been entirely

cut off from the system, and thus deprived of the advantages in

tended to be secured to it. Accordingly, to provide against this, it

was provided not only that one company should build its own road,

but that in case of the failure of one another company should have

the right to enter upon its territory and build tho road and have and

enjoy all the rights, privileges, and franchises of the delinquent com

pany. Thus, in the tenth section of the act of 1862, it is provided that

the Kansas and California companies, after completing their roads,

may unite with tho Union Pacific in building both its trunk and its

two branches, or so much thereof as should then remain to be con

structed, on the same terms and conditions as are provided in the act

in relation to the Union Pacific.

So, too, in the same section, tho Hannibal and Saint Joseph Com
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pany aud t ho Union Pacific are in the same way authorized to build

ihe Kansas Urancb. So, too, the Union Pacific is authorized to con

tinue the construction of its road into and through California until

it should meet the road of the Central Pacific in its progress of con

struction eastward. Aud again, the Central Pacific is "authorized to

continue the construction of its road through the Territories to the

Missouri River on the same terms aud conditions as are provided in

relation to the Union Pacific until those two roads should meet and

connect, and the whole line of said railroad, branches, and telegraph,

be completed." But Congress seems not to have been content simply

to confer authority upon one company to build the road of another.

Not only was authority given, but the obligation to do so was enforced

by a most extraordinary provision. That provision was that a failure

to build any one of the roads, either the trunk or the branches, within

a time limited, should work a forfeiture to the Government, not only

of the rights and works of the defaulting company, but also of all

the rights, works, and property of all the others. A provision in

that respect will be found iu the seventeenth section, aud is as fol

lows :

That if Mud road* are not completed so as to form a continuous line of railroad,

ready for use, from the Missouri River to the navigable waters of the Sacramento

River in California, by the 1st day of July, 1S76, tb.6 whole of all of said railroads

before mentioned, ana to be constructed tinder the provisions of this act, together

with all their furniture, fixtures, rolling-stock, machine-shops, lands, tenement*,

hercditameuts, and property of every kiud and character, shall be forfeited to and

taken possession of by the United States.

Nothing could be more significant than this stringent provision of

the purpose of Congress to secure the construction of the whole sys

tem of roads. It shows the importance which Congress attached to

the system as a completed whole.

Other provisions may be mentioned in this immediate connection.

As has already been shown, the first eight sections of the act of 13b-.}

relate to the Union Pacific Railroad Company, and the construction by

it of the main trunk. Iu the several succeeding sections the branches

are dealt with, and precisely the same rights, privileges, franchises,

grants of right of way, lands, and bonds are conferred upon each

one of them, and the same duties, obligations, restrictions, and for

feitures are imposed on each one of them, aud the same regulations

iu respect of construction, examination, aud acceptance of their sev

eral roads are proscribed, and the same large control over all of

them is reserved, as are provided in the act in relation to the trunk.

The provision in respect to each one of the branch companies i9 that

it shall build its road "upon the same terms aud conditions in all

respects as are provided in this act in relation to" the main trunk.

The trunk was not considered of more importance than any one of the

branches, and one branch was not considered of any more importance

than another or than the trunk. All were put upon the same foot

ing. Absolute equality was established between them.

£>till a further circumstance may be noted here. A single line of rail

road running from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean might have

been authorized, and would have answeredcertain purposes which Con

gress had iu view. It would have connected the Atlantic States with

our Pacific possessions, and opened to settlement and enterprise the

vast and unoccupied regions traversed by it. The Government stores,

troops, and mails might have been transported with perhaps sufficient

speed and convenience by a single line. Had that been the limit of

the purposes of Cougress, four out of the five vast subsidies of lands

and bonds which were made in aid of the construction of the branches
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would have been saved. But, instead of providing for the construc

tion of a single line of road, no less than five different lines were, as

I have shown, authorized and required to be built. Nearly ten mill

ions of dollars of bonds and as many acres of land were given in aid

of the coustrnction of branches over and above what would have been

required to secure the construction of a single line. It was with a

lavish hand that Congress dispensed the public domain and public

treasure to secure the construction of this great transcontinental

system of railroad and telegraph. But when the full measure and im

port of the system is comprehended, the purpose in view is seen to be

fully adequate to the vast expenditure.

We are not left in doubt what the object of Congress was in pro

viding for several branches instead of a single line of railroad. We

have not far to search in order to discover it clearly set forth in the

acts. In the ninth section of the act of 1862, where provision is

made for the construction of the Kansas branch, it is required to com

mence its road " on the Missouri River at the mouth of the Kansas

on the south side thereof, so as to connect with the Pacific Railroad of

Missouri." This last-named company had constructed its road from

Saint Louis to Sedalia, and was continuing its line to the mouth of

the Kansas. The Kansas branch, therefore, was required to connect

with it for the purpose of bringing Saint Louis, and the sections of

country to the east and south of it, into connection with the Union

Pacific system. The next branch was the extension of the Hannibal

and Saint Joseph Railroad, which ran across the State of Missouri

from Hannibal, on the Mississippi River, nearly opposite the city of

Quincy, to Saint Joseph, on the Missouri; and this road was to be

bro ugbt into connection with the same system. The next branch was

the extension of the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad, which

ran through Southern Iowa, from Burlington, on the Mississippi, to

Plattsmouth, on the Missouri ; and this line too was to be brought

into connection with the system. What is called in the acts the Iowa

branch was to be constructed " from a point on the western boundary

of Iowa to be. fixed by the President of the United States," This

point was thus left indefinite because several roads were in process

of construction across the State, but their tormini on the Missouri

River were as yet uncertain. The design was to have the initial

point of the Iowa branch fixed where convenient connections could

be made by it with these roads, and thus they also form connections

with the system. The branch remaining to be noticed was that start

ing at Sioux City, to which place from the East roads wore not likely

to be built at an early day. Accordingly the Union Pacific company

was required to construct that branch " whenever there shall be a

line of railroad completed through Minnesota.or Iowa to Sioux City."

When such lines should be built they, in their order, were to be by

means of that branch brought into connection with the system. Thus

each branch of the Union Pacific Railroad was to have an eastern

connection and to form a link between the several railroads in the

States and the main trunk. The design of Congress in establishing

these several branches, therefore, was to unite the railroads of the

East with the great transcontinental road and to afford and secure to

the different sections of the country penetrated and served by those

roads the advantages and facilities which these branches and the

whole line afforded.

And now, it is lastly to be observed that to these provisions for the

construction and maintenance of the several branches and the trunk

was added another, relating to their operation. This was framed
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for the construction of the several roads with uniform gange and

connection of tracks, each running through a separate and distinct

section and with its own eastern connection, would have been de

feated. Each, although built to a junction with the others, might

be operated separately and even in hostility to them. While it might

be physically possible for cars to run over two or more of them from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, the refusal ofone might effect

ually prevent it. It was, therefore, necessary further to prescribe a

rule for the operation of the roads after they bad been constructed.

Such a rule, supplementing the other provisions, gives efficiency and

completeness to the great scheme. It is found first in the twelfth

section of the act of 1862, where it is provided—

That the whole line of said railroad and telegraph shall be operated for all pur

poses of communication, travel, and transportation,, so far as the public and Gov

ernment are conoerned, as one connected and continuous line.

The same provision is repeated again in section 15 of the act of

1864, and to it is added the further clanse—

And In stieh operation and use, to afford and secure to each equal advantages

and facilities as to rates, time, and transportation, without any discrimination of

any kind in favor of the road or business of any or either of said companies, orau-

verse to the road or business ofany or either ofthe others.

This comprehensive and exact rule of operation assures the success

of the scheme. Its meaning is not doubtful, at least, to a certain ex

tent. Oue company was to operate its road not solely in its own in

terest but in close connection with each and all of the others so far

as was possible. It was not so to conduct its own business as to

reserve to itself any preference or advantage over the business of any

other company. It was to so run its trains as to make proper con

nections with the other roads. It was to afford to them proper ter

minal facilities. It was so to apportion its rates of freight and fare

as to put them on a footing of perfect equality.

For instance, the Kansas branch connects with the Union Pacific at

Cheyenne. Traffic originating on that branch and destined for points

on the line of the Union Pacific west of Cheyenne was to be treated

by the latter company at that point as it treated that originating on

its own line east and destined west of that point. On the other hand,

it was made the duty of the Kansas branch to receive the traffic origi

nating on the lino of the Union Pacific and destined to points on its

own line just as it treated its own. It could not shut itself off from

the Union Pacific by fixing its time-tables or its rates for freight or fare,

or its terminal facilities, so as to monopolize the business originating

on its own road. Very much as any one of the great corporations of the

country having a trunk and branches—as, for instance, the Pennsyl

vania Central or the New York Central—operates all parts of its sys

tem in harmony, so must all of these companies operate all their roads

together. Such was tho scheme of the acts relating to this system

of roads.

And it has been extended still further. I have already stated that

the California and Oregon, Oregon and California, and Oregon Cen

tral Railroad Companies, which connect with the Central Pacific,

have been consolidated with that company. The acts granting lands

in aid of their construction, passed July 25, 1866, (14 Statutes at

Large, 241,) require them to be built with a uniform gange with tho

Central Pacific, and contain precisely the same rule of operation pro

hibiting discrimination as is found in the act of 1864. By virtue of

this provision and the fact of their consolidation with oue of the
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companies named in the Pacific Railroad acts, they, too, are made

members of the same system. "For that reason they are brought

within the provisions of this bill. The other companies mentioned

in the bill, excepting the Southern Pacific, are included within its

provisions, because they have been incorporated by acts of Congress

with large powers of control reserved therein. The Southern Pacific,

by the terms of the act making a grant of land to it, is brought

into the same relations with the Atlantio and Pacifio as the Oregon

companies sustained to the Central Pacific, and is subjected to the

same congressional authority.

But the acts which we have had under review, while associating the

several companies together and uniting them in one family by con

genital bonds, establish over them no supervisory authority to con

strain their obedience to the rule prescribed for their operation. A

law was made for their government, but was without sanction or mode

of enforcement. Their relations were not only of a most important

and intimate, but also of a very delicate nature, which might easily

be thrown out of harmony. Each being governed by considerations

of its own self-interest would bo likely to construe the provisions of

the acts so as to advance those interests. Such has been the result, as

was shown in the discussions before the committee. While the coun

sel of the Union Pacific Company on ffie one side insisted that the

legislation of Congress justified that company in maintaining a mo

nopoly of the transcontinental business, the counsel for the branch

companies, on the other side, insisted that the acts should have such

construction as would practically enable them to, absorb the entire

business and become swollen into undue proportions by sucking the

life blood of the principal road. The equality for which they con

tended in their own behalf could only result iu inequality to the

trunk. The facilities and advantages which they claim for their own

traffic could result but in inconvenience and disadvantage to the

traffic on the main line. Maintaining that the provisions of the law

secured eqnal advantages and facilities for all and prohibited either

favorable or adverse discrimination toward any, they required an

apportionment of rates between them and the Union Pacific,

based on the single consideration of distance traversed. These ex

treme claims made upon the one side and the other, as wo are bound

to believe with sincerity and candor, only show more clearly the ne

cessity of creating some common arbiter for adjusting the differences

necessarily arising between several companies so related and situated.

HOW THE ACTS HAVE FAILED TO ACCOMPLISH THEIB PCETOSES.

In the discussion before the committee it was not denied on either

side that the branches were not operated with the trunk as one con

nected, continuous lino. Discriminations by the Union Pacific against

the branches, and by the Kansas and Denver Pacifio against the Union

Pacific, were freely admitted. Criminations and recriminations, ex

cuses and apologies were freely indulged in ; but the ultimate fact was

admitted on all sides. In the operation of the trunk and the Iowa

branch, both built by the Union Pacific, they form a single line; as

much so as if the original act had provided for one main road com

mencing on the Missouri River and running west to a connection with

the California company. The junction on the hundredth meridian is

an inappreciable point. No station or town is there. No other road

connects there. Trains passing either way do not stop there.

It will be remembered that the Sioux City branch connects with

the Union Pacific at Fremont, 40 miles west of the river; the Burling
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ton and Missouri branch at Kearney Junction, 200 miles west of the

river; and the Kansas branch at Cheyenne, 51C miles west of the

river. A table of rates for freight on the Union Pacific was produced

before the committee and attention specially called to it. Its authen

ticity was not denied, nor was it claimed that any change had been

made from it. This table shows that Omaha rates are charged for

freight coming on to the Union Pacific at Fremont, Kearney Junc

tion, and Cheyenne, the three points at which the braucbes connect

with the Union Pacific. No allowance whatever is made for the dis

tances of those places from Omaha. This system of charges neces

sarily excludes the branches from all through business, and deprives

the sections traversed by them of the advantages to which they are

entitled under the law.

HOW SHALL THF.SK EVILS BE REMEDIED !

The question now arises, What remedy can be devised and should

be applied to correct these evils ? This bill does not propose to deal

with the rights of these companies in any respect. It tajfes them as

established in the acts of 18<>2 and 16G4, and simply proposes by an

act which is merely remedial in its character to provide a method of

enforcing them. The question is left untouched by this bill as to the

proportions in which the rates charged by the several companies for

their common business shall be divided between them—whether, as

has been claimed on the one side, upon the basis of mileage prorate, or,

as claimed by the other side, upon the basis of a number of other ma

terial considerations securing equitable prorate. It is not proposed to

regulate the times or the speed of trains or business connections of

dilfercnt roads, or prescribe the terminal facilities which one should

provide for another or the compensations which should be paid for

them. All these matters are left to be dealt with by those specially

skilled in them. The bill provides simply for a commission composed

of persons specially fitted by their previous experience to deal with

such matters, aided by constant observation of the operation of rules

which may be prescribed by them and of the current business of the

companies. I propose now to show as briefly as I am able why such n

remedial act is better fitted to meet the necessities of the case than

any attempt to do so either by legislation or judicial action.

Kailroad property is of a peculiar character, and requires, as it has

received, peculiar legislation by the Government. It touches every

industrial interest, agricultural, commercial, und manufacturing, at

every point. The very circumstance that it requires tho concentra

tion of large capital in single bands, and especially that it may in

fluence, favorably or unfavorably, the prosperity of the communities

which it should serve, calls for special administrative regulation. The

farmer in the extreme West may labor through the season for tho

production of his crops, and yet the price which be receives for their

product is not simply a fair return for his own labor and investment,

but is largely affected by what may be charged to hinr for its trans

portation from his fields to market. He may labor never so indus

triously ; ho may live never so economically ; he may plan never so

wisely ; he may reap never so largely ; and yet the railroad by which

he reaches the market may, by changing its line, or station, or rates,

vastly increase what be shall realize, or, on the other band, entirely

deprive him of all compensation for his labor. The manufacturer,

carefully selecting the location of his enterprise, with the view of con

veniently, quickly, and cheaply reaching the market with his wares,

may be suddenly'deprived of all the advantages which be expected
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from his situation by the increase of tbe charges which are made

against bim for transportation by the railroad upon which he calcu

lated and depends. Men are made rich and made poor, communities

grow and decline, as it suits the policy of the managers of railroads.

To this vast power is added also their control over the large num

ber of persons in their employ and dependent upon them, who natu

rally receive from those who hold in their bands their daily bread, to a

very large extent, their opinions, prejudices, inclinations, desires. No

other department of business and industry in the conntry has such

reach and such force as the railroads. Uncontrolled by a superior

power which shall regard alike the interests of all, protecting and at

tbe same time restraining the company, and especially guarding the

individual and the public, the railroad interest may absorb all others,

overreach all others, dominate all others, subjugate all others. Public

liberty as well as private rights may become endangered by it. Wo

have recently Been spasmodic efforts made to control these difficulties—

efforts prompted by a just sense of wrong, but abortive to a large de

gree because not wisely directed. Considerate men have seen and

thoroughly appreciated the dangers flowing from an unrestrained rail

road management, and on the other side from the popular indignation

which mismanagement always arouses, and they have suggested differ

ent schemes by which these evils may be overcome, and to a degree

have been modified. In many instances these attempts have been

made by means of legislative euactmeuts. Precise and inflexible rules

have been thus prescribed to which all conditions have been com

pelled to bend.

THE BE5IEDV NOT TO BB FOUND IN LEGISLATION.

Statutes must be general in the rules which they prescribe and in

flexible in their operation. They can provide only for such circum

stances and exigencies as have occurred ; they cannot anticipate such

as experience has not developed. They must be positive, exact, in

flexible. But the relations of railroads one to another, to the public,

and the Government, change with every day in the year. The con

struction of new lines creates unexpected competition ; the develop

ment of a new industry furuishes a suddenly increased volume of

business ; discovery and inventions change the expense of operation ;

the large crops of one year demanding increased facilities, the short

crops of another year making such provision unnecessary; the large

volume of business of one season and tbe small volume of business of

another season ; a foreign or a domestic war; the erection or the de

struction of a manufactory, and a thousand other circumstances keep

railroad property in a state of constant fluctuation. The rule which

should govern it in one year or at one season is not the rule which

should govern it in another year or dt another season. Just and fair

charges for the transportation of freight and passengers cannot be

prescribed, except as many circumstances, almost daily changing, are

considered.

These obvious and familiar facts are quite sufficient to show bow

unfit the legislature is to deal with this subject. Its members may

be never so wise, never so patriotic, never so anxious to do justice on

tbe one hand to the companies and on the other hand to the public,

and yet, by reason of the very nature of legislation itself, its general

character, and its inflexibility, they are unfit to deal with this subject.

The attempt has been made in many States, and has failed—failed, too,

after bringing upon all parties the greatest mischief. This is notably

true of the Legislature of Iowa. A few years ago a railroad act was
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passed in that State which undertook to deal upon an arbitrary rale

with railroad charges. The effect was to put a stop to railroad con

struction and throw many companies into bankruptcy and seriously

retard the development of the State. Instructed by this experience

the Legislature of that State has recently repealed many of the pro

visions of law which it had enacted after mature discussion and delib

eration, and in the expectation of assuring the public interests.

The relations of railroad companies to each other are especially

delicate and variable. They are affected by cost of construction and

cost of maintenance ; cost of operation, volume of traffic, distance

transported, character of freight, speed, and skill in management.

They are affected further by lines of water transportation, in many

cases distant from them ; by the formation of competitive lines, by

terminal facilities on their own lines, on connecting lines, and on the

seaboard. These relations must be dealt with by persons who have

devoted to their consideration much reflection, who are aided by

large experience, and who are guided by the advantages of constant

observation. The charge of them must, therefore, from the very

nature of the circumstances, be committed to boards of control

created either by themselves or by the Government. Such boards

have been erected in many different States, with larger or more

restricted powers, and with greater or less public advantage.

THE UEMEDT NOT TO BK FOUND IX THE COLItTS.

Nor do the ordinary processes of the courts of justice furnish itn

adequate remedy. The judicial tribunals administer the law aa it

has been prescribed. Their discretion may be exercised only within

narrow limits. It not unfrequently happens that judges find them

selves constrained by technical rules of law to disregard the partic

ular circumstances of the case and what may seem the very right ofthe

matter. Dealing only with cases which have occurred in past experi

ence and bound by precedent to a further application of what has been

decided, they are not able to frame their judgments with such flexi

bility as is necessary adequately to deal with the variable character

of the relations of railroad companies to one another aud the public.

It is of the very essence of judicial judgments and decrees of courts,

as well of equity as of law, to conclude the controversy by a final

determination. From such a judicial conclusion, railroad companies

are able readily to escape by some slight change of circumstances.

Thus case after case may arise and bo disposed of without reaching

any decisive and comprehensive conclusion. And, besides all this,

litigation in the courts may be so greatly protracted that an evil com

plained of may become securely intrenched before a remedy can be

administered. The law of judicial procedure is full of dilatory and

interlocutory applications, which not unfrequently defeat final judg

ment, and so delay progress to it that "the law's delay" has become

proverbial. The evil is the greater iu controversies of the sort to be

dealt with by the proposed commission, because they involve not so

much private as public interests. While the cause is pending in the

courts the public and the Government must stand awaiting the judg

ment, their rights in abeyance, their interests sacrificed.

The proposed commission will be able to deal snmmarily with the

questions and parties brought before it. The course of procedure

being special must necessarily be simple. The members will be in

formed by the testimony of witnesses, the allegations of parties, and

the arguments of counsel. The party aggrieved and the party com

plained of will each have his day in court. Hut the subject of inquiry
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will always be the very right of the matter, and to its determination

the commissioners will brine an intelligent experience, and above

all a personal observation. ' They will therefore bo enabled to reach

an early conclusion.

I am assured of this by my own experience. It happened recently

that I was of counsel for a company which was a party to a controversy

with another in respect to their occupancy of a union depot and the

use of common terminal facilities and the apportionment of compen

sation in respect thereof.

The dispute was brought before the commissioners of railways in

- Massachusetts. The hearing was promptly had. A short time was

sufficient for the examination of the matter, the argument of coun

sel, the personal observation of the circumstances, and the final

decision. That decision was accepted by both parties as on the wholo

fair and just and was readily acquiesced in. I may bo pardoned this

personal reference becanse it furnishes an apt illustration of tho

operation of the methods proposed in this bill for the adjustment of

the differences which this commission will be called upon to settle.

SUUVEY OF LEGISLATION PROVIDING FOR RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

The subject of railway regulation received attention in the Parlia

ment of Great Britain at an early day. As early as 1839 a select com

mitter on railways appointed by the House of Commons expressed a

strong opinion that a board would be required to superintend rail

ways, " for the purpose of protecting the weak against the strong and

counteracting tho evils incident to monopoly." At several succeeding

sessions carefully drawn and voluminous reports were presented to

the Commons by their select committees. Jurisdiction over tho sub

ject was vested in the Board of Trade.

In 1873 (30 and 37 Vict., ch. 48) a board of railway commissioners

was created with very largo powers of supervision and control over

the railways of the kingdom, and the powers of the Board of Trade

were transferred to it. Among other things, the commissioners have

jurisdiction to examine and approve or disapprove of agreements be-,

tween two or more companies for the joint management of their rail

ways; to regulate the gange of roads ; to sanction changes of route ;

to inspect and anthorize the opening of new roads ; to determine dif

ferences between two or more companies having a common terminus,

or a portion of the same line of rails in common, or which form sep

arate portions of one continuous line ; and also to hear and decide,

with all the powers of a court of justice, disputes between different

companies and between any individual and one company arising un

der the act prohibiting discrimination. They are also vested with

anthority to make general rules not only to regulate the proceedings

before them but also any other matters submitted to their jurisdic

tion. This body has more than answered all expectations, and its de

cisions, which, except when subject to appeal to the superior courts,'

have the force of law, are contained in a separate series of reports.

This matter received attention in the Legislature of Massachusetts

in 1865, and in the following year an elaborate report was made to

it, written by Jndge Redfield. It was the subject of great considera

tion at each session of tho Legislature until July 15, 1869, (Supple

ment to General Statutes, chapter 408.) when the law, which had

been introduced at several previous sessions, was, without material

change, enacted. It establishes a board of three commissioners, to

hold office for three years, who shall have general supervision over

all railroads within the State. To a very large extent tho powers of
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the board are those merely of examination and advice ; the chief

sanction attached to their orders being a report to the Legislature

and the apprehension of legislative interference. At an early day

jurisdiction was vested in the supreme conrt to fix the route of rail

ways through cities and towns in case of differences between tbe

municipal authorities and directors, and also determine what com

pensation shall be paid by ouo company for the nse of the road of

another when it has running powers over the same, and also for ter

minal facilities, and the extent thereof, wheuever differences arise

between several companies on these points. These powers are trans

ferred to the permanent commissioners, and their decision in these

respects is binding unless modified or reversed by the snpretne court.

In California, an act was passed April :!, 1S70, creating a board of

three commissioners of transportation. It vests in the board much

larger powers of supervision and control than the Massachusetts law.

It is to hear and determine differences between companies which form

parts of a continuous line in respect of the apportionment of their

rates, the arrangement of their tiuie-tables so as to form close con

nections, the terminal and other facilities and accommodations to be

furnished by one company to another, and the compensation to lie-

paid therefor, and their decision is carried into execution through

the processes of the court, and is final unless modified or reversed by

the supreme court. The most stringent provision is made against

discrimination. In many of the other States similar boards have from

time to time been created with more or less authority and with more

or less public advantage. Among others may be mentioned New York.

Connecticut, Illiuois, Wissouri, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Iowa.

The advantages which have been derived from the efforts aud labor

of these commissioners have been greater or less, not so much according

to the proportion of authority vested in them as the wisdom with which

they have administered their functions. The simple power of advice

of the commission of one State has sometimes exceeded the power of

conclusive judgment vested in the commission of another State. A

judicial temper directed and animated by an intelligent experience,

and aided by a constant observation, is the first and great pre-requi-

site in the constitution of a useful commission. Removed from politi

cal predilections and elevated above influences from or against tbe

companies with which it has to deal, it is likely, whatever its powers,

to accomplish great good. Beneficent results may be reached at once,

but the full measure of usefulness can only be attained after pro

tracted experience, intelligent observation, and judicious adminis

tration have developed a full appreciation of what is necessary and

what should be forborne.

Against the scheme of this bill some objections of a constitutional

character have been urged, which I now propose to examiue.

CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIONS TO A BOARD OK COMMI8370NF.US.

This bill vests in a board of commissioners the powers to make reg

ulations to govern the operation and management of the roads men

tioned in the second section. The question of the constitutional com

petency of Congress to vest such power in a subordinate tribunal

may be raised. But it may bo justified by the long and continned

course of legislation in respect to other departments and administra

tive officers of tho Government. For instance, in 1820 the Secretary

of the Treasury was directed to make and issue from time to time

such instructions and regulations to the several collectors, receivers,

depositaries, and other officers receiving the public funds as lie slionkl
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deem best calculated to promote the public interests. And in 1864 he

was reqnired to prescribe rules and regulations to be used under and

in execution and enforcement of the various provisions of the internal-

revenue laws. In 1828 he was required to establish such regulations

as the President should think proper in relation to the collection of

customs. And by many other acts like power was vested in him in

respect of other matters committed to his administration.

Under the authority thus conferred on the Secretary, volnminons

and numerous rules and regulations have been prescribed by him for

the conduct of the business of his Department. The same is equally

true of every one of the other great Departments of the Government.

Descending from the Cabinet officers to their subordinates, we find

(similar powers conferred upon them. Thus, in 1866, the Commissioner

of the General Laud Office, nnder the direction of the Secretary of the

Interior, was authorized to frame appropriate regulations for enforc

ing and carrying into effect the laws relatiug to the public lands.

And the Commissioner of Indian Affairs was, iu 1834, authorized to

prescribe regulations for carrying into effect the various provisions of

Jaw relating to the subjects committed to him. And in 1872 the Com

missioner of Internal Revenue was, under tho direction of the Secre

tary of the Treasury, reqnired to prescribe regulations for the returns

to be made by individuals for the purposes of taxation.

A very interesting instance, worthy of especial notice, is that of

steamboat inspectors. Tho laws relating to them were of early origin

and were digested in 1871. They provide for a supervising inspector-

general and ten supervising inspectors, who should assemble as a board

once a year in this city, and establish all necessary regulations re

quired to carry out, in the most effective manner, the provisions of the

act. And it was specially provided that these regulations, when ap

proved by the Secretary of tho Treasury, should have the force of law.

The act further provided for local inspectors. Under the authority

thus conferred, rules and regulations have been prescribed for the

inspection and license of vessels not only navigating the high seas but

also the great rivers and inland lakes. Tho characteristics of our in

land waters differ in many respects, so that rules proper for regulat

ing the navigation of one are inapplicable to another, and separate

sots have accordingly been necessary. Each has been made with

great care and minuteness by tho board, and as its members are men

of experience in the navigation of different rivors, lakes, and seas,

they have been able to frame their rules and regulations with great

aptness. The board, also, by its rules, provides for the examination

of captains, pilots, and engineers, and any one guilty of a violation of

any one of these rules may be summoned before an inspector, put upon

his trial, and if found guilty punished by a forfeiture of his license.

Other similar boards have from time to time been created with the

same power to prescribe rules and regulations in respect of the mat

ters committed to their administration. Tho powers conferred by

this bill upon the board of railroad commissioners to prescribe rules

and regulations for the government of the roads mentioned in tho

second section is not of broader or different character.

I am not aware that the power of Congress to vest such authority

in subordinate tribunals and administrative officers has ever been

questioned or made the subject of discussion. This feature of the bill

is sufficiently vindicated by the long and uniform course of similar

legislation which I have very briefly referred to.

Passing now from the question of the power of Congress to vest in

the board proposed to bo created authority to prescribe rules and
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regulations, wbich may be called its legislative functions, I come to

tlio consideration of the provision vesting in it jurisdiction to inquire

into and determine differences between the companies, which may

be called its judicial function. It is to be observed, in this connec

tion, that the decision wbich the board may make upon any matters

of dispute is not final. The company decided against may take upon

itself the responsibility of refusing to obey the decision, and the bur

den is then cast upon the party aggrieved thereby, or the commission,

of applying to the courts for the proper judicial process to compel

obedience. The judicial power is confined to the simple matter of

preliminary inquiry. A much larger power of judicial determination

has from time to time been vested in special tribunals. An instance

is that of the inquiry, trial, and determination by steamboat inspect

ors for offenses against their rules and regulations for the navigation

of steam-vessels ; their decisions are final, and may be followed by

the severe puuishtnent of excluding the offender from the prosecution

of his legitimate business.

Another instance worthy of special notice is that of registers and

receivers of the' land offices. Persons entitled to make pre-emption

of the public lands must possess certain qualifications and perform

certain prescribed acts. Iu the act of September 4, 1341, which con

fers the right of pre-emption, it is provided that all questions as to

the right arising between different settlers upon the same tract shall

lie determined by the register and receiver of the district within

which the laud is situated.

In 1353 it was provided that appeals should lie from their decisions

to the Commissioner of the General Laud Office, and hisdecisiou was

made final unless a further appeal was taken to the Secretary of the

Interior. These provisions of the statute were simply re-enactmenta

of similar provisions in former acts aud of the general course of pro

cedure iu the land department. The question early arose. What was

the force and effect of decisions of the register and receiver or of their

superior officers upon appeal F

Wilcox r». Jackson (13 Peters, 498) is the leading case on this sub

ject. It was there held that the registers and receivers were a special

tribunal, and that their decisions upon matters within their jurisdic

tion were final and conclusive, but upon matters without their juris

diction their decisions were void ; that is to say, the same rule which

is familiar to all lawyers in respect of the conclusive effect of the

judgmeuts of courts of limited jurisdiction applies to the decisions of

the land officers. The question has been agitated in different forms

in many cases since. The recent case of Johnson r». Towsley (13 Wal

lace. 7"J) was elaborately argued by counsel, and maturely considered

by the court. Every objection which could be taken against regard

ing the decision of the land officers as conclusive was urged, but

neither in that case nor in others which have been before the court

has it been claimed that it was not competent for Congress to confer

upon the land officers the power of judicial inquiry and determina

tion, and even to make their decisions final upon questions of fact

when both parties had opportunity to be heard, and fraud did not

intervene in the inquiry.

Another case may be mentioned, because it was also the subject of

elaborate examination in the Supreme Conrt. As early as 1330 an act

was passed providing that if a public officer charged with public funds

should not duly render account therefor, the First Comptroller of the

Treasury should state the account and certify it to the Solicitor of toe

Treasury. That officer was required to issue his warrant to the mar
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shal of the district within which the delinquent lives, commanding

him to make the moneys out of the goods and chattels, lands and ten

ements of the defaulter by levy and sale thereof. In Murry's Lessee

vs. Hoboken Improvement Company, lei Howard, 31, the question was

raised whether it was competent for Congress to confer on the Comp

troller and Solicitor power to issue such writ, on the ground that in

doing so they necessarily exercised judicial functions. That subject

was elaborately discussed by Mr. Justice Curtis, delivering the judg

ment of the court. He said :

It is evident that the Comptroller must, in determining whether the warrant

should issue, pass upon precisely the same questions which would be submitted to

a court in an action brought by the Government against the officers.

It was admitted that this was an exercise of judicial power by an

administrative officer, but it was also held entirely competent for Con

gress to vest such power in such officers. This case, and the other

instances which I have cited, go far beyond the bill under considera

tion. They put the determination of the officer or tribunal upon the

high ground of judicial judgments. The decisions and orders of the

board proposed to be created by this bill are not definitive, and can

not even be enforced except by the aid of a judicial process, and that

process, too, must be invoked not by the delinquent in order to pro

tect himself, but by the party aggrieved by his disobedience or the

commission. This bill is not, then, obnoxious to any objection on the

ground that it confers upon the board of commissioners either legis

lative or judicial powers.

l'OWER OF CONGRESS OVER THE STATE RAILROAD CORPORATIONS.

The relations of the several companies named in the second section

of the act to the Federal and State governments furnish an interest

ing subject for our consideration. One, the Union Pacific Railroad

Company, as has already been stated, is a Federal corporation, and was

created by Congress when the whole of the regions through which it

runs was territory of the United States, not within the limits of any

one of the States of the Union; but each of the branches, as has also

been explained, was built by a State corporation. What, then, is the

power of Congress to regulate and control these several corporations

as well those created by itself as those created by the States ? I invite

attention in the first place to the objects Congress had in view in these

enactments. They are declared in the acts with a reiteration evinc

ing singular solicitude to impress them upon this legislation. The

act is entitled, not an act to incorporate the Union Pacific Railroad

Company, nor an aot merely making grants of land or bonds in aid of

a railroad. The title is most peculiar in its character. It is "An act

to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the

Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government

the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes."

In the third section, where the grant of land is made, the same

thing is again stated. It runs thus :

Tbat there be and is hereby granted to the said company, for the purpose of aid*

ing in the construction of said railroad and telegraph-line and to eecure the speedy

and safe transportation of the mails, troops, munitions of war, and public stores

thereon, every alternate section of public land, Ac.

Turn to section 4 and we see that the title to this land passes from

the Government only when this object is secured :

That whenever said company shall have completed forty consecutive miles of

said railroad and telegraph-line ready for the service contemplated by this act, and

supplied it with all necessary drains, culverts, viaducts, crossings, &c.

Then the patents are to issue.

41 PA
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Again, in tbo sixth section of the act, the condition is annexed to

the grants—

That the grants aforesaid are niado upon condition that said company shall

pay said bonds at maturity, and .shall keep said railroad and telegraph-line in

repair and use, and shall, at nil times transmit dispatches over said telegraph-line.

and transport mails, troops, and munitions of war, supplies, and public stores, upon

said railroad, for the Government, whenever required to do so by any department

thereof, and that the Government shall, at all times have the preference in the use

of the same for all the purposes aforesaid.

In the eighteenth section the object of these acts is repeated in short

and definite words. The clause reads thus :

And the better to accomplish the object of this act, namely, to promote the pub

lic interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line and

keeping the same in working order and to secure to tho Government at all times

{but particularly in time of war) tho use and benefits of the same for postal, mili

tary, and other purposes, Congress may at any time, having due reganl for therighta

of said companies named herein, add to, alter, amend, or repeal this act.

These purposes thus carefully expressed in the act itself clearly show

that Congress intended to create a corporation which should be au

agency ot the Government for the performance of certain of its most

important functions. This has been distinctly stated by the Supreme

Court in the case of the Union Pacitic Railroad Company r«. Peniston,

IS Wallace, 31. Mr. Justice Stroug, speaking for the court, after men

tioning several important provisions of the act, says:

They all look to a purpose of Congress to secure an agency competent and nndtr

obligation to perform certain offices for the General Government.

And agaiu, in the case of the United States r». The Union Pacific

Railroad Company, (1 Otto, 72,) Mr. Justice Davis, speaking of the

construction of the road, says :

This enterprise was viewed as a national undertaking for national purpose*.

And in another part of the opinion he says :

The whole act contains nnmistakable evidence that if Congress was pnt to the

necessity of accomplishing a great public enterprise through the instmmenwlity

of private corporations, it took care there should be no misunderstanding alwot

the objects to be accomplished or the motives which induenced its course of action.

These brief extracts from the statutes and the opinions of the court

are sufficient without any extended examination to show that Con

gress intended to and did create the Union Pacitic Railroad Company

to be an agency of the General Government.

It is not necessary to argue at length that an agency of the Federal

Government, created by it for its own purposes, may be regulated by

it. This principle was fnllv established in the great case of McCul-

longhrs.The Stateof Maryland. 4 Wbeaton, 316. The doctrines there

expounded in the powerful opiniou of Chief-Justice Marshall have

passed into the elementary principles of constitutional law, and are

too familiar to need repetition here. Everything which was then

said of the bank as au agency of the General Government may be here

said of the railroad company in its character as snob.

Passing from the Federal to the State corporations, it will be ob

served that the same duties, services, obligations, aud liabilities which

are imposed by the act upon the former are exacted of the latter,

without distinction, ditferunce, or diminution. Each is to do for the

Government what the other does; each is liable to the same restric

tions, aud even to the same forfeitures as the others. Mr. Justice

Strong says, in Peniston's case, already cited :

No differenoa can be pointed out between the nature, extent and purposesof the

agency of the several State corporations authorized to build the branch, roads and

the agency of the Union I'acinc Railroad Company.
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So, too, t he State corporations received from the Governmen t tho

same aid in lands and bonds and are clothed with the same powers

and rights as the Federal corporation. In these respects, also. they

stand on a footing of perfect equality with the Union Pacific Com

pany, These grants by Congress to them of subsidies and franchises

were to enable them to discharge the duties imposed upon them.

They all accepted those grants with these duties and conditions an

nexed. The grants form the consideration for their stipulation to

perform their duties. The Government, which is the party paying

the consideration, reserves to itself the power of compelling the per

formance of these duties by the agents which it has created for the

purpose. These several railroad companies, State and Federal alike,

thus appear to be agencies of the Federal Government, and by reason

of their character as such they are the legitimate subjects of ite reg

ulation and control. And in the case of the Federal corporations,

the absolute right of regulation and control is reserved in the acts of

incorporation. The bill is not, therefore, obuoxious to objection

becanse it assumes such jurisdiction over them.

EilLAXATION OF THE BILL

The first section of tho bill appoints three citizens, of national repu

tation, and their successors, to be a Board of Commissioners, to hold

their office for three years ; their successors are to be appointed by the

President of the United States, with the advice and consent of the

Senate, and any vacancy in their number is to be filled in like manner.

One must be skilled in law and the other in railroad management.

Section 2 provides that the Board of Commissioners shall have gen

eral supervision of the roads named in it, and such others as shall

receive congressional aid. Tho board is to have an official seal and

clerk. No one of them shall be in the employ of any of the com

panies or have any connection whatever with them.

Section 3 imposes upon them the duty of informing themselves of

the condition of the roads, and the manner of operating them, and

particularly whether they furnish to the public and the Government

proper accommodations, at reasonable rates, and accomplish the pur

poses for which they were established.

Section 4 provides that they shall establish rules and regulations

to govern the operation and management of the roads so as to afford

and secure to the public and the government all the advantages of

intercommunication, travel, and transportation stipulated for m the

acts, and to secure and enforce the reciprocal rights and duties of the

companies. These rules and regulations are to be operative until

revised, altered, or annulled by the commissioners or the courts.

Section 5 provides that in case of dispute between the companies

as to their mutual rights and duties, or any company or individual

shall have canse of complaint agaiiist either of them, the commis

sioners may hear and determine the matter.

Section 6 provides that when it appears to the commissioners that

one of the companies is failing to accomplish the purposes of its cre

ation they shall make rules, regulations, directions, and orders in re

spect of the matter in which it is delinquent not inconsistent with

the provisions of the acts, nor so as to impair the ability of the com

pany to meet the payments due by it to the Government.

Section 7 provides that upon the refusal of any one of the compa

nies to comply with any rule or order of the commissioners, any party

aggrieved thereby, or the commissioners, may exhibit his bill in the

United States circuit court to compel obedience, and provision is

made for bringing the canse to a speedy determination.
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Section 8 requires the companies to furnish the commissioners with

any information which they may need.

Section 9 provides for annual reports to be made to Congress.

Section 10 fixes the salaries of the commissioners and clerk, and

provides for the payment thereof and the incidental expenses of the

commission, payment of which is to be made from a fund raised by

assessments of the companies, to be made for the purpose.

Section 11 preserves unimpaired the duties and obligations now

imposed by law upon the companies.

CONCLUSION.

I have represented these railroads as they are traced upon the map

of the western territory, that their number and magnitude and the

importance of the questions affecting their management may be

apparent at a glance.

I have reviewed the legislation of Congress regarding them, to re

call the wise and harmonious plan of their organization, by which

they are united in peculiar relations for their own and the public wel

fare and the careful supervision and authority of Congress preserved

over all.

I have argned that the roads existing under State charters, adopted

and subsidized by Congress as its agents for the performance of great

public duties, having accepted the duty and the bonnty, are subject

to the obligations and liabilities imposed by the legislation establish

ing the agency and granting the bounty, and are therefore, in this

respect, equally amenable to the action of Congress as roads char

tered by itself.

I have stated some of the questions out of which controversy has

arisen in the management of these roads, that their delicacy and

difficulty of solution may be manifest.

I have endeavored to show that the conditions and relations of

railroads are too manifold and fluctuating to be controlled by any

fixed and inexorable system of rules and regulations established by

legislation or the adjudication of courts, and that the difficulties in

this respect as to these roads is greatly increased by the peculiar fea

tures of the several systems into which they were organized.

I have claimed that Congress can efficiently exercise its authority

and supervision over these roads, secure to them their natural rights,

and to the public the advantages to which it is entitled from them

only by the active and authoritative supervision of an able, impar

tial, and judicious board of commissioners.

A similar conclusion has been reached by other governments whose

actions are entitled to our highest respect, and the establishment of

such commissions under their jurisdiction has been followed by most

satisfactory results.

I have briefly stated the provisions of the bill reported by the com

mittee, and have defended it, it seems to me, successfully against

criticisms of the usurpation of legislative and judicial functions al

leged against it upon, I presume, cursory and superficial examination.

And I believe that the bill is legal and constitutional in all its pro

visions ; and that it provides the only practicable scheme by which

Congress can control these corporations, peculiarly subject to its au

thority, and further, that only thus it can ultimately exercise its con

stitutional authority to regulate interstate commerce.

I have been somewhat amused, Mr. Speaker, at the evidences of

alarm and apprehension exhibited by some of my colleagues on the

committee in their minority report on this bill. To their startled

imaginations the hill of the majority is "a Draconian device." It
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seeks to transplant into the national "Eden" a "sprout of monarchy

set in the soil of Massachusetts," which, for some unexplained reason,

" has thus far flourished under the shadow of Bunker Hill." It pro

vides " a triumvirate vested with legislative, judicial, and executive

power." Itcreates "a monstrosity." "Its principles fully carried out

will create a holocaust of our civil liberties."

I trust that my friends will Boon recover sufficiently their equanim

ity and self-possession to consider intelligently the dangers which

threaten us from an opposite direction to that in which their faces

are now turned.

These corporations have disregarded the obligations imposed upon

them. They have sought to break the bonds by which they were

united in a beneficent system for the public good.

They have extorted tribute not only from the Territories through

which they pass, but from the Government itself which created and

endowed them.

At the outset they wasted the vast bounty conferred upon them in

fraud and corruption, and their management since has too often been

characterized by anything but a desire to promote the public welfare.

I could imagine, if I would, a vast monopoly, throwing its iron

bands across the continent, fettering to itself by its branches on the

one side the States and Territories of the North and Northwest, and

on the other those of the South and Southwest, absorbing into one

the three lines of transcontinental communication wisely planned in

the beginning and still required for the prosperous development of

the vast empire beyond the great rivers—a monster like Franken

stein's, unnatural, insatiate, powerful ; vexing, defying, and finally

destroying its creator, and then perishing itself, the victim of its own

crimes and excesses. But I prefer to rely upon the wisdom and power

of Congress, and to believe that it will exercise its authority justly,

but effectively ; that it will apply a remedy potent for good ; that it

will restore these roads to their original purpose, and make them in

strumentalities of the highest good to the whole country.

Conquerors have torn down cities, to rebuild them upon a plan of

greater order and magnificence; they have destroyed nationalities,

that they might construct new empires upon the ruins. It has fallen

to the lot of this people to rear a new empire upon a fresh and un

broken soil; but civilization reached the great rivers of the West

before it fully realized the vastness and the majesty of the mission

before it. There is yet time and opportunity for thought and con

sideration that this imperial domain be opened la settlement in ac

cordance with somewise and premeditated system, that the arches of

the new empire be reared in order and method, so that they shall not

need to be removed, so that they shall not crumble, but shall remain

the fixed foundations of a free civilization, whose influence and shelter

shall be world-wide.

Mr. Speaker, I believe that this commission, wisely framed and

properly sustained, will be a powerful instrumentality in accomplish

ing this result, desired, I am sure, by us all. As such I invoke for it

the consideration and support of the Representatives of the people.

J\rsE 11, 1878.

• #•##*«

On the bill (H. R. No. 4399) to establish a board of Pacific Railroad commissioners.

Mr. COLE. Mr. Speaker, it was in the city which I have the honor

in part to represent on this floor, that the grand conception of a rail
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road across tho continent, over the mountains to connect the waters

of the Atlantic with the shores of the Pacific, first had its birth.

The intrepid Fremont, allied to the family of the great Benton, by

explorations which thrilled the country by the story of their adven

tures, discovered the route which made the great work possible. The

great Senator of my State was the man of foresight, force of charac

ter, and persistence of effort who was fitted to seize the conception,

explain it to the public apprehensiou, and enforce upou the pnblic

mind its possibilities.

He went even further than that ; he drew out the practical details

of the work, secured the incorporation of the company which he

christened the Pacific Railroad Company of Missouri, attended t» its

efficient organization and the inauguration by it of the enterprise,

and ho looked forward to the day when this creature of his creation,

a corporation of his own State, should consummate the achievement.

Saint Louis, the capital city of the great Mississippi Valley, was to

be the initial point of the road. To it as a central point of the conn-

try the lines of commerce were to converge, and from it the traffic of

meu aud families, of merchandise and products, were to be carried

on the iron way to the Goldeu State. In those days no other city

in our land was a rival of Saint Louis. Her central locality upon the

shores of the great river, which traverses the whole extent of onr

country from north to south, was universally regarded as fitting her

for her place iu the new commercial syBtem.

In 1862 the Pacific Railroad Company of Missouri had constructed

its road from Saint Louis to Sedalia, and was pressing the work

forward to the month of the Kansas River. In the theu Territory of

Kansas another railway corporation had been organized, under the

name of the Leavenworth, Pawnee aud Western Railroad Company,

for the purpose of building the road from the mouth of the Kansas

through the central part of that State. The design was to follow a

lino of road far to the south of that ultimately adopted, and upon the

route which Fremont had marked out and for which Benton claimed

superior advantages.

Thus the conception was being pressed toward realization. The

first propositions for Government aid for a transcontinental railroad

were directed especially to these companies and to this route. A

cursoryView of the map of our country is sufficient to show that

such route would have been most convenient for all sections of the

country if but a single line of railroad were to be built. A direct

line running east and west from the Atlantic to Saint Louis passes

through the great valley of the Ohio. Upon or near such Hue lie

the great cities of the country—Baltimore, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,

and, but a little more remote, New York and other cities.

The line of settlements which shortly after our Independence, bepan

extending westerly ran through this great valley. Here were the

older and richer of our interior communities ; these sprang up aud

have since flourished. Iuto the Ohio flow from the North and from

the South other great rivers, draining valleys of equal richness and

in the midst of which other great cities flourish. This is the first

and the greatest of the lines of internal commerce which traverse

our majestic country. Eveu the commerce of the eastern ports might

easily be conducted into this great artery. But unfortunately, as

the scheme of a Pacific road was being worked out, war between the

North and the South disastrously affected this natural way, aud di

verted to a more northerly course what otherwise would have been

its own for all time to come.
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The line of commerce through and near the great northern lakes,

to and beyond Chicago, although of later origin than that through

the valley of the Ohio, had swollen into a great volume. It had

not penetrated so far into the West. It, however, accommodated

a distinct and powerful community. It was Benton's idea that it

could be diverted to Saint Louis, and such might have been the fact

had natural canses alone operated upon the country. When, in 1862,

Congress came to inangurate the great work of constructing the

transcontinental road which Benton had advocated, and whose pos

sibility he had made familiar to the public mind, it was evident that

the circumstances of the country were not to be satisfied by the con

struction of a single liue of railroad, except for the more difficult

part of the route through the mountains.

This is shown not only by the provisions of the act of 1862 for a

trunk with several branches, but more especially by the enormous

subsidies which were given to each in aid of its construction. It was

not one subsidy of a vast land grant and princely issue of bonds which

was made. On the other hand, it was the grant of no loss than four

such subsidies in aid of as many different roads as far as the hun

dredth meridian. Two and one-half millions of bonds and as many

acres of land would have been sufficient to secure the construction

of a single road, had that been deemed sufficient, while, on the other

hand, Congress made grants of not less than $10,O00,000 of bonds

and as many acres of the public domain, in order to secure four

several roads. These subsidies were offered not in a spirit of reck

less and heedless extravagance. They were swollen to their enor

mous proportions for the plain and simple reason that more roads

than oue were required and needed to be thus aided.

Thus we see upon the face of the first act of Congress, displayed

in unmistakable characters, not only the groat and transcendent

purpose of building a transcontinental railway, but also the great

purpose of building several lines connecting different sections of the

country with a main trunk. It was by means of these different

branches that the commerce of the Ohio Valley and the great regions

drained by it, on the one hand, and of the more northern sections lying

on the great lakes, on the other, were to be conducted to a point of

convergence far west of the Missouri River and in the Territories ;

and there uniting How on in a common current to our Pacific posses

sions. Chicago as a starting-point of one and St. Louis as a starting-

point of another, were thus placed on a footing of perfect equality.

There is more than one clanse in the acts precisely and forcibly ex

pressing this purpose. For instance, in the ninth section of the act

of 1862, the Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western Railway Company

was anthorized to build its road from the Missouri, at the mouth of

the Kansas, to the hundredth meridian, and here is the significant

provision with regard to its eastern connection :

The Leavenworth. Pawnee and Western Railroad Company of Kansas, are herehy

authorized to construct a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River at

the mouth of the Kansas River on the soniu side thereof, so as to counect with the

Pacitic Railroad, of Missouri, to the aforesaid point on the one hundredth meridian.

Thus it was required to connect at its initial point with the Pacific

Railroad of Missouri, the same company which had been organized

under the inspiration of Benton, and by which the traffic flowing by

the Ohio and other routes to Saint Louis was to be conducted to the

Kansas branch of the Union Pacific. There, I say, is unmistakable

evidence that Saint Louis was regarded as one of the great points of

departure of eastern commerce for the West. It was a recoguitiou
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of the original design and plan, modified to be sure by new circum

stances. The vast subsidies of land and money, amounting to not leas

than $6,000,000 and ten millions of acres of land, which were made

in aid of that branch, find their sole apology in the fact that.tbe first

great line of commerce across the country through the Ohio Valley,

fed and enlarged by the vast regions related to it, were to be served!

and accommodated. Chicago was also the point of departure of sev

eral lines of road, partially built and designed to reach the Missouri

River within the limits of the great State of Iowa.

Their point of convergence on the river being yet unknown, it was

impossible to designate the precise point at which they should connect

with the Union Pacific. But the act provides that a branch shall be

built, called in several places the Iowa branch, from a point on the

river convenient for the connection of the Chicago roads. As I have

said these provisions are significant ; they clearly show the purpose on

the part of Congress to provide with absolute equality for the service

and convenience and prosperity of these two separate, distinct, re

mote sections of our common country. And this is made doubly clear

by the provision in the act of 1862, repeated in the acts of 1864 with

additional words of emphasis, that these roads should with the main

trunk each form one continuous line of road to be operated without

distinction, difference, or discrimination between them.

It was, so far as the interests of Saiut Louis were concerned, as if

a single railroad were to be built from that city through the great

State of Missouri to the river, thence through Kansas to the hundredth

meridian, and thence through the Territories of Nebraska, Wyoming,

Utah, and Nevada to and through California. So far as Saint Louis

was concerned the several roads in system were to be operated as if

she were the initial point of the only line of railroad across the conti

nent: and as far as Chicago was concerned the scheme was as if the

roads running west from that city and connecting with the Union

Pacific Railroad at Omaha, formed another line of commerce with the

Iowa branch and the main trunk from the one hundredth meridian

and running thence west through the Territories to and through Cali

fornia, formed one connected, continuous line, and as the only one

across the continent.

Such was the magnificent scheme devised, planned, and set. forth

in the original acts. It was with astonishing wisdom precisely

adapted to the circumstances of the country. On the statute-books

of the United States cannot be found apiece of legislation conceived

in a spirit of broader statesmanship, developed in details more ex

actly fitted to accomplish the great ends in view. The spirit of the

immortal Benton would have been stirred with a new enthusiasm

could his patriotic eye have witnessed the enactment of the first

great statute ; his voice would have rung through the country with

even a more inspiring and exalted patriotism could he have sur

vived to pronounce encomiums upon this legislation. The ardor of

his love of the city which delighted to honor him and which he more

than honored would not have beeu dampened by any jealous reflec

tion that it was to share with its great rival the advantages of being

an initial point of the national work. He would have exclaimed,

with the inspiration of an unselfish patriotism, that in this our great

common country not one city but two were sufficient to be the initial

points of the new enterprise.

Sixteen years have passed away since the original act was passed

by Congress. Nearly ten years have passed away since these roads

were built. They have been operated under the anthoiity conferred
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upon them by the acts. They have to a certain degree been accom

plishing the purposes of Congress in lavishing upon them unexampled

subsidies of land and money. But what do we now behold f What

have we seen ever since they were put in operation t Have we seen

them operated in harmony t Have they been connected and contin

uous lines f Has Saint Louis reaped the advantages of a road run

ning through the States and Territories to the Pacific Ocean f Has

the city in which the great idea was first conceived, in which it was

developed and had its earnest and eloquent advocacy, been in fact an

initial point of such a road f

Had the great Benton survived to our day would he have seen his

idea realized, his plans accomplished, his labors rewarded, the city of

his home and love standing in a renewed and expanded vigor and

growth at the threshold of the transcontinental commerce F It is

not so. By circumstances which it is not necessary to explain the

original scheme has been defeated, the Kansas branch has been cut off

from the trunk ; it has had no relation whatever with the transconti

nental commerce. Saint Louis has been excluded from the system.

The Ohio Valley must reach with its trade and traffic our Pacific pos

sessions not by a direct natural and continuous course but by a wide

diversion to the north into the line of rival and alien course of trade.

The original purpose has been defeated in the fact that one section

of the country has been shorn of its legitimate rights and privileges

and advantages in order that another may be fostered and pampered

by a monopoly which is not its due. Missouri and the States lying

east of her and southeast of her find no part, share in no measure in

the advantages which Congress intended to purchase by its subsidies

of $6,000,000 and ten millions of acres of land. Witness here a nulli

fication of the laws of Congress more arrogant than that upon which

Jackson laid his iron hand. Witness here a perversion and defeat of

the national will only less violent than that which has lately drenched

our country in blood.

Shall this wrong be righted ? Shall the different sections be re

stored to that equality which Congress originally intended to secure !

Shall we of Saint Louis and Missouri, of the Ohio Valley, Southern

Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio, Maryland, Kentucky, Tennessee, and the

neighboring States have share and lot with our northern neighbors

in the great line of national and international trade and commerce f

The bin under consideration has been framed with a wide forbear

ance toward all te secure the rights of all. It has been framed to

supply the defects in the old law and only to accomplish its original

purposes ; it is just ; it is needed ; it is wise ; it is fair ; it takes from

no one his due ; it gives to no one more than his due. Nothing else

will meet the demands of the situation.

June 13, 1878.

On the bill (II. R. No. 4399) to establish a Pacific Railroad commission.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. Mr. Speaker, the time has arrived when Con

gress must settle the several importaut railroad and commercial is

sues now commanding public attention. One of them already, after

having received a most exhaustive discussion in the Senate, has be
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come the law, and under its operation will compel the Union Pacific

and the Central Pacific Railroads to refund to the Government in the

process of time $122,000,000, to which, if interest is added to iuterest,

which the Government hot) aud will be compelled to pay, will swell the

sum to $174,704,025.

The second important issue is the consideration of the bill No. 3547,

to regulate interstate commerce and to prohibit unjust discrimina

tions by common carriers, which bill is now before this House, under

the management of Hon. John H. Keagax, chairman of the Commit

tee on Commerce. This, sir, is a bill of vast importance to our country,

affecting alike the producer as well as the shipper, the demands of

the appetite as well as the important legal and constitutional ques

tions involved in its determination. There is no branch of business,

however small, however great, that it does not touch iu some way,

at some point. It reaches its hand over the seventy-five thousand

miles of railroads in this country and declares to them that no ex

acting and unjust discriminations shall be made between shippers,

iu charging different rates of freight to different persons for similar

service or for charging more for freights for a shorter than for i

longer distance on the same liue of roads, whether iu or outside the

jurisdiction of one or more States or Territories.

The external trade of this country for the last year in exports and

imports exceeds $l,000,000,000,the component parts of which received

life, form, and utility under almost every flag of every civilized

nationality of the world. As large as that sum is it shrinks and

sinks into a corner compared to the internal commercial trade of this

country. Over the seventy-five thousand miles of railroads in our

laud there was transported in 1*76 5>18,U00,0OO,0O0 of internal or inter

state commerce, a sum appalling iu magnitude and gratifying in

dimensions. With the increase of population and production iu this

country there will be a corresponding increase of this internal com

merce and a corresponding greater necessity for some action of Con

gress in regulating the transit of such commerce.

The invitation aud inducement to the various systems of combi

nations and " poolings " of earnings between the" common carriers are

too great to be resisted. And from such the oommerce of our land is

often unjustly taxed, delayed, controlled. And those evils tnustsooner

or later be remedied by a power greater than the corporations. This

regulation should be in the spirit of fairness, based upon principles

of equity, unmoved by the prejudices and passions of the hour. Gov

ernments cannot afford to deal unjustly with its citizens, with the

property and machinery, however strong the citizen, however potent

the machinery.

The third important question evolved out of the railroad system

is the one now before this House commonly known as the prorate

bill, a measure introduced originally by me in this Congress to secure

in some satisfactory way the regulat ion of the rates of fare and freight

on the system or family of railroads chartered aud incorporated nu-

der the acts of Congress of July 1, l*ti2, and July 2. 1p*">4, aud subse

quent amendatory acts thereof, which were subsidized by the Gov

ernment in laud aud money to the extent of §100,000,000 in order to

" secure" iu turu great objects aud protect certain great interests even

then foreshadowed to Congress, while this country from one end to

the other was engaged in the most bloody internecine struggle that

ever shook a continent. What were those objects f what were those

interests f I will read from the opinion of the Supreme Court of the

United States in what is known as the " interest or half-transporta
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tion " case to ascertain an answer to the question. Judge Davis, then

on the bench, said :

Iu construing an act of Congress wo arc not at liberty to recur to the views of

individual members in debate, nor to consider the motives wbich influenced tbem

to vote for or against its passage. The act itself speaks the will of Congress, and

this is to be ascertained from tho language used. But courts may with propriety,

in construing a statute, recur to the history of the times when it was passed, and

this is frequently necessary iu order to ascertain the reason as well as the meaning

of particular provisions in it. (Aid ridge vs. Williams, 3 Howard, 84; Preston vs.

Browder, 1 Wbeatou. 130.)

Many of the provisions in the original act of \$G'2 are outside of the usual course

of legislative action concerning grants to railroads, and cannot be pi-operly con

strued without reference to the circumstances which surrounded Congress when

the act. was passed. The war of the rebellion was in progress and the country had

become alarmed for the safety of the Pacific States, owing to complications with

England. In case these complications resulted in an opeii rupture the loss of our

Pacific possessions was feared ; but, even if this fear were groundless, it was tjuite

apparent that we were unable to furnish that degree of protection to the people

occupying them which every government owes its citizens. It is true the threat

ened danger was happily averted, but wisdom pointed out the necessity of making

suitable provision for the future. This could be done iu no better way than by the

construction of a railroad across the continent. Such a road would bind together

the widely separated parts of our common country and furnish a cheap and expe

ditious mode for the transportation of troops and supplies. And if it did nothing

more than afford the required protection to the Paciho States, it was felt that the

Government in the execution of a plain duty could not justly withhold the aid nec

essary to build it.

* * # * * * *

This enterprise was viewed as a nntional undertaking fornartonal pnrposes. and

the public mind was directed to the end to be accomplished rather than the par

ticular means employed for the purpose. Although this road w:is a military neces

sity, there were other reiisons active at the time in producing an opinion for its

completion besides the protection of an exposed frontier. There was a vast un

peopled territory lying between the Missouri and Sacramento Rivers, which was

practically worthless without tho facilities afforded by a railroad for the trans

portation of person and property. With its construction, tho agricultural aud

mineral resources of this territory could be developed, settlements made where set

tlements were possible, and thereby the wealth and the power of the United States

essentially increased. And there was also the pressing want, in times of peace

even, of an improved and cheaper method for the transportation of tho mails and

supplies for the Army and the Indians.

The prize was an empire, the object an unbroken unity of continn-

ons territory under the management and ownership of our Govern

ment, and the enterprise the construction of the most magnificent

system of railroads that ever entered the conception of man or ever

hound a country together under one form, one flag, one rule. The

freat transcontinental roads were constructed from Omaha to San

rancisco; the various branches were constructed from Kansas City,

Saint Joseph, and other places to their several points of intersection

with the trunk line; Territories have been organized into States, and

unsnrvoyed wild land organized into Territories siuce the completion

of the lines of railroad ; and in the presence of these changes, at this

day, in this House it is gravely denied that it was in the contempla

tion of Congress at the time the charters were granted to make and

establish these various lines of roads into one system, one family of

roads. The issue is made and it must be met, else the greed of indi

viduals and the encroachments of power will set at defiance and nul

lify the wisdom of that legislation.

In order to fully understand that legislation, its cause and history,

we must recur to the reason that prompted and demanded it. I have

already quoted the opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States

which states in clear, bold language some of the causes of such legis

lation. But there is one other of va«t importance, the outgrowth of

our restless, aggressive American character, which saw two great
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lines of immigration and commerce, pointing from the East to the

West, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and those lines must meet at

some initial point in one of the Territories and west of the Missouri

River, and Congress determined not to subsidize a single line thence

westward to the eastern boundary of the State of California ; but it

saw fit to establish a system having a trunk and several branches.

Why was thatf Why was it that Congress was willing to give to

the Kansas branch of" this system 86,000,000 ; to the extension of the

Hannibal and Saint Joseph, $1,600,000 ; to the Iowa branch, as it is

called, from Omaha to the one hundredth meridian, over $2,500,008 ;

and to the Sioux City branch, $1,(500,000 f Why these immense du

plicates of grants (rather than one grant f The reason is perfectly

apparent by a reference to the circumstances of the country.

If Congress had been governed and limited at the time of the pas

sage of the acts of incorporation by the same narrow spirit by which

interested persons now seek to interpret those acts, to have built and

subsidized but one line of railroad between the Missouri River and

California, to that line and that line alone there would have been

but one grant of bonds and lands, saving to the people millions in

bonds, money, and lands given to the other roads. Instead of au

thorizing and aiding but one road from the Missouri River to the

one hundredth meridian, that one beiug the Iowa branch, as called,

extending from Omaha to said one hundredth meridian, several

were authorized and aided. Two and a half million dollars in bonds

and two million acres of land would have sufficed for that one road.

But the same Congress that authorized and aided that Iowa branch

(as that part of what is now called the Union Pacific was then known)

granted to the several roads or branches over $10,000,000 and twelve

million acres with which to construct and build said several branch

roads to some initial point of intersection with the trunk line.

One line of road could not answer the demands of trade, could not

extend the necessary facilities to the two great currents of trade

from the East to the West which moved in one stream until they

reached Pittsburgh, and there separated into almost parallel lines,

one by the law of adjustment seeking the southern line by Colum

bus, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Saiut Louis, and Kansas City, and the

other by a similar law passing over the northern line by the lakes,

Toledo. Chicago, through Iowa, on to Omaha—two routes that it was

impossible to unite after separation at a common point, east of the

oue hundredth meridian, or Cheyenne beyond. A brief reference to

the circumstances of the country at the time will show why it could

not be done. As before stated, the line of the Missouri River between

Kansas City and Omaha may be taken as the line from which the

road or roads should be built, as the law permitted no departure

from that stream as the initial point.

Those two great lines or currents of trade, sweeping on in restless

energy from the East to the undeveloped West and to California,

could not converge at any other point than that already designated,

and to my mind it exhibited far-seeing statesmanship to so legislate

at that time when the country was in the throes of war as not only

fully to eompehend but also to control and meet the requirements of

those line* of commerce. Those wise legislators had the shadows of

coming events then inspiring them with ideas of what the West was

to be within a score of years, and they constructed the most simple

and harmonious system of railroads, as far as legislation was con

cerned, that ever entered the conception of men. to be separate and

distinct in autonomy and operation up to a certain point as are our
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own families, but at ami from that point be one, operated as one con

tinuous line, without any discrimination whatever, not to be done for

the profit of the managers and owners of the roads, but for the com

fort and convenience of travel and commerce.

From the very earliest period, even before the adoption of the Con

stitution, that unsettled spirit of emigration which has ever impelled

the populations of the East to western homes had crossed the Alle-

ghanies and planted a line of settlement and opened a current of

trade down and through the Ohio Valley, and that narrow line has

been widening day by day into great communities and sovereign

States, and that tiny current has expanded and deepened into a

mighty tide of national commerce and travel. The Ohio Valley? con

taining the great cities of Saint Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, and

Baltimore, draining the great States which debouch upon it, is a clear,

certain, distinct, individual way of transcontinental commerce, as
■well defined by natural laws as now by physical means of transit,

and demanded a convenient outlet to all parts of the West in the

speediest and cheapest way.

So, too, at an early, and yet at a later day, the same bonyant, rest

less spirit, had led the steps of adventurous men along the shores of

the lakes far into the wide, wild, beauteous regions of the northern

prairies, and a line of settlement, of homesteads, and a course of trade

had there been opened, along which, as they have expanded and

deepened, Cleveland, Toledo, Chicago, as before stated, have sprung

up in wonderful vigor, and other great communities and sovereign

States have filled up the whole imperial domain; and so here, too, isan

other and a clear, distinct, certain, individual way of transcontinental

commerce, as boldy defined by the same natural laws as the other

course or line.

In le62 these two lines of commerce had penetrated so far into the

West that they could not be brought together at any point on the

Missouri River. The southern line had become so defined that a rail

road had been built to Sedalia, in Missouri, and was in process of

rapid construction to the month of the Kansas River. The northern

line was being extended by roads through Iowa on to the Missouri

River. At the same time that the two lines of natural commerce could

not be united on the Missouri iu such a way at such a point as to

meet the requirements of those opposing lines of commerce, yet at

the converging point, that of consolidation, meeting at the one-hun

dredth meridian, the first point of impingement since the separation

or division at Pittsburgh, one road through the vast, trackless regions

of the plains and mountains was sufficient to answer the necessities

of those combined currents of trade and travel, and the contrivance

of a main trunk line from a common, convenient point, with the sev

eral branches reaching to the distinct and separate sections of the

country was not only a necessity, but was the conception of practi

cable wisdom. Shall that wisdom be now made folly and worse than

folly by the craft and avarice of men who hate law aud only study

self-interest ?

The very circumstance of these two separate lines of travel and

courses of trade and distinct interests required, in order to the attain

ing of the great public purposes of the act, the establishment of

branches. Over one of these lines as well as over the other the great

mailsand Government supplies were to be transported to the trunk line.

In the different sections of the country to which these lines were ser

viceable detachments of the Army were distributed, anil from them

they were as the exigencies required to be moved to the fields of Indian
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warfare. So that in the branches equally with the trunk the Govern

ment as well as the people had the most direct interest.

To one bavins regard only to the most obvioii9 requirements of the

circumstances already noted it might appear sufficient to provide these

several branches as separate works. But a wise sagacity enlightened

the action of the men who framed this act. They provided the nec

essary branches, but they did more—they united the branches and the

trunk together into a compact, harmonious system.

First. The act provides in section Vi that the trunk and branches

shall be built with a uniform gauge, so that cars can pass from one

road to the other.

Second. It provides iu each of the several sections relating to the

branches that the tracks all meet and unite one with another. Thus

mechanical connection of the several lines is provided and thus

opportunity for a unified operation is made.

Third. Hut that object might have been defeated if the act had

stopped there and if any one company failed to build its road. That

contingency is carefully provided against by the provision in section

10 that if one company delays to build its road another company may

succeed to its rights and build it. And then this privilege conferred

in section 1(1 is made a duty in section 17, which provides that, if all

the roads, the trunk and each branch, be not built within a prescribed

time, all the property of all the companies shall be forfeited to the

United States. Thus the construction of the whole system of roads is

most carefully assured.

Fourth. Rut thus far we have nothing but the construction of the

several roads iu such wise that they may be operated in unity. We

now rind the rule of operation prescribed : in the act of lrtfi it is that

all the roads shall 1*> operated as one connected, continuous line : not

the truuk, not the trunk and one branch, but the trunk and all the

branches, one with another and all together. And in the act of l-<>4

this is repeated with an inhibition of discrimination between them.

This completes the system, its construction and its operation.

Fifth. But there are other circumstances which give emphasis to

this view : The first eight sections of the act deal with the main

trunk, which is to begin on the one hundredth meridian and run

thence west. In the ninth section the branch through Kansas comes

to be dealt with ; but in reference to it the clauses of the preceding

sections are not repeated. For instance, a grant of land is not made

to it, as it is totheimnk in section 3. nor is a grant of bonds made to it,

as it is to the trunk in section 5. All that is said is that the branch

shall be built on the •• same terms and conditions " as the trunk ; and

it was under those few simple words of reference merely that toe

Kansas Taoitic Company received six million acres of land,£6.U00.l>W

of bonds, and all its great franchises and privileges and properties;

and just the same is true of each of the other branches.

It thus appears that each one of these roads is placed on a footing

of exact equality with every other of them. It takes the same aid,

powers, rights, property ; it assumes the same duties and is subject to

the same liabilities.

Sixth. The significance of this becomes the more apparent upon a

consideration of other clauses. In section 9 the Kansas branch is

required to connect at the river with the Pacific of Missouri, which

rons from Kansas City to Saint Louis, and with a road then known

as the North Missonri. which was in the process of construction, from

Saint Iamiisio Kansas City. Thnsthat bram-h was made the coudoit

through which the cotu:uerce »>f the Oa;o Valley flowed to the trunk.
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Each of the other branches, in its turn, is in like manner made to con

nect with a railroad or a system of railroads in the East. The object

evidently was to put each section of country on a footing of the most

absolute equality in respect of the business to be done with the Pacific

coast over the main trunk. The South was to have no advantage of

the North and the North was to have no advantage of the South.

This survey of the act displays to view a contrivance which was

very complex in its construction and yet was most admirably fitted

to subserve the great public purposes of the legislation. We have

now shown that Congress in this legislation sought the accomplish

ment of certain great public purposes; we have shown what they

were; we have shown that they were attainable by means not of one

line of railroad only, but by means of a system of several railroads ;

we have shown that such a system was devised with a wise regard for

the conditions existing at the time, and that in the rule of its operera-

tion, and the purposes for which it was framed, it placed the different

sectionsof thecountryon an equality in all respects. We now approach

the important question whether these great publicobjects have been

attained ; whether this contrivance has fully met the exigencies for

which it was created ; whether, by the jugglery and daring of un

scrupulous men, all the branches, excepting that from Omaha to the

one hundredth meridian, have not been excluded from the benefits and

purposes for which created, and whether by the force of obstinate and

avaricious men the current of transcontinental trade, passingfrom Bal

timore, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Saint Louis, and Kansas City, has

not been checked, retarded, and in fa«t thrown out of its natural

channel into a different and ungeographical one, for the double pur

pose, first, of the destruction of the branches, secondly, of forcing

that trade over lines wholly owned by those men, with the obvious

intent of gain and monopoly. This is a grave charge aud one that

should not be lightly and causelessly made. I should not make it un

less prompted by a sense of duty and supported by the most incon

trovertible proof.

In making these charges I am actnated by an elevated regard for

the law as made, as found, as construed, and by asenseof justico to

ward the great States of Colorado, Kansas, and Missouri, whose

money and lands aided in the construction of the Union aud Central

Pacific, and whose people and commerce have been made to suffer to

a crushing extent by the exactions and tallage of those roads. Have

the Union and Central Pacifio Railroads so acted toward the Kansas

Pacific and other branch roads as to be toward and with them "as one

continuous line " as required by the fifteenth section of the act of 1862

and have they so acted toward them as " to afford and secure to each

equal advantages and facilities as to rates, time, and transportation

without any discrimination of any kind " as is required by the same

law. What does one connected continuous line mean f This is an

swered by the Supreme Court of the United States in the Omaha

Bridge case, decided by Justice Strong in 1875.

That was a proceeding by mandamus to compel the Union Pacific

Railroad Company to operate its road as a continuous line, by running

its regular through trains to and from the Iowa shore of the Missouri

River at a point within the corporate limits of Council Bluffs, in the

State of Iowa, and which point the relator claims to be the eastern

terminus of the road. The railroad company claimed that the east

ern terminus, legal as well as actual, is on the western shore of that

river, within the corporate limits of Omaha, Nebraska. Omaha aud

Council Bluffs were facing each other on opposite sides of the Mis
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souri River, and between those points the railroad company had con

structed a railway bridge, at which the company made transfers of

passengers on " transfer trains," charging therefor extra and special

rates, contrary to the law, as declared by the court in the following

language :

Holding then, as we do, that the legal terminus of the railroad is fixed bv law on

the Iowa shore of the river, and that the bridge is a part of the railroad, there can

be no doubt that the company is under obligation to operate and ran the whole

road, including the bridge, as one connected and continuous line. This is a duty

expressly imposed by the acts of 1862 and 1S64, and recognized by that of 1871.

What this means it is not difficult to understand. It is a requisition made for the

convenience of the public. An arrangement such as the company has made by

which freight and passengers destined for or beyond the eastern terminus are

stopped two or three miles from it and transferred to another train and again trans

ferred at the terminus, or by which freight and passengers going weat from the

eastern end of the line must be transferred at Omaha, tu-eaks the road into two

lines and plainly is inconsistent with continuous operation of it as a whole. If not

the injunction of the statute has no meaning.

The court says :

The court says in so many words that they cannot break bulk ; that they can

not divide up their line ; that they cannot operate the bridge any differently from

any other part of their whole line ; that they cauDOt charge, under the acts of le62

and 1864, anything more than the same rate per mile over the bridge than for any*

where else.

Does not the Union Pacific require the freight bulk to be broken;

the line to be divided; the passengers to be transferred from one line

or class of cars to another line or class at Cheyenne when going east

or west over that road, or going from that road on to and over the

Kansas Pacific or other branches? Is not that, then, an interrup

tion of the " continuous line" required by law 7 A wayfaring man,

though a fool, would so declare it, as well as the courts of the land.

The next question is: does the Union Pacific discriminate in any

way against the Kansas Pacific or other branches ? In order to prop

erly understand the issue, let me state that the Kansas Pacific taps

or intersects the Union Pacific at Cheyenne, at the half-way point

between Omaha and Ogden, the present terminus of the Union Pacific,

and that according to all equitable rules and schedules, but one-halt

as much should be charged on freight and passengers by the Union

Pacific from Cheyenne to either Omaha or Ogden as from Omaha to

Ogden, or from Ogden to Omaha over the Union Pacific alone. In

illustration of the point, I quote from an article taken from the Saint

Louis Republican:

UNION rACIFIC DISCKIMINATIOm.

A few examples of the discrimination made by the Union Pacific Railroad against

travel and traffic which comes into it or departs from it from point* below the lat

itude on which it runs will exhibit the injustice more clearlv than any amount of

assertion. The act of Congress provides that the Pacific Railroad and its branches,

one of which is the Kaunas Pacific, shall be operated " as one connected, contin

uous line," so as to " secure to each e^ual advantages and facilities aa to rates,

time and transportation, without any discrimination of any kind in favor of the

road or business of either of said companies, or adverse to the road or business of

either or any of the others." This is unambiguous and explicit, and yet it is vio

lated every day by the Union Pacific Company. No article of commerce raised or

manufactured in Colorado can be transported west of Cheyenne without paying more

for the freight, even for fifty-seven miles, that is charged from Omaha to* Ogden, a

distance of one thousand and thirtv-two miles. The tariff on bacon, per car-load,

from Cheyenne to Ogden, five hundred and sixteen miles, exceeds the tariff from

Omaha to Ogden, one thousand and thirty-two miles, $45; on beans, $85; on mess-beef,

$81 ; on coal-oil, $81 ; on grain, $88 ; on hides, $213 : on lard, $71.50 ; on lumber, $70 ; on

powder, $108 ,- on sugar, $81. It costs these higher rates to ship a car-load over

one-half the Union Pacific road than it does to ship it over the whole road—the rea

son being that the road wants to force all traffic south of it to go to Omaha and pass

over its whole length. Senator Chakfek, of Colorado, in his able speech on the

subject, made in the Senate on the 13th ultimo, said: "Neither Kansas, Colorado,
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nor Missouri can ship bacon, mesa-beef, grain, live-stock, Ac, via Cheyenne, to any

of the Western States or Territories, and all are entirely shut oat from the markets

of Utah, Montana, Nevada, and other regions." The road charges for passenger

fares, first-class, from Omaha to Ogden, one thousand and thirty-two miles, $54,

and for emigrant, fiil .60 ; and from Cheyenne to Ogden, Ave hundred and sixteen

in iles. jnst one-half the distance, for first-class, $46.50, and emigrant $46.50—so that

no passenger can go west to California or east from California via the Kansas Pa

cific Road without paying an overcharge of $17.50 on first-class tickets. The price

of emigrant tickets from New York to San Francisco via Omaha is $60, of which

$31.60 is charged from Omaha to Ogden ; the price of these tickets from Cheyenne

to Ogden is $46.50, which is $34.90 more than the Union Pacific charges for the

whole distance from Omaha to Ogden

I give another striking instance from Laramie, in Wyoming Terri

tory, in a published letter in the Laramie Daily Sentinel of April 22,

1878:

A card.

Not withstanding the report that the Union Pacific Railroad Company are trans

porting merchandise to this place free of charge to one of our merchants for the

avowed purpose of mining the undersigned—to punish him, I suppose, for refusing

to pay this same company $110 per car on flour from Cheyenne here, a distance of

fifty-six miles, it being the same rate as is charged from Omaha to Laramie, a dis

tance of five hundred and seventy-two mi Irs—and, further, because this same com*

pany wonM not make concessions on charges from Omaha here, to enable me to

sell goods as cheaply as they could be obtained in Cheyenne and other neighboring

towns and transported here—for this reason, I say, R. P. Vining, the general freight

agent of this same company, did threaten to ruin the undersigned by transporting

goods from Omaha to Laramie free for other parties.

I wish the public to gain all the benefit possible from the low prices that will

rnle here for the next week or two, and at the same time I assure them that, no

matter what the consequences are to me, I do not propose to be undersold, and

therefore invite your patronage. As to the right of the railroad company to dis -

criminate against any of its patrons I have nothing to say, but will wait until the

matter can be fully presented in a court of law.

C. S. DUNBAR.

Is that not discrimination of the lowest and most lawless kind ?

This system of discrimination does not end with individuals, but,

with a bold defiance of the law and utter disregard of its provisions,

it has charged even the Government for the transportation of its

"troops and munitions of war excessive and extortionate rates" in

the most wanton and lawless way, in violation of every rule of hon

esty and fair dealing. I give one single instance. During the last

summer a regiment of soldiers was sent from Saint Louis to re-enforce

General Howard, then operating against the Nez Perce* Indians on

the Pacific coast. The troops were transported over the Saint Louis,

Kansas City and Northern, Kansas Pacific, and Denver Pacific to

Cheyenne, thence by the Union and Central Pacific roads to San

Francisco, the rate charged being $111 each, which was divided among

the five roads as follows :

Road*. Miles. Amount
Per

mile.

273

639

108

SIB

883

|7 50

7 30

3 50

Cents.

2.74

1.14

3.30

4fi 50 9.00

4ii 00 5.21

42 pa
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Now the ordinary rate on passengers from Saint Louis to San Fran

cisco, via Omaha, is $116, divided as follows:

Roads. Miles.

438

Amount.
Per

mile.

$15 50

CtnU.

3.54

5O

1,083 54 00 5.H

883 46 00 5.21

Hence it will be noticed that the Union Pacific demands nine cents

per mile on business via Cheyenne coming from the Kansas Pacific,

while on business via Omaha coming from all other roads it charges

but five and twenty-two oue-hnndreuth cents per mile. The fact that

this discrimination is made on the Government business as well as

that of private individuals will show that it is of national impor

tance that the monopoly should be broken. If the troops had been

carried from Cheyenne to Ogden at the same rate per mile as is ordi

narily charged from Omaha to Ogden, namely, five and twenty-two

one-hundredth cents, it wonld have cost the Government but jyl.44

for the transportation of each soldier to San Francisco, instead of

$111.

Is this not enough to prove the spirit of this corporation, to prove

that in times of distress to the Government it is ready to take advan

tage of the situation and impose extraordinary burdens upon it f

There is a donble criminality in the act. First, in the road that com

mits it ; second, in the officials of the Government who quietly submit

to it.

It is strange that the Government should thus submit to be a vic

tim of a violation of its own laws by a road built through its dona

tions, but the facts are undeniable, and they show that this powerful

monopoly defies even the power that created it.

The history of the Union and Central Pacific roads has been one

prolonged series of oppressions, discriminations, and dictations since

their operation under the present management, and those man

agers have attempted (in many instances succeeded) to dictate terms

to States, Territories, courts, and the Government through corrupt

officials and a subsidized press. The Union Pacific is now and has been

for years operated under the control of Jay Gould, and C. P. Hunting

ton is at the head of the Central Pacific—two cherries on one stem,

birds of the same nest, of the same feather, with the nature of the

hawk, withont its love of the day. Both place themselves in the man

agement of their roads above and in defiance of the law, and it is

sought by the commissioners bill to place them and their roads

under the law and subject to its demands. Let the contest be sharp

and decisive, thereby teaching those gentlemen a salutary lesson.

Before proceeding to the characterization of the leading spirit of

the Union Pacific road, I will, in the language of Hon. W. W. Rice,

of Massachusetts, epitomize the bill reported by the committee:

EXPLANATION OF TUB iILL.

The first section of the bill appoints three citizens, of national reputation, aod

their successors, to be a board of commissioners, to hold their office for three years ;

their successors are to be appointed bv the President of the United States, with the

advice and consent of the Senate, and any vaoancy in their number is to be filled

in like manner. Oue must be skilled in law and the other in railroad management.

Section 2 provides that the board of commissioners shall have general supervis
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ion of the roads named in it. and such others as fchall rec-ive congressional aid.

The board is to have an official seal and clerk. No one of them shall be in the

employ of any of the companies or have any connection whatever with them.

taction 3 imposes upon them the duty of' informing themselves of the condition

of the roads and the manner of operating them, and particularly whether they fur

nish to the public and the Government proper accommodation!*, at reasonable rates,

and accomplish the purposes for which they were established.

Section 4 provides that they shall establish rules and regulations to govern the

operation and management of the roads so as to afford and secure to the public

and the Government all the advantages of intercommunication, travel, and trans

portation stipulated for in the acts, and to secure and enforce the reciprocal rights

and duties of the companies. These rules and regulations are to be operative

until revised, altered, or annulled by the commissioners or the courts.

Section 5 provides that incuse of dispute between the companies as to their

mutual rights and duties or any company or individual shall have cause of com

plaint against either of them, the commissioners may hear and determine the

matter.

Section fi provides that when it appears to the commissioners that one of the

companies is failing to accomplish the purposes of its creation they shall make

rules, regulations, directions, and orders in respect of the matter in which it is de

linquent, not inconsistent with the provisions of the acts, nor so as to impair the

ability of the company to meet the payments due by it to the Government.

Section 7 provides that upon the refusal of any one of the companies to comply

with any rule or order of the commissioners, any party aggrieved thereby, or the

commissioners, may exhibit his bill in the Unite** States circuit court to compel

obedience, and provision is made for bringing the cause to a speedy determination.

Section e requires the companies to furnish the commissioners with any informa

tion which they may need.

Section 9 provides for annual reports to be made to Congress.

Section 10 fixes the salaries of the commissioners and clerk and provides for the

payment thereof and the incidental expenses of the commission, payment of which

is to be made from a fund raised by assessments of the companies, to be made for

the purpose.

Section 11 preserves unimpaired the duties and obligations now imposed by law

upon the companies.

This system of roads was and is " a national enterprise," in the lan

guage of Judge Davis, " created for national purposes," and should at

no time be permitted to escape by the legerdemain of man from the

Eurposes of its creation and the nature of the enterprise. Having

een so conceived and constructed by the Government for the great

end of developing " the agricultural and mineral resources of the

Territory making settlements, wheresettlements were possible, • * *

and for providing a cheaper and improved method for the transpor

tation of the mails and supplies for the Army and Indians," the ques

tion arises, can Congress so legislate now in regard to these roads as

to make them the handmaids and not the oppressors of our travel

and commence f Heretofore I have given the opposing views of the

roads and the committee, and I now present some authorities from

the very able and exhaustive Bpeech of Hon. W. W. Rice, of Massa

chusetts, made in this House on theSth iustaut, iucharge of this com

missioners bill :

This bill vests in a board of commissioners the powers to make regulations to

govern the operation and management of the roads mentioned in the secoud section .

The question of the constitutional competency of Congress to vest such power in a

subordinate tribunal may be raised. But it may be justified by the long and con

tinued course of legislation in respect to other departments and administrative offi

cers of the Government. For instance, in 1820 the Secretary of the Treasury was

directed to make and issue, from time to time, such instructions and regulations to

the several collectors, receivers, depositaries, and other officers receiving the public

funds as he should deem best calculated to promote the public interests. And in

1--H he was required to prescribe rules and regulations to be used under and in ex

ecution and enforcement of the various provisions of the internal-revenue laws. In

lt£# he was required to establish such regulations as the President should think

proper in relation to the collection of customs. And by many other acts like power

was vested in him in respect of other matters committed to his administration.

Under the authority thus conferred on the Secretary, voluminous and numerous

rules aiid regulations have been prescribed by him for the conduct of the business
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of his Department. The same is equally true of every one of the other (Treat De

partments of the Government. Descending from the Cabinet officers to their sub

ordinates, we fod similar powers conferred upon them. Thus, in 1866, the Comm is-

sioner of the General Land Office, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior,

was authorized to frame appropriate regulations for enforcing and carrying into

effect the laws relating to the public lands. And theCommissioner of Indian Affairs

was, in 1834, authorised to prescribe regulations for carrying into effect the various

provisions of law relating to the subjects committed to him. And in 1*75 the Com

missioner of Internal Revenue was, under the direction of the Secretary of the

Treasury, required to prescribe regulations for the returns to be made by individ

uals for the purposes of taxation.

A very interesting instance, worthy of especial notice^ is that of steamboat

inspectors. The laws relating to them were of early origin and were digested id

1371. They provide for a supervising inspector-general and ten supervising in

spectors, who should assemble as a board once a year in this city, and establish all

necessary regulations required to carry out, in the most effective manner, the pro

visions of the act And it was specially provided that these regulations, when ap

proved by the Secretary of the Treasury, should have the force of law.

The act further provided for local inspectors. Under the authority thus con

ferred, rules and regulations have been prescribed for the inspection and license

of vessels not only navigating the high seas, but also the great rivers and inland

lakes. The characteristics of our inland waters differ in many respects, so that

rules proper for regulating the navigation of one are inapplicable to another, and

separate sets have accordingly been necessary. Each has been made with great

care and minuteness by the uoard, and as its members are men of experience in

the navigation of different rivers, lakes, and seas, they have been able to frame

their rules and regulations with great aptness. The board, also, by its rules, pro

vides for the examination of captains, pilots, and engineers, and any one guilty of

a violation of any one of these rules may be summoned before an inspector, pot

upon his trial, and if found guilty punislied by a forfeiture of his license.

Other similar boards have from time to time been created with the same power

to prescribe rules and regulations in respect to the matters committed to their ad

ministration. The power conferred by this bill upon the board of railroad com

missioners to prescribe rules and regulations for the government of the roads

mentioned in the second section is not of broader or different character.

I am not aware that the power of Congress to vest such authority in subordinate

tribunals and administrative officers has ever been questioned or made the subject

of discussion. This feature of the bill is sufficiently vindicated by the long and

uniform course of similar legislation which I have very briefly referred to.

Passing now from the question of the power of Congress to vest in the board

proposed to be created authority to prescribe rules and regulations, which may be

called its legislative functions, 1 come to the consideration of the provision vesting

in it jurisdiction to inquire into and determine differences between the companies,

which may be called its judicial function. It is to be observed, in this connection,

that the decision which the board may make upon any matters of dispute is not

final. The company decided against may take upon itself the responsibility of re

fusing to obey the decision, and the burden is then cast upon the partv aggrieved

thereby, or the commission, of applying to the courts for the proper judicial process

to compel obedience. The judicial' power is confined to the simple matter of pre

liminary inquiry. A much larger power of judicial determination has from time

to tinielteen vested in special tribunals. An instance is that of the inquiry, trial,

and determination by steamboat inspectors for offenses against their rules and reg

ulations for the navigation of steam-vessels ; their decisions are final, and may be

followed by the severe punishment of excluding the offender from the prosecution

of his legitimate business.

Another instance worthy of special notice is that of registers and receivers of the

land-offices. Persons entitled to make pre-emption of the public lands must pos

sess certain qualifications and perform certain prescritted acta. In the act of Sep

tember 4, 1641, which confers the right of pre-emption, it is provided that all ques

tions as to the right arising between different settlers upon the same tract shall he

determined by the register and receiver of the district within which the land is

situated.

In 1856 it was provided that appeals should lie from their decisions to the Com

missioner of the General Land Office, and his decision was made final unless a fur

ther appeal were taken to the Secretary of the Interior. These provisions of the

statutes were simply re-enactments of similar provisions in former acte and of the

general course of procedure in the land department. The question early arose,

what was the force and effect of decisions or the register and receiver or of their

superior officers upon appeal 1

Wilcox vs. Jackson (13 Peters. 496) is the leading case on this subject. It was there

held that the registers and receivers were a special tribunal, and that their deris

ions upon matters within their jurisdiction were final and conclusive, but upon
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matters without their jurisdiction their decisions were void ; that is to say. the

same* rule which is familiar to all lawyers in respect of the conclnsive effect of the

judgments of courts of limited jurisdiction applies to the decisions of the land offi

cers. The qneetion has been agitated in different forms in many cases since. The

recent case of Johnson t». Towsley (13 Wallace, 72) was elaborately argued by

counsel and maturely considered by the court Every objection which could be

taken against regarding the decision of the land officers as conclusive was urged,

but neither in that case nor in others which have been before the court has it been

claimed that it was not competent for Congress to confer upon the land officers the

power of judicial inquiry and determination, and even to make their decisions final

upon questions of fact when both parties had opportunity to be heard, and fraud

did not intervene in the inquiry.

Another case may be mentioned, because it was also the subject of elaborate

examination in the Supreme Court. As early as 1H20 an act was passed providing

that if a public officer charged with public funds should not duly render account

therefor, the First Comptroller of the Treasury should state the account and cer

tify it to the Solicitor of the Treasury. That officer was required to issue his war

rant to the marshal of the district within which the delinquent lives, commanding

him to make the moneys out of the goods and chattels, lands and tenements of the

defaulter by levy and sale thereof. In Murry's Lessee r*. Hoboken Improvement

Company, 18 Howard, 31, the question was raised whether it was competent for

Congress to confer on the Comptroller and Solicitor power to issue such writ, on

the ground that in doing so they necessarily exercised judicial functions. That

subject was elaborately discussed by Mr. Justice Curtis, delivering the judgment

of the court. He said :

"It is evident that the Comptroller must, in determining whether the warrant

should issue, pass upon precisely the same questions which would be submitted to

a court in an action brought by the Government against the officers."

It was admitted that this was an exercise of judicial power by an administrative

officer, but it was also held entirely competent for Congress to vest such power in

such officers. This case, and the other instances which I have cited, go far beyond

the bill under consideration. Tbev put the determination of the officer or tribunal

upon the high ground of .judicial judgments. The decisions and orders of the

board proposed to be created by this bill are not definitive, and cannot even be

enforced except by the aid of a judicial process, and that process, too, must be

invoked not by the delinquent in order to protect himself, out by the party ag

grieved by his disobedience or the commission. This bill is not. tnen, obnoxious

to any objection on the ground that it confers upon the board of commissioners

either legislative or judicial powers.

Would it not be an anomaly in our system of government, in onr

domestic affairs, if the power were not in some way reserved, to be

exercised in emergencies of controlling in the interest of maukind

and in behalf of onr own happiness the creations of pnblic legisla

tion, pnblic necessities! Some one may say the Constitution gives no

snch power. That may be true in one sense of the word, but, as Mr.

Adams says :

At the time the frame work of our Government was put together, a system of

necessary monopolies was the very last thing which was expected to present it

self on Ibis continent. Our Governments. State and national, grew up among

and were calculated for a community in the less complex stages of civilization.

Our whole machinery looked to dealing with individuals, and that only in the

leant degree which deserved the name of government at all. The idea of one man

or set ofmen combining to own in absolute monopoly the great channels of inter

nal communication as then existed, the Hudson, or the Ohio, or the great lakes,

would have been regarded as a wholly inadmissible supposition, a contingency im

possible to occur. Consequently no machinery was devised calculated to meet

such an improbable emergency; yet tbat very emergency seems now to be im

minent.

Shall we not then as prudent and considerate legislators prepare

for snch an emergency by the commissioners bill T It may not be all

that is desired, all that the "emergency** demands, still it is a step in

the right direction, and should be followed by others, else " the grow

ing torpidity of public opinion w will not be aroused to the surround

ing corporate dangers until it is too late.

The commissioners bill, or one of a similar character, can alone

remedy the evils surrounding the management of those roads receiv
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ing Government support. They cannot be remedied in e.ich individ

ual instance as presented by legislation. Such would be the worst

species of special legislation. There must be an " executor power "

created specially calculated to meet the demand. It is the want of

this which has brought to naught, says Mr. Adams, all efforts at gen

eral legislation on this subject up to this time. Congress should enact

this general law for the requirment of this, system of roads as it does

to meet the innumerable civil and criminal complications which arise,

but in the one case as in the other thejudicial and discretionary action

under the general law should be devolved upon a tribunal specially

created to take cognizance of them. Congress can only declare a gen

eral rule or law which must apply to nil alike, " but the degrees of

discretion which varying circumstances exact in the application of

the rule or law must constitute a trust necessarily delegated to

others." Congress nor its committee can hear the innumerable com

plaints made by shippers and travelers against those roads, and a

"power" must somewhere be established to give audience to them

which must be freed from " the principle of special legislation kept

open in the background behind them." That " power " should be

executive and decisive, only to be reviewed ia certain acts by the

courts as contemplated in the bill before us.

The next general question is : can the courts of the bind remedy

the evil f Mr. Rice answers the question very ably, as follows :

TUB REMEDY NOT TO UK FOUND IX THE COURTS.

The ordinary processes of the courts of justice furnish no adequate remedy. The

judicial tribunals administer the law as it has been prescribed. Their discretion

may be exercised only within narrow limits. It not unfrequently happens that.judges

find themselves constrained by technical rules of law to disregard the particular

circumstances of the rase and what may seem the very right of the matter. Deal

ing only with cases which have occurred in past experience and bound by prece

dent to a further application of what has been decided, they are not able to frame

their judgments with such flexibility as is necessary adequately to deal with the

variable character of the relations of railroad companies to one another and the

public It is of the very essence of judicial judgments and decrees of courts, as

well of equity as of law, to conclude the controversy by a final determination.

From such a judicial conclusion, railroad companies are able readily to escape by

some slight change of circumstances.

Thus case after case may arise and he disposed of without reaching any decisive

and comprehensive conclusion. And, besides all this, litigatiun in tbe courts may

be so greatly protracted that an evil complained of may become securely intrenched

before a remedy can be administered. The law of judicial procedure is full of dil

atory and interlocutory applications, which not mifreq uently defeat final judg

ment, and so delay progress to it that "the law's delay "has become proverbial.

The evil is the greater in controversies of the sort to 1ms dealt with by the proposed

commission, because they involve not so much private as public interests. While

the cause is pending in the courts tbo public and the Government must stand await

ing the judgment, their rights in abeyance, their interests sacrificed.

Tbe proposed commission will be able to deal summarily with the questions and

parties brought before it. The course of procedure being special must neces

sarily be simple. The members will be informed by tbe testimony of witnesses,

the allegations of parties, and the arguments of counsel. Tbe party aggrieved

and the party complained of will each bave his day in court. But the subject of

inquiry will always be the very right of the matter, aud to its determination the com

missioners will bring an intelligent experience, and above all a personal observa

tion. Tbey will therefore be enabled to reach an early conclusion.

Having discussed every issue connected with this important sub

ject I now proceed with the personalism of my argument. I do it

with due regard for the time and place. The very air abont this

Capitol during the discussion of the funding bill in the Senate was

made noisome by the presence of pimps and detectives of these moneyed

powers pursuing Seuaturs even to their private residences with im

pudent purposes aud malicious designs. One great moving spirit has
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leen and is at the head of this " power." He is no ordinary man.

Millions are playthings with him, contracts are banbles, and men are

made toys. The very quietude of his life and presence make him the

more powerful and the more dangerous. The silent gases and explo

sives are often only known after their results, but nevertheless are

immense powers in their quietude, requiring only the occasion to exem

plify their virtues for good or evil. As one said, seeing him in the

Senate gallery listening to Senator Edmunds's great sentences of

facte, logic, and law :

There sits the singular-looking Jay Gould as impassible as a statue. The only

expression one ever sees on his face is a sneer, insignificant and yet striking—with

jet-black hair, eyebrows, and beard, and a skin white aa snow—there is something

in his reticence and self possession which gives to spectators a sense of power.

And there can be no doubt on that point j he is a man of immense resources, and

if his moral nature were as well developed as his mental he would be a great man.

Jay Gould is no ordinary man, and is felt in some way by some

body wherever he goes, whatever he does. Behind all his great and

stealthy movements there is a purpose well conceived and well di

gested, ever maturing into power over the downfall of others and the

violations of'broken faith. Daylight is not his time of work. The

darkness and secrecy of midnight evolve his plans. Behind a somber

piety of mien he shakes the loaded dice with devilish zeal. Wall

street trembles at his tread, as there is no pity, no remorse, no con

science in his stock-gambling and dealing with men. Slaves and

minions, not equals, not advisers, are the " carrion crew " who dance

attendance at his beck and call. He orders ; they perform ; however

great, however dark the deed.

Theirs not to reason why ;

Theirs but to do or die.

But a few years ago this man was compelled to disgorge $8,000,000

to the stockholders of Erie Railroad, and still, in the presence of this,

he moves the silent monarch of Wall street, whose touch on the wires

and on " the board " sends a quiver through every nerve of the finan

cial organism and wrings private gain from public money. Tweed in

a more honorable way gathered in his millions and has been hounded

into bankruptcy and to the death. At times, strange is the course,

not of the law, but of those managing the law. How long will this

injustice continue? Success, with him, is the watchword, whatever the

consequences, however attained. To him there is but one rule,

"every man has his price," and every man necessary to the accom

plishment of his designs mnst be bought, must be used. When Jim

Fisk fell the morals of New York were advanced and a bad example

to men was removed from society. Has Gould not learned from this

dark career that there is a God in Israel who declares in the words

of one of old, " That the triumphing of the wicked is short and the

joy of the hypocrite but for a moment."

Henry Adams, a worthy son of an illustrious stock, said in an article

that appeared in the Westminster Review for October, 1870 :

Mr. Jay Gould was a partner in the firm of Smith, Gould & Martin, brokers in

Wall street. He had been engaged before now in railway enterprises, and his op

erations had not been of a nature likely to encourage public confidence in his idoa

of fiduciary relations. He was a broker, and a broker is almost by nature a gambler,

perhaps the very last profession suitable for a railway manager. In character he

was strongly marked by his disposition for silent intrigue. He preferred as a rule

to operate on his own account, without admitting other persons into his confidence,

and he seemed never to be satisfied except when deceiving every one as to his

intentions. There was a reminiscence of the spider in his nature. He spun huge

webs in corners and in the dark, which were seldom strong enough to resist a seri
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ons strain at tho critical moment. Bis disposition to this subtlety and elaboration

of intrigue was irresistible. It is scarcely necessary to say that he had not a con

ception of a moral principle. In speaking of this class of men it must be fairly

assumed at the outaet that they do not and cannot understand how there can be a

distinction between right and wrong in matters of speculation so long as the daily

settlement* are punctually effected. In this respect Mr. Uonld was probably as

honest as the mass of his fellows, according to the moral standard of the street :

but without entering upon technical questions of roguery, it In enough to say that

he was an uncommonly fine and unscrupulous intriguer, skilled in all the processes

of stock-gambling, and passably indifferent to the praise or censure of society.

Such is the character of the man who is to control—if restraining

legislation is not had—the transcontinental commerce of America.

Can this Congress, without any justification whatever, sanction this

immense power over that commerce ? If so a "corner " can be formed

on that commerce any day that Gould may elect. His recent pur

chase of the controlling stock in the Kansas Pacific Railway is but

another step toward the consummation of his plan—seven hundred

other miles of railroad power added to that already possessed. Before

many more moons have waxed old be will control one of the through

lines passing eastward from Kansas City—the Hannibal and Saint

Joseph, the Saint Louis, Kansas and Northern, or the Missouri Pacific—

to whioh will be added the Toledo, Wabash and Great Western, mak

ing an absolute unbroken line from San Francisco toNew York. Shall

it be Congress or Gould that is to rule. The question must soon be

answered. I am for Congress. Let us declare to him in broad, un

mistakable words that neither he nor any other man shall control the

commerceof this country through the means of transportation. When

the commerce is so governed, soon he will grasp after and possess the

political and legislative powers of the States and Congress, and then
Gould or some Buch man will hold the " throttle '■ of this Govern

ment, will convene and disperse Legislatures and Congress at hU

pleasure, will issue his orders to the people with as much assurance

as is now done to his minions and employes, will in fact be monarch

of all he surveys. It is but a step from power to tyranny, and that

step is soon made if not forbidden. " Eternal vigilance " is the only

safeguard of liberty. It is much more easy to check the firBt en

croachment of lawless power than the second. There is but one auto

cratic power in this laud, and that is or should be the law, and that

law is or should be but the voice of the people, and all other powers

are hurtful and destructive of liberty and good government.

Such a man, " awed by no shame, by no respect controlled," is Jay

Gould, the bold Turpin of the commercial gambling of Wall street,

the " king of the corner," as he is sometimes called, who made a

President a tool and the Treasury Department an accomplice ; who

has broken faith with everybody and kept faith with nobody ; has

shattered men and business houses in our land as if worthless toys,

and was "the rider of the wind and stirrer of the storm" of that

disreputable Black Friday, which will ever remain a memorable day

in the history of our country ; that man, Bir, now stands at the gate

way of the great West, with his hand on the commerce of two

worlds, levying a heavier tariff upon it than Tarifa ever levied at

Gibraltar, and in doing so he is driving other railroads, branch roads

to his own by law, into bankruptcy, which were constructed by the

beneficence of this Government for the convenience of the internal

commerce of an undeveloped empire. It is the duty of this Congress

to check and stop it by the force of severe legislation. Soft words

will accomplish nothing ; promises of reformation are not so effectual

and remedial as penal statutes. Is there no remedy to the evil, or

did Congress, after creating such dangerous as well as necessary

powers, fail to reserve unto itself the right to control that "imperitim
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The

Union and Central Pacific Railroads deny the right of Congresss to

interfere, and base that denial upon the following points :

First. That there corporations hold their property as citizens, ami are entitled

to its possession, enjoyment and use as other citizens are, and cannot be deprived

of it save by due process of law.

Second. That neither becanse of the receipt of loans, nor of donations, nor of

anv trust relative to this property, can the corporations be deprived of the above

right.

Third. That Congress cannot make that due process of law, which, in its nature,

is not such, and cannot, therefore, by seizure of the property of these corporations,

without trial, enforce obedience to its enactments.

Fourth. That under the reserved right to amend and repeal. Congress has only

the right to amend and repeal when necessary to accoinplisn the object of the acts

in which it is reserved, and must exercise it with due regard to the rights of said

companies.

Fifth. That this reserved power does not enable Congress to take away vested

rights of, to, or in property invested in, or acquired under, the charter, before its

amendment or repeal.

Sixth. That the franchise of a company enabling it to possess, control, and enjoy

property, Is vested property, and cannot be taken away or impaired by act of Con

gress.

Seventh. That the establishment of rules and regulations for the management

of these roads would be an invasion of their vested rights, and unconstitutional.

In the language of the report of the committee :

Here we have, therefore, not only the denial of the right of Congress to seize

the property which the company has acquired and so use it as to carry out the pur

pose for which the company was originally allowed to hold it, but the bolder and

more defiant denial of the right of Congress to regulate or control the manage

ment of that property in the possession of the corporation itself.

We admit that Congress cannot impair the obligations of any contract contained

In the charters of these corporations, and that it cannot deprive them of their prop

erty, save by due process of law ; but we do not assent to the application of these

well-recogmzed principles as made in the case under consideration.

It is a startling pro[,osition that Congress can create an instrumentality which

it cannot control a corporation to promote the public welfare, with unbounded

powers—imperinm in imperio, a monster with capacities of growth and power suf

ficient to overmaster, defy, and ultimately destroy the government which created

it The mere denial of the power of Congress to regulate and control these cor

porations tempts its exercise, especially when a crying necessity for its interposi

tion exists.

First. Congress has an unquestionable right to alter, amend, or repeal the acts

nnder which these corporations are organized.

It was reserved with some modification in the original act of 1862, and directlv

and unqualifiedly in that of 1864. The corporations have accepted these acts and

received the benefits bestowed by them. By so doing they have made themselves

subject to their conditions.

Mr. Justice Clifford, in the Pennsylvania College case, (13 Wallace, 190,) said :

"Cases often arise where the Legislature, In granting an act of incorporation for

a private purpose, either makes the duration of the charter conditional or reserves

to the State the power to alter, amend, or repeal the same at pleasure. Where such

a provision is incorporated in the charter it is clear that it qualifies the grant, and

that the subsequent exercise of that reserved power cannot be regarded as an act

w ithin the prohibition of the Constitution."

Cooley, in his work on Constitutional Limitations, (page 383.) says:

" A franchise granted by the State, with a reservation of the right of repeal, must

be regarded as a mere privilege while it is suffered to continue; but the Legislature

may take it away at any time, and the grantees must rely for the perpetuity and

integrity of the franchises granted to them solely upon the faith of the sovereign

grantori"

The power to alter and amend is unlimited so long as its exercise does not essen

tially destroy or paralvze the franchise. Mr. Justice Redfield, in Thorpe va, Rut

land and Burlington Railway, said:

"The privilege of running the road and taking tolls or fare and freight is the

essential franchise conferred. Any act essentially paralyzing this franchise, or

destroying the profits therefrom arising, would, no doubt, be void; but beyond

that, the entire power of legislative control resides in the Legislature, unless such

power is expressly limited in the grant to the corporation."

In my opinion it would be wise for ns to announce from this House
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at this Besston that Congress, possessing the power '* to regulate com

merce," " to promote the general welfare," and " secure the blessings

of liberty " to " ourselves and our posterity," and the right to enforce

the obedience of persons and corporations to its laws, that it will not

abandon or surrender that right under any circumstances to any per

son or power, but will, if necessary, subject all to the severest legis

lative control. The assertion of a constitutional and legal right U

the very essence of a vital government, the failure of its execution

the primogeniture and evidence of decay. The contest now is between

corporations and the Government, Jay Gould and Congress, might

against right, individual robberies against individual rights, fraud

against justice, between desperate men "in whose bands is mischief

and whose right hand is full of bribes" and the powerless patrons

of their roads ; and I shall not hesitate to take the side of the Gov

ernment and the people, the side of justice and right; and he who

limps and falters now will be observed and marked by his constitu

ents, if they have ever felt the iron hand of corporate injustice rest

ing heavily upon them.

I am for protecting these corporate powers in the possession and

exercise of all their necessary rights ; would not have the Govern

ment interfere with nor in any way divest them of any " vested

rights," of any absolute privilege or authority to run, manage, con

trol, and govern their roads and machinery in any reasonable and

legal way that would yield to the companies the largest returns and

to the public speedy and economical means of transit ; but at the

same time I would not surrender to them the rights of individuals,

States, and the Government. It is true that they are an essential ele

ment to our greatness, and without them the Government would be

a rope of Baud; therefore to my mind it is the more necessary to re

strain their power, to limit their ambition by the power and force of

the law. Under no state of the case will I admit that Congress has,

that Congress can, invest them with a power greater than the Govern

ment itself, or has or can give them a power, a right, or a privilege

destructive of the Government, of the liberties of the people, which

Congress cannot " amend, alter, or repeal," as a means of self-defense,

of self-protection. I may give a man rights and privileges upon my

premises, in my bouse for a day, for a mouth, for a year, but if within

that time he seeks to destroy my rights, my property, I can, and it

is my duty, to restrain aud dispossess him of those privileges and

rights. The great law of self-defense applies as well to commnnities,

States, and to governments, as to individuals. As before stated, Con

gress can provide a remedy against the undue aggressions of corporate

powers in cases like the one before this House. Remedial statutes

constitute the great body of legislative enactments.

It is astonishing bow small is the bulk of all acts granting, enlarg

ing, restricting, or in any way dealing with rights. Rights are held,

enjoyed, restricted by the fundamental rules of social order. Reme

dies by which they are assured, vindicated, hedged about, are con

trivances of human ingenuity, and for their aptness to meet exigen

cies are variable and subject to change. Hence, the distinction taken

between rights and remedies in enforcing the clause of the Constitu

tion forbidding legislation which impairs the obligation of contracts.

Rights are within, remedies without, the protection of the clause.

This bill, dealing only with the remedy, is not obnoxious to the objec

tion.

Furthermore, this bill regulates only the exercise of the franchises

conferred by the acts of lrtti'2 and 1864 on these companies. The recent

learned discussion in the Senate on the funding bill, with reference
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to the extent of the power of amendment reserved in those acta, re

lated to the contract of loan contained therein. All the Senators,

notably Hill of Georgia, admitted that the power of amendment

thus reserved extended to and was unlimited in respect of the fran

chise. As a remedial statute regulating the franchise only this bill

is not open to objection upon the principles laid down by the warmest

friends of the Union Pacific.

Let it be observed what Congress has done and what it now pro

poses to do :

First. It has, in order to reach certain great ends and objects, con

structed a contrivance singularly fitted to that purpose, and pre

scribed a rule for its government.

Second. That contrivance has proved unequal to the great ends for

which designed, owing to the perversity of men charged with its opera

tion, and that rule has been ignored and disobeyed, so as to literally

cripple and bankrupt a part of the system of roads built for the accom

modation of travel and commerce along one of the currents or lines

of trade mentioned at an earlier period in the argument.

Third. This bill, although not as simple, practicable, and commen

surate to the necessities of the case as I would have it, yet is a step

in the right direction, and proposes, as far as it goes, a tit mode of

supplying the defects in the contrivance and constraining obedience

to the rule. It is not open to dispute that the power to remedy the

evil is within the competency of Congress, and it should not be slow

in exercising it, when it is known that if not done $10,000,000 will

be lost to the Government, and those failing to protect that vast

amount of money will be derelict to their highest obligation. Unless

the Kansas Pacific Railroad is made to share a part of the transcon

tinental commerce and travel of this country by being recoguized as

a branch of the Union Pacific Railroad, the law of Congress will be

made nnll and void by the artifice of man, the $6,303,000 advanced

by the Government toward its construction, with its animated in

terest now aggregating in the whole nearly $-J,000,000, will be lost

leyond recovery, which can and should be avoided by wise legislation.

Since the committee has made a farorable report to the House on

the bill the Union Pacific Railroad has made such an agreement with

the managers of the Kansas Pacific that the former will hereafter

have control of the latter road. This stock-trade should not operate

against this bill ; it only shows the greater necessity for it. A leading

Western journal says of the trade :

Thin understanding between theso competing linos is of course to be regretted,

so far as the public interest is concerned, since it practicallv insures the continu

ance of the old monopoly of the transcontinental business. It is of the utmost im

portance, besides, that Congress should not mistake this understanding as in any

shape sufficient reason for the abandonment of the bill appointing commissioners

to regulate these roads and arbitrate all disputes. The differences which are har

monized in this agreement between the managers are matters wholly of a personal

kind, and the grave public questions which hare been at issue still remain. It is,

in fact, doubly necessary, now that the affairs of the two roads will be under the,

same management, that there should be Government commissioners to look after

the interests of the public. Congress has not been projecting legislation for the

benefit of individuals and there is nothing in this agreement which can alter the

public aspect of the case. It is just as necessary as ever that the public shall be

guaranteed that no discriminating rates will be made to divert trade to the Union

Pacific line, for it might be the policv of the Union Pacific Company to throw just

enough business to the Kansas Pacific to give the guaranteed: protection to its

securities, and then to compel by arbitrary rates the remainder to take the longer

hanl over the Union Pacific. It is also necessary that the new combination should

be compelled to make the same rates for all patrons and not discriminate so as to

give favored persons advantages not enjoyed by the general public. These things

will have to be carefully looked after, and it is doubly important for Congress to

regard them now. This is a trade between individuals, with no good deaigu, with
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bo good purpose. It \v:is made to accomplish selfish ends at the expense of com-

munition, an it, if possible, to prevent any action of Congress in the interest of com

merce and those communities. Congress should not hesitate to pass this bill, even

in the face of this piece of sharp practice. When a gambling-house is raided by

the officers of the law, the gamblers are sometimes found engaged in religions

services, but as soon as the officers have departed the rattle of the checks is heard,

and " On with the dance " is the shout. So it will be with these two roads as soon

as Congress adjourns.

In the face of all the facts presented should nothing be done by

this Congress f It is a serious question, and should be carefully

answered. Nothing yet has been done to check or restrain these

immense corporate powers. The passage of the Thurman funding

bill only compels the Union and Central Pacific to refund to the

Government within a certain time in a certain way money advanced

to or guaranteed by the Government in the construction of those

roads. Something is absolutely required to regulate the transit of

passengers and commerce over this system of roads in comformity to

the purposes for which that system was created and inaugurated. It

is not transcending legal or constitutional limits to enact into law

the bill reported by the Committee on the Pacific Railroad, denomi

nated the commissioners bill ; and its enactment will, in my opinion,

have a salutary effect upon the honest management of that system.

Instead of that system or family of roads oeing managed in the

interest of an exclusive few, and by that " few," although designed,

nurtured, and constructed to a great extent by the Government, it

would become under the board of commissioners a public benefit and

a blessing to mankind. But, it will be said, who will guard the virtue

of the tribunal ? Why would the corporations not deal with them as

with the Legislatures or Congress T They may do so, but somewhere

and at some point, put on all the checks and balances that hnman

ingenuity can. devise, we must come back and rely on human honesty

at last. One rule always holds good : where the most direct responsi

bility exists, there will the best conduct be found. Corruption loves a

throng, and shrinks from isolated places ; to divide responsibility is

to destroy it. The judges of our courts are rarely otherwise than

pure ; the heads of our Departments are (should be) conspicuous for

honesty; they are always directly and individually responsible. If

we thns can, and indeed from the necessity of the case must, confide

the charge of public funds and our personal liberties to mortals like

ourselves, acting under the law, it is difficult to see why, except that

we never have done so, we cannot trust those great commercial in

terests to be regulated and managed by this board of commissioners,

composed as it will be of three of the leading men of our country,

npon whose reputations, private or public, no stain has or could rest

for a moment. The laws and commerce of our land will be safe in

their hands. They will deal out equal and exact justice to every

road placed under their supervision without favor, fear, or affection.

To such men the point of responsibility is the most elevated point of

honor, of justice. Years ago, Charles Francis Adams, jr., said : " Mean

while, so far as the railroad Bystem is concerned, it seems almost in

evitable that the General Government must soon or late and in a

greater or less degree assume jurisdiction" over such roads, and I will

cheerfully indorse the wisdom of such a step. I am for preserving

the power in the hands of the people, where our fathers found it and

left it. It is always safe there. They are ever the friends of liberty

and good government. In the language of Burke: "Let nB place

our feet in the tracks of onr fathers, where we can neither fall nor

stumble."
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Junk 19, 137&

PACIFIC RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. I move to snapend the rule* and take from

the public Calendar and put upon its passage the bill (U. R. No.43tW)

to establish a board of Pacific Railroad commissioners.

It U a bill to compel the Union Pacific and Central Pacific Rail

roads to prorate with the branches of Pacific Railroads built by aid

from the Government, and reported from the Committee on the Pacific

Railroads by Mr. Rice, of Massachusetts.

Mr. BOUCK. Is not my motion for a recess first in order T

The SPEAKER pro t*-mfH»re. The Chair rules that pending a mo

tion to suspend the rules but one motion is in order, and that is to

adjourn.

Mr. PRICE. But the motion for a recess was made before the mo

tion of The gentleman from Missouri.

The SPEAKER protem]*tre. But the Chair did not recognize the

gentleman to make that motion.

The bill was read, as follows:

Be it enacted, rfc.. Tbat Churls Franris Adams, jr.. of Massachusetts ; Albert

Fink, of Kentucky : and Thomas 31. Cooley.of Michigan, and their successors, to

be appointed as hereinafter provided, are hereby constituted a board of commu-

sionera. to lie known and designated as the board of Pacific Railroad commis

sioners, w ho shall hold their offices from the date of the enactment of this law

until three years from the 1st day of January next. Before the end of said term

and of each succeeding term of three years tie President of the United States

shall nominate and, br and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint

three commissioners of said board, who shall hold their offices for the term 01 three

years from the expiration of the preceding term. In case of anv vacancy in said

board occurring by declination, resignation, or otherwise, the President shall, in

like manner, appoint a commissioner for the residue of the term ; and he may. in

like manner, remove anv commissioner. One of the commissioners of said board

shall be a person skilled in law and another a person skilled in the management

and operation of railroads.

Sec. 2. Said board of commissioners shall have a general snpervision of the roads

of the Central Pacific Railroad Company, the California and Oregon Railroad Com-

{»auy, the Oregon and California Railroad Company, the Oregon Central Railroad

.'ompany. the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Kansas Pacific Railroad Com -

panv. the Denver Pacific Railroad and Telegraph Company, the Sioux City Pacific

Railroad Company, the Bnrlington and Missouri Pacific Railroad Company, the

Western Pacific and the Central Branch of the Union Pacific Railroad Company,

the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Com

pany, the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, and of all railroad corporations

which shall hereafter receive any aid in lands, bonds, or credit, by act of Congress

granting the same, or renewing or continuiug any grant thereof heretofore made,

Haid board shall have an official seal, and a clerk, to be appointed by it, who shall

keep a faithful re-cord of its proceedings. It shall have an office in the city of Oma

ha, in t lie State of Nebraska, where its records shall be kept. Said commission

ers anil clerk shall be sworn to the due and faithful discbarge of their duties before

entering upon tbe same. No one of them shall be in the employ of any one of the

corporations aforesaid, nor own any of the stock or bonds of any of them, nor bold

nor exercise any office or employment inconsistent with the full and impartial dis

cbarge of their duties under this act. Said board may act notwithstanding a va

cancy, and the action of a majority of the commissioners shall be the action of the

board.

Sec. 3. It shall be the dutvof said commissioners, from time to time, and as

often as need l>e, to examine the several roads of said corporations and their books

and papers, and to inform themselves of tbe condition of said roads, and of their

rolling-stock, siations. and station-houses, and of the manner in which thev are

operated, and of the rates and charges for which they transport freight and* pas-

sengeis. and of their connections and relations with each other and with other

roads, that they mav know whether said corporations respectively furnish to the

public and each otoer safe and convenient accommodations at reasonable and

proper rates, and perform and discharge their duties to the Government, the public,

and each other, and fully perform aad accomplish the purposes for which they

were established, in accordance with the vaiiousacts of CongLess under which they

are organized and the laws of the land.
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Sec. 4. After consultation with the officers of the corporations interested, the

Raid commissioners shall proceed to establish rules and reflations to govern the

operation and management of the roads of said corporations, and shall supervi*-

the observance thereof, so as to afford and secure to the Government and the pub

lic all the advantages of intercommunication, travel. and transportation oversaid

roads as stipulated and defined in the act entitled "An act to aid in the construc

tion of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean,

and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other

purposes," approved July 1, 186-2, and of all acts amendatory thereof and supple

mentary thereto, as well as to secure and enforce the reciprocal rights and duties

of said corporations, which rules and regulations shall govern said eor|torationa in

the operation and management of their respective roads until the same shall be

revised, altered, or annulled bv said commissioners, or by decree of the circuit or

Supreme Courtof the United States, as hereinafter provided. Said commissioners

shall cause copies of such rules and regulations, certified by their clerk, to be

served on all of said corporations affected thereby.

Sec. 5. When any controversy shall arise between any of said corporations as to

their mutual rights and duties, or any coi point ion or individual shall have canse

of complaint against either of said corporations, the aggrieved corporation or indi

vidual may file with said commissioners a petition, in writing, stating the matter

of complaint. "Whereupon said commissioners, after due notice, shall hear the par

ties and their wituesses, and determine the difference between them, and shall make

their award or decision in writing, stating the grounds thereof, and shall canse a

copy of said award or decision, certified by their clerk, to be served ou each of the

parties.

Sec. 6. Whenever it shall appear to said commissioners that any one of said cor

porations has failed to provide for the public safe and suitable accommodations, or

has made exorbitant charges or unjust discriminations, or has failed to perform any

of its duties to the Government, or to anv other of said corporations, or to the public,

or to comply in any respect or particular with the acts of Congress or the laws of

the land, or whenever in their jndgment any repairs are necessary u|wn the road

of any one of said corporations, or anv addition to its rolling-stock, or anv addition

to or change of Ita stations or station-houses, or any change in its rates of fares for

transporting freights and passengers, or any change in its mode of operating its

road or conducting ita business, is reasonable or expedient in order to promote the

security, convenience, and accommodation of the public, and the purposes for which

it was established, said commissioners shall make such rules and regulations,

directions and orders, in said respects, not inconsistent with the provisions of the

acts of Congress aforesaid, as to them may seem proper and necessary, and shall

notify said corporation by serving upon it a copy of the same, certified by their

clerk. Said commissioners shall make no rules, regulations, or orders which, in

their jndgment, will impair the ability of any of said corporations to meet the pav-

menta which may be or become due under any existing law or anv which mar be

hereafter enacted by Congress. The service providedin this and the preceding

sections shall be made upon the clerk, treasurer, or any director of the corporation.

by any officer authorized to serve a legal process of the' courts of the United States

or of the State where the service is made. Said commissioners may issue subpoenas

for the attendance of wituesses and the production of nooks and papers at any

hearing or examination under this act, and may administer oaths whenever neces

sary in the same.

S*ec. 7. If anv one of said corporations shall neglect or refuse to perform or com

ply with any decision, rule, regulation, direction, or order of said commissioners,

made and served as aforesaid, any party aggrieved, or the said conimisstonere, niav

file a bill in equity In the circuit court of the United States for the circuit in which

the road or any part of the road of the delinquent corporation may be situate, set

ting forth the matter of complaint, together with the decision, rule, regulation,

direction, or order of said commissioners alleged to be violated, and praying a de

cree declaring the rights and duties of the parties, and enforcing said decision,

rale, regulation, direction, or order, and also such intei locntory order as he or they

may deem necessary. And thercupon it shall he the duty of the jndge of the court in

which the said bill is filed to direct the issue of such restraining or mandatory in

junction as will compel the immediate performance of the decision, rule, regulation,

direction, or order of said commissioners : Provided, however. He is satisfied that

a proper case therefor is made by the complainant for such injunction, and that

the same does not order final and permanent action in the matter of repairs, addi

tions, and changes. The defendant shall answer such lull, and the proofs of the

parties shall be taken within a time prescribed by said jndge, which shall be as

brief as, in his jndgment, may be consistent with the rights of the parties and the

proper preparation of the case, and service of process in said suit may be made any

where in the United States. Such canse shall nave precedence of allother busineM

in any court in which it may be pending, and may be heard by a jndge in court or

at chambers, upon thirty days' notice, to be given by either party to the other.

The orders, decrees, or judgments of said jndge or court shall not be superseded
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by any bonds or other securities, but shall remain in full force until vacated, modi

fied, or reversed by the judge or court making the same or by the United States

Supreme Court.

Sec. 8. Said railroad corporations shall at all times, on demand, furnish said

commissioners any information required by them concerning the condition, man

agement, and operation of their roads, and shall allow them access to their books,

and shall, on demand, furnish them copies of all leases, contracts, and agreements

for transportation to which they are parties, and also the rates for transporting

freights and passengers on their roads and on the roads with which their roads

respectively have connection in business.

Skc. 9. Said corporations shall make report to said commissioners at such time

and in ench manner as they shall direct ; and said commissioners shall, in the month

of January in each year, make a report to Congress of their doings for the pre

ceding year, including all decisions, rules, regulations, directions, and orders made

bythem asaforesaid, and containing such facts, statements, and explanations as will

disclose the actual working and condition of the roads under their supervision and

their influence and bearing upon the business and prosperity of the country and

such suggestions as to said roads and the corporations owning them, and their effect

and policy, and the policy to be pursued toward them, as to said commissioners

may seem appropriate.

Skc. 10. Said commissioners shall receive a salary of $10,000 per annum each, to

be paid them in equal quarterly installments from the Treasury of the United

States, out of any money not otherwise appropriated. They and their clerks shall

be allowed to pass free over all the roads under their supervision. Their clerk

shall be paid $2,500 per annum, payable as above. They shall also be allowed the

expenses for their office, and for books, maps, stationery, and other expenses inci

dental to the discharge of their duties. A detailed statement of all their expenses

shall be given in their annual report to Congress. All these salaries and expenses

shall be borne by the several corporations under their supervision as near as may

be in proportion to their gross receipts. Said commissioners shall determine the

amount to be paid by each corporation and report the same annually in the month

of January to the Secretary ot the Treasury of the United States, who shall give

notice to said corporations of the amounts to bo paid by them respectively. Said

corporations shall severally, within thirty days after such notification, pay into the

Treasury of the United States the amounts thus apportioned to each, and the Sec

retary of the Treasury may in default of snoh payment retain the same outof any

moneys due or to become due to said several delinquent corporations from the

United States.

Sec. 11. Nothing in this act contained shall be construed in any manner or de

gree to relieve any one of said railroad corporations from any of its legal duties

and obligations, or from its legal liability under the acts of Congress or the laws

of the land for the consequences of neglect or mismanagement, or to affect the

right of any one of said corporations to commence and prosecute any suit or suits

in law or equity which it might now so commence and prosecute, or to prevent

any individual or corporation from bringing suit against it, as might be done under

existing laws.

Mr. REA. I have an amendment to offer which I understand my

colleague will accept.

The Clerk read the proposed amendment, as follows:

At the end of section 4 insert:

Provided, No order or rule requiring one line to prorate with another that shall

be adopted or carried into effect shall give one line of road, which may connect

with any of the roads mentioned in this bill, any advantage over another to the

same common point.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair desires to inquire of the

gentleman from Missouri [Mr. Crittenden] if he accepts that as a

part of the bill.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. I do accept it.

Mr. LUTTRELL. There is a clerical error in the bill as reported,

which I desire to have corrected. In the second section of the bill

the Texas Pacific Railroad has been omitted, and it was the intention

of the Committee on the Pacific Railroad to include every Pacific rail

road.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. I will agree to incorporate that in the bill.

Mr. PAGE. Does this bill include all the roads that have been

subsidized by the Government T
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Mr. CRITTENDEN. It includes all in the bill.

Mr. SAPP. I desire to make a parliamentary inquiry.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.

Mr. SAPP. Is it in order now to move an amendment to this bill?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. It is not ; the pending motion is to

suspend the rules and pass the bill.

Mr. HASKELL. If two-thirds do not vote for a suspension of the

rules, will the bill be returned to the Speaker's table T

The SPEAKER pro tempore. It will remain in Committee of the

Whole, where it is now.

Mr. SAPP. Then I hope it will remain there, so that it can be

properly considered.

Mr. CANNON, of Illinois. I desire to make a parliamentary in

quiry.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.

Mr. CANNON, of Illinois. Would it be in order for me to ask unan

imous consent that the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. Crittenden]

have leave to explain the provisions of this bill T I do not know

anything about it, and cannot tell how to vote. ' [Cries of " Regular

order."]

The SPEAKER pro tempore. No debate is in order.

Mr. HEWITT, of Alabama. I move that the House now take a

recess until eight o'clock this evening.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. That is not in order, pending a motion

to suspend the rules.

The question was taken upon the motion of Mr. Crittenden ; and

upon a division, there were—ayes 42, noes 73.

Before the result of this vote was announced,

Mr. CRITTENDEN called for the yeas and nays.

The question was then taken upon ordering the yeas and nays;

and on a division, there were—ayes 36, noes 136.

Before the result of this vote was announced,

Mr. PATTERSON, of Colorado, called for tellers on ordering the

yeas and nays.

The question was taken upon ordering tellers ; and there were 22

in the affirmative, not one-tifth of a quorum.

So tellers were not ordered.

The yeas and nays were ordered, more than one-fifth having voted

in the affirmative.

Mr. SAYLER. I move that the House now take a recess until eight

o'elock.

Mr. O'NEILL. I hope we will not take a recess until the letter-

carrier bill has been taken up and acted upon.

Mr. SAYLER. I understand that the gentleman from New York

[Mr. Cox] desires to have action upon the letter-carrier bill ; and

I will withdraw my motion for a recess.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question recurs upon the motion

of the gentleman from Missouri, [Mr. Crittenden,] to suspend the

rules so as to discharge the Committee of the Whole from the further

consideration of the bill which has been read, and to pass the same

with the amendments which have been indicated. Upon this question

the yeas and nays have been ordered.

The question was taken ; and there were—yeas 105, nays 103, not

voting Si ; as follows :

YEAS-105.

Aiken. Bell, Boone, Browne,

Bacon, Blackburn, Brewer, Cabell

Baker. JoIid H. Blount, Bright, Caldwell John W
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Caldwell, W. P. Fornev,

Franklin,

Harsh, Schleicher,

Candler, Mayham, Singleton,

Chalmers, Garth, McKenzie, Southard,

Claflin, Gibson, McMahon, Sparks.

Clark, Alvah A. Giddlngs, Metcalfe, Springer,

Clark of Missouri, Goodc, Mills. Starln,

Clarke of Kentucky, Hamilton, Morrison, Steele,

Cobb, Harris, Henry R. Morse, Stenger,

Cole, Harris, John T. Mnldrow, Throckmorton,

Cook, Hartridge,

Hartzell,

Norcross, Townshend, R. W.

Covert, Peddie, Turner,

Cox, Saraael S. Haskell, Phillips, Vauce, ,

Crapo. Herbert, Pridemore, Veeder,

Cravens, Hewitt, G. W. Pugh, Waddell,

Crittenden, Hooker, Rea, Warner,

Culberson,

Davidson,

House, Reagan,

ReilTy,

Wbitthorne,

Ittner, Williams, A. S,

Davis, Horace Jones, James T. Rice, Americus V. Willits.

Davis. Joseph J. Ligon, Rice. William W. Wilson,

Dibrell. Lindsey, Riddle, Veates,

Eden, Loring, Robbius, Young. '

Elam, Luttrell, Robertson,

Ellis. Maish, Ryan,

Ewing. Manning. Scales,

NATS—103.

Aldricb, Cutler, Hiseock, Pound,

Baglev, DanfonI, Hnbbell, Powers,

Baker, William H. Drcring, Humphrey, Price,

Banks, Dt-nison, Hungerford, Itainey,

Banning, Dickey, Hunter, Reed,

Bicknell, Dunnell, Jorgensen, Robinson, G. D.

Bisbee, Durham, Keifer, Ross.

Blair. Dwight, Keightley,

Kelfey,

Sampson,

Bliss, Eames, Sapp,

Bonck. Ellsworth, Kenna, Savler,

Boyd, Evans, I. Newton, Keteham, Sliallenberger,

Bragg, Evans, James L. Lapham, Sinnickson,

Brentano, Evins, John H. Lathrop, Smalls,

Briggs, Kin ley, Lockwood, Smith, A. Herr

Brogden, Foster, Lynde, Stewart,

Buraick, Freeman, MYCook, Strait,

Butler, Gardner, Mitchell, Townsend, Amos

Cain, Garfield, Monroe, Wait

Ward,Campbell, Hanna, Muller,

Carlisle, Hardenbergh, Neal, Watson,

Caswell, Harmer, Oliver. Welch,

Chittenden, Harrison, O'Neill, Williams, Andrew

Clark, Rush Hart, Overton, Williams, Richard

Conger, Hayes, Page, Willis, Albert S.

Cox, Jacob D. Hazelton, Patterson, G. W. Willis, Benj. A.

Cnmmings, Henderson, Phelps,

NOT VOTING—82.

Acklen, Fort, Knott, Swann,

Atkins, Frye, Landers, Thompson,

Thornburgh,Ballon, Fuller, Mackey,

Bayne, Gause, Martin, Tipton,

Beebe, Glover, McGowan, Townsend, M. T.

Benedict, Gunter, McKinley, Tucker,

Bland. Hale, Money, Tumey,

Van Vorhes,Bridges, Harris, Benj. W. Morgan,

Buckner, Hatcher, Patterson, T. M. Walker,

Bandy, Hendee, Pollard, Walsh,

Bnrehard, Henkle, Potter,

Randolph,

White, Harry,

Calkins, Henry, White, Michael D.

Camp, Hewitt, Abram S. Roberts, Wigginton,

Williams, C.G.Cannon, Hunton, Robinson, M. S.

Clvmer, James, Sexton, Williams, James

Collins, Jones, Frank Shelley, Williams, Jere N.

Dean, Jones, John S. Slemons, Wood,

Douglas,

Eickhoff,

Joyce, Smith, William E. Wren,

Kulinger, Stephens,

Stone, John W.

Wright.

Errett, Kimmel,

Felton, Knapp, Stone, Joseph C.

43 PA
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ous strain at the critical moment. His disposition u> this subtlety and elaboration

of Intrigue was irresistible. It is scarcely necessary to say that he had not a con

ception of a moral principle. In speaking of this class of men it must be faiily

assumed at the outset that they do not and cannot understand how there can be a

distinction between right and wrong in mattero of speculation so long as the daily

settlements are punctually effected. In this respect Mr. Gould was probably as

honest as the mass of his fellows, according to the moral standard of the street;

but without entering upon technical questions of roguery, it is enough to say that

he was an uncommonly line and unscrupulous intriguer, skilled in all the processes

of stock-gambling, and passably indifferent to the praise or censure of society.

Such is the character of the man who is to control—if restraining

legislation is not had—the transcontinental commerce of America.

Can this Congress, without any justification whatever, sanction thin

immense power over that commerce f If so a " corner " can be formed

on that commerce any day that Gould may elect. His recent pur

chase of the controlling stock in the Kansas Pacific Railway is but

another step toward the consummation of his plan—seven hundred

other miles of railroad power added to that already possessed. Before

many more moons have waxed old he will control one of the through

lines passing eastward from Kansas City—the Hannibal and Saiut

Joseph, the Saint Louis, Kansas and Northern, or the Missouri Pacific—

to which will be added the Toledo, Wabash and Great Western, mak

ing an absolute unbroken line from San Francisco toNew York. Shall

it be Congress or Gould that is to rule. The question must soon be

answered. I am for Congress. Let us declare to him in broad, un

mistakable words that neither he nor any other man shall control the

commerce of this countrythrough the means of transportation. When

the commerce is so governed, Boon he will grasp after and possess the

Solitical and legislative powers of the States and Congress, and then

ould or some such mau will hold the " throttle " of this Govern

ment, will convene and disperse Legislatures and Congress at his

pleasure, will issue his orders to the people with as much assurance

as is now done to his minions and employe's, will in fact be monarch

of all he surveys. It is but a step from power to tyranny, and that

step is soon made if not forbidden. " Eternal vigilance " is the only

safeguard of liberty. It is much more easy to check the first en

croachment of lawless power than the second. There is but one auto

cratic power in this land, and that is or should be the law, and that

law is or should be but the voice of the people, and all other powers

are hurtful and destructive of liberty and good government.

Such a man, " awed by no shame, by no respect controlled," is Jay

Gould, the bold Turpin of the commercial gambling of Wall street,

the " king of the corner," as he is sometimes called, who made a

President a tool and the Treasury Department an accomplice ; who

has broken faith with everybody and kept faith with nobody ; has

shattered men and business houses in our land as if worthless toys,

and was "the rider of the wind and stirrer of the storm" of that

disreputable Black Friday, which will ever remain a memorable day

in the history of our country ; that man, sir, now stands at the gate

way of the great West, with his hand on the commerce of two

worlds, levying a heavier tariff upon it than Tarifa ever levied at

Gibraltar, and in doing so he is driving other railroads, branch roads

to his own by law, into bankruptcy, which were constructed by the

beneficence of this Government for the convenience of the internal

commerce of an undeveloped empire. It is the duty of this Congress

to check and stop it by the force of severe legislation. Soft words

will accomplish nothing ; promises of reformation are not so effectual

and remedial as penal statutes. Is there no remedy to the evil, or

did Congress, after creating such dangerous as well as necessary

powers, fail to reserve unto itself the right to control that "imperium
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inimperio" within certain bounds under certain restrictions ? The

Union and Central Pacific Railroads deny the right of Congress to

interfere, and base that denial upon the following points :

First. That there corporations hold their property as citizens, and are entitled

to its possession, enjoyment, and use as other citizens are, and cannot be deprived

of it save bv due process of law.

Second. That neither because of the receipt of loans, nor of donations, nor of

any trust relative to this property, can the corporations be deprived of the above

right.

Third. That Congress cannot make that due process of law, which, in its nature,

is not such, and cannot, therefore, by seizure or the property of these corporations,

without trial, enforce obedience to its enactments.

Fourth. That under the reserved right to amend and repeal. Congress has only

the right to amend and repeal when necessary to accomplish the object of the acts

in which it is reserved, and must exercise it with due regard to the rights of said

companies.

Fifth. That this reserved powor does not enable Congress to take away vested

rights of, to, or in property invested in, or acquired under, the charter, before its

amendment or repeal.

Sixth. That the franchise of a company enabling it to possess, control, and enjoy

property, is vested property, and cannotbe taken away or impaired by act of Con

gress.

Seventh. That the establishment of rules and regulations for the management

of these roads would be an Invasion of their vested rights, and unconstitutional.

In the language of the report of the committee :

Here we have, therefore, not only the denial of the right of Congress to seize

the property which the company has acquired and so use it as to carry out the pur

pose for which the company was originally allowed to hold it, but the bolder and

more defiant denial of the right of Congress to regulate or control the manage

ment of that property in the possession of the corporation itself.

"We admit that Congress cannot impair the obligations of any contract contained

in the charters of these corporations, aud that it cannot deprive them of their prop

erty, save by due process of law ; but we do not assent to the application of these

well-recognized principles as made in the case under consideration.

It is a startling proposition that Congress can create an instrumentality which

it cannot control, a corporation to promote the public welfare, with unbounded

powers—imperiuM in imperio, a monster with capacities of growth and power suf

ficient to overmaster, defy, and ultimately destroy the government which created

it The mere denial of the power of Congress to regulate and control these cor

porations tempts its exercise, especially when a crying necessity for its interposi

tion exists.

First. Congress has an unquestionable right to alter, amend, or repeal the acts

under which these corporations are organized.

It was reserved witn some modification in the original act of 1862, and directly

and unqualifiedly in that of 1864. The corporations have accepted these acts and

received the benefits bestowed by them. By so doing they have made themselves

Bubject to their conditions.

Mr. Justice Clifford, in the Pennsylvania College case, (13 Wallace, 190,) said :

"Cases often arise where the Legislature, in granting an actof incorporation for

a private purpose, either makes the duration ofthe charter conditional or reserves

to the State the power to alter, amend, or repeal the same at pleasure. Where such

a provision is incorporated in the charter it is clear that it qualifies the grant, and

that the subsequent exercise of iliat reserved power canuot be regarded aa an act

within the prohibition of the Constitution."

Cooley, in his work on Constitutional Limitations, (page 383.) says:

" A franchise granted by the State, with a reservation of the right of repeal, must

be regarded as a mere privilege while it is suffered to continue ; but the Legislature

may take it away at any time, and the grantees must rely for the perpetuity and

integrity of the franchises granted to them solely upon the faith of the sovereign

grantor!"

The power to alter and amend is unlimited so long as its exercise does not essen

tially destroy or paralyze the franchise. Mr. Justice Redfield, in Thorpe vs. Rut

land and Burlington Railway, said :

"The privilege of running the road and taking tolls or fare and freight is the

essential franchise conferred. Any act essentially paralyzing this franchise, or

destroying the profits therefrom arising, would, no doubt, be void ; but beyond

that, the entire power of legislative control resides in the Legislature, unless such

power is expressly limited in the grant to the corporation."

In my opinion it would be wise for us to announce from this House
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at this session that Congress, possessing the power *• to regulate com

merce," " to promote the general welfare," and " secure the blessings

of liberty " to " ourselves and our posterity," and the right to enforce

the obedience of persons and corporations to its laws, that it will not

abandon or surrender that right under any circumstances to any per

son or power, but will, if necessary, subject all to the severest legis

lative control. The assertion of a constitutional and legal right is

the very essence of a vital government, the failure of its execution

the primogeniture and evidence of decay. The contest now is between

corporations and the Government, Jay Gould and Congress, might

against right, individual robberies against individual rights, fraud

against justice, between desperate men " in whose hands is mischief

and whose right hand is full of bribes " and the powerless patrons

of their roads ; and I shall not hesitate to take the side of the Gov

ernment and the people, the side of justice and right; and he who

limps and falters now will be observed and marked by his constitu

ents, if they have ever felt the iron hand of corporate injustice rest

ing heavily upon them.

I am for protecting these corporate powers in the possession and

exercise of all their necessary rights ; would not have the Govern

ment interfere with nor in any way divest them of any " vested

rights," of any absolute privilege or authority to run, manage, con

trol, and govern their roads and machinery in any reasonable and

legal way that would yield to the companies the largest returns and

to the public speedy and economical means of transit; but at the

same time I would not surrender to them the rights of individuals,

States, and the Government. It is true that they are an essential ele

ment to our greatness, and without them the Government would be

a rope of sand ; therefore to my mind it is the more necessary to re

strain their power, to limit their ambition by the power and force of

the law. Under no state of the case will I admit that Congress has,

that Congress can, invest them with a power greater than the Govern

ment itself, or has or can give them a power, a right, or a privilege

destructive of the Government, of the liberties of the people, which

Congress cannot " amend, alter, or repeal," as a means of self-defense,

of self-protection. I may give a man rights and privileges upon my

premises, in my house for a day, for a mouth, for a year, but if within

that time he seeks to destroy my rights, my property, I can, and it

is my duty, to restrain aud dispossess him of those privileges and

rights. The great law of self-defense applies as well to communities,

States, and to governments, as to individuals. As before stated, Con

gress can provide a remedy against the undue aggressions of corporate

powers in cases like the one before this House. Remedial statutes

constitute the great body of legislative enactments.

It is astonishing how small is the bulk of all acts granting, enlarg

ing, restricting, or in any way dealing with rights. Rights are held,

enjoyed, restricted by the fundamental rules of social order. Reme

dies by which they are assured, vindicated, hedged about, are con

trivances of human ingenuity, and for their aptness to meet exigen

cies are variable and subject to change. Hence, the distinction taken

between rights and remedies in enforcing the clause of the Constitu

tion forbidding legislation which impairs the obligation of contracts.

Rights are within, remedies without, the protection of the clause.

This bill, dealing only with the remedy, is not obnoxious to the objec

tion.

Furthermore, this bill regulates only the exercise of the franchises

conferred by the acts of ltsft! and 1864 on these companies. The recent

learned discussion in the Senate on the funding bill, with reference
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to the extent of tbe power of amendment reserved in those acts, re

lated to the contract, of loan contained therein. All the Senators,

notably Hill of Georgia, admitted that the power of amendment

thus reserved extended to and was unlimited in respect of the fran

chise. As a remedial statute regulating the franchise only this bill

is not open to objection upon the principles laid down by the warmest

friends of the Union Pacific.

Let it be observed what Congress has done and what it now pro

poses to do :

First. It has, in order to reach certain great ends and objects, con

structed a contrivance singularly fitted to that purpose, and pre

scribed a rnle for its government.

Second. That contrivance has proved unequal to the great ends for

■which designed, owing to the perversity of men charged with its opera

tion, and that rule has been ignored and disobeyed, so as to literally

cripple and bankrupt a part of the system of roads built for the accom

modation of travel and commerce along one of the currents or lines

of trade mentioned at an earlier period in the argument.

Third. This bill, although not as simple, practicable, and commen

surate to the necessities of the case as I would have it, yet is a step

in the right direction, and proposes, as far as it goes, a fit mode of

supplying the defects in the contrivance and constraining obedience

to the rule. It is not open to dispute that the power to remedy the

evil is within the competency of Congress, and it should not be slow

in exercising it, when it is known that if not done $10,000,000 will

be lost to the Government, and those failing to protect that vast

amount of money will be derelict to their highest obligation. Uuless

the Kansas Pacific Railroad is made to share a part of the transcon

tinental commerce and travel of this country by being recognized as

a branch of the Union Pacific Railroad, the law of Congress will be

made mill and void by the artifice of man, the 8»>,303,000 advanced

by the Government toward its construction, with its animated in

terest now aggregating in the whole nearly $9,000,000, will be lost

Leyond recovery, which can and should be avoided by wise legislation.

Since the committee has made a favorable report to the House on

the bill the Union Pacific Railroad has made such an agreement with

the managers of the Kansas Pacific that the former will hereafter

have control of the latter road. This stock-trade should not operate

against this bill; it only shows the greater necessity for it. A leading

Western journal says of the trade :

This understanding between these competing lines is of course to be regretted,

so far as the public interest is concerned, since it practically insures tho continu

ance of the old monopoly of the transcontinental business. It is of the utmost im

portance, besides, that Congress should not mistake this understanding as in any

shape sufficient reason for tbe abandonment of the bill appointing commissioners

to regulate these roads and arbitrate all disputes. The differences which are har

monized in this agreement between tho managers are matters wholly of a personal

kind, and the grave public questions which have been at issue still remain. It is,

in fact, doubly necessary, now that the affairs of the two roads will be under the

name management, that there should be Government commissioners to look after

the interests of the public. Congress has not been projecting legislation for the

benefit of individuals and there is nothing In this agreement which can alter the

publio aspect of the case. It is just as necessary as ever that the public shall bo

fnaranteed that no discriminating rates will be made to divert trade to the Union

'aoiflc line, for it might be the policv of the Union Pacific Company to throw just

enough business to the Kansas Pacific to give the guaranteed protection to its

securities, and then to compel by arbitrary rates the remainder to take the longer

haul over the Union Pacific. It is also necessary that the new combination should

be compelled to make the same rates for all patrons and not discriminate so as to

give favored persons advantages not enjoyed by the general public. These things

will have to be carefully looked after, and it is doubly Important for Congress to

regard them now. This is a trade between individuals, with no good design, with
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no good purpose. It was made to accomplish selfish ends at the expense of com

munities, and, if possible, to preventany action of Congress in the interest of com

merce and those communities. Congress should not hesitate to pass this bill, even

in the face of this piece of sharp practice. "When a gambling-bouse is raided by

the officers of the law, the gamblers are sometimes found engaged in religions

services, but as soon as the officers have departed the rattle of the checks is heard,

and " On with the dance " is the shout. So it will be with these two roads as soon

as Congress adjourns.

In the face of all the facta presented should nothing he done by

this Congress ? It is a serious question, and should be carefully

answered. Nothing yet has been done to check or restrain these

immense corporate powers. The passage of the Thnrman funding

bill only compels the Union and Central Pacific to refund to the

Government within a certain time in a certain way money advanced

to or guaranteed by the Government in the construction of those

roads. Something is absolutely required to regulate the transit of

passengers and commerce over this system of roads in comformity to

the purposes for which that system was created and inaugurated. It

is not transcending legal or constitutional limits to enact into law

the bill reported by the Committee on the Pacific Railroad, denomi

nated the commissioners bill ; and its enactment will, in my opinion,

have a salutary effect upon the honest management of that system.

Instead of that system or family of roads being managed in the

interest of an exclusive few, and by that " few," although designed,

nurtured, and constructed to a great extent by the Government, it

would become under the board of commissioners a public benefit and

a blessing to mankind. But, it will be said, who will guard the virtue

of the tribunal f Why would the corporations not deal with them as

with the Legislatures or Congress f They may do so, but somewhere

and at some point, put on ail the checks and balances that human

ingenuity can devise, we must come back and rely on human honesty

at last. One rule always holds good : where the most direct responsi

bility exists, there will the best conduct be found. Corruption loves a

throng, and shrinks from isolated places ; to divide responsibility is

to destroy it. The judges of our courts are rarely otherwise than

pure ; the heads of our Departments are (should be) conspicuous for

honesty ; they are always directly and individually responsible. If

we thus can, and indeed from the necessity of the case must, confide

the charge of public funds and our personal liberties to mortals like

ourselves, acting under the law, it is difficult to see why,except that

we never have done so, we cannot trust those great commercial in

terests to be regulated and managed by this board of commissioners,

composed as it will be of three of the leading men of our country,

npon whose reputations, private or public, no stain has or could rest

for a moment. The laws and commerce of our land will be safe in

their hands. They will deal out equal and exact justice to every

road placed under their supervision without favor, fear, or affection.

To such men the point of responsibility is the most elevated point of

honor, of justice. Years ago, Charles Francis Adams, jr., said: "Mean

while, so far as the railroad system is concerned, it seems almost in

evitable that the General Government must soon or late and in a

greater or less degree assume jurisdiction" over such roads, and I will

cheerfully indorse the wisdom of such a step. I am for preserving

the power in the bands of the people, where our fathers found it and

left it. It is always safe there. They are ever the friends of liberty

and good government. In the language of Burke: "Let us place

our feet in the tracks of our fathers, where we can neither fall nor

stumble."
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Junk 19, 1878.

• •••••«

PACIFIC RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. I move to suspend the rules and take from

the public Calendar and put upon its passage the bill (H. R. No. 4399)

to establish a board of Pacific Railroad commissioners.

It is a bill to compel the Union Pacific and Central Pacific Rail

roads to prorate with the branches of Pacitic Railroads built by aid

from the Government, and reported from the Committee on the Pacitic

Railroads by Mr. Rice, of Massachusetts.

Mr. BOUCK. Is not my motion for a recess first in order ?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair rules that pending a mo

tion to suspend the rules but one motiou is in order, aud that is to

adjourn.

Mr. PRICE. But the motion for a recess was made before the mo

tion of the gentleman from Missouri.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. But the Chair did not recognize the

gentleman to make that motion.

The bill was read, as follows:

Be it enacted, rfc, That Charles Francis Adams, jr., of Massachusetts ; Albert

Fiuk, of Kentucky : and Thomas M. Cooley, of Michigan, and their successors, to

be appointed as hereinafter provided, are hereby count!tuted a board of commis

sioners, to be known and designated as the board of Pacific Railroad cotnniia-

Hionei-H, who shall hold their offices from the date of the enactment of this law

until three years from the 1st. day of January next. Before the end of said term

and of each* succeeding term of three years the President of the United States

shall nominate and, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint

three commissioners of said board, who shall hold theirofflces for the term of three

years from the expiration of the preceding term. In case of any vacancy in said

board occurring by declination, resignation, or otherwise, the President shall, in

like manner, appoint a commissioner for the residue of the term ; and he may, in

like manner, remove any commissioner. One of the commissioners of aaid board

shall be a person skilled; in law and auother a person skilled in the management

and operation of railroads.

Sec. 2. Said board of commissioners shall have a general supervision of the roads

of the Central Pacific Railroad Company, the California and Oregon Railroad Com

pany, the Oregon and California Railroad Company, the Oregon Central Railroad

Company, the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Kansas Pacific Railroad Com

pany, the Denver Pacific Railroad and Telegraph Company, the Sioux City Pacific

Railroad Company, the Burlington and Missouri Pacific Railroad Company, the

Western Pacific and the Central Branch of the Union Pacific Railroad Company,

the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Com

pany, the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, and of all railroad corporations

which shall hereafter receive any aid in lands, bonds, or credit, by act of Congress

granting the same, or renewing or continuing any grant thereof heretofore made.

Said board shall have an official seal, and a clerk, to be appointed by it, who shall

keep a faithful record of it* proceeding*. It shall have an office in the city of Oma

ha, in the State of Nebraska, where- its records shall be kept. Said commission

ers and clerk shall be sworn to the due and faithful discharge of their duties before

entering upon the same. No one of them shall be in the employ of any one of the

corporations aforesaid, nor own any of the stock or bonds of any of them, nor hold

nor exercise any office or employment inconsistent with the full and impartial dis

charge of their duties under this act. Said hoard may act notwithstanding a va

cancy, and the action of a majority of the commissioners shall be the action of the

board.

Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of said commissioners, from time to time, and as

often as need he. to examine the several roads of said corporations and their books

and papers, anil to inform themselves of the condition of said roads, and of their

rolling-stock, stations, aud station-houses, and of the manner in which they are

operated, and of the rates and charges for which they transport height and pas

sengers, and of their connections and relations with each other and: with other

roads, that they may kuow whether said corporations respectively furnish to the

public and each other safe and convenient accommodations at reasonable and

proper rates, and perform and discbarge their duties to the Government, the public,

ami each other, and fully perform and accomplish the purposes for which they

were established, in accordance with the various acts of Congress under which they

are organized aud the laws of the land.
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Sec. 4. After consultation -with the officers of the corporations interested, the

said commissioners shall proceed to establish rules and regulations to govern the

operation and management of the roads of said corporations, and shall supervise

the observance thereof, so as to afford and secure to the Government and toe pub

lican the advantages of intercommunication, travel, and transportation over said

roads as stipulated and defined in the act entitled "An act to aid in the construc

tion of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Oceac

and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other

purposes," approved July 1, H?(i"2, and of all acts amendatory thereof and supple

mentary thereto, as well'as to secure and enforce the reciprocal rights and duties

of said corporations, which rules and regulations shall govern said "corporations in

the operation and management of their respective roads until the same shall be

revised, altered, or annulled bv said commissioners, or by decree of the circuit or

Supreme Courtof the United States, as hereinafter provided. Said commissioners

shall cause copies of such rules and regulations, certified by their clerk, to be

served on all of said corporations affected: thereby.

Sec. f». When any controversy shall arise between any of said corporations as to

their mutual rights and duties, or any corporation or individual shall have cause

of complaint against either of said corporations, the aggrieved corporation or indi

vidual may file with said commissioners a petition, in writing, stating the matter

of complaint. Wherenpon said commissioners, after due notice, shall hear the par

ties and their witnesses, and determine the difference between them, and shall make

their award or decision in writing, stating the grounds thereof, and shall cause a

copy of said award or decision, certified by their clerk, to be served on each of the

parties.

Sec. C. Whenever it shall appear to said commissioners that any one of said cor

porations has failed to provide for the public safe and suitable accommodations, or

has madeexorbhant charges or unjust discriminations, or has failed to perforin any

of its duties to the Government, or to anv other of said corporations, or to the public,

or to comply in any respect or particular with the acts of Congress or the laws of

the land, or whenever in their judgment anv repairs are necessary upon the road

of any one of said corporations, or anv addition to its rolling-stock, or any addition

to or change of Its stations or station-bouses, or any change in its rates of fares for

transporting freights and passengers, or any change in its mode of operating its

road or conducting its business, is reasonable or expedient iu order to promote tbe

security, convenience, and accommodation of the public, and the purposes for which

it was 'established, said commissioners shall make such rules and regulations,

directions and orders, in said respects, not inconsistent with the provisions of the

acts of Congress aforesaid, as to them may seem proper and necessary, and shall

notify said corporation by serving upon it a copy of the same, certified by their

clerk. Said commissioners shall make no rules, regulations, or orders which, in

their judgment, will impair the ability of any of said corporations to meet the pay

ments which mar be or become due under any existing law or anv which may be

hereafter enacted by Congress. The service provided in this and the preceding

sections Bhall be made upon the clerk, treasurer, or any director of the corporation,

by any officer authorised to serve a legal process of the* courts of the United States

of of the State where the service is made. Said commissioners may issue suhposnas

for the attendance of witnesses and the production of books and papers at any

hearing or examination under this act, and may administer oaths whenever neces

sary in the same.

Sec. 7. If anv one of said corporations shall neglect or refuse to perform or com

ply with any decision, rule, regulation, direction, or order of said commissioners,

made and served as aforesaid, any party aggrieved, or the said commissioners, may

file a bill in equity in the circuit court of the United States for the circuit in which

the road or any part of the road of the delinquent corporation may be situate, set-

ling forth the matter of complaint, together with the decision, rule, regulation,

direction, or order of said commissioners alleged to be violated, aud praying a de

cree declaring the rights and duties of the parties, aud enforcing said decision,

rule, regulation, direction, or order, and also such interlocutory order as he or they

may deem necessary. And thereupon it shall l>e the duty of the judge of the court in

which the said bill is filed to direct the issue of such restraining or mandatory in

junction as will compel the immediate performance of the decision, rule, regulation,

direction, or order of said commissioners : Provided, however. He is satisfied that

a proper case therefor is made by the complainant for such injunction, and that

the same does not order final aud permanent action in the matter of repairs, addi

tions, and changes. The defendant shall answer such bill, and the proofs of the

parties shall be taken within a time prescribed by said judge, which shall be as

brief as, in his judgment, may be consistent with "the rights of the parties and the

proper preparation of the case, and service of process in said suit may be made any

where in the United States. Such cause shall nave precedence of allot her business

in any court in which it may be pending, and mav he heard bv a judge in court or

at chambers, upon thirty days' notice, to be given by either'party to tbe other.

The orders, decrees, or judgments of said judge or court shall not be superseded
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by any bonds or other securities, but shall remain in full force until vacated, modi

fied, or reversed by the judge or court making the same or by the United States

Supreme Court.

Sec. 8. Said railroad corporations shall at all times, on demand, furnish said

commissioners any information required by them concerning the condition, man

agement, and operation of their roads, and shall allow them access to their books,

and shall, on demand, furnish them copies of all leases, contracts, and agreements

for transportation to which they are parties, and also tho rates for transporting

freights and passengers on their roads and on the roads with which their roads

respectively have connection in business.

Sec. 9. Said corporations shall make report to said commissioners at such time

and in such manner as they shall direct ; and said commissioners shall, in tho month

of January In each year, make a report to Congress of their doings for the pre

ceding year, including all decisions, rules, regulations, directions, and orders made

by them an aforesaid, and containing such facts, statements, and explanations as will

disclose the actual working and condition of the roads under their supervision and

their influence and beariug upon the business and prosperity of the country and

such suggestions as to said roads and the corporations owning them, and their effect

and policy, and the policy to be pursued toward them, as to said commissioners

may seem appropriate.

Sec. 10. Said commissioners shall receive a salary of $10,000 per annum each, to

be paid them in equal quarterly installments from the Treasury of the United

States, out of any money not otherwise appropriated. They and their clerks shall

be allowed to pass free over all the roads under their supervision. Their clerk

shall be paid $'2,500 per annum, payable as above. They shall also be allowed the

expenses for their oth'ce, and for books, maps, stationery, and other expenses inci

dental to the discharge of their duties. A detailed statement of all their expenses

shall be given in their annual report to Congress. All these salaries and expenses

shall be borne by the several corporations under their supervision as near as may

be in proportion to their gross receipts. Said commissioners shall determine the

amount to be paid by each corporation and report the same annually in the month

of January to the Secretary ot the Treasury of the United States, who shall give

notice to said corporations of the amounts to be paid by them respectively. Said

corporations shall severally, within thirty days after such notification, pay into the

Treasury of the United States the amounts thus apportioned to each, and the Sec

retary of the Treasury may in default of snch payment retain the same outof any

moneys due or to become due to said several delinquent corporations from the

United States.

Sec. 11. Nothing in this act contained shall be construed in any manner or de

gree to relieve any one of said railroad corporations from any of its legal duties

and obligations, or from its legal liability under the acts of Congress or the laws

of the land for the consequences of neglect or mismanagement, or to affect the

right of any one of said corporations to commence and prosecute any suit or suits

in law or equity which it might now so commence and prosecute, or to prevent

any individual or corporation from bringing suit against it, as might be done under

existing laws.

Mr. REA. I have an amendment to offer which I understand my

colleague will accept.

The Clerk read the proposed amendment, as follows:

At the end of section 4 insert :

Provided, No order or rule requiring one line to prorate with another that shall

be adopted or carried into effect shall give one line of road, which may connect

with any of the roads mentioned in this bill, any advantage over another to the

same common point.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair desires to inquire of the

gentleman from Missouri [Mr. Crittenden] if he accepts that as a

part of the bill.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. I do accept it.

Mr. LUTTRELL. There is a clerical error in the bill as reported,

which I desire to have corrected. In the second section of the bill

the Texas Pacific Railroad has been omitted, and it was the intention

of the Committee on the Pacific Railroad to include every Pacific rail

road.

Mr. CRITTENDEN. I will agree to incorporate that in the bill.

Mr. PAGE. Does this bill include all the roads that have been

subsidized by the Government f
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Mr. CRITTENDEN. It includes all in the bill.

Mr. SAPP. I desire to make a parliamentary inquiry.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.

Mr. SAPP. Is it in order now to move an amendment to this bill!

The SPEAKER pro tempore. It is not ; the pending motion is to

suspend the rules and pass the bill.

Mr. HASKELL. If two-thirds do not vote for a suspension of the

rules, will the bill be returned to the Speaker's tablet

The SPEAKER pro tempore. It will remain in Committee of the

Whole, where it is now.

Mr. SAPP. Then I hope it will remain there, so that it can be

properly considered.

Mr. CANNON, of Illinois. I desire to make a parliamentary in

quiry.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.

Mr. CANNON, of Illinois. Would it be in order for me to ask unan

imous consent that the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. Crittenden]

have leave to explain the provisions of this bill f I do not know

anything about it, and cannot tell how to vote. • [Cries of " Regular

order."]

The SPEAKER pro tempore. No debate is in order.

Mr. HEWITT, of Alabama. I move that the House now take a

recess until eight o'clock this evening.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. That is not in order, pending a motion

to suspend the rules.

The question was taken upon the motion of Mr. Crittenden ; and

upon a division, there were—ayes 42, noes 73.

Before the result of this vote was announced,

Mr. CRITTENDEN called for the yeas and nays.

The question was then taken upon ordering the yeas and nays;

and on a division, there were—ayes 36, noes 13b.

Before the result of this vote was announced,

Mr. PATTERSON, of Colorado, called for tellers on ordering the

yeas and nays.

The question was taken upon ordering tellers ; and there were 22

in the affirmative, not one-fifth of a quorum.

So tellers were not ordered.

The yeas and nays were ordered, more than one-fifth having voted

in the affirmative.

Mr. SAYLER. I move that the House now take a recess until eight

o'clock.

Mr. O'NEILL. I hope we will not take a recess until the letter-

carrier bill has been taken up and acted upon.

Mr. SAYLER. I understand that the gentleman from New York

[Mr. Cox] desires to have action upon the letter-carrier bill ; and

I will withdraw my motion for a recess.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question recurs upon the motion

of the gentleman from Missouri, [Mr. Crittenden,] to suspend the

rules so as to discharge the Committee of the Whole from the further

consideration of the bill which has been read, and to pass the same

with the amendments which have been indicated. Upon this question

the yeas and nays have been ordered.

The question was taken ; and there were—yeas 105, nays 103, not

voting f)2 ; as follows :

YEAS—105.

Aiken, Bell, Boone, Browne,

Bacon, Blackburn, Brewer, Cabell,

Baker, John H. Blount, Bright, Caldwell, John W
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Caldwell, W. P. Fornevj Marsh, Schleicher,

Candler, Franklin, Mayham, Singleton,

Chalmers, Garth, Mckenzie, Southard,

Claflin. Gibson, McMahon, Sparks.

Clark, Alvah A. Giddings, Metcalfe, Springer,

Clark of Missouri, Goods. Mills, Starin,

Clarke of Kentucky, Hamilton, Morrison, Steele,

Cobb, Harris, Henry R. Morse, Stenger,

Cole, Harris, John T. Mnldrow, Throckmorton,

Cook. Hart-ridge,

HartzelC

Norcross, Townahend, R. W.

Covert, Poddie. Turner,

Cox. Samuel S. Haskell, Phillips, Vance, ,

Crapo. Herbert, Pridemore, Veeder,

Cravens, Hewitt, G. TV. Pugh, Waddell,

Crittenden, Hooker, Rea, Warner,

Culberson, House, Reagan,

ReilTy,

WMtthorne,

Davidson, Ittner, Williams, A. S.

Davis, Horace Jones, James T. Rice, Americua V. Willita.

Davis, Joseph J. Llgon, Rice, William W. Wilson,

Dibrell. Lindsey, Riddle, Yeates,

Eden, Loring, Robbing, Young. '

Elam, Luttrell, Robertson,

Ellis, Maish, Ryan,

Ewing, Manning, Scales,

NAYS—103.

AIdrich, Cutler, Hiscock, Pound,

Bagley, Danford, Hubbell, Powers,

Baker, William H. Deering. Humphrey, Price,

Banks, Denison, Hungerford, Rainey,

Banning, Dickey,

Dunnell,

nunter, Reed,

Bicknell, Jorgensen,

Keller,

Robinson, G. D.

Bisbee, Durham, Ross,

Blair, Dwight, Keightley,

Kelley,

Sampson,

Bliss, Karnes, Sapp,

Sayler,Bonck. Ellsworth, Kenna,

Boyd, Evans, I. Newton, Ketcham, Shallenberger,

Bragg, Evans, James L. Lapham, Sinnickson,

Brentano, Evins, John H. Lathrop, Smalls,

Briggs, Finley. Lockwood, Smith, A. Herr

Brogden,

Bnrdick,

Foster, Lvnde, Stewart,

Freeman, McCook, Strait,

Butler, Gardner, Mitchell, Townaend, Amos

Cain, Garneld, Monroe, Wait.

Campbell,

Carlisle,

Hanna, MuUer, Ward,

Hardenbergh, Neal Watson,

Caswell, Harmer, Oliver. Welch,

Chittenden, Harrison, O'Neill, Williams, Andrew

Clark, Rush Hart, Overton, Williams, Richard

Conger, Hayes, Page, Willis, Albert S.

Cox. Jacob D. Hazelton, Patterson, G. W. Willis, Benj. A.

Cammings, Henderson. Phelps,

NOT VOTING—82.

Acklen, Fort, Knott, Swan ii.

Atkins, Frve, Landers, Thompson,

Thornburgh,Ballon, Fuller, Mackey,

Bayne, Gause, Martin, Tipton,

Beebe, Glover, McGowan, Townsend, M. I.

Benedict, Gunter, McKinley, Tucker,

Bland, Hale, Money, Turney,

Van Vorhes,Bridges, Harris, Benj. W. Morgan,

Bnckner, Hatcher, Patterson, T. M. Walker,

Bandy, Hendee, Pollard, Walsh,

BureHard, Henkle, Potter, White, Harry,

CalkinB, Henry, Randolph, White, Michael D.

Camp, Hewitt, Abram S. Roberta, Wigginton.

Williams, C. G.Cannon, Hunton, Robinson, M. S.

Clvmer, James, Sexton, Williams, James

Collins, Jones, Frank Shelley, Williams, Jere N.

Dean, Jones, John S. Slemons, Wood,

Douglas, Joyce,

Kulinger,

Smith, William E. Wren,

Eickhoff, Stephens,

Stone, John W.

Wright.

Errett, Kimmel,

Felton, Knapp, Stone, Joseph C.

43 PA
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So (two-thirds not voting in favor thereof) the roles were not sus

pended.

Daring the call of the roll the following announcements were made :

Mr. FORNEY. I desire to announce that my colleague, Mr. Shel

ley, is paired with Mr. Thompson, of Pennsylvania.

Mr. ACKLEN. I am paired with Mr. Calkins, of Indiana.

Mr. BLOUNT. My colleague from Georgia, Mr. Smith, is detained

from the House on account of sickness.

Mr. BURDICK. My colleague from Iowa, Mr. Stone, is paired

with Mr. Money, of Mississippi.

Mr. McGOWAN. I am paired with Mr. Gunter, of Arkansas.

Mr. JOYCE. I am paired with Mr. Beebe.

Mr. STONE, of Michigan. I am paired with Mr. Mabtoj, of West

Virginia.

Mr. PATTERSON, of Colorado. I am paired with Mr. White, of

Indiana.

The result of the vote was then announced as above stated.
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UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

vs.

UNITED STATES.

FIVE PER CENT. CASE IN COURT OF CLAIMS.

April 13, 1878.

Drake, Ch. J., delivered the following opinion, concurred in by

Richardson, J. :

Before the 12th of May, 1874, and between that day and the date of

the institution of this suit, the claimant performed service for the gov

ernment in the transmission of dispatches over its telegraph line, and

in the transportation of mails, troops, munitions of war, supplies, and

public stores upon its railroad. For the services so rendered the account

ing officers of the Treasury Department have approved and allowed

accounts to the amount of $1,187,254.21, and that sum is now due and

unpaid on account of those services.

There is no controversy as to the rights of the respective parties in

regard to that sum. The defendants are entitled to retain one half of it

in the Treasury, toward the ultimate payment of bonds of the United

States issued to the claimant ; and the claimant is entitled to be paid

the other half, provided the defendants' counter-claim cannot be set off

against it.

This counter claim is for " five per centum of the net earnings" of the

claimant's road after its comijletion, and is claimed by the defendants

under section 6, of the act of July 1, 1862, " to aid in the construction of

a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean,

and to secure to the government the use of the samefor postal, military, and

other purposes:1 (12 Stat. L., 489.)

As in the decision of the questions arising under the counter-claim,

the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth sections of that act will be more or

less brought under discussion, we present the material parts of them,

as they were enacted, with some amendments incorporated, which were

made by the act of July 2, 1864. (13 Stat. L., 356.)

Sec. 3. That there be, and is hereby, granted to the said company, for the purpose of

aiding in the construction of said railroad and telegraph line, and to secure the safe

and speedy transportation of the mails, troops, munitions of war, and public stores

thereon, every alternate section of public land, designated by odd numbers, to the

amount of ten alternate sections per mile on each side of said railroad, on the line

thereof, and within the limits of twenty miles on each side of said road, not sold, re

served, or otherwise disposed of by the United States, and to which a pre-emption or

homestead claim may not have attached, at the time the line of said road is definitely

fixed.

Sec. 4. That whenever said company shall have completed twenty consecutive miles

of any portion of said railroad and telegraph line, ready for the service contemplated

by this act, and supplied with all necessary drains, culverts, viaducts, crossings,

sidings, bridges, turnouts, watering places, depots, equipments, furniture, and all

other appurtenances of a first-class railroad, the rails and all the other iron used in
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the construction and equipment of said road to be American manufacture of the beet

quality, the President of the United States shall appoint three commissioners to ex

amine the same and report to him in relation thereto ; and if it shall appear to him

that twenty consecutive miles of said railroad and telegraph line have been completed

and equipped in all respects as required by this act, then, upon certificate of said com

missioners to that effect, patents shall issue conveying the right and title to said lands

to said company, on each side of the road as far as the same is completed, to the amonnt

aforesaid ; and patents shall in like manner issue as each twenty miles of said railroad

and telegraph line are completed, upon certificate of said commissioners. Any vacan

cies occurring in said hoard of commissioners by death, resignation, or otherwise, shall

be filled by the President of the United States: Provided, Aotrrrer, That no such com

missioners shall be appointed by the President of the United States, unless there shall

be presented to him a statement, verified on oath by the president of said company,

that such twenty miles have been completed, in the manner required by this act, and

eetting forth with certainty the points where such twenty miles begin and where the

same end, which oath shall be taken before a judge of a court of record.

Sec. 5. That for the purposes herein mentioned the Secretary of the Treasury shall,

upon the certificate in writing of said commissioners of the completion and equipment

of twenty consecutive miles of said railroad and telegraph, in accordance with the

provisions of this act, issue to said company bonds of the United States of one thousand

dollars each, payable in thirty years after date, bearing six per centum per annum in

terest (said interest payable stmi-aunually), which interest may be paid in United

States Treasury notes or any other money or currency which the United States have or

shall declare lawful money and a legal tender to the amonut of sixteen of said bonds

per mile for such section of twenty miles ; and to secure the repayment to the United

States, as hereinafter provided, of* the amount of said bonds so issued and delivered to

said company, together with all interest thoreon which shall have been paid by die

United States, the issue of said bonds and delivery to tho company shall ipso facto con

stitute a first mortgage on the whole line of the railroad and telegraph, together with

the rolling-stock, fixtures, and property of every kind and description, and in con

sideration of which said bonds may be issued; and on the refusal or failure of said

company to redeem said bonds, or any part of them, when required so to do by the

Secretary of tho Treasury, in accordance with the provisions of this act, the said road,

with all the rights, functions, immunities, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, ami

also all lands granted to the said company by the United States, which, at the time of

said default, shall remain in the ownership of the said company, may be taken posses

sion of by the Secretary of the Treasury, for the use and benefit of the United States :

Frovided, This section shall not apply to that part of any road now constructed.

Sec. 6. That the grants aforesaid are made upon condition that said company shall

pay said bonds at maturity, and shall keep said railroad and telegraph line in repair

and use, and shall at all times transmit dispatches over said telegraph line, and trans

port mails, troops, and munitions of war, supplies, and public stores upon said railroad

for the government, whenever required to do so by any department thereof, and that

the government shall at all times have the preference in the use of the same for all the

purposes aforesaid (at fair and reasonable rates of compensation, not to exceed the

amounts paid by private parties for the same kind of service), and one-half of all com

pensation for services rendered for the government shall be applied to the paynieutof

said bonds and interest until the whole amount is fully paid. Said company may also

pay the United States, wholly or in part, in the same or other bonds, treasury -notes,

or other evidences of debt against the United States, to be allowed at par; and after

said road is completed, until said bonds and interest are paid, at least five per centum

of the net earnings of sad road shall also be annually applied to the payment thereof.

The whole controversy in the case grows primarily ont of these words

at the close of the sixth section : "And after said road is completed, until

said bonds and interest are paid, at least five per centum of the net earnings

of said road shall also be annually applied to the payment thereof."'

In support of the counter-claim, the defendants contend that the road

was completed, within the meaning of those words, on or before the «»tu

of November, 1869; and that thereafter there were net earnings of the

road; of which the claimant was bound to apply annually 5 per cent

to the payment of the bonds issued to it by the United States.

Against the counter-claim the claimant insists that the road was not

completed until the 1st of October, 1874; and that its net earnings were

less than contended for by the defendants.

Two questions are therefore to be passed upon by the court, namely:

1. When was the Union Pacific Railroad completed from Omaha to its
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western terminus, within the meaning of the act aforesaid T And 2.

What were its annual net earnings after the date of its completion f

Before proceeding to discuss those points, a question raised by the

claimant must be disposed of, for it suggests a view which, if sustained,

would be fatal to any recovery on the counter-claim. The question is,

whether it was not the purpose of section 10 of the act of 1864, to post

pone the payment of the 5 per cent. of the net earnings until the new

mortgage debt and its interest, which that section anthorized, should

be first discharged f

The following is the section referred to :

Sec. 10. That section five of said act be so modified and amended that the Union Pacific

Railroad Company, the Central Pacific Railroad Company, and any other company an

thorized to participate in the construction of said road, may, on the completion of

each section of said road, as provided in this act and the act to which this act is an

amendment, issue their first-mortgage bonds on their respective railroad and telegraph

lines to an amount not exceeding the amount of the bonds of the United States, and

of even tenor and date, time of maturity, rate and character of interest, with the

bonds anthorized to be issued to said railroad companies respectively. And the lien of

the United States bonds shall be subordinate to that of the bonds of any or either of

said companies hereby anthorized to be issued on their respective roads, property, and

equipments, except as to the provisions of the sixth section of the act to which this

act is an amendment, relating to the transmission of dispatches and the transportation

of mails, troops, munitions of war, supplies, and public stores for the Government of

the United States.

We are unable to perceive how the effect suggested can be given to

tbis section, or to see the force of the train of reasoning by which the

learned counsel for the claimant sought to give it that effect. We need

not stop to controvert his position in detail, but will state our own

views of the subject.

The act of 1862, in aid of the construction of the Union Pacific Rail

road, made four different grants to the claimant, viz : 1. The right of

way through the public lands; 2. The right to take from the adjacent

public lands materials for the construction of the road ; 3. Alternate sec

tions of public lands; and, 4. Bonds of the United States to the amount

of $16,000 per mile.

The issue and delivery of those bonds to the claimant was declared

by the act to constitute a first mortgage on the whole line of its railroad,

together with the rolling-stock, fixtures, and property of every kind and

description appertaining thereto.

That is the sole lien imposed by that act on the property of the

claimant.

But the grants above specified are declared to be made upon four

conditions, viz : 1. That the claimant should pay said bonds at maturity;

2. That it should keep its railroad and telegraph line in repair and use;

3. That it should at all times transmit dispatches over said telegraph

line, and transport mails, troops, and munitions of war, supplies and

public stores, upon said railroad for the government whenever required

to do so by any department thereof; and, 4. That the government should

at all times have the preference in the use of the road and telegraph

line for the purposes aforesaid.

In addition to the lien and conditions so imposed and declared, the

sixth section made the provision aforesaid in regard to the five percent.

of the net earnings of said road.

That provision imposed an obligation on the claimant which, by ac

cepting the charter, it agreed to fulfill; but it was not declared that that

obligation constituted a lien on the road, or that the grants made to the

claimant, as above stated, were to be conditional upon the payment of
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the five per cent. It was simply a naked legal obligation, dependent

for its fulfillment merely on the existence of net earnings.

Such being the state of the master, the tenth section of the act of 1864

authorized the claimant to issue $16,000 per mile of first-mortgage bonds,

and in connection with that authority declared that "the lien of the

United States bonds shall be subordinate to that of the bonds • * •

hereby authorized to be issued, except as to the provisions of the sixth

section of the act to which this act is an amendment, relating to the

transmission of dispatches and the transportation of mails, troops, muni

tions of war, supplies, and public stores for the Government of the

United States."

The confusion produced in that sentence, by declaring an exception

where none in fact existed or could in the nature of things exist, since

the matter excepted is wholly different in character from that from

which it is excepted, tends to confusion in its construction. Witboat

stopping to discuss it, we hold that the sentence means simply this:

1. That the government yields its priority of lieu on account of its bonds,

and, 2. Keasserts and reimposes the condition declared in the sixth sec

tion of the act of 1862, as to the transmission of dispatches and the trans

portation of mails, troops, &c.

Has that provision any bearing on the five per cent, question involved

in the present case 1 We think not. If it appeared that the earnings

of the claimant's road, after paying the expenses of its management and

operation, were not sufficient to pay the interest on the first-mortgage

bonds issued under the authority of that tenth section, we should not

hesitate to hold that the government could not demand the payment of

the five per cent. But no such fact exists. On the contrary, those

earniugs are largely more thau enough to pay both the iuterest on those

bonds and the five per cent. No question, therefore, arise* here, such

as might arise between the government and the first-mortgage bond

holders, if the earniugs were insufficient to pay that iuterest, and the

government should nevertheless insist on the payment of the five per

cent. The question now is, whether that sectiou, as between the claim

ant and the defendants, ou the facts now shown to exist, affects the ob

ligation of the claimant to pay the five per cent. We are clear that it

does not. It does not refer in terms to that obligation ; nor does it re

lease the claimant from its coutract to pay at maturity the bouds re

ceived by it from the government ; nor does it annul or release the gov

ernment's lien for the payment of those bonds. It simply subordinates

"the lien of the United States bonds" to that of the first mortgage

bouds, and does no more ; leaving the five per cent, obligation iu full

force, and not postponed until the new mortgage debt and its interest

should be first discharged.

Proceeding now to consider the sections of the act of 1862, in connec

tion with the subject-matter of the completion of the road, there are cer

tain propositions which do not need extended argument for their estab

lishment, but may be considered as entirely plain on the mere reading

of the sections, and not capable of being overthrown by any argument.

They are as follows :

1. The obligation to complete the road rested solely on the claimant.

2. The completion of the road was, therefore, to be determined solely

by what the claimant did in building it,

3. As rights and obligations inter partes depended on the fact of the

completion of sections of the road, and, finally, of the whole road, the

fact of completion in each case was of necessity to be ascertained and

declared iu some way binding and conclusive on both partie*.
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4. The act prescribes how the fact of completion should be ascertained

and declared.

5. The defendants having enacted and the claimant accepted that act,

they thereby mutually agreed that the fact of completion should be as

certained and declared as in that act prescribsd, and not otherwise.

6. When the fact of completion of any section of the road was ascer

tained and declared in the way prescribed in the act, that fact was finally

and immovably settled and determined, as between the claimant and

the defendants, and could not be unsettled or changed by auy executive

authority, nor, except for fraud, by any judicial authority.

We do not pause to comment upon or amplify these propositions, be

lieving them too plain to need either comment or amplification. If this

be so, then we have only to give the legal deductions which seem to us

to flow from them.

1. In the first place, the ascertainment and declaration, in the way

prescribed in the act, of the completion of auy section of the road did,

in and of itself, confer on the claimant the right to demand and receive

lands and bonds, and impose on the defendants the obligation to convey

and deliver the lands and bonds.

2. The claimant, having demanded and received the lands and bonds,

as provided in the act, for each several section of completed road from

end to end of the line, expressly on the ground that each section was

" completed and equipped in all respects as required by said act," can

not be permitted afterward to deny the fact of the completion of any

such section.

3. The completion of the whole road, when ascertained and declared as

aforesaid, did, in and of itself, confer on the defendants the right to de

mand, and impose on the claimant the obligation to pay, five per cent,

of the net earnings of the road.

4. The claimant having, through the oath of its president, affirmed

the completion, " as required by the act," of each and every section of

the whole road ; and the fact of such completion having been ascer

tained and declared in the way prescribed and agreed upon ; and the

claimant having demanded and received the full benefit in lauds and

bonds of such completion for each and every section of the road, it is

not competent for it now to deny or question, except for fraud, the fact

of the completion of the entire road ; but it is absolutely estopped from

so doing.

The only escape from these conclusions is, that the completion referred

to in section 6 is a different thing from the completion referred to in

sections 4 and 5. This is, in effect, the view urged by the claimant, as

showing that the completion did not exist, for the purpose of taking

money from it, until about five years after it had existed for the pur

pose of its demanding and receiving lauds and bonds. Of course, if the

act was so framed as to require this extraordinary interpretation, it must

be so interpreted ; but such a meaniug is not to be ascribed, unless the

language leaves no escape from it.

No intelligent and unbiased reader of those sections would suppose

that they were intended to require two completions. There can be no

such thiug as two completions of auy piece of work. There may be dif

ferent degrees and different stages of completion, but when completion

is reached, that is the end.

And yet the claimant iusists that two completions were there author

ized. And singularly enough, as the act is viewed by the claimaut,

each completion was to inure to its benefit, and each to operate ad

versely to the defendants. That is to say, to enable the claimant to get
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lands and bonds, the road was completed in 1869 ; bat to entitle the gov

ernment to the 5 per cent, of the net earnings, the road was not com

plete till 1874. It seems to us impossible that any such one-sided ab

surdity could have been intended. The completion referred to in the

sections above set forth was one. In section 4 it is a completion by sec

tions; in section 6 a completion of the aggregate of all the sections.

The sole answer to this attempted by the claimant is, that to the

President of the United States was confided by law the supervision

of the construction of the road, and that he never formally ascertained

and determined that the road was finally completed until November,

1874, when he determined that it was completed on the 1st of October,

1874.

There is nothing in this position, unless it be shown that the law de

volved ou the President the duty of ascertaining aud determining when

the road was "finally completed." No such duty was imposed on him.

In fact, the law did not raise the question of final completion of the road.

The statute nowhere uses the word final or finally in that connection.

Had it done so, the case would have been involved in greater difficulty

than it is ; for it would have been almost impossible to decide when the

point of final completion had been reached ; that is, the point at which

nothing more could be done to bring the road up to the highest state of

completeness that the intellect and knowledge and skill of man could

devise. The language of the act which was to be applied, and was in

fact applied, by sections to every foot of the road from its eastern to its

western terminus was as follows :

Whenever said company shall have completed twenty consecutive miles of any por

tion of said railroad and telegraph line, ready for the service contemplated by thij

act, and supplied with all necessary drains, culverts, viaducts, crossings, sidings,

bridges, turn-outs, watering-places, depots, equipments, furniture, and all other appur

tenances of a first-class railroad, * * * the President of the United States shall

appoint three commissioners to examine and report to him in relation thereto; and if

it shall appear to him that twenty consecutive miles of said railroad and telegraph

line have been completed and equipped in all respects as required by this act, then,

upon certificate of said commissioners to that effect, patents shall issue conveying the

right and title to said lauds to said company on each side of the road, as far as toe

same is completed, to the amount aforesaid ; and patents shall in like manner issue as

each twenty miles of said railroad and telegraph line are completed npon certificate

of said commissioners. * * * For the purposes herein mentioned, the Secretary of

the Treasury shall, upon the certificate in writing o£ said commissioners of the com

pletion and equipment of twenty consecutive miles of said railroad and telegraph, in

accordance with the provisions of this act, issue to said company bonds, <fcc.

Now, the claimant practically iusists that the road was not to be con

sidered as having reached completion within the ineauiug of this lan

guage until it had reached completeness ; but this was not, in our opinion,

the intent of the law. The act does not require an entirely complete first-

class railroad, but a railroad "completed and equipped in all respects <u

required by this act.""

Aud what constituted such a road I Changing the collocation of the

clauses, but not in the least changing the meaning, the requirements of

the act were simply these and no more: 1, That the road should be "sup

plied with all necessary drains, culverts, viaducts, crossings, sidings,

bridges, turn-outs, watering places, depots, equipments, furniture, and all

other appurtenances of a first-class railroad"; and, 2, That the road

should be "ready for the service contemplated by this act"; which serv

ice, as stated in section 3, " was the safe and speedy transportation of

the mails, troops, munitions of war, and public stores."

It seems to us clear that this language did not require the sections of

the road, when examined, to be in the highest condition of complete

ness attainable in a first class railroad, but only in such state of com
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pletion, in the particulars above recited, as to be readyfor the service con

templated by the act. If we had any doubt on this poiut, it would be re

moved by the language of the proviso to the fourth section, requiring an

oath to be made by the president of the claimant in order to obtain the

appointment of commissioners to examine aud report upon a section of

the road. That officer was required to swear, not that the section had

reached completeness, but that it had been "completed in the manner re

quired by the act.'"

If this view be correct, then it is undeniably true that every mile of

the road was found and reported by commissioners appointed as pre

scribed in the act, to have been completed aud equipped as a first-class

railroad, and ready for service, and that the President of the United

States acted upon every one of their reports, and ordered patents for

lands and bonds to be unconditionally issued to the claimant for each

section of the road as so reported.

And here, in our judgment, ended the authority of the President in

the matter. There is not, as we consider, the least ground for claiming

that the supervision of the construction of the road was confided to him

by law. Nor is there any ground for claiming that he was authorized

to ascertain and determine whether the road was finally completed.

His whole authority was, 1, To appoint commissioners to make report

to him ; and 2, When they reported, to say whether it appeared to him

that twenty consecutive miles of the road had been "completed and

equipped in all respects as required by this act." When he performed

those two duties his functions were ended. And when the commission

ers made report to him that the westernmost and last section of the

road was so completed and equipped, and he signified that it so appeared

to him, then the whole road was, within the meaniug aud for the purposes

of the act, a completed road; and nothing which the President might

afterward say or do could have effect in law to make it otherwise. It

is upon the President's further action in the premises, now to be con

sidered, that the claimant bases its demand for the fixation of October

1, 1874, as the day of the completion of the road.

On the 9th of February, 1869, the Secretary of the Interior laid

before the President the report of the commissioners upon the two sec

tions, of twenty miles each, "commencing at the 960th and terminating

at the 1,000th mile post, west of the initial point on the Missouri River

near Omaha"; the latter mile-post being only 38^ miles from the west

ern terminus of claimant's road, as ultimately established.

The report represented those sections as " ready for present service,

and completed and equipped as a first-class railroad "; and the Secre

tary of the Interior recommended "the acceptance of the same, aud the

issue to said company of bonds and of patents for lands due on account

of said sections." The President, on the same 9th of February, 1869,

indorsed on the Secretary's letter these words : "The within recommen

dations of the Secretary of the Interior are approved ; and the Secre

tary of the Treasury and himself are hereby directed to carry the same

into effect."

This was exactly what had been done in the case of each previously-

examined section of the road, except some of the first, which were re

ported as in some respects deficient, but the defects were afterward

remedied. Therefore, on that 9th of February, 1869, it was a fact, un

disputed and indisputable, that one thousand miles of the claimant's

road had been reported upon by commissioners, and accepted by the

President of the United States, as " ready for present service, and com

pleted and equipped as a first class railroad." This was all that the

statute required to entitle the claimant to the benefits resulting from
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the construction of its road. There the claimant was lawfully entitled

to rest, and demand and receive all those benefits.

Bat the claimant chose not to rest there ; but, three days after all its

rights up to the l,00Oth mile-post had been settled and fixed in the

manner prescribed by law, it engaged in a transaction which has so

important a bearing on this case that special notice, must be taken of

it ; for out of it springs, and upon it rests, the claimant's demand upon

the court to fix the 1st of October, 1874, as the date of the completion

of the road, from and after which the claiiuaut was bound, if bound at

all, to apply 5 per cent, of its net earnings to the payment of the bonds

issued to it.

This was the transaction : On the 12th of February, 1869, when only

38.68 miles of its road remained to be constructed, the claimant signed

two written declarations and agreements which, in effect, formally ad

mitted and declared that its road up to the 1,000th mile post had never

been completed and equipped as a first-class railroad, aud, therefore,

that the previous reports of the commissioners were false. The first of

those writings agreed that $3,000,000 of its first-mortgage bonds should

he deposited with the defendants "as security for the completion of the

structure and equipment of the road, according to the provisions of the

Statutes of the United States, providing for the building and completion

of said road aud its equipments " ; and that the bonds so deposited should

be held by the Treasury Department " until the President of the United

States, on a proper examination of the actual completed road and equip

ments, shall be satisfied that the same are so completed as a first-class

railroad according to law." The second of those writings " as a further

security to the same end," agreed that " the lands given to the company

by the acts of Congress" should " remain without patents being taken

out therefor until the President of the United States, upon a proper ex

amination of the actual condition of the road, its structure and equip

ments, shall be satisfied that the same have been completed according

to law."

It appears that the claimant was required by the Attorney -General of

theUnited States to execute those papers " as a guarantee for the ultimate

full completion aud equipment of its road " ; and that fact is relied on as

giving force aud efficacy to the proceeding. However desirable it may

have been that the road should be brought to a higher degree of com

pleteness than that contemplated and required by the act, we were not

referred to any statute which made the question of its completion de

pendent on the judgment or action of the Attorney-General, or vested

him with any control over the action of the claimant in the premises.

Hence when the claimant, in pursuanceof his requirement, executed those

papers, its act in so doing was purely voluntary. Not only so, but the

execution of those papers was directly in the claimant's interest, and

against that of the defendants. It was, on the one hand, the interest

of the government to begin, as soon as it lawfully could, the applica

tion of the 5 per cent, of the net earnings of the road to the payment

of its bonds ; while, on the other hand, it was the interest of the claim

ant to postpone to the latest possible day the payment of the 5 per

cent., amounting the first year after the completion of the road to more

than $135,000, and regularly increasing until, in the fifth year, it grew to

more than $345,000. Whether the claimant was prompted by this large

pecuniary interest to sign those papers does not appear by direct proof;

but presumably it understood its interest, and saw that through the

operation of those papers the time of the beginning of the 5 per cent,

payment might be postponed, and well knew that every day's postpone

ment was for its direct and large benefit. In point of fact, it was not
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until the 18th of November, 1874, that the President formally terminated

the suspension of patents and ordered the issue of them for all the lands

to which the claimant had become entitled. And it is claimed that

this action of the President was decisive of the question of the comple

tion of the road, and of the time when the computation of the 5 per

cent, payment should begin. This position, in our judgment, cannot be

maintained, for the following reasons :

1. The time of the completion of the road was to be determined in the

way prescribed in the claimant's charter, and in that way alone.

2. It was, therefore, wholly incompetent for the claimant, by its own

sole act, to prescribe or authorize some other way to that end.

3. The papers in question were no agreement on the part of the gov

ernment to submit the question of the time of completion of the road to

the decision of the President, but only a voluntary agreement to that

effect on the part of the claimant.

4. That agreement of the claimant did not and could not have, in

law, any effect whatever to vest a power in the President which was

not vested in him by law.

5. Therefore, when the President, in 1874, undertook to declare the

completion of the road, he simply performed an act which, so far as it

was adverse to the United States, was without legal authority, and

therefore void.

6. Hence, if the declaration of the President, in 1874, fixed the time

of the completion of the road at a later day than that at which it had

befoie been fixed in the way prescribed by the act, then that declaration

was wholly destitute of legal effect, as against the United States.

This brings us directly to the great controlling point of the case,

namely, When was the road completed and equipped, within the mean

ing of the act? In the light of the views previously expressed there is

but one answer to this, and that is, that when the last section of the

road was reported by the commissioners, aud accepted by the President,

as completed, then the Union Pacific Railroad was completed within

the meaning of the act.

When that last report was made, the legal question was not whether

the road was then up to the condition of " ultimate full completion," or

to that of "ultimate completion," whatever either phrase might be held

to mean, but whether it had been "completed and equipped as required

by the act" to entitle the claimant to lauds and bonds. When reported

as having attained that condition of completion, and the report was ac

cepted by the President, the question of completion was finally settled

and determined, unless it could be impeached for fraud.

Applying these views, we consider that the road was completed, as a

whole, within the meaning of the act, on the 15th of July, 1869; for on

that day the President of the United States accepted the report of the

commissioners on the westernmost and last section of the road, which

report represented it "as ready for present service, and completed aud

equipped as a first-class railroad."

Nevertheless, we are of opinion that that date should not be adopted

as the basis of the judgment of the court for reasons now to be stated.

On the 10th of April, 1869 (16 Stat. L., 56), Congress passed a joint

resolution, the second section of which is as follows:

Sec. 2. That, to ascertain the condition of the Union Pacific Railroad and the Cen

tral Pacific Railroad, the President of the United States is authorized to appoint a

board of eminent citizens, not exceeding five in nnmber, and who shall not be inter

ested in either road, to examine and report upon the condition of, and what sum or

sums, if any, will be required to complete each of Baid roads, for the entire length

thereof, to the said terminus as a first-class railroad, in compliance with the several

acts relating to said roads. * « *
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In pursuance, of that provision five commissioners were appointed,

who examined the roads, and, on the 30th of October, 1869, made report

thereon, which is giveu in full in the finding of facts, and from which

we extract the following two paragraphs :

In the opinion of the commission, the requirements of the law will be satisfied, an!

the designs of Congress carried out, if the roads be properly located, with judicious

grades; have substantial road-beds of good width ; ballasting which, with proper care,

shall be able to keep the track in good condition throughout the year ; permanent

structures for crossing streams, good cross-ties, iron and joint fastenings ; sufficient

sidings, water-tanks, buildings, machinery, and adequate rolling-stock—the more im

portant machine-shops and engine-houses being of masonry—and the commission u

glad to be able to say that, in its opinion, while some expenditures still need to be

made, these two roads are substantially such roads to-day. The expenditures needed

for completion will be giveu in detail for each road.

This great line, the value of which to the country is inestimable, and in which every

citizen should feel a pride, has been built in about half the time allowed by Congress,

and is now a good and reliable means of communication between Omaha and Sacra

mento, well equipped, and fully prepared to carry passengers and freight with safety

and dispatch, comparing in this respect favorably with a majority of the first-class

roads in the United States.

The report, nevertheless, estimated that an expenditure of $1,586,100

would be necessary for the completion of the Union Pacific Railroad.

Notwithstanding that estimate, the Secretary of the Treasury, on the

6th of November, 1809, ordered the issue of subsidy bonds dne to the

claimant on the westernmost and last section of the road; and in the

presentation of this case the government has treated that day as the one

from which, for the purposes of the case, the completion of the road

should be dated. We, therefore, hold that to be the day of the com

pletion.

It remains to ascertain whether, after that day, there were net earn

ings of the road, and, if so, what amount.

In deciding what are net earnings, we take: I. The gross receipts of

the claimant from operating its road and telegraph line ; and 2. The

gross receipts from the rent of buildings, or parts of buildings belong

ing to the road ; and from the aggregate of those two items we deduct

the expenses of operating the road and line to earn the first description

of receipts ; and the remainder constitutes the net earnings.

The Supreme Court of the United States, haviug, in Union Pacific

Railroad Company vs. Hall (91 U. S. R., 343), decided that the bridge

constructed by the claimant over the Missouri River at Omaha is a part

of its road, the receipts therefrom and the expenses of operatiug it are

brought into our computation hereinafter set forth.

In ascertaining the expenses of the road, we exclude all amounts paid

on construction account, because the claimaut is not, in our view, enti

tled to charge them against earnings uutil it shows that its construc

tion fund was exhausted ; and no attempt was made to show that. On

the contrary, it must, as we conceive, be certain that that fuud has uot

yet been exhausted.

The claimant's construction fund consisted of four items, viz: 1.

Capital stock ; 2. First-mortgage bonds ; 3. United States bouds ; and

4. Lands received from the United States.

From Senate Report No. Ill, Forty-fifth Congress, secoud session, we

ascertain that the amounts of the first three of these items were as fol

lows:

1. Capital stock paid in $36. 702. 300

2. First- mortgage bonds 27, 232, 000

3. United States bonds 27, 236, 512
■>

Total 91, 230, 812
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In addition to this sum the land-grant to the claimant was about

12,000,000 acres, of which, up to July 1, 1874, only 3,445,781 acres had

been patented to the claimant, leaving nearly three-fourths of the entire

grant not then fully available for any purpose of expenditure, and,

therefore, certainly not used in construction.

But of the quantity patented the claimant had, up to that date, sold

only 1,013,774 acres, leaving nearly 11,000,000 acres not yet, at that time,

nsed for any purpose of construction.

As the claimant's demand comes down only to December 31, 1875, we

deem ourselves justified in holding that on that day there must have

been millions of acres of those lands still undisposed of by the claimant,

the proceeds of the sales of which would more than suffice to meet all

accruing outlays for construction. While that condition existed, we

are clear in the opinion that the claimant had no legal right to charge

any construction expense whatever against its gross earnings, so as

thereby to diminish the amount of earnings out of which it should

apply 5 per cent. toward payment of the bonds of the government.

In ascertaining the expenses, there is another very large item of the

claimant's expenditures which we do not consider properly chargeable

against its earnings, namely, interest paid on its floating and bonded

debt. This cannot, in our jndgment, be regarded as an expense of

operatin g the road.

On the same ground we disallow the following items :

1. Expenses of land and town-lot department.

2. Taxes on lands and town lots.

3. Preminms on gold to pay coupons.

4. Kequireiuents of sinking-funds.

5. Preminms on Omaha Bridge bonds redeemed.

In ascertaining the gross earnings of the road, we rest primarily upon

the table of earnings set forth in finding XVIII, with the following

deductions :

1. Fifteen per cent, from item 7 in each year.

2. From item 12, in the year 1869-'70 the sum of $23,400, being divi

dends from stock of Pullman Pacific Car Company, as set forth in the

second table of earnings in finding XVIII.

In ascertaining the expenses, we take the table of expenses set forth

in that finding, and make deductions therefrom as hereinafter indi

cated.

Having thus stated our views of what legitimately constitute earnings

and expenses, we tabulate the result, year by year, from November 6,

1869, to November 5, 1875, both inclusive, as follows :

1869-70 :

Gross earnings, as per findings $8, 125,212 40

Deduct therefrom—

15 per cent, of item 7 $72,358 00

Pullman car dividends in item 12 23, 400 00

95,758 12

Actual gross earnings 8, 029,454 28

Total expenditures, as per findings 10,287,954 25

Deduct therefrom—

Printing bonds in item 13 $10,339 76

Items 17 to 30, inclusive 4,951,848 52

4,962,188 28

5,325,765 97

Net earnings for the year 2,703,688 31
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187CM71 :

Gross earnings, as per findings f7, 563, 096 53

Deduct 15 per cent, of item 7 54.321 66

Actual gross earnings 7, 508, 684 91

Total expenditures, as per findings $7,942,755 88

Deduct therefrom—

Printing bonds in item 13 1,500 00

Items 17 to 30, inclusive 4,245,440 96

4,246,940 96

3,695.814 92

Net earnings for the year — 3, 812, S3 'tl

1871-72:

Gross earnings, as per findings 8. 659. 031 8

Deduct therefrom 15 per cent, of item 7 60,538 7;

Actual gross earnings 8,598,498 $-

Total expenditures, as per findings 9, 572,784 15

Deduct therefrom items 17 to 30, inclusive 4,671,634 66

4, 901, 149 t!

Net earnings for the year 3, 697, 343 1

1872-73:

Gross earnings, as per findings 10,666,117 *

Deduct therefrom 15 per cent, of item 7 69,860 H

Actual gross earnings 10,596,371s

Total expenditures, as per findings 9,968,854 70

Deduct therefrom—

New stations in item 1 6, 909 98

Items 17 to 30, inclusive 4,642,866 86

4,649,776 84

5,319.077*'

Net earnings for the year . 5,277.1?? J

1873-74 :

Gross earnings, as per findings 10,834,651 15

Deduct therefrom 15 per cent, of item 7 76,004 77

Actual gross earnings 10, 758, 646 7i

Total expenditures, as per findings 9, 809, 105 08

Deduct therefrom—

Tenements and new stations in item 1 19, 806 73

Engines, &c., in item 2 26,133 68

Cars from item 3 3,600 00

Laramie rolling-mills in item 4 43,716 01

Printing bonds in item 13 6,579 10

Items 17 to 30, inclusive 4,593,404 03

4, 693, 239 55

5,115,865*

Net earnings for the year 5,644,7i U

1874-75:

Gross earnings, as per findings 12, 481, 204 4:

Deduct therefrom 15 per cent. of item 7 98. 646 J-

Actual gross earnings 12, 362, 556 8>

Total expenditures, as per findings 10,628,208 16

Deduct therefrom—

Tenements and new stations in item 1 99,819 10

Engines, &c., in item 2 75,727 83

Cars, &c., in item 3 206,930 36

Laramie mills, item 4 149,859 30

Items 17 to 30, inclusive 4,631,496 86

5, 163. 833 45

5,464,374-

Net earninirfl for the vear fi 91ft !S3 k
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RECAPITULATION.

Net earnings. Five per cent

Year ending November 5, 1870 $2,703,688 31 $135,184 42

Tear ending November 5, 1871 3,812,869 99 190,643 49

Year ending November 5, 1872 3,697,343 39 184,867 17

Year ending November 5, 1873 5,277,179 30 263,858 96

Year ending November 5, 1874 5, 642, 781 19 282, 139 06

Year ending November 5, 1875 6,918,183 49 345,909 18

28, 052, 045 67 1 , 402, 602 28

Before declaring the judgment of the court, the question whether the

claimant is legally bound to pay interest on the aunually accrued 5 per

cent, must be considered.

By the act of 1862, the claimant is bound to repay to the defendants

the amount of the bonds issued by them to it, together with all interest

thereon which shall have been paid by the United States.

Toward providing an accruing fund for such repayment, the act au

thorizes the government to retain one-half of the compensation earned

by the claimant for services to the government; and requires theclaimant,

in addition thereto, after its road is completed, to pay annually at least

5 per cent, of its net earnings.

In United States vs. Union Pacific Railroad Company (91 U. S. E.,

72), it was decided by the Supreme Court of the United States that the

claimant is bound to pay those bonds and the interest thereon only at

the maturity of the bonds, thirty years after their date.

Whatever, therefore, of compensation for services rendered might be

retained by the go%rernment, or of 5 per cent, of net earnings might be

paid to the government, is to be applied, not in prcesenti, but to be held

for application at the maturity of the bonds toward the payment of the

principal and interest thereof.

As the act does not require the government to allow the claimant in

terest on the compensation retained by it, nor require the claimant to pay

interest on the 5 per cent, of net earnings from the expiration of each year

in which they accrued, we are of the opinion that it was not the intention

of the legislature to require the payment of interest on either side ; and

therefore that no interest should be allowed against the claimant on the

counter-claim.

The defendants, therefore, can recover only the 5 per cent, accrued,

as above stated, viz, $1,402,002.28, less one-half of the amount of compen

sation for services rendered by theclaimant, viz, $593,627.10; and for

the balance of $808,975.18 judgment will be rendered in favor of the de

fendants. .

Davis, J. :

I acquiesce in this judgment, in order to put the case in a shape to be

taken to the appellate court, which both parties desire to have done. I

agree in the disposition of the principal question at issue, but for differ

ent reasons from those expressed by the Chief Justice. I dissent from

the conclusions of my associates on minor points, which involve in the

aggregate large sums of money. The magnitude of the amounts at

stake justifies an endeavor to state, as clearly as I am able, the points

of difference, and the reasons for my opinions on the whole case.

The United States hold a double relation toward the Union Pacific

Bailroad Company. On the one hand, as its sovereign, they are the

fountain of its corporate frauchises ; on the other hand, as a great land

owner, they have contracted with it for the construction of a first-class

railroad between two widely-separated points of their territory. This

suit concerns only their relations as contractor. "
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The provisions of the contract are few and simple. They may be fonnd

in the acts of July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864, enacted by the defendant

and both formally accepted by the claimants.

The claimants agreed to construct a first class railroad and a telegraph

for a distance which was subsequently ascertained to be 1,038.68 miles,

the work to bo done in sections, and the whole to be completed before

July 1, 1874.

The defendant agreed, as each section was completed and accepted in

a manner to be hereafter more particularly set forth, to deliver to the

claimants patents for a certain quantity of land, and also its own bonds

for specified amounts : the lands to be the claimants' property; the bonds

to be a loan of credit, to be redeemed by the claimants.

The claimants agreed that one-half of the revenue derived from service

for the defendant should be applied to the redemption of such bonds and

interest; and also that after completion of the road, five per cent, of

its net earnings should be annually applied to the same object. They fur

ther agreed to transmit dispatches and transport mails, troops, munitions

of war, supplies, and public stores for the defendants whenever re

quested, and always to give the government preference in service.

The issue and delivery of the subsidy-bonds were to constitute ip$o

facto a mortgage on the railroad and telegraph ; but the claimants were

to be at liberty to make a first mortgage on their road to an amount

equal to the proposed subsidy-bonds, and to be issued in like manner as

sections of the road should be completed ; and the statutory mortgage

and the lien of the United States bonds were to be subordinate to the

said first mortgage, except as to the provisions relating to the trans

mission of dispatches and the transport of mails, troops, munitions of

war, supplies, and public stores.

Under this contract work was begun in the autumn of 1865. The

President accepted the first section with deficiencies of construction

which the company bouud itself to remedy. He ordered the subsidies

of both kinds to issue without waiting till the deficiencies should be

supplied.

A board of experts had been organized in order to secure a uniform

standard of construction for adoption as sections should be presented

for acceptance. Before the second section was presented this board

made its report, recommending that sections should be accepted in niauy

respects incomplete, as measured by the statutory standard of a first-class

railroad, and that the sections should be brought up to standard after

acceptance. The President approved the report, and ordered directors

and commissioners to guide themselves by it as a standard in directing

or accepting work.

The various acts and measures which made the present contention

possible grew out of this report and of the action of the President upon

it. The course which it advised, and which was approved and followed

nntil the whole road was open for traffic, is now assailed as a violation

of law.

If the proceedings had any warrant in the statute, it is to be found in the

seventeenth section of the act of 1862, providing for a retention of bonds

as a guarantee for completion of the road—a provision repealed in 1864,

but showing, so far as it bears on thequestiou, a possible contemplation

by Congress that sections would be accepted in an incomplete state.

It can at least be said for them that under their operation a first-class

railroad was constructed and equipped between the Missouri and the

Pacific within three months of the period named iu the statute, without

weakening the company's statutory obligations to the government.
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These considerations, however, can be urged in the fomm of public opin

ion more properly than in a judicial tribunal, where acts and events are

measured by rules of law.

The work went on rapidly after it was once fairly begun. The pro

posed first mortgage was executed, and first-mortgage bonds were from

time to time issued and sold. In September, 1868, twenty-seven sec

tions of the road, amounting to 760 miles, had been accepted by the

President, and the issue of the subsidies thereon had been ordered.

Much of the work on these accepted sections was far below the require

ments of the statute. Under these circumstances the opinion of the

Attorney General was taken as to the duties and responsibilities of the

Executive.

Attorney General Evarts answered : " I entertain no doubt that the

mode of procedure was a competent and useful discharge of the execu

tive duty in the premises. • * * But upon the same reasons, and

in pursuance of the same method hitherto followed, I am of the opinion

that it is entirely competent to the Executive * * * to provide for

a revision of the work in the particulars in which a provisional com

pleteness of successive sections was accepted, subject to an obligation

on the part of the companies to make good, as far and as fast as might

be, what needed to be subsequently supplied." In conformity with this

suggestion, the claimants in February, 1869, deposited with the defend

ant $1,600,000 of their first-mortgage bonds as security for the comple

tion of the road according to law, and agreed that all their land-patents

might be retained for the same purpose. This was done by an instru

ment which I shall have occasion to consider hereafter.

On the 10th of the following April, Congress, by joint resolution, au

thorized the President to appoint a board of eminent citizens to visit

the road and report what amount would be necessary to secure its com

pletion according to law. They also directed the President, in order

to secure such completion, to retaiu subsidy-bonds enough for that pur

pose ; or, if that were impracticable, to require the company to return

enough bonds to make, with the unissued bonds, the requisite amount;

or, if both plans were found impracticable, to authorize the Attorney-

General to institute a suit to protect the interests of the United States

and to insure the completion of the road.

On the 10th of May, 1809, the last rail was laid, and it became pos

sible for trains to run over the whole road. On the 13th of the same

month a sworn certificate by the company's officers of the completion

of the last section, and also of the road as a whole, was laid before the

President. On the 15th of the following July, he accepted the section

and ordered the issue of the subsidies, but nothing was done by the

departments on this order until November, for reasons which clearly

appear in the findings of fact.

There was a difference between the Central Pacific and the Union

Pacific about the point of junction. Until that difference should be

arranged, the distribution of the subsidy for a few miles of the through

line on the one side or the other of the point of junction was uncertain.

The Secretary of the Interior therefore recommended the President to

authorize the bonds and patents due on account of the last section to

issue only " after full investigation of the respective claims of the two

companies," and to require the company to deposit with the Secretary

of the Treasury the security for the ultimate completion of the road,

which had been recommended in the Secretary's letter of May 27, 1869.

In that letter the Secretary had designated the first-mortgage bonds of

the company as the desired security.

44 pa
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The Secretary's letter of the 27th May, as well as that of July 15, was

written after the joint resolution of the 10th April became law. We

must therefore suppose that his recommendations were intended to be in

harmony with the expressed views of Congress, and we are warranted

is assuming that ueither the first nor the second modes of obtainiug

sufficient security were practicable. Instead of resorting to the third

mode, and obtainiug security as the possible result of a successful law

suit, the Secretary advised availing of the $1,600,000 first-mortgage

bonds already in the government's possession. Before the following

November events took place which greatly affected the security which

he proposed.

In the rirst place, the board of eminent citizens reported that con

structive work, to the amount of $1,586,100, remained to be done in

order to bring the road and equipment to standard. This gave a

measure for the amount of security to be taken.

In the next place, the point of junction of the two roads was so far

settled that it became apparent that the Union Pacific road would he

shortened some forty miles. It resulted from this that there was a large

overissue of first-mortgage bonds, and that the bonds deposited with

the government as security were valueless.

It was therefore decided that these bonds should be canceled, and

that the government should look to the land-patents for security ; and

it was further decided that one-half the remaining pateuts would be

ample security for the sum named in the report of the board of eminent

citizens, and that the other half might be delivered, and an executive

order was issued from the Department of the Interior to that effect.

This order continued in force until the autumn of 1874. The claim

ants repeatedly asked to have it rescinded or modified, but their requests

were met by refusals to do so until an examination, to be made at their

request, should show that the road and equipment were completed up

to the statutory standard.

In the summer of 1874 they asked to have such an examination made.

The commissioners appointed for the purpose reported that the defi

ciencies found in the summer of 1869 had been more than supplied, and

that the road was completed as a first-class road on the 1st day of Octo

ber, 1874. The President thereupon, on the recommendation of the

Secretary of the Interior, revoked the order of November, 1860, and

directed that the suspended land-patents should be issued.

At the trial each party introduced evidence as to the time of the com

pletion of the road, and each argued at leugth the bearing of the evi

dence upon the decision of that question. In my judgment that question

was left by statute for the President to decide at the time of the

occurrence of the completion. It was not to be settled in the future by

evidence aliunde. The statute empowered the Presideut to determiue

section by section, oti evidence of a particular and prescribed character,

when each was completed, and on each decision he was authorized to

issue the land and boud subsidies for the particular section. In prac

tice he accepted incomplete work ; but this did not modify the combined

operation of the acceptance of the road and of the issue of the subsi

dies upon the agreement to pay the five per cent, of the net earnings.

The statute contemplated that, when the last section should be accepted,

and the last subsidies issued, the road would be complete as a money-

earning machine, and the obligation to pay the five per cent, of net

earnings would begin.

On the other baud, the statutory contract bouud the defendant to

furnish, or to be ready to furnish, the subsidies, in order to entitle it to
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the payment of the 5 per cent. The sequence in which the acts were

to be performed shows this. First, the claimants were to construct and

equip a section of the road. Next, they were to present it for accept

ance. Next, the President, after examination by commissioners, was

to decide whether the section was " completed and equipped in all re

spects as required by the act." Next, the land-patents for the section

were to issue from the Interior Department, and the subsidy-bonds

from the Treasury. Finally, after these things were done in detail,

section by section, 5 per cent. of the net earnings were to be set aside

when the road should be completed as a whole. The issue of the last

subsidy and the completion of the road were to take place simultane

ously, and the obligation to set aside 5 per cent, of the net earnings

was not to begin until after the occurrence of these two simultaneous

events.

If we quit this solid ground, there is no sure foothold for the construc

tion of this contract.

We cannot say that the obligation to pay the 5 per cent, would arise

on the completion of the road if no subsidy were furnished, since the

payment is intended as a contribution toward the redemption of a por

tion of the subsidy.

No one contends that it arose when the last rail was laid, on the 10th

May, 1869, nor when, on the 13th of May, the president of the company

made oath that the road was completed according to law.

If the obligation sprang solely from the President's acceptance of the

road, it had no reference to the outstanding amount of the loan subsidy,

so long as something was outstanding, and was equally obligatory

whether $2,700 or $27,000,000 were issued.

But if it was to spring from the completion of the road, and the con

current readiness to issue all the promised and unissued subsidy, which

is the best construction of the statute, then we must remember that the

issue of the land-subsidy was made by law as imperative on the govern

ment as the issue of the loan-subsidy. Consequently the expectation of

the performance of the defendant's promise respecting both classes of

subsidy furnished the moving considerations for the claimant's promise

to set aside the 5 per cent, and the government could not, under the

statutory contract, enforce upon the company a performance of its

agreement to do an act that was to be subsequent in time to the receipt

of the subsidies, without showing either a readiness on its own part to

deliver all the undelivered subsidies, or a waiver on the part of the com

pany to insist upon their delivery at the time and in the manner provided

by the contract.

Now the government on the one hand certainly did not fulfill its

original engagements respecting the land-subsidy until October, 1874 ;

but on the other hand we have seen that its failure to do so was cansed

by the making of a new engagement between it and the company. On

the 12th February, 1869, the officers of the latter executed an anthorized

instrument in which this language was used : " The Union Pacific Rail

road Company, having been requested by the Government of the Uuited

States * * *, as security for the due completion and equipment of

it8 road * * *, to leave the lands given to the said company by act

of Congress * • •, without taking out patents for the same, until

the President shall be satisfied, upon proper examination of the road, its

structure and equipments, that the same have been completed according

to the provisions of law * * *: Now this is to declare that the said

company assents to the aforesaid requirements in respect to the lands

given to the said company as aforesaid."
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At a later date tbe government consented to relinquish one-half of the

suspended patents, and to bold the other half only for the performance

of the specific work recommended by the board of eminent citizens,

constituted under the joint resolution of April 10. In that step there

was certainly nothing that weakened tbe force of tbe company's consent

to tbe reservation.

The recommendations of the board of eminent citizens contemplated

tbe expenditure of upward of $1,000,000 upon sections which had been

accepted, and for which the order for the entire subsidies bad been made.

These sectious were therefore "completed" witbin the meaning of the

term as used in the 6th section of tbe act of 1862. The obligation to

contribute toward the 5 per cent, so soon as tbe remaining section?

should be ''completed" had attached to them. Therefore, as to all such

sections, tbe statutory contract was abrogated by mutual consent on

the 12th February, 1869, so far as related to the unissued land -patents,

and the government became thereafter tbe custodian of the lands under

a new agreement, and for a new purpose.

It is contended that the President had no power to make this new

agreement, and that his action in withholding tbe land-patents under

it was illegal and void. I do not think so. The action of President

Johnson, in February, 1869, was justified by tbe condition of tbe unfin

ished road at that time; and the subsequent action of President Grant

in relinquishing half the patents which were held as security was a

compliance in spirit, if not in letter, with tbe requirements of the joint

resolution of Congress of April 10, 1869, ami was a wise act of protec

tion to the government, and a liberal act as regarded tbe company.

We are now in a position to consider the President's actiou, and to

ascertain tbe day which be fixed as tbe date of the completion of the

road.

There is no dispute about the first 38 sections, 1,000 miles in all.

They were accepted, and the order was made for the issue of the sub

sidies before February 12, 1869, and it was to them that the provisions

of that agreement immediately applied.

There remained then only 38.68 miles to be completed, in order to en

title the government to the 5 per cent. We have already seen that tbe

company certified on the 13tb May that this section was completed, and

that the President on the 15th July accepted it, and ordered the bond-

subsidy to l>e issued. The laud subsidy bad been disposed of by the

agreement of the previous February.

The President's order to issue the bond-subsidy for this section was

to take effect upon the happening of circumstances which were within

tbe claimants' control. The dispute with the Central Pacific Company

was theirs, not the government's. The delay which it caused in the

issue of the subsidy does not defer tbe defendant's right to the payment

of tbe 5 per cent, of tbe net earnings. This accrued on the lotb July,

when tbe President rendered his decision that tbe road was completed,

aud ordered the subsidies to issue for it, and when tbe road conse

quently was completed in the eye of the law.

In order to ascertain what are tbe net earnings upon which tbe com

putation of tbe percentage is to be luade, we must first settle what are

to be taken as gross earnings.

Tbe claimants carry on two distinct branches of business. They are

common carriers, and they are large landed proprietors. With the lat

ter branch of their business we are not concerned, since the statute re

quires the payments to be made out of the net earnings of the road.

Confining ourselves to the former branch, the claimants maintain that
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the gross earnings of a corporation comprehend all its gains from the

legitimate exercise of all direct and incidental powers conferred upon it

by its charter.

A railroad operated in connection with other roads is sure to bring

into its owners' hands moneys belonging to other companies for whom

it collects freights at the stations of arrival on its own road, or for whom

it sells passenger tickets. Assuming that the word "gains" is used in

the claimants' proposition in the sense of receipts on its own account,

the statement commands my assent ; but it is also true that this par

ticular corporation cannot set up against the United States, the grantor

of its franchises, that it has corporate gains derived from the exercise

of powers not conferred upon it by its charter. Income from tenement

bouses, from hotels, from Pullman car-stock, from the rent of engines

and cars, for services performed for other roads, and from investments

outside of transportation, but not connected with the other branch of

busiue3s, are to be regarded as ancillary to the claimants' exercise of

their franchises as commou carriers, and as necessary to the use of their

road in the unsettled districts which it traverses.

The cost of earuiug gross earnings must be deducted from them in

order to ascertain what are net earnings. This includes, not only the

actual expenses of transportation, but also general corporate expenses,

such as salaries of officers, wages of employes, taxes, assessments,

iusurauce, law expenses, losses and damages to persons and property,

and other similar charges, and, above all, the cost of maintaining the

road, the plant, and the entire property, so that at the close of the year

they shall be in as good condition as at the beginning.

The claimants further maintain that interest on loans and obliga

tory contributions to sinking-funds, or to the redemption of the subsidy-

loan, are also proper to be deducted.

This proposition confounds two things which are quite distinct in

themselves, the net earnings of the property and the net income of the

owners of the property.

Regarding the property as an entity, the moneys which go into its

construction, whether stock or debt, are to be regarded as capital. Its net

earnings (that is, the net earnings of the property, not of the capital

invested iu it) are to be ascertained by the rule already laid down.

After they are ascertained, their application depends upon the respective

priority of rights of the different classes of capital which went into

the construction of the property. Loan capital as creditor has priority

over share capital as debtor and as the owner of the property. So, too,

the higher classes of loau capital stand prior iu right to the lower

classes. But, though the just claims of loan capital must be satisfied

before share capital can receive anything, it is wrong to say that they

must be satisfied before the net earnings of the property itself can be

ascertained.

The claimants also contend that the tenth section of the act of 1864

postpones the payment of the five per cent, until the payment of the

first-mortgage debt and interest. This contention cannot be maintained.

It is true that the section referred to recognizes that the United States

has a lien upon the property to enforce both the payment of the sub

sidy-bonds and the rights reserved by the sixth section of the act of
18hr2. The rights of the defendant to the five per cent, is clearly sub

ordinated by it to the rights of the first-mortgage bondholders. If net

earnings will not satisfy first-mortgage interest and the five per cent.,

the latter must give way to the former. When the principal of the

mortgage debt matures, it will be a charge on revenue prior to the five
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per cent. But, as between the government and the company, there is

no change in the definition of net earnings; no enlargement of tie

rights of the company ; no discharge of the right of the government to

claim and receive the five per cent., if it is earned, and if it is not im

mediately applicable to the extinguishment of mortgage debt or interest.

Some expenditures for "station-buildings," " tenement-borises and

hotels," " engine equipment," " tanks and water-tanks," " new shops and

machines," "car-equipment," and "Laramie rolling-mills," are s lid to be

improperly charged to earnings.

Undoubtedly new construction, theoretically, should come from capi

tal. Practically it is often difficult to separate new from old. A station

is rebuilt on a larger scale; an iron bridge replaces a wooden bridge;

an old car or locomotive is rebuilt ; a steel rail is substituted for an iron

rail. Many prudent managers think it best not only to make such

" construction" as this out of earnings, but even to resort to that source

for the increase demanded by the ordinary growth of traffic rather than

swell capital account by augmenting the funded debt or shares. Sach

matters are usually left to the discretion of a board of directors. The

expenditures objected to certainly increased the value of the security

which the government holds for the ultimate retirement of the loan-sob-

sidy. The organic law of the corporation placed representatives of the

government in the direction to guard the interests of the United States.

In the absence of complaint from them I do not think this court should

impose upon the company an inflexible rule which is often practically

opposed to sound and economical administration.

The items relating to the Omaha bridge are in dispute, and some of

them are rejected, in the judgment of the court. The bridge was con

structed under authority coutained in the ninth section of the act of

1864. The act of 1871 authorized the claimants to contract a mortgage

debt for its construction. The mortgage failed to realize enough to meet

its cost, and the deficit about ($28,000) was met from earnings. The

bridge accounts are now carried into the general operations of the road.

Although technically a separate property, the bridge is practically op

erated as a part of the claimants' road, and is, in fact, necessary to it.

If the principles which I have laid down are correct, its receipts

should form a part of gross earnings, and the cost of its operation a part

of the expenditures to be deducted from gross earnings. The small

outlay in its construction not having been objected to by the govern

ment directors is to be treated as legitimate. The interest paid on its

mortgage is to be treated as the interest on the other funded debt of

the company.

Some charges for the printing of corporation bonds were objected to.

On the principles laid down they are fairly within the corporate expeuses

which are chargeable to earnings. On the other band, sundry contested

expenditures for expenses of town lots and taxes on land and town lots

are properly held by the court not to be chargeable to the earnings of

the road.

The claimants are bound to apply the 5 per cent, of the net earning*

of the road annually ; that is to say, on the recurring anniversary of

the day of the month on which the road was completed. The defend

ant maintains that the obligation to pay the percentage began on the

6th November, 1869, and makes a rest anuually between November 5

and November 6 in the tables which it furnishes. I agree that the de

fendant can waive the percentage between the loth July and the 6th

November, but I do not agree that the road was completed ou the latter
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date. We are warranted, on the pleadings in this suit, in giving judg

ment from and including the 6th November, 1869.

On the principles which I have laid down the respective annual

amounts for which the defendants would be entitled to judgments are

tbe following :

For the year ending November 5, 1870 $94,606 48

1871 189,942 09

1872 163,000 32

1873 258,002 77

1874 271,871 74

1875 324,084 15

Total 1,301,407 55

I agree with my associates that uo interest should be allowed on

these sums.

It is conceded by the government that at the commencement of this

suit the claimants had earned in the transportation of mails, troops,

munitions of war, and supplies, and in the transmission of dispatches,

$1,187,254.21, none of which has been paid. In this suit the claimants

are entitled to recover one-half that amount, $593,627.10. That amount

should be deducted from the defendants' counter-claim, and the defend

ant, in my opinion, should have judgment for $707,880.45.

This result differs from that reached by my associates by §101,194.73.

For reasons already given I surrender my own convictions and I concur

in forming the judgment of the court.
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January 15, 1878,
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A BILL

In relation to the Pacific Railroads.

1 Be it tnact'.d by the SmaU and Howie of Representa-

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That in order to establish a sinking-fund for the purpose of

4 liquidating the claims of the government on account of the

5 bonds advanced under an act of July first, eighteen hundred

(> and sixty-two, and tlie acts amending the same or supple.

7 mental thereto, to the Central Pacific Railroad Company of

8 California and the Western Pacific Railroad Company, the

(J Central Pacific Railroad Company, a corporation organized

10 and existing under the laws of the State of California

11 the successor by consolidation of the said Central

12 Pacific Railroad Company of California and the West-

13 ern Pacific Railroad Company, may, and it is hereby

14 authorized to, convey and release to the United States

15 six million acres of the lands in the State of Nevada and in

16 the Territory of Utah, which were granted by the third section

17 of the act of Congress approved July first, eighteen hundred

18 and sixty-two, and the amendments aforesaid, to the Centra

li) Pacific Railroad Company of California.

20 And in order to establish a sinking-fund for the purpose

21 of liquidating the claims of the government on account of the

22 bonds advanced under said act, and the amendments thereto,

23 to the Union Pacific Kailroad Company, a corporation created

24 by said act, the said Union Pacific Railroad Company, may,

25 and it is hereby authorized to, convey and release to the United

2ti States six million acres of the lands on the main line of its

27 railroad westerly of the one hundred and fourth meridian of

28 longitude in the State of Nebraska and in the Territories of

29 Wyoming and Utah, which were granted to said Union

3) Pacific Railroad Company by the third section of the act of

31 Congress approved July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,

32 and the amendments aforesaid.

1 Sec. 2. That upon said conveyances and releases being

2 executed in due form, and delivered to the Secretary of the

3 Treasury of the United States, by the said companies respec-

4 tively, he is hereby authorized and directed to curry to the credit

5 of a sinking-fund for each of the said companies so executing

(i said conveyances and releases, the sum of seven millions and

7 a half of dollars, as the consideration of said lands so conveyed

8 and released at the price of one dollar and a quarter an acre.

1 Sec. 3. That the Secretary of the Treasury is also here-

2 bv authorized and directed to cifriv to the credit nf said sink.
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3 iug-fnnd, for each of said companies, the amount due, or which

4 may he due, the said companies, respectively, for the carriage

5 and transportation of the mails, troops, munitions of war, sup-

li plies and puhl_c stores, for the government, under the acts

7 aforesaid, up to and including the thirty-first day of Decera-

8 her, eighteen hundred and seventy-seven, which, if not

9 amounting at said date to the sum of one million dollars, shall

10 he made up by the respective companies to that sum each ;

11 any sum exceeding said one million dollars to be forthwith

12 paid to said companies respectively.

1 Sec. 4. That the said Central Pacific Railroad Company

2 and the Union Pacific Railroad Company shall each, in pro-

3 portion to its respective indebtedness to the United States, pay

4 into the Treasury of the United States, either in lawful money

5 or in any bonds or securities of the United States Government,

6 at par, annually, in equal semi-annual installments, on the first

7 day of April and of October in each year, commencing on the

8 first day of October, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, and

9 concluding with a final and full payment on the first day of

10 October, in the year nineteen hundred and five, such sums as

11 shall be ascertained by the Secretary of the Treasury, in

12 accordance with the provisions of this act, to be necessary

13 and sufficient, with the interest thereon, as hereinafter pro-

14 vided, when added to the other sums to the credit of said

15 sinking-lund, to pay off and extinguish the government

Iti bonds advanced as aforesaid to each of said companies

17 (including the bonds issued to the Western Pacific

18 Railroad Company), witli six per centum interest thereon

19 from their respective dates up to the first day of October,

20 nineteen hundred and five, aforesaid. Interest on all sums

21 placed to the credit of the sinking-fund shall be credited and

22 added thereto semi-annually at the rate of six per centum

23 per annum : Provided, however, That on the failure or re-

24 fusal of said companies, or either of them, to pay in aecord-

25 ance with the provisions of this act, for the period of six

2(i months, then the provisions hereof in regard to the liquidation

27 of said bonds and interest shall thenceforth become inopera-

28 five as to such defaulting company, and the rights and pow.

29 ers of the United States in relation thereto, undi-r the acts to

30 which this is amendatory, be in full force and effect, as if this

31 act had not been passed, except as hereinafter provided.

1 Sec. 5. That the payments so to be made by said com-

2 panies shall he in lieu of all payments or other requirements

3 from said companies under said act, and the amendments

4 thereto, in relation to the reimbursement to the government

5 of the bonds so issued to said corporations : Procitlvi, how-

fi ever, That until the claims of the government for said bonds

7 and interest are fully paid, said companies shall not in any

8 manner be released from their present liabilities to keep the

9 said railroads and telegraph-lines constructed under the acts

10 of Congress aforesaid in repair and use, and to transmit

11 dispatches over said telegraph-lines, and transport mails,

12 troops, munitions of war, supplies, and public stores upon said

13 railroads for the government, whenever required to do so by

14 any department thereof, at fair and reasonable rales of compen-

15 sation (said rates not to exceed the amounts paid by private

16 parties for the same kind of service), the whole amount of

17 which shall be paid by the government to said companies, on

18 the adjustment of the accounts therefor, and that the govern-

19 ment shall at all times have the preference in the use of the

20 same for all the purposes aforesaid : And provided alio. That

21 all government freight and transportation designed for points

•»'» huKvi».ti tin, Xri.wftiivi KW',.r nr.il tl.r, Pnoift/t nnnct otxl nr, cai*i
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23 roast, shall be sent by the said railroads until the aforesaid

24 claims of the government on account of bonds advanced to

25 the said companies respectively are fully paid and satisfied.

1 Sec. 6. That it shall be the duty of said Central Pacific

2 Railroad Company to provide for and pay the interest on all

3 land-grant bonds issued under its mortgage of October first,

4 eighteen hundred and seventy, payable twenty years from

6 said date, which mortgage covers the first-mentioned lands to

i! be released and conveyed to the government according to the

7 provisions of this act ; and it shall be the duty of said

8 Union Pacific Railroad Company to provide for and pay the

9 interest on all land-grant bonds issued under its mortgage

10 of April sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, payable

11 twenty years from said date, and on all bonds issued under its

12 sinking-fund mortgage of December eighteenth, eighteen hun-

13 dred and seventy-three, payable September first, eighteen

1+ hundred and ninety-three, which mortgages cover the last-

15 mentioned lands to be released and conveyed to the govern-

16 ment according to the provisions of this act ; and said com-

17 panies shall also provide and maintain any necessary

18 sinking-funds for the redemption of their respective - land-

19 grant and sinking-fund bonds, and shall duly redeem

20 or pay all such bonds at or before the maturity thereof,

21 or shall otherwise discharge said lands from the lien

22 of said mortgages ; and whenever and as often as any

23 of the aforesaid lands shall bo sold by the government

24 to settlers or otherwise, or patented to actual settlers pursuant

25 to pre-emption, said companies shall respectively pay to the

2(, trustees under said land-giant mortgage, or to the trustees

27 under said sinking-fund mortgage, as the case may require,

28 an amount sufficient to release and discharge such lands so

29 sold and patented by the government from all claim under

30 said mortgages against said lands.

1 Sec. 7. That the mortgage of the government created

2 by the fifth section of the act of July first, eighteen hundred

3 and sixly-two, amended by the act of July second, eighteen

4 hundred and sixty-four, shall not ba in any way impaired or

.-i released by the operations of this act, until the sinking-fund

li herein established shall, on the report of the Secretary of the

7 Treasury, fully equal the amount of said mortgage, principal

8 and interest, on the said date of October first, nineteen hundred

9 and five; but said mortgage shall remain in full force and

10 virtue; and, upon the failure of either of said companies

11 to perforin the obligations imposed upon them by this act,

12 said mortgage shall be enforced against such defanlting com-

13 pany as if this act had not been passed ; the government, how-

14 ever, duly crediting and allowing to the company upon said

15 mortgage all payments which may have been made in part

Hi execution of this act, and interest thereon, to be credited and

17 added thereto semi-annually, as hereinbefore provided.

1 Sec. 8. That each of said companies shall he entitled at

2 any time, in case it becomes necessary for the protection of

3 its credit, to extinguish the lien of the government, or when-

4 ever its financial condition will allow, to pay to the govern-

5 ment, in lien of the semi-annual payments provided for in

0 section four of this act, which may then remain to be made

7 before the full payment and extinguishment of the balance of

8 the government claim as aforesaid, the then present value of

9 all such future semi-annual payments, computed according to

10 an interest rate of six per centum per annum ; and upon such

11 payment of the present value, the said balance of the govem-

12 ment claim shall be discharged without further semiannual

13 payments. And each of said companies shall al o be entitled
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14 to commute at the same rate any of said semi-annual payments

15 herein provided for by the payment of a specific sura equal

IK to the then present value of such of said semi-annual pay-

17 ments so desire 1 to be commuted, but the sum so paid shal,

18 not be less than one mUlion dollars at any one time.

1 Sec. 9. That this act shall take effect upon its accept-

2 anee by said railroad companies, or if accepted by only one of

3 said companies, then as to the company so accepting the

4 same, which acceptance shall be filed With the Secretary of

5 the Treasury within four months from the passage of this act,

(i and shall show that said company or said companies have

7 agreed to the same at a m »e>ti ii£i of stockholders; and if said

« companies shall mik'1 punctual payment of the sums herein

!» provided for, and perform all the conditions hereof, this act

11) shall be deemed and construed to be a final settlement

11 between the government and the company or companies so

12 performing the same; but in case of failure so to do, Congress

13 miy at any time alter, amend, or rep?al this act as to such

14 company so making default.

1 Sec. 10. That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with

2 this act are hereby repealed.
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495 ; Query, 522, 523, 524 ; Remarks, 534.

Morgan—Speech, 67, 68, 77.

Morrill—Speech, 253; Remarks, 263, 353; Query, 360, 361 ; Paired, 531,

535.

Paddock—Remarks, 289, 290 ; Query, 301, 412, 417, 507 ; Remarks, 509,

510, 512, 513, 514, 523.

Patterson—Motion, 508 ; Remarks, 500, 510.

Plumb—Remarks, 289.

Ransom—Remarks, 68, 509.

Sargent—Remarks, 97, 124 ; Query, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 140, 105 ; Speedi

277, 278, 279 ; Speech, 318, 321 ; Remarks, 364 ; Speech, 398, 408. 409-

410, 411, 412, 416, 417 ; Amendment, 417 ; Speech, 418, 422, KS

Remarks, 439, 450. 457, 458, 459, 476, 496, 510, 512, 533.

Saulsbury—Remarks-, 140 ; Query, 513; Remarks, 535.

Spencer—Motion, 322 ; Reniarks, 509, 510, 516.

Teller—Query. (S3; Remarks, 95, 111 ; Speech, 112, 124: Query, 217, 21f ;

Remarks, 200 ; Paired, 532, 535.

Tkurman—Introduce* Bill, S. 15, (same as Iris Bill in 44th. Congress.)

Reports Bill, S. 15, 3, Report, see Appendix; Speech, 6, 9, 12;

Remirks, 23; Query, 25; Remarks, 20; Query, 28, 29, 30, 43; Motion,

47 ; Remarks, 54, 64, 07, 77 ; Qnery, 96 ; Remarks, 97 ; Query, 100,

101; Remarks, 107, 108, 109, 110, 135, 161, 162; Query, 175, 176, 178,

179, 180, 182, 183; Remarks, 198.200, 201,261; Amendment, 261;

Remarks, 202, 203, 260,267, 208, 209, 272, 213, 274, 278, 279; Amend

ment, 281 ; Remarks, 283. 288, 289, 290, 291, 360, .'507, 308, 318. 322, 323,

851, 3ri2, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 361, 362 363, 304, 365, 3iifi, SIT,

368, 309, 370, 371, 374, 375, 390, 409, 415,410, 417. 423, 428,429. 4».

434, 439, 441, 442, 446, 447, 448, 456, 457, 458, 480, 480, 487, 488. 1M,

496, 497, 498, 503, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515,516, 518,

519, 522, 523, 524, 525, 528. 529 ; Motion, 532.

Voorhees—Speech, 479, 480 ; Remarks, 515, 618, 519.

Wallace -Paired, 511.

Whyte—Queries, 302, 303, 304.

Withers—Paired, 532, 535.

INDEX TO PROCEEDINGS ON SENATE SINKING

FUND BILL IN HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Ayes and Noes—On Passage, 575.

llEBEE—Remarks, 547, 548, 558, 504, 505.

Bell—Calls for Aves and Noes. 575.
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Bill as Passed Senate—5M; Reported to House, 535.

I3lair—Remarks, 3UK.

Bridges—Question, 50*.

Burchard—Remarks, 536.

Bgtler -Remarks, 349, 343, 544, 515, 545, 548, 558, 561; Speech, 562,564,

04J3.

Calrins—Remarks, 574.

Carlisle—Query, 545.

Caswell—Remarks, 350.

Chalmers—Introduced Tkurinan's Dill, April 1, '78, at reported by Sanat •

Jndiciary Committee, (printed and called H. R. 4158, Printer's

No. -4470.) Same LSill reported from K. R. Committee, (calted H. R-

4158, Printer's No. 4797J 538; Speech, 563. Report H. It. 622, see

Appendix.

Conger—Remarks, 547, 550.

Cox (S. S.)—Query, 536 ; Remarks, 537, 538; Motion, 540 ; Remarks, 547

54«, 54J) ; Speech, 551); Remarks, 556, 558, 565, 566, 571 ; Motion, 573,

574 ; Previous Question, 575 ; Reconsider and table, 57J.

Cwttenden—Remarks, 56L,

Dicrey—Query, 561.

Fix ley—Remarks, 364.

Fars—Remarks, 5W, 549, 373, 571.

Garfield—Speech, 557.

Uartidge—Motion, 536; Remarks, 34S, 536.

Hasrell—Remarks, 517.

IIendre—Remarks, 536.

Henderson— Remarks, 553.

Itner—Query, 564.

Knott -Remarks, 51!l.

Lafbam—Remarks, 550.

McMahon—Remarks, 519, 55'i; Speech, 571.

Morrison—Remarks, 515, 31(i. -Hi : Spec.-1-, j'jl.

Pairs—576, 577.

Phillips—Speech, 556.

Price—Remarks, 558; Speech, 538, 359, 573.

Sampson—Query, 537 ; Remarks, 574, 575.

Sinring-fund Law—578.

Springer—Speech, 566; Remarks 571.

Steele— Remarks, 565.

Sten.ier—Remarks, 549.

Wright—Remarks, 564.

INDEX TO PROCEEDINGS IN SENATE, ON KANSAS

PACIFIC 11. R. SINKING-FUND BILL.

CnnisTiAxcr—Remarks, 593, 594.

Davis (David)—Remarks, 592.

Hoar—Speech, 591 ; Remarks, 392, 593.

Kernan—Remarks, 391.

Paddocr—Query, 397.

Rollins—Remarks, 592.

S ARoent—Remarks, 592.

Teller—Remarks, 590 ; Speech, 591. 595, MO, 597.

Thurman—Reports Bill, 590 ; Calls up, 390 ; Remarks, 591, R92, 593, 394.

Query, 595 ; Remarks, 596.

INDEX TO PROCEEDINGS ON BILL CREATING

"AUDITOR OF PACIFIC R. R. ACCOUNTS."

IN SENATE.

Thcrman—Motion, 583 ; Has Bill read, 5.3 ; P. ss.'d, 534.
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IN HOUSE REPRESENTATIVES.

Ayes and Noes—586.

Banning—Query, 586.

Butler—Remarks, 580.

Clark, Jr., (J. B.)— Motion, 581; Has Ssnate Bill read, 585; Remarks

585, 5815.

Law—588.

Page—Query, 585.

INDEX TO PROCEEDINGS—"KANSAS PACIFIC

PRO RATA BILL."

IN SENATE.

Bill Passes—612.

Eaton—Remarks, 606, 608.

Cockreli.—Remarks, 609, 610.

Conkling—Remarks, 599, 600, 603 ; Motion, 606; Remarks, 607, 609.

Chaffee—Bill ami Speech in Appendix.

Christiancy—Remarks, 600, 606, 611.

Davis, (David)—Remarks, 609.

Dorset—Remarks, 607, 608.

Hoar—Remarks, 610.

Hill—Remarks, 611, 612.

Matthews— Speech, 604, 605.

Mehrimon—R« marks, 609.

McDonald—Remarks, 601, 605, 606.

Morrill—Remarks, 609.

Paddock—Reniaiks, 599, 602, hot ; Query, 610, 611 ; Amendment, 612.

Rollins—Rtmaiks, 601,611, 612.

Saunders—Motion, 599 ; Remarks, 607, 609.

Tf.li.kr—Query, 602; Remarks, 603; Amendment, 610.

Thurman—Motion, 598; Remarks, 598, 600, 602, 603, 606, 607, 608, 69,

612.

IN HOUSE REPRESENTATIVES.

Ayes and Noes—662.

Blair—Remarks, 537, 538, 539, 540. Report, see Appendix.

Bouck—Query, 659.

Cannon—Query, 662.

Chalmers—Report—H. R. 430, see Appendix.

Cole— Speech, 635.

Chittenden— Query, 537; Remarks, 538; Speech, 639; Motion, 659;

Remarks, 661, C62 ; Calls for Ayes and Noes, 662.

Hafkell— Query, 662.

Hewitt, (U-. W.)—Motion, 662.

House—Remarks, 538.

Luttrell— Iemarks, 661.

O'Neil—Remarks, 662.

Page—Query, 661.

Pairs—664.

Patterson, (Col.)—Motion, 662.

Price—Query, 538; Remarks, 659.

Rea—Amendment, 661.

Rice—Makes Report—II. R. 622, see Appendix. Reports Bill, 537: Motion /

538 ; Remarks, 539, 540 ; Speech, 512 ; Has Bill read, 659.

Saph—Query, 662. ^r

Sayler—Motion, 662. ■ ,

Senate Bill, No. 1337—As Passed Senate, 597. /O5

V



45th Congress, ) SENATE. i Report

2d Session. J \ No. 111.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.

March 4, 1878.—Ordered to be priuled.

Mr. Thurman, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the

following

REPORT:

[To accompany bill S. 15.1

The Committee on the Jndiciary, to whom was referred Senate bill No.

15, entitled "A bill to alter and amend the act entitled 'An act to aid

in the construction of a railroad and telegraph-line from the Missouri

River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the government the use of

the same for postal, military, and other purposes,' approved July first,

eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and also to alter and amend the act of

Congress approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, in

amendment of said first named act," report the same back with an amend

ment to strike out all after the enacting clanse and insert a substitute

for the matter stricken out, and also to strike out the preamble to the

bill and insert a substitute therefor.

And now, in support of their views, your committee present the fol

lowing statement of facts, and their reasons for recommending the

adoption of said substitutes.

Union Pacific.

Capital stock, all paid $36,762,300 00

Government loan, principal $'27,236,512 00

Interest paid by government on above 15,969,801 45

43,206,313 45

Interest repaid government by half transportation account, and cov

ered into the Treasury 5,134,327 84

Balance due government January 31, 1878, exclusive of its claim for

interest upon the interest it has paid 38,071,985 61

But the company claims further credits that have not been allowed and

some of which are in litigation, to wit : 1,299,652+1,600,000= 2, 899, 652 00

Leaving 35,172,333 61

as the indebtedness to the government, should said further credits be

allowed, exclusive of the government's claim for interest upon interest

above mentioned.

As to the foregoing see—

Report of Secretary of Interior for 1877, Forty-fifth Congress, second

session, Ex. Doc. 1, part 5, vol. 1, pp. xxiv, xxv, xxvii, xxix, xxx.

Public debt statement for January, 1878.

The interest (payable in semi-annual installments) which the govern

ment pays annually upon its loan to the companv—6 per cent, on

$27,236,512—is $1,634,190.72.
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Tbe first mortgage of the company, and wbose lien is prior to that of

the government, is for about the same amount as the government loan,

and bears the same rate of interest. The annual interest on it is, there

fore, about $1,634,190.72. It is stated by tbe government directors (see

report, ante, p. 828) as $1,633,920.

The total funded indebtedness of the company June 30, 1ST" (see

Secretary's report, ante, xxv), was $78,733,712.

The items of this indebtedness (see manuscript report of the com

pany to the Secretary for 1877) were as follows:

First-mortgage bonds $27,232,006

Sinking-fund mortgage bonds 14, Iti.0$

Income bonds 1, 00*

Land-grant bonds 7. 374,00)

Omaba bridge bonds 2. 225. 00"

Certificates for bonds 477.2*

United States bonds loaoed 27. 236, oli

Total funded debt, including government loan 79, 733, 712

The nature of this indebtedness is more fully shown by the report of

the government directors for 1S76 (pamphlet 17), as follows :

Statement of the funded debt of the company June 30, 1576.

Name of bonds.
Amount

issued.

First mortgage .. ?27, -237, 000

Sinking luud I 14,470,000

Iuoome , 3, 355, 000

Land-grant \ 10,400,000

Omaba bridge I 2, 500, (Kin

Amount

redeemed.

Amount

outstanding.

$5,000

144,000

9, 345, 000

2, ««>, 000

221,000

Total outstanding

United States for 6 per cL currency bonds.

Grand total

827, 232, 000

14, 32<i, 000

10, 000

7,511,000

2, 279, 000

51, 358, 000

27, 23G, 512

Rate of interest. Coupons payable.

6 per cent , gold ' January and July.

8 per cent, currency . March A: S^ptoiibrc.

10 per cent., currency . La.-*tcoupon.S*rpt.-~4

7 per cent., currency . April and Octooer.

8 per cent., gold....".. I>o.

"The floating debt of tbe company on August 28, 1876, was §740,153. This include

$82,703.20 of outstanding overdue coupons. Against this tbe company holds, sicking

funds bonds, amount owned by the company June 30, 1876, §1,530,000; United States,

amount due the company for one-half approved accounts for transportation Jane 30,

1876, $1,252,505.92, aud interests in several railroads in Colorado aud Utah more orle»

directly couuected with its line."

In considering the question of the ability of the company to comply

with the requirements of the peuding bill, as proposed to be amended,

the floating debt of tbe company may be laid out of view, as it is very

small, less than $1,000,000, and the available assets of the company are

more than sufficient to extinguish it at any moment. Tbe land-grant

bonds may also be laid out of view, for tbe land-grant is sufficient not

only to pay tbe current interest upon them, but also the principal when

due, and leave a large surplus to be applied to the other indebtedness

of the company. The land grant was about 12,000,000 acres. (SeeKe-

port No. 440, H. of E., 44th Cong., 1st sess., page 3, note 15.)

Aud see Keport of Government Directors for 1S77 (Report of Secre

tary of the Interior, ante, p. 821), who say:

'■ The land granted to the company is mortgaged to secure the payment of the land-

grant bonds. Number of acres sold, 1,341,779.30 ; amount duo company on contracts,

$3,049,134.53. Principal received, §2,618,293.71 ; interest, $442,681.79; total, $3,060.775M

Acres sold during last year, 67,971.53 ; average price per acre, $2.92.

" In view of the grasshopper scourge which has afflicted Nebraska for several yean
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past, the number of acres of land sold by the company during the last year is a

gratifying surprise, and now that the scourge seems to have passed away, and immi

gration is again pouring into the State the sales in the future must increase rapidly.

The amount of land-grant bonds originally issued was $10,400,000 00

Amount outstanding June 30, 1677... '. 7,374,000 00

Amount retired from sales of land 3, 026,000 00

•' Undoubtedly the laud graut will retire the land-grant bonds, and leave a large sur

plus over for the extinguishment of other indebtedness of the company."

RECEIPTS AND OPERATING EXPENSES.

The gross receipts and operating expenses of the company for

last four years were as follows :

tbe

For the year ending—

June 30, 1874.

June 30, le75.

Jane 30. 1876.

June 30, 1877.

Average annual net reoeipts .

No. of

report. I

18

n

Gross

receipts.

$10,246, 760 16

11,5-22,021 54

12, 113,990 69

13,719,343 82

Operating

expenses.

$5,089,7t» 17

5, 373, C5") 87

5, 441, 819 27

5, 402, «5i 24

Net

receipts.

35, 156, 970 99

6, 018, 365 67

6,666,171 42

8,317,091 .'8

26, 188, 599 66

6, 547, 149 91

The Attorney General insists that, in ascertaining the 5 per cent, of

net profits to which the government is entitled under the charter,

nothing but the operating expenses arc to be deducted from the gross

receipts of the company. On the other hand, the company contends

that net earnings are whatever it has left after payment of all its just

and lawful obligations, and in support of this position cites St. John vs.

The Erie Railway Company (22 Wall.). That case merely decides that

as bet-ween a preferred stockholder, entitled to dividends out of net

earnings, and the creditors of a company, there are no net earnings

until the creditors are paid, it being a familiar principle that the share

holders of a company cannot lawfully divide its assets or profits among

themselves, and thereby leave its creditors unpaid.

But the question in this case is different, and depends upon the charter

of the company which is as binding upon its creditors as upon its share

holders, and if that entitles the government, as a preferred creditor, to

5 per cent, upon the gross receipts less the operating expenses, neither

shareholders nor other creditors have a right to complain. The right

to the 5 per cent, is given by the 6th section of the act of 1802, and,

reading that section in connection with the 18th section, we are not

prepared to admit the claim of the company. But whatever may be

the true interpretation of these sections, we are of the opinion that,

under its reserved right to alter, amend, or repeal, it is competent for

Congress to define, for the future at least, what shall be deemed to be

net earnings. And, iu view of the rights of the first-mortgage bond

holders, and as a fair adjustment of the conflicting claims of the govern

ment and the company, we think it would be right to deduct, iu future,

not merely the operating expenses, but also the interest on the first

mortgage; aud the amendment we report is to that effect. As to the

past, we leave the question upon the law as it now stands to the decision

of the Supreme Court in the case pending before it.
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THE FIVE PER CENT. IN THE FUTURE.

We have seen that, for the four last years, the average annual net

income of the company, deducting operating expenses alone from its

gross receipts, has been $6,547,149.91. We think that this income

will be largely increased in the future by the increasing business of

the company, the sales of its lands, and its immense coal-mines. In

reference to these mines the Report of the Directors to the Stockholders

for 1874, says :

" The Union Pacific Railroad Company own, in WyomiDg Territory, an area of coal

fields greater than the entire anthracite-coal fields of the State of Pennsylvania.

" The coal-fields of the company extend along four hundred miles of the road, and t.~t

million acres of its lands are within the Coal-Measures. The coal is superior for ordi

nary fuel, and unequaled for making steam, and for all manufacturing purpose*,

"It will furnish cheap fuel to the company for its own traffic, and will afford large

additional revenues from the sale and transportation of coal for domestic and manu

facturing uses, to snpply the country extending for nearly two thousand miles—from

Omaha to the Pacific coast."

But if we assume that the net earnings of the future will not exceed

those of the last Jour years, and deduct from the average annual earn

ings of those years, to wit, £6,547,149.91, the annual interest on the first

mortgage, namely, $1,633,920, we will have $4,913,229.91 as annual net

earnings, 5 per cent, on which would be $245,661, which we think is the

very least sum that the government would probably receive annually

from this source should the bill we report become a law. Whatever it

may be. it will, under the provisions of now existing law, be applicable

immediately upon its receipt toward repayment of the interest paid or

to be paid by the government on its loan, and this right ought not to be

surrendered.

THE GOVERNMENT TRANSPORTATION ACCOUNT.

By the sixth section of the charter, as amended by section 5 of the

act of 1864, one-half of the compensation to which the company may

become entitled for services rendered by.it for the government is imme

diately applicable to the payment of the interest and principal of the

bonds issued by the government in aid of the company ; that is, the gov

ernment loan. This right of immediate application reimburses the gov-

ment, pro tanto, the interest paid and to be paid on said bonds, and

ought not to be surrendered. The aggregate of the whole transporta

tion account for the years 1871 to 1876, inclusive, six years, as stated in

the report of the directors to the stockholders for 1876, was $5,055,742.54,

an annual average of $842,623.75, one-half of which is $421,311.87.

We think it will not be less in the future. It has been argued before

us that owing to the removal of the Indians to the Missouri River it

will probably decrease ; but, taking all circumstances into view, espe

cially the immense increase that is likely to occur in the mail-service, as

population shall increase in the West, it is our opinion that the future

annual earnings will exceed those of the past.

From the foregoing data, it is obvious that the company can pay its

interest upon all its obligations, and the sums payable by it annually

under the law as it now exists, and allow the government to pay the

other one-half of the transportation account into the proposed siuking-

fund, and can annually pay into the same the further sum of $850,000,

and have a surplus left sufficient to pay a dividend annually to its stock

holders of 4J per cent, on the nominal, or 6£ per cent, on' the present

market-value of their stock. This is shown in detail by the following
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table, which includes the entire indebtedness of the company on which

it pays interest annually or semi-annually, except its land-grant bonds,

which are omitted because the proceeds of the land-grant more than

provides for them, as before stated. The small floating debt—less than

a million—is also omitted because the company has assets with which

to pay it at any time.

Average annual gross receipts, less operating expenses, as ante $6, 547, 149 91

Deduct interest on first mortgage $1, 633,930 00

Five per cent, on net earnings, payable to government un

der existing law, say 245,661 00

One-half transportation, payable to government nnder ex

isting law, say 4.1,311 87

Interest on company's sinking-fund bonds, 8 per cent, on

$14,326,000 1,146,080 00

Interest on income-bonds, 10 per cent, on $10,000 1, 000 00

Interest on Omaha bridge bonds,* per cent, on $2,279,000. 182,320 00

One-half transportation account to be paid into the sink

ing-fund as per bill 421,311 87

Further sum to be paid to same as per bill 850,000 00

4, 901, 604 74

Leaving for dividends among stockholders 1,645,545 17

Being about 4 J per cent, on the nominal amount of the stock, or GJ per

per cent, on its present market-value.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the amount the company will

have to pay annually to the government aud the sinking-fund, should

the bill we report become a law, will be about as follows :

Five per cent, of net earnings payable nnder existing law $245,661 00

One-half transportation-account, payable under existing law 421, 311 00

C66, 972 00

Into the sinking-fund :

One-half transportation-account, say $421,311 00

Cash 850,000 00

1,271,311 00

Total 1,938,283 00

As the annual interest payable by the government is $1,634,190.72,

the above sum would provide only $304,092 annually for the payment ol

the principal of the government loan.

CENTRAL PACIFIC.

"This company embraces, by consolidation (besides the original Central Pacific

Company), the Western Pacific, the California and Oregon, the San Francisco, Oak

land and Alameda, and the San Joaquin Valley Companies."—Report of Secretary of In

terior for 1877, p. xxv.

Three of these roads, the original Central Pacific, the Western Pacific,

and the California and Oregon, whose aggregate length is about 1,027

miles, have received subsidies from the government, the last-named in

lands. The other roads, whose aggregate length is about 187 miles,

have not directly received such subsidies.

It has been suggested that in ascertaining the 5 per cent, of net earn

ings to which the government is entitled under the charter, the earnings

of the non-subsidized roads are not to be taken into account. Such was

not the view taken by the company in 1872. In the report of the direct

ors to the stockholders for that year the directors said (page 12) :

Since the construction of yonr road to a jnnotion with the Union Pacific at Ogden,

there has been added to it by construction and consolidation 480 miles, viz: Western

-division, 141 miles; Oregon division, 152 miles San Joaquin, 146 miles; San Jose", 18
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miles ; Alameda, 17 miles ; Oakland, 6 miles. All these additions to the main line h»ve

proven at once profitable investments, adding to and with themselves increasing the

pro-rata earnings and net income of each mile of the whole.

And treating of the "relations of your road to the government1" and

referring to the additions above mentioned, they said (page 15):

All the additions are consolidated with the main line and are equally with it security

to tbe government for its loan, and these additions are and will ever be more valuable

per mile than the greater part of the main line.

This view is, perhaps, in some degree supported by the decision of

the Supreme Court in St. John vs. The Erie Eailway Company herein

before cited ; but we do not feel called upon to express an opinion upon

it. For whether it is correct or whether the earnings of the subsidized

roads alone are to be taken into account, the company will be able,

without difficulty, to comply with the provisions of the bill herewith

reported.

The capital stock of the company paid in is (report of Secretary of

Interior for 1877, p. xxv) $54,275,500 00

The government loan is—

To Central Pacific 25, 835, 120 On

To Western Pacific l.l>70,5tJO Ov

27, 855, t>*> 00

Interest paid by United States to October 31, 1877, on Central Pacific

loan, and not reimbursed 12,519,447 11

Interest paid by United States to October 31, 1877, on Western Pacific

loan, and not reimbursed 988, 691 54

Total, October 31, 1877 41,364,018 65

(Report of Secretary, supra, p. xxix.)

This is exclusive of a claim by the government for interest upon the

interest it has paid.

The government pays (in semiannual installments) interest on its

subsidy bonds amounting annually to 6 per cent, on $27,885,080=

$1,671J340.80.

Under the power conferred by the charter the company has issued

first-mortgage bonds, whose lien is paramount to that of the United

States to about the same amount, and bearing the same rate of interest.

Tbe funded debt of the company, according to the report of the

directors to the stockholders for 1876 (the last report we have been able

to obtain), was, on December 31, 1876, as follows :
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The gross earnings of the road, less the operating expenses, for the

years 1872 to 1876, both inclusive, as stated in the reports of the directors

to the stockholders, were as follows :

1872 $6,952,36171

1873 7,684,681*"

1874 8,342,s98 76

1875 9,177,832 09

1876 9,137,004 73

Total for five years 41, 504, 8S 77

Average annual net receipts 8,300,965 75

If we deduct the interest upon the first-mortgage bonds, as well as

the operating expenses, from the gross receipts, the account for said five

years would stand as follows :

Gross receipts, less operating expenses $41,504, 82S 77

Deduct 5 years' interest on first-mortgage bonds, $1,671,340.80x5 8,356,704 00

Net earnings for 5 years 33, 148, 124 77

Average annual net earnings $6,629,624 95

5 per cent, on which is $331,481.

We think that the net earnings of the road in the future will not be

less than they were in the five years above named. In our opiuion they

will be much greater. We may therefore expect that, if the bill we

report shall become a law, and it be held that the earnings of the non-

subsidized as well as the subsidized portions of the road are to be taken

into account (which is, as we understand, one of the questions now in

litigation), the 5 per cent, to be paid to the government in the future,

and immediately applicable to reimburse the government, will not be less

than the sum aforesaid, $331,481 annually. If the earnings of the non.

subsidized portions of the road be omitted, it may not exceed $250,000

HALF TRANSPORTATION ACCOUNT.

We think that the half transportation account of this company, in the

future, immediately applicable to reimburse the government, may be

safely estimated at $200,000 per annum. The account in the past war

rants this estimate. It is more probable that this estimate is too low

than that it is too high.

Estimating the 5 per cent, of net earnings and half the transportation

account, in the future, at $500,000, in round numbers, we propose that

the other half of the transportation account, say $200,000, shall be paid

into the sinking-fund, and that the company be required to pay into the

same the further sum of $1,200,000 annually. This would require an

annual payment to the government and sinking fund, according to the

foregoing estimates, about as follows :

6 percent, of net earnings, payable under existing law, say $300,000

One-half transportation account, payable under existing law, say 200,000

500,000

Into tbe sinking-fund :

One-half transportation account, say $200,000

Cash 1,200,000

1,400,000

Total 1,900.000
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Being about the same amount tbat the bill we report requires of the

Union Pacific.

That the company can make these payments and have a surplus suffi

cient for handsome dividends to its shareholders is easily demonstrated

from the facts already stated. But the same thing is shown more con

cisely by its statements of profit and loss in the directors' reports for

1875 and 1876 to the stockholders.

By the report for 1875 it appears that, after paying all expenses and

interest, the company paid to its shareholders dividends amounting to

10 per cent, on the nominal amount of their stock ; amount paid,

$5,427,550, and it had a surplus of $10,305,953 left.

In 1876, after paying all expenses and interest, it paid dividends

amounting to 8 per cent, on the nominal amount of the stock; amount

paid, $4,342,040, and had a surplus of $10,265,589.27 left. If we take

these two years as a guide for the future—and we think that we may

safely do so—the annual amount that will be divided among the share

holders, should no sinking-fund be created, will be 9 per cent, on the

nominal value of the stock, $4,883,795.

If the bill we report become a law this amount would be diminished

by the amount required to be paid into the sinking-fund, say $1,400,000,

leaving $3,483,795, after the payment of all expenses and interest, and

the payments into the sinking-fund, to be divided among the share

holders, being 6^- per cent, on the nominal value of their stock.

Even were the earnings of the non-subsidized roads omitted—which in

our opinion ought not to be done in estimating the ability of the com

pany to comply with the requirements of the bill—it would still be able

to divide from 4£ per cent, to 5 per cent, among its stockholders—a

dividend that comparatively few roads in the United States are able to

make.

On this subject, see report for 1877 of the Secretary of the Interior,

pp. xxxi, xxxii, and xxxiii.

OTHER ROADS.

The condition of the Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company,

the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company, and the Kansas Pacific

Railroad Company, is so different from that of the Union Pacific and

Central Pacific, mid there being questions peculiar to each of those three

companies, we think it advisable to strike the provisions relating to them

out of the bill, with a view to report hereafter a bill or bills adapted to

their circumstances and the rights of the government.

THE POWER OF CONGRESS OVER THE SUBJECT.

The bill (S. 15) referred to this committee is the same in its provisions

as Senate bill 984, reported by this committee on July 12, 1876. In the

report accompanying that bill (44th Cong., 1st Sess., Report No. 459)

your committee said :

Your committee entertain no doubt of the power of Congress to pass this bill.

By the eighteenth section of said act of July 1, 1862, it is declared that—

" The better to accomplish the object of this act, namely, topromote the pnblic inter

est and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph line, and keeping

th- same in working order, and to secure to the government at all times (but partic

ularly in time of war) the use and benefits of the same for postal, military, and other

purposes, Congress may at any time, having due regard for the rights of said companies

named herein, add to, alter, amend, or repeal this act."

It has been said that this is a very limited power to alter or amend the act, and that
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the act only authorizes the alteration or amendment in order to promote the con

struction of the railroad and telegraph line and keeping the same in working order,

and to secure to the government at all times (and particularly in time of war) the use

and benefits of the same for postal, military, and other purposes. Were this limited

interpretation placed on the reservation, it would not, in the opinion of your commit

tee, defeat the bill they report. For, although said roads and telegraph lines have

been constructed, yet it is manifest, having reference to their pecuniary condition,

that some such measure as that now recommended is necessary in order to keep them

in working order and to secure to the government at all times the nse and benefits

of the same. It needs no argument to prove that insolvent railroad corporation,

or corporations in danger of insolvency, cannot be relied upon to furnish the gov

ernment the benefits contemplated by said act. In view of the liberal aid afforded

by the government to said companies, the objects to be attained by the construction

of said railroad and telegraph lines, and the general principles of interpretation of

corporate grants of power, your committee are of the opinion that the reservation of

a right to add to, alter, or amend said act ought to be liberally construed for the pub

lic benefit.

But whatever may be thought of the reserved right to alter, amend, or repeal in the

act of 18(12, it cannot be denied that the right reserved in the amendatory act of July

2, 1864, is as broad as words can make it.

Section 22 of this act is as follows :

"And be it further enacted, That Congress may at any time alter, amend, or repeal

this act."

It has been argued that this right applies only to the act of 1864, and dots not au

thorize any alteration or amendment of the act of 1862. Were this so, it wonld not

defeat the bill of your committee, for it might well be sustained as an amendment to

the act of 1864. But when the circumstances of the case are considered, when it u

remembered that nothing had been done toward actual construction of said railroads

under the act of 1862 and before the art of 1864, that the grants to the railriad com

panies named in the first act were greatly enlarged by the latter act, that the roadsand

telegraph-lines have been constructed under the provisions of the two acts, aud that

those provisions were almost inseparably interwoven, it seems to your committee that

said acts should be considered as in port materia—as constituting for purpose* of inter

pretation but one act, and that, consequently, the power to alter, amend, or repeal, re

served in the act of 1864, which is the last expression of the legislative will, applies to

both said acts.

What, thou, is the power thus reserved, that is to say, the general power to alter,

amend, or repeal the charter?

It was defined by the Supreme Court of the United States in the cjse of Tomliosoii

vs. Jessup (15 Wallace, p. 458), as follows:

"The power reserved to the State by the law of 1841 authorized any change in the

contract as it originally existed, or as subsequently modified, or its entire revocation.

The original corporators or subsequent stockholders took their interests with knowl

edge of the existence of this power, aud of the possibility of its exercise at any tune

in the discretion of the legislature.

" The object of the reservation, and of similar reservations in other charters, is to pre-

vout a grant of corporate rights and privileges in a form which will preclude legisla

tive interference with their exercise, if the public interest should at any time nqaireinck

interference. It is a provision intended to preserve to the Slate control over its contract nitk

the corporators, which without that provision would be irrepealable, and protected from

any measures affecting its obligation."

This decision places the reservation upon its trite gronnd. It gives to the legislature

the right to interfere when the public intercuts require interference. It preserves to the

State control over its contract with the corporators, and the latter, by accepting the charter,

agree in advance that such control shall exist. No one will deny that if the bill now re

ported should become a law and be assented to by said railroad corporations, it would

thenceforth he binding upon them. But their acceptance of their charter, containing

the reservations aforesaid, is an assent beforehand to the bill now proposed, or to any

similar measure that Congress in its discretion shall deem necessary for the protection

of the government or the creditors of said corporations. (Pa. College cases, 13 Wallace,

pp. 213 and 214.) In this latter case the court s|>oke of the reserved right to alter or

amend a charter as a " reservation to the State to make any alterations in the charter

which the legislature in its wisdom may deem fit, just, and expedient to enact.''

In the case of Sherman rs. Smith (1st Black, 59:1), the Supreme Court of the United

States seem to recognize a right in the legislature, when the power to alter or amend

a charter is reserved, to add to the liabilities of the stockholders. They said :

" Another view of this question, even assuming that the stipulation of the stock

holders in the article of a.-soiiation i'lnouuted to a contract, is equally conclusive

against the stockholders.

"According to the fifteenth section the association was authorized to establish*
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bank of discount, deposit, and circulation, upon the terms and conditions, and subject

to the liabilities prescribed in this act. It was not competent for the association to

organize their bank upon any other terms or conditions, or subject to any other liabili

ties, than those prescribed in the general charter. Now, the thirty-second section,

-which reserved to the legislature the power to alter or repeal the act, by necessary con

struction reserved the power to alter or repeal all or any one of these terms and condi

tions, or rules of liability, prescribed in the act. The articles of association are de

pendent upon, and become a part of, the law under which the bank was organized, and

fubject to alteration and repeal, the same as any other part of the general system."

In Miller vs. The Slate (15 Wallace, p. 498), the Supreme Court said :

" Power to legislate, founded upon such a reservation in a charter to a private corpo

ration's certainly not without limit, and it may well be admitted that it cannot be

exercised to take away or destroy rights acquired by virtue of such charter, and which

by a legitimate use of the powers granted have become vested in the corporation, but

it may be safely affirmed that the reserved power may be exercised, and to almost any extent, to

carry into effect the original purposes of the grant or to secure the due administration of its

affairs so as to protect the rights of its stockholders and of creditors, and for the proper dispo

sition of the assets."

In Holyoke rs. Lyman ( 15 Wallace, p. 500) the court held that—

" The provision of the Revised Statutes of Massachusetts, chapter 44, section 23, and

General Statutes, chapter 68, section 41, declaring that acts of incorporation shall be

subject to amendment, alteration, or repeal at the pleasure of the legislature, reserves

to the legislature the anthority to make any alteration or amendment of a charter

granted subject to it, which will not defeat or substantially impair the object of the

grant or any rights vested under it, and which the legislature may deem necessary to

secure either that onji ct or other public or private rights."

Many decisions of the State courts might be referred to to the same effect, but it is

ntmecessary to cite them beie. A number of them are cited in Report No. 440 of the

Committee on the Jndiciary of the House of Representatives at the present session.

Your committee would also refer to that report for many important and valuable facts

and tables relating to the subject under consideration.

If there was any room for doubt as to the power of Congress when

that reporc was made, it has been completely removed by decisions of

the Supreme Court since made in the following cases :

Mnnn v. Illinois, 4 Otto, 113.

C. B. ifc Q. R. R. Co. v. Iotra, ib., 155.

Peik v. C. & N. W. R. R., ib., 164.

C. M. & St. P. R. R. Co. v. AcMetj, ib., 179.

Winona and St. Peter R. R. Co. v. Blake, ib., ISO.

Stone v. Wisconsin, ib., 1S1.

Being fully satisfied that Congress, under the reserved right to alter,

amend, or repeal the charter of these companies, possesses the right to

pass this bill, we do not consider it necessary to say what would be the

case were that reservation not in the charter. Had it been omitted, it

might still be argued with much force that the power to alter, amend,

or repeal legally existed. Xo State can make a law impairing the obli

gation of a coutract, because that is prohibited by the Federal Consti

tution.

But there is no such prohibition upon Congress; and as it is a funda

mental principle that one Congress cannot limit the constitutional powers

of a subsequent Congress, it may be argued that no mere corporate fran

chise can be granted by one Congress that a subsequent Congress may

riot alter, amend, or repeal. This is a very different proposition from an

assertion that Congress may, at its pleasure, destroy vested rights of

property. It may be argued that, except by a bankrupt act, Congress

cannot impair the obligation of a contract, for want of a delegation of

power to do so. But to impair the obligation of a contract is one thing

and to alter, amend, or repeal a corporate franchise granted by Congress

is another and a different thing, especially when the corporation is public

or quasi public. A railroad corporation is a quasi-public corporation,

exercising the right of eminent domain, maintaining and operating a

highway and taking tolls, in virtue of its quasi-public character.
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It is chartered for public purposes, aud not mere private gain; and aa

its existence springs from public considerations, it is subject, perhaps,

to control or regulation, or even to a repeal of its charter, when the

public interest shall require it, and no constitutional provision stands

in the way. But, as we have said, we do not deem it necessary to ex

press a definite opinion upon this point. It is sufficient that in this caw

the power to alter, amend, or repeal is expressly reserved ; and the

effect of this reservation is, in the language of the Supreme Court (15

Wallace, 458), "to preserve to the State control over its contract with

the corporators."

A BILL to alter and amend the act entitled "An act to aid in the construction of I

railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure

to the government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,'' ap

proved July 1, 1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Congress approved Jot;

2, la64, in amendment of said first-named act.

Whereas, on the first day of July, anno Domini eighteen hundred and

sixty-two, Congress passed an act entitled "An act to aid in the con

struction of a railroad aud telegraph line from the Missouri River to the

Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the government the use of the same for

postal, military, and other purposes"; and

Whereas afterward, on the second day of July, anno Domini eighteen

hundred and sixty-four, Congress passed an act in amendment of said

first-mentioned act ; and

Whereas the Union Pacific Railroad Company, named in said acts,

and under the authority thereof, undertook to construct a railway, after

the past-age thereof, over some part of the line mentioned in said acts;

and

Whereas, under the authority of the said two acts, the Central Pacific

Railroad Company of California, a corporation existing under the laws

of the State of California, undertook to construct a railway, after the

passage of said acts, over some part of the line mentioned iu said acts;

and

Whereas the United States, upon demand of said Central Pacific Rail

road Company, have heretofore issued, by way of loan and as provided

in said acts, to and for the benefit of said company, in aid of the pox-

poses named in said acts, the bonds of the United States, payable in

thirty years from the date thereof, with interest at six per centum per

annum, payable half-yearly, to the amount of twenty-five million eight

hundred aud eighty-five thousand one hundred and twenty dollars, which

said bonds have been sold in the market or otherwise disposed of by

said company ; and

Whereas the said Central Pacific Company has issued aud disposed

of an amouut of its own bonds equal to the amount so issued by the

United States, and secured the same by mortgage, and which are, if

lawfully issued and disposed of, a prior and paramount lien, in the re

spect mentioned in said acts, to that of the United States, as stated,

and secured thereby ; and

Whereas, after the passage of said acts, the Western Pacific Railroad

Company, a corporation then existing under the laws of California, did,

under the authority of Congress, become the assignee of the rights,

duties, and obligations of the said Central Pacific Railroad Company,

as provided in the act of Congress passed on the third of March, anno

Domini eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and did, under the authority

of the said act and of the acts aforesaid, construct a railroad from the
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city of San Jose" to the city of Sacramento, in California, and did demand

and receive from the United States the sum of one million nine hundred

and seventy thousand five hundred and sixty dollars of the bonds of the

United States, of the description before mentioned as issued to the Cen

tral Pacific Company, and in the same manner and under the provisions

of said acts; and upon and in respect of the bouds so issued to both

said companies, the United States have paid interest to the sum of more

than thirteen and a half milliou dollars, which has not been reimbursed;

and

Whereas said Western Pacific Railroad Company has issued and dis

posed of an amount of its own bonds equal to.tbe amount so issued by

the United States to it, and secured the same by mortgage, which are,

if lawfully issued and disposed of, a prior and paramount lien to that

of the United States, as stated and secured thereby; and

Whereas said Western Pacific Railroad Company has siuce become

merged in, and consolidated with, said Central Pacific Railroad Com

pany, under the name of the Central Pacific Railroad Company, whereby

the said Central Pacific Railroad Company has become liable to all the

burdens, duties, and obligations before resting upon said Western Pa

cific Railroad Company ; and divers other railroad companies have been

merged in aud consolidated with saidCeutral Pacific Railroad Compauy ;

and '

Whereas the Uuited States, upon the demand of the said Union

Pacific Railroad Company, have heretofore issued, by way of loan to it

and as provided in said acts, the bonds of the Uuited States, payable

in thirty years from the date thereof, with interest at six per centum

per annum, payable half yearly, the principal sums of which amount to

twenty-seven million two hundred and thirty-six thousaud five hundred

and twelve dollars ; on which the United States have paid over ten

million dollars interest over and above all reimbursements; which said

bonds have been sold in the market or otherwise disposed of by said

corporation ; and

Whereas said corporation has issued and disposed of an amount of its

own bonds equal to the amount so issued to it by the Uuited States as

aforesaid, aud secured the same by mortgage, and which are, if lawfully

issued aud disposed of, a prior aud paramount lieu, in the respect men

tioned in said acts, to that of the United States, as stated, and secured

thereby ; and

Whereas the total liabilities (exclusive of interest to accrue) to all

creditors, including the United States, of the said Central Pacific Com

pany, amount in the aggregate to more than ninety-six million dollars,

and those of the said Union Pacific Railroad Company to more than

eighty-eight million dollars ; and

Whereas the United States, in view of the indebtedness and opera

tions of said several railroad companies respectively, and of the disposi

tion of their respective incomes, are not and canuot, without further

legislation, be secure in their interests in and concerning said respective

railroads and corporations, either as mentioned in said acts or other

wise; aud

Whereas a due regard to the rights of said several companies respect

ively, as mentioned in said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two, as

well as just security to the United States iu the premises, and in respect

of all the matters set forth in said act, require that the said act of

eighteen hundred and sixty-two be altered and amended as hereinafter

enacted ; and

Whereas, by reason of the premises also, as well as for other cau es
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of public good and justice, the powers provided and reserved iu said act

of eighteen bundled aud sixty-four for the amendment and alteration

thereof ought also to be exercised as hereinafter enacted: Therefore,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the net earnings men

tioned in said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two, of said railroad

companies respectively, shall be ascertained by deducting from the

gross amount of their earnings respectively the necessary expenses

actually paid within the year in operating the same and keeping the

same in a state of repair, and also the sum paid by them respectively

within the year in discharge of interest on their first mortgage bonds,

whose lieu has priority over the lien of the United States, and exclud

ing from consideration all sums owing or paid by said companies re

spectively for interest upou any other portion of their indebtedness;

and the foregoing provision shall be deemed and taken as au amend

ment of said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, as well as of said

act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two. This section shall take effect

on the thirtieth day of June nexfr, and be applicable to all computations

of net earnings thereafter; but it shall not affect any right of the United

States or of either of said railroad companies existing prior thereto.

Sec. 2. That the whole amount, of compensation which may, from

time to time, be due to said several railroad companies respectively for

services rendered for the government shall be retained by the

United States, one-half thereof to be presently applied to the liqui

dation of the interest paid and to be paid by the United States upon

the bonds so issued by it as aforesaid, to each of said corporations sev

erally, and the other half thereof to be turned into the sinking-fund

hereinafter provided, for the uses therein mentioned.

Sec. 3. That there shall be established in the Treasury of the United

States a siuking-fund, which shall be invested by the Secretary of the

Treasury in bonds of the United States; and the semi-annual iucome

thereof shall be in like mauuer from time to time invested, and the

same shall accumulate and be disposed of as hereinafter mentioned.

And in making such investments the Secretary shall prefer the live per

centum bonds of the United States, unless, for good reasons appearing

to him, and which he shall report to Congress, he shall at any time

deem it advisable to invest in other bonds of the United States.

Sec. 4. That there shall be carried to the credit of the said fund, on

the first day of February iu each year, the one-half of the compensation

for services hereinbefore named, rendered for the government by said

Central Pacific Railroad Company, not applied in liquidation of interest:

and, in addition thereto, the said company shall, on said day iu each

year, pay into the Treasury, to the credit of said siukiug-fuud, the snui

of one million two hundred thousand dollars, or so much thereof as shall

be necessary to make the five per centum of the net earnings of its said

road payable to the United States under said act of eighteen hundred

and sixty-two, and the whole sum earned by it as compensation for

services rendered for the United States, together with the sum by this

section required to be paid, amount in the aggregate to twenty-five ptr

centum of the whole net earnings of said railroad company, ascertained

and defined as hereinbefore provided, for the year ending on the thirty-

first day of December next preceding.

That there shall bo carried to the credit of the said fund, ou the first

day of February in each year, the one-half of the compensation for

services hereinbefore named, rendered for the government by said Union
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Pacific Railroad Company, not applied in liquidation of interest; and,

in addition thereto, the said company shall, on said day in each year,

pay into the Treasury, to the credit of said sinking-fund, the sum of

eight hundred and fifty thousand dollars, or so much thereof as shall

be necessary to make the five per centum of the net earnings of its said

road payable to the United States under said act of eighteen hundred

and sixty-two, and the whole sum earned by it as compensation for

services rendered for the United States, together with the sum by this

section required to be paid, amount in the aggregate to twenty-five per

centum of the whole net earnings of said railroad company, ascertained

and defined as hereiubefore provided, for the year ending on the thirty-

first day of December next preceding.

Sec. o. That whenever it shall be made satisfactorily to appear to the

Secretary of the Treasury, by either of said compauies, that seventy-five

per centum of its net earnings as hereiubefore defined, for any current

year are or were insufficient to pay the interest for such year upon the

obligations of such company, in respect of which obligations there may

exist a lien paramount to that of the United States, and that such inter

est has been paid out of such net earnings, said Secretary is hereby

authorized, and it is made his duty, to remit for such current year so

much of the tweuty-five per centum of net earnings required to be paid

into the sinking-fund, as aforesaid, as may have been thus applied and

used in the payment of interest as aforesaid.

Sec. 6. That no dividend shall be voted, made, or paid for or to any

stockholder or stockholders in either of said companies respectively at

any time when the said company shall be in default in respect of the

payment either of the sums required as aforesaid to be paid into said

sinking-fund, or in respect of the payment of the said five per centum

of the net earnings, or in respect of interest upon any debt the lien of

which, or of the debt on which it may accrue, is paramount to that of

the United States; and any officer or person who shall vote, declare,

make, or pay, and any stockholder of any of said compauies who shall

receive any such dividend contrary to the provisions of this act, shall

be liable to the United States for the amount thereof, which, when

recovered, shall be paid into said sinking-fund. And every such officer,

person, or stockholder who shall knowingly vote, declare, make, or pay-

any such dividend, contrary to the provisions of this act, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, aud, on conviction thereof, shall be punished

by a fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars, and by imprisonment not

exceeding one year.

Sec 7. That the said sinking-fund so established and accumulated

shall, at the maturity of said bonds so respectively' issued by the United

States, be applied to the payment and satisfaction thereof, according to

the interest aud proportion of each of said companies in said fund, and

of all interest paid by the United States thereon, and not reimbursed,

subject to the provisions of the next section.

Sec. 8. That said sinking-fund so established and accumulated shall,

according to the interest and proportion of said companies respect ively

therein, be held for the protection, security, and benefit of the lawful

and just holders of any mortgage or lien debts of such companies

respectively, lawfully paramount to the rights of the Uuited States, and

for the claims of other creditors, if any, lawfully chargeable upou the

funds so required to be paid into said sinking-fund, according to their

respective lawful priorities, as well as for the United States, according

to the principles of equity, to the end that all persons having any claim

upon said sinking fund may be entitled thereto in due order ; but the
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provisions of this section shall not operate or be held to impair any ex

isting legal right, except in the manner in this act provided, of any

mortgage, lien, or other creditor of any of said companies respectively,

nor to excuse any of said companies respectively from the duty of dis

charging, out of other funds, its debts to any creditor except the United

States.

Sec. 9. That all sums due to the United States from any of said com

panies respectively, whether payable presently or not, and all sums re

quired to be paid to the United States or into the Treasury, or into said

sinking-fund under this act, or under the acts hereinbefore referred to.

or otherwise, are hereby declared to be a lien upon all the property,

estate, rights, and franchises of every description granted or conveyed

by the the United States to any of said companies respectively or jointly,

and also upon all the estate and property, real, personal, and mixed,

assets, and income of the said several railroad companies respectively,

from whatever source derived, subject to any lawfully prior and para

mount mortgage, lien, or claim thereon.

Sec. 10. That it is hereby made the duty of the Attorney-General of the

United States to enforce, by proper proceeding against the said several

railroad companies respectively or jointly, or against either of them, and

others, all the rights of the United States under this act and under tbe

acts hereinbefore mentioned, and under any other act of Congress or

right of the United States; and in any suit or proceeding already com

menced, or that may be hereafter commeuced, against any of said com

panies, either alone or with other parties, in respect of matters arisiug

under this act, or uuder the acts or rights hereinbofere mentioned or

referred to, it shall be the duty of the court to determine the very right

of the matter without regard to matters of form, joinder of parties, mul

tifariousness, or other matters not affecting the substantial rights and

duties arising out of the matters and acts hereinbefore stated and re

ferred to.

Sec. 11. That if either of said railroad companies shall fail to perform

all and singular the requirements of this act and of tbe acta hereinbe

fore mentioned, and of any other act relating to said company, to be by

it performed, for the period of six months next after such performance

may be due, such failure shall operate as a forfeiture of all the rights,

privileges, grants, and franchises derived or obtained by it from tbe

United States; and it shall be the duty of the Attorney-General to

cause such forfeiture to be judicially enforced.

Sec. 12. That nothing in this act shall be construed or taken in any

wise to affect or impair the right of Congress at any time hereafter fur

ther to alter, amend, or repeal the said acts hereinbefore mentioned ; and

this act shall be subject to alteration, amendment, or repeal, as, in the

opinion of Congress, justice or the public welfare may require. And

nothing herein contained shall be held to deny, exclude, or impair any

right or remedy in the premises now existing in favor of the United

States.

Sec. 13. That each and every of the provisions in this act contained

shall severally and respectively be deemed, taken, and held as in alter

ation aud amendment of said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two

and of said act of eighteen hundred and sixty-four respectively, and of

both said acts.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.

March 11, 1878.—Ordered to be printed.

Mr. Matthews, from the Committee on Railroads, submitted the fol

lowing

REPORT:

[To accompany bill S. 512.]

The Committee on Railroads, to whom was referred Senate bill No.

512, a bill in relation to the Pacific railroads, report the same back, with

a substitute therefor, recommending the passage of the latter.

The committee have given to the subject-matter of this bill and

substitute patient thought and careful consideration. The interests

involved in these measures are great, and have attracted widespread

attention. The United States and the corporations concerned should

both strive to reach some common ground whereby their several inter

ests may be conserved, and their conflicting views relative thereto

fairly, justly, and equitably adjusted. To reach this ground has been the

purpose of the committee, and they hope to show that their efforts have

been at least fairly successful. Not unmindful of the difficulties which

surround the subject considered, the committee believe that the substi

tute reported presents a just solution thereof.

It is not the purpose of the committee to discuss the questions of law

which may affect the peculiar relations existing between the United

States and these corporations. What Congress has the power to do

touching their relations is one thing. What is most wise to be doue is

quite another thing. Congress has reserved to itself the power, under

certain limitations, "to alter, amend, or repeal" the acts under and in

pursuance of which United States bonds were issued to these corpora

tions to aid in the construction of their several roads. The committee

do not care to discuss the power here reserved, nor to express an opinion

relative to what Congress may or may not do thereunder ami in pursu

ance thereof. The case presented to the committee seems to be one of

practical business rather than of legal construction.

It turns upon a few facts, all of which are admitted, and about which

there is no dispute. Under the act of July 1, 1802, and the acts amend

ing the same or supplemental thereto, the United States advanced to

the Central Pacific Railroad Company, of California, and the Western

Pacific Railroad Company (now practically one corporation), to aid in

the construction of the roads, United States bonds amounting in the

aggregate to the sum of §27,855,080. The bonds mature thirty years

after date, and during the period bear 0 per centum interest per annum.

The interest for the term, therefore, will amount to §50,140,224, making,

with principal, at the maturity of the bonds, a total of $77,905,904.

Under the same acts there was issued to the Union Pacific Railroad

Company, for like purposes, bonds bearing same rate of iuterest, ami
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running for same term, to tlio amount of $27,236,512, with aggregate

interest, for the term, of $49,025,721, and making a total at maturity of

$76,262,233.

The total of principal therefore is S-V>. 093, 192

The total of interest 99, 165,!MTi

Making a grand total at maturity of bonds of 154, 258, 1ST

This large sum is to be paid by the United States, and is to be repaid

by the said corporations under and in pursuance of the aforesaid acts

of Congress. Current repayment springs from two sources only :

1. Only one-half of the compensation for services rendered for the government by

said companies shall be required to be applied to the payment of the bonds issued br

the government in aid of the construction of said roads.—Section "i, act of July 2, 1*U.

2. Alter said road is completed, until said bonds and interest are paid at least five

per centum of the net earnings of said road shall also be annually applied to the pay

ment thereof.—Section G, act of July 1, 1862.

The interest paid by the United States to and including January 1.

1878, on account of the bonds issued to these corporations was $31,89$,-

231.26. Under the first of the above provisions of law for reimburse

ment the United States had received at said date, $7,342,431.55, exclu

sive of unadjusted accounts and disputed claims.

Under the second provision of law cited the companies have made no

payment directly, though the United States has retained all of the earn

iugs for government service for the past five years, one- half of whieh

amount the companies claim should have been paid to them as they were

earned, and which they aver exceeds the amount due to the government

for five per centum of net earnings since the roads were completed, un

der the most liberal calculation allowed by the law referred to. A con

troversy has existed between the government and the said corporations

relative to the period at which the second provision became operative,

the former insisting that it became operative in May, 1869, wheu the

tracks of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific roads were connected,

making their lines continuous; the latter contending that it did not

become operative until October, 1874, wheu the President of the United

States, upon the report of a commission appointed by him to definitely

fix the date of completion of said roads, declared their completion as

of that date.

The position of the corporations in this regard has been sustained by

the circuit courts of the United States for the districts of California and

Massachusetts. Consequently nothing can be derived in the way of

repayment under the said second provisiou except from uet earnings

subsequent to said last-named date.

Here arises another dispute between the United States and said cor

porations. The former contends that the balauce of gross earnings left,

after deducting legitimate operating expenses, constitute the net earn

ings from which the five per centum is to be determined and paid. Tbe

corporation plant themselves on the rule laid down by the Supreme

Court in St. John vs. The Erie Railway Company, 22 Wallace, 136, and

say that all current debts and payments obligatory are to be deducted

from the gross earnings iu order to determine the net earniugs from

which said five per centum is to be paid.

Thus far the position of the corporations is sustained by the pro forma

decision of the circuit court of the United States for the district of Iowa.

If the Supreme Court of the United States should affirm this judgment

of the circuit court, a great shrinkage must result in the fund for the

reimbursement of the United States under the said second provision.
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At beat and most the reimbursement of tbe United States must, under

both of said provisions of law for repayment, fall far below even the in

terest of the bonds issued to said several corporations in aid of the con

struction of their roads. Whatever remains over and above these cur

rent payments, of whatever amount they may be, must be carried on

until the maturity of said bonds. This has been settled by the Supreme

Court in United Mates vs. Union Pacific R. E. Co., 1 Otto, 72.

The most liberal computation warranted by existing facts cannot

place the amount which will be due to the United States from the cor

porations at the maturity of the said bonds, on account of principal and

interest, at less than $120,000,000. As security for this vast indebted

ness, or whatever other amount, be it greater or less, as intermediate

contingencies may order, the United States holds a second mortgage on

the roads and' franchises of the said corporations. It is feared that this

is more than the properties will he worth at the maturity of the bonds.

What can be done by the United States and the corporations involved

so as to deal in the wisest way with this state of case ? This is a ques

tion of business; not of law. These corporations are the debtors of

the United States. They may prove solvent or insolvent, as we may

wisely or unwisely act. The whole amount due, and to become due, to

the United States may be saved, or it may be lost. The result depends

much on our present action. The case we are dealing with grows worse

and worse as years go by, if left to the plan of the present law.

The committee have endeavored to meet the grave and exceedingly

important subject committed to them in a spirit of practical adjustment,

in order to secure to the United States ultimate repayment of the full

amount of advances to these corporations, without harsh or unnecessary

embarrassment to them. The substitute herewith reported, presents the

mature judgment of the committee, after most careful consideration of

the subject.

The plan presented by the substitute is simple and yet effective. As

hereiubefore shown, the principal of the bonds issued to these corpora

tions is $55,092,192. The total interest for the term will be $99,165,945.

Tbe plan of the committee is the establishment of a sinking-fund which

shall have, at the maturity of the bonds, paid off all of the interest

and several millions of the principal, leaving due and unpaid at that

time about $52,412,530.

It is proposed to "divide this balance into fifty semi-annual install

ments, one of which shall be paid on the first day of April, and one on

the first day of October, in each year, with interest thereon at the same

rate per annum paid by the United States on the larger part of its

public debt, on the first day of January preceding the date of the pay-

mentof the several installments." In case of failure or refusal of either

of the companies to pay, in accordance with the foregoing provisions,

for the period of six months, then the defanlting company is to be sub

ject to the terms of the laws now in force, and the United States may

at its optiou proceed to collect the entire amount then due under exist

ing provisions of law, from such company at once; or, in the alterna

tive, retain to meet and extinguish the default, any sum due or accruing

from the government on account of transportation, and otherwise en

force the obligations arising under this act, as now proposed by the com

mittee.

It is also provided that the mortgage which the United States now

holds to secure the payment by the several corporations of the princi

pal and interest of the bonds issued in aid of the construction of said

roads shall continue in force as to the semi-annual payment hereiubefore
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stated, and be enlarged so as to secure performance of the new obliga

tions arising under this act.

It is best for both the United States and the corporations that the

present unsatisfactory condition of the relations existing between them

should be brought to an end ; and that this should be done in such man

ner as shall be satisfactory, complete, and lasting.

The coinmiitee believe that the plan herewith reported will accom

plish this end. The United States will receive in the end every dollar

of the principal and interest of the bonds issued to the corporations,

and the latter can meet all of the payments required without embarrass

ment to their financial concerns. The fact that a part of this iudebted

ness is extended through a term of years is not an important one to the

United States, for it is to receive interest ou such payments as are de

ferred. It is one of the most common resorts of debtor and creditor in

cases where immediate payment is impracticable. Every plan which

proposes to extinguish the indebtedness of these corporations at the

maturity of the bonds involves serious objections.

They require payments so large as to be necessarily em barrasing to

the corporations; and on this point it seems to the committee that it

would be unwise to make the payments so large as to deprive the cor

porations of the ability to meet all of their current obligations promptly,

and to keep the roads iu the highest couditiou of perfection and effi

ciency of first-class railways.

One of the greatest interests the government and the people can

have in these roads is iu the maintenance of a high standard of per

fection, assuring rapid and safe transportation of freight and passen

gers over the lines.

When the roads were first projected very few persons had faith in

their commercial importance. The United States desired their construc

tion for postal and military purposes, and they have been most effective

in both respects. The savings to the government in these particulars have

been enormous. If the companies coul I have obtained an amount of

transportation on government account equal to that carried before the

construction of the roads, the one-half of compensation for the carriage

of which the United States is entitled to withhold and apply on account

of the bonds, issued, it would have extinguished the whole indebtedness

arising therefrom long before the maturity of the bonds, and if the com

panies could have maintained the rates charged by them in the begin

ning of the operation of their roads, the amounts accruing to the govern

ment under the two provisions of law hereinbefore cited would doubtless

have been sufficient to discharge the entire claim of the United States

at the maturity of the bonds.

But unexpectedly and to the surprise of everybody these roads, form

ing a continuous line across the continent, rapidly grew into great com

mercial importance. This necessitated a reduction of rates and resulted

in a direct benefit to the government, for all the transportation done

for it must be at the same rates charged to private parties. But it is

not improbable that the commercial earnings of the roads have now

reached their maximum limit. Other lines are projected and in course

of construction across the continent. When completed, competition will

be sharp and through rates must be reduced. The companies will then

do well if they can make up from a development of local busiuess the

losses which will result from competition on through business; for this

development, being largely in connection with the mineral deposits of the

country, must be fostered by cheap local rates, as most of the ores are

of too low grade to bear high rates of transportation. Add to this the

competition of local roads for all classes of busiuess, and it is not un
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reasonable to believe that the commercial earnings of the roads have

reached their maximum.

But suppose that these considerations are mere speculations not likely

to be realized, and Congress should go ou and impose harsh terms upon

these companies and exact from them burdensome and embarrassing

payments, what will be the result? First, the corporations will resist

such legislation, and litigation will follow. In this resistance in the

conrts the companies may be successful in the future as they have been

in the past. Then whatever Congress may have done will go for noth

ing. But suppose the companies should fail in their resort to the courts,

aud be required to comply with harsh terms imposed and to make the

embarrassing payments exacted, what must follow f

If not restrained by competition an increase of rates is the inevitable

result. Who can be benefited by this! Surely not the public, for they

are the patrons of the road. Surely not the government, for it must

pay the same rates that are charged to private parties. Suppose coin-

petition prevents au increase of rates. What will follow ? Most nat

urally financial embarrassment aud an inability to discharge the onerous

burdens imposed. This surely will not tend to better the chances of

the government for reimbursement. Is it not best to avoid all of these

contingencies by making a fair, safe, reasonable business-like adjust

ment of the whole case! One which will be accepted by the corpo

rations concerned, and at the same time secure absolutely the entire

claim of the government f To save over §1^0,000,000 to the public

Treasury is worth an earnest effort.

To do this in a way which will induce the hearty co-operation of the

public debtors is better than to adopt a mode which shall excite their

resistance. This is the plain practical business path for Congress to

tread. The committee believe that the substitute herewith reported
•will accomplish all that they claim for it, aud ask for it the favorable

consideration of the Senate.

The practical operation of the plan proposed in this bill is illustrated

by the following statements :

The United States bonds issue* to the two companies are:

To tlie Union Pacific Railroad Company, principal $27,236,512

Add thereto 30 years' interest, at 0 per cent .' 49,025,721

Principal and interest due at maturity 76,262,233

To the Central and Western Pacific Railroad Companies $27, 855, 680

Add thereto 30 years' interest, at 6 per cent 50, 140,224

Principal and interest due at maturity 77,995,904

Or together, total sum paid and to be paid by the United States.. 154,25s, 137

The average date of maturity of the. bonds as appears from calculations

of the Treasury Department is given as of July 1, 1898, (see note to

page 25, report No. 440, House of Reps., 44th Congress, 1st session j.

Add to the above 27 months interest to October 1, 1900, at 6 per ceut. . 7, 437, 416

Sum on Treasury ledgers to be liquidated 161, l>95, 583

Dednct ropaymeuts by one-half compensation for services rendered up to aud includ

ing March 31, 1878, estimated : *

For the Union Pacific Company , $6, 000. 000

For the Central Pacific Company 3,000,000

Or together 9,000,000

Balance to be provided for under this plan 152,695,583

* The amounts standing to their credit on the Treasury books, as of January 1, 1878,

are $5,134,103.84 and $2,208,327.71, respectively; iu addition to which there are 8

aud $ of unadjusted accounts, aud claims are pending for large sums alleged to be

due prior to and subsequent to those already audited, which would carry the aggregate

far above this estimate. The exact figures are not material to this calculation.
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There is retained in the Treasury, under the act of March 3, 1873, one-

half the compensation for government services, amounting to a large sum,

which, under the decision of the Supreme Court, is due and payable to

the railroad companies, and which it is proposed' shall still be held in

the Treasury and turned over as a nucleus of the sinking-fund. This

sum, like the foregoing, cannot at present be determined with accuracy

by reason of so large a proportion of disputed or unadjusted accounts.

It is believed to be about one million dollars for each company on Jan

uary 1, 1878, to be increased by what shall accrue from the same sources,

to March 31, 1878. If it should fall short of that sum, it is required to

be made up to that sum presently.

The committee have the calculation of an expert as to the working

of a sinking-fund so constituted, and have ascertained that " a sinking-

fund, commencing with $1,000,000, in hand April 1, 1878, and serai-

annual payments thereto of $500,000 (the first being made October 1,

1878), with three per cent, semi-annual accumulations thereon, would

amount, October 1, 1900, the date of the last paymeut (for each com

pany) to $50,141,5-0; or, taking the two companies together, the amount

which will have accumulated will be at least $100,283,053; or two-tliirtl<

of the total amount which will have been paid out of the United State*

Treasury by the date when all the bonds have been redeemed, leaving a

balance to be liquidated in the manner described of $52,412,530.

Of this balance upon the above estimate (and the actual figures will

not vary far from it), there would be due from the Union Pacific Com

pany $23,797,636, and from the Central Pacific $28,014,894.

Dividing these sums into 50 installments, in the manner proposed,

would require from the former company a semiannual payment of a

principal sum of $475,953; and from the latter company of $572,298 to

gether with interest from October 1, 1900, accrued on the entire un

paid principal sum, at whatever rate per annum the government may l*

paying on the greater part of the public debt on the 1st day of January

nest preceding each payment.

The bill, if amended, will read as follows :

A 13ILL to create a sinking-fund for the liquidation of the government bonds advance!

to t tie Central Pacific Railroad Company of California, and the Western Pacific Rail

road Company, and the Union Pacific Railroad Company, nnder and in pursuant*

of the act of Congress entitled " An act to aid in the construction of a railroad W

telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the

government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," approved

.Inly first, eighteen bundled and sixty-two, and the acts amending the same or »np-

plemental thereto, aud for the settlement of the claims of the government on ac

count of said bonds.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to establish a

sinking-fund for the purpose of liquidating the claims of the govern

ment on account of the bonds advanced under said act of July

first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the acts amending the

same or supplemental thereto, to the Central Pacific Railroad Com

pany of California, and the Western Pacific Railroad Com]>auy,

and to the Union Pacific Railroad Company, the Secretary of tbe

Treasury of the United States is hereby authorized to carry to the

credit of a sinking-fund for the Central Pacific Railroad Company, a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Cali

fornia, the successor by consolidation of the said Central Pacific Kail
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road Company of California and the Western Pacific Railroad Company,

and to the credit of a sinking-fund for the Union Pacific Railroad Com

pany, the amount due, or which may be due, the said companies, re

spectively, for the carriage and transportation of the mails, troops,

munitions of war, supplies, and public stores for the government, under

the acts aforesaid, up to and inclnding the thirty-first day of March,

eighteen hundred and seventy eight, which, if not amounting at said

date to the sum of one million dollars, shall be made up by the respec

tive companies to that sura each. '

Seo. 2. That the said Central Pacific Railroad Company and the

Union Pacific Railroad Company shall each pay into the Treasury of

the United States, to the credit of said sinking fund, either in lawful

money or in any bonds or securities of the United/ States Government,

at par, annually, the sum of one million dollars, in equal semi-annual

installments, on the first day of April and October in each year, com

mencing ou the first day of October, eighteen hundred and seventy-

eight, and continuing such payments until the first day of October, iu

the .year nineteen hundred. Interest on all sums placed to the credit

of the sinking-fund shall be credited and added thereto semi-annually,

at the rate of six per centum per annum. Any balance remaining due

from either of said companies at the date last aforesaid, after deducting

the amount standing to the credit of said sinking fund from the amount

of said bonds, together with all interest thereon winch shall have been

paid by the United States, and interest ou the principal of said bonds

from the maturity thereof, respectively, to the first day of October,

anno Domini nineteen hundred, shall be then divided into fifty equal

semi annual installments, to be paid by said companies, respectively,

one of which shall be paid on the first day of April and one ou the

first day of October in each year, with all accrued interest from Octo

ber first, anno Domini nineteen hundred, ou said balance remaining

unpaid at the date of maturity of each installment at the same rate per

annum paid by the United States on the larger part of its public debt,

on the first day of January preceding the date of payment of the sev

eral installments : Provided, however, That on the failure or refusal of

said companies, or either of them, to make any payment in accordance

with the provisions of this act for the period of six months, then the

provisions hereof in regard to the liquidation of said bonds and inter

est shall henceforth, at the option of the United States, become inoper

ative as to such defaulting company ; and the rights and powers of the

United States in relation thereto, under the acts to which this is amend

atory, shall be in full force and effect as if this act had not been

passed, except as hereinafter provided. Or the United States may, in

case of default aforesaid, retain as payment on account thereof to the

credit of said sinking-fund any sum or sums that may accrue to said

company so in defanlt on account of the carriage and transportation of

the mails, troops, munitions of war, supplies, and public stores until

said defanlt is removed.

Sec. 3. That the payments so to be made by said companies shall be

in lien of all payments required from said companies uuder said act,

and the amendments thereto, in relation to the reimbursement to the

government of the bonds so issued to said corporations : Provided, how-

erer, That said companies shall not in any manner be released from their

present liabilities to keep the said railroads and telegraph lines, con

structed under the acts of Congress aforesaid, iu repair and use, and to

transmit dispatches over said telegraph lines, and transport mails,

troops, munitions of war, supplies, and public stores, upon said rail
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roads for the government, whenever required to do so by any depart

ment thereof, at fair and reasonable rates of compensation (said rate*

not to exceed the amounts paid by private parties for the same kind of

service), the whole amount of which shall be paid by the government

to said companies on the adjustment of the accounts therefor, and that

the government shall at all times have the preference in the use of the

Bame for all the purposes aforesaid.

Sec. 4. That the mortgage of the government created by the fifth

• section of the act of July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, amend

ed by the act of .luly second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, shall not

be in any way impaired or released by the operations of this act until

the whole amount of the principal of said bonds, with the interest

thereon paid by the United States as aforesaid, shall be fully paid; but

said mortgage shall remaiu in full force and virtue, and, upon the fail

ure of either of said companies to perform the obligations imposed

upon them by this act, said mortgage may also be enforced agaiust such

defaulting company for any such default; the government, however,

duly crediting and allowing to the company upon said mortgage all pay

ments which may have been made in part execution of this act, and in

terest thereon to be credited and added thereto semiannually as here

inbefore provided.

Sec. 5. That this act shall take effect upon its acceptance by said

railroad companies, or if accepted by only one of said companies, then

as to the company so accepting the same, which acceptance shall be tiled

with the Secretary ef the Treasury within four mouths from the passage

of this act, and shall show that said company or said compauies have

agreed to the same at a meeting of stockholders ; and if said compa

nies shall make punctual payment of the sums herein provided for, ami

perform all the conditions hereof, this act shall be deemed and con

strued to be a final settlement between the government and the com

pany or companies so performing the same, in reference to all matters

relating to a reimbursement to the government by said companies ; but

•in case of failure so to do, Congress may at any time alter, amend, or

repeal this act as to such company so making default.

Sec G. That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are

hereby repealed.
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AMENDING THE VARIOUS PACIFIC RAILROAD ACTS.
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Union and ordered to be printed.

Mr. Chalmers, from the Committee on the Pacific Railroad, submitted

the following

REPORT:

[To accompany bill H. R. 4158.]

The Committee on the Pacific Railroad, to whom was referred H. R.

4158, entitled "A bill to alter and amend the act entitled <Au act to aid

in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri

River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the government the use of

the same for postal, military, and other purposes,' approved July 1,

1862, and also to alter and amend the act of Congress approved July

2, 1864, in amendment of said first-named act," report back the same,

with a recommendation that it do pass.

And now, in support of their views, your committee present the fol

lowing statement of facts :

Union Pacific.

Capital stock, paid 836,762,300 00

Government loan, principal $27,286,512 00

Interest paid by government on above 15,969,801 45

43,206,313 45'

Interest repaid government by half transportation account, and cov

ered into the Treasury ". 5,134,327 84

Balance due government January 31, 1878, exclusive of its olaim for

interest upon the interest it has paid 38,071,985 61

But the company claims further credits that have not been allowed,

and some of which are in litigation, to wit : 1,299,652 + 1,600,000 = 2, 899, 652 00

Leaving 35,172,333 61

as the indebtedness to the government, should said further credits be

allowed, exclusive of the government's claim for interest upon interest

above mentioned.

As to the foregoing see—

Report of Secretary of Interior for 1877, Forty-fifth Congress, second

session, Ex. Doc. 1, part 5, vol. 1, pp. xxiv, xxv, xxvii, xxix, xxx.

Public debt statement for January, 1878.

The interest (payable in semi-annual installments) which the gov

ernment pays annually upon its loan to the company—6 per cent, on

827,236,512—is $1,634,190.72.

The first mortgage of the company, and whose lien is prior to that of

the government, is for about the same amount as the government loan,

aud bears the same rate of interest. The annual interest on it is, there

fore, about $1,634,190.72. It is stated by the government directors (see

report, ante, p. 828) as $1,633,920.

The total funded indebtedness of the company June 30,1877 (see

Secretary's report, ante, xxv), was $78,733,712.
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The items of this indebtedness (see manuscript report of the company

to the Secretary for 1877) were as follows :

First-mortgage bonds §27, 232, Oft)

Sinking-fund mortgage bonds 14,168,000

Income bonds 1.000

Land-grant bonds 7.374.00V

Omaha bridge bonds 2,225,000

Certificates for bonds 477,200

United States bonds loaned 27,236,512

Total funded debt, including government loan 78, 733, 712

The nature of this indebtedness is more fully shown by the report of

the government directors for 1876 (pamphlet, 17), as follows :

Statement of the funded debt of the company June 30, 1876.

2\*ame of bonds.
Amount

issued.

Amount

redeemed.

Amount

outstanding.
Rate of interest. Coupons payable.

First mortgage . .

Sinking fund

$27, 237, 000

14, 470, 000

«5,000 $27, 232, 000 January and July.

Marcb and September.

Last coupon, bept.,:74.

April and October.

Do.

144,000 14, 326, 000 8 per cent., currency .

10 per cent., currency.

7 per cent., currency.

9, 355, 000

10, 400, 000

9, 345, 000 10,000

Land-grant 2, 889, 000 7,511,000

Omaha bridge . . . 2, 500, 000 221, 000 8, 279, 000

Total cratsta

United States for 5 per ct. currency bonds.

51, 358, 000

27, 236, 512

Grand total 78, 594, 512

The floating debt of the company on Augnst 28, 1876, was §740,153. This include*

$82,703.20 of outstanding overdue coupons. Against this the company holds, sinking-

fund bonds, amount owned by the company June 30, 1876, $1,530,000 ; United States,

amount due the company for one-half approved accounts for transportation Jane 30,

1876, $1,252,505.92, and interests in several railroads in Colorado and Utah more or less

directly conuected with its line.

In considering the question of the ability of the company to comply

with the requirements of the pending bill, as proposed to be amended,

the floating debt of the company may be laid out of view, as it is very

small, less than $1,000,000, and the available assets of the company are

more than sufficient to extinguish it at any moment. The land-grant

bonds may also be laid out of view, for the land-grant is sufficient not

only to pay the current interest upon them, but also the principal when

due, and leave a large surplus to be applied to the other indebtedness

of the company. The land-grant was about 12,000,000 acres. (See Re

port No. 410, H. of K., 44th Cong., 1st sess., page 3, note 15.)

And see Keport of Government Directors for 1877 (Report of Secre

tary of the Interior, ante, p. 821), who say :

The land granted to the company is mortgaged to secure the payment of the land-

grant bonds. Number of acres sold, 1,341,779.30; amount due company on contracts.

$3,049,134.53. Principal received, $2,618,293.71; interest, $442,681.79; total, $3,060,775.50.

Acres sold during last year, 67,971.53 ; average price per acre, $2.92.

In view of the grasshopper scourge which has afflicted Nebraska for several years

past, the number of acres of land sold by the company during the last year is a

gratifying surprise, aud now that the scourge seems to have passed away, and immi

gration is again pouring into the State, the sales in the future must increase rapidly.

The amount of land-grant bonds originally issued was $10,400,000 00

Amount outstanding June 30, 1877 7, 374^000 00

Amount retired from sales of laud 3,026.000 00

" Undoubtedly the land grant w;ll retire the land-grant bonds, and k«ve a large

surplus over for the extinguishment of other indebtedness of the company.-'
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RECEIPTS AND OPERATING EXPENSES.

The gross receipts and operating expenses of the company for the last

four years were as follows :

For the year eliding—

June 30, 1874 .

June 30, 1875 .

June 30, 1876 .

Jnue 30, 1877 .

Average annual net receipts .

Xo. of

report.

Gross

receipts.

a: I

18

II

-r.

$10, 246, 7£0 16

11,532,031 54

13. 113, 990 69

13, 719, 343 82

Operating

expenses.

$5, 089, 789 17

5, 373, 655 87

5, 447, 819 27

5, 402, 252 24

Net

receipts.

$5, 156, 970 99

8, 048, 365 67

6, 666, 171 42

8,317,091 58

26, 188, 599 66

6, 547, 149 91

Average annual gross receipts, less operating expenses, as

ante $6,547,149 91

Deduct interest on first mortgage $1,633,920 00

Five per cent, on net earnings, payable to government,

under existing law, say

One-half transportation, payable to government under

existing law, say

Interest on company's sinking-fund bonds, 8 per cent, on

814,326,000 1

Interest on income-bonds, 10 percent, on $10,000

Interest on Omaha bridge bonds, 8 per cent, on $2,279,000 .

One-half transportation account to be paid into the sink

ing fund as per bill 421,311 87

Further sums to be paid to same as per bill 850,000 00

245,661 00

421,311 87

146,080 00

1,000 00

182, 320 00

4,901,004 74

Leaving for dividends among stockholders 1,645,545 17

Being about 4J per cent, on the nominal amount of the stock, or 6£

per cent, on its present market value.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the amount the company will

have to pay annually to the government and the sinking fund, should

the bill we report become a law, will be about as follows :

Five per cent, of net earning payable under existingslaw $245,661 00

One-half transportation account, payable under existing law 421,311 00

Into the sinking fund :

One-halftransportation account, say $421,311 00

Cash 850,000 00

C66, 972 00

1,271,311 00

Total 1,938,283 00

As the annual interest payable by the government is $1,634,190.72

the above sum would provide only $304,092 annually for the payment of

the principal of the government loan.

CENTRAL PACIFIC.

" This company embraces, by consolidation (besides the original Central Pacific Com

pany), the Western Pacific, the California and Oregon, the San Francisco, Oakland

and Alameda, and the San Joaquin Valley Companies."—Report of Secretary of Inte

rior for 1877, p. xxv.

Three of these roads, the original Central Pacific, the Western Pacific,

and the California and Oregon, whose aggregate length is about 1,027

miles, have received subsidies from the government, the last-named in
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lands. The other roada, whose aggregate length is about 1ST miles,

have not directly received such subsidies.

It has been suggested that in ascertaining the 5 per cent, of net earn

ings to which the government is entitled under the charter, the earnings

of the non-subsidized roads are not to be taken into account. Such was

not the view taken by the company in 1872. In the report of the direct

ors to the stockholders for that year the directors said (page 12):

Since the construction of your road to a junction with the Uaion Pacific at Ogdeu.

there havo been added to it by construction and consolidation 480 miles, viz : Western

division, 141 miles; Oregon division, 152 miles; San Joaquin, 14G miles; San Jose', 13

miles ; Alameda, 17 miles ; Oakland, 6 miles. All these additions to the main line have

proven at once profitable investments, adding to and with themselves increasing the

pro-rata earnings and net income of each mile of the whole.

And treating of the "relations of your road to the government" and

referring to the additions above mentioned, they said (page 15) :

All the additions are consolidated with the main line and arc equally with it security

to the government for its loan, and these additions are and will ever be more valuable

per mile than the greater part of the main line.

This view is, perhaps, in some degree supported by the decision of

the Supreme Court in St. John vs. The Erie Railway Company ; but we

do not feel called upon to express an opinion upon it. For whether it is

correct or whether the earnings of the subsidized roads alone are to be

taken into account, the company will be able, without difficulty, to com

ply with the provisions of the bill herewith reported.

The capital stock of the company paid in is (report of Secretarv of

Interior for 1877, p. xxv) ."... $54,275,500 00

The government loan is—

To Central Pacifio 25,835,120 00

To Western Pacific 1,970,560 00

27, 855 680 00

Interest paid by United States to October 31, 1877, on Central Pacific

loan, and not reimbursed 12,519,447 11

Interest paid by United States to October 31, 1877, on Western Pacific

loan, and not reimbursed 9--,"1?! 54

Total, October 31, 1877 41,3t>4.01i Co

(Report of Secretary, supra, p. xxix.)

This is exclusive of a claim by the government for interest upon the

interest it has paid.

The government pays (in semi-annual installments) interest on its

subsidy-bonds amounting annually to 6 per cent, on $27,S85,630=

$1,671,340.80.

Under the power conferred by the charter the company has issued

first-mortgage bonds, whose lien is paramount to that of the United

States, to about the same amount, and bearing the same rate of interest.

The funded debt of the company, according to the report of the

directors to the stockholders for 1876 (the last report we have been able

to obtain), was, on December 31, 1876, as follows:
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The gross earnings of the road, less the operating expenses, for the

years 1872 to 1876, both inclusive, as stated in the reports of the directors

to the stockholders, were as follows :

1872 $6,952,361 73

1873 7,894,681 4*

1874 8,342,898 If

1875 9,177,882 09

1876 9,137,004 73

Total for five years 41,504,828 77

Average annual net receipts 8, 300, 965 75

If we deduct the interest upon the first mortgage bonds, as well as

the operating expenses, from the gross receipts, the account for said five

years would stand as follows :

Gross receipts, less operating expenses §41,504, e28 77

Deduct 5 years' interest on first-mortgage bonds, SI ,671,340.60 x 5 8, 356, 704 00

Not earnings for 5 years 33,143, 124 77

Average annual net earnings 6, 629,024 95

5 per cent, on which is $331,481.

We think that the net earnings of the road in the future will not be

less than they were in the five years above named. In our opinion they

will be much greater. We may therefore expect that, if the bill we

report shall become a law, and it be held that the earnings of the non,-

subsidized as well as the subsidized portions of the road are to be taken

into account (which is, as we understand, one of the questions now in

litigation), the 5 per cent, to be paid to the government in the future,

and immediately applicable to reimburse the government, will not be

less than the sum aforesaid, $331,481 annually. If the earnings of the

nou-subsidized portions of the road be omitted, it mav not exceed

$250,000.

IIALF TRANSPORTATION ACCOUNT.

We think that the half transportation account of this company, in tbe

future, immediately applicable to reimburse the government, may be

safely estimated at $200,000 per annum. The account in the past war

rants this estimate. It is more probable that this estimate is too low

than that it is too high.

Estimating the 5 per cent, of net earnings and half the transportation

account, in the future, at $500,000, in round numbers, we propose that

the other half of the transportation account, say $200,000, shall be paid

into the sinking-fund, and that the company be required to pay into the

same the further sum of $1,200,000 annually. This would require an

annual payment to the government and sinking fund, according to the

foregoing estimates, about as follows :

5 per cent, of net earnings, payable under existing law, say $300, 000

One-half transportation account, payable under existing law, say 200,000

500,000

Into the sinking-fund:

One-half transportation account, say $200, 000

Cash 1,200,000

1.400,000

Total 1.900,000

Being about the same amount that the bill we report requires of the

Un'"i Pacific.
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That the company can make these payments and have a surplus suffi

cient for handsome dividends to its shareholders is easily demonstrated

from the facts already stated. But the same thing is shown more con

cisely by its statements of profit and loss in the directors' reports for

1875 and 1876 to the stockholders.

By the report for 1875 it appears that, after paying all expenses and

interest, the company paid to its shareholders dividends amounting to

10 per cent, on the nominal amount of their stock; amount paid,

$5,427,550, and it had a surplus of $10,305,953 left.

In 1876, after paying all expenses and interest, it paid dividends

amounting to 8 per cent, on the nominal amount of the stock : amount

paid, $4,312,040, and had a surplus of $10,265,589.27 left. If we take

these two years as a guide for the future—and we think that we may

safely do so—the annual amount that will be divided among the share

holders, should no sinking fund be created, will be 9 per cent, on the

nominal value of the stock, $4,883,795.

If the bill we report become a law, this amount would be diminished

by the amount required to be paid into the sinkiDg fund, say $1,400,000,

leaving $3,483,795, after the payment of all expenses and interest and

the payments into the sinking fund, to be divided among the share

holders, being 6T4„ per cent, on the nominal value of their stock.

Even were the earnings of the non-subsidized roads omitted—which,

in our opinion, ought not to be done in estimating the ability of the com

pany to comply with the requirements of the bill—it would still be able

to divide from 4J per cent, to 5 per cent, among its stockholders—a

dividend that comparatively few roads in the United States are able to

make.

On this subject, see report for 1877 of the Secretary of the Interior,

pp. xxxi, xxxii, and xxxiii.

From the foregoing statement it will be seen that after giving said

companies credit for 5 per cent, of their net earnings and one-half their

account against the government for transportation, it is estimated that

their indebtedness to the United States will amount, at maturity, to

about $122,000,000 ; add principal of first-mortgage bonds, $55,000,000,

and we will have due fully $177,000,000.

To secure this we have 2,000 miles of road, or 1 mile for every

$88,500. No one pretends that this is adequate security for the debt.

The officers of the roads admit it is not, while many railroad experts

claim that a better new road could now be built for $25,000 a mile. The

stockholders have failed to create, voluntarily, any sinking fund for the

payment of these debts, and are annually distributing from six to twelve

millions of dividends among themselves, and have boldly warned us

that when they have grown rich out of its incomes the road, like a gold

mine robbed of its ore, may be turned over to the first-mortgage bond

holders for their debt.

The duty of Congress to protect the government and the people from

such threatened loss by every lawful means in its power is too plain to

admit of argument. The only question is, What can we do ?

The power of Congress.

Bailroads, as artificial arteries of trade, have surpassed their prede

cessors, canals, in importance, and have become the rivals of rivers, the

great natural highways on water, and the Pacific Bailroad has been

called the Mississippi of the East and West.

The policy of granting governmental aid to the building of a railroad
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to tbe Pacific was developed soon after our acquisition of territory from

Mexico, and three routes were surveyed, under orders of the Secretary

of War, for that purpose. Sectional jealousies prevented the adoption

of either of these routes prior to the war of secession, but during that

struggle the necessity for preserving the Union, and the danger appre

hended from foreign powers, hastened the consummation of this project.

In the act of 1862 large grants of land and loans of credit were made

to the Union and Central Pacific companies for the purpose of construct

ing a railroad from the Missouri Iliver to the Pacific Ocean ; and char

tered privileges were granted, upon condition that the government

should have a first mortgage for the repayment of its money, and that

5 per cent, of the net earnings, and the whole of the transportation ac

count of said roads, should be annually applied to the payment thereof,

with the proviso that " Congress may at any time, having a due regard

for the rights of said companies named herein, add to, alter, amend, or

repeal this act." These words either meant something, or they meant

nothing. If, as is now contended by some, no addition, alteration, or

amendment can be made to or of this act, so far as the same relates to

the loan of money therein provided for, without the consent of the cor

porations, then these words meant nothing, for every charter may be

amended, and every contract may be altered, without original stipula

tion therefor, provided it be done with mutual consent of the contract

ing parties.

Prior to the enactment of this charter, the courts had held that a

charter was a contract, and that its terms could not be altered by the

legislature without the consent of the parties, unless the power so to

alter had been reserved in the act. With a knowledge of these decis

ions before it, Congress passed this act, and it is to be presumed that it

intended what it said, namely, that Congress sliould have power, at any

time, to "add to, alter, amend, or repeal" the same, provided always

the purpose of the act remained unchanged. The limitation that such

power shonld be exercised with " a due regard to the rights of the com

panies " is a clear intimation of the legislative belief that in the absence

of such limitation a subsequent Congress might make any alterations it

saw fit, without any such "regard to the rights of the companies."

That Congress has power to amend this act is evident from the fact that

it has already amended it without dispute. This was done at the in

stance and solicitation of the corporations, and conferred additional

benefits upon them, In 1864, by making the government a second mort

gagee, and giving it but one-half its annual transportation account.

In this amended act the same power to " alter, amend, or repeal" was

retained, while the limitation, " having a due regard to the rightsof the

companies," was stricken out; but no words were used which indicated

any necessity for an acceptance of these amendments by the corpora

tions. It was not a proposal for a treaty ; it was a law. This act of 1864

lessened the security of the government for the repayment of its loan,

by placing it in the position of a second instead of a first mortgagee,

but increased the power of Congress over it by striking out said limita

tion. The security was deemed ample at the time, and if the affairs of

the corporations were administered in good faith, might be so still; but

subsequent action of the directors and stockholders renders it highly

probable, if not certain, that the security is insufficient, and that if left

to their uncontrolled discretion it may prove utterly worthless. This

bill proposes to make that security more certain, upon the same princi

ple that the bonds of public officers, mail-contractors, and of all parties
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who enter iuto obligations to perform any duty to the government, may

at any time be required to be made more secure.

But, it is said, the loan of money was a separate and independent

contract, and that any alteration of this act of Congress which affects

the loan of money therein provided for is a violation of the contract

and a most serious usurpation of unconditional power. The loan of

money was the fundamental idea of the charter ; without this it would

have been fruitless, and the repayment of that money was secured in

the act and nowhere else. To say that the power to amend extends to

everything in that act except the right to make the repayment more

secure, if necessary, is to violate every rule of legal construction. The

loan of money without interest was the foundation-stone of this work,

and the power to alter and amend was the main security reserved by

the government to insure its proper completion.

Let us suppose, that the act of 1862 had remained unchanged ; that

the government was the first mortgagee, and that private capitalists held

the second-mortgage bonds, and that they were here now appealing to

Congress for such general legislation as would protect them against the

threatened destruction of their security.

Law is a progressive science, and it is the object of successive legisla

tures so to amend the laws as to meet the ever-varying wants of society.

When debtors were found disposed to make way with their property

with a view to defeat their creditors, the remedy by attachment was

given. When it was found that this remedy was insufficient, because

it applied only to past-due contracts, it was extended by statute to ap

ply to debts not due, and the law, when made, was applicable to past as

well as future contracts. And yet this additional remedy was no viola

tion of the obligations of the contracts.

Bemedies in chancery have been extended by statute in the same way,

and in the State of Mississippi a writ of sequestration may issue to pre

vent the removal of crops from the State until the laborer's claims for

unfinished services are satisfied. Receivers in chancery may now be

appointed to take possession of railroads for the benefit of mortgagees,

when the bonds are due ; but there is no adequate remedy for bonds

not due.

If the legislature should pass a general act that would extend the

remedy by receivers to debts not due, upon a proper showing as to the

danger of irremediable loss, this would be no violation of contract. If

Congress, under its power to alter and amend these railroad charters,

should pass the very bill here recommended in the interest of private

bondholders, who were about to be swindled out of their money, and

had no adequate remedy, because their debts were not due, it would

be but an act of justice and good faith. The maxim that " there is no

wrong without a remedy " is true in spirit, but not in fact ; and it is the

duty of the legislative branch of every government to see that " there

shall be no wrong without a remedy."

While Congress has the power to alter and amend, as between itself

and the corporations, this charter-contract, should it see fit, a fair con

sideration of this bill will show that its provisions relate to more efficient

remedies for the enforcement of said contract, and not to any funda

mental alteration thereof.

The original act contemplates that the road shall be repaired and kept

in good working order. If Congress should have reason to apprehend

that the stockholders would waste or misappropriate the funds of the

road and permit it to go to ruin, we presume no one will doubt the

power of Congress so to alter and amend this act as to compel such duty

H. Bep. 622 2
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to be performed ; and we can see no good reason why any alterations

and amendments should not be made that may be necessary to insure

the discharge of every other duty imposed upon the corporations by this

act, including the duty of providing for the payment of its mortgage

debts. These acts of 1862 and 1864 must be construed together as an

entirety, and the power to alter, amend, and repeal, extends to each and

every portion equally. The power to amend the contract of charter is

admitted, but the power to amend the contract of loan, embraced and

set out in the same charter-contract, is denied. This is a refinement of

dialectics too astute for ordinary minds. It is a maxim in law that a

contract cannot exist partly in parole and partly in writing ; and \te

think it equally inconsistent that a written contract can be binding in

part and not in the whole, or that it may be altered in part but not in

the whole.

The decisions which pronounced a charter a contract did so when

there was no clause in it granting a loan of money, and such feature in

this railroad charter does not make it any more or any less a contract,

nor render it any more or any less amenable to the power of Congress to

" add to, alter, amend, or repeal" it. 0

With these views we concur in the wisdom of this bill, and recommend

its passage.
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TDE PACIFIC RAILROAD ACTS.

March 22, 1876.—Recommitted to the Committee on the Pacific Railroad aud ordered

to be printed.

Mr. Chalmers, from the Committee on the Pacific Railroad, submitted

the following

REPO.RT:

[To accompany bill H. R. 399!).]

Your committee, having had tinder consideration the bill (H. R. 2G0S) declar

atory of the meaning and intendment of the fifteenth section of the act

entitled " An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to aid in the construction

of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri Hirer to the Pacific

Ocean,'''1 beg leave to report as follows :

The language of the section to be construed is as follows :

Sec. 15. And be it further enacted, That the several companies authorized to construct

the aforesaid roads are hereby required to operate and use said roads and telegraph for

all purposes of communication, travel, and transportation, so far as the public and the

government are concerned, as one continuous line ; and in such operation and use to

afford and secure to each equal advantages and facilities as to rates, time, aud trans

portation, without any discrimination of any kind in favor of the road or business of

any or either of said companies, or adverse to the road or business of any or either of

the others ; aud it shall not be lawful for the proprietors of aDy line of telegraph

authorized by this act, or the act amended by this act, to refuse or fail to convey for

all persons requiring the transmission of news and messages of like character, on pain

of forfeiting to the person injured, for each offense, the sum of one hundred dollars,

aud such other damages as he may have suffered on account of said refusal or failure,

to be sued for and recovered in any court of the United States, or of any State or Ter

ritory of competent jurisdiction.

Under this section it is claimed by the Kansas Pacific that it is en

titled to have an absolute mileage prorate for passengers and freight

with the Union Pacific over its road from Cheyenne to Ogden. The

Union Pacific claims that, inasmuch as the cost of construction aud of

operation of its road was and is greater than that of the Kansas Pacific,

it should be permitted to charge more than the Kansas Pacific ; that

the statute secures equal advantages to all the roads mentioned in the

act, and that an equitable prorate demands that cost of construction

and operatiou should be considered. To this the Kansas Pacific re

plies that if anything else than mileage is to be considered, then the

cost of fuel, cross-ties, water, and all other items that go to increase

or lessen the expenses of railroad operation should be taken into the

account. The Union Pacific presents a calculation showing that the

cost of operating its road west of Cheyenne is double the cost of opera

tion east, and that therefore it should be allowed twice as much for

carrying a passenger or freight from Cheyenne to Ogden as it receives

for the same passenger or freight from Omaha to Cheyenne, and

therefore it should be allowed to make against the Kansas Pacific the

same discrimination that it makes against the eastern half of its own road.
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If the committee was disposed to admit tbe correctness of this posi

tion, it would nevertheless be compelled to declare that the Union Pa

cific had violated even its own construction of the statute by its arbi

trary rates.

The Kansas Pacific claim that the calculations of the Uniou Pacific,

as to the extra cost on the west half of their road, is extravagant, ami

have presented a scientific calculation in reply, which your committee

files as an exhibit to this report without expressing any opiuion on this

point. Your committee would, however, state that we find inequalities

in the cost of operating many other lines which are connected by through

routes, and that we do not find any allowance made on their tickets for

this difference. The Baltimore and Ohio and the Pennsylvania Central

have very heavy gradients and curvatures, and we do not find any

allowance made to them by connecting lines on this account.

The engine which starts from Cairo to New Orleans can draw but

fifteen cars on the upper end, whije it can draw fifty cars on the lower

end of its line. The Boston and Albauy Road, upon which in many

places an engine can draw but ten cars, connects with the New York

Central, upon which an engine draws forty cars, and yet we cannot find

that anything is allowed on through tickets on this account, nor can we

find that the Union or the Central Pacific in their through rates with

outside connecting lines have been allowed or have claimed anything on

account of gradients and curves in their roads. But inasmuch as the

committee is divided in judgment upon this question, we do not express

any opinion as to whether the rates should be based upon mileage alone,

or whether other matters should enter into the calculation to makeup

an equitable rate, and we deem it the more necessary, on accouut of onr

differences of opinion, that this question should be referred to a railroad

expert as hereinafter proposed. The argument on this case has taken

a very wide range, and many questions of great delicacy and iuterest

to the country have been discussed, and while the ruthless power and

extortion of one company have been exposed, the efforts of others to com

bine with it to oppress the people have been equally demonstrated, and

the result is that we are convinced not only as to the power but the

duty of Congress to interfere to protect the iuterests of the citizens.

THE CAUSE OF COMPLAINT.

It is charged and proved that the Union Pacific charges as much for

freight and passengers from Cheyenne to Ogden as it does from Omaha

to Ogden, although there is a difference of 51G miles in the distance.

This is admitted by the Union Pacific; but it is said this is not dis

crimination, because it treats all the branches alike. The facts, how

ever, show this to be untrue. The Sioux City Road connects at Fremont,

only 40 miles west of Omaha, and its passeugers are charged Omaha rates.

The Burlington and Missouri Road connects at Kearney Junction, 200

miles west of Omaha, and its passengers are charged Omaha rates:

thus discriminating against the latter in favor of the former. The

Kansas and Denver Pacific conuects at Denver, 510 miles west ot

Omaha, and here again Omaha rates are charged, thus discriminating

against the latter in favor of the two former branches, as well as in

favor of what is now known as the trunk line, but which was and is, in

contemplation of law, but a branch as far west as tbe one hundredth

meridian. In the general operation of railroads, points at which two

roads connect enjoy the advantage of competition, and lower rates

are allowed than from other points; but iu this case the rule seems
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to be reversed. The manifest object of this is to cut the branches

off' from the benefits of all through business, and that result has been

accomplished. Ou the oth of August, 1875, a general notice was pub

lished that on and after 1st September, 1875, through tickets over the

Kansas Pacific, by way of the Union Pacific, would be withdrawn

from sale. That was done on account of the unjust discrimination of

the Union Pacific, and the sale has not been resumed. Through busi

ness of all kinds was then lost to the Kausas Pacific, and the same is

true as to the other branches.

In fact these branches, constituting as they do part of the same sys

tem or family of roads, have not received at the hands of the Union Pacific

the advantages of connection guaranteed by Congress to outside roads

by the fifteenth section of the act of 1862, much less the advantages

conferred upon them by the act which created them " one continuous

and connected line." On the contrary, the Council Bluffs, Saint Joseph

and Omaha Road upon the east, and the Colorado Central upon the west,

companies outside of the Pacific system, have been fostered and used

by the Union Pacific to utterly destroy the Kansas Pacific. This unlaw

ful course of dealing on the part of the Union Pacific Company would

be indefensible, even if no statutory provision required it to deal with

its branches on fair and equal terms.

An example is furnished to our hand from the records of the Treas

ury Department. In the summer of 1877 war was waging in the ex

treme northwestern part of our country between the government and

the Indians. It had gone hard with our limited and scattered forces.

The settlers had been driven from their homes, and they had been

massacred by the savage foe. It was necessary to re-enforce the little

army there stuggling against fearful odds without delay.

On the 4th of July, 1877, the General of the Army ordered the Sec

ond Infantry, then stationed at Atlanta, Ga., to Ogden, in Utah, for

service in Idaho, and directed that they drop all impediments. On the

5th Captain Grimes, depot quartermaster at Saint Louis, was directed

to arrange for transportation from that city west. On the 7th an order

was issued that the regiment proceed to San Francisco; thence to the

theater of service.

The Kansas Pacific offered to transport the command for $5 less per

man than the Union Pacific, and this was a saving to the government

of over $3,000. Notwithstanding this, Captain Grimes hesitated to in

trust this service to the Kansas Pacific, and he exacted from it the guar

antee of private parties as security that the transportation should be

rendered without delay. The reason for this hesitation to avail himself

of this saving to the government of $3,000 he states, in his letter of

November 5, 1877, to the Quartermaster-General, to be his "fear of delay

at Cheyenne and other obstacles that the Union Pacific Railway might

throw in the way" of the urgent military necessity for the speedy tran

sit of the command.

The regiment started on the Kansas Pacific and proceeded with due

dispatch to Cheyenne. There it was disembarked from the Kausas

Pacific train, and officers, men, baggage, equipment embarked again on

the Union Pacific train and forwarded to San Francisco. When the

accounts of the several companies came to be adjusted at the Treasury

Department, for the services rendered by them respectively, it was

found that the Union and Central Pacific Companies charged and claimed

to be entitled to receive, out of the sum to be paid for the transportation

under the contract with the Kansas Pacific, $100 per man from Cheyenne

to San Francisco, whereas the regular through first class fares charged
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by those two companies from Omaha to San Francisco is $100 per pas

senger. The companies demanded, and they are now seeking to obtain,

their full Omaha rates for this transportation from Cheyenne, 516 miles

less distance. And Captain Grimes, in consequence of this demand, in

his own apportionment of the sum to be paid by the government, among

these companies, allowed to the Kansas and Denver Pacific, for 745

miles, but $11 per man, and to the Union and Central Pacific, for 1.400

miles, $89 per man.

There is scarcely a railroad in this country, built with private capital,

which would dare to throw obstacles in the way or cause any delay in

transporting government troops under such circumstances, even if a

rival line was used part of the distance. If the railroads of this system,

built by government bounty, can throw obstacles in the way of the

transportation of troops in time of war to gratify their hostility to one

another and their selfish passion to absorb all the business of the country,

and erect themselves into a dominating monopoly, the time has come to

teach them the lessons of patriotism in a vigorous way.

MODE IN WHICH TIJE UNIONj PACIFIC RAILROAD IS REQUIRED BV

LAW TO^BE OPERATED.

These companies are required to operate their roads in harmony by

the most positive and stringent provisions of law. To bring out the full

force of those provisions, it is important to take a survey of the act.<

ami the scheme which is laid out in them. The first act was passed in

1862, and provided for a trunk road beginning on the 100th meridian,

which is 240 miles west of the Missouri, and runniug west to the western

boundary of Nevada. This was to be built by the Union Pacific Com

pany which was incorporated in the act. One branch was to begin on

the Missouri River, at the mouth of the Kansas, and run to the initial

point of the trunk, and is now known as the Kansas Pacific. Another

was an extension of the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Railroad to be built

by that company, and was to connect either with the branch first men

tioned or the branch next to be mentioned. A third was to commence

on the western boundary of Iowa, and run to the initial point of the

trunk, and was to be built by the Union Pacific ; and a fourth was to

commence at Sioux City, in Iowa, and connect with the braneh last

mentioned, or the trunk; it was to be built by the Union Pacific. Un

der the act of 1804, that company was released from building the Sioux

City branch, its construction being provided for by a State corporation.

Under that act, also, another branch was provided for, it being an exten

sion of the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad, of Iowa, and was to

begin at the point where that road struck the Missouri River, and run

to a connection with the trunk, or the Iowa branch of the Uniou Pacific.

Such was the general scheme of this system of roads.

The utmost care was taken by Congress to consolidate these several

roads into a harmonious, complete, and unified system.

First. It was provided in section 12 of the act of 1862, that " the track

upon the entire line of railroad and branches shall be of uniform width."

Then in every section providing for a branch, it was required to connect

with the trunk or one of the branches. The uniformity of the language

used in the several sections is noticeable. In the 9th section, the Kan

sas branch is required to build its road "to meet and connect with the

trunk." In the same section the same words are used in respect of the

Central Pacific of California. In the 13th section, the words in respect

of the Hannibal extension are "meet and unite." Iu the 14th section
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the words in respect of the Iowa and Sioux City branches are " form a

connection." And so on throughout all the legislation on the subject.

We thus have a uniform gauge tor all the roads, and connection of their

tracks. The object of this is stated in section 12 to be, " so that cars

can be run from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean."

Secondly. The most absolute equality was established among all these

companies. In the first eight sections provision is made for the trunk,

the grants of lands and bonds, of franchises, power, and privileges ; and

the conditions, limitations, duties, obligations, and liabilities are all then

distinctly prescribed. In the succeeding sections the branch companies

are dealt with, aud the language in respect of each one is that it shall

build its road "on the same terms and conditions in all respects" as

the Union Pacific was to build the trunk. Under those terms the

branch companies have received an equal amount of bonds and lands,

assumed and exercised the same powers and privileges, and been sub

jected to the same duties. One renders no more or higher or other

service to the government, and none receives any more compensation

or subsidy or power than the other. All are on the same footing " in

all respects."

Thirdly. By the 10th section one company was authorized to build the

road of another company in case of default on its part; and by section

17 all the property and rights of every kind of all the companies were

forfeited if each one of the roads were not constructed by a certain day.

The object of these two extraordidary provisions was to assure with ab

solute certainty the complete construction of the whole system of works.

Fourthly. To these several requirements which perfected the physical

structure, in order that cars might be run from one road to the other,

was superadded a duty in respect of the operation of the several parts

as one consistent, united, harmonious whole. That duty is defined in

section 12 of the act of 1802, in these words: "The whole line of said

railroad and branches^ind telegraph shall be operated and used for all

purposes of communication, travel, and transportation, so far as the

public and the government are concerned, as one connected, continuous

line.'" In the 15tb section of the act of 1864 the same provision is re

peated, with this addition : "And in such operation and use to afford

and secure to each equal advantages and facilities as to rates, time, and

transportation, without any discrimination of any kiud in favor of the

road or business of any or either of said companies, or adverse to the

road or business of either of the others." What Congress meant it is

easy to see. It was that each branch, the peer of every other branch,

and of the trunk as well, should be a part of a great line of railroad,

stretching across the continent, yielding its due share of service to the

public and the government, receiving its due share of compensation, and

giving to and taking from the other companies equal advantages and

facilities in all respects which it provided for itself, as if all were parts

of one line of road. Thus the road starting at the mouth of the Kansas

and running to Cheyenne, and the road from Cheyenne running thence

west, were united together as "one continuous line."

The courts of the United States, first the circuit court for Iowa, and

then the Supreme Court, in what is known as the Bridge case, reported

in 1 Otto, 343, distinctly hold that the words " one continuous line," as

nsed in these acts, mean trains and cars run from terminus to terminus.

If the Union Pacific runs its trains and cars from Omaha, through Chey

enne, to Ogden, without change, then, in order to afford to the Kansas

branch equal facilities and advantages as to rates, time, aud transporta

tion, the trains and cars of that company must not be subjected to the
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delay or inconvenience of a change or transfer at Cheyenne, but be like

wise run through to Ogden. This does not necessarily require that the

Kansas Company shall use its own motive power on the Union Pacific

nor have separate trains over the latter. company's road. But the two

trains, each coming from the east and meeting at Cheyenne, may then

be consolidated and go forward together. This is done on many of the

great roads of the country with ease and in perfect harmony, and is

done by the Union Pacific with the Colorado Central, an outside road

which intersects with it at Cheyenne.

When the Second Infantry, having passed over the Kansas Pacific,

reached Cheyenne, it was the right of the government to have the same

cars in which the command was brought there carried forward over the

Union Pacific without change or delay. And the transfer which that

company required to be made there was perhaps one of those obstacles

which Captain Grimes feared.

2. The duty resting on the Union Pacific to operate its road with the

Kansas branch as one continuous line, affording to it the same advan

tages and facilities which it provides for itself, implies still further that

such a reasonable and just apportionment of its through rates be made

between the different sections of its road as puts the branches on aa

equal footing with it. It is contended, as before stated, on behalf of the

branches, that the law requires that this apportionment should be

based on the single element of distance traversed, or mileage prorate,

as it is called. On the other hand, it is contended, on behalf of the

Union Pacific, that the apportionment should be based on all the ele

ments involved in the cost of maintenance and operation of different

sections of its road, or equitable prorate, as it is called. Your com

mittee is of opinion that this question should be left to the judicial tri

bunals. But an equitable prorate, as well as mileage prorate, forbids the

system of arbitrary charges now maintained by the Union Pacific. It

requires, in the terms of the statute, that each branch be operated with

the main stem as one continuous line, with equal advantages aud facil

ities in respect of rates, as well as of time and transportation. If, as

is claimed, it costs more to operate the west half of the Union Pacific

road than it does the east half, then, on the basis of equitable prorate,

allowance should be made for the increased cost, but no more. All

the circumstances—grades, curves, fuel, ties, iron, &c.—are to be duly

counted in the calculation, aud upon them all a fair apportionment must

be made. To charge freight from Fremont, Kearney Junction, aud

Cheyenne Omaha rates is obnoxious to the charge of the very grossest

discrimination. To charge for the transportation of troops embarked

on the Union Pacific at Cheyenne as much as if they had embarked at

Omaha, and been carried over the 516 miles to Cheyenne, is a glaring

injustice which is utterly indefensible, and no defense has been at

tempted.

THE OBJECT OF THE ACTS.

Attention is called to the object of this legislation. It is declared in

several different clauses of the acts, as if Congress were solicitous to

impress upon them its purpose in enacting them. Without repeating all

the clauses, reference is made to the seventeenth section of the act of

1862, where the object is distinctly stated to be l< to promote the public

interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and telegraph

line, and keepiug the same in working order, and to secure to the gov

ernment at all times, but particularly in time of war, the use anil

benefit of the same for postal, military, and other purposes."
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These public purposes, however, were not to be accomplished by the

construction of a single line of road and telegraph, but by this system of

several roads united together in mechanical connection and harmonious

operation. By each, the several lines of commerce crossing the country

were to be conducted to the one great trunk road, and carried onward

to its destination. Each was made the equal of every other for this

transcontinental service, and all were to share alike in its rewards.

Such a purpose alone justifies the enormous subsidies of lands and bonds

to each branch road—$6,000,000 to the Kansas Company, $1,600,000 to

the Hannibal extension, $2,500,000 to the Iowa branch, and $1,600,000

to the Sioux City branch. Underlying these grants, and the reason for

making branches at all, is the great public purpose of giving to the sev

eral sections of the country, one equally with the other, the benefit and

advantage of its own branch, and to the government the benefit and

advantage of that branch most convenient for its use on any occasion.

THE POWER TO AMEND, IN ORDER MORE PERFECTLY TO SECURE

THESE OBJECTS.

Enough has been already said to show that these objects have not

been attained heretofore, and the attitnde of the Union Pacific Company

in this controversy shows that it does not purpose to assure those objects.

Its counsel insists that, under the doctrine of the Dartmouth College

case, a charter is a contract, the obligation of which cannot be impaired

by the legislature; that Congress has not the power to amend the acts

so as to accomplish those objects.

That might be so (although the question is open) if Congress, in its

solicitude to put those objects beyond hazard, had not reserved to itself

the power "to add to, alter, amend, or repeal" these acts. It has been

said by jndges and courts of very great eminence that the power of

amendment is not without limit. This general expression has given rise

to much discussion as to the proper limits of the power. But it is well

settled in a long series of cases in the United States Supreme Court

that the power may be exercised to almost any extent to carry into effect

the original purposes of the act. (Holyoke Co. vs. Lyman, 15 Wallace,

500 ; Miller vs. The State, 15 Wallace, 498; Peik vs. Chicago & N. W. K.

11. Co., 4 Otto, 164.) The last expression of that court is in the case of

Ohio vs. Wright, decided at the present term, but not yet reported. Mr.

Justice Swayne, speaking for the court, says that the power of -amend

ment, even under such a clause as we have here, is not without limit.

He does not state those limits in precise language, but he furnishes in

stances of extreme cases on the one side and the other from which it is

easy to see what the limits are. One instance is an amendment requir

ing a railroad company to build a bridge in which it could have no in

terest in any way whatever. The reason there is that the amendment

does not carry into effect the original purposes of the grant, but, on the

other hand, defeats or substantially impairs that object by diverting the

company's funds to other and alien purposes. The instance put on the

other side was a case which required a railroad company to build a station,

pull up its tracks, relay them, &c, all at very great expense. Here the

original purpose of the grant was not impaired, although the company

received no benefit from the work required to be done.

.Regard being had to the great public purposes of these acts, it is com

petent for Congress so to amend them as to secure the operation of the

roads all together as one continuous line, by through cars and on a fair

basis of rates. Accordingly, Congress may by amendment of these acts
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advance their objects by modifying and enlarging the rules governing

the operation of these roads. It may, as was done in one case in Mas

sachusetts and approved by its learned supreme court, require the

Union Pacific Company to build ample station buildings for the accom

modation of the branches at the points of their connections, and reqnire

the tracks to be taken up, removed, and relaid, so as to facilitate trans

fers of passengers and freights. It may require it to provide proper cars,

engines, men, and other facilities for conducting the business common

to it and its branches. It may require it to delay its own trains certain

lengths of time so that trains of tho branches may make connections.

It may fix the apportionment of its rates on such basis as to it shall

seem just. So long as it does nothing which impairs the objects of the

acts, it is within the limits of its power. This is perfectly just and right,

for it is precisely what wiis agreed to between the companies and the

government when the act was passed by Congress and accepted by the

roads. But, if there was any doubt about this, there can be no doubt as

to the power of Congress to order the remedies, and that is all that this

bill contemplates.

TIIE PRESENT REMEDIES INADEQUATE.

The remedies now provided do not meet the case—they are dilator}'.

No matter whether the criminal procedure be resorted to, or suits tor

damages under the act of 1874. or for mandamus under that of 1871.

or for injunction upon the general principles of equity, from two to six

years must elapse before any conclusion is reached, and, meanwhile, the

public and the government are deprived of what these laws were in

tended to secure.

2. Suits, of whatever nature, to enforce these duties, as they must be

instituted and prosecuted by, so they must remain under the control of,

private parties. They are liable to be perverted by such parties, a record

constructed not fairly presenting the true question, argument made not

truly informing the intelligence of tho court, and a judgment reached

partial or covering but half the case. It is most unsafe to intrust to

private litigants the vindication of the rights of the public and of the

government.

3. A judgment in favor of one party cannot be enforced in behalf of

another party. If damages be awarded to A under the act of 1874, it

does not avail B, who must bring his own suit for his own case. If

mandamus be prosecuted to judgment by A, he may be satisfied by some

trivial reward, and B is left unprotected. If injunction be sued oat,

the plaintiff only can invoke the process of contempt for its disobedience.

The judgment between one company and A is not an estoppel between

it and B, nor between A and another company. Distinction may be

nicely drawn by astute counsel between a case decided and a case being

prosecuted, and the result is remote, uncertain, and ever vanishing.

4. As the law now stands it is quite possible for these companies to

agree to such abrogation of its rights by one, and compensation there

for by another; that between them the possibility of suit is prevented,

while the public interests are sacrificed, and the government service put

in the care and at the mercy of companies which are ouly too apt to re

gard their own profit and disregard their public duty.

A COMMISSION.

In the course of the operation of these roads as required by law many

matters of disagreement must present themselves, and this even if tbey
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aie disposed to observe their statute obligations. It must especially be

so, if either is indisposed thereto. The unwilling member of the system

may, at a thousand points, create difficulties which may effectually de

stroy the system. Such differences are not to be harmonized by a gen

eral statute, or by such a party. It is necessary, therefore, that some

common arbiter, some active agent, should be provided for the settle

ment of all such differences, selected by some authority outside of the

companies, animated by a desire to accomplish the objects of these acts,

informed by an intelligent knowledge of the law and of railroad manage

ment, and guided by a wise regard for justice between the several

companies, the public and the government. Such an arbiter would soon

restore harmony to these hostile companies. But he must be armed

with sufficient power to prescribe the rules and regulations for the

operation of the several roads, to observe their enforcement, and to

settle disputes. Rules and regulations prescribed by him and super

vised by his official superior should be obeyed until the courts, upon

proper complaint, disapprove of them as unauthorized by law. This is

essential, for, if their enforcement may be enjoined, simply by giving

bonds, until final trial and decree, the mischief would continue scarcely

^hated in any degree.

PUNISHMENT FOE DISOBEDIENCE.

But all such machinery will prove utterly inefficient unless some se

vere and summary punishment be prescribed for the disobedient.

One form of punishment is by forfeiture of all franchises, but that

remedy would not compel the performance of its duty by the company,

but prevent its performance by destroying the company. The poiut to

be attained is the operation of all these roads according to law. To ex

tinguish the life of one company is to render the point unattainable.

The object is better sought by coercing the delinquent through its

property. And this is not to be done by fines or punitive damages or

judgments of any kind. So long as the Union Pacific can absorb all the

transcontinental' business and make for itself $2,000,000 or $3,000,000,

which should go to the branches, it can well afford to pay any tines or

damages or judgments which may be levied or recovered against it.

THE SEIZURE OF PROPERTY.

The only sufficient remedy is the seizure by competent authority of

the property of the delinquent company upon summary process, with

the right reserved to such company to restrain its enforcement by injunc

tion out of chancery. This process is justified by the practice of the

government from the earliest times. Iu 1813 a law was passed which

still survives and is frequently enforced, providing that if a public offi

cer receives public funds for which he does not duly account to the

Treasury, the First Comptroller may state the account and certify it to

the Solicitor of the Treasury, who may issue a warrant to the marshal

of the district in which the officer resides, directing him to seize and

sell the goods and chattels, lands and tenements of the officer and of

his sureties, and sell them upon a short notice. So far there is no pro

ceeding in court, but, if the officer feels aggrieved, he may apply to the

United States judges for injunction to restrain the levy of the warrant

or the sale of his property. So, too, the collector of customs may seize

and sell on short notice goods imported from abroad in violation of the

customs laws, and that without any judicial inquiry. So, too, the
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collector of internal revenue may seize a distillery without judicial pro

cess, and close it indefinitely. So, too, national banks alleged to have

failed to redeem their notes, may be summarily placed in the hands of

a receiver by the Comptroller of the Currency, upon an ex parte showing

to him. These are cases under the Federal jurisdiction and laws. The

processes for the sale of property for taxes are referable to the same

class.

If the attempt be made to distinguish these cases from the one under

consideration because they relate to public officers and public revenue

and therefore may be justified by public necessity, the answer is that

this Union Pacific Company is a public officer performing the most im

portant public service, and to secure the performance of that service it,

too, may be summarily proceeded against. What higher service, call

ing for more summary process for its efficient performance, can be men

tioned than the transportation of mails, troops, and public property?

In Murry's Lessee vs. The Hoboken Improvement Co., 18 Howard, 266.

the Supreme Court affirms the validity of the laws we have mentioned,

and the principles of that case justify the seizure of the property of this

company if it will not do its duty.

Another answer is that summary process is frequently used in cases

where the delinquent is not a public officer under the police power.

Thus in many cases the validity of laws for the seizure and sale of cat

tle, swine, and dogs running at large, has been sustained. McKee vs.

McKee, 8 B. Mon., 433; Gosseliuk vs. Campbell, 4 IoWa, 296"; Hart vs.

Mayor of Albany, 9 Wend., 571; Whitfield vs. Longest, 0 Iredell, 26s:

Blair vs. Hutchinson, 100 Mass., 136. So, too, laws authorizing the

destruction of wharves erected even uuder authority of law (Common

wealth vs. Alger, 7 Cush., 53), and of buildings, to prevent the spread of

conflagrations (Parsons vs. Pentergill, 11 Allen, 572), have been sus

tained.

The police power has received exposition in the License cases (5 How

ard, 504), by Chief-Justice Taney, Mr. Justice McLean, and Mr. Justice

Grier. In very many cases railroads have been regulated in most im

portant respects by laws against which the objection was made which

is urged against the power of seizure of this company. Their grades and

crossings, and the apportionment of the expense (in Fitchburg Co. vs.

Grand Junction Co., 1 Allen, 552 and 4 Allen, 198), the establishment

of flag-stations and erection of station-houses, and fencing of their track

(Thorp vs. Eutland Co., 27 Vt., 156), have all been made the subject of

legislation which has been sustained by the courts.

The remedy of seizure is summary; it may be arbitrary, but the pub

lic necessity is urgent.

If these companies desire to avoid it let them obey the law.

In accordance with these views your committee have prepared a sub

stitute for the bill H. R. 2608, which is herewith submitted, with a rec-

commendation that it do pass.

J. W. THROCKMORTON.

WILLIAM R. MORRISON.

NATHAN COLE.

J. R. CHALMERS.



APPENDIX.

Letter of Mr. E. C. Smeed.

Kansas Pacific Railway,

Office of the Chief Engineeh,

Kansas City, March 14, le78.

KOBT. E. Carr, Esq., General Manager :

Dear Sir: I have examined the arguments made in a pamphlet en

titled "Kansas Pacific vs. Union Pacific," comparing the eastern half

of the Uuiou Pacific Kailroad, from Omaha to Cheyenne, with the west

ern half of the same railroad from Cheyenne to Ogden. On pages 83

and 84 of the pamphlet I find the following :

The aggregate curvature east of Cheyenne is 2,504J, west of Cheyenne, 21,0-0.

Maximum grades per mile east of Cheyenne, 155 feet per mile; west of Cheyenne, 90

feet per mile. Capacity of standard engine east of Cheyenne, 22 cars ; west of Chey

enne, 9 carss Proportion of engine expenses to total operating expenses east of Chey

enne, 32 per cent. ; west of Cheyenne, 51 per cent. Total operating expenses per train

per mile cast of Cheyenne, 87 cents; west of Cheyenne, $1.34. It is a fact conceded

by civil engineers, that each 21 feet of ascending grade costs as much in operation as

one mile of level road ; and that 527° of curvature involves an expenditure cqualto

one mile of straight level road. The total ascent from Omaha to Cheyenne westward,

is 5,45-1 feet, equal to 260 miles of added level road. The total ascent from Cheyenne

to Omaha eastward, is 379 feet, equal to 18 miles of added level road. Tho total cur

vature is 2,504—, equal to 5 miles of added level road; making the additional road

arising from grade and curvature equal to 283 miles. The total ascent from Cheyenne

to Ogden westward, equals 6,622 feet, equal to 315 miles of added road. From Ogden

to Cheyenne eastward, the total ascent is 8,279 feet, equal to 394 miles of added

road. The total curvature is 21,080J, equal to 40 miles of added road. The entire

additional road arising from grade and curvature, equals 749 miles, which gives an

excess of actual distance, arising from grades and curvature hetween Cheyenne and

Ogden. over between Omaha and Cheyenne, of 406 miles. A very simple calcula

tion, based on these facts, will demonstrate the mathematical and absolutely cor

rect result, that of the through rate from Omaha to Ogden, more than two-thirds

is earned between Cheyenne and Ogden ; and that to divide that rate equally at Chey

enne, would leave the west half of the road not only without profit, but with an

absolute loss. Yet this is the exact demand of the Kansas Pacific.

To refute the assertion, that it is a fact conceded by civil engineers

that each 21 feet of ascending grade costs as much in operation as one

mile of level road, and that 527 degrees of curvature involves an expend

iture equal to one mile of straight level track, I refer to Manual for

Railroad Engineers, by George S. Vose, professor of civil engineering in

Bowdoin College. Page 35, he says :

Inasmuch as the total resistance offered by any incline depends upon the amount

and not the rate of ascent, we may compare lines having different systems of grades

by simply making a certain allowance for each foot of vertical rise ; or we may deter

mine the number of feet of ascent which shall involve an expenditure of power equal

to that required to move the train one mile on a level, and divide the whole ascent in

any line by that number; the quotient being the number of miles to be added to the

actual distance to get the equivalent horizontal length, or, as it is termed, the equated

distance. * • *

The above has been a common mode of equating for grades, and represents a

length proportionate to the power expended. But it does not represent a length pro

portionate to the cost of exerting that power, which is what we require. Of the whole

expense of operating a railroad a few items are directly proportional to the power ex-
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erted in hauling the trains; other items are increased, but not to so great an extent,

while others are not affected at all. Thus, the fuel used during the ascent of a grade

may be taken as proportional to the power exerted ; the wear of the rails is more u|*>n

a grade than upon a level, though to what extent can hardly be stated preeiselv. Gen

eral expenses, such as agents' salaries, insurance, and many others, are not affected at

all.

If the grade is not over, say, 25 feet per mile, so that it may be worked by simply

increasing the weight of the engines, without augmenting their number, we may as

sume one-sixth part of the total expense of maintenance and operation to be doubled

by doubling the power exerted, in which ease, instead of adding a mile for each 27 feet

of ascent (.or other number, according to the speed), we should add only one-sixth of i

mile ; or we should multiply the numbers in the third column of the preceding tabk

by 6, as below:

>;, .i i„ _n.'. ™, i.„„. 'Resistance in pounds per Grade to double the re- Rise in fret to double UV
bpeed in mile* per hour., > si-tance, ' coat of workiM.

IT.

■.'II
■a

30

40

."ill

9, 3

10. :i

11.7

13.3

17.4

!» li

■Jj

•J I

'-'7

:il

II

l:a

H

IS?

1-.

■-•)•'

11-

Thus, at a speed of 25 miles an hour, for each 27 feet of ascent, we shall consume

au amount of power sufficient to move the train one mile upon a level: but, to «ra-

fiiitne an expense sufficient to maintain and operate one mile, we inuit ascend six time-,

the above amount, or 162 feet.

When the grade becomes so steep as to demand an additional number of engines,

the expense is increased more than by the amount stated above ; and, therefore, we

should multiply the numbers in the third column of the foregoing table by a less num

ber than 6. Probably, for grades from 25 to 50 feet, by 4, would be a sufficiently large

multiplier ; from 50 to 75 feet, by '.i ; ami, for grades from 75 to 100 feet, by 2.

EQUATING FOR CURVATURE.

Vose's Mauual for Railroad Engineers, page 42 :

Taking the operation of the 1,500 miles of railway in Massachusetts as a basis, and

adding, for a double expenditure of power demanded by curves 25 per cent, to the cost

of the repairs of roadway, engines, and cars, and 100 per cent, to the cost of fnel. we

Bhall increase the whole expeuse of operating and maintaining the road by about 25

per cent. If, therefore, a mile of road, containing 527 degrees of curvature, demand?

the exertion of double the power required upon au equal length of straight line, and

if the exertion of double power involves 25 per cent, more expense, the number of de

grees consuming an amount of money sufficient to operate and maintain one mile of

road will be -V"' of 527, or 2,108 degrees, which is thus the equating number for cur

vature at a speed of 20 miles an hour. * * "

From the authority quoted, it will be seen that in equating for grades,

instead of adding 1 mile to the actual distance for each 21 feet of ascend

ing grade (as was done in the case under consideration), we should add

only one-sixth part of a mile for each 27 feet of ascending grade, at a

speed of 20 miles an hour; with grades 25 to 50 feet, one-fourth part of

a mile ; 50 to 75 feet, one-third ; and from 75 to 100, we should add one-

half mile.

From the same authority in equating for curvature, it will be seen that

instead of adding 1 mile of level straight line for each 527 degrees of

curvature, we should add only one-fourth of that distance.

Of the grades on Union Pacific Railroad, as given by examining com

missioners appoiuted by the President of the United States, takeu from

reports and profiles on file in Department of the Interior, at Washington,

more than 70 per cent, of the gradients of the whole length of the road

do not exceed 50 feet to the mile, aud the maximum gradient of 90 feet

to the mile is employed on less than 1.5 per cent, of the entire length of

the line.
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Assuming an average speed of the trains at 15 miles an Lour and 22

feet of ascending grade costs as much in operation as one-fifth of a mile

of level road, and that 527 degrees of curvature involves an expenditure

equal to one fourth of a mile of straight level road, we get the following

results :

DATA.

Equating number for gradients 5

Equating number for curvature 4

Distance, Omaha to Cheyenne 516 miles.

Distance, Cheyenne to Ogden . 516 miles.

Ascent westward, Omaha to Cheyenne 5, 45-1 feet.

Ascent eastward, Omaha to Cheyenne 379 feet.

Ascent westward, Cheyenne to Ogden 6, 622 feet.

Ascent eastward, Cheyenne to Ogden 8, 279 feet.

Curvature, Omaha to Cheyenne 2, 504 degrees

Curvature, Cheyenne to Ogden 21, 080 degrees

The total asceuts and amount of curvature are taken from the pam

phlet hereiubefore referred to, pages 83, 84.

OMAHA TO CHEYENNE.

The total ascent westward from Omaha to Cheyenne is 5,454 feet

equal to 49.6 miles of added level road. The total curvature is 2,504

degrees, equal to 1.2 miles of added level road, making the additional

road arising from grade and curvature, going westward, 50.8 miles, or a

total equated length of road from Omaha to Cheyenne, 566.8 miles.

The total ascent eastward from Cheyenne to Omaha, is 379 feet,

equal to 3.4 miles of added level road. The total curvature is 2,504

degrees, equal to 1.2 miles of added level road, making the additional

road arising from grade and curvature, going eastward, 4.6 miles, or a

total equated length of road from Cheyenne to Omaha, 520.6 miles, and

the mean equated distance between Omaha and Cheyenne, 513.7 miles.

CHEYENNE TO OGDEN.

The total ascent westward from Cheyenne to Ogden is 6,622 feet,

equal to 60.2 miles of added level road. The total curvature is 21.080

degrees, equal to 10 miles of added level road, making the additional

road arising from grade and curvature, going westward, 70.2 miles, or

a total equated length of road from Cheyenne to Ogden, 586.2 miles.

The total ascent eastward from Ogden to Cheyenne, is 8,279 feet, equal

to 75.2 miles of added level road. The total curvature is 21,0S0 degrees,

equal to 10 miles of added level road, making the additional road aris

ing from grade and curvature, going westward, 70.2 miles, or a total

equated length of road from Cheyenne to Ogden, 586.2 miles. The

total ascent eastward from Ogden to Cheyenne is 8,279 feet, equal to

75.2 miles of added level road. The total curvature is 21,080 degrees,

equal to 10 miles of added level road, making the additional road aris

ing from grade and curvature, going eastward, 85.2 miles, or a total

equated length of road from Ogden to Cheyenne, 601.2 miles, and the

mean equated distance between Cheyenne and Ogden, 593.7 miles.

In the following comparisons I shall use the mean equated length for

authority. (See Manual for Engineers, by Vose, page 3S.)
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"The mean equated length of A B is thus 115.35 miles, and the mean

equated length of 0 D is 112.72 miles."

Mean equated distance, Omaha to Cheyenne 543. 7 miles.

Mean equated distance, Cheyenne to Ogden 593. 7 miles.

Difference 50. 0 miles.

Making the total cost of maintaining and operating that part of the

line between Cheyenne and Ogden 9.2 per cent, more than that part

between Omaha and Cheyenne.

KANSAS PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Data.

Equating number for gradients 5

Equating number for curvature *

Distance from one hundred and twentieth mile post

west of Kansas City to Denver Junction 51G miles.

Ascent westward 6, 649 feet.

Ascent eastward 2, 491 feet

Curvature 15, 654 degrees.

The total ascent westward from the one hundred and twentieth mile

post west of Kansas City to Denver Junction is 6,649 feet, equal to 00.4

miles of added level road. The total curvature is 15,654°, equal to

7.4 miles of added level road, making the additional road arising

from grade and curvature, going westward, 67.8 miles, or a total

equated length of road from the one hundred and twentieth mile post to

Denver Junction, 583.8 miles.

The total ascent eastward from Denver Junction to the one hundred

and twentieth mile post is 2,491 feet, equal to 22.7 miles of added level

road.

The total curvature is 15,654°, equal to 7.4 miles of added level road,

making the additional road arising from grade and curvature, going

eastward, 30.1 miles, or a total equated length of road from Denver

Junction to 120th mile post, 546.1 miles, and the mean equated distance

between the 120th mile post and Denver Junction, 564.9 miles.

If we compare that part of the Union Pacific Railroad from Omaha

to Cheyenne, 516 miles, with the same distance on the Kansas Pacific

Railway, we shall obtain the following result :

Mean equated distance, Omaha to Cheyenne - 543. 7 miles.

Mean equated distance, 120th mile post to Denver Junction . 564. 9 miles.

Difference 21.2 miles.

Making the total cost of maintaining and operating that part of the

Kansas Pacific Railway between the 120th mile post and Denver Junc

tion 3.9 per cent, more than th at part of the Union Pacific Railroad

between Omaha and Cheyenne.

Again, in comparing that part of the Union Pacific Railroad from

Cheyenne to Ogden, 510 miles, with the same distance on the Kansas

Pacific Railway, we obtain the following result :

Mean equated length, Cheyenne to Ogden 593. 7 miles.

Mean equated length, 120th mile post to Denver Junction. 564. 9 miles.

Difference 28. S miles.
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Making the total cost of maintaining and operating that part of the

Union Pacific Eailroad from Cheyenne to Ogden 5.1 per cent. more

than that part of the Kansas Pacific Eailway from the 120th mile post

to Denver Junction.

From a comparison of the above percentages, it will be seen that there

is very little difference in the expense of maintaining and operating

these roads ; and the difference in the cost of operating and maintaining

the different portions of the Union Pacific Eailroad is not so great as

some may be led to suppose who have not stndied the subject.

SUMMARY.

Omaha to Cheyenne.— Union Pacific system (see their pamphlet, pages-

S3 and 84) :

Miles.

Absolute distance 516

Add for grade westward 260

Add for grades eastward 18

Add for curvature 5

799

Omaha to Cheyenne.—Correct system by Vose (sec Manual

for Engineers, pages 33 to 44) :

Absolute distance 516

Add for grades westward 49. 6 miles.

Add for grades eastward 3. 4 miles.

Mean of both ways 53. 0 miles. 26. 5

Add for curvature 1. 2

543. 7

Difference in the two systems 255. 3

Cheyenne to Ogden.— Union Pacific system (see their pamphlet, pages

83 and 84) :

Absolute distance . . - 516

Add for grades westward 315

Add for grades eastward 394

Add for curvature 40

1,265

Cheyenne to Ogden.—Correct system by Vose(see Manual for

Engineers, pages 33 to 44): '

Absolute distance 51 6. 0-

Add for grade westward 00. 2

Add for grade eastward 75. 2

Mean of both ways 2) 135. 4 67. 7

Add for curvature 10

593. 7

Difference in the two systems 671. 3

Cost of operating west half of Union Pacific over east half. 9. 2 per cent.

Cost of operating Kansas Pacific over east half of Union

Pacific 3. 9 per cent.

Cost of operating west half of Union Pacific over Kansas

Pacific 5. 1 per cent.

Kespectfully,

E. C. SMEED,

Chief Engineer.

O





45th Congress, ) HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, l Report

2d Session. ] \ No. 620.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A BOARD OF PACIFIC RAILROAD

. COMMISSIONERS

Ai'iUL 17. 1878.—Committed to the Committee of the Whole Honso on the state of

the Union, made the special order for May 15, 1878, and ordered to be printed.

Mr. William W. Rice, from the Committee on the Pacific Railroad,

submitted the following

REPORT:

[To accompany bill H. R. 4399.]

The Committee on the Pacific Railroad, to which were referred Mr, Critten

den's hill, No. 2608, Mr. Chalmers's bill, No. 3999, Mr. Blair's bill, No.

4117, and Mr. Rice's bill, No. 4118, having considered the same, submits

the following report and accompanying bill as a substitute for the above :

The several bills above named grew out of, and were intended to re

lieve, the complaints of the branch roads of the Union Pacific system

against the Union Pacific, the trunk line of the system, of a violation of

the relations established between them by Congress, and of exorbitant

charges, imjust discriminations, and general illegal and oppressive

treatment.

The Kansas Pacific has representedsthe branch roads, as complainant,

against the Union Pacific, as defendant.

The discussion has been conducted by both parties with great ability,

and has been exhanstive to the last degree. It has extended beyond the

immediate interests of the nominal parties, and has involved questions

of the gravest importance, affecting other systems of roads, rival cities

and sections, and the people, not only of the regions traversed by these

roads, but of the whole country.

The interests involved are vast, the rights intricate and delicate ; the

grounds of mutual complaint patent and well defined, and frequently

well sustained on either side ; the remedy is doubtful, and the right of

Congress to apply it, if ascertained, is gravely questioned, if not abso

lutely denied. It is apparent, therefore, that the questions at issue are

surrounded by great difficulty of solution, and that they are entitled to

a careful, impartial, and jndicial consideration.

UNION PACIFIC ROADS.

The Union Pacific Road extends, inclnding its easterly branch, from

Council Bluffs, on the easterly side of the Missouri, in Iowa, through

Omaha and Cheyenne, to Ogden, in Utah. The Central Pacific, with its

California branch, extends thence to San Francisco. The Kansas Pacific

is the most southerly of the branch roads, extending from the Missouri, at

the mouth of the Kansas, by the Denver Pacific, which may be consid

ered a part of it, to its connection with the Union Pacific at Cheyenne.
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Next northerly is the Hannibal and Saint Joseph, leaving the Missouri

at Saint Joseph, and next, the Burlington and Missouri, at the mouth

of the Platte, extending westerly to a junction with the Missouri and

Saint Joseph, and thence to a common connection with the Union

Pacific at Kearney, while the Sioux City extends from Northwest Iowa

down the easterly bank of the Missouri till it connects with the Union

Pacific at its initial point, Council Bluffs

A FAMILY GROUP OF KOADS.

While each of the branch roads was intended to develop and accom

modate the country through which it passes, its easterly terminus was

fixed with a special view to eastern connections. The Kansas Pacific

was connected with the v ast systems and interests centering at Saint

Louis ; the Hannibal and Saint Joseph, and the Burlington and Mis

souri, were each extensions of eastern lines intermediate between Saint

Louis and Chicago ; the main line, radiating from Council Bluffs in

every direction, was still most intimately connected with Chicago, while

the Sioux City opened an avenue between the Northwest and the main

line.

Thus, a desire to promote local development, and to afford to different

sections and interests, so far as possible, equal facilities and advantages

in the great central road to the Pacific, combined in the construction of

this system of roads. The scheme involved the settlement of the vast

and fertile tracts west of the Missouri, and the realization of Benton's

prophecy of a grand national highway binding East to West, over

which the commerce of Asia and the Pacific would pass to the east

ern centers of wealth and trade.

In executing this great scheme all sections were to be equally pro

tected. The common bounty was contributed alike to the trunk and

the branches, and they were all alike to promote the common welfare.

Saint Louis, the home of the groat Senator, who was the first and ablest

champion of the Pacific road, was not to monopolize its benefits, nor

was Chicago to be allowed to divert into her warehouses alone the vast

traffic of the West. The trunk and the branches were all to be arteries

of a common system ; the same currents of life and health that passed

through one were to flow as freely through all the rest.

The intent is discernible in all the legislation of Congress relating to

these roads. The terms, conditions, and privileges relating to the con

struction of the several roads were interdependent, and the same in

bounty and advantage " to all." Equal advantages and facilities were

to be enjoyed in the operation of all. Section 15 of the act of 1864 pro

vided " that the several companies authorized to construct the aforesaid

roads are hereby required to operate and use said roads and telegraph,

for all purposes of communication, travel, and transportation, so far as

the public and the government are concerned, as one continuous line;

and in such operation and nse to afford and secure to each equal ad

vantages and facilities as to rates, time, and transportation, without any

discrimination of any kind in favor of the road or business of any or

either of said companies, or adverse to the load or business of any or

either of them."

These roads, therefore, were built, under the patronage and supervis

ion of the government, members of a system, to be operated in har

mony and for a common purpose, to wit, " to promote the public wel

fare." And yet no rivalry has been more hostile and bitter than between

them ; the public complains lcudly of exorbitant and oppressive rates
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and charges, and the government, by whose bounty they were built,

stauds almost, if not quite, a helpless creditor, its interests postponed

and endangered by corruption, dishonesty, and reckless mismanagement.

ALLEGATIONS OF COMPLAINT BY THE KANSAS PACIFIC AGAINST THE

UNION PACIFIC.

Passing for the moment the grounds of complaint which the govern

ment and the public have against these roads generally, it is well to

consider some of the differences between themselves—not to pass upon

them, but to inform ourselves as to what measures of relief should be

adopted.

We may consider, as already stated, the Kansas Pacific as represent

ing the other branches against their powerful and common enemy, the

Union Pacific. It alleges, among other complaints, that the Union Pa

cific refuses to make convenient connections with it at Cheyenne, the

point of junction ; that it refuses to operate its road as continuous with

that of the Kansas Pacific; and that it discriminates against it in the

matter of rates and charges.

It claims that the Union Pacific is bound under the act to provide

convenient terminal facilities at Cheyenne ; to make running connec

tions ; to allow the cars of the two roads to pass from the one to the

other so as to avoid transfer of freight and passengers, aud to trans

port freight and passengers from the connecting road at the same rates

as it does its own, which should be its lowest average mileage over its

whole line.

The Union Pacific denies that it is bound to receive the cars of the

other road upon its own, but only to make convenient transfers of freight

and passengers. It denies that it is bound to give the Kansas Pacific

the benefit of its through rates, but claims a right to charge for all

business coming upon its road from the Kansas Pacific local rates from

Cheyenne.

While these adverse claims might be readily adjusted between friendly

corporations by agreement, the difficulty of any arbitrary decision in

favor of the one side or the other is manifest from a slight consider

ation. The Kansas Pacific claims that the two roads shall be used as

one continuous road; that it has a right to run its cars and its engines

from the Missouri to the Pacific, and quotes the decision of the Su

preme Court in the Omaha bridge case in support of this claim.

The Union Pacific replies, that it has been found impracticable for

one road to have running powers over another; that the passage of en

gines from one road to another is inconsistent with the public safety,

and is forbidden by statute in many States ; that it would not be

thrifty or economical management to take the cars from a connecting

road and draw them forward with its own trains, as they may chance

to come to the point of junction, and that, the decision in the Omaha

bridge case refers to the operation of sections of the same road, and

would not be extended to that of different connecting roads, even of the

same system.

The Kansas Pacific claims that as Cheyenne is exactly the middle

point of the Union Pacific, its passengers and freight going upon the

road at Cheyenne should be transported to Ogden for exactly one-half

the charge from Omaha to Ogden.

The Union Pacific replies that the western half of its road was much

more expensive in construction than the eastern, and that owing to

heavy grades and curves it costs much more to operate and maintain it
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than tbe eastern half; that therefore, if it acceded to the demand of the

Kansas Pacific, it would be obliged to do the business coming from that

road at an actual and considerable loss, which could not be the intent

of the legislation in dispute. Moreover, that it is twenty-five miles

nearer from Kansas City to Cheyenne over its road, via Omaha, than

through Kansas via Denver, by the Kansas Pacific, and that the Kansas

Pacific seeks, and would obtain, unjust advantages in competition for

Saint Louis business if it could carry it over its road, easy of construc

tion and maintenance, to Cheyenne, and then force the Union Pacific

to carry it to the west at an equal mileage rate based upon its through

rates, averaging the one-third expense of the eastern section with the

two-thirds expense of the western section.

Between these extreme claims the public suffers. The Kansas Pa

cific is virtually prohibited from a share of the Eastern business to the

West, and seeks compensation in exorbitant rates levied upon Color

ado and Kansas, whose interests it should encourage and develop.

It is apparent, from this hasty statement of some of the questions at

issue, that they are not fictitious or frivolous ; that they are inherent iu

the management of railroads; that they are almost incapable of solu

tion by legislatures or courts, and yet that, unless settled by friendly

compromise or authoritative supervision, they will result in evil to the

community and to the corporations, limited only by the ability of the

contestants to continue the quarrel, aud of the public to suffer its con

sequences.

Enough was elicited in the hearing, by proof and admission, to show

that both parties have violated the intent of the legislation to which

they owe their existence ; that they have failed to promote the public

interest and welfare, as they were intended to do ; that they have not

only injured each other by improper hostility aud rivalry, but have im

paired their own means by cutting rates and constructing unnecessary

parallel roads, to the danger of their stockholders and of their credit

ors, of whom the government is the chief. Each party has made a clear

case against the other, and a stronger one still of the public against

both. Some measures of relief must be devised promptly and effi

ciently, or the intended results of beneficent and generous legislation

will be lost, and agencies created for the best and highest purposes

changed into instrumentalities of evil and oppression.

The processes of the courts are too slow, even if they are adequate to

the emergency. Congress, which established this great national system

of roads, must furnish the necessary relief, that it be not diverted from

the public welfare it was intended to promote.

POWER OF CONGRESS TO INTERFERE.

We are encountered at the outset by a cool denial of the right of

Congress to interfere. The argument is :

1st. That these corporations hold their property as citizens, and are

entitled to its possession, enjoyment, and use as other citizens are, and

cannot be deprived of it save by due process of law.

2d. That neither because of the receipt of loans, nor of donations, nor

of any trust relative to this property, can the corporations be deprived

of the above right.

3d. That Congress cannot make that duo process of law, which, in its

nature, is not such, and cannot, therefore, by seizure of the projierty

of these corporations, without trial, enforce obedience to its enactments.

■4th. That, under the reserved right to amend and repeal, Congress has
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only the right to amend and repeal when necessary to accomplish the

object of the acts in which it is reserved, and must exercise it with due

regard to the rights of said companies.

5th. That this reserved power does not enable Congress to take away

vested rights of, to, or in property invested in, or acquired under, the

charter, before its amendment or repeal.

6th. That the franchise of a company enabling it to possess, control,

and enjoy property, is vested property, and cannot be taken away or

impaired by act of Congress.

7th. That the establishment of rules and regulations for the manage

ment of these roads would be an invasion of their vested rights, and

unconstitutional.

Here we have, therefore, not only the denial of the right of Congress

to seize the property which the company has acquired, and so use it as

to carry out the purpose for which the company was originally allowed

to hold it, but the bolder and more defiant denial of the right of Con

gress to regulate or control the management of that property in the

possession of the corporation itself.

We admit that Congress cannot impair the obligations of any con

tract contained in the charters of these corporations, and that it cannot

deprive them of their property, save by due process of law ; but we do

not assent to the application of these well-recognized principles as made

in the case under consideration.

It is a startling proposition that Congress can create an instrumen

tality which it cannot control—a corporation to promote the public wel

fare, with unbounded powers—imperium in imperio, a monster with

capacities of growth and power sufficient to overmaster, defy, and ulti

mately destroy the government which created it. The mere denial of

the power of Congress to regulate and control these corporations tempts

its exercise, especially when a crying necessity for its interposition

exists.

1st. Congress has an unquestionable right to alter, amend, or repeal

the acts under which these corporations are organized.

It was reserved with some modification in the original act of 1862,

and directly and unqualifiedly in that of 1864. The corporations have

accepted these acts and received the benefits bestowed by them. By

so doing they have made themselves subject to their conditions.

Mr. Justice Clifford, in the Pennsylvania College case (13 Wallace,

190), said :

Cases often arise where the legislature, iu granting an act of incorporation for a

private purpose, either makes the duration of the charter conditional or reserves to the

fitate the power to alter, amend, or repeal the same at pleasure. Where such a pro

vision is incorporated in the charter it is clear that it qualifies the grant, and that the

subsequent exercise of that reserved power cannot be regarded as an act within the

prohibition of the Constitution.

Cooley, in his work on Constitutional Limitations (page 383), says :

A franchise granted by the State, with a reservation of the right of repeal, must be

regarded as a mere privilege while it is suffered to continue ; but the legislature may

take it away at any time, and the grantees must rely for the perpetuity and integrity

of the franchises granted to them solely upon the faith of the sovereign grantor!

The power to alter and amend is unlimited so long as its exercise

does not essentially destroy or paralyze the franchise. Mr. Justice Red-

field, in Thorpe vs. Rutland and Burlington Railway, said:

The privilege of running the road and taking tolls or fare and freight is the essentia

franchise conferred. Any act essentially paralyzing this franchise, or destroying the

profits therefrom arising, would, no doubt, bo void ; but beyond that, the entire power

of legislative control resides in the legislature, unless such power is expressly limited

in the grant to the corporation.
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The legislature may grant to a corporation the right to fix its own tolls,

otherwise it may regulate them, so long as it does not do so to the ex

tent of paralyzing the franchise. It may grant the exclusive right to

construct and operate a road between certaiu termini for a term of years,

otherwise it may charter another road to be built by the side of the first,

materially injuring its value, or even to be laid over its roadbed, with

out compensation for the loss of business and profit.

In addition to this almost unlimited power to alter and ameud exists

the unquestionable power to repeal the charters of these roads. Admit

ting the claim that Congress cannot seize their property, it would be

difficult to find a value for that property after the right has been taken

away to run the cars and locomotives aver the iron rails fastened to the

road-beds, of which that property principally consists. These corpora

tions are at the mercy of Congress. Their only safeguards are in its

justice and fair-dealing.

But we do not deem it necessary to invoke these extreme powers.

They may well be reserved as an ultimate resort in case of neglect or

refusal to submit to the easy and common remedies within the grasp of

Congress. These are found in the power to oblige these corporations to

perform the duties for which they were chartered in a proper manner,

with safety and convenience to the public, and at reasonable rates with

out unjust discriminations.

Congress can supervise these roads and force them to conform to the

terms of their charters in the matter of connections, and all other rela

tions with each other. Under its police powers it can force them to keep

their roads in proper order, and to maintain and operate them iu a man

ner safe aud convenient to the public. Under its power over them as

common carriers, chartered by itself, it can compel them to perform their

duties at reasonable rates and without unjust discriminations. Fortu

nately, we are not left in doubt as to the extent of this legislative power.

It has been recently defined from the most authoritative tribunal of the

land. Mr. Chief Justice Waite, delivering the opinion of the court in

the case of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Kailroad Company r#.

Iowa, found in 4 Otto, 101, says:

Railroad companies aro carriers for hire. They are incorporated as such, and given

extraordinary powers, in order that they may the better serve the public in that

capacity. They are, therefore, engaged in a public employment affecting the public

interest, and » » » subject to legislative control as to their rates of fares and

freights, unless protected by their charters.

In the same opinion he says :

This company, in the transaction of its business, has the same rights and is subject

to the same control as private individuals under the same circumstances. It must

carry, when called upon to do so, aud can charge only a reasonable sum for the car

riage.

Iu the absence of any legislative regulation upon the subject, the courts must decide

for it, when controversies arise, what is reasonable ; but when the legislature steps in

aud prescribes a maximum of charge, it operates upon this corporation the same as

upon an individual engaged in a similar business. It was in the power of the com

pany to call upon the legislature to fix permanently this limit and make it part of

the charter ; aud if it was refused, to abstain from building the road and establishing

the contemplated business. But it did not, aud the company invested its capital, re

lying upon the good faith of the people and the wisdom and impartiality of wie legis

lature for protection against wrong under the form of legislative regulation.

Without citing further authorities, we do not hesitate to declare that

Congress may easily exact obedience to its will in all proper respects

from any contumacious corporation without by any means exhausting

the weapons in its quiver, or even drawing therefrom those tipped with

the sharpest points.
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THE REMEDY.

In seeking a remedy for the difficulties we have so briefly referred

to, we are not dealing with a novel subject. We are upon a path already

well worn by those whose experience and intelligence give great weight

to their conclusions. As early as 1861 an able committee of the legis

lature of Massachusetts made a report on the same general subject, con

fined, of course, to the State roads. That committee reported substan

tially that the process of the courts was inadequate to meet the exi

gency, and that it was useless to refer a matter so complicated and

multifarious in detail to the legislature. It recommended a commis

sion. Legislative committees of other States have reached the same

result. A joint committee of both houses of Parliament in 1873 recom

mended the establishment of a board of railway commissioners with almost

unlimited authority. In accordance with these recommendations of said

committees, railway commissions have been established in England, in

Massachusetts, and in several other States, with most satisfactory re

sults. Guided by these facts and by its own jndgment, this committee

believes that a solution of the difficulties which they have considered

can be found only in the creation of a board of Pacific railway commis

sioners. And we see no reason why the supervision of such commis

sioners should not be exteuded over other government roads, and have

provided accordingly in the bill.

To assure the desired results, this commission should be able, impar

tial, and specially skilled in the matters intrusted to its charge. A

single commissioner would scarcely meet the requirements of the case ;

the bill, therefore, provides for the appointment of three. These officers

should be selected from sections as remote as possible from all influences

that might affect their jndgment; should be skilled in law, in railroad

management, and in general business, and should be men of the highest

character and of signal ability. The field of influence and usefulness

opened to them will be extended and important. If competent and

faithful, they will occupy a position in which they can accomplish more

than any other functionaries of the government in molding the destinies

of the thrifty and growing West. In proportion as their duties are to

be dignified and important, requiring the highest talent, their salaries

should be ample to secure it. These salaries should be derived from the

corporations whose necessities invoke the establishment of the board

and who will be more than reimbursed by saving tbe single item of liti

gation.

The duties provided for these commissioners are within the limits of

supervision merely. They represent the government in guarding the

rights of the people, and carrying out the purposes of the charters, and

seeing that their terms, conditions, and provisions are complied with.

It is believed that the supervision and recommendations of an able

and impartial board will almost invariably secure acquiescence; but in

the event of a refusal to accept its advice and directions, it is armed

with the power of prompt and speedy enforcement through the courts,

without prejndice to the rights of the corporations to test the validity of

such directions without delay or essential injury. Tho harsh and possi

bly doubtful sanctions of forfeiture and confiscation are avoided. Even

the clearly justifiable powers of amendment and possible repeal of char

ters are reserved for exigencies which, it is hoped, will never arise.

This able, impartial, and dignified board is simply the representative

of the government—the friendly umpire between the roads, the guardian

of the people's rights—which is to supervise, to guide, and to shape the
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operations of these instrumentalities, created by the public bounty for

the public welfare. That the scheme of its organization is hasty, crude,

and imperfect will, doubtless, be found true. It will be for the board

itself, after a full acquaintance with its duties, to recommend such future

legislation as will correct and perfect it.
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2d Session. I I No. 120.

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.

February -,, lt78.—Recommitted to the Committee on the Pacific Railroad and or

dered to he printed.

Mr. William W. Rioe, from the Committee on the Pacific Railroad,

submitted the following

REPORT:

[To accompany hill H. R. 306(i.]

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated by act of

Congress approved July 2, 18(!4.

Bv section 8 of that act it was required to complete its road bv July

4, 1876.

Joint resolution of the Senate and House of Representatives, ap

proved May 7, 1866, extended the time for the completion of the road

two years.

Joint resolution, approved July 1, 18G8, and entitled "Joint resolution

extending the time for the completion of the Northern Pacific Railroad,"

amended section 8 of the original act by changing the time for the

completion of the road to July 4, 1877.

The company claims that joint resolution of May 7, 186G, applies to

section 8 of the act of July 2, 1864, as amended by joint resolution of

July 1, 1868; and, consequently, that its time for completing the road

does not expire until July 4, 1879.

On the other hand it is claimed that joint resolution of July 1, 1868,

although by its title extending the time for completing the roa 1, in elfect

diminishes that time, and that it really expired at the date fixed by that

resolution, to wit, July 4, 1877.

The Department of the Interior is reported to have adopted the more

liberal construction, and to have assumed that the company has the

longer time for the completion of its road.

Equity and generous dealing seem to justify this conclusion, and in

view of the impossibility of the completion of the road even within the

longer time, we do not deem it necessary to express an opinion as to

the technical effect of the foregoing resolutions. At all events, fur

ther time must be granted, or this great enterprise, as at present organ

ized, must be abandoned.

Up to 1873 the company was not in default It had constructed its

main line to Bismarck, in the Territory of Dakota, a distance of 450

miles, and on the Pacific coast from Kalama, on the Columbia River,

northerly to Tacoma. on Paget Sound, a distance of 105 miles. The

financial disasters of 1873 suspended its operations, frustrated its re

sources, and forced it into bankruptcy.

By joint resolution approved May 31, 1870, Congress had anthorized

the company to issue its bonds, and to secure them by a mortgage of

its property. Under this authority the company had issued bonds to
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tlie amount of $29,110,400, and had secured tbe same bj a first mort

gage on all its property, including its tianchises.

In 1*75 this mortgage, the company being in default, was foreclosed,

and all the property of the company passed into the bauds of a com

mittee appointed by the bondholders, and for their benefit.

In the summer of 1875 the bondholders, all concurring, either actively

or tacitly, adopted a plan for reorganizing the company ; preferred

stock was issued in exchange for the bonds, and in September of that

year a board of directors was chosen, which was put in possession of

the property of the old company covered by the mortgage.

The stockholders in the company thus reorganized are between eight

and nine thousand in number, and are scattered through more than half

of the States of the Union. Their money made the property they now

seek to save and enhance. They ask no subsidy, no additional grant or

privilege, only an extension of time in which to complete the enterprise

in which their money is invested, and which has been delayed and hin

dered by causes over which they had no control, and which occurred

by uo fault or omission of theirs.

The question for the consideration of the committee is, whether the

public interests require the completion of this road, ou the route and

terms provided in the act of lSti4, in the same or iu a greater degree

than at the time of its passage; and, if so, whether additional time

should be granted to the company now engaged in the enterprise for its

completion.

The arguments, pro and con, on the subject of national encourage

ment to transcontinental railroads are too familiar to require recapitu

lation. This discussion was ably and stoutly maintained on cither side

by statesmen whose intellectual strength and comprehension of tbe sab

ject have left little or nothing to be added. The result was in favor of

promoting, by public aid, the construction of northern, central, and

southern roads from the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Ocean.

In pursuauce of this policy, thirteen years ago 47,000,000 acres of the

public lands were granted for the construction of the northern road.

Its route lies through a fertile country, rich in all the physical charac

teristics necessary for the support of a vast and prosperous population.

Its grades are easier than ou most of the roads in the Eastern States,

and where the line diverges from a straight course, to avoid impassable

mountain ranges, it opens to settlement the fertile valleys of the rivers

whose banks it follows.

Settlers have preceded it in the faith of its construction, aud pros

perous Territories all along its route are ouly waitiug for the additional

population which its completion would speedily bring to claim their

places among the States.

The committee are of opiniou that a due regard to the interests of

these Territories, and of the hardy pioneers who have settled them, de

nial! Is 1 beral action on the part of Congress to complete this road, to

which, in a measure, the public faith was pledged ; that the lauds origi

nally granted for it are held, as it were, in trust for the beuerit of those

settlers ; and that, even if, atrictiatiimi juris, advantage might be taken

of the failure to meet the requirements of the charter in point of time,

still, good policy, if not good faith, requites the waiver of that advan

tage and a reasonable extension of time to secure the accomplishment

of this great national work.

It further appears that the present company is composed of those

who have contributed whatever money has thus far gone into the work,

and that nobody else proposes to undertake it.
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It is operating at the present time nearly six hundred miles of road,

in good condition and under excellent management.

In 1874, its net earnings were $22, 876 49

In 1875, its net earnings were 152, 140 00

In lo7fi, its net earnings were 202, 062 31

In 1877, its net earnings were 392,698 47

Its property has actually cost about $20,000,000 in money. It is free

from debt, and its directors are confident that they can complete the

road upon the credit of this property and the laud-grant, if sufficient

time is allowed them. The distance from Bismarck to the Columbia

River is 1,205 miles, and the construction of the road for that distance

gives a continuous route by rail and water from the lakes to the Pacific

Ocean.

The committee are of opinion that, under the circumstances, the com

pany is entitled to the favorable consideration of Congress, and that

there is a reasonable assurance that it will be able to finish the work

during the next ten years.

By the original charter of the Northern Pacific Company it was an

thorized to construct its road by two routes through Washington Ter

ritory, the upper being designated as the main line, and the lower as

the branch line.

By subsequent acts these designations have been reversed, so that

its main line now tends southerly from Lake Pend d'Oieille to the Co

lumbia River, and thence through the valley of that river to Portland,

in Oregon.

It is the desire of Oregon that the last division of the road should be

constructed on the southerly side of the Columbia River, and the com

mittee have so provided in the bill.

The company has changed the location of the branch line to one more

southerly, and it is doubtful whether even the new location is practica

ble, owing to tie difficulty of crossing the Cascade Mountains, which

divide the territory, running northerly and southerly across almost its

entire width. The representatives of Washington Territory oppose

the continuation of the grant for the construction of this branch as

keeping the lands tied up against settlement, and the committee, in

deference to their wishes, report in favor of the restoration of the land

withdrawn on that branch to the public domain, excepting about 793,000

acres earned by the construction of a road extending thirty-one miles

easterly from Tacoma.

By this change of location, more than 6,000,000 of acres of land in

Washington Territory, covered by the original locations, will be restored

to the public domain.

A proposition was considered by the committee to declare forfeited

by the Northern Pacific Company all lands in Washington Territory

withdrawn for its branch line, and to grant an equal amount to the

Portland, Salt Lake and South Pass Company, a corporation of the State

of Oregon, organized to construct a railroad from Portland, through the

Columbia Valley, to Umatilla, and thence by a southerly route through

East Oregon, some 450 miles to the Union Pacific and Central Pacific,

at Ogden.

This seems to your committee to be a scheme to obtain from Congress

an endowment for a new, independent road, and one which, if con

structed, would be a rival road to that of the Northern Pacific. These

reasons, without passing upon its merits, seem sufficient to the commit

tee to prevent its incorporation in a bill to promote and encourage the

cO'npleiion of the Northern Pacific Road, and they leave the lands re-
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stored to the public domain by the discontinuance of the branch unin

cumbered by anj- new appropriation.

While reporting in favor of extending the time within which the com

pany may finish their road, the committee are greatly impressed by

the necessity of withdrawing, as far as possible, all obstacles to the set

tlement of the lands covered by the grants to this company.

The marketable value of the lands will of course be enhanced as the

work of construction progresses, and the company should be allowed

some control of that enhancement, and some advantage therefrom.

At the same time, the public advantage to be derived from the early

settlement of these lauds should not be sacrificed..

The committee have, therefore, enlarged the rights and opportunities

of actual settlers, while reserving to the company the control over the

land already earned ou the line of the finished road, and over the sur

veyed lands within the limit of one hundred milea from the progress of

its construction.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

VIEWS OF THE MINORITY.

To accompany the report of the Committee ou the Pacific Railroad on the bill extecil-

l.g the time to construct and complete the Northern Pacific Railroad.

The undersigned disagree to the report of the committee, and oppose

the passage of the bill for a renewal of the grant of lands made by it,

which is in substance and principle a new grant, to which we are op

posed. Such grants are not now warranted by tbe public interest, and

are condemned by the public judgment.

WM. R. MORRISON.

J. K. LUTTRELL.

G. M. LANDERS.

r.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF A BOARD OF PACIFIC RAILROAD

COMMISSIONERS.

April 17, 1878.—Commit ted to the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the

Union, made the special order for May 15, 1*78, and ordered to be printed.

Mr. Blair, from the Committee on the Pacific Railroad, submitted the

following as the

VIEWS OF THE MINORITY:

THE PRO RATE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN TOE KANSAS PACIFIC AND

UNION PACIFIC RAILROADS.

As a minority of the Committee on Pacific Railroads, to whom were

committed House bills 2608 and 3999, being unable to join in the report

of the majority, I beg leave to submit my views as follows:

These bills grow out of what is known as the prorate controversy

which has arisen between the Kansas Pacific and the Denver Pacific

Railroads ou one hand, and the Union Pacific Railroad on the other, in

regard to the true legal construction of the fifteenth section of the act

of July 2, 1864, entitled "An act to amend 'An act to aid in the con

struction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the

Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the government the use of the same for

postal, military, and other purposes' approved July 1, eighteen hundred

and sixty-two," which section is as follows :

Sec. 15. A nd be it further enacted, That the several companies anthorized to construct

the aforesaid roads are hereby required to operate and use said roads and telegraph for

all purposes of communication, travel, and transportation,^ so far as the publio and the

government are concerned, as one continuous line; and in such operation and use to

afford and secure to each equal advantages and facilities as to rates, time, and trans

portation, without any discrimination of aay kind in favor of the road or business of

any or either of said companies, or adverse to the road or business of any or either of

the others ; and it shall not be lawful for the proprietors of any line of telegraph

anthorized by this act, or the act amended by this act, to refuse or fail to convey tor

all persons requiring the transmission of news and messages of like character, on pain

of forfeiting to the person injured, for each offense, the sum of one hundred dollars,

and such other damages as he may have suffered on account of said refusal or failure,

to be sued for and recovered in any court of the Uuited.States, or of any State or Ter

ritory of competent jurisdiction.

A brief sketch of the origin and nature of the controversy is neces

sary to a clear understanding of the case and of the remedial legisla

tion appropriate thereto.

For many years the nation had cherished the vision of communica

tion with our Pacific possessions and with oriental countries by means

of a transcontinental railroad, when the outhreak of civil war made its

immediate realization apparently necessary to our territorial integrity

and the promotion of our prosperity and power. Instructed by early

defeats aud the patent eagerness of European rivals to divide and de

stroy us, and rising with disaster, the people resolved at once to main

tain, not alone the supremacy of our flag over the revolted States, but
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that all their blood and treasure should be expended, if necessary, to

hold and protect the farthest inch of oar soil against foreign foes.

Stimulated by such motives, Congress only formulated the national

will in the acts of July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864, by which the Union

and Central Pacific Railroad corporations and their branches were cre

ated or recognized by the nation as the chosen agencies through which

the great enterprise was to be carried out, and extensive subsidies in land,

together with a loan in money, which was nearly or quite sufficient to

construct the roads, were advanced to the corporations.

Questions of constitutional power and of economy in expenditnre,

which in ordinary times would have exhausted Congress and the coun

try with debate, vanished like mist in the white heat of the emergency,

and the work was completed with unexampled energy and promptitude,

and with a wild extravagance of expenditure on tbe part of those in

charge of the enterprise, consistent with the headlong, though probably

necessary, legislation which had rendered success possible.

These railroads and their branches completed, their practical relations

to the public and to each other soon became the subject of most serious

concern. Their common charter, the acts of Cougress above referred

to, had laid down substantially in a single section, as finally embodied

in the act of 1864, " the law of their being." The Section has already

been cited.

This law is conceded by all to cover the entire pro-rate controversy.

During the protracted hearing before the committee, which was con

ducted on both sides by the most eminent counsel, with an exhaustive

research and ability commensurate with the immense interests involved,

it was always claimed by both sides that if a judicial construction and

expositiou of the meaning of this section could be obtained and en

forced, the rights of all parties would be fully secured ; and it is appa

rent from the most casual reading of the law that, if properly con

strued and administered, the public good would be thoroughly con

served.

Early in the session a bill was accordingly introduced into the Senate

declaratory of the meaning of this section of the law of 1864 ; and later

the same bill substantially was introduced into the House, which was

referred to our committee, and upon this bill, and upon a substitute

which was informally filed before us by Mr. Crittenden, of Missouri, the

hearing proceeded to the end.

The controversy before us was carried on by the Kansas Pacific Rail

road against the Union Pacific Railroad ; but all the corporations con

necting with them, whether east or west, were interested in the issue,

and many of them were heard by their counsel, as well as the commer

cial interests of large cities through leading merchants and citizens.

The Kansas Pacific Railroad commences at Kansas City, in the State

of Missouri, on the river of the same name, and pushes westerly to Den

ver, the capital of Colorado ; thence northerly 106 miles by the Denver

Pacific Railroad and Telegraph Company (the majority of the stock of

which is owned by the Kansas Pacific, which thus controls the road itself),

to the town of Cheyenne, in the Territory of Wyoming, on the line of the

Union Pacific. Cheyenne is just 516 miles from Omaha, and tbe same

distance from Ogden, which are the easterly and westerly termini of the

Union Pacific Railroad. It is thus seen that the total length of tbe

Union Pacific is 1,132 miles, while the whole length of the Kansas

Pacific from Kansas City to Cheyenne is 745.

The Council Bluffs, Saint Joseph and Kansas City Railroad, an inde

pendent line 204 miles in length, running from Kansas City to Omaha,
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but in friendly connection with the Union Pacific, constitutes, with the

latter, a line between Kansas Citj and Omaha, competing with the Kan

sas Pacific, having the advantage of 25 miles in distance, equally favor

able grades, and that superiority of operation which grows out of finan

cial success. The evidence showed also that the line via Omaha was

able to compete with the Kansas Pacific for the business of Saint

Louis and points of which she is the depot. On the other hand, the

Kansas Pacific, owning the Denver Pacific, and thus controlling the

only avenue by rail to the vast resources of Colorado with her energetic

and increasing population, was in a situation to blockade, and did block

ade, at Cheyenne, all business passing either way over the Union Pacific

consigned to that growing State and the developing regions to the south

and west, or seeking transit therefrom to other parts of the country.

The corporations failing to agree as to the terms upon which each

should carry the business of the other over their lines, respectively, the

Union Pacific declined to receive the business of the Kansas Pacific at

Cheyenne at other than the rates charged by them for local business

originating at that place ; thus perpetrating an unjust and ruinous dis

crimination, in violation of law, against the Kansas Pacific and the pub

lic desiring to use the same. The Kansas Pacific stopped up the Den

ver Pacific by excessive charges to the Colorado business coming or

going over the Union Pacific Bailroad, until the latter laid a line of its

own from Cheyenne to Denver, consisting of 100 miles of duplicate road

which is really unnecessary. In this contest both corporations were

violating the law, and the weaker pitcher went to the wall, but not with

out inflicting much injury upon the Union Pacific—the public iuterests

suffering most of all.

The government directors in the Union Pacific corporation, having

powers equivalent to nearly all which, in my belief, can legally or judic

iously be given to any supervisory body of men, as well as individual suf

ferers, slept, the former upon their duties and all upon their rights, and

thus for several years no real effort was made to invoke that redress

which was always available by application to the courts to construe and

enforce the law.

Finally, the Kansas Pacific did just what every one else has to do

when he seeks redress for the supposed invasion of his rights. It

brought an action in court as plaintiff against the Union Pacific as de

fendant, setting up its construction of the law aforesaid, which was ap

plicable to them both, which construction was the substance of the bill

which they asked the House to enact as declaratory of the true intent

and meaning of said fifteenth section of the act of i8G4.

The Union Pacific promptly made answer, but the plaintiff delayed

until 1877, some two years, when the case was brought on for argument

before the court of the district of Nebraska, and, after full hearing, was

submitted last autumn. One of the judges having declined to sit further,

from motives of delicacy, the Kansas Pacific transferred the controversy

from the courts to Congress, and has endeavored to discontinue a suit

now well advanced and in which every controverted proposition of law

as well as grievance of fact between itself and the Union Pacific, and

between both and the public, would probably ere now, certainly very

soon, have been decided and remedied by the highest judicial tribunals

of the country, whose powers have never before been appealed to, and

to whom the whole subject-matter legitimately belongs. It is not neces

sary to comment upon the reasons which have led this corporation to

ignore the tribunals which have proved themselves the unfailing trust

of a free people. But certainly I am not aware of it, if the provisions
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of its bill, which, as I have before said, embodied the construction of

the law which it demanded from the courts, commended themselves to

the judgment of any member of your committee.

I can hardly better give the exact issue as made up between the com

panies than by citing the bill submitted by Mr. Chittenden to your com

mittee :

A BILL declaratory of th« meaning and intendment of the fifteenth section of the act entitled Ac

act to amend an act entitled 'An act to aid iu the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean.' "

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houne of Representatives of the United States of Arnerk*

in Congress assembled, Tbat there shall he, ami is hereby, added to the act approved

June twentieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, entitled "An act making additions

to the fifteenth section of the act approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-

fonr, entitled 'An act to amend an act entitled "An act to aid in the construction of a

railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure

to the government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," ap

proved July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,'" the following wordr, namely :

Sko. ii. That it is hereby declared to he the duty of the Union Pacific Railroad Com

pany, and the said company is hereby required, in the operation and nse of its road, so

tar as the public, the government, and the Kansas Pacific Railway Company are con

cerned (the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegiaph Company being deemed and taken

t.i bo a part and extension of the road of the Kansas Pacific Railway Company), to

charge rates of freight and fare an follows: On all freight and passenger traffic origi

nating at or beyond, and destined for or beyond, the respective terminal points of the

said roads, and on all freight or passenger traffic originating at or beyond either ot

the terminal points of the road of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, and destined

for any point on said road of said Kansas Pacific Railway Company, and on all freight

or passenger traffic originating at any point on said road of said Kansas Pacific

Railway Company, and destined for or beyond either of the terminal points of the

road of said union Pacific Railroad Company, a rate of freight or fare for transpor

tation by it which shall be fixed in all cases at a mileage rate equal only to a prorate

per mile of the lowest through rate charged or received, either directly or indirectly,

by said Union Pacific Railroad Company for transportation or traffic of a similar de

scription or character over its entire road ; on all freight or passenger traffic originating

at any intermediate point on the road of said Union Pacific Railroad Company, and

destined for any intermediate point on said road of said Kansas Pacific Railway Com

pany, or originating at any point on said road of said Kansas Pacific Railway Com

pany, and destined for any intermediate point on the said road of said Union Pacific

Railroad Company, a rate of freight or fare for transportation by it which shall be

fixed in all cases at the same rate charged or received by it, either directly or indirect,

for transportation or traffic of a similar description or character over its own road.

Skc. 3. That in all cases herein provided for, said Union Pacific Railroad Company

shall not demand, establish, or receive for transportation of freight or passenger traffic

over its entire road, or any part thereof, rates of freight or fare which shall be dis

criminating in any manner whatsoever against said road or the business of said Kan

sas Pacific Railway Company, or any part thereof, or which shall be any other than

uniform published mileage rates for all transportation or traffic of a similar descrip

tion or character.

Sec. 4. That it is hereby declared further to be the duty of the Union Pacific Rail

road Company and saitl company is hereby required, in the operation and nse of said

road as above provided, to atl'ord and secure to all freight and passenger traffic, going

to or coming from its road, at the point of connection thereof with said road of said

Kansas Pacific Railway Company, the same and equal facilities and advantages for

transportation in through cars and in all other respects as are afforded and secured by

it to transportation or traffic of a similar description or character, received at either of

the terminal points of its said road for transportation over its entire road.

Sec. 5. That all the provisions and requirements of this act and the acts of which

this act is amendatory shall apply equally and reciprocally to the Union Pacific Rail

road Company, the Central Pacific Railroad Company of California, the Kansas Pacific

Railway Company, the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company, the Sioux

City and Pacific Railroad Company, and the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad

Company in Nebraska, in respect to the operation and use of their respective roads.

Sec. 6. Tbat if any of the said several companies mentioned in this act shall neglect

or refuse to comply with the provisions of this act or acts of which this act is amenda

tory, the President of the United States, upon complaint to him, duly verified, of the

violation of any of the provisions of this act or the acts of which this act is amenda

tory and upon being satisfied of the truth thereof, shall appoint a commissioner, whose

duty it shall be forthwith to take possession of the road or roads of the defaulting
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company or companies, and make the necessary arrangement!!, regulations, and provis

ions for carrying out the provisions of this and the acts of which this act is amenda

tory, and shall retain the possession, control, and management of said road or roads

and operate the same until otherwise ordered by the President or by act of Congress ;

and for any subsequent violation of any of the provisions of this act or any other of

said acts like proceedings shall be had: the expenses incurred by said commissioner

and his reasonable compensation shall be fixed by the President of the United States

and paid by the defaulting company or companies before possession of the property

shall be surrendered to it or them.

THE PROMINENT ISSUES BETWEEN THE PARTIES.

It was claim. ><1 by the Kansas Pacific, among other things, first, that

the act of 1864 required that all its business passing over the westerly

half of the Union Pacific from Cheyenne to Ogden should be conveyed

at the same rate per mile as though it also passed over the easterly half

of that road from Cheyenne to Omaha; and, further, that the rate which

the Kansas Pacific should pay for the use of either half of the Union

Pacific should be as low as the Union Pacific should charge to through

business over its entire line ; thus ignoring the well-established and in

dispensable distinction between long and short distances in adjusting

the mileage of all transportation in the known world. It also appeared

to be a fact that the cost of carriage is very much greater over the

westerly than it is over the easterly half of the Union Pacific Eailroad.

Second. That in the operation of its road the Union Pacific was

bound to admit the engines, trains, and servants of the Kansas Pacific

upon the track of the Union Pacific, if required so to do by the Kansas

Pacific, and that in all respects the two roads, notwithstanding their

divided and hostile ownership, were to be used and operated together

in all respects as though one continuous line uuder the same ownership.

These propositions were denied by the Union Pacific Company. Many

other points were set up, but these were the ones upon which the con

troversy turned.

It should be observed that the Kansas Pacific admitted that it was

subject to the same obligations which it sought to exact from the Union

Pacific, and also, that by reason of its more favorable grades and curves,

that it alone could reap any relative advantage from its construction of

the law, especially since the Union Pacific had already constructed a

road of its own to the heart of Colorado, and is no longer in want of the

Denver Pacific branch.

The Supreme Court has settled beyond dispute the power of Congress

by public laws to regulate rates of transportation over railroads, the

chartered powers of which are derived from the United States. This

being conceded, there can be no doubt that the 15th section of the act

of 18G4, by its very broad yet explicit terms, covered everything in

controversy between the parties, and is ample to protect every interest

of the public and the government.

In regard to the matter of rates of transportation which are not made

specific in amount in the act, by ordinary rules of construction reasonable

rates are prescribed by the law, and, as in all other like cases, it would

be the province of the courts by due process of law to determine their

amount, which once ascertained in any particular case would afford a

standard for all other like cases, with no more trouble iu the assertion

of violated rights thau is incident to the common processes of taking care

of one's self in a free country. The same observation is true in regard

to all other questions which could arise uuder the comprehensive pro

visions of this law. It is thus apparent that the learned gentlemen

representing both corporations were right when they said that all any one
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needed, or should desire, is the proper elucidation and construction of

that law of the meaning of which their proposed bill was only declaratory.

The committee is not divided as to the existence of the grievance.

Between the opposing controversies of the corporations, just such as

exist in like matters all over the country, and in every State of the

Union, and the failure either of the companies, or individuals, or any

one in behalf of the public to set in motion the ready machinery of the

courts, the interests of all parties suffer. It is not necessary to exhaust

the vocabulary for terms of malediction and denunciation cf railroad

corporations. In these times when it is popular, and to a certain ex

tent proper to condemn them, and when some moral courage is required

even to do them justice, there is little danger that we shall fail to go to

the extreme boundary of our power to restrain them within the limits

of the law. The real danger is that in our eagerness and zeal to demol

ish and punish, we shall appeal to crude and unusual expedients, and

to remedies, which, hitherto unknown in the land, will be likely to fail

ns in practice and which after, it may be, years of useless trial, will re

turn to us the evil ten times magnified, to be removed at last by the

forms and methods sanctioned by the experience of free government

for ages, and never yet found wanting to remove any evil which human

tribunals can eliminate from human affairs.

BILL RECOMMENDED IN THIS EEPOET.

I have found myself compelled most reluctantly to differ with a large

majority of the committee, not in regard to the grievance, but in regard

to the remedy for it in this case. I am not slow to understand that in

the present frame of the public mind it may seem a tame thing to send

this controversy to the courts, rather than to resort to the more impos

ing creation of the majority. But I find myself more and more con

vinced by reflection that there is nothing but evil, disappointment, and

delusion in the proposed commission, its vast and irresponsible powers,

with its unique and arbitrary methods of action. I have, therefore,

drawn the accompanying bill, which, in my belief, covers all the ground,

and, if passed, will hurry this whole difficulty to a very early and final

solution.

It will be observed that this bill provides for the earliest possible con

struction of the law by the Supreme Court, the tribunal of last resort,

before which all the novel provisions of the bill of the majority will cer

tainly be tested before their operation will be acquiesced in by the country.

It also provides that not only the corporations but the people, through

their Attorney-General, shall be represented, and the full exposition of

the law for the protection of individuals and the government be obtained

in the pending proceeding. Should any party abandon the suit, the

Attorney-General is still required to press it to a final decision which

shall cover all the points in controversy that any one may raise, includ

ing regulation of rates of transportation, connections, accommodations,

discriminations, and advantages, and every point which can become the

subject-matter of controversy under this confessedly comprehensive and

sufficient law. This exposition of the law and of the rules and regula

tions laid down by the court, for the use and operation of these several

roads, is to be enforced by the whole judicial power in its summary and

resistless methods, by which every disobedient officer or servant of the

corporations can be subjected to close confinement at the will of the

court.

A willful violation or neglect of this decision by the corporatiou is
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made a forfeiture, ipso facto, of the charter, to become operative as soon

as established by due process of law, unless relieved by Congress; and

to participate in any willful' act of disobedience or neglect to enforce the

rules and regulations of the court disfranchises any person from ever

bolding a place of trust in the corporation, and subjects him to punish

ment by fine and imprisonment, or by both, in the discretion of the court.

It is made the duty of the court to give a preference to all proceedings

under the act.

The concluding section also saves all existing actions and remedies to

all parties, and places the Union Pacific Railroad on a par with any of

its brauches in the courts, which, strange as it may seem, is not now the

case.

BILL OF THE MAJORITY.

The bill reported by the majority cuts loose from all forms of remedy

to which we are accustomed in this country, whether of a legislative,

judicial, or executive nature, and creates a dictatorial triumvirate with

despotic powers over all the transportation of the country, being or to

be, west of the Mississippi River; and, by reason of the connection of all

our avenues of trade, with an extraordinary degree of absolute power

over the commerce of the entire republic.

It is safe to say that no three Americans, except in time of war, and

not even theu in some important respects, were ever yet clothed with

the absolute power which it is proposed by this bill to confer upon these

no doubt very worthy and able gentlemen, but of whom there is not such

universal knowledge that their special fitness to assume the charge of

the private and public business of the country should not be the cause

of anxious solicitude to the American people before Congress shall pass

this bill.

The first section provides for the appointment of Charles Francis

Adams, of Massachusetts; Thomas M. Cooley, of Michigan; and Albert

Finckie, of Kentucky, as a board of Pacific Railroad Commissioners for

a term of three years, whose successors shall be appointed by the Presi

dent with the advice and consent of Senate, and also confers upon the

President the power to cause and with the advice and consent of the

Senate to fill vacancies in the board at his discretion, thus placing the

board itself at the mercy of the Executive.

I do not design to criticise the personnel of the board as proposed at the

start, because whatever may be their superior qualifications or their

demerits is of little importance in my view, compared with the fact that

such a board with the powers created in this bill is allowed to exist at

all, and the further fact that sooner or later it will be sure to become

the slave either of the Executive or of the corporation, an utter sham

and failure, or a despotism by itself.

But I call attention to the manner of the appointment of the first

commissioners by act of Congress. I think there can be no doubt that

membership of this extraordinary board constitutes a very high office,

appointment to which is not a legislative act and within the constitu

tional power of the legislature to perform. These appointments can only

be made by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate, and the reason for attempting to deprive the appointing power,

under the Constitution, of its jurisdiction in the first appointments, and

those only, presents a fruitful field of thought, which will be alluded to

later in this report. Bearing upon this point I would refer to State vs.

Kenner et al., 7 Ohio State Reports, where the court says:

To make an appointment to office is an administrative function ; and under a consti

tution in which the philosophical theory of a division oi the powers of government
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into legislative, executive, and judicial should be exactly carried out in detail, the

power of prescribing the manner of making appointments to office would fall naturally

and properly to the legislative department, while the power to make the appointments

themselves would fall as naturally and properly to the executive department.

The Constitution of the United States, itself the highest form of a

legislative act, has expressly given the power of appointment to the

President and Senate. But I believe the power to create officers with

such extraordinary functions as are conferred upon this triumvirate, if

it must be done at all, should be exercised by the people of the whole

country in their elective capacity. True that the Constitution makes no

provision for the election of such officers, but an emergency which would

call for their creation would be one requiring not only the amendment

of the Constitution, but its overthrow, and the substitution of anti repub

lican forms.

The second section provides that said board of commissioners shall

have a general supervision of all railroads west of the Mississippi River,

which have received or shall hereafter receive any aid in lands or credit

from the" United States.

Just what may be done under the power of "general supervision" may

be open to doubt, but it is certainly the grant of a great affirmative ag

gressive power, interfering vitally with the control of private property

by its owners, and which, by analogy, may be extended not only to all

other railroads, but to the management of all other business affairs, as

the iron and cotton manufacture, the mining, the press of the couutry,

and other great interests, in which abuses from time to time may arise,

all which, like the railroads, are now, like individuals, amenable only to

the general laws of the laud.

The term supervision is defined as more than overlooking and inspec

tion. It is also superintendence, direction, control. The verb " to super

vise "is thus defined by Mr. Webster: "To oversee for direction; to

superintend ; to inspect." The natural construction of the power herein

conferred is that of absolute control of the general policy and business

management of the corpirations of half the country. Granted that the

whole act must be construed together; but it will be found as we proceed

that nothing in subsequent parts of the bill seriously impairs the vast

powers vested by this section in the board.

There is no apparent reason why this power if conferred at all should

be restricted to the roads west of the Mississippi River. The grievances

complained of are matters of yearly occurrence between the great lines

east of that river and upon a scale far greater than the evils at Chey

enne. The power of the government if properly exercised over the

subject-matter, which 1 not only concede but assert as firmly, if not as

enthusiastically, as the majority, does not depend upon the circumstance

that the relation of debtor and creditor exists between the government

and the corporation, but upon great fundamental considerations of

public justice and sound policy, while the occasion for its exercise in

legitimate forms is greater in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Chicago, and Saiut Louis than at Cheyenne. If these three beings have

the capacity to run the transportation of the West it is because they are

gods and not men. The majority need not hesitate, therefore, to cast

upon their supernal powers the superintendence of the transportation

not only of the whole country but of the universe.

Grievances exist elsewhere as well as in the far West, and the exaltation

of soul which has produced a board of salvation for all the ills of life

along the central line of the Pacific railroads should not rest without

conferring upon the more populous regions east of the Father of Waters
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the same inestimable boon. Again there can be no reason of fact or

logic why all internal water transportation should not be regulated in

a similar way, as well as those routes of ocean-carriage which transport

the persons and property of Americans, and especially those which com

pete or combine with the land lines of the country via the isthmus and

through Canada by the great lakes and the Saint Lawrence.

The third section specifies one useful purpose which three men might

perform, that of inspection and report of all knowledge to the govern

ment which it should possess in order to enable Congress to properly

exercise its undeniable powers of supervision and control of the corpo

rations; but why that duty will be better performed by the gentlemen

advertised in this bill than it is or may be by the government directors

who represent the public in the management of the roads, it is difficult

to understand. Should it be said that the government directors are not

proof against the wiles of their surroundings, the assertion is very sug

gestive of the dangers to which any small body of men is subject in the

discharge of duties of this nature. If Congress and the courts are too

corrupt or too inefficient to be trusted with the exercise of their legiti

mate powers, is there any certainty that this board will prove to be the

last fortress of virtue and the last safe depositary of humau rights ?

The fourth section provides that after consultation, not agreement,

with the officers of the corporation, the said commissioners shall proceed

to establish rules and regulations to govern the operation and manage

ment of the roads of said corporations, and shall supervise, that is,

either with their own agents and servants or by the voluntary or com

pulsory obedience of the corporations themselves, shall direct and enforce

the observance of their rules and regulations, so as to afford and secure

to the government and the public all the advantages of inter communi

cation as stipulated and defined in the acts of the incorporation of the

Union Pacific Railroad, which rules and regulations shall govern said

corporations in the operation and management of their respective roads

until the same shall be revised, altered, or annulled by said commissioners,

or by the circuit or Supreme Court of the United States as afterward

provided. This board thus enacts laws to be iu force until repealed, just

like any other law-making power.

The fifth section makes the board a tribunal proceeding without

regard to the forms of the common law, with no provision for trial by

jury, with no power in the parties to escape from its jurisdiction,

and with no right of review or of appeal from its decision, which may

proceed upon motion of any person or corporation to try and render

liual judgment upon all causes of complaint and controversy, ichatever,

which may arise between any of these railroad corporations, or between

any of them and individuals. Incomprehensible as it may seem to the

average mind that such a proposition could find support among the

representatives of a free people, it is nevertheless true that this bill

proposes to vest in these three men the summary control, to remain

there nntil in some way they can be shaken off, of all questions of law

and fact which can arise touching these immense interests, interests

which it is safe to say are now as important as the entire system of

affairs in many of the sovereign States, and which will soon come to

embrace the substantial control of half the country. Again I ask who

are these men, aud who are any three or three thousand men, that they

should rule over us, blot out the jury and the judiciary, destroy all

the safeguards of liberty and property which twenty ceuturies have

so painfully erected, and shoulder a mass of affairs which would over

whelm all but omnipotent powers ?
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The sixth section extends specifically the jurisdiction of this Triumvi

rate to every supposable case in which it shall appear to them that

there is any legal delinquency on the part of any one of these corpora

tions west of the Mississippi. It includes almost every conceivable-'

cause of action and detail of operatiou, management, and use of the

corporate property, such as the nature of accommodations, connec

tions, rolling stock, tracks and road-beds, charges and discriminations,

changes in its buildings or stations, in its rates of transportation, or in

the language of the bill itself, "any change in its mode of operating its

road or of conducting its business." Whenever it appears to them that

anything should be done which the corporation is not doing and which

is not inconsistent, that is prohibited by " the acts of Congress afore

said," which acts be it remembered apply only to one single road and its

branches, then the commission shall make such rules and regulations,

directions and orders in said respects as to them shall seem proper and

necessary.

This section is only an iteration of the fourth, a little worse because

more specific.

By both sections there is an unlimited discretionary power vested in the

board to make and enforce laws. True, there is in the sixth an illusory

limitation placed upon their powers by the clause providing that their

rules shall not be inconsistent with the acts incorporating the Union Pa

cific, but those acts have no reference to any other road ; and even if

they were applicable to all the roads, the details of the whole subject-

matter are confided to the board, and it would be impossible for a court

ever to try the justice of their discretionary action, especially when ex

ercised upou questions of fact, which will always be really the most

important.

Suppose, for instance, that the corporation should charge 3J cents

per mile for transportation of passengers, and the board should fix the

rate at 3 cents. So small a difference as that would be likely to involve

the success or ruin of many corporations. This bill gives absolutely

the power to make the will of this board the law. The roads must con

form to it, or violate the law and be subject to the forfeiture of their

franchises by the terms of their charters for disobedience to the law.

It makes no difference that this penalty is not specified in the pending

bill. It is in the charters of the companies, and is a part of the gen

eral law of the land.

• I believe that under the provisions of this bill it is not in the power

of the courts to set aside any of the acts of the commission when they

exercise their discretion upon the affairs of the roads and do not commit

a direct violation of the acts of incorporation, the general terms of which

make it almost impossible to say that anything which the board may

see fit to prescribe is inconsistent with them. At all events, it is abso

lutely clear that it is made the duty of the commissioners to exercise

their discretion in the first instance, and their rules and regulations are

laws until repealed either by themselves or by the courts in the few cases

which might possibly reach them. The judgment and discretion of the

commission is snbstituted for that of Congress, the courts, and of the

corporations in all those vast concerns. It is not necessary to say that

whoever controls thus absolutely a railroad during the period of an ordi

nary lawsuit can, either by fraud or folly, destroy it. Besides, even if

these rules should be set aside by the court, the board may already have

anticipated the decision by imposing new ones equally offensive and in

jurious, which, by changing the direction of the pressure, will evade the
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decision of tbe court, and thus the ruinous process may be continued

until tbe corporate property is destroyed.

I come now to the seventh section, which provides for the enforcement

of the decisions, rules, regulations, directions, aud orders of the com

missioners in case of noncompliance with them by the corporations. In

the great majority of cases they would doubtless obey rather than con

tend with arbitrary power even for their rights. But there might be

cases of neglect or resistance, and the bill, therefore, provides that in

such case any party aggrieved or the commissioners may file their bill

in equity praying a decree for the enforcement of said decision, rule, regu

lation, direction, or order, and also such interlocutory order as he or they

may deem necessary—

And thereupon it shall be the duty of the judge of the court in which the bill is fled to

direct the issue of such restraining or mandatory injunction as will compel the immediate

performance of the decision, rule, regulation, direction, or order of said commissioners.

Then follows the proviso that the judge be satisfied that a proper case

for an injunction be made by the complainant. This would be done

whenever formal proof of the " decision, rule," &c, of the commissioners

and of its neglect or violation was produced ; otherwise the whole pro

ceeding would be nugatory. A further proviso saves from the opera

tion of the injunction final and permanent action in the matter of repairs,

additions, aud changes, whatever that may mean. Then follow pro

visions for summary trials before the court itself; ofjust what questions,

whether for the review of all questions of law and fact involved in the

original decisions, rule, regulation, direction, or order of the commis

sioners, or only the regularity of their proceedings under the law, is not

clear, but probably the former. In any view, the ordinary right in a

court of chancery to remit questions of fact to a jury is apparently

denied, for the proofs shall be taken within tbe shortest time possible

to be limited by the judge, and the cause shall have precedence over all

other business in any court in which it may be pending, and may be heard

either in court or at chambers upon thirty days' notice to be given by

either party to the other.

Thus, any one of the thousand of little as well as important suits,

whether involving single dollars or millions, sure to grow out of this

law can interrupt and postpone the gravest litigation of the country,

whether civil or criminal. Such a provision might well exist for a sin

gle case, comprehending the great leading rules and regulations to be

deduced from the charter of the corporations. Such a suit is proposed

in the bill herewith submitted. But to clog the regular tribunals

with a jam of suits under this law will be a practical denial of justice

to the litigants of the nation at large. Mark now the iron harshness of

procedure in this modern Dracouian device during the progress of the

litigation which is to determine whether or not the commissioners them

selves have violated the law :

The orders, decrees, or judgments of said judge or court shall not be superseded by any

bonds or other securities, but shall remain in full force until vacated, modified, or reversed by

the judge or court making the same or by the United States Supreme Court.

I assert that under the astonishing provisions of this bill there is not

a railroad corporation in the country which could survive its hostile

administration for five years.

Sections 8 and 9 contain provisions relating to the inspection of books,

contracts, &c, and providing for reports by the corporations to the com

missioners and by the commissioners to Congress.

It is a relief to be able to dismiss them without comment.
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The tenth section fixes the salaries of the commissioners at $10,000 and

$2,500 for their clerk, with free passes for the entire establishment over

the roads they are to regulate and control ; likewise expenses for of

fices, books, maps, stationery, and other expenses incidental to the dis

charge of their duties, which will no doubt be modeled upon the bills

for a Congressional burial.

All these are first to be paid by the government and then charged

over to the victimized corporations.

It is the complete application upon a sublime scale of the old rale

which required the payment of forty shillings for the privilege of being

hung.

I deny the power of Congress to impose any special tax to defray the

general expenses of the nation upon a corporation without its consent.

This expenditure is expressly made a charge upon the government in the

first instance, and Congress has no power under tbe right of alteration,

amendment, and repeal, or any other power, to subject the corporations

to the expenses of this commission, any more than for money paid out

as salaries of the President and other public officers.

Some minor provisions remain, but I cannot stop to note them here.

REVIEW OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS BILL.

I have thus summarized the provisions of this most extraordinary

bill, the arbitrary and despotic elements of which never before to my

knowledge were formulated in the report of a Congressional committee.

I think I have stated the nature of the bill with moderation, and that

a serious consideration by candid minds will develop toward it con

stantly increasing antagonism.

It only remains for me to state a few further leading and insuperable

objections :

First. This bill proposes to create a monstrosity vested with legislative

powers of very high order.

Second. It confers upon the same thing judicial powers, and the still

further incongruous function of acting judicially upon questions arising

under its own legislation.

Third. Calling to its aid the regular judiciary of the country, to the

neglect of all other duties, and in violation of its most sacred and time-

honored forms of administration, and depriving the citizen of his trial

by jury and of his property without due process of law, it compels com

pliance with the decrees of the Triumvirate even when that decree is in

violation of this very bill, and of their own orders, rules, regulations,

decisions, and decrees.

The bill thus vests in the Triumvirate, legislative, judicial, and execu

tive power.

The idea seems to have grown out of the board of railway commis

sioners of Great Britain, which is the offspring of an omnipotent par

liament, which combines in itself all the essential but distinct elements

of sovereignty, and can delegate them as it chooses; but even there the

board is, in practice, little more than a court of arbitration, which may

act by agreement of parties. Massachusetts has adopted something of

the kind in theory, but in practical operation her commissioners have

never, to my knowledge, and certainly to no important degree, under

taken to exercise the alarming functions conferred by this bill.

In our form of government the legislative, executive, and judicial

powers are distinct and co-ordinate. Though forever near, they are

forever separate, and neither can infringe upou the other. Neither can
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delegate or alienate its power. Each power must be exercised by the

agency created by the Constitution. It cannot be delegated by that

agency.

The legislative power is vested in Congress. It cannot be delegated

to a board or to any other tribunal. The agent cannot delegate his func

tions to a sub-ageut ; this will be conceded.

Wbat, then, is a legislative act ? It is making laws, rules of action,

regarding life, liberty, aud property.

Thus, the legislative power may, by law, fix rates of transportation.

It did so in the Granger cases, aud the Supreme Court holds that the

law is valid.

This bill confers the same power to fix rates of transportation upon

the commission. If it is a legislative act when performed by a legislature

or by Congress, it is so when performed by the commission. It is fixing

a rule of action which regulates aud controls vast property rights ; it is

legislation. I caunot enlarge here, but refer to Cooley's Constitutional

Limitations, page 117, &c, and to lOhio (new scries), Railroad vs. Com

missioners of Clinton County, page 88, where the court says, after elab

orate discussion of the subject, and special allusion to the power vested

in assessors of taxes, &c. :

The true distinction, therefore, is hetween the delegation of power to make the law,

whi :h necessarily involves a discretion as to what it shall be, and conferring an au

thority or discretion as to its execution, to be exercised under and in pursuance of the

law. Thefirst cannot be done; to the latter no valid objection can be made.

Of the essence of this bill is the legislative power which it confers upon

the board of commissioners.

It cannot be said that its rules and regulations, decisions, orders, and

decrees are not rules of action to which the corporations must conform.

Nor can it be said that if this bill is passed, all that the corporations

need do is to resist its provisions, aud that the courts will thereupon set

it aside if it is decided to be unconstitutional and void. That does not

prevent the bill, if passed, being a legislative act, and a law too, until

it is set aside by the courts. The presumption will be that it is a con

stitutional law, and it must be obeyed. We must suppose that in many

instances the rules, &c, of the board will be submitted to rather than

engage in litigation ; but that does not change their intrinsic nature as

an invasion of right.

The question is not how shall the citizen get rid of an unconstitu

tional law, but shall tee deliberately make one, because we think he will

submit to it rather than fight T Congress may enact all needful legis

lation relating, however minutely, to the regulation of these corpora

tions, not overthrowing vested rights, and the courts may construe and

apply it ; but I repeat that Congress cannot delegate the exercise of this

power.

Again, much of the power of the commission will consist, first, in

placing upon the charters and previous legislation relating to the roads

that construction which they think proper, and also upon the laws they

shall themselves from time to time ordain and establish, and the appli

cation of these laws to particular instances. That is the judicial func

tion of government. The judicial power is vested by the Constitution

in one Supreme Court and such inferior courts as Congress may from

time to time ordain and establish.

Now, what is a court in the sense used by the Constitution t Simply

the tribunals of common law and equity, which alone have ever existed

in this country or are consistent with the spirit of free institutions. But

the rights of property are protected by State constitutions and laws as
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well as by those of the United States, and under none of them can a

man, or even a railroad corporation, be dispossessed of property bat by

due process of law ; a provision which is utterly ignored by this bill.

This bill cannot make that due process of law which was not so before.

The'phrase has a determinate meaning, and is fixed in the fifth amend

ment to the Constitution as a two-edged darning sword to cut down and

consume all such pretended and vagabond courts as are created by this

bill and shall be found prowling about the Eden of our liberties. 2»o;

the judicial power must act in conformity with the established forms of

the Constitution and the laws. The exercise of this function in any

other way is despotic force; and legal redress failing justifies resistance

to the death. Just that thing this bill proposes that this commission

shall do.

In passing from this subject I cite the following extracts, the perti

nency of which will be apparent :

The legislative power extends only to tbe making of laws, and in its exercise it is

limited and restrained by tbe paramount authority of the Federal and State constitu

tions. It cannot directly reach tbe property or vested rights of tbe citizen by provid

ing for tbeir forfeiture or transfer to another without trial and judgment of tbe courts ;

for to do so would be the exercise of a power which belongs to another branch of the

government, and is forbidden to the legislative. {Xewland vs. Marsh. 19 III., 388.)

That is not legislation—

Far less is it a judicial act—

which adjudicates in a particular case, prescribes the rule contrary to tbe general law,

and orders it to be enforced. Snch power assimilates itself more closely to despotic

rule than any other attribute of tbe government. (Errine't Appeal, 16 Penn St. Rents.,

266.)

I believe the enactment of this bill into a law is properly character

ized in the last citation.

Fourth. To control the transportation of a country is to control the

country, and to fix its rates of transportation and prescribe the rales and

regulations thereof is to coutrol that transportation. To vest that con

trol in any single body of men is to clothe them with more power than

is possessed by any monarch to-day.

In our country, governed by popular elections, the existence of a

small body of men with power to exact from all the railroads, being and

to be west of the Mississippi River, conformity to its will in favor of

one candidate or another is to organize a monopoly of political power

compared with the evils of which all the abuses we have known would

be works of purity and grace.

The board of commissioners might come finally to be the creatures of

the executive, and in their turn re-elect their creator, or otherwise as

might seem to them good. Or, more likely still, the corporations con

cerned, driven by such cruel and unusual legislation, might soon become

the owners of the board itself, and thus entrenched behind a legal

fortress of our own creation, they would perpetrate and increase all the

grievances of which we have now reason to complain with absolute im

punity under the sanctions of the commissioners themselves. Indeed,

so alert is one of the great political parties, even now, to the dangers

and advantages which are inseparable from the existence of this pro

posed commission as a source of dictation and plunder in elections, that

there is here a manifest attempt to deprive the existing executive of his

undoubted constitutional right of appointment, coupled with a provision

which will enable any future executive to remove the board at will, and

fashion its power and purposes to his own and his party's eud.

Fifth. If this scheme should prove to be a thing of power, it would
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inevitably develop all the evils which I have endeavored to suggest,

with many more. On the other hand, if it should prove to be a mere

sham and bauble, a tub thrown to the whale of transient popular feel

ing, like the granger laws of the West, then what would become of the

actual grievances which exist in the use and operation of the Union Pa

cific Railroad and its branches? For these specific wrongs we were

called upon to furnish an early remedy. They will simply continue and

increase. We are blind men striking in the dark with a boomerang.

The fifteenth section of the law of 1864, the true construction, expo

sition, and application of which is admitted by all to be tbe only neces

sary thing, which might be obtained within one year from the Supreme

Court, and at once thereafter enforced by irresistable sanctions, will

still remain upon the statute-book uuconstrned and unapplied. In our

effort to introduce the general millennium by act of Congress and dan

gerous innovations, we shall have overlooked and perpetuated the evils

which we might remedy by a sensible, practical measure at once.

The bill of the majority, borrowed from a monarchy and full of viola

tions of the principles of civil liberty to which we are accustomed, is far

worse than the law of Great Britain. Tbat creates in practice hardly

more than a board of brotherly advice. Whatever it is there, its creation

and powers are derived from acts of an omnipotent Parliament, which

can hang the Queen to-morrow and yet violate no law. But such a law

as is here proposed is a monstrosity in a country like ours, and as danger

ous in the citadel of our liberties as the wooden horse in Troy.

The fact, if it be a fact, that this sprout of monarchy has been set in

the soil in Massachusetts, and has thus far flourished in the shadow of

Bunker Hill, exists, if at all, by reason of the exceptional administrative

purity thus far of the commissioners, and their care to avoid the exer

cise of the despotic power which they really possess ; or because the

people of that renowned and admirable commonwealth, in their eager

ness to master the evils incident to the working of her railroad system,

have overlooked the dangerous nature of this innovation upon our system

of laws.

No doubt that an able and impartial board of commissioners, clothed

with advisory and inspective powers, whose dignity, competency, and

high character should lead the corporations and the public alike to repose

confidence in their opinions, and to seek relief from expensive and tardy

litigation by willing reference to them of difficulties requiring arbitra

tion, might accomplish very great good to the country. Such are the

useful functions really performed by the commissioners of Great Britaiu

and Massachusetts. But this bill proposes no such tribunal.

The specific evil which we are called upon to redress is quite within

the easy management of the common tribunals of this country. There

has uever yet been that earnest effort to secure action by the courts

which characterizes ordinary litigation before a justice of the peace.

With all the mouthing and clamor, it was admitted before the commit

tee that the two corporations were about equally guilty ; while the al

legations of failure to comply with the requirements of government were

confined to the single instance of the transportation of a regiment of

troops, in which matter, however, it turned out that the Union Pacific

offered to carry them as cheaply as its rival, nor was the regiment de

layed perceptibly in its transportation to the seat of war.

Nothing is needed in this case but a little real effort to get a decision

of the court, which no party has ever yet seriously tried to do. In the

bill which is submitted herewith, provision is made for this purpose,[and

the Attorney-General of the United States is required to push thejpro
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ceedings, and while securing all the rights of the corporations, to pro

tect the people ; who, notwithstanding all the extraordinary affect ion

we feel for them, have hitherto been substantially overlooked in this

controversy. On the contrary, the bill of the majority, in addition to

postponing the remedy for years by the litigation which must arise

from its novel provisions, proposes a measure, the principles of which

fully carried out would create a holocaust of their civil liberties.

It is impossible here to review the report of the majority ; but I wish

to say that, in reaching these conclusions upon their bill, I do not by

any means follow the course of argument attributed by them to the

opponents of their measure. Nor am I careful to avoid the charges of

" harshness and severity," which are suggested by the sanctions of the

bill herewith submitted in the proposed forfeiture of charters and pun

ishment of officers of corporations who willfully shall violate or neglect

to obey the decisions of the regular courts when once obtained. I would

give to corporations and their managers all the rights under the law

which belong to the highest or the lowest citizen. I would ascertain

those rights by due process of law through the usual operation of the

judicial power, and then hold them to the severest accountability. No

other course is consistent with our form of government or the harmony

and prosperity of our country.

Earnestly hoping that the careful attention of every member of the

House will be given to this extraordinary measure of the majority, and

that its alarming features may be analyzed and exposed by abilities

more adequate to the task than mine, f respectfully submit the fore

going observations and the accoinpauyiDg bill.

HENRY W. BLAIR.

I concur with Mr. Blair in opposition to the bill of the majority.

GEORGE M. LANDERS.

A BILL to facilitate the early judicial construction of the fifteenth section of the act ot

July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, entitled "An act to amend 'An act

to .aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph-line from the Missouri River

to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the government the use of the same for postal,

military, and other purposes,' approved July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two."

Whereas controversies have arisen as to the true meaning and intent

of the fifteenth section of the act of Congress approved on the second

day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, entitled " An act to amend

•An act to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph-line from

the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the government

the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,' approved

July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two," and it is alleged that the

Union Pacific Railroad and its branches have not complied with the

requirements of the law as in such fifteenth section provided, but have

violated the same, to the great injury of each other and of the public

welfare; and

Whereas a suit in equity is now, or lately was, pending in the dis

trict court of the district of Nebraska, in which the Kansas Pacific Rail

way Company and the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company

are plaintiffs, and the Union Pacific Railroad Company is defendant,

which suit is founded upon said fifteenth section, and its decision will

require a full judicial construction and exposition of the law aforesaid,

and will settle the rights, duties, and liabilities of all parties and of the

public under the same ; and
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Whereas said suit has already been partially heard, but an order of

dismissal has been entered by the plaintiffs because one of the judges

has declined to decide the same for personal reasons, which order of

dismissal the parties are desirous may be vacated, that the cause may

proceed to final determination in the courts: Therefore,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That said suit is hereby revived,

and the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court shall forthwith designate a

judge of the circuit court or of the Supreme Court before whom, with the

judge of the district aforesaid, the said suit shall be heard, with right

of appeal to the Supreme Court as in other cases ; and it shall be the

duty of both said courts to give said cause and all proceedings under

this act precedence of all other business, so far as is practicable, with

reference to a speedy and just decision.

Sec. 2. The Attorney General, with the consent of the parties, if the

court shall deem such assent necessary, shall be required to appear in

said snit in behalf of the United States and of the public interests, and

be shall raise for the consideration of the court all such questions of

fact and of law touching the proper construction of the fifteenth section

of the law aforesaid, and other provisions having relation to the same,

as shall be material, so that the interests of the public as well as of said

companies may be fully heard, and the true intent and meaning of the

law may be judicially declared. And if either of said companies shall

object to such joinder in action of the Attorney-General, and the court

shall consider such objection a bar to such joinder, or if said suit shall

be discontinued by the parties, or if, being discontinued, an order to

vacate the dismissal and to reinstate the parties and proceedings shall be

resisted by the parties and not entered by the court, and by reason there

of, or for any cause, the court loses jurisdiction of the suit aforesaid, then

the Attorney-General shall proceed forthwith diligently to inquire whether

there has been a violation of said fifteenth section, or failure to comply

therewith, by any corporation, or person in the employ of any corpora

tion ; and if, in his judgment, there has been such failure or violation,

or if hereafter, in his judgment, there shall be any such failure or vio

lation, he shall cause a suit in equity to be instituted, in the name of

the United States, against such corporation or person, in the proper

circuit court, in which suit he shall charge such corporation or person

with such violations of law as he shall have discovered, or which may bo

brought to his knowledge from any source, so far as the same shall be

necessary in order to raise all material questions arising under the fif

teenth section aforesaid, and to settle the true intent of the same. And

in any decision under this act the court shall plainly specify the general

rules and regulations arising under the fifteenth section aforesaid by

and in accordance with which the Union Pacific Eailroad and its

branches shall be used and operated, and shall answer all such perti

nent questions as shall be raised by any of the parties in such pro

ceedings.

Sec. 3. Should any of said roads or branches, in their corporate ca

pacity, after due notice of the final decision in any suit under this act,

intentionally violate or neglect to obey the same, and the rules and reg

ulations prescribed as aforesaid, or authorize the same to be done, such

violation or neglect shall of itself constitute a forfeiture of the franchise

of the corporation, so far as the same is subject to forfeiture, to the

United States ; and the proper circuit court, subject to appeal to the

Supreme Court, upon application of the Attorney-General, in any

proper form of remedy, or of any corporation or citizen of the United

H. Eep. 620, pt, 2 2
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States, and proof of such act of forfeiture, to be ascertained by dne

process of law, shall make an order transferring the possession, man

agement, operation, and control of such defaulting road or branch into

the hands of a receiver, to be appointed by the court, who shall, under

the direction of the court, protect, control, and operate the same, and

disburse and invest the earnings of such road or branch until action by

Congress in the premises. And it shall be the duty of the court to

cause the Attorney-General to be informed of the institution of any

proceeding under this section, that he may appear and protect the in

terests of the public therein.

Sec. 4. Any person who shall have participated in an act of willful

neglect or violation of the decision of the court, or of such rales and

regulations as tbe court may prescribe under the fifteenth section of the

act of eighteen hundred and sixty-four aforesaid, shall be subject to in

dictment therefor, and be punished by fine and imprisonment, or both,

in the discretion of the court, and ever afterward shall be disqualified

to hold any office or to fill any place of trust in such corporation.

Sec. 5. No proceeding under this act shall be a bar to suite for private

damages or to any remedy now existing by law ; and any form of legal

remedy which now exists against the Union Pacific Railroad may like

wise be used by itself or any other party against the Kansas and Pacific

Railway Company and the Denver and Pacific Railway and Telegraph

Company or any branches of the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
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